
ECONOMIC SECURITY 

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
3300 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-3300 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE· DIRECTORATE FOR FREEDOM OF INFORMATION 
(A TIN: Mr. Talbot) 

SUBJECT: Public comments on the Defense Department's Interim and Proposed Rule 
published in the Federal Register, April 6, 1994 

Thank you for agreeing to manage public access to the public comments on the 
Department of Defense's Interim and Proposed rule, published ·in. the April 6, 1994,. edition 
of the Federal Register. This rule, Revitalizing Base Closure Communities, has·, as you 
might imagine, generated a good deal of public interest. · 

We have received several requests from members of the public to view the comments. 
Attached is a complete set of comments received to date; the publ~c comment period closed 
on Friday, August 5, 1994. · 

When it is completed, we will also send a copy of the transcript from a -public hearing 
on the same subject, held on August 5, 1994. We appreciate your \Villingness to let interested 
persons read· and copy this document as well. 

Please direct questions to myself or Mr. Damon Hemmerdinger of the Base Transition 
Office. We can be reached on x75754/45. 

Enclosure 

Helen F. Forbeck 
Senior Professional Advisor 
DoD Base Transition Office. 
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OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
3300 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC .20301•3300 

~ f1 AUG 1994 
ECONOMIC SECURITY 

MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRIBUTION 

SUBJECT: Public access to. comments on the Interim and Proposed Rule 

We have received numerous requests from interested persons to review the comments 
we received on the Interim and Proposed Rule. Anticipating additional requests, we have 
arranged with the Directorate for the Freedom of Information, OASD(PA), to put this 
material in their reading room for public access. 

Please ask interested parties to contact the FOIA office at 697-1160. FOIA will· 
arrange for access to the Pentagon. The. reading room is located in Room 2C757. 

When the transcript from the August 5 public hearing is complete, it will be available 
to the public jn the same reading room. 

If you have any questions, my point of contact is Mr. Damon Hemmerdinger, BTO. 
He can be reached on x75743/45. Thank you. 

Helen F. Forbeck 
Senior Professional Advisor 
DoD Base Transition Office 
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DISTRIBUTION: 

CF: 
ASD (ES) (Mr. Gotbaum) 
DASD (ER&BRAC) (Mr. Bayer) 
OASD(ES) (ATIN: Mr. Wagner) 
DIR BTO (CAPT Durgin) 
OEA (ATIN: Mr. Hertzfeld) 
BCU (ATIN: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Kleiman, and Mr. Sikes) 
OUSD(L) (ATTN: Mr. Marcus) 
ODGC(A&L) (ATIN: Ms. Brown) 
DASA(I&H) (ATTN: Mr. Birney) 
DASN(I&F) (ATTN: Ms. Greco) 
DIR AFBCA (ATIN: Mr. Baur) 

CC: 
LMI (ATTN: Trevor Neve) 
All BTC's 
All BTO staff 
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National Association of Installation Developers~ ~ 

April 21, 1994 ·. 

Dear Friend: 

We are pleased to be. able to provide the enclosed NAllYs initial comments on the Interim 
DoD Final Rules on "Revitalizing Base Closure Communities and Community Assistance• 
published in the Federal Register on Aprll6, 1994. Thank you to everyone that reviewed the 
rules and contacted us with your comments. 

These initial NAID comments are base.d on community input received through April 19th and 
have been prepared to encourage further community input into our final NAID comments to 
the Office of the Secretary of Defense after the four DoD· public meetings. (Please fax further 
member comments to: 703-836-8273). 

Sincerely, 

)AN(~L>r-
Jane English 
President 

1725 'Ou!.:,e Streot. Soi1.e 630 A1exandrit. Virginia 22314 (~031 836·7973 fax: (7031 836·8273 
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Jane £ngli5h 
Pre&idcnt 

aiBlDIII 
National Association of lnstaUation Developers 

Apri121, 1994 

Initial NAID Comments 

Interim DoD Final Rules on "Revitalizing Base Closure 
Communities and Community· Assistance" 

Introduction 

The National A$ociation of Installation Developers (NAID) is pleased to provjde oommems 
on the Interim DoD Final Rules on "Revitalizing Base Closure Communities and Conununity 
Assistance,_ published in the Federal Register on April 6, 1994. Since President Clinton 
announced his Five Part Program on July 2. 1993, and the subsequent paisage of Title XXIX of 
the Defens~ Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994, there has been anticipation on the part of 
the base Closure impacted communities that the Federal government would finally marshall its 
considerable resources to aid the affected communities in the reuse of the property and the 
creation of replacement jobs. Senior Defense officials have toured the country extolling the 
virtues of the program and have thereby raisea expectations that the much maligned base reuse 
process would be revamped to remove the bureaucratic impediments that have plagued us in the 
past. 

NAID's General Comments 

/""' --. Based on community conunents NAID has received to date on the Interim Final Rules 
/ i /I . 4 issuc;d by the Department of Defense in the Federal Register on April 6, 1994, NAID believes 

·~ · . - 70tl\a:(these interim rules offer little incentive or flexibility for joint. DoD.-community cooperation 
in the early civilian reuse and job generation at Conner military bases, as called for in the 
President's July 2, 1993 statement on "Revitalizing Base Closure Co~unities.14 

-.. The interim rules themselves are unnecessarily complex and do not communicate easily 
to a local mayor or a county commissioner. TI1e rules also reflect limited recognition as to the 
normal economic development role of state and local govenunent in working with the private 
sector development commwrity to create real estate value and new jobs in the reuse of property. 

No~: These initial NAlD CO!ll.Inents were bs.sed on community input received through April 19th and have been 
prepare.d to encourage fur1her cmnmumty input into our fmal NAJD comments to the Office of the SecretarY of 
Defe~ ~fter the foot .DoD public meetings. (Pl~ fax further memh!r comments to: 703-836-8273). 
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While several of the rules appear well intended, the actual language itself will, in many 
instances, lead to misunderstanding and conflict between the DoD disposal agents at the working 
level and the impacted communities. Finally, the interim rules will likely create an urm~ 
adversarial climate: (1) in the proposed immediate sales offer for high value property, and (2) 
in retaining personal propeny equipment needed for the early civilian reuse of the base property. 

I 

The NAID member communities to date have several overall concerns with Interim Pinal 
Rules which are ~ as follows: 

• DoD Returns to Priority Propert:y Sales Goal: Despite the enactment of Section 2903, 
DoD has returned to a priority high value property sa]es approach. DoD's purpose is no 
longer to ge.nerate large sales returns; now, DoD presumes that early sales will 
automatically cause new jobs to be created. NAID has seen no evidence that property 
sales without a local plan and zoning will prompt new jobs; to the contrary, we believe 
thiS priority property sales approach will continue to delay local recovery. DoD will even 
force property sales when the initial sales efforts fail to generate private sector interest. 
In fact, DoD's process flow chart suggests that sales even take precedence over public 
benefit conveyances. DoD would also. be able to sell off the more valuable properties (a 
"substantial partH) and leave the balance as \lllusable property. In SUIJllll8I)', DoD's 
priority sales approach oonflicts with the President's July 2nd assurance that local base 
reuse plans will be the preferred alternative in property disposal decisions. DoD's 
approach also conflicts with the Secretary of Defense's assurance to several seriously 
imoocted California communities that they would be able to receive property at less tlum 
fair market value for economic development purposes. 

• t\Fa.ir Market Yalue:• There are two different descriptions for fair market value in the 
Interim Final Rules: (1) a broad definition for "readily marketable" property; (2) e.nd a 
narrow "proposed reuse" definition in the section on Economic Development 
Conveyances. Neither defm.ition indicates that the surplus base property is actually being 
transferred in an ltas-is, where·isH condition - often without local zoning or adequate 
infrastructure being in place. 

• 

I' 

Economic Development Discount- Value: The conveyance procedures are based solely 
on the future nplanned reuse" of the base property. The valuation process does nQ1 
discuss the current condition of the facilities or local zoning - two of the key elements 
in real estate appraisals. The DoD defmition presumes that the infrastructure to support 
the future planned use will appear automatically. Under the DoD interim rules, the 
community's "proposed reuse" by itself' will set the fair market value basis for the 
"explanatory statement" required by Section 2903 for any discount below fair market 
value. As a result, it may be difficult to document the proposed discount below an 
artificially inflated value. In effect, the community will be penalized for planning. DoD 
is actllally transferring property in an 11as-is. where-is" condition - not some ideal 
redeveloped future land use. Current facility conditions (including the needed infra
structure improve.ments) as well as existing local zoning must in fairness be included in 
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the DoD definition of "fair market'* value along with the proposed reuse. 

• Net Ooerati:ni Costs: The interim final rules will hopefully allow the community 
propefty resale value to be adjusted to compensate communities for their offsetting capital 
and operating costs to redevelop the former bases. But, the actual allowable operating 
costs are undefined in the proposed interim rules and have been left to negotiations with 
the disposal agents ~ on Pan 31' of the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FARs). Part 
31 of the F ARs is an inappropriate yardstick that was designed to allocate costs across 
profit ·making activities. Few communities have ready access to or understanding of the 
F ARs and are thereby placed at a large disadvantage in negotiating with the Military 
Departments. The DoD roles should cite normal allowable community operating and 
capital costs. 

• Personal I:To~rty: The new interim rules do not present a joint DoD.eommunity 
cooperative approach to retaining personal property. Control of the personal property 
process will now be placed in the bands of the base commander and the major ·cOmmand. 
This will likely result in a repetition of the situations at Fort Ord {where even the church 
pews and irrigation lines were relocated by the base commander) or at Chanute AFB 
(where all the personal property v.•as removed). The DoD rules will allow any federal 
office to pick over the equipment without control. The rules should emphasize DoD 
COQperation with the community in working out an agreeable list of equipment to be 
retained or removed. Mission-related and military unique equipment should be relocated 
immediately. Thereafter, the listing of retained equipment worked-out by the base 
commander and the community should be preserved wherever possible - including 
appropriate substitute equipment items. At this point, the removal of other equipment 
should require approval at the Assistant Sectetary level both in the Military Departments 
and the Federal agencies. 

• Readily 1tfarketable Properties: The Interim Final Rules provide for a six-month period 
for advertising the property for sale to the private sector which will duplicate and add 
major confusion to the community base reuse planning process. The proposed private 
sector advertising period will also occur at a very confusing time when the McKinney 
Act. public benefit conveyances, facility condition and environmental issues are still being 
resolved. In fact, the rules would authorize the Military Departments to impose their 
reuse and zoning judgements on the property - much like .the ill-fated 1990 Army 
approach for the 9,000 acres at Fon Meade. NAID believes this DoD-determined early 
sales approach conflicts directly with the objective in the President's July 2nd policy on 
using the. community's base reuse plan as the basis for DoD's property disposal decisions. 

• Forced Sale of Pro~rtfes: In the same section, DoD proposes to sell readlly tnarketable 
property without local zoning and without provision for future infrastructure. NAID 
believes such quick sales will yield less than lO·to-15 percent of the likely present value 
from competitive incremental sales through the communities, supported by local zoning. 
Several corrununities have already offered full (100 percent) returns of all net sales values 
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to DoD. The proposed DoD appeal process should allow for the community to offer 
alternative development proposals with the preponderance of value (based on local 
zoning) being returned to DoD. 

Specific Comments 

The follov&g specific NA.ID co~ents are organized in the same order as the text of the 
Interim Final Rules, as published on April 6. 1994. The comments do not suggest the importance 
of the individual- conune.nt. In some instances. a brief parenthetical notation accompanies the 
statement to explain the significance of the proposed NAID comment. 

Para 90.4 e. and Para. 91.3 • Dermition CO. RedeYelopment Authority: Add the following 
two sentences: HTypical redevelopment authorities in the economic development and community 
development profession include: economic development authorities, airport authorities. housing 
autho{ities. state and local port authorities. and publicly-owned non-profit economic d~velopment 
corporations organized under Section SOl (c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code. The Secretary of 
Defense should base his recognition decision for the development authority organization on the 
recommended organization (if any) adopted in the approved community base reuse plan.,. 

· [Tills additional identification of the nonnal types of economic development 
organizations is intended to address the differing interpretations among the 
lvfilital)' Departments. The Nary has already sold the Olase Field NAS family 
housing to the Beeville-Bee County Economic Development Corporation, a 
Section SOl (c)3 non-profit publicly-ovmed corporation. The Army bas initially 
declined to work with a similar non-profit corporation at Pueblo and the Air Force 
has indicated that it cannot work with a joint Denver·Aurom non-profit 
corporation to purchase Lowry AFB]. 

Para. 91.3 ·Definition (b). Rural: The definition of rural areas should be refined to include 
jurisdictions that also include small communities with less than 50,000 persons which do not have 
strong real estate markets - irrespective of whether they are located in Metropolitan Statistical 
Areas. 

[1'v!any Metropolitan Statistical Areas are "over-bounded," and sometimes include 
outlying coWlties that are largely rural in character and often lack economic 
recovery opportunities; e.g., the rural Tooele Army Depot is located in the Salt 
Lake City MSA]. 

Para. 91.2- New Dermitlon for •Estimate Fair f\{arket Value•: There is a critical need for 
a common definition for "Fair Market Value" to cover consistently QQ!h "ready market" property 
sales and "economic. development conveyance property." TI1e definition for fair market value 
should include at least: 

"Fair Market Value is the most probable price that a property should bring in 
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its current 'as-is, where-is' condition, based on current local zoning and its planned 
reuse (adjusted for the offsetting cost of public infrastructure to support the 
planned reuse) in a competitive and open market under all conditions requisite to 
a fair sale with the buyer and seller each acting prudently and knowledgeably. 
assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. The effect of the base 
closure on ~e market shall be taken into account in estimating fair market value." 

Para. 91.7- Rea] Property Screenine Cal C3l: Revise the final sentence to read: "Transfer of 
real property at ~losing bases between any Military Department or retention of real property at 
a closing base by a Military Department must be approved by the Assistant Secretacy of Defense 
for Economic Security, unless the transfer has already been approved by the Secretary of the 
Military Department concerned prior to April 6. 1994." 

[It must be very clear that the retention of small military parcels in the middle of 
a community reuse plan must always be refened to the ASD (ES) for appro~l. 

· There are case examples where the retention of· DoD enclaves imperils· the 
economic feasibility of the community reuse plan. In other instances (e.g., an 
Army Reserve request at Williams AFB), military requests have been received 
after the community reuse plan has been completed. lt is important for the 
Military Departments to recognize that "what is closed is closed." unless a 
mutually agreeable property solution is worked out with the affected community 
reuse planning committee]. 

Para. 91.5- Responsibilities .. Add a new sub-paraeraph (c): The Military Departments shall 
secure the approval of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security and the DoD 
General Counsel for any Military Department legal opinion questioning a decision or jurisdiction 
by the Base Oosure and Realignment Commission. 

[This new paragraph is needed to conect an internal Department of the Army 
effort to question the final decision of the Base Closure & Realigrunent 
Commission in four cases through operating -level staff legal opinions; these 
opinions have frustrated community efforts to secure reuse of the closed property 
without being official Department of the Anny position$] .. 

Para. 91.7 (a) -Property Screenin2: An additional element in subparagraph (9) should call for 
the affected community to be advised by the Military Department when the base structures are 
located on public domain land. 

[There are a few cases where DoD facilities were located on public. domain lands, 
which nonnally revert to the Department of the Interior. In these few instances. 
it will be important for the conununity, DoD and Interior to find a workable 
solution to the public domain issue). 

Para. 91.7 {b)- ~1cKinney Act Screenin~: The Interim Rules are well written and presume that 
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the Secretary of Defense does not have any discretion to reject McKinney Act proposals that 
impair the overall property reuse. The NAID members believe that DoD should have 
discretionary authority and we propose to seek legislative authority on behalf of the Secretary 
of Defense. 

Para. 91.7 (c) Cl)- Local Redevelopment Plan: The word "generally• 
should be dropped and words "wherever 'possible, should be substituted therein. 

[The Military Department disposal agents should not be in the role of selecting 
what portions of the community base reuse plan they wish to follow. The 
President's guidance calls· for the community base reuse plan to be the preferred 
alternative in the BIS]. 

Para. 21.7 9 (d) - Jobs-Centered Property Disposal: NAID members believe this entire section 
will place DoD and the impacted communities in a direct adversari.al position. This section should 
be rewritten to encourage the Militaty Departments, in cooperation with the impacted ·community. 
to seek an early opportunity to test the market for those few readily marketable properties once! 
( 1) the facility and environmental conditions at the base are known; (2) the community has 
completed its base reuse plan: (3) the community ·has identified the likely required public 
infrastructure for the property; and (4) the local jurisdiction bas indicated the likely local land 
use z.oning the property will receive. 

The Military Depamnents should also be authorized to approve joint venture offers from 
redevelopment authorities where the net present value of the property substantially exceeds its 
current value in an 11as-is, v.rhere-is" condition. The redevelopment authority must secure local 
zoning and provide the necessary supporting infrastructure as well as an assurance that the 
predominant portion of the net sales procuds will be remitted to DoD. 

[The approach in the previous two paragraphs will preclude the conflicting six· 
month private sector sales initiative at the very time that the community is 
attempting to complete its base reuse plan. This approach will also provide the 
community with an alternative to the "forced-sale~~ of readily marketable properties 
without local control]. 

Any public notice for all sales of high value property under this section should identify 
the current local zoning for the surplus property and should contain the community's estimate 
(when provided by the community) of the supporting infrastructure required for nonnal reuse of 
the property. 

(This is intend~ as a "Surgeon General's Warning" to any possible uninformed 
investor]. 

Finally, the deflllition of "fair market value" in this section should be consistent with that 
used in the Economic Development Conveyance section. 
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NAID believes that the Department. of Defense should not attempt itself to reach 
conclusions as to what propenies enjoy a Hready tn.aiket." DoD has very limited capacities in 
conunercial real estate markets. We reconunend that DoD tum to an outside independent group 
li~e the Urban Land Institute or the American Society of Real Estate Counselors to provide this 
independent judgement. 

NAID is ~ially conceme4 thai the guidance in Subparagraph (d) would encoura2e 
12riority property sales without regard to the community's base reuse plan- when the MiliWy 
Department d~ides the property is "readily marketable. • ·and even after private sector sales 
initiatives have been unsuccessful. NAID believes that Section -(d) is in direct conflict with the 
President's Five-Point program and that this priority property sales approach wUl place the 
Military Departments in a direct adversarial conflict with the ~pacted communities. NAID 
recommends that this entire subpara.mph be rewritten to emphasire property disposa}s {including 
sales supported by local zoning) that are based on the community's approved reuse plan. 

Para. 91.7 {e)· Economic Development Conveyances: Subparagraph {4) should be revised to 
read: "Before making an economic development conveyance of real property, an appraisal or 
other estimate of the property's current fair market value in an 'as·is, where .. is' condition will be 
made, based on current local zoning and the proposed use of the property, adjusted by the 
offsetting estimated value of infrastructure improvements to support the proposed reuse." · 

An additional sentence should be added to subparagraph (d) as follows: "The written 
explanation should identify any "consideration'' provided to the DoD for the property transfer, 
such as the community assuming normal DoD care and custody costs for the property.• 

[Section 2903 authorizes "the transfer of property • • . for consideration at or 
below fair market value of the property transferred or without consideration." 
DoD has interpreted "fair market value11 to mean "planned use.ft NAID members 
believe this is not a reasonable interpretation, and that this section should comply 
with the precise language in Section 2903]. 

para. 91.7 CO - Profit Sharin~: Subparagraph (1.) should be amended to allow the Secretary of 
the Military Department to accept local community proposals for.a-longer payback period to DoD 
in unusual cases -- not to exceed 20 years. 

Subparagraph (c) is unnecessary; the fair market value of the property should be based 
on its "as-is, where-is" condition at the time of transfer, CUITent local zoning, and the proposed 
use of the property, adjusted by the offsetting estitnated value of infrastructure improvements to 
support the reuse. Most cotnmunities \\'ill not have problems sharing the upside M1 proceeds 
from the long-tenn developrnent process, including that. value created by loCal zoning and local 
development entitlements. Paragraph (c) should be dropped entirely. 

The control-oriented DoD approach in the DoD interim rules is especially evident in 
subparagraph (4) (iii) in particular and tlus subparagraph should be deleted: i.e., "The deed 

., 
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provisions will forbid fstraw' transactions (sales or leases to a cooperating party at a nominal or 
lease price) and other devices designed to circumvent the Government's recovery of its share of 
the net profits." 

[This selection of words will be highly inflammatory to most communities and the 
two sentences are unnecessazy. The .. regu.lations in 41 C.F.R. 101-47.4908 already 
describe the reporting process for cOmmunities quite adequately. As an aside, local 
economic development today is a highly competitive field. Many communities 
and private· developers sometimes subsidize new prospects to attract jobs. DoD 
should recognize that the community must "carry~~ the overall project while 
creating new jobs. It is inappropriate to presume that the community's motive is 
to circumvent the Government's recovery of its share of ~e net profits1. 

Subparagraph (4) (iv) (A) should be revised tO recognize that off-site capital 
improvements directly related to reuse of the surplus base property ere an allowable. cost. even 
though off-site capita1 costs are not recognized in 41 C.P.R. 101-47.4908. 

[Closed DoD bases usually are not individual buildings located in the middle of 
an already develope-d urban area. Most DoD facilities lack adequate road access 
both on-site and off-site necessaiy to reasonably develop the property and to 
create new jobs]. · 

Subparagraph (4) {iv) (B) will be very confusing to most communities. The reference (48 
CFR part 31) refers to Pan 31 of the Federal Acquisition Regulations (PARs) in terms of 
identifying allowable local redevelopment authority costs. Most communities do not have easy 
access to the FARs and they will be in a decided disadvantage in negotiating with the Military 
Departments. The final sentence in this Paragraph should be revised to give examples of specific 
eligible " ... costs of capital and operations for the local redevelopment authority with regard to 
that property. such as the state-local expenses for financing on-site and off-site infrastructure 
improvements related to reuse of the site; demolition costs; design and engineering expenses; 
planning and marketing expenses- including brokerage fees; federal relocation costs, if. any; the 
costs for upgrading or relocating McKinney Act housing on-site or off-site; direct capital interest 
or borrowing C()sts; ~d local facility care and custody deficits for ·triaintaining the- former base. H 

Subparagraph (4) (v) sh.ould be retained. It is important ·that the DoD reporting 
requirement, now called for in 41 C.F.R. 101-47.4908 be on the basis of an annual report for the 
entire property; not a report on each individual sale or lease transaction as now implied in the 
DoD rules. 

[Reporting to DoD on each and every lease or sale will be an unnecessary burden; · 
the GSA reporting process is reasonable and should be retained}. 

Pam. 91.7 (h) - Personal Properti: The interim rules leave the base equipment wide-open 
for wholesale removal -- the very problem that prompted this Pryor Act amendment in the ftrst 
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instance. The specific elements of concern to ·NAID are as follows: 

• The lack of a strong emphasis on reaching a consensUs at the local level between 
the base commander and the base reuse planning committee on an acceptable 
listing of personal property needed for early reu5e of the property. 

• The exclusion in subparagraph (h)'(l) of "equipment that the base does not own.· 
(In the case of Navy facilities. this exception includes critical items located at the 
base but teehnically "owned" by other Hclaimant commands/' such as airfield 
radars. ground suppott equipment and electronic equipment that are essential to 
the civilian reuse of a military airfield]. 

. 
• The broad exemption of any community review of equipment shipped under 

subparagraph (h) (S) even after an agreed upon listing of personal property has 
been arrived at cooperatively by the base commander and the conununity. 

• The expansion in subparagraph (h) (5) (i) of equipment relocating with a 
-transferred unit to include: 11the major command having jurisdiction over the 
installation (e.g .• Forces Command or the Air Force'$ Air Combat Cot1Ull1Uld). or 
a major claimant having jurisdiction over the installation (e.g. the Navy's U.S. 
Atlantic fleet) may also remove property that is needed immediately and is 
indispensable to an organization under its jurisdiction at another installation for 
carrying out the organizatjon's primary mission. H [In a practical senset this new 
exemption means that all personal property can now be easily, removed]. 

• The elimination of low~st equipment from transfer. In a practical sense, the 
new guidance means that low-cost equipment items can be removed and placed 
on shelves at other bases for future use. 

NAID members believe that the current interim rules for personal property will place DoD 
and the conununities in an on-goingt unnecessary adversarial position. 

The emphasis in subparagraph (h) (7) on identifying appropriate substitute equipment 
items should be moved forward in the process. The revised guidance should str~"'S that retaining 
equipment in place allows the community to take over early management and operations of the 
surplus base promptly - with a resulting savings to DoD care and custody costs. Finally. the 
DoD rules should be revised to require, once the base commander and community have reached 
agreement on a listing of retained equipment, that those few differences not solved by substitute 
items should be reviewe.d at the Assistant Secretary level of the affected Military Department. 
The conununity should be allowed to include its comments in the Military Department decision 
process. 

Parngraph 91.7 .(i)- J\firumun1 Level of l\.faintenance and Repair to Support Non--1\filitarv 
5u:poses: Subparagraph (2) should be amended to require the Military Departments to maintain 
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the base closure facilities for up to two-years after the fmal base closure or 18 months after the 
property is available for civilian reuse, whichever is the later date. or until the community enters 
into an interim use lease for the property. 

[As currently worded, DoD's maintenance responsibilities could end as early as 
one week after the completion of the community base reuse plan - or 
considerably earlier than the actual closure itself.] 

Subparagraph (3) (ill) should be amended by adding: -or neressary and cost-effective for 
the community to· assume early maintenance for a portion of the base . ., 

(It may be necessary to alter a fence line or to modify a water line connection 
(e.g., Philadelphia Shipyard) for the community to assume early care and custody 
responsibility with resulting costs savings to DoD). 

An additional paragraph should also be added as follows; H(4) he Military ~ 
are encouraged to arrange for the phased transfer of surplus real property to the community over 
a one-to-two year period. and to a void imposing the entire care and custody financial burden on 
the redevelopment authority Wltil it can become self-sustaining. I# 

(This guidance is needed to avoid the situations at England AFB and Eaker AFB 
where the Air Force is insisting on the community absorbing the entire base at one 
time -- after long delays in the Air Force approval of interim use leases for 
community prospects]. 

It would be helpful if DoD would also identify what portions of the interim rules will 
apply to the reuse of property in DoD "retained areas" or facilities to be held by DoD for future 
~obilization pwposes, such as Government-Owned, Contractor Operated facilities. 

Condos ion: The overall impression from a broad range of NAID member conunuruties is that 
the DoD Interim Final Rules are far too complex and complicated to be at all useful to most 
impacted cooununities. The DoD interim rules do not provide the market flexibility needed for 
the communities to attract new firms and private developers to the fotmer bases- and to reduce 
DoD's base maintenance and operating costs in the process. · 

It will be very difficult for the comnnmities affected by the 1988, ·1991, and 1993 closures 
to work wi~ these proposed interim rules. It will be even more difficult for DoD to encourage 
the new 1.995 round of military base closures on the grounds that the property disposal process 
has been corrected by these interim rules as proposed. 

The National A.ssociation of Installations Developers believes the DoD interim fmal rules 
are well intentioned b~t should be substantially revised on a priority basis in cooperation with 
the impacted communities. 

10 
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May 9, 1994 

Barry W. Poulson 
Department of Economics 
University of Colorado 
Boulder, CO 80309 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Economic Security) 
The Pentagon, Room 3D814 
Washingtqn, D.C. 20301-3300 

Dea! Assistant Secretary of Defense, 

0 2 JUH 19~4 

I am responding to the DOD Interim Rule for Revitalizing Base 
Closure Communities, and the proposed rule under the Base Closure 
Communities Assistance Act published in the News Release dated 
April 6, 1994: Enclosed are my comments. 

Sin;,r:ely, ~ 

B/r~~son·~ 
Profes=~~~L~conomics, University of Colorado 
Senior Fellow, Independence Institute 

I .. 

Adjunct·scholar, Heritage Foundation 

·. 
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HOW NOT TO CLOSE A MILITARY BASE 

THE LOWRY ECONOMIC RECOVERY PROJECT 

Introduction · 

The closing of Lowry Air Force Base in September, like other base 

closings will have a major economic impact on the regional 

economy. The Department of Defense in recognition of this 

economic impact has issued new guidelines for the closure of 

military bases. These new guidelines identify as the major 

priority in base closures the use of these assets to promote 

regional economic development and job creation. In this study we 

show that the existing plan developed by the Lowry Economic 

Recovery Project (LEAP) fails to achieve this objective. The 

study proposes an alternative plan to privatize Lowry Air Force 

Base, consistent with the new guidelines issued by the 

department of defense. 

The New DOD Guidelines For Base Closures 

There is little doubt regarding the objective of the new 

guidelines for base closure issued by the Department of Defense.! 

The assets of these military bases are to be used primarily for 

economic development and job creation within the impacted 

communities. 
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The guidelines make a clear distinction between assets for which 

a ready market exists and other assets. Where a ready market 
i 

exists the guidelines .call for rapid sale of the assets to 

promote econom_i~ development and job creation. Further the 

guidelines recognize that in some cases this is best accomplished 

by the sale of the entire base or a substantial portion of the 

assets. 

"In a few cases an entire base or a substantial portion of it, 

may have high value and willing buyers. In these cases, sale of 

the property by bid or public auction may prove to be the most 

effective way to rapidly create new jobs." 

Only when a ready market does not exist are the assets of the 

base to be made available to a local redevelopment authority 

without initial cost for economic development. In this case any 

profits generated by the subsequent sale or lease of the assets 

are to be shared between the local redevelopment" authority and 

the DOD. 

The procedures for disposition of assets in accordance with these 

guidelines are also clear. The expectation is that the DOD will 

first ask for expressions of interest from the private sector for 

developing the entire or a substantial portion of a closing base. 

Within a short period (6 months} this information must· be shared 
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with the local redevelopment authority to determine that the 

proposal is consistent with economic development and job 

creation. The private bidder is expected to work with the local 

redevelopment authority in planning the disposition of the 

assets. If the.DOD decides to sell the property through auction 

and private bidding, the local redevelopment authority may 

challenge this, with the option of negotiating a sale with the 

DOD. 

What is Wrong With the Lowry Economic Recovery Project (LERP) 

The fatal flaw in the Lowry Economic Recovery Project (LEAP) is 

that it fails to achieve the objectives in these new DOD 

guidelines to use the assets of Lowry Air Force Base to promote 

economic development and job creation. In the LEAP plan 

economic develoment and job creation appear to be an afterthought 

with the lowest priority in the disposition of Lowry assets. The 

procedures for disposition of Lowry assets followed by LEAP are 

the opposite of those envisioned in the new DOD guidelines. 

LEAP planners reversed the procedures outlined in the new DOD 

guidelines by first soliciting interest in Lowry Assets by state 

and local government agencies. Based upon this interest from the 

public sector the LEAP plan calls for the allocation of the bulk 

of Lowry assets to government and nonprofit agencies. 

The following table identifies the allocation of Lowry.assets in 
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the LEAP plan. 

Allocation of Lowry Assets in the LEAP Plan 

Allocation 

Allocation to Government Agencies 

State and Local Government Agencies 

Federal Government Agencies 

subtotal 

Allocation to Private Development 

Private Housing Development 

Private Business Development 

subtotal 

Allocation to Private and Public Development 

Mckinney Act 

Not D~signated 

subtotal 

Acres 

893 

245 

1138 

329 

158 

487 

212 

29 

241 

% of total 

Acres 

48 

13 

61 

18 

8 

26 

11 

2 

13 
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In the LEAP pl~n 1 of the total 1866 acres almost two thirds will 

be allocated to government agencies, with the bulk of these 

assets allocated to state and local government agencies. Fifteen 

different parcels of land are earmarked for as many different 

state and local government agencies. Most of the nine parcels of 

land allocated to the federal government will be retained by the 

department of defense. 

Only a little more than one fourth of the land is designated for 

private residential and business development. This land appears 

to be what is left over after government agencies identified 

their preferred allocation of these assets. Thus far LEAP bas 

done little if anything to solicit interest from the private 

sector for private development, even for the relatively ~mall 

amount of land designated for private development. 

A significant share of the remaining land is designated for mixed 

private and public development under the Mckinney Act. The 

Mckinney Act requires that the first priority in allocating 

housing from base closures is to local agencies responsible for 

housing the homeless. In the LEAP plan four parcels of land are 

designated for Mckinney use, with 85 housing units or-about 15% 

.,-
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of total housing units· earmarked for the homeless. Since the plan 

was compiled local agencies representing 198 homeless families 

and 69 homeless individuals have appied for this housing, with 

more applications received daily. This suggest that more than 

double the ho~sing units so designated in the plan will be 

allocated to the homeless. 

The LEAP plan identifies a variety of social benefits that will 

be achieved through the allocation of Lowry assets envisioned in 

the plan. However, soliciting government agencies to identify 

Lowry assets that they can use at no cost treats those assets as 

a free good. Indeed this procedure makes it impossible to 

determine the opportunity cost of this allocation of Lowry 

assets. Without a market valuation of these assets through 

private auction and bids, it is impossible to assess the values 

foregone by allocating these assets to government agencies at no 

cost. 

There are a number of reasons to suspect that the allocation of 

assets envisioned in the LEAP plan will actually lower the social 

value of the assets. Lowry assets exhibit the classic case of 

external benefits and costs in which the whole is greater than 

the sum of the parts. Any private developer knows that the 

opportunity to inv~st in and develop golf co~~ses,· recreational 

faci 1 i ties, open spaces and other amenities as part of a 

residential project can significantly enhance the val·ue of the 
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assets. Complementarities also exist between the development of 

office, research, and commercial uses of the assets and 

residential development. Examples of such successful development 

may be found in the Research Triangle region of North Carolina 

and throughou~. the country. However, in order to be able to 

capture these externalities a private developer must be able to 

invest in the project as a whole. The best way to do this is to 

transfer property rights in the assets as a whole to a private 

developer though auction and bidding. That cannot happen under 

the LEAP plan because of the piecemeal way in which individual 

parcels are divided up, and the allocation of the bulk of these 

assets to public rather than private use. We would not expect 

private developers to have much incentive to invest in the 

limited number of parcels allocated to private housing, 

especially if these parcels are further divided up among 

different individual private developers. The outcome of this 

allocation is that the value of each individual asset is less 

than the value of the assets as a whole in an integrated private 

development project. 

One part of the LEAP plan will clearly diminish the value of 

Lowry Assets, the allocation of a major partion of housing units 

for the homeless. If we have learned one thing after half a 

century of public housing, it is that the concentration of 

housing for the homeless or low income families in a single 

project not only diminishes the value of the assets, ii is likely 
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to create an instant ghetto. 

Another negative externality is found in the plan for disposition 

of asbestos and hazardous wastes accumulated on the Lowry land. 

Here the LEAP_plan is constrained by DOD rules that require that 

these problems be addressed by the military before the land is 

turned over for nonmilitary use. This has been one of the causes 

for the long and costly delays in base closures in the past. 

Unt i 1 these environmental problems are corrected at Lowry they 

will have negative effects on the value of the assets as a 

whole. A private investor would have an incentive to address 

these problems as rapidly as possible to the extent that this was 

a precondition for developing the assets of the base as a whole. 

An Alternative Proposal To Privatize Lowry Air Force Base 

Failure to follow the procedures proscribed in the new DOD 

guidelines is the fatal flaw in the LEAP plan. The LEAP report 

recognizes that a strong economy has significantiy increased the 

potential for private sale of Lowry assets. The report cites 

evidence of strong sales of residential property in the Denver 

market as evidenced by both prices of homes and numbers of 

transactions. Based upon this evidence we would expect that LEAP 

planners would follow the guidelines for base closures where a 

ready market for Lowry assets already exists. That would involve 

soliciting interes~ from the private sector with the objective of 
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selling Lowry assets through auction to the highest bidder. 

Yet after several years of planning LEAP planners have yet to 

solicit interest from the private sector for the disposition of 

Lowry assets. _Eyen in the absence of such a solicitation it is 

clear that private sector interest exists in purchasing Lowry. 

Denver councilman Paul Swalrn states that he has assembled a group 

of private developers willing to make an offer to the air force 

if such an option is made available to them.2 

Opening the sale of Lowry ~o private bids would establish a 

market value against which alternative uses of the assets could 

be measured. If LEAP then wished to challenge the private sale of 

the assets the burden of proof would be on them to show that 

alternative uses of the assets could have a higher potential 

value. The best way for LEAP to demonstrate this would be to 

offer to purchase the assets at a higher price than that offered 

by the private sector. The financing of the sale of the assets to 

LEAP could then be achieved as in any special tax district 

throught the sale of-redevelopment bonds. If LEAP was not willing 

or able to offer more for the property this is prima facia 

evidence that the highest valued use of the assets is through 

auction and sale in the private market. 

Privatizing Lowry assets through auction and private bidding does 

not preclude the use of those assets to achieve m~ny of the 
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social objectives identified in the LEAP plan. As provided for in 

the new DOD guidelines a private developer would have to work 

closely with the local authority in planning for development of 

the assets to meet the .object i v'es of the community. As noted 

earlier the obje~tives of the community and the private developer 

often coincide in that the value of the assets is enhanced 

through investment in open space, golf courses and recreational 

facilities, flood control and other amenities. 

Investment in the Lowry assets for commercial development does 

not preclude access to these assets by government agencies 

identified in the LEAP plan. The expectation is that a private 

developer would have an incentive to invest in and maintain 

commercial property so as to extract the highest value use of the 

assets. Government agencies would then be in the position of 

purchasing or leasing a wider range of assets for education, 

training, research, and other public sector uses. It is certainly 

true that some government agencies would choose not to pu~chase 

or lease these assets at market values compared to their use of 

Lowry assets at no cost. One suspects that the Colorado 

Historical Society would need to find less expensive storage 

space than the two acres allocated to them in the LEAP plan. That 

is precisely the advantage of privatizing Lowry, .the ~ssets~Moul~ 

. flow· .to their highest -values ..... use,:, whether that is in the private 

or the public sector. The LEAP plan to allocate these assets as 

a free good to government agencies will tend to -result in 
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underutilization and inefficiency. 

It is· al~o possible to achieve a broader set of social objectives 

through privatization of Lowry a/ssets. Funds from the sale 

of Lowry asset~_cou1d be earmarked to subsidize housing for low 

income families. Vouchers for the homeless would enable them to 

obtain housing throughout the city. Not .only is this more 

efficient, it is more equitable because it gives low income 

families and the homeless a choice of housing that would not be 

available under the LEAP plan. Experiments within HUD to 

privatize public sector housing indicate that this can be a 

successful policy to impove low income neighborhoods. It is 

ironic that at the same time that HUD is privatizing housing for 

low income families, the LEAP plan calls for an expansion in 

public sector housing. In response to reactions from neighbors in 

the Lowry area city officials and LEAP planners are already 

attempting to come up with alternative sources of money to buy 

off the groups representing the homeless to enable them to 

disperse the homeless elsewhere. Privatization ~f Lowry would 

obviate the need to search for such alternative funding. 

Conclusion 

If privatizing Lowry Air Force Base is superior to the LEAP plan 

for disposition of these assets why has this alternative not been 

chosen. The explanation for this government failure lies in the 
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complex political decision making that now surrounds base 

closures. The bottom line is that special interests stand to gain 

from· ·the pi ecemea 1 allocg. tion of the bulk of these assets to 

government agencies •. The so'licitation of interest from 

government ag~~cies prior to solicitation of interest from the 

private sector has led to an extreme form of rent seeking by the 

special interests and the LEAP planners. The retention of the 

Defense Finance Accounting Services at Lowry reflects the 

logrolling that has surrounded base closures within Congress. A 

good indication of rent seeking at the local level is a bill 

introduced in the state legislature to require that two buildings 

at Lowry be used to house 460 low security inmates from the 

prison system. When assets are supplied as a free goods in the 

• public sector supply creates its own demand, no matter how much 

waste and inefficiency this creates. 

Certainly a major beneficiary of the LEAP plan will be the local 

bureaucracy responsible for implementing the plan. One of the 

complaints in the LEAP report is that base closures have involved 

long and costly delays in base closures. Yet the LEAP planners 

have not chosen the fastest and most efficient way to transfer 

these assets, i.e private auction and sale •. Transferring Lowry 

assets to the LEAP planners will require a substantial 

bureaucracy to administer the sale and leasing of these assets. 

It is these costly delays and inefficiencies that the new DOD 

guidelines for base closures are designed to eliminate;· 
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The issuance of the new DOD guidelines provides the rationale for 

scra~ping the LEAP plan and privatizing Lowry Air Force Base. 

Privatization will result in rapid and efficient transfer of 

these assets i~to the private sector. Privatization will best 

meet the primary objectives of economic development and job 

creation in the region. 
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Appendix 

Detailed Allocation of Lowry Assets in the LEAP Plan 

Allocation Use 

Allocation to State and Local Government Agencies 

State of Colorado Community College Occupational 

Educational System - education and training center 

Department of Health and HUman Services 

Belle Bonfils Memorial Blood Center - education, 

research, blood product distribution 

City and County of Denver 

Lowry Heritage Museum - museum 

Cities of Denver and Aurora - golf course 

Denver Parks Department - community park 

Denver Parks Department - community park 

Denver Parks Department - community park 

Lot Acres 

A 167 

c 9 

E 7 

Q 360 

T 17 

u 26 

v· 26 
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Cities of Denver and Aurora - regional flood control Z 53 

Cities of Denver and Aurora - golf course 

Colorado Historical Society - storage 

Emily Griffith Opportunity School - aircraft 

maintenance training 

Colorado Department of Health - laboratory 

American Red Cross - current operations 

Denver Parks Department - recreation 

subtotal 

Allocation to Federal Government Agencies 

Department of Defense 

Defense Finance Accounting Services -

storage and office 

AA 148 

BB 62 

cc 2 

DO 8 

EE 6 

HH 1 

II 1 

893 

F 10 
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Department of Defense 

Defense Finance Accounting Services -

park.i ng lot 

Department of Qefense 

Defense Finance Accounting Services - unknown 

Department of Interior - regional park 

Department of Defense 

Defense Finance Accounting Services -

storage and office 

Department of Energy - training and office 

Department of Defense 

Defense Finance Accounting Services -

cantonment areas 

subtotal 

Allocation to the Private Sector 

Private Development - housing 

G 7 

s 10 

w 52 

X 73 

FF 3 

GG 5 

CAl & CA2 85 

245 

H 18 
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Private Development - housing 

Private Development - housing 

Private Development - housing 

Private Development - housing 

Private Development - housing 

Business and Training Center - business 

training and housing 

subtotal 

Allocation to Private and Public Agencies 

Mckinney Act - homeless and private housing 

Mckinney Act - homeless and private housing 

Mckinney Act - homeless and private housing 

Mckinney Act - homeless and private housing 

community services and education 

L 

M 

N 

0 

p 

D 

138 

13 

25 

65 

70 

158 

329 

I 36 

J 38 

K 75 

·R 30 
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Private and Public - recreation 

stibtota l 

Not Designated 

y 

B 

33 

212 

29 
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!.'DOD Issues Interim Rule for Revitalizing Base Closure 
Communities', ~e~s Release, Office of Assistant Secretary of 
Defense, Washington, D.C. April 6, 1994. 

2.Rocky Mountain News, 3/29/94: 



RANTOUL 
AN ILLINOIS 

~ 
CERTIFIED CITY 

)OUTH TANNER P.O.BOXJ8 RAJVTOUL, ILLINOIS 61866·2932 Phone (217) 893-1661 Fax (217) 892-5501 

May 18, 1994 
0 2·· JUN 1994 · 

Robert E. Bayer 
Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Dear Mr. Bayer: 

I have reviewed the implementing guidance for the President's Five Point Plan and 
the Prior Legislation. I also attended the seminar in Chicago the first weekend in May, 
1994. I am concerned that the implementing guidance fails to represent communities as 
partners in the recovery process. It was my understanding that the goal of both programs 
was- to include the community reuse authority as a full partner. Unfortunately, the 
bureaucratic process remains more important than getting the job done. I understand 
that in a government of laws and regulations we must follow pre-existing guidance in 
implementing new programs. This, however, should be the exception. The government 
has nothing to gain by making the process more difficult when recovery of impacted 
communities is the overriding purpose of the legislation and the President's plan. 

I have included some of the areas that concern me and have suggested ways in 
which changes might better support the communities that have lost major DOD 
installations. 

1. 

2. 

We have found that transfer of utility systems is critical and should occur 
early in the process. Utilities are not discussed in the implementing 
guidance. In dealing with business and industry, clearly" one of the most 
critical issues is utility rates and charges as well as assurances that there is 
little chance that services might be interrupted. It has been difficult to deal 
with the service as there are regulations that do not allow the flexibility 
needed in an economic redevelopment climate. Additionally, when there is 
a municipal utility system, consideration should be given to simply transfer 
the system to the community via Public Benefit Transfer. It would be 
helpful if utilities including electric, gas, water, sewer, and cable TV could 
be defined as real property for the purpose of your implementing guidance. 

The National Economic Development Council framework fails to note the 
desires of the community in relation to the quick sales when a ready market 
exists. Community desires are embodied in the reuse plan that nominally 
takes six months to produce. That plan discusses the preferred as well as 
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3. 

4. 

Th \j 

5. 

alternative reuse options that fit into the community vision of the post 
military community. Before sales are scheduled or consummated, there 
must be consultation with the community to determine whether or not the 
facilities would be needed for FAA airport support property, for DOl 
recreation property, for DOE edlication conveyance or for community 
economic development purposes. Quick sales are good in order to replace 
lost jobs .as quickly as possible, however, community development desires 
must oe considered. There must be a method for determining the best 
course of action with the Local Redevelopment Authority (LRA) involved 
and where disputes are settled through a process that includes 
representatives from the government and the community. 

Transfers for Economic Development purposes need to be reworked. It 
appears that the net adjustments are· based on the future value of the 
property and not on the value when transferred. It is unfair for the 
government to take value from the community generated by community and 
tenant investment. The adjustment should be at the market value 
established at the time of transfer. Additionally, it is unclear who 
maintains the property during development. If the "marketable" property is 
sold in a "quick Sale" for "Rapid Job Creation" what is the guarantee that 
the remaining property is absorbable in the marketplace. There is no 
guarantee. The simple maintenance of the property could bankrupt a small 
rural community. The "marketable" property could also be transferred to 
the LRA and the revenues used to maintain the less desirable property 
through the redevelopment process. In any event, the community plan niust 
be consulted and the LRA input received in the process. 

Appraisals should be based on as-is, where-is condition in the marketplace. 
There is no reason to develop a highest and best use scenario in order to do 
an appraisal. In most every case, extensive modifications must be done for 
the facility to become anything in the private sector. Government · 
appraisals don't necessarily take that into account. 

From the personal property session it is evident that the personal property 
disposal process has not been fixed. It is important that the LRA receive 
property and equipment to successfully implement reuse. It is apparent 
that LRA needs have been left out of the process except that the LRA will 
be provided lists and the opportunity to walk 
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through the property before it leaves. It is appropriate that the services retain 
military unique items and items that are required to preform the mission. From 
experience, they have what they need and the abundance of property now available 
simply duplicates what they already have. The recovering community has needs to 
and those must have standing in the process. The community must prove its need 
as the service must prove its need. The process must be expressly spelled out so 
that both parti~s are equally represented and that the opportunity to receive 
property is eVident. Currently, the rights of the service are spelled out--spell out 
the rights ·of the community to have property that contributes to reuse, equipment 
that is needed for maintenance of the property, and vehicles that are necessary in 
getting the job done. 

In summary, the effort is good but the interim rules fail to represent the LRA and 
the community in the overall process. If we are to implement new guidance to document 
the process, it should highlight the rights of both parties in the closure and redevelopment 
process. Omitting the LRA and the Community except to say that they will be consulted, 
does not do the job. Uncertainty of those implementing the guidance makes it difficult for 
all parties. An approval and appeal process must be documented so that disputes can be 
promptly settled. 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the interim rules presented at the 
seminar. Should you have questions or wish to further discuss my concerns please call 
me at (217) 893-9955. 

M. Boudreaux 
Director 
Aviation and Reuse Development -
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To: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

Room 3 D 854, The Pentagon 
Washington DC 20301 

j- 1/Jt./ 1718 Presque Isle 

Narquette, 11i. 49855 

i•1ay 18, 1994 

Re: Section 2908 - National Defense Autho~ization Act, 1994 
Rule )2 CFR, Part 91 

Dear Asst. Secretary of Defense, 

We have studied Rule 32 CFR Part 91 and have drawn the following conclusions 
and recommendations. 

we are opposed to the rule change that allows land and properties (available 
from base closures) to be transferred to purchasing parties before the military 
cleans up the contamination caused by use for military purposes. 

1. It is the responsibility of the DOD and DUE to keep the commitments made 
when they began lease agreements, i.e. to return the local and .State lands to 
the environmental condition they were in upon reception. This includes surface 
and ground water, base land and any surrounding areas used by the military divisions. 

2. Anything less than a comprehensive plan for cleanup that is centrally 
managed will cause extensive delays in reuse. Parcelization will not work, since 
groundwater contamination flows unrestricted under many parcels. Nor does soil 
contamination stop at a specific piece of property to be purchased. Timelines 
for specific uses and compliance requirements because of newly used chemicals 
may widely vary. 

J. The soaring costs and the difficulties of cleanup mandate that all 
contaminated sites be cleaned up by the highest level of government. Only the Pentagon 
and Energy Department budgets could afford or man~ the contractual arrangements 
that must be let to remedy the serious problems. The burden should not be laid on any 
other governing body or industry/business while they are initiating new ventures 
with designated goals and tfmelines that will keep whole communities from collapse. 
The Pentagon has taken advantage of communities and neighborhoods for many decades. 
They have used their resources, infrastructures, schools and tax base without 
contributing property and income taxes. With base closures each locale should be 
recipients of the restored base properties, buildings, and acreage without further 
costs, health hazards, and damages. The base closures sever thousands who were 
employed at the mill tary installation ·who will remain in the community. These 
employees should be the first employed in the environmental cleanup and monitoring 
and in the caretaker status. 

We hope these comments will be entered into the public analysis and that 
cleanup will be properly funded, technically sound, and comprehensively carried 
out. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

d~ ~ (J_tJJ:;__ ( c p. 

-~.~~ td! 
1. 
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Francisco 

788-6336 

· 788-0999 FAX 

Angeles 

627-6336 

One Montgomery Street 

Telesis Tower 

1\venty-Third Floor 

San Francisco 

California 94104 
May 23, 1994 

Office of Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

D 2 JIJN J99t 

Enclosed is a recommended change for the Format For 
Comments On The Interim Rule Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94. 

:gf 
Enclosure 
cc: Andrew z. Shagrin 

Sincerely, 

(i;~~'?~ 
~~al Assistant 
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Format For Comments 0~ .The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XX:ix 0f1)le 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: -------------------------------------------
(Activity/Location!Co~unity &stallation/Group) 

Page 16126, and throughout 
Column_2 ___ _ 
Paragraph 90.3 (e) 

Recommended Changes: Change the defined term "Redevelopment authority" to "B-ase 
!development authority." Correspondingly, change the term used throughout the rule 
.ocal redevelopment authority" to "base redevelopment authority" or "local base redevelop
~nt authority," and change the term used throughout the rule "redevelopment plan" to "base 
~development plan." 

~y? Under California law, a-redevelopment agency is a distinct local government 
stablished to eliminate blight within a defined redevelopment project area pursuant to 
n adopted redevelopment plan. Several other states have similar redevelopment agency 
rameworks. Unless the terms above are revised, local discussions about base conversion 
ill likely be filled with confusion over which redevelopment agency is at issue: a 
light-eliminating local government created by state law, or an economic development 
ommission recognized by DOD for Title XXIX purposes. Similarly, there will likely be 
onfusion during local discussions over which redevelopment plan is at issue: the state 
aw redevelopment agency's blight elimination plan, or the federal law economic_ 
.evelopment commission's job creation plan. The proposed change, while seemingly 
;uperficial, will facilitate clarity in local discussions. 

Name: 
Add dress: 

Phone: 

Andrew z. Shagrin 
Goldfarb & Lipman 
One Montgomery Street 
Telesis Tower, 23rd Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94104 
(415) 788-6336 

\f (NOTE: LIM:IT ro 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Bay Area 
Open Space Council 0 2 JUN 1994 
116 New Montgomery, Suite 640, San Francisco, CA 941 OS 
TEL: (415) 543-4291 FAX: (415) 543-1093 

Steering Committee 

Jim Angelo 
Sonoma Cnty Regional P&lb 

Bob Berner 
Marin AgriaJitural Land Trust 

Fran Brigmann 
Marin Cnty Open Space District 

Dan Cather 
City of Walnut Creek 

Stephen Dowling 
City of Cupertino 

Robert E. Doyle 
Eat Bay RegioMI Patk District 

Neal Fishman 
Calif Coastal Conservancy 

Bud Getty 
Calif Dept of Parb and 
Recreation 

Herbert Grench 
Consultant 

David Hansen 
Sonoma Cnty Agricultural 
Preservation & Open Space 
District 

Neil Havlik 
Solano Cnty Farmlands and 
Open Space Foundation 

Patrick Hayes 
City cl Fremont 

John Hoffnagle 
. Napa Cnty Land Trust 

Jeny lawrence 
City of Palo Alto 

Ray Murray 
National p~ Service 

Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area 

lanyOrman 
Greerbelt Alliance 

Dan Schunnan 
Sonoma Cnty Land Trust 

Malcolm Smith 
Miclpeninsula Regional Open 
Space Distrid 

Nancy Stone 
National p~ Service 

J.P. Tindell 
City of San Jose 

Staff 

John Woodbury 
Open Space Council 
Coordinator 

Staff support provided by 
the Greenbelt Alliance 

May 23, 1994 

Assistant Secretary of' Defense 
for Economic· Security 

Room 3D854 
The-Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301 

RE: Comments on Interim Final Rule: 
Title XXIX of the National Defense Authorization 
Act for Fiscal Year 1994 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

I am writing on behalf of the Bay Area Open Space 
Council, to request important clarifications and 
technical corrections to the proposed Interim Final 
Rule. The issue of concern is public benefit 
conveyances. 

Our understanding is that Congress intended that base 
closures be conducted in accordance with the Federal 
Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949·, where 
appropriate, and that the new legislation adds "economic 
development" to the list of public uses which already 
qualify for no cost, or discounted cost conveyances. 
This understanding is consistent with the wording of 
Section 9 0. 4 (a) ( 1) , which indicates that the use of 
existing public benefit conveyances should be 
considered, where appropriate, before the use of a 
public benefit conveyance for economic devel~pment 
purposes. 

Based on the above understanding, we support the 
following changes to the Interim Final Rule: 

(1) Section 91.7(d)(3) -- Public benefit conveyances 
are recognized as a priority in Section 91.7(e)(3) 
and are acknowledged in (d)(4), but appear to be 
forgotten in (d)(3). · Subsection (ii) should be 
revised to require DOD to weigh public benefit 
conveyance proposals and local agency support for 
such conveyances, before offering the property for 
private sale. 



( 2) 

(3) 

Section 91.7(d)(4) ~-Park and recreation property 
should be included in the list of public benefit 
conveyances discussed in the fifth sentence. 

Section 90.4(a)(l)(i) -- Consistent with Section 
91.7(e)(3), this section should clearly state that 
existing public benefit conveyances should be 
used, where appJ;opriate, before the use of a 
public benefit conveyance for economic 
development. 

(4) ··section 91.4 Language should be added to 
clarify that lands designated for public benefit 

!/-· conveyance by the local redevelopment authority 
should not be sold for public or private 
development. 

( 5) _ .. Section 91. 7 (d) ( 2) -- Language should be added. to 
// clarify that in appra1.s1.ng the value of the 

~ property, the "likely range of uses" to be 
considered includes potential public benefit 
conveyances such as park and recreation. 

(6) Section 91.7(e)(3) --The word."generally" should 
be deleted from the first sentence. Economic 

lj_.· development conveyances should not take precedence 
over existing, long-established public benefit 
conveyances. 

(7) Appendix B -- The procedures and time frames need 
to be clarified, and internal contradictions 
corrected. 

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. If 
you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call 
me at (415) 543-4291 or (51~) 654-6591. 

Sincerely, 

JbL.vV~ 
1ohn Woodbury 
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VINT HILL ECONOMIC ADJUSTMENT TASK FORCE 

May 25, 1994 

Mr. Robert E. Bayer 

26B John Marshall Street, Warren tori, VA 22186 
Telephone: 703-346-6965 FIDti 703-349-2304 

Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

3300 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Re: Interim Final Rule; 32 CFR Parts 90 and 91 

Dear Assistant Secretary Bayer: 

On behalf of the Vint Hill Economic Adjustment Task Force of Fauquier County, Virginia, I 
wish to alert you to major concerns we have with the Interim Final Rules of April 6, 1994. 

The current Rules allow interpretations and actions which threaten our efforts to redevelop Vint 
Hill Farms Station in the manner which best conforms with the President's Five-Part Program, 
which best meets the needs of Fauquier County, and which is in the best economic interests of 
the Department of Defense and of tax payers. 

We will be submitting more detailed comments in the near future. 

Five members of our Task Force attended your Regional Outreach Seminar at Tysons Comer on 
April 29th. We asked many questions and were disappointed by many of the answers. 

Regarding real prol?erty: the Rules appear to have been written by persons with little or no 
experience in local real estate management and/or development practices and procedures. -For 
example, they allow the· possibility for speculative windfalls, based on low sales appraisal values 
and high appreciation (following zoning), without any regard for issues such as the jobs impact 
of a private sale with no job creation guarantees. And~echni~~characterized as 
"holistic," sound unlike any approach which I, as a banker, ever heard om the commercial 
world. 

Regarding personal property disposal: the expanded authorization in the new Rules for military 
commands and agencies to claim additional personal property, that which does not move with 
departing units, contains enough loop hole terminology to allow everything to be removed from 
Vint Hill Farms when the site is vacated. It is likely the military will seek to refit its other units 
and leave its oldest items as replacements for Fauquier County. The cost of utilizing and 
maintaining the oldest items will come just while the County is trying to recover from the major 
economic impacts of Vint Hill's closure. 

C. HUNTON TIFFANY 
Chairman 

HON. J. W. LINEWEAVER 
Vice-Chairman 

OWEN W. BLUDAU 
Executive Director 



Mr. Robert E. Bayer 
May 25, 1994 
Page2 

Moreover, we feel the established channel for challenging any decisions which are not in the 
interests of Fauquier County's economic redevelopment. It stacks the deck against the local 
authority. inasmuch as the. appeals channel is the same channel which made the decisions in the 
first place. A separate channel is clearly needed to assure an unbiased appeal. 

When our attendees to the Outreach Seminar reviewed the substance of the seminar with all 18 
members, our redevelopment authority unanimously voted to express concern with and 
opposition to those changes we fee.l threaten local control of the economic redevelopment of Vint 
Hill Farms. 

We strongly urge you to listen to the detailed concerns expressed by the localities represented at 
the Seminar--especially paying attention to the concerns embodied in the questions asked
not just to the summarized responses noted on the flip charts. 

Economic redevelopment of closed military bases as designed and implemented by the local 
community, and mitigation of the negative economic impacts on collateral communities, have 
been the driving force behind the President's plan announced last July. 

We feel that parts of the Interim Final Rules are a retreat from the intentions of President 
Clinton's Five-Part plan and from previous editions of the Rules. They lower the priority status 
of the impacted community, and they diminish its ability to effectively plan and control its 
economic redevelopment strategy. 

They need to be ·changed to help, not hinder, communities achieve critical economic goals. 

Sincerely, 

t .L!~ ')·----
c. Hunton Tiffany 
Chairman 
Vint Hill Economic Adjustment Task Force 

cc: Senator John W. Warner 
Senator Charles S. Robb 
Congressman Frank R. Wolf 
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619-955-5000 
FAX 619-245-7243 

May 12, 1994 

Dear Sirs: 

we have received copies of the Interim Final Rule which will 
implement President Clinton's Five Part Program to Revitalize Base 
Closure communities. Our specific comments are attached to this 
letter as a separate document. 

We have been anxiously awaiting the changes promised by President 
Clinton, as we believe that these efforts are vital to the·base 
conversion process. It appears, however, that Round 1 bases may 
suffer delays and further uncertainties under the Interim Rules as 
published. 

For example, George AFB in Victorville, California, closed in 
December, 1992. Local reuse plans have been developed and are 
proceeding toward implementation such as the recently executed 
lease for the airport which was completed on April 29, 1994. While 
these reuse efforts have been delayed by litigation, the new 
McKinney Act screening may allow homeless providers to acquire 
portions of George AFB which are already planned for in the local 
redevelopment plan. This is, in essence, a penalty for being one 
of the first closure communities and does not conform with the 
stated intent to coordinate closely with local reuse agencies. It 
also could negate the thousands of dollars and five years which the 
Victor Valley has invested into the conversion process already. 

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments based on our 
experience as one of the first closure communities.- We 
wholeheartedly support President Clinton's effort to streamline the 
conversion process and create a basis for ·solid economic 
revitalization. Should you have any questions on the attached 
comments, please contact me at (619) 955-5032 during normal working 
hours. 

Sincerely, 

w ~obbs 
Assistant City Manager 
KH:\vveda\pryorcom.1tr 

cc: Dr. Gary Gray, George AFB Transition Coordinator 
Bill Collins, AFBCA George AFB Site Manager 



City of Victorville Comm~rits on Interim Rules 
Program for Revitalizing Base Closure Communities 

1. Interim Rules do not appear to meet the intent of rapid 
conversion, particularly for Round 1 Closures. 

a. How can we eliminate George AFB from Me Kinney Act re
screening due to pending negotiation on parcels B&D, the 
recently completed lease· for parcels A & c, and the 
potential for uses incompatible with local reuse plans 
being approve·d by HHS. There is some reference to a 
waiver or exemption from the re-screening process, but 
there· is no specific information as- to when a waiver 
would be applicable or how to obtain an exemption for 
bases well along in the conversion process. 

b. The interim rules specify working and coordinating with 
local reuse agency - what agency will be worked with and 
how will conflicts in reuse proposals be handled? 

c. How does a California reuse agency with Redevelopment 
powers become a designated homeless provider approved by 
HHS? By state law, California Redevelopment Agencies 
have low and moderate income housing obligations, but 
there does not appear to be any provisions in the interim 
rules to coordinate with existing agencies authorized by 
state laws. 

d. How does an agency request official "designated" reuse 
agency status from the Department of Defense? The Victor 
Valley Economic Development Authority (VVEDA) at George 
AFB has been recognized by numerous federal and state 
agencies, yet the Secretary of Defense wil~ not provide 
official recognition of this status. 

e. No method is identified to resolve (or proceed in spite 
of) local conflicts. 

f. Will there be some recourse procedure should a homeless 
provider not provide a maintenance level acceptable to 
the local community agency? A provision for local 
oversight would ensure that a homeless provider does not 
lapse in their responsibilities. 

g. The effect of McKinney Act property transfers is to move 
homeless populations to more "rural" areas where closure 
bases are located and typically where jobs are not. Why 
should one area be taxed with another's social problems, 
particularly with the potential for disruption to a 
closure community's economic development opportunities? 

h. Property screening identifies a screening priority but 
does not address Public Benefit Transfer applications 
which are sponsored by a federal agency, /i.e. , FAA -+ 



airport, Dept of Interib~ 4 ~~rk faciiities. Also, the 
interim rules present sales as a higher priority than 
economic development transfers without regard to the 
plans of the local reuse agencies. The effect of the 
priority list as presented will be to encourage peicemeal 
disposition without regard to local planning efforts. 

2. Interim rules specify a base will be sold if a "ready market" 
exists but <;ices not identify a ·defi.nition of what constitutes 
a ready market a~d does not take into account potential 
conflicts with the local reuse agency plans. The flowchart 
provided in the Federal Register references a community appeal 
process. ·What is not accounted for is the money and time 
local agencies may have invested in reuse planning by that 
time, and may encourage the DOD to ignore community plans in 
favor of a quick dollar. 

a. What will be the basis of a fair price? An appraisal 
shared with purchasers which reflects the "reuse" agency 
Reuse Plan, not "highest & best" use. Will potential 
negative values due to lack of infrastructure and local 
code compliance be considered when det(armining value? 
There appears to be little understanding of local 
jurisdictional land use issues with the structure as 
presented. 

3. Will the interim rules encourage contracting with local agency 
for maintenance and protection, the "caretaker contract"? 

a. Can a local reuse agency work with directly with DOD 
Environmental Remediation contractors to direct 
priorities towards addressing reuse needs? 

4. Interim rules provide for early, low cost transfer with a 
future "profit sharing" clause. This provision removes 
revenues which could be needed for capital improvement and 
does not outline any flexibility for handling individual 
communities needs. -

5. When will some information regarding emissions trading 
procedures be available for review? 

vveda\jeannette\do4 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule ,, · \ 

~Yf Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: l>/t ~{(,fl c._ ErH1 ~e... ~ z?rt7~ 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page ____ _ 
Column ____ _ 
Paragraph ___ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

Name: L:r L . 13 t:,Lc_ /+-D~.} 

Adddress: D/1- tlZA-c.D~ ~ lJ "s-7 

Phone: 3-7 SS 7 /??' . 
., (NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXiX 9f The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: 
--------~--------------------

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page ____ _ 

Column --------
Paragraph _____ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

Coo1rt t2e:-6VIA-ttoN5:> 1111 /tru:: 41 CF/2 -t PDI 
ftJ&~ l 41V/IP£.Z5 1-

/f{Lfr 32 er-e. /4"6-Pf:!/L 7Y 
"-l¥71 01'1 rl.. ,t)£r6/t!'i£ 

Why: !2e£oLtftoNS Dt;;;c... tvtlll- f4d,Pt.:m.7Y DIJPoS4L. Drf/t9..__ 
(2JZC7UlA7JDM5 -Wtitctt ~ ~Pt'-/_ l./1 CFI? /tJ(--uJ-{Pf'A?/2 \ ~~GI 

/ ~/ 
IN '-1/ CJrR. ,4e, .l&tJ'f:!Z/~ fZ~t;,,~-;-t:K_ . ~U/£:'1'1 oo~/r/1!/~ 
/{!/f._ Fo!LCIS /:>t_jPtJ~ /2~ UU*f/oft.J '1/V '-/I c;c;e j5Q 
7/1/zS~ S~ ()UJ lSI?: IN 5'4/11/£ f' t.A-tfZ. . . 

Name: L/5\f ~~/'JDtEL<-/ 
Adddress: F /?' t9 ~f/ I' _ 'I 

<?{)D 1/YD, #B £:,.,./ 
W~#l/ll(b70;V., .DC- 2DS7j 

Phone: 2 0 z_-ze:, 7- _ ~ ?-~ 6 

., (NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

I 0 I I 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: )/,4/At. J///7/o;.) mo/.IIL~ 
(Activity/Locatiori!Communityllnstallation/Group) 

Page f(p/33 
Column l-'3 -----
Paragraph A { 3) $ ( ~ 1 

Recommended Changes: 

tUI. •'J A off~ r,.: el-r I ti.dL. JU/f. r "#-< ~ /I ""'/t:; .. 6 1-e-(. 4-;.,.,,..,~ // 

Name: CAPT tJ.II :l)u#J.J/ (JJI} 

Adddress: /~v4c. J"TAT/0;.) /)7-od/t.£ 
//1m CA' ;~n e t..t.J Iff ~ oo~ 
mod/L.€/ #t.. 3~6 7J~ 

Phone: (~5) ~y:J ~ ~~ 

v (NOTE: LIM:IT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comments Oii The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: /Ill£ /!2t/17P!/! f 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 
Column ____ _ 
Paragraph ___ _ 

Recommended Changes: lvt'lv[. : 

Why: - ?!!t1J17J7[ J Cf!11 fl?tiJiliT y /41 /) ;?f«;1foUiu;, /)r/11 /J IQ 111 /rY f7 ~II, 

Name: 

- 4flff f~ (/ S /-ltft1- IJ !/ffof_ Uff77 7WJL 7P tyYi11( r_ -

:Jl1~itfnvv15, 1/1-15 !Jt'O ;urE~t.JI ;·N?1{t{.t~7LY B(IT 
/ 

(JA/ SCf./1/l. k~ {JtJjni}1~/Y ONCfX/1/ ;:Jt~'f'/t[U&7tf?./. 

Adddress: 
fMJ/. I~ L. W/L,L/_j 

1-£[;() 3 ~ /) IWt 

Phone: 
111tLL-t A/"&f1771/, Tl./. 3~osy 

CJ)t- tt--3 -S7o 1 

..; (NOTE: LIMIT TO l COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing T1tie XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Aci For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: David T. Harris, Realty Specialist, DPW,Fort Ord, CA 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16125 
Column middle column 

Paragraph 6. "Profit Sharing" 

Recommended Changes: 

Eliminate the 15-year time limit on the government's participation in profit sharing. 

VVhy: The following sentence limits the government's share not to exceed the 
estimated fair market value of the property at the time of conveyance. 
With this limitation, I believe the government.( and by inference,the taxpayer) 
should expect no less. -
The redevelopment authority should be more than willing to allow the government 
to recapture its capital asset.The 15-year limit would encourage "paddingH of 
expenses. 
If a similar offer were made to a private investor(s) it would be gratefully 
accepted as the "deal of the century". Nothing down and 60% of the net profit! 
You certainly can ,.t find many of those kinds of offerings out in the real 
world!· 

Name: David T. Harris 

Adddress: 1716 Eichelberger Ct. ,Fort Ord, CA 93941 

Phone: (408) 883-9024 

_. (NOTE: LIMIT·TO l COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 1 11 1 f · ~ ~ 
Implementing Title XJqx Of The \ (Xtl 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 . 1.\ 0 , 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: FORT WINGATE DEPOT ACT1VITY 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16128 

Column_2 ____ _ 

Paragraph 91 . 2 +a 1 

Recommended Changes: 
Need to add language identifying that job creating reuse can be a 
"highest and best" use which might keep a service Secretary from· granting 
a request from another Federal agency for transfer of property. 

Why: 

Because transfer to an entity such as BLM or BIA might lock up property 
that the community could use to create jobs and enhance redevelopment. 

Name: 
Adddress: 

Phone: 

FORT WINGATE REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY 
GALLUP, N.M. 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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~or~at For Comm~~~ o~' The Interim Rule 
Implementing :Title_ XXIX Of The 

_National Defense A~orization Act For FY94· 
0 2 · JUN JS94 .. 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary ofDefense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 

··Washington, DC 20301-3300 

. . ---- -- --- --- . 

Fronc Federal·Av1at1on Adm1n~strat1on 

(Activi.ty/Location/Communityiinstallatif>~Group} · 

Page ______ _ 

-·Column ------
Paragraph __ --=---. 
Recommen<led Changes to: Federal Regls.ter Publication of the 
Interim Rule & Proposed Rule--i~plementing the Pryor Legislation. 

In the Federal Register preambl~ ·to the Revitalization Base 
Closure Community and Communlty·Assistance~eader could·easily be 
lead to believe disposal of the;~111tary properties using the 
Pryor Legislation is the on1y lawful manner to dispose of·the 
surplus properties--when in fact it appears the majority o£ the 
military airfields are being di~posed of us1ng·the Federal 
Surplus Property Acts of 1944. and 19(9. 

It 1s therefore suggested that ~he final rule be expanded to 
briefly discuss other legislati?e or legal procedures for. 
disposing of these surplus military properties, in addition to 
the. Pryor legislation rule. · · 

Why·: The reader of this rule should be made aware tha-t the .Pryor 
legislation is not the single legal procedure for disposal of the 

~002 

military base closure/reuse of p~operties. :: 

Name: 
Adddress: 

Phone: 

' ~ . 

James v. Mot.tley ~P-4 .·· · · :· · 
Federal Av1at1on··Adm1n:tsts;at1on 
aoo Independence Avenu~ S.W. 
Washington, DC 20591 

202-267-8780 

"d • 

. (NOTE: LIMITTOl~MMENTPERPAGE) 
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Forward comments.to: Office of Assistant~ of Defense for Economic Securlty 
3D814. The Pentagon 
Washingto~ DC 20~oi-3300 

Fronc Federal Aviation Adm1ni~t~at1on 

(Activity!Location/Gommunity!Installatio~(Jroup) · 

Page ______ _ 
- Column _____ _ 
P~h ________ _ 
Recommended Changes to: Feoerai Register Publication of the 
Interim Rule & Proposed Rule--implementing the Pryor Legislation. 

The legislation and 1nter1m f1n~l rule is d1recteCI at expediting 
actions necessary to transition!property to Federal, State, local 
or private ownership, including~ long term leasing--an excellent 
method to expedite transfer o£ property. Long term leasing 1s 
subject to cert~ln env1ronmenta1 actions or requirements such as 
the Clean Air Act, and associated air quality implementation 
plans. 

The issue of concern, which m1gh~ cause delays in executing 
leases .is that of compliance wi~h the Clean Air Act. Section 176· 
of the Clean Air Act requires t~e DoD to comply w1·th Act in that 
the DoD could not (1} engage in~ (2) support in any way or 
provid~ financial assistance for, (3) license or permit, or (~) 
approve any action which does npt confor~ to a state 
implementation plan (SIP). Regulations published in the Federal 
Register·. Volume 58, Number 228·. ·November 30. 1993, ( 4:0 CFR Part 
93, Subpart B) removed the SIP requirement for DOD to do air 
quality conformity determinations for base·closure actions. The 
requ~rement while being removed: ~rom the DoD has been shifted to 
the sponsoring agencies. For ai military airfield converting to 
an airport the FAA is the Fe.der:al sponsoring agency,. thereby ·the 
FAA will need to undertake the air conformity ~eterm1nat1on for 
any areas where required, such ~s _Mather AFB. 

. Name: 
Add dress: 

-
Phone: 

(SEE CONTINUAT:ION SHEET) 
-J. • .•v.,•-- • .·• • • • 

James V. Mottley APP-~ · 
Federal Aviation··Admin·~str;ation 
800 Independence Avenue .s.w. 
washington. ·oc 20591 : 

202.-267-878<? .... ~ 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO l_COMMENTPERPAGE) 

·-·.··---: ·~ .:. 
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·Federal Aviation Administration James V. Mottley 

The Air Force has already· undertaken some of the air conformity 
work for Mather AFB, and it is understood that thiS· work could be 
completed by coneract for about $6o.ooo.oo. apparently shifting 
the conformity determination requirements to the FAA. 

Authorization for FAA to adminls~rator the Airport Improvement 
Program expired at the end of f1:S.ca1 year 1993, and is currently 
being considered for renewal 1n.¢ongress. There may be other 
areas of the base eligible for i.ong term leases without a Federal 
sponsoring agency or without res_our.ces to undertake the 
accomplishing the conformity determination. which unless the DOD 
is willing to be the sponsoring _agency cannot be l~ased--delay1ng 
the transfer of the properties tQ the State, local governments or 
other entities anticipated to r~seive the property_. 

It would appear the DOD should. ·as part of their base reuse 
environmental statement (EIS) preparation process~. prepare a 
complete air quality impact analysis. including all re.levant 
information for being able to -make a SIP conformity 
determination. In addition. wi·th active participation of "the FAA 
(as an EIS cooperative agency), -the DOD EIS would identify 
potenti-al or required mi tigat!oti measures that could offset SIP 
violations. The DOD would not make a conformity determination. 
but would provide in the EIS the necessary information fo~ the 
FAA (or other Federal agencies) :to make a positive SIP conformity 
determination. This avo1<3s a dlsconnect, and loss of momentum. · 
between the DOD and FAA actions.. an<l would provide a more timely 
and effective transfer of Feder~~ propert1es.to receive State# 
local government·. and/or ~ther eqt1_t1es. 

' 

.It Is suggested that the DOD di~cuss this situation with the 
FAA's Community and Env1ronment~1· Needs Division. Mr. Ralph 
Thompson 202-267~8772 and other-affected Federal offices. The 
timing associatecj with making at) air quality determination 
associated with execut1ng .. the M~ther AFB long term lease may be 
cr1t1cal to meeting the July 1 target date.· · 

Why: To provide timely and effective transfe~ of Federal 
proper·ties to receiving State, local government_s and/o~ 
other entities. 

~004 
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implementing ~rtle XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Se;cretaiy of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The J»eD.tago~ 
Washington. DC 203;01-3300 

From: Feder-al Av.lation Adm1n1sttat!on 
- . 

(Activity/LocatioD!Communityiinstallatio~Group) · 

Page ____________ _ 
~lumn __________ _ 
Paragraph ____ _ 

Recommended Changes to: Federai .Register Publication of the 
I~terim Rule & Proposed Rule--implementing the Pryor Legislation. 

The following comment 1s not ne~ssar~ly a change to the Pryor 
legislative rule# It is however recommended that the base closure 
p~ocess would be much better coordinated 1£ there was a master 
project control procedure for re·£lect1ng the principal parties. ~. 
1.e. DOD Service., State and loc~l governments. ·Environmental 
Protection Agency# Federal Av1at1on A<lm1n1strat1on., an<l others 
involved in the individual base ·ac.t1vit1es and a schedule for 
starting ana completing ~ctlons ~ecessary to keep all interested _ 
paLties aware of the project st~tus. Essential actions .such as 
Federal. State & local project screening. funding allocations £or 
planning & project support, planning periods. indicating when 
action dates- or decisions are m~de impacting pcoject progress, 
etc. 

Why: To ensure that all involved parties are aware of project· 
progress and have lead time for project accomplishment in an 
efficient and effective ·manner. : 

Name: 
Add dress: 

Phone: 

•• •. -. "'!"-- • -- -· ._. ·_· ~ -.:-· -::·.:-...... - •• • -~ -- - .. -·-- ·- ----= . ··. - ' 

·James V. Mottley · APP---i: 
Federal Aviation-· Adm:1n:1'strati on 
800 Independence· Avenue: S.W. 
washington, DC 20591 
r 
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Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

cation/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page __ / {p__,_[ ~3_:> 
Column _ __,_;;;:;: __ _ 

Paragraph--+-/ __ 

Why· ~ ,!-'\ · lJ :·u U 15 ./ ~~ S 
/).~, ;J- D c.}) - lJ JJ ·e,; ~~ ~ 

(1,-. .. F. f) --,? ~:.. / r r::::;_ __ / e /·~-- /. '-#. 

Name: fKA JJf::. FA JJ~LL i 
Adddress: 1 ~ ~ 0 f:1 2.:.; 1-:{)tt} 4--t..., 

·o~-.--/cLnvt), ('A . / 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO I COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security \ Forward comments to: 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: ______________________________ __ 

(Activity/Location/Communityllnstallation/Group) 

Page--------
Column ____ _ 
Paragraph ___ _ 

/ . 
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Why:' 

Name: 
Adddress: 

Phone: 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 
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(Activity/Location/Community !Installation/Group) 
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Column ________ __ 
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Recommended Changes: 
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Why: 

Name: 
Adddress: 

Phone: 

{NOTE: LIMIT TO l COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Mr Robert E. Bayer 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
BASE TRANSITION FIELD OFFICE 

Office of the ~ssistant Secretary of Defense 
For Economic Security 

Room 3D854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Bob: 

3 June 1994 

In reviewing the Base Closure Community Assistance Act, Title XXIX, 
National Defense Authorization Act for 1994, I have the following 
comments to submit for your review and consideration. 

1. Federal Register (F.R.), Pg. 16124. 1. Real Property Screening. 
Second paragraph refers to "any property excess to Dept of Defense 
is then made available to other Federal Agencies." 

This is an incorrect statement since all Federal Agencies do not 
have the ability to support local.or state requests for public 
benefit transfers. Example: State of California Transportation Dept 
requested a public benefit transfer of five acres and a bldg for a 
200 employee based Regional Traffic Management Center and Materials 
Laboratory at Norton AFB. Federal State Highway Administration, a 
division of the Federal Transportation Agency endorsed this 
request. The Air Force turned down the request because the 
Transportation Agency is not designated under current GSA Property 
Disposal Rules to participate in the review process for public 
benefit tranfers. 

2. F.R. Pg. 16125 6. Profit Sharing. "The government's portion of 
the receipts from the profit shall not exceed the estimated fair 
market value (insert here: or negotiated sales price) of the 
property at the time of conveyance to the local redevelopment 
authority." 

3. F.R. Pg. 16125 8. Personal Property. "Only valid exemptions 
will be made to this. freeze usally involving specific military 
requirements or property which the base does not own (insert here: 
including non-appropriated fund assets, 90.4 (hj (5) (VI).) 

4. F.R. Pg. 16126 Part 90.4 Policy (a) (1) (V). "Delegating 
authority to (insert here: local on-site Federal Gov 
Representative) to approve interim leases (insert here: not to 
exceed twelve months) and simple land transfers." 



PAGE TWO - COMMENTS 

5. F.R. Pg. 16128 Part 91, 91.7 (5) 
here: Federal) ·agencies sponsoring 
should. . . . " 

"During this period (insert 
public benefit conveyances 

6. F.R. Pg. 16129 Part 91, 91.7 (b) (1) "The military Departments 
will work with communities to identify eligible entities and 
conduct timely outreach seminars to educate homeless with respect 
to the land and buildings (insert here: and the estimated costs 
associated with operating and maintaining those buildings) that 
will be made available and the process .... " 

(NOTE: In conducting outreach seminars for homeless providers it is 
critical that all information be provided. to.potential applicants 
so that they can make an informed decision on whether or not to 
apply for a public benefit transfer of surplus federal property.) 

7. F.R. Pg. 16132 Part 91, 91.7 (f) (1). "The government's portion 
of the receipts from the profit shall not exceed the fair market 
value (insert here: or negotiated sales price) of the property at 
the time . . . . " 

8. F.R. Pg. 16132 Part 91, 91.7 (f) (3). "The total recoupment by 
the government shall not exceed the fair market value (insert here: 
or the negotiated sales price) of the property .... " 

9. F.R. Pg. 16133 Part 91, 91.7 (g) (4). The Military Departments 
are encouraged to redelegate leasing authority to the (insert here: 
local on-site Federal Government Representative) (delete: level 
that can best) to respond to local redevelopment needs . . . . " 

10.F.R. Pg. 16~36 Appendix B to Part 91. 

Reference Number 8 on the chart reflects mission leaving at the 
time of closure. Realistically, the mission should depart at least 
six (6) months prior to the actual closure date to allow the base 
enough time to implement its closure pla~. As long as the mission 
remains active, closure initiatives are difficult to accomplish 
because emphasis is placed on the mission, not closure. 

11. Comment: A critical provision of President Clinton's Five-Part 
Program includes fast track clean-up. Although the Defense 
Authorization Act does not specifically mention how environmental 
fast track is to be accomplished, it should be pointed out that 
without empowering the local BRAC Environmental Team authority to 
sign RODs, FOSLs and FOSTs, there will be no fast track clean-up. 
This issue needs to be reviewed and discussed in terms of 
establishing policy that· can truly assist local BRAC Te~ms in fast 
tracking environmental clean-up. 
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Having been involved in base closure operations (four years) and 
now as a Transition Coordinator, I believe the above referenced 
comments to the 1994 National Defense Authorization Act are 
pertinent to providing clarification on certain sections of the 
Act, and will help to facilitate the implementation of these 
provisions. 

If you need any additional information or clarification on this 
submittal, please feel free to give me a call at (909) 382-2007. 

Sincerely, 

Richard J. Bennecke 
DoD/Transition Coordinator 
Norton AFB 

Comments Endorsed By: 

W 11:1am Bopf 
Executive Director, Inland,Valley 
Development Agency 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT. OF ~DUCATION 
OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES AND ADMINISTRATION 

FEDERAL REAL PROPERTY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 

THEASTERN ZONE 
:617) 223-9321 May 24, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C~ -20301-3300 

Dear Sir: 

·Cf/c~-<
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I have served for the last 15 years as direct6r of a public benefit 
allowance program for the U.S. Department of Education and its 
predecessor agency, the Department of Health, Education, and W~lfare. 

After re.viewing the interim rules which were published in the Federal 
Register April 6, 1994 for Revitalizing Base Closure Communities and 
also attending one of your Regional Outreach Seminars, I wish to offer 
four comments regarding the manner in which existing public benefit 
allowance authorities have been addressed under the interim rules: 

A. Page 16125, column 1, paragraph number 5 incorrectly states: 
"In the past, the law permitted the Department of Defense to 
convey property at a discount of up to 100 percent (free of 
charge) for specific public purposes such as health, aviation, 
recreation, and education - but not for economic development" 
(emphasis supplied). 

While the Federal government indeed has such authority, the 
Department of Defense, in fact, does not. Pursuant to 40 U.S.C. 
484(k), that authority is vested only with the respective 
Secretaries and Administrators of the Federal public benefit 
allowance sponsoring agencies. I believe that this error should 
be corrected since, among other things, it implies that the 
Department of Defense may have authority to reach decisions among 
competing public benefit allowance proposals which are entirely 
under the jurisdiction of other Federal sponsoring agencies; such 
as the United States Department of Education. 

B. A serious difficulty has arisen with many military bases 
which have been announced for closure in the treatment of public 
benefit allowance screening. Although long-standing provisions 
of GSA's Federal Property Management Reyulations prohibit Federal 
agencies which sponsor public benefit allowance programs from 
attempting "to interest a local applicant in a property until it 
is determined surplus" [see 41 C.F.R. 101-47.203-5(c)], Depart
ment of Defense agencies in many cases have not been following 
the procedures set forth under Federal regulation regarding . 
declarations of excess and surplus; and are thereby depriving 
potential public benefit allowance applicants of a once in a 

J.W. McCO~CK POST OFFICE AND COURTHOUSE. BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02109-4557 

Our mission is to ensure equal access to education and to promote educational excellence throughout the Nation. 
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lifetime opportunity to improve their services through the 
acquisition of property and facilities which are critically 
needed to meet the compelling demands of the 21st century. 

The specific procedures established under GSA's regulations are 
~xtremely important to the Federal agencies which sponsor public 
benefit allowance programs since they provide the basic enabling 
authority to ·become involved'in the early stages of development 
of community plans for reutilization of military installations 
when many of the most important decisions are reached. Without 
such authority, a Federal sponsoring agency -cannot screen 
property nor contact local readjustment committees nor take other 
action which could be construed as attempting "to interest a 
local applicant in a property" unless express approval has been 
provided on a case-by-case basis. With 103 military installations 
already announced for closure and the associated workload for all 
agencies involved, it simply is not possible to request approval 
for initiation of public benefit allowance activities on a case
by-case for every base being closed. The net result is that many 
local readjustment committees are either not aware of public 
benefit allowance opportunities or have serious misunderstandings 
regarding the role played by public benefit allowance transfers 
during the base closure process. 

The interim rules contain specific provisions establishing when 
McKinney screenings may commence and conclude. Because the 
interim rules do not specifically explain when other public 
benefit allowance screenings commence and conclude, unnecessary 
confusion exists. I recommend that the interim rules be 
clarified to similarly establish the time schedules for other 
public benefit allowance program screenings and application 
submissions; which should occur simultaneously with state and 
local screening, but sufficiently in advance of the ucommunity 
statement of interest" and preparation of "local redevelopment 
plan" stages to be reasonably evaluated and considered by local 
readjustment committees. 

C. The interim rules are conspicuously silent ·as to the relative 
priority of existing public benefit allowance transfers in the 
disposal process. With the exception of the flow chart on Page 
16135 which specifies that existing public benefit allowance 
transfers will follow McKinney but precede development of local 
redevelopment plans, the interim regulations contain very little 
guidance on the involvement of public benefit allowance programs 
in the base closure process. 

Public benefit allowance programs have long been afforded. 
priority under existing regulations because Federal laws have 
considered health, education, park and recreation, aviation and 
historic resources ·to be national treasures which should be 
~ncouraged and promoted for the benefit of g~nerations to follow. 
The absence of regulatory guidance has created considerable 
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confusion resulting in the active discouragement of public 
benefit allowance opportunities which will be lost to the public 
in perpetuity once the base closure process has been completed~ 

In view of the recurring problems which are being experienced 
in this area, I recommend that the role or priority of existing 
~ublic benefit allowance programs be additionally clarified in 
narrative form and not relegated to a flow chart which may be 
subject to differing interpretations. 

D. DepartrneRt of Defense representatives expressly advised at 
your Regional Outreach Seminars that the interim rules were 
developed to fill a void in existing authorities rather than 
supplant public benefit authorities which were previously 
established under the Federal Property and Administrative 
Services Act of 1949, as amended.· Existing public benefit_ 
allowance authorities have always had substantial job creation 
and economic development benefits as intrinsic components of 
their programs. Although the interim regulations very clearly 
state on Page 16126, Column 2, Part 90.4(a)(l)(i) that uThe use 
of existing public benefit conveyances should be considered ..... 
before the use of a public benefit conveyance for economic 
development", many local readjustment committees have concluded 
since publication of your interim rules that virtually all reuti
lization proposals; including those which indisputably fall under 
the jurisdiction of existing public benefit allowance laws; are 
essentially job creating opportunities that now fall under the 
auspices of the new economic development authority. 

The proposed regulations should delineate a clearer separation of 
responsibilities between existing public benefit allowance pro
grams and the new economic development public benefit program 
since some readjustment committees are literally taking over the 
applications of public benefit allowance organizations under a 
reconstituted charter as redevelopment agencies in the interests 
of job creation and economic developments; and are subordinating 
existing public benefit allowance interests that. the Federal 
Property and Administrative Services Act intended to encourage, 
protect and promote. 

I would like to thank you for the opportunity to comment on your 
proposed regulations and hope that you will take my suggestions into 
consideration when final regulations are published. 

s~f\~~~ 
Peter A. Wieczorek 
Director, Northeast Zone 
Federal Real Property Assistance 
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~19E~WOOD BOEHLERT 

23o DISTRICT, New YORK 

COMMITTEES: 

SCIENCE. SPACE. AND TECHNOLOGY 
RANKING REPUBLICAN. SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE 

PUBLIC WORKS AND TRANSPORTATION 
RANKING REPUBLICAN. SUBCOMMITTEE ON WATER 

RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AVIATION 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

U.S. DELEGATION. NORTH ATLANTIC ASSEMBLY 
CHAIRMAN. NORTHEAST AGRICULTURE CAUCUS 

NORTHEAST -MIDWEST CONGRESSIONAL COALITION 

Mr. Robert E. Bayer 

~ongress of tbe Wniteb ~tates 
~oust of l\epresentatibes 

llltasbington, 1J9Q!: 20515-3223 
June, 16~ 1994 

Deputy Asst. Sec. of Defense 
For Economic Reinvestment and 
Base Realignment and Closure 
3300 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301 

Dear Bob: 

WASHINGTON OffiCE: 

112i LONGWO\lTH HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING 

WASHINGTON, OC 2051 S-3223 

(202) 225-3665 

CENTRAL OFFICE: 

ALEXANDER ·PIRNIE FEDERAL BUILDING 

10 BROAD STREET 
UTICA, NY 1 3 SO 1 
(315) 793-B146 

TOLL FREE 1-800-235-2525 

2 3 JUN 1994 

I offer the following observations on the Interim Department 
of Defense Final Rule on Revitalizing Base Closure Communities and 
Community Assistance and urge that they be fully and fairly taken into 
account in formulating a final rule. 

The rule ought to contain a single appraisal definition based on 
the "as is, where is" condition of the property. 

The jobs centered property disposal provisions should be deleted 
from the final rule because they militate against the primacy of the 
community reuse organization's role in economic development. The spirit 
and letter .of the President's five point program and of Title 29 are 
unambiguous in championing community-led economic develop~ent by 
promoting low cost or no cost transfers, as proposed in the rule's 
economic development conveyance provisions. The proposal protects the 
federal interest by guaranteeing it a share in any windfall profits that 
may accrue to the community in the sale or lease of the properties. 

The economic development conveyance provisions will make· 
revitalization work. In addition to the above suggestion about the 
appraisal definition, the rule should guarantee that· the community's 
total costs for the reuse effort will be credited to the community when 
calculations about profits are made. Also, the net operating costs 
should be based on the total cumulative costs for all of the property 
owned by the local reuse organization and not on a parcel by parcel 
basis as presumed in the interim regulations. 

The interim rule allows base property in rural areas to be 
transferred without consideration, and therefore, not subject to the 
recoupment provisions set forth in the economic development conveyance 
provisions. There are many smaller communities, like Rome, New York, 
which do not have ·strong real estate markets and which exhibit many of 
the characteristics of rural communities, but happen to be located in 
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) . The no cost transfer rule should 
be extended to include communities with a population of less than 50,000 
which are located within MSAs. 

THIS STATIONERY PRINTED ON PAPER MADE OF RECYCLED FIBERS 



' . 
The portion of the rule governing_the disposal of personal property 

presents a number of serious difficulties for community reuse 
organizations. Since the regulations provide the Department of.Defense 
numerous avenues to retain personal property, there is no need to further 
complicate the situation by making a distinction between closed and 
realigned bases. That distinction is already causing problems in other 
aspects of our readjustment program. I also believe that the community's 
reuse plans should take precedence in cases where there are competing 
request~.from the community and a federal agency. The rule should clearly 
spell out that the community can challenge personal property disposal 
decisions. it feels were not made in .. its best interests. Provision should 
be made to make sure communities receive a fair hearing. 

The personal _property disposal rules will place communities and 
military departments in an on-going, inevitably adversarial relationship, 
and appropriate changes should be made to mitigate this. I also urge you 
to delete the provision requiring local reuse organizations to purchase 
personal property from the military departments, in certain instances. 

The final rule must also protect communities by requiring the 
s·ervices to provide minimum levels of maintenance and repair for· 
properties vacated at closure or realignment, especially if those 
properties have been identified as important components of the reuse 
plan. Communities must be offered.a way to insist, with reasonable 
assurances their case will be heard, that the Department of 
Defense will maintain and protect key facilities (base housing, 
for example) that have been identified as having reuse potential. 

The intent of the President's five point program and of Title 29 
is clear to me - they are a new way of doing business - a new and 
important commitment to communities to help and not hinder reuse 
efforts planned and implemented at the community level. The interim 
rule struggles to carry out the intent and falls short in a number of 
critical areas. 

I believe that the changes I have outlined will correct the 
interim rules' failures to meet the spirit of Title 29 and the 
President's five point program. 

With warmest regards, 

SB:dct 



ANIERICAN A 
. SOCIETYOF 

APPRAISERS .. 
INTERNATIONAL HEAOOvA:;TEAS • P.O. Box 1726.5. \\1£Shf'gron. C.C. 20041 • t.703) 473-2228 • Fa>< {703) 7~2-6471 ~ ~ ~ 

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Securityt Room 30854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

June 20, 1994 

2 3. JUN 1994 

RE: 32 CFR Parts 90 and 91, Revitalizing Base Closure CommUl~ities and Corrununity 
Assistance 

The American Society of Appraisers (ASA) wishes to provide the enclosed comm.ents 
pertaining to reference Interim Final Rule. These comments are responsive to DoD's 
reque:st for pubJic comment issued on Apri16. 1994. 

On behalf of our Society, I wish to point out that the members of ASA have significant 
interest both in the content and the manner in which DoD implement~ the instructions 
contained in this rule. ASA. which is the nation's oldest society representing all facets of 
the appraisal profe~sion. includes over 6.500 members in 82 chapters nationwide and in 
ove.r 24 other countries. Most of our ntembers have the credentials to appraise properties 
including vacant and available land, residences and other structures, training. airpo1t and 
maritime facilities, municipal jnfrestructure and services, etc. t and the economic 
opportunities they prese.nt. Other membe.rs of ASA are. appraisers of property such as 
gems and jewelry~ fine arts, agricultural chattel$, etc. 

ASA representatives were present at each of the. PubHc Outreach Seminars conducted by 
DoD in \Va.shington, D.C., Chic.ago. San Francisco, and Dallas, to pose que.~tions and 
gain information about implementation of this rule. While much valuable information 
'vas gained, our representath·es came a\\·ay with signifiem1t concerns that are expressed in 
the enclosed conunents. 

In closing, I wish to express our interest in meeting with boD official~ to further discuss 
our society's concerns. I look forward to your response. 

Sincerely~ 

~G-~ 
Richard A. Kaufmant ASA 
International Senior 
Vice President 

c.c: Executive Con1rnittce. J?iscipline Chairmen 
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American Society of Appraiser CommentS on Dol) Interim Final Rule, 32 CFR 
Parts 90 and 91, Revitalizing Base Closure Communities and Community Assistance 

References: a. Page 16124, column 1, first paragraph 
b. Page 16124, column 3. item 4, second and third paragraphs 
c. Page 16125, column 1, item 5, third sentence. 
d. Page 16125, colu1nn 2. item 6, fourth sentence. 
c. Page 16130~ column 3, § Q1.7 Procedures, para (d)(2) & (3). 
f. Page 16131, column 1, § 91.7 Procedures, para (d)(4). 
g. Page 16131, column 2, § 91.7 Procedures, para (d)(4)(i). 
h. Page 16131. column 3. § 91.7 Procedures, para ( e )(2). 
i. Page 16131. column 3, § 91.7 Procedures, para (e)(4). 
j. Page 16132, column 2, § 91.7 Procedures, para (t)(l). 

I. Areas of Concern. 

a. Terms and Definitions: While tenns and definitions pertaining to the. appraisal 
profession are dearly defined by the Uniform Standards of ProfessionaJ Appraisal 
Practice (USP AP) (Copy attached). the. DoD Interim Final Rule uses terminology that is 
neither defined or consistent. · 

( 1) Although eliminated fro1n use by the Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency, the term ''fair market value" appears numer<.>us times in references a,c,d,e.f,h.i, 
and j, above. 

(2) Reference g, above, uses, but does not define "hlgh value.'' 

(3) Reference i, above, uses, but doe.s not define "other estimate.'' 

b. ApprC1Jsal Standards: Although the Uniform Standards of Professional 
Appraisal Practice (USP AP) sets forth the current standard~ of the appraisal profession, 
the DoD Interim Final Rule requires appraisals be conducted in a way that is in conflict 
with USPAP and will require appraisers to violate t;SPAP. For example, references b 
and e, above, would require elinlination of the •'highest and best uset' concept of 
appraisals. 

c. Departmental Ste\vard~hip: Reference h. above, authorizes the Secretary of 
Defense to convey property for conside.ration uat or below the estimated fair market 
value, or without conside.ration." This concept. while useful in cenain exceptional cases. 
may not be viewed as being in the taxpayer's best interests. 



2. Discussion: 

a. In the modification of this interim final rule. it may be helpful to take 
instruction from another important piece of legislation which has already addressed 
appraisal requirements appropriately. 

( 1) Section 1101 of Title XIt Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and 
Enforcement Act of 1989, requires that federally related real estate appraisals be 
performed .. , .. .in accordance with uniform standards, by individuals whose competency 
has been demonstrated and whose professional conduct will be subject to effective 
supervision." 

(2) Section 1102 of Title XI further established an Appraisal 
Subcommittee and specified cenain responsibilities of the Appraisal Subcommittee which 
include " ... shall monitor and review the practices, procedures. activities, and 
org~nizational structure of the .. A..ppraisal Foundation." 

(3) The Appraisal Foundation is a not-for-profit educational foundation 
established in 1987 to promote uniformity and professionalism in appraising. The 
Appraisal Standards Board. a subset of the Appraisal Foundation, develops, interprets~ 
and amends the tTniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USP AP), the 
generally accepted standards for the appraisal profession. The American Society of 
Apprai$ers is a sponsoring organization of the Appraisal Foundacion and, in response to a 
Congressional mandate, helped establish uniform qualific(ltions criteria for professional 
appraisers and standards for appraisal work, and require.s its me.mbe.rs to comply with 
USP AP. Consequently. the prob1ems staterl above are of significant conce111 to 
appraisers. 

b. The need to speed economic recovery of communities \\·here military bases are 
slated to close is understood and appreciated. Clearly, Title XXIX oftbe National 
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994 was ·written \Vith rapid rede-velopment 
and the creation of new jobs in base closure conununities as a primary goal. This also is 
fully understood and appreciated. 

( 1) However. the citizens of this nation, whose tax dollars are invested in 
the real and personal property at these bases, deserve careful stewardship of their 
investment throughout the disposal process. It is recognized that the provisions of Title 
XXIX provide the legal authority to carry out the President's plan by, among other thing.~. 
authorizing conveyances of real and personal property at or below fair market value to 
local redevelopment authorities. While the need for this authority, in some cases, is 
understood, it should be used as an exception rather than a rule. 

(2) Th~ public's interests will not be served properly if this conc-ept is 
adop~ed and ~ppHed \videly. The ~1ilitary Departments can avoid significant ~xpayer 



. ... 
\. 

. . 

criticism in this process by exercising appropriate conc.erh for the. accurate estimation of 
true cost and fair market value of property. 

3. Recommendations - In view of the above, the following recommendations are 
provided: 

a. Change all terminology associated witb valuation in paragraphs a through j, 
above, to comply with the Uniform Standarqs of Professional Appraisal Practice 
(USPAP). 

b. Since. this rule's purpose is not that of establishing stand:uds for conducting 
professional appraisalst aHlanguage which direc.ts bow an appraisal shall be conducted 
should be deleted. Examples to be deleted include forbidding the use of "'replacement 
cost" and specifying use of Hthe most likely range of uses consistent with local interests 
rather than highest and best use." In addition, a new paragraph should be placed at the 
outset of the Interim Final Rule as follows: 

"Appraisals - All property <ippr.tisals will be performed in accordance with 
unifom1 sta..,dards by individuals whose competency has been d~monstrated and 
whose professional conduct is in. compliance with the Uniform Standards of 
Professional Apprafsal Practice (USPAP}, as maintained by the Appraisal 
Foundation. Further, appraisal requirements will~- differentiated according to 
property type, i.e., real property, personal property. business valuation, machinery 
and technical speciaJties, etc.) and appraisals will be performe.d only by appraisers 
qualified in the appropriate valuation specialty:· 

C. RepJace the term "eva.luation of worth," with the term ·•appraisal. n 

d. Replace the terms "high value" and ~'fair market value'• ·with the tenn "market 
value.~' 

e. Delete the tcrrn .. or other estimate." The act of \'aluing property should be 
referre-d to only as an "appraisal.'' 

f. Reference h, above. In implementing instructions provided to each of the 
military departments, it is recomme-nded that DoD provide direction thal the second and 
third sentences of reference h~ above, are "applicable only to exceptional cases on an 
infrequent ba.~is. with final approval authority remaining with the Secretary of Defense.'' 



~tate of <!California 
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH 

1400 TENTH STREET 
PETE WILSON 

GOVERNOR 

Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary ·of Defense 

(Economic Security) 
The Pentagon,· Room 3D814 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

SACRAMENTO 95814 

June 15, 1994 
2 3 JUN 1994 

RE: Comments on The Interim Rule Implementing Title XXIX of· the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY 1994 

LEE GRISSOM 
DIRECTOR 

Enclosed are detailed comments, in the format requested by the Department 
of Defense (DoD), on the Interim Rule. These comments represent the combined 
views of all departments of the executive branch for the State of California. They 
were compiled from the comments received from all departments attending the 
May 1 3 workshop in San Francisco. 

We take strong exception to the notion of "test marketing" properties to 
determine if a "ready market" exists. We believe that this procedure wm 
undermine efforts of communities to develop consensus plans and that, absent 
zoning and other entitlement, any indications of interest for properties are 
premature and speculative. Moreover, the rules governing this procedure are not 
based on any provisions of the Pryor Amendment. We believe, therefore, that DoD 
has exceeded its authority in promulgating this rule. 

Most other provisions of the Interim Rule are reasonable attempts to 
implement the Pryor Amendment. We have offered a number of suggestions which 
we believe will further the objectives of DoD and Congress. Two provisions are of 
particular note. First, there is a need to more clearly de.fjne "fair market value" and 
"net profit" for purposes ·of negotiated sales and economic benefit conveyances to 
include a fair share of the costs of basewide infrastructure, planning, property 
maintenance, and security. Second, the standard for exempting properties from 
subsequent McKinney Act screening should be broadened. 

_We have suggested only minor technical amendments to 32 CFR Part 91, 
Paragraph (ji because we believe that implementation may be delayed due to 
continuing consultations between DoD and EPA and because we believ-e· that no 



Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 
June 15, 1994 
Page Two 

-
rational private party would wish to avail itself of the one-sided provisions of the 
Interim Rule. We suggest that DoD may wish to reissue the Interim Rule after legal 
issues relating to transfer of contaminated property are resolved. At such time, we 
recommend that DoD. develop an equitable means of allocating costs and liabilities 
between the federal" government and any persons willing to share the cost of 
environmental restoration. 

,· 

We hope that these recommended changes are helpful to you as you 
consider revisions to the Interim Rule. I look forward to reviewing the Final Rule 
when it is issued next fall. 

ie4~' 
Lee A. Grissom 
Director 

cc: National Association of Installation Developers 
Base closure community reuse authorities 



- Comment No. 1 ---

Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: Governor's Office, State of California 

Page -~1~61~2~7 __ 
Colmnn ------=3 __ 
Paragraph 91.3(h) 

Recommended Changes: 

ADD to end of paragraph: " ... or a Metropolitan Statistical Area having a population of 
250,000 or less in the most recent decennial census." . 

~: 

Some bases are located in remote areas that have grown to MSA size largely because of the 
existence of the base. The MSAs nevertheless exhibit the characteristics of a rural area (e.g., 
limited economy, often based on agriculture or mineral extraction). These very small MSAs 
should be treated like rural areas for the purposes of Pryor Amendment property·transfer. 
consideration. -

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Ben Williams 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

(916) 322-3170 

- Conunent No. 1 -



- Collllllent No. 2 -

Comments· On The Interim Rule· 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: Governor's Offi~, State of California 

Page 16128 
Column 1 
Paragraph 91.4(a) 

Recommended Changes: 

Eliminate paragraph 

~: 

Title XXIX makes no reference to "ready markets" or quick sales of property for public or 
private development outside the standard federal property disposal process or the new 
conveyances enacted by the Pryor Amendment 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Ben Williams 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

(916) 322-3170 

- Comment No. 2 -



- Comment No. 3 ~ 

Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: Governor's Office, State of California 

Page 16128 
Column 1 
Paragraph 91.4(b) 

Recommended Changes: 

REVISE TO READ AS FOLLOWS: 
"Making. property available without initial consideration for economic development vAlere a 
ready market does not eJcist for the pmpose of economic recovecy and job creation." 

Why: 

Title XXIX makes no reference to "ready markets" or quick sales of property for public or 
private development outside the standard federal property disposal process or the .~ew 
conveyances enacted by the Pryor Amendment 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Ben Williams 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

(916) 322-3170 

- Comment No. 3 -



- Comment No. 4 -

Onmnents On The Interim Rule· 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National DefenSe Authorization Act for FY94 

From: Governors Office, State of California 

Page 16128 
Column 2 and 3 
Paragraph 91. 7(a)( 4) and (7) 

Recommended Changes: 

CHANGE paragraphs to read as follows: 

"(4) ... (i) By June 1 September 1, 1994 for 1988, 1991, and 1993 closures and realignments 
unless ... " 

"(7) ... All requests must be made in writing and made before }.4fly 1 August 1, 1994 for 
1988, 1991 and 1993 closures and realignments and ... " 

Why: 

For 1988, 1991, and 1993 base closures and realignments, a special extension should be 
permitted to the written request to delay declaration of surplus property to August 1, 1994. 
The regulations were issued and workshops on the regulations were held later than 
anticipated. Many communities did not understand."the significance of the surplus declaration 
date in time to transmit requests for delay by June 1, 1994. A special exception should be 
granted to permit consideration of this option by all base redevelopment authorities. -

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Ben Williams 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

(916) 322-3170 

- Comment No. 4 -



- Conunent No. 5 .:.;. 

Onrunents On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: Governor's Office, State of California 

Page 16130 
Colwnn 1 
Paragraph 91.7(b)(11) 

Recommended Changes: 

CHANGE the paragraph as follows: 

"If the local redevelopment authority does not express in writing its interest in a spocific 
property incorporating the property into its reuse plan ... " 

Why: 

Previous references (paragraphs 7 and 9) state that the redevelopment authority n~ only to 
express interest in inGQrporating the property into its reuse plan to exempt it from· finther 
McKinney Act screening. This paragraph implies a much higher standard - characterization 
of specific properties. It might be concluded that this would require itemization of building 
nmnbers or descriptions of precise properties and uses. A more general description of areas 
to be excluded from McKinney Act review because of incompatibility of planned uses with 
homeless assistance should be the standard for exemption from further screening. 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Ben Williams 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

(916) 322-3170 

- Comment NQ. 5 -



- Comment No. 7 ~ 

Conunents On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: Governor's Office, State of California 

Page _ ........ 1.=...61:..=3_,._0-....._16"'""'1:..::::..3 ..,__1 _ 
Column 2 (16130) - 2 (16131) 
Paragraph 91.7(d) (entire section)'-

Recommended Changes: 

Delete this entire section. 

~: 

The procedure outlined in this section does not respond to any provisions of the Pryor 
Amendment and is contnuy to the President's Five-Point Plan, which emphasizes low cost and 
no cost transfers of property to community reuse organizations for economic development 
purposes. The Five Point Plan repeatedly affirms· the paramount position of the community 
development plan for reuse of base facilities. This section could place the community 
development plan at odds with disposal actions by the Department of Defense. It prescribes a 
process which operates in advance of and outside the community reuse process. DOD should 
require any expressions of interest in base property to be made to the local reuse planning 
authority. 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Ben Williams 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

(916) 322-3170 

- Comment No. 7 -



- Comment No. 9 :... 

Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: Governor's Office, State of California 

Page __ -A,.l6~1.::::...32=-
Coltnnn _ ___..._1 __ 

Paragraph 91.7(eX4) 

Recommended Changes: 

ADD the following after the first sentence: 

". . . assumptions, guidelines and on instructions given to the appraiser, but shall be fully 
responsible for completion of the appraisal. In the event that the local redevelopment 
authority has obtained an appraisal that differs from that obtained by the military department 
by the greater of25% or $100,000, the local redevelopment authority may request that a third 
independent appraiser be jointly .selected and retained in which event the appraisal of the 
third appraiser shall be deemed the fair market value. Costs of this third appraisal shall be 
shared equally by the parties. " 

The appraisal process for determining fair market value for negotiated public agency sales and 
economic benefit conveyances should include a mechanism for resolving differences between 
appraisals. The procedures recommended above are commonly used in private sector real 
estate transactions. 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Ben Williams 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

(916) 322-3170 

- Comment No. 9 -



.-Comment No.8-

Comments On The Interim ·Rule · 
Implementing. Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: Governor's Office, State of California 

Page __ __.1,..,.6~13=--1::...
Colurnn -~3 __ 
Paragraph 91.7(e)(4) 

Recommended Changes: 

The tenn "fair market value" is used, even though it has not been fully defined previously. 
"Fair market value," for pmposes of this rule, should be defmed in the definitions section and 
should refer to the estimated NET market value of the property after taking into account the 
proposed reuse and the fair share of all infrastructure, utility system, and other essential 
upgrades to the property, including abatement of asbestos, lead paint, and other hazards. It 
should also recognize the devaluation to the property from the stigma and potential ongoing 
liability from the presence of hazardous substances on the property. 

Failure to recognize these conditions of the property, which may be ignored in a -standard 
appraisal, establishes an artificially high baseline for future negotiations. 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Ben Williams 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

(916) 322-3170 

- Comment No. 8 -



.•. 

- Comment No. 6 -

Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: Governor's Office, State of California 

Page 16130 
Column 2 
Paragraph 91.7(c)(l) 

Recommended Changes: 

CHANGE the paragraph to read as follows: 

". . . This plan should embrace the range of feasible reuse options that will result in rapid job 
creation. . . " 

Why: 

The purpose of the reuse plan is to identify the best possible base reuses that are acceptable 
to the community. Presenting a ~ of feasible options is the responsibility of ~e EIS, not 
the community plan. For example, Subparagraphs (2Xi) and (2Xii) below, consistent with 
this interpretation, require the local plan to include only the federal and public benefit 
conveyance transfers recommended by the local redevelopment authority and would not 
require the plan to include transfers that are opposed by the community. Requiring th~ plan 
to include a range of feasible uses is not consistent with this end 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Ben Williams 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

(916) 322-3170 

- Comment No. 6 -



' ... ·~ 

-Comment No. 10 ~ 

Connnents On The futerim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

·National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: Governor's Office, State of California. 

Page __ ........ 1....,6 ........ 1 ::::..:.32:...
Column ---=2=---
Paragraph 91.7(e)(7) 

Recommended Changes: 

DELElE this paragraph. 

Although the provisions of this section may not be appropriate for some 1988 and 1991 
closures, they may be applicable in other cases. The implication of the paragraph is to 
disadvantage 1988 and 1991 closure communities in the use of this section, irrespective of 
specific circumstances. If 1988 or 1991 closure community reuse authorities wish to avail 
themselves of economic development conveyance opportunities, they should be erititled to 
make their cases under the same conditions as more recent closure communities. 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Ben Williams 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

(916) 322-3170 

- Conunent No. 10 -



...... _ 

- Comment No. 11 -

Comments On The futerim Rule·· 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: Governor's Office, State of California 

Page __ _.....16""-"1'"""'"'32=-
Column ---=2 __ 
Paragraph 91.7(f)(2) 

Recommended Changes: 

CHANGE as follows (middle of paragraph): 

" ... In the absence of a detennination by the Secretary of the Militmy Department concerned 
that a different division of the net profits is appropriate because of speciaJ circumstances 
negotiations between the Department of Defense and the local redevelopment authority, the 
net profits shall be shared on the basis of 60 percent to the local redevelopment authority and 
40 percent to the Department of Defense. . . " 

Why: 

The community should clearly have an ability to negotiate the split of profits, rather than a 
regulated split becoming a defacto standard Nevertheless, the split indicated in the 
regulations may well be considered acceptable by many or most redevelopment authorities. 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Ben Williams 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

(916) 322-3170 

- Comment No. 11 -



- Comment No. 12 -

Collllt1ents Ori The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: Governor's Office, State of California 

Page __ ___.1~6~1~32:.__ 
Column _--::::.3 __ 
Paragraph 91.7(f)( 4Xiii) 

Recommended Changes: 

ADD the following at the end of the first sentence (middle of paragraph): 

". . . designed to circumvent the Government's recovery of its share of the net profits, unless 
such transactions are explained as to their purpose in furtherance of the community reuse plan 
and the profit sharing provisions are passed on to the successor to ownership .... " 

The community's reuse plans may envision ownership of an economic development parcel by 
a public agency .or private entity other than the local base redevelopment authority. Such 
transfer should be pennitted with or without compensation, so long as the profit sharing 
provisions are passed on to the new owner. 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Ben Williams 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

(916) 322-3170 

- Comment No. 12 -



- Comment No. 13 ~ 

Corrunents On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: Governor's Office,' State of California 

Page 16132 ... 
Column _---=::..,3 __ 
Paragraph 91. 7(f)( 4 )(iv) 

Recommended Changes: 

ADD the following paragraph following paragraph (B): 

(C) A prorata share of the cost of basewide plamring, maintenance, security, 
infrastructure repair. renovatio11 or construction. Infrastructure costs may include, but are not 
limited to: roads. water and sewer lines, stonn drainage systems, utility systems; Iimting, and 
habitat restoration. 

Why: 

The regulations referenced in (A) and (B) are not directly applicable to many of the types of 
costs that should be considered in valuing the "net profit" from base property sales. :Military 
bases typically require considerable infrastructure renovation to become viable as -Urban 
properties. Infrastructure costs may be incurred throughout the base and even outside the 
base, but the benefits accrue to all properties. In addition, considerable planning, security, 
and maintenance costs may be incurred to make the property salable. · All property sale 
proceeds should, therefore, contribute to covering these costs, and the "profit" from the sales 
should be adjusted accordingly. 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Ben Williams 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

(916) 322-3170 

- Comment No. 13 -



.......... 

-Comment No. 14-

Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing. Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: Governor's Office, State of California 

Page ----'1"->::6__,_,13=<...=3:o
Colunm _ ___.l:o___ 
Paragraph 91.7(f)(6) 

Recommended Changes: 

DELE1E this paragraplL 

Why: 

See Comment #10. 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Ben Williams 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

(916) 322-3170 

- Comment No. 14 -



- Comment No. 15 -

Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: · Governor's Office, State of California 

Page 16133 
Column 2-3 
Paragraph 91.7(h)(3} · 

Recommended Changes: 

CHANGE as follows (middle of paragraph): 

" .... When the inventozy is completed base personnel shall offer a "walkthrough" with 
representatives of the ·local redevelopment authoricy so that they can see the type and 
condition of the property available for reuse. Based on Following these consultations and the 
"walkthrough" inspection, the base commander is responsible fer determining ]QgU 
redevelopment authoricy shall enumerate the items or category of items potentially enhancing 
the reuse of the real property and needed to support the redevelopment plan. The base 
commander may approve transfer of such items or recommend disapproval: based upon a 
fmding that the item is not needed by the communi1y for specified reasons. When the 
inventory is completed; base p8fSonnel shall offer a '\valkthrough" v.rith representatives of the 
local redevelopment authority so that they can see the type and condition of the property 
available for reuse. " 

The walkthrough inspection of property should be conducted prior to any determination of 
potential community needs. Detennination of real or personal property that is needed to 
support the redevelopment plan is the responsibility of the local redevelopment authority, not 
the military. The role of the base commander and other military personn~l is to review the 
justification for any property transfer requests and make an appealable decision which 
balances the community need and the interests of the military. 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Ben Williams 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

(916) 322-3170 

- Comment No. 15 -



-·· 
- Comment No. 16 -

Comments On The Interim Rule· 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From:· ·Governor's Office, State of California 

_ Page 16158 
Column 1 
Paragraph 91.7(j)(3)(F) 

Recommended Changes: 

ADD the following at the end of the paragraph: 

" ... and the remedy has been demonstrated to the Military Department concemtxl--tmd EPA 
and the app~opriate State official to be operating properly and successfully ... " 

This provides opportunity for state environmental officials to have input into the remediation 
aecision and provide regulatory input for sites which are not listed on the NPL. 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Ben Williams 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

(916) 322-3170 

- Comment No. 16 -



- Comment No. 17 -

Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: -Governor's Office, State of California 

Page 16158 
Column I 
Paragraph 91.7(j)(3XfXiv) 

Recommended Changes: 

The term "fair market value" must be defined in the definitions section. 

Why: 

This term must be defmed to ensure the same method and/or procedure is used on each 
property to avoid any failure to treat each purchase unifonnly. See corrnnent number 8 for 
additional observations on defining the term and needed inclusiveness of costs. 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Ben Williams 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

(916) 322-3170 

-Comment No. 17-
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122 King Street 

Suite 201 

Charleston, SC 29401 

(803) 724-0670 

Fax{803J 724-0674 

June 17, 1994 

Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Dear Mr. Ootbaum: 

)Od~ 
0~ /)\})J/ 

Attached you will find Trident's BEST Committee's comments 
concerning your Interim Final Rule for Implementing Title XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94. 

The essential feature of President Clinton's Five-Part Community 
Revitalization Program was its emphasis on job creation. Likewise, 
Congress, in passing Senator Pryor's amendment, gave high priority to 
local communities in disposition of real and personal property at closing 
military installations. We believe that incorporation of our comments 
would bring your Final Rule closer to the original intent of both the 
President and Congress. Specifically, the sections on Jobs-Centered 
Property Disposal and Transfer of Personal Property must be changed. 
These two sections, as currently written, are impediments to local 
economic development and job creation efforts. We look forward to your 
help in bringing about these necessary changes. 

Should you or your staff have any questions concerning these comments, 
please contact Ms. Madeleine McGee (BEST Chief Operating Officer) or 
myself at telephone number (803) 724-0670. 

Sincerely, 

t1Wik~vur 
R. Keith Summey 
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 

cc: Deputy ASD Bayer (Economic Reinvestment and Base 
Realignment and Closure) 

Deputy ASN Cassidy (Conversion and Redevelopment) 
Mr. Paul Dempsey (Director, Office of Economic Adjustment) 
Ms. Jane English (President, NAID) 
Mr. David Lane (Director to the National Economic Council) 
The Honorable Joseph P. Riley, Jr. (Mayor of Charleston) 

•:• :\ Tri-Countv i\lli.lnet• Dedic.1ted to Huildin~~ [((liHIInic Solutions 'lilgetlwr •:• 
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Nr. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

Trident~s BEST Committee 
Comment Summary 

Page/Col 
Issue Reference 

Consultation Definition 16127 3 

Fair Market Value Definition 16127 3 

Real Property Screening 16128 3 

McKinney Act Screening 16129 1 

J cbs-Centered Property Disposal 16130 3 

Jobs-Centered Property Disposal 16131 2 

Profit Sharing 16132 2 

Leasing of Real Property 16133 1 

Finding of Suitability to Lease 16133 1 

Leasing of Real Property 16133 1 

Personal Property Inventory 16133 2 

Personal Property 16133 3 

Personal Property Substitution 16134 2 

Personal Property 16134 2 

Minimum Level of Maintenance 16134 2 

Minimum Level of Maintenance . 16134 3 

Environmental Transfers 16157 2 

Paragraph 
Reference 

91.3(c) 

91.3(f) 

91.7(a)(5) 

91.7(b) 

91.7(d)(l)-(7) 

91.7(d)(1)&(7) 

91.7(f) 

91.7(g) 

91.7(g)(3) 

91.7(g)(4) 

91.7(h)(2) 

91.7(h)(5)(i) 

9L7(h)(7) 

91.7(h)(8) 

91.7(i) 

91.7(i)(2) 

91.7(j) 



Format For Comments On The ·rnterim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Trident's B.E.S.T. Committee, Charleston, SC 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16127 Consultation Definition 
Column 3 
Paragraph --~9~1~-~3~(~c~) __ __ 

Recommended Changes: 

Definition of consultation should be changed to the following: 

Fully explaining and discussing an issue and carefully 
considering objections, modifications and alternatives to ensure 
that a proposed action is compatible with the local reuse plan. 

Note: Bold text indicates the proposed change. 

Any subsequent references to consultation should refer back to 
this revised definition. 

To ensure that consultation is legitimate and not just a token 
effort. This proposed definition would make redevelopment a true 
partnership between the Military Department and the community. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Madeleine S. McGee, Chief Operating Officer 
Trident's BEST Policy Committee 
122 King Street, Suite 201 
Charleston, SC 29401 

(803) 724-0670 Fax: (803) 724-0674 



. -

.Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Trident's B.E.S.T. Committee, Charleston, SC 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16127 Fair Market Value Definition 
Column 3 
Paragraph ~9~1~-~3~(~f~>~----

Recommended Changes: 

Insert a new definition as paragraph 91.3(f) and renumber the 
subsequent definitions accordingly. The proposed new definition 
is as follows. 

(f) Fair Market Value. An estimated value of the property, 
done on an "as is" basis reflecting current use, condition and 
zoning. The estimate should be developed by an appraisal or 
similar method generally accepted by the commercial real estate 
industry. 

Any subsequent references to fair market value being based on the 
"proposed reuse of the property" should be deleted. 

Why: 

Communities will have to invest heavily in infrastructure 
improvements before the property is suitable for its proposed 
use. The current definition of fair market value would actually 
penalize communities for making these infrastructure 
improvements. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Madeleine S. McGee, Chief Operating Officer 
Trident's BEST Policy Committee 
122 King Street, Suite 201 
Charleston, SC 29401 

(803) 724-0670 Fax: (803} 724-0674 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward· comments to: 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Trident's B.E.S.T. Commit"tee, Charleston, SC 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page ------~1~6~1~2~8~-------- Real Property Screening 
Colunm 3 
Paragraph ~9~1~-~7~<~a~)~<~5~) __ __ 

Recommended Changes: 

·The section on transfer of property to other Federal Agencies 
should be changed to give additional weight to the community's 
reuse plan. The proposed rewording is as follows: 

Decisions on the transfer of property to other Federal Agencies 
shall be made by the Military Department concerned when such a 
transfer is supported by the local reuse plan. If a proposed 
transfer conflicts with the local reuse plan, the Secretary of 
Defense will make the final transfer decision. 

Note: Bold text indicates the proposed change. 

Why: 

As currently written, this section only provides for consultation 
with the local redevelopment authority. After consultation, the 
Military Department could still transfer property to Federal 
Agencies for uses that were incompatible with the reuse plan. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Madeleine S. McGee, Chief Operating Officer 
Trident's ·BEST Policy Committee 
122 King Street, Suite 201 
Charleston, SC 29401 

(803) 724-0670 Fax: (803) 724-0674 



F-ormat For Conunents On The· Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3100 

From: Trident's B.E.S.T. Committee, Charleston, SC 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page ----~1~6~1~2~9 ________ _ McKinney Act s·creening 
Column 1 
Paragraph 91.7 (b) 

Recommended Changes: 

Add a section that authorizes DoD, HHS and HUD to .. balance" 
McKinney Act requests with job-creation uses proposed in the 
community's reuse plan. 

Why: 

The current section does not give DoD any authority to balance 
McKinney Act requests with job creation uses proposed in the 
community's reuse plan. DoD needs the flexibility to design 
systems that accommodate both McKinney Act agencies and the need 
of the community to create new jobs. One example of this 
flexibility might be conveying property to the Redevelopment 
Authority which in turn would lease facilities to McKinney Act 
agencies. This would ensure compatibility with the community's 
reuse plan and would permit future relocation of McKinney Act 
agencies should later phases of development necessitate such a 
move. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Madeleine S. McGee, Chief Operating Officer 
Trident's BEST Policy Committee 
122 King Street, Suite 201 
Charleston, SC 29401 

(803) 724-0670 Fax: (803) 724-0674 



·Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Trident's ·B. E. S. T. Committee, Charleston, .sc 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16130 Jobs-Centered Property Disposal 
Column 3 
Paragraph 91.7(d) (1)-(7) 

Recommended Changes: 

Delete the entire section on Jobs-Centered Property Disposal. 

Why: 

There is an obvious need to identify the fair market value of, 
and demand for the property. However, the onus should be placed 
on· the community, through their reuse plan, to determine property 
values and solicit expressions of interest. Any objective 
planning process would include such research anyway._ If the 
Federal Government undertakes these efforts, additional staff and 
funding will most likely be needed. 

Redevelopment must proceed as quickly as possible to prevent 
unnecessary job loss. Local redevelopment authorities could 
develop the property faster than the proposed process which adds 
a minimum nine month delay for expressions of interest, analysis 
and comment. This built in delay is totally unacceptable for 
communities that will experience immense and immediate job loss 
as a result of base closure. 

Additionally, for large multiple use properties, comprehensive 
development is necessary prior to disposal of individual parcels. 
Jobs-Centered Property Disposal actually encourages the sale of 
individual parcels to the detriment of redeveloping the entire 
base. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Madeleine S. McGee, Chief Operating Officer 
Trident's BEST Policy Committee 
122 King Street, Suite 201 
Charleston, SC 29401 

(803) 724-0670 Fax: (803) 724-0674 



~ormat For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: 

Offic·e of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Trident's.B.E.S.T. Committee, Charleston, ·sc 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16130/16131 Jobs-Centered Property Disposal 
Column 2 
Paragraph 91.7(d) (1) & (7) 

Recommended Changes: 

If the entire section concerning Jobs-Centered Property Disposal 
is not eliminated, the following changes would be recommended. 

Delete the references to 1988 and 1991 closures and allow any 
base that is "so far along in the property disposal process" to 
qualify for a waiver from Jobs-Centered Property Disposal. "So 
far along .. should be defined as having submitted a reuse plan, 
substantially completed the McKinney Act screening process, and 
initiated discussions with private industry. Communities should 
be given the option to submit requests and provide justifcation 
for such a waiver. The revised section should also indicate time 
limits for the Navy and DoD to respond to community waiver 
requests. 

Why: 

Some 1993 communities are further along in the property disposal 
process than many 1988 and 1991 base closures. Th~ minimum nine 
month delay inherent in Jobs-Centered Property Disposal (for 
expressions of interest, analysis and redevelopment authority 
comment) could seriously impact a 1993 community's ability to 
implement their reuse plan. President Clinton's Five Part Plan 
encourages rapid redevelopment and creation of new jobs. Under 
Jobs-Centered Property Disposal, .. Model" 1993 communities would 
actually be ·penalized for having expedited redevelopment. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Madeleine S. McGee, Chief Operating Officer 
Trident's BEST Policy Committee 
122 King Street, Suite 201 
Charleston, SC 29401 

(803) 724-0670 Fax: (803) 724-0674 



.Format For Conunents On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forwa~d comments to: 

Office of Assistant Secretary of,Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon . 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Trident's B.E.S.T. Committee, Charleston, SC 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16132 Profit Sharing 
Column 2 
Paragraph --~9~1~·~7--~(f~)~---

Recommended Changes: 

Procedure for calculating net profit, for sharing of sale and 

---~--- --~- ~~-

·lease proceeds, should be clearly defined in this section. GSA 
and Federal Acquisition Regulations should not be used. 
Specifically, this section should address what capital 
improvement, operating and financing costs should be deducted~ 
These definitions and procedures should be clearly delineated. 
The distribution percentage and the period of time over which 
proceeds will·be shared should be negotiated with communities. 

Why: 

Communities do not have ready access to GSA or Federal 
Acquisition Regulations. Additionally, Federal Acquisition 
Regulations do not provide a reasonable standard to identify 
allowable capital and operating/planning costs that will be 
incurred by the communities to redevelop properties. Finally, 
certain properties will take longer to redevelop yet returns may 
be generated in future years. These future returns should be 
shared with the federal government if it has been a partner in 
the redevelopment effort. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Madeleine S. McGee, Chief Operating Officer 
Trident's BEST Policy Committee 
122 King Street, Suite 201 
Charleston, SC 29401 

(803) 724-0670 Fax: ( 8 0 3) 7 2 4-0 67 4 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: 

Office of Assistant Secretary of pefense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon . 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Trident's B.E.S.T. Committee, Charleston, SC 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16133 Leasing of Real Property 
Column 1 

--------~---------Paragraph· ~9~1~._7_(~g~.)~-------

Recommended Changes: 

This section should add language specifically addressing the 
leasing of real property to the local redevelopment authority 
which could then sublet to private businesses that are compatible 
with the community reuse plan. 

Why: 

As this section is written, the Military Departments could lease 
real property to businesses that do not complement the base-reuse 
plan. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Madeleine S. McGee, Chief Operating Officer 
Trident's BEST Policy Committee 
122 King Street, Suite 201 
Charleston, SC 29401 

(803) 724-0670 Fax: (803) 724-0674 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: 

Office of Assistant Secretary of'Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Trident's B.E.S.T. Committee, Charleston, SC 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page ----~1~6~1~3~3 ________ _ Finding of Suitability to Lease 
Column 1 
Paragraph ~9~1~·-7~(~g~)~(~3~)-

Recommended Changes: 

This section ·should contain a requirement that the Military 
Department complete the Finding of Suitability to Lease (FOSL) in 
an expeditious manner. A maximum of six weeks after receipt of a 
request from the local Redevelopment Authority would seem 
reasonable. 

Why: 

Leasing of property is critical to rapid job creation and 
retention. If the FOSL process is not expedited, base workers 
could be laid off needlessly. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Madeleine S. McGee, Chief Operating Officer 
Trident's BEST Policy Committee 
·122 King Street, Suite 201 
Charleston, SC 29401 

(803) 724-0670 Fax: (803) 724-0674 



~ormat For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: 

Office of Assistant Secretary of ,Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon . 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Trident's B.E.S.T. Committee, Charleston, SC 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page ----~1~6~1~3~3 ________ ____ Leasing of Real Property 
Column 1 
Paragraph ~9~1~·~7~(~g~)~(~4~)-

Recommended Changes: 

This section should address what recourse the redevelopment 
authority has should it disagree with a lease proposed by a 
Military Department. 

Why: 

As this section is currently written, there is no recourse 
specified should a Military Department propose a lease that is 
incompatible with the reuse plan. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Madeleine S. McGee, Chief Operating Officer 
Trident's BEST Policy Committee 
122 King Street, Suite 201 
Charleston, SC 29401 

(803) 724-0670 Fax: (803) 724-0674 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Trident's B.E.S.T. Committee, Charleston, SC 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 
Colunm 
Paragraph 

16133 
2 

91.7 (h) 

Personal Property Inventory 

( 2) 

Recommended Changes: 

After the first sentence, the following should be inserted. 

For multi-tenant bases, the individual inventories of each 
activity should be consolidated into a single database. 

Since this consolidation could take some time, the inventory 
completion date of June 1, 1994 should be changed to August 1, 
1994. 

Why: 

On large multi-tenant bases, there may be dozens of individual 
activities submitting inventories. Each activity could use-a 
different method for recording the results of their inventory. 
This would make it very difficult for the Redevelopment Authority 
to review the total inventory and decide what property has reuse 
potential. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Madeleine S. McGee, Chief Operating Officer 
Trident's BEST Policy Committee 
122 King Street, Suite 201 
Charleston, SC 29401 

(803) 724-0670 Fax: (803) 724-0674 



-Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: 

Office of Assista,nt Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Trident's B.E.S.T. Committee, Charleston, SC 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

16133 
3 

91.7 (h) (5) (i) 

Personal Property 

Recommended Changes: 

Delete everything after the first two sentences. This would 
eliminate the exception which allows major commands/claimants to 
remove property thc3.t is "needed immediatelyand is 
indispensable" . 

Why: 

Reuse of personal property, particularly industrial equipment, is 
critical to the community's ability to create new jobs. As this 
exception is currently written, any and all personal property 
could be removed from the base. 

This exception to transfer personal property does not appear in 
the Pryor Amendment and it conflicts with the President's Five 
Part Plan. Additionally, it is impossible for a community to 
independently determine what property meets the criteria of 
.. needed immediately and is indispensable ... Finally, this 
exception will needlessly foster an adversarial relationship 
between the community and the local base commander. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Madeleine S. McGee, Chief Operating Officer 
Trident's BEST Policy Committee 
122 King Street, Suite 201 
Charleston, SC 29401 

(803) 724-0670 Fax: {803) 724-0674 



F·ormat For Comment's On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: 

Office of Assistant Secretary of ,Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon . 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Trident's B.E.S.T. Committee, Charleston, SC 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16134 
Column ----~2~----------
Paragraph 91.7(h) (7) 

Recommended Changes: 

Personal Property Substitution 

The fourth sentence should be changed as follows. 

In this context, "similar" means the original and proposed 
substitute item are designed and constructed for the same 
specific purpose and are of similar age, quality and usability. 

Note: Bold text indicates the proposed change. 

The following sentence should be added to the end of this 
section. 

All costs associated with a proposed substitution will be borne 
by the Military Department. 

Why: 

As the rule is currently written,.an older, non-functioning item 
with no reuse potential could be substituted. Also, the rule 
does not address the costs associated with substitution. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Madeleine S. McGee, Chief Operating Officer 
Trident's BEST Policy Committee 
122 King Street, Suite 201 
Charleston, SC 29401 

(803) 724-0670 Fax: (803) 724-0674 



F-ormat For Conunents On The "Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Trident's B.E.S.T. Committee, Charleston, SC 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group} 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

16134 
2 

91.7 (h) 

Personal Property 

( 8) 

Recommended Changes: 

In this section, property that is not needed by a major command, 
a Federal Agency, or the Redevelopment Authority is transferred 
to the Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office. Before 
transfer to DRMO, local governmental agencies (other than the 
Redevelopment Authority) and community service groups should be 
permitted to screen this excess property. 

Why: 

The primary goal of the Redevelopment Authority is reuse of base 
facilities to create jobs. However, the effects of base closure 
are felt throughout the community. As a result of closure, local 
government agencies lose tax revenues and community service
groups experience a decline in donations. This is especially 
troubling since demand for services from these agencies increases 
after a base closure. This type of assistance will cost the 
Federal Government little and do so much to increase goodwill 
within the community. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Madeleine S. McGee, Chief Operating Officer 
Trident's BEST Policy Committee 
122 King Street, Suite 201 
Charleston, SC 29401 

(803) 724-0670 Fax : ( 8 0 3 ) 7 2 4- 0 6 7 4 



..... 

Format For Comments ori The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Trident's B.E.S.T. Committee, Charleston, SC 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16134 Minimum Level of Maintenance 
Column 2 

------~~~-------
Paragraph ~9~1~·~7~(~i~) ____ __ 

Recommended Changes: 

Minimum level of maintenance should be better defined than simply 
"the minimum levels required to support use of such facilities or 
equipment for nonmilitary purposes". Specifics such as the 
physical security of buildings and the lay up of industrial 
equipment should also be addressed. 

Why: 

If buildings are not adequately protected, the personal property 
contained within could be stolen. If heavy industrial equipment 
is not properly preserved, its reuse potential could be lost. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Madeleine S. McGee, Chief Operating Officer 
Trident's BEST Policy Committee 
122 King Street, Suite 201 
Charleston, SC 29401 

(803) 724-0670 Fax: (803) 724-0674 



: 

Format For Comments On The·rnterim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Trident's B.E.S.T. Committee, Charleston, SC 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

16134 
3 

91.7 (i) (2) 

Minimum Level of Maintenance 

Recommended Changes: 

The last sentence of this section should be changed as follows. 

This requirement remains in effect until the property is either 
leased or sold. 

Note: Bold text indicates the proposed change. 

Why: 

As currently written, this section refers back to the time frames 
in paragraph 91.7(h} (4}. These time frames are totally 
unacceptable in the context of providing minimum levels of 
maintenance. For example, maintenance could stop one week ~fter 
the Redevelopment Authority submitted its reuse plan. However, 
it might be a year or more after submission of the reuse plan 
before any property was leased or conveyed. Without maintenance 
during this time period, the reuse potential of the property 
could be .lost. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Madeleine S. McGee, Chief Operating Officer 
Trident's BEST Policy Committee 
122 King Street, Suite 201 
Charleston, SC 29401 

(803) 724-0670 Fax : ( 8 0 3 ) 7 2 4- 0 6 7 4 
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~ormat For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title ,,.XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forwa~d comments to: 

Office of Assistant Secretary of,Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon . 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Trident's B.E.S.T. Committee, Charleston, SC 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16157 Transfer of real property or 
facilities to persons paying 
The cost of environmental 
restoration activities on the 
property. 

Column 2 
Paragraph --~9~1~·~7--~(J~·)~--

Recommended Changes: 

A requirement for job-creation should be added to this section. 

Why: 

As this section is currently written, property could be conveyed 
without creating or retaining a single job in the local 
community. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Madeleine S. McGee, Chief Operating Officer 
Trident's BEST Policy Committee 
122 King Street, Suite 201 
Charleston, SC 29401 

(803) 724-0670 Fax: (803) 724-0674 



June .1.5, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
Room 3D854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

SUBJECT: COMMENTS ON THE "INTERPRETIVE GUIDANCE" 
PUBLISHED IN THE 4/6/94 FEDERAL REGISTER 

The March Joint Powers Commission, the governing body of the March 
Joint Powers Authority, is pleased to submit these comments on the 
"Interpretive Guidance" for military base closure and realignment. 

On April 6, 1994, the Department of Defense published in the 
Federal Register its "Interim Final Rule"- for implementing the BRAC 
93 decisions. The Rule was effective ·immediately, but it also 
allowed for a comment period lasting through July 5, 1994. 

The comments on these guidelines provided by the March Joint Powers 
Authority are grouped into one of five categories: 

DoD and Federal Screening/Property Disposition Process; 
The "McKinney Act" Screening Process; 
Short Term Interim Leases; 
Sale of Marketable Properties; and 
Economic Developrnent.Conveyances. 

The comments are a result of questions and concerns raised at the 
local level and as a result of attending the "Outreach Seminar" in 
San Francisco on May 12-13, 1994. Where possible, the comments 
will be put into the format suggested at the Seminar. 

DOD AND FEDERAL SCREENING/PROPERTY DISPOSITION PROCESS 

Flexibility of Dates 

The Rule establishes dates for filing under varied screening 
announcements. The MJPA is concerned that reuse requests are and 
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Comments 
June 15, 1994 
Page 2. 

will be accepted after the announced screening dates have passed. 
Will ·letters of interest be accepted if they are filed after the 
published deadlines? 

Timing 

The time frame for responding to the screening announcements were 
past prior to the publication of this Rule. Will this enable DOD 
and federal interest to argue for reopening the screening process? 

Screening Process Prior to Planning Efforts 

Screening is occurring prior to the community's completion of land 
use or reuse plans. This makes it impossible for the planning 
effort to consider the disposition of properties to DOD or federal 
agencies. 

Provisions to Request Additional Information from "Applicant" 

The Rule sets a time frame for responding to the screening 
announcements, but it does not indicate the information that needs 
to be provided. There should be a minimum submittal requirement so 
that the requests can be analyzed based on comparable information. 

Assessment of Competing Requests 

Multiple requests for the same land andjor buildings are being 
received. The Rule does not adequately address the priority for 
disposition of properties based on some established criteria. If 
the President's Five Part Program is to be implemented, then job
generating/economic development activities should receive the 
highest priority. 

Will DOD or other federal agencies have to pay for transfer of 
property designated as excess? If so, will they have to 
demonstrate the ability to pay early in the process so that 
property is not held in limbo until some future federal budget year 
where funding is made available? 

Department of the Interior 

Interior is mentioned in several locations in the Rule, but not in 
relation to Fish and Wildlife or the Endangered Species Program. 
If property is desired for habitat conservation, either through new 
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Comments 
June 15, 1994 
Page 3. 

dedications or transferred commitments made by the Air Force, then 
Fish·and Wildlife should have to pay the fair market value of the 
property just as any other agency would. This should be stated in 
the Rule. · ' 

Redevelopment Authority/Redevelopment Plan 

For the purposes of local communities in the State of California, 
this is a confusing choice of terms. 11 Redevelopment Authority" has 
legal meaning in this state. Some local entities may be organized 
to plan, and even implement, reuse activities without being 
designated a Redevelopment Agency. "Local Reuse Agency" would be 
a better choice of terms. 

This comment also applies to the term "Redevelopment Plan." A 
redevelopment plan has legal meaning and is clearly different from 
a "Reuse Plan" or a "Land Use Plan" (general plan or master plan). 
It would be more descriptive to call the local effort a "Base Reuse 
Plan." This could locally expanded to meet the California legal 
requirements of a redevelopment plan or a community general plan. 

Role of the Redevelopment Authority 

Throughout the Rule, it is apparent that the local community is 
intended to have a major role in deciding the disposition of 
property. However., the language is ambiguous as to the actual 
authority of the local reuse agency. If the community is to be 
empowered in the reuse planning and implementation process, then 
that empowerment should be clearly defined. 

For example, in Section 91.7-(a)(2i3), the military departments 
"should consider their input, if provided" with regard to the DOD 
screening· process. This is not consistent with the entire Section 
relating to the development of a "local redevelopmeht plan" (91.7-
(c)). If the plan is to have real meaning, then the military 
departments should be doing more than just "considering" the 
community input. 

Screening for State, Local, and Non-Profit Agencies 

If it is the intent to conduct screening for all state, local, and 
non-profit agencies during the McKinney screening period, then this 
should be more clearly stated. Section 91.7-(a)(S) refers to State 
and Local, but only in relation to the screening for homeless 
needs. 
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Comments 
June 15, 1994 
Page 4. 

This language makes the policy toward other state, local, and non
profit agencies unclear. In fact, private not-for-profit agencies 
are not even mentioned. This unqlear policy puts the local reuse 
agency in the difficult position'of accepting letters of interest 
at any time within the process without any guidelines as to the 
handling of thes~ requests. 

Personal Property Disposition 

The treatment of personal property is unclear. In fact, the 
description of the personal property disposition process at the 
Regional Outreach Seminar further confused the issue. 

The requirement for the community to "identify the personal 
property it wishes to retain 1n its redevelopment plan" is 
unreasonable at an early stage in the planning process. By the 
time the community gets to that point,. vital personal property 
could have been transferred or otherwise disposed of. 

Relating the personal property to the reuse of a building is a good 
strategy. Increasing the opportunity for quick economic reuse in 
this manner should be a priority of the Rule. 

THE "McKINNEY ACT" SCREENING PROCESS 

Conflict with Existing McKinney Act Law 

The process established in this Rule is fully supported by the 
March Joint Powers Authority. The JPA is working closely with 
local homeless providers toward the development of a supportable 
request for land/buildings under the provisions of the Act.- If, 
however, screening for the McKinney requirements were to be allowed 
at any time prior to a record of decision, that woul"d put the local 
planning process constantly in jeopardy. 

Minimum Time to Begin McKinney Screening 

The March JPC is completely supportive of establishing a m1n1mum 
time frame (June 1, 1994) to initiate the McKinney Act screening 
process. This means that, at a maximum, the McKinney process will 
have been completed in 175 days. This is a reasonable time frame 
given the reuse planning requirements placed on the local reuse 
authority. For March AFB, the screening announcement by HHS was 
published in the Federal Register on May 6, 1994. 
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Comments 
June 15, 1994 
Page 5. 

Local Review of McKinney Requests 

There is no reference to the need · for McKinney requests to be 
consistent with local reuse plans. Does the local reuse agency 
have any rights to review in this process? 

In addition, McKinney Act requests which are ultimately granted 
have an impact on the adjacent land uses in a reuse plan. Does a 
McKinney Act request have to "mitigate" any negative impacts it may 
cause, and are those requests considered as a part of the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement? 

Application to HHS 

Upon receipt of a letter of interest from a provider under the 
McKinney screening process, that provider then has 90 days to 
submit a formal application. The HHS guidelines (assuming some do 
exist) for the contents of this formal application should be 
referenced. If the community is to understand and support an 
application, then it should also understand the provider's needs, 
its plan, and its ability to perform. 

SHORT TERM.INTERIM LEASES 

Circumstances for Entering into a Lease 

The term "short term interim lease" was used in the Outreach 
Seminar, but it is not in the rule. If this is intended, then 
"short term" and "interim" should be included and defined. 

Delegation of Leasing Authority 

Encouragement to redelegate leasing authority, assuming that ·this 
means to the local reuse agency, is a good policy inserted into the 
Rule and is supported by the March JPA. If this is done, it is one 
of the few instances in the rule where actual authority to make a 
decision is given to the local reuse agency. 

Does the redelegation mean a three-party lease? If so, this should 
be clearly stated in the rule. The sharing of any revenues from 
the lease, or the transfer of any property maintenance 
responsibilities in the interim period, should also be clearly 
defined. 
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Comments 
June 15, 1994 
Page 6. 

Reduced Lease Cost 

Less-than-market leases which are authorized in this Rule are also 
supported in the March JPA. How 'is the market determined? Is it 
similar to. the discussl.on regarding "value" for the sale of 
marketable prope~ties? 

Consistency with Local Planning Efforts 

Short term interim leases resulting in a new use o~ the Base may or 
may not be consistent with an ultimate reuse plan. Without knowing 
this in advance, approval of an interim lease could create the 
intent of a longer term commitment that may restrict more 
economically advantageous reuse efforts in the future. It is 
assumed that the local reuse agency will have approval authority 
over these leases, but that should be stated. 

Early Marketing of Properties 

March AFB is clearly unique in the closure and realignment process. 
Since the base remains a Reserve facility, marketing for job 
generating and economic development purposes is an undefined 
function. 

It should be the responsibility of the local reuse agency to 
promote reuse of excessjsurplus properties as early as possible. 
This could come into conflict with the screening processes and the 
needs or desires of the Reserves (DOD) or other federal agencies, 
but marketing is vital if early reuse through interim leases is to 
be realized. The Rule should recognize this and encourage 
marketing efforts. 

SALE OF MARKETABLE PROPERTIES 

Process of Assigning Value to Potential Sales 

The process for assigning value, typically done in the private and 
public sectors through real property appraisal, is unclear. If 
true market value in the region is to be the basis for sale, then 
why not require an official appraisal? 

Demonstration of Job-Producing Activities 

Prior to the sale of marketable properties, demonstration of the 
creation of new jobs -is required. How will this be done? Local 
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Comments 
June 15, 1994 
Page 7. 

governments frequently encounter this difficulty when engaging in 
economic development incentives. 

If the requiremerits for demonstra~ing job creation are not defined, 
then there is the distinct possibility that sale of marketable 
properties could become a speculative venture. In a "down" real 
estate economy where values are depressed, weli financed businesses· 
could see an advantage to purchase for future development this 
prime property. In fact, this may not be a bad situation in all 
cases if the proposed "project" is supported by the local reuse 
agency. 

Some better criteria for the transfer of marketable properties 
needs to be established. 

Demonstration of Economic Benefits 

If jobs created is not the criteria, then a demonstration of 
economic benefit should be defined. This comment is similar to the 
previous one. 

Compatibility with Community Planning 

Perhaps the greatest difficulty in early sales is the commitment 
created for the land use planning process. Sales (and leases) 
should occur in a manner that is consistent with the community 
reuse plan. In many cases, this plan will not be completed or 
adopted as local policy prior to the announcement of properties for 
sale. 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CONVEYANCES 

Community at the End of the Process 

The concept of economic development conveyances is fully supported 
by the March JPA. This new policy of base reuse for economic 
purposes if the cornerstone of the Clinton Five-Part Program. 

Unfortunately, the rule reads very clearly. The community, and 
conveyances for economic development purposes, comes at the end of 
the process! If the DOD does not want the property ... if other 
federal agencies do not want the property ... if homeless providers 
do not want the property ••. if it does not leas.e .•.. if it does not 
sell ... then the community has access to ·it! · Perhaps the 
Presidentjs policy would be more effectively implemented, creating 
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Comments 
June 15, 1994 
Page 8. 

more jobs and economic development, if the community was moved to 
the f~ont of the pecking ordert 

Value of Properties that are not "Marketable" 

If a building or property is not leased or sold, demonstrating that 
there is no market for it, then its value should be greatly 
diminished as an economic development conveyance. A process for 
determining this value at the time of transfer should be included 
in the Rule. 

Public Benefit Conveyances 

Public benefit conveyance is mentioned in the rule, but there is no 
clear indication regarding its definition, nor is it stated where 
public benefit transfer may fall into the process. 

On behalf of the March JPC, I hope that you will be abte to 
incorporate our comments and seriously consider some of the 
questions raised in this letter. If possible, I would appreciate 
any written response that could be forwarded to me at your earliest 
possible convenience. 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
Denise Lanning, Cha1rwoman 
March Joint Powers Commission 

DLJSA/ 
6/15/94 
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400 SOUTH ORANGE AVENUE 
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 

32801 

<tritn nf ®rlanlln 
OFFICE OF LEGAL AFFAIRS 

(407) 246-2295 
FAX (40i) 246-2854 

June 23, 1994 

POST OFFICE DRAWER 1151 
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 

32802 

Office of the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 

Washington, D.C. 20301-8000 

RE: COMMENTS TO INTERIM RULES IMPLEMENTING TITLE 
XXIX OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT 
FOR FY 1994 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Enclosed for your consideration are comments from the City of 
Orlando in regards to the Interim Rules Implementing Title XXIX of 
the National Defense Authorization Act for FY 1994. The City is 
the Local Redevelopment Authority affected by the closure of the 
Naval Training Center Facility in Orlando. 

We have focused our conunents on four (4) sections of the 
Rules: 

Paragraph (b) : McKinney Act Screening 
Paragraph (d) : Jobs Centered Property Disposal 
Paragraph (f): Profit Sharing 
Paragraph (i): Minimum Level of Maintenance. 

The City is very interested in the outcome of these Rules, and 
therefore requests that we be given specific notice of any public 
meetings or hearings in which the Rules will be discussed. 

Notice should be sent to: 

Mr. Herb Smetheram 
Executive Director 

Naval Training Center Base Re-Use Commission 
City of Orlando 

400 South Orange Ave. 
Orlando, Florida 32801 



Letter to the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Economic Security 

June 23, 1994 
Page 2 

If you have any qu~stions in regards to our comments, please 
contact either Mr. Smetheram at (407) 246-3093 or myself at (407) 
246-3479. Than~ you for your assistance. 

Very truly yours, 

bJay « ~- @JY 'zt-
Debra A. Braga 
Assistant City Attorney 

Enc. 

cc: Mayor Glenda E. Hood 
Members of the Orlando City Council 
Herb Smetheram, Executive Director 
Captain Tom Lagomarsino, USN, Commander, 

Naval Training Center, Orlando, FL . 

.,,. 
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COl\fMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT 
FOR FY 1994 

TO: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense .for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

FR: City of Orlando, Florida 

RE: Closure of Naval Training Center Installation, Orlando, Florida 

Page 16U9 
Column 2-3 
Paragraph (b) - McKinney Act Screening 

Recommended Changes: 

§91.7. Paragraph (b) (4) -Within sixty (60) days from the date of receipt of the information 
from the Department of Defense, HUD shall make a detennination of the suitability of each 
property to assist the homeless in accordance with the McKinney Act and shall publish a list of 
suitable properties that shall become available when the Base closes. 

§91. 7. Paragraph (b) (5) -Providers of assistance to the homeless shall have sixty (60) days in 
which to submit to HHS expressions of interest in any of the listed properties. If a provider 
indicates an interest in a listed property, it shall have an additional ninety (90) days after 
submission of its written notice of interest to submit a completed application to IDIS. This 
period tnay be extended by· HHS only upon a showing of good cause, and for a maximum 
additional extension of sixty (60) days. HHS shall then have twenty-five (25) days after receipt 
of a completed application to review and complete all actions on such applications. 

Why: In paragraph 4 of the McKinney Act Screening process, certain irregularities in the 
deadlines appear. First, the regulations indicate HUD has two actions to take. First, it must 
determine the suitability of each property to assist the homeless and second it must publish a list 
of suitable properties. The current regulations are unclear whether both actions must be 
performed within sixty (60) days. From the standpoint of the local redevelopment 
authority/local government, it certainly appears that a sixty (60) day time frame sho\)ld be 
sufficient for both the determination of suitability and the publication and this appears to be the 
intent of the legislation. Therefore, the change to paragraph (4), as noted above, specifies the 
sixty (60) day time period applies to both the determination of suitability and the publication. 



·.· . 

Comments on Interim Rule 91~ 7 
Submitted by City of Orlando, Florida 
Page 2 of 2 

Paragraph (b) - McKinney Act Screening) 

In paragraph 5, the rules state that providers have sixty (60) days to submit an expression 
of interest in the listed properties and then have an additional ninety (90) days to submit a 
"formal" application to·HHs Further, the rules state that HHS shall then have twenty-five days 
after receipt of a "completed" application to review and complete any and all actions on such 
applications. Two inconsistencies appear in this paragraph. First, the providers original ninety 
(90) day period runs from the indication of interest to submission of a "formal" application. 
However, the HHS twenty-five days for review does not begin until submission of a "completed" 
application. This inconsistency would appear to allow the time frames to run longer than the 
ninety (90) days allowed in that it may take some period of time for a provider to get from the 
formal application stage to the completed application stage. From the standpoint of a local 
government, it is our desire to have the ninety (90) day period of time for the provider to submit 
a complete application to HHS This closes the period for submission and allows the local 
government some certainty in planning for the ultimate re-use of the Base. 

Lastly, HHS is permitted to extend the deadline, however no grounds or reasons for the granting 
of an extension are provided. The revision we have made allows for extensions only for "good 
cause shown", and provides for a maximum sixty (60) day extension. 

CITY OF ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
400 South Orange Avenue 
Orlando, Florida 32801 

~~.uf:~ 
Glenda E. Hood, Mayor 

I>A11B: June 23, 1994 



COl\1MENTS ON THE INTERll\1 RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT 
FOR FY 1994 

TO: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense. for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

FR: City of Orlando~ Florida 

RE: Closure of Naval Training Center Installation, Orlando, Florida 

Page 16130 - 16131 
Column 2 .. 
Paragraph (d)- Jobs Centered Property Disposal 

Recommended Changes: 

§91. 7. Paragraph (d) (2) - The Military Departments should identify properties with potential 
for rapid job creation and begin, as soon as possible, but not later than completion of the new 
expedited McKinney Act Screening, paragraph (b) of this section, an appraisal or other estimate 
of the properties' fair market value. This appraisal shall consider the local reuse plan. local 
zoning and comprehensive plan. the environmental impact statement. required infrastructure 
upgrades. and other improvements which will be required to the property given its sale on an 
"as is where is" basis. Such appraisals or estimates should address a range of likely market 
values taking into account: feasible uses for the property; the uncertainties in property 
development; and, current market conditions (i.e., recognizing the state of the market after a 
closure announcement). The preferences of the local government as stated in the reuse plan and 
local zoning constraints shall also be considered. The appraisal should not be based on the 
replacement cost of the properties, since they may not be readily adaptable for civilian use. 
Additionally, the appraisal should not be based on the highest and best use, but the most likely 
range of uses consistent with local interests. All appraisals shall consider required infrastructure 
upgrades to assure that the property does not become a burden upon the local taxpayers. The 
above appraisal may be accomplished for 1988 and 1991 closures if it is determined that it would 
be beneficial to do so and will not delay the disposal process. 

Paragraph (3) - To assist in the appraisal/ estimation of fair market value of properties with a 
potential for rapid job creation, and to determine if interest exists in properties not originally 
identified for rapid job creation, the Military Departments shall, for 1993 and 1995 closures, 
advertise for ·expressions of futerest in all or any substantial part of each closing installation. 
For 1993 and 1995 closures, the Military Departments shall advertise at the completion of the 
new expedited McKinney Act Screening process (see paragraph (b) of this .section). The 
Military Departments shall consult with the local govemtnent prior to placing the advertisements. 



Comments on Interim Rule 91.7 
Submitted by City of Orlando, Florida 
Page 2 of 5 

Paragr~ph (d)- Jobs Centered Property Disposal 

The Military Departments may advertise for expressions of interest in all or any substantial-part 
of each closing installation on the 1988 or 1991 closure lists if it is determined that it would be 
beneficial to do so and will not delay the disposal process. 

Paragraph (3) (i)- Advertisements for expressions of interest shall be open for six (6) months. 
Expressions of interest ·received should detail the intended use, the site plan, the jobs estimated 
to be created, the schedule of development and hiring, and an evaluation of the worth of the land 
and buildings. In addition. such expressions of interest include compliance with the local reuse 
plan. compliance with local zoning and comprehensive plans. and note the ability to provide 
infrastructure improvements which will be required. as well as demonstrate adequate fmancial 
ability to go through with the proposed development. Upon receipt of the expressions of 
interest. the Military Dcmartments will consult with the local redevelopment authority in regards 
to the expressions of interest. The local redevelopment authority shall have the ability to review 
and recommend acceptance or denial of any expressions of interest received. Advertisement for 
expressions of interest will be conducted simultaneously with all other disposal actions and are 
not an additional step in the disposal process. 

Paragraph (3) (ii) - The Military Departments shall analyze each expression of interest and 
determine within thirty (30) days of receipt if it is made in good faith and represents a 
reasonable development proposal. In making its analysis. the Military Departments shall 
consider the recommendation of the local redevelopment authority. After review of the 
recotnmendation by the local redevelopment authority. if the Military Departments decide that 
an expression of interest received demonstrates the existence of a ready market, the prospect of 
job creation, is consistent with the Base Re-Use Plan. local zoning. adequately addresses 
required infrastructure improvements. shows adequate fmancial ability to proceed ~ith the 
development. and is consistent with the plans of the local redevelopment agency. and offers 
proceeds consistent with the range of estimated fair market value, it may decide to offer the 
property for sale. If the local redevelopment authority and the Military Departments (or his 
designee) do not agree on the proposed sale. the sale decision shall be referred to the Secretary 
of Defense (or his designee) for decision. The procedure for this review is set forth in 
paragraph (d) (5). Potential offerors will be required to work with the redevelopment authority 
so that their development goals will be compatible with the local redevelopment plan. 

Paragraph (3) (iii) - (no changes) 

Paragraph (4) - After the completion of the initial six (6) month advertisement period. if no 
offers have been received. the local redevelopment authority may request additional marketing 
assistance frotn the Military Departments. If no such request by the local redevelopment 
authority is n1ade. no additional tnarketing of properties shall occur. 



Comments on Interim Rule 91.7 
Su bmit:ted by City of Orlando, Florida 
Page 3 of 5 

Paragr~ph (d) - Jobs Centered Property Disposal 

Paragraph (5)- Pursuant to paragraph (d) (3). the local redevelopment authority has the ability 
to recommend awroval or denial . of any offers received. Should the local redevelopment 
authority. and the Military Departments disagree on whether the proposed sale should occur. the 
decision to sell shall be referred to the Secretazy ·of Defense for decision. The local 
redevelopment authority may present its position in writing and may request a meeting with the 
Secretary of Defense in. order to present. its position to the Secretaty. The Secretary shall 
consider the position of the local redevelopment authority and make a decision. Such decision 
shall be announced within sixty (60) days of the date the matter is referred to the Secretaty of 
Defense. 

Why: The Job Centered Property Disposal procedures do not appear in the underlying Statutes. 
It appears that these procedures were developed by the drafters of the rules. It truly appears that 
the procedures are an attempt to simply make money from those properties which could be 
marketed. 

The Job Centered Property Disposal process appears to violate the sense of Congress and the 
President in that it fails to actively involve the local community in decisions made with regard 
to property on Bases which are to be closed. Public Law 103-160, Div. B, Title XXIX, Section 
2903 (c), November 30, 1993, 107 Stat. 1915 provides that: 

"In order to maximize the local and regional benefit from the 
reutilization and redevelopment of Military Installations that are 
closed, or approved for closure, pursuant to the operation of a 
Base Closure Law, the Secretary of Defense shall consider.Iocally 
and regionally delineated economic development needs and 
priorities into the process by which the Secretary disposes of real 
property and personal property as part of the closure of a Military 
Installation under a Base Closure Law. In determining such needs 
and priorities, the Secretary shall take into account the 
redevelopment plan developed for the Military Installation 
involved. The Secretary shall insure that the needs of the 
homeless in the communities affected by the closure _of such 
installations are taken into consideration in the redevelopment plan 
with respect to such installations." 



Comments on Interim Rule 91.7 
Submitted by City of Orlando, Florida 
Page 4 of 5 

Paragraph (d) - Jobs Centered Property Disposal 

However, as the interim· rules have been published, the redevelopment authority has absolutely 
no voice in the process until a decision to sell by the Military. Department. Never is the local 
government consulted about responses which have been received as a result of the 
advertisements, whether such responses fit within the proposed use of the Base as set forth by 
the local government in the redevelopment plan or whether the proposed use meets the 
development needs and priorities as set forth by the local government. 

Further, providing for local government input only at the end of the process, and only 
through a formal reconsideration mechanism, adds a completely unnecessary adversarial. role 
between the local government and the Military Department. It truly seems in drafting the 
interitn rules that the drafters have lost sight of the spirit of cooperation which was reiterated 
so many times by our federal leaders, and are attempting simply to sell off what property may 
be sold, without consultation to the local government. Even the most basic elements of 
coordination with the local government appear to be lacking in the sale process, in that there is 
no consideration of zoning requirements, infrastructure requirements and improvements due to 
the proposed development. 

To add insult to injury, the drafters go further in paragraph 4 of the Job Centered 
Property Disposal Rule in that even if no expressions of interest are received during the frrst six 
( 6) month advertisement period, the Military Department may decide to continue to market a few 
high-value installations for an additional period of time. Again, the local government is removed 
from the system, and is informed only at the end of the initial six (6) month advertisement 
period whether any high-value installations will be continued to be marketed at the close of the 
normal six (6) month period. The local government is not consulted early in the process, and 
may only object in the form of a request for reconsideration, again placing the local gov~mment 
authority in an unnecessarily adversarial position with the Military Department. 

It should also be noted that in paragraph 3 (i), the statement is made that, "Advertisement 
for expressions of interest will be conducted simultaneously with all other disposal actions and 
are not an additional step in the disposal process... This statement is erroneous for the following 
reasons: 

1. For 1993 Bases, the six (6) month advertisement period begins at the close 
of the McKinney Act Screening (paragraph (d) (3)). 

2. As now provided in the Regulations (paragraph (b) (7) to (10)), at the 
close of the McKinney Act Screening, the local redevelopment authority 
can incorporate the property not claimed by the McKinney Act Screening 
process into the local redevelopment plan. 



Comments on Interim Rule 91.7 
Submitted by City of Orlando, Florida 
Page 5 of 5 

Paragraph (d)- Jobs Centered Property Disposal 

3. Since the new six ( 6) month advertisement period does not begin until the 
close of the McKinney Act Screening, it adds at least six (6) months to the 
process and delays the time frame in which the local redevelopment 
authoritY can incorporate the property into the local re-use plan. 

The suggested changes we have incorporated in paragraph d- Job Centered Property 
Disposal, attempt to do the following: 

1. Involve the local government to a large extent in the initial stages of the 
advertisement period. This will allow the local government to feel 
confident that any proposals which may ultimately be accepted by the 
Military Department will be consistent with zoning regulations, 
infrastructure requirements, local comprehensive plans, and other normal 
development requirements. The local government must feel confident that 
any transfers under the Job Centered Property Disposal procedures will 
fit in the overall community plan, as well as comply with normal 
development laws, rules and regulations. 

2. Attempt to revise the Job Centered Property Disposal rules to delete the 
unnecessary adversarial relationship by providing for early consultation 
and involvement of the local government, and providing for deferral of the 
sale decision to the Secretary of Defense should the local redevelopment 
authority and the Military Departments disagree on the sale. 

-
3. Provide that no additional marketing shall occur beyond the initial six ( 6) 

month advertisement period unless additional assistance is requested by the 
local redevelopment authority. 

CITY OF ORLANDO 
400 South Orange Avenue 
Orlando, Florida 32801 

~ 4 "" .t... 2./la/ 
Glenda E. Hood, Mayor 

DATE: June 23, 1994 
---------------------



CO:Ml\1ENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Jl\tiPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT 
FOR FY 1994 

TO: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

FR: City of Orlando, Florida 

RE: Closure of Naval Training Center Installation, Orlando, Florida 

Page 16132 
Column 2-3 
Paragraph (f)- Profit Sharing 

Recommended Changes: 

In paragraph (f) (4) (iv) (A) and (B), specific capital costs and direct and indirect costs should 
be listed. 

Why: The profit sharing provisions provided in the rules are too cumbersome and not "user 
friendly." Part 31 of the Federal Acquisition Regulations (48 CFR Part 31) consists of over 
forty (40) pages, the majority of which is not relevant to transactions of this type. The FAR 
regulations are generally intended for use in contracts between corporations and the_ federal 
governtnent. Certain elements of Part 31 may be applicable, but in order to avoid unnecessary 
confusion, the relevant parts should be cited specifically, and at the very least, put together in 
a manual which is distributed to local redevelopment authorities for their use. 

CITY OF ORLANDO 
400 South Orange Avenue 
Orlando, Florida 32801 

~~/ ... [~ 
Glenda E. Hood, Mayor 

DATE: June 23, 1994 



CO:M:MENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT 
FOR FY 1994 

TO: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

FR: City of Orlando: Florida 

RE: Closure of Naval Training Center Installation, Orlando, Florida 

Page 16134 
Column 2-3 
Paragraph (i) -

Recommended Changes: 

Minimum Level of Maintenance and Repair to Support Non
Military Purposes 

(i) Minimum level of maintenance and repair to support non-base Military putposes. 

* * * 

(4) The negotiated minimum maintenance agreement must be tailored to the specific non
Military uses, and must be sufficient to maintain the facilities in such a manner so that 
they will not deteriorate, and will continue to meet all code standards. The Mal!ttenance 
Agreements shall at a minimum include the following: 

(i) Maintaining the facilities and equipment that are likely to be utili:Ged in the Bear 
tefm at a level that shall prevent undue deterioration and allow transfer to the 
local redevelopment authority in an acceptable condition. This shall include, but 
not be limited to. the following: 

L. Providing adequate utilities to prevent deterioration of the buildings: 

2. Providing security to prevent vandalism of abandoned and vacant buildings 
and equipment: 

3. Repair and replace any broken windows. glass. etc.: 

4. Provide funding for required repairs to buildings and equipment which 
n1ay be caused by vandalism: and 
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CO:MMENTS ON THE INTERIM: RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT 
FOR FY 1994 

TO: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washlngton, D.C. 20301-3300 

FR: City of Orlando,· Florida 

RE: Closure of Naval Training. Center Installation, Orlando, Florida 

Page 16134 
Column 2-3 
Paragraph (i) -

Recommended Changes: 

Minimum Level of Maintenance and Repair to Support Non
Military Purposes 

(i) Minimum level of maintenance and repair to support non-base Military purposes. 

* * * 

( 4) The negotiated minimum maintenance agreement must be tailored to the specific non
Military uses, and must be sufficient to maintain the facilities in such a manner so that 
they will not deteriorate. and will continue to meet all code standards. The M~tenance 
Agreements shall at a minimum include the following: 

(i) Maintaining the facilities and equipment that are likely to be utiliced iB the near 
tefffi at a level that shall prevent undue deterioration and allow transfer to the 
local redevelopment authority in an acceptable condition. This shall include. but 
not be limited to. the following: 

.L. Providing adequate utilities to prevent deterioration of the buildings: 

2. Providing security to prevent vandalism of abandoned and vacant buildings 
and equipment: 

l:. Repair and replace any broken windows. glass. etc.: 

4. Provide funding for required repairs to buildings and equipment which 
may be caused by vandalism: and 

., 
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Comments on Interim Rule 91.7 
Submitted by City of Orlando, Florida 
Page 2 of 2 

2:. Provide such other items of maintenance and/ or repair as may be required 
to assure that the buildings and equipment to be turned over to the local 
redevelopment authority will . not become a burden upon the local 
taxpayers. 

(ii) Not dela_y~g the scheduled closure date of the installation. 

Why: As a local redevelopment authority, we are concerned that the Military will abandon 
buildings and that the minimum level of maintenance budgeted will be insufficient to keep the 
buildings from becoming a burden on the local taxpayers. We are concerned that adequate 
utilities will not be provided, causing the buildings to deteriorate quickly, that broken windows 
will not be replaced, that required repairs will not be provided should the buildings be 
vandalized, and that the buildings generally will become an eyesore and burden once the Military 
leaves. 

From the standpoint of the local redevelopment authority, we would prefer to have more 
specifics in this section which delineate appropriate items and levels of maintenance. 

CITY OF ORLANDO 
400 South Orange Avenue 
Orlando, Florida 32801 

YJPdia [~ 
Glenda E. Hood, Mayor 

DATE: June 23, 1994 
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Commission 
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OFFICE OF DEFENSE CONVERSION 

... 
Commerce Department 
1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor Philadelphia, PA 19102-1684 215-686-3643 215-686-8304(£) 

Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of Defense 

for Economic Security 
Room 3E808 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3310 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

Terry Gillen, Director 

June 24, 1994 

I am enclosing the City of Philadelphia's formal 
comments on the Interim Final Rule for Title XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994, as 
published in the April 6, 1994 issue of the Federal 
Register. We are concerned that the positive impact which 
the Pryor Amendments were intended to have on communities 
facing base closures has been substantially diminished by 
these implementing regulations. 

Deference to the Department of Defense over the local 
government is a recurring theme in the Pryor regulations as 
currently proposed. Specifically, the Interim Rule 
emphasizes disposal of the facilities through direct 
advertisement and sale to the private sector over transfer 
of the property to the local redevelopment authority. This 
approach will be detrimental to local government effo~ts to 
effectively plan and reuse these facilities so that net 
economic growth and job opportunities will be created. 

Other examples of this disturbing theme include the 
unilateral authority provided to DOD to remove certain broad 
categories of personal property from closing installations. 
Much of the personal property is necessary for successful 
reuse; at a minimum DOD should be required to notify the 
local government is advance as to what is being removed so 
that reuse plans can be adjusted accordingly. In addition, 
the regulations allow the disposing military department to 
offer sale of real property regardless of whether there has 
been an expression of interest. This is nothing more than 
providing DOD with the authority to circumvent the community 
and attempt to create a market where none exists. 

City of Philadelphia 
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In addition, it is critical to Philadelphia conversion 
efforts that the Pryor amendments be considered applicable 
to the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard property. The unique 

·directives of the BRAC Commission to close the Philadelphia 
Naval Base, while instructing the Shipyard property be 
retained by· the Nayy for emergent use, have caused some 
confusion as to whether Pryor applies to the Shipyard. The 
economic development incentives of the Pryor legislation are 
necessary-to generate sufficient economic growth and 
thereby, employment opportunities, for displaced Shipyard 
workers. 

As I noted, the City's formal comments on the Interim 
Final Rule are enclosed. In addition to our specific 
comments on the regulations, I would like request that DOD 
issue a revised Interim Rule, as opposed to a Final Rule. 
This would allow communities the opportunity to review the 
revised regulations and ensure that issues critical to reuse 
planning-are adequately addressed prior to final 
.implementation of the regulations. 

Thankyou for your consideration of these issues. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
·Terry Gillen 
Director, Office of Defense Conversion 
Deputy Commerce Director 
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COMMENTS ON THE tNTERIM RULE 

Implementing Title XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Re: Section 90.3 - Definitions. 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16126 
1 
(a) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"Closure. All missions of the base have ceased or 
have been relocated. All personnel (military, 
civilian, and contractor) have either been 
eliminated or relocated, expect for personnel 
required for caretaking and disposal of the base 
or personnel remaining in authorized enclaves." 

(Add) : "All base property (including buildings, 
other facilities and equipment) retained by a 
Military Department for 'emergent use,' but 
underutilized and available for leasing (as agreed 
upon by the Commander of the base in question and 
the local redevelopment authority) shall be 
treated as "closed" for the purposes of these 
regulations." 

To facilitate the creation of employment 
opportunities. for a local community, the benefits 
o-f the Pryor regulations should apply to retained, 
but not utilized, property, as well as excessed 
property. If the distinction between retained and 
excessed property remains intact, the local 
redevelopment authority will be forced to develop 
two separate strategies for reuse of the 
properties. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA· 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing Title XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Re: Section (d) - Jobs-Centered Property Disposal 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16130 
3 
(d) ( 2) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"The Military Departments should identify 
properties with potential for rapid job creation 
and begin, as soon as possibie, but not later than 
completion of the new expedited McKinney Act 
screening ... an appraisal or other estimate ot the 
property's fair market value. -

(ADD) "Potential candidates for Jobs-Centered 
Property Disposal will be limited to properties 
for which prior, and documented interest from the 
private sector has been expressed to either the 
local government or the disposing Military 
Department. 

No specific criteria is provided for the process 
by which the disposing Military Department will 
determine whether a particular military 
installation is a candidate for rapid job 
creation. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 

'Ill. 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

" Implementing Title.XXIX of. the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Re: Section (a) - Real Property Screening. 

Page: 
Column: 

16128 
3 

Paragraph: ( 8} 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: · 

Why: 

Name: 

"Screening of real property with State and local government 
agencies shall take place concurrently with McKinney Act 
screening." 

(ADD} The Department of Defense will notify the.local 
redevelopment authority within 5 days of receiving a written 
expression of interest from a State or local government 
agency or a homeless provider. 

Should State, other local agencies or homeless providers 
express·interest in the real property of the closing 
military installation, notification to the local 
redevelopment authority is necessary to allow incorporation 
of the proposed reuse into the planning process. 

Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

"' Phonet 215-686-3643 
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From: 

Re: 

Page·: 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing Title. XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Section.(b) -McKinney Act Screening. 

Column: 
16129 
3 

Paragraph: . ( 5) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why:· 

"If a provider indicates an interest in a listed property, 
it shall have an additional 90 days after submission of its 
written notice of interest to submit a formal application to 
HHS, a period which HHS can extend." 

If a provider indicates an interest in a listed property, it 
shall have an additional 90 days after submission of its 
written notice of interest to submit a formal application to 
HHS, a period which HHS can extend for a period of no longer 
than 60 days. 

The current language allows HHS to extend the homeless 
provider application period for an unspecified time period. 
So that such extensions do ~ot unreasonably delay the 
conclusion of McKinney screening and the local government 
planning process, the extension period should be no longer 
than sixty days. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
P~iladelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing Title XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Re: Section (d) - Jobs-Centered Property Disposal 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16131 
1 
( 4) 

Recommended Ch~nges: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

"A few high value installations for which a ready 
market apparently exists may, nevertheless, not 
have generated any expressions of interest during 
the allotted 6 month period .... In these cases, the 
Military Departments, based on completed 
appraisals or other estimates of the fair market 
value, shall inform redevelopment authorities that 
the property is expected to be offered for sale 
and an economic development conveyance should not 
be anticipated ... " 

Paragraph 4 should be eliminated in its entirety. 

If ·the private sector does not respond to public 
advertisements of a particular property with an 
expression of interest, then a "ready market" for 
the property does not exist. If there is no · 
expression of interest from the private sector 
during the six-month advertisement period, the 
property should be made available for proposed 
economic development conveyances by the local 
redevelopment authority. 

Terry Gillen 
City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 
1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 
215-686-3643 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing Title XXIX of-the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Philadelphia,, Office of Defense Conversion 

Re: Section (d) - Jobs-Centered Property Disposal 
... 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16131 
1 
(d) 

Recommended Chaages: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

"If the Military Department decides that an expression 
of interest received demonstrates the existence of a 
ready market, the prospect of job creation, and offers 
proceeds consistent with the range of estimated fair 
market value, it may decide to offer the property .for 
sale." 

"If the Military Department decides that an expression 
of interest received demonstrates the existence of a 
ready market, the prospect of job creation, and the 
potential to achieve estimated fair market value, it 
may decide to offer the property for sale, only if the 
local redevelopment authority certifies that this 
approach is consistent with the reuse goals for the 
site. In addition, prior to acceptance of a private 
offer to purchase, the reuse must be determined by·the 
local redevelopment authority to be consistent with the 
community reuse plan." 

The interim rule provides the disposing Military 
Department with the authority to dispose of property in 
a way which may be counterproductive to local economic 
development goals. Jobs-centered property disposal 
assessment is conducted prior to consideration of 
disposal to the redevelopment authority. Given the 
intent of President Clinton's 5-point plan to 
revitalize communities facing base closures, the local 
community/reuse plan, not the private sector, should be 
the first mechanism by which property is offered for 
transfer after the screening process. At a minimum, 
however, the local redevelopment authority must be a 
partner in the decision to lease or transfer title to a 
private agent. 

Terry Gillen 
City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 
1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 
215-686-3643 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing Title. XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Re: 
Page; 
Column: 

Section (e) - Economic Development Conveyances 
16131 
3 

Paragraph: .(e) (1) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"Generally, installations will be conveyed at no 
initial cost with a recoupment provision that shall 
permit DoD to share iri any future profits should the 
base be later leased or sold. Bases in rural areas 
shall be conveyed under this authority with no 
recoupment if they meet the standards in paragraph 
(e)(6)." · 

" ... Bases in rural and urban areas shall be conveyed 
under this authority with no recoupment if they meet 
the standards in paragraph (e) (6) ." 

The interim rule states that closing facilities in 
rural areas are of "particular concern," and notes that 
recoupment is not required when the closure "will have 
a substantial adverse economic impact on the economy of 
the local community and on the prospect of its economic 
recovery from the closure." Due to numerous factors, 
in~luding tax rates, the migration of businesses to·· 
suburban areas, and the resulting high unemployment 
rates, many urban areas are facing significant economic 
problems. (For example, Philadelphia has lost 263,000 
jobs and approximately 30% of its tax base during the 
past twenty-five years.) 

-
In 1978, President Jimmy Carter issued an Executive 
Order requiring the federal government .to give 
preference to cities whenever it considered relocating 
federal agencies or facilities. President Clinton has 
made similar statements emphasizing his view that 
cities should be favored in federal facility location 
or relocation decisions. 

Given the Administration's recognition of the plight 
of cities, the regulations should allow urban areas to 
be exempted from the profit sharing clause provided 
they meet the "adverse economic impact" criteria. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA. 19102 

Phone: 21S-686-3643 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing Title.XX!X of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Re: Section (e) - Economic Development Conveyances 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16131 
3 
(e) (4) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why:· 

"Before making an economic development conveyance of 
real property, an appraisal or other estimate of the 
property's fair market value shall be made based on the 
proposed reuse of the property." 

"Before making an economic development conveyance-of 
real property, an appraisal or other estimate of the 
property's fair market value shall be made to determine 
value of the property given existing zoning. regulations 
or zoning regulations as proposed by the Community 
Reuse Plan, current market conditions, current 
infrastructure conditions (to include buildings and 
utilities systems) as well as current environmental 
conditions. 

It is not reasonable to anticipate the level of local 
investment which may be required to achieve the 
"proposed reuse" of the property. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Ph~ladelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215~686-3643 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing T~tle· XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Re: Section (e) - Economic Development Conveyances 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16131 
3 
(e) (4) 

Recommended C~a~ges: 

From: 

Why: 

"Before making an economic development conveyance of 
real property, an appraisal or other estimate of the 
property's fair market value shall be made based on the 
proposed reuse of the property." 

"Before making an economic development conveyance-of 
real property, an appraisal or other estimate of the 
property's fair market value shall be made to determine 
value of the property given existing zoning regulations 
or zoning regulations as proposed by the Community 
Reuse Plan, current market conditions, current 
infrastructure conditions (to include buildings and 
utilities systems) as well as current environmental 
conditions. 

If the fair market value of the property is determined 
to. be negative, the disposing Military Department, in 
consultation and with approval of the local 
redevelopment authority, shall either: 1) upgrade the 
/property to a minimum level of $ 1 fair market value; 
or 2) reimburse the local redevelopment authority for 
the cost of upgrading the property to that level. 

It is not reasonable to anticipate the level of local 
investment which may be required to achieve the 
"proposed reuse" of the property. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215~686-3643 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing Title XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Re: Section (f) - Profit Sharing. 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16132 
2 
(f) (2} 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"In the absence of a determination bythe 
Secretary of the Military Department concerned 
that a different division of the net profits is 
appropriate because of special circumstances, the 
net profits shall be shared on a basis of a 60 
percent to the local redevelopment authority and 
40 percent to the Department of Defense. 

" ... the net profits shall be shared on a basis of 
a 60 percent to the local redevelopment authority 
and 40 percent to the Department of Defense. The 
government will not begin to receive recoupment 
fees for the lease or title transfer of a 
particular building or facility until net profits 
are achieved for the entire site." 

The term "net profit" should be evaluated based ori 
all the local investments to the entire property. 
For example, a particular building may be showing 
a profit because it has reached full tenant 
occupancy, the local redevelopment authority is 
likely to be carrying the cost of initial capital 
improvements as well as maintenance of the entire 
site for many years. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing Title.XXIX of. the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Re: Section (f) - Profit Sharing. 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16132 
2 
{f) (4) {iii) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

11 The annual report required by the GSA provision 
will be deleted, and a clause requiring 
notification to the disposing Military Department 
of sales or leases will be substituted. The notice 
of sale or lease will be accompanied by an 
accounting or financial analysis indicating net 
profit, if any, from a sale, or the estimated 
annual profit from a lease." 

11 The annual report requi~ed by the GSA provision 
will be deleted, and a clause will be inserted 
requiring that the local redevelopment authority 
will provide the disposing Military Department 
with an annual notification of individual sales 
and lease transactions, to include accounting or 
financial analysis of net profit potential, for 
the entire site." 

Requiring notification and analysis per 
transaction would place an additional bureaucratic 
burden of community reuse efforts, and would 
hinder "fast-track" occupancy and job growth. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

. . 
Implementing Title XXIX of the 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Re: Section (f) - Profit Sharing. 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16132 
2 
(f) (4) (iv} 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"In calculating the amount of any net profit. from 
a sale or lease, the local redevelopment authority 
may include: 

(A) Capital costs, as provided in 41 CFR 101~ 
47.4908(b). 

(B) Direct and indirect costs related to the 
particular property and transaction that are 
·otherwise allowable under 48 CFR part 31 
including the allocable costs of operation of 
the local redevelopment authority with regard 
to that property." 

(Add) : "Specific examples of allowable costs 
include demolition, infrastructure improvements, 
costs incurred while bringing utility systems into 
compliance with state and local codes, care and 
maintenance costs, off-site capital improvements 
such as entry road expansion, marketing, and 
property management expenses.• 

Using federal procurement regulations as the basis 
for calculating allowable costs provides 
inadequate guidance to communities. Specific 
examples should be included, as local communities 
are not ·experts on these regulations, and would be 
at a decided disadvantage in negotiations with the 
disposing Military Department. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 



From: 

Re: 

Page: 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing Title XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Section (f) - Profit Sharing. 

Column: 
16132 
3 

Paragraph: (4) (iii) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"The deed provision will forbid "straw" transactions (sales 
or leases to a cooperating party at a nominal price), . 
transactions at other than arm's length, and other devices 
designed to circumvent the Government's recovery of its 
share of the net profits." 

As required for economic development and job creation, the 
deed provision will allow "straw transactions. 

Because of existing environmental and infrastructure 
conditions at most former military installations, "straw" 
transactions are necessary to interest private companies in 
these properties. The purpose of "straw" transactions is· 
not to avoid profit-sharing with the Federal Government, but 
to jump-start economic development and job creation. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Phjladelphia, PA. 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing Title XXIX of. the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Re: Section (g) - Leasing of Real Property. 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16133 
1 
(g) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"The Secretaries of the Military Departments are 
authorized by Pub. L. 103-160, section 2906 to lease 
real and personal property at closing or realigning 
bases for consideration of less than the estimated fair 
market value ... " 

(Add:) "To encourage interim use of real property, the 
disposing Military Department should expedite its 
process in order to complete lease negotiations within 
three months of a request for the local redevelopment 
authority. Once a for.m of lease has been developed, 
leases for specific buildings should be processed.by 
the disposing Military Department within 30 days.• 

The intent of the Pryor legislation as well as the 
President '·s community revitalization plan is to 
ge~erate economic growth and employment opportunities. 
A lease agreement must be completed before interim use 
can begin. It is, therefore, in the best interest of 
the displaced workers, the disposing Military 
Department and the local redevelopment authority, to 
expedite lease negotiations. 

'\ 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 



From: 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing Title XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Re: Section (h) - Personal Property 

Page: 
Column: 

16133 
2 

Paragraph: ( 2) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"The exempted categories of personal property listed in 
paragraph (h) (5) of this section shall not be subject to 
review by the community." 

The exempted categories of personal property listed in 
paragraph (h) (5) of this section shall be subject to the 
following notification procedures to the community: The 
base commander shall issue a written notification to the 
local redevelopment authority outlining the items of 
equipment to ·be moved, the location to which they will be 
transferred and a suitable justification as to why the 
personal property is not being made available for community 
reuse. The Base commander can move or transfer the 
equipment the sooner of three weeks from the date of 
notification or when the community provides written 
acceptance of the notice. 

The interim rule provides unilateral authority for DGD to 
remove certain broad categories of personal property from 
Bases. At a minimum, DoD should be required to notify 
communities in advance as to what is being removed and 
provide suitable justification as to why it is not being 
made available to the community for reuse. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 



From: 

Re: 

Page: 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing Titl~ XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Section (h) - Personal Property 

Column: 
16133 
'2 

Paragraph: (3) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"Based on these consultations, the base commander is 
responsible for determining the items or category of i_t_ems 
potentially enhancing the reuse of the real property and 
needed to support the redevelopment plan." 

Based on these consultations, the base commander and the 
local redevelopment authority are jointly responsible for 
determining the items or category of items potentially 
enhancing the reuse of the real property and needed to 
support the redevelopment plan. 

The interim rule provides unilateral authority for Base 
Commanders to determine which personal property enhances 
reuse potential. Community input is required so that Base 
Commanders have current and accurate information regarding 
the community's redevelopment-plan. As new information 
becomes available, such as previously unidentified companies 
who indicate interest in locating on the Base, the 
community's plans change and evolve (often daily). 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
P~iladelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 
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From: 

Re: 

Page: 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing Title XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Section (h) - Personal Property 

Column: 
16133 
·3 

Paragraph: ( 4} 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"Personal property not subject to the exemptions in 
paragraph (h) (5} of this section shall remain at a closing 
or realigning base until one of the following time periods 
expire (whichever comes first) : . .. . " 

Personal property not subject to the exemptions in paragraph 
(h) (5) of this section shall remain at a closing or 
realigning base until: 

(i) the community completes a personal property plan 
which identifies property required for reuse and 
presents the community's strategy for taking possession 
of such property; or 

(ii) Six months after the date of closure or 
realignment of the installation. 

The community reuse plan for a Base identifies the 
community's strategy for the reuse of real property, not 
personal property.· Most often, the professionals preparing 
reuse plans on behalf of the community are experienced in 
real estate or physical planning and possess little or no 
credentials to evaluate personal property. As such, most 
communities need the benefit of additional specialized 
expertise or additional time to determine (on the basis of 
the reuse plan) which types of personal property will be 
valuable to the community. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 



From: 

Re: 

Page: 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RUt.:~~ 

. . 
Implementing Title XXIX of the 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Section (h) - Personal Property 

Column: 
16133 
3. 

Paragraph: ( 5) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"Personal property may be removed without regard to these 
time periods upon approval of the base commander, or higher 
authority within the Military Department, and after notice 
to the local redevelopment authority, if the property: ... " 

Personal property may be removed without regard to these time 
periods upon.approval of the base commander, or higher 
authority-within the Military Department, and, pursuant to the 
(proposed) written notification and acceptance procedures 
identified in paragraph (2) of this section, by the local 

·redevelopment authority, if the property: ••• 

The interim rule provides unilateral authority for DoD to 
remove certain broad categories of personal property. At a 
minimum, DoD should be required to notify communities in 
advance as to what is being removed and provide suitable 
justification as to why it is not being made available to the 
community for reuse~ 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Phi~adelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 



From: 

Re: 

Page: 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing Title XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Action (h) - Personal Property 

Column: 
16134 
'2 

Paragraph: ( 6) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"If the real property is transferred at or near estimated 
fair market value, the value of the personal property .s_hall 
be included in the estimated fair market value of the real 
property. If the property is conveyed separately from the 
real property, the value of the personal property shall be 
that at which it is carried on the installation's property 
account or estimated fair market value as agreed to between 
the parties at the time of transfer." 

If the real property is transferred at or near estimated 
fair market value, the value of the persona·! property may or 
may no~ be (as agreed to by the community and the Base 
Commander) included in the estimated fair market value of 
·the real property. If the property is conveyed separately 
from the real property, the value of the personal property 
shall be zero or that which is agreed to between the parties 
at the time of transfer. 

As we understand it, the intent of the interim rule is to 
provide flexibility to Base commanders and other military 
personnel in assisting communities with reuse of 
installations. The interim.rule, unless modified, does th~ 
opposite by prescribing the terms by which the transfer of 
personal property is to occur. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 



From: 

Re: 

Page: 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing Title XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Section (h) - Personal Property 

Column: 
16134 
2 

Paragraph: (7) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"In this context, similar means the original and the 
proposed substitute item are designed and constructed -for 
the same specific purpose." 

In this context, similar means the original and the proposed 
substitute item are designed and constructed for the same 
specific purpose and are of comparable remaining useful 
life, technological capability and condition. 

For communities to replace the economic activity lost by the 
closing of a military installation, the community must be 
left with a reusable asset for reuse. Currently, the 
interim rule allows the Military Departments to "cherry 
pick" technologically advanced or new equipment from closing 
bases. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 
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Page: 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
.. 

Implementing Title XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Section (i) - Minimum level of maintenance and repair 
to support nonmilitary purposes. 

Column: 
16134 
3 

Paragraph: (1) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"This section provides procedures to protect their condition 
while the redevelopment plan is being put together." 

This section provides procedures to protect their condition 
while the redevelopment plan is being implemented. 

The completion of a community's reuse plan does not coincide 
with the completion of a community's actual reuse of the 
installation. For that. reason, DoD cannot turn over 
maintenance of installation assets to the community at the 
conclusion of the reuse planning process. Instead, the 
reuse plan can form the basis for mutual agreement between 
DoD and the community regarding the proper timeframe for 
transfer of title .to the property and maintenance 
responsibilities. · 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing Title. XX!·x of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Section (i) - Minimum level of maintenance and repair 
to support nonmilitary purposes. 

Column: 
•16134 
3 

Paragraph: (2) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"Public Law 103-160, section 2902 states that the Secretary 
may not reduce the level of maintenance and repair of -
facilities or equipment at the installation below the 
minimum levels required to support the use of such 
facilities or equ"ipment for nonmilitary purposes, except 
when the Secretary of the Military Department concerned 
determines that such reduction is in the National Security 
interest of the United States. This requirement remains in 
effect until one of the time periods in paragraph (h) (4} of 
this section has expired." 

This requirement remains in effect until mutual agreement is 
reached between the community and the Military Department 
concerned regarding the turnover of maintenance 
responsibilities from the Military to the community. In no 
case shall this time exceed six months after the date of . 
closure or realignment. 

Base Commanders must have limited flexibility in deciding 
when to "turn over the Keys" to local communities. The 
reuse plan adopted by a community can form the basis for 
mutual agreement between DoD and the community regarding the 
proper time to transfer title to the property as well as 
maintenance responsibilities. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 
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Re: 

Page: 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing Title XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Section (i) - Minimum level of maintenance and repair 
to support nonmilitary purposes. 

Column: 
·16134 
3 

Paragraph: (3) (ii) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"Where agreement cannot be reached [between the Military 
Department and the local community] , the Secretary of the 
Military Department concerned shall determine the level of 
maintenance required. In no case shall the level of 
maintenance and repair: 

(i) 

(ii) Requ.ire any improvements to the property to include 
construction, alteration, or demolition, except that 
required by environmental restoration." 

(ii) Require any improvements to the property to include 
construction, alteration, or demolition, except that 
which is required by environmental restoration or other 
improvements mutually agreed to by the Military 
Department concerned and the conununity." 

There may be instances where reuse of an existing building 
or property requires the type of improvements which can be 
completed jointly by the community and Military Department 
prior to the closure. Base Commanders should not be 
prohibited from completing these improvements as long as no 
undue financial burden results on the Military Department 
concerned. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Ph~ladelphia, PA 19102 
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OFFICE OF STATE .PL~N/1/f!G 
Office of the Governor 
MAILING ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 3540, HONOLULU, HAWA/196811-3540 
STREET ADDRESS: 250 SOUTH HOTEL STREET, 4TH FLOOR 
TELEPHONE: (808) 587-2846, 587-2800 

Ref. No. P-5066 

Office of Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for Economic Security 

Room 3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Gentlemen: 

June 21, 1994 

JOHN WAIHEE. GOVERNOR 

FAX: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE 587-2848 
PLANNING DIVISION 587-2824 

By this letter, I am forwarding comments on behalf of the Barbers Point Naval Air 
Station (BPNAS) Reuse Committee on the interim final rule implementing Title XXIC of 
the National Defense Authorization Act for FY 94. 

These comments address the proposed distinction in the interim rule between closed 
bases where a ready market exists and closed bases lacking such a market. In particular, 
we feel that it is too simplistic a notion to conclude that rapid job creation will result if 
properties are sold for quick development where a ready market exists. 

In Hawaii, a ready market exists for any property having potential for development. 
This does not mean that such property is developed quickly. Rather, before buying 
property, prospective purchasers make the business decision to hold such property for a 
lengthy period before development will be completed and profit-taking may begin. 
Normally in all cases, it is expected that development will be delayed for several years 
while State and local land use designations are approved and subsequent zoning changes 
are obtained by the developer. 

Another factor not considered in the interim rule is the importance for the property 
to be served by existing infrastructure (streets, water, and sewer services). If these 
services are not available to the property, development may be delayed for several years 
until they are provided by local government agencies providing such services. A much 
higher government priority would likely be placed on providing these services if the 
property is being developed by a local development authority under an economic 
development conveyance. 

The general purpose of the attached comments is to propose that the interim rule be 
changed so that it provides case-by-case flexibility to the military decision-maker to decide 
whether a particular property should be developed for job creation purposes by (1) a 
private purchaser of the property, or (2) by means of an economic development 
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June 22, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
Room 30854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Re: Interim Final Rule: .. Revitalizing Base Closure Communities 
and Community Assistance .. (59 Fed. Reg. 16123) 

Dear Sirs/Madams: 

This letter sets forth the comments of the Golden Gate Audubon Society 
(GGAS) on the above-referenced Interim Final Rule (IFR). 

1. Section 91.7(a)(5). This section of the IFR provides in relevant part 
that: 

Decisions on the transfer of property to other Federal Agencies shall be 
made by the Military Department concerned in consultation with the local 
redevelooment agency. (Emphasis added.) 

The GGAS believes that the consultation obligation represented by the 
above-quoted passage should be expanded to include other interested 
individuals and organizations. For example, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service CFWS) has made a request to the U.S. Navy for a transfer to it of a 
portion of the Alameda {California) Naval Air Station CANAS). The FWS based 
its decision to make this request in significant part on information presented 
at a March 12, 1994, scientific symposium that the GGAS organized and 
co-sponsored. The IFR should require the U.S. Navy in making its decision on 
the FWS's request to consider the views not only of "the local redevelopment 
authority .. but also of the GGAS as a demonstrably interested organization. 
Accordingly, section 91.7(a)(5) of the IFR should be modified by addihg the 
following language to its last sentence: .. and with any other individual or 
organization the Military Department has reason to believe is interested in 
any such transfer." 

2. Section 91.7(a)(7). This section of the IFR provides in relevant part 
that: 

If there is a Federal Agency request for transfer, the Secretary concerned 
may postpone the determination to transfer ... for all or any part of the 
property at the installation for such period as the Secretary concerned 
determines is in the best interest of the communities affected by the 
closure of the installation. (Emphasis added.) 
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The GGAS believes that considerations.bth~r than .. the best interest of the 
communities affected by the closure of the·installation .. may justify 
postponement of a Military Department's .. determination to transfer ... For 
example, in the case of the ANAS, the FWS has requested the U.S. Navy to 
initiate consultation under section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) for 
the purpose of ensuring in the context of the closure of the ANAS adequate 
protection for the habitat of two species listed under the ESA, the least tern 
and the brown pelican. It makes little sense (and, under the ESA, it may be 
unlawful) for the Navy to make its decision on the FWS's request for a 
transfer to it of a portion of the ANAS until the full nature and extent of 
the Navy's obligations under the ESA ~redetermined through the section 7 
consultation process. Accordingly, the last sentence of section 91.7(a)(7) of 
the IFR should be modified by adding after the word "is" the phrase "either 
(1)" and at the end of said sentence the phrase "or (2). necessary to ensure 
full compliance by the Military Department concerned with the requirements of 
applicable federal law, including but not. limited t6 the requirements of the · 
Endangered Species Act ... 

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. 

Sincerely,~ 

q~rs 
Member, Conservation ·Committee 



Office of Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for Economic Security 

Page 2 
June 21, 1994 

conveyance to the local redevelopment authority. It appears that this flexibility is essential 
if the .President's economic development objectives are to be realized at all closed bases. 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment. 

Sincerely, 

~J.~~ 
Harold S. Masumoto, Chairman 
Barbers Point Naval Air Station Reuse Committee 

Attachment 

cc: Rear Admiral W.A. Retz 
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Recommended Changes: 

(21 A ltho~gh the statute only requires 
the lC>C.£1 rodevelopmEtnt authority to 
£ubmil Es h'rHten expression of interc&t 
wjthin i yea; e.ftE\T the dale the propeny 
is releasod from McKinney Ad 
scr<:~ning. the loc.al redevelopment plan 
shooid be prepaNd \c..·ithin that 1 ye9.I 
period. Tile plan should ~t a minimwn 
Identify: . 

(i) Parcels recommended \u Lu 
trans{orr{ld to other f~deral hgenciei 
(whether or not a s~cUic request for 
s;uch transfer wa' madG by the Agency 
during t.he &creenin£ period) and their 
Intended uses. 

(1\l Pcrcels recommended to be 
t:s.ndcrTed or co:w~.yed for u&c' such aa 
homo1~s' es:sislhllce. public ben<:fit 
purpose~. or other quehfying public 
purpose con\·eya.ilee prclgra.ms and their 
intended uEes. 

(iii) ParcolG. and UHlir intended u'es. 
rec:ommendsd to be conveyed by: 

(A) Negotiated "-8le et estimated fair 
ms.r~et value. 

(B) Conv~ya:1ce ~'ithout initial 
~on,iderotion to local nx;i"vclopment 
authorities. wlth or without 
recoupment, as provided in thi~ part: 

(C) Sale for job creation 
purposei, as provided in this 
part. 

VVhy: The plan should also show areas that the local community agrees·are 
appropriate for sale for job creation purposes. Local agreement is essential 
for this program to succeed, otherwise property development and job creation 
may be delayed for lack of community support for.zoning changes, etc. 

Name: Harold Masumoto, Chairman 
Adddress: Office of State Planning 

P.O. Box 3540 
Honolulu, HI 96811-3540 

Phone: (808) 587-2833 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comment~ On The Interim Rule 
Implemeritmg Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Barbers Point Navaf'Air Station Reuse Committee 
(Activity!Location!Communityllnstallation/Group) 

Page 16131 
Column __ 2 ___ _ 
PruA~ph ___ 2 ____ __ 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

(<tj A few high ,.&Jue inst.dlstions {or 
which n ready market appucndy exists 
may, nt;verilicJess. not ho.ve ~nerated 
6.llY expreisicru of interest during the 
allotted 6 mont!. period. Regardless, 
~uch install~tion' provide~ 
opportunUy for private sector rapid job 
c:rulioo which 5bould be pursued.ln 
theso ca~. the Mllitary De.partmentz. 
bUE:d on completed apprs.is.ah; or other 
e-stimates or the {au mur.et \'C:slue. shall 
inform redevelopment suthonties that 
tho property is erpectod to be offered !or 
&ale and e.n economic development 
conveycmce 'hould no~ be ~ntidpated. 
Redevelopment authorities &hall~ £o 
in fanned as soon as possible. but not 
later lhUl 6 month£ dter completion of 
the McKinney Act screening process. In 

. rcillng th~ determinations, airport. 
port. and ~bool property may be 
excluded i£ it appears that they ~ 
Hkely to be converted to public airponc. 
ports or £Choois under exi,t!ng public 

. benefit conveya.nce progrdlll,. The . 
datenninatio~ that ·an instalhtlon will 

bft sold undAr pucascraph (d~( i) of this 
'oct.i(\n hAs. 4 components: 

(j) ThE' property mu,.t h~ve a tigh 
v8lu~. 

(ii) There must be a ~dy mark.ei 
Rcndy marl::.et mear•o· that offer& to 
purchase al or neaJ the e'timated rnnge 
of fair market value from the private 

: Gcctor CCJvering all or most of the 
· iMtalleUon could be expected within 6 
·months of adverti&ing the ba!,e for 
public sal~. 
(iii) .... 
(iv) Lack of necessary 

streets, utilities and other 
infrastructure will not 
prevent rapid development of 
the property and delay job· 
creation . 

If the property has not ·already been fully developed, future development 
and job creation may be delayed because the property lacks essential public 
support facilities. Infrastructure improvements to support property development 
may be more quickly provided by the local development authority under an economic 
development conveyance. 

Name: Harold·Masumoto, Chairman 
Adddress: Office of State Planning 

P.O. Box 3540 
Honolulu, HI 96811-3540 

Phone: ( 808) 587-2833 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Barbers Point Naval' Air Station Reuse Committee 
(Activity/Location!Communityllnstallation/Group) 

Page 16131 
Column ----=2=-----
Paragraph ~2 ___ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

(-t) A few high \·e.lue inttllll&tions {or 
which n ready market appuendy exists 
rna;-. n~vesrthele$S. not hove generated 
e..ny cxpre1~icru of interest during the 
a11otted 6 monu. period. Regardles~. 
~'.lch instalh1tion' provide ~ 
opportunHy for private sector rapid job 
autioo which 5hould be pursued. ln 
theso cases. the Mllltary Departments. 
bas«3 on completed appraisal£ or other 
estimates of the fair marl-.et \'&lue. shall 
inform redevelopment authorities that 
tho property is erpectod to ~ offered for 
&ale and en economic development 
conv~yance chould not be entidpated. 
Redevelopment AUthorities &hall ~ £o 
infanned as soon at possible. but. not 
later than 6 monthc &fter completion or 
the McKinney Act screening pr~ss. In 

. rca.king th~ determinations, airport. 
port. and ctbool property may be 
excluded i! it •ppeiU"S that thty are 
Hkely to be converted to public airponc, 
ports or ~hoois under exis:ting public 

. benefit conveya.no: progrAm~. The 
dGtenninatio:. that ·an instalbtlon will 

bft iOid unc1Ar pUeiS(reph (d~( i) of this 
'octi(\n hA~ 3 components: 

(j) Tha propeny mu"l h~ve a tigh 
vsluC~. 

(ii) There must be a ~dy market. 
Rcndy market mea!•o· that oCfer' to 
purchase at or near the e'timeted range 
of fair market v~lue from the private 

. &ector coverin~ all or most of the 
· innalletion could be expected within 6 
·months of advertiGing the base for 
public ul~. · 

(iii) There must be a 
likelihood that necessary 
zoning changes will occur 
within a.reasonable time 
after the s~le so that rapid 
job creation may result from 
development of the property. 

It is not enough that property can be readily sold for a high value, the 
local redevelopment authority should also indicate its support for the zoning 
changes needed for the proposed use. Otherwise, the proposed sale will not 
quickly result in the property development needed for rapid job creation. 

Name: Haro 1 d · Masumoto, Chairman 
Adddress: Office of State Planning 

P.O. Box 3540 
Honolulu, HI 96811-3540 

Phone: ( 808) 587-2833 

-.i {NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER P.AGE) 
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Format For Comments On The Inter~m Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX OfThe 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washingto~ DC 20301 ~3300 

From: Barbers Point Naval Air Station Reuse Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page--~1~6~1~32~----
Column ___ 2 __ __ 
Parn~ph ___ 2 ____ __ 

Recommended Changes: 

{5) Propeny may~ conveyed under 
Pub. L. No. 103-160 to an authorized 
]o<:.al redevelopment authority {or 
economic dev~lopment follo\'oing 
&ubmiuion of e written requc't to the 
Secretary of the Military Dep~rtment 
concerned dirtposlng of the property. 
The ~ueEt' should contain the 
following elements_: . 

(i} Ot:sCription o!the property to be 
conwved. 

(ii} Statement of the local 
redevelopment authority's legal 
authority lo acquire end dispose of 
prcperty under the laws of the 
·go,·eming Stste. . 

(iii) A r~development plan that 
includes economic development and job 
creation. 

(iv} 1\ statement explaining why 
9xi1iting public benefit con\'eyance 
~uthorlties are .n~t .e.pp~o_p~~~e. • 
· (v) A statement explaining 
why a high value sale of the 
property is not appropriate. 

VVhy: This statement will justify why use of the economic development conveyance 
authority is more appropriate means to c~eate jobs quickly than would be selJing 
the property on the open market. Examples could be that a local fast~track 
zoning change process exists for public development projects, or that public 
funds may be available for infrastructure support projects. 

Name: Haro 1 d f·1asumoto, Chairman 
Adddress: Office of State Planning 

P.O. Box 3540 
Honolulu, HI 96811-3540 

Phone: ( 808) 587-2833 

(NOTE: LIM:ITTO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

STATE LANDS COMMISSION 
LEO T. McCARTHY, Lieutenant Governor 
GRAY DAVIS, Controller 
RUSSELLS. GOULD, Director of Finance 

Office of the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

,. :· ~. . 
• ~ • • •' :,.· I : .)· 

June 28, 1994 

Subject: Department of Defense/Interim Final Rule 

Dear Assistant Secretary: 

PETE WILSON. Governor 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE 
1807 - 1 3th Street 
Sacramento. CA 95814-7187 

ROBERTC. HIGHT 
Executive Officer 
(916) 322-4105 
FAX (916) 322-3568 

Enclosed are comments by the staff of the California State Lands Commission on 
the Interim Rule which was published in the April 6, 1994, Federal Register. The purpose 
of these comments is to suggest a means to address reversionary interests and/ or deed 
restrictions that may affect certain lands within closing military bases. 

The comments relate to three areas of the published interim rule: (1) the 
Summary Section; (2) Part 91/Real Property Screening; and (3) Appendix A to Part 91. 

-
In addition to the standard comment forms which contain our comments and 

suggested language, I have enclosed a revised Appendix A (Process·Flowchart) which 
reflects our comments. 

Should there be any questions regarding our submittal please contact 
Dave Plummer at .(916) 322-0595 at your convenience. 

Sincerely,. ~. 

;etg;;!qiGHT~ 
Executive Officer 

Enclosures 



Format For CommentS On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX ·of the 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward Comments to: Office Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: California State Lands Commission 
(Activity /Location/Community /Installation/Group) 

Page 16124 
Column 2 
Paragraph 1 

Recommended Changes: Add the following langauge to the end of Paragraph 1 (Real 
Property Screening): 

The screening process also requires that the Department of Defense identify 
matters which affect title to the land within closing bases, such as deed 
restrictions, reversions of the land to the state in which they are found 9r to the 
Department of the Interior, and title conditions based on the character of land 
as tide and submerged (sovereign) land Early identification will afford state and 
local government the opportunity to address title questions and to avoid false.. 
starts to reuse efforts. 

Why: The Interim Rule as written does not provide for an early review for any State or 
local property interests which may exist by virtue of reversionary language, deed res~rictions, 
or title conditions based on the character of land as tide and submerged (sovereign land). 
The current process, in dealing with closing military bases as a result of 1988, 1991, and 
1993 actions, has led to lands within the closing bases, which the State of California 
contends are sovereign lands of the State which upon cession of use by the Department of 
Defense revert back to the State, being offered for disposal to federal and /or local 
agencies. Addressing these issues at the beginning of the base closure process 
will result in smoother reuse efforts. 

Name:Dave Plummer 
Address:California State Lands Commission 

1807 13th Street · 
Sacramento, California ., 95814-7287 

Phone: (916) 322-0595 · 

.., (NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For CommentS On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX· of the 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward Comments to: Office Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: California State Lands Commission 
(Activity /Location/Community /Installation/Group) 

Page 16128 
Column 2 
Paragraph 3 

Recommended Changes: Add a new subsection (3) to Section 91.7 (a), Real Property 
Screening and renumber the existing subsections (3) through (9) to (4) through (10). 
New Subsection (3) langauge: 

(3) As a part of the internal DoD real property screening of closing and 
realigning base properties, the Military Departments shall determine whether a 
facility lies on present or former tide and submerged lands (also known as state 
sovereign lands). If so, the Military Departments shall inform the state agency 
and/or local agency having jurisdiction to administer title in such lands of that 
fact, and inquire whether the state or local agency asserts any fee or lesser land 
title interest in the property. That State or local land title interest may be asserted 
because of tenns in state statutes or deeds transferring the property from the state 
to the federal government; its tide and submerged lands status; the closing of the 
facility; or the federal transfer of adjoining upland areas. In conjunction with 
this subdivision, the state and/or local agency with jurisdiction over tide and 
submerged lands shall be encouraged to administer its interests in a n1anner to 
avoid land title litigation and to assist putting such property into reuse consistem 
with tide and submerged land uses (commerce, navigation, and fisheries) and the 
local reuse plan. 

Why: The Interim Rule as written does not provide for an early review for any State or local 
property interests which may exist by virtue of reversionary language, deed restrictions, or 
title conditions based on the character of land as tide and submerged (sovereign land). The 
current process, in dealing with closing military bases as a result of 1988, 1991, and 1993 
actions, has led to lands within the closing bases, which the State of California contends are 
sovereign lands of the State which upon cession of use by the Department of Defense revert 
back to the State, being offered for disposal to federal and /or local agencies. Addressing 
these issues at the beginning of the base closure process 
will result in smoother reuse efforts. 

Name: Dave Plummer 
Address: State Lands Commission, 1807 13th Street, Sacramento, CA. 95814-7287 
Phone: (916) 322-0595 

~ (NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX· of the 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward Comments to: Office Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: California State Lands Commission 
(Activity /Location/Community /Installation/Group) 

Page 16135 
Column Flow Chart 
Paragraph n/ a 

Recommended Changes: Modify the Process Flowchart for Base Closure Community 
Assistance to comport with the requested changes that are attached. The suggested changes 
are as follows: 

After the box entitled "Excess to Dod" and the ''yes" path add a box entitled "Military 
Department Review for State or Local Agency Property Interests". Add a ''yes" path to a 
box entitled "Return to State or Local Agency" and add a "no" path that leads to the current 
box entitled "Surplus to Federal Government". The remainder of the existing flowchart 
would remain in its current form. 

SEE ATIACHED REVISED FLOWCHART 

Why: This change would reflect the enclosed requested changes to the Real Property 
Screening process. 

Name: Dave Plummer 
Address: State Lands Commission 

1807 13th Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814-7287 

Phone: (916) 322-0595 

v- (NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Process Flowchart for Base Closure Community Assistance 

Retum to State or Yes Military Department Review 
Local Agency · 1-4------c State or Local Agency 

Property Interests 

Special Circumstances 

No 

Homeless Provider Interest (HUO) 

Yes 

Application Received (HHS) 

Yes 

Application Received (HHS) 

No 

Available for Transfer 

local Redevelopment Plan 

Convey with 
Profit Sharing 

Yes 

Community 
Appeal 

Accept 

Transfer to 
Homeless Provider 

· Transfer 
as appropriate 

Convey without 
Recoupment 



COVINGTON & BURLING 
1201 PENNSYLVANiA AVENUE, N. w. 

KENNETH W. MACK 
DIRECT DIAL !'4UMBER 

12021 662·5169 

VIA MESSENGER 

Mr. Frank Sa vat 

P. 0. BOX 7566 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20044-7566 

1202, 662-6000 

TELEF"AX: 12021 662·6291 

TELEX: 89-593 CCOVLING WSHI 

CABLE: COVLING 

Jtine 28, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
For Economic Security 

Room 30814 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Re: Comments on Interim Final Rule, 
32 C.P.R. Part 91, 59 Fed. 
Reg. 16127 (April 6. 1994) 

Dear Mr. Savat: 

LECONFIELO HOUSE 

CURZON STREET 

LONDON WIY BAS 

ENGLAND 

TELEPHONE: 071-495·5655 

TELEF...X: 071-495·3101 

BRUSSELS CORRESPONDENT OFI'IC£ 

- AVENUE: DES ARTS 

BRUSSE:LS 1040 BE:LGIUM 

TE:LE:PHON£: 32-2-512·9890 

TE:L£1''-X: 32-2·502·15~8 

I write on behalf of the National Law Center on Homelessness and. 
Poverty (the "Law Center") to submit our comments on the above-referenced Interim 
Final Rule. The Law Center is a plaintiff in the litigation entitled National Law Center 
on Homelessness and Poverty et al. v. Veterans Administration et al., Case. No. 88-
2503-0G, which is pending in the United States District Court for the District of 
Columbia. The Law Center has been successful in obtaining various injunctive relief 
against the government, including the Department of Defense ("DOD"), the latest of 
which is an Order dated April 21, 1993 issued by Judge Gasch of the District Court 
mandating that the government take certain actions with respect to Title V of the Stewart 
B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. §11411 (1992) ("Title V"). I write 
to point out that part of the above-referenced Interim Final Rule is not in accordance 
with either Judge Gasch's April 21 Order, Title V, or the National Defense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994 ("NDAA "), Pub. L. 103-160, 107 Stat. 1547 
(Nov. 30, 1993).1' 

1' Section 2905 of the NDAA is also known as the "Pryor Amendment." 
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'"COVINGTON & BURLING 

Mr. Frank Savat 
June 7, 1994 
Page 2 

The l..aw Center formally objects to Section 91. 7(b)(2)(iii) of the Interim 
Final Rule, published at 59 fed. Reg. 16129, which reads: 

Properties listed by HUD in the annual report 
for which no expression of interest has been 
received by HHS from a homeless provider 
and for which Department of Defense has 
received an expression of interest or bona 
fide offer in accordance with the provisions 
of section 501(c)(4)(C) of the McKinney Act, 
shall not be reported in accordance with the 
procedures in paragraphs b(3) through 11 of 
the section. 

According to our reading of this provision, if an expression of interest is 
received for property pursuant to Section 501(c)(4)(C) of the McKinney Act, then the 
property will not be put through the Title V process even if the expression of interest is 
not followed by an application. The same is true if an offer is received and the offer is 
subsequently withdrawn (or presumably if an application is received but never 
approved). However, Title V, the NDAA and Judge Gasch's April 21 Order all require 
that properties be put through the Title V process if the expression of interest or offer is 
not successful. See 42 U.S.C. §11411(a); NDAA §2905; Order ,4. 

Therefore, the Law Center requests that this provision have an additional 
sentence appended to it which reads: 

"However if the expression of interest is not 
followed by an application, or if the 
application is not approved, or if the offer is 
withdrawn or not accepted, then the property 
shall be reported in accordance with the 
procedures in paragraphs b(3 j through 11 of 
this section. " 

* * * 

The Law Genter also formally objects to Section 91. 7(b)(9) which reads: 

If at any· time during the 25 day HHS review 
period HHS rejects all applications for a 



t:OVlN{;TOf'f &. BURLING 

Mr. Frank Savat 
June 7, 1994. 
Page 3 

specific property, the Military Department 
should promptly inform the local 
redevelopment authority, the Governor of the 
State, and Federal Agencies that support 
authorized public benefit conveyances, of the 
date the surplus property will be available for 
community reuse. The local redevelopment 
authority shall then have 1 year to submit a 
written expression of interest to incorporate 
the remainder. of the property into its 
redevelopment plan for the base. 

According to our reading of this provision, if a homeless provider submits 
an application for a particular property and that application is rejected 25 days (or less) 
later, then DOD informs local authorities that the property will be available for 
community reuse. However, Title V, the NDAA, and Judge Gasch's April21 Order all 
require that property be reserved for homeless provider application for much longer than 
twenty-five days. In fact, property is reserved for at least sixty days, and possibly 
longer depending on whether an application is received. See 42 U.S.C. §1141l(d); 
NDAA §2905; Order ,7. 

The mistake in the regulation is that it assumes that there is a "25 day 
HHS review period" for all applications; after which the property is made available to 
the redevelopment authority. In fact, the twenty-five day period only describes the 
length of time that HHS has to act on an individual application. See 42 U.S.C. 
§11411(e)(3). The length of time a property is reserved for a homeless provider· 
application is set out in the statutes and Judge Gasch's Order and is at least sixty days 
(and in many cases longer). Therefore, if the Law Center requests ·that this regulation 
be changed to read: 

If at any time HHS rejects all applications (if 
any) for a specific property and the 
application period has expired, the Military 
Department should promptly inform the local 
redevelopment authority, the Governor of the 
State, and Federal Agencies that support 
author.ized public benefit conveyances, ofthe 
date the surplus property will be available for 
community reuse. The local redevelopment 
authority shall then have 1 year to submit a 
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written expression of interest to incorporate 
the remainder of the property into its 
redevelopment plan for the base. 

Think you in advance for your assistance in this matter. 

cc: Carlotta Wells, Esq. 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Civil Division 

Sincerely yours, 

Kenneth W. Mack 
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Southeast Area Miiitary Facility Reuse 
Alliance of Cities 

June 24, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 
Room 3D814 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 2Q301-3300 

Re: Interim final Rule - 32 CFR Parts 90 and 91 
[RINs 0790-AF61 and 0790-AF62] 
Revitalizing Base Closure 
Communities and Community Assistance 

To Whom It May Concern: 

The rules promulgated in the Federal Register on April 6, 1994 (Vol. 59, no. 66, 
pp 16123-16136), while a step in the right direction, contain several flaws which 
will, if not corrected, inhibit the redevelopment of former military bases for 
the economic benefit of affected communities. The most significant of these flaws 
are: the lack of a definition of job creation, an implicit bias against public 
benefit conveyances, a failure to promote a regional consensus for reuse planning, 
and the lack of a baseline environmental survey. 

I - Job Creation 

The proposed rules do not take into consideration the implication of creating one 
job at the expense of another, or producing economic growth in one sector of the 
economy or jurisdiction while retarding growth elsewhere. The rules should provide 
that growth will be measured within an affected area in a fair and equitable manner 
so as not to benefit one jurisdiction over another. Failure to consider the regional 
implications of reuse planning can produce statistics which are mislea9ing. 

Part 91 of the rules addresses "Revitalizing Base Closure Communities-Base Closure 
Community Assistance." Section 91.3 is a list of definitions. We believe that 
a definition of 11 job creation" should be included in this section. We understand 
that an attempt was made to include such a definition in the Interim final Rules, 
but this attempt was dropped when suitable language could not be drafted. Since 
this issue is central to real--rather than sham--job creation, we provide the 
following views: 

A realistic definition of job creation must include the realization that jobs created 
are "net jobs created" and not merely the jobs included in a proposed redevelopment 
effort. If the standard is not "net jobs created," then essentially any reuse 
could qualify, even a reuse that would marginally increase "on base" employment 
while devastating the total jobs in the 11 0ff base 11 regional economy. This would 
be particularly true in the case of a high-volume, discount shopping center 
development that might displace two to three retail jobs for a sing]~ "gross" job 
created. The Department of Defense should embrace a "net jobs createdn definition 

5050 Clark Avenue D Lakewood CA 90712 0 310 866-9771 0 Fax: 310 866-0505 
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and recognize that taking a myopic view of job creation {i.e., rapid and incidental 
job creation, such as the construction jobs required to build facilities) is in 
reality an intellectually dishonest policy. 

We believe that defining "net jobs created" can be operationalized by either of 
the following methods: 

1. Metropolitan Planning Authority---Since reuse of military bases should be 
led by a community-based, consensus-building authority, determining whether 
a particular reuse proposal is really a job creator should be the responsibility 
of the regional or metropolitan planning authority which covers the region 
impacted by the base closure and reuse. The Office of the Secretary of Defense 
should not be burdened by making a final determination of the job creating 
potential of reuse proposals; the Secretary should only insure that the 
taxpayers' interests are being looked after. Reliance on the region's planning 
authority is an efficient means to this end. 

2. Performance Standard---Less than fair market conveyance could be conditioned 
on actual increases in employment within the standard metropolitan statistical 
area containing the redeveloped military base. The net increase in total 
full-time employment from reuse would be determined {after the fact) by sub
tracting the sum of base reuse employers' total full-time employment from 
the total full-time employment of such entities within the standard metropolitan 
statistical area encompassing the closed base during a 12-month base year. 
In cases where a mi 1 i tary base is proximate to two or more SMSAs, job creation 
would be measured in the combined SMSAs. 

To determine if the reuse employers' "full-time employment of employees" in 
the 12-month period is equal to or greater than the full~time employment of 
employees in the base year, defined as the reuse employers' total full-time 
employment in the calendar year preceding the year of the base closure, the 
total full-time employment of employees employed by the reuse employers in 
the 12-month period should be equal to or exceed the total full-time employment 
of employees employed by the reuse employer in the standard metropolitan 
statistical area in the base year. The "total full-time employment of 
employees .. should be equal to the sum of both of the following: 

• The tot a 1 number of hours worked for the reuse emp 1 oyers by full-time emp 1 oy
ees (not to exceed 2,000 hours per employee) who are paid an hourly wage 
divided by 2,000 .. 

• The total number of full months worked for the reuse empl ayers by full-time 
employees who are salaried employees divided by 12. 
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In the case of a reuse employer with a base year of less than 12 full months 
in the standard metropolitan statistical area, for purposes of determining 
the net increase in full-time employment of employees, the total full-time 
employment of employees in the 12-month period shall be multiplied by a 
fraction, the numerator of which is the number of full months in the taxpayer's 
base year and the denominator of which is 12. 

Should the actual reuse result in a net decline of jobs, the military department 
should accelerate its recovery of the fair market "write down" of the transferred 
property. 

It has been claimed that local zoning authority determines reuse. But, it is 
important to note that local zoning is not the "be all and end all 11 when determining 
reuse. issues. While it is correct that a local jurisdiction with zoning authority, 
in whose sole jurisdiction is a former base, may be able to control the reuse of 
that base, the fact of the matter is that employees travel across local 
jurisdictional boundaries, especially in highly urbanized areas. Economic gains 
in one community may result in 1 asses in adjacent communities. The proposed rules 
have the inherent potential to pit one jurisdiction against another. This is 
especially the case where municipal sales tax is distributed on a point-of-origin 
basis. In protracted legal or political battles over the transfer of employment 
or tax revenue, the jurisdictions--as well as the Department of Defense--will be 
the losers. We believe the President's Five Point Plan is not meant to pit community 
against community and that the Department of Defense should not foster a condition 
of entrenched conflict between communities. 

II -Public Benefit Conveyance 

It is unfortunate that the rules, as proposed, may not give enough importance to 
public benefit. conveyances. While the Department of Defense recognizes that the 
new rules do not supersede existing federal property disposition rules concerning 
public benefit transfers, the military services generally are of the opinion that 
pub 1 i c benefit conveyances are not job creators and, therefore, are of 1 ess v a 1 ue 
in the disposition process. Although the proposed rules do mention the use of 
public benefit conveyance, the rules emphasize dispositions that will create some 
revenue for the Department of Defense (when there is a strong market for the 
property) or a less-than-fair-market conveyance (when there is no market for the 
property). From a purely public policy perspective, failure to transfer an existing 
public asset to another government agency, whether federal, state or local, is 
a questionable stewardship of the taxpayers' trust. The Department of Defense 
must recognize that the reuse impacts of former military bases are rarely confined 
to the boundaries of a single jurisdiction. 
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III - local Concerns 

In spite of repeated inputs to the Department of Defense that consensus building 
is a major problem area, nowhere in the proposed rules is the issue of local 
consensus building addressed. The Secretary and the military departments should 
promote local community consensus building, including consensus building involving 
adjacent jurisdictions that are impacted both by the base closure and the proposed 
reuse. An inclusive process should be explicitly required, and the Department 
of Defense should take specific actions following the announcement of base ciosure 
to educate all affected jurisdictions on the process that will be followed in 
converting the base to civil ian uses, and to encourage development of local consensus 
on reuse plans. Limiting reuse planning to only communities with zoning authority 
is a far-too-narrow perspective, especially in light of the judicial recourse 
available to parties impacted by federal decision making under NEPA. 

IV- Baseline Envrionmental Survey 

The regulations also fail to consider how to supply the information which a redevel
opment authority must have in preparing a comprehensive local redevelopment plan. 
Section 91.7c of the regulations encourages the preparation of a plan within one 
year which identifies the use of the parcels of land on the base. But, without 
a base 1 i ne env i ronmenta 1 survey, such an effort may we 11 be a waste of time. Without 
analysis of the substantive environmental issues which will affect remediation, 
project timing, availability, and reuse limitations, it will be difficult to 
encourage commitments of private resources for the redevelopment. The proposed 
rules should be changed to provide that: 

1. The base realignment and closure cleanup team shall meet with the Redevelopment 
Aut~ority or other agency within 60 days of a closure decision and provide, 
at that time, all information concerning environmental contamination, historical 
preservation, endangered or threatened species, and wetlands issues at the 
base. 

2. The base realignment and closure cleanup team shall meet with the Redevelopment 
Authority or other agency every 90 days thereafter to share information 
concerning the status of the EIS and any additional environmental information 
which has subsequently come to light. 

3. A baseline environmental survey, meeting nationally-accepted standards for 
lending institutions, shall be completed within 180 days of the final closure 
decision. These documents will be provided to the Redevelopment Authority 
or local agency for its use in preparing a local redevelopment plan. 
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4. Where a Redevelopment Authority or other agency as specified in the statute 
exists, it wil~ be made a cooperating agency by the Department of Defense 
in the NEPA process. -

5. If no Redevelopment Authority exists, cooperating agency status in the NEPA 
process will be extended to any community in whose jurisdiction the installation 
is wholly or partially located. 

6. If no Redevelopment Authority exists, cooperating agency status in the-NEPA 
process will be extended to any community that is economically impacted by 
the closure or proposed reuses. 

With regard to McKinney Act proposals, we believe that the Department of Defense 
should have the ab i 1 ity to reject these propos a 1 s when over a 11 property reuse would 
be impaired. Of course, the Secretary of the military service involved should 
insure that the community-based consensus-building organization has been conferred 
with and has agrees with the act ions of the military service. The Secretary should 
not be made to take unilateral action, since the reuse of the military installation 
is a community issue. 

Conclusion 

Our overall evaluation of the interim final rules is that they are far too compli
cated and bureaucratic to be he 1 pful. We recognize that the Department of Defense 
is dealing with base closures from 1988, 1991 and 1993 as well as closures from, 
at least, a 1995 round. We applaud Department of Defense efforts to streamline 
the disposition process and assist community redevelopment. However, because the 
rules appear to create merely a "business as usual" atmosphere, we believe that 
communities will find it difficult to attract private developers and capital under 
these rules. The rules' disposition methodology and the environmental impediments 
left unresolved support this judgement. 

While some progress has been made in the disposition process, the Department of 
Defense, through the proposed rules, gives the appearance that it is still trying 
to sell former military bases and that the Department of Defense is 1 ess interested 
in seeing that communities have every advantage for redevelopment. 

We are particularly concerned by the proposed rules' failure to address the issue 
of local consensus. Failing to achieve local consensus will continue dissipation 
of resources and delay in base conversions to civil ian uses. Instead of promoting 
conversion, less-than-fair-market transfers may become just another issue· for 
controversy, with the Department of Defense at the focal point, when local consensus 
is not achieved. 
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Finally, the Department of Defense should fully embrace President Clinton's Five
Point Plan and its.underlying concepts. The rules should allow for flexibility 
when dealing with conmunities and use every method available·· for disposing of former 
military property--including public benefit conveyance. In most instances, transfer 
of property to state and local entities does create new jobs in the community. 

Sincerely, 

f~#'-r--
Robert G. Wagner 
Co-Chair 

RGW:fc 



Southeast Area Military Facility Reuse 
Alliance of Cities 

June ·28, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secr~tary of Defense 
for Economic Security 
Room 30814 
The Pentagon 
Wash in 

Re: Interi~~ Rule - 32 CFR Parts 90 and 91 
__ .. ..{.RINs--~0790-AF61 and 0790-AF62] 

Revitalizing Base Closure 
Communities and Community Assistance 

To Whom It May Concern: 

The accompanying comments on the Interim Rule are provided by the Southeast Area 
Military Facility Reuse Alliance of Cities in the format requested by the DoD. 
An earlier, and somewhat amplified, letter of comment was sent to the Office of 
the Assistant Secretary of Defense on June 24. 

We trust that these comments--and our earlier letter--will be reviewed by your 
office before the Final Rule is drafted . 

. n 
~ Lvcft (J- I).&W 
Robert U Wagner 
Co-Chair 
SAMFRAC 

5050 Clark AventJe ·o Lakewood CA 90712 0 310 866-9771 0 Fax: 310 866-0505 



•• Due July S, i994•• 
Format For Comments On· The Interim Rule 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-330 

From: Southeast Area Military Facility Reuse Alliance of Cities 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

16127 
2 
§91.3; (a) through G) 

Recommended Changes: 

Job Creation 

Part 91 of the rule addresses "Revitalizing Base Closure Communities-Base Closure Commu
nity Assistance." Section 91.3 is a list of definitions. We believe that a definition of "job 
creation" should be included in this section. We understand that an attempt was made to 
include such a definition in the Interim Final Rule, but this attempt was dropped when 
suitable language could not be drafted. Since this issue is central to real--rather than· sham-
job creation, we provide the following views: 

. The proposed rule does not take into consideration the implication of creating one job at 
the expense of another, or producing economic growth in one sector of the economy or 
jurisdiction while retarding growth elsewhere. The rule should provide that growth will be 
measured within an affected area in a fair and equitable manner so as not to benefit one 
jurisdiction over another. Failure to consider the regional implications of reuse planning 
can produce statistics ·which are misleading. · 

A realistic definition of job creation must include the realization that jobs created are "net 
jobs created" and not merely the jobs included in a proposed redevelopment effort. If the 
standard is not "net jobs created," then essentially any reuse could qualify, even a reuse 
that would marginally increase "on base" employment while devastating the total jobs in 
the "off base" regional economy. This would be particularly true in the case of a high
volume, discount shopping center development that might displace two to three retail jobs 
for a single "gross" job created. The Department of Defense should embrace a "net jobs 
created" definition and recognize· that taking a myopic view of job creation (i.e., rapid and 
incidental job creation, such as the construction jobs required to build facilities) is in reality 
an intellectually dishonest policy. 
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We believe that defining "net jobs created" 'can be operationalized by either of the 
following methods: · 

1 

1. Metropolitan Planning Authority---Since reuse of military ·bases should be led by a 
community-based, consensus-building authority, determining whether a particular 
reuse proposal is really a job creator should be the responsibility of the regional or 
metropolitan planning authority which covers the region impacted by the base closure 
and reuse. The Office of the Secretary of Defense should not be burdened by making 
a final determination of the job creating potential of reuse proposals; the Secretary 
should only insure that the taxpayers' interests are being looked after. Reliance on 
the region's planning authority is an efficient means to this end. 

2. Performance Standard---Less than fair market conveyance could be conditioned on 
actual increases in employment within the standard metropolitan statistical area 
containing the redeveloped military base. The net increase in total full-time employ
ment from reuse would be determined (after the fact) by subtracting the sum of base 
reuse employers' total full-time employment from the total full-time employment of 
such entities within the standard metropolitan statistical area encompassing the closed 
base during a 12-month base year. In cases where a military base is proximate to two 
or more SMSAs, job creation would be measured in the combined SMSAs. 

To determine if the reuse employers' "full-time employment of employees" in the 
12-month period is equal· to or greater than the full-time employment of employees in 
the base year, defined as the reuse employers' total full-time employment in the 
calendar year preceding the year of the base closure, the total full-time e.mployment of 
employees employed by the reuse employers in the 12-month pe~iod should be equal 
to or exceed the total full-time employment of employees employed by the reuse 
employer in the standard metropolitan statistical area in the base year. The "total 
full-time employment of employees" should be equal to the sum of both of the 
following: 

· The total number of hours worked by full-time employees (not to exceed 2,000 
hours per employee) who are paid an hourly wage divided·by 2,000. 

· The total number of full months worked for the reuse employers by full-time 
employees who are salaried employees divided by 12. 

In the case of a reuse employer with a base year of less than 12 full months in the 
standard metropolitan statistical area, for purposes of determining the nei increase in 
full-time employment of employees, the total full-tim~ employment of employees in 
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the 12-month period shall be multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which is the 
number of full months in the taxpayer's base year and the de_nominator of which is 
12. 

Should the actual reuse result in a net decline of jobs, the military department should 
accelerate its recovery of the fair market "write down" of the transferred property. 

Robert G. Wagner, Co-Chair, Southeast Area Military Facility Reuse Alliance of Cities 
5050 Oark Avenue 
Lakewood, CA 90712 

310 866-9771, extension 2120 



•• Due July 5, 1994 •• · 
Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814-, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-330 

From: Southeast Area Military Facility Reuse Alliance of Cities 

16127 
3 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph §91.4; (a), (b), and (c) 

Recommended Changes: 

Public Benefit Conveyance 

The rule, as proposed, may not give enough importance to public benefit conveyances. While 
the Department of Defense recognizes that the new rule does not supersede existing federal 
property disposition rules concerning public benefit transfers, the military services generally 
are of the opinion that public benefit conveyances are not job creators and, therefore, are of 
less value in the disposition process. Although the proposed rule does mention the use of 
public benefit conveyance, the rule emphasizes dispositions that will create some revenue for 
the Department of Defense (when there is a strong market for the property) or a less-than
fair-market conveyance (when there is no market for the property). From a purely public 
policy perspective, failure to transfer an existing public asset to another government agency, 
whether federal, state or local, is a questionable stewardship of the taxpayers' trust. T-he 
Department of Defense must recognize that the reuse impacts of former military bases are 
rarely confined to the boundaries of a single jurisdiction. · 

Robert G. Wagner, Co-Chair, Southeast Area Military Facility Reuse Alliance of Cities 
5050 Oark Avenue 
Lakewood, CA 90712 

310 866-9771, extension 2120 



•• Due JUly S, i994** . 
Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-330 

From: Southeast Area Military Facility Reuse Alliance of Cities 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

16128 
1 
§91.7; (aX3) 

Recommended Changes: 

Consensus Building 

In spite of repeated inputs to the Department of Defense that consensus building is a major 
problem area, nowhere in the proposed rule is the issue of local consensus building addressed. 
The Secretary and the military departments should promote local community consensus 
building, including consensus building involving adjacent jurisdictions that are impacted both 
by the base closure and the proposed reuse. An inclusive process should be explicitly 
required, and the Department of Defense should take specific actions following the announce
ment of base closure to educate all affected jurisdictions on the process that will be followed 
in converting the base to civilian uses, and to encourage development of local consensus on 
reuse plans. Limiting reuse planning to only communities with zoning authority is a far-too
narrow perspective, especially in light of the judicial recourse available to parties impacted by 
federal decision making under NEPA 

This process should be required, either prospectively and retroactively, in any reuse where a 
Record of Decision has not yet been entered. 

Robert G. Wagner, Co-Chair, Southeast Area Military Facility Reuse Alliance of Cities 
5050 Oark Avenue 
Lakewood, CA 90712 

310 866-9771, extension 2120 



•• Due Juiy 5, 1994*•. 
Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-330 

From: Southeast Area Military Facility Reuse Alliance of Cities 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

16128 
1 
§91.7; (c) 

Recommended Changes: 

Environmental Survey 

Section 91. 7c of the regulations encourages the preparation of a plan within one year which 
identifies the use of the parcels of land on the base. But, without a baseline environmental 
survey, such an effort may well be a waste of time. Without analysis of the substantive 
environmental issues which will affect remediation, project timing, availability, and reuse 
limitations, it will be difficult to encourage commitments of private resources for the 
redevelopment. The proposed rule should be changed to provide that: 

1. The base realignment and closure cleanup team shall meet with the Redevelopment 
Authority or other agency within 60 days of a closure decision and provide, at that 
time, all information concerning environmental contamination, historical preservation, 
endangered or threatened species, and wetlands issues at the b~se. 

2. The base realignment and closure cleanup team shall meet with the Redevelopment 
Authority or other agency every 90 days thereafter to share information concerning 
the status of the EIS and any additional environmental information which has 
subsequently come to light. 

3. A baseline environmental survey, meeting nationally-accepted standards for lending 
institutions, shall be completed within 180 days of the final closure decision. These 
documents will be provided to the Redevelopment Authority or local agency for its 
use in preparing a local redevelopment plan. 

4. Where a Redevelopment Authority or other agency as specified in the statute exists, 
it will be made a cooperating agency by the Department of Defense in-"the NEPA process. 
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5. H no Redevelopment Authority exists, cooperating agency status in the NEP A 
process will be extended to any community in whose jurisdiction the installation is 
wholly or partially located. 

6. H no Redevelopment Authority exists, cooperating agency status in the NEP A 
process will be extended to any community that is economically impacted by the 
closure or proposed reuses. 

Robert G. Wagner, Co-Chair, Southeast Area Military Facility Reuse Alliance of Cities 
5050 Oark Avenue 
Lakewood, CA 90712 

310 866-9771, extension 2120 



•• Due July S, 1994* • · 

Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D81~, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-330 

From: Southeast Area Military Facility Reuse Alliance of Cities 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

16130 
2 
§91.7; (c) 

Recommended Changes: 

Reliance on Local Zoning Authority 

The proposed rule has the inherent potential to pit one jurisdiction against another. It has 
been claimed that local zoning authority determines reuse. But, it is equally important to note 
that local zoning is not the "be all and end all" when determining reuse issues. While it is 
correct that a local jurisdiction with zoning authority, in whose sole jurisdiction is a former 
base, may be able to control the reuse of that base, the fact of the matter is that employees 
travel across local jurisdictional boundaries, especially in highly urbanized areas. Economic 
gains in one community may result in losses in adjacent communities. This is especially the 
case where municipal sales tax is distributed on a point-of-origin basis. In protracted legal or 
political battles over the transfer of employment or tax revenue, the jurisdictions--as well as 
the Department of Defense--will be the losers. We believe the President's Five Point Plan is . 
not meant to pit community against community and that the Department of Defense should 
not foster a condition of entrenched conflict between communities. · 

Robert G. Wagner, Co-Chair, Southeast Area Military Facility Reuse Alliance of Cities 
5050 Oark Avenue 
Lakewood, CA 90712 

310 866-9771, extension 2120 
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Base Reuse Committee 
N-201-B Bougainville Street 
Millington, Tennessee 38053 

(90 1) 873-2400 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Economic Study) 
The Pentagon, Room 3D814 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Re: Interim Rule Comments 

Dear Sir: 

The Millington Base Reuse Committee submits the attached comments with 
regard to the Federal Register, Vol. 59, No. 66, Wednesday, April 6, 1994, 
concerning DoD policies and procedures implementing the National defense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994. During its June 8, 1994, meeting, the 
Millington Base Reuse Committee reviewed and approved the comments as 
being of vital interest to the City of Millington and the surrounding 
communities, which will be adversely impacted by the realignment of Naval 
Air Station, Memphis. 

The Committee asks that a careful study of the merits of these comments be 
made and that they be incorporated into the final regulation. 

Phillip L. Whittenberg 
Executive Director 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY 94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 

I 

Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Millington Reuse Committee (NAS Memphis) 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16127 
Column-=3 _____ _ 

Paragraph-=-N...:..::e::....:.w~----

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 

Propose a definition for " any substantial part of each closing installation" found on Page 
16130 of the April6, 1994 Federal Register, Vol. 59, No. 66, in Paragraph d(3) of the 
third column: 

" ( ) Substantial part. A 'substantial part' of a closing installation shall be 
interpreted to be seventy-five percent or more of the acreage of the closing 
installation and shall include contiguous parcels or blocks of land and 
facilities. Such blocks of land will not be considered appropriate if they 
isolate the remaining parcels or render them economically or physically 
undevelopable." 

The sale of prime parcels to private interests could leave the local redevelopment 
authority with difficult or impossible to develop remnants of the installation. These 
remnants could become liabilities for both DoD and the local community. To safeguard 
against this, any private purchaser should be required to take all or substantially all (at 
least 75%) of the facility and should not be allowed to create a developmental hardship 
on the remaining parcels. 

Phillip L. Whittenberg 

Address: Millington Ba.-;c Reuse Committee 
N-201 Bougainville 
Millington, 1N 38053 

Phone: (901) 873-2400 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COl\IMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY 94 

FoiWard comments to:. Office of Assista.nt Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
\Vashington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Millington Reuse Committee (NAS Memphis) 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16127 
Column -=3:.__ ____ _ 

Paragraph ~<.::.:..h)t------

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 

Substitute the following definition for (h) Rural: 

(h) Rural. An area outside a Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) or, any 
community within a MSA with a civilian population less than 25,000, 
provided one of the following criteria is met: 
(1) Community boundaries are not contiguous with another metropolitan 
status city. 
(2) Community will lose at least 15 percent of its population because of the 
realignment or closure. 
(3) Fifteen percent or more of all families fall below the poverty level. 

Base closure communities within Metropolitan Statistical Areas may be well removed 
from the central city or its immediate suburbs, and in reality may experience substantial 
adverse impacts similar to and equally as severe as any rural area. This can be especially 
true were the community is small and the realignment will remove a significant 
percentage of the population of the community, or where the poverty level of the 
community is already high. 

Phillip L. Whittenberg 

Address: Millington Base Reuse Committee 
N-20 1 Bougainville 
Millington. 1N 38053 

Phone: (901) 873-2400 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY 94 

Forward comments to: · Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Millington Reuse Committee (NAS Memphis) 
(Activity !Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16130 
Column -=3:...__ ____ _ 
Paragraph -l.(.=..d )u.:(3::;...~):.:.:.i i _ ___.,_ 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 

Propose adding criteria for analyzing the reasonableness of a development proposal to 

this paragraph where it continues to column 1 of page 16131 by substituting the 
following for the sentence beginning on line one of this column: 

"If the Military Department decides that an expression of interest received 
demonstrates the existence of a ready market, the prospect of job creation, 
satisfies the requirement that all or substantially all of the closing 
installation is included, includes a development timetable acceptable to the 
local redevelopment authority, and offers proceeds consistent with the range of 
estimated fair market value, it may decide to offer the property for sale .... " 

The purpose of the additional criteria is to ensure that the development proposal is not 
speculative in nature and will actually result in the rapid creation of jobs. 

Phillip L. Whittenberg 

Address: Millington Base Reuse Committee 
N-201 Bougainville 
Millington, 1N 38053 

Phone: (901) 873-2400 

(NOTE: Lll\1IT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY 94 

Forwa.r'd comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Millington Reuse Committee (NAS Memphis) 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16132 
Column -=I;.__ _____ _ 
Paragraph _..(..::.le)u.,.;(6:;...t) ___ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Nan1e: 

Propose the inclusion of a recoupment exception for communities that originally 
transferred the property to the Department of Defense for a nominal fee; i.e. for one 
dollar after condemning the property for this purpose. Recommend changing the first 
sentences of this paragraph to read: 

"An economic development conveyance may be made without consideration 
and without recoupment in communities where the property was originally 
made avaiJable to Department of Defense by a local unit of government for a 
nominal fee or if the installation is located in a rural area. Installations 
located in rural areas are of particular concern and such a conveyance may 
be made when the base closure will have .a substantial adverse impact on the 
economy of the local community and on the prospect of its economic 
recovery from the closure. To determine whether a rural community ... " 

There may be cases where local communities/governments, for patfiotic reasons in time 
of national crises or perceived crises, have taken it upon themselves to take property 
under eminent domain powers and transfer it to the military or Department of Defense 
for a nominal fee or no fee. In addition to the initial service to the military, many of 
these communities have continued over the years to provide infrastructure improvements 
such as roads, sewers, overpasses, etc. Now that DoD no longer needs the installation, 
the communities should not be expected to pay a recoupment. 

Phillip L. Whittenberg 

Address: Millington Base Reuse Committee 
N-20 1 Bougainville 
Millingto~ 1N 38053 

Phone: (901) 873-2400 



Format For Comments On The Inte·rim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY 94 

Fo~ard comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Millington Reuse Committee (NAS Memphis) 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16134 
Column 2 -=-------
Paragraph....;;.;h;;.J,.,(7;....r.) ___ _ 
Recommended Changes: 

\\'by: 

Name: 

Substitute the following section: 
"(7) In addition to the exemptions in paragraph h(5) of this section, the Military 
Department or Defense Agency is authorized to substitute an item similar to one 
requested by the redevelopment authority if the following conditions exist: 

(i) The personal equipment to be retained by the redevelopment authority is 
unique because of specific, technological improvements (does not include 
models that are simply newer or have less wear and tear on them) and these 
improvements are essential to the military mission. 
(ii) The personal equipment to be retained by the redevelopment authority 
is not being transferred under a public benefit conveyance, i.e., airport, 
recreation, health, etc. 

The substitute items may be drawn from another installation or from the Defense 
Reutilization and Marketing SeiVice, but must be serviceable for the intended purpose 
of the redevelopment authority." It is the ... 

The redevelopment authorities are faced with development chalJepges in markets that 
have been proven by the screening process to be difficult. In order to be successful, they 
need every advantage they can get. Unlimited substitution of personal property could 
leave them with unseiViceable, obsolete equipment and could also result in lost 
equipment. The second condition speaks to public benefit transfers and is justified in 
that the equipment wil1 remain in the seiVice of the public. Public benefit transfers are 
designed to benefit a broad segment of the public and occur under federal sponsorship, 
i.e., Department of Interior, Federal Aviation Administration, etc. 

Phillip L. Whittenberg 

Address: Millington Base Reuse Committee 
N-20 I Bougainville 
Millington, TN 38053 

Phone: (901) 873-2400 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Impiementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Front: Base Transition Coordinator, Grjffjss AFB. Rome NY 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16124 

Column_.,:.3 ___ _ 

Prua~aph~4~-----

Recommended Changes: The sentence that begins "Expressions of interest" .... 
and ends with "will not cause a delay in the disposal process." seems to 
be extremely assuming since everything we do seems to delay one process or 
another. If this could be further explained as to who can halt this process 
when it becomes a cause for delay and how does this process stop when it causes 
a delay. 

Why: Save confrontation. 

Name: Angus M. McKinnon 
Adddress: 325 Brooks 'Rd., Ste 204 

Griffiss AFB, NY .. 13441 

Phone: 315 330-2206 
DSN 587-2206 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 

@OOl 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forw~~ conunents to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Was~ington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Base Irapsition Coordjnator, Grjffiss AFB, Rome NY 

{Activity!Location/Communityiinsta.llation/Group) 

Page ____________ _ 

Column------
Paragraph-----

Reconunended~ AdditiQn:: Sec 2907 of Title XXIX, 1994, discusses authority 
to contract for ce~tain services during the closure process and uses a time 
of no earlier than 180 days prior to closure for contracting services.· This 
area is of interest to departing Military units since it can aid acceleration 
of the personnel departures and simplify the closure process. However agencies 
such as AFBCA believe 60 days prior to closure should be enough:to iniciate 
careeaker arrangements. Expansion of this section of Title XXIX in the final 
rules/regulations will better serve the Military and LRA. 

Why: 

Name: Angus M.. McKinnon 
Adddress: 325 Brooks Rd., Ste 204 

Griffiss AFB, NY. 13441 

Phone: 315 330-2206 
DSN 587-2206 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Fonv~~ comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Basg Transi tign Coordinator, Gri ffj ss APR Rome NY 

(Activity/Location/Communityiinstallation!Group) 

Page 16132 
Column --=2,___ __ _ 

Paragraph (f) Cll 

Recommended Changes: In this paragraph the term generally is used without 
explanation: ie» generally share in future profits and generally favor the 
LRA. This immediately draws the question-- under what circumstances is this 
not true. Please expand on the use of the term generally as :us~d. ·.here. 

Why: 

~arne: Angus M. McKinnon 
Adddress: 325 Brooks Rd., Ste 204 

Griffiss AFB, NY. 13441 

Phone: 315 330-2206 
DSN 587-2206 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forw~d conunents to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Base Transition Coor~inaror, Gr1ffjss AFB, Rome NY 
(Activity!LocationlCommunityllnstallation/Group) 

Page 16129 

Column_-""""---
Paragraph 91.7 (b) C7) 

ReconunendedChanges: If within I year a community expresses interest to 
incorporate ~he remainder of the property into a redvelopment plan, hoY long 
do ~hey have ~o show progress or does this expression of interest have no 
bounds? 

VVhy: There seems to be no limits to this area, no reversion to surplu~ 
or excess status if the redevelopment plan is a no value added propositition. 

Name: Angus M.. McKinnon 
Adddress: 325 Brooks Rd.~ Ste 204 

Griffiss AFB, NY. 13441 

Phone: 315 330-2206 
DSN 587-2206 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 

l4J 005 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX OfThe 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forw~d comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Base Transition Coordinator. Grjffiss AFB. Rome NY 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16128 

Column 2 & 1 

Paragraph 91 7 {a) (Lt.) & (a) (7) 

141004 

ReconunendedChanges: In requests for delays to surplus declarat~ons, does 
approval of such a request delay the entire screening process beyond the "Surplus 
to Federal Government" step of appendix A to Part 91 or can the McKinney screening, 
etc. continue knoving a Federal Agency may make a declaration that won't be 
known until the postponed timeframe is completed. 

VVhy: Communities should know the consequences, if any, for delaying the 
Surplus declaration. 

Name: Angus M. McKinnon 
Adddress: 325 Brooks Rd. , Ste 204 

Griffiss AFB, NY. 13441 

Phone: 315 330-2206 
DSN 587-2206 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO I COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comments On Th·e Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forw~~ comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301·3300 

From: ..Base Trans£tion Cggrqjnaror. Gr1ffiss AFB Rome NY. 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16125 
Column _ _,__ ___ _ 
P~~aph __ s ______ _ 

Recommended Changes: Attach a sample of what constitutes a suitable simple 
written request containing the mentioned 4 basic elements. Refer to here 
and in 91.7 (e) (5) (I-IV) on· page 16l32 colUmn. 1. 

VVhy: Standardization sayes questions. 

Name: Angus M. McKinnon 
Adddress: 325 Brooks Rd. , Ste 204 

Griffiss AFB. NY. 13441 

Phone: 315 330-2206 
DSN 587-2206 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 

!4J 003 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forwat:d comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washlngton, DC 20301-3300 

From:· Base Transition Coord; nat or, Grj ffj ss AFB •. Rome NY 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16124 
Column ___.~3........., ___ _ 

p~~ph~4~------

Recouunended Changes: This area of the reg uses the term high value, but does 
not define this open ended term. Any guidance in the reg to limit or bound 
high value may s~ve later arbitrations. Perhaps just ·limiting high value 
to chose properties ~ith an appraised value that exceeds the fair -market· value 
could be called high value. Perhaps the value is not something that we can 
place a dollar market amount on at this time but since there is no definition 
of this at this time in the regs ic leaves this as a high potential area of 
confrontation. 

VVhy: Save adverarial situations. 

Name: Angus M. McKinnon 
Adddress: 325 Brooks Rd., Ste 204 

Griffiss AFB, NY. 13441 

Phone: 315 
DSN 

330-2206 
587-2206 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 

141002 



..J. MICHAEL MENDEZ 
VICl! PRESIDENT 

Southern California Edison Company 
P. 0. BOX 800 

2244 WALNUT GROVE ~VENUE 

ROSEMEAD, CALIF"ORNIA 91770 

June 29, 1994 

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
Room 3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D. C. 20301-3300 

Re: Interim Rule--Military Base Closures and 
Realignments 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

TEL.EPHON£ 

818•302·2288 

Effective April 6, 1994, the Department of Defense (the "DOD") 
issued an interim final rule (the "Rule"), 59 Fed. Reg. 16,123 (1994) (to be 
codified at 32 C.F.R. Parts 90, 91), implementing Title XXIX of the National 
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994. The Rule is open for public 
comment until July 5, 1994. Southern California Edison Company, a p~blic 
utility company primarily engaged in the business of supplying electric 
energy in central and southern California, hereby submits the following 
comments. 

1. General Comment. 

The Rule does not address the disposal of utility systems 
and underlying real property rights on closed or realigned bases. 

The Rule is designed to speed the economic recovery of affected 
communities through effective reuse of valuable base assets. To accomplish 
this goal, procedures are outlined to dispose of base assets more quickly, 
more effectively, and in ways based on local market conditions and locally 
developed reuse plans. These procedures allow transfers of base properties 
without initial cost to redevelopment authorities ("RAs") when a ready 
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market for public or private development cannot be relied upon as the 
preferable mechanism to spur economic redevelopment and the creation of 
new jobs. Howeyer, the procedure ~ establish a ready market provides for 
Military Departments to solicit expressions of interest for the entire or a 
substantial portion of each base. Like mixing apples and oranges, the 
utility system is ·incorrectly '1umped" with the other base properties. 

Utilities represent integrated systems with unique 
characteristics. Utility systems are often owned and operated by the 
companies which provide utility service (the "Utility Companies") to the 
underlying real property owners or occupants. Most homeowners ~d 
business owners have neither the desire nor the ability to own,. operate or 
maintain the utility system serving their properties. Similarly, Utility 
Companies do not have the desire, and it would be nonsensical, to buy 
buildings in order to acquire the system which serves· them. The special 
nature of the utility infrastructure requires separate treatment under the 
Rule. By requiring that a potential offeror must express an interest in all or 
a substantial portion of a base, the Rule effectively prohibits Utility 
Companies from participating in the base disposal process--which may not be 
in the best interests of the local citizens or the federal taxpayers. 

Indeed, each property owner or occupant must have utility 
services. The quality of the utility system and its operating reliability are 
factors considered by investors in business enterprises that provide rapid job 
creation. The Utility Companies have attributes which often make them the 
best candidates for the most effective use of the base system including: 

• reliability of the system and service (both during normal 
operations and in disasters); 

• years of expertise in managing utility systems resulting 
in a demonstrated high quality management and level of 
service; 

• an existing inventory of specialized materials and 
equipment; 

• the achievement of significant economic efficiencies for 
customers (e.g., larger purchasing power and centralized 
customer service); 

• a sufficient, experienced staff; and, 
• the availability of resources to take advantage of 

technological improvements and to optimize performance. 
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Additionally, if Utility Companies purchase the system for fair market value, 
the federal taxpayers will realize an immediate and assured return on 
property for which they originally paid as opposed to a delayed or no return 
when property . is conveyed as an economic development conveyance. 
Alternatively, any net profits realized on sale of such systems could be 
shared on a prescribed pro rata basis with the RAs, allo.wing the community 
to benefit from such income stream at an earlier date than provided for 
economic development conveyances. Thus, while the primary result of the 
Rule is to empower local communities, this may not be in everyone's best 
interest with regard to utility systems. 

The DOD recognizes that the manner of property disposal c&l 
have a dramatic impact on a local community's ·economic recovery. Enabling 
Utility Companies to participate in the initial screening process with the RAs 
should not slow the disposal process, and in fact, Utility Companies should 
have the ability to support and participate in a quicker disposal process. 
Also, by encouraging potential offerors to work with the RAs so that their . 
goals are compatible with the local redevelopment plan, the Rule helps 
ensure disposal of the system is compatible with the local redevelopment 
plan. 

However, disposition of the utility system encompasses many 
issues in addition to the obvious ones· of sale and transfer. To assure a 
smooth transition to reuse of all other base assets, the utility infrastructure 
must be "dealt with" in an orderly, organized manner early in the process. 
Separate treatment of the utility systems as an integrated asset and early 
involvement of the Utility Companies is critical to further the goal of -rapid 
redevelopment through the most effective reuse of valuable base assets. 
During the closure process and prior to any disposition of the system, utility 
services will continue to be required. Early and ongoing consultation and 
negotiation with the Utility Companies by the Military Departments should 
be encouraged and permitted to assure that reliable, high quality utility 
services are available at all times throughout the closure and redevelopment 
process. The utility customers must not be caught in· the middle or caught 
short with respect to needed utility services to assure the success of the 
redevelopment goals. 
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2. Specific Comments. 

a. Real PropeJiY or Personal Property. 

(i) The System. 

The Rule does not classify utility systems as real or 
personal property. 

Section 91.7(h)(6) of the Rule provides for the disposal of base 
personal property. The Rule does not lend itself to treatment of utility 
systems as personal property. The disposition of personal property is 
determined by how the underlying real property is transferred. The 
methodology assumes that the real property is the true asset of value, and 
that the personal property just enhances the use of that real property and 
therefore follows the related real property. This is not the case with utility 
systems. Although parts of a utility system may be considered personal 
property (e.g., anchors, transformers, wires, vaults, poles), the system 
typically can include fixtures (e.g., substations) and should include 
easements or fee interests in the underlying real property. The system and 
underlying real property rights go hand-in-hand, but the system is really 
where the value lies for Utility Companies; the real property rights are 
simply necessary to assure access and use of that asset. 

Second, the Rule favors RAs in personal property disposition. If 
utility systems are treated as personal property, the U ti.lity Companies 
currently would not be involved in the disposal process. As discuss-ed in 
Paragraph 1 above, this would not be desirable or appropriate. For these 
reasons, all components of utility systems necessarily must be classified as 
real property. 

(ii) The Underlying Real Property. 

The Rule does not provide for the transfer of the 
companion real property rights. 

The Rule should enable Military Departments to grant 
easements and sell fee interests in the underlying base real property as 
necessary or appropriate to allow the use and enjoyment of transferred utility 
systems. Utility Companies investing in a system will require the ·necessary 
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underlying real property rights to allow continued placement of the system 
and to assure access to the system. 

b. Appraisals. 

Costs of upgrading utility systems to· comply with state 
and local requirements are not included in the appraisal process. 

Section 91.7(d)(2) of the Rule requires Military Departments to 
complete an appraisal or other estimate of the fair market value of properties 
with the potential for rapid job creation. In addition to the factors currently 
requiring consideration to determine a property's value, the appraisal should 
arrive at an estimated net market value by taking into account the estimated 
costs to bring a property up to applicable state and local standards or 
commercial standards. (For example, state law may contain more stringent, 
and therefore costly, environmental remediation requirements as opposed to 
federal law. State rules applicable to certain Utility·Companies may require 
the upgrading of utility systems.) Failure to account for such additional costs 
establishes an artificially high baseline. These costs represent additional 
funds which the private sector must expend to operate the property and 
which should reduce the amount of any purchase offer. Recognizing that 
Military Departments may not be familiar with state and local standards, the 
Rule should allow consultation with the Utility Companies on appraisal 
assumptions and guidelines for utility systems, as is the case with appraisals 
of properties to be transferred by economic development conveyances to RAs. 
The Rule should also provide the flexibility to revise the appraisal if the 
expressions of interest indicate that the estimated market value may not ·be 
accurate. 

c. Funding. 

Federal funding is not provided to upgrade utility 
systems to comply with state and local standards. 

In the event the estimated costs to upgrade utility systems to 
comply with state and local standards Yield a negative market value, the 
Rule should provide a funding mechanism to upgrade such systems. The 
other existing real properties on the bases must have utilities to operate, yet 
a negative market value will create a disincentive for acquisition by RAs and. 
Utility Companies. Just as funds are expended by the government to 
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remediate base properties, funds should be available to upgrade utility 
systems. 

If you have any comments or questions with regard to the above 
points, please feel free .to contact Ms. Dina Lane at 2244 Walnut Grove 
Avenue, Rosemead, California 91770, or by phone at (818) 302-3196. 

Respectfully submitted, 

IJ.~Afc,,.l~ 
. Pj .'Michael Mendez 

PRW:prw:LW941730.016 
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be;c: W. L. Bryan 
R. 0. Rector 
C. V. Stoner 
D. Lane 
B. A. Gayl~rd 
P. W. R. White 
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* '* G=tK 325 Brooks Rood. Suite 210 
GRIFFISS REDEVELOPMENT Griffiss Air·Force Bose, NY 13441-4501 
PLANNING COUNCIL Phone (315) 338-0393 
------- Fax (315) 338-5694 

June 26, 1994 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Economic Security 
3300 Defense Pentagon 
Room 3D814 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

~·o';.? h.ec.JLexecutive Director 
Steven J. DiMeo 

Re: Comments on Interim DoD Final Rules on Revitalizing Base Closure Communities 
and Community Assistance 

Dear Sir: 

Attached are comments from the Griffiss Redevelopment Planning Council (GRPC) on 
the Interim DoD Final Rules on Revitalizing Base Closure Communities and Community 
Assistance that was published in the April6, 1994 Federal Register. ·The GRPC was very 

· pleased that the Pryor amendment was approved as part of the Defense Authorization Act 
for Fiscal Year 1994. The President, Congress, and the Department of Defense are to be 
commended for addressing -- through the enactment of the Pryor amendment - some of 
the problems that the 1988 and 1991 base closure communities experienced. 

-
Unfortunately, the process of promulgating regulations from the language in the Defense 
Authorization Act has resulted in interim regulations that do not live up to what was 
promised to base closure and realignment officials by representatives of the Clinton 
Administration, DoD and Congressional staff. In several instances the language in the 
interim regulations are confusing, ambiguous, contradictory and contrary to what was 
intended by the Pryor Amendment. Upon reviewing the interim regulations and after 
attending the DoD Chicago Outreach Session, the GRPC believes that it is necessary for 
DoD officials to address concen:ts in the following areas: 

(1.) Define Fair Market Value based on the as is, where is condition of the property and 
not on the proposed reuse of the property (for Economic Development Conveyances), 
and a broad yet undefined definition for properties that are to be marketed for sale under 
the Jobs Centered Property Disposal provisions. 



(2.) Eliminate the Jobs Centered Property Disposal prov1s1ons in its entirety. This 
provision essentially makes the military departments economic developers when that is 
the primary role of the reuse organization. The reuse organization is responsible for 
development of the reuse strategy, securing zoning and other local approvals, financing, 
and marketing the real property based on a targeted marketing strategy. This provision is 
unnecessarY and does not facilitate economic . development Instead, it frustrates the 
wishes of the reuse organization and serves only as another bureaucratic impediment in a 
process that is still bureaucratic and not easily understood. 

(3.) Amend the Economic Development Conveyance provisions to base fair market value 
on the as is, where is condition of the property; provide a defmition for operating costs to 
include all capital, operating and carrying charges on all of the real property owned by the 
reuse organization; and, operating costs should be based on the cumulative costs for all of 
the property owned by the local reuse organization and not on a parcel by parcel basis as 
presumed in the interim regulations. Also, there should be some fle~bility to enable the 
reuse organization and the military department to re-negotiate the provision that currently 
requires a 60-40 split on net profits over a 15 year term. There should be some flexibility 
to modify these terms as may be necessary and as determined on a ca5e by case basis. 

(4.) The definition of Rural area should also include those closing or realigned military 
installations located in a. municipality that is part of an MSA, but whose population is 
under 50,000. 

(5.) Revise the Personal Property regulations to address an apparent loophole that does 
not require military departments to provide the reuse organization with an inventory for 
the personal property located within a "DoD Retained Areas; better define the timeframe 
for reviewing and approving federal agency requests for personal property; establish an 
arbitration or review procedure to review or reconsider decisions made by the Base 
Commander and/or Military Department to· transfer and/or relocate personal property to 
another military installation; tighten the provisions that allow the military department to 
substitute personal property; and eliminate the requirement that the reuse organiZation 
may be required to acquire personal property. 

( 6.) Amend the Minimum Level of Maintenance and Repair regulations to ensure that 
there is adequate care and custody of the base property after closure and/or realignment. 

These areas need to be revised to make it possible for base closure communities to 
proceed with plans for the reuse and redevelopment of closing or realigned military 
installations. In our community, the largest "disemployer" is the federal government. 
More than 5,000 jobs once Griffiss AFB is realigned next year. 

Our community is also hurt by the cumulative economic impact caused by cutbacks in 
area defense manufacturing employers such as Martin Marietta (formerly GE Aerospace), 
Lucas Aerospace, Utica Corporation and other similar companies. Together this 



Lucas Aerospace, Utica Corporation and other similar companies. Together .this 
downsizing in defense sector employment is the cause of the major restructuring of the 
regional economy. We had hoped that the federal government would be far more 
sensitive to the need of working closely and cooperatively with local communities on 
dealing with this economic transition. 

The President's Five Point Program and .Title XXIX lifted our spirits and provided hope 
that the federal government wo_uld streamline and simplify and improve the process so 
that military assets that are being made surplus could be transferred quickly to the local 
reuse organization. ~ support of that community's local reuse strategy. The recently 
published interim rules and regulations do not fulfill this objective. The weakness~s and 
flaws in the interim regulations overshadows the areas in the interim regulations where 
improvements have been made. 

In the final analysis the success of military base redevelopment will be determined by 
local communities. The role of ~e federal government should be to "empower" local 
communities. Local reuse organizations should be given the ability and the opportunity to 
develop a reuse strategy and assume control on implementing its economic development 
strategy to replace the jobs m1:d economic development activity that will be lost once the 
base is closed or realigned. 

The interim regulations take an opposite approach. Instead, the local reuse organization 
has to devote considerable time negotiating with the military department and 
manuevering through the labyrinth of regulations and red tape when its energy and effort 
should be focused on economic development. 

The GRPC hopes that there will be some serious thought to amending the interim 
regulations so that the process for redeveloping closed and realigned military installations 
is improved, and the supremacy of the local reuse organization is recognized. In the 
meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

n ~r5&eo ~
~~'~ 

Exebutiv Director 

cc: Ray Meier, County Executive 
Joseph Griffo, Mayor City of Rome 
Senator Daniel P. Moynihan 
Senator Alfonse D' Amato 
Congressman Sherwood Boehlert 
Amy Mall, NYS Federal Affairs Office 
NAID ' 
HR&A, Inc. 
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Comments on the· 
Interim DoD Final Rules on Revitalizing Base Closure 

Communities and Community Assistance 
By the. 

Griffiss Redevelopment Planning Council 

(1.) Introduction: 

The following represents proposed comments from the Griffiss Redevelopment 

Planning Council (GRPC) regarding the Interim DoD Final Rules on Revitalizing 

Base Closure Communities and Community Assistance that were published in the 

April 6, 1994 Federal Register .. 

The much awaited interim regulations fall short of what was promised. The interim 

regulations are complex, full of bureaucratic impediments, contain contradictions 

and inconsistencies, and do not give sufficient recognition to the state and local 

governments that will have the responsibility for developing and implementing 

implement local reuse programs. 

The interim regulations need to be revised to fulfill the commitment made by the 

Clinton Administration and Congress when it embraced the Pryor Amendment to 

help base closure and realignment communities adjust to the loss of military and 

civilian employment. The following summarizes several areas in the interim 

regulations that should be revised so that the process will be improved. 



(2.) Fair Market Value: 

The regulations make two different descriptions of fair market value. There is a 

br~ad definition for property that DoD determines to be "readily marketable 

property". This defmition is for those properties that are covered under the jobs 

centered property .disposal section in the interim regulations. The other definition 

of fair market value is for property that is to be transferred under the new 

economic development conveyance provisions. Under this defmition, the fair 

market value is based on the "proposed reuse" of the property. 

Neither definition takes into consideration that these surplus properties are being 

transferred in an "as is, where is" condition without local zoning, in some 

instances without adequate infrastructure being in place, and in most 

circumstances these properties require significant improvements to make the 

property attractive for private sector use. It is recommended that DoD use a single 

appraisal definition and that it be based on an "as is" and "where is" basis. 

(3.) Jobs Centered Property Disposal Provisions: 

At the Chicago outreach session this was by far the most controversial and 

debated component in the interim regulations. DoD was very defensive about the 

strong and vocal sentiment from communities that the jobs centered property 

disposal provisions are likely to put the community in direct conflict with DoD. 

DoD attempts to promote the jobs centered property disposal provisions as an 

economic development incentive to provide a mechanism for quick sales to private 
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entities that will create jobs. In reality this provision does not fast track the 

disposition of property for economic development. 

If anything, this provisions does just the opposite. It prolongs the disposal process. 

The jobs centered property disposal language is another layer in an already multi

layered bureaucratic process that delays the ability of the community or its reuse 

organization to implement its redevelopment program. This provision actually 

lowers the reuse organization's standing in the federal screening process. 

Under this provision the public benefit and economic development conveyance 

mechanisms can not be accessed until the community and/or reuse organization 

completes the following: (a.) DoD makes its excess determination; {b.) federal 

agencies screen real property; (c.) the McKinney Act, process is completed; and, 

(d.) after DoD advertises for and completes the requirements under the expression 

of interest regulations through the private sector. 

This means that the entity that will exert the greatest amount of control and 

influence over the redevelopment process, and has to. wait longer (at least six 

months) to take control of surplus property (using the public benefit transfer and/or 

economic development conveyances) that it needs to implement and market its 

reuse strategy. Even if there is no expression of interest, the military department 

(for whatever reason) can decide on its own to retain control of the property and 

refuse to make it available to the community or reuse organization under the public 

benefit or economic development conveyance provisions. 

Also, this provision unfortunately perpetuates DoD's misguided view that base 

property is valuable and a source of revenue to pay for BRAC. There are very few 
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high value properties that are owned by the military services, and a far greater 

number of military installations that are located in weak and depressed real estate 

markets. Yet this process will be used for all surplus property regardless of 

whether there is true value or no value. That is patently unfair and unworkable. 

Communities that ?fe being severely impacted by the loss of military and civilian 

jobs are also being punished by DoD because the federal bureaucracy thinks that it 

can make money through the sale of the surplus property. 

This provision also protects the bureaucracy from criticism that it transferred 

property to the local reuse organization under the public benefit or economic 

development conveyance provisions without documenting that they made an 

attempt -- as feeble as it actually is under the jobs centered property disposal 

process-- to advertise these properties to the private sector. The regulations should 

clearly .recognize that the primary objective is to help communities promote 

economic development and that a major way to accomplish that purpose is to 

allow low cost or no cost transfers under the economic development conveyance 

provisions. The bureaucracy should not be subjected to criticism because it is 

proactive and supportive of economic development that is fostered at the grass 

·roots level. In fact, that should be the primary objective of the military departments 

and DoD. 

Further, this section establishes the military departments as the party primarily 

responsible for identifying properties with potential for rapid job creation 

potential, not the community or reuse organization. This determination will be 

done in the absence of the community's reuse strategy, without benefit of a 

targeted economic development and marketing strategy, without local zoning 
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approvals, without completion of the Environmental Impact Statement, and 

without a decision as to who will assume control for the maintenance and 

operation of certain infrastructure (i.e., roads, underground utili~ies ), and how 

services will be provided (i.e., public works and public safety). 

How can the military departments market property for sale _to the private sector 

without answers to these questions? why would the private sector spend time to 

analyze sites at a closed or realigned military installation if the property is in a 

ready market state? It is useless and a waste of valuable tim~ for the mili~ 
'> 

department and DoD to act as an economic developer. That clearly is not the role 

oftbe military department and DoD. 

The presumption is that because the property exists, there are ready, willing and 

able buyers. This is a flawed premise and does more to frustrate the wishes of the 

community and does very little to facilitate economic development. The existence 

of a market is the product of sound analysis of market strengths and weaknesses, 

the development of a compelling master plan which identifies how the assets 

should be redeployed, and implementation of a sound marketing strategy to 

identify those segments of the private sector that can be drawn into the region and 

attracted to the closed/realigned military installation. 

In addition, communities contend that this provision will result in the base 

property being cherry picked. DoD claims that the intent of this provision is not to 

"cherry pick" the base. However, the regulations point out that the military 

departments will identify those properties with potential for rapid job creation 

potential. This clearly suggests that the military departments will make some 

arbitrary determination of which parcels at -a military base fit this definition and 
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will then advertise to the private sector that these properti'es are available. This in 

fact denotes that the military department will be cherry picking the base. 

The profit sharing mechanism in the regulations provides a fair way for the federal 

government, in conjunction with local reuse organizations, to share in any upside 

gain from the sale or lease of surplus real property. The profit sharing formula 

makes the jobs centered property disposal language totally unnecessary. This 

provision is in· direct conflict with the President's Five Point Program and Title 

XXIX of the Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994. It is recommended 

that this language should be deleted in its entirety. 

(4.) Economic Development Conveyances: 

DoD should be commended for the economic development conveyance provisions. 

This was the most sought after change and has the greatest potential to benefit 

local reuse organizations in promoting local economic development. The economic 

development conveyance provisions should be modified, however, to make them 

work better. 

First, the DoD appraisal of fair market value that will be used to arrive at an 

estimate of the value of surplus property that is to be transferred to the local reuse 

organization under the economic development conveyance provisions is based on 

the proposed reuse of the property. it is recommended that the fair market value be 

based on the as is and where is value as noted in Section #2 above. 

Second, the net operating co~,ts that will be credited to the community on a re-sale 

or lease should be clearly defined in the regulations to include all capital, operating 
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and carrying charges of the local reuse organization. Also;, the net operating costs 

should be based on the total cumulative costs for all of the property owned by the 

local reuse organization and not on a parcel by parcel basis as presumed in the 

interim regulations. 

Third, the prop~~ed 60-40 split should be more flexible to allow the federal 

government to recapture a pro-rata share of its investment beyond 15 years based 

on negotiations between DoD and the local reuse organization. 

(5.) Definition of Rural: 

The interim regulations allow base closure/realignment communities in rural areas 

to be treated differently with respect to the transfer of property at no or little 

consideration from other base closure/realignment communities. Essentially, the 

regulations allow base property to be transferred without consideration and 

therefore are not subject to the recoupment provisions that are set forth in the 

economic development conveyance language. 

This provision should be modified to recognize that the base closure process-also 

includes many smaller communities who have populations with· less than 50,000 

persons and which do not have strong real estate markets but are nonetheless 

located in Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA). 

The definition should be refined to recognize that the economic development and 

market issues are as important in these areas as in those communities that meet the 

new rural definition, and that these areas should receive the same consideration 

and treatment. 
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It is therefore recommended that the defmition for no cost transfers include not 

only rural communities, but also include as an eligible area those military 

installations that are predominately situated within any political subdivision of an 

MSA whose popuh1tion for that political 'subdivision is less than 50,000. 

The expansion of this definition will enable the City of Rome to qualify for a no 

cost transfer and not an economic development conveyance provisions since it has 

a population under 50,000 although it is part of the Oneida and Herkimer County 

MSA. 

(6.) Personal Property: 

The interim rules do not provide adequate safeguards and assurances that the 

personal property at a closed and/or realigned base will remain to support the reuse 

organization's redevelopment strategy. Some of these issues and concerns are as 

follows: 

(a.) Personal Property in DoD Retained Property for Realigned Bases: 

The personal property regulations make a distinction on the development of the 

inventory listing for closed and realigned bases. At a realigned base, the military 

department is required to only provide the community with an inventory that is 

limited to the personal property located on the real property to be disposed of by 

the military department or DoD. This is an unnecessary provision that creates a 

potentially harmful loophole at realignment bases. The provision should be deleted 

in its entirety. 
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The GRPC already has a complete inventory for all of the base property. However, 

there is a concern that this language is meant to preclude the community from 

requesting personal property that is located in facilities that are not being disposed 

of by the military department. 

There are already interpretations being made at Griffiss AFB that the personal 

property in these facilities is off limits to the community and that the military can 

dispose of, or relocate this equipment as it sees fit. There is a need to clarify this 
. . 

point to make certain the community's interests are not being hurt by this section 

of the regulations. 

The basis for determining which buildings are being retained is not really related 

with what personal property is located in these facilities, except in very limited 

instances. As an example, it is unreasonable for the community to expect that the 

personal property at Rome Lab will be made available to the community in support 

of its reuse plan. However, the community can clearly make a case why frre 

fighting equipment, snow plows, police cars, and other pieces of equipment are 

needed to support the redevelopment o~ the base property. The comml.inity 

interprets this provision to mean that the snow plows or fire fighting equipment, 

for example, are not going to be potentially available to the community as part of 

its reuse plan, because they may be situated in buildings that are retained, although 

the reuse of the building may change, and/or the equipment located inside is not 

needed. If this is the case, then the personal property regulation needs to be 

changed to reflect this loophole. 
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Procedurally, it is going to be difficult to monitor where certain equipment is 

located and whether it will be there once the base is realigned. It is possible that 

equipment will move within facilities on base before, during and after the 

inventory is completed. 

The community needs to have reasonable assurances that the personal property at a 

realigned base will be available to support its reuse program regardless of whether 

such property is located in or on a facility that is being retained by the military. 

This provision should be deleted in its entirety. It is totally unnecessary since the 

personal property regulations adequately provides numerous avenues for the 

military department and DoD to retain .personal property at DoD retained property 

as well as at surplus property. There is no need for a distinction between closed 

and realigned bases. 

(b.) Federal Agency Requests for Personal Property: 

The personal property rules allow any federal agency to pick through the 

equipment before the community can finalize its reuse plan and identify the 

property that it needs. The guidelines should require that the federal agencies work 

through the community on this issue and that there be a deadline for handling 

federal agency requests so that the community can make certain that personal 

property is available to support the reuse plan. Also the community's (reuse 

organization) request should take precedence in cases where there are competing 

requests from the community and a federal agency. 
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(c.) Establishing An Arbitration Process to Reconsider Base 

Commander/Military Department Decisions to Transfer and/or Relocate 

Personal Pro_perty: 

There is too much discretion left to the base commander and the military 

department and .very little recourse available to the reuse organization on 

decisions made by the base commander or the military department on the 

relocation of personal property off base. The community needs to have recourse to 

challenge decisions that it feels were not made in its best interes~. 

The community believes that there is an inherent conflict of interest that exists if 

the base commander is put in the middle of a dispute between the community and 

the military department. It is unlikely that a base commander will not support a 

request from the military to locate equipment elsewhere. This is particularly true in 

cases where the military offers to substitute equipment for existing equipment at a 

close and/or realigned base that the community does not support. The fmal judge 

or arbitrator on all matters relative to decisions affecting the disposition of 

personal property should be given . to the Assistant Secretary for Economic 

Security. The Assistant Secretary for Economic Security is responsible- for 

oversight of the base closure and redevelopment process. This position is an 

appropriate arbitrator for resolving areas of conflict. 

(d.) Substitutions of Personal Property: 

The interim regulations allow the military department to substitute personal 

property if a request is made to substitute a piece of equipment from a closed or 

realigned base elsewhere. The substitution of equipment should only be-allowed if 
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the community agrees to the substitution through direct negotiation with ·the 

military department. 

Also, the military departments should determine before the community completes 

its reuse plan the items of personal property that based on previous experiences 

(1988 and 1991 base closure process) the communities have requested to remain 

as part of the local reuse plan. The military department should prepare such a list 

and then: (a.) identify which items on that list may be requested to be relocated 

elsewhere; and, (b.) identify by type, style, condition, and ag~ which items ~~ 

available to be substituted. This list should be made available to the reuse 

organization so that the reuse organization knows up front the items of personal 

property that may be relocated elsewhere and whether there is an acceptable 

substitute. 

The community is placed at a strong disadvantage_ if it is expected to rely on the 

good faith and unilateral judgment by the military department on what constitutes 

similar equipment that is an acceptable substitute for existing equipment that has 

been requested to be moved elsewhere. The current provisions will place the 

community and the military departments in an on-going, unnecessary adversanal 

position. 

(e.) Purchase of Personal Property: 

During the marketing of the President's Five Point Program there was never any 

discussion that the community may, in certain instances, have to purchase the 

personal property from the military department. This is a big disincentive to a 

community. A local reuse organization needs to secure financial resources to 
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promote the redevelopment of a closed/realigned military installation. To ask a 

community to buy personal property takes away from the community's ability to 

finance improvements and provide necessary O&M support. This provision should 

. be deleted. The reuse organization should receive without consideration that 

personal property which it identifies in its reuse plan and which is approved by the 

appropriate military department. 

(7.) Minimum Level of Maintenance and Repair to Support Non

military Purposes: 

One of the biggest areas of dispute that will likely occur concerns the care and 

custody of the base property after the closure or realignment date established for 

the affected military installation. The regulations need stronger language to protect 

the interests of the community and to make certain that the military department 

provides the necessary O&M support for the surplus base property. 

At a minimum, the military department should be required to maintain the base 

property for a period of not less than 60 months from the date of closure and/or 

realignment, or satisfactory completion of the Environmental Impact Statement 

(EIS) and issuance of the ROD, whichever ocuurs later. During the first 24 

months, the military department will maintain the surplus base property to a level 

of care that is not in conflict with the base reuse plan and which is agreed to in 

consultation with the reuse organization. 

After 24 months, the level of care and custody shall generally be in accordance 

with the community's reuse plan so that the community has assurances that key 

facilities that are identified as having reuse potential are adequately maintained 
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and protected. However, the level of care and custody may be less than was 

provided during the inital 24 month period. The overall level of care and custody 

shall be based on negotiations between the reuse organization and the military 

department. 

The military depru:tment should not have the sole discretion to decide the level of 

care and cu~tody to the surplus DoD property. A mechanism is needed to provide 

the community with recourse in the event that the military department and the 

community are unable to agree on a minimum level of maintenance for the surplus 

property beyond the 24 month period, or any extensions thereof. That mechanism 

should be based on a review through the Office of Assistant Secretary for 

Economic Security. 

The current regulations have the potential of eliminating or reducing DoD's 

maintenance commitment as early as one week after the reuse plan is completed, 

which could be before the closure date or realignment date for the base. 

(8.) Conclusion: 

Base closure communities were led to believe that the base closure process would 

be simplified, made more efficient, and that the federal government would move 

quickly to transfer property to the local reuse organization at little or no 

consideration, to encourage economic development. 

More importantly, several federal officials realized that the policies that shape 

local economies are largely determined at the local level. The role of the federal 
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government is and should be to facilitate that process· and not impose new 

regulations that will hinder the ability of local communities to plan for their future. 

Regrettably, the interim regulations only partially accomplishes this original 

objective as stated in the President's Five Point Program. Hopefully, the comment 

period will cause DoD officials to finally recognize that the interim regulations 

need to be revised further. 

Revised: June 26, 1994 
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COURT AND OFFICE BUILDING 
40 CULPEPER StR~ET 

WARRENTON, viRGINiA 22186 

(703) 347-8680 

June 20, 1994 

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Reinvestment 
and Base Realignment and Closure 

3300 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Re: Concerns Regarding BRAC Interim Final Rule Provisions 

Dear Sir: 

, .. ,. ,...(") 

... .c: L . r·. '"'· L' 7 
j I. /i_• I 

Vint Hill Farms Station is a 1993 BRAC base located in Fauquier County, Virginia.· 
The closing of this base will result in the loss of approximately I, 150 civilian and 750 
military jobs out of a total base of about 19,000 in-County jobs. The civilian jobs at Vint 
Hill Farms constitute the County's largest employer and have average salaries of $39, 640 
per year. The impacts of this closing will be such that economic redevelopment at Vint 
Hill Farms is one of the County's highest priorities. It is the County's goal to replace the 
jobs to be lost with new jobs that can use the high technical~ managerial and educational 
skills of the people who are losing their local employment. This type of target marketing 
for new employers is very competitive and requires good planning and market program 
implementation. Fauquier County is currently engaged in just such a planning process and 
has received grants of over $420,000 from the Office of Economic Adjustment and the 
Commonwealth of Virginia for the purpose. The County is contributing over $60,000 for 
this planning effort. 

The County's enthusiasm for this effort was based on the explanations and 
assurances contained in the President's Five-Part Program and received fron1 the 
Department of Defense, the Army and our Congressional representatives in public 
discussions following the announced closing of Vint Hill Farms Station. We were assured. 
th2t following military, federal agency and homeless claims to Vint Hill Farms property 
and facilities, Fauquier County would be next in priority to receive the unclaimed property 
and facilities. The intent was to enable Fauquier County to pursue econo1nic 
redevelopment for purposes of lessening the impacts of projected job, salary and tax losses 
within the County. 
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Fauquier County has been deeply distressed by the provisions in the BRAC Interim 
Final Rules published on April 6, 1994, which allow the Department of Defense to 
advertise Vint Hill Farms to determine private sector interest in purchasing all or major 
portions of the site. The Rules allow the Department to sell the site if an interested 
pu~chaser is willing to meet the appraised value price and presents a reasonable plan, --as 
defined by the Department, not Fauquier County--which offers the prospects of job 
creation . The Rules say the Department can sell the property, after notifying the local 
redevelopment authority, and "encourages" a buyer to work. with the local authorities on his 
plans. This provision has the potential for pulling the rug squarely out from under the 
local community planning effort and is totally contradictory, in our view, from the 
announced intents of the President's Five-Part Program. The County simply cannot invest 
its time, moneys, talents, and related resources to such a nebulous and uncertain process. 

This provision is directly counter to the process initially described in 1993. The 
County opposes it based on certain philosophical and perhaps legal grounds, namely: 1) 
the local community should direct its own economic redevelopment, not the Department of 
Defense; 2) a sale by the Department of Defense does not require a guarantee of job 
creation and a time frame, only "prospects" of job creation; accordingly, it is an invitation 
to real estate speculation for sites in urban or urban fringe areas; 3) the proposed 
regulations do not require that prospective jobs proposed by a purchaser be in accord with 
the County's intended job profiles or reuse plan; 4) the provision creates the very real 
potential for conflict between Fauquier County, the Army, the Department of Defense, and 
the purchaser. where none now currently exists; 5) it will not create jobs faster, since a 
purchaser must go through the identical reuse permitting steps which a local community 
would have to follow; 6) it is counter to President Clinton's Five-Part plan and the 
intentions of the Pryor Amendments; 7) a sale can negate the value of the planning money 
and efforts expended by OEA, the State and local governments; 8) the speakers at the 
Regional Outreach meeting at Tysons Corner on April 29, 1994, could not give one 
example where such a process has worked successfully, but the Army's experience at Fort. 
Meade shows how poorly that process worked on that. occasion; and final1y, 9) if cr sale is 
proposed and the local comm~nity wishes to object,.-the channels for.considering the 
objection are the same channels which made the decision being opposed--an obviously 
biased situation. 
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SUPERVISOR, FIFTH DIST~t2'f 

THOMAS F. RILEY 
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

ORANGE COUNTY HALL OF ADMINISTRATION 

10 CIVIC CENTER PLAZA, P. 0. BOX 667, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 92702·0667 

PHONE: (7141 834-3550 • FAX (7141 834-2670 

June 23, 1994 

Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
The Pentagon, Room 3D814 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

TheEl Taro Reuse Planning Authority (ETRPA) has reviewed the Interim Rules & 
Regulations governing the Base Closure Community Assistance Act, and has 
prepared comments which highlight concerns with the new "Job-Centered Property" 
screening process and the Stewart B. McKinney Act. 

We believe that the Job-Centered Property process will diminish and conflict with 
local reuse efforts, as this new screening process allows ·the Department of Defense 
to sell substantial areas of base property where "ready markets .. exist, prior to the 
completion and adoption of our community reuse plan. Additionally, our comments 
concerning the McKinney Act focus on increasing the role of local reuse agencies 
and/or the Secretary of Defense with regard to approving homeless agency 
requests, to facilitate the development of a balanced community reuse plan. On 
behalf of the ETRPA Board of Directors, I am forwarding these comments to you for 
consideration in formulation of the final regulation. 

Thank you for providing us with the opportunity to voice our concerns regarding 
implementation of the Base Closure Community Assistance Act at this formative 
stage. If you should have any questions, please call Jack Wagner of the County 
Administrative Office at (714) 834-6758. 

MG 

cc: Members, ETRPA Board of Directors 
Executive Management Team 
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Format For Com~ents On The Interim Rule 
Implemennng Tiile XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forn·ard comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washingto~ DC 20301-3300 

from: El Toro Reuse Pl~nning ~uthori~y 

(Activity!Location!Communityllnstallation/Group) 

Page 1 6 l Z 4 · · :e 1 613 o 
Column 3 · 2 

Paragraph 1. · 9 

Recommended Changes: 

---· ·-·--
It is soggested that the Rules and Regulati~ be revised .ro ~ow ~.:C.enrered Propeay DispOsal · 

OR 

Why: 

~ to o(;(.;ur ~u~uc:nt to the completton of tb.e eommu.mty reuse phm. · 

l) This would provide for public partl'-;P"'tiun opp01'tanities, e.sublishment of community goals aDd 
objectives, coropleti.on of a com.peti.tive Jll&!lc.et ~yMiN, an evahJ~n of inftasttUCtare ~onst.n.inC': and 
opportonitics, stAte and federal envuonmcutll Ievtew, and local !OJl.Ul3/genc.;r.U plm enntlement. 

2) E.,iahlish a definitive om~ process whereby the local reose ~th.orlty has the discretion to approve· 
ot deny the trallSfe! of base proptrty during the Job-Centered Property Disposal Process. 

----··· ·--···· 
.. .Illt Job-Ce~ter~· Property Disposal pn~ appears to gre~tly dimini.-m the role of the local redevelopment 
authority whiclJ i~ ~'Po~ble for pre.paring a cummun;ty based .teuse piau. 

Althuugh the Interim Rules and 'Regulations state dt~ cht DoD will notify and comult with the local 
redevelopment authority a definitive P,rOCesf; ]\2.<; not been developed to add~ ~ch issues as public 
participation. Jmd use "''Ompatibility and entitleme.ut, iufr~-mre requirem.ents, etc. 

N~e: Ch~irman Thomas F. Riley 
Add~: Post Office B~x 687 

San~~ Ana, CA 92702-0687 

Phone: ( 7 1 4 ) 8 3.4 - 3 55 0 

(NOTE: Lll\UT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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••Due JulyS, 1994** 

Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Titl~ XXIX Of The 

National Defense Ainhodz.at1bh Act. For FY94 

·Forward commentS to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3 0814, The Pentagon 
Washington~ DC 20301-3300 

From: El Toro Reuse Planning Authority 
(Activityii..ocationiCommunicy/Installation/Group) 

Page 16 1 2 4 ~ 1 6 1 2 9 

Column~ 2 l 
----~-Paragraph _l ___ s_ 

~o~end~ Ch.ailges: ·-.--
lt is recommended tlutt tb.e Rules aad R~~rubtions eovcming Mc.IGna:y Act implementation be revised to address 

the fullowing issues: . 

o Require McKinney Act spplic.ltions co be jointly prepared by homeless providers ami local jurisdiction{s). 
o Require a uc:xus bued geogr-'J)Ilic limitation for homelns providers when lf.FJllying tor base rroperty. 
o Pcnnit loa! tcwsc authorities ¥Dd the DoD to exercise discretion with regat·d to balmcin: ecnumnic 

revitaliT.ation opporron.irics with McK.Uaaey Act 1-=qucms forb~ J>~· 
o 'Requ.lrc cnnsistency ~n Mc.K..imley At..1 ~uests forho~ umtS with local, state aod f~~l ho~;llJ 

requirements tmd policies. · 
o Require tbe dispersion of McKim~y Act housing unitS and ~ consistent with HOD's oc::w 

"CoJllLllunity l:'artnersWp ~trategy" wbich sappoiU the "Wtc~don of hou.odtolds \\itb diverse i.ncom~ 
lev~." (As ~"t4ted by HUD, this approach ... •js in contra~ to the tradition¥] dysfunetioJlHJ ltonsing 
projectS of the pa.~. •) 

o ltc:quire military hl,~;ng units le83ed to McKinney A<.,1 a~encies foe 1J<.l11le1ess servi~ to be rehabilitated 
'Why: in order to meet local landscape and building code requm:ments. 

---- ·--· -··--- -- -- -·---- ---· - .•.. ----------
Althoug~1 the. proposed Rules SJl.d R.egul,ation ~ddress tbc: issue of McKinney Ad. screening additional dlscleti~n 
!Uld clari.fi.:a.twn 's nee<kd to modify a law which W"J.S never iurended to deal with h .. ~ closure so that the Law Wlll 
not impair the developmellt and i.tnplem~ntation of a balanced commutlity t~se plan. 

Nmne: ChaiTm~n Thomas F. Riley 
Adddress: Post 0 f f. i c e 8 ox 6 8 7 

Sant~ Ana, CA 92702-0687 

Phone: 
(714) 834-3550 

(NOTE: LlMITTO 1 COMMENTPERPAGE) 



County of Orange 

DATE: June 23, 1994 

TO: Supe~sor Thomas F. Riley 

FROM: County Administrative Officer 

SUBJECT: Letter to Department of Defense Forwarding ETRP A Comments on 
Interim Rules & Regulations Governing the Base Closure Community 
Assistance Act; 
Letter to MCAS El Toro/BRAC Office Regarding Personal Property 
Disposal 

In response to actions approved by the ETRP A Board of Directors at the June 22, 1994 
meeting, I have prepared two items of correspondence. The first is a letter of transmittal 
in compliance with the Board's directive to provide ETRP A comments on the Interim 
Rules and Regulations governing the Base Closure Community Assistance Act to the 
Department of Defense. The second is a letter notifying the MCAS El Toro Base 
Realignment and Closure Office of your Board's decision to not only allow disposal of the 
personal property identified in their June 10, 1994 letter, but also to delegate to the Reuse 
Executive Management Team the authority to screen all future requests for personal 
property disposition. 

I have attached the proposed letters for your use. Please have your staff call Melissa 
Gisler of my staff at 834-5608 when the letters have been signed so that we may expedite 
delivecy. 

Thank you. 

Ernie Schneider 

MG 
cc: ETRPABoard ofDirectors 

Attachments 



SUPERVISOR, F"tf"TH DISTRICT 

THOMAS F. RILEY 
CHAIRMAN OF" THE SOARD OF" SUPERVISORS 

ORANGE COUNTY HALL OF" ADMINISTRATION 

10 CIVIC CENTER PLAZA, P. 0. BOX 687, SANTA ANA, CALIF"ORNIA 92702·0687 

PHONE: 17141 834·35SO • F"AX 17141 834·2670 

June·23, 19~4 

Colonel James Ritchie, USMC 
Base Realignment and Closure Officer 
Marine Corps Air Station El Taro 
Santa Ana, CA 92709-5000 

Dear Colonel Ritchie: 

At their June 22, 1994 meeting, the El Taro Reuse Planning Authority (ETRPA) 
Board of Directors took official action to allow disposal of the personal property 
identified in your letter of June 10, 1994. Based on this action, such property may 
now enter into the disposal process. 

In anticipation of frequent requests for disposal of personal property, the Board also 
delegated to the Reuse Executive Management Team the authority to $Creen MCAS 
El Taro personal property for economic redevelopment potential or disposal. 
Therefore, all future requests for disposition of personal property should be 
addressed as follows: 

Jack Wagner 
ETRPA Reuse Executive Management Team 
County Administrative Office 
P.O. Box 22014 
Santa Ana, California 92702-2014 

If you should have any questions, please call Mr. Wagner at (714).834-6758. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas F. Riley 
Chairman/ ETRPA Board of Directors 

MG 

cc: Members, ETRPA Board of Directors 
Executive Management Team 



···Due Julys~ 199.4** 

Format For Comments Ori The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense AUthorization Act For FY94 

Forward commentS to: Office of Assistant Secrewy ofDefense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: El Toro. Reuse Planning Authority 
( Acrivicytl.ocationiCommunicyllnstallationiGroup) 

Page 1 6 1 2 4 .. e 1 6 1 2 9 

_Column: 2 1 

Paragraph 1 s 

R~o~end~ ChallPzes: -.--
Jt is ra:o:mmeJJded tbt tb.e Roles a.od R.t;~'\lbtions aovcrninz McKinney Act implementation be ~evised tu ;uldress 

the fullowing issue:~: · 

o Require McKinney Act appli~ons to {)e joimly prepued hy hoa:ndess providers ud local juri&dic:tion(s). 
o Require a 11CX'OS based J:COgr~pbic W:JUtltioa for ha:neless pruvidc:rs when lfllJ1lyi"' Jor bas4: £1TC'Perty. 
o Pctmit 1oca1 reu:sc cmtboritits md tJ\e DoD en exercl.ae di.sc:redon wich regard 1.0 bah.ucln: «mxmric 

revitaliT.ation. dpportwsiric:& with McKim~ey Act ~~ for base property. 
o Requite cnnsisteney ~n MCK.Dmey Act requests for h~ umcs wlth local, state ami fed.=~ f. housiq 

·require~ and policies. · 
o Require me dispersion of MeK.i.m..:y Aa hou:siag 11aics an4 services ~ with HOD's a:;w. 

·commumey Putnersh.ip Strateey• which scppom ~ •ww~:Rtion of hou:cholds with divene incom~ 
levels.· (A$ ~"t!u:d by HUD, thi! apcxoacb .•• •js in conaa.~ to the traditiond dysfuneti\)JIKl lloosing 
projecu of the pa.~ •) 

o R.equire military bnusing units leased to ·MclGn.oey Act a~encie$ !ot 1K.mtc!es3 servi~ co be rehabilitated 
Why: iu OLder to meet local landscape aad bw1din: code requnanents. 

---- ---- ----- --·---- ---- - --· ---·------
AltbOug~ the. propo$ed Rules &Jd Rei\$Liou :.ddress cbc issue of McKinney N:t ~ addltloo.al dlsacci.C?n 
!Uld clarific:a.ann •s aeed=i to modify ala.~ whicll w.s never ~d to 4ea1 widt base ckmJre so th:U the lAw w:tU 
:wt impair the dcvelopaMut :uuf implcm.mtation of • ba1aDc:ed community reose plu.. 

N~e: Chai~man Thamas f. Riley 
Add~s: Post Office Box 687 

Sant~ Ana 1 CA 9270Z-0687 

Phone: 
(714) 834-3550 

.. ... 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENTPERPAGE) 



- . - ••nue" jt.fy s/i994·· 
Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 

Implementing .Titl~ XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

from: El Tore. Reuse Pl:1nning A,uthori~y 

(Activiry/Location/Communityllnstallation/Group) 

Page 161 2 4 · ·&- 1 613 o 
Column 3 · 2 

Paragraph 1. · 9 

Reconunended Chao~: 

----

OR 

It is sog1ested that me Rules and R.egulations be revised .t.n ~c Jc.,bs.:C.enrered Propeny Disposal · 
~ to oc.:cu. ~u~uc:m to the completion of dle eommunity teuse p1m. 

t) This would provide for public pauti'-;patiun o~rtuni.ties, ~sublidhmem of commw:Dty gMb l.Dd 
objectives, coropledon of a ~titive JlW'm ausly~'<. ""~valuation of infrastruetare constnin~ and 
op_J?Ortunitie!. ~tAte wd federal enviroamcntll teview, and localmJililg/geuc .. T.d phm entitlement. 

2) E.~Jil\h a dcfimtivc n:view process ~hereby the local reuse a:athodty _has the di5Ct"Ction co approve· 
ot deny the lraJlSkr of base pcupc:rty chuing the Job-Centered Propeny Duposal Process. 

----·-· ·--·· 
Tilt j·~nter~· Property Disposal pnx.~ ~ppears to grt.nly d.itnini~ the role of the loc3l rcdcvdopment 
authority wb.iclJ i~ ~-p~ble for pre.~ a community based .tease pl.ao. 

Although the lnteri.m Rul~ am! Regvlations 6t:lte thu che DoD will nodfy and comult with the local 
redevelopment authority a defini.ti.ve l)rottsA 112.~ 110t been de'Yelol)td to a~ ~ ;sstJ~ as public 
panicipatio~ Wld use ~'Ompatibilicy lDd entitlenwll.. ~ requirem.ews, ecc. 

N~e: Chairman Thomas F. Riley 
Add~: Post Offlce Box 687 

San~~ Ana, CA 92702-0687 

Pboae: (714) 83"4-3550 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comments on· The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
WashingtOn. DC 20301-3300 

from:· El Toro Reuse Pl~nning Authority 

(Acti v1 cy/Location/Communityllnstallation/Group) 

Page 16 1 2 4 ·. · ~ 1 613 o 
Column 3 · 2 

Paragraph l . · .9 

Reconunended Chaoges: 

---· ·---
It is sogiestcd that me Rules and Regulati~ be revised .to ~ow the J{lbs.:Cenrered Property DispOsal · 
~ to ot.:eur :subsequ~ to the complecon of the COmillUD.1ty reuse plm. 

Ok 

Why: 

t) 1'hU would provide for public pati'-;~tinn opportullitics, r.st.lbiWunem of commucity gOAls a.ud 
objectives, cor.u~leaon of a co~titive mar~ 8!1Aly~'<. :a~ ~v-.d'Uation of infrastractare constrain~ and 
opportanitic:!. ~tAte and fc:deral enviromncnbl Ieview, and localioJililg/gc:r•(.:r.d plm earitlement. 

2) E~li~h a dcnnidvc: RView process whereby the local mJSe ~tholicy has the discretion (O approve· 
or deuy the ttaDSl\er o! base property du.rUlg the JoiH::entered Property Disposal ProcC$$. · 

----· .. ·---·· ......... ---·rw: j-~n~~~-Piope.ny Dlspow prn<.-a, appears to gn~tly dimi.ni.<Ul the role of the 10C3l rcdcvdopment 
:ltlthoricy wwclJ j~ ~-p~ble for pte.~ a community based Ieu$C pWl. 

Althuugh the !nterim RuleJ and Regvl3ti.ons St:Jte diu ch.e DoD w;n notify and cumult with the loaJ 
ra..d.eveJopment authority a definitive procts~~ lu.ct not been develo~ to a~ nch .issue& as public 
participtti.oAy Land usc ~'Ompatibility and entidemeut, iufu.:strucmre requiren:ten.ts, etc. 

N~e: Ch~irman Thomas F- Riley 
Add~: Post Office Box 687 

Sant4 Ana, CA 92702-0687 

Phone: (714) 83"4-3550 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) I 
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-... ••Due JulyS, 1994** 

Format For Comment~ On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title x:xiX Of The 

National DefenSe Authoniuion Act For FY94 

Forward commentS to: Office of Assistant SecretarY of Defense for Economic Security 
3 0814, The Pentagon 
Washington~ DC 20301-3300 

From: El Tore Reuse.Planning Authority 
(ActivicytLocatiooiConimunity/InstallationiGroup} 

Page 1 ~ 1 2 4 . -e 1 G 1 z 9 

Column· 2 1 

Paragraph 1 s 

R~o~end~ ChallP,e$: 
lt is rCl.:omme.nded th1d tb.e Rnle3 and Rc1,rubtions eovcmiJli MeK.inD:y Act implementAtion be tevised w address 

tile fiJllowing issue:~: 

<l Require McKillney Act applic:uions co be joiml.y preoued hy homeless providers ~local juri.!diction(s). 
o Require a u.c:xtlS based ~eogr..phic limi~n for hamel~ providers wh~a HWiy;ng Jor ~ f'"'Pe.rtY. 
o PcnD.lt loa1 te~ am.horities md the DoD en exercise discretWn wich regard to bal.ulcin: ecnaumic 

reviwiT.acion opportunirica with McKiuxw:y Act xeq~ for btie property. 
o 'Requln: c.:nnsisteney ~ M~y Act ~ue~•ts forho~umtS wlth luca.l, state aa4f~r.tl ho~;q 

· requi rem.ents and policies. · · . 
o Requite me dispersion of McK.Uu~ey Aa. bOWling uo.itS an4 services CODSistcltt with HUD's a:.w 

·co.Dl1llunity P.attt~s:rsh.ip St:r"ateey'' which sapporo the ·mtc~don of howccnolds with diverse income 
levels.· {As ~uted by HUD, th.is Approach .•• •is in concra~ to the traditiond dy3funetioJUil ltonsi.ng 
project! of the pa.~. •) 

0 Require military bnu.sing uma leased to McKin.aey Act a~enci~ foe IK.JmdW servicc.1 to be rehabilltaccd 
Wby: in orda to meet local landscape and buildin& code requnanents. 

---- ---· ----- - -·---- ---- - --· ---·------
Although the proposed Rules all() Rei'\lladorJ :.ddress chc: issue of McKinney Aa ~ additional clisctetiC?n 
s.nd cl:ui.fi~nn ''needed to modify a law which W"J.S never ~nded to deal with base dosure so that the ltlw W\ll 
:wt UnJ'aU the developmcellt w impleme-ntation of aa bai.aDc:ed commuoity tease l?laJL 

N~e: Chai~man Thom~s F. Riley 
Adddress: Post Off.i ec Box 68 7 

Sant~ Ana, CA 92702-0687 

Phone: 
(714) 834-3550 

•• 4. 

(NOTE: LIMITTO 1 COMMENTPER.PAGE) 
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Pacific Studies Center. 
2228 View Street. Mountain View. CA 94041 USA 4151969-1545: Fax 4151968-1126 

TO: Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretaty of Defense (Economic Security) 
FROM: Lenny Siegel 
SUBJECf: Proposed Rule: 32 CFR, Part 91.7(j) 
DATE: 1une30, 1994 . 

The proposed rule does a reasonable job-of implementing what I believe is a risky concept. 
the transfer of contaminated portions of closing/closed military bases. I "'·ould like to suggest a few 
safeguards to ensure that cleanup is conducted to community satisfaction. Underlying my concern 
is a recognition that in· ril.any cases the "community" interest likely to receive contaminated property 
is not the same "community" primarily concerned about the environmental or public health 
consequences of that contamination. I do not believe that the propose rule, as currently written, 
provides those· safeguards. 

1) Any proposal to transfer such property should be duly noticed to the affected community, and 
the public should be offered the opportunity to comment on the proposal both at the conc~ptual 
stage and before finalization of the transfer. Otherwise, the public as a whole may be exposed 
to an avoidable risk without any chance of influencing the outcome. 

. 2) Should potential land uses be used in selecting cleanup standards or remedies, that potential 
land use should be determined in consulta~on with the community as a whole, and not just the 
proposed recipient. Otherwise, it is likely that some recipients would propose land uses 
designed, in part. to minimize their cleanup requirements, ev~n though an the long run the 
community as a whole would like to consider other uses for the property. 

3) All of the public participation elements of the Fast-Track Qeanup program, including the 
functioning of Restoration Advisory Boards, should continue to apply to property transferred 
under this Section. 



LEGAL AID OF· MARIN 

30 North San Pedro Road; Suite 245 
San Rafael, CA 94903 · 

( 415) 4 9 2-0 2 3 0 

Senior Legal Services Unit Fax: (415) 492-0947 

(415) 492-0230 J ') 
.. ~ 10'-ot--

,.--'X.\'' July 7, i994 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

The Pentagon Room 3D854 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Volunteer Legal Services Unit 

(415) 492-0230 

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 

Enclosed is the hard copy of our COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The National Defense Authorization Act 
For FY94 (NOAA) 59 Federal Register 15123-16158 (April 6, 1994), 
which you confirmed receiving from us via facsimile on July 5, 
1994. 

Please note that after giving the issue further thought, we 
deleted the following comment: 

Y_our:>T;:U, 
·--LAUREN P. HALLINAN 

PAGE 16130 
COLUMN 2 

PARAGRAPH 91.7(d)(ii) 
Local redevelopment plan 

Chair, LEGAL SERVICES TASK FORCE ON· MILITARY 
BASE CLOSURES 
Executive Director 
LEGAL AID OF MARIN 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 (NDAA) 
59 Federal Register 15123-16158 (April 6, 1994) 

TO: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 

FROM: 

DATE: 

for Economic Security 
The Pentagon Room 30854 
Washington, D.C. 2030~-3300 

LEGAL SERVICES TASK FORCE ON MILITARY BASE CLOSURES 
WESTERN CENTER ON LAW AND POVERTY 
NATIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND LAW CENTER 
NATIONAL HOUSING LAW PROJECT 
LEGAL SERVICES OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 
LEGAL AID SOCIETY OF SAN DIEGO 
LEGAL AID OF MARIN 

JULY 5, 1994 

The following comments on the Interim rule and proposed 
regulations implementing Title XXIX of the NOAA FY 1994 are 
respectfully submitted by the Legal Services Task Force on Military 
Bases Closures, the Western Center on Law and Poverty, the National 
Economic Development and Law Center, the National Housing Law 
Project, Legal Services of Northern California, Legal Services of· 
San Diego and Legal Aid of Marin. 

We are charitable, non-profit organizations that provide free 
civil legal services to low income people. We receive funding from 
the federal Legal Services Corporation, the California State Bar, 
and other sources. 

The Western Center on Law and Poverty, located in Los Angeles, 
California, provides statewide support and training for legal 
services programs in California. It has expertise in all basic 
areas of poverty law. 

The National Economic Development and Law Center and the 
National Housing Law Project, with offices in Oakland, California 
and Washington D.C., provide support and training to legal services 
programs and community-based organizations across the country. 
Both programs have expertise in their areas of specialization, 
economic development for low income communities, and housing and 
homelessness. 

Legal Services of Northern California, located in Sacramento 
and serving 18 counties, provides direct services to low-income 
clients. Three major military installations are closing ·in its 
jurisdiction. Legal Services of San Diego provides direct services 
to low-income clients, and among other issues, has expertise in 

1 



Date: July 5, 1994 
Re: Comments on the Interim Rule 

Legal Services Task Force on Military Base Closures 

housing and redevelopment. Legal Aid of Marin also provides free 
legal services to homeless and low income persons. Hamilton AFB is 
in its jurisdiction. 

The Legal Services Task Force ·on Military Base Closures was 
organized to he.lp legal services programs across the country 
respond to the needs of their homeless and low income clients who 
live in the vicinity of closing military bases. 

These comments address three main points. To effectively 
accomplish the goals of Title XXIX, the regulations must clarify: 

1) That homeless providers may acquire land for emergency, 
transitional and permanent housing under McKinney Act screening. 
See 91. 7(b)(5), discussed below; 

2) That 
representation 
advocates; and 

redevelopment 
for homeless and 

authorities include 
low income · persons and 

fair 
their 

3) That economic development conveyances of property for 
less than fair market value require first source hiring of 
displaced military, long-term unemployed, homeless, and low income 
residents of the region; and that criteria are established to 
determine and measure creation of new jobs. 

We view Title XXIX as offering an extraordinary·opportunity 
for communities to improve the lives of their homeless, unemployed 
and low income residents. Based upon our experience working with 
our client communities generally, and specifically in regions where 
military installations are closing, we offer the following comments 
in the hope that these valuable· federal assets will generate 
shelter for the homeless, economic growth, employment and 
affordable housing. 

For further information or questions, please ·contact: 

LAUREN HALLINAN 
LEGAL AID OF MARIN 
30 NORTH SAN PEDRO ROAD 
SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA 94903 
415/492 0230 

BEN QUINONES 
NATIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT & LAW CENTER 
2201 BROADWAY, SUITE 815 
OAKLAND, CA 94612 
510/251 2600 

2 



Date: July 5, 1994 
Re :. Comments on the Interim Rule 

Legal Services Task Force on Military Base Closures 

PAGE 16124 
COLUMN 2 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE AND PROPOSED REGULATIONS 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 (NOAA) 
59 Federal Register 15123-16158 (April 6, 1994) 

Summary: McKinney Act Screening 
Recommended Changes: 

The Summary should emphasize and clarify that NOAA and its IDq;;J-l 
implementing regulations expressly allow: homeless providers to q/ 76J 
acquire buildings and land on closing bases for emergency, '· 
transitional , and permanent housing as well as other uses for 
homeless assistance. See 91. 7(b)(5, discussed below. 

The recommended change is necessary to clarify that a wide 
range of reuses for homelessness assistance, including permanent 
housing, is available under the Act. 

Lack of affordable housing in many base closure communities 
is a major cause of homelessness. Neither the NOAA nor the Stewart 
B. McKinney Act or its implementing regulations bars reuse of sur
plus military property for permanent housing. Nevertheless, there 
is much confusion at the Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS), in communities, and among homeless assistance providers as 
to whether HHS will approve the use of surplus military properties 
for permanent housing. In fact, this year HHS has inexplicably 
rejected all requests and applications for permanent housing from 
recognized homeless providers, pursuant to the NOAA. 

The Interim Rule recognizes the high priority the NOAA gives 
homeless providers to acquire unneeded land and buildings on 
closing military bas·es. ("Uses to assist the homeless shall take 
precedence unless. . • the Secretary of Health and Human Se-rvices 
determines that a competing request [from State or local 
government agencies] is so meritorious and compelling as to 
outweigh the needs of the homeless" 91.7(a)(7)). It recognizes that 
"Buildings and land on closing bases provide excellent 
opportunities for homeless providers to acquire the infrastructure 
they need to establish their programs." 

. Our communities know: without sufficient permanent housing, 
the offer of emergency and transitional housing is to condemn 
homeless people to permanent crisis, shelter after shelter, the 
streets. 

This clarification is necessary to eliminate the bureaucratic 
gridlock between HHS and the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development. It will encourage communities to utilize the 
opportunity offered by the reuse of surplus lands under the.NDAA to 
reduce homelessness by providing a continuum of care. 

3 



Date: July 5, 1994 
Re: Comments on the Interim Rule 

Legal Services Task Force on Military Base Closures 

PAGE 16126 
COLUMN 2 
PARAGRAPH 90.3(e). 
Definitions. "Redevelopment authority" 
Recommended Changes: 

Insert: "Redevelopment authority": Any entity, 
including an entity established by a State or local J 0 '-/ J -;). 
government; recognized by the secretary of Defense as the 
entity responsible· for developing the redevelopment plan ao I 3 £ 
with respect to the installation and for directing I 
implementation of the plan. In recognizing a 
redevelopment authority. the Secretary of Defense shall 
utilize criteria that includes fair representation of all 
jurisdictions in the vicinity of the base and .of. 
homeless, very low, low and moderate income individuals 
who reside in the vicinity or their advocates. 

The NOAA and this interim rule contemplate and encourage a 
community process for determining reuse of military surplus· 
property at closing bases. The interim ·rule, however, gives no 
criteria for the Secretary of Defense to "recognize" the local 
"redevelopment authority." 

Although flexibility is appropriate, the lack of clear 
guidance regarding this term has caused problems for many local 
communities and government entities. For example, communities 
have confused "redevelopment authority" under the NOAA with 
redevelopment authorities organized under various State laws. 

In many base closure communi ties, a "reuse commission" has 
constituted the redevelopment authority for the transition. These 
reuse commissions typically have representatives from a broad range 
of regional and community interests, including low income and 
homeless people. The regulations do not speak to such commissions, 
however, and it is unclear whether such entities will be recognized 
as the "redevelopment authority." 

Community representation that includes low income people 
assures that the planning and decision making process will in fact 
benefit the region and utilize the closing base as an opportunity 
to address regional needs, including economic development and 
affordable housing. 

4 



Date: July 5, 1994 
Re: Comments on the Interim Rule 

Legal Services Task Force on Military Base Closures 

PAGE 16126 
COLUMN 2 
PARAGRAPH 90.3(f)[NEW]. 
Definitions. "Community" 
Recommended Changes: I ol-{) -:; 

Insert: C f l Community. The vicinity surrounding the closing t.rO , .J 
base. including homeless. and very low. low. and moderate 
income residents. non-profits and community-based 
organizat~ons assisting them. and governmental jurisdictions. 

T-he word "community" is used many times in ·the interim 
regulations however, this term is never defined. 1 A broad 
definition of the word "Community" is necessary to ensure that base 
reuse will be planned and treated as a regional asset rather than 
as simply-the "property" of the city nearest the base or within its 
jurisdiction. In addition to including adjacent local governmental 
jurisdictions in the definition of community, the regulations 
should also ensure that all sectors of the "community" are included 
in the base reuse planning and implementation process. 

Thus "community" includes the non-profit sector 1 the low
income community and the homeless community in a region. 2 The 
impact and opportunity of base closure will most affect displaced 
non-commissioned military personnel and their families 1 low income, 
unemployed and homeless residents in the region~ Therefore the 
definition must require their adequate representation. 

1 Examples of the varied uses of the phrase "community" in the regulations 
include, "The Military Departments will work with communities to identify 
eligible entities [for providing McKinney Act services]", "early identification 
of homeless assistance requirements for land and buildings at clo-rrng~-ases w11·1---
permit communities to development reuse plans" (Section 91.7 (b) (I); property 
"surp 1 uses to F edera 1 Agency Needs wi 1.1 be reported to HUD: ( i) By ·June 1, 
1994, ... unless the "community" requests a postponement of the declaration of 
surplus " (Section 91.7 (b) (3) (i); and "the Military Depa~tments should make 
every reasonable effort to assist affected communities in obtaining the persona 1 
property." (Section 91.7 (h) (4)) . 

2 Congress has used the phrase "community" in the base closure statutes in 
many ways. Importantly, Congress's use in the findings sections of Title XXIX 
indicates that a broad interpretation of the word is appropriate. Congress 
found, "a military installation [note the singular usage] is a significant source 
of employment for many communities [note the plural]." Congress also found the 
federal government should "facilitate the economic recovery of communities [note 
the plural] that experience adverse economic circumstances as result of the 
closure or realignment of a military installation [note the singular]." These 
findings demonstrate that Congress contemplated what reality dictates: many 
communities that surround a closing base are affected by base reuse and 
therefore, all these communities should have a say .in base reuse-planning and 
implementation. 

5 



Date: July 5, 1994 
Re: Comments on the Interim Rule 

Legal Services Task Force on Military Base Closures 

PAGE 16126 
COLUMN 2 
PARAGRAPH 90.4(a)(1)(i) 
Policy 
Recommended Changes: 

Insert: Making transfers to a redevelopment authority 
economic development affordable, when necessary to foster 
community ·redevelopment plans. Conveyances .. at less than 
the estimated fair market value shall include first 
source employment provisions that target displaced 
military workers and long-term unemployed and 
underemployed residents of the region. 

The interim regulations use the phrase "new jobs" many times. 
It appears the regulations presume that making physical space 
available on a closed base will automatically create new jobs for 
the region. 

The new language will help target regional job creation by 
requiring "first source" employment prefe·rences for displaced 
military workers, long-term unemployed and underemployed, and low 
income residents of the region. 

The interim rule provides for transfers of property or lease
hold interests at less than the estimated fair market value make 
property affordable. and thus spur economic development and the 
creation of new jobs. These below market conveyances, however, 
should require that new employment opportunities require first 
source hiring provisions targeted to displaced, military, long
term unemployed, underemployed and low income people in the region. 

Since the basis for these sales below fair market value are 
"to rapidly create new jobs," we believe these regulations must 
include a section defining the creation of new jobs, defining the 
rapid creation of new jobs and requiring that any· such jobs that 
are created go to local disadvantaged residents. 
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Date: July 5, 1994 
Re: Comments on the Interim Rule 

Legal Services Task Force on Military Base Closures 

PARAGRAPH 91.3(g),(h),(i),(j). 
Definitions 
Recommended Changes: 

Insert: "Redevelopment authority": Any entity, including 
an entity established by/ a State or local government, 
recognized by the Secretary of Defense as the entity 
responsible for developing the redevelopment plan with respect 
to the installation and for directing implementation of the 
plan. In recognizing a redevelopment authority. the Secretary 
of Defense shall utilize criteria that includes fair 
representation of all jurisdictions in the vicinity of the 
base and of homeless , very low. low and moderate income 
individuals who reside in the vicinity or their advocates. 

See comment, section 90.3(e)[same, definition of 
"redevelopment authority; above." 

t_j'\ .. [9 I 

J0'd,. :,V. 
Insert: (h)Rural. An area outside a Metropolitan Statistical q, 
Area, or local governmental jurisdiction within a Metropolitan 
Statistical Area with a population of 10.000 or less and that 
has a rural character. · 

The added language is consistent with the Farmers Home 
Administration definition of "rural." A consistent definition of 
"rural" will promote inter-agency co=operation, understanding by 
local jurisdictions in the vicinity of the base, and promote 
accomplishment of rapid job-centered reuse in rural areas. -~'1 

,. .. w·;_ . 
Insert: (i )surplus property. Any excess property ,r;_,; ~:,_.--~ 
including unused and under-utilized property . . . . ;..p· 

The insert tracks the definition of "surplus property" .in the 
McKinney Act. 

Comment: (j) Vicinity. 

This definition is accurate and recognizing that the closing 
of many military bases often affects the residents of more than one 
jurisdiction, even where a bases happens to be located solely 
within one jurisdiction. 

1
);..! ;_ .. ~ 

. ·J ,.... 
Insert: (k) [NEW] Community. The region for "vicinity" 1 Cjj, j 
surrounding the closing base, including governmental I 

jurisdiction, non-profit and community-based organizations in 
the region, and homeless, and low and moderate income 
residents of the region. 

See comments at 90.3(f), above. 
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Date: July 5, 1994 
Re: Comments on the Interim Rule 

Legal Services Task Force on Military Base Closures 

PAGE 16128 
COLUMN 3 
PARAGRAPH 91.7(a)(7) 
Procedures (a)Real property 
Recommended Changes: 

screening. 

Insert: [after last sentence of (a)(7)]The Secretary 
complete its consultation with the local redevelopment 
authority-and shall determine whether to postpone the surplus 
determination or the determination to transfer within the 6 
month screening period in paragraph CalC4l of this section. 

This language implements the requirements of section 2904(c) 
of the NOAA, which states: 

" ( c )APPLICABILITY--The Secretary of Defense shall make the 
determinations required under section 2905(b)(5) of the 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990, as 
added by subsection (b) [determinations of surplus and 
postponement], in the case of installations approved for 
closure under such Act before the date of the enactment 
of this Act, not later than 6 months after the date of 
the enactment of this Act." 

At present there is confusion regarding when the Secretary may 
postpone the surplus determination. For example, at HAMILTON AFB 
(Marin County, California), the Navy, in compliance with NOAA 
mandate , submitted its determination of surplus to the Department 
of Housing and Urban Development on or about May 26, 1994. A full 
month later on or about June 26, 1994 , the Navy attempted to 
withdraw the property list from HUD, as HUD was about to publish 
the list in the Federal Register. This interference with the 
McKinney screening contravened the Act and the interim rule. 
Nevertheless, the Navy presumed it had the prerogative to grant a 
delay or postponement any time. 

As published, the interim rule does not implement the 6 month 
time limit to postponements of transfer or surplus determinations, 
as required in the Act. 
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Date: July 5, 1994 
Re: Comments on the Interim Rule 

Legal Services Task Force on Military Base Closures 

PAGE 16129 
COLUMN 1,2 

I 
I; PARAGRAPH 91 •. 7 (b) 

McKLnney Act Screening 
Recommended Changes: 

\ .... I' \ 

CJ'--\~ 1 (Jl 
\ q\ . 

Insert (1), or (3): Timely outreach seminars and information 
shall include regular tours. complete information 
concerning base real and personal property. and support 
for community education conducted· by community-based 
organizations and legal services programs that serve the 
poor. The Military Department shall assist homeless 
providers in preparing applications for property to 
assist the homeless. 

Subsection (1) states that: 

"the military departments will work with communities to 
identify eligible entities and conduct timely outreach 
seminars to educate homeless providers with respect to the land and 
buildings that will.be made available" on a closing base. 

DoD sponsored "workshops" for homeless providers have offered 
substantially less comprehensive information than that provided to 
municipalities, DoD personnel, and their counsel. Advocates for 
homeless people, such as community-based organizations and legal 
services programs and support centers were not included in such 
"outreach." Further, homeless providers have had to resort to FOIA 
requests to obtain necessary information. Responses to such 
requests are often untimely, to the detriment of the providers and 
the McKinney screening process. 

Express support for full and timely information and community 
education assistance by legal services program~ and support centers 
will help homeless providers and the low income community 
understand and comply with the Act's complex. and expedited 
procedures. 
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Date: July 5, 1994 
Re: Comments on the Interim Rule 

Legal Services Task Force on Military Bas~ Closures 

PAGE 16129 
COLUMN 3 
PARAGRAPH 91.7(b) 
McKinney Act Screening 
Recommended Changes: 

) /,:r / 
01--\' if "'"l 6:; ., · 'cd' 

l 

Insert (5). HHS or its designee shall include 
consideration of applications for emergency. 
transitional and permanent housing. among 
other ·property uses, as subject to approval 
for homelessness assistance. 

This will clarify that a broad range of reuses, especially for 
housing for homeless persons, is contemplated and encouraged by the 
NOAA. For over a year, their has been no resolution of the di$pute 
between HUD and HHS as to whether an informal policy by HHS to 
reject all proposals for permanent housing reuses complies with the 
language or policy of the NOAA. See discussion, SUMMARY at PAGE 
16124, COL.2, PARA.2, above. 

We urge that HHS either delegate review of proposals for 
permanent housing to HUD, or establish some other method of 
including permanent housing as part of McKinney screening, as 
contemplated by the NOAA and Administration policy. 

PAGE 16130 
COLUMN 2 
PARAGRAPH 91.7(c) 
Local redevelopment plan. 
Recommended Changes: 

This section should require that, to qualify for an ecpnomic 
development conveyance, the redevelopment plan includes provisions 
of affordable housing and at a minimum also will~ . 

(1) Explain how the Redevelopment Authority will create genuinely 
new jobs; 
(2) propose methods whereby disadvantaged and displaced workers 
will be have first source employment opportunities for any jobs 
that are created on the base; (see comment at section 
90.4(a)(1)(i),above]. 
(3) explain how property, sales, and other tax revenue that may be 
generated by activity on the base will be allocated on a regional 
basis to address social needs including those of the homeless; and 
(4) propose systems whereby transportation will be improved -- in 
particular from low-income communities to job sites on the base and 
in the region. 
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Date: July 5, 1994 
Re: Comments on the Interim Rule 

Legal Services Task Force on Military Base Closures 

PAGE 16131 
COLUMN 2 
PARAGRAPH 91.7(e) 
Economic development conveyances. 
Recommended Changes: 

We support transferring property for below market rates for 
economic development purposes. The regulations should establish 
criteria for job creation to benefit the region or low..;..income 
members of the communities in the region. See comment at section 
90.4(a)(l)(i). 
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Date: July 5, 1994 
Re: Comments on the Interim Rule 

Legal Services Task Force on Military Base Closures 

PAGE 16131 
COLUMN 2 
PARAGRAPH 91.7(e)(2) 
Economic development conveyances. 
Recommended· Changes: 

Insert: "In kind" consideration may include 
payments for job training for the disadvantaged. long
term unempl"oyed. homeless. and low income persons; it may 
include allocations for housing for very low and low
income persons. 

This subsection discusses the consideration if any, to be paid 
for property conveyed to a redevelopment authority under the newly 
authorized economic development conveyance provisions. We believe 
it is appropriate to spell out in soine detail the sort of "in kind" 
payments that may constitute consideration for base properties so 
conveyed. 

For example, redevelopment authority or local government 
payments for job training for the disadvantaged and long-term 
unemployed should count as an in kind payment for the use of the 
land. A disposition of property at subsidized rates for affordable 
housing and other social need uses should be considered an in kind 
payment by the redevelopment authority and relevant local 
governments. A provision requiring that a certain percentage of 
the property conveyed under an economical development conveyance be 
allocated for affordable housing for very low and low-income 
individuals is also reasonable to include as "in kind" payments. 

PAGE 16131 
COLUMN 2 
PARAGRAPH 91.7(e)(-4) 
Economic development conveyances. 
Recommended Changes: 

This section requires an appraisal of property to be conveyed 
under the economic development provisions based on the "proposed 
reuse of the property". As other commentators have pointed out, 
notably NAID, this provision may penalize regions that plan for 
high end uses of the property as determined by the market. They 
will be obliged to make recoupment payments based on the fair 
market value of the high economic use they plan for rather than the 
fair market value of the ·property "as is today." 

We are concerned that redevelopment authorities may propose to 
the Military Department a low economic end use and then change 
plans after the fair market value has been assessed and pursue high 
economic end uses. 

We suggest two possible approaches to address this issue. 
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Date: July 5, 1994 
Re: Comments on the Interim Rule 

Legal Services Task Force on Military Base Closures 

Significant planning for the reuse should be required as a 
condition of approval (and to the extent the proposed reuses are of 
lower economic value there should be some mechanism to ensure that 
those·are, in fact, the uses the redevelopment authority pursues). 

Alternatively, the language could remain as it is except for 
the addition of incentives that would reduce the fair market value 
determination and therefore the recoupment provisions. In this 
way the redevelopment authority and local communities would have 
some control over the fair market value determination and still 
have an incentive to plan for high economic uses that would balance 
with meetings social needs of the region. 

In addition, the Military Department should conduct some form 
of substantive evaluation of the proposed benefit and feasibility 
of the economic development plan for such property. The 
redevelopment plan should meet some test of legitimacy on two 
fronts. First of all the planning process must have been a 
legitimate one that included fair representation of all 
jurisdictions in the·vicinity, as well as homeless and low income 
persons, in this process. Secondly the plan must be measured for 
its accuracy and the likelihood of implementation. 

Base assets are taxpayer assets, and should be guarded 
carefully. If a redevelopment authority proposes an unworkable 
plan, a plan that is far too vague, or simply is attempting a "land 
grab", then taxpayer assets will be wasted. These regulations 
should protect against such a prospect. 

PAGE 16132 
COLUMN 1 
PARAGRAPH 91.7(e)(5) 
Economic development conveyances. 
Recommended Changes: 

The statements required of a redevelopment authority 
requesting property under the economic development conveyance 
provisions are inadequate. The current regulations merely call for 
"a redevelopment plan that includes economic development and job 
creation," 901.7 (e) ( 5) (iii). The request for a transfer for no 
initial consideration should be required to include a feasibility 
analysis that is subject to evaluation. The plan must include 
careful statements of the number of jobs (and jobs for which people 
at what skill levels), how the region would provide job training, 
and how the redevel9pment authority and local jurisdiction will 
address other economic development and social needs. Moreover, the 
statement should include a detailed analysis of the degree to which 
the "economic development" included in the plan will re~ult in new 
ventures and the creation of new jobs. 
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Date: July 5, 1994 
Re: Comments on the Interim Rule 

Legal Services Task Force on Military Base Closures 

Some minimum requirement of jobs created or social needs provided, 
per dollar of subsidy form the federal government should be 
calculated by the Military Department in determining whether to 
approve such a request. There must be a reasonable return on the 
federal taxpayer investment. 3 

PAGE 16132 
COLUMN 2 
PARAGRAPH 91.7(f) 
Profit sharing. 
Recommended Changes: 

This addresses the recoupment percentages of 60% to the local 
redevelopment authority and 40% to the Department of Defense. DOD 
must recognize that the subsidy to the local redevelopment 
authority will be immediately passed on in full to the private 
purchasers or end users of the property. 

In the competitive economic development environment, given all 
·the difficult circumstances on a closed base, a redevelopment 
authority is not in a position to drive a hard bargain with 
developers and proposed end users. Thus, this program will result 
in a subsidy of up to sixty percent for private parties. 

With this fact comes certain ramifications. First, the 
incentive to lure away existing regional businesses from their 
present site to a site on the base will be intense. Likewise, 
there is incentive for these existing business to press for an 
opportunity to acquire base land at a 60% reduction in cost. 

Second, the likely "economic development" results of these 
subsidies are that existing businesses in the region will be 
transferred from their current site to a site on the base at 
federal taxpayer expense. This is not economic development, nor 
does this "create jobs". 

These regulations must not allow the base closure opportunity 
to be reduced to a pawn in the inter-jurisdictional competition for 
sales tax. One method to avoid negative results is to make the 
recoupment provisions contingent on what actually happens ·on the 
base. That is, a 60/40 split would apply to property where an 
enterprises that was actually new to the region located ( or that 
the redevelopment authority can credibly show would not have 

3 Indeed, these services certainly can be measured in economic terms and 
can provide a dramatic return on the federal investment involved in the subsidy. 
For example, by comparing the average cost of creating 200 units of affordable 
housing using the federal tax credit system with the cost of providing 200 units 
of affordable housing on a closed base, we can determine whether or-not this is 
a good return on the federal 
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Date: July 5, 1994 
Re: Comments on the Interim Rule 

Legal Services Task Force on Military Base-Closures 

located in the region at all but for the base opportunity). 

PAGE 16133 
COLUMN 1 
PARAGRAPH 91.7(g)(2) 
Leasing of real property. 
Recommended Changes: 

This subsec-tion must define "the public interest" served as 
a result .of a below-market rate lease. For all the reasons set 
forth above, we believe that redevelopment authorities will use 
this power to subsidize private end-users. As noted above, there 
is no indication that these end users will be creating "new jobs." 

If the below-market rate lease is justified in terms_ of 
creating jobs, the regulations should require the redevelopment 
authority to demonstrate that they are, in fact, new jobs. 

Ill 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Interim Rule 
and proposed regulation implementing Title XXIX of the NDAA FY1994. 

~~e~~---·~/. / ~_;_.-..__ 
(_ &~4-fl-~ -

LAUREN P. HALLINAN 
Chair, LEGAL SERVICES TASK FORCE ON MILITARY 
BASE CLOSURES 
Executive Director 
LEGAL AID OF MARIN 
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Advisory 
Council On 
Historic 
Preservation 

The Old Poat Offlce Bulldin1 
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue. NW. #809 
Wash.lngton, DC 20004 

July 5,1994 
VIA FACSIMILE 

Honorable Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
Room3D854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301 

RE: Proposed 32 CFR Parts 90 and 91 
Revitalizing Base Closure Communities and Community 

· Assistance (Interim Final and Proposed Rules) 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation has reviewed the referenced Interim 
Final and Proposed Rule. We ha~e a number or comments, which are enclosed 
(Enclosure). However, it may be useful to provide you with a context for these 
comments. 

The Council, an independent Federal agency created by the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA), is the •or policy advisor to the Preaide~t and 
Congress on historic preservation matters. Among other mandates, the Council 
reviews the policies and programs of Federal agencies and makes recommendations 
to improve the eft'ec:tivenese, coordination, and consistency of thoae policies and 
programs with the purposes of the NHPA. 

A key provlsion of the NHPA, Section 106, requires Federal agencies to take into 
account the effects of their undertaldnca on historic properties, and to afford the 
Council a reasonable opportunity to comment with regard to such undertakings. 
The Council has promulgated regulations found at 36 CFR Part 800, "Protection of 
Historic Properties•• for the implementation of Section 106 under its statutory 
authority. 

We have two major concerns about the interim final and proposed rules,· which 
relate to the effects of base· closure and community aeaistanee on historic properties. 

60/c0"d 
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First, the interim flna1 rule directs the military services to baae their 
Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) under the National Enviroamentail Policy 
Act (NEPA) on the community's plan for redevelopment. This craatea a potential 
conflict with Section 106 and the· CounCil's regula tiona, which requb'e that Federal 
agencies consider alternatives that would avoid adverse impacts tD historic 
properties. Theo1etically, Federal agencies colllider effec:ts to historic properties in . 
determining which proposals to examine iD the EIS. However, local cmnmliDity 
plans may not consider such effects and, therefore, the military aerrices' deference 
to such plans may foreclose consideration of alternatives that would be beneficial or 
less detrimental tD historic properties. 

Second, the granting ·of funds by the Oftice of Economic Acijultmant to ·communities 
£or reuse_planning and implementation uliatance without adequate consideration 
o£ the efFects of redevelopment on historic properties can jeopardize the military 
services' ability to comply with Section 106 in that the reuae plan become• the 
preferred alternative. DoD will not be able to meet ita statutory reapoDiibilities 
underNHPA. 

Finally, while these interim final and proposed roles, and DoD poHcy and past 
interim guidance to date, have recognized and addressed the requirements of 
NEPA, similar attention has not been given to the requirements of NHPA. NHPA 
ia a separate authority. Such lack of attention could result in delays in rapid 
transfers of DoD property, given the fact that the majority of cl.oaiDg inatallati.ona 
contain historic properties which will likely be affected by their tranlfer out of · 
Federal ownership or control. 

We strongly recommend that the current interim final and proposed rules be 
revised t4 provide for compliance with historic preservation mandates. In tact, 
many of the provisions of the NHPA are complimentary to, or can certai.Dly 
enhance. the objectives of Title XXIX of the National Defense Authorization Act. 
The adaptive use of surplus military installations ia fully consistent with the spirit 
and intent of the NHPA. We would be happy to discu.as waya·to meet our mutual 
goals and the needs of both aucceaaful baae closure and reuse. and historic 
preservation. 

60/£0"d 
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I appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments. If you have any queetions, 
or w.ould like to further discuss our comments, please ·do not hesitate to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Robert D. Bush, Ph.D. 
Executive Director 

Enclosure 
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COMMENTS ON INTERIM FINAL A PROPOSED RULES, 
ss CFR PARTS 90 AND 91, REVITALIZING BASE CLOSURE 

COMMUNITIES 
AND COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE 

Advt..ory Cou!MdJ oil Bl•tGrlc Pretlervatloa 

General CommeDtJ 
. . 

Broadly, the major components of the community reinvestment program present 
both challenges and opportunities to address historic preeenation iaauea: 

1. Job-centered property disposal and the related rules that encourage quick 
sale and parcelization must be coordina~d with the requirements or Seetlona 
108 and 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act and the Council' a 
regulations. 

2. Faat-tra.ck environmental clean·up means the aerriceamuat accelerate 
compliance with Section 106. To dats, auch compliance baa been aporadic at 
best. DoD should adopt a department-wide guideline that enauree that the 
aerricea recognize that environmental remediation actiona are undertaldnga 
subject to Section 108. 

3. Transition eoorctina.tora should be made aware of Section 108 
responsibilities 10 that they are able to aaaiat communities and reuse 
committees in participatinc in the Section 106 review proceaa ·and in 
ensuring that service compliance it completsd in a timely manner. 

. 4. Larger economic development and planning grants ttl communities can be 
used to facilitate responsible adaptive use of historic properties on 
installations and provide financial aalistance for hiitoric preservation 
planning. 

Specjflc Comments 

90.3(c): This section diacuaaee the base realipment and closure cleanup team 
which oversees the environmental cleanup program at the installation. Since these 
teams are directly responsible for coordinating the cleanup that results in the 
transfer of property to the community, these teams must also be· accountable for 
ensuring that environmental remediation activities are reviewed pursuant to 
Section 108 and the Council's regulations. In the Council's experience, eompHance 
with Section 108 for remediation activities has been sporadic. 

60/S0"d 
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90.4(a)(5): This section authorizes OEA to provide'largereconom.ic development 
planning grants to fund a portion of the ataff required for plan implementation. 
Such aasiatance constitutes an undert•Jdng·aa defined by the NHPA and, thus, 
obligates OEA to take into account the efFects of ita undertaJring on hiatDric 
properties in accordance with Section.lQS qfthe NHPA. Therefore, the Council 
strongly recommends that DoD appoint Federal Preservation Olicara to both DoD 
and OEA to establish historic preservation proerama for base dosure and, 
ultimately, for all programs. The Council also recommends that OEA develop 
appropriate mecbanisma to ensure that OEA'a actions are coDSistent with their. 
responsibilities under NHPA. 

90.4(aX6): Beyond the iaaue of compliance with NHPA, OEA ia in a unique position 
to assist communities in coordinating the development of a reuae plan that - . 
capitalizes on historic aasets. The Council· augests that the interim f1Da1 rule 
require OEA to provide the communities with, at a minimum. iDformation 
regarding an installation's historic properties. Further, OEA ehould require, ae a 
condition or any grant. that the recipient participate in'the Section 108 review 
process for the disposal of an inatallation, aa appropriate. 

91.7(a) and (b): These sections deecribe the procedures for real property and 
McKinney Act screening. In the Council's view, DoD should begin the Section 106. 
review process at the point that-property is determined surplus by DoD. Thia ia 
important for several reasons. Firat, when the information about a property' a 
eligibility for Hating on the National Register of Historic Places iapthered early in 
the review process it i1 beneficial for recipients in consideriag a property's potential 
reuse. Second. beeinning the Section 106 review early in the ecreeDing proceaa 
facilitates eomprehenaive plann;ng for reuse of historic properties and eaaurea the · 
aervicets compliance with Section·106. Third, int.ll'ation o£the acreeDiDgand 
Section 106 review proceuee allow potential recipients of historic propertie1_ to 
weigh in the added benefits that result from tax incentives and other preaervatlon · 
programs. Finally, DoD ia required under Section 106 of the NHPA to take into 
account the effect of eaCh disposal action an historic properties. 

91. 7(c)(1) This section addresses the formation of a local redevelopment plan for 
the closing installation. In the statement, "The local redevelopment plan will 
generally be used as the proposed action in conducting environmental analyses 
required by the National EnviroDmental Policy Act or 1969 <NEPAl ... ", it ia the 
Council's opinion that an EIS based on the local redevelopment plan may . 
complicate a military service's ability to meet the requirements of Section 106 and 
the Council's regulations. The regulations require the Federal agency ta consider 
alternatives that would avoid adverse effecta to historic properties. 
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In addition, the regulations outline a consultation process where such alternatives 
are weighed in the public interest. Unless the local redevelopment plan i1 baaed on 
the outcome of such consultation, the service cannot effectively comply with the 
requirements of the Council•s regulations. Again, the Council-reiterates the 
necessity of coordination between the mijitary eerrice reaponeible for Section 106 
compliance for closure and disposal and OEA'a parallel 8ection 106 responsibility 
resulting from granting financial assistance for redevelopment planniDg. 

91.7(cX2): In the Council's view, the redevelopment plan ahould identifY whether 
the p~l proposed for an intended use includes historic properties. 

91. 7(c)(3)(iii): The Cowlcil recommends that the statement, ••The DoD Component 
will evaluate whether the potential sale of the identi.B.ed property is covered by _any 
ongoing environmental analyses required by the· N·E·P·A .. also include "or i& the 
subject of any ongoin.r reuisw required by the N-H-P·A ". 

91. 7(e)(l): The Councilatroqly recommcda the followincetatement be deleted in 
ita entirety: "Additionally. cloainc bales often m..ve buildinp that may need to be 
demolished in order to encourage redevelopment and economic revitalization... In 
our View, DoD should not en,courage the demolition of buildings that in all 
likelihood are historic. Under the NHPA and ita implementing regulations, a 
Federal agency must seek ways to avoid, miDimize or mitipte harm to historic 
properties. Demolition ia clearly inconsistent with the Federal agency's 
responsibility t4 consider effects to historic properties. 

91.7(eX1): Conversely, the Council supports such etatementa as: "The conveyance 
for economic development ahould be used by local redevelopment autbo"tiea to pin 
control oflarge areas ofthe base, not just individual builctinp." Tbia promotes 
comprehensive planning and is fully consistent with the purposes ofNHPA._ 

91. 7(e)(l): Since economic development conveyances will not come .under the 
jurisdiction of the Federal agencies that pnerally hold the covenants for public 
benefit conveyances, auch as the Department of Education and the Department of 
Interior, what agency will ensure that such conveyances meet tha restrictions? 

91.7(e)(4): In the Council's view, appraiaala for economic development conveyances 
should take into account the historic sign;ftcance of the property Iince it can have 
an impact on the property's fair market value. 
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91.7(e)(5)(i): The Council recommends that the statement, "Description of the 
property to be conveyed" include "including information about the properties 
eligi_b~ity for listi116 on the NRHP". 

91.7(g): This section deals with leaainc proPertfea before dispoaal. The Council 
reminds DoD that while leasing historic properties is fully consistent with the 
provisions of Section 111 of the NHPA, leaaiDg is an undenaking as defined by 
NHPA. To assist DoD in rapid approval of interim leasing ofhiatoric properties, 
the Council is committed to developing with DoD standard teaam, provilione. 
However, the interim final rule should clarify the departments or entities to which 
the military services could redelegate their leasing authorities. 

91.7(hX2): This section addreues the disposition of personal property. Soma types 
of personal property identifted. in this aection, i.e. equipment, ahip1, e~. may be 
individually eligible for the NRHP or may contribute to a real property's eligibility 
(machines inside ammo plant). The Councilstrongly-reeommenda that DoD 
establish procedures for detAmlliDing, prior to disposal, if peraonal property 
contributes to the eligibility of historic real property and, thus, whether ita diaposal 
is an undertelringeubject to the provisions of Section 106 ofthe NHPA. 

91.7(h)(8)(iX8): This section seta forth the minimum levels ofmainteneac:e and 
repair for property vacated by the military semces, but prior to tranlf'er. For 
historic properties, decisions regarding maintenance are undertakiDca. 
Accordingly. 
the following statement should be revised to read, "The initial minimum level or 
maintenance and repair to 1upport non-military purposes sbaU be determined 
during consultation among the Military Department, the redevelopment authority, 
the Stcte.Historic Preservation Officer, and the Advisor:y Council on Historic. 
PreseMJation, where historic properties are present." 

91.7(h)(8)(i)(3): The Council reminds DoD of the Section 110 requirements tor 
Federal agencies to assume reaponsibW.ty for the preservation ofhiatmic properties 
which are owned or controlled by·such apncies. This requirement, in our view, is 
fully consistent with the objectives of the. proposed rules to tranafer Federal · 
properties in the same condition.at the time of closure. · 

91.7(j)(3)(i): This section addressee provisions for the transfer ofreal property to 
persona paying the coat of environmental restoration activities. The Council 
recommends the following statement to be revised as follows: 

60/80"d Ll:Sl 1766l....:S0-L0 
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"An agreement to transfer may be executed with any person provided that penon 
can demonstrate to the aatiefaction of the Secretary concerned the ability to 
adequately perform all required environmental clean-up, waste management and 
environmental compliance activities, and any historic preae111atlon responstbllities, 
where applicable." · 

91. 7(j)(3)(F)(v): TM proposed rule should require the Secretary to disclose the 
requirement to comply with the provisions of Sections 106, 110, and 111 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act. 

60/60"d 8l:Sl ~661-S0-L0 
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C.TV OF VALLE.JO 
ANTHONY J.INTINTOLI 

Mayor 

June 18, 1994 

Mr. Robert Bayer, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic 

Security 
Room 3D854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301 

Dear Mr. Bayer, 

I am writing in reference to the Interim Final Rule ("Rule") 
regarding the Revitalization of Base Closure Communities as 
described in 32 CFR Parts 90 and 91. The Rule provides interpre
tive guidance concerning changes to the ·base realignment and 
closure process and establishes policy and procedure, assigns 
responsibilities and delegates authority under the President's 
Five-Part Plan - "A Program to Revitalize Base Closure 
Communities". 

This letter presents our general comments regarding the Rule. Our 
specific recommendations regarding each section within Part 91.7, 
are presented in the attached forms entitled "Format for Comments 
on the Interim Rule". 

This document was intended-to assist local communities impacted 
by base closure in their reuse efforts through rapid redevelop
ment and job creation. In fact, the first point made in President 
Clinton's July, 1993 "Five-Part Plan" is "jobs-centered property 
disposal that puts local economic development first". However, 
the way the guidelines are currently written, we are concerned 
that this objective will not be achieved. 

For the following reasons, it appears as though the primary mot
ivation is to maximize the revenue accruing to the Department of 
Defense (DoD) at the expense of the local community, in terms of 
the costs of both capital improvements as well as operations and 
maintenance of the facilities. 

First, it appears as though public benefit conveyances for econo
mic development purposes may only take place after the Military 
Department has had an opportunity to market the preferred proper
ties for their own revenue generation. Therefore, the remaining 
properties which might qualify for conveyance are likely to be 
difficult to market, by definition. Furthermore, the opportunity 
to selectively market base property by the Military Department 
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involved can create a "swiss-cheese" scenario where it becomes 
difficult for the local redevelopment authority to implement a 
comprehensive reuse plan. 

The rapid turnover of property which is so critical to reuse 
success - including real estate, personal property, and human 
resources - will not be realized through the implementation of 
these guidelines. one of the reasons that the rapid turnover of 
Mare Island is so critical is that its skilled employees are one 
of its greatest resourc·es. There has been a steady flow of tech
nical employees leaving Mare Island in anticipation of its clo
sure in 1996. The fewer qualified employees there are remaining 
when marketing efforts begin later this year, the lower the 
chances of the City of Vallejo to attract new employers, that 
would utilize the highly technical and professional skills of 
the remaining workforce, thereby minimizing the negative impacts 
caused by the closure. This is due to the specialized nature of 
the facilities and the difficulty in attracting employees witn 
the skills necessary to operate them. 

Second, the timetable which has been proposed in several sections 
such as personal property disposition and maintenance and repair 
of infrastructure - does not coincide with the conversion plan
ning process, specifically at Mare Island. In particular, there 
are references in both of these areas to specific dates (i.e. 
June 1, 1994 for Personal Property decisions) as well as dates 
(the earliest of which) would allow the Military Department to 
reduce their level of maintenance and repair. For example, at 
Mare Island, this could occur as early as one week after the 
submittal of our Final Reuse Plan (July, 1994) with the closure 
date being almost two years later. In addition, we are concerned 
that the criteria proposed for the personal property disposition 
process are overwhelmingly in favor of the Military Department 
as is the decision-making process for conflict resolution. 

Third, the decision-making process regarding the selective 
marketing uf property is primarily unilateral whereby a rep
resentative of either DoD or the Military Department chooses 
which properties to market. 

Furthermore, language in Section 91.7(e) (4) requires the local 
military authorities to justify - in writing - any conveyance 
made for less than market value. The obvious implication is 
that local military authorities will be expected to receive 
full market value for their properties unless they can justify 
something less. It is uncertain what would be considered suffic
ient justification in such a situation. 

Our specific comments are attached using your suggested "Format 
for Comments on the Interim Rule". 



To summarize, it appears as though the Rule, as currently . 
written, will not facilitate the. implementation of President 
Clinton's Five-Part Program. This Rule will lead to delays in 
the implementation of the conversion process, thereby slowing 
down the creation of new jobs for the local community. Given 
the significant impact to our regional economy of Mare Island's 
pending closure, there is an absolute necessity for the rapid 
turnover of property to the local jurisdiction. 

The City of Vallejo recommends that the language of the Interim 
Final Rule with regard to revitalizing base closure communities 
be significantly revised to more accurately reflect the spirit 
of the President's Five-Part Program. ·· 

I hereby request that such revisions reflect the comments and 
recommendations made within the body of this letter and its 
attachments. Thank you for your consideration. 

sjnf~r ly, ~· 
fd:..f(;o y J. n 
Mayor 

cc: Walt Graham, City Manager 
Congressman George Miller 
Senator Dianne Feinstein 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
William Cassidy, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy 
David Lane, National Economic Council 
National Association of Installation Developers (NAID) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assis~t Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Mare Island Futures Project - Vallejo, California 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

16129 
Page--------------

1 
Colunm -----------

91.7(b) 
Para~ph----------

Recommended Changes: 

What are the criteria by which HHS will evaluate McKinney Act applications? Financial 
capability should play a primary role in this decision, as should the local redevelopment 
authority. 

Why: 

H fmancial capability is not a major criterion in the evaluation process, then situation could 
arise whereby a piece of property is· "allocated" to a homeless provider; however, if after the 
12-month requirement to become operational, they are unable to secure· the necessary funding 
-what happens to the property? 

Name: Alvaro P. da Silva, Director of Community Development, City of Vallejo 

Address: 555 Santa Clara Street, P.O. Box 3068, City of Vallejo 

Phone: (707) 648-4444 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Mare Island Futures Project - Vallejo, California 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

16130 
Page--------------

3 
Column--------

91.7(d)(3) 
Prum~ph----------

Recommended Changes: 
Establish specific criteria, along with the requirement of a good faith deposit, for the 
"expressions of interest" which would be solicited in the process of determining that a "ready 
market" exists; furthermore, establish a panel, including locla representation, to evaluate 
these "expressions". 

Delete the option for the Military Department to extend the (6-month) period of time for 
expressions of interest to be submitted. 

Why: 
If the Military Department is given the opportunity to market preferred properties in advance 
of, and independently of, the local redevelopment authority (LRA), it will create a si~ation 
whereby the LRA cannot implement its comprehensive redevelopment plan; furthermore, the 
current language establishes a unilateral decision-making process on the part of DoD). 

This additional period of time with relation to "high value properties" - by defmition, the 
LRA would be left with only those properties for which there is not a "ready market". 

There is a conflict in the usage of the term "high value properties" - on the one hand, the 
Military Dept. is given an extra opportunity to market for their own gain; on the other hand, 
in Section 91.7(e)(1), the revenue from the sale of "higher value property'' is presumed to 
offset the local community's costs- it can't be both ways! 

Name: Alvaro P. da Silva, Director of Community Development 

Address: City of Vallejo, 555 Santa Clara Street, Vallejo, CA 94590 

Phone: (707) 648-4444 
(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to:. Office of Assis~t Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Mare Island Futures Project - Vallejo, California 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

16131 
Page--------------

3 
Column-----------

91.7(e)(4) 
Prum~ph-------

Recommended Changes: 

Add language requiring that the costs associated with a particular piece of property 
(i.e. infrastructure improvements, entitlements, zoning, General Plan amendments) be 
taken into account when estimating the "fair market value" of that property. 

Why: If these costs are not taken into account, the appraisal is likely to generate an 
artificially high market value, which would ostensibly be used to determine the cost of 
the economic development conveyance to the LRA. 

Name: Alvaro P. da Silva, Director of Community Development, City of Vallejo 

Address: 555 Santa Clara Street, P.O. Box 3068, Vallejo, CA 94590 

Phone: (707) 648-4444 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: . Office of Assistapt Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Mare Island Futures Project - Vallejo, California 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

16131 
Page--------------

3 
Colunm---------

91.7(e)(4) 
Para~ph----------

Recommended Changes: 

The appraisal of a property's fair market value should take into account its current condition, 
not only its proposed reuse. 

Why: 

The true market value of a piece of property must take into account the costs associated with 
its ownership, due to the massive costs of infrastructure improvements needed to make the 
property usable; the approach currently being proposed would penalize the local 
redevelopment authority (LRA) whereby the estimated market value would accrue to the 
Military Department with all the associated costs being borne by the LRA. 

Name: Alvaro P. da Silva, Director of Community Development, City of Vallejo 

Address: 555 Santa Clara Street, P.O. Box 3068, City of Vallejo 

Phone: (707) 648-4444 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to:. Office of Assi~t Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Mare Island Futures Project - Vallejo, California 

(ActivityfLocation/Communityflnstallation/Group) 

16132 
Page------------

2 
Column------

91.7(t)(2) 
Prumgrnph-------

Recommended Changes: 

Add language stating that a sharing of net profits (60/40) be required when the Military 
Department sells a piece of property prior to the LRA conveyances, as is now required 
when the LRA sells (or leases) property subsequent to an economic development conveyance. 

Why: 

In the spirit of cooperntion and shared responsibility during the trnnsition period - as 
reflected by the 60/40 split post-conveyance- both sides should share equally in the proceeds 
of sales and lease revenues, regardless of who receives them. ... the need for revenue on the 
part of the local community to help absorb the costs of converting the base to civilian use. 

Name: Alvaro P. da Silva, Director of Community Development, City of Vallejo 

Address: 555 Santa Clam Street, P.O. Box 3068, Vallejo, CA 94590 

Phone: (707) 648-4444 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COM:MENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
hnplementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: . Office of Assis~t Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC .20301-3300 

From: Mare Island Futures Project- Vallejo, California 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

16131 
Page--------------

3 
Column----------

91.7(t)(4)(iv) 
Prumgmph----------------

Recommended Changes: 
Cleary defme "allowable direct and indirect costs" for the purpose of calculating net profit. 
Furthermore, this defmition should include a portion of the capital improvement costs of 
infrastructure systems throughout the former military installation. 

Why: 
The ambiguity which currently exists in this area is likely to lead to conflicting opinions of 
what constitutes net profit from a sale or lease. 

Name: Alvaro P. da Silva, Director of Community Development, City of Vallejo 

Address: 555 Santa Clam Street, P.O. Box 3068, City of Vallejo 

Phone: (707) 648-4444 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments· On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Mare Island Futures Project- Vallejo, California 

(Activity/LOcation/Community/Installation/Group) 

16133 
Page--------------

3 
Column----------

91.7(h)(4) 
Paragraph----------

Recommended Changes: 
Regarding the reference to the four time periods related to expiration of the requirement that 
the inventory of personal property be completed by such date- the "whichever comes frrst" 
reference should be changed to "whichever comes last". 

Why: 
The four time periods listed include: (i) "one week after the date on which the redevelopment 
plan is submitted to the applicable Military Department"; in the case of Mare Island, this date 
would clearly be the one which would "come frrst" -early August, 1994; this is too Soon to 
allow the plan itself to play a significant role in deciding what property the LRA is interested 
in keeping, as it should. 

Name: Alvaro P. da Silva, Director of Community Development, City of Vallejo 

Address: 555 Santa Clara Street, P.O. Box 3068, City of Vallejo 

Phone: (707) 648-4444 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to:. Office of Assistapt Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Mare Island Futures Project - Vallejo, California 

(ActivityfLocation/Communityflnstallation/Group) 

16133 
Page------------------------

3 
Column---------------------

91.7 (h)( 4 )(iii) 
Prum~ph--------

Recommended Changes: 

Change the reference from "November 30, 1995" to "June 1, 1996". 

Why: 

By defmition, "twenty-four months after the dates referred to in prumgraph (h)(2) is November 
30, 1995" is incorrect -the date referred to in that section is June 1, 1994. Therefore, 
twenty-four months later is June 1, 1996. 

Name: Alvaro P. da Silva, Director of Community Development, City of Vallejo 

Address: 555 Santa Clara Street, P.O. Box 3068, Vallejo, CA 94590 

. Phone: (707) 648-4444 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On T.he Interim Rule 
hnplementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: . Office of Assist~t Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Mare Island Futures Project - Vallejo, California 

(ActivityfLocation/Communityflnstallation/Group) 

16133 
Page----------------

3 
Column-----------

91.7(h)(5) 
Prum~ph----------

Recommended Changes: 

We recommend the substitution of "consent of' instead of "notice to" the local redevelopment 
authority, regarding the disposition of personal property. 

Why: The unilateral decision making process which has been proposed does not provide for 
sufficient input on the part of the local redevelopment authority. 

Name: Alvaro P. da Silva, Director of Community Development, City of Vallejo 

Address: 555 Santa Clara Street, P.O. Box 3068, Vallejo, CA 94590 

Phone: (707) 648-4444 

·.·.· 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COl\fMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to:. Office of Assistapt Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Mare Island Futures Project - Vallejo, California 

(Activity/LocationfCommunity/Installation/Group) 

16133 
Page--------------------------

3 
Column----------------

91.7(h)(5) 
Prum~ph----------

Recommended Changes: 

Prioritize (or indicate if there is a priority among) the seven criteria listed for evaluation of 
personal property for disposition purposes; form a bipartisan panel for resolution of conflicts 
which may arise due to these multiple criteria. 

Why: 

The language of these criteria is too broad and open to interpretation, with only the Military 
Department being irr a position to resolve disputes; only one of the seven criteria are "in favor 
of' the local redevelopment authority. 

Name: Alvaro P. da Silva, Director of Community Development, City of Vallejo 

Address: 555 Santa Clara Street, P.O. Box 3068, Vallejo, CA 94590 

Phone: (707) 648-4444 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER.PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D8.14, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Mare Island Futures Project - Vallejo, California 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

16133 
Page----------------------

1 
Column----------------

91.7(g) 
Prum~ph----------

Recommended Changes: 

This section, regarding "Leasing of real property", should include discussion of the provisions 
of a Master Lease, such as the terms, indemnification provisions, etc. as well as inte~tion 
with the environmental cleanup process and the priorities established for the issuance of the 
"Findings of Suitability to Lease" (FOSLs) in accordance with the local redevelopment plan. 

Why: 

The process of leasing property during the transitional/cleanup period should not be hindered 
by the environmental cleanup process; prioritization regarding the issuance of Findings of 
Suitability to Lease/Transfer (FOSL/FOST) should be market-driven, according to the local 
redevelopment plan. 

Name: Alvaro P. da Silva, Director of Community Development, City of Vallejo 

Address: 555 Santa Clara Street, P.O. Box 3068, City of Vallejo 

Phone: (707) 648-4444 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COM:MENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to:. Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Mare Island Futures Project - Vallejo, California 

(ActivityfLocation/Community/Installation/Group) 

16134 
Page--------------------------

3 
Column------------------

91.7(i)(2) 
Prumwmph----------

Recommended Changes: 
Change the reference to the four time periods related to expiration of the requirement that a 
minimum level of maintenance and repair which now reads ''be continued until such date 
(whichever comes first)" to " ..... (whichever comes last)". 

Why: 
The way the process is currently designed, it allows for a scenario which could, in fact, take 
place at Mare Island, as follows: 

- the four time periods listed in Section (h)( 4) include: (i) "one week after the date on which 
the redevelopment plan is submitted to the applicable Military Department"; in the ease of 
Mare Island, this date would occur in early August of this year, with the base closure 
date still being almost two years away. If the base is thus allowed to deteriorate prior to 
the closure date, it will increase the cost of required improvements and make the difficult 
task of marketing the property that much more difficult. 

Name: Alvaro P. da Silva, Director of Community Development, City of Vallejo 

Address: 555 Santa Clara Street, P.O. Box 3068, Vallejo, CA 94590 

Phone: (707) 648-4444 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



~--VI~T HILL ECONOMIC 

ADJUSTMENT TASK FORCE 

June 24, 1994 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC ~9301-3300 

Re: Comments on BRAC Interim Final Rules 

Dear Sir: 

26B John Marshall Street 
VVarrenton,VA 22186 
Office: (703) 347-6965 

Fax: (703) 349-2304 

The following comments are submitted on behalf of Fauquier County, Virginia, and the 
Vint Hill Economic Adjustment Task Force, which was created by the County to work 
with the Army on the transition ofVint Hill Farms Station from military to civilian and 
public uses. 

The two goals of the Task Force and of the County for Vint Hill Farms Station are: 
I. to create new jobs for the civilian employees who will be either losing their 

. jobs or who prefer not to transfer with their job to a new location, and 
2. to create a tax base for the County qn property which currently is not taxable. 

It is very important to Fauquier County and to those whose jobs are being terminated or 
moved that new technical or managerial jobs of a similar quality and salary level be 
provided when the Army moves from Vint Hill Farms Station. The County and Task 
Force are very concerned that the early sales provision of the Interim Final Rules will not 
be concerned about the types, quality or salary levels of jobs which potential purchasers 
may offer as prospects. 

The military departments-who will review offers are not part of the Fauquier County 
community; they do ilot know our specific job needs, work force qualifications and re
employment goals. They are not in an appropriate position to make decisions which so 
vitally affect the long-term economic redevelopment of our County. The intent of the 
Pryor Amendment was to enable local communities to be in charge of this role. The 
Interim Final Rules depart from this intent, particularly in the private sector sales 
provision. We feel most strongly that the local community should be in charge of 
economic redevelopment and, cooperatively, can provide a much higher financial return 
over the long-term to the Army by being in charge of sales or leases to individual users 
whom we are now seeking for the Vint Hill Farms site and facilities. We are organized 
and eager for this role. We do not want the Army to take it from us, after already dealing 
a major blow by announcing removal of the County's largest employer. 

C. HUNTON TIFFANY 
Chairman 

11' 

HON. J. W. LINEWEAVER 
Vice Chairman 

OWEN W. BLUDAU 
Executive Director 



Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

June 24, 1994 
Page2 

We have other concerns with sections of the Interim Final Rules. We have explained our 
viewpoints on these issues on the enclosed comment pages. 

Both Fauquier County and the Vint Hill Economic Adjustment Task Force hope the 
Department of Defense will seriously listen to the community concerns received during 
the comment period. They come from the people most affected by BRAC. The 
communities want to recover from the impacts created. A quick economic recovery--for 
the benefit of the communities themselves, the Department of Defense, and the nation--
depends heavily upon recognition in the Rules that economic redevelopment goals are 
unique to each community, that economic redevelopment requires good planning and a 
long-term local commitment to implementation, and that the -communities--not the 
Department of Defense-are in the best positions to determine these goals and to 
implement them for the most rapid and appropriate job creation. 

rl~» dt&~ _ ______,., 
Owen W. Bludau 
Executive Director 

Encl. 
cc: Senator John W. Warner 

Senator Charles S. Robb 
Congressman Frank R. Wolf 
Secretary of Defense D. William Perry 
David Lane, the White House 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: __ V.l.....l.!,in!l;.t..Jo.H.ui.ull....~:.E.a.c~o:un~om~ic::....A!..U:!;dJ~·u!.:ll.stm~e=a.nL!;t_.Iu:a~skl.l:...oL.F~o~rcg:e:.....-____ _ 
(Activity!Location!Communityllnstallation!Group) 

Page. ___ ..£.1~61.!!.113~0~-
Colurnn. __ ....._ ___ _ 
P~oraph.__2ot=,.+.;..._ __ _ 

Recommended changes: ·The decision to advertise for expressions of private sector interest and the 
authority to sell "all or any substantial part" of a closing base prior to the base being offered to the local . 
community or development authority is strongly opposed by Fauquier County and the Vint Hill Economic· 
Adjustment Task Force. 

The County most strongly urges that the whole provision for advertising and private sector sale of 
BRAC bases and facilities be rescinded completely. This approach wiH not create jobs faster than 
can be created by an organized community through its local development authority. 

Why: also for the following additional reasons: 
• Localities should direct their own economic redevelopment, not the Department of Defense. 
• It potentially negates the planning process, in that the facility could be sold while the 

community is .planning for its best reuse. 
• A sale by the· Department of Defense does not require a guarantee of job creation and a time 

frame for job creation, only "prospects" of job creation; accordingly, it is an invitation to real 
estate speculation for sites in urban or urban fringe areas, as at Vint Hill Farms Station. 

• The provision does not require that jobs proposed by a purchaser be in accord with the 
County's intended job profiles or reuse plan. 

• The provision creates the very real potential for conflict between the locality, the Army, the 
Department of Defense, and a purchaser, where none now currently exists. 

• The provision will not create jobs faster, since a purchaser must go through the identical reuse 
permitting steps which the Cotinty or its development authority will have to follow. 

• The:provision:is.cnunter to President Clinton's Five-Part plan and the intentions of the Pryor 
Amendment which aim at giving local governments the opportunity to direct economic 
redevelopment efforts. 

• A sale can negate the value of the planning money and efforts expended by OEA, the 
Commonwealth of Virginia and the County. 

• The speakers at the Regional Outreach meeting at Tysons Comer on April29, 1994, could not 
give one.example where such a process has worked successfully, but the Army's experience at 
Fort Meade, Maryland, shows how poorly the process worked on that occasion. 

Name: Owen W. Bludau, Executive Director 
Address: 26B John Marshall Street, 

Warrenton, VA 22186 
Phone: 703-347-6965 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Vint Hill E£onomic Adjustment Task Force 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page ____________ ~~=------
Colwnn ________ ~-------------
Paragrnph, __ ~----------------

Recommended changes: (shown as underlined) 

" ..... Such appraisals or estimates should address a range of likely .market values taking into account: ~ 
is. where is' condition of existin~: facilities. infrastructure and property- feasible uses for the property in...its 
&as is where is' condition; the condition of the property with regard to local zonimr Jrnown environmental 
problems (asbestos lead-based paint. contaminated soils. etc.) which wiJJ remain after base closing: the 
uncertainties in property ..... " 

" ..... not be based on the highest ~d best use, but on the current marketable usability of the facilities. 
infrastructure and property in its &as is. where·is' condition in the most likely range of uses consistent with 
local interests as expressed in the Base Reuse Plan. The above appraisal.. ... " 

Why: Base construction was not subject to local development requirements, since it was federal 
property. In many cases, the streets, older buildings, the utility systems, the base development plan, master 
metering of utility systems verses individual building metering, existing environmental problems, etc. do 
not meet local development or health standards or permit requirements. Therefore, these facilities cannot 
be appraised as though they were constructe~ to the standards required of new development. Many 
improvements will need to be made to bring older bases up to current standards. Streets must be widened; 
greater turning radii constructed; street alignments corrected for higher public speed limits; buildings must 
be individually metered; utility systems--especially water and sewage treatment plants-brought up to 
current state standards; and similar costly improvements made to allow the bases to effectively serve new 
economic development or public uses. These costs must either be borne by the local governments or 
development agencies or the future users. Appraisal must take these costs into consideration in 
establishing realistic reuse values for the bases. To avoid appraising the &&as is, where is" conditions of the 
property and facilities, and the costs inherent in ubringing them up to standards," places unrealistic values 
on properties needed for economic redevelopment or reuse by impacted communities. 

Name: Owen W. Bludau, Executive Director 
Address: 26B John Marshall Street, 

Warrenton, VA 22186 
Phone: 703-347-6965 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

ForWard Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Vint Hill Economic Adjustment Task Force 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page. ___ ..... 1~61....,3....,1 __ 

Column.____-"'-----
P~ph ___ 4~-----

Recommended changes: (shown as underlined) 

" ..... an appraisal or other estimate of the property's fair market vatue shall be made, based on the~ 
marketable reuse condition of the facilities. infrastructure and property in its 'as is. where is' condition and 
including consideration of the estimated costs necessazy to cause the facilities infrastructure and property 
to meet local environmental development and health standiffils or reuse penuit requirements. The Military 
Department shall consult with the local redevelopment authority on appraisal assumptions, guidelines~ 
development and reuse standards. and on instructions given to the appraiser, but shall ..... " 

Why: Appraisals must be based on the "as is, where is " condition of the property, facilities, and 
infrastructure and should take into consideration the costs necessary to bring the property, facilities and 
infrastructure up to the standards required of all other publicly and privately owned property for purposes 
of reuse. The appraisal cannot just take into consideration the potential reuse possibilities without 
considering what is involved in making them competitively reusable. It must realistically consider the 
costs-whether to the Department of Defense, local government, the local development authority, or a 
private purchaser--to bring military facilities into conformance with current local environmental, 
development and reuse standards, and discount the value accordingly. 

Economic redevelopment or reuse is an extremely competitive market. Users cannot be attracted to non
competitive locations and facilities designed primarily for military uses unless significant financial 
discounts or incentives are used to offset the di'sadvantages inherent in these properties. Whether the end 
purchaser, a development authority or the local govet11Il1ent brings former military facilities into 
conformance with local reuse standards, the costs must be borne. The appraisal must recognize these facts 

. in determining realistic market values. Values cannot be set solely upon consideration of reuse potential 
and as if the existing military facilities were in an "as market ready" condition. 

Name: Owen W. Bludau, Executive Director 
Address: 26B John Marshall Street, 

Warrenton, VA 22186 
Phone: 703-347-6965 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3 D814, The Pentagon . 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Vint Hill Economic Adjustment Task Force 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page. ___ ~161oUI~3_,_1..31::&~:-lA..ll6~l..c.33"'---
Column __ ....t!:2..___=&=----3.__ 
Paragraph __ 4...__-=&,.__.,_l_ 

Recommended changes: Appeals of disputed military decisions are directed through the same military 
channels to the Secretary of the Military Department concerned. These may be appeals of a disputed 
decision regarding a private sector sale of a base to be closed, or of" excess personal property that a 
community seeks for ~onomic development purposes. As now written, appeals must be directed to the 
same channel which made the decision being challenged. That is not an unbiased appeals channel. 

An unbiased appeals channel is needed to objectively weigh disputed military needs and desires 
against local economic redevelopment needs and desires. 

Why: The established appeals channel follows existing military department chains of command. 
Military decisions to seek income from a base sale or for use of excess equipment for units which are not 
being moved are areas of potential cpmmunity-military dispute. A community appeal of a decision made 
by this chain of command, to the same chain of command, in all probability could not receive unbiased 
consideration. This appeals channel is a prescription for conflict between local communities and the 
Military Departments concerned. A separate appeals channel or office having less potential for bias needs 
to be designated to render objective decisions involving disputed issues between the military and local 
communities. 

Name: Owen W. Bludau, Executive Director 
Address: 26B John Marshall Street, 

Warrenton, VA 22186 
Phone: 703-347-6965 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



JOHN ENGLER 

GOVERNOR 

Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

LANSING 

June ?O, 1994 

Assistant Secretary of Defense, Economic Security 
The Pentagon 
Room3D814 
\Vasr.J.ngton, D.C. 20301-3300 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

On April 6, the Department of Defense (DoD) published proposed and interim rules 
implementing the Pryor-Levin amendments to the 1994 DoD Authorization Act in the 
Federal Register. This letter is in response to DoD's request for comments. 

As you know, Michigan is affected by two base closings: Wurtsmith AFB near Oscoda 
and K.I. Sawyer AFB near Gwinn. My comments are based on our experience during 
the Wurtsmith closing. I have also consulted with Governors of other states and my 
comments reflect information gained in discussions with them. 

These comments are provided within the context of each section of 32 CFR Part 91.7-
Procedures. Each comment is identified by the letter assigned to the section: 

(a) Real property screening: Under subsection (9) (page 16128) new language should 
be added to provide for the early return of state-owned land which may have been leased 
to a military department. Further, the DoD should re-state its willingness to live within 
the parameters of any lease terms which may provide for the restoration of the property. 
Finally, DoD should commit to accepting state environmental remediation standards on 
property it has leased from a state government. 

(d) Jobs-centered property dispoaal (page 1G130): Prior to the implen1entation of these 
rules, the local or state reuse authorities shouldered the sole responsibility, including all 
costs for marketing obsolete military installations. DoD now apparently proposes to 
"cherry pick" the most market-attractive former military properties, leaving the less 
desirable ones to the local authorities. DoD should reconsider its entire approach to this 
proposal. The department should either take responsibility for marketing all of the 
properties or it should surrender all to local development authorities. 

(e) Economic development conveyance and (f) profit sharing (pages 16131-16133): 
These regulations are moving in the right direction--towards assisting local 
communities with economic development. However, given the relative size of the DoD 
budget when compared with local communities, it could afford to be more generous in 
conveying properties to local development authorities without cost. Instead of creating 
an elaborate system, DoD should simply give these properties to locally-constituted 
development authorities. While DoD may be trying to avoid scandal through the 
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Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 
Page Two 
June 30, 1994 

unforseen transfer of these properties for private gain, DoD and the communities could 
both gain the desired fruits of defense downsizing by requiring local entities to not dispose 
of properties for a set period of time, perhaps five to ten years. DoD would be rid of a 
maintenance drain and the communities would have the unfettered ability to quickly use 
the assets of the bases to attract new employees. 

(g) Leasing of real property (page 16133): Although these views are necessarily 
colored by Michigan's exposure only to the Air Force process, informal contact among 
the respective Governors indicates this is a serious problem affiicting all military 
departments. Despite repeated promises of quicker action over the last two years, it still 
takes a minimum of six months for the Air Force to provide a lease for a specific building 
or parcel at a closed military installation. Often it takes longer. Surely, this is not 
responsive to the local reuse needs or to market conditions. Frankly, I believe this is due 
to the overly stratified review process employed by the respective military departments. 
While this subsection reads of delegation to DoD officials closest to local reuse authonties, 
there does not appear to be any sanctions against the military departments if they do not 
produce leases in a timely manner. Yet, communities have lost jobs because potential 
reuse employers have given up waiting for lease documents. I believe this section should 
dismantle the complex conversion process within the military departments and truly 
delegate lease decisions to local DoD managers. Moreover, these managers should be 
required to tum around a lease application within 60 days or face a sanction. As the · 
situation stands now, only the local reuse authorities are penalized--through job losses--if 
DoD military departments do not produce a lease in a timely manner. 

(h) Personal property (page 16133): This is a dramatic improvement for the benefit of 
the local reuse authorities, primarily to bases closed in the 1993 round. Perhaps, the 
communities whose bases closed as a result of the 1991 process could be afforded rights to 
some of the equipment voluntarily surrendered by 1993 round local development 
authorities. It was primarily the sour experience of the 1991 communities which led the 
Congress to provide these rights for communities in succeeding rounds. 

Again, I appreciate the opportunity to share my views on these regulations. 

Sincerely, 

JE/ss 



United States Department of the Interior 

IN REPLYRE.fi.R TO: 

87417(782) 

July 1, 1994 

Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Economic Security) 
The Pentagon, Room 30814 
Washington, D. C. 20301-3300 

Dear Sir: 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
Western Region 

600 Harrison Street, Suite 600 
San Francisco, California 94107-1372 

I am pleased to provide the following comments on the interim final rule which implements 
both Title XXIX of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994 and the 
President's Five-Part Plan to revitalize base closure communities. 

We also wish to express concern about the possible effect of the regulations on National Park 
Service's ability to administer the public benefit discount provisions of Section 203(k)(2) of 
the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, as amended (40 U.S.C. 
484(d)(2)) and to recommend technical corrections to the interim rule which will allay these 
concerns. 

Of particular interest are those portions of a base which contain public park and recreation 
values and whether the implementation of the new regulations will have an impact on our 
ability to ensure these resources remain in the public estate through the Federal Lands-to
Parks Program. 

It is our understanding that the Congress ifltended that base closures be conducted in accord 
with the 1949 Act, where appropriate, and that the new legislation fulfill one of the objectives 
in the President's Five-Part Plan by adding economic development to the list of "public uses" 
which already qualify for no cost or discounted conveyances. 

The Department of Defense reinforces this perception by stating in section 90.4(a)(1) that its 
policy is to implement the President's plan by expeditiously transferring real and personal 
property that enhance economic development and job creation or otlter public benefits. 

The regulations go even further in that same section by generically stating that the use of 
existing public benefit conveyances should be considered where appropriate, before the use of 
public benefit conveyance for economic development purposes. 

/ 



However, subsequent sections suggest that in some instances re~ property sales take 
precedence over public benefit conveyances or references to the public benefit disposal 
process have been omitted entirely. These concerns are particularly applicable to the job
centered disposals addressed in Section 91.7(d)(3) and (d)(4) and form the basis for the two 
major -recommendations expressed below. 

2 

RECOMMENDATION 1: Section 91.7(d)(3)--Public benefit conveyances are recognized 
as a priority in 91.7(e)(3), are acknowledged in (d)(4) but are conspicuously omitted in 
the procedure& for section (d)(3) conveyances. This is in error. 

Therefore, subsection (ii) should be rewritten to require that Military Departments 
weight public benefit conveyance proposals and local agency support for such 
proposals before offering the property for sale and should also include the same 
language as in (d)(4) (revised below) which would exclude property likely to be 
disposed of under existing public benefit conveyance program from the ( d)(3) jobs:.. 
centered disposal process. 

REcOMMENDATION 2: Section 91.7(d)(4)--Park and Recreation has been omitted from 
the list of possible public benefit conveyances. The fifth sentence should read: "In 
making these determinations, park and recreation, airport, port, and school property 
should be excluded if it appears that they are likely to be converted to public park and 
recreational use, airports, ports, or schools, or other uses under existing public benefit 
conveyance programs". 

The following recommendation addresses a major inconsistency in the interim rule with 
respect to the procedures and time frames for State and local agency screening. 

RECOMMENDATION 3: Appendix B to Part 91--Closure and Transition Timeline for a 
BRAC Base That Closes on September 30, 1997, indicates that State and local 
screening will be completed by June 1. This is contradicted by 91.7(a)(8) which states 
that screening of real property with State and local government agencies shall take 
place concurrently with McKinney Act screening (another 60-175 days after 
completion of Federal agency screening), and 91.7(c)(2)(ii) which Implies an even 
longer period of time (up to 1 year) may be necessary to insure that appropriate public 
benefit recommendations are included in the local redevelopment plan. 

The remaining recommendations ( 4-8) identify those sections where corrections and 
modifications are necessary to insure consistency within the interim fmal rule and with 
Recommendations 1 and 2. 

RECOMMENDATION 4: Section 90.4(a)(1)(i)--The second sentence should be rewritten 
to be consistent with 91.7(e)(3) as follows: "The use of Existing public benefit 
conveyance·s should be coasiderea used, where appropriate, before the use of a public 
benefit conveyance for economic development" 
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REcoMMENDATION 5: Section 91.4(a)--A statement should be included in the policy 
that reflects the exception for _public conveyances allowed under 91.7(d)(4) and 
proposed for (d)(3): "Selling properties quickly for public or private development to 
speed up job creation where a ready market exists except those properties that may be 

. excluded by the local redevelopment authority for public benefit conveyance." 

RECOMMENDATION 6: Section 91.7(d)(2)--This section requires the Military 
Departments to conduct appraisals or other estimates of fair market value to identify 
properties with potential for rapid job creation. Among other guidelines, this section 
indicates "the appraisal should not be based on the highest and best use, but the most 
likely range of uses consistent with local interests". This section should be revised to 
include among the "likely range of uses" potential public benefit conveyances such as 
park and recreation. 

RECoMMENDATION 7: Section 91.7(e)(1)--A statement should be added to the fifth 
sentence to provide consistency: " ... , after it is determined that the base or significant 
portions thereof, cannot be sold in accordance with the rapid job creation concept or 
transferred through a public benefit conveyance." 

RECOMMENDATION 8: Section 91.7 ( e )(3 )--The First sentence can be strengthened by 
deleting the word "generally": "The economic development conveyance authority is 
an addition to existing public benefit authorities and, genemYy, should not be used 
when .... " 

We appreciate the opportunity to ·comment on the interim fmal rule. Additional clarification, 
if needed, can be obtained from Pete Sly, Manager, Federal Lands-to-Parks Program, National 
Park Service, Western Region, (415) 744-3972. 

Sincerely, 

Jo - aplick 
Chief, Grants Branch 
Western Region 

' 



July 7,"1994 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 
440 Harcourt Avenue 
Seaside, CA 93955-0810 

Mr. Robert Bayer 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 

for Economic Security 
Room 3D814 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Dear Mr. Bayer: 

Telephone (408) 899-6220 
FAX (408) 899-6227 

Attached are the City of Seaside's comments regarding the Title XXIX Interim Rule. The 
City has submitted six (6) separate comments in accordance with the format your office 
specified. 

Should you or your staff have any questions regarding these comments, please contact 
Dennis W. Potter at 408-899-6223. 

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. 

I 
SAM HEAD 
Assistant City Manager/ 
Community Development Director 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX.Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
For Economic Security 

From: 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

30814, The Pentagon 
Washington; DC 20301-3300 

I 

~ity of Seaside, Seaside, California (Fort Ord) 

16129 
1 
91.7(b) 

Recommended Changes: 

Insert new language which provides a "balancing process" whereby 
the Secretary of Defense, in conjunction with the redevelopment 
authority, can require McKinney Homeless applications to be sited 
in accordance with the redevelopment·authority's reuse plan. 

Why: 

Un~er current law, McKinney Homeless applications take precedent 
over all non-military property requests. This gives McKinney 
applications a unique opportunity to disrupt a redevelopment 
authority's reuse planning process. This disruption occurs when 
McKinney applicants request property which has a higher economic 
value for economic recovery purposes that homeless housing. 

Allowing the Secretary of Defense, in conjunction with the local 
redevelopment authority, to place McKinney Homeless applicants in 
locations which complement the reuse plan will address this issue. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------Name: Dennis w. Potter 
Address: P.O. Box 810, Seaside, California 93955 

Phone: 408-899-6223 FAX: 408-899-6215 



Format For Comments On The I·nterim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
For Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washing~on,· DC 20301-3300 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
From: 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

City of Seaside, Seaside, California (Fort Ord) 

16130 
2 
91.7(d)(l) 

Recommended Changes: 

Clarify exactly how the new property disposal process contained in 
paragraphs (e) and (f) apply to 1988 and 1991 closures. Who 
determines and by what process is the determination made, for 
paragraphs (e) and (f) to apply to 1988 and 1991 closures. 

Why: 

As drafted the Interim Rule does not provide "certainity" as to 
whether or not paragraphs (e) and (f) apply to 1988 and 1991 
closures. Without "certainity" redevelopment. authority's will be 
left to the whim of the individual military departments and the 
Department of Defense to, on a case by case basis, apply paragraphs 
(e) and (f) to the 1988 and 1991 closures. This will greatly 
increase the difficulty of the redevelopment authority's in 
developing and implementing a base reuse plan. 

Under current law, McKiniiey Homeless applications take precedent 
over all non-military property requests. This gives McKinney 
applications a unique opportunity to disrupt a redevelopment 
authority's reuse planning process. This disruption occurs when 
McKinney applicants request property which has a higher economic 
value for economic recovery purposes that homeless housing. 

Allowing the Secretary of Defense, in conjunction with the local 
redevelopment authority, to place McKinney Homeless applicants in 
locations which complement the reuse plan will address this issue. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
Name: Dennis W. Potter 
Address: P.O. Box 810, Seaside, California 93955 

Phone: 408-899-6223 FAX: 408-899-6215 



Format For Comments On The Inter~ Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
For Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
From: 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

City of Seaside, Seaside, California (Fort Ord) 

16130 
3 
91.7(d)(2) 

Recommended Changes: 

Insert language which requires the selection of these properties 
and the development of appraisal instructions to be done in 
conjunction with the redevelopment authority and the local 
government with land use author~ty. 

Why: 

First, this paragraph assumes the Military Department will conduct 
a separate disposal process, parallel to and in competition with 
the process of the redevelopment authority. This paragraph 
contains no specific requirement the Military Department work with 
the redevelopment authority. 
Second, this paragraph assumes the Military Department controls the 
land use authority over the property to be appraised. This is not 
true. The Military Department can not provide an appraiser 
instructions for a valid appraisal unless the local land use 
authority has established "development entitlements" for the 
property. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------Name: Dennis W. Potter 
Address: P.O. Box 810, Seaside, California 93955 

Phone: 408-899-6223 FAX: 408-899-6215 



Format For Comments 6n The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
For Economic Security 

From: 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washin~on, DC 20301-3300 

City of Seaside, Seaside, California (Fort Ord) 

16130 
3 
91.7(d)(3)(ii) 

Recommended Changes: 

Delete this paragraph in its entirety. 

Why: 

This paragraph establishes a separate and competing disposal 
process to that of the redevelopment authority. This should not 
occur. The Military Departments should not be disposing of 
property. Property disposal should be done only by the 
redevelopment authority in accordance with its base reuse plan. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------Name: Dennis W. Potter 
Address: P.O. Box 810, Seaside, California 93955 

Phone: 408-899-6223 FAX: 408-899-6215 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
For Economic Security 

From: 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

City of Seaside, Seaside, California (Fort Ord) 

16132 
3 
91.7(f)(4)((iv) 

Recommended Changes: 

Delete specific references to various federal regulations and 
insert new language which requires that allowable community costs 
will be established, jointly, by the redevelopment authority and 
the Military Department, based upon the interim and final reuse of 
the property. 

Why: 

The operating and capital costs for property at a military base 
will vary throughout the country and will vary from use to use 
depending on the existing condition of the property and the 
intended interim and final use of the property. "Blanket" federal 
rules and regulations will not fit the individual bases 
appropriately. 

Simple solutions to complex problems create more problems than they 
solve. Flexibility is necessary. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
Name: Dennis w. Potter 
Address: P.O. Box 810, Seaside, California 93955 

Phone: 408-899-6223 FAX: 408-899-6215 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secret~ry of Defense 
For Economic Security 

From: 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

City of Seaside, Seaside, California (Fort Ord) 

16133 
3 
91.7(h)(5) 

Recommended Changes: 

Insert new language which provides for an "appeal process" to the 
Secretary of Defense regarding removal of "indispensable" personal 
property. 

Why: 

The current Interim Rule provides the Military Department with the 
sole power to determine what is "indispensable" personal property 
and have that personal property transferred to another military 
installation. There is no method for the redevelopment authority 
to challenge these actions. Institutionally, the Military 
Departments have no vested interest in providing personal property 
for redevelopment authority. The Military Departments will, by any 
method possible, remove all property from a closing military base. 

Experience at Fort Ord has shown that the Army's goal is to "strip" 
Fort Ord of all personal property it can remove. The removal of 
building fire sprinklers revealed the strong desire of the Army to 
"strip" the post. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
Name: Dennis w. Potter 
Address: P.O. Box 810, Seaside, California 93955 

Phone: 408-899-6223 FAX: 408-899-6215 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 

Implementing Title XXlf{_ Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Page 1 of 2 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-33.00 

From: Restoring the Bay Campaign 

(Activity/Location/Commwlityllnstallation/Group) 

Page ____ l_6~1~28 ____ __ 
Column __ t_h_re_e __ _ 

Prua~h __ o_n~e ____ __ 

Recommended Changes: 

Section 91.7 (a)(S), last sentence 

Decisions on the transfer of property to other Federal Agencies shall be make by the 
Military Department concerned in consultation with the local redevelopment 
authority, State gill!~ governments. special regional bodies such as recreation 
ruJ.d utility districts. ID1d ~interested organizations, academic groups or 
individuals with relevantexpertise. 

Why: 

The local redevelopment authority may not have the wherevvithal to incorporate all 
the relevant considerations into its response to the proposed transfer. Non-profit 
organizations and academics with expertise in land use planning, various relevant 
state and federal laws, ecological restoration, archaeological preservation, active 
recreational uses, etc. are not always represented on the redevelopment authorities, 
and not always given a chance to express their views. Also, the closure of the 
military bases represents opportunities to meet regional needs which the individual 
authorities may not be aware of or concerned about. 

Name: Ruth Gravanis 
Addd.ress: Restoring the Bay Campaign 

c/o Save San Francisco Bay Association 
1736 Franklin Street, 3rd Floor 

Phone: Oakland, CA 94612 

(510) 452-9261 

., (NOTE: LIM:IT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Titie XXI({ OfThe 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Restoring the Bay_ Campaign 

(Activity/Locati·onfCommunityllnstallation!Group) 

Page 16128 
Column 3 ------
p~~ph ________ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

Section 91.7 (a)(7), last sentence, last line 

... communities affected by the closure of the installation and as necessary to ensure 
full compliance with ill applicable laws. including but not limited 1Q the Migratory 
Shorebird Act and the Endangered Species Act. 

Why: 

It may take more time than originally anticipated for the Secre~ary concerned to 
receive all the necessary information regarding relevant lavvs and policies. 

Name: Ruth Gravanis 
Adddress: Restoring the Bay Campaign 

Phone: 

c/o Save San Francisco Bay Association 
1736 Franklin Street, Jrd Floor 
Oakland, CA 9461~ 

(510) 452-9261 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Iii,;,, · 701 Pennsylvania Avenue. N.W. 
Y Washington D.C 20004-2696 

::· Telephone 202-508-5500 

1-39 EDISON ELECTRIC 
INSTITUTE ROBERT L. B"u:.l 

Executive Vice President 
July 5

1 
19 9 4 Policy. Administration ar~d Gtnera! Cou::~t;; 

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defen?e· 
for Economic Security 
Room 3D854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Re: Interim Final Rule On Revitalizing Base Clo~ure 
Communities and Community Assistance 

Edison Electric Institute (EEI) is pleased to provide comments 
on the Department of Defense's (DoD) interim final rule (59 
Fed. Reg. 16,123 (1994)) implementing the "Pryor Amendment." 
The DoD interim final rule establishes procedures for 
transferring closed military bases for economic redevelopment 
of communities in which the bases are closing. 

EEI is the trade association of investor-owned electric 
utilities. Its members generate 78% of all electricity in the 
United States and serve 76% of all end users. EEl's interest 
in this proceeding is tied to the presumption that the 
property being transferred to local authorities contains 
electrical facilities. The manner in which utility property is 
transferred and operated after transfer could have a direct 
impact on EEl's member companies as well as the success of any 
redevelopment efforts. 

EEI and its members are concerned that the interim final rule 
is silent on the question of electric. utility facilities. In 
implementing a final rule, EEI requests that DoD consider 
including specific guidance on how these highly technical and 
valuable facilities will be transferred. The unique 
characteristics of utility infrastructure on closed bases 
requires separate treatment under the rule. 

The interim final rule does not address the disposal of 
utility systems and the underlying real property rights on 
closed military bases. As a result, the proposed rule does 
not classify utility systems as real or persona·! property, and 
it does not provide for the transfer bf the companion real 
property rights. Utility companies may not have the desire to 
buy the base buildings in order to acquire the utility system 
which serves them; and it is unlikely the redevelopment 
authorities will have the desire to own, operate, or maintain 



July 5, 1994 
Page 2 

the utility system serving the buildings on the closed bases. 
EEI member companies currently serving the closed bases have 
·attributes that make them the best candidates for the most 
effective use of the base system. Utility companies should 
participate· in the initial screening process with the 
redevelopment authorities to assure that the system is 
compatible with the local redevelopment plans. 

In addition, the costs of upgrading the ba~e utility systems 
to comply with state and local requirements are not included 
in the appraisal process, and Federal funding has not been 
made available to implement these upgrades. The rule should 
allow consultation with the utility companies on appraisal 
assumptions and guidelines for utility systems. Just as funds 
are expended by the government to remediate base properties, 
funds should be available to upgrade utility systems. 

EEI appreciates the opportunity to provide these general 
comments on policy and endorses the specific comments of its 
member companies who also are commenting on the interim final 
rule. EEI and its member companies have been, and will 
continue to be, active in economic development and look 
forward to working with the DoD to provide guidance in 
revitalizing base closure communities. 

If you have any questions in regard to EEI's comments, please 
contact Sally Hooks, EEI 's Manager of Economic Development, at 
202/508-5553. 

Sincerely, 

I I. 

t: i . ...1 

! j j. · .. : / i.'·' ' : .. 

nobert L. Baum 



Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority 
1181 Shine A veriue 

Buildiiig #SOO 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

(803) 238-0681 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Dear Assistant Secretary of Defense: 

FAX: (803) 238-0579 

July 1, 1994 

The Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority submits the enclosed comments 
on the DoD Interim Rule implementing Title XXIX of the National Defense Authorization for 
your consideration. We sincerely hope that many of our suggestions will be accepted and 
incorporated into the Rule. 

In general, the Interim Rule is considered somewhat complex, therefore, it is difficult 
for many citizens to comprehend these rules as they apply to the Myrtle Beach Air Force 
Base situation. Our comments are designed to simplify and· add flexibility to the Rule, as 
well as promote a higher level of cooperation and coordination of vital decision-making 
between the Military Department and the local redevelopment authority. We believe that the 
secret of success will be the forging of a strong partnership between the federal property 
disposing agency and the local redevelopment authority. 

If you have any questions or need further clarification of the comments, please give 
me a call. 

\eta 

Enclosures 

C:\WPDOCS\CECEUA\Alfrn0RIT\DODRUI...ES.694 

Sincerely, 

~()·~-
Clifford A. Rudd 
Executive Director 



Format. For Comments On The Interim Rule 
hnplementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority 

Page: 16127 Consultation Defmition 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: 91.3 (c) 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

definition of consultation should be changed to the following: 
Consultation. Fully explaining and discussing an issue and carefully 
considering objections, modifications and alternatives to ensure that a 
proposed action is compatible with the local redevelopment plan. 

this proposed definition would make redevelopment a true partnership 
between the Military Department and the community. 

Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0579 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
hnplementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon · 
Washington, DC '20301-3300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16127 
3 
91.3 (f) 

Fair Market Value Defmition 

Recommended Changes: 

Insert a new definition as paragraph 91.3 (f) and renumber the subsequent definitions 
accordingly. The proposed new definition is as follows: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

(f) Fair Market Value. An estimated value of the property, done on an 
"as is .. basis reflecting current use, condition and zoning. The estimate 
should be developed by an appraisal or similar method generally 
accepted by the commercial real estate industry and professional real 
property appraisal standards. 

communities will have to invest heavily in infrastructure improvements 
~efore the property is suitable for its proposed use. The current 
definition of fair market value would actually penalize communities tor 
making these infrastructure improvements. 

Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0579 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
hnplementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC' 20301-3300 

.. 
From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority 

Page: 16127 Redevelopment Authority Defmition 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: 91.3 (g) 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

add the following sentences to the end of the definition: The DoD 
recognition decision for the base redevelopment authority organization 
will be based on a· mutual agreement with the base planning committee 
and state and local governments. In the event that no mutual 
agreement can be reached within a reasonable period of time the DoD 
may select the organizational option favored by the State Government. 

to strengthen the relationship between the community and the Military 
Department yet provide flexibility in the event of local conflicts. 

Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, SC 295n 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0681 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon· 
Washington, DC '20301-3300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority 

Page: 16127 Rural Defmition 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: 91.3 (h) 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

add the following words to the end of the sentence: , or an area within 
an MSA that is officially designated as rural by another Federal agency. 

to add flexibility to those communities with bases that are large, mostly 
rural settings, yet within multi-county MSAs. 

Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0579 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
hnplementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC '20301-3300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16128 
1 
91.5 (a) 

Responsibilities 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

add the following sentence to the end of the paragraph: ASD(ES) will 
coordinate and consolidate the interpretations of the Heads of the DoD 
Components so that there is one common set of rules, regulations and 
interpretations to implement the Laws; add a new paragraph (c) to read 
as follows: The Military Departments shall secure the approval of the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security and the DoD 
General Counsel for any Military Department legal opinion regarding a 
decision or jurisdictional matter of the Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission. 

to simplify the rules through coordination and consolidation of staff 
interpretations and promote consistency and fairness in the decision 
making process for all communities. 

Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0579 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon . 
Washington, DC '20301-3300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment AuthoritY 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16128 
3 
91.7 (a)(5) 

Real Property Screening 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

rewrite the last sentence of paragraph (5) as follows: Decisions on the 
transfer of property to other Federal Agencies shall be made by the 
Military Department concerned when such a transfer is supported by the 
local redevelopment plan. If a proposed transfer conflicts with the local 
redevelopment plan, the Secretary of Defense will make the final transfer 
decision. 

to strengthen the role of the community redevelopment plan. 

Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0579 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopm_ent Authority 

Page: 16129 McKinney Act Screening 
Column: 1 
Paragraph: 91.7 (b)(l) 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

rewrite sentence no. 1 to read as follows: The Stewart B. McKinney 
Homeless Assistance Act, as amended, is a statute designed to permit 
HHS-approved providers of assistance to the homeless to receive a high 
priority in acquiring unneeded land and buildings on Federal properties 
provided those facilities are appropriately accommodated within the local 
redevelopment authority's reuse and redevelopment plan; and add the 
following sentence after sentence no. 3, line 18: The Military 
Departments will ensure that facilities provided to qualified homeless 
providers do not impede the marketability of the adjacent properties or 
the remainder of the redevelopment activities proposed to be 
undertaken by the local redevelopment authority's plan; and add the 
following sentences at the end of the paragraph: the local 
redevelopment authority shall be entitled to offer equivalent facilities on 
the military base that meet the needs of the homeless provider. If the 
Military Department agrees that the offered property is comparable, the 
McKinney conveyance for the property originally requested should be 
denied in favor of the alternative property. 

to add flexibility to the Military Department to allow reasoned decisions 
concerning homeless provider facilities in order to protect the 
marketability of the community's redevelopment plan. 

Clifford A. Audd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: 

.,. 

(803) 238-0579 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC '20301-3300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority 

Page: 16130 Local Redevelopment Plan 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: 91.7 (c)( 1) 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

rewrite sentence no.4, line 9 to read as follows: The local 
redevelopment plan will be used (if available) as the proposed action in 
conducting environmental analyses required by the National 
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), (42 U.S.C. 4332 et seq.). 

to strengthen the role of the community redevelopment plan and ensure 
that the EIS is as useful to the community as possible. 

Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, sc 295n 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0579 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
hnplementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon· 
Washington, DC '20301-3300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base ~edevelopment Authority 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16130 
3 
91.7 (d)(1)-(7) 

Jobs-Centered Property Disposal 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address:· 

. Phone: 

Delete the entire section on Jobs-Centered Property Disposal. 
to strengthen the role of the local redev.elopment pJan and prevent a 
premature sale that is not in keeping with the plan. Redevelopment 
must proceed very quickly to prevent unnecessary job loss at certain 
bases with high civilian employment. Local redevelopment authorities 
could develop the property faster than the proposed process which 
adds a minimum nine-month delay for expressions of interest, analysis, 
and comment. This built in delay would be unnecessarily burdensome 
for communities that will experience immense and immediate civilian job 
loss as a result of base closure. Additionally, for large multiple use 
properties, comprehensive development is necessary prior to disposal of 
individual parcels. Jobs-Centered property disposal will actually 
encourage the sale of individual parcels (11cherry picking .. ) to the 
detriment of redeveloping the entire base. There is an obvious need to 
identify the fair market value of, and demand for the property. However, 
the local redevelopment planning process should be ·the vehicle by 
which the Military Department and the local properties/facilities for early 
sale and/or solicit expressions of interest. 

Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0579 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon· 
Washington, DC '20301-3300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority 

Page: 16130 Jobs-Centered Property Disposal 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: 91.7 (2) 

Recommended Changes: 

If the entire section concenting Jobs-Centered Property Disposal is not eliminated, the 
following changes are recommended: 

Why: 

Name: 

rewrite the first sentence to read as follows: The local redevelopment authority, 
in concert with the Military Department, should identify properties with potential 
for rapid job creation, as part of the redevelopment planning process. The 
Military Department should seek an early opportunity to test the local real 
estate market after: (1) the facility and environmental conditions at the base are 
identified; (2) the community has completed its base redevelopment plan; (3) 
the community has identified the likely required public infrastructure for the 
property; and (4) the local jurisdiction has indicated the likely local land use 
zoning the property will receive. At the same time, the Military Department 
must obtain an appraisal or other estimate of the property's fair market value 
as soon as possible to establish a basis for conveyance of the property. 

to ensure that an early sale is not mistakenly prematf.:lre and thus 
counterproductive to the remainder of the local redevelopment plan. 

Address: 
Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

Phone: (803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0579 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon· 
Washington, DC '20301-3300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16130 
3 
91.7 (3) 

Jobs-Centered Property Disposal 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

add the following words to the end the first sentence: , provided the 
requirements for an early market test listed in paragraph (d)(2) have 
been satisfied. 

to ensure that an early sale is not mistakenly premature and thus 
counterproductive to the remainder of the local redevelopment plan. 

Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0579 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
hnplementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16130 
3 
91.7 (d)(3)(ii) 

Jobs-Centered Property Disposal 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

rewrite the first 2 sentences as follows: The Military Departments, in 
concert with the local redevelopment authorities, will analyze each 
expression of interest and determine within 30 days of receipt if it is 
made in good faith and represents a reasonable development proposal. 
If the Military Department, in concert with the local redevelopment 
authority, decides that an expression of interest received demonstrates 
the existence of a ready market, the prospect of job creation, and offers 
proceeds consistent with the range of estimated fair market value, it may 
decide to offer the property for sale. 

to strengthen the working relationship between the Military Department 
and the local redevelopment authority. 

Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0579 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office· of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon. 
Washington, DC '20301-3300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16131 
3 
91.7 (e)(1) 

Economic Development Conveyances 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

add the following sentence after sentence 5, on line 5 of column 3: The 
determination on non-marketability will be made jointly by the Military 
Department in concert with the local redevelopment authority; omit 
sentence 6, line 5 and replace with the following: Such conveyances 
are intended to assist the local redevelopment authority implement its 
redevelopment plan; add the following sentence after sentence 7, line 12 
of column 3: During the life of the base redevelopment project, the local 
redevelopment authority may reinvest profits in needed base capital 
improvements according to an approved Base Capital Improvements 
Program as described in (f)(3)(10). 

to strengthen the working relationship between the Military Department 
and the community and to provide resources for needed infrastructure. 

Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0579 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washingto~ DC '20301-3300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16131 
3 
91.7 (e)(4) 

Economic Development Conveyances 

· Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

omit (4) and replace with the following: Before making an economic 
development conveyance of real property, an appraisal or other estimate 
of the property's fair market value in an 11as-is11 condition shall be made 
for the current military base situation and also on the proposed reuse of 
the property, taking into account any known infrastructure deficiencies 
that must be remedied before reuse or redevelopment can occur. 
Appropriate adjustments in the fair market value will be made for existing 
military facilities that must be removed from the property before 
redevelopment, based on the redevelopment plan, can occur. 

to provide appropriate safeguards to the community to avoid problems 
inherent to properties without a standard level of infrastructure or with 
specialized military facilities that are inappropriate for civilian reuse or 
redevelopment. 

Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0579 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority 

Page: 16132 Profit Sharing 
Colunm: 2 
Paragraph: 91.7 (f)(l) 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

rewrite sentence no. 1 to read as follows: When real property is 
conveyed as described in paragraph (e) of this section, the Department 
of Defense shall generally share in the division of future profits (after 
completion of the Base Capital Improvements Program) should the 
property be subsequently sold or leased; and add the following 
sentence to the end of the paragraph: Accumulated local and federal 
shares of the profits may be applied to the implementation of the Base 
Capital Improvements Program as described in paragraph (f)(3)(iv). 

to provide resources for infrastructure development. 

Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myttle Beach, SC 29577 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0579 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon· 
Washington, DC '20301-3300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority 

Page: 
Colunm: 
Paragraph: 

16132 
3 
91.7 (0(4)(ii) 

Profit Sharing 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

after sentence no. 1 add the following sentence: Reinvestment of the 
profits in the Base Capital Improvement Program may satisfy the 
recoupment requirement. 

to provide resources for the community to provide needed infrastructure 
improvements for the Base. 

Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0579 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon . 
Wasltington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16132 
3 
91.7 (f)(4)(iv) 

Profit Sharing 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

after paragraph (iv) (B) add (C) as follows: Accumulated annual net 
profits may be retained by the local redevelopment authority for 
reinvestment in a series of 5-year Base Capital Improvements Programs 
(CIP). A CIP may be developed by the local redevelopment authority 
based upon the redevelopment plan and shall be reviewed and 
approved by the Military Department for a series of 5-year periods not to 
exceed the life of the local redevelopment project. The project shall end 
at such time as both the local redevelopment authority and the Military 
Department agree that all property has been conveyed to other non
redevelopment agencies or persons and the work of the local 
redevelopment authority has ended. The CIP may include planned 
infrastructure investment projects listed in the redevelopment plan that 
will provide for the necessary reuse and redevelopment of the Base. 

to provide resources for the community to provide needed infrastructure 
improvements for the Base. · 

Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0579 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC· 20301-3300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority 

Page: 16132 Profit Sharing 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: 91.7 (0(4)(iv)(A) 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

rewrite the paragraph to read as follows: Capital costs, as provided in 
41 CFR 101-47.4908.(b), including directly related off-site capital 
improvements if included in the Base Capital Improvements Program. 

to provide flexibility to fund off-site improvements for services required 
on the base. 

Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0579 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC' 20301-3300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority 

Page: 
Colunm: 
Paragraph: 

16132 
3 
91.7 (f)(4)(v) 

Profit Sharing 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

-rewrite sentence no. 2 to read as follows: The notice of sale or lease 
will be accompanied by an accounting or financial analysis indicating 
the net profit, if any, from a sale, or the estimated annual profit from a 
lease after taking into account the deposit of profits in a local 
redevelopment authority's approved Capital Improvement Program fund 
or account; and add the following sentence: The accounting or financial 
analysis may be a consolidated report for all properties on the Base. 

to provide appropriate flexibility in reporting procedures to 
accommodate a CIP. 

Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0579 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon· 
Washington, DC '20301-3300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16133 
1 
91.7 (g)(1) 

Leasing of Real Property 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

add the following wording to line 8: ... , where appropriate and in 
concert with the local redevelopment authority, ... 

to strengthen the working relationship between the Military Department 
and the local redevelopment authority. 

Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0579 



"'· 

Format For Comntents On The Interim Rule 
hnplementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC · 20301-3 300 

From: Myrtle Beach Air Base Redevelopment Authority 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16133 
1 
91.7 (g)(3) 

Leasing of real Property 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

add the following sentence to the end of the paragraph: The Military 
Department shall complete its FOSL determination in an expeditious 
manner and shall provide the local redevelopment authority with a 
preliminary or final determination within six weeks after receipt of a 
written request. 

to require that the Military Department assign a high priority to this 
activity. 

Clifford A. Rudd, Executive Director 
1181 Shine Avenue 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 

(803) 238-0681 Fax: (803) 238-0579 



WELLINGTON E. WEBB 

Mayor 

TO:· 
FROM: 

. SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

LowRY EcoNOMIC R:EcovJ~~RY PROJECT 
LTNGC /LERP 

250 Rampart Way, Building 349, Room 3114 
Lowry AFB, CO 80230-3121 

(303) 676-5282, FAX: (303) 343-9135 

MEMORANDUM 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
Lowry Economic Recovery Project 

PAUL E. TAUER 

Mayor 

Comments on the Interin1 Rule Implementing Title XXIX of the National 
Defense Authorization Act for FY 94 
June 22, 1994 

The LoWry Economic Recovery Project (LERP) herewith submits our formal written 
comments to the Department of Defense's interim rules to implement the 1993 Congressional 
action commonly known as "the Pryor amendment." These comments are submitted with the 
full endorsement of the Project's Executive Cotnmittee comprised of Denver Mayor 
Wellington Webb, Aurora M·ayor Paul Tauer, Denver City Council member Polly Flobeck 
and Aurora City Councilmember Nadine Caldwell. In addition, the interim rule received 
thorough review by Denver and Aurora staff and these comments by LERP are also 
submitted on behalf of/ and with the endorsement of both cities. 

The Lowry Economic Recovery Project has had a long and active involvement in shaping the 
initiatives which are intended to improve and expedite the base closure ~d conversion . 
process. We encouraged and actively participated in a meeting with newly appointed Clinton 
and DoD officials shortly after the 1992 inauguration. Many of the ideas expressed at that 
meeting, assembled by the National Association of Installation Developers (NAID) and the 
National Association of Counties (NACO), became an integral part of President Clinton's 
Five Part Community Assistance Plan and ultimately the Pryor Amendment. LERP 
Executive Committee and staff took an active interest in the development and passage of the 
Pryor amendment. We gave input both through NAID and directly to Senator Pryor's staff. 

All of the efforts were fundamentally aimed at simplifying and making sense out of a very 
complex base conversion process. Of critical importance to Denver and Aurora and many 
other base closure communities is the new economic development conveyance mechanism for 
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transferring significant base property to communities for economic development and job 
creation. This new conveyance mechanism has the enthusiastic support of communities as a 
viable way to make redevelopment of military bases happen. We are indebted to NAID and 
NACO for elevating this idea to serious deliberation at the federal level and to the National 
Economic Counsel {NEC) and DoD for developing it into a viable Congressional initiative 
which culminated in the Pryor amendment. 

We are cautiously optimistic about the broad language in the interim rule about the process 
for economic development conveyances and less than fair market value leasing provisions. 
Since Lowry is closing in September of this year and we are anticipating a Record of . . 
Decision in late July, we have submitted an economic development conveyance request under 
our interpretation of the interim rule as written. We are hopeful that the Air Force will 
liberally interpret that guidance and see as its underlying goal to get as much base property 
as possible into the hands of the community for early and planned economic recovery. 

Because of our time frame-at Lowry, we recognize that we will likely be operating under the 
interim rule for all of our economic conveyance, leasing and personal property negotiations. 
Likewise, the interpretation of the McKinney screening provisions as written in the interim 
rules will no doubt dictate how Lowry is treated over the next several months. Simply 
stated, for Lowry and other bases recently closed or soon scheduled for closure, we 
recognize that we'll be the "test cases" for the practical application of this interim rule. In 
many ways it will set the stage and the tone for how communities can expect to interact with 
DoD and the military services under the new rules of the game. We are hopeful that this 
new process can be a true win-win for both the military and the base closure communities 
who should have as a common goal early and successful conversion and redevelopment of 
former military bases. 

We do however, want to take the opportunity to formally comment on the interim rules in a 
sincere attetnpt to make sure these rules work for us as well as other communities to follow. 
We verbally expressed many of these ideas at the DoD Outreach Seminar we attended in 
Dallas. We greatly appreciated the opportunity to hear directly from the actual rule 
developers and writers what they intended or were hoping to convey by a particular section. 
We felt that all the presenters were receptive to input and specific suggestions for 
improvement, clarification and perhaps even reinterpretation 

Following the Outreach Seminar, and based on what we heard there, we attempted to put 
together very thoughtful and deliberate comments on the draft rule. We trust that our 
comments will be received with the thought that we sincerely hope to help create a process 
that serves the needs of impacted communities and local governments as well as the military 
and the federal government. 
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We stand available to discuss or clarify any of our comments. The point of contact for this 
effort at the LERP is Kay Miller who can be reached at (303) 676-5282. We are hopeful 
that an open, collaborative dialogue between DoD, the military services, NAID and the base 
closure communities will result in final rules and regulations that will work to the benefit of 
all. . 

We thank you for the opportunity to comment on this interim draft rule. 

cc: Senator Hank Brown I attn: Sherri Smith 
Senator Ben Nighthorse Campbell I attn: Pam Wohler 
Congressman Dan Schaefer I attn: Andree Krause 
Congresswoman Patricia Schroeder I attn: Kip Cheroutes 
Alan Olsen, AFBCA I Teresa Pohlman, AFBCA 
Dorothy Robyn, NEC 
NAID - Jane English, President 

lerp/sb .6/22/94 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorii.ation Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: ·Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
(Activity /Location/Community /Installation/Group) 

Page: __ ..:.1.=6.:..:12::::..::6~-
Column:_~3 ___ ..,.. 

Paragraph: 90.4 (iii) 

Recommended Changes: 

The policy should clearly state that 1988 and 1991 round base closures are eligible for 
economic development conveyances. The policy should also state that these early rounC:I 
bases are so far along in their planning that the process for soliciting private market 
expressions of interest will automatically be waived unless the community reuse planning 
agency specifically requests the military department to solicit private expressions of interest. 

Why: 

1988 and 1991 base closure communities are generally so far along in their planning process 
that a 6 month or longer process to solicit interest would result in unnecessary delays in the 
conveyance of property. Local reuse planning organizations will undoubtedly have 
conducted market studies. They should be immediately informed of the installations 
availability for economic development conveyance so they can move expeditiously to respond 
with an application. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
LTNGC/LERP 
250 Rampart Way 
Building 349, Room 3114 
Lowry AFB, CO 80230-3121 

(303) 676-5282 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
(1) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

FoiWard comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: ·Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
(Activity !Location/Community /Installation/Group) 

Page: __ ...:.1..:::..6:..::12=6::....-_ 
Column:_--=2 ___ _ 
Paragraph: 90.3(e) definitions - redevelopment authority 

Recommended Changes: 

We agree with the comments submitted by NAID that language should be added that further 
defines and gives examples of redevelopment authorities which will be recognized. The rule 
should also state that the redevelopment authority which is recognized and designated by ·the 
community reuse planning organization which receives OEA funding as the entity eligible to 
receive property should be the reuse authority recognized by DoD. 

Why: 

States and localities will differ widely across the country in the types of redevelopment 
entities they form or designate to deal with military base reuse~ This variance is due to 
differences in state enabling laws, constitutional restrictions, varying degrees of local 
government authority and constraints, and political realities. DoD should give maximum 
flexibility in recognizing authorities which state and local governments wish to designate to 
receive military property and redevelop it. 

(Note: We have submitted identical comments for 91.3(g) definitions sections) 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
LTNGC/LERP 
250 Rampart Way 
Building 349, Room 3114 
Lowry AFB, CO 80230-3121 

(303) 676-5282 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
(2) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authonzatlon Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From:. Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: __ ...!:;.1~6~12::..:7~-
Column:._--=3 ___ _ 
Paragraph: 91.3 (g) ·definitions - redevelopment authority 

Recommended Changes: 

We agree with the comments submitted by NAID that language should be added that further 
defines and gives examples of redevelopment authorities which will be recognized. The rule 
should also state that the redevelopment authority which is recognized and designated by ·the 
community reuse planning organization which receives OEA funding as the entity eligible to 
receive property should be the reuse authority recognized by DoD. 

Why: 

States and localities will differ widely across the country in the types of redevelopment 
entities they form or designate to deal with military base reuse. This variance is due to 
differences in state enabling laws, constitutional restrictions, varying degrees of local 
government authority and constraints, and political realities. DoD should give maximum 
flexibility in recognizing authorities which state and local governments wish to designate to 
receive military property and redevelop it. 

(see comments on 90.3(e) p. 16126 for identical comments under redevelopment authority 
definition) 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
LTNGC/LERP 
250 Rampart Way 
Building 349, Room 3114 
Lowry AFB, CO 80230-3121 

(303) 676-5282 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
(3) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward com.nlents to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From:. .Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
(Activity /Location/Community /Installation/Group) . 

Page: __ --::1~6::..::1~2~7 __ 
Column:_---=-l__.(P~) __ 

Paragraph: 90.4(3) policy 

Recommended Changes: 

The word "leased" should be eliminated from this paragraph. 

Why: 

Nowhere else in the guidance is there any indication of an intent for profit sharing under 
leasing arrangements. All of the profit sharing language in 91.7 on p. 16132 applies to net 
profit sharing after future sales of property conveyed under the economic development 
conveyance provisions in 91.7 (e) 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
LTNGC/LERP 
250 Rampart Way 
Building 349, Room 3114 
Lowry AFB, CO 80230-3121 

(303) 676-5282 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COl\1MENT PER PAGE} 
(4) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title JOqX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: .. Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
(Activity /Location/Community !Installation/Group) . 

Page: __ ...::.l-=-6=-=12::;...:;7 __ 
Column:_--=2-:o=r-::3~---
Paragraph: 91.3 definitions (add paragraph (k)) 

Recommended Changes: 

Agree with NAID' s comments regarding the need for a common defmition of fair market 
value to be contained in this section. Support the definition proposed by NAID. 

Why: 

The differing methods of determining fair market value under the ready market and economic 
development sections of the regulations are confusing and conflicting. It appears to us that 
the only reasonable fair market determination must be made on the basis of the property as 
currently zoned, in its existing condition with existing infrastructure and considering current 
market conditions. To do otherwise or to attempt to base the value on the "proposed use" 
would appear to be "crystal balling" which the regulation writers purport to want to avoid. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
LTNGC/LERP 
250 Rampart Way 
Building 349, Room 3114 
Lowry AFB, CO 80230-3121 

(303) 676-5282 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
(5) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Atithoriiation A~t For FY94 

Fotward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: . ~wry Economic Recovery Project 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: __ ...:.l..=-6:..::12=8~-
Column:_--=2 ___ _ 

Paragraph: 91. 7(a) (3) ·real property screening 

Recommended Changes: 

Agree with the NAID comment that all decisions regarding the retention of property for 
military purpose must receive the approval of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for . 
Economic Security, except for those approvals which have occurred prior to the issuance ·of 
the April 6 regulations. 

Why: 

Decisions to retain parcels of land for military use have real impact on redevelopment plans. 
Ensuring community input into these decisions is critical. Having the final approval rest with 
the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security ensures that these decisions will. 
not be made lightly and that the community is assured of an avenue for input. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
LTNGC/LERP 
250 Rampart Way 
Building 349, Room 3114 
Lowry AFB, CO 80230-3121 

(303) 676-5282 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
(6) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

FoiWard comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

. From: · Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: __ -=1-=6==12:::;...;:8"---
Column:_---:::;.3 ___ ~ 
Paragraph: 91.7 (a) 7 real property screening 

Recommended Changes: 

Clarify the process for declaration of surplus by the military department. 

Why: 

There has been and continues to be enormous confusion and disparity in regard to the way 
military departments handle surplus declarations. We have been told that AFBCA intends to 
make its declaration of surplus simultaneous with the Record of Decision. This timing is 
extraordinarily late especially for public benefit conveyances to occur expeditiously. 

If this 91. 7(a) provision intends that the property be declared surplus once the federal 
screening is completed (unless the redevelopment authority requests a delay), the regulation 
should clearly state this. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
LTNGC/LERP 
250 Rampart Way 
Building 349, Room 3114 
Lowry AFB, CO 80230-3121 

(303) 676-5282 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COM:MENT PER PAGE) 
(7) 



Format For Comments On The·Interim Rule 
Implementing Title }_{XlX Of The 

National Defense AuthoriZi:ltibii Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: .. Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
(Activity /Location/Community /Installation/Group) . 

Page: 16129 
Column: ____ _ 

Paragraph: 91.7 (b) McKinney act screening 

Recommended Changes: 

This section must be written to be perfectly clear that only one comprehensive McKinney 
screening is required to comply with the intent of Pryor, whether that screening takes place 
before or after an official declaration of surplus. It is our understanding that following that 
screening and the accompanying required 60/90/25 day periods, the one-year moratorium 
begins on McKinney screenings to allow the local redevelopment authority to submit its 
written expression of interest for the property. Again, it needs to be clear that this one year 
period begins whether or not there has been a declaration of surplus. The alternative 
solution would be for an official declaration of surplus to occur simultaneously with the 
McKinney screening. As required by (3) of this section, that should occur no later than June 
1 of 1994. 

Why: 

Our reading of the Pryor amendment indicates that Congress intended to limit the McKinney 
screening to a single screening for 1993 bases and beyond and then give the reuse authority a 
year to express its interest in the· base to implement its plan. If that same principle applies to · 
1988 and 1991 bases, there should be a single screening under Pryor (unless exempted as 
allowed in the regulations) and then the one year period for the local redevelopment 
authority to act should begin. This sequence should occur whether or not an official -
declaration of surplus has been made since Congress was silent on that issue. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
LTNGC/LERP 
250 Rampart Way 
Building 349, Room 3114 
Lowry AFB, CO 80230-3121 

(303) 676-5282 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 CO:Ml\1ENT PER PAGE) 
(8) 



Format -For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: . Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: __ ...:.l-=6~13=0::....__ 
Column:_--=2 ___ _ 

Paragraph: 91. 7(c) local development plan 

Recommended Changes: 

A new paragraph (3) should be added to clarify that for 1988 and 1991 bases which have 
already submitted their plans that all of the elements contained in (2)(i) through (iv) n~. not 
be present. Rather 1988 and 1991 bases who intend to request aeronomic development 
conveyance under (e) should include the necessary economic development and job creation 
data and support in their request since all of the elements may not be contained in community 
reuse plans submitted prior to these April 6 regulations. 

Why: 

Self explanatory 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
LTNGC/LERP 
250 Rampart Way 
Building 349, Room 3114 
Lowry AFB, CO 80230-3121 

(303) 676-5282 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COl\1MENT PER PAGE) 
(9) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Fotward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: . Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
(Activity !Location/Community !Installation/Group) 

Page: __ ..::;_;16~1:;.:::3-=0-=&::::.......:..16~1=.:::3~1-
Column:_---::::..se=-v:....;:e;.::..;ral=----
Paragraph: 91.7(d) jobs centered property disposal 

Recommended Changes: 

For 1988 and 1991 bases that are well along in their reuse planning process, it is our opinion 
that the process of soliciting expressions of interest from the private sector will slow things 
down in most cases. Local redevelopment planning organizations will already have 
conducted extensive market studies, focus groups and other economic analysis to determine 
private market interest in the facilities. 

Therefore, for 1988 and 1991 bases, we suggest that the process for waiver be reversed from 
that laid out in the proposed regulation. The process of solicitation of interest should not 
occur unless the Secretary requests a waiver to proceed and the affected community reuse 
planning organization concurs that this process should take place. Some communities may 
desire that DoD conduct this additional solicitation of interest and that should be their 
prerogative. 

Why: 

Comments are self explanatory. Concern is with the lengthy delay that could occur for 1988 
and 1991 bases. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
LTNGC/LERP 
250 Rampart Way 
Building 349, Room 3114 
Lowry AFB, CO 80230-3121 

(303) 676-5282 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 CO:MMENT PER PAGE) 
(10) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Fotward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
(Activity /Location/Community /Installation/Group) 

Page: 16131 
Column:_-=2 ___ _ 

Paragraph: 91.7 (e) (i) 

Recommended Changes: 

At the end of the first sentence add the words "or current conditions." so that it reads "may 
not be readily marketable due to its location or current condition." 

Why: 

The current condition of the facilities and especially the infrastructure can be a serious 
impediment to the redevelopment and marketability of a base. The new economic 
development conveyance process needs to take this fact into account in considering. requests 
for property at less than fair market value. We are generally concerned that the economic 
development conveyance "test" seems to be largely dependent on the ability to demonstrate 
job creation. It is imperative that DoD recognize that economic recovery is not measured in 
terms of one-for-one job replacement. 

Putting closed military bases back into productive reuse may be enhanced by the upgrading 
and replacement of antiquated infrastructure, demolition of obsolete buildings, and additional 
site improvements. Indeed such improvements may be fundamental to successful 
redevelopment. Having the resources and generating the required revenues through properties 
obtained through an economic development conveyance will ultimately lead to job creation. 
The jobs that can eventually be created through the modernization of facilities will likely far 
exceed the prospects for immediate job creation in obsolete facilities. 

We would implore that DoD clarify in its final regulations that these kinds of justifications 
for economic development conveyance requests be given equal weight to those that can 
demonstrate immediate job creation. It is important to point out that nowhere in the Pryor 
amendment does the Congress specifically refer to job creation. Rather, Section 2903(c) 
expressly directs the Secretary to "consider locally and regionally delineated economic 
development needs and priorities into the process by which the Secretary disposes of real 
property ... " The regulations need to reflect that Congressional intent. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
LTNGC/LERP 
250 Rampart Way 
Building 349, Room 3114 
Lowry AFB, CO 80230-3121 
(303) 676-5282 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
~· (11) 



Format For Comments .On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense AuthoriZation Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From:. . Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
(Activity /Location/Community /Installation/Group) . 

Page: __ ..:..16.:::..:1::..::3:..:.1 __ 
Column:_--=-3 ___ _ 

Paragraph: 91. 7(e) (4) economic development conveyance-- property appraise! 

Recommended Changes: 

The words "based on the proposed use of the property" should be changed to "based on 
current zoning and current infrastructure and market conditions" -- "as is, where is". 

Why: 

It seems improbable that an appraiser could crystal ball the fair market value of a parcel or 
a property based on some proposed future use. There can be no absolute assurance that the 
proposed use will be realized. It seems more reasonable to base the appraisal on the 
property as it sits, with present conditions considered. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
LTNGC/LERP 
250 Rampart Way 
Building 349, Room 3114 
Lowry AFB, CO 80230-3121 

(303) 67 6-5282 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COM:MENT PER PAGE) 
(12) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: ··Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
(Activity /Location/Community /Installation/Group) · 

I 

Page: __ ..:.1~61=-=3~2~
Column:_--=1---~ 
Paragraph: 91. 7(e) eeonomic development conveyance 

Recommended Changes: 

Add language to (5)(iii) p. 16132 to read: "For communities who have already submitted 
redevelopment plans which may not have anticipated economic development conveyances, the 
request itself should provide supporting data and information on anticipated job creation and 
economic development benefits of such a conveyance. 

Why: 

Self-evident 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
LTNGC/LERP 
250 Rampart Way 
Building 349, Room 3114 
Lowry AFB, CO 80230-3121 

(303) 676-5282 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 C01\1MENT PER PAGE) 
(13) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 · 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: · l.owzy Economic Recovery Project 
(Activity fLocation/Com.munity (Installation/Group) 

Page: __ -=-16=-:1=3'-=2'--
Column: __ 2=-==&::.....:::;3_--=---
Paragraph: 91.7 (f) pro-fit sharing 

Recommended Changes: 

1) Agree with NAID's comments that a negotiated payback period not to exceed 20 years, 
should be explicitly allowed. Amend sub paragraph (1). 

2) Add language to ( 4 )(iii) to clarify the intent stated at· the outreach conferences that this 
provision would not preclude communities from offering property at a reduced price or with 
incentives in order to encourage economic development or job creation. 

Why: 

The underlying purpose and stated policy of the economic development conveyance 
provisions is to assist in "inducing" a market to enhance economic recovery. Local 
redevelopment authorities need to have maximum flexibility and creativity to help make 
economic development occur. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
LTNGC/LERP 
250 Rampart Way 
Building 349, Room 3114 
Lowry AFB, CO 80230-3121 

(303) 676-5282 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
(14) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act Fo~ FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC. 20301-3300 

From: ·Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
(Activity !Location/Community /Installation/Group) 

Page: __ -=.1.=6:::.:13:.:2:-_ 
Column:_---==3=------~ 
Paragraph: 91.7(f) profit sharing (4)(Bl direct and indirect costs 

Recommended Changes: 

Agree with NAID's comments that the reference to CFR part 31 is not helpful. Revise to 
· delineate specific acceptable costs, both operating and capital costs. Agree with the NAID _ 

list of eligible costs but believe it should be broadened even further to state "other allocable 
costs agreed upon between the local redevelopment authority and the military service." 

Why: 

We believe an explicit list such as NAID has proposed gives certainty and clarity to 
local redevelopment authorities up front as to what will be acceptable, deductible 
expenditures. This predictability is essential for sound business planning. LRA's are going 
to depend on future sales profits to make infrastructure improvements, demolish building and 
land for development. They must have certainty in making those expenditures that they will 
be allowed to keep that investment. 

Having McKinney relocation costs expressly named as a deductible expense is critical 
to Lowry. Our local solution to reducing the number of HHS approved McKinney units to 
the number called for in our community plan is to "buy out" the additional approved units 
and give the McKinney providers the resources to buy comparable units in the metro area. 
This is our answer to true dispersement of homeless housing, and we believe paramount to 
the successful redevelopment of Lowry. 

Our suggestion that "other agreed upon costs" be added is that it is simply premature 
to attempt to develop an exhaustive list of allowable costs. We can envision other costs, for 
instance even the relocation of federal users, which we and the AF may both agree are 
acceptable expenditures to make certain parcels attractive for redevelopment. There simply 
needs to be some room for negotiation. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
LTNGC/LERP 
250 Rampart Way 
Building 349, Room 3114 
Lowry AFB, CO 80230-3121 

(303) 676-5282 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COM1\1ENT PER PAGE) 
(15) 



Format For Comments On The Interiin Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Foxward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of DefenSe for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: . ~wry Economic Recovery Project 
(Activity ILocation/Community /Installation/Group) 

Page: __ ~1~61=3~3;_____ 
Column: _ __;:::;.3 ___ _ 

Paragraph: (h){5)(i) · 

Recommended Changes: 

Add the following language to the end of the paragraph: 

"Required items would not normally include base operating support property that would be 
used to house, feed or facilitate base support functions due solely to increasing the population 
of the realigned base." 

Why: 

"Mission essential" should be property that the realigning unit would use in the day-to-day 
performance of their mission not that the gaining base would use in support of the new 
mission. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
LTNGC/LERP 
250 Rampart Way 
Building 349, Room 3114 
Lowry AFB, CO 80230-3121 

(303) 676-5282 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COM:MENT PER PAGE) 
(16) 



.. . ·Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: . Lowry Economic. Recovery Project 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: __ -=1-=6.:..::13=-4=-----
Colum.n:_-..::::..3 ___ _ 

Paragraph: 91. 7(i) (2) . minimum level of maintenance 

Recommended Changes: 

We agree with NAID's comments that subparagraph (2) should be amended to require that 
the Military Department be required to maintain base closure facilities for up to two years . 
after base closure, or 18 months after the property is ready for civilian reuse, whichever is 
the later date, or until the community enters into an interim lease for the property. However 
our recommendation is to add to the NAID language the words "and enters into a paying 
sublease". 

Why: 

Communities or local redevelopment authorities cannot be asked to take on the financial 
responsibility of caretaking property until it is generating some money to pay for the cost of 
maintenance and security. In order to consummate subleases, the authority will need to have 
its lease with the military department in place. There may be a lag period between these two 
events. Unless the authority has a paying sublease generating money for O&M, the Military 
Department should continue to caretake the facility. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Lowry Economic Recovery Project 
LTNGC/LERP 
250 Rampart Way 
Building 349, Room 3114 
Lowry AFB, CO 80230-3121 

(303) 676-5282 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Terrence M. McDermott 

Executive Vice President/CEO 

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
Room 3E854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

On behalf of The American Institute of Architects (AlA), I am pleased to provide 
the attached comments on the Interim Final Rule, "Revitalizing Base Closure 
Communities and Community Assistance", included in the Federal Re&ister for 
April 6, 1992, 32 CFR Parts 90 and 91. The AlA is the professional association of 
56,000 members representing the nation's architects. 

Architects have an important role to play in the future of communities affected by 
the downsizing of the defense establishment. They bring special skills to the task 
of integrating closed military facilities to their host communities, not just in the 
design of individual buildings and other structures, but also in the community's 
strategic planning for the facility's reuse, the design of that reuse, and its 
relationship to the surrounding or adjacent community. Thus, the Defense 
Department's approach to its departure from local communities is an important 
concern of architects and the AIA 

We hope that the Department will find these comments useful in what we expect 
will be an evolving process. We also look forward to working with the 
Departmen ensure the effectiveness of this process. 

ence M. McDermott 
Executive Vice-President/CE 

TMM:ace 

enclosure 

1735 New York Avenue, NW 

Wastington. DC 20006 
Telephone 202.626.7310 
Facsimile 202.626.7426 
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COMMENTS OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECfS 
on the 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
"REVITALIZING BASE CLOSURE COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE" 

Overview 

The American Institute of Architects (AlA) and its members have extensive experience in 
assisting communities. in developing and realizing their plans for revita~ation. This experience 
has special relevance for localities' reuse of closed military facilities. Among the AlA's programs 
is the Regiona]JU rban Design Assistance Team program which fields teams of architects to aid 
communities in resolving complex issues concerning growth, development and economic 
revitalization. This program has been conducted in more than 120 American communities, both 
large and small. 

The AlA has also helped fashion recent major federal community planning and design initiatives. 
We played a principal role in developing the metropolitan and state planning requirements for the 
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA), led the preparation of the 

. strategic planning guide for the Empowerment Zone/Enterprise Community program for the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), and helped draft the Consolidated 
Planning Process that HUD is just now concluding. This latter process will reorganize and reform 
the way that states and large communities plan for the use of their formula community 
development grant programs so that they work in a coordinated, comprehensive fashion. 

The AlA has carefully studied the interim final rule concerning the reuse of closed military 
facilities by local communities. The rule is seriously deficient. In general, although it places 
substantial emphasis on the process for making facilities available for reuse, almost totally absent 
from the rule is any substantive framework for determining that use. Specifically: 

• Concerning the Local Redevelopment Plan, the rule ironically contains no rules for 
either redevelopment or for planning. 

• It provides little useful guidance to affected localities for either revitalization or 
community assistance. 

• It fails to take account of Administration policies and federal laws that bear directly on 
the base reuse process, including federal transportation and community development 
planning requirements. 

• It is virtually silent on public participation, strategic planning, community planning, and 
coordination of programs. The value and necessity of good urban design in successful 
redevelopment plans are not mentioned at all. 

Unless these deficiencies are corrected, we fear that they will increase the likelihood of missed 
opportunities, poorly planned· projects, unrealized economic schemes, urban sprawl and downtown 
disinvestment, and an ultimate loss of public confidence in the efficacy of the base closing process. 
Successful civilian reuse of military facilities is usually a complex and difficult pr~s. The 
success of the Defense Departmenfs mission of placing its closed facilities to ready, capable local 
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hands depends on issuance of a more useful, more complete rule that addresses the core issues in 
a more coherent and helpful framework. 

Below, we discuss the deficiencies of the interim final rule in greater detail and offer 
recommendations for addressing those problems. Our comments generally require rewriting 
sections of the rule. Accordingly, we do not pr~vide specific language. 

1. The Job-centered property disposal process. This process would appear at fli'St glance to be 
of benefit to affected oommunities. Having the Military Departments eonduct a nationwide 
solicitation for rapid private use of a closed facility may extend the economic outreach of the 
community, creating a presence in the national marketplace that an individual community may not 
be able to achieve. Prospective developers that a community could not encourage on its own may 
appear as a result of this process. 

On the other hand, the job-centered property disposal process can create serious problems for 
affected communities. Under the rule, the Military Departments can decide, over the objections 
of the redevelopment authority and of the locality, that the property will go to a particular private 
interest for a particular use deemed reasonable by the Department in question. Although the 
rule allows for the redevelopment authority to challenge the decision and provides a notice in 
writing of the final determination, the decision-making process may be applied unevenly from one 
community to another. · 

Recommendation: The rule should include standards that regulate the ability of the 
Military Departments to override the locality's stated interest. 

While potential offerers for properties processed for job-centered property disposal are 
encouraged to "work with the redevelopment authority so that their development goals will be 
compatible with the local development plans", there is no requirement that they be compatible. 
There is also no requirement that the successful bidder's project conform to a locality's land use 
plans or zoning laws, or that the public be involved in the process, despite general language about 
extensive consultation in the rule's preamble. Thus, the job-centered property disposal process 
which is intended to benefit a community could actually contravene the community's overall 
development plans. 

Recommendation: Require that potential offerers work with the redevelopment authority 
to assure the compatibility of reuse plans with local development plans and also require a public 
participation process. 

2. High value properties. Properties that the Military Departments consider to have the highest 
marketability and value and which are not conveyed to the locality, except through a negotiated 
sale. This means that the properties that could most successfully replace a locality's economic loss 
from a base closure will not be made available to the locality except on the terms of the Military 
Departments. And under an additional provision, properties which the Departments are 
convinced have high value and ready marketability, but which for some reason did not draw 
expressions of interest, may continue to be held for the Departments' disposition. Only those 
properties not deemed high grade, and not conveyable for public benefit purposes, such as 
airports or schools, can be readily acquired at low or no cost by affected localities. 'While the 
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708-724-1700 
FAX 708-724-0916 

Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 

- LEn VIEW 

July 1,1994 

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20103-3300 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

1225 WAUKEGAN ROAD 
GLENVIEW, ILUNOIS 60025-3071 

Attached please find comments on Interim Rules implementing Title XXIX of the National 
Defense Authorization Act for FY94. The Glenview Naval Air Sta~on Community ReuSe" 
Planning Group's main objection with the Interim Rules deals with the Job Centered Property 
Disposal section. You will note that the recommendation from our community is to eliminate 
all references to Job Centered Property Disposal. If, in the final analysis, that is not possible, it 
is our belief that local communities which are organized and have the ability to generate and 
implement a reuse plan should be granted an economic development conveyance prior to the 
Department of Defense seeking to market and sell the property. This process will lead to. more 
rapid redevelopment and job creation, which allows local communities to recover from a base 
closure even more quickly. 

Thank you for this opportunity to provide input into the policy-making process regarding the 
Pryor Amendment . We look forward to a cooperative and successful reuse process. 

Sincerely, 

nctnt1l 1+ 
Nancy L. Firfer . 

il Village President/Chairperson, GNAS 
Community Reuse Planning Group 

cc: Capt. David Larson (OEA) 
Capt. James C. Schultz (GNAS Commander) 
Cdr. Don Owen (GNAS Transition Coordinator) 
Paul T. McCarthy (Village Manager /Executive Director Community Reuse Plannning 
Group) 
Matthew D. Carlson (Asst. to the Village Manager I Asst. Executive Director, 
Community Reuse Planning Group) 
Jane English (President, National Association of Installation Developers) 
Madeline S. McGee (Chief Operating Officer, Trident1

S BEST Policy Committee) 
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hands depends on issuance of a more useful, more complete rule that addresses the core issues in 
a more coherent and helpful framework. 

Below, we discuss the deficiencies of the interim final rule in greater detail and offer 
recommendations for addressing those problems. Our comments generally require rewriting 
sections of the rule. Accordingly, we do not pr?vide specific language. 

1. The Job-centered property disposal process. This process would appear at frrst glance to be 
of benefit to affected oommunities. Having the Military Departments eonduct a nationwide 
solicitation for rapid private use of a closed facility may extend the economic outreach of the 
community, creating a presence in the national marketplace that an individual community may not 
be able to achieve. Prospective developers that a community could not encourage on its own may 
appear as a result of this process. 

On the other hand, the job-centered property disposal process can create serious problems for 
affected communities. Under the rule, the Military Departments can decide, over the objections 
of the redevelopment authority and of the locality, that the property will go to a particular private 
interest for a particular use deemed reasonable by the Department in question. Although the 
rule allows for the redevelopment authority to challenge the decision and provides a notice in 
writing of the final determination, the decision-making process may be applied unevenly from one 
community to another. · 

Recommendation: The rule should include standards that regulate the ability of the 
Military Departments to override the locality's stated interest. 

While potential offerers for properties processed for job-centered property disposal are 
encouraged to "work with the redevelopment authority so that their development goals will be 
compatible with the local development plans", there is no requirement that they be compatible. 
There is also no requirement that the successful bidder's project conform to a locality's land use 
plans or zoning laws, or that the public be involved in the process, despite general language about 
extensive consultation in the rule's preamble. Thus, the job-centered property disposal process 
which is intended to benefit a community could actually contravene the community's overall 
development plans. 

Recommendation: Require that potential offerers work with the redevelopment authority 
to assure the compatibility of reuse plans with local development plans and also require a public 
participation process. 

2. High value properties. Properties that the Military Departments consider to have the highest 
marketability and value and which are not conveyed to the locality, except through a negotiated 
sale. This means that the. properties that could most successfully replace a locality's economic loss 
from a base closure will not be made available to the locality except on the terms of the Military 
Departments. And under an additional provision, properties which the Departments are 
convinced have high value and ready marketability, but which for some reason did not draw 
expressions of interest, may continue to be held for the Departments' disposition. Only those 
properties not deemed high grade, and not conveyable for public benefit purposes, such as 
airports or schools, can be readily acquired at low or no cost by affected localities. ·While the 
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law's property disposal requirements cannot be changed through regulation to enable easier, less 
expensive acquisition of high value/readily marketable facilities, the means by which the Military 
Departments engage affected communities can and should be more specifically spelled out. 

· · Recommendation: Standards need to be developed that ensure: (a) that there is adequate 
public participation in the Military Departmen~' deeisions about the use of these first-class 
facilities, (b) that local zoning and land use plans will not be overridden, (c) that the facility will 
·not be used in a manner that will interfere with other local economic development objectives, and 
(d) that the potential.private offerers' plans will be consistent with other federal authorities 
bearing on land use, economic development, and related issues. In addition, the rule should set 
out considerations to ensure that the Military Departments' decisions about the reuse of these 
high value facilities are not considered in isolation from other community interests and concerns. 

3. The Local Redevelopment Plan. Just as the rule lacks adequate regulation of the manner in 
which the Military Departments conduct the job-centered property disposal process, it also· · 
neglects to provide adequate .guidance to communities in formulating the Local Redevelopment 
Plan. Defense Department officials, in responding to complaints about the lack of this guidance 
and redevelopment authorities, have claimed that they. do not want the federal government to 
dictate decisions to affected local governments. This response confuses helping to plan and reach 
a good decision with dictating the decision itself. We are concerned about setting up a coherent 
and comprehensive planning and decision-making process. 

Recommendation: The rule should outline the framework for local redevelopment 
planning so that each locality can have confidence that it is receiving equal treatment and 
consideration within the national base closing process. More definitive guidance and direction 
thus provides protection for each community as it develops plans for its economic future. 

In addition, a more complete rule will. provide each community with the information it 
needs to produce the best possible plan to meet its own needs and fulfill its vision. The goal of a 
more complete rule is not to establish a means for the federal government to determine what a 
community's vision for its economic future should be. Rather, the goal is to provide a community 
\_\'ith the best opportunity to develop the best possible plan for that future. 

Recommendation: The federal government has already established .substantive planning 
direction for federal programs in other Departments, most notably HUD and the Department of 
Transportation. The Department of Defense should carefully consult these planning 
requirements in refming its base closing rules. 

4. Coordination with other federal programs. Recommendation: The rule should make clear to 
local redevelopment authorities that their plans should be consistent with the requirements of 
ISTEA and the Consolidated Planning Process established by HUD, lest they develop plans that 
fail to consider these other required federal planning elements. 

5. Citizen partldpation. Recommendation: The rule should contain explicit provisions for 
citizen participation in the development of the redevelopment plan. These provisions should go 
beyond the traditional public hearing model, to include public forums, consensus-building 
processes, early involvement of affected parties in the development of options and ~~isions, 
ready access of the public to information and data, and broad outreach requirements to the 
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community at large. Again, experience gained under ISTEA public participation requirements 
would provide useful guidance. 

6. Coordinated strategy. Recommendation: The rule should encourage interdisciplinary and 
coordin·ated approaches so that the redevelopment plan will not consist of a series of piecemeal 
projects and activities but will instead represent _a coordinated strategy. For example: 

(a) The rule should require coordination among the redevelopment authority and other 
arms of the local government, including the local governing body, and regional interests. 
In some cases,. c_losed military facilities border several communities and affect the 
economies of others. Regional issues, including the interplay of labor supplies, affordable 
housing, and adequacy of transportation facilities, should be taken into account. 
(b) The redevelopment plan should be required to describe its impact on other aspects. of 
the local economy. The rules should attempt to discourage, for example, plans for the 
reuse of a military facility that would have the effect of siphoning off investment in a 
struggling downtown area that has just begun to turn itself around. 
(c) The rule should include guidance on applying sound planning practices and good urban 
design principles. 

7. Non-federal government assistance. Recommendation: The rule should guide re<levelopment 
authorities to consider the availability of non-federal public resources and their integration into 
reuse plans. 

8. Benchmarks. A well thought out and feasible redevelopment plan will provide readily 
identifiable benchmarks that permit progress to be measured. Conversely, failure to reach the 
benchmarks provides an alert that plans may need to be revised. A plan which does not easily 
translate into performance benchmarks is critically flawed. 

Recommendation: The rule should require that redevelopment authorities establish 
benchmarks and standards against which their plans can be measured for performance. 

Conclusion 

The rule evinces sensitivity to the plight of communities faced with the closing of a militaiy 
facility, which may have been the linchpin of economic prosperity for decades. In fact, in some 
places, the existence of the military facility may have been the principal reaSon for the continued 
existence of the host community. 

The rule must recognize the unique nature of closed military facilities. Often self -contained 
communities with restricted access for the larger public, these facilities are now expected to be 
integrated smoothly into the daily life of their host localities. It is not an easy or simple process. 
A rule with sufficient guidance and direction on how to go about preparing a successful reuse 
plan will be of immense help to affected communities, will ensure that closed facilities continue to 
be strong economic assets, and will fulfill the federal objective of managing effectively the 
redirection of the defense establishment in the post-Cold War era. 
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July 1, 1994 

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20103-3300 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

1225 WAUKEGAN ROAD 
GLENVIEW, ILUNOIS 60025-3071 

Attached please find comments on Interim Rules implementing Title XXIX of the National 
Defense Authorization Act for FY94. The Glenview Naval Air Sta~on Community ReuSe" 
Planning Group's main objection with the Interim Rules deals with the Job Centered Property 
Disposal section. You will note that the recommendation from our community is to eliminate 
all references to Job Centered Property Disposal. H, in the final analysis, that is not possible, it 
is our belief that local communities which are organized and have the ability to generate and 
implement a reuse plan should be granted an economic development conveyance prior to the 
Department of Defense seeking to market and sell the property. This process will lead to more 
rapid redevelopment and job creation, which allows local communities to recover from a base 
closure even more quickly. 

Thank you for this opportunity to provide input into the policy-making process regarding the 
Pryor Amendment . We look forward to a cooperative and successful reuse process. 

Sincerely, 

nctnt1lt+ 
Nancy L. Firfer . 

il Village President/ Chairperson, GNAS 
Community Reuse Planning Group 

cc: Capt. David Larson (OEA) 
Capt. James C. Schultz (GNAS Commander) 
Cdr. Don Owen (GNAS Transition Coordinator) 
Paul T. McCarthy (Village Manager/Executive Director Community Reuse Plannning 
Group) 
Matthew D. Carlson (Asst. to the Village Manager/ Asst. Executive Director, 
Community Reuse Planning Group) 
Jane English (President, National Association of Installation Developers) 
Madeline S. McGee (Chief Operating Officer, Trident's BEST Policy Committee) 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERiM FINAL RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planping Group 

Page: Entire document 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

Recommended Change: 

Delete all references to the new "Job-Centered Property Disposal" 
process requiring the Military Department to identify properties 
with a ready market, conduct ~ppraisals, and advertise for 
expressions of interest. 

Why: 

This new process is inconsistent with the intent of the Pryor 
Amendment, fails to achieve the stated goal of rapid job 
creation, and adds significant delays to the economic 
redevelopment of communities affected by base closures. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Office of the Secretary 

32 CFR Parts 90 and 91 

(RINs 0790-AF61 and 0790-AF62] 

Revitalizing Base Closure 
Communities and Community 
Assistance 

AGENCY: Department of Defense. 
ACTION: Interim final rule. 

SUMMARY: The interim final rule 
promulgates guidance required by 
section 2903 of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994, 
and provides interpretive guidance 
concerning other changes to the base 
realignment and closure process 
generated by Title XXIX of the Act. This 
document also establishes policy and 
procedure, assigns responsibilities, and 
delegates authority under the 
President's Five-Part Plan, .. A Program 
to Revitalize Base Closure 
Communities", July 2. 1993. Because 
such guidance must be issued and 
effective to enable the Department to 
perform \'arious acts required by the law 
to be accomplished by May 30, 1994, 
such guidance is being issued as an 
interim final rule and is effective upon 
publication. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: This document is 
effective AprilS, 1994. Comments must 
be received by JulyS, 1994. 

ADDRESSES: Comments must be 
forwarded to the Office of the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense for Economic 
Security. Room 3D854, The Pentagon, 
Washington, DC 20301. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Steven Kleiman or Frank Savat, 
telephone (703) 614-5356. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
Department of Defense is engaged in a 
major downsizing. resulting in less land 
and buildings needed to support 
defense missions. Congressional 
legislation in 1988 (Pub. L. 10D-526) 
and 1990 (Pub. L. 101-510) provided for 
non-partisan Commissions to assess the 
closure recommendations of the 
Secretary of Defense, and make base 

closure and realignme,nt , . . .. 
recommendations io the President and 
the Congress. The bases recommended 
for closure and realignment by the 1988, 

. 1991, 1993 Commissions were all 
approved under this process. Another 
Commission will meet in 1995. As a 
result of the 1';88, 1991 and 1993 
actions, the Department of Defense is 
now in the process of closing 70 major 
installations throughout the United 
States. 

Even in large cities a military base 
often represents a major employment 
center and a significant economic 
stimulus for the local econocy. With its 
multimillion dollar payrolls a base 
closure can be a serious blow to the 
local community. The Department of 
Defense recognizes that the manner in 
which real and personal property at 
closing bases is disposed of can have a 
dramatic impact on the local 
community's prospects for economic 
recovery. In the past, the traditional 
property disposal methods focused on 
maximizing proceeds from the sale of 
real and personal property with little 
regard for enhancing the prospects for 
economic recovery in the community. 
Recognizing that the old way of doing 
business was not designed to dispose of 
major military installations in a way 
that would revitalize base closure 
communities, President Clinton 
announced, on July 2, 1993, a major 
new program to speed the economic 
recovery of communities where military 
bases are slated to close. In a sharp 
departure from the past, the Clinton 
Administration pledged to give top 
priority to early reuse of the base's 
valuable assets. Rapid redevelopment 
and the creation of new jobs in base 
closure communities are the goals of the 
new initiative. 

In announcing the program. the 
President outlined the following five 
parts of his community reinvestment 
pro~: 

• Jobs-centered property disposal that 
puts local economic redevelopment 
first. 

• Fast-track environmental cleanup 
that removes needless delays while 
protecting human health and the 
environment. 

• Transition coordinators at major 
bases slated for closure. 

• Easy access to transition and 
redevelopment help for workers and 
communities. 

• Larger economic development 
planning grants to base closure 

· communities. 
While the task of remaking the 

economic foundation of a community is 
never easy, a closed military base can be 
a community's single greatest asset in 

charting a new future. An airfield. a 
port, or the land. buildings. furniture 
and equipment on a base can be a 
catalyst for new economic activity. The 
Administration's plan to make base 
property more affordable to 
communities for the purpose of job 
creation is a fundamental change. It 
allows communities that have viable 
plans for economic redevelopment to 
obtain property at prices within their 
means. The President's Five-Part Plan 
was an important step in steering the 
base closure and reuse process toward 
rapid job creation. 

In announcing the community 
revitalization program. President 
Clinton recognized that existing Federal 
law required the Department of Defense 
to charge full price when closed bases 
will be used for job-creating economic 
development, yet it can transfer bases 
for free for a variety of "public" uses, 
including recreation, aviation, 
education and health. President Clinton 
stated that the Administration would 
seek to change the law. to enable the 
Department of Defense to transfer 
property for free or at a discount for ~ 
economic development purposes, when 
community development plans meet a 
strict test for economic viability and job 
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The Congress, mindful of the need to 
refonn this process, endorsed the 
President's plan by authorizing Title 
XXIX of Public Law 103-160, Base 
Closure Communities Assistance, the 
so-called ••Pryor Amendment". Based 
largely on legislation sponsored by 
Senator Pryor. the provisions of Title 
XXIX provide the legal authority to 
carry out the President's plan by. among 
other things. authorizing conveyances of 
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s. Economic Development Conveyances 
Closine militan· bases often have a 

great cie~l of,lan~-~a4 may _not be •. 
readilY aeveJopaoJe or marKetable aue 
to its location. Additionally, closing 
bases often have bu.Hd.ings that may 
need to be demolished in order to. . 
encou:age redevelopment and economic 
revitalization. Historical}\'. t.D.e Process 
of selling bases, or pans iliereof. for fair 
marke: value has been time consumine 
and th~ oroceeds from the few sales of 
base closure properties have been less 
than originall~· anticipated. In the pa~. 
the law permitted tbe Depal11Dent o! 
Deiense to convey propeny at a 
disco'Wlt of up to 100 percent (free o! 
charge) for specific public purposes 
such as health. aviatior.. recreation. and 
education--but not ior economic 
develooment. The new authorit\' 
permitS the DoD to convey land-anc 
ouildines to recieveionment authorities 
initiali~: ior free. afte; it is cietermineci 
that the base. or significant ponions 
thereof. cannot be said in accorciance 
with the rapid job creation concept. 
Such convevances maY helo inciuce e 
market for the pro pen~·. thereby. 
enhancing economic recoven·. 
Recievejopmen~ autilorities requestir.g 

When· real pro pen y. is. tbn \'e\;~d as 
described in paragraph S; bf ilili . 
sum mal')'. DoD shall generall ,. share in 
thE: division of future profits ~hould the 
propeny be subsequently sold or leased. 
The division· of profits shall be based on 
net profits and the share shall generally 
favor the local redevelopment authority. 
There shall be a 15-vear time limit on 
the share of the _profits. The 
government's portion of the receipts 
from the profit shall not exceed the 
estimated fair market value of the 
propert\' at the time of convevance to 
the local redevelopment authority. 

9. Minimum Level of Maintenance and 
Repair To Suppon Non-Military 
Purposes 

7. Leasing of Real Property 

Leasing of real propert)• early ill the 
reuse process is an effective way to 
quickl~· attract new jobs to replace those 
that have been lost by the base closing. 
lD the past. the requirement to lease at 
fair market value discouraged the 
creation of new jobs. Tne new leasing 
process. at less than fair market value, 
will provide new incentives for 
redevelooment authorities and 
business~s alike to spur job creation and 
speed economic redevelopmen~. 
Inasmuch a.s the Department cannot 
conve\' contaminated Drot>en,· unti} 
clean-up measures are· in piace. leasing 
is often the onh· means to aU ow suita.tlle 
economic reuse to occur on substantia~ 
portions of closing bases. 

8. Personal Property 

. Personal property locateC. on ciosing 
oases is often ven· useful to tile 
recievejonmen1 oft.he real Dronert\'. Tnh 
section of the interim final rufe outliDes 
procedures to allow transie:- of oersonal 
propen~· v.rit.h tile real propeny·i.n man~· 
cases. lt provides ior completing aL 

inventO:\' soon after the base is 

Facilities and equipment locatec on 
closing bases are often important to the 
eventual reuse. This section of the 
interim rule below provides procedures 
to protect their condition while the 
redevelopment plan is being put 
together. The level of maintenance v.ill 
be determined in consultation with the 
redevelopment authority. 

DoD Directive '165.aa 1 {32 CFR Part 
90) establishes basic policies to ou.,.,, 
out the President's plan and the Base 
Closure Communit'' Assistance AC! ... 
DoD Instruction <41SS.bb 2 (32 CFR Pan 
91) pr()\'ides procestural guidance for 
implementation. lD addition to propeny 
disnosal. the document addresses fast
traCk environmental cleanup and 
increased economic develonment 
planning support for conmiunities. li 
pro\'ides for on-site transition 
coordinators. resnonsible directlY to tbe 
Secretar:· of Deiense. at major closing 
bases in order to minimize red tape enci 
keep en\ironmental cleanup and.base 
disoosal acti\'ities on e fast track. 

The Depanment of Defense has 
determined that this interim rule is no~ 
e significant reguiatory action, ~s 
defined by Executive Orcie~ 1286€. 7ne 
rule does :no!: 

(1) Have an annual efie~ on the 
econom\' o! SlOG million or more o:
adverseh· afiect in s material wa,· th~ 
economV, E. sector O! the econOnl\". 
productlvit)'. competition. jobs. th~ 
en\'i.rorunen~ oublic health or saien-. o:
State, iocal. o:· tribal governments o:-
communities. lt provides io: uansi~:- of 
paicl-io: iederal installations no ionge: 
needed for economic cieve:i.opmen'1 
purposes. Tnis will benefit the economy 
anci the communities in wb.ici:. tile 
closing bases are jocatec. 

(2) Create £ serious inconsisten~· o: 
otberwise interiere with en action 1uex: 
or olanned b,· another agencv; 

an economic deveionment convevanc~ 
shall submit 2 simt>Je v.':'itten reoues:. 
containing iour basic elements as 
described in the interim rule. Generalh·, 
instaliations will be conveved a< no · 
initial COst with C. recouomen~ D!O\'lSiOD 
that "111 oermit the Deoanment of 
Defense to share in an~= future profits 
should tbe base be later 1eased or sold. 
Bases in rural areas shall be conveved 
under thls authorit\' at no cost and with 
no recouoment if thev meet the 
standardS as detailed· in the interim rule. 
The convevance for economic 
development should be used b\· local 
redevelopment authorities to gam 
control of large areas of the base, not 
just individual buildings. The income 
received from some of the higher value 
propeny should help offset the 
maintenance and marketing costs of the 
less desL-able parcels. In order for this 
conveyance to spur redevelopment. 
!arge parcels must be used to provide en 
mcome stream to assist the long term 
development of the property. 

approved for closure e.nd consultation 
with local officials. This consultation 
may includes walkthrough of the base 
to familiarize local officials with 
potentiall~· available propelt)·. The 
communitv can then identifv the 
personal p.ropeny it wishes to retaill in 
its redevelopment plan. The Depanment 
of Defense will keep e great deal of the 
personal property et the base while the 
redevelopment plan is being put 
together. Only valid exemptions will be 
made to this freeze. usually involving 
specific military requirements or 
property which the base does not own. 
Emissions trading procedures will be 
issued separately and are not covered bY 
the interim final rule. • 

(3) Mate~ill~· alter the budgetary 
impact of entitlements. grants, use: fees. 
or loan programs or the rights and 
obligations of recipients thereof: 

( 4) Raise novel legal or policy issues 
arising out of legal mandates, the 
President's priorities. or the principles 
set fort.h in Executive Order 12886. 

It has been certified that this interim 
final rule is not subject to the Regulatory 
Flexibillt~' Act (5 U.S.C. 601} because 
the interim final rule will not have a 
significant economic impact on a 

J Dran a~ument. \\rnen signee. this aocumen: 
will be avaiiable from the National Technical 
lnfonmtior. Service. 5285 Pon Ro\'al RoaC. 
SpringfielC.. VA 22161. • · 

2 See footnote 1. 
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substantial number of small entities. 
The primary effect of the interim final 
rule will be to reduce the burden on 
local communities of the Government's 
property disposal process at closing 
militarv installations and to accelerate 
the economic recovery of the relatively 
small number of communities that will 
be affected by the closure of nearby 
militan• instaUations. 

The rule is not subject to the 
Paperwork Reduction Act because it 
imposes no obligatory infonnation 
requirements beyond internal DoD use. 

List of Subjects in 32 CFR Parts 90 and 
91 .. 

Community development, 
Government employees. Military 
personnel, Surplus Government 
property. 

Accordingly. Title 32. Chapter I. 
Subchapter C. is amended as follows: 

1. Part 90 is added to read as follows: 

PART 90-REVITALIZING BASE 
CLOSURE COMMUNITIES 

Sec. 
90.1 Purpose. 
90.2 Applicability. 
90.3 Definitions. 
90.4 Policv. 
90.5 Responsibilities. 

Authority: 10 U.S.C. 2687 note. 

§ 90.1 Purpose. 

This part: 
(a) Establishes policy and assigns 

responsibilities under the President's 
Five-Part Plan, "A Program to Revitalize 
Base Closure Communities",l July 2. 
1993. to speed the economic recovery of 
communities where military bases are 
slated to close. 

(b) Implements the National Defense 
Authorization Act for fiscal year 1994, 
Title XXIX. 107 Stat. 1909. 

§ 90.2 Applicability. 

This part applies to the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense. the Military 
Departments, the Chainnan of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, the Unified Combatant 
Commands, the Defense Agencies, and 
the DoD Field Activities (hereafter 
referred to collectively as "the DoD 
Components"). 

§ 90.3 Definitions. 
(a) Closure. All missions of the base 

have ceased or have been relocated. All 
personnel (military, civilian and 
contractor) have either been eliminated 
or relocated. except for personnel 
required for caretaking and disposal of 

' Document available from the Office of the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Economic Security). 
Pentagon. Washington. DC 20301. 

li 

the base or personn~i rehiainihg in 
authorized enclaves. · 

(b) Base realignment and closure 
cleanup plan. A plan for the expeditious 
environmental cleanup necessarv to 
facilitate conveyance of the property to 
communities for economic 
redevelopment. 

(c) Base realignment and closure 
cleanup team. A team established for 
each DoD closing or realigning base 
where property is ~vailable for transfer 
to the community. The team has the 
authority, responsibility, and 
accountability for environmental 
cleanup programs at these installations, 
emphasizing those actions which are 
necessary to facilitate reuse and 
redevelopment. 

(d) Realignment. Any action that both 
reduces and relocates functions and 
DoD civilian personnel positions. but 
does not include a reduction in force 
resulting from workload adjustments. 
reduced personnel or funding levels, 
skill imbalances, or other similar cause. 
A realignment may tenninate the DoD 
requirement for the land and facilities 
on part of an installation. That part of 
the installation shall be treated as 
"closed" for purposes of this part. 

(e) Redevelopment authority. Any 
entity, including an entity established 
by a State or local government. 
recognized by the Secretary of Defense 
as the entity responsible for developing 
the redevelopment plan with respect to 
the installation and for directing 
implementation of the plan. 

§ 90.4 Polley. 
It is DoD policy to: 
(a) Help communities impacted by 

base closures achieve rapid economic 
recovery through effective reuse of the 
assets of closing bases-more quickly, 
more effectively and in ways based on 
local market conditions and locally 
developed reuse plans-by 
implementing the President's Five-Part 
Plan that encourages: 

(1) Transferring real and personal 
property expeditiously to local 
redevelopment authorities and in ways 
that enhance economic development 
and job creation or other public benefits. 
This can best be accomplished-by: 

(i) Making transfers of property to a 
redevelopment authority for economic 
development affordable, when 
necessary to foster community 
redevelopment plans. The use of 
existing public benefit conveyances 
should be considered, where 
appropriate, before the use of a public 
benefit conveyance for economic 
development. 

(ii) Accelerating the property 
screening process early in the disposal 

process to detennine other potential 
Federal uses of the property. including 
the identification of the needs of 
homeless providers. This will detennine 
ho~ much of the property is available 
for early economic development and/or 
other community reuse. 

(iii) lafeFmiag semmwaities, as e9:fly 
as pessible af:ter the base closw:e 
9eeisiea is fiaal. if an iastallatiea 'dill 
ee eeasielereel fer "eseaemie 
deuelopmeAt" COR''eyaases Y:aeler Pwe, 
L. ~Je. 193 169, Title X.'ill< tme ·,ill Bet 
ee effer-ed {.gr sale, instead Such 
decisio11s sball be based OD a 
determinatieD that the e:Jdsteace of a 
retidy market fur the p;eperty iAdi,.ates 
that p\iblis er priuate de,e}gpe:r:s c~ Ret 
ee Felied oypga as the preferable 
~echanism to spur ecoDomi.c.. 
~development aDd the a:eat:iea ef ~en 

(iv) Encouraging interim leases at less 
than the estimated fair market value in 
order to facilitate State or local 
economic redevelo~ment efforts. 

(v) Delegating authority to approve 
interim leases and simple land transfers. 

(vi) Considering the personal prot'erty 
requirements of the community 
redevelopment plan when making 
decisions on the disposition of base 
equifment. 

(2 Ensuring fast-track environmental 
cleanup of closing bases to permit 
earlier determination of property 
suitable for either convevance or lease. 
The key elements of this· initiative are 
to: 

(i) Establish a base realignment and 
closure cleanup team com?bsed of 
members from the Department of 
Defense, the Environmental Protection 
Agency and State regulatory agencies, at 
every base where property is available 
for transfer and reuse. The team shall 
prepare the base realignment and 
closure cleanup plan and make 
decisions to expedite the process. 

(ii) Quickly identify and document 
uncontaminated real property parcels to 
permit timely reuse. 

(iii) Identity opportunities to convey 
property quickly to those willing to pay 
the cost of cleaning up the contaminated 
property. 

(iv) Ensure analyses required by the 
National Environmental Policy Act 
(Pub. L. 91-190; 10 U.S.C. 4332 et. seq.) 
process are produced in a timely 
manner. . 

(v) Establish procedures for 
identifying and documenting parcels of 
real property that are environmentally 
suitable for lease, even if needed 
mitigation precludes conveyance. 

(vi) Improve public involvement in 
the environmental cleanup by 
establishing and seeking public 
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participation in ·Restoration Advisory 
Boards. 

(3) Providing full time base transition 
coordinators at major installations 
slated for closure or substantial 
realignment. The principal functions of 
the coordinators shall be to: 

(i) Assist in cutting through red tape 
on propeny disposal. 

(ii) Assist in.keeping the 
en\'ironmental cleanup on a fast track. 

(iii) Assist the DoD Office of 
Economic Adjustment (OEA) in helping 
communities identifv sources of Federal 
assistance for developing and 
impl~ment~ng economic redevelopment 
plans. 

(4) Providing easy access to transition 
and redevelopment help for workers 
and communities by targeting major 
sources of Federal funding assistance to 
base closure communities. 

(5) Providing larger economic 
development planning grants to base 
closure communities. Planning grants 
should be approved quickly. The 
Department of Defense's Office of 
Economic Adjustment will move 
beyond the traditional role of providing 
grants for planning to helping 
communities transition from planning 
to implementation by funding a portion 
of the staff required for implementation 
of the local redevelopment plan. 

(b) Follow the following framework in 
implementing Title XXIX of Pub. L. 
:03-160: 

{i) Hlher::e a Feae~r mar~Ee~ e~s~s. 
.1 .• ~-----~-.:--..I oL-- ~-11 .• ·o_ 

p~ope~ies quickly !<:n= p~blie eF pr::iua~e 

Q~~===~t~:~.e:~!~~ ~:~~D. 
e*is~, make p;:gpeRl! ilEailable to tbe 
't,., ..... t --..I- .1 ,_ ~. ~ ... 1. • • •'- .. 
... l 'd ~ . £ ·.; . uuha c;Q~Iil eraho~. Ar economtc 
9{~~~t=~e Ret prgfits betlAleen tbe 
Cepa~=&meat e~ Cefense aRd the local 
J:edeuelepmeat aythgrity i£ a proper:t¥ 
co~,.eyed witheYt initial eeRsieeratiea 
fef eeeRem~G deuelgp~ent is 
- _\. ·' 1 ..I ......... t...t .. '1 ....... :! 

(c) This regulation does not create any 
rights or remedies and may net be relied 
upon by any person, organiZ.ation, or 
other entity to allege a denial of any 
rights or remedies other than those 
provided by Pub. L. 103-160, Title 

.XXIX. 

§ 90.5 Responsibilities. 

in section 2905 of Pub! L 1o~~2~; Title 
II. and in section 204 of Pub. L. 101-
510. Title XXIX are hereby delegated to 
the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Acquisition and Technology and may be 
redelegated. 

(b) The Heads of the DoD Components 
shall advise pe-rsonnel with 
responsibilities related to base closures 
of the policies set forth in this directive. 

2. Part 91 is added to read as follows: . 

PART 91-REVITAliZING BASE 
CLOSURE COMMUNITIES-BASE 
CLOSURE COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE 

Sec. 
91.1 Purpose. 
91.2 Applicability. 
91.3 Definitions. 
91.4 Policy. 
91.5 Responsibilities. 
91.6 Delegations of authority. 
91.7 Procedures. 

Appendix A to Part 91-Flow Chart for Base 
Cl~sure Community Assistance 

Appendix B to Part 91-Closure and 
Transition Timeline for a Notional BRAC 
1993 Base That Closes on September 30, 
1997 

Authority: 10 U.S.C. 2687 note. 

§ 91.1 Purpose. 
This part prescribes procedures to 

implement .. Revitalizing Base Closure 
Communities" (Part 90), the President's 
five-part community reinvestment 
program,' and real and personal 
property disposal to assist the economic 
recovery of communities impacted by 
base closures. The expeditious disposal 
of real and personal property will help 
communities get started with reuse early 
and is therefore critical to timely 
economic recovery . 

§ 91.2 Applicability. 
This part applies to the Office of the 

Secretary of Defense, the Military 
Departments, the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, the Unified Combatant 
Commands, the Defense Agencies, and 
the DoD Field Activities (hereafter 
referred to collectively as "the DoD 
Components"'). 

§ 91.3 Definitions. 
(a) Base Closure Law. The provisions 

of Title U of the Defense Authorization 
Amendments and Base Closure and 
Realigrunent Act (Pub. L. 100-526: 10 
U.S.C. 2687 note), or The Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 

(a)!~~ Under Secretary ofDefen.se for (Part A of Title XXIX of the Pub. L. 101-
Acqwsttlon ~d Technology shal11ssue . 510; 10 U.S.C. 26a7 note). 
?oD Instructions as.nece~sary. to further (b) Closure. All missions of the base 
Implement th~ Prest dent ~ flve-Part have ceased or have been relocated. All 
Plan and apphcable pubhc law, and 
shall monitor compliance with this part. , Document available from the Office of the 
All authorities of the Secretary of Assistant Secretary of Defense (Economic Security). 
Defense in Pub. L. 103-160. Title XXIX. Pentagon. Washington. DC 20301. 

If' 

personnel (military. civilian. and 
contractor) have either been eliminated 
or relocated except for personnel 
required for caretaking and disposal of 
the base or personnel remaining in 
authorized enclaves. 

(c) Consultation. Fully explaining and 
discussing an issue and carefully 
considering objections, modifications. 
and alternatives; but without a 
requirement to reach agreement. 

(d) Date of approval. The date on 
which the authority of Congress to 
disapprove Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission 
recommendations for closures or 
realignments of installations expires 
under Title XXIX ofP.L. 101-510. as 
amended. 

(e) Excess property. Any property 
under the control of a Military 
Department that the Secretary 
concerned determines is not required 
for the needs of the Departme~t of 
Defense. Authority to make this 
determination rests with the Military 
Depart.rrients after screening the 
property with the other Military 
De_Eartments. ~ 

(0 Realignment. Any a~on that both 
reduces and relocates functions and 
DoD civilian personnel positions. but 
does not include a reduction in force 
resulting from workload adjustments. 
reduced personnel or funding levels, 
skill imbalances, or other similar cause. 
A realignment may terminate the DoD 
requirement for the land and facilities 
on part of an installation. That part of 
the installation shall be treated as 
"'closed" for this document. 

(g) Redevelopment authority. Any 
entity, including an entity established 
by a State or local government, 
recognized by the Secretary of Defense 
as the entity responsible for developing 
the redevelopment plan with respect to 
the installation and for directing 
implementation of the plan. 

(h) Rural. An area outside a 
Metropolitan Statistical Area. 

(i) Surplus property. Any excess 
property not required for the needs and 
the discbat-ge of the responsibilities of 
Federal Agencies. Authority to make 
this determination, after screening with 
all Federal Agencies, rests with the 
Military Departments. 

(j) Vicinity. The county in which the 
installation is located and the adjacent 
counties. A:p incorporated municipality 
shall be deemed to be a county for this 
purpose, when, under State law, it is not 
part of a county .. 

§91.4 Policy. 
It is DoD policy to help communities 

affected by base c1osures achieve rapid 
economic recovery through effective 
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reuse of the assets of closing bases-
more quickly. more effectively and in 
wavs based on local market conditions 
and locally developed reuse plans. This 
will be accomplished by: 
~5 u· · · ~ ' e lRg J3F9J38Rle5 f:l\::llE y er 

public; ct ptil·ate de~·elGpmeal lG &peed 
up job cteatioll u·he~e a &:ead;l mcw:~el 
~-
~) Makiag p~gpeR~· auaila~le witaew& 

iaHial c;cRiiidentica £o~ ec;cac~ic; 
_l ·• ,,,}...,.,.,." ..,..,;!., -.~ .. L ... t ~ ........... 

.~ . 
~Jot e:xu1 

(c) Sbaricg 1he oet ptofits betweea &he 
QeD ~d ~e leeel rede • eleJ3fR&Rt 
citi~G-:•:· i~' a p~ep&R!t' 6QRII9!,18d.. 
-., H:Be~l ia.itial c;cAiiidetatioo for 
esaaemic; deHelgpmea' is S\::l~&e~~eRd~ 
sald c~: liiiiid 

§ 91.5 Responsibilities. 
(a) The Assistant Secretarv of Defense 

for Economic Securitv, after. 
coordination with the General Counsel 
of the Department of Defense and other 
officials as appropriate, may issue such 
guidance and instructions as may be 
necessary to implement Laws, 
Directives and Instructions on the 
retention or disposal of real and 
personal property at closing or 
realigning bases. 

(b) The Heads of the DoD Components 
shall ensure compliance with this part 
and guidance issued by the Assistant 
Secretarv of Defense for Economic 
Security. on re\·italizing base closure 

. communities. 

§ 91.6 Delegations of authority. 
(a) The authority pro\•ided by sections 

202 and 203 of the Federal Property and 
Administrative Services Act of 1949, as 
amended (40 U.S.C. 483 et seq.) for 
disposal of property at closing and 
realigning bases has been delegated by 
the Administrator, GSA. to the Secretary 
of Defense by delegations dated March 
1. 1989; October 9, 1990; and, 
September 13, 1991.2 Authority under 
these delegations has been previously 
redelegated to the Secretaries of the 
Military Departments, who may 
redelegate further. 

(b) Authorities delegated to the Under 
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and 
Technology by 32 CFR 90.5 are hereby 
redelegated to the Secretaries of the 
Military Departments. unless otherwise 
provided within this part. These 
authorities may be redelegated further. 

§ 91.7 Procedures. 
(a) Real property screening. 
{1) When the Department of Defense 

no longer needs to retain real property, 

2The~e document~ a\·ailable from the Office of 
the 1\Ssislant Secretarv of Defense (Economic 
Security). Pentagon. \Vashington. DC 20301 • 

.. 

the Department is ret.ti.iireH io d.lspose of 
the propeny in accordance with the 
prescribed screening process in .the 
General Services Administration 
property disposal regulations and the 
expedited process described in this part. 
This process p~rmits DoD entities, other 
Federal Agencies and homeless 
providers to identify property they 
would like to acquire when the base 
closes. The Secretary concerned will 
work with the other DoD Components, 
Federal Agencies, homeless providers 
and reuse planners, early in the closure 
process, to sort out these requests. This 
process will provide for the early 
identification of property which will 
become available for reuse that is 
critical to the local redevelopment 
authority's ability to develop a realistic 
reuse plan. 

(2) The Military Departments should 
complete the internal DoD real property 
screening of closing and realigning base 
property: 

(i) By April1, 1994, for 1988, 1991 
and 1993 closures and realignments. 

{ii) Within 4 months of the date of 
approval of the 1995 closures and 
realignments. 

(3) Military Departments should seek 
local redevelopment authority input in 
making determinati.ons on the retention 
of property and should consider their 
input, if provided. Transfer of real 
property at closing and realigning bases 
between any of the Military 
Departments, or retention of real 
property at a closing base by a Military 
Department, must be approved by the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Economic Security, unless such a 
transfer has already been approved by 
the Secretary of the Military Department 
concerned. 

(4) Formal screening of real property 
excess to the DoD with other Federal 
Agencies must be completed: 

(i) By June 1, 1994, for 1988, 1991, 
and 1993 closures and realignments · 
unless the community requests a 
postponement of the surplus 
detennination as provided in paragraph 
(a)(7) of this section. 

(ii) \Vi thin 6 months of the date of 
approval of the 1995 closures and 
realignments unless the community 
requests a postponement as provided in 
paragraph (a)(7) of this section. 

(5) Tliese timefrarnes afford Federal 
Agencies sufficient time to assess their 
needs, submit initial expressions of 
interest to the Department of Defense, 
and apply for the property. During this 
period, Agencies sponsoring public 
benefit conveyances should also 
consider the suitability for such 
purposes. The Military Departments 
should provide other Federal Agencies 

as full and complete information as 
practicable on the property in the Notice 
of Availability. Requests for transfers of 
property submitted by other Federal 
Agencies will normally be 
accommodated. Decisions on the 
transfer of property to other Federal 
Agencies shall be made by the Military 
Department concerned in consultation 
with the local redevelopment authority. 

(6) Military Departments should make 
the notices of availability available to 
the local redevelopment authorities . 
State and local governments. 

(7) Within the 6 month screening 
period in paragraph (a)( 4) of this 
section, the Military Departments shall 
consult with the local redevelopment 
authority and make appropriate fmal 
determinations whether a Federal 
Agency has identified a use for, or shall 
accept transfer of, any portion of the 
property.lf no Federal Agency requests 
the property, the property_s~all be 
declared surplus. However, the local 
redevelopment authority may request 
the Military Department concerned to 
delay this final surplus declaration. All 
requests for delay must be in writin& 
and made before May 1,1994 for 1988, 
1991 and 1993 closures and 
realignments and within 5 months of 
the approval of the 1995 base closures 
and realignments. If there is a Federal 
Agency request for transfer, the 
Secretary concerned may postpone the 
determination to transfer and the 
Secretary may also postpone the 
determination of surplus for all or any 
part of the property at the installation 
for such period as the SecTP,tary 
concerned determines is in the best 
interest of the communities affected by 
the closure of the installation. 

(8) Screening of real property with 
State and local government agencies 
shall take place concurrently with 
McKinney Act screeniltg. The screening 
notice should state: 

Uses. to assist the homeless shall take 
precedence unless the Secretary 
concerned .or the Secretary of Health 
and Human Services (HHS) determines 
that a competing request under 40 
U.S.C. 484{k) is so meritorious and 
compelling as to outweigh the needs of 
the homeless. 

(9) Withdrawn public domain lands 
are those lands which have been 
transferred from the Department of 
Interior to a Military Department for its 
temrorary use. 

{i These lands on closing or 
realigning bases are to be returned to the 
Secretary of Interior when the Secretary 
of the Military Department concerned 
no longer has need for these lands. if 
they are still suitable for the programs 
of the Secretary of Interior. 
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(ii) The Military Department 
concerned \\ill notif\' the Secretan· of 
Interior, normally thiough the Bur-eau of 
Land Management (BLM). when 
withd.rav.-n public domain lands are 
included v-."ithin an installation to be 
closed. 

(iii) The Bureau of Land Management 
\\"ill screen these lands within the 
Department of Interior to determine if 
these larids are suitable for return to the 
Department of Interior. 

(iv) If the lands are not suitable for the 
programs of the Secretary of Interior, the 
Bureau of Land Management will so 
notify th~ Military Depart.!nent and state 
that these lands should be ptocessed as 
lhe other real property on the base. 

(v) The Military Department will 
notify the Bureau of Land Management 
that it concurs with the determination 
and will proceed in accordance with the 
real property screening procedures 
described in this section. 

(b) McKinney Act Screening. 
(1) The Stewart B. McKinney 

Homeless Assistance Act, as amended 
(42 U.S.C. 11301), is a statute designed 
to permit HHS-approved providers of 
assistance to the homeless to receive a 
high priority in acquiring unneeded 
land and buildings on Federal 
properties. Buildings and land on 
closing bases provide excellent 
opportunities for homeless providers to 
acquire the land and buildings they 
need to establish their programs. This 
section describes the new process 
specifically tailored for base closure 
properties that will expedite the 
screening process with homeless 
providers and will result in the early 
identification of their needs. The 
Military Departments will work with 
communities to identify eligible entities 
and conduct timely outreach seminars 
to educate homeless providers with 
respect to the land and buildings that 
will be made available and the process 
for making a formal application to the 
Department of Health and Human 
Setvices (HHS). The early identification 
of homeless assistance requirements for 
land and buildings at closing bases will 
permit communities to develop reuse 
plans that fully accommodate homeless 
needs, while permitting early 

I 
identification of the remaining property 
for either Ett:~iek sale feF jeb eFeatiea, a 
federally sponsored public benefit 
conveyance or conveyance to a local 
redevelopment authority for economic 
development purposes. 

(2) The Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD) is required 
to publish by February 15 of each year 
a list of all the properties which were 
published in accordance with the 
McKinney Act in the previous calendar 

year. For the P.~~p6~e of t~~~rting 
properties to HUD pursuant io.the new 
expedited McKinney screening process 
described in this section, the Military 
Departments should report only those 
properties which remain available as of 
the reporting date. For the purposes of 
the new ex-,.,edited McKinney Act 
screening process: 

(i) Properties listed by HUD in the 
annual report for which an expression 
of interest has been received by HHS 
from a homeless provider, but a final 
HHS determination has not yet been 
made, shall be reported for screening 
under the new procedures in paragraphs 
(b) (3) through (11) of this section. 

(ii) Properties listed by HUD in the 
annual report for which no expression 
of interest has been received by HHS 
from a homeless provider and for which 
the Department of Defense has received 
no expression of interest or bona fide 
offer in accordance with the provisions 
of section 501(c)(4)(C) of the McKinney 
Act. shall be reported in accordance 
with the procedures in paragraphs (b) 
(3) through (11) of this section. 

(iii) Properties listed by HUD in the 
annual report for which no expression 
of interest has been received by HHS 
from a homeless provider and for which 
the Department of Defense has received 
an expression of interest or bona fide 
offer in accordance with the provisions 
of section 501(c)(4)(C) of the McKinney 
Act, shall not be reported in accordance 
with the procedures in paragraphs (b) 
(3) through (11) of this section. 

(iv) 1988 and 1991 base closure and 
realignment properties which remain 
available shall be reported to HUD in 
accordance with the new expedited 
procedures in paragraphs (b) (3) through 
( 11) of this section. 

(3) Under the new expedited 
McKinney Act screening process, the 
Military Departments shall sponsor a 
workshop or seminar in communities 
having closing or realigning bases before 
reporting to HUD. All available property 
at closing and realigning bases that will 
become surplus to Federal Ageney 
needs will be reported to HUD: 

(i) By June 1, 1994, for the 1988, 1991, 
and 1993 closures and realignments, 
unless the community reque.sts a 
postponement of the declaration of 
surplus under paragraph (a)(7) of this 
section. 

(ii) Within 6 months of the date of 
approval of the 1995 base closures and 
realignments unless the community 
requests a postponement of the 
declaration of surplus under paragraph 
(a)(7) of this section. 

( 4) HUD shall make a determination 
of the suitability of each property to 
assist the homeless in accordance with 

the McKinnev Act. \Vithin 60 davs from 
the date of receipt of the informa-tion 
from the Department of Defense, HUD 
shall publish a list of suitable properties 
that shall become available when the 
base closes. 

(5) Providers of assistance to the 
homeless shall then have 60 days in 
which to submit to HHS expressions of 
interest in any of the listed properties. 
If a provider indicates an interest in a 
listed proferty, it shall have an · 
additiona 90 days after submission of 
its written notice of interest to submit a 
formal application to HHS, a period 
which HHS can extend. HHS shall then 
have 25 days after receipt of a 
completed application to review and 
complete all actions on such 
applications. 

(6) During the new expedited 
McKinney Act property screening 
process (from 60 to 175 days following 
Federal Register publication, as 
appropriate), disposal agencies shall 
take no final disposal action or allow 
reuse of property that HUD has 
determined suitable and that may 
become available for homeless ~ 
assistance, unless and until: 

(i) No timely expressions of interest 
from providers are received by HHS. 

(ii) No timely applications from 
providers expressing interest are 
received by HHS. 

(iii) HHS rejects all applications 
received for a sl>ecific property. 

(7) If no prov1der expresses an interest 
to HHS in a property within the allotted 
60 days, the Military Department should 
promptly inform the affected local 
redevelopment authority; the Governor 
of the State, the local governments. and 
Federal Agencies that support 
authorized public benefit convevances, 
of the date the surplus property ·will be 
available for community reuse. The 
local redevelopment authority shall 
then have 1 year to submit a written 
expression of interest to incorporate the 
remainder of the property into its 
redevelopment plan. 

(8) If there are expressions of interest 
by homeless assistance providers, but 
no application is received by HHS from 
such a provider within the subsequent 
90-day application period (or within the 
longer application period ifHHS has 
granted an extension), the Military 
Department should promptly inform the 
local redevelopment authority, the 
Governor of the State, and Federal 
Agencies that support authorized public 
benefit conveyances, of the date the 
surplus property will be available for 
community reuse. The local 
redevelopment authority shall then have 
1 year to submit a written expression of 
.interest to incorporate the remainder of 
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shall refer to sectio~ 2905(a) of the Act 
... 

the propeny into its redevelopment plan £2) Ibe Milila~· DQpa~~en's s~a121a 
for the base. (107 Stat. 1916). identify prGperties "'ith potential fer 

(9) If at any time during the 25 day (c) Local redevelopment plan. ~apicl job c:~ealio~ a~d besi~. a' ":)QR a' 
HHS re\'iew period HHS rejects all (1) The early formation of a pGssihlQ, bul not la!e:~: than c:o~plQiiOR 
applications for a specific property. the redevelopment authority is critical to of the ne ... expedited HeKin.n.ey Aet 
Military Department should promptly the successful reuse of the base. The &c;;reening (pa,r;ag;apb (b) ef lhis sec;;iigA~, 
inform the local redevelopment primary focus of the redevelopment aH eppfeisal Of ethe~ e&tima'e ef ~e 
authority. the Governor of the State, and authority should be developing a ~FopeAy's f&:F HUH=k:et ual\ie SYeA 
Federal Agencies that support comprehen~·ive local redevelopment appr:aisals er: estimates &Aewld adere&s. a 
authorized public benefit conveyances, plan. This plan should embrace the z:a.nge e~ Hk:ely mMket ualwes •eking iR'B 
of the date the surplus property will be range of feasible reuse options that will aGGG!d:At· feasible uses tQ; the pFepe~~; 
available fot communi tv reuse. The result in rapid job creation. The local &he wRee~=taia~ies ia propeA~ 
local redevelopment au.thority shall redevelopment plan will generally be eerl1ele~meAli &RG, GWFi9Rl ma~e' 
then have 1 vear to submit a written used as the proposed action in COAditiOAS (i e 1 FeGGgAi•i~e tb,e S!a~e g£ 
expression of interest to incorporate the conducting environmental analyses Y!e maFkel after: a c;le5w:e 
remainder of the property into its required by the National Environmental announceme~t) The appraisals she'l.l.ld. 
redevelopment plan for the base. Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). (42 U.S.C. ~ot be based on &he ~plac;emeal sest e' 

(10) During tlie allotted 1-year period 4332 et seq.). ~e p~!e~ea:ties, siAee they me~· eet b.e 
for the local redevelopment authority to (2) Although the statute only requires Nadil~~ adaptable fur c;iuiliaa use 
submit a written expression of interest the local redevelopment authority to Additioaally, the appraisal she\:llel aet 
for the property. surplus properties not submit a written expression of interest 5e ba,ed on the highelit aad bes' wse, 
already approved for homeless reuse within 1 year after the date the property &ut ~e mest likel~•1=aage o~ uses 
shall not be a\·ailable for homeless is released from McKinney Act GGRSi&leAl uaitB }osa~ lHlefeSlS +se 
assistance, unless such homeless screening, the local redevelopment plan aboue appz:aisal ma~· be &GGemplisaee 
assistance is included in the local should be prepared within that 1 year £or: ~gsa ~md ~gg~ slosures. il His-
redevelopment authority's plan. The period. The plan should at a minimum aetemliaed &hat it mguld be eeaefisia~ 
surplus properties will also not be identify: ~ ea sa ee 'fttU Be~ delay the dispesa~ 
advertised by HUD as suitable during (i) Parcels recommended to be proseS£ 
these 1-year periods. The surplus transferred to other Federal Agencies ~3~ +e assi5t i~ the apptaisal £ 
~roperty may be ava~lable for interim (whether or not a specific request for · est:imatiea e& fa:i:f mHk:el r;al\:le e~ -eases to any entity. including local such transfer was made by the Agency prgperties wUh B peteaUal fef Fapia ;ae 
redevelopment authorities as deemed during the screening period) and their GJ:eatieR, &RQ te QQ~OFmlflO U iBteFeS~S 
appropriate by the Secretary of the intended uses. e:Jds' iB ~repefties Bot efigiaeU~ 
Militarv Department concerned. (ii) Parcels recommended to be ieealified fGF R~ia jeb a:eaUea. ~e 

(11) ffthe local redevelopment transferred or conveyed for uses such as ~4ili&~E Depa::tmeAts saaU, fu~ ~QQ3 aad 
authority does not express in writing its homeless assistance, public benefit 1Q9a elesw=es, aa';ertise feF eXJ~ressieas 
interest in a specific property during the purposes, or other qualifying public of iRtefe&t iR all Ql= &R~I SUe&taRtiaJ ~aR 
allotted 1-year period. the disposal. purpose conveyance programs and their o£ eac;h c;lesmg installadga ~gr l:he ~gg~ 
agency shall again notify HUD of the intended uses. ~d lgg5 c;loswes, the Milhaf=Y 
date of availability of the property for (iii) Parcels. and their intended uses, l:)epaR:meats shall adYeFlise at Y!e 
homeless assistance. HUD mav then list recommended to be conveyed by: GempleUea ef the gem expedites 
the property in the Federal Register as (A) Negotiated sale at estimated fair ) 4eKhmey ~~et sereeaiag rzeeess (see 
suitable and available after the base market value. paragraph (b) o! this section~ na 
closes following the previous McKinney (B) Conveyance without initial Uilit~1 DepaJ:tmeats may aduerU&e Jer 
Act procedures. consideration to local redevelopment e~pressieos ef interest iR all o~ aa~ 

(12) The listing of base closure authorities, with or without &\:lestaaUal ~m ef eash slesiag 
property from the 1991 and subsequent recoupment, as provided in this part .. iastaUatien ea ~e l989 er lQ9~ GlesY:Il& 
rounds of base closures reported to HUD (iv) The plan should discuss how it Usts u it is detelmiReG ~at it U)IOHIEi ee 
shall contain the following statement: will enhance the prospects for economic \;)enefic;ial te de se ana :luR:U ao~ delay 

The properties containea in this development and job creation, if the 
th~t~a~::= foz: exp&:essieas a~ listing are closing or realigning military redevelopment authority intends to. 

installations. This report is being request an economic development intez:est shall be epea tQr fi mea~e. 
accomplished pursuant to Pub. L. 103- conveyance. i*pressions ef iaterest ;:eeeirreEi shettld 
160, section 290S(b). In accordance with ~~ ~=~=~~~=::!·e99 detail the intended use, the site plaB, 
section 2905(b}, this property is subject &he jebs estimated te be ereatea, the 
to a one-time publication under the d~Jsc:ribed in this sectio~ and in sc:bedule !or developmeat ana hiriag. 
McKinney Act, after which property not patagtaphs (e) and (Q of this sed~o~ Gd aA eltaluatio~ of the utoz:tb of the 
provided to homeless assistance whish fullew, i& designed ~e ~:apiQl~ l~d ~d buildings &xpressieB9 ef 
providers will not be published again Gfeate aew jobs, eithe;: b~ 'WR8 inte~st ur:ill be sharttd ~qth ~e losal 
unless there is no expression of interest aduantage of a z:ead~ market {Q;: J:edeuelepment authorit~ 
submitted by the local redevelopment dQuelopment o£ :ualuable p;epe&:ty OF b~ ~ duea:tisemeats fu1= e~pressieRs gf 
authority in the one-year period iadYeiag a market tlu:e\iga eea:~~e~aac;e& i~tez:esl will be Goadu"*ed 
following the end of the McKinney fer: eGGnemic;: delEelepmeat, initially simult~oously ~~ith all ether: dispo~al 
screening process pursuant to this ,.q(heut Geasideratiea. +he pr:eGedw:e& actions and are not an additional step iR 
publication. seseribed below gene,:ally appl~ to 1gg3 

th~~irt:!~it=;~partmeats shan (13) The list of 1988 base closure ~d J.QQS base closu~s a,nd ma;1 AQ' 

properties that will be reported to HUD appl;1 te 1996 and lQQ~ Glesw:es wMea .aAalyze eaGA expression o! i~i e:~:est ~d. 
shall contain the same statement as ~;~ay be well along in the dispenl d.etermiae ... ithia ao days of reeeipt if it 
paragraph (b)(12) of this section, and ptoee$S. is made in good· faith and r:epresent' a 
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.. QiSOnable CQ''Qlepment proposal. If tl:le 
v4ilitfl:F)' DepaftffiefH decides that 6:fi 

xpressioR ef inlet est t ecei ved · 
) 

9 

SeffiOR5tiate5 the e)(iSteRee of 8 reaeiy 
ma;-ket, the prospeet ef jeb eteatien. arHi 
offers preeeeds eensistent with the 
r ange ef estimated fait ma:rket • e:ltle, it 
may eleeiae to oUer the property {or sale. 
The preperty proJ3esed fer sale shall 
proHiptly ee flliBhcl~ ideAHtied, Ems the 
r eae··elOJ3ffleAt 8l1t:horilJ shall be 
RQtiaed The redevelopment authority 
JAay reEt\:lest reGQJHiideratigt=l of 'hi£ 
aeeisiaa~:~aGier paragraph (d)(S) of this 
5iC:tiOR Potectial offerars wm be 
&- r;-ii:iage~ to 111 bJil "'il:h bhe .. 
~ae,elopmeat a1:1therity sa tl:iat t.hei;. 
delle]opJJ:IeRl 80i)5 wilJ be c;gmpatibli 
1 "it.h the }gc:alrede,elgpmeat plim 

(iii) If a rese"elepmeRt pla.a :ha£ AOt 
~eeR c:em.pleted, \he rese"e}gpmeat 
i'\:ltl~erity will be 8RC:Ol.lri8ed to icclude 
\he pe\eatial fgr sale gf the propert¥ 
ideatified by the} 4ilitary Depar4HeRt 
-..ader paragraph (d)(J) gf this 'e~iot=~., iA 
~e plan. The DeD GempoReftt niU 
e"all.late whet.ber the pgteatial sale ef 
the iaeatifiea preper:ty is 6Q"eree ay 
llRY oagoit=~.g BR"irgt=~.meRtal aaaly'e' 

~::~!!(~~~i~:::::i:~estal 
e,ahaatiot=l, COC5ideratiOR can be @iHeQ 
'g iategratiag the peteatial sale iate tJte 
existit=~.g aRal~·&es gr prepariz:16 
&Gaitiot=~.al analyse& F8Et1olirea ey }a·.v 8P 

ot.bezwi'£e deemed appropriate The 
eaviranmeatal impaGt statemeat shall, 
te the exteat praetieable. ee eompletea 
r...-ithia 12 moailis. ar a Fiadiag af flle 
Sigaifieaat ImpaGt issues withia i 
ffioaths. of the public anaauaeaJHeat 
teeRtif:-'iag \he property proposed ier 
~ 

(4~ 4 few bieh ''al\Je installatio:~u £or 
waieh a r:eady market app~t=~.tly eri,tg 
~a!·, Re"&rtheless, aet have geaeratea 
G!' expressions gf iateres' durit=~.g the 
allotted 6 JJ:~octh period ~egardle&&, 
s1:1ee iastallatioas predde aR 
Gpporttmity for pri"ate sector rapid jab 
•reation wbid~ shg1o1ld be pl:i:r&1olea. lB 
4:bese eases, the Military Deflartmeats, 
Based Ofi Completed appraisals OF ether 
estimates af the fair market ,a]\:le, shall 
inferm reEie .. eJapment a~:~tharities that 
~perty is e1<pected to he offered fer 
ule imd an ec:oRgmiG se"elepmeal 
c.onreya.nce should Rat he a:riticipate&. 
Redevelopment a1:1therities shall he se 
informed as soon as possible, h1:1t aot 
later than €i mor1ths after com.pletioR o£ 
~e HcKinney Ast sGreeaing proc:ess Ia 
m a¥ i ng these d eterraffi.a.t.ten s, airp ort1 

pon, and school property may be 
excluded if it a~ 
likely to ee eorwerted to public airports, 
ports or schools under existiRg public 
'Beaefit ernweya:nee programs. The .. · 
~natioa that an installation will 

"' 

be se19 Hnder paiagra~h (ei)(4) of thi' 
1ection has :Z cempeRet=lt&: 

(i) The property mHst lsa"e a bish 
~ 

Hi) There must be a readv market 
~eady market means that 9Uers 'o 
fHYcbase at or Rear the &Etimated range 
ef fair market value froffi the J'f'h ate 
eeetor eo verlag aU er mo&t gf tae 
installat:ieft ee\:llel he e~eeteEi w4thiR 6 
months of QG"eft:isiag the ease ieF 
JH::l:Blie sale. . · 

(5) Withia eo day' of t.b.a 
ar.aa1.1aeemeat by the SeGretary of t.h& 
Militfi:f) Depaftment eeacemed oft.he 
it=~.•e;:stig;:s tQ ;all p&eperty i~ acc:ordaaQ" 
..,_cith paragraph (a)(3) er (d)(4) of UU£ 
&ectiga, the autheFii!eEi lesal 
J:ede"elopmeRt aut.hority ma~' request, 
~n wfitiag, that this detet:miRat.ioR be 
-reeensiaered The Sec~tary sha11 
eoasider the 1eq1::1est, pro~iele a fiRal 
setef'ffiiftat:ion in w'Friting te the local 
rede • elepmeftt et1thorit) and es:tBe\:lfiGe 
\his eetefiftiftatieB p1::1eliely. 

(a) 1Eieati6satiea sf aa iastaUatiga er 
prgperty fgr.sale 1.mder this &eGtiot=~. does 
Rot pt=ec:lude a cgmmnnity's &Ei'iYi&iti9R 
Qf property for t.be estimated fahcmarket 
~ 

(7} Tbe pz:oui5iOAS oftllis section may 
R9t be appropriate for: £ome of the 1 gsa 
and. 1Qgl base do£\ll'e' and 
realigt=~.ments because these base£ ate so 
Lat a)oag in the pPopert)l aispesal 
pz:gc:e&& that c:ertain actioRs ha"e beeA 
•akeR or agreed te that BEe inGoR&i&t&Rt 
with the new prgcedw:es. In sases ef 
1988 aad 1991 clos\:H'es whet=e this t=~.ew 
propert~' disposal process is cot=~.&ide~=eci 
t=~.ot appropriate the Secretary 
c.ot=~.c:emed Eball r:equest a wai,er from 
the ASD(ES) l3efGre preeeediag ·Nith the 
t!is~ositiein af the prepeJ=ty. 

(e) Economic development 
conveyances. 

(1) Closing military bases often have 
a great deal of land that may not be 
readily developable or marketable due 
to its location. Additionally, closing 
bases often have buildings that may 
need to be demolished in order to 
encourage redevelopment and economic 
revitalization. Historically, tJle process 
of selling bases, or parts thereof, for fair 
market value has been time consuming 
and the proceeds from the sales of base 
closure properties have been less than 
originally anticipated. In the past, the 
law permitted the Department of 
Defense to convey property at a 
discount of up to 100% (free of charge) 
for specific public purposes such as 
health, aviation, recreation, and 
education-but not for economic 
development. The new process that 
follows permits the DoD to convey land 
and buildings to redevelopment 
authorities with no consideration, 

sub.ject to recoupment. after it is 
determined that the base, or significant 
portions thereof. cannot be sold in 
accordance with the rapid job creation 
concept. Such conveyances may help 
induce a market for the property, 
thereby, enhancing economic recovery. 
Redevelopment authorities shall submit 
a simple written request containing iour 
basic elements as described in 
paragraphs (e)(S)(i) through (e)(S)(iv) of 
this section. Generally, installations will 
be conveyed at no initial cost with a 
recoupment provision that shall permit 
DoD to share in any future profits 
should the base be later leased or sold. 
Bases in rural areas she.J.l be conveyed 
under this authority with no 
recoupment if they meet the standards 
in paragraph (e)(6) of this section. The 
conveyance for economic development 
should be used by local redevelopment 
authorities to gain control of large areas 
of the base, not just individual 
buildings. The income received from 
some of the higher value property 
should help offset the maintenance and 
marketing costs of the less desirable 
parcels. IIr order for this conveyan~ to 
spur redevelopment, large parcels must 
be used to provide an income stream to 
assist the long term development of the 
property. 

(2) The Secretary of Defense is 
authorized by Pub. L. 103-160, Section 
2903 to convey real property at an 
installation to be closed to the local 
redevelopment authority for economic 
development (an economic 
development conveyance). The 
conveyance of property may be for 
consideration at or below the estimated 
fair market value, or without 
consideration. The consideration, if any, 
can be paid in cash or in kind. Property 
to be transferred pursuant to Public Law 
103-160, section 2903, will be conveved 
with no consideration, s~bject to .. 
recoupment as described in paragraph 
(f) of this section. 

(3) The economic development 
conveyance authority is an addition to 
existing public benefit authorities and, 
generally, should not be used when 
these public benefit authorities would 
apply. The Military Departments shall 
prepare a written explanation why a 
transfer was made using this economic 
development conveyance authority for 
what appears to be a purpose covered by 
an existing public benefit authority. 

(4) Before making an economic 
development conveyance of real 
property, an appraisal or other estimate 
of the property's fair market value shall 
be made, based on the proposed reuse 
of the property. The Military 
Department shall consult with the local 
redevelopment authority on appraisal 
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assumptions. guidelines and on 
instructions given to the appraiser. but 
shall be fully responsible for completion 
of the appraisal. When a property is 
conveyed for economic development 
with no initial consideration, the 
Military Department shall prepare a 
written explanation why the estimated 
fair market value was not received and 
retain it in their real property files. 

(5) Property may be conveyed under 
Pub. L. No: 103-160 to an authorized 
local redevelopment authority for 
economic development following 
s~bmh:sion of a written request to the 
Secretary of the Military Department 
concerned disposing of the property. 
The requests should contain the 
fcllcwir.g clements: 

(i) Description of the property to be 
conveved. 

(ii) Statement of the local 
redevelopment authority's legal 
authority to acquire and dispose of 
property under the laws of the 
governing State. 

(iii) A redevelopment plan that 
includes economic development and job 
creation. 

(iv) A statement explaining why 
existing public benefit conveyance 
authorities are not appropriate. 

(6) Installations located in rural areas 
are of particular concern. An economic 
development conveyance may be made 
without consideration and without 
recoupment in a rural area when the 
base closure v.ill have a substantial 
adverse impact on the economy of the 
local community and on the prospect of 
its economic recoverv from the closure. 
To determine whether a rural 
community is eligible for transfer under 
this section. the Secretarv concerned 
shall first determine whether the closure 
will have a substlintial adverse impact 
on the prospect for economic recovery 
by determining whether there is a 
market for the property. The closure 
may be determined to have substantial 
adverse impact if after advertising for 
expressions of interest pursuant to 
paragraph (d) of this section. no 
expressions of interest are received. No 
expressions of interest to purchase the 
property signifies that public or private 
developers v..ill not be able to provide 
jobs and economic growth sufficient to 
provide timely recovery from closure 
without assistance. The second step 
requires the Secretary concerned to 
make a determination that the base 
closure will have a substantial adverse 
impact on the economy of the 
communities in the vicinity of the 
installation. In these cases. the base 
shall be offered to the local 
redevelopment authority for conveyance 
without consideration and without 

recoupment (subject to paragraph {0(5) 
of this section). 

(7) The provisions of th1~ section may 
not be appropriate for some of the 1988 
and 1991 base closures and 
realignments, because these bases are so 
far along in the property disposal 
process that certain actions have been 
taken or agr-:~d to that are inconsistent 
with the new procedures. In cases 
where the new property disposal 
process is not appropriate, the Secretary 
concerned shall request a waiver from 
the ASD(ES) befote proceeding with the 
disposition of the property. 

(0 Profit sharing. 
(1) \\'hen rea! property is c.-onvdyed as 

described in paragraph (e) of this 
section, the Department of Defense shall 
generally share in the division of future 
profits should the property be 
subsequently sold or leased. The 
division of profits shall be based on net 
profits and the share shall generally 
favor the local redevelopment authority. 
There shall be a 15-yea.r time limit on 
the share of the profits. The 
government's portion of the receipts 
from the profit shall not exceed the fair 
market value of-the property at the time 
it was. conveyed to the local 
redevelopment authority. 

(2) Properties conveyed under the 
authority of Pub.L. 103-160, section 
2903, to local redevelopment authorities 
under an economic development 
conveyance that are subsequently sold 
or leased shall be subject to recoupment 
(profit sharing) by the Department of · 
Defense, except as provided in 
paragraph (e)(6) of this section. In the 
absence of a determination by the 
Secretary of the Military Department 
concerned that a different division of 
the net profits is appropriate because of 
special circumstances. the net profits 
shall be shared on a basis of 60 percent 
to the local redevelopment authority 
and 40 percent to the Department of 
Defense. The purpose of this 
recoupment policy is to allow the local 
redevelopment authority to benefit from 
the success of its efforts and from value 
created from zoning. Eliminating the 
requirement for initial consideration 
also frees the local redevelopment 
authority's income stream for use in 
funding infrastructure improvements 
needed to develop the property and 
increase its value. Sharing the profits, 
when they occur, will provide a return 
to the taxpayers for the property they 
originally paid for, without unduly 
burdening the community. 

(3) The total recoupment by the 
Government shall not exceed the fair 
market value of the property (or the top 
end of the range of values) calculated at 

I 

the time of conveyance to the local 
redevelopment authority. 

(4) The standard excess profits 
covenant promulgated by the General 
Services Administration (GSA) at 41 
CFR 101-t7 .4908 shall be used as a 
model deed provision to implement this 
recoupment policy. recognizing that the 
GSA provision will require tailoring for 
each parcel. The following changes and 
additions are required: 

(i) The deed provision will express 
the profit sharing established under 
paragraph (0(2) of this section, unless 
explicitly modified by the Secretary of 
the Military Department concerned. 

(ii) The term of this deed provision in 
economic development conveyances 
will be 15 years unless released earlier ' 
by the government upon satisfaction of 
the recoupment requirement. The 
disposing Military Department will 
provide a statement, for use at any 
settlement, on the local redevelopment 
authority's compliance with the deed 
provision. The Military Department will 
formally release the provision when the 
government has received its share of the 
sale proceeds. 

(iii) The deed provision will forbtd 
.. straw .. transactions (sales or leases to 
a cooperating party at a nominal price), 
transactions at other than arm's length. 
and other devices designed to 
circumvent the Government's recovery 
of its share of the net profits. The 
purpose of this clause of the deed 
provision is to provide a basis for the 
government to intervene if it appears 
that a transaction may adversely affect 
its interests. 

(iv) In calculating the anount of any 
net profit from a sale or le~se, the local 
redevelopment authority may include: 

(A) Capital costs, as provided in 41 
CFR 101-47.4908(b). 

(B) Direct and indirect costs related to 
the particular property and transaction 
that are otherwise allowable under 48 
CFR part 31 including the allocable 
costs of operation of the local 
redevelopment authority with regard to 
that property. 

(v) The annual report required by the 
GSA provision will be deleted, and a 
clause requiring notification to the 
disposing Military Department of sales 
or leases will be substituted. The notice 
of sale or lease will be accompanied by 
an accounting or financial analysis 
indicating the net profit. if any. from a 
sale, or the estimated annual profit from 
a lease. The accounting or financial 
analysis. and any other aspect of a 
transaction by the local redevelopment 
authority with respect to property 
transferred under this pan. is subject to 
Department of Defense audit. 
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(5) The Military Department 
concerned is authorized to negotiate an 
up-front settlement of projected 
recoupment revenues from a 
convevance under this section when 
such settlement is requested by the 
redevelopment authority. 

(6) The provisions of this section may 
not be appropriate for some of the 1988 
and 1991 base closures and 
realignments. because these bases are so 
far along in the property disposal 
process that certain actions have been 
taken or agreed to that are inconsistent 
v.'ith the new procedures. In cases 
where the new property disposal 
process is not appropriate. the Secretary 
concerned shall request a waiver from 
the ASD(ES) before proceeding with the 
disposition of the property. 

(g) Leasing of real property. 
(1) Leasing of real property is an 

effective way to quickly attract new jobs 
to replace those that have been lost by 
the base closing. In the past. the 
requirement to lease at fair market value 
discouraged the creation of new jobs. 
The new process of leasing. at less than 
fair market value, where appropriate. 
will p.rovide new incentives for . 
redevelopment authorities and 
businesses alike to spur job creation and 
speed economic redevelopment. 

(2) The Secretaries of the Military 
Departments are authorized by Pub. L. 
103-160, section 2906 to lease real and 
personal property at closing or 
realigning bases for consideration of less 
than the estimated fair market value. if 
the Secretarv concerned determines: 

(i) That a public interest will be 
served as a result of the lease. 

(ii) That securing the estimated fair 
market rental value from the lease is not 
compatible with such public interest. 

(3) The Military Departments shall 
determine the environmental suitability 
of property to be leased using the 
procedures in the DoD policy entitled 
.. Procedures for Finding of Suitability to 
Lease (FOSL)" contained in the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense Memorandum,z 
''Fast Track Cleanup at Closing 
Insta!!aticns". September 9. 1993. and 
any amendments thereto. Regulatory 
consultation (Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) and State government) 
must be completed before entering into 
any leases. as specified in the FOSL 
guidance and when approved. the 
Memorandum of Understanding 
between DoD and EPA will confirm the 
FOSL process. 

(4) The Military Departments are 
encouraged to redelegate leasing 

2 Document available from the Office of the 
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Environmental 
Security). Pentagon. Washington. DC 20301. 

authoritv to the level ili~t &h best 
responl to local redeveiopinentneeds 
and still exercise prudent and consistent 
stewardship over these public assets. 

(b) Personal property. 
(1) Personal property located on 

closing bases is often very useful to the 
redevelopment of the real property. This 
section outli.ues procedures to allow 
transfer of personal property with the 
real property in many cases. It provides . 
for completing an inventory soon after 
the base is approwed for closure, 
consulting with local officials. and a 
walkthrough of the base. The 
community can then identify the . 
personal propeny it wishes to retain in 
its redevelopment plan. The Department 
of Defense will keep a great deal of the 
personal property at the base while the 
redevelopment plan is being put 
together. Only valid exemptions will be 
made to this freeze, usually involving 
specific military requirements or 
property which the base does not own. 
Emissions trading procedures will be 
issued separately and are not covered by 
the part. 

(2) Each Military Department and 
Defe~se Agency, as appropriate, shall 
take an inventory of the personal 
property. to include its condition, at 
closing or realigning bases as early in 
the closure process as possible. At 
realigning bases, the inventory shall be 
limited to the personal property located 
on the real property to be disposed of 
by the Military Department or Defense 
Agency. The purpose of the inventory is 
to identify personal property-any 
property except land, fixed-in-place 
buildings, ships, and Federal records
that could enhance the reuse potential 
of real property that may be conveyed 
to the local redevelopment authority for 
supporting the economic redevelopment 
of the base. The exempted categories of 
personal property listed in paragraph 
(h)(S) of this section shall not be subject 
to review by the community. The 
inventory must be completed by June l, 
1994, for 1988, 1991 and 1993 closures 
and realignments or within 6 months 
after the date of approval of 1995 
closures .. 

(3) The inventory shall be taken in 
· consultation with local redevelopment 
authority officials. If no local · 
redevelopment authority exists, 
consultation shall be offered to the local 
government in whose jurisdiction the 
installation is wholly located. or a local 
government agency or State government 
agency designated for the purpose of 
such consultation by the chief executive 
officer of the State. Based on these 
consultations, the base commander is 
responsible for determining the items or 
category of items potentially enhancing 

the reuse of the real property and 
needed to support the redevelopment 
plan. When the inventory is completed, 
base personnel shall offer a 
''walkthrough" with representatives of 
the local redevelopment authority so 
that they can see the type and condition 
of the property available for reuse. 
Disagreements should be resolved 
within the chain-of-command. with 
final authority on resolving personal 
property issues resting with the 
Secretary of the Military Department or 
Defense Agency Director respcnsible for 
the real property. This authority may be 
further delegated. 

.. (4) The Military Departments should 
make every reasonable effort to assist 
affected communities in obtaining the 
personal property needed to convert the 
~ases into economically-viable· 
enterprises. Personal property not 
subject to the exemptions in paragraph 
(h)(S) of this section shall remain at a 
closing or realigning base tintil one of 
the following time periods expire 
(whichever comes first): 

(i) One week after the date on which 
the redevelopment plan is submitted to 
the applicable Milit~ Department.= 

(ii) The date on which the local 
redevelopment authority notifies the 
applicable Military Department that a 
plan will not be submitted. 

(iii) Twenty-four months after the 
dates referred to in paragraph (h)(2) of 
this section which for 1988, 1991 and 
1993 base closures and realignments is 
November 30, 1995, or 24 months after 
the date of approval of the 1995 closures 
and realignments. 

(iv) Ninety days before the date of the 
closure or realignment of the 
installation. 

(5) Personal property may be removed 
without regard to these time periods 
upon approval of the base commander, 
or higher authority within the Military 
Department, and after notice to the local 
redevelopment authority, if the 
property: 

(i) Is required for the operation of a 
unit, function, component, weapon. or 
weapon system transferring to another 
installation. A transferring unit or 
function may take with it any property 
needed to function properly as soon as 
it arrives, provided that suitable 
replacement equipment will not be 
readily obtainable there and moving it is 
cost-effective. In addition to this 
authority .for the transferring unit or 
function to remove personal property, 
the major command having jurisdiction 
over the installation (e.g., the Army's 
Forces Command or the Air Force's Air 
Combat Command). or the major 
claimant ha vin·g ·jurisdiction over the 
installation (e.g .. the Navy's U.S. 
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~tlantic Fleet) also rna\" remove 
property tbat is needed irnrnedia_tely_ 
and is indispensable to an orgamzatwn 
under its jurisdiction at another 
installation for carrying out the 
organization's primary mission. 

(ii) Is uniquely military in character, 
and is likelv to have no civilian use 
(other than ·use for its material content 
or as a source of commonly used 
components). Classified items: nuclear, 
biological. chemical items; weap~ns and 
munitions: museum property or 1tems of 
significant historic value that are 
maintained or displayed on loan; and 
similar military items fit this exception. 

(iii) Is not required for the · · 
reutilization or redevelopment of the 
installation (as jointly determined by 
the Military Department concerned and 
the redevelopment authority). 

(i\') Is stored at the installation for 
distribution (including spare parts or 
stock items). This exception includes 
materials or parts used in a 
manufacturing or repair function but 
does not include maintenance spares for 
equipment to be left in place. 

(\')Meets known requirements of an 
authorized program of another Federal 
Department or Agency for which 
expenditures for similar property would 
be necessary. and is the subject of a 
written request received from the bead 
of the Department or Agency. In this 
context, .. expenditures" means the 
Federal Department or Agency intends 
to obligate funds in the current quarter 
or next six fiscal quarters. The Federal 
Department or Agency must pay 
pacldng. crating. handling. and 
transportation charges associated with 
such transfers of personal property. 

(vi) Belongs to nonappropriated fund 
instrumentalities (NAFI). NAFI property 
mav be removed at the Military 
Departments'. discretion, because NAFI 
property belongs to the Service 
members collectively and is not 
government property. Therefore, it may 
not be transferred to the local 
redevelopment authority under this 
section. Separate arrangements for 
commtL'lities to purchase NAFI property 
are possible and may be negotiated with 
the Military Department concerned. 

(vii) Is needed elsewhere in the 
national security interest of the United 
States, as determined by the Secretary of 

the Militarv Department co.ncerned. 
This authority rna)' iiot be r~delegated. 

(6) Persona1 property to be transferred 
to the local redevelopment authority in 
support of its redevelopment plan is n~t 
subject to sections 202 and 203 of Pubhc 
Law 81-152, .. Federal Property and 
Administrative Services Act of 1949, as 
amended" ufjune 30, 1949,40 U.S.C. 
483-484. If the real property is 
transferred without consideration, the 
personal property shall also be 
transferred without consideration. If the 
real property is transferred at or near 
estimated fair market value, the value of 
the personal property shall be included 
in the estimated fair market value of the 
real property. If the property is 
conveyed separately from the real 
property, the value of the personal 
property shall be that at which it is 
carried on the installation's property 
account or estimated fair market value 
as agreed to between the parties at the 
time of transfer. 

(7) In addition to the exemptions ~n., 
paragraph (b)(S) of this section, the 
Military Department or Defense Agency 
is authorized to substitute an item 
similar to one requested by the 
redevelopment authority. The substitute 
items may be drawn from another 
installation or from the Defense 
Reutilization and Marketing Service. It 
is the responsibility of the Military 
Department or Defense Agency that 
ov.'lls the property to find a similar item 
that may be suitable as a substitute. ~ 
this context, ''similar" means the 
original and the proposed substitute 
item are designed and constructed for 
the same specific purpose. However, 
before substituting another item for the 
one being requested, the base 
commander shall consult with the 
redevelopment authority. 

(8) Personal property that is not 
needed by a major command (or its 
subordinates), a Federal Agency, or a 
local redevelopment authority (or a 
State or local jurisdiction in lieu of a . 
local redevelopment authority) shall be 
transferred to a Defense Reutilization 
and Marketing Office for processing in 
accordance with the Federal Property 
and Administrative Services Act of 
1949, as amended, 40 U.S.C. 483 et seq. 

(i) Minimum level of maintenance 
and repair to support nonmilitary 
purposes. 

(1) Facilities and equipment located 
on closing bases are often imponant to 
the eventual reuse. This section 
provides procedures to protect their 
condition while the redevelopment plan 
is being put together. The level of 
maintenance will be determined in 
consultation with the redevelopment 
authority. 

(2) Public Law 103-160, section 2902 
states that the Secretary may not reduce 
the level of maintenance and repair of 
facilities or equipment at the 
installation below the minimum levels 
required to support the use of su~ 
facilities or equipment for norumhtary 
purposes, except when the Secretary of 
the Military Department concerned 
determines that such reduction is in the 
National Security interest of the United 
States. This requirement remains in 
effect until one of the time periods in 
paragraph (h)(4) of this section has 
expired. 

(3) The initial minimum ·}eve I of 
maintenance and repair to support non
military purposes shall be determined 
during consultation between the 
Military Department and the : 
redevelopment authority. This level and 
the property to which it applies shall be 
reviewed with the local redevelopment 
authority when it presents its final 
development plan. \Vhere agreement 
cannot be reached, the Secretary of the 
Military Department concerned shall 
determine the level of maintenance 
required. In no case shall the level of 
maintenance and repair: 

(i) Exceed the standard at the time of 
approval of the closure or realignment. 

(ii) Require any improvements to the 
property to include construction, 
alteration, or demolition, except that 
required by environmental restoration. 

(4) The negotiated minimum 
maintenance agreement must be tailored 
to the specific non-military uses, but 
shall include the following: 

(i) Maintaining the facilities and 
equipment that are likely to be utilized 
in the near term at a level that shall 
prevent undue deterioration and allow 
tral"lsfer to the local redevelopment 
authority. 

(ii) Not delaying the scheduled 
closure date of the installation. 

Dated: March 31, 1994. 

BflUHG COOE ~ 
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Appendix A to Part 91 

Process Flowchart for Base Closure Community Assistance 

,11;0 

Special Circumstances 

BILLING COOE ~ 

Homeless Provider Interest (HUO) 

YES 

Application Received (HHS) 

·.-ts 

Application Accepted (HHS) -

Available for Transfer 

loc•l Redevelopment Plan 

Convey with 
Profit Sharing 

Transfer to 
Homeless Provider 

Convey without 
Recoupment 
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APPENDIX 8 TO PART 91.-CLOSURE AND TRANSITION TIMELINE FOR A NOTIONAL SRAC 1993 BASE THAT CLOSES ON 
SEPTEMBER 30, 1 997 

[Oates are completion dates-First of the month] 

1. Closure approved ........................................................ . 
2. Real property screening: 

a. Within DoD ..........•.•..•.......•••...•.•••.•..•.•••••.•.•••.••.••••• 
b. With other Federal Agenices ............................... . 
c. State and Local (public benefit conveyances) •••... 

3. McKinney Act screening: 
a. MiOeps repor1 surplus to HUD •.....••••••.•••••..••...•••.• 
b. HUO pUblishes list of suitable prop •.•.•••••••••••••••.•• 
c. Prootiders E:.q,te~s interest .................................... . 
d. Applications submitted to HHS ............................ . 
e. HHS approves/disapproves application .............. .. 
f. ROA expresses interest in unclaimed property (re

maining surplus property relisted by HUD). 
II 1Qb&,eRtereg ~re~er:ty 9i&pg&al· ... c........... . .... . .,;...., ;,_~ 

h ... ;;> 4... ...4 ................................... .. 

, ..... 

5. Local redevelopment plan completed ......................... . 
6. Conveyance of real property: 

a. Leases (FOSL). as available ............................... . 
b. Clean parcel (CERFA) identification .................... . 
c. EIS Completed (ROO) ......................................... .. 
d. Transfer/Sale (FOST}-parcels or whole, as 

available. 
7. Personal property: 

a. Inventory complete ............................................... . 
b. Longest personal property can be frozen ............ . 

8. Base Closes (missions leave) ..................................... . 

1993 

Dec. 

1994 

Apr. 
June. 
June. 

June. 
Aug. 
Oct 

,,,......, 

June. 

June. 

1995 

Jan. 
Feb. 

·'''"'" 

Dec. 

1996 

Feb. 

Feb. 

June. 

1997 

Feb. 

1998 1999 

Mar. ........ (and be
yond). 

................ Sept. 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Office of the Seeretary 

32 CFR Part 91 

RIN 0790-AF64 

Revitalizing Base Closure 
Communities-Base Closure 
Community Assistance 

AGENCY: Department of Defense, DoD. 
ACTION: Proposed rule. 

SUMMARY: The proposed rule publishes 
for comment the guidance required by 
section 2908 of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994. 
Section 2908 of the Act provides 
authoritv for the Secretarv of Defense to 
transfer real property or facilities 
available as a result of a base closure, to 
persons paying the cost of 
environmental restoration activities on 
the property. 
OATES: Comments must be received by 
July 5, 1994. 
ADDRESSES: Comments must be 
forv.·arded to the Office of the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense for Economic 
Security. room 30854, The Pentagon, 
\Vashington, DC 20301. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Steven Kleiman or Frank Savat, 
telephone (703) 614-5356. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: In many 
cases the most difficult obstacle to 
getting property into productive reuse 
after a base closes is environmental 
restoration, because the Department of 
Defense cannot convey title to property 
until this is accomplished. The potential 
exists that persons who are interested in 

developing the propf.rty toJid clean it 
more quickly and efficiently than the 
government. This section provides a 
proposed rule which in its final form 
would allow the Department to transfer 
a property for the cost of cleanup to 
persons who agree to perform the 
environmental restoration. If the 
estimated value of the base exceeds the 
cost of cleanup, the buyer shall make up 
the difference. The Department of 
Defense and the Environmental 
Protection Agency will continue to 
consult regarding the implementation of 
Public Law 103-160, section 2908. 

List of Subjects in 32 CFR Part 91 
Community development, 

Environmental protection, Government 
employees, Homeless Military 
personnel, Surplus Government 
property. 

Accordingly, 32 CFR part 91 is 
proposed to be amended to read as 
follows: 

PART 91-{AMENOEO] 

1. The authority citation for part 91 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 10 U.S.C. 2687 note. 

2. Section 91.7 is proposed to be 
amended by adding a new paragraph (j) 
to read as follows: 

§ 91.7 Procedures. 
• 

(j) Transfer of real property or 
facilities to persons paying the cost of 
environmental restoration activities on 
the property. 

(1) In many cases the most difficult 
obstacle to getting property into 
productive reuse is environmental 
restoration, because the Department of 
Defense cannot convey title to property 
until this is accomplished. The potential 
exists that persons who are interested in 
developing the property could clean it 
more quickly and efficiently than the 
goverrunent. This section proposes 
instructions to implement a new 
authority which allows the Department 
of Defense to transfer a property for the 
cost of cleanup to persons who agree to 
perform the environmental restoration. 
If the estimated value of the base 
exceeds the cost of cleanup, the buyer 
shall make up the difference. 

(2) Section 2908 of Title XXIX of 
Public Law 103-160 authorizes the 
Secretary of Defense, at any time before 
December 1, 1998, to enter into 
agreements to transfer by deed, real 
property or facilities at closing 
installations to a person who agrees to 
perform all required environmental 
cleanup, waste management, and 
environmental compliance activities. 

(3) The authority may be exercised in 
the following manner: 

(i) An agreement to transfer may be 
executed with any person, provided that 
person can demonstrate to the 
satisfaction of the Secretary concerned 
the ability to adequately perform all 
required environmental clean-up, waste 
management and environmental 
compliance activities. 

(ii) The property and facilities subject 
to the agreement must be located in an 
installation closed or to be closed under 
a base closure law, as defin~d in 
paragraph (c)(1) of this section and at 
the time the agreement is executed m~st 
be available exclusively for the use, or 
e,(pression of an interest in use, of a 
local redevelopment authority under 
Public Law 103-160, section 2905. The 
reuse contemplated in the agreement 
must be consistent with the applicable 
local redevelopment plan. 

(iii) The Agreement may be in any 
form and transfer any interest allowable 
under the law of the State in which the 
property or facility is located provided, 
however: 

(A) The Agreement may not serve_ to 
transfer title by deed in violation of 
Section 120(h) of the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response Compensation 
and Liability Act (CERCLA) (42 U.S.C. 
9620(h)). 

(B) The Agreement must contain a 
stipulation that all environmental 
restoration, waste management and 
environmental compliance activities 
required under Federal and State laws, 
administrative decisions, agreements 
(including schedules and milestones), 
and regulatory agency con::urrences. 
including those that become effective at 
any time during the existence of the 
Agreement, shall be met by the person 
with whom the Agreement is to be 
executed. The environmental restoration 
for the Agreement mu~t include 
activities associated with cleanup of 
petroleum and its derivatives. 

(C) The Agreement shall contain any 
item or condition that the Secretary of 
the Military Department concerned 
considers appropriate to protect the 
interests of the United States. Such 
terms or conditions may include, but are 
not limited to, providing continued 
access to the property and facilities by 
the U.S. and State and local regulatory 
agencies: limitations upon the use to 
which the property may be put; and, 
provisions requiring a bond or other 
form of financial assurance. 

(D) The Agreement must contain a 
description of the information disclosed 
to the person to whom the property or 
facilities will be transferred on the 
environmental restoration, waste 
management and environmental 
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compliance requirements and acti\'ities 
relevant to the property or facilities. 
This description shall include anv 
specific information required by the 
notice requirements of Section 120(h)(l) 
of CERCLA (42 U.S.C. 9620(h)). 

(E) The Agreement should disclose to 
the person to whom the property or 
facilities .will be transferred that the U.S. 
will not indemnifY. hold harrnless or 
defend that perso~ pursuant tq Public 
Law 102-484. section 330. as amended 
by Public Law 103-160, section 1002. 

(F) The Agreement may provide for a 
transfer to occur at any point after all 
remedial action necessary to protect 
human health and the environment has 
been constructed and installed by the 
person and the remedy has been 
demonstrated to the Military 
Department concerned and EPA to be 
operating properly and successfully. 

(iv) The consideration for the 
Agreement must equal the estimated fair 
market value of the property or facilities 
to be transferred. as deterrnined bv the 
Secretary of the Military Departm~nt 
concerned. The consideration may be in 
the form of the expected costs of all 
environmental restoration, waste 
management, and environmental 
compliance activities to be paid by the 
recipient of the property or facilities. If 
such expected costs are lower than the 
estimated fair market value of the 
property or facilities. the Secretary 
concerned shall obtain the difference in 
other consideration satisfactory to the 
Secretary concerned. 

(v) Before executing any Agreement 
authorized by Public Law 103-160, 
section 2908 the Secretary concerned 
must: 

(A) Disclose to the person to whom 
the property or facilities shall be 
transferred anv information under the 
control of the Secretary regarding the 
environmental restoration, waste 
management and environmental 
compliance activities that relate to the 
property. 

(B) Conduct an Environmental 
Baseline Survey to determine whether 
there are impediments to the ultimate 
transfer of the property. 

(C) Make the certification to Congress 
required by Public Law 103~0. section 
2908. . 

(D) Ensure the consultation with the 
affected governor and local 
communities required by a base closure 
law, as defined in paragraph (e)(l) of 
this section, has be.en con_ducted. 

Dated: March 31. 1994. 

P.H. Means, 
OSD Federal Register Liaison Officer. 
Department of Defense. 
IFR Doc. 94-8115 Filed 4-5-94; 8:45am] 
Bll.Uf.IG COOE 500().--.04 -;6f 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Pla~ning Group 

Page: 16124 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: 3 

Recommended Change: 

Change title of paragraph 3 from: 3. Local Redevelopment Plan 
to: 

3. Local Redevelopment Authority. 

The early formation of a local redevelopment authority is 
critical to the successful reuse of tbe base. The primary focus 
of the local redevelopment authority should be developing a 
comprehensive local redevelopment plan. This plan should embrace 
the range of feasible reuse options that will result in rapid job 
creation. The local redevelopment plan will generally be used as 
the proposed action when the disposing Military Department 
conducts the environmental analyses required by the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 

This properly names this section. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: GNAS Co~unity Reuse Pla~ning Group 

Page: 16124 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: 3 

Recommended Change: 

In the 4th sentence, change the word ~generally" to "in most 
cases" 

The early formation of a local redevelopment authority is 
critical to the successful reuse of the base. The primary focus 
of the local redevelopment authority should be developing a 
comprehensive local redevelopment plan. This plan should embrace 
the range of feasible reuse options that will result in rapid job 
creation. The local redevelopment plan will in most cases be 
used as the proposed action when the disposing Military 
Department conducts the environmental analyses required by the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 

Why: 

This places a higher, appropriate emphasis on the local 
redevelopment plan. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: GNAS Cornrnunity·Reuse Plan~ing Group 

Page: 16124 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: 3 

Recommended Change: 

Add the following paragraph after paragraph one: 

"At the conclusion of the McKinney Act screening process, 
the local redevelopment authority will be granted an exclusive 
1-year period to submit a written expression of interest, during 
which time a redevelopment pl~n should be submitted that 
addresses economic development and job creation goals. The plan 
should indicate the desire of the local redevelopment authority 
to request an economic development conveyance." 

3. Local Redevelopment Authority 

The early formation of a local redevelopment authority is 
critical to the successful reuse of the base. The primary focus 
of the local redevelopment authority should be developing a 
comprehensive local redevelopment plan. This plan should embrace 
the range of feasible reuse options that will result in rapid job 
creation. The local redevelopment plan will in most cases be 
used as the proposed action when the disposing Military 
Department conducts the environmental analyses required by the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 

At the conclusion of the McKinney Act screening process, the 
local redevelopment authority will be granted an exclusive 
1-year period to submit a written expression of interest, during 
which time a redevelopment plan should be submitted that 
addresses economic development and job creation goals. The plan 
should indicate the desire of the local redevelopment authority 
to request an economic develo~ment conveyance. 

4 



Why: 

This properly applies the one year planning window designated for 
local redevelopment authorities. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 .waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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COl\tiMENTS ON THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page: 16126 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: 90.3(e) 

Recommended Change: 

Add the following sentence at the end of the paragraph: 

.. Redevelopment authorities normally receive official DoD 
recognition by receiving a planning assistance grant from the 
Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) ... 

(e) Redevelopment authority. Any entity, including an 
entity established by a State or local government, recognized by 
the Secretary of Defense as the entity responsible for developing 
the redevelopment plan with respect to the installation and for 
directing implementation of the plan. Redevelopment authorities 
normally receive official DoD recognition by receiving a planning 
assistance grant from the Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA). 

Why: 

This provides the normal procedure that redevelopment authorities 
use to receive DoD recognition. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page: 16127 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: 91~3(g) 

Recommended Change: 

Add the following sentence at the end of the paragraph: 

"Redevelopment authorities normally receive official DoD 
recognition by receiving a planning a~sistance grant from the 
Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA)." 

(g) Redevelopment authority. Any entity, including an 
entity established by a State or local government, recognized by 
the Secretary of Defense as the entity responsible for developing 
the redevelopment plan with respect to the installation and for 
directing implementation of the plan. Redevelopment authorities 
normally·receive official DoD recognition by receiving a planning 
assistance grant from the Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA)." ;' 

Why: 

This provides the normal procedure that redevelopment authorities 
use to receive DoD recognition. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: ( 708) 724-1700 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page: 16129 - -
Column: 1 
Paragraph: 91.7(a)(9)(ii) 

Recommended Change: 

After .. Bureau of Land Management (BLM)," insert: 

.. and the local redevelopment authority, if established," 

(ii) The Military Department concerned will notify the 
Secretary of Interior, normally through the Bureau ·of Land 
Management (BLM), and the local redevelopment authority, if 
established, when withdrawn public domain lands are included 
within an installation to be closed. 

Why: 

This ensures that the local redevelopment authority receives 
notification that withdrawn public domain lands are included 
within an installation to be closed. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, V~llage Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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CQMMENTS ON THE INTERII\1 FINAL RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Pla~ning Group 

Page: 16129 
Column: 1 
Paragraph: 91.7(b)(l) 

Recommended Change: 

Change the wording in the fifth sentence from ••fully accommodate .. 
to .. give priority consideration to .. and add the word .. local .. 
before homeless as indicated below. 

(b)(1) The Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act as amended 
(42 u.s.c. 11301), is a statute designated to permit HHS-approved 
providers of assistance to the homeless to receive a high 
priority in acquiring unneeded land and buildings on Federal 
properties. Buildings and land on closing bases provide 
excellent opportunities for homeless providers to acquire the 
land and buildings they need to establish their programs. This 
section describes the new process specifically tailored for base 
closure properties that will expedite the screening process with 
homeless providers and will result in the early identification of 
their needs. The Military Departments will work with communities 
to identify eligible entities and conduct timely outreach 
seminars to educate homeless providers with respect to the land 
and buildings that will be made available and the process for 
making a formal application to the Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS). The early identification of homeless assistance 
requirements for land and buildings at closing bases will permit 
communities to develop reuse plans that give priority -
consideration to local homeless needs, while permitting early 
identification of the remaining property for either quick sale 
for job creation, a federally sponsored public benefit conveyance 
or conveyance to a local redevelopment authority for economic 
development purposes. 

Why: 

This language makes the interim rules consistent with the 
informative literature and guidance provided by Health and Human 
Services to Homeless Service Providers seeking federal land, 
buildings or property. Further, the language differentiates 
between regional or national service providers and local service 
providers. 
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Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reus~ Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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COM1\1ENTS ON THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page: 16130 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: 91.7(c) 

Recommended Change: 

Change title of paragraph from : •• (c) Local redevelopment pl~n. " 
to: " (c) Local redevelopment authority. " 

Why: 

This properly names this section. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page: 16130 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: 91.7(c)(1) 

Recommended Change: 

In the 4th sentence, change the word "generally" to "in most. 
cases" 

(c) Local redevelopment authority. 
( 1) The early formation of a redevel.opment authority is 

critical to the successful reuse of the base. The primary focus 
of the redevelopment authority should be developing a 
comprehensive local redevelopment plan. This plan should embrace 
the range of feasible reuse options that will result in rapid job 
creation. The local redevelopment plan will in most cases be 
used as the proposed action in conducting environmental analyses 
required by the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), 
(42 U.S.C. 4332 et seq.). 

Why: 

This places a higher, appropriate emphasis on the local 
redevelopment plan. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community,· Reuse ?lanning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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CO:MMENTS ON THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page: 16130 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: 91.7(c)(2) 

Recommended Change: 

Renumber paragraph (2) to (3) and insert new paragraph (2) as 
follows: 

(2) At the conclusion of the McKinney Act screening 
process, the local redevelopment authority will be granted an 
exclusive 1-year period to submit a written expression of 
interest, during which time a redevelopment plan should be 
submitted that addresses economic development and job creation 
goals. The plan should indicate the desire of the local 
redevelopment authority to request an economic developmen~ 
conveyance. 

(3) Although the statute only requires the local 
redevelopment authority to submit a written expression of 
interest within 1 year after the date the property is released 
from McKinney Act screening, the local redevelopment plan should 
be prepared within that 1 year period. 

Why: 

This properly applies the one year planning window designated for 
local redevelopment authorities. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM: FINAL RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page: 16131 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: 91.7(e)(4) 

Recommended Change: 

In the first sentence of paragraph (4) change "proposed reuse of 
the property" to "property's "as-is" condition". 

(4) Before making an economic development conveyance of real 
property, an appraisal or other estimate of the property's fair 
market value shall be made, based on the property's "as-is" 
condition. The Military Department shall consult with the local 
redevelopment authority on appraisal assumptions, guidelines and 
on instructions given to the appraiser, but shall be fully . 
responsible for completion of the appraisal. When a property is 
conveyed for economic development with no initial consideration, 
the Military Department shall prepare a written explanation why 
the estimated fair market value was not received and retain it in 
their real property files. 

Why: 

The proposed economic development conveyances should be appraised 
at fair market value according to the pro·perty's "as-is" 
condition. 

Local communities will bring a variety of resources to this 
redevelopment effort. These resources will include knowledge of 
local and regional development climate, market, and trends; 
possibility to assist with financing tools to aid redevelopment; 
technical expertise with the general development field; authority 
to rezone the property which creates value; and the sweat .equity 
needed to complete reuse planning and implementation efforts. 
These resources should be used to benefit the local community. 
The local community should not be punished for wanting to create 
a successful redevelopment project. Without ensuring the local 
community will receive the full benefit of its resources, local 
communities have little incentive to participate in redevelopment 
efforts. 
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Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview. 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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CO:MMENTS ON THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page: 16132 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: 91~7(f)(4)(iii) 

Recommended Change: 

At the end of the paragraph, add the following: 

.. Transfers by sale or lease using "nominal" price transactions 
for certain parcels may be appropriate when they assist in the 
overall redevelopment of the property, be.nefit the local public, 
and/or benefit the federal government." 

(iii) The deed provision will forbid "straw" transactions 
(sales or leases to a cooperating party at a nominal price), 
transactions at other than arm's length, and other devices 
designed to circumvent the Government's recovery of its share of 
the net profits. The purpose of this clause of the deed 
provision is to provide a basis for the government to intervene 
if ·it appears that a transaction may adversely affect its 
interests. Transfers by sale or lease using "nominal" price 
transactions for certain parcels may be appropriate when they 
assist in the overall redevelopment of the property, benefit the 
local public, and/or benefit the federal government. 

Why: 

This addresses property transfers that may be desired to enhance 
the overall redevelopment of the property, benefit the local 
public, and/or benefit the federal government. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, V~llage Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page: 16133 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: 91~~(h)(1) 

Recommended Change: 

Add the following sentence at the end of the paragraph: 

.. Should the local redevelopment authority challenge any movem~nt 
of personal property, the property shall be frozen in place until 
the appropriate Service Secretary, or designated representative, 
can review the challenge and make a decision regarding the final 
disposition of the property. •• 

(H) Personal property. 
(1) Personal property located on closing bases is often very 

useful to the redevelopment of the real property. This section 
outlines procedures to allow transfer of personal property with 
the real property in many cases. It provides for completing an 
inventory soon after the base is approved for closure, consulting 
with local officials, and a walk-through of the base. The 
community can then identify the personal property it wishes to 
retain in its redevelopment plan. The Department of Defense will 
keep a great deal of the personal property at the base while the 
redevelopment plan is being put together. Only valid exemptions 
will be made to this freeze, usually involving specific military 
requirements or property which the base does not own. Emissions 
trading proced~res will be issued separately and are not covered 
by the part. Should the local redevelopment authority challenge 
any movement of personal property, the property shall be frozen 
in place until the appropriate Service Secretary, or designated 
representative, can review the challenge and make a decision 
regarding the final disposition of the property. 

17 



Why: 

This provides a procedure for the local redevelopment authority 
to receive a fair judgement on challenges to the disposition of 
personal property. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS ~ornrnunity Reuse ~lanning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page: 16133 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: 91.7(h)(2) 

Recommended Change: 

Delete the following sentence in paragraph (2): .. The exempted 
categories of personal property listed in paragraph (h)(S) of 
this section shall not be subject to review by the community." 

(2) Each Military Department and·Defense Agency, as 
appropriate, shall take an inventory of ~he personal property, to 
include its condition, at clqsing or realigning bases as early in 
the closure process as possible. At realigning bases, the 
inventory shall be limited to the personal property located on 
the real property to be disposed of by the Military Department or 
Defense Agency. The purpose of the inventory is to identify 
personal property - any property except land, fixed-in-place 
buildings, ships, and Federal records - that could enhance the 
reuse potential of real property that may be conveyed to the 
local redevelopment authority for supporting the economic 
redevelopment of the base. The exempted categories of personal 
property listed in paragraph (h)(S) of this section shall not be 
subject to review by the community. The inventory must be 
completed by June 1, 1994, for 1988, 1991 and 1993 closures and 
realignments or within 6 months after the date of approval of 
1995 closures. 

Why: 

This ensures that all personal property decisions are reviewed by 
the local redevelopment authority, thereby enabling a "challenge .. 
to all personal property movements if .considered critical to the 
redevelopment of the base, the provision of governmental services 
to the property, or in the best interest ·of the local community 
affected by the base closure or realignment. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: GNAS Co~unity Reuse Pla~ning Group 

Page: 16133 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: 91:7(h)(5) 

Recommended Change: 

Change .. after notice to the local redevelopment authority .. 
to .. after review by the local redevelopment authority .. 

(5) Personal property may be removed without regard to these 
time periods upon approval of the base commander, or higher 
authority within the Military Department, and after review by the 
local redevelopment authority, if the property: 

Why: 

This provides consistency in the policy that allows the local 
redevelopment authority to review all personal property 
disposition decisions. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reus~ Planning ~roup 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: ( 708) 724-1700 
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COMMENTS ON T~ INTERIM FINAL RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: GNAS Co~~nity Reuse Planning Group 

Page: 16133 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: 91.7(h)(S)(i) 

Recommended Change: 

Delete the 3rd sentence: "In addition to this authority for the 
transferring unit or function to remove personal property, the 
major command having jurisdiction over the installation (e.g., 
the Army's Forces Command or the Air Force's Air Combat Command), 
or the major claimant having jurisdiction over the installation 
(e.g., the Navy's u.s. Atlantic Fleet) also may remove property 
that is needed immediately and is indispensable to an 
organization under its jurisd~ction at another installation for 
carrying out the organization's primary mission." 

(i) Is required for the operation of a unit, function, 
component, weapon, or weapon system transferring to another 
installation. A transferring unit or function may take with it 
any property needed to function properly as soon as it arrives, 
provided that suitable replacement equipment will not be readily 
obtainable there and moving it is cost-effective. In addition to 
this authority for the transferring unit or function to remove 
personal property, the major command having jurisdiction over the 
installation (e.g., the Army's Forces Command or the Air Force's 
Air Combat Command), or the major claimant having jurisdiction 
over the installation (e.g., the Navy's U.S. Atlantic Fleet) also 
may remove property that is needed immediately and is., 
indispensable to an organization under its jurisdiction at 
another installation for carrying out the organization's primary 
mission. 

Why: 

This disallows the military services from making a "wholesale" 
redistribution of personal property prior to allowing the local 
redevelopment authority a chance to obtain it for economic 
redevelopment purposes. 
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Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
GlenvLew, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERil\1 FINAL RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page: 16134 
Column: 1 
Paragraph: 91~7(h)(S)(v) 

Recommended Change: 

Delete this section: "Meets known requirements of an authorized 
program of another Federal Department or Agency for which 
expenditures for similar property would be necessary, and is-the 
subject of a written request received from the head of the 
Department or Agency. In this context, "expenditures" means the 
Federal Department or Agency intends to obligate funds in the 
current quarter or next six fiscal quarters. The Federal 
Department or Agency must pay packing, crating, handling, and 
transportation charges associated with such transfers of personal 
property." 

Why: 

This disallows Federal Agencies from making a "wholesale" 
redistribution of personal property prior to allowing the local 
redevelopment authority a chance to obtain it for economic 
redevelopment purposes. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Re~se Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 

From: 

IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 
NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

GNAS Community Reuse' P1anning Group 

Page: 16133 
Co1umn: 2 
Paragraph: 91. 7 (h) (3) 

Recommended Change: 

Change 1ast sentence 
of base commander to 
communities. 

to expand authority and f1exibi1ity 
accommodate needs of affected 

"Based on this review, the base commander is responsible for 
determining the items or category of items. which potentially 
enhance the reuse of the real property, are needed to support the 
redevelopment plan, are considered critical in order to provide 
governmental services, or are otherwise in the best interest of 
the local community affected by the closure or realignment." 

Why: 

After the base is closed (or units moved elsewhere in the case of 
a realignment) local governments are called upon to provide a 
variety of services. Having the ·necessary personal property to 
meet those service demands is critical. · 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, ~illage Ma~ager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 

Phone: 

1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, Illinois 60025 

(708) 724-1700 
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June 30. 1994 

The East Bay ·Conversion 
and Reinvestment Co.mmis$ion 

530 Water St., 5th Floor • Oakland, CA 94607 
(510) 834-6928 • Fax: (510) 834-8913 

Office of Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Economic Security 

3D814. The Pentagon 
Washington. DC 20301-3300 

--+·~---· ~-1:,_.~, 
/ '--

RE: Comments on the Interim Rule Implementing Tille XXIX of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for FY94 [Pryor Amendment Regulations] 

Dear Mr. Assistant Secretary: 

On April 6. 1994 the Department of Defense published an interim final rule (the "Pryor 
Amendment Regulations") that sets forth the procedures by which it will implement the 
provisions of Tille XXIX of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994. The 
interim final rule also establishes the policies and procedures by which the Department of 
Defense plans to carry out its responsibilities under President Clinton's Five-Part Plan. "A 
Program to Revitalize Base Closure Communities". July 2. 1993. 

The Pryor Amendment and the President's Five-Part Plan were intended to ameliorate the 
economic and social impact communities affected by base closures and installation 
remissionings. ln the past. traditional properly disposal methods focused on maximizing 
proceeds from the sale of real and personal property with little regard for the effect on 
prospects of economic recovery in the affected community. The President and Congress 
proposed changing the procedures for disposing of the base and providing financial -
assistance to communities to plan for base conversion. ' 

Unfortunately. in many ways, the Pryor Amendment Regulations do not fu1fil1 the intent of 
the President's and Congress' program. The following comments focus on the major areas in 
which these Regulations potentially undermine economic revitalization of East Bay 
communities in the wake of major base closures. The areas chosen to comment on are: 
( 1) jobs-centered property disposal rules; (2) economic development conveyances; (3) leasing 
of real properly; (4) maintenance of base facilities until transfer; and (5) personal property 
disposition. 

1. Jobs Centered Properly Disposal. The Pryor Amendment Regulations (Section 91.7 (d)) 
allow the Department of Defense to select "substantial" portions of a base for rapid sale at 
fair market value. regardless of the desires of the community to integrate tho~e portions of 

~Recycled 
'VPaper 
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the base into an ~>Ver base reuse plan. While the staled objective of this rapid sale program 
is to produce jobs quickly. the criteria for selecting properly is whether the selected portion 
of the base is readHy marketable. The Department of Defense is not required to take into 
account. in selecting properly for rapid sale ·the community's plans for incorporating the 
portions to be sold in its overalJ reuse plan. ln addition. the proceeds from the sale are not 
necessarily made available to support other reuse functions or needs on the base. such as 
toxic contamination remediation. interim maintenance or infrastructure development. 

PROPOSAL: Section 91.7 (d) of the Pryor Amendment Regulations should be 
substantially revised to include the following points. 

(a) The Department of Defense and the local reuse authority must jointly agree 
that there is a ready market for a specified portion of the installation and that rapid 
resale of that specified portion will promote rapid job creation in a manner consistent 
with the local reuse authority's and the local government's overall reuse plans for the 
installation. Unless the loca] reuse authority has made those determinations. the 
Department of Defense should not be permitted to put up for sale any portions of an 
installation until the local reuse authority notifies the Department that the local 
reuse authority will not request an economic development conveyance of the parcel 
from the Department (or seek a public benefit conveyance to another entity). 

(b) Sale proceeds should be retained in a trust-type account to pay for 
infrastructure development. interim maintenance and toxic contamination 
remediation on the remainder of the base. 

2. Economic Development Conveyances. The Pryor Amendment Regulations 
(Section 91.7 {e)) al1ow the Department of Defense to transfer portions of an installation to a 
local reuse authority at below market value. While the staled objective of this economic 
development conveyance program is to stimulate economic revitalization. there are no clear 
standards or guidelines provided in the regulations concerning what constitutes adequate 
economic development benefits to justify a below market value transfer. The Department of 
Defense is not required to take into account. in selecting properly for such conveyances 
either the number or quality of jobs that a proposed conveyance would provide. 

PROPOSAL: Section 91.7 (e) of the Pryor Amendment Regulations should be revised 
to require that when seeking an economic development conveyance of installation property 
at less than market value. the local reuse authority shall hold a public hearing at which the 
local reuse authority presents to the public (i) the proposed use for the property to be 
transferred. (ii} the nature, quality. and anticipated longevity of jobs to be created by the 
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transfer. and (iii) any other information that the local reuse authority deems appropriate to 
explain to the public the economic development benefits that it hopes to achieve from the 
transfer. 

3. Leasing of Real Property. As a practical matter. leasing. rather than sales. is likely to be 
the best way to promote new uses on bases such as Alameda Naval Station during this 
decade. Department of Defense leasing procedures. however. are extremely cumbersome and 
include requirements that severely limit the opportunities to reuse base facilities. The 
Regulations make only limited references to leasing procedures in Section 91.7(g) and do not 
address these problems or recognize the importance of leasing to successful economic 
convers1on. 

The Regulations and Department .of Defense practice do not distinguish clearly between leases 
that are for interim purposes (pending completion of the base reuse plan) and those leases 
that are very long term (20 - 99 years) and are intended to implement the reuse plan. As a 
result. a jumble of rules and policies are applied to leases which make it very difficult for 
base reuse authorities to attract and negotiate with potential businesses that would like to 
lease space or develop portions of a base. Lease terms commonly are limited to one year 
with the Department of Defense being able to cancel the lease on 30 days notice. lt is 
unclear whether leases at below fair market value can be made directly to private entities 
that will provide economic development opportunities. or whether the reuse authority must 
first lease the property from the Department of Defense and then release portions to end 
users. Requiring the reuse authority to be such an intermediary creates impediments. both 
administrative and financial. to rapid releasing of portions of the·base. 

PROPOSAL: Section 91.7(g) of the Pryor Amendment Regulations must be expanded 
to facilitate leasing of portions of closed bases on an interim and long-term basis. 

(a) Leasing should be permitted immediately. prior to operational closure of the 
base. Lease terms longer than one year must be readily available. 

(b) Lease procedures should- allow either for (i) master leases to reuse authorities or 
their designees (including private development entities or operating businesses); or 
(ii) leasing of smaller parcels. either directly or broken out of the master leases. to 
private businesses or developers. 

(c) The Regulations should provide for better coordination with the Environmental 
Protection Agency concerning the standards or investigation. mitigation and 
remediation that must be mel to permit leasing of site prior to completion of 
remediation. 
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(d) The Department of Defense should be required to adopt standard procedures and 
· lease provisions that allow for commercially reasonable practices. such as protection 

of lenders who finance improvements on leased premises and warranties of 
habitability of leased premises. in base leases. 

4. Maintenance of Bases. It will take many years to plan and implement a base reuse 
program. The Regulations. however. provide that the Department of Defense will maintain 
facilities and equipment (including buildings and infrastructure) only to a minimum level 
(equal to or Jess than the standard at the time of closure approval) and for only for the next 
six to eighteen months. After that time. the regulations provide for no maintenance of. the 
base at Department of Defense expense. The result can be that. over the next year bas~ 
maintenance could slip below current conditions and in succeeding years significant 
deterioration of facilities could occur. Not only will valuable assets on the base be 
threatened by the lack of maintenance. but interim uses of the base will be scared off by the 
appearance of large tracts of unmaintained facilities. 

The Regulations also do not permit demolition of dangerous or unnecessary structures as 
part of maintenance costs. 

PROPOSAL: Section 91.7(i) of the Pryor Amendment Regulations should be amended to 
assure that the Department of Defense will be responsible to maintain closed bases. 

(a) The level of maintenance should be that reasonable necessary to preserve assets 
on the base and to avoid creation of unattractive or nuisance conditions on the base. 

(b) The Department of Defense should be responsible for this level of maintenance 
until new users become responsible for redevelopment and maintenance of the base. Local 
reuse authorities to should agree to work with the Department of Defense to transfer 
maintenance responsibilities as rapidly as possible. 

(c) The Department of Defense should permit demolition of unsightly or unsafe 
structures in circumstances in which demolition reduces maintenance costs or expedites 
attracting new investors and users to a base. 

5. Personal Property Disposal. Base closure communities have been severely damaged by 
Department of Defense's removal of equipment and material from closing bases. In the past. 
this "stripping" of personal properly (in distinction to "real property") has left base 
facilities unusable or required substantial financial expenditures to reuse the base. The 
Pryor Amendment promised to remedy that problem. but the Regulations fall far short of the 
promise. The Department of Defense has left itself with broad latitude in determining what 
property will be removed. even if the base reuse authority determines that ret_eption of the 
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proper~Y is essential to stimulating reuse of the base. 

The Pryor Amendment Regulations do not address ·the transfer of air emission credits from a 
c1osed base. These credits are legally "personal properly" and are extremely valuable in the 
reuse of any base. These credits are needed to permit new users on the base that will create 
new air emissions. 1f they are transferred to other Department of Defense installations · 
rather than being available to new users of the base. the new users will have to purchase the 
credits (if available) or limit their operations. Preservation of the credits for transfer to 
private users will require the Department of Defense to undertake certain studies and make 
certain applications to regulatory authorities. 1f the applications are not made in the proper 
form and within certain timeframes. the credits can be lost. 

PROPOSAL: Section 91.7(h) of the Pryor Amendment Regulations should be revised to 
make personal property. including air emission credits. more readily available to expedite 
reuse of the base. 

(a) The Department of Defense should be required to maintain al1 personal properly 
on the base until it and the local reuse authority have developed a mutual1y agreeable plan 
for personal property retention and transfer. 

(b) Air emission credits should be included in the personal properly inventory that 
the Department of Defense makes. The Department of Defense should be required to take all 
steps required by law to preserve its air emission credits for transfer to new users on the 
base and should not be allowed to transfer the credits off of the base except as part of the 
retention and transfer plan referred to in (a). 

I hope that the Department of Defense will consider these suggestions seriously and ·make the 
changes necessary to the Interim Final Rule to allow the Department to· fulfill the mandate of 
Congress and the President to facilitate a speedy economic recovery in base closure 
communities. If you have any questions about these comments. please feel free to contact 
me. 

Respectfully submitted. 

a; I 

Carl Anthony 
Chair /Principal Administrative Officer 

CA/rd 
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Whom it may concern 

(703) 695-6929 

{703) 697-1771 

Office of·Aseistant Secretary of Defense 
(Base Conversion) 

Benjamin Quinones 

July 5, 1994 

Comments concerning Revitalizing Base Closure 
Communities and Community Assistance 
Interim Final Rule 
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COMMENTS: ~ 

Please call with any questions or comments. Hard copy to 
follow shortly. 
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Assistant Sec~e~a~ of Defense (Economic Security) 
The Pentagon Room 30814 
washington~ DC 20301-3300 
(703} 614-9284 fax Attention Col. Bingham 
(703) 695-6929 fax 

RE: comments concerning Revitalizing Base Closure communities 
and Community Assistance -- Interim Final Rule 

Rules Docket Clerk: 

The National Economic Development and Law Center is a 
nonprofit technical assistance institution that applies legal and 
planning expertise to the challenge of improving the qualities of 
life in poor communities. We work with a broad range of 
community organizations to plan; implement, monitor, and evaluate 
neighborhood revitalization strategies. We have over twenty-five 
years of experience in Community Economic Development (CED) on 
behalf of disadvantaged and distressed communities. We have 
worked extensively with local communities regarding government
sponsored redevelopment, employment training, hiring preferences, 
new venture development, affordable housing development, and many 
other areas of CED directly relevant to base reuse. Based on our 
extensive relevant experience, and based on significant 
discussions with a broad array of client groups and other 
representatives, we respectfully submit the comme~ts that follow. 

These comments address the broad philosophical and policy 
issues that the Department of Defense (DoD) regulations present. 
We have also joined in submitting related, and more detailed, 
comments under the auspices of the Legal Services Task Force on 
Military Base Closures. Please contact the undersigned if you 
would like elaboration on, or clarification of, any of these 
comments. 
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A. Define the Correct Emergengy 

The President's five-part plan rightly identifies replacing 
jobs as the fundamental priority for activities in base closures. 
A region facing a base closure faces a dire emergency. As found 
by Congress in the Pryor Amendments, .. a milita~ installation is 
a significant s9urce of employm~nt for many communities, and a 
closure or realignment of an installation may cause economic 
hardship for such communities.• 10 u.s.c. 2687 note. Likewise, 
the summa~ t~ ~hese regulations recognizes that: 

a military base often represents a major employment center 
and a significant economic stimulus for the local econo~. 
With its multi-million dollar payrolls a base closure can be 
a serious blow to the local communities. . . • Rapid 
redevelopment and the creation of new jobs in base closure 
communities are the goal of the new initiative. · · 

Clearly, replacing jobs is the primary federal and local concern. 
This focus is proper. 

However, these regulations must be more careful in defining 
the emergency communities facing a base closure will encounter. 
The primary emergency is the loss of income for civilian 
employees on that base. There is no emergenCy concerning use of 
the base land itself. The defense activity that took place on 
the base had extraordinarily low economic multipliers in the 
surrounding community and the economic activity that took place 
on the base was usually irrelevant to the economic activity in 
the surrounding area. Although a base closure is often compared 
to an industrial plant closure; this comparison is usually inapt. 
Milita~ bases are extraordinarily self-contained. Moreover, the 
ugooden they provide are not consumed regionally, nor do they 
generate the networks of local suppliers and producers of related 
goods and services an industrial plant typically generates. 
Although we must replace the lost income streams of civilian 
employees, th§re is no necessary gonnection between replacing the 
lost income streams and using the land of the closed base to 
replace those income streams. 

Rather than a fundamental tool in resolving the emergency of 
lost income streams, the base land should be viewed as an 
independent opportunity for the region to pursue social and 
economic goals that it has not had the op~ortunity to pursue 
earlier. For example, the need for affordable housing, and 
homelees services has reached emergency proportions across the 
nation. The base land should be viewed as an opportunity to 
address these social issues through long-term planning. 
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In properly identifying the emergency that a community with 
a closing base faces, it is important to recognize that many 
neighborhoods near closing bases have suffered high unemployment 
and enjoyed little economic benefit from previous military 
defense expenditures. In the San Francisco Bay Area, West 
Oakland, Bayview/Hunter's Point, and Marin City neighborhoods 
leap· to mind as·examples of this neglect. Far too many cities 
and self-appoin.ted reuse entiti,es ·are limiting their scope and 
approach to assisting former DOD employees who are displaced by a 
closing base. Clearly, displaced workers deserve concern and 
consideration in the reuse process. However, the concern and 
effort cannot ·end there. Those people who have never benefitted 
from defense expenditures (who never had the opportunity to be 
RIFed from a DoD job) in the region must also benefit from base 
conversion efforts. The DOD should not allow local authorities 
to focus solely on displaced DOD civilian employees in their 
retraining, employ.ment, and other reuse efforts. 

Finally, given the massive expenditures necessary to clean 
up and improve·· the infrastructure of a former military base., that 
property will be a comparatively expensive site on which to 
generate employment and income streams. In terms of replacing a 
lost income stream, our experience dictates that the DOD and 
local reuse authorities should look most carefully at existing 
enterprises in the regional econo~ to determine where it is best 
to allocate resources to generate employment and income streams. 
Next, these authorities should look at ways to ensure that the 
jobs that are created through government expenditure benefit 
everyone in the community; particularly those who are chronically 
disadvantaged. 

B. Define Crucial Terms 

1 . Community 

The word •comrnunityu is used many times in the interim 
regulations however, this ter.m is never defined. 1 vve believe 

1 Example~ of the varied uses of the phrase "communitya 
in the regulations include, 'The Military Departments will work 
with communities to identify eligible entities [for providing 
McKinney Act services]•; nearly identification of homeless 
assistance requirements for land and buildings at closing bases 
will permit communities to develop reuse plans" (Section 91.7 
(b) (1)}; property nsurplused to Federal Agency Needs will be 
reported to HUD: (i) By June 1, 1994, . . . unless the comrounity 
requests a postponement of th~ declaration of surplusM (Section 
91.7 (b) (3) (i)); and "the Militar.y Departments should make eve~ 
reasonable effort to assist affected communities in obtaining the 
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this ter.m should be defined clearly but quite broadly in these 
regulations. A broad definition of the word ucommunityu is 
necessary to ensure that a closed base will be planned for and 
treated as a regional ass·et rather than a• simply the "property•• 
of the city nearest the base. In addition to including many 
local governmental jurisdictions in the definition of conununity, 
the~~ regulations should also ensure that all aspects of the 
.. community 11 are included in th~ base reuse planning and 
implementation process. Thi~ includes the non-profit sector, the 
low-income community and the homeless community in a region. 2 

Based on ·the Law Center's many years of experience working 
in community economic development, we understand both the 
difficulty and the crucial importance of defining this ter.m. In 
terms of economic development and federal policy, •community" can 
mean anything from a local mayor and five cronies, to a regional 
government entity such as the Association of Bay Area 
Governments, from a local body comprised of residents of a given 
geog-raphical area to a collection of people or groups organized 
throughout or across regions based on an issue they hold dear. 
Depending on how that ter.m is defined, the groups represented, 
the decisions ~de, and the ultimate results will vary wildly. 
An issue of this importance should not be left to chance or local 
whim. 

The har.m of base closure and the loss of income to a region 
inevitably will fall most viciously upon the low-income residents 
in a region. Therefore, "conununity" must be a defined term in 
these interim re~ulations and the definition must require 
adequate and forceful representation of the needs of low-income 

personal property.w (Section 91.7 (h) (4)). 

2 Congress has used to the phrase 'communityM in the base 
closure statutes in many ways. Importantly, Congress' use in the 
finding sections of the Pryor Amendments demonstrates that·a 
broad interpretation of the word is appropriate. Congress f.ound, 
"a military installation (note the singular usage) is a 
significant source of employment for many communities [note the 
plural] . 11 Congress also found that the federal government should 

11 facilitate the economic recovery of comm\l!lities [note the 
plural] that experience adverse economic circumstances as result 
of the closure or realignment of a military installation [note 
the singular] .• These findings demonstrate that Congress 
contemplated what reality dictates: many communities that 
surround a closing base are adversely impacted by that base 
closure and therefore, all these communities should have a say in 
the base reuse planning and implementation. 
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residents. There also should be a concrete and specific 
mechanism whereby regional needs can~ in fact, be addressed in 
base conversion. we believe that t.his should be included in the 
definition of the word ucommunity." 

.. 2. Redevelopment Authority 

A related .flaw is evident-in the definition of the phrase 
uRedevelopment Authorityb. The regulations track the statutory 
language which provides that the Redevelopment Authority can be: 

any entity • • . racognizeg by the Secretary of Defense as 
the entity responsible for developing the redevelopment plan 
with respect to the installation and for directing the 
implementation of the plan. {Emphasis added). 

The regulations give no guidance as to the criteria upon which 
the Secretary of Defense will rely in choosing to "recognize" an 
entity as the Redevelopment Authority. While flexibility may be 
appropriate, we believe that the regulations should include clear 
guidance that any such entity will only be recognized if there is 
clear power-sharing and equal decision-making authority divided 
amongst the several jurisdictions in the vicinity of the base. 
Moreover~ we feel that it is important that this Redevelopment 
Authority include individuals who are representatives of low
income communities -- not solely government officials. With a 
Redevelopment Authority that is regionally and economically 
diverse, one could be confident that the planning and decision
making that emerges will in fact benefit all economic segments in 
the region and utilize the closing base as an opportunity to fill 
regional economdc and social needs. 

3. New Jobs 

The interim regulations use the phrase nnew jobs .. many 
times. However, the use of this phrase indicates a lack of 
understanding of where jobs come from, how jobs are produced and 
the workings of regional job and development markets. The 
regulations presume that from the relatively simple act of making 
physical space available on a closed base new jobs magically will 
be created for the region. This is flatly wrong. 

La9d or available space does not create jobs. Rather, 
enterpr1ses or entrepreneurs, entities using new technologies, 
existing entities that expand, spinoff groups from existing 
entities, the provision of capital or needed technical 
assistance, flexible networking and sharing of market 
information, all these entities, activities or resources create 
jobs. The simple availability of land (even at subsidized rates) 
does not create jobs. At best, making the base land available at 
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an early and subsidized rate will result in enterpris~s moving 
from their existing location to a site on the base. If that 
enterprise moved from a neighboring town, the region has gained 
nothing. Rather, the federal government has lost revenue and the 
neighboring town has lost a taxpayer. Moreover, in this age of 
mass commuting, the enterprise will probably bring its existing 
emPloyees to its new site on the for.mer base .. 

I 

On behalf of our clients, and based on our many years of 
experience in the arduous work of CEO, we urge that the newly 
available land on closinq military bases not be used to pirate 
enterprises from elsewhere in the region. As·mentioned earlier, 
the emergency facing a region is replacing lost income streams 
for people. The emergency is not finding an immediate use for 
this land. The base land should be used to help foster new jobs 
where unique base facilities make that possible and where long
tenn expansion of existing businesses requires prel'ared spa_c~. 
Where unique job-creating facilities are not present the base 
land should be used to meet social needs of the region. These 
regulations should carefully define the phrase "new jobs" and 
should strictly limit below market conveyances so as to preclude 
smokestack-chasing or other "beggar thy neighbor" approaches to 
economic development on closing military bases. 

c. Jobs for Wbom? 

These interim regulations provide for below market transfers 
of property or lease-hold interests. We agree that in many 
instances the below market transfers are entirely appropriate 
(indeed, the regulations could be further improved to make that 
process easier). However, we have one major concern. The below 
market transfers do not re~uire that certain individuals be 
hired. Should an existing well capitalized business that employs 
highly trained engineers receive these subsidies solely because 
it will relocate on the former base land? Of course not -- yet 
nothing in these regulations would preclude that result. 

The below market transfers are all justified. on their job 
creating potential. We must ask: Jobs for whorn? 3 Many 
communities are focueing solely on replacing jobs for displaced 
DOD workers. We believe that such a focus is far too narrow. We 
believe that any transfer of property, whether via an interim 
lease at below market rates, or through an economic development 
conveyance for no initial consideration should have attached to 
it very strong first source employment provisions for regional 
disadvantaged workers. Because the federal government is 

3 This assumes that in fact new jobs are created rather 
than simply relocated. 
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trans.ferring this property, the federal government has the 
authority to make such mandates nearly absolute and certainly 
enforceable. 

We believe the federal government should not miss this 
opportunity to benefit the long-term disadvantaged in a regional 
economy. Long-term unemployed should refer to persons who have 
been unemployed longer than si~ months or underemployed for more 
than 12 months. Persona in tran6ition between jobs or who move 
into the area in order to benefit from the program should not be 
its primary beneficiaries. The regulations also should require 
benchmarks that identify benefit to disadvantaged and long-term 
unemployed persons. 

We hope these broad statements of policy are helpful. Thank you 
for your time and consideration in evaluating these comments. 
Please do not hesitate to call with any questions or 
comments. 

6796. 

Sincerely, 

il£e------pl 
Benjamin Quinones 
Attorney 
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FROM 

Conments on the Interim Rule 
lmp!WDGDting Titl• XXIX Of TM 

Natioual Defaase Authorb:atloa Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Oiiwe of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Waehingron, DC 20S01·SSOO 

Florida Defense Conve!'6ion and Transition Committee 
Environmental Sub-Committee 
Dr. Charles A. Hall, Chairman 

16157 
2 
PART 91 •• {AMENDED] 

lteC:XJ'llllleDded Chaugea: 

Part 91 could be clarified to state that often times the cle11nup may not be for a long period of 
time •• especially where the demolition of a bu:ild.ing might be required to aclUeve the cleanup. It 
will be the community's intent to use facilities £or some period or time prior to eventual 
rem@diation. 

Contamination often cannot be removed unless the foundation, flooring .. etc., are also removed. 
Furthermore, contamination may be contained in ductwork, etc., that is intended for future use u 
part of the facility. In many cases, it could be eooree of years before the event:ual cleanup will take 
place. 

I believe this rule could be clarified to facilitate the transfer o£ the property and the commitment to 
eventually perionn the cleanup activities. The present value o£ the cleanup funds could be _ 
established and considered during the financial obliptions for the transfer. 

Name: 

Addrees: 

Phone: 

Dr. Charles A Hall, Envir()nmental Sub·Committee Chairman 

}\fartin Marietta Specialty Component&, Inc. 
P.O. Box 2908 
Largo, FL 84.649·2908 

(818) 541·8007 
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FROM 

Canments on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Ot The 

Natioaal Defense Authorizatioo Ad, tor FY94 

Forward oommen~ to: Otiu:e of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
SD814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20801·8800 

From: Florida Defense Conversion and Transition Committee 
Environmental Sub·Committee 
Dt. Charlee A. HaU. Chairman 

Pass: General 
Cdumn: 
Parasrapb: 

Recrmmended Chanpa: 

If at aU poesiblo, it would be very appropriate for this rule to provide elarifieation permitting 
portions of baeee to be removed from the NPL •• while the remaining still-contaminated pottione 
stay on the NPL. 

It. is very difiiCult to obtain bank loans or other economic dev~lopm~nt loans on portions of a base 
wherein the whole base is designated for the NPL. Prospective fmanei.ng agencies generally will 
not finance an NPL site. It is vel')' difficult £or them to understand why a portion of the aite ia 
cleaned up, but is &till in the NPL 

I believe it would be EP A•e intent to re-designate specific portions of a base when the . 
contaminawd areas are cleaned up - or if they were never contaminated by military activities. 
This would certainly facilitate transfer and altemat.e-use of at least so:rne portions or the bases. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phono: 

Dr. Charlos A. Hall, Environmental Sub·Committee Chairman 

Martin 1\lariQtta Specialty Component.Q, Inc. 
P.O. Box 2908 
Largo, FL 84649-2908 

(813) 541·8007 

TO 97036951493 P.03 ____________ __ 



FROM 

Canments an the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Ot The 

NatJooal Defense Aut.borlutloo Ad, for FY94 

Forward comment& to: Off.oo of Assistant Sec~tary of' Defense for Economic Security 
SD814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20801-8800 

Florida Defense Conversion and Tra neition Committee 
EnvirOn-mental Sub-Committee 
Dr. Charles A Hall, Chairman 

Page: General 
Cd.uom: 
Paragrapb: 

While it is referenced in ~everallocati.ons throughout the document, could we clearly tJtate that the 
sharing or profit will be on an overall base level? For instance, if some parcele are eold at a loss 
and othcn at a profit, it oould be very clearly stated that tho profits on the more saleable portions 
are usable to ofiset the losses o£ the lese desirable paroels. This seeme to be clear on Pqe 16181 
in Item 91.7(e) and on Pap 16182 in Item 91.7(t)- but is not as clear in other locations 
throughout the document. 

It seems apparent that the intent or the document is to share only the net proceeds. Because some 
parcels won't be eold for many years, particularly the undesirable ones, it may need to be clarified 
that we do not need to sha.t'9 profits on each sale as the sales occur. Additional clariJication oould 
prevent the development of different interpretations of the intent of the rule. 

Name: 

Address; 

Phone: 

Dr. Charles A Hall. Environmental Sub-Committee Chairman 

Martin Marietta Specialty Components, Inc. 
P.O. Box 2908 
Largo, FL 34649-2908 

(813) 541·8007 
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NU~R !TITLE IFOI NO. I DATE!CALCULATED 
'----=-~61 Pollution prevention/recycling 196-F-1481 I I 
----: 84 7\ Military Technical Revolution 195-F-2398 I Jul. 15, 19921 
~848 Joint Reporting Structure Nuclear Weapon Reports 95-F-2058 ·Dec. 15, 1995 

V 849 U.S. Army School of the Americas Training Manuals 96-F.:1616 
850 I Gulf War Illness Home Page information ' I - 28-Jan-97 

/8511Joint Reporting Structure Event & Incident Reports; JS lnst 3150.03196-F-15531 1-Dec-93 

~ 852 National Security Council documents and Directives 89-F-2286 I 1982-19831 
8531Joint Pub 3-07.3; Joint Tactics, Techniques, & Procedures for 97-F-0415 29-Apr-94 

Peacekeeping Operations 
~ 854 Roles, Missions, and Functions of the Armed Forces 197-F-0113 15-Apr-931 

~8551 Human rights investigations in Honduras; Father Carney I 1984-1997 
~ 8561 Revolution in Military Affairs; Low-Intensity Conflict Task Force 96-F-1598 1995 
~857 Statement of Director, Strategic and Tactical Systems _before 97-F-0322 15-Mar-96 

1~ • Senate Armed Services Committee--Nonlethal Weapons 
7{581 SecDef Meeting with Japanese Prime Minister j95-F-0742 17-Sep-75 
-~ 859 Acqu_irin_g Defense ~oftware Commercial!~ 194-F-2088 Jun-94 

860 l Cont1nu1ty of Operations Software Evaluation 197-F-0489 Jan.31, 19971 
8611 Report-National Defense Authorization Act for FY 96 Review of Apr-97 

System for Correction of Military Records 
~ 8621 SecDef RePort on Nuclear Attack Submarine Procurement and • 197-F-0554 Mar-96 

Technology 
---' 8631 DoD Electronic Commerce 197-F-0389 25-Nov-96 
~ 8641 Past Performance Information Study 97-F-0389 17-Jun-961 

865 US-Russia Joint Commission on POW/MIA-report I I 17-Jun-961 
\17' 866 Nuclear/Biological/Chemical (NBC) Warfare Defense-Report to 97-F-0632 Apr-96 
~ Congress 1996 
-_/- 8671 USD(P) Visit to China: 25-28 June Meeting/Events Book 96-F-2104 Jun-96\ 

8681JS Report to Congress-1996 Force Readiness Assessment J96-F-0809 Mar-961 
~The Operational Implications of Proliferation IDA Document j97-F-0084 Aug-93 

870 Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons 95-F-2210 1966-1968 
871 Joint Pub 3-05--Doctrine for Joint Special Operations 28-0ct-921 
872 US Personnel Missing, Southeast Asia (and Selected Foreign May-97 

Nationals 
873 National Security Counsel documents-NSSD-4, NSSD-2, NSSD-5, 90-F-00981 19871 

NSSD-7, NSDD-257 
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NUMBER !TITLE jFOI NO. I DATEjCALCULATED 
87 41 DoD IG Report-Evaluation Report on the Economic Impact of 

Alcohol Misuse in DOD I I 
2-Jun-971 

875 [Selected Military Capabilities of the People's Republic of China I I Apr-97[ 
876[ National Security and the Convention on the Law of the Sea I . I Jan-961 
877 Cybernetics [97 -F-0956 . Apr-81 
878 Defense Science Board Task Force on Vertical Integration and May-971 

Supplier Decisions 
879 Defense Science Board Task Force: Technology for U.S. Rapid 92-F-0294 2-Jul-82 

Deployment Forces (U) 
880 IG Audit Report: Internal Controls and Compliance with Laws and 30-Jun-97 . 

Regulations for the DoD Consolidated Financial Statements for FY 
96 

...,.,.,-- 881[ Assistance and Sales to the Peoples Republic of China 97-F-0754 1975[ 
------;,::::7fl821 Public Comments ICO Proposed Rule for Part 15 Rewrite, FAR 

Case 95-029 · I 
14-May-971 

~883 Spaceplane Technology and Research (STAR) 97-F-1207 Aug-84 
~ 884 Biological Warfare 97-F-1164 1997 

,- 885 Depleted Uranium 97-F-1291 I 
886 Purchase orders-Use of DoD funds in Guam School System 97-F-1344 1994-1996 
887[Memo of Understanding with Israel: Strategic Cooperation 97-F-1646 Dec-81 
888 JS Instruction-Officer Professional Military Education Policy-CJCS 1-Mar-96 

1800.01 
889[ Defense Strategic Communication Plan 1997 I 1997 

~890 Single Integrated Operating Plan: SIOP-63 95-F-1733(.1 1963 
891 Keeping Watch from· the Air-Integrated Airborne Reconnaissance 98-F-0038 1997 

Strategy 

~892 Defense Airborne Reconnaissance Office Unmanned Aerial 98-F-0036 Apr-94 
Vehicles Program Plan 

~893 Executive Summary-The Integrated Airborne Reconnaissance 98-F-0033 
Strategy 

~894 Joint DoD/DoE Surety Plan 97-F-1699 May-92 
895 Organization and Functions Guidebook-OSD, Defense Agencies Sep-96 

and DoD Field Activities 
896 Proliferation: Threat and Response Nov-97 
897 U.S. Military Activities in Rwanda since 1997 98-F-0204 1997 
898.1Joint Pub 3-61: Doctrine for Public Affairs in Joint Operations I 14-May-97 
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NUMBER jTITLE IFOI NO. I DATEjCALCULATED 
8991 Operation Urgent Fury: Grenada- by Joint History Office I 1997 
900 l Report of the Quadrennial Defense Review I May-971 
901,Gov~rnment Performance and Results Act & Quadrennial Defense 198-F-0231 I 19971 

Rev1ew 
902,Transforming Defense: National Security in the 21st Century-Report! 

I 
Dec-971 

of the National Defense Panel 
903 DoD Privacy Act Systems of Records Notices 11991 and 19961 
904 Proliferation: Threat and Response I Nov-97 
905 BMDO Organization Chart & Telephone Directory 198-F-0128 Oct-97 
906IJoint Military Operations Historical Collection I I 15-Jul-97 
9071 DoD Guide to Marking Classified Documents-DoD 520001-PH Apr-97 
908jlndex of DoD Privacy Act Systems of Records Notices I Dec-971 
9091 Health Effects of Kuwait Oil Fire Smoke 1991 
910 !Annual Report on AFRRI Research 1992 
911 Chinese Assessment of .the Superpower Relationship 1972-197 4 98-F-0744 30-Jun-75 

912 US-PRC-USSR Triangle: An Analysis of Options for Post-Mao 98-F-07441 15-0ct-76 
China 

913 DoD Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms 23-Mar-94 
914jA Recommended Blueprint for the ASD(C31) and CIO in response 

I 
11-Mar-98 

to DRI Directive #17 , · 
915 Joint Pub 1-01: Joint Publication System-Joint Doctrine and Joint 14-Sep-93 

Tactics •. Techniques, and Procedures Development Program 

9161 Report of the DoD on Base Realignment and Closure j98-F-1274 Apr-98 
9171 CJCSI 2700o011nternational Military Rationalization, 198-F-11061 30-Jan-95 

, Standardization, and lnteroperabilityo 0 0 
9181 DoD International Armaments Cooperation Policy 197-F-0877 23-Mar-97 
919 Report by the J-5 to the Joint Chiefs of Staff on Middle East 97-F-1045 26-Jun-67 

Boundaries 
920 Memorandum for Members of the Verification Panel Working 94-F-2655(. 4-Apr-701 

Group: SALT Options 
921 Readiness Reports to the Chairman, JCS for FY 1996-1997 98-F~0503 1996 and 1997 
922 Secretary of Defense Report to Congress: Actions to Accelerate the 1-Apr-98 

Movement to the New Workforce Vision 
9231 Operation Tailwind documents 98-F-0452 I 
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NUMBER !TITLE IFOI NO. I DATE I CALCULATED 
9241 Report on Activities and Programs for Countering Proliferation and 198-F-18771 May-98 

NBC Terrorism · 
925 Report of Investigation concerning the Missing U.S. Central 

I I 
20-0ct-97 

Command Nuclear, Biological & Chemical Desk Logs 

f 
9261 Environmental Exposure Report: Depleted Uranium in the Gulf I l 31-Jul-981 
9271 Joint Pub 6-0 Doctrine for Command, Control, Communications, 

I I 
30-May-95 

and Computer (C4) Systems Support to Joint Operations 
9281 Report by the J-5 to the Joint Chiefs of Staff on U .S.-China Security 191-F-171 O(l 17-Apr-81 

Relationship 
929ICJCSM 3141.01A Procedures for the Review of Operation Plans 15-Sep-98 
930 Defense Science Board Task Force on Satellite Reconnaissance Jan-981 

931 DoD Counterdrug Assistance to Mexico 98-F-1287 I 2-May-98 
932 DoD Humanitarian Assistance - FY 96 Apr-97 
933 Assessment of NV AIVC Capabilities in Cambodia 95-F-0855 Apr-70 
9341 DoD Biennial Privacy Act Report-CY 96 and 97 I 18-Jun-98 
9351 SecDef Weinberger's Oct 1986 trip to India and Pakistan 188-F-1706(.! Oct-86 
936 Facts about the Law of the Sea Treaty I 1998 
9371 ExecSummary-Report of the Commission to Assess the Ballistic 

I 
15-Jul-98 

Missile Threat to the U.S. · 
9381 Joint Doctrine Capstone and Keystone Primer 15-Jul-97 
9391 Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 98-F-2187 19981 

~40 I Laotian Crisis-Chronology 92-F-0753 1960 to 1961 
- 941 Joint Doctrine Encyclopedia 16-Jul-97 

~2 Causes of Gulf War Illness 
J 

98-F-1953 16-Jul-981 
- 3 Abstract of Deposition of Hon. RichardT. Kennedy at POW/MIA 99-F-01461 Oct-92 

~44 
Hearings 
Joint Pub 5-00.2--Joint Task Force Planning Guidance and 99-F-0096 Sep-91 

----v-945 
Procedures 
Joint Pub 6-02--Joint Doctrine for Employment of 1-0ct-96 
Operational/Tactical Command, Control, Communications and 

.,- Computer Systems 
_, 9j6 Joint Pub 3-:56.1--Command and Control for Joint Air Operations 14-Nov-94 
7'94 7J DoD 0-2000.12-H-Protection of DoD Personnel and Activities 99-F-0194 Feb-93 

against Acts of Terrorism and Political Turbulence 
~48 Joint Pub 3-13--Joint Doctrine for Information Operations 99-F-0331 9-0ct-98 

/ 
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NUMBER !TITLE IFOI NO. I DATEjCALCULATED 
~491Joint Pub 3-07.1--Joint Tactics, Techniquest and Procedures for 199-F-07261 26-Jun-961 

1 
Foreign Internal Defense (FID) . 

~5o! Joint Pub 3-50.2--Doctrine for Joint Combat Search & Rescue !99-F-0727 I 26-Jan-961 
~9511Terror 2000: The Future Face of Terrorism I . I 24-Jun-941 

-~2jUSS PUEBLO 97-M-02771 28-Aug-981 
- . 9531 Philadelphia Experiment I I 1999 

V 9541 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission: 1995 Report 199-F-11 00 1995 
to the President . 

~55IGulfWar Illness I 1997 
~56 ·us SOUTHCOM Counternarcotics Campaign Plan . 91-F-2088(., Apr-99 

#/'957 U.S. Policy on Current Sino-Soviet Differences 98-F-1407 I Oct-69 
~ 958IArmy School of the Americas Training Manualss~' ~ 811f7 96-F-1533 1989-19921 

79'59llnformation on LCDR Speicher 00-F-0357. 
v-960 Kosovo Operation Allied Force After-Action Report 00-F-1052 31-Jan-001 
v 961 DoD 2001 Budget I 7-Feb-00 
~6211999 Report: Premises for Policy: Maintaining Military Superiority 1999 ~ ' 

in the 21st Century 
~63 Insurance Solicitation Practices on DoD Installations 00-F-2275 15-May-00 
-V964] DoD Base Structure Report 1999 

V""965 ·Narrative Summaries of Accidents Involving Nuclear Weapons 1950:! Oct-00 
..... 1980 

, 966 DoD Prescribing Psychologists: External Analysis ... IOO-F-1517 I May-981. 

·,-' ll7 D ' LtN ~ &6C'Rt:~~y 0 r j)E;ft:Alsc ( POL-Xt Y) 

t11~ C:>UMME::R. c5lL1.DY frNA'- t'f:;1Z>~\ 
· ftD L:A c;...o;;J.. '::> 

~ . 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: 

\cP<fJ 
Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security ~ \ \j 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: ______________________________ __ 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page _____ _ 
Column ____ _ 
Paragraph ___ _ 

Recommended Changes: ~ 

,!) ~~- (:7 crv /. CJ ~~ t1t<- /J M 
t_ ELf !J5t o t7 

Why: 

Name: 
Adddress: 

Phone: 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE). 
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. PEASE DE\'ELOPMENT AuTHORITY 

Mailing: Suite> 1. GO 1 Spaulding Turnpike. Ponsmoutl1. Nev,' Hampshire 03801-2833 
(6031 433-6088 ·Fax: (6031 427.0433 TOO: Relay NH 1-800-735-2964 
Location :\ddress: Pease International Tradepon. Building 90. Portsmouth & Concord Avenues 

Office of Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for Economic Security 

30814 The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

July 1, 1994 

Re: Comments on the Interim Rule Implementing Title 29· 
of the Department of Defense Rule 1994 National 
Defense Reauthorization Act (the "Interim Rule") 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

We hereby submit the comments of the Pease Development 
Authority ("PDA") to the Interim Rule. These comments have been 
segmented individually and incorporated into the suggested format 
provided to us by the Department of Defense ("DOD"). 

The comments are based in large part on two principal 
unifying themes--the need to better integrate an economic 
development transfer under the Interim Rule with a public benefit 
transfer under existing law and the need to utilize net profits 
from a particular economic development property parcel to support 
the overall redevelopment plan until the property as a whole 
achieves break-even or profit status. While DOD has recognized 
that a relationship exists between public benefit and economic 
development transfer mechanisms, it appears to have assumed that 
a public benefit transfer is a preferred vehicle for base 
redevelopment. See Interim Rule, Section 91.7(e)(3). We believe 
that any such assumption may be unduly restrictive and is not 
likely to enhance the prospects for effective local redevelopment 
of former military bases. The profit sharing provisions of the 
Interim Rule also will not enhance or encourage creative and 
comprehensive redevelopment efforts. 

The PDA is a local "redevelopment authority" as defined in 
the Interim rule. We currently have control of a substantial 
portion (approximately 1700 acres) of the former Pease Air Force 
Base ("Pease") and are seeking transfer of the remaining 1300 
acres comprising the former Base. We have spent considerable 
time considering whether the mechanisms available under the 
Interim Rule or a public benefit transfer (or a combination of 
the two) will provide us with the best foundation for 
implementing our established redevelopment plan. We have also 
received consid~rable input from a variety of local sources, 

prilll<'d on wcycl<'d pop<'r 
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of Defense for Economic Security 

July 1, 1994 
Page 2 

including the municipalities most directly affected by the 
closure of the Pease Base--the City·of Portsmouth and the Town of 
Newington. Our. comments to the' Interim Rule are based on our 
experience to date in attempting to redevelop Pease, including 
our dialogue with the impacted municipalities. 

The PDA took control over the first 1700 acres of Pease in 
April 1992 with the Acceptance by the Air Force of an Amended 
Application for public benefit transfer for airport purposes and 
with the execution of a 55 year l~ase that is in eff~ct pending 
actual transfer of title in accordance with the Acceptance and 
Application. Since assuming control, the PDA has concluded·a 
number of important redevelopment transactions, including 

the lease and development by Business Express airlines 
·of a major aircraft maintenance and administrative 
support facility; · 

the construction by Celltech Ltd., a major British 
biotechnology company, of a drug manufacturing and 
office facility; 

the development of a regional visa and passport 
processing facility by the United States Department of 
State; 

the lease of facilities by a fixed base operator; 

the development of an air passenger terminal and the 
initiation of air transportation passenger service by 
Business Express and, for a period of time, United 
Express; 

the development of a restaurant facility; and 

the development of an occupational health resource 
center by a local hospital group. 

These initial development transactions constitute important 
redevelopment initiatives of the type contemplated under the 
economic development conveyance provisions of the Interim Rules. 
While impressive in scope, the reality of our redevelopment 
efforts is that Pease will not be financially self-sufficient for 
some time and, consequently, will require the continued 
commitment of government resources. With the exception of the 
fixed base operation, restaurant and occupational health 
facilities, each of the transactions listed above have--been 
realized only through public financial assistance. The costs of 
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maintaining ·and operating Pease to date, and for at least the 
next several years, will not be met through revenues generated by 
Pease, but will ·require considerable financial assistance from 
the State. To date, the State has allocated $170,000,000 in 
funding (including approximately $41,000,000 in bond guarantees). 

The PDA and the State of New Hampshire are committed to 
continue to implement our redevelopment plan for Pease. We also 
enjoy the general support of the local communities, the 
representatives of which recognize the importance of 
redevelopment of Pease to their local economies. Our 
redevelopment plan can be implemented only if additional reve.nue 
sources are made available, however. The remaining 1300 acres of 
Pease that are now available for additional transfer are a 
critical source of additional revenues. Included in this area is 
a golf course that PDA has operated for the past years which 
produces net revenues of $250,000 per year. (Commencing July 1, 
1994, under current policies, the PDA will pay the Air Force a 
rental charge of $100,000 per year for the golf course). 

In recognition of the importance of the anticipatetl revenue 
stream from the golf course, as well as the fact that PDA 
believes that it can be effectively redevelop the remaining areas 
of Pease, the, PDA submitted an amendment to its public benefit 
transfer application seeking the·additional 1300 acres, including 
the golf course by public benefit transfer for airport purposes. 
This amendment was filed with the expectation that PDA would also 
examine the transfer mechanisms available under the Interim Rule 
to determine if such mechanisms would provide an alternative that 
would enhance the prospects for redevelopment. 

The insight provided by our development experience with a 
public benefit airport facility, our analysis of.and irtformative 
discussions with DOD and the Air Force about the Interim Rule, 
and input from local communities indicate that the best approach 
to redevelopment of the remaining areas would be either to 
segment the remaining areas into economic development transfer 
and public benefit transfer airport purpose separate areas or to 
structure the economic development transfer conditions in such a 
way as to allow such a transfer to supplement the public benefit 
transfer property in a more effective way. This latter approach 
can be done by recognizing the need to utilize economic · 
development transfer revenues to help offset any deficit of the 
public benefit transfer facil·i'ty. Such an approach enhances the 
goals inherent in the public benefit transfer statutes. [Expand] 
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··Our experience to d~te also suggests that, in any case, "net 
profit" from economic development transfer property should not be 
paid out annually on a parcel by parcel basis, but should be 
available for a number of years to offset any deficit from the 
operation of and redevelopment efforts in connection with the 
economic transfer property as a whole. We suspect that our 
experience in this respect is not unique but will also be shared 
by other redevelopment authorities. This likelihood appears to 
be recognized by DOD in the policy statement to the Interim_Rule. 
See Section 91.7(e)(l) at end. rt· is only through effective~ 
integrated management of all resources that a comprehensive 
redevelopment plan can be effected and the concomitant employment 
goals and necessary stimulus to local and regional economies can 
be realized. 

PBT1994\PDADEFSE 

~ly yours: 

L. Eugene Schneider 
Executive Director 



Format For Comments Oh The Interim Rule 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 

From: 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Pease Development Authority 
Activity /Location/Community /Installation/Group 

16130 
2 

91.7(c)(l) 

Recommended Changes: Add the following new sentence to Section 91.7(c)(1): 

The Interim Rule should recognize the taxation of property transferred under any of the 
transfer mechanisms should be allowed to the extent authorized under state law. With respect to 
property transferred under Section 91.7 (e), any taxes paid by a local redevelopment authority 
directly to a municipality should be recognized as operating expenses for purposes of calculating 
"net profit" under Section 91.7(f). This can be done either through a provision in part 91 or a clear 
statement of policy in Section 90.Y. 

Why: 

In addition to creation of new jobs, the most significant benefit that redevelopment of a 
closed Base can provide is an expansion of the municipal tax base. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

PBT1994\P~PEASE 

Lynn Marie Hummel, Esquire 
· Pease Development Authority 

Suite 1, 601 Spaulding Turnpike 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801-2833 

(603) 433-6348 

1 



Format For Comments On the Interim Rule 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward conunents to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 

From: 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Pease Development Authority 
Activity/Location/Community /Installation/Group 

16130 
2 

91.7(c)(1) 

Recommended Changes: Add the following new sentence to Section 91.7(c)(1): 

"A redevelopment plan for a 1988 and 1991 base closures and realignments previously 
adopted as the proposed action in connection with the transfer of said base by a Military 
Department under a record of decision (following environmental analysis required by NEP A) shall 
constitute the local redevelopment plan upon which a transfer under Section 91.7 can be effected." 

Why: 

This change recognizes that redevelopment plans already underway are appropriate for 
Section 91.7 purposes and is consistent with DOD's overall stated policy of achieving rapid 
economic recovery through locally developed reuse plans. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

PBT1994\PDAPEASE 

Lynn Marie Hummel, Esquire 
Pease Development Authority 

. Suite 1, 601 Spaulding Turnpike 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801-2833 

(603) 433-6348 

2 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 

From: 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Pease Development Authority 
Activity /Location/Community/Installation/Group 

16131 
2 

91.7(e)(1) 

Recommended Changes: Add the following new sentence to Section 91.7(e)(1) 

"No provision of these regulation shall be utilized or interpreted to preclude a local 
redevelopment authority from electing more than one mechanism to acquire all or any portion of an 
installation under applicable law. For example,· portions of a former base for which an economic 
development transfer is sought may be segmented and a portion added to an existing or related 
public benefit transfer property if the redevelopment authority requests such an approval" 

Why: 

This change allows the local redevelopment authority the flexibility to utilize more than one 
transfer mechanism in proceeding to implement its redevelopment plan. (See also related suggested 
to Section 91.7(e)(3).) 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

PBT1994\PDAPEASE 

Lynn Marie Hummel, Esquire 
· Pease Development Authority 
Suite 1, 601 Spaulding Turnpike 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801-2833 

(603) 433-6348 

3 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 

From: 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Pease Development Authority 
Activity/Location/Community /Installation/Group 

16131 
3 

91.7(e)(3) 

Recommended Changes: Revise Section 91.7(e)(3) to read as follows: 

"The economic development conveyance authority is an addition to existing public benefit 
authorities and, generally, should not be used when these public benefit authorities would apply or 
should be used in such a manner as to enhance, otherwise support, or not hinder the operation or 
development of an existing or related public benefit transfer property. The Military Department 
shall prepare a written explanation why a transfer was made using the economic development 
conveyance authority for what appears to be a purpose covered by an existing public benefit 
authority or the manner in which utilization of the economic development transfer authority as 
proposed by the local redevelopment authority enhances, otherwise supports, or does not hinder the 
operation or development of an existing or related public benefit transfer property." 

"H no qualified entity has submitted an application for a public benefit transfer, and the 
Military Department determines that no such application is likely to be submitted, then the Military 
Department may utilize the economic development conveyance authority without need fQr furthe~ 
explanation." . 

Why: 
This change will provide flexibility to a local redevelopment authority to enhance the 

opportunities for redevelopment of the base by utilizing an economic development transfer in 
combination with or in lieu of a public benefit transfer. It will also relieve the Military Department 
from the need to make a written explanation where there is no expressed interest in a public benefit 
·transfer from a qualified transferee. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

PBT1994\PDAPEASE 

Lynn Marie Hummel, Esquire 
Pease Development Authority 
Suite 1, 601 Spaulding Turnpike 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801-2833 
(603) 433-6348 

4 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 

From: 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Pease Development Authority 
Activity fl.;ocation/Community/Installation/Group 

16132 
3 

91.7(0(4)(iii) 

Recommended Changes: Section 91.7(f)(4)(iii) allows the U.S. Government to "intervene" in 
certain "straw" sales or lease transactions, including transactions at less than arm's length. This 
provision should be revised to recognize that a transaction between related governmental units ~ 
a local redevelopment authority and a state or state agency) are not subject to intervention if the use 
is consistent with the redevelopment plan. In addition, to avoid a potential concern over attracting 
private financing of redevelopment projects, this provision should be limited to allow government 
objection only within a limited time period (i.e., 60 days) following notice of the proposed 
transaction. 

Why: 

See discussion above. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

PBT1994\PDAPEASE 

Lynn Marie Hummel, Esquire 
Pease Development Authority 

. Suite 1, 601 Spaulding Turnpike 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801-2833 

(603) 433-6348 

5 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Pease Development Authority 
Activity /LOcation/Community/Installation/Group 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

16132 
3 

91.7(f)(4) 

Recommended Changes: The following new provisions should be added at the end of 
Section 91.7(f)(4): 

Why: 

(vi) "Notwithstanding any other provision of this regulation, the net profits from a sale or 
lease may be deposited by the local redevelopment authority into a reserve account and may be 
utilized by the authority to meet the costs of roadways, utilities (including water and sewer) or other 
infrastructure improvements that provide benefit to the economic development conveyance property. 
All such profits (including interest earned on the reserve account) not utilized by the local 
redevelopment authority to meet actual costs incurred by it in connection with such allowed 
improvements at the end of five years following deposit into the reserve account shall be paid 
forthwith to the Government and to the local redevelopment authority in accordance with the 
allocation formula set out in Section 91.7(f)(2). In the event the economic development conveyance 
property as a whole has not achieved break even or profit status (i.e., the point at which revenues 
equal or exceed the costs of maintaining and operating the property, including reserves and debt 
service payment obligations), then the period in which the redevelopment authority may utilize the 
reserve account to pay for allowed improvements shall be extended until break-even or profit status 
is achieved. If break-even or profit status is not achieved within the fifteen year period specified 
under Section 91.7(f)(l), the reserve account shall be allocated in its entirety to the local -
redevelopment authority." 

Redevelopment of a base can be enhanced when cash flows from individual transactions are available 
to meet the costs necessary to provide appropriate support facilities. Indeed, in many instances, these cash 
flows are the only source of funds for said improvements outside of governmental grants. 

Name: 
Address: 

Lynn Marie Hummel, Esquire 
Pease Development Authority 
Suite 1, 601 Spaulding Turnpike 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801-2833 

Phone: (603) 433-6348 

PBT1994\PDAPEASE 6 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301 ~3300 

From: Pease Development Authority 
Activityi'Location/Community /Installation/Group 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

16133 
1 

91.7(f)(6) 

Recommended Changes: The Following new subsection should be added following Section 
91.7(f)(6): 

Why: 

"(7) A local redevelopment authority that receives an economic development transfer 
in connection with an existing or related public benefit transfer shall be allowed to utilize 
revenues from any or all economic development transfer parcels to meet any deficit at the 
public benefit transfer property between revenues and operating and administrative costs 
(including appropriate reserves and any tax payments required to be made by the local 
redevelopment authority under state law) and the use of such funds to meet such deficit 
shall be an offset against revenues for any economic development transfer parcel in · 
determining "net profit" under this Section 91.7 (f)." 

This change will provide flexibility and incentive to a local redevelopment authority to 
enhance development of the public benefit transfer property. See discussion on Section 91.7(e)(3). 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

PBT1994\PDAPEASE 

Lynn Marie Hummel, Esquire 
Pease Development Authority 
Suite 1, 601 Spaulding Turnpike 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801-2833 

(603) 433-6348 

7 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 

From: 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Pease Development Authority 
Activity /Location/Community /Installation/Group 

16130 
3 

91.7(d)(2) 

Recommended Changes: Add the following provision to Section 91.7(d)(2): 

"The Military Department and its appraisers shall consult with a local redevelopment 
authority during the preparation of any appraisals under this Section and shall take into account 
information provided by the redevelopment authority relevant to. the establishment of fair market 
value of the property. The Military Department shall also provide a local redevelopment authority 
with: (i) a copy of any appraisal of fair market value upon completion of the same and; (ii) an 
opportunity to submit comments to such appraisal report. The Military Department shall take said 
comments into account before making the appraisal report final." 

Why: 

This change enhances the appraisal process by requiring input from the redevelopment 
authority, which will likely be in a better position to convey pertinent local information that will 
have an impact on property valuation. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

PBT1994\PDAPEASE 

Lynn Marie Hummel, Esquire 
Pease Development Authority 
Suite 1, 601 Spaulding Turnpike 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801-2833 

(603) 433-6348 

8 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 

From: 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Pease Development Authority 
Activity /Location/Community/Installation/Group 

16132 
2 

91.7(f)(l) 

Recommended Changes: Add the following new sentence to Section 91.7(f)(1): 

"The 15 year time limit on profit sharing shall commence on the frrst date in which he local 
redevelopment authority assumes control of the property whether by conveyance of fee or by lease, 
including a lease pending conveyance of fee titl~." 

Why: 

This change clarifies the commencement of the 15 year period, particularly where lease 
transactions may be involved. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

PBT1994\PDAPEASE 

·Lynn Marie Hummel, Esquire 
Pease Development Authority 
Suite 1, 601 Spaulding Turnpike 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801-2833 

(603) 433-6348 

9 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Jocelyn Combs 
President 

Ted Radke 
Vice President 

Douglas Siden 
Secrerary 

Susan Smartt 
Treasurer 

John O'Donnell 

O!iver Holmes 

Jean S;ri 

PatO'Brie'l 
General Manager 

The Honorable Kenneth Flann 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 

for Economic Security 
Room 30854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D. c. 20301 

Dear Mr. Flann: 

our agency has received a copy of the Interim Final 
Rule intended to implement Title XXIX of the National 
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994 and .the 
President's five-part plan to revitalize base clo.sure 
communities. 

we are pleased with your effort to clarify the various 
regulations which will provide a logical set of 
guidelines and procedures for the vital base closure 
activity. In this sense, we wish to present to you 
specific proposals which we believe will contribute 
additional clarity and which will provide a process 
which is quite consistent with the Federal Government's 
stated overall philosophical intent in regard to base 
closure. 

our recommendations are as follows: 

1. The beneficial use·.category, as defined, should 
specificallY ... identify park· and recreation in the 
listing of appropriate activities which qualify 
for beneficial use conveyance. It is our 
understanding that heretofore in regard to all 
recent base closures parks and recreation 
activiti~s were inevitably accorded beneficial use 
status, and certainly it is desirable that park 
and recreation be included in the interim final 
rule designation. 

2. Although in various sections of the interim final 
rule plan it is clear that beneficial use shall be 
placed at the same level of priority as economic 
redevelopment (particularly when so stated by the 
impacted base closure community), the language of 
the proposed plan appears to be inconsistent in 

2950 Peralta Oaks Court P.O. Box 5381 Oakland, CA 94605 0381 Tel: 510 635 0135 Fax: 510 569 4319 
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this regard. It appears essential that a review 
of the total document be made in order to insure 
that the sentiment of equal priority for 
beneficial use with economic development is 
communicated as a basis for decision-making. 

3. Although beneficial conveyances are recognized, in 
general terms, as a priority, nevertheless in the 
procedural sections they are not incl~ded. This 
should be changed to establish the significant 
procedural importance of beneficial conveyance. 

4. We believe it would be of value to include a 
statement in the plan establishing that a local 
redevelopment authority can exclude from sale of 
public property these properties which it deems of 
value for beneficial conveyance. 

We applaud your agency for its effort to encourage 
local participation in the decision-making process of 
this vital issues. 

Pa---~·-
General Manager 

POB:lm 

cc: EBRPD Board of Directors 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE ....lo \ 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The \\J' ~ \\(\ 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 ~ \"' 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagpn · 

From: AGMC/CC 

Page: 
Column 
Paragraph: 91. 7(h)(5)(v) 

91.3(I) 
91.3(e) 

Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Recommended Changes: Do these definitions and/or requests generate from the screening 
requirements of AFR 67-91, paragraph 6? If not, what procedures for screening are to be 
followed. 

Why: Request clarification regarding the screening procedures. Are all agencies required to -
screen in accordance with AFR 67-91, paragraph 6? If material is designated as potentially 
enhancing the reuse of the real property and is needed to support the redevelopment plan, 
does it go through any AFR 67-91 screening? 

Dep y the Commander 
Address: 813 Irving-Wick Dr W. 

Newark AFB OH 43057-0036 

Phone: 614-522-7335 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 29301~3300 

From: AGMC/CC 

Page 16134 
Column 
Paragraph Section 91. 7(d)(6) 

Recommended Changes: Section 91.7 (d)(6). Include the phrase" ... or equivalentamount" 
to the end of this sub paragraph. 

Why: This addition would allow Local Redevelopment Authorities (LRA) to exercise their 
leverage in purchasing the installation by giving consideration in kind, tax credits, rent 
reductions or other similar benefits to thus make their acquisition package more 
competitive, but not require massive up-front capital investment that small communities 
could not provide. This addition would then allow the LRA to still be an active player in the 
process if this process (sale of property) is required. 

Phone: 614-522-7335 
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FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 29301-"3300 

From: AGMC/CC 

Page 16131 
Column 
Paragraph Section 91. 7(d)(4) 

Recommended Changes: Section 91.7 (d)(4). Please identify the specific "high value 
installations" that will be covered by this sub paragraph, and thus indicate in advance 
where this criteria will be applied. Describe the specific criteria and factors used to 
determine that this sub paragraph applied to each selected installation. 

Why: Communities and the services deserve to be informed of which criteria and processes 
will or will not be applied to their facilities. Implementing this change will allow LRA's to 
include the "high value installation" process into their redevelopment planning and 
timeframes, and will allow the owning service to include the process in their disposal 
planning process. 

Phone: 614-522-7335 
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FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 2Q301-3300 

From: AGMC/CC 

Page 16130 
Column 
Paragraph Section 91. 7(d)(3)(i) 

Recommended Changes: Section 91. 7(d) (3) (i). Include the following in the list of 
requirements for "expression of interest": expected duration and wage structure for the 
created jobs, evaluation of the value of the personal property expected to be conveyed with 
the land and buil<lings, environmental impacts of the proposed work, and whether the 
expression will allow government officials to maintain management controls of government 
controls of government processes that will continue at the site. 

Why: Inclusion of the listed items will ensure that the LRA will be able to fully determine 
the economic and redevelopment impacts of the "expression of interest", and thereby be able 
to·determine if that proposal is the best reuse alternative available. 

Commander 
Address: 813 Irving-Wick Dr W. 

Newark AFB OH 43057-0036 

Phone: 614-522-7335 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: AGMC/CC. 

Page: 16130 
Column 
Paragraph Section 91. 7(d)(3) 

Recommended Changes: Section 91.7(d)(3) Change this section to allow the advertisement 
for expressions of interest to occur concurrently with the McKinney Act Screening process, 
instead of advertising at the completion of the McKinney Act process. 

Why: (1) To procedurally enact the intent of this rule, as given in section 91. 7(d)(3)(i), 
where the rule states "Advertisements for expressions of interest will be conducted 
simultaneously with all other disposal actions and are not an additional step in the disposal 
process". 

(2) To allow faster execution of the disposal sub processes, which will result in the 
service and the community understanding all impacting factors and alternatives as soon as 
possible, thereby allowing the most appropriate reuse and disposal decisions to be made. 

Commander 
Address: 813 Irving-Wick Dr W. 

Newark AFB Oh 43057-0036 

Phone: 614-522-7335 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: AGMC/CC 

Page 16127 
Column 
Paragraph Section 91.3(b) 

Recommended Changes: Section 91.3(b), Defmition of Closure. Expand the definition of 
closure to allow for the continuation of specific military missions at a location, such as 
Privatization-In-Place (PIP) andthe continuation of AF Metrology Management at what 
was Newark AFB. The AGMC Maintenance and Metrology missions will be continued at 
the Newark Location under government contract, with government oversight. 

Why: This change is one of the key steps in allowing both the continuation of AF mission 
readiness and the redevelopment of the Heath, Ohio economic structure. This change would 
also further ensure that the AF could maintain management control over the one-of-a-kind 
testing facilities that are essential to the operational readiness of the entire AF, while 
allowing the actual work to be done by private sector companies. This·control function 
would only extend for the life of the contract with the companies that would accomplish the 
work, and would not require government ownership like an enclave or cantonment area. 

Commander 
Address: 813 Irving-Wick Dr W. 

Newark AFB OH 43057-0036 

Phone: 614-522-7335 
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CITY OF OAI<LAND ~Ji~t~ 
CITY HALL • ONE CITY HALL PLAZA • OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94612 

Office of the Mayor 
Elihu M. Harr.is· 
Mayor 

June 30, 1994 

Steven Kleiman, Deputy Director 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
Base Closure and Utilization 
The Pentagon - Room 3D854 
Washington, DC 20301 

Dear Mr. Kleiman: 

510 238-3141 
TOO 839-6451 

The City of Oakland would like to forward this letter concurring with the positions taken by the 
Cities of Alameda, San Francisco and Vallejo which opposes the "ready market" clause in the 
Pryor Amendment for disposition of properties. 

Since the announcen1ent of the Five Point Program, we have seen its underlying goals eroded 
into a policy that seeks to enhance the Department of Defense's (DOD) financial interests 
through private sector property sales at the expense of the economic recovery of our affected 
communities. First, we saw the "Pryor Amendment" to the National Defense Authorization Act 
for the Fiscal Year 1994 watered down as it went through the legislative process. Second, and 
most disturbingly, we have become aware of the unfortunate policy choices incorporated into 
the Interim Final Rules promulgated by the Department of Defense on April 6; 1994 to 
implt!ment Title XXIX of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994 .. These 
Interim Rules depart dramatically from the stated policies of: (1) job-centered property disposal 
that provided for rapid transfers of base property to the local community, and (2) fast track 
environmental clean-up where adequate funding would assure a quick characterization of 
environmental conditi.ons and a rapid clean-up program to convert environmentally unusable 
land and buildings into potentially productive assets available to our communities. 

We had interpreted the Five Point Program as an encouraging new directive to the Department of 
Defense to work closely with our communities to achieve rapid economic revitalization through 
enhanced job creation as its primary goal. Unfortunately, the Interim Rules encourage 
Department of Defense disposal agents to put base property up for sale to private parties before 
the land becomes available to communities; moreover, there is no requirement that any sale or 
disposal of base closure property be in accordance with the community r~use plan, the 
cornerstone of all federal and local efforts to put the property into productive civilian use. 



Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
Page 2. 
June 30, 1994 

Not· only will this process of offering a base for sale be counterproductive, but it sends a clear 
message to our communities that our ability to achieve our reuse goals and aspirations is in 
conflict with federal policy. In addition to inhibiting opportunities for job creation, we also 
believe that these rules wi11 make eventual sale of the. property more difficult. Th~ rules appear 
to encourage piece meal type development and discourages comprehensive planning. This 
process will reduce return to the federal government through eventual sale of property. The City 
of Oakland would strongly recommend that DOD convey land and buildings to local Re-Use 
Authorities at no charge and that Re-Use Authorities should not be required to profit share with 
DOD for properties conveyed to the Re-Use Authorities. 

In addition to the regulatory burdens created by the Interim Rules, we are being told that there 
are insufficient funds to implement the fast track clean-up policy; therefore, we are now faced 
with the normal prolonged process of environmental investigation followed by clean-up that has 
hampered community redevelopment since the 1988 closures were frrst announced. 

We have many specific concerns with the Interim Rules where it appears clear that the 
Department of Defense's interests have been placed before those of economic viability and job 
creation for our communities. Accordingly, we have asked our respective base representatives to 
prepare and forward a detailed list of our concerns to the Department of Defense as requested in 
the Interim Rules. 

It is clear to us that the translation of the. -Five Point policy is not being carried out as it .was 
intended to be, and we ask for your assistance in redirecting the Department's priorities so that 
our bard-.hit communities can have the "bright future" that you envision. Specifically, we 
request: (1) that you direct the Department of Defense to conduct all property disposals in 
accordance with and in support of the con1munity reuse plan, and (2) that you direct the 
Department of Defense, in their review of the Interim Rules, to work closely with community 
leaders and community based organizations to better balance the needs of the Department with 
the needs of the communities that have supported the Departn1ent through the years. 

Reinvestment Task Force 

lese 

Dick Spees 
Chairperson 
Finance and Legislative Committee 
OBCIRTF 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 

0 5 JUL 1994 

MEMORANDU~1 FOR DUSD (L) MRM 
ATTN: JOHN MARCUS 

FROM: HQ USAF/LGSS 

SUBJECT: Comments on the 6 April 94 Federal Register on Closures 

Subject Federal Hegister, pages 16123 through 16136 
addressed procedures to be followed in base closures. It 
indicated that comments must be received by 5 Jul 94 by the 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic 
Development. We believe that our comments should be provided to 
you rather than directly to Office for Economic Development. 

We have suggested changes regarding Personal Property 
provisions which are on pages 16133 and 16134 (Atch 1). The 
proposed changes are at attachment 2. 

Our POC is Mr Bagg, DSN 227-2431. 

Attachments: 
1. Two Pages, Fed Reg 
2. Proposed Changes 

cc: 
SAF/MII 
AFBCA/LG 

AUEH w. BEcKEn-
s~ Analyst, Sup!Fuefs Pol 01v 
Dtrectorate of Supply 
DCS!Lop!stics 
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(5) The Military Department ~uthority to the level that Can best the reuse of the real piQperty and 
concerned is authorized to negotiate an respond to local redevelopment needs xreeded lo support the redevelopment 
up-front settlement of projected and ·still exercise prudent and consistent plan. When the inventory is completed • 

. recoupment revenues from a ,. ste(hwardship over these public assets. base~~QAA~l~ · 
conveyance under this section when ) Personal propertyr "wa~JlEf(' with representatives of 
such settlement is requested by the (1) Personal property located on .fhelocal redevelopment authority so 
redevelopment authority. · closing bases is often very useful to the that they can see the type and condition 

(6) T)le provisions of this section may redevelopment of the real property. This of the property available for reuse. . 
not be appropriate for some of the 1988 section outlines prQCedures to allow Disagreements should be resolved . · 
and .1991 base closures and. . transfer of personal property with the within the chain-of-command. with.· 
realignments. because these bases are so ~ property in many cases. It provides final .authority on resolving persOnal 
far along in the property disposal for completing an inventory soon after property issues resting with the . 
process that certain actions have beeri the base is approved for closure, . Secretary of the Military Department or 
taken or agreed to that are _inconsistent consulting with local officials, and a Defense Agency Director resPQnsib.le for 
with the new procedures. In. cases walkthrough of the base. The . the real property. This authority may be . 
where the new property disposal community can then identify the · further dele~ated. . 
process is not appropriate, the Secretary personal property it wishes to retain in (4) The Military Qwar1menlj sbonld 
concerned shall request a waiver from 1ts redevelopment plan. The Department make every reasonable effort to assist 
the ASD(ES) before proceeding with the Jot Defense will keep a great deal of the ~~ea co_mmy_Iiiti~ obtaining the · 
disposition of the. property. 'personal prope:tf at ~e ~while th!3· person81 property needed to convert the 

(g) Leasing of rei:J.l property. redevelopment plan 1S bemg put bases into economically-viable . _-
(1) Leasing of real property is an together. Only valid exemptions will be enterprises. Personal property not 

effective way to quiclcly attract new jobs made to this freeze, usually involving subject to ~e:.~~~mp~ons in pare~_pb;__ 
to replace those that liave been lost by specific military requirements or (h)(5) of this section shall remain at a 
the ~ase closing. In the past, the prope:ty whi~ the base does n~t own. closing-or realigning base until one of 
requuement to lease at fair market value Emiss1ons trading procedures wtll be the following time periods expire 

. discouraged the creation of new jobs. . issued separately and are no~ covered by (whichever comes first): 
The new process of leasing, at less than . the part. . . (i) One week after. the date on wliich 
fair market value. where appropriate. (2} Each Military Dep~ent and the redevelopment' plan is submitted to 
will provide new incentives for Defense. Agency, as appropnate, shall the applicable Mili~ Department. . · 
redevelopment authorities and . · take an mvez;tory of ~e pers?nal (ii) The date on which tlie local .. · 
businesses alike to spur job creation and pro~erty • to m~lu~e 1ts condition, a.t (D redevelopment authority notifies the .. 
speed economic redevelopment. . closmg or reallgnmg bases as early ~ applicable Military Department that a 

(2) The Secretaries of the Military · the ~o~w:e proc~ as possible. At --\:) plan will not be submitted. 
Departments are authorized by Pub. L ~al.1grung bases, the inventory sh~1rlie (ill) Twenty-four months after the 
103-160. section 2906 to lease real and lim1ted to the personal property located dates referred to in paragraph (h){2) of 
personal property at closing or on there~. property to be disposed of . this section which for 1988, 1991 anQ 
realigning bases for consideration of less by the Military Department ?r Defense. . 1993 base closures and realignments iS 
than the estimated fair market value if Agency. The purpose of the mventory 1(} November 30, 1995, or 24 months after 
the. Secretary concerned determines; to identify personal p.ropert~--any the date .of approval of the 1995 closures. 

(l) That a public. interest will be Pr<?P~rty ex~pt land, fixed-m-place an~ re~lignments. . ~. · · 
served as a result of the lease. bwld1ngs. ships, and Federal records- (lv) Ninety days before the date of the 

(ii) That securing the estimated fair that could enhance the reuse potential closure or realignment of the 
market rental value from the lease is not of real property that may be conveyed installation. . 
compatible with such public interest. . to the I~ redevelop~ent authority for ~ .(s) Personal property ~y be removed 

(3) The Military Departments shall . , supporting the econom1c redevelopment ;Without regard to these time penOdS . 
determine the environmental suitability·:'-1 of the base. Th exem ted cate · r · {upon approval of the base commander, 
of property to be leased using the personal ~ . . · 1 or higher authority within the Military 
proceduxes in the DoD policy entitled . ~ s sectio~ shall,not be s~ct ! Department. and after notice to the lor.!!l 
.. Procedures for Finding of Suitability to !o rev1,~v.:_by thec«;:.9;UUI1YmtL The (j) redevelopmen'lauthority. if the · 
Lease (FOSL)" contained in the Deputy mventory·must oe completedby June 1. Er~~rty: . . ·- · . · .. 
Secretary of Defense Memorandum,2 1994. fo~ 1988, 1991 ~d ~993 closures { (~Jis req~ for the_gperation of a · 
.. Fast Track Cleanup et Closing and realignments or wtthin 6 months · ~ct!Qn, com.p..Q.J;U!nt. weapon. ot 
Installations", September 9, 1993. and after the date or approval of 1995 ..... w.eapon.s_ystemP@_~f~~!.<L&p.Qlh.er . 
any amendments thereto. Regulatory ;1 closures. . . ~instal_lati9.~ transf~~g unit or 
consultation (Environmental Protection{! (3) The.mve~tory shall be taken m· function may take Wlth 1t any property 
Agency (EPA) and State government) _! consul~ation "?th local redevelopment ?eed~ to fun~on properly as soon as 
must be completed before entering into ~- authonty officals. If n~ 1~1 1t amves, proVld~ that swtable 
any leases, as specified in the FOSL redevelo~ment authonty eX1st.s, replacement eqwpment will not be 
guidance and when approved, the consultation .shall be ~ffe.~ t~ the local readily obtainable there and moving it is 
Memorandum of Understanding ~ove~ent .m whose Junsdiction the cost-effective. In addition to this 
between DoD and EPA will confirm the · mstallation 1s wholly located, or a local authority for the transferring unit or 
FOSL process. governmen~ agency or State government function to remove personal property, 

(4) The Military Departments are agency destgn~ted for the P';JlPOse of. the major command having jurisdiction 
encouxaged to redelegate leasing such consultation by the chief executive over the installation (e.g., the Anny•s 

officer of the State. Based on these Forces Command or the Air Force's Air 
2 Document available from the Office of the consult~tions, th~base_ C.~~ Combat Command), or the majo'r 

Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Environmental ~~.PQ1J~L~1~:-fut.de1~.~..!!!Slhe it~~~ or claimant having jurisdiction over the 
Security). Pentagon. Washington. DC 20301. category of 1tems potentially enhan~ installation (e.g., the Navy's U.S: . 

. >If - · •. --~---~--------
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th MilT+.,...~- · · · · ·. ( ) Facillties and equipment located Atlantic fleet) also mey rem<Ne · · · e ~"O.Q.j.1 """"t'~u..uent cancerne<t · 1 baseS often important to · ·' 
Prorwn"hr that is needed immedia_tely. This autboritv may not be redelegated. on closing a! are This section 

r-··J ti . (6) Personal property to be transferred. the eventu re~ . .i 
and is indispensable to an orgaruza on to the local.redevelopment authority in provides proc_edu.resthe redto proelotect theut ... l," ."f: 
under its jurisdiction at another · . support oi its-redevelopment plan is not .. condition while ev pmen ~ l 
installation for carrying out the · .. subject to sections 202 and 203 of~buc· . is being put tOS?ther.d.etTh:!7:!;. f 
organization·s primary mission.- Law 81-152, .. Federal Property and· maintenance will be . 1ll r 

{ii) Is uni.s!!e~ mill~ in character. Administrame Services Ad of_1949, as tXlll.SUltation with the redavelopmen_t 
and isJi~ly to ave·:no-cfvi~an use amended" of June 3~ 1949. 40.U.S.C.. authority. · · . · 
(other than use for its matenal content 483-484.1fth~ real _pro~ is . -. . ·. (2) Public I..aw 103-160, sectian2902 
or as a source of commonly used · transferred without considetaUon. the states that the SecretarY may DOt ~ 
components). Classified items: nuclear. personal property shall also be · · . , the level of maintenance and repa.lt of. . 
biological. chemical items; weaP?DS and. transfetred without consideration. If the . facilities or equipment a~~ . · . 
munitions; museum property or Items of real property is transfetred at or near. installation below the mmunum levels 
significant historic value_ tltat are estimated lair market value. the value of required to support the use of~ . 
maintained or displayed on loan; and the personal property shall be lDcluded facilities or equipment for nonmthtary 
similar military items fit this exception. in the estimated fair market value of~e p~ except-when the SecreWy of .. 

(iii) Is ~<?l~~.J~ ·' •'h real property. If the property Is · ·- the Military Department~ . . 
reutillzatio~ or ~eyelQP~.P.1..~e conv-~·separately from the real ·. . . determines that .such reductianlS m. the 

... 1Iistalliitioii'(as jointly determined by p~ the value of the perso~ · · . National ~interest oi ~ ~~- . 
the Military Department concerned and property shall be that at which 1t IS States. This .requirement re~ m 
the redevelopment authority). carried on the installation ·s property· effect until cme of the time periods in 

(iv) ~ stored 43:~ -~-~~~~~ for. account or .estimated fair market value· paragraph (h)(4l) of this sectioo has 
distribution (including· spare parts or as agreed to between the parties-at the expired. · · ·· . . . · . 

-StoCk items). This exception includes time of transfer; ·. · _ · · ·. (3) The initial minimum level of. . . 
materials or parts used in a (7) In addition to the exemptiOns ~. . ·maintenance and repair to suppo;rt nc;m. ." · 
manufacturing or repair function but paragraph (h)(S) ofthis.section. the military pUrposes shall be detennined •.. 
does not include maintenance spares for Military Q.ep.ytment or Defense Agency- during consultation betweien the . · · · · .: :. · 
equipment to be left in place. · · is authorized to substitute an item Military Department and the · · ·: · . -
. (v) Meets ~own ~~ments of an suiiilar to one requested by the redevelopment ~uthority. This level and._ 
authorized program of ~ther.FQc;lenl. redevelopment authority. The substitute. the .Property~ w~ it appli_e.s ~.be. 
Departm~nt or Agency.for which items may be drawn from another · reVIewed witl(t;ht:!J~ redevelopmeJ1l.. 

-expenditures for similar property would mstallation or from the-Defense . ....:~uthoiity~"Den it_presents its~ ... 
be necessary. and is the subject of a Reutilization and Marketing Servu:e.lt d~lClpment plan. Where -agreement · . ·. 
written request received from the ~ead is the responsibility of the Military · . ., ·cannot be feach8d~-the Secretary of the .. 
of the Department or Agency. In th1s · Department or Defense Agency that Military Department concemed shall __ · : 
context. "expenditures .. means the owns the property to find a similar item detetmine the level of maintenance · . 
Federal Department or Agency intends that may be suitable as a substitute. In required. In no case sball the level of, . ~ 
to obligate funds in the current quarter ·this context ... similar •• means the maintenance and repair: : · . · ·.· 
or next six fiscal quarters. The Federal original and the proposed substitute (i) Exceed the standard_at ~time of. 
Deparunent or Agency must pay item are designed and constructed for approval of the closure or realignmeot.. . 
packing. crating. handling. and the same specific purpose. However, (ii) Require any improvements to the 
transportation charges associated with before substituting another item for the property to include construction. ·. ·. 
such transfers of personal property. one being requested. the ~ . alte.ration, or demolltioil, excepUhat · .:.· 

(vi) Belongs to non~pp~Li!.~J~\~.Q~- commander shall consult ~th the . required by environmental restotaticm.;: · 
instrumeritalitieS"·(t:-l~fl)! NAFI propez:ty redevelopment authority. .. ·{4) The negotiated minimum ·· · ·•· 

'·may· be removed at the Military (8) Personal pro~y that is not maintenance agreement must be tail!oreiC1' 
Departments' discretion, because NAFI needed h}' a maJor command (or lts to the specific non-military~ but. 
property belongs to the Service subordinates). a Federal Agency. or a ·shall include the following: ·:·. · 
members collectively and is not local redevelopment authority (or a . · . (i) Maintaining the £aci1itieS and · 
government property. Therefore, it ma~ State or local jurisdiction in. lieu of a ~uipment that are libl,y to be . 
not be transferred to the local · local redevelopment authonty) shall be ln the near term at aievel that shtll - .. · 
redevelopment authority under this · transferred to a Defense Reutili~tio~ prevent undue deterioration and 
section. Separate arrangements for · ~arketin8. office for processmg m transfer to the local redevelop~ ·~; 
communities to purchase NAFI property accordance Wiillflie'Federal Property authority.. . ... ·.. .. . ·. · ··: · 
are possible and may be negotiated with and Administrative Services Ad of (ii) Not delaying the scheduled 
the Military Department concerned. 1949. as amended. 40 U.S.C. 483 et seq. closure date of the installation. 

{vii) I$ n~ded elsewhere.in.th.e_ (i) ·Min_imum level of m~~ · 
· nationcil secuntJ_41J.e.~t.91.the.United and rep8.11' to support nommlitary Dated: March 3t, 1994• ·:. 
·· States. as determined by the SecreWy o( purposes. MUNG COOE ~~ · · . 
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PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE 
PERSONAL PROPERTY PROVISIONS OF THE 

FEDERAL REGISTER PAGES 16133 AND 16134 

Page 16134, left column, sub-paragraph (i) at the top of the 
page - Add the following at the end: "Prior to taking shipping 
actions, the owning MAJCOM will ensure that Res_erve Component 
units that remain on the base receive first priority in the 
selection of mission essential property." 

RATIONALE: This would continue the present policy of 
providing Reserve Component units with an equipment priority when 
these tenant units remain on the base after the MAJCOM active 
unit· departs. Often equipment is jointly used by active and 
Reserve Component units. Not providing equipment items to the 
ANG or AFRES weakens the Total Force Concept at a time when 
additional missions are being assigned to these Components. 

Page 16134, left column, sub-paragraph (iv), delete the 
second sentence which begins "This exception includes ••• ". 

RATIONALE: This wi~l allow the Air Force to redistribute 
assets to fill known valid requirements. Further, there is no 
guidance as to what range (depth and width) of levels should be 
left to support maintenance spares for equipment. Until the 
reuse plan is complete, this could result in these items being 
retained until 90 days before closure. 
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BUSINESS EXECUTIVES FOR NATIONAL SECURITY 

Comments on Department of Defense Interim Final Rule1 

"Revitalizing Base Closure Communities and Community Assistance" 
July 5, 1994 

INTRODUCTION 

Business Executives for National Security ("BENS")2 has long supported the efforts of the 
Department of Defense to rightsize its military infrastructure so that available funds can be used 
for military readiness. BENS strongly supported the establishment of the Base Realignment and 
Closure ("BRAC") Commissions, and has worked closely with the government and the private 
sectorto create an achievable, fair, and objective system for closing unnecessary military bases.3 

As part of these efforts, BENS has conducted a unique, ongoing study on how base closure 
affects local communities.4 This ongoing study has shown that the speed with which base 
property is transferred to the community is critical to a community's recovery. 

The President's Five-Part Plan, published on July 2, 1993 ("the President's Plan"), and the 
Title XXIX of the National Defense Authorization Act of 1994 ("the Act"), addressed many of 
the concerns BENS had raised about the federal obstacles that were then blocking the 
communities' path to successful reuse. Both the President's Plan and the Act establish a process 
that puts communities first. The President's Plan and the Act share the same foundation: the best 
way to assist communities is to clear away federal obstacles so that communities can more rapidly 
and cheaply obtain base property and begin implementing their reuse plan. 

While the Interim Rule has many commendable elements, it establishes a process that 
fundamentally shifts away from the letter and spirit of the President's Plan and the Act. Instead of 
putting communities first, the Interim Rule creates a "Job-Centered Property Disposal" process 
that seems designed more for the benefit of the federal government than for local co~unities. 

59 Fed. Reg. 16,123 (1994) ("the Interim Rule"). . 
2 BENS is a non-partisan, non-ideological and non-profit organization of top business 
leaders from around the country. BENS' primary purpose is to educate citizens and policy makers 
about how to achieve a more efficient national security structure by employing successful business 
planning and management techniques. 
3 BENS has provided testimony to Congress on several occasions on how to strengthen the 
base closure process. BENS has also worked to educate the public and policy makers about base 
closure, by issuing policy papers, making recommendations to the Executive Branch, and 
working with the media. Recently, BENS demonstrated its support for the Department's base 
closure process by participating as an amicus curae on behalf of the Department of the Navy in 
the case of Dalton v. Specter, which was recently decided by the Supreme Court. 
4 The initial results of this study were published in April 1993 (excerpts attached as 
Attachment A). Keith Cunningham, Business Executives for National Security, Base Closure 
and Reuse: 24 Case Studies (1993) ("BENS Study"). 



BENS is concerned that Job-Centered Property Disposal will harm communities in ways that the 
Defense Department cannot have intended. This process will: (1) take away from communities 
the very property that is most likely to assist them, (2) leave them saddled with unproductive 
property which they must develop and market at their own risk, (3) confuse the redevelopment 
process by creating competing plans and marketing efforts, and ( 4) result in uses of the property 
that the community cannot control. 

While BENS strongly supports government efforts to dispose of its assets in a manner that 
maximizes return to the federal taxpayer, BENS is nevertheless concerned that the approach 
proposed by the Interim Rule is inconsistent with the President's Plan .. and with federal law, and 
threatens to set back, rather than advance, communities' redevelopment efforts. BENS urges the 
Department to reconsider the merits of the Interim Rule in light of its likely impact on local 
communities. 

PROPOSED CHANGES 

As the discussion in the next section indicates, the President's Plan and the Act suggest 
that communities should be conveyed base property directly following the McKinney Act 
screening period. However, BENS recognizes that it may be more efficient in certain 
circumstances for the federal government to deal directly with potential users. Therefore, the 
following recommendations are focused on adjusting the Interim Rule to make it clear that any 
such direct transfers be made under the local reuse plan. 

BENS recomme~ds that Section 91.7(d) of the Interim Rule, which relates to 
Job-Centered Property Disposal, be redrafted under the following principles: · 

• The Defense Department and the redevelopment authority should coordinate all efforts to 
identify potential new uses for base property. 

• Following the McKinney Act screening process, available base property should be disposed of 
in accordance with the local reuse plan. 

• Potential users identified by the Defense Department should be subject to approval by the 
redevelopment authority and should be required to work within the reuse plan. 

• Base property that is not conveyed directly to users under the reuse plan should be made 
available for economic development conveyances to the community, in accordance with 
statutory and regulatory eligibility criteria. 

• "High value" or "readily marketable" property should not be segregated from other property 
available to redevelopment authorities. 

• The "Process Flowchart for Base Closure Community Assistance" should be modified as 
described in Attachment B, and Section 91.7(d) should be amended to be consistent with the 
priority sequence established in the flowchart. 
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BENS will be pleased to supply specific drafting changes on request. 

DISCUSSION 

1. The Interim Rule Will Create Practical Problems for Communities. 
/ 

The Interim Rule's underlying assumption is that the federal government will be in as good 
a position as the local redevelopment authority to determine the type of use that would most 
benefit the community. BENS' extensive research and study of communities affected by base 
closure has not shown that greater federal involvement in dictating the final use of closed bases 
will advance community redevelopment efforts. To the contrary, this process may well cause 
problems in addition to those already faced by communities. 

The points below all share the same fundamental concern: The first "high bidder". . 
identified by the Defense Department may not be best for the community, and it is the community 
that is in the best position to determine what is in its best interests. 

• Section 91.7(d) will undermine the planning process. The Office ofEconomic Adjustment 
("OEA") has long preached to communities the critical importance of planning. Communities 
are directed: 

• to begin planning immediately, 
• to carefully analyze existing assets and identify potential uses, 
• to establish an integrated multi-use plan that adds the most value to the community 

with the least social and economic costs, 
• to make the investments necessary to redevelop the property consistent with the 

intended uses, 
• to market the property to all potentially interested parties, and 
• to immediately begin making zoning and other statutory and regulatory changes 

required to accommodate the new uses. 

Section 91.7(d) throws a wild card into this planning process, making it more difficult for 
community planners to account for a buyer that deals directly with the Defense Department. 
Indeed, since the first major user of a base is often the most critical, the community have little 
choice but to wait for the Defense Department to find a buyer under Section 91.7(d) before 
embarking on the many other required tasks. 5 

• There is no guarantee that the Defense Department's selected user will be acceptable to the 
community. First, the community and the Defense Department may disagree on the type of use 
that would generate the most jobs and would otherwise be of benefit to the community. 
Second, the Defense Department's choice may have characteristics that the community does 

5 Federal guidance to communities is contained in several publications, most notably in: 
President's Economic Adjustment Committee, Department of Defense, Planning .Civilian Reuse 
of Former Military Bases (1991). 
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not favor (e.g., noise pollution, traffic patterns, heavy industrial vs. commercial use). Third, 
the community may have a different judgment on whether to wait for a more attractive user. 
Finally, the community and the Defense Department may disagree on the number of jobs a 
particular user is likely to create. 

• Parties interested in base property will be confused. Two potentially conflicting marketing 
efforts may be. underway at the same time. .The Defense Department will be "adv.ertising" for 
bids while the community is implementing the marketing component of the reuse plan. In 
addition, interested parties will be unsure of whom to contact -- the Defense Department or the 
community -- to secure rights to the property. This may even provide an opportunity for some 
potential users to play the community off against the Defense Department to obtain the terms 
most favorable to the purchaser. 

• The policy of selling off the best property -- or of segregating it from the rest when there no 
valid offers are made -- will saddle communities with the least attractive property without 
providing them with the income from the most attractive property. Planning and implementing 
base reuse involves the investment of a great deal of a community's capital, both in terms of 
funding and human effort. Sales of readily marketable property are used to fund 
redevelopment of the rest of the base. 6 Without such valuable property, communities will be 
left scrambling for resources. A fundamental tenet of the free market is that risk and reward 
should be related. Under the Interim Rule, the Defense Department will obtain the reward 
from "easy sales," while leaving the marketing and other risks to the community for the "hard 
sales" (in which it will share in the profits in any event).7 Therefore, any such sales must be 
made under the local reuse plan and with the approval of the redevelopment authority. 

In sum, Section 91.7(d) and related provisions of the Interim Rule should be redrafted to 
give priority to communities. Not only is this required for successful base reuse, but it is also 
consistent with what was intended by the President's Plan and the Act, as discussed in the 
following sections. 

2. The President's Plan Puts Communities First. 

In announcing the President's Plan, President Clinton established as its centerpiece the 
commitment that "(f]or communities from coast to coast affected by base closings, the federal 
government will now work aggressively to help those patriotic citizens, cities and towns prosper. 
We will help them to use their valuable assets as engines of economic growth. 118 President Clinton 
went on to declare that "if a community has pulled together and produced a real plan for job 
creation and economic growth, the federal government must pitch in by giving that base to the 

6 
. The Interim Rule itself recognizes this in Section 91.7(e)(l): "The income received from 

some of the higher value property should help offset the maintenance and marketing costs of the 
less desirable parcels. In order for this [economic development] conveyance to spur 
redevelopment, large parcels must be used to provide an income stream to assist the long term 
development of the property ... 
7 The taxpayer is adequately protected by the recoupment provisions of Section 91.7 (f). 
8 Press Conference of the President, et al, July 2, 1993, p. 2 . 
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community at a discount or, in some cases, even for free." At that press conference, Secretary of 
Commerce Ron Brown reinforced this point: 

Our defense conversion approach builds on locally developed strategies. We think this is 
crucial to talk to those communities, to talk to business leaders, to talk to community 
leaders, to get input from them, to not impose an economic redevelopment plan on them, 
but to work with them in ·developing OI).e. 

The Interim Rule, in contrast to this community-centered approach, would in effect impose the 
federal government's redevelopment plan on communities. The Defense Department, not the 
communities, would make the decision that is most critical to the successful reuse of the base -
the identity (and therefore the use) of the purchaser of the base's most valuable property. 

Significantly, the introduction to the plan that was distributed on the day of the press 
conference declares: "In a sharp departure from the past, the Clinton Administration pledged to 
give top priority to early re-use of the bases' valuable assets by host communities." Four 
elements stand out in this statement. First, this program represents a "sharp departure from the 
past," a past which was characterized by the Defense Department's seeking the highest bids for 
base property rather than transferring the property to communities. Second, communities are to 
get "top priority," not secondary consideration after the federal government puts the bases out to 
bid. Third, the plan will provide "host communities," not the federal government or some other 
entity, with early re-use of the bases. Finally, communities will get the bases' "valuable assets," 
not just the assets that cannot readily be sold. 

The Interim Rule contradicts each of these elements. In directing the Defense Department 
to immediately seek out and sell the base's best property, it does not represent a "sharp departure" 
from the past of high-value direct sales. In relegating economic development conveyances to the 
bottom of the disposal priority list (after "valid offers" have been received, after "high value" 
property has been identified and segregated from other base property, and after .. public benefit 
conveyances" have been made}, it certainly does not give such conveyances "top priority." In 
making the federal government the decisionmaker with respect to the base's critical assets, it does 
not provide "host communities" with the ability to reuse, early or otherwise, those assets. And in 
directing the segregation of the base's best property for direct sale by the federal government, it 
does not give communities the bases' "valuable assets." 

Indeed, the version of the President's Plan distributed at the press conference contains no 
mention of the Interim Rule's direct sale approach. In describing "Job-Centered Property 
Disposal," the President's Plan discusses not the Interim Rule's approach, but rather commits the 
Administration to "seek a change in federal law to allow the department to turn over property for 
economic development when community development plans meet a strict test for economic 
viability and job creation." No direct sales by the Defense Department are contemplated. 

BENS believes that the approach originally set forth by the President is sound and should 
serve as the basis for the final rule. Communities are in the best position to determine the type of 
reuse that will most benefit them in terms of job ~reation. Substituting that judgment with that of 
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federal decisionmakers, no matter how well-intentioned~ will put the communities at greater risk, 
as will be discussed in a later section. 

3. The Act Puts Communities First. 

The Act establishes a tightly-knit statutory scheme that focuses on making available base 
property to communities as quickly as possible. Not surprisingly given their fundamental 
differences, the Interim Rule's direct sale approach is not· mentioned in the Act. 

a. The-Act Emphasizes Making Available Property to Communities. 

Beginning with the Act's findings, it is obvious that the Act's purpose, even its reason for 
existence, is to provide communities with base assets and federal assistance quickly and 
efficiently. 

The Federal Government may best contribute to such reutilization and redevelopment by 
making available real and personal property at military installations to be closed to 
communities affected by such closures on a timely basis, and, if appropriate, at less than 
fair market value. 

Section 2901(7). Section 2903 of the Act goes on to amend the Base Realignment and Closure 
Act of 1988 ("the 1988 Act"),9 and the Base Realignment and Closure Act of 1990 ("the 1990 
Act"), 10 by adding provisions authorizing the Defense Department to transfer base property to 
local communities at below fair market value or for no consideration. 

Significantly, the Act provides for recoupment of the fair market value of such property 
by profit sharing. Congress established this mechanism for the Defense Department to recover 
the fair market value· of property conveyed to communities at low or no cost, thereby minimizing 
the risk of loss to the taxpayer while providing the property to the communities for economic 
development. Thus, Congress directly addressed the concern that apparently underlies the Interim 
Rule's direct sales approach -- the federal government will be made whole, through protit-sharing, 
up to the full fair market value of any property transferred to communities at low or no cost 
(other than rural communities). Because Congress struck this careful balance between the need 
for the federal government to be made whole with the need to assist impacted communities, care 
should be taken before altering the priority sequence. At a minimum, the Interim Rule should be 
modified to make clear that any transfers during the period must be made in accordance with the 
local reuse plan and with the redevelopment authority's approval. 

Also significant are the Act's directions to the Defense Department on preparing 
regulations. The Act makes no mention of directing or otherwise authorizing the Defense 
Department to establish a procedure not contemplated by the Act. Rather, it contains 
particularized directions for the Defense Department to implement regulations for specific 
purposes. Section 2903 directs the Defense Department to implement regulations (1) to set forth 

9 

10 

6 

Pub. L. No. 100-526, Section 101 et seq. (codified at 10 U:S.C. Section ?687). 
Pub. L. No. 101-510, Section 2901 et seq. (codified at 10 U.S. C. Section 2687). . 



guidelines for determining the amount, if any, of consideration in low or no-cost transfers to 
communities, (2) to determine when a community is eligible for a no-consideration transfer as a 
"rural community," and (3) to determine the amount of recoupment. The Interim Rule thus 
breaks new ground. 

· · As shown by the legislative history, the intent of these provisions was to give communities 
more control over base redevelopment. The 1993 Senate Democratic Defense Reinvestment Task 
Force, which developed the "Pryor Amendment," gave as its primary recommendation that the 
federal government take affirmative steps to "empower base closure communities." In addition, 
the conference rep oFt ·on Act stated as a key guiding principle for the .drafters that .. the primary 
responsibility for shaping and implementing this redevelopment rests with the local community. 
House Conf Rep. No. 103-357, p. 804. 

b. The Act Requires Consideration of Local Redevelopment Plans. 

Whil~ the "economic development conveyance" authority under Section 2903 is 
discretionary, Section 2903 also imposes two mandatory requirements on the Defense 
Department. First, as part of any property disposal process under a base closure law, "the 
Secretary shall take into account the redevelopment plan developed for the military installation 
involved." Section 2903(c). Second, the Secretary "shall cooperate ... with the redevelopment 
authority ... in implementing the entire process of disposal of the real and personal property at 
the installation ... Section 2903(d). Thus, the Act gives the Defense Department the clear 
directive to work closely with local communities throughout the disposal process. These 
mandates reinforce that already contained in prior base closure law. 

Before any action may be taken with respect to the disposal of any surplus real property 
or facility located at any military installation to be closed or realigned under this part, the 
Secretary of Defense shall consult with the Governor of the State and the heads of the 
local governments concerned for the purpose of considering any plan for the use of such 
property by the local community concerned. 

Section 2905(b )(2)(E) of the 1990 Act11
• 

Under the Interim Rule's direct sales approach, the Defense Department would bypass the 
local communities to convey property directly to outside bidders, with no requirement for 
compliance with the local reuse plan (other than "encouragement" under Section 91.7(d)(3)(ii) of 
the Interim Rule). 

11 Note that this provision qualifies the Secretary's authority to dispose of property under the 
Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, 40 U.S. C. Sections 483-484. Thus, 
the Secretary's discretion under that statute is constrained by requirement to consider local reuse 
plans. 
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c. The Act Gives Communities Priority Second Only to the ·Homeless. 

Perhaps the clearest example of the inconsistency between the Interim Rule and the Act 
appears in the treatment of the accelerated McKinney Act screening process. The reason the Act 
accelerates the McKinney Act screening process is to help communities obtain the property more 
rapidfy. Indeed, Section 2905 of the Act contemplates that communities would be given priority 
consideration to obtain the property as soon as the· accelerated screening process is completed. 12 

Thus, Section 2905 gives communities what the President promised, "top priority" 
following McKinney Act screening.13 Notwithstanding this carefully .crafted priority sequence, 
Section 91.7(d)(3) of the Interim Rule provides for public solicitation of bids after McKinney Act 
screening, and authorizes the Defense Department to convey the property regardless of an 
expressi~n of interest by the community during that one-year period. 14 

The effect of the Interim Rule is to give high bidders as a class priority over communities 
and the homeless during the one-year period. Having made an exception to the normally 
overriding requirements of the McKinney Act specifically and expressly for communities, 
Congress could not have intended for the Defense Department to sell base property to high 
bidders without equally specific authorization under the Act. The Interim Rule, therefore, upsets 
Congress' careful balance of the potentially competing interests of the homeless and the 
community, and is simply inconsistent with the Act's mandate that a base's property "be available 
only for the purpose of permitting a redevelopment authority to express in writing an interest ... 
or to use such buildings and property." 

d. The Act's Other Provisions Contemplate that Communities Have Priority. 

A review of the Act's other provisions further reinforces the conclusion that the Interim 
Rule's direct sale procedure is inconsistent with the overall statutory scheme. 

• Section 2902 requires the Defense Department, within 6 months' of the Act's enactment, to 
consult with the local redevelopment authority in conducting an inventory of person~! 
property, and prohibits transfer or disposal of personal property identified in the redevelopment 
plan as essential. Congress could not have intended to permit the Defense Department to sell 

12 Section 2905 of the Act provides that during the one-year period following the screening 
process, "[b ]uildings and property shall be available only for the purpose of permitting a 
redevelopment authority to express in writing an interest in the use of such buildings and 
property, or to use such buildings and property." The Act expressly provides that during that 
period, buildings and property "shall not be available for use to assist the homeless under Section 
501 of such Act while so available for a redevelopment authority." Only after there is no 
expression of interest by a redevelopment authority can such property "be treated as property 
available for use to assist the homeless." 
13 BENS has no objection, of course, to the McKinney Act procedures giving homeless 
providers priority consideration. 
14 The community is given only the right to request "reconsideration" of the decision, which 
reconsideration is not constrained by any standards enunciated in the Interim Rule. 
8 
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base property to bidders outside of the redevelopment plan, while giving communities the right 
to keep the base's personal property. 

• Section 2909 states that "[i]t is the sense of the Congress that the Secretary" provide surplus 
military property to the community. Disposition of such property by direct sale outside the 
redevelopment plan would be inconsistent with congressional intent. 

• Section 2912 provides for preference to be given to local and small businesses in contracting 
for base closure and cleanup activities. Thus, in the specific instance in which the Defense 
Department has digcretion to enter into arrangements outside of a redevelopment plan 
(contracts for closure services), Congress limited that discretion by providing for preference to 
local and small businesses. Congress did not feel it necessary to provide for similar preferences 
in any direct sales the Defense Department might undertake, because Congress contemplated 
that such property would be disposed of through the local redevelopment plan, which would 
naturally cover such concerns. 

• Section 2915 establishes functions for the transition coordinator that plainly contemplate that 
the community's redevelopment plan will seiVe as the blueprint for base reuse. Among other 
things, the transition coordinator is to assist the Secretary in: (1) "designating real property ... 
that has the potential for rapid and beneficial reuse or redevelopment in accordance with the 
redevelopment plan" [Section 2915(c)(2)]; (2) "developing [closure] plans that take into 
account the goals set forth in the redevelopment plan" [Section 2915(c)(4)]; and (3) 
"developing plans for ensuring that ... the Department of defense carries out any [post-closure] 
activities ... in a manner that takes into account, and supports, the redevelopment plan" 
[Section 2915(c)(5)]. 

4. The Interim Rule Is Internally Inconsistent. 

Perhaps in recognition of the shift away from community-centered property disposal, the 
Interim Rule is framed not as a straightforward implementation of congressional directives, but as 
"interpretive guidance" of changes "generated by the Act," as well as the establishment 9f "policy 
and procedure" under the President's Plan. Regardless of how it is framed, the Interim Rule is at 
odds with the central component ofboth the Act and the President's Plan·-- providing federal 
assistance to communities in their efforts to reuse the base. 

This inconsistency is apparent in the Interim Rule itself The "Supplementary Information" 
section, for example, points out that "[i]n the past, the traditional property disposal methods 
focused on maximizing proceeds from the sale of real and personal property with little regard for 
enhancing the prospects for economic recovery in the community," and describes President 
Clinton's plan as making a "sharp departure from the past." 59 Fed. Reg. 16123. Section 90.4(a) 
seeks to implement this "sharp departure" by declaring that the new policy is to "help communities 
impacted by base closures achieve rapid economic recovery ... in ways based ... on locally 
developed reuse plans." In addition, Section 91.7 (c) acknowledges that " [ t ]he early formation of 
a redevelopment authority is critical to the successful reuse of the base." The primary task of a 
redevelopment authority is to prepare "a comprehensive redevelopment plan." That this plan is to 
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serve as the blueprint for base redevelopment is evidenced by Section 91.7(c)'s direction that it 
will be used as the proposed action under NEP A. · 

Section 91.7(d), however, establishes a process that is at odds with these fundamentals. 
The process appears to be designed precisely to "maximize proceeds" to the federal government, 
and therefore is not a sharp departure from past practice. 15 Moreover, potential buyers are 
"encouraged," but not. required, to work with.redevelopment authorities, so there is no guarantee 
that such buyers will comply with "locally developed reuse plans." If such plans are indeed critical 
to successful reuse, allowing for property disposal to buyers that fall outside of such plans can 
only hamper a community's efforts to recover from base closure. 

OTHER CHANGES TO THE INTERIM RULE 

1. Definition of "Local Redevelopment Authority" 
Should Be Further Specified. 

There has been at least one instance of conflicting communities desiring recognition as the 
redevelopment authority for a closed installation. Section 90.3(e) should be further specified to 
provide that, in the case of conflicting claims for recognition as redevelopment authority, no such 
authority will be recognized by the Defense Department until disagreements have been resolved 
by the local communities. 

2. Personal Property To Be Transferred Should Be As 
Identified in the Reuse Plan. 

Section 91.7(h)(3) might be interpreted to be in conflict with Section 2902 of the Act. 
Section 91.7(h)(3) appears to give the base commander discretion in determining the items of 
personal property that would "enhanc[e] the reuse of the real property needed to support the 
redevelopment plan." Section 2902 of the Act, however, does not give the base commander such 
discretion. Rather, it leaves the determination of what is "essential" to base redevelopment to the 
reuse plan. Specifically, it provides that no personal property may be transferred or disposed of 
"if such items are identified in the redevelopment plan of the installation as items essential to the 
reuse or redevelopment of the installation." 

BENS supports military efforts to reuse personal property for military or other federal 
uses where such reuse would be efficient and cost-effective. However, the Interim Rule must be 
modified to more closely follow the requirements of Section 2905. Therefore, BENS 
recommends that the local redevelopment authority be required (1) to expressly identify 
"essential" property, and (2) to demonstrate why such property is essential and cannot be obtained 
from other sources at the same cost to the community. This should clarify whether the identified 

15 The addition of a community right to request reconsideration is certainly not enough to 
establish a sharp departure from the past. In any event, to the extent that the Defense Department 
was disposing of property "with little regard for enhancing the prospects for economic recovery in 
the community," as stated in the Supplementary Information, it was not in compliance with 
Section 2905(b)(2)(E) of the 1990 Act. 
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property is in fact essential to base reuse. The base commander would, in any event, be able to 
address the military's concerns by applying an appropriate exception from the list set forth in 
Section 91.7(h)(5). 

3. Maintenance and Repair May Require "Construction, 
Alteration or Demolition." 

Section 91.7(i)(3)(ii) provides that the minimum level of maintenance and repair shall not 
"Require any improvements to the property to include construction, alteration, or demolition, 
except that required -by environmental restoration." The Interim Rule should be amended to 
clarify that alteration or demolition of a building, facility or structure or, construction of a new 
structure, may be undertaken to ensure the health and safety of adjacent landowners and residents. 
Section 91.7(i)(3)(ii) should be amended to read: "Require any improvements to the property to 
include construction, alteration, or demolition, except that required by environmental restoration 
and to ensure to the public health and safety." 

4. Exemptions Shall Not Apply To Leased Base Closure Property. 

Base property .has historically enjoyed exemption from certain Federal, state and local laws 
of general applicability. These exemptions were instituted to assure that federal agencies, states 
and localities were without authority to impose barriers on military readiness. In particular, 
military base property has been free from the broad array of rules governing land use and the 
design, construction, renovation or repair of buildings, facilities and structures. Over the course 
of the next decade, the military departments will offer for lease large parcels of real property 
located in closing or realigning bases. In some instances, occupation and use of the leased 
property will require significant alteration of and existing facility or construction of a facility to 
accommodate a new use of the leased property. 

In the absence of language which clarifies the obligation of lessees to comply with such 
law, unnecessary misunderstandings may arise upon final transfer of the property. BENS 
recommends that the Defense Department require that any activity undertaken on real p_roperty 
leased as part of a base closure or realignment satisfy (1) ·an federal and state laws governing use, 
design, construction, renovation and repair ofbuildings, facilities and structures and (2) all laws of 
the locality which will ultimately take jurisdiction of the property as they relate to use design, 
construction, renovation and repair of buildings, facilities and structures. 
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Preface 
. ·, 

:Business Executives for National Security (BENS) has worked toward the 
closure of unneeded military bases since its foundation in 1982. We are proud to 
have helped develop, promote, and implement the base closure and realignment 
commission concept. Now, BENS is focusing its efforts on assisting those 
communities that have been, or will be, affected by the loss of a local military 
facility. · · 

The loss· of a neighboring military base will initially appear to be 
economically devastating to a community. After all, the prospect of replacing 
thousands of well paying jobs may appear to be almost impossible to communities 
already struggling through difficult economic times. But are those fears based 
upon reality? Do communities face immident disaster if the local base shuts 
down? 

One year ago, BENS set out to discover the answer. BENS conducted a 
year.;. long comprehensive study of those communities affected by the 1991 round 
of closures in order to document their activities, verify the strategies for·recovery, 
gauge their successes, and analyze their problems. Our f"mdings are very 
encouraging. Successful redevelopment of bases is more difficult than in past 
decades, .but by following the BENS "Ten Commandments of Base Reuse" 
communities can recover. 

Unfortunately, BENS also found that redevelopment takes too long. 
People who lose their jobs this year can not afford to wait five years for 
redevelopment. Many of these delays, caused by government red tape and 
re~ations, are not only unneccessary but also avoidable. Our suggestions for 
creating a "One-Stop-Shop" at the Pentagon and eliminating specific legislative 
conflicts can shorten the timeline for replacing the jobs on former military bases. 

BENS. would like to thank Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) and the 
Base Realignment and Closing Commission (BRAC) for their advice and 
invaluable assistance. But most especially, we would like to thank ~-of the 
communities that participated in the study. Please look for future BENS updates 
of this study as the communities' efforts to redevelop closed military bases 
continue to mature. 

Tyros W. Cobb 
President 
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Why Close Military Bases? 

The end of the Cold War, a new administration, and a staggering budget 
deficit have combined .to force dramatic changes upon America's military. 
Consider these force level indicators: -

Indicator 

ArmY active divisions 

Navy Surface ships 

Air Force fighter wings 

1990 1997 (proj.) 

18 

545 

18 

10 

340 

11 

%cut 

-45% 

-37% 

-39% 

So far, base closure has not kept pace with these reductions in personnel 
and equipment. Unless the base closure process continues, Department of 
Defense (DoD) will only have reduced its base infrastructure by 10 percent. 
Without additional closures, America could create an overpriced "hollow force." 

Local Reaction 

The reaction of neighboring communities to base closure is always 
negative. In California, a political coalition is attempting to make economic 
impact become a more important factor in the process of deciding on base 
closures. Citizens and politicians in and around Portsmouth, New Hampshire, 
have formed the nonprofit organization SoS (Save our Shipyard) to fight for their 
base. In South Carolina, politicians are threatening lawsuits if the Charleston 
Naval Shipyard closes. 

Of the 31 base closures recommended by DoD in 1991, 29 were formally 
opposed by the local communities. The opposition was far from mere formality: 
four of those bases-Fon McCellan, Naval Training Center Orlando, Whidbey 
Island Naval Air Station, and Moody Air Force Base-were removed from the list 
after further review. These communities built a successful case for their base 
using the criteria established by the Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
(BRAC) and presented their findings before the Commission. The least 
successful challenges involved suing DoD and pressuring local politicians. 

Eventually most communities accept closure and begin developing plans 
to replace lost jobs and business. Some communities do very well and others 
struggle. 
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Lessons Learned for Communities: the Ten 
Commandments 

. ·, 

Based on the experiences of communities that have already dealt with base 
closures, BENS has developed a ten-step process that, if followed, will give other 
communities the best chance at successful challenge or redevelopment. 

1. Defend within the system. People who depend on a military base 
are frightened and upset when their b~e makes the "hit list." The 
community will unite to protect the base, but there is a right and a 
wrong way to challenge a base closure. The successful 
communities, like Anniston, Alabama, were able retain their base 
by building a case in public hearings before the Base Qosure and 
Realignment Commission. Other communities that continue to 
fight outside the system, like Philadelphia, only. delay 
redevelopment. . · 

2. Start reuse planning the moment the closure becomes final. 
Unless Congress passes a resolution blocking the entire list, the 
closures become law. At that point, continuing to challenge the 
closure is pointless and wasteful. · For example, the local 
community vigorously opposed the closure of neighboring Fort 
Ord, California, but once closure was inevitable, it turned its 
enthusiasm and resources toward reuse. As a result, Fort Ord has 
already attracted interest as a California State University branch 
campus which could eventually support 20,000 students and more 
than 3,000 jobs. Many communities, like those surrounding 
Moffett Field NAS in California. begin reuse planning even earlier. 

3. Find regional consensus. Turf battles are a common obstacle to 
quick, effective reuse. Communities that move quickly to involve 
all of the affected groups at the local, regional, and state level in 
planning have. a better chance of gaining suppon for their plans. 
For instance, by working together, the three n~ighboring 
communities surrounding Wurtsmith AFB in Michigan quickly 
obtained state and federal funds for reuse planning. 

4. Empower a local authority. Once consensus is reached, the 
surrounding communities should establish a set of achievable 
criteria by which successful redevelopment is defined. Such lists 
should weigh issues such as number and quality of jobs, speed of 
recovery, type of industry, and quality of life. After the criteria is 
established, successful effons, .like the one redeveloping England 
AFB in Louisiana, empower a local authority to implement the 
criteria. 

5. Anticipate the unexpected. All communities reported that their 
effons were delayed by unexpected problems and expenses. For 
instance, the Rickenbacker Port Authority did not anticipate the 
costs associated with bringing Rickenbacker Air Guard Base in 
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6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

ohio up to civilian airport standards. The result was a one-year 
delay in planning. 

Plan for the whole. baSe. Many communities focused on one 
primary reuse at the expense of other job-producing uses on the 

· excess land. Austin, Texas, avoided this problem by assigning a 
Citizen's Task Force to develop plans exclusively for the 900 acres 
not used by the new municipal ~rt. ' 

Develop both 'ong-term and short-term strategies. To start 
replacing jobs ·as soon as possible, successful communities develop 
short-term strategies that are compatible with a long-term vision. 
If they do not, problems may occur down the road. In Mynle 
Beach, South Carolina, for example, short-term industrial 
development could preclude the long-term development of a two
runway airport. 

Develop achievable, not necessarily obvious, redevelopment 
plans. Communities around a closing air base often focus first on 
trying to convert it into a civilian airport, but that may not always 
be the best use of the. facility. A realistic assessment of local 
demand and the cost of complying with civilian safety regulations 
can help communities avoid costly mistakes. For example, the 
Wurtsmith Economic Adjustment Commission, after conducting a 
regional assessment,_discovered that another civilian airport would 
not be needed in northern Michigan. So instead it is planning to 
develop a retirement community on the base. 

Learn from the experiences of others. Two full rounds of base 
closure have occurred since 1988. By networking with the 
communities around bases closed in previous rounds, communities 
can learn successful strategies and avoid common mistakes without 
rivalries interfering. The Redevelopment Authority in the 
community near Grissom AFB in Indiana, for example, has been 
particularly successful in this kind of networking and has already 
volunteered to mentor future base closure communities. 

10. Lobby for assistance, not_· opposition. State and national 
politicians want to help communities affected by base closure. 
But, too often, their approach is to oppose closure and try to use 
their influence to save constituent jobs. The nonpolitical nature of 
the base clOsure process frustrates these efforts. Communities will 
usually do better by calling for redevelopment assistance, not 
opposition to closure. 

Recommendations for Congress and DoD 

Communities can give themselves the best chance of replacing lost jobs 
and business by following these ten steps, but Congress and DoD also have a role. 
By removing obstacles, Congress and DoD can improve community 
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redevelopment effons. The following are some preliminary recommendations for 
improving the process: 

• · · · Streamline the base screening process. Base screening is the 
process used to determine who will take over a closed base. 
Although federal decision-making is officially over in a timely 
manner, decisions regarding federal facilities, such as reserve 
enclaves and defense fmance centers, can drag on for years. 
Shortening the process would allow communities to start planning 
earlier. · 

• Create a community reuse "one-stop shop." The Pentagon's 
Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) works effectively with 
base closure communities to create redevelopment plans, but it 
does not help them comply with the regulations of the many other 
federal offices and agencies involved. Dealing with endless red 
tape through several layers of federal agencies has been ·the most 
common source of frustration for communities trying to redevelop 
closed bases. Congress could alleviate this problem by enacting 
legislation that would expand OEA's mission and services to 
include all aspects of base closure and redevelopment. 
Specifically, OEA project managers would be directed to· approach 
other offices in DoD and other federal agencies on behalf of the 
bases they represent to gather information, assemble 
documentation, and provide techirlcal assistance. In effect, they 
would become "case workers" on behalf of distressed 
communities. 

• Eliminate legislative conflicts. In early October 1992, Congress 
passed two laws that differed regarding liability for environmental 
contamination on closing bases: the 1993 Defense Appropriations 
Act and the 1993 Defense Authorization Act. These differences 
have stalled military land transfers, jeopardizing community 
redevelopment unnecessarily. Congress should put base reuse 
back on track by striking all language regarding DoD liability from 
the Defense Appropriations Act. · 

• Maintain environmental clean-up a5 a top priority. Congress 
should not allow budget pressures to delay the clean~up of 
environmental contamination on all military facilities. 

• Streamline tbe interim lease process. Interim leases allow 
private industry to start redeveloping a base before the actual 
closure date. They provide an imponant transition to a civilian 
economy. At present, the lease process. is too bureaucratic to be 
effective, and lease applications typically take more than a year to 
process . 

.. :·, 
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Introduction 
The 1988 and 1990 Base Qosure Acts set up a new procedure for closing 

. . bases based on the findings of an independent commission, the Base 
gus~ and R~gnment Commission (BRA C). (For a description of its process, 
~ endix A.) Two rounds have been complet~ and the third round began on 

Marftf'12, 1993, when Secretary of Defense Les Aspin ~omme~ded the closure 
f 31 major military bases. That announcement spurred mterest 1n the results of 

0 revious base closure rounds. Does ~3:5e closure cause an ~nomic disaster f~r focal economies? Or can communtttes replace the lost Jobs and save thetr 
economies? 

In a study of 97 bases that closed in the 1960s and 1970s, the Department 
of Defense (DoD) proved that communities can recover from base closure and 
actually create more civilian jobs than they losL However, much has changed 
since the 1970s. To determine if communities can still find successful ways to 
recover from base closure, BENS conducted a study of 24 militaiy bases that were · 
·scheduled for closure or major realignment in the 1991 round: 

• Fort Benjamin Harrison, • Lowry Air Force Base, · 
Indiana Colorado 

• Bergstrom Air Force Base, • MacDill Air Force Base, 
Texas Florida (realignment) 

• Carswell Air Force Base, • Moffett Field Naval Air Station, 
Texas California 

• Castle Air Force Base, • Myrtle Beach Air Force Base, 
California South Carolina 

• Fort Cllaffee, • FonO~ 
Arkansas( realignment) California 

• Chase Field Naval Air Statio~ • Philadelphia Naval Station and 
Texas Shipyard, Pennsylvania 

• Fort Devens, • Puget Sound Naval Station, 
Massachusetts Washington 

• Eaker Air Force Base, • Richards-Gebaur Air Reserve Station, 
Arkansas Missouri · 

• England Air Force Base, • Rickenbacker Air Guard Base, 
Louisiana Ohio 

• Grissom Air Force Base, • Sacramento Army Depot, 
Indiana California 

• Long Beach Naval Station, • Wllliams Air Force Base, 
California Arizona 

• Loring Air Force Base, • Wurtsmith Air Force Base, 
Maine Michigan 

This report presents the results of that ·study. It tracks events from the. date 
the closures were announced in April1991, to April1993. 
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The BENS study suppons DoD's earlier finding that communities can 
recover and flourish. However, BENS also found that it will be more difficult due 
to changes in the economy, levels of government involvement, and regulations. 
Although many governmental regulations protect and support communities, 
unintended consequences can unnecessarily interrupt redevelopment. Given these 
difficulties, communities must strive to avoid the mistakes made by communities 
involved in the 1988 and 1991 rounds. 

COMMUNITY REACTIONS 

Although each base has a different story, the base closure process does 
follow a general pattern. When the list first becomes public, almost every t 
community initially opposes the closure of its neighboring military base. i 

Eventually, most communities accept closure and begin developing plans to ~· 
replace the lost jobs and business. Finally, all communities experience a mixed 
bag of successes and problems in their adjustment to the closures. · · 

Why Close Our Base? 

When DoD compiled its list for candidates for closure in 1991, it applied a 
variety of criteria. The three most significant reasons for closure-cited for 44 
percent of the bases studied-· were land/air constraints, inadequate or inferior 
facilities, or poor cost efficiency. Other significant reasons for closure included 
excess capacity ( 41 percent) and poor location (25 percent). 

Typically, bases needed to score poorly in several categories to be 
recommended for closure. Carswell AFB (IX), for· instance, suffered from poor 
location for operation of its bombers and tankers, encroachment from neighboring 
Fon Wonh, and low closure costs. As a result, Carswell will close in September 
1993.' 

Challenging Closure 

Most communities near bases selected for closure tty to prevent the 
closure at first. The BRAC process facilitates voicing community arguments and 
grievances through a series of public hearings and site visits. These hearings are 
far from mere formality: BRAC removed four bases from DoD's initiall99llist. 

All of the communities in this study except Seattle (Puget Sound Naval 
Station) made such appeals to BRAC. Typically, they criticized DoD for 
inaccurate categorization, flawed analysis, and undervalued features. For 
example, the communities neighboring Myrtle Beach AFB (SC) and Williams 
AFB (AZ) argued that their excellent weather conditions were not considered. 
Another common strategy-and one still being pushed by communities in 
California and South Carolina-was to stress the economic impact of the closure 
on local communities. But this strategy almost always fails because economic 
impact ranks very low in BRAC's closure criteria. 
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~ Several communities made more unusual arguments. The communities 
und Grissom AFB, for example, argued that the base's location in central 

~ana made it less vulnerable to surprise attack than coastal bases. In another 
In ·que defense, Indianapolis pointed to the negative effect the closure of Fort 
uron.amin Harrison would have on minority and handicapped employees. BRAC 
Bet~ these concerns but still recommended closure of both facilities in its final 
no . 
report · 

Making a strong economic and intellectual case for a base's military value 
is the best way to preserve ~ military base slated for closure. In the 1991 round, 
the communities around MOody AFB (GA), Fort McOellan (AL), and Whidbey 
Island Naval Air Station (W A) were all able to prevent the closure of these bases 
b proving their military worth. The only community that avoided a closure 
w1mout proving military wonh was Orlando, which demonstrated that closing 
either the San Diego or Great Lakes Naval Training Center would be cheaper than 
closing the one at Orlando. 

REDEVELOPING CWSED MILITARY BASES 

Once the decision to close a base becomes final, successful communities 
normally stop fighting and tum their energy toward base reuse. Since closing a 
base takes years, communities have sufficient time to reach consensus and 
develop a plan before all the j~bs disappear. 

Most of the communities studied concentrated on one of three reuse 
options: maintaining federal ownership, developing a civilian airport, or 
attracting educational facilities. Other, less common reuses include developing 
the base into a park (Puget Sound Naval Station, W A), expanding a retirement 
community onto base property (Wurtsmith AFB, Ml), and attracting small 
manufacturers (England AFB, LA). Unfortunately, other communities, such as 
Philadelphia (PA) and Long Beach (CA), have not developed any public plan for 
redeveloping their Naval facilities. 

The following table shows the various categories of redevelopment plans 
and how many of the 24 communities studied pursued them as either primary or 
secondary objectives. 

Redevelopment Category 

Fede@ 6Wnership}(DOD) 
Airport 
Educational Facility 
No Public Plan 
Industrial Development 
Retirement Community 
Parks and Recreation 
Housing 
Aviation Maintenance 

Bu.sinus Ez«ulivu for N aJioMl S«~Uity .Inc. 

Primary Use 

7/3 
6 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Secondary Uses 

9!8 
s 
s 
3 
9 
3 
s 
s 
4 
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Federal Ownership 

. The most common redevelopment strategy, pursued as a prinwy reuse by 
24 percent of the communities studied, involved continued federal ownership. 
These communities sought to attract other federal agencies that would establish 
operations at the base. This might seem to be an excellent option for a closed . 
base, but there can be dangerous consequences. Few communities can 
successfully lure a federal facility. Moreover, the prospect of continuing federal 
budget cuts makes the long-term viability of this option fragile. 

Only the community around Moffett Field Naval Air Station (CA) has 
successfully secured a federal facility for its base. In January 1993, NASA 
finalized plans to retain ownership of the entire base for the Ames Research 
Center that was already located on the base. As a result, the community expects 
to avoid job loss in the short run. 

Other communities pursuing federal facilities face more tenuous l 
situations. For instance, the Fort Benjamin Harrison Reuse Committee (IN) is f 
counting on receiving one of six Defense Fmance and Accounting Centers. The 
committee has not even begun considering other options for the site should this 
effon fail. Also, the city of Philadelphia h.as attempted to maintain federal 
ownership by suing the government to keep its Naval shipyard open. ·That court 
challenge has hindered effons to create civilian redevelopment plans for the yard. 
(For an antJlysis of Philadelphia's legal challenge, see appendix B.) 

Civilian Airport 

Developing a military air base into a civilian airport is the second most 
common reuse strategy. Of the 16 bases with active military 8irfields, community 
reuse plans call for 10 to be developed as civilian airports (though in many cases 
this is not the primary reuse envisioned), three to be developed as federally owned 
and operated airports, and only three not to be used as airfields at all 

Conversion of an air base into a civilian airport is a popular idea for 
several reasons. It would usc existing infrastructure, have the potential to create a 
large number of high-quality jobs, and appear on the smface to be a simple and 
·inexpensive option. However, a community will only realize these benefits if the 
airport is successful. As many of the communities studied have already 
discovered, developing an airport is neither cheap nor easy. 

Before deciding to pursue this option, communities should carefully · 
consider other options, examine the costs of converting to civilian standards, and 
conduct a market analysis to determine community need. Communities that skip 
these steps risk costly delays, price oveiTUns, and serious problems attracting 
business. The Rickenbacker Port Authority (OH), for instance, had its plans 
delayed for a year due to unexpected costs and safety regulations required for 
converting Rickenbacker Air Guard Base into a civilian airport. 

The analysis may show that an airport is not a viable option, allowing the 
community to develop more realistic goals. Oscoda (Ml); for instance, following 
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~ market analysis, decided to develop Wurtsmith AFB into a retirement 
~~oununity instead of an airport. 

Educati~~al Facilities · ·, 

Three of the communities examined plan to develop educational facilities 
on the former bases. Military bases tend to have the large areas of land necessary 
for a majOr' campus, and on-base housing can easily be converted into dormitories 
and staff housing. Educati_onal facilities also produce high-skill and high-paying 
jobs. · 

Many military training facilities were developed for educational use and 
thus lend themselves to be converted into civilian educational centers. For 
instance, because Lowry AFB (CO) was a training base, the community is 
considering converting it into a college or university. 

Bases in or ncar urban areas also make good candidates for educational 
facilities because of the large potential market. One urban baso-WUJiams AFB 
(AZ}-has successfully attracted intcn=st from a major UDiversity. 

OBSTACLES TO REDEVEWPMENT 

Government bureaucracy and infighting present the largest impediments to 
Iuick, successful job replacement on closed military bases. Among the most 
common stumbling blocks are environmental issues, the federal dccision-maldng 
process, and juriSdictional battles. 

Environmental Issues 

All of the bases studied suffer from some degree of environmental 
.tanJiii" aation. In~ nine of them are included on the EPA's National Priority 

List NPL}-the most serious and dangerous classification in the Superfund 
. g system. 

Regulations protecting the public from dangerous contaminants also 
requ· all clean-up to be completed before DoD can transfer ownership of the 
land. That means communities and businesses seeJdng to redevelop contaminated 
bases must operate under long-term leases (50-100 years) until all clean-up is 
competed. Parcelization-the process by which clean land is separated from 
con · land and leased for development-was made legal in 1992. 

But leasing raises ·the problem of who is liable for contamination on the 
land. In 1992, Congress attempted to address this problem. The 1993 

Defe Authorization Bill made DoD responsible for all contamination it caused, 
but e 1993 Defense Appropriations Bill took it one step further by making DoD 
respo ible for all contamination on DoD property. In effect, the law made DoD 
respo "ble for contamination caused by any business or community that leased 
,and n a closed base. (For a mor~ detailed description of environmental 
.egis · n affecting base closure, see appendix C.) 
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DoD responded by refusing to grant leases under these circumstances. To 
get around this obstacle, communities like those redeveloping Olase Field NAS 
(TX) and England AFB (LA) have been required to sign waivers freeing DoD 
from liability for future contamination. Unfortunately, by waiving DoD's liability, 
·communities become responsible for indemnifying the businesses. 
. . 

Federal Decision-making 

Once a base closure becomes final, other federal agencies get their first 
opportunity to assume ownership of the site. That decision making process is 
long and unfair and seriously impedes successful reuse. 

Over half of the communities studied face significant problems with the 
decision-making process. Because communities are eager to attract federal 
tenants, they often postpone other reuse planning until the decision-making 
process is completed. Unfortunately, decision-making often takes years. For 
example, decision-making of the bases selected for closure in the 1991 round has 
been underway for more than two years, and only one decision-for Moffett Field 
·NAS (CA)--has been finalized. 

The decision-making process for the Defense Finance Accounting Service . 
Centers has been particularly disruptive. In March of 1991, DoD began ~ 
examining sites for consolidating existing centers into only six locations. Upon !_r 

the announcement, the Fort Benjamin Harrison Reuse Committee (IN) suspended 
all reuse planning and entered a bidding war, along with 130 other communities, j 
for one of the 4,000-job centers. Late in 1992, more than a year and half later, ~
Fort Benjamin Harrison made the second list of 20 possible locations, but three . 
days before the winners were to be announced, Secretary of Defense Les Aspin ~ 
suspended the competition indefinitely and embargoed the list of winners. As a 
result, Fon Benjamin Harrison's reuse planning effort remains on hold. 

Local Jurisdictional Battles 

Military bases rarely reside in ju$1: o~. government jurisdiction. They 
often fall within the jurisdictions of several city, county, and even state 
governments. Unless communities start working together immediately, these 
ambiguities can lead to damaging turf battles among the interested governments. 
Such disputes delay planning and can cause problems in applying for federal aid. 

Many of the communities studied were aware of the jurisdictional 
problems of previous bases and moved quickly to reach regional and state 
consensus. By working pro-actively and creating regional development 
authorities, 15 of the bases in the study avoided the kinds of jmisdictional battles 
that continue to paralyze the reuse efforts for some bases, such as George AFB 
(CA), that were on BRAC's 1988 closure list. 
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-;ederal Bureaucracy 
Endless red tape and the need to wade through several layers of federal 

ies represent the most coriunon source of frustration for communities. Local 
affinfals ·iri all 24 of the base areas examined cited problems and delays caused by 
~~ucratic red tape as a serious problem. . · 

The DoD Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) (see appendix D) 
f{ectively works with communities to create redevelopment plans for bases, but 

~ limited charter does -not call for it to help communities comply with other 
}~eral regulations. For instance, the Beeville Redevelopment Council (TX) 

· enced significant delays in receiving interim leases and environmental data 
~~g Chase Field Naval Air Station. Government bureaucracy also crippled 
the effortS of the England Air Force Base Redevelopment Authority (LA). DoD 
acted on only one of its 17 interim lease applications dating as far back as June 
16, 1992. 

McKinney Housing for the Homeless Act 

The McKinney Act provides a preferential screening period for the 
nonprofit groups interested in providing homeless shelters on excess federal 
property. Once land has been declared excess by the federal government, 
homeless assistance groups have the first opportunity to receive parcels of the 
land, .beginning 180 days before the facility closes, through proposals in the 
Federal Register. 

Since homeless assistance nonprofit groups can pre-empt the community 
planning process, DoD and development officials have raised the act as a potential 
obstacle to redevelopment. However, none of the 24 bases studied reported any 
such disruptions. For instance, nonprofits in Massachusetts have worked within 
the Fort Devens community planning process to create a plan that benefits all 
interests. 

As more bases, particularly those in urban areas, near the 180-day 
threshold, more McKinney Act proposals could surface. If homeless assistance 
providers refuse to work within the planning process, Congress may consider 
limiting or discontinuing their priority screening privileges. 

Bu.rinus E.z.eauiva for NtztioMI. S«<U'iiy, I ~~e. page 11 April1993 
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STATE OF 

RHODE ISLAND :I: -PO-RT-AU_T_H_O_R_ITY_A_N_D_E_C_O_N_O_M_I_C_D_E_V_E_LO_P_M_E_N_T_C_O_R_P_O_RA_T_IO-N--~------~ 

July 1, 1994 

Office of the Assistant s·ecretary 
of Defense for Economic Security 

Room 3D854, The Pe_ntagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Re: The Rhode Island Port Authority and Economic Development Corporation's 
Comments to the Department of Defense Interim Final Rule ("IFR") and Proposed 
Rule ("PR") (the "Comments") 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

Attached are our comments to the "IFR" required by Section 2903 of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994 and the PR required by Section 2908 of the National 
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994. 

The attached point-by-point comments address all the concerns. Please review their content and 
if you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

~~~~~'1 ')<-- c2 . p _;u_zZ " (_ 1/t. ) 
George A. Prete 
Associate Director 

Property Management 

GAP/gh 
Attachments 

cc: Governor Bruce G. Sundlun 
Senator Claiborne deB Pell 
Senator John H. Chafee 
Congressman Ronald K. Machtley 
Congressman John F. Reed 

oasdes 

PaulL. Barrett, Executive Director 
Raymond Fogarty 

35 Belver Avenue, ~orth Kingstown, Rhode Island 02852 Telephone: 401-277-3134 Fax: 401-295-8345 
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A. 

. Comments to Final Interim Rule arid Proposed Rule 

Port Authority Comments to Department 

of Defense Interim Final Rule 

Listed below are our comments to various sections to the Interim Final Rule which 

provides guidance required by Section 2903 of the National Defense Authorization Act for fiscal 

year 1994 (Act) and provides interpretive guidance concerning otherchanges to the Base 

Realignment and Closure Process generated by Title XXIX. 

1. § 91. 7(a)(3)- The final sentence of this paragrap~ should be changed to reflect 

that the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security ("ASDES") must always approve 

the transfer of real property at closing and realigning bases betWeen military departments or 

retention of real property at a closing base by a military department, except in those instances 

where such a transfer has already been approved by the Secretary of the military department 

concerned prior to April I, 1994, which is the date that the military departments were required to 

complete the internal DOD real property screening of closing and realigning base property as set 

forth in§ 91.7(a)(2). This will insure that the local authority will have some input and ability to 

cause the ASDES to block the retention of real property by any military department in those 

instances were .such retention imperils the economic feasibility of the Local 

redevelopment Plan and economic development. 

2. § 91. 7(a)(9)- To the extent that any part of the closed facility is considered 

"withdrawn public domain lands" as is used in this paragraph, the local authority should have the 

ability to have input and influence the military department concerned and the Department of 

" 



Interior to not have such lands returned to the Department of the Interior to the extent that such 

return would impair the economic viability of the Local Redevelopment Plan. 

3. § 91.7(b)-McKinneyAct Screening- The Interim Rules presume that the 

Secretary of Defense does not have any discretion to reject the McKinney Act proposals which 

are accepted by the Del?artment of Health and Human Services and which impair the economic 

reuse of a facility as outlined in the Local Redevelopment Plan. Since the Department of 

Defense is primarily obligated to oversee the effective implementation of a Local Redevelopment 

Plan, it should have the ability to reject any Department of Health and Human Services proposal 

to the extent that it believes it impairs the objectives of such Local Redevelopment Plan. To this 

extent, the Interim Rules should also reflect the locai authority's desire to be able to influence the 

DOD's determinations on this point. 

4. § 91.7(c)-Local Redevelopment Plan- The statement that the Local 

Redevelopment Plan will "generally" be used as the proposed action in conducting 

environmental analysis required by the NEP A should be replaced by the language that the Local 

Redevelopment Plan should be used "wherever possible" in order to_carry out the President's 

intent that the Local Redevelopment Plan would be the preferred alternative in the EIS .. -

Additionally, there should be an exemption from the requirement of identifying uses in addition 

to those already identified in an adopted Local Redevelopment Plan. This would avoid the 

situation of having years of work in creating the Local Redevelopment Plan be wasted due to any 

new requirements which could be interpreted as requiring the repetition of the process of 

adopting a new Local Redevelopment Plan, such as was the case with the previous McKinney· 

Act Screenings. 
' 
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5. § 91.7(d)-Johs-Centered Property Disposal- As presently drafted, the Interim 

Final Rules under this section often would put the DOD in direct conflict with the local 

redev~lopment authority. Pursuant to the Interim Final Rule itself, the procedures described in 

this sub-section "may not apply to those 1988 and 1991 closures which may be well along in the 

disposal process." The !Ule should explicitly exempt further action from those communities 

which have adopted a Local Redevelopment Plan. 

It is necessary to establish a uniform definition of estimated fair market value. It is best 

to value such properties in an "as-is," "where-is" condition taking into account the surrounding 

properties and infrastructure of the particular facility. In such cases, properties which may be 

considered "high value" under another valuation method might not accurately reflect the real 

usable value to the locality. In any event, the local redevelopment authority has similar incentive 

to maximize the amount of money to be recouped from the sale of such Property as does the 

DOD. The current value method would also be consistent with the fair market value definition in 

the economic development conveyance section of the Interim Rule. 

In support of our comments concerning a uniform definition for the term "estimated fair 

market value'\ Section 2903 of the Pryor Amendment appears to provide the DOD with -ample 

discretion and authority to restructure this section of the Interim Final Rule as we suggested. The 

purposes behind the Pryor Amendment clearly are to promote the economic redevelopment of 

affected communities, and, as is stated above, it would be more prudent and advantageous to 

allow the local authority to be the prime marketer of commercial uses for such properties. At the 

very least, the Interim Final Rule should provide the military department concerned, or the DOD, 

the ability to have the discretion to work with local development authorities, when circumstances 
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warrant the application of the above described method of disposition of properties as opposed to 

the disposition process as presently stated in the Interim Final Rule . 

. 6. §91. 7(e)- Economic Development Conveyances- The discussion above 

concerning jobs-centered property disposals as well as the discussion below concerning the 

definition of estimated fair market value applies with equal force to this sub-section. This 

sub-section should be restructured to allow the local authority to fully implement its 

Redevelopment Plan. Once the environmental conditions of a facility are fully known, it would 

be imperative for the local agency to direct sales of properties in order to maximize economic 

development and job creation. 

7. § 91. 7(/)- Profit Sharing 

§ 91. 7(/)(1)- This sub-section should be redrafted to allow the Secretary 

of the military department discretion so that the best use and economic vitality of the community 

may be maximized. In many instances, the local community will undertake significant expensed 

to develop the infrastructure and marketing required to gain the benefit of the property. Too 

often, the military department will need the flexibility to excess the property without any future 

profit-sharing. 

§ 91. 7(f)(4)(iii)- This provision should be dropped entirely. Not only is it 

ambiguous and confusing, thus leading to complications with respect to title and economic 

development, it is also inflammatory and not cognizant of the goals of the local development 

authorities in maximizing profits on the sale of properties. 

§ 91. 7(f)(4)(iv)(A)- This sub-section should be revised to recognize that 

off-site capital improvements directly related to reuse of the surplus base property are an 
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allowable cost, even though such off-site capital costs are not recognized in 41 CFR 

101-47.4908. Often, facilities are located farfrom any other developed urban area. To the extent 

that they lack adequate road access both on-site and off-site necessary to reasonably develop the 

facility and to create new jobs, these costs should be recognized as capital costs . 

. ~ 91. 7(f)(4)(iv)(B)- This sub-section should be redrafted to delete the 

reliance upon Federal Acquisition Regulations ("FAR") in terms of identifying allowable local 

redevelopment authority. costs. Most communities do not have easy access to the FARs and they 

will be at a decided disadvantage in negotiating with the applicable military department which is 

used to dealing with the F ARs. Therefore, this section should provide the specific examples of 

such local redevelopment authority costs sue~ as state-local expenses of financing; on-site; and 

off-site infrastructure improvements related to the reuse of the site; demolition costs; design and 

engineering expenses; planning and marketing expenses - including brokerage fees; federal 

relocation costs, if any; costs for upgrading and relocating McKinney Act Housing on-site or 

off-site; direct capital interests of borrowing cost; and local facility care and custody deficits for 

maintaining the former base. 

§ 91. 7(f)(4)(v)- This sub-section should be redrafted to reflect that the 

DOD report required will be on the basis of an annual report for the entire facility and not a 

report on each individual sale or lease transaction as now implied in this Rule. The sales and 

leases which will take place in any particular year will be adequately reflected in the annual 

report as now required by the GSA reporting process and is in tune with the general idea that the 

facilities are often to be marketed as an entire package. 
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8. §91. 7(/z) -Personal Property 

§91. 7(h)(1)- The exclusion in this sub-section with respect to equipment 

that the. base does not own is too broad in the sense that with respect to Navy facilities this 

exception would apply to critical items located at the base but technically owned by other 

"Claimant Commands"! such as old radar, ground support equipment and electronic equipment 

that are essential to the civilian reuse of a military air filed. 

§91. 7(h)(2)- This sub-section should be redrafted to remove the sentence 

which states that exempted categories of personal property listed in sub-section (h)( 5) of this 

section shall not be subject to review by the community. Since such property shall have already 

been inventoried as personal property based upon cooperation between the base commander ~d 

the community, it will be critical to the community's long term economic planning to be able to 

have some influence as to which property would be removed from the base pursuant to this 

exception. 

§91. 7(h)(5)(i)- This exception which would allow removal of personal 

property by any Major Command having jurisdiction over a particular installation or a Major 

Claimant having jurisdiction over a particular installation whenever it "is needed immediately 

and is indispensable to an organization under its jurisdiction and another installation for carrying 

out the organization's primary mission" would effectively provide a mechanism for any and all 

personal property to be easily removed from a facility, again without any community review 

before such removal. 
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9. § 91.7(i)- Minimum Level of Maintenance and Repair to Support Non-Military 

Purposes. 

§91. 7(i)(2)- This sub-section should be redrafted to require the military 

department to maintain the Base Closute Facilities for as long as the military department 

continues to own properties at the particular Facility, or until the community entered into an 

interim use lease for the property. As the sub-section is presently worded, it appears that DOD's 

maintenance responsibilities could end as early as one week after the date on which the 

Redevelopment Plan is submitted to the applicable military department (which in the case of the 

Davisville Facility has already occurred). Adequate maintenance must include a standard that 

assures no decrease in value of the property. 

§ 91. 7(i)(3)- This sub-section should be redrafted to reflect that the 

amount of repair should at a minimum provide for adequate maintenance to prevent the present 

decay and breakdown of existing facilities and buildings. Present maintenance levels may be 

deficient to adequately remedy the effects of decay of certain buildings or other properties. This 

problem was graphically illustrated by the near disastrous effect of a decayed water main in a 

building under the maintenance and control of the Department of the Navy which caused a 

substantial water leakage resulting in a dangerously low water level at the Davisville Facility 

thus rendering the entire Facility vulnerable to the effects of any disaster, such as a fire, which 

would have been left unchecked due to such inadequate water pressure level. 

10. General Comnzents - The Interim Final Rule should be drafted to provide one 

uniform definition of fair market value. Presently there are two different descriptions for fair 

market value in the Interim Final Rule:. (1) a broad definition for a "readily marketable" property; 
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(2) and a "narrow proposed reuse" definition in the section on Economic Development 

Conveyances. Neither definition indicates that the surplus base property is actually being 

transf~rred in its "as-is", "where-is" condition, often without lo~ai·zoning or adequate 

infrastructure being in place. 

Specifi_c~lly, fair market value of a particular piece of property should be based 

upon its "as-is," "where-is" condition based on current local zoning and proposed use of the 

property, adjusted by offsetting the estimated value of the infrastructure improvements to support 

the proposed use and the condition of surrounding properties, in a competitive and open market 

under all conditions requisite to a fair sale with the buyer and seller each acting prudently and 

knowledgeably, assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. The effect of the base 

closure on the market shall be taken into account in estimating fair market value including the 

restrictions that would be put on such property and value attached to that property based upon the 

Base Reuse Plan. 

B. Port Authority Comments 

Department of Defense Proposed Rule 

Listed below are our comments to various sections of the Proposed Rule which provides 

guidance required by Section 2908 of the National Defense Authorization Act for fiscal year 

1994 which provides authority for the Secretary of Defense to transfer real property and facilities 

available as a result of a base closure, to persons paying the cost of environmental restoration 

activities in the property. 

' 
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1. §91.7(j)(l)- As presently. drafted this sub-section allows the Department of 

Defense to transfer "a property" for the cost of clean-up to "persons" who agree to perform the 

enviroru::nental restoration on such property. The sub-section then states however that "if the 

estimated value of the 'base' exceeds the cost of clean-up, the buyer shall make up the 

difference." As an initial comment, "persons" should be clearly defmed to include the Local 

Development Authority such as the Port Authority. Secondly, it is inconsistent to state that a 

"property" shall be transferred for the cost of clean-up of such property and then state that if the 

estimated value of the "base" exceeds the cost of clean-up the buyer shall make up the difference. 

Presumably the estimated value of the "base," if the "base" is defined to mean the entire Facility, 

would be higher than any individual piece of property irregardless of the cost of such clean-up. 

Therefore, this section should be redrafted so that if the estimated value of the "property" (not the 

"base") exceeds the cost of clean-up of such "property" the buyer shall make up the difference. 

In this respect the estimated value of a "property" should be the same defmition of fair market 

value as indicated above with respect to the Interim Final Rule. 

2. § 91. 7(j)(2) and (3)- The local authority should have the ability to influence and 

object to the sale of any land in accordance with these sub-sections. This would insure that any 

potential sale would be in conformance with the Local Redevelopment Plan as well as allow the 

local agency to object to the sale to a person whom the local agency considers as not having 

adequate resources to fully remediate the environmental problems at the particular property in 

order to fully use such property in accordance with the Local Redevelopment Plan. In particular, 

the reuse of a certain parcel or property may require substantial restorations and construction thus 

exposing asbestos and lead paint and therefore increasing the cost of environmental remediation. 
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Therefore, the additional environmental remediation associated with any such contemplated 

reuse and construction needs to be calculated into the total cost of the environmental clean-up 

and re~toration of the particular property when determining whether the particular entity 

purchasing such property has the resources to fully comply with such environmental restorations. 

Moreov<?r, there should be a new provision added to sub-section (3) which would 

provide that should the acquirer of such property fail to fully environmentally restore such 

property it would be the responsibility of the applicable military department to complete such 

environmental restoration. This would avoid the situation of the local agency incurring 

environmental restoration costs in order to clean up or complete any clean up begun by any now 

defunct acquiring entity. 

3. · §91. 70)(3)(v)(B)- This sub-section indicates that before executing any agreement 

for the transfer of property, the Secretary of Defense must, among other things, conduct an 

environmental base line survey to determine whether there are any impediments to the ultimate 

transfer of the property. To the extent that an environmental base line survey has already been 

conducted, can such environmental base line survey be utilized to satisfy the condition of this 

particular sub-section, or would another environmental base line survey be required to be 

conducted to satisfy this requirement, thus leading to needless repetition and waste of resources 

as was the case with the repeated McKinney Act Screening Process. 

l:\DOCS\DOCSNZIRJPA\DAV/Sv1L\DODCOMNT.SAM 
June 30, 1 994 
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J "America's most Modern Port" 

P. O, BOX 570 • LONG BEACH, CA 90801-0570 • TELEPHONES: (310) 437-0041 · FAX: (310) 437-3231 · TELEX: 65-6452 PORTOBEACH LGB 

June· 29, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

Room 3D854 
The Pentagon 
washington, DC 20301 

SUBJECT: REVITALIZING BASE CLOSURE COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNITY 
ASSISTANCE - INTERIM FINAL RULE 

The Port of Long Beach has reviewed the interim rule and finds 
that it is deficient in not addressing·Section 2927 Public 
Purpose Extensions of the Defense Reauthorization Act of 1994. 
Under this section, the Secretary of Defense can assign property 
to the Secretary of Transportation for disposal for the develop
ment or operation of a port facility. A .literal reading of your 
interim rule would lead. one to ·believe that there. is no possibil
ity to utilize the·public purpose extension for port use because 
the property. would be sold to the highest bidder first •. This. 
clearly seems inconsistent with the intent of the Congress who 
recognize that most u.s. ports have limited opportunities for 
expansion. As vital links to international commerce, surplus 
lands made available through the base closure process near or 
within port districts should be made available for port use. 

In the case of the Port of Long Beach, working with the Navy we 
have identified a parcel of surplus Navy land for transfer to the 
City for port use. The land is waterfront property within ±he 
Harbor District. The proposed re-use is consistent with the 
local re-use planning process and is not controversial with the 
community. However, we are being held up because there are no 
regulations yet released to implement Section 2927 which grants 
the land for port us.e. We request that you revise your interim 
rule to include these regulations. 

Similarly, Section 91.7 Procedures in your interim rule recog
nizes that a competing request may be so meritorious and compel
ling so as to outweigh the needs of the homeless as required by 
McKinney Act screening. In the case of waterfront property 
located in a port district-that is being surplused through the 
BRAC process, we think that a·defacto finding should be made that 
water-dependent uses, i.e., port use, take precedence over non
water dependent uses,· i.e. 1 homeless. ·With limited areas to 
expand, ports often have to dredge and create landfill-for port 
expansion often impacting valuable marine and coastal habitat. 

PRES I DENT'S "'E" AND"E-STAR" 

AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE IN EXPORT 



Revitalizing Base Closure - Interim Final Rule 
Page 2 
June 29, 1994 

Ports'have no alternatives than to be sited on the waterfront 
whereas homeless facilities do not have to be sited on the 
waterfront. Section 91.7(8) should be expanded to address this 
issue and give clear guidance on how competing proposals for 
reuse are found to be "meritorious and compelling". 

If you have any questions regarding our comments, please contact 
me at (310) 590-4154. 

· cerely, 

eral~h~D. 
irector of Planning 

cc: s. R. Dillenbeck, Executive Director 
P. E. Brown, Assistant Executive Director 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: ·Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon \ "~ { 
washingt~ oc 2030I-3300 \0\Y 

From: Twin Cities Army Ammpnj ti on Pl'ant - Community · Cleanup & Re-Use Committee 
(Activity/LoCation/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page ____________ _ 
Column ____ _ 
Paragraph __ _ 

llecouunended~ges: Expand application of rules and all prov~s~ons under 
the Pryor amendments to-i~cl~de-Ar;y-A~~~ition-Plants-that-are-closing~-as 
weii-as-ather-govern;eilr=awned~-contractor-aperated-£aciiiries:------------
fhe-o££ice-a£-Econa;ic-Ad]~st;ent-has-toid-~s-that--It~Is ___ nat interpreting the 
new legislation/rules to apply to any facilities other than those closing under 
the Base Realigr~ent and Closure process. .That leaves out the Twin Cities Army 
Ammunition Plant and three other Army Ammunition Plants that are closing. 

While we recognize that there are some problems and concerns with the newly 
proposed rules, they are a step forward from the long, laborious process of 
working through the General Services Administration, and they recognize the 
importance of working with communities to enhance cleanup and redevelopment 
opportunities. 

These rules, which were designed to benefit communities impacted by closing military 
aices, should be applied to Army Ammunition Plants and other GOCO's. wny: 
Army Ammunition Plants ·play much the same role in communities as do bases. They 

·are enormous· facilities (up to 25,000 acres in some cases). They pose the same 
challenges and opportunities for re-use as bases ·Aio. The Twin Cities Ar:my 
Ammunition Plant is a 4-square-mile site with the worst soil and wateJ? c-ontamination 
of any Superfund site in Minnesota. The Army has decided the plant has no future 
mobilization mission, and is preparing to excess the property. Buildings, equipment 
and utility infrastructure that could be usefu~ in redevelopment has not been saved 
because there has been little interaction with the community for redevelopment purposes. 
Applying the new departmental rules to this facility and others like it would. 
mandate that interaction with the community (and might have prevented the selling off 
... of valuable equipment). It would ensure that all ly. 

~IDle: Janet Groat, Minnesota Jobs with Peace 

~d~ess: 1929 So. Fifth St. 
Minneapolis, MN 55454 

Phone: 612-338-7955 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) .. 



BUCKS COUNTY 
NA WC ECONOMIC ADJUSTMENT COMMITTEE 

The Almshouse-Neshaminy Manor Center, Doylestown, PA 18901 

Georgia Masters 
Coon:IUuztor 

(215) 345-34()6 
Fax (215) 345-3886 

RobertS. Taylor, Esq., Cllair 

Kathleen Belsky, Bell of Pennsylvania 

Gretel Bleich, Northampton Township 

Joseph Butch, Warminster Township 

Aron Davidson, Delaware Valley Science and Technology Association 

Gerald Forest. Bucb County Industrial Development Corpor.ttion 

Noonan Kelly, tvyl.lnd Borough 

Charles Martin, Philadelphia Electric Company 

Maureen McCullough, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 

Elaine Shreiber, Bucks County Soard of Realtors 

Joseph Stewart, Montgomery County, PA 

George Yamall, Bucks County Sank 

June 29, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for Economic Security 

Room 3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Gentlemen: 

RE: Department of Defense Interim Final Rules 
Entitled "Revitalizing Base Closure 
Communities and Community Assistance" 

I am providing these written comments to the Interim Final 
Rules published by the Department of Defense in the April 6, 1994 
Federal Register, both in my individual capacity and as Chairman 
of the Bucks County NAWC Economic Adjustment Committee. The 
Committee is responsible to recommend reuse strategies to the 
local community surrounding the Naval Air Warfare Center (NAWC) 
in Warminster, Bucks County, Pennsylvania in response to the 
decision of the Department of the Navy to realign functions from 
NAWC to Patuxent, Maryland by September, 1996. 

I will restrict my comments in this letter to the proposed 
"early sales" program. 

The new property disposal process designed to create new 
jobs by attempting to take advantage of a strong existing market 
is contrary to existing real estate standards and imposes 
additional steps in the disposal process that are not only 
burdensome and restrictive to the military departments, but also 
will inevitably give rise to conflicts which may place the 
military departments in an adversarial posture with local reuse 
authorities. 

.,,. 

County Commissioners: Andrew L. Warren, Chairman, MarkS. Schweiker, Sandra A. Miller 
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While DoD presumes that early sales will automatically cause 
new jobs to be created, we believe that property sales without a 
local plan and zoning will delay local recovery. Such quick 
sales techniques will yield a fraction of the likely present 
value from competitive incremental sales through the communities, 
suppo~ted by local planning and zoning. 

I am concerned that, if inv~ted to submit .. expressions of 
interest," the private sector will attempt to cherry-pick readily 
marketable parcels. This would undercut opportunities that our 
community would ptherwise have to allocate a portion of the sales 
revenue from t~e more readily marketable properties to address 
urgent infrastructure and redevelopment needs in the community. 
If the community's reuse activities allow only for receipt of 
properties which are not readily marketable, then the practical 
ability of our reuse effort to successfully convert NAWC to 
civilian use will be restricted. 

The early sales program will often lead to an adversarial 
relationship between the disposal agents for the military 
departments and the community. The adversarial relationship may 
arise when the military department proposes to sell parcels which 
the community reasonably expects to receive as an economic 
development transfer. Conflicts may also arise if, as presently 
contemplated, sales occur before our local NAWC reuse efforts 
have yielded a complete reuse plan or we are required to plan 
.. around .. the designated sale parcels. 

In Warminster, the Economic Adjustment Committee is working 
closely with community leaders and laymen to plan and implement 
reuse alternatives for the Naval Air Warfare Center that are born 
of community consensus and grown with community-wide enthusiasm 
and incentive. The Committee has worked hard to develop 
consensus among at least a dozen municipalitie~ and two county 
governments. We have succeeded in bringing many segments of a 
potentially fractious community together. However, many in the 
community maintain very deep and definite opinions regarding the 
ultimate reuse of the NAWC facility. In some case.s those 
opinions will and do conflict with alternatives s~ggested by 
entities outside the community. This may only create resentment, 
denial, and resistance on the part of the community. 

The new property disposal process established in the DoD 
rules has potential to create similar problems. While perhaps 
planned to be objective, implementation of this process could 
lead to uses inconsistent with a single community's desire, 
result in fractionalization of purpose for those municipalities 
presently working together, and result in strategies designed to 
hinder further action by the Department. Of course, we realize 
that such results will ultimately harm the community, not the 
Department. We hope this result, a realistic outcome of this 
proposed process, was n.ot intended to further harm a community 
already experiencing the debilitating effects of defens·e 
realignment and conversion. 
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Lastly, expressions of interest, particularly those prepared 
before the community has completed its reuse plan, are not likely 
to be meaningful because they may not reflect an informed 
consideration of local issues, such as, (1) the likely character 
of surrounding uses, (2) the availability of infrastructure and 
other support services, (3) the compatibility of the intended use 
with·the reuse plan, and (4) the likelihood that the land 
designated in the expression of ~ill be deemed suitable for sale. 

The Bucks County NAWC Economic Adjustment Committee is in 
the midst of conducting a reuse strategy that will be discussed 
by the community in the coming months, and will,ultimately be 
submitted to the Department of Navy in early 1995. The new 
property disposal process will, if implemented, not only 
interfere with this reuse planning, but will seriously harm that 
effort by creating unpredictability. As an unpaid volunteer who 
has dedicated hundreds of hours to the reuse planning process, I 
take great exception to a rule that will by application undermine 
and possibly destroy the delicate planning process in which we 
are now engaged, and to which we have devoted tremendous time, 
energy, and effort. 

We believe the military departments must be permitted to 
exercise discretion and work with our reuse Committee to assure 
property disposal occurs consistent with the community reuse 
planning. The intervention defined by the Pryor Amendment rules, 
however, are seen as largely negative and counter productive. 

Thank you for your consideration of these comments, and for 
the opportunity to submit such remarks on behalf of the citizens 
and communities impacted by the NAWC realignment. 

cc: Honorable Andrew L. Warren 
Honorable Mark Schweiker 
Honorable Sandy Miller 
Honorable Arlen Specter 
Honorable Harris Wofford 
Honorable James Greenwood 

Robert ~. Taylor, Esq. 
Chairman 

Honorable Marjorie Margolis-Mezvinsky 
Bucks County NAWC Economic Adjustment Committee 
BCNAWCEAC Reuse Subcommittee 
Sheila Bass 
Secretary William Perry 
Captain William McCracken 
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Secretary William Perry 
Captain William McCracken 
Joseph Cody - Transition Coordinator 
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MEMORANDUM FOR DEPUTY ASSIST ANT SECRET AA Y OF DEFBNSE 
(ECONOMIC REINVESTMENT AND BRAC), 
OASD(ES)IA 

SUBJECT: Revitalizing Bue Closure Communities and Community Auittance 

Encloaed are the Def~ttae Losistics Apncy'a commenu on the interim final rule publilhed 
in the Federal Reiflter on 6 April 1994 under the title, "Revitalizing Duo Cloaure 
Communities and Community As1iltance... Our poJnt of contact il Col D1Dni1 L. 
Reynolds. CAAJ(BRAC). (703) 274-7146. 
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OPi~ FORP.C ill (7-10) 

~CBP.F~~ 
Major General. USAF 
Principal Deputy Director 
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DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY'S COMMENTS 
ON THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 

PUBLISHED IN THE 6 APRIL 1994 FEDERAL REGISTER 

The following m:e DLA 's comments on the interim fill8J rule published in the Federal 
Register on 6 Aprll 1994, entitled "Revitalizing Base Closure Communities and Com· 
munity Assistance... Proposed changes are highlighted in bold print • 

. 
1. Page 16133, paragraph 91.7(g)(2): "The Secretaries of the Military Departments are 
authorized by Pub. L. 103-160, section 2906 to lease real and personal property at closing 
or realigning bases •••• " DLA ·is concerned that our commanders. who are either tenants 
on or permitted hosts of installations, should have direct involv=.tent in the leasing pro
cess for ~personal property. For example, the City of Philadelphia has an interest in 
!easing the Defense Clothing Factory on the Defense Personnel Support Center com- · -
pound, where we are the host The facility is permitted to DLA by the Army. The Anny, 
as owners of the real property, would execute the lease with the City. DLA. as ownen of 
the factory equipment, would convey that equipment to the City under a separate 
agreement. Add the following statement: · 

(5) Tbe Military Department. abould coordiaate with tenant or permitted 
base ~ommanden on the lease of penon a I property not owned by the Servl~e, whea 
con&ldering leasing nal property on the lnatallatioa. 

2. Page 16133, paragraph 91.7(h)(2), line 19: "The exempted categories of personal 
property ... shall not be subject to review by the community." Our field activities did 
total personal property inventories then detennined what items should be exempted and 
what items Were excess. To be consistent with the intent of the interim final rule, 
exempted property lists should be coordinated with redevelopment authorities to ensure 
they understand the military necessity to exempt those items. In paragraph 91. 7(b)(S), 
"exempted personal property may be moved ••• after notice to the local redevelopment 
authority." If prior coordination was accomplished by reviewing a total inventory list 
with the redevelopment authority then moving exempted items would. be less of a aback 
to the community. 

3. Page 16133, paragraph 91. 7(h)(3), line 11 : ttBased on these consultations, the base 
commander is responsible for detennining the items or category of items potentially · 
enhancing the reuse of the real property •• ,." We agree that the base commander should 
be the point of contact for the redevelopment authority. However, when the decision is 
made on what categories of personal property will enhance the community's reuse effort, 
he must coordinate with and get concurrence from his tenant commanders, who own the 
property. Change line 11 to read: "Based on these consultations, the base commander, Ia 
conjunction with the tenant commanden, is responsible for detennining the items or 
category of items potentially enhancina the reuse of the real property , ••. " 
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4. Page 16133, parngroph 91.7(h)(3), second last line: 11 Djsagrcements sh<.1uJd be 
resolved within the chain-of-command, with final authority .•. resting with the Secretary 
of the Militnry Department or DeJcnsc Agency Director responsible for the real property." 
Defense Agencies cannot own real property, they are pennitted rea1 property by the 

. Servic~ or" are tenants on installations. Personal property is owned by each individual 
Service and agency. Therefore, the final authority for resolution of disagreements should 
rest with the Secretary of the Military Department or Defense Agency Director respon .. 
sible for the penonal property. Change the sentence to reflect this essential chain-of
command difference. 

S. Page 16133, para&raph 91.7(h)(5): "Personal property may be removed without regard 
to these time periods upon approval of the base commander, or higher authority within 
the Military Department...... Add after Military Department "or Defense Agency ... 
Rationale is the same as above, personal property is the responsibility of each individual 
servjce or agency and may or may not be under the jurisdiction of the base commander.· 

6. Page 16133, paragraph 91.7(h)(S)(i), line 14: Add after" •.. the major command 
having jurisdiction over the installation" the phrase "or Dcfen1e Agen~y with 
responslbUlty for penonal property.•t Rationale same as above. 

7. Page 16134, paragraph 91.7(h)(S)(v): This paragraph is vague. It should explain who 
the written request is sent to (Service Secretary, Agency Director, or base commander) for 
action. Also, what time limit should be imposed (i.e .• 30 days, 6 months) y.•hen requests 
will no longer be honored. 

8. Page 16134, paragraph 91.7(h)(S)(vi): After each instance where the Military 
Departments are mentioned add .. or Defense Agency," Defense Agencies do possess 
N AFI property and this paragraph should apply to their NAFI property, as well. 

Additionally, comments from our field commanders who attended the community 
outreach seminars indicated that they were very concerned with the liberal interpretation 
of the law as it relates to exempted personal property. The interim rule states we must do 
a personal property inventory and identify items that could enhance the communities 
redevelopment of a closing or realigning activity. It also states that "exempted personal 
property .•. shall not be subject to review by the community." It was our field 
commanders' Impression that this part of the interim final rule would not survive the final 
version when all the community cominents were received. In the 1994 Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Act, Section 2909, Sense of Congress on Availability of 
Surplus Military Equipment, it states "it is the sense ofConaress that the Secretary of 
Defense take all actions practicable to make available military equipment ... to 
comm\lnities suffering significant adverse economic impact resulting from base closures." 
The military equipment referred to by Congress is surplus equipment that is scheduled for 
retirement or disposal as a result of downsizing. base closure. or realignment. Congress 
further stipulates that the equipment has no other military uses. We need to remember 
Congress' intent when we \\'rite the final version of the personal property guid~ce. 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
The.Military Assistant 

27 June 1994 

MEMO FOR: MR. BOB BAYER, DASD I ER & BRAC 

SUBJECT: Concerns on Surplus Property Disposal at 
Closing Military Bases 

The attached Congressional24June multisignature letter to Dr. 
Perry provided per Mr.Deutch's instructions: 

"Bob Bayer" 

Attachment 
a/s 

SUSPENSE: 

v?Jj; 
Pat Kane 
Lieutenant Colonel, USA 
Military Assistant to the 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 

13119 
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Qtongre~s of tbe 'runitrh ~tates 
J}ou~e of ~tprt~tntatibt~ 

~.,5~in~ton, ltl€. 205\5 

June 24. 1994 

The Honorable William Perry 
Secretary of Deren~. 
Room 3E880 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301 

DeM Secretary Perry: 

F' t=-i 13 E . 0 0 I 

A-3 Members of Cong~s with an interest in the· efficient closure of military bases, 
we strongly support President Clinton's five-point plan to spur co1nmunity economic · 
reinvestment. We appreciate your support for the President's initiative and the provisions of 
the •pryor Amendment• incorporated in Title XXIX of the National Defense Authorii.ation 
Act for Fiscal Year 1994 which establish the President's goal of asslstlng our comn1unities 
adjust to a peace time economy. 

The importance of an expedient property transfer _process is crucial to the economic 
tevitalization of impacted base closures communities_ Although the interim final rule leaves 
current public use categories in place, objections raised by our state and local &ovetnments 
suggest that th6 interim final rule does not meet the President•s stated. purpose which b to 
put •economic develo{>ment at the center of base closure asset disposition. • If our local 
govemments can proVIde for effective economic growth, they should not be inhibited by 
urmecessary Federu. costs. 

We urge you to give careful consideration to comments provided by impacted state and local · 
government!. By doing so, the Departlnent of Defense will better carry out the Presiden~·~.,.... - -
$b.ted goal of assisting communities to quickly adjust to base closures. f "'·

1
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Sincerely, 

Member of Congress 
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· JOHN MURTHA 

BOB FILNER 

JOHN MICA 

L"iNN SCHENK 

JANE HARMAN 

MARTIN FROST 

GEORGE MILLER 

BILL MCCOLLUM 

DOUG APPLEGATE 

KEN CALVERT 

.JOHN OLVER 

GLEN BROWDER 

STEPHEN HORN 

JOHN PORTER 

ANNA ESHOO 

JACK REED 

ZARR/gNpERwoon CQ-SIGNATonrEG 

RONALD DELLUMS 

JAHES GREENWOOD 

ARTHUR RAVENEL 

NANCY PELOSI 

DAN HAMBURG 

DON EDWllRDS 

GEORGE BROWN 

TONY HAl.L 

BART STUPAK 

JIM BARCIA 

MARTIN MEEHAN 

BLANCHE LAMBERT 

VIC FAZIO 

SHERWOOD BOEHLERT 

GARY CONDIT 

CLIFF' STEARNS 

GEORGE HOCHBRUECKNER FRANK WOLF 

NORM DICKS PA~ SCHROEDER 

ROBERT 'MATSUI CYNTHIA MCKINNEY 

EDDIE BERNICE JOHNSON RICHARD POMBO 

PATSY MINK NEIL ABERCROMBIE 

RAY THORNTON LYNN WOOLSEY 

JAMES CLYBtmN SONNY CALLAHAN 

NORM MINETA 
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Edward H. Linde 
Chair 

Susan Y. Friedman 
Vice Chair 

Brenda Attia 
Secretary 

Langley C. Keyes 
F. Tenney Lantz 
Louis S. Moore 

· Richard W. Reynolds 
Mark Robinson 

ex officio 
Mary L. Padula 

ex officio 
Timothy A. Bassett 
Executive Director 

The Massachusetts Government Land Bank 
One Court Street, Suite 200, Boston, Massachusetts 02108 (617) 727-8257, FAX (617} 727-8741 

July 1, 1994 

Office of the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
The Pentagon, Room 30854 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Re: Comments on the Department of Defense, Interim
Final Rule, Revitalizing Base Closure Communities 
and Community Assistance, Dated April 6, 1994 (the 
"Interim Rule") 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

The Massachusetts Government Land Bank (the "Land 
Bank") is the lead agency for the redevelopment of Fort 
Devens, Massachusetts, which was slated for closure in 
the 1991 round of base closures. We have made 
substantial progress on the redevelopment of Fort Devens 
since the closure was announced, including the passage of 
landmark legislation by the Massachusetts state 
legislature creating the Devens Regional Enterprise Zone. 

The issuance of the President's Five-Part Plan, "a 
Program to Revitalize Base Closure Communities," combined 
with the passage of Title XXIX of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994, the so-called 
Pryor Amendment, offered a great deal of hope that the 
new rules governing the disposition of real and personal 
property at closing bases would encourage local 
redevelopment efforts and job creation. Unfortunately, 
the Interim Rule fails to recognize the critical role 
local redevelopment authorities play in successful base 
conversion projects, and unrealistically assumes that 
jobs will be created through fair market yalue sales by 
the military departments. 

We do not believe this emphasis is consistent with 
the spirit of the Presiaent's Five-Part Plan or the 
letter of the Pryor Amendment, and urge you to redraft 
the Interim Rule so that local/federal joint venture 
efforts are encouraged and supported. It is only through 
such joint venture efforts that the federal po}icy goals 
of job creation and creating value at closing military 



bases will be realized. 

·t have attached more specific comments on the 
Interim Rule for your review and consideration. We would 
be pleased to discuss our views with you in more detail, 
and appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments. 

JAS/jr 
Enclosures 

Sincerely, 
MASSACHUSETTS GOVERNMENT LAND·BANK 

'7J71H a- ~~Yl_ 
By: Jeffrey A. Simon 
Director, Fort Devens Division 



COMMENTS OF THE MASSACHUSETTS GOVERNMENT LAND BANK 

ON THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, INTERIM FINAL RULE, 

REVITALIZING BASE CLOSURE COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE 

DATED APRIL 6, 1994 (THE "INTERIM RULE") 

1. compatibility with the President's Five-Part Plan 

The primary goal of the President's Five-Part Plan is to 

create jobs by making property disposal to local redevelopment 

authorities a high priority, in recognition of the fact that 

local redevelopment authorities, and not the military 

departments, have the expertise and experience necessary to make 

job-creating projects a reality. Title XXIX of the National 

Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994 (the "Pryor 

Amendment") provided the statutory authority necessary to 

implement this goal, by allowing the military departments to 

proceed with "no initial cost" transfers to local redevelopment 

authorities. The Interim Rule reverses this course in the face 

of clear presidential and congressional direction, and puts the 

emphasis back on the sale of base property for fair market_ value 

by the military departments. 

2. Problems with the "Ready Market" Requirement 

The Interim Rule requires that where a "ready market" exists 

for property, it should be sold quickly by the military 

department to create jobs, and where a "ready market" does not 

exist, the property may be made available to local redevelopment 

authorities on a "no initial cost" basis. More specifically, the 

1 
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military departments are required to first, identify properties 

that are readily marketable, second, determine the value of these 

properties by appraisal and a six-month solicitation for offers 

to buy, and third, sell these properties quickly to produce jobs. 

This scheme has serious flaws. 

• The military departments have a very limited ability to 

identify parcels that have a "ready market," and the Interim 

Rule provides no guidance. 

• The value of base property is dependent, to a large 

degree, on factors beyond the control of the military 

departments i.e. local zoning and permitting requirements, 

long-term availability of utilities and services and tax 

rates. 

• The six-month solicitation period will delay the disposal 

process, and has the potential of damaging the real 

marketing of bases that redevelopment authorities must 

undertake, by raising expectations of potential buyers that 

cannot possibly be fulfilled by the military departments. 

For example, the Army at Fort Devens does not appear to have 

the ability or desire to make any kind of long-term 

commitment for utilities and services to potential 

purchasers, which is not surprising when you consider the 

fact that the Army is closing the base. 

• At Fort Devens, a large majority, if not all, of the 

parcels that could theoretically fit the "ready market" 

category cannot be sold uritil the superfund clean-up is 

2 



completed, which may take another four years. 

• The assumption that the "quick sale" of readily marketable 

properties will result in creation of jobs is simply 

-·incorrect. Attracting job-producing companies to Fort 

Devens will require sophisticated marketing, a coherent 

reuse plan, regulatory stability and numerous financial 

incentives. The simple availability of property at Fort 

Devens will not attract job-producing companies. 

• There is a special opportunity at Fort Devens to, over 

time, maximize the value of the base and jobs created, 

through a joint venture that takes advantage of the unique 

authority of, and resources available to, the Massachusetts 

Government Land Bank. The Interim Rule fails to recognize 

the importance of local redevelopment powers, and the value 

of a joint venture structure. 

3. Encourage Joint Ventures 

The Interim Rule should encourage military departments to 

enter into joint venture arrangements with redevelopment 

authorities, as opposed to going into excessive detail about 

marketability. The military departments need guidance in this 

regard. 

4. Expand "Rural Area" Definition 

The Pryor Amendment requires that bases in rural areas, 

where closure has caused substantial adverse economic impacts, be 

transferred on a "no initial cost" basis. The Interim Rule 

defines rural areas as areas outside Metropolitan Statistical 

3 



Areas ("MSA's"). Fort Devens is in an MSA, but is located in 

four very small communities with relatively weak commercial real 

estate markets. The Interim Rule should be revised to allow for 

the inclusion of bases such as Fort Devens in the rural area 

definition. The Interim Rule also uses a slightly varied version 

of the "ready market" test to define adverse economic impacts. 

As pointed out above, this test is seriously flawed. 

5. Strengthen Property Screening Provisions 

The Pryor Amendment contains language requiring military 

departments to consult with redevelopment authorities regarding 

the impact of federal s.c.reening requirements on reuse plans. The 

regulations should put "teeth" into this consultation requirement 

in order to ensure that the primary focus of federal base-closing 

policy, which is the creation of jobs, is not diluted by the 

missions of other federal agencies through the screening process. 

6. Personal Property 

The personal property disposal process is controlled by the 

base commander, and in the case of the Army, Forces Command. 

There is a high likelihood at Fort·Devens that Forces Command 

will claim critical pieces of equipment to use at other Army 

facilities. Such claims could have a serious budgetary impact on 

early reuse operations. The ability of Forces Command to divert 

equipment to other bases should be severely limited. 

7. Clarify McKinney Act Provisions 

Under federal law and regulations, the military departments 

have some discretion to critically review and even reject 

4 



McKinney Act requests that are clearly not viable. non·and the 

military depart~ents have backed off completely in terms of 

asserting this authority. Again, in view of the primary federal 

purpo.se here (job creation), the Interim Rule should provide the 

military departments some guidance and encourage a more 

aggressive stan~e. In addition, the Interim Rule should clarify, 

to a greater degree, that following the "one time" McKinney Act 

screening, the claim of the remainder of a base by a 

redevelopment authority definitely ends any further McKinney Act 

screening and claims. 

s. Profit Sharing - simplify the Definition of 11Net11 Proceeds 

The definitions contained in the Interim Rule of allowable 

redevelopment authority deductions for capital and operating 

costs are unnecessarily restrictive and cumbersome. These 

definitions should be simple, clear and flexible enough to allow 

the military departments to respond to particular circumstances 

without having to worry about how to interpret overly-complicated 

language. 

5 
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Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

June 29, 1994 

Joshua Gotbaum 

Robert D. Glynn, Jr. 
Executive Vice President 
P. 6. Box 770000 
San Francisco, CA 94177 

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The P_entagon 
Washington,· DC 20301-3300 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) is the largest investor-owned 
electric and gas utility in the United States, serving 4.3 million electric and 
3.5 million gas customers in Northern and Central California. Fourteen 
military bases are now closing within PG&E's service territory. Our 
company has a strong history of economic development support and 
involvement in the communities that it serves. PG&E is committed to 
working collaboratively with cities, community reuse groups, and the DoD, 
in the development of vital reuse strategies for communities faced with the 
challenges of base closures. 

On May 13, 1994, PG&E representatives attended the Department of 
Defense (DoD) regional outreach seminar in San Francisco to hear details 
of the 1994 National Defense Authorization Act. Below is a summary of 
our comments on the interim rule implementing Title XXIX of the 1994 
Act. They are also included in the format requested bythe DoD. 

1 . Utility infrastructure conveyance of gas and electric systems from 
military departments to local communities was not included in any 
section of the DoD interim rule implementation guidelines. 

2. Redevelopment plans, as postulated by DoD representatives at the San 
Francisco outreach seminar, would require that if a master or interim 
military parcel lease were negotiated, the maintenance and repair of all 
infrastructure, including utilities, would be the responsibility of the 
lessee. 

f 



Joshua Gotbaum 
June 29, 1994. 
Page 2 

. While the DoD understands that the manner in which real and personal 
property on closing bases is disposed of may have a dramatic impact on 
the vitality of a regional economy, it is also important to recognize that 
early reuse and rapid redevelopment within base closure communities is 
dependent or:t .sound, safe infrastructure systems that will attract and 
support redevelopment plans. Future ownership and maintenance of 
base-related gas and electric utility systems should, therefore, be 
addressed by the interim rule along with redevelopment plans and leasing 
of real property. • 

The feasibility of potentially requiring that utility repair and maintenance be 
the responsibility of master or interim lease holders of military property 
does not appear to be realistic or prudent. Under such a scenario a local 
redevelopment authority, college district, or other public benefit 
conveyance entity could be responsible for substantial costs to upgrade 
and maintain the gas and electric infrastructure to meet state construction 
and safety codes. In fact, utility infrastructure in most bases in PG&E's 
service territory is substandard in regards to safety and reliability. 
Regardless, whether military parcels are leased, conveyed as a public 
benefit, or sold for shared profit, these substantial costs need to be 
resolved early in property transfer negotiations with communities. 

In addition to these comments, PG&E strongly supports the comments and 
recommendations submitted to the DoD by the State of California Office of 
Planning and Research, and the National Association of Installation 
Developers (NAID}, of which P.G&E is a member. 

We appreciate this opportunity to provide comments. We look forward to 
working collaboratively with the DoD and the communities we serve in 
California to address this important reuse issue. 

Sincerely, 

~!t;J· 
Attachments 
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COMMENT No. 1 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY 1994 

From: Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) 

Page: N/A 
Column: N/A 
Paragraph: N/ A 

Recommended Additions: 

The interim rule should address the method of conveyance of gas and electric 
systems from military departments to local communities. 

Early reuse and rapid redevelopment within base closure communities will be 
dependent on sound and safe infrastructure systems that will attract and support 
redevelopment plans. Future ownership and maintenance of base-related gas and 
electric utility systems should, therefore, be addressed within the interim rule 
along with redevelopment plans and leasing of real property. 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Kersti Bronk 
PG&E, Community and Local Government Relations Dept. 

P.O. Box 770000, Mailcode B28A, 
San Francisco, CA 94177 
(415) 973-3032 



COMMENT No. 2 

COMMENTS ON· THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FV94 

From: Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) 

Page: N/A 
Column: N/A 
Paragraph: N/A 

Recommended Additions: 

Redevelopment plans, as proposed by DoD representatives at the May 13, 1994 
San Francisco outreach seminar, would require that if a master or interim military 
parcel lease were negotiated, the maintenance and repair of all infrastructure, 
including utilities, would be the responsibility of the lessee. The interim rule . 
should address the financial feasibility of this proposal. 

Under this scenario, a local redevelopment authority, college district, or other 
public benefit conveyance entity could be held responsible for substantial costs to 
upgrade and maintain the gas and electric infrastructure to meet state construction 
and safety codes. In fact, many bases in PG&E's service territory have 
substandard utility infrastructure in terms of reliability and safety. In all cases, 
whether military parcels are leased, conveyed as a public benefit, or sold for 
shared profit, these substantial costs need to be considered early in property 
transfer negotiations with communities. 

Contact Name: Kersti Bronk 
Contact Address: PG&E, Community and Local Government Relations Dept. 

P.O. Box 770000, Mailcode B28A, 
San Francisco, CA 94177 

Contact Phone: (415) 973-3032 
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Re: Interim Final Rule - Revitalizing Base Closure 
Communities and Community Aa•ictance - Title XXIX of 
National Detense Authorizotion Act for Fiscal 1994 

Gent.luen: 

. The following comments are re•pect%ully submitted for 
your conaideration: 

1. Uge of a Master Ground Ltasa as a Financing Technigye 
'' an Alternative to outright sale for Economic 
P•v•lopment Tranatats. 

Siqnificant long term financinq potent·ial may be loat 
if property identified as havinq a high value and a ready mark•t 
ia si~ly sold outright. For example, the purchase price ot •uch 
property is likely to come from mortgaqe loans. The purchaser/ 
reuse de~aloper than faces significant debt ••rvice burden• which 
frequently result in less ~unda available to implement a compre
henaive reu•• plan. 

A• an alternative, the use of a ma•ter qround lea•e 
would allow the underlying high market value property to be 
captured ana uaed as collateral to support land SQcured bond 
financin9 •uch ae California's Mello-Roos tinancing or a large 
vari•ty of si~ilar special district a•••••ment financinq to 
provide lower cost lonq term financing for infrastructure, 
rehabilitation, hazardous waste clean up, a• well as fq~ 
maintenanae. The use of a ma•ter qround lease and such lana 
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aecured public financing can provide significant savings thrOUCJh 
the int•lligent phasing of redevelopment aa well as allowinq the ba•• closure community to more ettectivaly monitor and control 
achieving ita lonq term comprehensiv• plan ot reuse. 

The.u•• of ground lease tinancinq rather than outrivht 
sale can esaentially convert tha property to be transferred into 
a renewable asset tor the impacted community. This type of 
financing i• also more flexibla in terms of addres•ing the need• 
ot public/private partnership• increasinqly u•ad for maaninQful 
economie development. 

2. Aljornatiya Use of Outright Sale Proceeds for Cr.dit 
Enhoogement. 

TO tha extent outri9ht salas are used (in lieu of the 
above auggeated ground lease financing) serious consideration 
should be 9iven to the use of the proceed• tram such sal•• beinq 
placed in pool• or used to capitalize entities specially form•a 
to provid• credit enhancement tor subsequent public and private 
financinq ta enable the impacted co~unities to ace••• capital 
markets and 9enerally to attract the broadest range of inve•tora 
to participate in base reuse development. 

3. cgmmunity &oinyestment Act, Communit¥ Banking and 
Esgnomi¢ally Targeto4 Xnyestmont•. 

Conaideration should also be 9iven to consultation with 
bank requlators currently enqaged in formulating amendment~ to 
the Community Reinve•tment Act ot 1977, 1 the implementation ot 
tha new co~m~unity oevelopmant corporation and Pr9.ject Inveatment 
regulation., 2 as well as with the Houae Bankinq and Senate 
Banking committees meeting in connection with the propo•ed 
Community Development, Credit Bnhance~ent and Requlatory 
Improvement Act of 1994 (HR 3474), and with p•nsion official• 
in~olv•d in the emerging Economically Targeta~ Investment 
programs within public and privata pension funds. such 
aonaultation could form the baaia ~or outreach programs ~cr 
impacted co.munitie• to focus·on the complementary natura of 
the•• regulatory and legislative changes and pension fund 
pro~ama •• an additional financinq source for military base 

1 

2 

58 Federal Reqister 67466 (December 21, 1993) 

58 Federal Reqister 68464 (December 27, 1993t 
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reuse without compromisinq the safety and •cundnesa principles 
articulated in.the bankin9 roq~lationa or the prudence and ri•k 
adju•ted requir~ents of tha public and private pension funda. 

NJ:.akvl 
666166666 
LP.K21174.1.02 

Very truly yours, 

~~tL~ 
Michael Lanqs 
ot Loab and Loob 
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SCANA Corporation 
Columbia, SC 29218 

July 1, 1994 

Office of the Assistant secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

The Pentagon 
Room 30814 
washington, D.·c. 20301-3300 

Re: Interim Final Rule, 59 Fed Reg. 16,123 (1994) 

Ladies and Gentleman: 

This letter is in reference to the interim final rule 
(the "Rule"} proposed by the.Department of Defense to implement 
Title XXIX of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal 
Year 1994. SCANA Corporation, a South carolina corporation, 
engaging in energy related activities offers the following 
comments on the Rule. The comments generally focus on upgrades 
that will be needed to the electric distribution system at the 
Charleston Naval Complex to meet state and local codes. 
Unfortunately, with the Naval Complex being federal property, it 
most likely does not currently meet these standards. 

As a corporation that will be impacted by the closure of the 
Charleston Naval Complex, SCANA applauds this effort to expedite 
the reuse of closed military bases. Unlike the traditional 
property disposal methods, which focus primarily on maximizing 
proceeds from the sale of real and personal property, the Rule 
allows conveyances of property at or below fair market value to 
local redevelopment authorities in an effort to encourage 
econom~c.qevelopment. · 

The Charleston Trident's BEST (Building Economic Solutions 
Together) Committee has recently published its Base Reuse Plan, 
and the South Carolina General Assembly has passed legislation 
authorizing the creation of a local redevelopment authority. The 
legislation is currently awaiting the Governor's signature and, 
upon his signature, the appointment of the authority members. 

Section 91.7(i)(3) addresses the minimum level of 
maintenance and repair the Department of Defense will provide.to 
facilities. The Rule does not allow any improvements to the 
property to include construction, alteration, or demolition, 
except that required by environmental restoration. The 
Charleston Naval Base Reuse Plan identifies major capital 
investments that will be needed at the Naval Complex before 
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redevelopment of the Complex is feasible. Included in the 
capital projects· are upgrades and replacement of the· basic 
utilities system. For example, the plan calls for the removal of 
the above ground steam system because it is not practical to 
operate for the ·uses proposed by the Reuse Plan. In addition, 
electric power distribution systems need upgrading to bring 
consistency to the power supply, and numerous code issues must be 
rectified. The Base Reuse Plan estimates the cost for the 
necessary upgrades to the utility system (water, sewer, power, 
etc.) to be $14 million. · 

One of the basic aspects of a effective reuse effort is an 
adequate and reliable infrastructure system. Unfortunately, such 
a system does not exist at the Charleston Naval Complex. The. 
electric system at the Complex likely has a negative market 
value, thus creating a disincentive for purchase by an outside 
group. Therefore, the cost of upgrading the system will fall on 
the redevelopment authority or the local community. This would 
place a tremendous burden on entities that ·are trying to recover 
from the base closure. · 

It would appear the intent of the Rule is to expedite the 
conversion of closed military bases to productive uses. As the 
Department of Defense must meet certain environmental 
requirements before turning a base over for civilian use, it 
should also meet certain infrastructure standards before a base 
is converted to civilian use. While there is some financial 
assistance from the federal government for infrastructure 
improvement such as the Economic Development Administration, the 
funding in the program is not adequate to address the local . 
needs. Therefore, I suggest the Rule allow upgrad~s to be made 
by the Department of Defense to the infrastructure·system to 
comply with state and local requirements. The level of upgrades 
could be determined in consultation with the redevelopment 
authority. 

Sincerely, 

~;#(.~ 
James D. Burwell 
Manager, Governmental Affairs 



TOWN OF 

NORTH KINGSTOWN, RHODE ISLAND 

80 BOSTON NECK ROAD 

NORTH KINGSTOWN, Rl 02852·5762 

INCORPORATED 1674 

June 29, 1994 

Mr. William Perry,·secretary of Defense 
Attn:Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

RE: Pryor Amendment, Implementation Rules and Regulations 

Dear Secretary Perry: 

On behalf of the Town of North Kingstown, I write in response to the call 
for comment on the Interim Rule Implementing Title XXIX of the National 
Defense Authorization Act for FY94, otherwise known as the Pryor Amendment. 
As requested, the Town has used the form provided by the Department of 
Defense for comments and such are attached. For brevity purposes, and in 
recognition of the follow-up material developed by the Defense Department 
that reflects issues raised at the Outreach Seminars, the Town has limited 
its·comments to specific portions of the implementing rules where the 
adoption of the rules and regulations would compromise the locally adopted 
Base Re-Use Plan, the spirit and intent of the Base Closure process, and 
economic re-use of military installations. 

We would also like to share some general thoughts about the rules. First, 
while the Town welcomed the Pryor Amendment and its rightful emphasis on 
the potential for economic development through base re-use, the rules for 
implementing such, we believe, have complicated the process and added delay 
to the transfer of property. This appears to be the case as it relates to 
our efforts directed at the re-use of the Davisville Naval Construction 
Battalion Center here in North Kingstown; based on comments at the OUtreach 
Seminar, it appeared other base closure communities had the.same concerns. 
Needless to say, we have looked to the Federal government to be a leader in 
implementing the Administration's policy of streamlining government. We 
trust these Iules when finally adopted will reflect .such. 

Second, as we reviewed the rules, we tried to apply them to the experience 
the community has had to date; as a 1991 Base Closure, a plan for 
Davisville has already been prepared and adopted locally and by the state. 
An overall concern that emerged from our review of the rules was a minimal 
reference to the local community and instead an emphasis on the local 
redevelopment authority. Our review suggests the language of the rules and 
the procedure and process articulated need to be structured to assure local 
interests are a part of the planning process from the commencement. 

If 
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We appreciate the opportunity to comment. If your staff has any questions 
about the issues raised in our letter or in the attachments, they should 
contact Marilyn F. Cohen, Director of Planning, at (401) 294-3331, Ext 55. 

Kerbel., Town Manager 

Attachments 

cc: Leo Tomasetti, Base Transition Coordinator 
George Prete, Associate Director, Rhode Island Port Authority 
Marilyn F. Cohen, Director of Planning 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Town of North Kingstown/Dayisyille Nayal Construction Battalion Center 
(Activity!Location/Com.munityllnstallation/Group) 

Page 16126 
Column _2 ____ _ 

Paragraph 90.3 (e) 

Recommended Changes: 

1. Omit words "For developing the redevelopment plan with respect to the 
installation ••• " 

2. Create separate definition for Base Re-Use Plan Committee whose responsibility it 
is to prepare a plan for the re-use of the military installation. 

Why: 
The designation of a redevelopment authority is the likely outcome of the base 
re-use planning process. In some instances, what agency will be responsible 
may be apparent from the initiation of the base re-use plan~ing process. In 
most locations it is more likely the case that necessary negotiations for 
designation of a redevelopment authority will be part of the plan process. 

Name: 
Adddress: 

Phone: 

Richard Kerbel, Town Manager 
Town of North Kingstown 
80 Boston Neck Road 
North Kingstown, RI 02852 

(401) 294-3331 
'\ 

., (NOTE: L~IT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Town of North Kingstown/Davisville Naval Construction Battalion Center 

(Activity!Locatlon!Com.munityllnstallation/Group) 

Page Beginning on 16126 

Column 2 ------
Paragraph 90.4 (1) {i) and continuing throughout the Rules whereever a reference 

is made to providing transfers to a redevelopment authority 
ReconunendedChanges: for economic development public benefit transfers. 

Add the following after the words "redevelopment authority": " ••• or local 
community, as designated in the adopted base re-use plan, ••• " 

VVhy: The regulations as written would preclude the local community from 
receiving an economic development public benefit if they were not the designated 
redevelopment authority. At Davisville, the Rhode Island Port Authority is the 
designated redevelopment authority; however, consistent with the adopted Base 
Re-Use Plan, the town seeks to acquire a small marina area. to be used for 
recreation and commercial fishing facilities. The commercial fishing uses 
preclude applying for a public benefit via the Department of Interior. To leave 
the parcel to the private market would likely force out the commercial fishing 
uses to higher paying activities. In seeking to acquire the parcel,· the town 
is responding to comprehensive plan policies supporting the historic economic 
endeavors of the commercial fishing industries. 

Name: 
Adddress: 

Phone: 

Richard Kerbel, Town Manager 
Town of North Kingstown 
80 Boston Neck Road 
North Kingstown, RI 02852 

(401) 294-3331 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE.) 



Office of the Assistant Secretary 

Mark Klaiman 
222 27th Street 
San Francisco, CA 94131 

June 24, 1993 

of the Defe~se for Economic,Security 
Room 2D854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Re: Comments on Proposed Rule 
Section 2908 of the Defense Authorization Act 
April 6, 1994 (59 Fed. Reg. 16157) 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

The following are my comments on the Department of Defense's 
("DOD") proposed guidance to implement section 2908 of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994: 

The Proposed Rule attempts to establish a mechanism by which 
portions of closing military installations could be transferred 
to the private sector more expeditiously than is currently taking 
place. The Proposed Rule would allow the DOD to transfer 
contaminated portions of closing military installations for the 
cost of cleanup to persons who agree to perform the environmental 
restoration if the cost of such restoration exceeds the estimated 
value of the property to be transferred. 

A significant problem with the Proposed Rule is that it 
provides no justification as to how transfers contemplated by the 
Proposed Rule will be completed in a manner that does not violate 
Section 120(h) of CERCLA. CERCLA section 120(h) (3) provides that 
prior to the transfer by deed of a parcel on which hazardous 
substances were stored for one year or more, known to have been 
released or disposed of, that the United States must provide a 
covenant that "all remedial action necessary to protect human 
health and the environment with respect to any such substance 
remaining on the property has been taken before that date of such 
transfer." The phrase "has been taken" is defined in CERCLA 
section 120(h) (3) to mean "the construction and installation of 
an approved remedial design has been completed and the remedy has 
been demonstrated to the Administrator to be operating properly 
and successfully." It is unclear how transfer would be expedited 
when compliance with this provision is required. For example, if 
a buyer wishes to purchase a parcel with contaminated ground 
water beneath the parcel, 120(h) (3) would prohibit the 
consummation of such transfer by deed until after the design and 
construction of a pump and treat system. At many closing 
installations this date could still be many years in the future. 

page i of 4 



In addition to the major deficiency-noted above, there is a 
series of implementation essentials the Proposed Rule fails to 
address: 

1. The transfer of closing military installations pursuant 
to the Proposed Rule is premised on the notion that one can 
calculate the cost of cleanup. Past practices at military 
installations indicate that the DOD·is unable to accurately 
calculate such costs. This issue may arise, for example, at 
installations where the selected remedy is long term pumping of 
ground water and it is unclear how long such pumping must 
continue. 

2. The transfer of property pursuant to the Proposed Rule 
is contingent on an "estimate of the valueof the base." Should 
the estimated cost of cleanup exceed the estimated value of the 
base the buyer must make up the difference. This provision is 
vague with regard to at least four issues: 

a) If the transfer includes only a portion of the closing 
installation, is the value of that _portion of the 
installation used in the comparison or is the value of 
the entire base used? 

b) Is the estimated value of the base the current 
estimated value (i.e., pre-completion of the CERCLA 
cleanup) or the future value of the base (i.e., post
completion of the CERCLA cleanup)? 

c) The estimated value of the base must exceed the cost of 
cleanup in order for the buyer not to have to make up 
the difference. Does "cost of cleanup" mean the costs 
incurred by the buyer to complete the cleanup after 
receiving the property ~ the total costs of cleanup 
(i.e., including both costs incurred by the DOD prior 
to transfer and cost incurred by the buyer subsequent 
to transfer)? 

d) Who decides the estimated·value of the base and the 
estimated cost of the cleanup? If the estimated 
numbers are inaccurate will the buyer be obligated to 
pay more later/will DOD refund some money to the buyer? 

3. Prior to transfer, the buyer must demonstrate "the 
ability to adequately perform all required environmental clean
up, waste management and environmental compliance activities." 
This provision is vague with regard to at least three issues: 

a) The Proposed Rule provides no indication as to how a 
buyer would demonstrate such an ability (e.g., 
financial capability, technical expertise, 
compatibility with existing remedial act.ivity, etc.) 

page 2 of 4 



b) If a buye~ were purchasing onl~ a por~ion of a closing 
military installation, the Proposed Rule provides no 
guidance as to the role and responsibility of the buyer 
with regard to clean-up activities underway and/or 
contemplated by the DOD, or by other buyers of a 
.different portion of the base, on the remainder of the 
installation. For example, how would the DOD ensure 
the compatibility of multiple remedial actions being 
performed by various buyers? 

c) The Proposed Rule does not address how clean-up tasks 
not id~ntified at the time of transfer would be 
addressed. Thus it is difficult to ascertain how a 
buyer would demonstrate the ability to complete cleanup 
tasks not yet identified. This issue is complicated by 
the requirements of section 120(h) (3) (B) (ii), which 
provides that any additional remedial action(s) found 
to be necessary after the transfer shall be conducted 
by the United States. The 120(h) (3) (B) (ii) 
requirements make it unclear if: {i) the buyer would be 
obligated to perform any future cleanup tasks; or (ii) 
the buyer would be obligated to perform all non
remedial cleanup tasks (i.e., additional removal 
actions, including remedial investigation/feasibility 
study; RCRA corrective action) . 

4. The Proposed Rule states that a buyer of property 
pursuant to this provision must stipulate that the buyer will 
meet all environmental restoration, waste management and 
environmental compliance activities required under Federal and 
State laws, administrative decisions, agreements (including 
schedules and milestones) and regulatory concurrences. It is 
unclear how this provision would be implemented at those closing 
military installations on the National Priorities List which have 
Interagency Agreements ("IAG") with EPA pursuant to CERCLA 120. 
These IAGs traditionally include enforceable schedules and 
stipulated penalties for failure to meet such schedules. T~e 
transfer of the. property from DOD to the buyer will be perfected 
via a contract, thus the remedies available should· the buyer not 
perform the cleanup tasks required would be those available for 
breach of contract (i.e., damages or specific performance). EPA 
would not be a party to this contract nor, arguably, a third 
party beneficiary of this contract; thus EPA would not be able to 
bring an action for breach of contract should the buyer not 
perform the necessary response actions. Because DOD has binding 
obligations with EPA, via an IAG, independent of DOD's contract 
with a buyer, the Proposed Rule (especially when coupled with 
EPA's inability to enforce the contract) would appear to make DOD 
responsible for payment of stipulated penalties should the buyer 
fail to meet an enforceable schedule in an IAG. 
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5. se·ction F of the Proposed Rule appears to be drafted in 
a manner which would allow the military to avoid its obligations 
to address environmental concerns at closing-military bases. As 
drafted, section F would appear to allow the military to make a 
binding agreement to transfer property in the future if the buyer 
agree~ to and completes all remedial action necessary to protect 
human heal.th.and the environment. While such an agreement would 
negate the delay.in use of the property by a third person when 
long-term clean-up was necessary: permitting persons to enter 
into the process of cleaning-up closing military installations 
after much of the investigative work has been completed could 
delay cleanup o~ such installations. At closing installations 
with IAGs such delays would then subject the Department of 
Defense to stipulated penalties. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the 
proposed rule. I look forward to receiving a full and 
comprehensive response to my comments .. 

P.t.el~ 
Mark ~an 
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LAW OFFICES 

HONIGMAN MILLER SCHWARTZ AND COHN 

HILIP A. GRASHOF"F, .JR. 

OIRECT OIAL NUMBER 
(313) 256-7973 . 

A PARTNERSHIP INCLUDING PROF'ESSIONAL CORPORATIONS 

2290 FIRST NATIONAL BUILDING 

DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48226-3583 

TELECOPIER (313) 962·0176 

June 29, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

Room 3D854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D. C. 20301 

Re: Proposed Rule- 32 C.F.R. Part 91, Section 91.7 G) 

Gentlemen: 

LANSING, MICHIGAN 

WEST PALM BEACH, F'LORIOA 

TAMPA, F'LORIOA 

ORLANDO, F'LORIOA 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 

LOS ANGELES. CALIF'ORNIA 

Please be advised that this firm is counsel to Sands Township, Michigan ("Township") and 
on its behalf, submits these comments in opposition to proposed Rule 32 C.F.R. Part 91, Section 
91.7 G), which would govern the transfer of real property or facilities available as a result of a 
base closure to persons paying the cost of environmental restoration activities on the property. 

Under the proposed rule, the Department of Defense would be able to transfer property 
for the cost of clean-up to persons who agree to perform environmental restoration. The 
proposed rule provides that "an agreement to transfer may be executed with any person, provided 
that the person can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Secretary concerned the ability to 
adequately perform all required environmental clean-up, waste management and envir9nmental 
compliance activities." 

The Township is the site of a significant portion of K. I. Sawyer A.F.B. which is in the 
process of being closed. It has been determined that there are in excess of twenty (20) sites of 
contamination as defined by the Michigan Environmental Response Act, M.C.L.A. Section 
299.601 et seq., as amended, each of which needs to be fully remediated and most of which are 
located in the Township. It is the concern of the Township that the proposed rule will not 
sufficiently protect the resources and residents of the Township in that the definition of the 
"considerations" which the secretary of the military department concerned may consider 
"appropriate" to protect the interests of the United States, may not be compatible with the local 
interests of the Township or its residents. While the proposed rule defines these "considerations" 
to include continued oversight and access to the property by federal, state and local regulatory 
agencies, land use limitations an~ provisions requiring a bond or other form of financial 
assistance, the Township believes that in cases where the harm to the environment over the years 
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has been significant, and in many instances, almost irreversible, there must be more certain and 
detailed directions given to the secretary, as to what might be "appropriate" under the 
circumstances, including mandatory financial assurances by bond, cash or otherwise, in order to 
fully cover the cost of remediation. As presently proposed, the rule affords too much discretion 
in the secretary of the military department concerned, without local input. Thus, in the 
Township's view, the proposed rule insufficiently protects the local municipality and its 
constituents, particularly if the property reverts to the municipality after the person agreeing to 
clean-up the site goes bankrupt or refuses to pay for the required remediation for any r~ason. 

Based upon the forgoing, the Township objects to the proposed Ruie 32 C.F .R. Section 
91.7 (j), in that it does not provide adequate assurances for the local municipalities that the 
environmental harm caused by the military will be appropriately and fully remediated without 
impact or cost to the local community. 

PAG/ch 

cc: Earl Yelle, Supervisor, Sands Township, Michigan 
DETOJ/24602.1 
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Joshua Gotbaum 
A~si.stant ~retary of Defense (lkonomic Security) 
Room 3D854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

i 
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Re: Comments on Pryor Regulations: Interim Rules l 
For Revitalizing Base Oosure Communities 

· Dear Assistant Secretary of Defense Gotbaum: 
. I 

i 

. !.: . 
! . 
t:. 

! :: 
I .. 

:. 
'. 

I:: 
. I: 
I. 
! .. 

I : . 

. ~ you for this opportunity to comment on the Pryor Interi~ R~les. It ba$1 
: been my pnvilege to be actively involved in military base closure issu~s in Califom~.; 
~ I am a ~mber of the California ~filitary Base Reuse Task Force, appointed l>Y: 
! California Governor Pete \\7ilson as the member with expertise in toxic clean-up. ~; 
:Task Force was formed to examine t'le base closure and reuse prOcess 'and reromrnesldi 
, changes to:make the process more successful and efficient. Our report ~to the Goveroor: 
' was issued· in February 1994. As private environmental counsel, I atko provide legal: 
services to,- the County of Sacramento, California, for the closure 3:Jld·lreuse of Ma~! I ; 

Air Force \Base, a BRAC I base closure and a Superfund site. I al~ provide 1 · ~ \ 
· services to;the East Bay Conversion and Reinvestment Commission reg~ding the clos · ~ 
. of the Alat;neda Naval Air Station complex, a BRAC III closure. ; - r : : 

. ; ! 

I h~ve several specific comments which may be of assistance t~ you: [ : ~ 
. I .. 

I: Jobs .. Centered Property Dis.posal 1 . 

. i ~ : l ' 
1. 

Tht interim rule should be specifically modified or clarified to rekognize then~ 
of local r~evelopment authorities (LRA) to retain certain property !interests in r ~ : 
property marketed directly by the military departments. Specifically, before the mili ~ 
directly sells tbll property to third parties, it should examine the need of the LRA 
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~retained p¢perty nghts, such as easements', to support redevelopment k.nd reuse of tlll~j 
\ remainder ~f the military base. These easements would include, Without limitatio~ ~ 
! easements for changes in the roadway patterns, rerouting of utilities, !flood control o~! 
; flood reteniion, acCess for remediation and redevelopment activitieS, and noise ovedligHL: 
~Sales by tl)ae militBry should specifically retain easements or· other ptoperty intere~· 
~necessary tp support such reuse activities of the LRA. .1 ~ · 

. . I . 
: Th~ interim rule sta~ that throughout the job center property -disposal procesbt · 
· the mili~ will. make n:aximum effort to give ·co~~unity ~nsidentti~n~ a high prioril:~; 
: Most L~s will · cons1der the base as an entire functional un1t, ~ and develop .~ 
. comprehen~ive reuse plan for the entire base, in attempting to integrate ~e base into e 
j communi~ at large. As a result, most LRAs will redesign roadways ~d other acce$~. 
~ to the baseJ Typically, military base roadways were designed to limit adcess or facilitak.e: 
. access int~mally without linkages to the outside community. Th~, a substanti~ 
:rerouting of roadways is typically necessary. As a related example, the:need to upgrade: 
: inadequate!infrastructure will require, in many circumstances, the rerouting of utiUtj. .. : 
~lines, which not uncommonly go directly under buildings or areas ~ be develop~i. 
I Finally, th~se bases with airports must not be constrained with the need:to acquire noi$~: 
: or overfligrt easements . to support the airport · acti. vities. ~~ ~ · 

: It ~ not intended that the military job..centered propeny dispo~ process wo. A: • 
: "cost'' the !LRAs. These costs could potentially be the costs of acq~g easem~~ : ~ 
: following the sale by the military, either directly or via the power of eminerit domaili~; 
: The threat (>f lawsuits alleging inverse condemnation could also be alleviated by retentiJn; 
; of specific~ easements by the military for the benefit of the LRA, s~ch as noise ~r· 
; overflight ~sements. . . l j 
. ; ! . 

. ! : 
2. \ Economic Develgpment Cgnveyances 1 i : 

. Sec~on 91.7(e}(4} rc;quires the military to be ~ully responsible f~ the comP.letij~i 
of art app~sal or other estlmate of real property f8.l.I' market value pnor to making . : · 

. economic qevelopment conveyance. This appraisal or estimate of value shall be bas ! ' 
. i . . ~ 

i ; : I. 
l on the proP,osed reuse of the property. This process could potentially b~ very help~l m: 
; assisting i~ cost benefit decision making in the selection of environmental contaminati~*: 
:_ remedial alternatives. ! : 

! . 

; 

i I· 
I i 
' ! ! 
I .., I 
I i 

i ll l 
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Cu1;fent law does not require the milltary to select that environmcbtal remedia · ~ ~ . , 
alternative: which maximizes reuse flexibility, market value and econoQrlc potential. : . . ~ · · · 

: a private transaction, the owner or operator of property upon which ~ntamination ~ 
~ located, w1ll conduct remediation activities to balance the cost of remediation against ~e 
~ enhancement of market value or flexibility for reuse of the property follo~· g 
~. re~ediatio~.. Such C?st. benefit mech~isms do n?t exist in the mili~ base. ~lo e · 
; setting, where the maJonty of base real propeny Will be transferred from the military to 
· the local Communities without consideration, or for less than f~r market val e 
: ·consideration, under the public benefit conveyance process or the econo~c developm I i: 
~ conveyance process. As a result, there is little or no "market" incentive for the mill · 
. to choose remedial alternatives, which may be more costly, but will significantly enhail · 
reuse potentiaL Instead, the military typically groups its remediation activities i 

; •operable ~nits·' to take advantages of economies of scale. These operable units are . ·t 
: necessarily consistent witb the need of local communities to bring specuic parcels f 
~ property into productive reuse at the earliest possible date. ! ! · 
. . . I 

\ Cu~ent law doe~ no! dictate. a single "con;~· or "rig~t· rem~iation alte~tile 
: for a particular contam1nation. Different remeatation techniques ext~t, and vanabl~s. 
: include ~st, duration of remedial activities, disruption to surfaOO, uses, level br 
' contamination following remediation, interim health risks posed, the ~nditi.on of ~-: 
. property f~llowing_ remediation acti~ties, and most imJ?O~tly '. ~e ~emedial goal_ r . 
! standard to be achieved. These vanables translate to d1ffenng limttati.ons on land u . 
: following ~mediation. · ! 1. 

, . Remediation goals may vary depending upon proposed land us~. RemediJn 
; standards. 'particularly those for soil, are typically based upon heal¢ risk analy ' ~ ~ 
: Disputes may exist or arise regarding health risk exposures or the seve~ty or likelih : 
: of such exposures. The classic question, "how clean is cleant" must be asked in vinu.al y: 
~ every rem~iation decision. i · 

It i~ often the case that current environmental regulations and statutes all · ; : 
several remedial alternatives to be identified and any one could be ·approved by ¢: : 
regulators. I The military must then select from those alternative remedies identifi · , · 
during the :remedial investigation/feasibility study phase. ; · 

! 

I . 
I 
I 
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. ~o~m~hanism currently exists ~o require selecti~n of that remedi~ alte~ti~ t~~ t·. . 

. best su1ts ~eu~ needs. No mechanism currently extsts to perform ! or ass1st 1n · . 
performanee Qf the cost benefit analysis to enable policy makers to dki.de whether· tO · 

. expend adiJitionai remediation dollars to enhance reuse or market poten~. Current iaw 
neither ~uires the selectiOn of remedies which enhance reuse, nor al~ows the mili#"Y 

. to j~stify tpe extra expenditure under its remediation program. Further, no mec~f· · 
· exists to incorporate a cost benefit approach into the analysis of co~peting remed 
. alternative~ and to factor such analysis into the fmal selection of rem~ies. . 

1 
' ! ., 

· On~ of the main obstacles to use of a cost benefit approach, i~ the inabilitY· 
: "quantify"; the enhancement to reuse ·caused by the selection of a pafrticular remed : •. 

which im:Poses less land use restrictions.. The requirement that ~e military : 
responsibi~ty and complete an appraisal or ·estimate of fair market ~ue. pursuant : 
Section 91~7(e)(4), could be incorporated into the cost benefit decision making pr. · s 

: for remed~tion decisions. The estimate of fair market value could an~yze the "valu~" 
: of pr~ given various reuse scenarios. The limitations upon these reuse scenarib~ 
: caused by remedial activities could atso be assessed at this time. The 1 I · 

: resulting ~ifferential" in niarket value, which may e"ist under J>a.I:ticular remed~~ 
. alternative~, would allow quantification and ~'lalysis using the cost benefit approach, ud 
· thereby siinificantly aid remediation decisions. l ! . 

3. 

.RestoratiQD ~ 
. I . I 

As ~iscussed at the numerous workshops regarding the Pryor Regulations, it lis 
difficult toj imagine anyone· taking advantage of the Section 2908· P~rty Transf~ 

· given the l~mitations included in'the proposed rule. However, one possit?le scenario±· 
· value to b()th the military and the local reuse authorities could exist ~f the rule w. : · 
, modified tq allow contingent transfers to persons who agree to perform;site assessmen ~ 
to characterize the environmental condition of property proposed to be: transferred. ~ 

. I : 

i : 

On~ 0~ the majo.r hindrances to reuse planning is the lack of available s· e 
assessment: data regarding the environmental condition of property. The environmen · 
constraints~ may limit reuse planning options. Unfortunately t certain areas with high I : 

• I 

i 
I 

! 

I 
~I 
I 

l. 
I ~ 
I ~ 
I 

! : 
i 
i. 
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priority for reuse may not be prioritized (or early site assessment, ~use little or. 
contamina~on is suspected. : · 

: 

i 
; 

. 
' 
~ 

I 

:j 
I : 

i 1, 
: : 

: : 

i 

i .! ., 
;; 

I 

.: 

: 

S~ori 290s could be modified to allow a contingent ttansf~ of property ~ 
persons W;illing to perform the necessary site assessments. The tost of the ~~ · ·t 

assessments could then be deducted from the ultimate purchase price~ similarly to :I · I 

: 1 ! • 

deduction for the cost of environmental clean-up. However, the proposed rule wo 1p, . 
have to b¢ modified to allow a "contingent~ acquisition; that is, the acquisition sho~ld,: 
be "contingent" so that the person performing the site assessment may opt out of :~ 
transaction should the site assessment show environmental issues w~ich preclude · :~ 
proposed ¢use. In any event, a site assessment would be perfonned, and all data sho ld 
be required to be shared with the military and LRA. · ; : 

I; I 

In .this. way, Section 2908 could assist in expediting site assessment of 1 ~ : :j 

contamina~on sites with potentially high priority for reuse. This would supplement h~ 
military's budgeting process which typically targets highly contaminated areas for · · · ·; 
assessment and clean-up. · 

4. General Comments : ~ 

. Current military base closures are unique historically and require innovative lc1 
regional . $0lutions. Traditional real property development mechanisms, :4 . :I 
environmental clean-up policies must be reexamined for applicability and utility given :¢ 
unique nature, rate and scale of military base closures. · l. 

i 
. • I: i 

Innovative approaches are required because of the signiflcant regional impact of · . ~ 
a closing pase, and the lack of traditional market forces operating to mitigate th ~ 
impacts. For example, there is no v.illing buyer or seller. The military typically did·. o~ · ·i 
ask for the bases to be closed; neither did the local communities. The local eommu ij . ! 

does not have the opportunity to choose ll 
. ~ ·. . 

the locatiqn. the timingt or the scale of its redevelopment activities. \Concepts of 
market value in private discretionary transactions must be scrutinized carefully 
applicability t9 the base closure setting. · 

.. 

i: 

; : 
. I 

l 
~ i ., 
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I ' • • I 

' . 
. • I ; ~ ~ ~ 

Traditional remediation approaches; driven by market forces, ~so do not app.y. ! 
In a privat,e transaction, the owner or operator of property upon which ;contaminatio is ; ; 
located, v-111 condu~t remediation activiti~s ~~ balance the cost of remed~tion against . ! : : 

enhancem~t .of ·market value or flenbibty for reuse of the property follow g . 
remediation. Such cost benefit mechanisms ·do not exist in the mill~ base clos ~~ l 
setting where: the majority of the base is transferred from the ~~ to the 1 : . ~ 
communines without consideration under the public benefit conveyan~ process. A ~ ; 

. result, thete is no "market• incentive for the military to choose remedial altemati ~ : 
which maY, be more costly, but will significantly enhance reuse potent?.al. Instead,· i I 

military typically groups its remediation activities into "operable unitstt ~take advan 
of econo~es of scale. Because these operable units are not necessarily consistent 
the need of local communities to bring specific parcels of property into \productive se 
at the earliest possible date. low risk, low level contaminated sites, despite their · 

' reuse potential, may not be prioritized by the military remediators fpr investigati · 
assessment and remediation. 

Th¢ difficulties in both environmental remediation and propertY disposal ~ · 
. by the lac~ of market forces, are exacerbated by the unequal bargaining power betw ~ : 

the military and the local communities. The military has not clearly as~sed the imp ~ . 
of transfer. of negatively valued assets upon the local community. The \military must :: 
more sens~tive to understand that the real property, the associated buildings, and · . : 
infrastruc~re, etc. at a closing base present liabilities to local.comm~nities. In m y : 
ways, transfer of bare and undeveloped land would be preferable. · i · 

; 

.. 

Th1s lapk of assessment by the military may drive a "take it or l~ve it" appro · .. .i ~ ·· 
Unfortunately, the local communities cannot afford to •teave it. • The: rate, nature· d. ; 
scale of military base closures and the impact upon the local economy' 1 in terms of j ~s ! 
lost and th~ impact upon land use planning of such significant tracts of land in air y : 
developed areas, forces the local community to participate. It must be actively involV . ~ 
in acquisition .of the base property and its successful conversion. It ~s not correct ·tO, ; 
assert that :these are discretionary acquisitions by the local community~ As a result, ~ ' 
"take it or leave it" policy potentially forces the local community tq accept onero ' 1 

; .. 

conditions :to the transfer of property' including deferred liabilities associated with . i ; 

property ~sferred to it. Transferred buildings containing asbestos or lead-based pai ~,; 
"as is,. are but a few examples. i :. 

~ : : 
:. : 

' l 
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.;I 
: 

i 
; 

! 
I 

; 

: 

I, • 
I • 

. . : ; i : : i n.e pr9blerris cau~ by the lack of'market forces to moderate waperty dispo : . ; . 
redevelopxpeni and environmental clean-up issues, exacerbated by the u;riequal barg~ ~ 
power be~een the military and the local communities, dictate that no~el approaches: tic; 

, • I . . reso1 ving ~ ~ase · · ; _ : : 
closure o~stacles be employed. It is hoped that the interim rules impl~enting the · 0.~ . 
Amendment will be such mechanisms, and they appear to be very signifi.cant and positiM,¢ : 

first st:k i you for this opportunity to provide If there are 
1 ~ 

questions; ;please do not hesitate to contact ; t~, 
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SUSAN GOLDING 
MAYOR 

·June 29, 1994 

Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Economic Security) 
The Pentagon, Room 3D814 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3340 

Re: COMMENTS TO THE INTERIM RULE IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF 
THE NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

The City of San Diego has reviewed the Interim Rule and enclosed 
are detailed comments, in the format requested by the Department 
of Defense (DOD), on the Interim Rule. These comments represent 
the position of the City of San Diego and its Naval Training 
Center Reuse Planning Committee. 

The City takes strong exception to the rule as drafted, primarily 
to the proposed "Job-Centered Property Disposal" process. We do. 
not find any evidence to. cause us to believe that the approach 
being suggested will lead to rapid job creation, nor do we find 
any rational for overriding the role of the "local redevelopment 
authority" in developing a viable local reuse plan. 

We concur with the recent statement of the National Association 
of Installation Developers who have described the proposed rule 
changes as unnecessarily complex,". . . the rules. . . reflect . 
limited recognition as to the normal economic development role of 
state and local government in working with the private sector 
development community to create real estate value and new jobs in 
the reuse of property." 

There are thr~e overriding issues that set the context for our 
comments on the rule-making. 

1. The philosophy implicit in the "Job-Centered Property 
·Disposal" process that Local Redevelopment Authorities 

(LRA) (NTC Reuse Committee/City Council) may not be 
qualified to devise a plan that incorporates the 
"highest and best use" for a closed base and that only 
the "market" can make this determination. Therefore, 
DOD believes that in certain circumstances it may be 
appropriate to override the efforts of the L;R.A. 

CITY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, 202 C STREET, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92101 (619) 236-6330 



2. The DOD position that federal taxpayers should get all 
the profits when DOD disposes of high-value readily 
marketable assets, even when local communities may have 
originally conveyed the base to DOD at less than fair 
market value or free of charge. 

3. The position of DOD that the "Job-Centered Property 
Disposal" approach is the appropriate implementation of 
Pryor Act and the President's five-point plan. 

The following discussion is offered in response to these issues 
and sets the stage for the comments on specific sections of the 
interim rule: 

Transfer of land to local jurisdictions as economic conveyances 
is in accordance with the President's five-point plan. However, 
the "Job-Centered Property Disposal" approach to sell to the·
highest bidder so that the Federal Government can "recoup its 
losses" is not consistent with the Pryor Act or the President's 
Plan and ignores the physical, social and economic impacts on the 
local community by the closure of a military base. 

Military bases and local communities have had a symbiotic 
relationship which is being eliminated by the unfortunate, but 
necessary base closures. The policy of conveyance to a local 
redevelopment authority. is an attempt to mitigate the loss of a 
.base and turn it into an opportunity, not only for the local 
community but for the federal taxpayer as well. 

The "Job-Centered Property Disposal" approach does not further 
the policy objectives articulated by the President and does not 
really guarantee jobs. In some instances it may be best for a 
base to not have any direct job generation but rather the reuse 
of the base used for job training, education or housing could be 
a major catalyst for indirect job creation. 

A "Job-Centered Property Disposal" ignores the Lo_cal Reuse 
Authority and is in direct conflict with the DOD's own guidelines 
for preparing a reuse plan. The guidelines recommend and indeed 
mandate a more comprehensive approach to reuse planning in order 
to best determine how a closed base may best benefit its 
community. This comprehensive approach to reuse planning has 
been reinforced by the Federal Government's approval for ISTEA, 
Empowerment Zones, and Consolidated Planning Strategies as a 
condition for the receipt of federal funds. 

2 



For these reasons the principal recommendation in the comments on 
the interim rule is that no action by the DOD be taken until 
after the local redevelopment authority has adopted the local 
redevelopment plan, and that the "Job-Centered Property Disposal" 
process only be utilized by DOD if it is consistent with the 
local redevelop~ent plan. 

We hope that these recommended changes are helpful to you as you 
consider revisions to the Interim Rule. 

If I can be of further assistance, please 
contact me. 

SG:chr 
Attachment 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
. . COMMENT#l 

Page: 16124 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: 2 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I Slf'ikeettt = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: The Military Departments will identify properties having a ready 
market and begin the appraisal process as. so en as possible httt net later than after the local 
redevelopment authority has adopted the local redevelopment plan referenced in paragraph 3. of 
this summary. 

Why: In current form, the Jobs-Centered Property Disposal ("JCPD") process pennits DoD to 
appraise, market and convey the base or a substantial portion of the base to a private party in a 
manner inconsistent with the local redevelopment plan. This method of surplus real property 
disposal is entirely inconsistent with policy reflected in section 3 of the summary which 
recognizes that early formation of a local redevelopment authority and the adoption of a 
comprehensive local redevelopment plan is "critical to the successful reuse of the base." 

Although pre-existing legal authority may exist which permits DoD to implement the JCPD 
process, the JCPD process was not authorized by Congress in the Pryor Act and in our 
opinion the JCPD is legally vulnerable and susceptible to legal attack as being contrary to the 
spirit and intent of Congress in enacting the Pryor Act. The President arid Congress have 
consistently communicated the singular message to local governments that a local reuse 
planning effort is the most ~fficient and effective process for disposal of surplus real property at 
closing bases. We agree with that policy. Without any fonnal authorization from Congress, 
NEC and DoD has drastically altered that policy·. At the DoD sponsored outreach seminar held 
in San Francisco on May 13, 1994, it was publicly stated by Mr. Dougl~ B. Hanson, Director 
for Base Closure and Utilization with the Office of the Secretary of Defense, that in developing 
the JCPD process it was decided that utilization of market forces may be the most efficient and 
effective process for creating jobs and disposing of high value readily marketable bases. We do 
not necessarily disagree with that concept, however we firmly believe that this new policy 
cannot be successfully implemented without the concurrence of local redevelopment 
authorities and we seriously question the authority and wisdom ofNEC and DoD in creating 
policy and rules contrary to formal direction authorized by Congress in the Pryor Act. . 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 · 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reu.;e Planning Committee 

Page: 16124 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: 3 

COMMENT#2 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I 5trikeettt = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: The Military Departments will analyze each expression of interest 
and determine if it is consistent with the local redevelopment plan and represents a reasonable 
proposal that is likely to lead to rapid development and job creation. 

Why: In current form, the Jobs-Centered Property Disposal ("JCPDn) process permits DoD to 
appraise, market and convey the base or a substantial portion of the base to a private party in a 
manner inconsistent with the local redevelopment plan. This method of surplus real property 
disposal entirely inconsistent with policy reflected in section 3 of the summary recognizing 
that early fonnation of a local redevelopment authority and the adoption of a comprehensive 
local redevelopment plan is "critical to the successful reuse of the base." 

Although pre-existing legal authority may exist which permits DoD to implement the JCPD 
process, the JCPD process was not authorized by Congress in the Pryor Act and in our 
opinion the JCPD is legally vulnerable and susceptible to legal attack as being contrary to the 
spirit and intent of Congress in enacting the Pryor Act. The President and Congress have 
consistently communicated the singular message to local governments that a local reuse 
planning effort is the most efficient and effective process for disp9sal of surplus real property. 
at closing bases. We agree with that policy. Without any fonnal authorization from Congress, 
NEC and DoD has drastically altered that policy. At the DoD sponsored outreach seminar held 
in San Francisco on May 13, 1994, it was publicly stated by Mr. Douglas B. Hanson, Director 
for Base Closure and Utilization with the Office of the Secretary of Defense, that in developing 
the JCPD process it was decided that utilization of market forces may &; the most efficient and 
effective process for creating jobs and disposing of high value readily marketable bases. We do 
not necessarily disagree with that concept, however we fmnly believe that this new policy 
cannot be successfully implemented without the concurrence of local redevelopment 
authorities and we seriously question the authority and wisdom ofNEC and DoD in creating 
policy and rules contrary to formal direction authorized by Congress in the Pryor Act. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Conunittee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 : 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Co~nmittee 

Page: 16124 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: 3 

COMMENT#3 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I Strikeettt = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: If the ~4ilit1lry Depeitment ne'Yertheless deeides t-6 proeeed witli the 
sale~ J'Otential bidders ·Hill be strong!). eneottraged to 'NOrk Wiith the loeal redeflelopment 
attthori~ se that their }'roposals Me eompatible with the Ioeal redevelopment plan. 

Why: See Comment #1 and Comment #2 which describes a requirement that any Jobs-Centered 
Property Disposal sale be consistent with the local redevelopment plan. A consistency 
requirement obviates the need to encourage compatibility between a private development 
proposal and the local redevelopment plan. · 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 · 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16125 
Column: 1 
Paragraph: Nev.· paragraph at top of colwnn 

COMMENT#4 

. Shaded = Proposed New Language I Strilteettt = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: Where the citizens of the affected local community conveyed all or a 
portion of the installation property to the Department of Defense_ after the year 1900 free of 
charge or for less than fair market value, a designated DoD Component shall negotiate and 
formally agree with the local redevelopment authority for an equitable distribution of proceeds 
from the sale of that portion of the installation being offered for sale. . . 

Why: In current form, the rule presumes that DoD has a legal and equitable entitlement to 
1 00% of the proceeds from a Jobs-Centered Property Disposal (" JCPD"). This was explained at 
the DoD sponsored outreach seminar held in San Francisco on May 13, 1994 when it was 
publicly stated by Mr. Douglas B. Hanson,.the Director for Base Closure and Utilization with the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense, that an underlying premise in developing the Jobs-Centered 
Property Disposal C'JCPD") proe.ess was the beliefthat it would be "unconscionable" to federal 
taxpayers for DoD to dispose of high-value readily marketable assets free of charge. Mr. Steven 
N. Kleiman, Deputy Director, Base Closure and Utilization in the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense, also publicly expressed the same sediment in one of the outreach seminar breakout 
sections when he stated "You don't just give your house away." · 

This position reflects an extreme lack of sensitivity and fundamental fairness toward those 
local communities which may have originally-conveyed base property to DoD free of charge or 
for less than fair market value for public purposes. DoD appears to be unnecessarily 
concerned with insulating itself from political criticism or media scrutiny in the disposal of high 
value assets. · . 

The· proposed language contained in this comment promotes the hannonious utilization of the 
JCPD process and reflects the reality that in all cases DoD may not be legally, equitably or 
morally entitled to receive all the proceeds from such a sal_e. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration B.uilding, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 · 

-· 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE-AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16125 
Column: 1 
Paragraph: 2 

COMMENT#5 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I Strikeettt = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: Tbrot1ghot1t this l'roeess, the ~iilittuy DeJ'f!rments will mttke 
maximttm effort to gh e eommtlfti~ considerations a high l'riority. 

Why: See Comment # 1 and Comment #2 which describe a requirement that any Jobs-Centered 
Property Disposal sale be consistent with the local redevelopment plan, a document that will 
embrace the desire and considerations of the community. This consistency requirement 
obviates the need for a provision stating that community consi~erations will be given high 
priority. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING T.ITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16125 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: 1 

COMMENT#6 

Shaded ~ Proposed New Language I Strilteetst - Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: When real property is conveyed as described ·in paragraph 5. of this 
summary, a designated DoD Component shall genera-lly share in tfle negotiate and formally 
agree with the local redevelopment authority for an equitable division of future profits should the 
property be subsequently sold or leased. 

Why: In current form, the rule is arbitrary and rigid. The profit sharing concept should be 
flexible enough to balance the various legal and equitable interests that DoD and the local 
community may have in the real property being disposed. 

The mandated profit sharing formula reflects an extreme lack of sensitivity and fundamental 
fairness toward those local communities which originally conveyed base property to DoD free 
of charge or for less than fair market value for public purposes. DoD appears to be 
unneccessarily concerned with insulation itself from political criticism or media scrutiny in the 
disposal of high value assets. 

This proposed change would permit DoD and the local redevelopment authority the latitude to 
negotiate and arrive at a mutually acceptable profit sharing arrangement after consideration of all 
the relevant factors. DoD appears to be unnecessarily concerned with insulating itself from 
political criticism and media scrutiny in the disposal of high value assets. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse .P.lanning Committee· 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 

_. 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16125 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: 1 

COMMENT#7 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I 5triltcettt = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: The di • isien ef prefits shall be based on net pre fits and the shMe 
shall general1) fa\ er the leeal rede c·elepment attthority. 

Why: See Comment #6 which describes a requirement for a designated DoD Component ~d 
the local reuse authority to negotiate and formally agree upon an equitable division of future 
profits should the property be subsequently soid or leased. This requirement obviates the need 
for DoD to mandate the nature (net versus gross) or share of f\lture profits realized by 
subsequent sale or lease of base property, thus permitting far greater flexibility to structure an 
economic development conveyance which balances the legal and equitable interests in the 
property claimed by DoD and the local community. · 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training ·center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

Fro~:. San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16127 
Column: 1 
Paragraph: (b)(l) 

COMMENT#8 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I St! ikeet1t = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (1) Where a ready market exists for a use coDsistent with the local 
redevelopment plan , complete screening and then sell properties quickly for public or private 
development to speed up job creation. 

Why: In current form, the Jobs-Centered Property Disposal ("JCPD") process permits DoD to 
appraise, market and convey the base to a private party in a manner inconsistent with the local 
redevelopment plan. This method of surplus property disposal is entirely inconsistent with 
DoD's own policy set forth in section §90.4(a) of the interim rule which states that it is DoD's 
policy to "Help communities impacted by base closures achieve rapid economic recovery 
through effective reuse of the assets of closing bases-more quickly, more effectively and in ways 
based on local market conditions and locally developed reuse plans- by implementing the 
President's Five-Part plan .... " (emphasis added). 

Although pre-existing legal authority may exist which permits DoD to implement the JCPD 
process, the JCPD process w·as not authorized by Congress in the Pryor Act and in our 
opinion the JCPD is legally vulnerable and susceptible to legal attack·as being contrary to the 
spirit and intent of Congress in enacting the Pryor Act. The President and Congress have 
consistently communicated the singular message to local governments that local reuse planning 
is the most efficient and effective process for disposal of surplus real property. We agree with 
that policy. Without any formal authorization from Congress, NEC and DoD has drastically 
altered that policy. At the DoD sponsored outreach seminar held in San .francisco on May 13, 
1994, it was publicly stated by ~· Douglas B. Hanson, Director for Base Closure and 
Utilization with the Office of the Secretary of Defense, that in developing the JCPD process it 
was decided that utilization of market forces may be the most efficient and effective process for 
creating jobs and disposing of high value readily marketable bases. We do not necessarily 
disagree with that concept, however we firmly believe th~t this new policy cannot be 
successfully implemented without the concurrence of local redevelopment authorities and 
we seriously question the authority and wisdom ofNEC and DoD in creating policy and rules 
contrary to formal direction authorized by Congress in the Pryor Act. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

Page: 16128 
Column: 1 
Paragraph: §91.4 (a) 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I Strikeetst Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (a) Selling properties quickly for public or private development to 
speed up job creation where a ready market exists and, Wlder certain circumstances, sharing the 
proceeds from the sale with local redevelopment authorities. 

Why: In current fonn, the rule presumes that DoD has a legal and equitable entitlement to 
100% of the proceeds from a Jobs-Centered Property Disposal ("JCPD"). This was explained at 
the DoD sponsored outreach seminar held in San Francisco on May 13, 1994 when It was 
publicly stated by Mr. Douglas B. Hanson, the Director for Base Closure and Utilization with the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense, that an underlying p~emise in·developing the Jobs-Centered 
Property Disposal ("JCPD") process was the belief that it would be "unconscionable" to federal 
taxpayers for DoD to dispose of high-value readily marketable assets free of charge. Mr. Steven 
N. Kleiman, Deputy Director, Base Closure and Utilization in the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense, also publicly expressed the same sediment in one of the outreach seminar breakout 
sections when he stated "You don't just give your house away." 

This position reflects an extreme lack of sensitivity and fundamental fairness toward those 
local communities which may have originally conveyed base property to DoD free of charge or 
for less than fair market value for public purposes. DoD appears to be unnecessarily 
concerned with insulating itself from political criticism or media scrutiny in the disposal of high 
value assets. 

The proposed language contained in this comment promotes the harmonious utilization of the 
JCPD process and reflects the reality that in all cases DoD may not be legally, equitably or 
morally entitled to receive all the proceeds from such a sale. 

··. :··"' 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training ~enter Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE iNTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF T·HE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16128 
Column: 1 
Paragraph: §91.4 (c) 

COMMENT#lO 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I Strikeettt c: Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (c) Sharing the net profits between the DoD.and the local 
redevelopment authority if a property conveyed without initial consideration for· economic 
development is subsequently sold or leased. 

Why: See Comment #6 which describes a requirement for DoD and the local reuse authority to 
negotiate and formally agree upon an equitable division of future profits should the property be 
subsequently sold or leased. This requirement obviates the need for DoD to mandate the nature 
(net versus gross) or share of future profits realized by subsequent sale or lease of base property, 
thus permitting far greater flexibility to structure an economic development conveyance which 
balances the legal and equitable interests in the property claimed by DoD and the local 
community. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

Fro~~ Sm1 Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: lo130 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: §91.7 ~c~(l) 

COMMENT#ll 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I Strilteettt = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (1) This plan should embrace the range of feasible reuse options that 
will result in rapid regional economic development and job creation. 

Why: The term "job creation" is vague, ambiguous and underinclusive. This sentence could 
be interpreted as suggesting that the reuse plan should contemplate only those commercial or 
industrial uses where a high concentration of persons would be employed at the site. 
Educational, recreational, cultural and public benefit uses can ~so lead to rapid regional 
economic development and job creation. 

The San Diego Naval Training Center ("NTC") has historically been utilized by the Navy as an 
education and training facility. Reuse of a portion of the base facilities for educating and training 
civilians would lead to rapid job creation and regional economic development, even if those 
persons educated and trained are not subsequently employed at the site. 

Tourism is the third largest industry in the City of San Diego contributing millions of dollars per 
year to the region's economic base. It is possible that jobs could be most rapidly created if 
portions ofNTC are converted to recreational·or public benefit uses which attract additional 
tourists and their dollars to·the region. · 

The presidents five-part plan emphasized job creation through economic redevelopment. The 
amended language proposed in this comment better reflects that policy goal and is less · 
susceptible to the erroneous and narrow interpretation described above. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

Fro~: San Di~go 1Javal Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16130 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: §91. 7 ( q)(l) 

COMMENT#12 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I Strilteettt = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (1) The new property disposal process described in this section and 
in paragraphs (e) and (f) of this section which follow, is designed to lead to rapid regional 
economic development and job creation ra:pidly ereate ne·vr. jobs, either by taking advantage of a 
ready market for development of valuable property-or by inducing a market through conveyances 
without consideration. 

Why: The phrase "rapidly create new jobs" is vague, ambiguous and underinclusive. This 
sentence could be interpreted as suggesting ·that a Jobs-Centered Property Disposal ("JCPD") 
may be appropriate only for commercial or industrial uses where a high concentration of 
persons would be employed at the site. Educational, recreational, cultural and public benefit 
uses can also lead to rapid regional economic development and job creation. 

The San Diego Naval Training Center ("NTC") has historically been utilized by the Navy as an 
education and training facility. Reuse of a portion of the base facilities for educating and training 
civilians would lead to rapid job creation and regional economic development, even if those 
persons educated and trained are not subsequently employed at the site. 

Tourism is the third largest industry in the City of San Diego contributing millions of dollars per 
year to the region's economic base. It is possible that jobs-could be most rapidly created if 
portions of NTC are converted to recreational, cultural or public benefit uses which attract 
additional tourists and their dollars to the region. 

The presidents five-part plan emphasized job creation through economic redevelopment. The 
amended language proposed in this comment better reflects that policy goal and is less 
susceptible to the erroneous and narrow interpretation described above. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE. AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16130 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: §91.7 (d)(2) 

COMMENT#l3 

Shaded = Proposed New Langu~e I 5trikeetst - Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (2) The Military Departments she~d shall consult with the local 
redevelopment authority to mutually identify and agree upon suitable properties or suitable 
portions of properties with potential for private sector development which will lead to rapid 
economic development and job creation and begin, as soon as possible, bttt not later than . 
eompletien ef the new expedited ~4eKinney Aet sereening (paragraph (b) of this seetion), Mi 

appraisal or other estimate of the property's fair market wraltte. 

Why: In current form, the Jobs-Centered Property Disposal ("JCPD") process permits DoD to 
appraise, market and convey the base to a private party in a manner inconsistent with the local 
redevelopment plan. This method of surplus property disposal is entirely inconsistent with 
DoD's O\\n policy set forth in section §90.4(a) of the interim rule which states that it is DoD's 
policy to "Help communities impacted by base closures achieve rapid economic recovery 
through effective reuse of the assets of clos~ng bases-more quickly' more effectively and in ways 
based on local market conditions and locally developed reuse plans- by implementing the 
President's Five-Part plan .... " (emphasis added). 

I has been explained to us that in developing the JCPD process it was decided that utilization.of 
market forces may be the most efficient and effective process for creating jobs and disposing of 
high value readily marketable bases. We do not necessarily disagree with that concept, however 
we firmly believe that this new policy cannot be successfully implemented without the 
concurrence of local redevelopment authorities. 

The proposed language contained in this comment promotes the harmonious utilization of the 
JCPD process by assuring that it will be used only in those circumstances when the Military 
Department and the local reuse authority are in agreement that it is the the most effective and 
desirable process for disposing of the surplus real property. 

Additionally, this proposed language expands the JCPD process to allow it to be utilized for 
select portions of base where the Military Department and the local reuse authority agree that it is 
the most effective and desirable process for disposal of a portionofthe base. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Dieg~, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236~6330 -



COMMENTS ON THE iNTtRIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

Fro~; San Diego Naval Training Center Rt~u~e Planning Committee 

Page: 16130 
Column: 3 

COMMENT#l4 

Paragraph: §91.7 (d){2) (New sentence to be inserted after sentence proposed in Comment #13) 
Shaded = Proposed New Language I 6tt ikeet!t = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: After identification of property potentially Suitable for private sector 
development, the Military Departments shall begin, as soon as possible, but not later than 
completion of the new expedited McKinney Act Screening (paragraph (b) of this seCtion), an 
appraisal or other estimate of the property's fair market value. 

Why: See Comment # 13. Breaks up a complex sentence. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Adniinistration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 

'\ 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Plannir.g Committee 

Page: 16130 
Column.: 3 
Paragraph: §91.7 (d)(2) 

COMMENT#lS 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I Strikeettt = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: Such appraisals or estimates should address a range of likely market 
values taking into account: feasible uses and limitations for the property identified in the local 
redevelopment plan; the uncertainties in property developmen~; and, current market conditions 
(i.e., recognizing the state of the market after a closure announcement). 

Why: In current form, the Jobs-Centered Property Disposal ("JCPD") process permits DoD to 
appraise, market and convey the base to a private party in a manner inconsistent with the local 
redevelopment plan. This method of surplus property disposal is entirely inconsistent with 
·DoD's own policy set forth in section §90.4(a) of the interim rule which states that it is DoD's 
policy to '4Help communities impacted by base closures. achieve rapid economic recovery 
through effective reuse of the assets of closing bases-more quickly, more effectively and in ways 
based on local market conditions and locally developed reuse plans- by implementing the 
President's Five-Part plan .... " (emphasis added). 

It was explained to us at the San Francisco outreach seminar that when NEC and DoD 
developed the JCPD process it was decided that utilization of market forces may be the most 
efficient and effective process for creating jobs and disposing of high value readily marketable 
bases. We do not necessarily disagree with that concept, however we firmly believe that this 
new policy cannot be successfully implemented without the concurrence of local 
redevelopment authorities. 

The proposed language contained in this comment would serve to promote the harmonious 
utilization of the Jobs-Centered Property Disposal ("JCPD") process by assuring that it will be 
used only in those circwnstances when the Military Department and the local redevelopment 
authority are in agreement that it is the most elfective and desirable process for disposal of the 
surplus real property. · 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street,_ San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: ( 619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16130 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: §91.7 (d~(2) 

COMMENT#16 

. Shaded = Proposed New Language I Strikeetst = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: Additionally, the appraisal should not be based on the highest and 
best use, but the most likel) range of uses eonsistent with loeal interests identified for the 
property in the local redevelopment plan. 

Why: In current form, the Jobs-Centered Property Disposal ("JCPD") process permits DoD to 
appraise, market and convey the base to a private party in a manner inconsistent with the local 
redevelopment plan. This method of surplus property disposal is entirely inconsistent with 
DoD's own policy set forth in section §90.4(a) of the interim rule which states that it is DoD's 
policy to "Help corrimunities impacted by base closures achieve rapid economic recovery 
through effective reuse of the assets of closing bases-more quickly, more effectively and in ways 
based on local market conditions and locally developed reuse plans- by implementing the 
President's Five-Part plan .... " (emphasis added). 

It \\'as explained to us at the San Francisco outreach seminar that in developing the JCPD 
process it was decided that utilization of market forces may be the most efficient and effective 
process for creating jobs and disposing of high value readily marketable bases. We do not 
necessarily disagree with that concept, however we firmly believe that this new policy cannot 
be successfully implemented without the concurrence of local redevelopment authorities. 

The proposed language contained in this comment would serve to promote the hannonious 
utilization of the Jobs-Centered Property Disposal ("JCPD") process by. assuring that it will be 
used only in those circumstances when the Military Department and the local redevelopment 
authority are in agreement that it is the most effective and desirable process for disposal of the 
surplus real property. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RIJLE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16130 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: §91.7 (d)(3) 

COMMENT#l7 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I 6trikeettt = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (3) To assist in the appraisal/estimation of fair market value of those 
properties ·with a or portions of properties identified by the Military Department and the local 
reuse authority to have potential for rapid private sector economic development and job creation, 
and to detennine if interests exist in }'rOJ'erties not originally identified fer nt}'id job ereatioft~ the 
Military Departments shall, for 1993 and 1995 closures, advertise for expressions of private 
sector development interest in all or any s1:1bstantial}'art of eae.h elosing installation. 

Why:· See Comments #13, #14 and #15.· 

The proposed language contained in this comment would serve to promote the hannonious 
utilization of the Jobs-Centered Property Disposal ("JCPD") process by assuring that it will be 
used only in those circumstances when the Military Department and the local redevelopment 
authority are in agreement that it is the most effective and desirable process for disposal of the 
surplus real property. 

Additionally, this proposed language expands the JCPD process to allow it to be utilized for 
select portions of base where the Military _Department and the local reuse authority agree that it is 
the most effective and desirable process for disposal of a portion of the base. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMP.LEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

.. 
From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

COMMENT #118 

Page: 16130 
Column: 3 . 

· Paragraph: §91.7.(d)(3) 
Shaded = Proposed New Language I St:rikeettt - Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: The Military Departments, with the concurrence of the local reuse 
authority, may advertise for expressions of private sector development interests in all or any 
stlbstMtiftJ part of each closing installation on the 1988 or 1991 closure lists if it is determined 
that it would be beneficial to do so and will not delay the disposal process. 

Why: See Comment # 17. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16130 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: §91. 7 (a).(3)(ii) 

COMMENT#l9 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I 6trikeettt = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: The Military Departments and the local reuse authority shall jointly 
analyze each expression of interest and determine within 30 days of receipt if it is made in good 
faith and represents a reasonable development proposal. 

Why: It was explained to us at the San Francisco outreach seminar that when NEC and DoD 
developed the JCPD process it was decided that utilization of market forces may be the most 
efficient and effective process for creating jobs and disposing of high value readily marketable 
bases. We do not necessarily disagree with that concept, however we fmnly believe that this 
new policy cannot be successfully implemented without the input and concurrence of local 
rede,·elopment authorities. 

The proposed language contained in this comment would serve to promote the harmonious 
utilization of the Jobs-Centered Property Disposal ("JCPD") process by assuring that it will be 
used only in those circumstances when the Military Department and the local redevelopment 
authority are in agreement that it is the most effective and desirable process for disposal of the 
surplus real property. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 · 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEME.NTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

Froin: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16131 
Column: 1 
Paragraph: §91.7 (d)(3)(ii) 

COMMENT#20 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I Stt ikeettt = Proposed Peletion 

Recommended Changes: If the Military Department and the local reuse authority jointly 
decides that an expression of interst received demonstrates the existence of a ready market, the 
prospect of job creation, and offers proceeds consistent with the range of estimated fair market 
value, it the Military Department may decide to commence negotiations with the local 
redevelopment authority to share the proceeds of the sale, if required pursuant to paragraph 
(dX3Xiii) below, or offer the property for sale if paragraph (d)(3)(iii) is not applicable. 

Why: See Comment # 19. In current form, the rule presumes that DoD has a legal and 
equitable entitlement to 100% of the proceeds from a Jobs-Centered Property Disposal ("JCPD"). 
This position reflects an extreme lack of sensitivity an:d fundamental fairness toward those 
local communities which may have originally conveyed base property to DoD free of charge or 
for less than fair market value for public purposes. DoD appears to be unnecessarily 
concerned with insulating itself from political criticism or media .scrutiny "in the disposal of high 
value assets. 

The proposed language contained in this comment promotes the hannonious utilization of the 
.JCPD process and reflects the reality that in all cases DoD may· not be legally, equitably or 
morally entitled to receive all the proceeds from such a sale. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse flanning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF TI:;IE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16131 
Column; 1 
Paragraph: §91.7 (d)(3)(ii) 

· ........ . 

COMMENT#21 

Shaded= Proposed New Language I 6trikeettt =Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: The J'fO}'erty J'fOJ'OSed for sale shall be }'ttbliely identified; and the 
redevelo}'ment attthority shall be notified. The redevelo}'ment atlthority m~· reqttest 
reeonsi,deration of this deeision ttnder }'aragra}'h (d)(S) of this seetion. Potemial offerors will be 
eneottraged to '"ork «ith the redevelo}'ment attthority so that their development goals ·Jiill be 
eompatible ·.vith the loeal rede\ elopment J'lan. 

Why: See Comments # 17, # 18, # 19 and #20 which describe a requirement that any Jobs
Centered Property Disposal ("JCPD") sale be consisten:t with the local redevelopment plan and 
jointly agreed upon by the Military Department and the local redevelopment authority. This 
requirement of joint decision making obviates the need to require notification and cooperation 
\\

7ith the local redevelopment authority. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16131 
Column: I 
Paragraph: §91. 7 ( d)(3 )(iii) 

COMMENT#22 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I 6trikeet!t = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (iii) In those cases where after the year 1900 the citizens of the 
affected local community conveyed all or a portion of the installation property to the Department 
ofDefense free of charge or for less than fair market value, the Military Department shall · 
negotiate and formally agree with the local redevelopment authority for an equitable distribution 
of proceeds from the sale of that portion of the installation being offered for sale under this 
~~ . 

Why: In current fonn, the rule presumes that DoD has a legal and equitable entitlement to 
100% of the proceeds from a Jobs-Centered Property Disposal ("JCPD"). This position reflects 
an extreme lack of sensiti\'ity and fundamental fairness toward those local communities 
which may have originally .conveyed base property to DoD free of charge or for less than fair 
market ''alue for public purposes. DoD appears to be unnecessarily concerned with 
insulating itself from political criticism or media scrutiny in the disposal of high value assets. 

The proposed language contained in this comment promotes the harmonious utilization of the 
JCPD process and reflects the reality that in all cases DoD may not be legally, equitably or 
morally entitled to receive all the proceeds from such a sale. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street,_San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16131 
Column: I 
Paragraph: §91.7 (o)(3){iv) 

COMMENT#23 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I Strikeettt - Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (iv) If a rede welopment plan ha:s not been eompleted, the 
rede\ elopment at1thori~ cn ill be eneot1raged to inelt1de the potential for sale ef the prepert) 
identified hJ the ~filitm) Depar&:ment ttnder paragraph (d)(3) of this seetien, in the plan. The 
DoD Component will evaluate whether the potential sale of the identified property is covered by 
any ongoing environmental analyses required by the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEP A). Based on this evaluation, consideration can be given to integrating the potential sale 
into the existing analyses or preparing. additional analyses requir~d by law or otherwise deemed 
appropriate. The environmental impact statement shall, to the extent practicable, be completed 
within 12 months, or a Finding ofNo Significant Impact issued within 6 months, of the public 
announcement identifying the property proposed for sale. 

\Vby: See Comments # 1 7, # 18, # 19 and #.20 which describe a requirement that any Jobs
Centered Property Disposal ("JCPD'1) sale be consistent with the local redevelopment plan and 
jointly agreed upon by the Military Department and the local redevelopment authority. This 
requirement of joint decision making obviates the need to require notification and cooperation 
with the local redevelopment authority. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: ( 619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San·Dieg:> Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
COMMENT#24 

Page: 16131 
Column: 1 . 
Paragraph: §91.7 (d)(4) 

Shaded = Proposed New Language /_ 5trikeettt = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (4) few high walue iftstallations for whieh a read) market flt'l'Mefttly 
exists may, ne·tertheless, not he c e geftereted· any ex}'ressions efinterest dttriftg the allotted 6 
menth t'eried. RegMdless, stteh iftstallatiofts }'re,ide an Of'J'Ortun1ty for l'rivate seetor ra}'icfjeb 
ereatien ·w'hieh should be J'tl:fsued. In these eases, the ~4ilitftr"J Del'armeft~, based Oft eem}'leted 
al'l'raisels or ether estimates of the fair mMket 'alue, shall inform redeveloJ'meftt authorities that 
the }'re}'erty is ex}'eeted te be offered for sale and an eeoftomie de f'ele}'meftt eoftT.t'eyanee should 
ftot be antiei}'eted. Rede·tele}'meftt authorities shall be so informed as seoft as J'OSSible, but ftet 
later than 6 months after eom}'letion of the 1wfeKinney Aet sereemng proeess. In making these 
determinations, aifl'Ort; J'Ort, tmd sehool}'re}'erty may be exeluded if it flt'J'tM'S that they Me 
likely te be een f'erted to f'ttblie airperts, perts or sehools tmder existing l'·ublie befteiit 
eon" e) enee }'regrams. The determiftation that an installation rwill be seld ttnder paragraph (d)(4) 
of this seetien has 2 eemponeftts. 

(i) The }'reperty mttst ha' e a high 'altte. 
(ii) There mt1st be a read)· mMket. 

Reedy market means that offers te J'tl:fenase at or near the estimated range of fair market -.slue 
frem the l'ri·vate seetor ee·veriftg all er mest of the installation eotlld be expeeted within 6 moftths 
of ad \1 ertising the base for f'tlblie sale. 

Why: See Comments # 13 through # 19. This _.provision is redundant and unnecessary if the 
local redevelopment authority and the designated DoD Component consult, agree and cooperate 
in the marketing of any installation or portion of the installation which is targeted for a Jobs
Centered Property Disposal ("JCPD") sale. 

Further, the criteria set forth in section (d){4)(i) and (d)(4)(ii) is inconsistent with other 
provisions of the rule describing the character of installations appropriate for JCPD. 
Section (d)(4)(i) and (d)(4)(ii) contain no reference to the required nexus between a JCPD 
disposal and job creation. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, ·San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619)236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

.. 
From: San Diego Nava] Trair,ing Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16131 
Column: 2 .. 
Paragraph: §91.7 (d)(S) 

COMMENT#25 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I 6trikeettt = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (S) \Vithin 60 da)S of the mrnottneement by the Seeretaryofthe 
~4ilit8:1) De}'artment eoneemed of the intention to sell}'rO}'erty in aeeordanee with 1'aragr8:J'n 
(d)(3) or (d)(4) of this seetion, the attthori:ted loeal rede~ elo}'ment attthorit) may reqttest, in 
~Titing~ that this determination be reeonsidered. The Seeretftl) snall eonsider the reqttest, pro \1 ide 
a fina-l determination in vmting to the loeal rede • elopment attthority and mmotmee tms 
detennination }'ttbliely. 

Why: See Comments # 13 through # 19. This provision is unnecessary if the local 
redevelopment authority and the Military Department consult, agree and cooperate in the 
marketing of any installation or portion of the installation which is targeted for a Jobs-Centered 
Property Disposal ("JCPD") sale. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TIT.LE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From:· San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16131 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: §91. 7 (aj( 6) 

COMMENT#26 

·shaded= Proposed New Language I 5trilteettt =Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (6) ldentifieation of an installation or }'rope~ fer sale t~:nder this 
seetion does not }'reelttde a eommttnity's aeqttisition of}'roperty for the estimated fair market 
~ 

Why: This provision is vague and confusing. It should be deleted or clarified. The purpose for 
this section is unclear. poes reference to the "community" mean the local redevelopment 
authority or the local government having jurisdiction over the property or does it mean a group of 
private citizens? At a minimum, the meaning of the term "community" must be defmed. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training ·center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: ( 619) 236-6330 

' 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego· Naval Training Center Reuse ?lan:1.i.ng Committee 

Page: 16131 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: §91.7 (d)(7) 

COMMENT#27 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I Strikeot2t = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (~) The provisions of this section may not be appropriate for some 
of the 1988 and 1991 base closures and realignments because these bases are so far along in the 
property disposal process that certain actions have been taken or agreed to that are inconSistent 
\\ith the new procedures. In cases of 1988 and 1991 closures where this new property disposal 
process is considered not appropriate, the Secretary concerned shall request a waiver from the 
ASD(ES) before proceeding·with the disposition of the property. 

Why: Consistency with proposed changes contained in Comments #24 through #26. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval_ Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 · 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Co1nmitt~e 

Page: 16131 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: §91.7 (e)(l) 

COMMENT#28 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I 6trikeettt = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (1) The new process that follows permits the DoD to convey land 
and buildings to redevelopment authorities with no consideration, subjec~ to recoupment via a 
negotiated profit sharing agreement, after it is determined that the base, or significant portions 
thereof, cannot be sold in accordance with the rapid job creation concept. Such conveyances 
may help induce a market for the property, thereby, enhancing economic recovery. 
Redevelopment authorities shall submit a simple written request containing four basic elements 
as described in paragraphs (e)(S)(i) through (e)(S)(iv) of this section. Generally, installations will 
be conveyed at no initial cost with a negotiated recoupment provision that shall permit DoD to 
share in any future profits should the base be later leased or sold. Bases in rural areas shall be 
conveyed under this authority with no recoupment if they meet the standards in paragraph (e)(6) 
of this section. 

Why: In current form, the rule is arbitrary and rigid. The profit sharing concept should be 
flexible enough to balance the various legal and equitable interests that DoD and the local 
community may have in the real property being disposed. 

The mandated profit sharing formula reflects an extreme lack of sensitivity and fundamental 
fairness toward those local communities which originally conveyed base property t<? DoD free 
of charge or for less than fair market value for public purposes. DoD appears to be 
unneccessarily concerned with insulation itself from political criticism· or media scrutiny· in the 
disposal of high value assets. 

This proposed change would permit DoD and the local redevelopment authority the latitude to 
negotiate and arrive at a mutually acceptable profit sharing arrangement after consideration of all 
the relevant factors. It appears that DoD is unnecessarily .concerned with insulating itself from 
political criticism and media scrutiny in the disposal of high value assets. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: ( 619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16132 
Column: 1 
Paragraph: §91.7 (e)(5)(v) 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I Sttikeettt = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (v) A proposal for the equitable division of future profits with DoD 
should the property be subsequently sold or leased. 

Why: In current form, the rule is arbitrary and rigid. The profit sharing concept should be 
flexible enough to balance the various legal and equitable interests that DoD and the local 
community may have in the real property being disposed. 

The mandated profit sharing formula reflects an extreme lack of sensitivity and fundamental 
fairness toward those local communities which originally conveyed base property to DoD free 
of charge or for less than fair market value for public purposes. DoD appears to be 
unneccessarily concerned with insulation itself from political criticism or media scrutiny in lhe 
disposal of high value assets. · 

This proposed change would permit DoD and the local redevelopment authority the latitude to 
negotiate and arrive at a mutually acceptable profit sharing arrangement after consideration of all 
the relevant factors. It appears that DoD is unnecessarily concerned with insulating itself from 
political criticism and media scrutiny in th.e disposal of high value assets. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: ( 619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From:· San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16132 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: §91.7 (f)(l) 

COMMENT#30 

Shaded = Proposed New Language·/ Strikeetst = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (1) When real property is conveyed as described in paragraph (e) of 
this section, the Department of Defense shall generally share in the division of future profits 
should the property be subsequently sold or leased. The division of profits sha-ll be h8:3ed .o~ net 
J'rofits end the snare shall generally fa:,·or the loea-1 redevelopment authority. A designated DoD 
Component shall negotiate and formally agree with the local redevelopment authority for an 
equitable division of future profits should the property be subsequently sold or leased. There 
shall be a 15-year time limit on the share of the profits. The government's portion of the receipts 
from the profit shall not exceed the fair market value of the property at the time it was conveyed 
to the local redevelopment authority. 

Why: In current form, the rule is arbitrary and rigid. The profit sharing concept should be 
flexible enough to balance the various legal and equitable interests that DoD and the local 
community may have in the real property being disposed. 

The mandated profit sharing formula reflects an extreme lack of sensitivity and fundamental 
fairness toward those local communities which originally conveyed base property to DoD free 
of charge or for less than fair market value for public purposes. DoD appears to be 
unneccessarily concerned with insulation itself from political criticism or media scrutiny in the 
disposal of high value assets. 

This proposed change would permit DoD and the local redevelopment authority the latitude to 
negotiate and arrive at a mutually acceptable profit sharing arrangement after consideration of all 
the relevant factors. DoD appears to be unnecessarily concerned with insulating itself from 
political criticism and media scrutiny in the disposal of high value assets. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 



~, : : 

COMMENTS ON T~E INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego· Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16132 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: §91. 7 (f)(2) 

COMMENT#31 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I 5trikee~t = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: In the ahsenee efa determination h) the Secretary efthe ~tilitmy 
De}'ftr"Lment eeneemed that a different dh·ision ef the net J'f6hts is 8J'J'r6J'riate because ef SJ'eeial 
eireumst:anees, the net J)rofits shall he shared on a h~is of 60 J'Creeftt to the loeal redeveloJ)ment 
attthoriey and 40 J)ereent to the DeJ'ttr"Jnent of Defense. 

Why: This provision is obviated by the proposed changes specified in Comment #30. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR fY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16132 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: §91.7 (f)(2) 

COMMENT#32 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I &trikeettt = Proposed .Deletion 

Recommended Changes: Sharing the profits, when they occur, Will provide a return to the 
taxpayers for the property they may have originally paid for or improved, without unduly 
burdening the community. 

Why: In current form, the rule is arbitrary and rigid. The profit sharing concept should be 
flexible enough to balance the various legal and equitable interests that DoD and the local 
community may have in the real property b~ing disposed. 

The mandated profit sharing formula reflects an extreme lack of sensitivity and fundamental 
fairness toward those local communities which originally conveyed base property to DoD free 
of charge or for less than fair market value for public purposes. DoD appears to be 
unneccessarily concerned with insulation itself from political criticism or media scrutiny in the 
disposal of high value assets. 

This proposed change would permit DoD and the local redevelopment authority the latitude to 
negotiate and arrive at a mutually acceptable profit sharing arrangement after consideration of all 
the relevant factors. It appears that DoD is unnecessarily concerned with insulating itself from 
political criticism and media scrutiny in the disposal of high value assets. 

/ Nam_e: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 .· 

.' 



COMMENTS ON TH~ INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee . 
COMMENT#33 

Page: 16132 
Column: 3 .. 
Paragraph: §91.7 (f)(4)(i) 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I Strikeettt = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (i) The deed provision will express the profit sharing established 
under paragraph (f)(2) of this section, tHtless explieitly medified by the Seeretary efthe ~filittHJ 
Department eeneemed. 

Why: The proposed change specified in Comment #30 obviates the need for this clause~ 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330· 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XxiX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
COMMENT#34 

Page: 16132 
Column: 3 . 
Paragraph: §91.i (f)(4)(ii) 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I 6~ ikeettt = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (ii) The tenn of this deed provision in economic development 
conveyances will be 15 years unless released earlier by the government upon satisfaction of the 
any recoupment reqttirement agreement. The disposing Military Department will provide- a 
statement, for use at any settlement, on the local redevelopment authority's compliance with the 
deed provision. The Military Department will fonnally release the provision when the 
government has received its share of the sale preeeeds profits pursuant to the recoupment 
agreement. 

Why: Consistency with the proposed change specified in Comment #30. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, -Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone:· (619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING .TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

Fro:m.: San Diego Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Pag·~: 16132 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: §91.7 (f)(4)(iii) 

COMMENT#35 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I Stnkeet!t Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (iii) The deed provision will forbid "straw" transactions (sales or 
leases to a cooperating party at a nominal price), transactions at other than arm's length, and other 
devices designed to circumvent the Government's recovery of its share of tne net any profits 
committed and owed pursuant to a recoupment agreement. The purpose of this clause of the 
deed provision is to provide a basis for the government to intervene if it appears that a 
transaction may adversely affect its interests . 

. Why: Consistency with the proposed change specified in Comment #30. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: ( 619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

From: San·Dit~go Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
COMMENT#36 

Page: 16132 
Column: 3 . 
Paragraph: §91.7 (f)(4)(iv) 

Shaded a:: Proposed New Language I 5trikeettt = Proposed ~letion 

Recommended Changes: (iv).In ealettlating negotiating a recoupment agrement and stipulating 
to the calculated amount of any net profit from a sale or lease, the local redevelopment authority 
and the designated DoD Component may include: (A) Capital costs, as provided in 41 CFR 
101-47.4908(b). (B) Direct and indirect costs related to the particular property and transaction 
that are otherwise allowable under 48 CFR part 31 including the allocable costs of operation of 
the local redevelopment authority with regard to that property. 

Why: Consistency with the proposed change specified in Comment #30. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FY94 

. From.: San Diego Na"al Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 

Page: 16132 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: §91.7 (f)(4)(v) 

COMMENT#37 

Shaded = Proposed New Language I 6trikeet!t = Proposed Deletion 

Recommended Changes: (v) The annual report required by the GSA provision will be deleted, 
and a clause requiring notification to the disposing Military Department of sales or leases will be 
substituted. The notice of sale or lease will be accompanied by an accounting or fmancial · · 
analysis indicating the net profit, if any, from a sale, or the estimated annual profit from a lease. 
The accounting or financial analysis, and any other aspect of a transaction by the local 
redevelopment authority with respect to property transferred under this part, is subject to 
Department of Defense audit. 

Why: Consistency with the proposed change specified in Comment #30. 

Name: Mayor Susan Golding, Chair of Naval Training Center Reuse Planning Committee 
Address: City Administration Building, Eleventh Floor, 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 
Phone: (619) 236-6330 



Office of the City Council 

City of Tustin 
June.-29, 1994 300 Centennial Way 

Tustin, CA 92680 
{714) 573-3010 

FAX (714) 832-0825 
Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 
The Pentagon, Room 3D814 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

SUBJECT: COMMENTS ON INTERIM RULES IMPLEMENTING TITLE 
XXIX OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT 
FOR 1994 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

Attached are the City of Tustin's comments on the Interim 
Department of Defense final ru~es for revitalizing base 
communities and community assistance published in the 
Federal Register on April 6, 1994. The City of Tustin is 
the reuse authority for the MCAS, Tustin closure in 
California. 

The City would strongly recommend that there be an 
opportunity to review any additional Department of 
Defense changes to the proposed rules prior to their 
being finalized. If there are any questions, please 
contact Christine Shingleton of my staff at (714) 573-
3107. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas R. Saltarelli 
Mayor 
Chairman Base Closure Task Force 

TS:CAS:kbc\gotbaum.ltr 

cc: George Schlossberg 
Peter Hersh, City of Irvine 
Ben Williams, OPR 
NAID 
Colonel Richie, BRAC Office 

Thomas R. Saltarelli 
Mayor 

Jim Potts 
Mayor Pro Tern 

Mike Doyle 
Councifmember 

Jeffery M. Thomas 
Councilm~mber 

Tracy A. Worley 
Councilmember 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE, 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16127 
Column~3 ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.3 e 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Delete second sentence 

Why: 

Provisions in paragraph 91.6 and 91.7 describe in specific detail the delegation of authority and screening 
procedures 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No._l_ 

./ 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16127 
Column:..-...=.1 ___ _ 
Paragraph 90.4 (6) (1) through (3) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Eliminate entire section 

Why: 

Title XXV makes no reference to the concept of a "ready market". There is a significant flaw in the 
assumption that forced early or rapid sale of property will mean rapid job creation. 

Once a reuse plan is supported by the community, with information available on what actual critical 
development entitlements are authorized, the local redevelopment authorities have a proven track record on 
knowing how to create jobs. Rules should acknowledge this experience and permit transfer pf property to a 
redevelopment authority, no matter what the locational market factors are with agreements for profit sharing 
with the federal government. · · 

Contact N arne: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No._2_ 



COl\1MENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA; MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16127 
Column~3 ___ _ 
Paragraph~91::..::·-=-3 __ 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Add a new definition for "Fair Market Value" 

"Fair market value is the most probable price that a property should bring in its current "as is. where is" 
condition based on current local zoning and its planned reuse (adjusted for the offsetting cost of public 
infrastructure to support the planned reuse including abatement .of asbestos. lead paint and other hazards) in 
a competitive and open market. The effect of the base closure on the market shall be taken into account in 
estimating fair market value. · 

Why: 

There is a need for a common definition of "fair market value" 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 <;:entennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No._3_ 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM: RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin, CA: MCAS, Tustin 

Page 16128 
Column 1 -;.......;;;;; ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.4 (a) (b) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Delete the following: 

(a) ... "'Nhere a ready mMket e~dsts 

(b) ... "v;here a ready market does not e~dst 

Why: 

Title XXIV makes no reference to "ready markets". As noted in Comment No. 1 rapid sale of property will 
not necessarily mean immediate job creation. 

Contact N arne: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

ContactPhone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No._A_ 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin, CA: MCAS, Tustin 

Page 16128 
Column 2 :.......=----
Paragraph 91.7 (a) (5) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

91.7 (a) (5) - States that "agencies sponsoring public benefit conveyances should also consider suitability" at 
the same time that federal and DoD screening interests are considered by the Department of Defense. This 
particular section needs to be clarified to more clearly defme sponsoring agencies. Most agencies sponsoring 
public agencies are not aware that they should be responding in a timely manner. 

Why: 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No. 5 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERil\1 RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: Citv of Tustin, CA; MCAS, Tustin 

Page 16128 
Column~3 ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (a) (5) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Delete Sentence 4 of this paragraph: 

"Requests for transfers of property submitted ey other federal agencies \Vill normally be accommodated. 

Why: 

Decision on transfers to other federal agencies should be made in consultation with the local reuse authority 
with no preconceived direction that such request would "normally be accommodated". 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No. 6 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERII\1 RULE· .. 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin, MCAS; Tustin 

Page 16128 
Column~3 ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (a) 7 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Add a second sentence to this paragraph to read: 

Why: 

"In making such a termination. the military department shall take into consideration the cumulative 
impact of multiple screening requests and determine that ·the request will not jeopardize the viability of 
a local reuse plan" 

An essential foundation of a truly successful transition from military to civilian use must be weighted toward 
local community economic and local land use issues. Approval of a federal agency screeniQg request could 
render community redevelopment fmancially infeasible, adversely impact the reuse of the balance of the 
property and economic recovery of those portions of a community surrounding· a base. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No. 7 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16128 
Column 2 :....-.=----
Paragraph 91. (b) (3) Paragraph 1 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Revise this paragraph to read as follows: 

(3) "Military departments shall seek local redevelopment authority input in making determinations on the 
retention of property and shall consider their input, if provided. Transfer of real property at closing 
and realigning bases between any of the military departments or retention of real property at a closing 
base by a military department, must be first approved by the Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
economic security, unless such a transfer has already been approved by the Secretary of the Milita.rv 
Department." 

Why: 

There have been cases where transfer of property and retention of property by DOD agencies other than the 
closing base, has been found to be inconsistent with a community's Reuse Plan, potentially jeopardizing the 
viability of a proposed reuse plan. An essential foundation for a truly successful transition· from military to 
civilian use must be weighted toward local community economic and land use compatibility issues, which the 
redevelopment authority knows best. 

Contact N arne: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No. 8 



,· . 

COMJ\fENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16129 
Column'---=3 ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (a) (6) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Add language to this paragraph to. read: 

"Military Departments shall make notices of availability available to local redevelopment authorities, 
state and local governments." 

Why: 

Communities are not receiving notices of availability automatically or in a timely manner when they are sent 
out by Military Departments. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No. 9 



.~ . 

COM:MENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin, CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16129 
Column~1=-----
Paragraph 91.7 (b) (1) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Revise line 8 from the bottom to read as follows: 

... plans that ffiHy accommodate homeless needs 

Why: 

There could be considerable debate over what constitutes "fully" accommodating. For example, if a local 
homeless group determines that there are 15,000 homeless individuals in the County that a military installation 
is located in, does a community reuse plan need to fully accommodate this need or a reasonable, "fair share" 
allocation. With the conflicts over the McKinney Act developing nationwide, there is no reason to put 
additional fuel on the frre, if not necessary. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No._l!L 



.. 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RPLE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16129 
Column~3 ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (b) (5) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Revise second to the last sentence in this paragraph to read: 

If a provider indicates an interest in a listed property, it shall have an additional 90 days after 
submission of its written notice of interest to submit a formal application to HHS, a period which HHS 
can extend for not to exceed 30 days. 

Why: 

In outreach seminars, HHS is representing that they can grant multiple extensions with no closure date. This 
will have a detrimental impact on reuse planning efforts and the completion of screening in ~ timely n:tanner. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No.__l.L 



COMMENTS ON THE iNTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16130 
Column:-.=2 ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (b) (11) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

CHANGE the paragraph as follows: 

"If the local redevelopment authority does not express in writing its interest in & specific property incorporating 
the property into its reuse plan ... " 

Why: 

Previous references (paragraphs 7 and 9) state that the redevelopment authority needs only to express interest 
in incorporating the property into its reuse plan to exempt it from further McKinney Act screening. This 
paragraph implies a much higher standard-- characterization of specific properties. It might be concluded that 
this would require itemization of building numbers or descriptions of precise properties and uses. A more 
general description of areas to be excluded from McKinney Act review because of incompatibility of planned 
uses with homeless assistance. should be the standard for exemption from further screening. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No._lL 



COMMENTS ON THE iN'tERiM RULE, 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin, CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16130 
Column:.....-=2 ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (c) (1) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Fourth sentence in this paragraph should be revised to read as follows: 

" ... The local redevelopment plan shall will generally be used as the proposed action in conducting 
environmental analysis required by the National Environmental Policy Act." 

Why: 

The community's Reuse Plan should be the preferred alternative in the EIS. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No.___lL 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERII\1 RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16130 
Column 2 :.......=----
Paragraph 91.7 (c) (1) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Third sentence in this paragraph should be revised to read as follows: 

" ... This plan should embrace the rtlflge of feasible reuse options that will result in rapid job creation ... " 

Why: 

The purpose of the reuse plan is to identify the best possible base reuses that are acceptable to the community. 
Presenting a range of feasible options is the responsibility of the EIS, not the community plan. For example, 
Subparagraphs (2)(i) and (2)(ii) below, consistent with this interpretation, require the local plan to include only 
the federal and public benefit conveyance transfers recommended by the local redevelopment authority and 
would not require the plan to include transfers that are opposed by the community. . Requiring the plan to 
include a range of feasible uses is not consistent with this end. -

Contact N arne: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No.____H_ 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense AuthoriZation Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin, CA; MCAS, Tustin 
Page 16130-16131 
Column 2 (16130) - 2 (16131) 
Paragraph 91.-7 (d) (entire section) 

Recommended Changes/Conu.rient: 

Delete this entire section 

Why: 

The procedure outlined in this section does not respond to any provisions of the Pryor Amendment and is contrary to the President's 
Five-Point Plan, which emphasizes low cost and no cost transfers of property to community reuse organizations for economic 
development purposes. The Five Point Plan repeatedly affmns the paramount position of the community developm~nt plan for reuse 
of base facilities. This section could place the community development plan at odds with disposal actions by the Department of 
Defense. It prescribes a process which operates in advance of and outside the community reuse process. DOD should require 
property disposals that are nly based on a reuse plan. 

There is a fallacy in the assumption used to draft this section that rapid sale will mean rapid reuse or job creation. 

Any consideration of market value without taking into account the community Reuse Plan, infrastructure costs and potential public 
benefit conveyances will result in an unrealistically high market appraisal/land prices resulting in the property not being able to meet 
federal expectations in terms of sales revenue and resulting in the property not being quickly reused. 

We believe that the goals of rapid job creation and economic development can only occur if land use entitlement can be applied to 
the property and unless the market constraints mentioned above are recognized and accommodated. 

Any military decision to offer property for sale after receiving an expression of interest could: 

1. Result in a potential for a lengthy adversarial relationship or conflict between the new owner and reuse authority while there 
are contradictory visions for the base's reuse. 

2. Result in private entity false expectations for a property including possible overpayment due to failure_ to fully understand 
the infrastructure and other costs associated with development of the property. A community may not wish to entitle 
development or a new owner" may not have resources available to provide adequate infr~tructure· which could grind any reuse 
to a halt. · 

3. Could affect the economic viability of the Reuse Plan if proposed uses are not acceptable to military department and do not 
generate adequate revenues to offset municipal services costs. 

4. Could delay or invalidate the NEPA process underway on a Reuse Plan if purchaser's intended use has not been 
accommodated within the NEPA document and evaluated by the military prior to closure and disposal. "Private sector rapid 
job creation" would be best accomplished through the military's recognition and support of the local community's Reuse Plan 
for the closing base. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 
Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No.___M_ 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS, Tustin 

Page 16131 
Column~3::;___ ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (e) (1) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Delete last two sentences 

Why: 

Just because there is an economic development conveyance requested does not mean that property will 
necessarily have a high enough value to offset.maintenance and marketing costs. 

Contact N arne: ·Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No. 16 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA; MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16131 
Column~2'-----
Paragraph 91.7 (e) (1) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Modify the top 5 lines as follows: 

... subject to recoupment, often it is eeterminee that the base, or sigB:ifieant portions thereof eaHHot be 
sole in accordaooe ·uith the rapid job creatioB: coB:eeJ>t. 

Why: 

This section assumes the whole "ready market" process which is not supported by the City. If there is 
recoupment and value established, we believe redevelopment authorities should have the ability to request 
economic development conveyances without having to frrst go through the job-centered ~roperty disposal 
process. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No._11_ 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS,'Tustin 

Page 16131 
Column 3 '--=----
Paragraph 91.7 (e) (4) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

The term "fair market value" should be more fully defmed to be the estimated NET market value of the 
property after taking into account the proposed reuse and the fair share of all infrastructure, utility system, and 
other essential upgrades to the property, including abatement of asbestos, lead paint, and other hazards. It 
should also recognize the devaluation to the property from the stigma and potential ongoing liability from the 
presence of hazardous substances on the property. 

Why: 

Failure to recognize these conditions of the property, which may be ignored in a standard appraisal, establishes 
an artificially high baseline for future negotiations. -

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Conunent No.____lL 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE·, 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page _____ _ 

Column~---
Paragraph 91.7 (e) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Why: 

We believe that an economic development conveyance and all other public benefit conveyances can contribute 
toward the goal of private sector rapid job creation. the DoD's inferred belief in the rules that the two are 
mutually exclusive is incorrect. 

The Pryor Amendment and earlier provisions of the DoD Guidance specifically require that proactive and 
constructive dialogue be established between the affected military branch and the· local reuse authority. 
However, in regards to these provisions related to Economic Development, the local reuse authority is relegated 
to potentially pursuing only the "reconsideration" of the military decision. We believe that such appeals should 
only occur after numerous unsuccessful attempts to reach agreement have been made by both parties. 

Contact N arne: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No.__12_ 



.~ . 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin, CA: MCAS, Tustin 

Page 16132 
Column 2 and 3 
Paragraph 91.7 (f) (1): - (f) (2): (f) (4) (iii) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

• Subparagraph ( 1) should be amended to allow the Secretary of the Military Department to accept local 
community proposals for a longer payback period to DoD in unusual cases-- not to exceed 20 years. 

• The actual 60/40% split in Subparagraph (2) should not be absolute.· 

• Delete Subparagraph ·( 4) (iii) 

Why: 

• There may be specific circumstances that may justify a longer pay back period or an alternate split of 
project profits. 

• Subparagraph (4) (iii) This selection of words will be highly inflammatory to most communities and the 
two sentences are unnecessary. The regulations in 41 C.F.R. 101-47.4908 already describe the 
reporting process for communities quite adequately. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No._1!L 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA; MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16132 
Column:.....::3=-------
Paragraph 91.7 (f) (4) (iv) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

ADD the following paragraph: 

"(C) A prorata share of the cost of basewide planning. maintenance, security, infrastructure repair, 
renovation. or construction. Infrastructure costs may include, but are not limited to: roads, water and 
sewer lines. storm drainage systems, utility systems, lighting, and.habitat restoration." 

Clarify Subparagraph (B) to provide specific examples of eligible costs. 

Why: 

The regulations referenced in (A) and (B) are not directly applicable to many of the types of costs that should 
be considered in valuing the "net profit" from base property sales. Military bases typically require considerable 
infrastructure renovation to become viable as urban properties. Infrastructure costs may be incurred throughout 
the base and even outside the base, but the benefits accrue to all properties. In addition, consiqerable planning, 
security, and maintenance costs may be incurred to make the property salable. All property sale proceeds 
should, therefore, contribute to covering these costs, and the "profit" from 'the sales should be adjusted 
accordingly. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No._ll_ 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing· Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA; MCAS, Tustin 

Page 16133. 16134 
Column 2,3 1,2 
Paragraph--.:;9-=-1..;...;. 7'-----

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

The City believes that interim rules leave base personal property open for removal. We support all issues and 
changes to these sections recommended by NAID. 

Why: 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No._ll_ 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16134 
Column:....::2~&;;._3=-----
Paragraph 91.7 (i) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

The City supports all comments and changes to this Section recommended by NAID. 

Why: 

Just because there is an economic development conveyance requested does not mean that property will 
necessarily have a high enough value to offset maintenance and marketing costs. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No.__1L 
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16135, 16136 
Column Appendix A & Appendix B 
Paragraph. ___ _ 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

These charts will need to be modified to reflect any changes to text. 

Why: 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No._M_ 
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LOS ANGELES 

355 SOUTH GRAND AVENUE 

L<;>S ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90071 

(213) 626-1717 

FACSIMILE' (213) 02~·~704 

SAN .JOSE 

50 WEST SAN FERNANDO STREET 

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95113 

(408) 29~-~2 I 0 

FACSIMILE: (408) 28~·2012 

PETTIT & MARTIN 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

A PARTNERSHIP INCLUDING PROFESSIONAL CORPORATIONS 

101 CALl FORN lA STREET 

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94111-5881 

(415) 434-4000 

FACSIMILE: (415) 982-4608 

TELEX: WU 330443 PEMLAWSFO 

SENDER'S DIRE~ DIAL NUMBER 

May 31, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for Economic Security 

Room 3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

NEWPORT BEACH 

4695 MACARTHUR COURT 

NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA 92060 

(714) 476-7676 

FACSIMILE' (714) 470·0117 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

601 THIRTEENTH STREET, N.W. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005 

(202) 637-3600 

FACSIMILE: (202! 1537·30SISI 

Re: Department of Defense Interim Final Rule Entitled 
"Revitalizing Base Closure Communities and 
Community Assistance" 

Gentlemen: 

I am providing these written comments to the Interim 
Final Rules published by the Department of Defense in the 
April 6, 1994 Federal Register, both in my individual capacity 
and as Northern California Regional Director for the National 
Association of Installation Developers (NAID). The national 
chapter of NAID is assembling comments from all of its membe-rs 
and is separately providing a compilation of comments to your 
office. 

I will restrict my comments in this letter to the 
proposed "early sales" program. 

Section 91.7(d) of the Interim Final Rules, which 
requires that military departments seek quick sales at fair 
market value is in fact a profit maximizing strategy that breaks 
the faith with some communities that were led to·believe most if 
not all surplus property would be transferred to reuse 
authorities for little or no consideration, subject to 
recoupment. The quick sales strategy also imposes additional 
steps in the disposal process that are not only unduly 
burdensome and restrictive to the military departments, but also 
will inevitably give rise to conflicts which may place the 
military departments in an adversarial posture with local reuse 
authorities. Section 91.7(d) should be substantially modified 
better to incorporate the requirements for joint DOD-community 
cooperation as set forth in the Pryor amendments to the Defense 
Authorization Act for fiscal year 1994, set forth in Title XXIX 
thereto and the President's July 2, 1993 statement on 
"revitalizing base closure communities." 



' . . '\ . 

PETTIT 8: MARTIN 

Office of th~ Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for Economic Security 

May 31, 1994 
Page 2 

I appreciate that the Pryor amendments, as ultimately 
adopted, do not .permit the mili~ary departments to make economic 
development transfers to reuse authorities unless they are in a 
position to provide a written explanation as to why the property 
was not disposed of through competitive bidding or public 
benefit transfer •. The expressed objective of Section 91.7(d) of 
the Interim Final Rules is to generate objective market data as 
to whether there is a ready market for all or significant 
portions of base properties. Unfortunately, as written, this 
section will not only fail to generate meaningful information as 
to marketability or market value but will also prove to be very 
cumbersome and distracting to the disposition agents of the 
military departments. As written, proposed Section 91.7(d) 
reflects an obvious concern that in the absence of some 
objective procedure, the military disposition agents will 
somehow find it difficult to implement the procedures for 
economic development transfers. In my opinion, this 
apprehension is unjustified. 

In permitting transfer of base properties to reuse 
authorities for economic development, Congress recognized that 
reuse authorities often face incredibly complex and daunting 
challenges which can best be addressed by giving the reuse 
authority control not only of the reuse planning, but also 
(through economic development transfers) the ultimate 
disposition of surplus property. These challenges may include 
the following: (i) overcoming job losses and other economic 
hardship caused by the closing or down-sizing of the base; 
(ii) planning constraints such as the arbitrary mosaic of 
contaminated parcels, and vested uses resulting from Federal 
Property Act and McKinney Act screening, which may impede 
efficient reuse; (iii) finding money to replace or upgrade 
inadequate infrastructure; (i~) finding money to·iemove or 
replace obsolete improvements in the aid of rational 
redevelopment; and (v) making sure that any development takes 
account of endangered species, wetlands and other environmental 

·constraints. Taken together, these and other challenges would, 
I believe, often be sufficient to justify the economic 
development transfer of all or significant portions of surplus 
property to local reuse authorities. 

The authorization, under appropriate circumstances, 
given by Congress to military departments, to make economic 
development transfers to reuse authorities is a tool that can 
greatly facilitate the efficient disposition, rapid job creation 
and ultimate realization of proceeds both to the federal 
government and reuse authorities. Using this authority; the 
military departments have the discretion to designate large 
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PETTIT & MARTIN 

Office of the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for Economic Security 

May 31, 1994 
Page 3 

parcels for transfer to a reuse authority which contains some 
properties which may be relatively marketable and others which 
are not. 

I am.concerned that, if invited to submit "expressions 
of interest," the private sector will attempt to cherry-pick 
readily marketable parcels. This would undercut opportunities 
that the reuse authorities would otherwise have to allocate a 
portion of the sales revenues from the more readily marketable 
properties to address urgent infrastructure and redevelopment 
needs. If reuse authorities are only to receive the transfer of 
properties which are not readily marketable, then the practic·al 
ability of the reuse authorities to successfully convert bases 
to civilian use will be severely compromised. Although DOD's 
intention, as expressed at the outreach seminars, is to preclude 
cherry-picking, I believe that in practice~ controversies will 
often arise as to whether particular sales in fact amount to 
cherry-picking. 

The early sales program will often lead to an 
adversarial relationship between the disposal agents for the 
military departments and the communities. The adversarial 
relationship may arise when the military department proposes to 
sell parcels which the reuse authority reasonably expected to 
receive as an economic development transfer. Conflicts may also 
arise if, as presently contemplated, sales occur before the 
reuse authority has completed its reuse plan. The likelihood is 
great that the military department will be in a position of 
having to pressure the reuse authority to draft its reuse plan 
to accommodate uses or densities it would otherwise not have 
allowed on particular parcels, and such accommodations could 
well have the effect of impairing the reuse potential of other 
surplus property at the base. · 

Requiring the military departments to solicit and 
thereafter evaluate "expressions of interest" for all surplus 
property constitutes an additional burden to the military 
departments, which may delay and interfere with the rational 
disposition and reuse of the base as a whole and will not, in 
most cases, yield reliable information about fair market value. 
Expressions of interest, particularly those prepared before the 
reuse authority has completed its reuse plan, are not likely to 
be meaningful because they may not reflect an informed 
consideration of certain crucial due diligence issues such as 
(1) the likely character of surrounding uses, {2) the quality 
and availability of adequate infrastructure, (3) the . 
compatibility of the intended use with the reuse plan,-and 
{4) the likelihood that the land designated in the expression of 
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PETTIT & MARTIN 

Office of the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for Economic Security 

May 31, 1994 
Page 4 

interest will be deemed suitable for sale or lease. Since 
expressions of interest are non~binding, it is likely that there 
will be an avalanche of proposals from firms whose ability to 
proceed is either doubtful or implicitly conditioned on 
unrealistic assumptions. Moreover, expressions of interest from 
nominally qualified firms are likely to be so heavily qualified 
with conditions and assumptions as to be meaningless. 

The military departments are likely to find the 
process of evaluating the good faith and reasonableness of 
proposals to be, at best, burdensome and distracting. Taken 
together, the six month advertising period, the indefinite 
period required for evaluation of proposals, and the requirement 
that disposal agents identify and segregate for eventual market 
sale parcels deemed to be readily marketable for which no 
expressions of interest have been received, will preclude 
expedient economic development transfers to reuse authorities. 

Rather than formally solicit for expressions of 
interest, the military departments should be encouraged to 
consult informally with both interested and qualified developers 
and the reuse authority in order to collect advice and 
information which will enable the military departments to divide 
the surplus property at the base into bulk parcels of a size and 
configuration which is consistent with and supports (i) the 
pattern of uses provided for in the reuse plan; and (ii) the 
mutual objective of DOD and the reuse authorities to preclude 
the cherry-picking of the most marketable portions. Through 
such consultation, the military departments would (i) identify 
bulk parcels, if any, which should, if sold through competitive 
bids after the reuse plan has been adopted, yield offers at fair 
market value and serve the interests of rapid job.creation and 
(ii) identify bulk parcels which are to be transferred to reuse 
authorities as economic development transfers. The informal 
consultative process described above would,· I believe, be less 
cumbersome than solicitation for expressions of interest, would 
be less likely to lead to an adversarial relationship with local 
reuse authorities, and would yield as much or more information 
about whether there is a ready market than the solicitation 
process described in the Interim Final Rules. 

In sum, I recommend that the military departments be 
permitted to exercise discretion in determining the scope and 

. sequence of fair market sales and economic development transfers 
to reuse authorities. Accordingly, the complex overlay of 
"early sale" regulations should be deleted or substanti~lly 
modified. 
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If you have any questions about the foregoing 
comments, please call. 

Very truly yours, 

William D. Hunter 

8840j 
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Robert E. Bayer 

June 20, 1994 

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Reinvestment and 
Base Realigrm~nt and Closure 

The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Dear Bob: 
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As you know, I strongly support the Department of Defense 
efforts to facilitate the transfer of excess military property 
resulting from Base Realignment and Closure Commissions (BRAC) 
decisions to local communities for economic redevelopment. 
Presently, within the Commonwealth of Virginia, BRAC, with the 
approval of Congress, has made the decision to close the 
following major installations: Cameron Station in Alexandria, 
Harry Diamond Laboratory in Prince William County, and Vint Hill 
Farms in Fauquier County. 

I also support the Administration's policy of assisting 
local communities, through reuse committees, in charting the 
direction that they feel is most appropriate in recovering from 
installation closures. 

It is, therefore, with concern that I reviewed the BRAC 
Interim Final Rules published on April 6, 1994. I am 
particularly concerned with the provision regarding private 
sector interest. This provision, as I understand.it, will allow 
the military to determine the appropriateness of private 
proposals and to unilaterally sell properties sought by local 
communities. Not only will this provision take away control from 
the local community reuse committee, but I fear it will make 
installations such as Vint Hill Farms, Harry Diamond Laboratory, 
and Vint Hill Farms, attractive targets for private real estate 
speculators. 

It is clear to me that this provision will not only generate 
profits for speculators but will create much ill-will toward the 
military by the communities who had, prior to this interim final 
report, been led to believe that they would have a role in, if 
not the lead in, determining the reuse of these excess 
installations. 
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I believe this prov1s1on is a grave breach of good faith 
between the Department of Defense and the many communities 
throughout the country affected by base closings. I strongly 
urge the Department to drop this ·provision prior to the Interim 
Final Rules being published. 

Sincere! 

JW:gfw 



July 1, 1994 

Mr. Robert Bayer 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 

· (Base Closures and Realignments) 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
30814 The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Dear Mr. Bayer: 

Attached are the specific comments from the Fort Ord Reuse 
Authority (FORA) Managers Group on .. the Interim Final 
Rules, 1.ssued on April 6, 1994. FORA is limiting its 
comm~nts to four specific areas of the Interim Final 
Rules, which are particularly troublesome to FORA in 
replacing the serious economic impact from the Fort Ord 
closure on the Monterey Peninsula. These four areas . of 
vital concern to FORA are as follows: 

* The "Jobs Centered Property Disposal" features which 
may allow the Army to sell substantial portions of 
Fort Ord--if an Army/DoD decision is reached that the 
land has a "ready market" independent of the level of 
infrastructure and investment required to achieve 
reuse and independent of our consensus "FORG plan". 

* The Economic Development Conveyance provisions which 
· call for appraising the property as its "proposed 
reuse" rather than its current condition and current 
zoning. 

* The Profit Sharing provisions which do not specify 
what are appropriate local capital and operating 
investments over the years that can be netted-out 
properly before the 40 percent salesjlease 
distribution to DoD. . / 

* The Personal Property provisions which will-·still 
allow the Army to remove critical equipment at Fort 
Ord and other future bases, just as the Army removed 
church pews, irrigation lines, and airport operating 
equipment at Fort Ord. 

In forwarding these recommended revisions to the Interim 
Final Rules, FORA must also express its concern that the 
tone and many of the s~ecific details in the rules should 
be changed to enhance Joint community-DoD/Army cooperation 
in the long-term redevelopment of Fort Ord and other 
closing bases. It would be helpful if the Interim Final 
Rules could reflect the good cooperation that has occurred 
in recent weeks leading up to the transfer of the 
properties for California state University at Monterey Bay 
and the University of California at Santa cruz, .-now 
scheduled for July 8, 1994. 



Thank you !or your attention to our concern a. We are 
coordinating our re•pon••• with Conqres~;man sam Farr and 
Senators Barb«ra Boxer and Dianne Peinatien. our apecific 
recomm•nded ohangae ar• outlined belov. If we c•n provide 
additional in!or.ation or anawer any qu•ations please call 
Joe Cavanaugh, FORA &t4ft at (4·08) 2•2-FORA. 

S cerely, 

afJ.£JA 
JaeJc Barlich 

attachment& 

JB/rll:> 

c: Sam Farr 
Barbara Boxer 
Dianne Feinatien 



From: Fort Ord Reuse Authority 

Page 16120 
Column 3 
Paragraph 91.7 (d) (3) 

Recommended Change: 

While it is unclear whether the "ready market" appraisal 
and property-marketing will still apply to Fort Ord as a 
1991 closure action, the entire authority for the Military 
·Department to sell land of Fort Ord or any "substantial 
part" of the base except in conformance with the approved 
consensus Fort Ord Reuse Group Plan·should be_deleted in 
its entirety. 

This change is recommended because: 

DoD and the Army should be supporting the approved FORG 
(Fort Ord Reuse Group, our predecessor entity) plan as 
called for 91.7 (c) and should not be selling property 
without local land use zoning or in conflict with the 
consensus plan. 

Page 16131 
Column 3 
Paragraph 91.7 (e) (4) 

Recommended Changes: 

**** 
1 

0 l .1fLi 

The fair market value of Fort Ord should be determined by 
the current condition of Fort Ord with all its 
infrastructure problems, not some "proposed reuse of th~ 
property." 

This change is recommended because: 

Section 2903 calls for an explanation for any transfer of 
proJ?erty for economic development purposes· at less than 
"fal.r market value." The "proposed reuse of the property" 
is simply not current fair market value. DoD and the Army 
would thereby be penalizing the FORG communities for our 
initiatives in planning and financing the reuse of Fort 
Ord. 

Page 16133 and 16134 
Columns 2, 3, 1, 2 and 3 
Paragraph 91.7 

Recommended Change: 

**** 

The entire section should be rewritten to allow the 
Military Base commander to arrive at a listing of 
equipment to support the community reuse plan, and then 



•• J" 

require an Assistant Secretary level approval for any 
changes to that equipment listing. The only exception 
should be military unique property and equipment related 
to_ .t;.he relocating unit or m1ss1on. 

This change is .recommended because: 

The word "indispensable" to the military command is so 
broad that DoD can continue to remove water lines and 
church pews· (such as at Fort Ord) whenever they wish to. 

**** 

Page 16132 
Column 3 
Paragraph 91.7 (f) 

Recommended Changes: 

The .Interim Final Rules should give specific examples of 
allowable local capital and operating costs that can be 
properly deducted in arriving at the net sales proceeds to 
be distributed to DoD ( 40 percent) • FORA considers the 
following capital and operatin9 cost elements must be 
recognized specifically in the F1nal Rules: 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

On-site and off-site roads and infrastructure 
Adequate water services 
Demolition costs 
Design and en9ineering costs 
Major univers~ty research facilities 
Planning expenses 
Marketing expenses, including advertising and 
brokerage fees 
Federal agency relocation costs, such as Reserve 
Centers 
Cost of providing adequate replacement McKinney Act 
housing 
Capital and borrowing costs 
Local net maintenance costs until the property is 
ready for development 

This change is recommended because: 

The Federal Procurement Regulations cited in the rules are 
not an adequate documentation of the type of local costs 
that will be incurred. 

qa\jc\bayer07.01 
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As you know, the Orlando Naval Training Center is located in my Congressional District 
and was closed under the BRAC 1993 process. 

Simultaneous with the closure announcement, the Administration released the President's 
"Five-Point Plan" to spur community economic reinvestment and to allow the localities 
more flexibility and authority in their reuse planning. However, the Department's interim 
final rule, published in the April 6, 1994 Federal Register, includes several controversial 
rules that I believe will detrimentally affect those communities with closing military 
installations. 

The provisions of. the rule that I am most concerned with are those incorporated in the 
"jobs centered property disposal" section of the interim final rule. The procedure set 
forth in the rule provides for a six month advertisement period and for the Department to 
review any offers received during that time. It also provides for the Department to take 
action resulting in a sale of specified property. Unfortunately, the rule does not allow for 
local reuse input - there are simply no provisions to require the Department to consult 
with local government or local redevelopment authorities until after the decision to ~ell the 
property has been made. 

This rule seemingly violates the provisions and intent set forth in the Pryor Amendments: 
to allow the primary responsibility for shaping and implementing this redevelopment to 
rest with the local community. The primary goal of this correspondence is to urge the 
Department to make the appropriate adjustments to the rule and involve local governments 
~n the process from the beginning of the advertisement period, assure that the proposals 
submitted adequately address the local reuse plans, zoning, and infrastructure 
improvements required by the reuse plan, and involve the community in any sale decisions 
that are made by the Department. 

It is my understanding that the City of Orlando has submitted some proposed language 
which would actually remedy the concerns that I have discussed above. I have taken the 
liberty of attaching those suggestions for your review. 

I urge you to carefully review the concerns that I have outlined above _and consider 
making the appropriate modifications in the rule prior to the Department's final adoption. 
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The Honorable William Perry 
June 27, 1994 : 
Page Two 

I believe the changes suggested by the City of Orlando and other communities similarly 
affected will meet the intent of. Congress and the Administration by shifting the primary 
responsibility of shaping and implementing redevelopment to those local communities 
directly impacted by the closure of a military installation. 

Thank you for your attention to my concerns and please feel free to contact me, John 
Ariale of my District Staff, or Don Morrissey in my D.C. office should you require any 
additional information regarding this matter. 

BMcC:jma 

Enclosure 

___ , ________ ,_ 



CO~S ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT 
FOR FY 1994 

TO: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
· 3 0814, The Pentagon 

Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

FR: City of Orlando, Florida 

RE: Closure of Naval Training Center Installation, Orlando, Florida 

Page 16130- 16131 
Column 2 
Paragraph (d)· Jobs Centered Property Disposal 

Recommended Changes: 

§91. 7, Para~raph (d) !2) - The Military Departments should identify properties with potential 
for rapid job creation and begin, as soon as possible, but not later than completion of.the new 
expedited McKinney Act Screening, paragraph (b) of this section, an appraisal or other estimate 
of the propenies' fair market value. This appraisal shall consider the local reuse plan. local 
zoning and comprehensive plan. the environmental impact statement. required infrastructure 
upgrades. and other improvements wh.ich will be reguired to the propeny given its sale on an 
"as is where is" basis. Such appraisals or estimates should address a range of likely market 
values taking into account: feasible uses for ·the property; the uncenainties in property 
development; and, current market conditions (i.e., recognizing the state of the market after a 
closure announcement). The preferences of the local 2ovemment as stated in the reuse plan and 
local zoning constraints shall also be considered. The appn.isal should not be based on the 
replacement cost of the properties, since they may not be readily adaptable for civilian use. 
Additionally, the appraisal should not be based on the highest and ~st use, but the most likely ·/ 
range of uses consistent with local interests. All appraisals shall consider required infrastructure 
upgrades to assure that the property does not become a burden upOn the local taxpayers. The 
above appraisal may be accomplished for 1988 and 1991 closures if it is determined that it would 
be beneficia) to do so and will not delay the disposal process. 

Paragraph {3) - To assist in the appraisallestimation of fair market val~e of properties with a 
potential for rapid job creation, and to detennine if interest exists in properties not originally 
identified for rapid job creation, the Military Departments shall, for 1993 and 1995 closures, 
advertise for expressions of interest in aU or any substantial part of each closing installation. 
For 1993 and 1995 closures, the Military Departments shall advertise at the completion of the 
new expedited McKinney Act Screening process (see paragtaph (b) of this section). The 
Military Departments shall consult with the local government prior to p1adn~ t_he advertisements. 



Comments on Interim Rule 91.7 
Submitted by City of Orlando, Florida 
Page 2 of S 

Paragraph (d) • Jobs Centered Property Disposal 

The Military Departments may advertise for expres.sioni of interest in all or any substantial pan 
of each closing installation on the 1988 or 199.1 closure lists if it is detennined that it would be 
beneficial to do so and will not delay the disposal process. 

Paragraph (3) (i) - Advertisements for expressions of interest shall be open for six {6) months. 
Expressions of interest received should detail the intended use, the site plan, the jobs estimated 
to be created, the schedule of development and hiring, and an evaluation of the wonh of the land 
and buildings. In addition, such expressions of interest include compliance with the local reuse 
plari, compliance with local zoning and comprehensive plans, and note the ability to provide 
infrastrucrure improvements which will be reguired, as well as demonstrate adequate fmancial 
ability to go through with the prooosed development. Upon receipt of the expressions of 
interest. the Militart ~artments will consult with the local redevelopment authority in regards 
to the expressions of inte·rest, The local redevelopment authorit~ shall have the ability to review 
and recommend acc~tance or denial of any. expressions of interest received. Advertisement for 
expressions of interest will be conducted simultaneously with all other disposal actions and are 
not an additional step in the disposal process. 

Paraeraph (3) (ii) .. The Military Departments shall analyze each expression of interest and 
detennine within thirty (30) days of receipt if it is made in good faith and represents a 
reasonable development proposal. In making its analysis. the Military De:partmenJS shall 
consider the recommenciation of the local re.development authority. After review of the 
recommendation by the local redevelopment authority. if the Military Departments decide that 
an expression of interest received demonstrates the existence of a ready market, the prospect of 
job creation, js consistent with the Base Re-Use Plan. local zoning, adequately addresses 
required infrastructure improvements. shows adMuate financial ability to Proceed with the 
development. and is consistent with the plans of the local redevelopment agenc~, and offers 
proceeds consistent with the range of estimated fair market value, it may decide to offer the 
propeny for sale. If the local re.develQPment authority and the Military Departments !or his 
designee) do not agree on the proposed sale. the sale decision shall be referred to the Secretary 
of Defense for his desienee) for decision. The procedure for this review is set fonh in 
paragraph (d) (5'L Potentia] offerors will be required to work with the redevelopment authority 
so that their development goals will be compatible with the local redevelopment plan. 

Paragraph (3) (iii) - (no changes) 

Parngrapb {4) .. After the completion of the initial six {6) month advertisement period, if no 
offers have be.en received. the local redevelopment authority may request additional marketing 
assistance from the MilitarY Depanments. If no such request by the local redevelopment 
authority is made, no additional marketing of properties shall occur. 



-· Comments on Interim Rule 91.7 
Submitted by City of Orlando, Florida 
Page 3 of S 

Paragraph (d) - Jobs Centered Property Disposal 

Paragraph (5) - Pursuant to paragraph (d) (3). the local redevelopment authority has the ability 
to recommend approval or denial of any offers received. Should the local redevelopment 
authority. and the Military Departments disagree on whether the proposed sale should occur. the 
decjsjon to sell shall be referred to the Secretazy of Defense for decision. The local 
re.development authority may present its position in writing and may request a meeting with the 
Secreta.cy of Defense in order to present its position to the Se.cretary. The Secretary shall 
consider the position of the local redevelopment authority and make a decision. Such decision 
shall be announced within sixty (60) days of the date the matter is referred to the Secretary of 
Defense. 

Why: The Job Centered Property Disposal procedures do not appear in the underlying Statutes. 
It appears that these procedures were developed by the drafters of the rules. It truly appears that 
the procedures are an attempt to simply make money from those properties which could be 
marketed. 

The Job Centered Property Disposal process appears to violate the sense of Congress and the 
President in that it fails to actively involve the local community in decisions made with regard 
to property on Bases whlch are to be closed. Public Law 103-160, Div. B, Title XXIX, Section 
2903 (c)~ November 30, 1993, 107 Stat. 1915 provides that: 

"In order to maximize the local and regional benefit from the 
reutilization and redevelopment of Military Installations that are 
closed, or approved for closure, pursuant to the operation of a 
Base Closure Law, the Secretary of Defense shall consider locally 
and regionally delineated economic development o~s and 
priorities into the process by which the Secretary disp6ses of real 
propeny and personal property as part of the closure of a Military 
Installation under a Base Closure Law. In determining such needs 
and priorities, the Secretary shall tak~ into account the 
redevelopment plan ~eveloped for the Military Installation 
involved. The SecretAry shall insure that the needs of the 
homeless in the communities affected by the closure of such 
installations are taken into consideration in the redevelopment plan 
with respect to such installations ... 



Comments on Interim Rule 91 .. 7 
Submitted by City of Orlando, Florida 
Page 4 of 5 

Paragraph (d)- Jobs Centered Property Disposal 

However. as the interim rules have been published, the redevelopment authority has absolutely 
no voice in the process until a decision to sell by the Military Department. Never is the local 
government consulted about responses which have been received as . a result of the 
advertisements, wh~t!ler such responses fit within the proposed use of the Base as set fonh by 
the local government in the redevelopment plan or whether the proposed use meets the 
development needs and priorities as set foith by the local government. 

Funher, providing for local government input only at -the end of the process, and only 
through a formal reconsideration methanism, adds a completely unnecessary adversarial role 
between the local government and the Military Depattmenr. It truly seems in drafting the 
interim rules that the drafters have lost sight of the spirit of cooperation which was reiterated 
so many times by our federal leaders, and are attempting simply to sell off what property may 
be sold, without consultation to the local government. Even the most basic elements of 
coordination with the local government appear to be lacking in the sale process. in that there is 
no consideration of zoning requirements, infrastructure requirements and improvements due to 
the proposed development. 

To add insult to injury, the drafters go further in paragraph 4 of the Job Centered 
Property Disposal Rule in that even if no expressions of interest are received during the ftrSt six 
(6) month advertisement period, the Military Department may decide to continue to market a few 
high-value installations for an additional period of time. Again, the local government is removed 
from the system, and is infonned only at the end of the initial six (6) month advertisement 
period whether any high-value installations will be continued to be marketed at the close of the 
normal six (6) month period. The local government is not consulted early in· the process, and 
may only object in the form of a request for reconsideration, again placing the local government 
authority in an unnecessarily adversarial position with the Military Department. 

It should also be noted that in paragraph 3 {i), the statement is·made that, n Advertisement 
for expressions of interest will be conducted simultaneously with all other disposal actions and 
are not an additional step in the disposal process." This statement is erroneous for the following 
reasons: 

1. For 1993 Bases, the six (6) month advertisement period begins at the close 
of the McKinney Act Screening (paragraph (d) (3)). 

2. As now providoo in the Regulations (paragraph (b) (7) to (10)), at the 
close of the McKinney Act Screening, the local redevelopment authority 
can incorporate the property not claimed by the McKinney Act Screening 
process into the local redevelopment plan. 



Comments on Interim Rule 91.7 
Submitted by City of Orlando, Florida 
Page 5 of 5 

Paragraph (d) - Jobs Centered Property Disposal 

3. Since the new six (6) month advertisement period does not begin until the 
close of.the McKinney Act Screening, it adds at least six (6) months to the 
process and delays the time frame in which the local redevelopment 
authority can incorporate the property into the local re-use plan. · 

The suggested changes we have incorporated in paragraph d • Job Centered Property 
Disposal, attempt to do the following: 

1. Involve the local govermnent to a large extent in the initial stages of the· 
advertisement period. This · will allow the local government to feel 
confident that any proposals which may ultimately be accepted by the 
Military Department will be consistent with zoning regulations, 
infrastructure requirements, local comprehensive plans, and other normaJ 
development requirements. The local government must feel confident that 
any transfers under the Job Centered Property Disposal procedures will 
fit in the overaU community plan, as well as comply with normal 
development laws, rules and regulations. 

2. Attempt to revise the Job Centered Propeny Disposal rules to delete the 
unnecessary adversarial relationship by providing for early consultation 
and involvement of the local goverrunent, and providing for deferral of the 
sale decision to th~ Secretary of Defense should the local redevelopment 
authority and the Military Departments disagree on the sale. 

3. Provide that no additional marketing shall occur beyond the initial six {6) 
month advenisement period unless additional assistance is requested by the 
local redevelopment authority. 

CITY OF ORLANDO 
400 South Orange Avenue 
Orlando, Florida 32801 

Glenda E. Hood, Mayor 

DATE: June 23, 1994 

TOTAL P.1215 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

JUL 5 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense (Economic Security) 

The Pentagon, Room 3D854 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

OFFICE OF 
SOLID WASTE AND EMERGENCY 

RESPONSE 

In response to the April 6, 1994,-Federal Register request 
for comments on a Proposed Rule addressing transfers of property 
under Section 2908 of the National Defense Authorization Act for 
Fiscal Year 1994 (Act) and an Interim Final Rule pursuant to 
Section 2903 of the Act, the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) provides the following comments. 

Interim Final Rule - Revitalizing Base Closure Communities 

This Interim Final Rule provides new procedures for 
disposing of closing bases to ensure early reuse of the base's 
valuable assets. However, these procedures do not acknowledge, 
or explicitly take into account, the United States' 
responsibility to comply with Section 120(h) of the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act, as 
amended, (CERCLA) in making real property transfer decisions. 

For eAample, Section 120(h) (3) (B) (i) of CERCLA provides that 
in the deed transferring real property on which hazardous 
substances were stored for one year or more, known to have been 
released or disposed of, th.e United States must provide a 
covenant that "all remedial action necessary to protect human 
h·ealth and the environment with respect to any such substance 
remaining on the property has been taken before the date of such 
transfer." The language "has been taken" is defined in Section 
120(h) (3) of CERCLA to mean "the construction and installation of 
an approved remedial design has been completed, and the remedy 
has been demonstrated to the (EPA] Administrator to be operating 
properly and successfully." Unless the conditions underlying 
this covenant are met, the United States may not transfer the 
property by deed. Since the base transferring agency would be 
required to comply with these provisions, the Interim Final Rule 
should be clarified to reflect these CERCLA requirements. 

Recycled/Recyclable 
Pnnted with Soy tea nola Ink on paper that 
contains at least 50% recycled fiber 
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Proposed Rule - Revitalizing Base Closure Communities 

The Proposed Rule attempts to establish a mechanism by which 
closing military installations or portions thereof could be 
transferred to the private sector more expeditiously than is 
currently taking place. The Proposed Rule would allow the 
Department of Defense (DoD) to ehter into agreements to transfer 
_real property at closing military installations to a person 
willing to undertake the environmental cleanup of that property. 

We believe the Proposed Rule needs to more fully address the 
relationship between the liability of the purchaser to conduct 
the required e~vironmental restoration and the liability of the 
United states under CERCLA. For example, although the regulation 
correctly notes that certain statutory rights to indemnification 
are not available to the purchaser, the transfer does not . 
eliminate the obligation of the United States to perform required 
remedial action. The covenant required by Section 
120(h) (J)(B) (ii) of CERCLA, warranting that any additional 
remedial action found to be necessary after the date of transfer 
shall be conducted by the United States, must be provided in the 
deed when a deed can be delivered. 

Because of this covenant, it is unclear whether, under the 
Proposed Rule, the purchaser (i) would be obligated to perform 
any future, post-title transfer cleanup tasks, or (ii) would be 
obligated to perform only all non-remedial cleanup tasks (e.g., 
additional removal actions, including remedial investigations and 
feasibility studies, or RCRA corrective actions). It is also not 
clear from the proposed language whether subsequent purchasers, 
assignees, etc., are precluded from asserting claims for 
indemnification against the United States. 

Under the Proposed Rule, prior to transfer, the purchaser 
must demonstrate "the ability to adequately perform all required 
environmental clean-up, waste management and environmental 
compliance activities." (Section 91. 7 ( j) ( 3) ( i) ) .T-his provision 
seems vague in that the Proposed Rule provides no indication as 
to how a purchaser would demonstrate such an ability· (e.g., 
financial capability, technical expertise, compatibility with 
existing remedial activity). Similarly, the requirement for "a 
bond or other form of financial assurance" of proposed Section 
91.7(j) (J)(iii) (C) does not specify whether such financial 
assurance is for restoration costs or some other obligation of 
the purchaser. 

Importantly, to the extent that a potential purchaser will 
be required to become a permittee under an existing RCRA, Clean 
Water Act, ·clean Air Act or other environmental permit, the 
purchaser will be required to meet all State and Federal 
statutory and regulatory requirements related to such permit. 
For example, for real property containing a RCRA permitted 
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facility, a purchaser would have to satisfy the financial 
requirements of RCRA. Consequently, the stipulation required in 
the agreement to purchase as provided by proposed Section 
91.7(j) (3) (iii)(B) should also include applicable Federal and 
State· permits. 

The regulation should also 'clearly state whether the 
"estimated fair market value" of the property is based on its 
value before or after the cleanup. 

Finally, to ensure· that this Proposed Rule will accelerate 
the cleanup of closing installations, the regulation should 
provide for participation by all parties to the Interagency 
Agreement (IAG) in the determination to transfer the installation 
or part of the installation to a person willing to undertake the 
cleanup. In addition, since IAGs establish binding enforceable 
DoD obligations with EPA, the regulation needs to clearly state 
that the military service will remain responsible for meeting IAG 
imposed obligations, such as cleanup schedules and milestones. 
For example, the obligation to pay IAG stipulated penalties will 
remain with the military service should the restoration work not 
proceed in accordance with the IAG. 

If you have any questions concerning our comments, please 
contact Bob Carr at (202) 260-2035 or Seth Thomas Low at (202} 
260-6981. 

cc: Sherri W. Goodman, DoD 
Timothy Fields, OSWER 
Jim Woolford, OSWER 
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Jefferson Proving Ground 
1505 West Ordnance Drive 
Highway 421 
Madison. Indiana 4 7 2 50 
(812) 273-6140 
Fax (8 1 2) 273-6098 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I attended the DoD Outreach Seminar at Chicago May 5-6 and have finally found time to 
submit comments on the Interim Rules on Base Closure Community Assistance, Title 29. 

My time has been in short supply since I'm the only paid staff for the Jefferson Proving 
Ground Regional Development Board. We "only lost 400 jobs" and didn't seem to qualify for 
the larger OEA grants. It didn't seem relevant to OEA that the community is only 12,000 people 
and the base is an overwhelming 55,000 acres with very difficult land use situations to consider. 
It is clear to me now that we could use three or four additional staff persons to deal with the 
multitude of issues surrounding base closure. I end up taking this stuff to lunch, home and 
road trips in attempts to deal with the incredible amount of bureaucratic complications that my 
beard has to address. 

My comn1ents will not be polished but rather reflect my individual experiences with 
attempts to help my three-county region effectively reuse the US Army Jefferson Proving 
Ground. 

Department of Defense Policy 
Recognize the need to make the individual military departments observe and adhere to 

the rules and guidance being developed under Title 29. I've already seen numerous instances 
where the Army does their thing and the DoD simply turns their heads and says it is an Army 
matter. Either make rules that everyone plays by or don't waste everyone's time. 



Ready Market Sales 
There is the potential for a big disconnect here. A sale can take place to an 

organization/entity that is the last thing a community may want to see happen. You've got to 
reconsider this aspect and bring a level of community involvement. I understand the DoD and 
Servic~s are interested in generating revenue, but at what costs? 

I'm concerned about how you test the market. This should be spelled out and be nearly 
uniform for all properties. I can see discrepancies where a buyer exists and maybe no interest 
exists in reaching other potential buyers, advertising is limited. Also where no buyer exists 
interests in reaching potential buyer:s is high and advertising is much broader. 

There is great deal of concern on behalf of some members of our community that the 
Army would sell some of the best JPG property without concern for the community. Currently 
we have the International Union of Operating Engineers looking at 5,500 acres of JPG and we 
haven't finished our reuse plan. It is disheartening to know now that the Army can do what they 
want regardless of our interest. 

Personal Property Disposal 
Your exempted personal property categories provide a framework for most all property to 

stay exempted from helping with reuse activities. Who is the policeman here? Who makes these 
determinations and who can the community appeal to? 

The pecking order in the interim rule puts the communities next to last. We're behind 
even other federal agencies. It concerns me that we may be left with only the junk that has no 
reuse benefit. 

Also there exists the potential for difficulties if the community assumes certain property 
will be available when putting together the reuse plan, only to find out later that the equipment of 
property is leaving. I've been there and seen this. 

Screening 
We have the US Fish and Wildlife Service interested in nearly 52,.000 of the 55,000 acres 

at JPG. They wish to tum it into a refuge. We see limited economic benefit from this activity. 
We have tried to negotiate with the USFWS but achieved only limited success. ·Final decision on 
who gets what hasn't been made. I think the interim rules should attempt to direct federal 
agencies and DoD/Military Service decision makers to more highly consider the communities 
interest for economic development. The president's plan may have expressed interest in jobs but 
federal agencies still have the property disposal laws working in their favor. Political avenues 
are the only way can hope to address this taking by the USFWS. 

I cannot recall the person's name at Chicago but I ran this situation by him. He responded 
that his hope and desire is that a fair and equitable arrangement could be met. This is not the 
case as of this writing. 

2 
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Economic Development 
I understand that guidelines are being developed so as to identify what constitutes 

economic development activities that merit discounted conveyances. Please consider the long
term economic development needs of rural areas. Much like I stated above, the USFWS is taking 
parcels t~at we believe have development potential in the future. Once USFWS take the property 

· is will be impossible to get it back 

Long term economic development concerns include landbanking for future 
industrial/commercial use, land banking of wetlands to help mitigate local outside the fence and 
right of way corridors for future tr~sportation project. 

Appraisals 
Appraisals must be based on the property as it is not for what it is proposed to be used 

for. Does this need to be explained to anyone? 

Environmental Impact Statement for Reuse and Disposal 
This area may not be addressed by Title 29 but it is so key maybe it should be. The 

Record of Decision seems to me to be extremely critical to any reuse activity. The EIS process 
should be reconsidered so that the community has a definite role in the process. March 15, 1994 
I requested that Paul Johnson consider providing the Jefferson Proving Ground Regional 
Development Board cooperating agency status in the EIS process. I still haven't heard from 
anyone regarding this request. 

Caretaker 
Military Departments should consider working \vith the reuse community to develop cost 

effective solutions to providing an adequate level of caretaker services. By working together and 
considering the reuse plan I'm sure cost-saving could be identified. These saving could· in tum 
help make improvements to the property and help with disposal or lease of the property. 

Utilities 
Utilities should be considered real property and be made available to communities· 

through a public benefit conveyance. 

3 
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In closing, it seems to me that the President, the Department of Defense and the military 
departments have to make a couple of big decisions. Do you really want to see community's 
succeed at reusing former military bases? It adjustment and economic developn1ent your number 
one priority? Are you sin1ply interested in proving lip services and confusing legislation that 
provides enough wiggle room to do whatever the overriding political interest might be at the 
time? · · 

Think about it and I hope you come up with something that you and country can live 
with. 

Thank you for your time and consideration of my comments. If you have any questions 
regarding this transmittal please contact my office at 812.273.6140. 

Best regards, 

Bob Grewe, 
Redevelopment Coordinator 

4 



United States Department of the Interior 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2024<> 

July 5, 1994 

Honorable Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of Defense 

for Economic Security 
Room 3D154 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

I I '· 1' '·1 -~ -·~--...._.f_, 

I am pleased to provide the following comments on the interim final rule which 
implements both Title XXIX of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal 
Year 1994 and the President's Five-Part Plan to revitalize base closure 
communi ties. 

The-Department of Interior (DOl) is fully supportive of the intended goals of rapid 
redevelopment, the revitalization of base closure communities, and the creation of 
new jobs in the impacted areas. However, we also wish to express concern about 
the possible effect of the regulations on DOl's ability to administer the public 
benefit discount provisions of Section 203(k)(2) of the Federal Property and 
Administrative Services Act of 1949, as amended (40 U.S.C. 4S4(d)(2)) and to 
recommend technical corrections to the interim rule which will allay these 
concerns. 

Of particular interest is how these regulations will effect two major initiatives of 
the DOl: (1) protection of natural resources and (2) preservation of public parks 
and recreation areas. As it pertains to public park and recreation values, we are 
"OnC" .... ned +-h .... + th"' ~l'V\nl£\"t'Y>cnt-r.d·;,-""" "f t'h" ll"''IT re(T!• 1r.\tl'or.s , .. r;ll "'~nde .... DOl's ~b;lihr ... .1. '"'' J. "' .I.UlJ ~ ............ p ... ..., ......... .1...1.1.1"'-"""v.o...;. v .................... 9\' o"'"'"'"' A ·~ ................ .i. ... " ......... .,J 

to ensure these resources remain in the public estate through the Federal Lands
to-Parks Program. 

It is our understanding that the Congress intended that base closures be conducted 
in accord with the 1949 Act, where appropriate, and that the new legislation fulfill 
one of the objectives in the President's Five-Part Plan by adding economic 
development to the list of "public uses" which already qualify for no cost or 
discounted conveyances. 

The Department of Defense reinforces this perception by stating in section 
90.4(a)(l) that its policy is to implement the President's plan by expeditiously 
transferring real and personal property that enhance economic developrpent and 
job creation or other public benefits. · 



The regulations go even further in that san1e section by generically stating that 
the use of existing public benefit conveyances should be considered, where 
appropriate, before the use of a public benefit conveyance for economic 
development purposes. 

Howev~r, subsequent sections suggest that in some instances real property sales 
take precedence over public benefit conveyances or references to the public benefit 
disposal process have been omitted entirely. These concerns are particularly 
applicable to the job-centered disposals addressed in Section 91.7(d)(3) and (d)(4) 
and form the basis for the DOl's two major recommendations expressed below. 

Recommendation 1:· Section 91. 7(d)(3)--Public benefit conveyances are 
recognized as a priority in 91.7(e)(3), are acknowledged in (d)(4) but are 
conspicuously orn.itted in the procedures for section (d)(3) conveyances. This 
IS In error. 

Therefore, subsection (ii) should be rewritten to require that Military 
Departments weigh public benefit conveyance proposals and local agency 
support for such proposals before offering the property for sale, and should 
also include the same language as in (d)(4) (revised below) which would 
exclude property likely to be disposed of under an existing public benefit 
conveyance program from the (d)(3) jobs-centered disposal process. 

Recommendation 2: Section 91.7(d)(4)--Park and recreation has been 
omitted from the list of possible public benefit conveyances. The fifth 
sentence should read: "In making these determinations, park and recreation, 
airport, port, and school property should be excluded if it appears that they 
are likely to be converted to public parh and recreational use, airports, ports, 
or schools, or other uses under existing public benefit conveyance programs." 

The following recommendation addresses a major inconsistency in the interim rule 
with respect to the procedures and tilne frames for State and local agency 
screening. 

Recommendation 3: Appendix B to Part 91--Closure and Transition 
Timeline for a Notional BRAC Base That Closes on September 30, 1997, 
indicates that State and local screening will be completed by June 1. This is 
contradicted by 91.7(a)(8) which states that screening of real property with 
State and local government agencies shall take place concurrently with 
McKinney Act screening (another 60-175 days after completion of Federal 
agency screening), and 91. 7(c)(2)(ii) which implies an even longer period of 
time (up to 1 year) may be necessary to insure that appropriate public 
benefit recommendations are included in the local redevelopment plan. 

The remaining recommendations (4-8) identify those sections where corrections 
and modifications are necessary to insure consistency within the interim final rule 
and with Recommendations 1 and 2. 



Recommendation 4: Section 90.4.(a)(l)(i)--The second sentence should be 
rewritten to be consistent with 91. 7(e)(3) as follows: "The use of Existing 
public benefit conveyances should be considered used, where appropriate, 
before the use of a public benefit conveyance for economic development." 

Recommendation 5: Section 91.4(a)--A statement should be included in the 
·policy that reflects the exception for public benefit conveyances allowed 
under 91. 7(d)(4) and proposed for (9)(3): "Selling properties quickly for public 
or private development to speed up job creation where a ready market exists 
except those properties that may be excluded by the local redevelopment 
authority for public benefit conveyance." 

Recommendation 6: Section 91.7(d)(2)--This section requires the Military 
Departments to conduct appraisals or other estimates of fair market value to 
identify properties with potential for rapid job creation. Among other 
guidelines, this section indicates "the appraisal should not be based on the 
highest and best use, but the most likely range of uses consistent with lo.cal 
interests". This section should be revised to include among the "likely range 
of uses" potential ·public benefit conveyances such as park and recreation. 

Recommendation 7: Section 91.7(e)(l )--A statement should be added to the 
fifth sentence to provide consistency: " ... , after it is determined that the base, 
or significant portions thereof, cannot be sold in accordance with the rapid 
job creation concept or transferred through a public benefit conveyance." 

Recommendation 8: Section 91.7(e)(3)--The first sentence can be 
strengthened by deleting the word "generally": "The economic development 
conveyance authority is an addition to existing public benefit authorities 
and, generally, should not be used when .... " 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the interim final rule.-Add.-itioHn-aa-~--1----
clarification, if needed, can be obtained from Wayne Strum, Acting Program 
Manager~ Federal Lands-to-Parks Program, National Park Service, 202-343-3759. 

Sincerely, 

I .. 
I / / : 

~E.~~(!___/ 
td'\ George T. Frampton, Jr. 

Assistant Secretary for Ish 
and Wildlife and Parks 
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·· 'VINT HILL ECONOMIC 

ADJUSTMENT TASK FORCE 

July 6, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Sec~etary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon _ 
Washington, DC 2030.1-3300 

Re: Comments on BRAC Interim Final Rules 

Dear Sir: 

26B John Marshall Street 
VVarrenton,VA 22186 
Office: (703) 347-6965 

Fax: (703) 349-2304 

Enclosed you will find two comments on the BRAC Interim Final Rules issued on April 6, 1994. 
These comments are in addition to comments previously submitted by the Vint Hill Economic 
Adjustment Task Force. They respond to the request from Josh Gotbaum, stated at the meeting 
called by Senator Pryor on June 24, 1994, to suggest wording changes to address specific 
concerns. 

We appreciate the extension of the public comment period which allowed these comments to be 
submitted. 

Owen W. Bludau 
Executive Director 

Encl. 

cc: Senator John W. Warner 
Senator Charles S. Robb 
Congressman Frank R. Wolf 
Secretary of Defense D. William Perry 
David Lane, White House Office of Economic Security 

C. HUNTON TIFFANY 
Chairman ~" 

HON. J. W. LINEWEAVER 
Vice Chairman 

OWEN W. BLUDAU 
Executive Director 

f 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

For\vard Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301..:3300 

From: Vint Hill EconOmic Adjustment Task Force 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page. ____ ...Ll~61~3u.::3_ 

Column ___ -""----
Para~ph. ___ ~2 ____ _ 

Recommended changes: 

Add a new paragraph--number (g) (5). The new para~ph should generally state: 

Why: 

"(5) The Secretaries of the Military Departments will support local use of long-term leases 
(2-50 years) for the purpose of securing more rapid economic redevelopment. One year 
renewable leases will only be used when requested by the local redevelopment authority or 
the end user. Long term leases may be requested by the local redevelopment authority or 
the end user when needed to borrow renovation funds or to justify making use renovations. 
Long-term leases may be used, when requested by the local redevelopment authority or end 
user, where transfer of title is delayed pending completion of environmental remediation 
until such time as the site is clean and title can be transferred." 

Interim leases on BRAC bases will be the primary means of obtaining rapid economic 
redevelopment. Interim leases can be used prior to bases being fully closed amd sites transferred 
and prior to some sites being cleaned which need environmental remediation. 

Short term leases, especially one year renewable leases, will not justify significant investments for 
use renovations by either a local redevelopment authority or an end user. Banks will not loan funds 
for renovations where a short-term lease is involved. Also, users will not invest their own funds to 
make major use renovations if they can not depreciate the costs over a longer time period allowed by 
tax law. Since most military facilities will require some modifications to make them reuseable, and 
many will require extensive and expensive renovations, one year renewable leases, in reality, 
preclude reuse of most facilities. 

Name: Owen W. Bludau, Executive Director 
Address: 26B John Marshall Street 

Warrenton, VA 22186 
Phone: 703-347-6965 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Vint Hill Economic Adjustment Task Force 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page. ____ ---o!!...:~:.....l-.-
Column ___ ......_ __ _ 
Paragraph __ ___..::.__ __ 

Recommended changes: 
Additions to paragraph (i)(3): 

"(3) The initial minimum level of maintenance and repair to support non-military purposes, and its time of 
duration, shall be determined during consultation between the Military Department and the redevelopment 
authority. This level, tile time duration during which it applies, and the property to which it applies, shall 
be determined during consultation ..... " 

" .... .In no case shall the level of maintenance and repair: ..... 

(iii) Cease on property or facilities on wlticil title remains with tile military pending completion 
of envirollmelltal remediation, without the concurrence of tile local redevelopment authority. If the 
property or facilities calt be used under interim leases until remediation is completed, tile requirement 
for maintena11ce and repair may be made part oftlte interim lease provisions." 

Why: 
The discussion of rules for levels of maintenance and repair of facilities and equipment is both confusing 
and fails to answer some obvious questions. Paragraphs (i)(2) and (i)(3) do not provide any guidance on 
how long the levels of maintenance will be maintained. For example, if a base closure was announced in 
1993, the reuse plan completed by the locality in mid-1995, and the base not scheduled for full closure 
until late 1997, does. the rule mean that maintenance on all facilities, utility systems and land will be 
maintained until late 1997, even though most of the land and buildings are vacated before late 1997? Will 
military maintenance of base grounds continue if interim leases are provided for use of individual buildings 
or groups of buildings on the base? If environmental remediation is delayed beyond base closing; who is 
then responsible for land or facility maintenance of the "problem" areas until remediation has occurred and 
titles can be legally transferred? 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone 

Owen W. Bludau, Executive Director 
26B John Marshall Street 
Warrenton, VA 22186 
703-347-6965 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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July 8, 1994 

Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of Defense 

for Economic Security 
Room 0814 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Assistant Secretary Gotbaum: 

Openlands Project would like to offer comments on the interim final rule for 
Revitalizing Base Closure Communities and Community Assistance, published in the 
Federal Register on April 6, 1994. Dedicated to the preservation and enhancement of 
open space throughout the metropolitan Chicago region, Op~nlands Project has been an 
active participant in reuse planning aCtivities for several local military installations. 

Openlands Project supports the shift from emphasizing a high return on the sale of 
surplus property toward greater consideration of local interests in the reuse of former 
military installations. Greater recognition of local needs is critical for the successful 
development of a comprehensive reuse plan. However, Openlands would like to point 
out that it is important to recognize the existence of resources that ate of greater than 
local interest. In cases· where the resources contained on the site are of regional 
significance, regional input is also important. 

Although the new regulations provide a number of needed improvements, several 
difficulties in the disposal process remain. First, the simultaneous screening of real 
property with state and local government agencies and screening with homeless 
providers under the McKinney Act creates confusion. While we support the concept of 
concurrent screening as a means of expediting the disposal of base closure properties, 
the procedures outlined in the interim rule should more clearly outline how the process 
would work in the case of competing requests for the same property. 

A related concern involves the possibility of repeated McKinney Act screening in the 
event that an approved proposal by a homeless provider is withdrawn or otherwise not 
implemented. Openlands opposes any provision which would allow for prolonged 
reservation of surplus property for the homeless once the initial screening has been 
concluded. In addition to adding uncertainty and delay, multiple screening periods for a 
single use precludes efficient, comprehensive reuse planning and is inconsistent with the 
expeditious disposal process for which the interim rule was established. Moreover, OLP 
agrees with concerns expressed by the National Association of Installation Developers 
(NAID) that discretionary authority should be granted to the Secretary of Defense to 
reject McKinney Act proposals that impair overall property reuse. 

Second, Openlands strongly supports language which recognizes special circumstances 
associated with early (1988, 1991) base closures and the need to provide- redevelopment 



authorities sufficient flexibility to adapt to local conditions. We especially welcome the provision 
which authorizes the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security (ASD-ES) to waive 
requirements which are inconsistent and/or not appropriate for bases "well along in the disposal 
process." It would be helpful to more clearly define when such a waiver would be granted. 

Third, the rule is unclear regarding the relationship of economic development conveyances to other 
public benefit conveyances. While we recognize the legitimate need for rapid job creation and the 
economic revitalization of base closure communities, it is important to note the existence throughout 
the nation of other needs (recreation, conservation,' historic preservation, education, etc.) which may 
be of equal or greater importance than new economic development. These needs should not be 
overlooked. Accordingly, specific language should be added to Section 91.7 paragraph (e) (7) stating 
that the economic devefopment conveyance will not supersede the use of other public benefit 
transfers. Moreover, language describing the local redevelopment authority's discretion in the disposal 
of property obtained through an economic development conveyance should also be provided. 

Finally, the rule fails to define the essential components of a redevelopment authority as well as the 
extent of the authority's powers. At times the rule implies that the role of the redevelopment authority 
is limited to that of a planning body, while at others it suggests that it also serve as a landholding
agency. To address this concern, Section 91.3 paragraph (g) should be amended to include a 
description of what constitutes a local redevelopment authority and a list of the types of local public 
bodies that might be recognized to fill this role. Language should also more clearly define the 
discretionary power of the local redevelopment authority regarding the reuse of surplus properties. 

In summary, Openlands Project believes that the interim rule represents a positive step toward 
improving the existing disposal process. Although the rule makes a number of badly needed 
improvements, we continue to have several serious concerns in a number of crucial areas. Among 
them are the need to: (1) recognize regional input in cases where base resources are of greater than 
local significance; (2) eliminate the potential for confusion resulting from simultaneous screening 
procedures; (3) more clearly define circumstances in which requirements established under the interim 
rule would be waived for earlier (1988, 1991) base closures; ( 4) include explicit language stating that 
economic development conveyances will not supersede other public benefit conveyance authorities; 
and (5) more clearly define the essential components and powers of a local redevelopment authority. 
It is our hope that the rule can be revised in cooperation with impacted communities to address the 
concerns expressed above. 

Sincerely, 

r l-v' fhf c:Q"-----
)Gerald Adelmann 
Executive Director 

~(9·-f:~ 
Joyce O'Keefe 
Policy Director 



DATE: July 1, 1994 

T H E C IT Y 0 F TO: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for ~conomic Security 

NOVATO 
CALIFORNIA 

900 Sherman A venue 
Novato, CA 94945 
415/897-4311 
FAX 415/897-4354 

Mayor 
Cynthia L. Murray 

Mayor Pro Tern 
Bernard H. Meyers 

Coundlmembers 
DennisF1Shwick 
EmestJ. Gray 
Harry J. Moore 

OtyManager 

3D814, The Pentagon . 
Washingto~ DC 20301-3300 

FROM: The City of Novato - Hamilton 

SUBJECT: Comments on the Interim Rule - Implementing Title XXIX of 
the National Defense Authorization Act for FY 94 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Interim Rule. Several 
representatives fro~ the City of Novato attended the DOD Regional Outreach 
Seminar in San Francisco and found it worthwhile as to understanding the 
proposed rule. Following are the City of-Novato's comments: 

General Comments: 

Roderick}. Wood 1. The federal base closure places the proverbial cart before the horse.-

\D0
\ \- t 

9 l "1A 

\D~'d- J

q) ni·A 

C3&52;7 /1/94 " 

. The system as set up compels federal agencies, homeless and others 
providers under the McKinney Act, state, county, city and special 
districts to designate and request parcels of land, buildings, and 
structures ·before any physical, financial, environmental, code 
compliance, hazardous and toxic waste, and regulatory analysis bas 
been conducted. This often forces these agencies and the local 
community into disagreement because proper analysis, planning, 
education, and consensus building has not been allowed to occur. This 
has been the experience of base closure efforts throughout the country 
and with bases in the Bay Area 

This process also does not allow these agencies to work with the 
community to determine if an integrated plan can be developed that 
serves the needs of all parties. In the case of Hamilton, the Coast 
Guard, Veterans Administration, Maritime Board, Travis Air Force 
Base, the many. McKinney eligible providers . that are known to be 
interested, the county, city, school district, community college district, 
and other districts have expressed interest in portions of Hamilton. 
Currently, there is no process at the local level to coordinate these 
requests. There is no process to see if through· creative efforts a 
rational plan.can occur. It is clear many of these agencies do not know 
or understand the infrastructures, code compliance, regulatory, physical, 
and environmental conditions of the property and requirements of 
federal, state, and local laws and regulations. 

It is this process of blind confusion of grabbing at "free land~~ that is a 
legacy of the federal base closure process, and we believe explains the 
dismal failure of base closures for the last two decades. It is this 
process that has led to endless litigation, ballot initiatives, and special 
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2. 

legislation ~hat has cost the public untold millions, perhaps billions if you consider 
the budget impacts on the Department of Defense from not being able to get rid of 

· · these bases. 

The chance to correct some of these probleiJ?S is by getting solid information, to all 
the parties as Will be done through the reuse planning effort and by educating the 
community aoo eliminating unnecessary fears, and building a consensus to serve all 
needs. 

1~\l--~ 

C\ I "1t_, 

Every major parcel of land with a base should b~. master planned prior to s3.Ie. This 
is especially true With property that has serious constraints or public controversy. I 
believe Hamilton would assuredly fall into this category as well as many other bases. 
There are serious constraints at Hamilton with existing improvements; sewer," water, 
roads, drainage, police, fire, paramedic services, parks and recreation, and others. 
Hamilton is certainly a controversial property. This drives the need, using any 
rational planning model, to develop a master plan or, in this case, a reuse plan for 
the entire property. Decisions should not and really cannot be made until you have 
reasonable and accurate information. This information base is the first order of 
business for the reuse plan. This information should be important to anyone 
proposing uses at Hamilton or othe~_bases. 

' ...... 
i • -- ~~ ·. 
!\. 

3. 

It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to develop a comprehensive, well thought 
out, rational and effective master· plan that takes all issues and concerns into 
consideration if the balance of the property has been precommitted to different uses. 
Those precommitted uses cannot be knowledgeable of reasonable alternatives that 
provide their needs while protecting others if decisions are made in a vacuum from 
the overall process. That is the case at Hamilton where federal, state, local agencies, 
and McKinney providers are being asked to precommit to their uses before any reuse 
planning has occurred. This has occurred at other bases and is the root cause of 
many of the problems in the reuse process at those bases. Planning should precede 
commitment or the time to master plan a property is before it looks like "Swiss 
cheese." 

Hamilton has a legacy of its own. It is the longest base closure in the history of the 
United States, perhaps the world unless the Romans are still closing some bases. A 
great deal of the problems with Hamilton have been the failure to properly involve 
and educate the community on proposed reuse. If the community is not involved in 
a meaningful manner, educated on issues to allay undue fears and their concerns 
effectively and reasonable responded to and incorporated, there will likely be a 
strong, negative reaction. · 

The condition of existing infrastructure, buildings and eXIsting services is of 
paramount concern to most local agencies as the burden will ultimately be theirs. 
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It would not be prudent for any local agency to accept a developer or a deal made 
by the federal government that would bankrupt the local agency. We believe the 
desire to create ·economic development potential will not work unless the local 
agency first determines the appropriate land use entitlement. The federal 
government, d~~eloper, and the local residents need to know _.and California law 
requires issues to be reviewed and resolved prior to development occurring. 

4. The Interim Rule provides for informing communities, as early as possible, that the 
federal government will sell properties to stimulate job creation, . economic 

., conveyance or another public purpose. Again, this process totally excludes the 
} ~1? ~ ..... ~- .,. interests of the local community. What if as in the case of Hamilton, the land is s.old 

·''1 
17

-=i QJ l-- to a developer and when the developer comes to the local community, the developer 
~.~ \ \ discovers the plan is unacceptable locally. The process comes to a halt and the stage 

is set for a long battle as evidenced by Hamilton. Informing a local agency is 
inadequate, no land should be sold without local land use entitlements in place. 
Selling property to a developer or the highest bidder does not necessarily mean land 
use approvals will be granted by the local agency. 

Specific Comments: 

The news release providing a synopsis of the Interim Rule was used as the basis for 
responding to comments. 

1. 

2. 

~~c-·~.1 .., 1 

U\\ ~10 

Interim Rule {page 3 paragraph 5): Appraisals will reflect the most likely future use 
of land consistent with local planning. 

Recommended Changes: Do not conduct appraisals until land use entitlements are 
in place. 

Why: We have found federal agencies have mtn1mum experience with local 
conditions and issues. Until land use entitlements are in place, the value of the 
property cannot be accurately known. 

Interim Rule {page 4. paragraph 1): DOD will ask for expressions of interest from 
the private sector for developing the en.tire or a substantial portion of a closing base. 

Recommended Changes: Do not ask for expressions of interest until land .use 
entitlements are in place. 

Why: Until local land use entitlements are in place, the private sector does not know 
what the local jurisdiction will allow nor what requirements from feder~l, state, local, 
and other jurisdictions may be applied to use of the properties. r 

OS52;7 /1/94 
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... Interim Rule {page 4. paragraph 1): Any expressions of interest -received by DOD 
/ ~ Will be shared with the respective local redevelopment authority. If after consulting 

with the local .community, DOD decides to offer the property for sale, the local 
redevelopment authority will be promptly notified of the decision and may formally 
challenge the decision. If after considering the local redevelopment authority's 
viewpoint, DOD decides to proceed with the sale, potential bidders will be strongly 
encouraged to work with the local redevelopment authority so their proposals are 
compatible with the local redevelopment plan. 

Recommended Changes: Determine local land ·use entitlements prior to any of the 
above activities . 

"-.. .•. 

Why: This process puts the cart before the horse: sharing expressions of interest, 
consulting with the local agencies, considering the local communities' interests, 
stronglv encouraging bidders to work with local interest is meaningless to a. local 
jurisdiction. The fact is the community must ultimately dedde the benefits and 
liabilities of any proposal through its land use authorities. This should be done 
before the federal government sells the land to the highest bidder without 
considering the way lo<:al communities determine such matters. Economic 
development conveyance will be difficult for communities to assess as to benefits 
until detailed analysis is completed. In the case of a base like Hamilton, there are 
substantial liabilities and long-term maintenance concerns that would preclude the 
base from providing any type of feasible economic development. The base has been 
offered for $1 to local jurisdictions in the past and not accepted due to these 
concerns. Detailed analysis is conducted during the land use entitlement process. 

4. Interim Rule {page 5. paragraph 3): Leasing of real property does not seem to 
require environmental review. 

Recommended Changes: Clarification if leasing does·. or does not require 
environmental review. 

Why: Clarification. 

A difficulty encountered with our current experience is that the base closure process is 
designed to be "one size fits all." There needs to be the ability to deal with issues specific 
to each base in a timely manner. Now it seems when issues are not part of the mainstream, 
there is not any one person who can make a decision. It would be helpful to have an 
organizational chart for who is in charge of what for each base. It takes months to get 
through the maze and at the end no one seems to know who will be the final decision 
maker or arbitrator. 

C3852;7 /I/94 
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In conclusion, we believe our experience with Hamilton has given us insight on what can go 
wrong·with a base closure and what can make it work more smoothly. We would appreciate 
your consideration of the recommended c,hanges and would be glad to meet with any 
interested parties to provide additional information. 

The Multi-Agency B0ard which represents the Hamilton Reuse J?lanning authority will be 
reviewing this letter on July 5, 1994, and may submit comments that will be a part of this 
letter. 

Sincerely, 

R~Lr/~ 
Roderick J. Wood 
City Manager 

RJW:VG:rnmc 

C3852;7/1/94 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: ±:lt1>:h\ jk 1\v.~:k a\lh.\ ~. 
(Activity/Locatiori!Co.~unity&lSkliation!Group) 

Page \\9 \~ 
Column ~ · 
Paragraph -y~t · ~ I 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: i{p(~\"J "F>~ tt ...... ,..,..\ -~\IJ+-A.· 
Adddress: ~1C, r'e\~~ E., ~~\f· .... p~~lci-;-f . 

~- ~~1 )2-Co~:S ·. 
Phone: l 1\-"v\ V. '\ ,~ ., ~ "'~ q lo '\ s 1 

f_J__- ~ 4i-1- Lfi-1-- <;:<1<-f~ 
"' (NOTE: LIMIT TO l COMMENT PER P'AGE) 



From:Habitat for Humanity 

Page: 16157 
Column: 2 
Parag.r~p~:part 91 

Recommended Changes: 

The government shouHfreturn the bases to their respective committees in a safe and "whole" 

manner. We are recommending that the entire section 91 and concept of transferring the 

burden of environmental clean-up to the "buyer" be deleted.· · 

Why: 

As the primary polluter the government has the responsibility to clean up the mess. Super 

funds monies have been available for these efforts. As a larger buyer of clean-up services, 

the government is better positioned to purchase an~.~ monitor clean-up activities. Experienced, 

under staffed, and under funded reuse committees· are likely to falter in such undertaking. 

As amended Section 91 will also transfer large amounts of assets into the hands of a few 

individuals and corporation who can " demonstrate to the Secretary concerned the ability to 

adequately perform all required environmental clean-up, waste management and 

environmental compliance activities. "-page 16157-

It is unlikely that local firms on Guam will meet this criteria, resulting i~ the sale of NAS 

assets to off-island interest. We are against the amended Section 91. 

Habitat for Humanity-Guam .1 

Mr. Peter E. Gill 
President 
P.O. Box 22511 
GMF Barrigada, Guam 96921 
Tel: (671) 477-5945 
Fax: (671) 472-9747 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXt:X Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 /1 ""',.._. 
·~--/. : 'r ·. '·· ~' 
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;-)~ --· 
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Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Bay Planning Coalition, a membership, non-profit organization 
(Activity/Location!Community/lnstallation!Group) which advocates a reasonable, 

prudent and balanced planning and 

Page , 6 1 2 4 & 1 61 3 o-31 
Colunm 3 & 2-3 & 1 

permit process for uses and 
activities in the San Francisco 
EStuary and shoreline areas. 

Prum~ph summary & (d) (1-3) & (4) (175 shoreline business, maritime 
1093- l q ~~ ·-tD industry, builders, local gov • t) 

Recommended Changes. 1 ) direct the Department of Defense to con~uct all 
property disposals in accordance with ~nd iil cupport of the community 
reuse plan; and 2) dir.ect the Departme~t of Defense, in their revJ"ew 
of the Interim Rules, to work closely with community leaders and 
community based organizations to better balance the needs of the _).) 
Department with the needs of the communities. ~ 

~y: 1) The Interim Rule encourages Department of Defense agents to 
put base property up for sale to priv~te parties before the land 
becomes available to communities. This process of offering a base 
for sale is counterproductive to the very thofough, consensus-building 
process th~t the Department has encouraged for local base reuse 
planning. The rules encourage piecemeal development, discourage 
planning and reduce economic return to both the local communities 
and the federal government in the long run. 

Name: Ellen Johnck, Executive Director 
Adddress: World Trade Center, Suite 303 

San Francisco, CA 94111 

Phone: ( 4 1 5 } 3 9 7- 2 2 9 3 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 

ROOM 215 CITY HALL 

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 19107-3295 

(215) 686-2181 

FAX (215) 686-2170 

June 24, 1994 

The Honorable William Perry 
Secretary of Defense 
1000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-1000 

Dear Secretary Perry: 

EDWARD·G. RENDELL 

MAYOR 

As you are aware, the 1991 Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission's decision to close and realign the Philadelphia Naval 
Base and Shipyard will result in severe economic dislocation in 
the City and the region. As one of the largest Navy facilities 
to be closed by the BRAC process, achieving the goals of the 
City's Naval Base Conversion Initiative - primarily the creation 
of economic growth and employment opportunities for displaced 
workers - is a significant challenge. 

The President's Five Point Program, outlined last July, is 
widely recognized as an unprecedented proposal designed to 
facilitate economic development in communities affected by base 
closures. Unfortunately, the positive impact of the Five Point 
Program, which was included as part of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994 (the Pryo·r· Amendments), 
has been substantially diminished by the implementing regulations 

.which were recently issued by the Department of Defense. 

Specifically, the Interim Rule emphasizes disposal of the 
facilities through direct advertisement ~nd sale to the private 
sector over transfer of the property to the local redevelopment 
authority. This approach will be detrimental to local government 
efforts to effectively plan and reuse these facilities so that 
net economic growth and job opportunities will be created. This 
deference to the Department of Defense over the local government 
is a recurring theme in the Pryor regulations as currently 
proposed. 

13 71 5 --



The Honorable William Perry 
June 24, 1994 
Page 2 

. Other examples of this disturbing theme include the 
unilateral authority provided to DOD to remove certain broad 
categories of personal property from closing installations. Much 
of the personal property is necessary for successful reuse; at a 
minimum DOD should be required to notify the local government in 
advance as to what·is being removed so that reuse plans can be 
adjusted accordingly. In addition, the regulations allow the 
disposing military department to offer sale of real property 
regardless of whether there has been an expression of interest. 
If the private sector does not respond to the advertisement of a 
particular property, then a ready market does not exist; the 
regulations should not give DOD the authority to circumvent the 
local redevelopment authority and essentially attempt to "create 
a market. •• 

The City has prepared formal comments on the Inter~ Final 
Rule, which were s~mitted to the Department of Defense this 
week, a copy of which is enclosed. I would like to request that 
DOD be directed to: (1) rewrite the Inter~ Final Rule based on 
the comments received and on the intent of the Pryor legislation 
as well as the President's Five Point Program, and (2) issue ~ . l 
revised Interim Rule, as opposed to a Final Rule. This would JDqL/-! 
provide.communities with th; opport~i~y to review the re:rised ~~ .-; 
regulatJ.ons to ensure· that J.ssues crJ.tJ.cal to reuse plannJ.ng are Oq .-:~._,-
adequately addressed prior to final implementation of the 
regulations. 

In addition, given the unique directives of the BRAC ~ 

~ommiss~on regarding the Philadelphia Naval Complex, it i~ \ .--.. l't. 1 .• 
l.mperatJ.ve that the Pryor amendments also apply to the Sh1pyard If,._ .. _.! .. ' - c· 

property (which is to be retained by the Department of the Navy 1 Qo ·'"' 
for emergent use). Only with the economic development incentives 1 L/ , ~~~ 
of the Pryor legislation can Philadelphia generate.sufficient l 
economic growth to provide comparable employment" opportunities/// 
for the 5,300 workers who will be laid off by the end of 1995. 

Thank you for your consideration of these issues. 

EGR/se 

Sincerely, 

Q_~-JG~ 
EDWARD G. RENDELL 
MAYOR 

l . - -



COMMENTS ON THE INT~R~M RULE 

Implementing Title XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Re: Section 90.3 - Definitions. 

Page: 
Column: 
Paragraph: 

16126 
1 
(a) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"Closure. All missions of the base have ceased or 
have been relocated. All personnel (military, 
civilian, and contractor)· have either been 
eliminated or relocated, expect for personnel 
required for caretaking and disposal of the base 
or personnel remaining in authorized enclaves." 

(Add): "A11 base property (including buildings, 
other facilities and equipment) retained by a 
Military Department for 'emergent use,' but 
underutilized and available for leasing (as agreed 
upon by the Commander of the base in question and 
the local redevelopment authority) shall be 
treated as "closed" for the purposes·· o#f these 
regulations." 

To facilitate the creation of employment 
opportunities for a local ·community, the benefits 
of the Pryor regulations should apply to retained, 
but not utilized, property, as well as excessed 
property. If the distinction between retained and 
excessed property remains intact, the local 
redevelopment authority will be forced to develop 
two separate strategies for reuse of the 
properties. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Phil~delphia~ PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 



From: 

Re: 

Page: 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing Title XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Section (a) - Real Property Screening. 

I 
I , • 

Column: 
16128 
3 !04(-1 • Li 

Paragraph: (8) Oi ~ 1Ab 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"Screening of real property with State and local government· 
agencies shall take place concurrently with McKinney Act.
screening." 

(ADD) The Department·of Defense will notify the local 
redevelopment authority within 5 days of receiving a written 
expression of interest from a State or local government 
agency or a homeless provider. 

Should State, other local agencies or homeless providers 
express· interest in the real property of the closing 
military installation, notification to the local 
redevelopment authority is necessary to allow incorporation 
of the proposed reuse into the planning process. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 



From: 

Re: 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 

Implementing Title xirx of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Section (b) - McKinney Act Screening. 

Page: . 
colum·ri: 

16129 
3 

/ 

toCf~f-- -c,-· 
Paragraph: (5) 

t11 t) 1SS-
Recommended Ch~ges: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"If a provider indicates an interest. in a listed property, 
it shall have an additional 90 days after submission of its 
written notice of interest to submit ·a formal application _to 
HHS, a period which HHS can extend. " · 

If a provider indicates an interest in a listed property, it 
shall have an additional 90 days after submission of its 
written notice of interest to submit a ·formal application to 
HHS, a period. which HHS can extend for a period of no longer 
than 60 days. 

The current language allows HHS to extend the homeless 
provider application period for an unspecified time period. 
So that such extensions do not unreasonably delay the 
conclusion of McKinney screening and the local government 
planning process, the exten~ion period should be no longer 
than sixty days. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Phil~delphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 
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Recommended Ch~ges: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"The Military Departments should identify 
properties with potential for rapid job creation 
and begin, as soon as po.ssible, but not later than 
completion of the new expedited McKinney Act 
screening ... an appraisal or other estimate of th~ 
property's fair market value. 

(ADD) npotential candidates for Jobs-Centered 
Property Disposal will be limited to properties 
for which prior, and documented interest from the 
private sector has been expressed to either the 
local government or the disposing Military 
Department. 

No specific criteria is provided for the process 
by which the disposing Military Department w.ill 
determine whether a particular military 
installation is a candidate for rapid job 
creation. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 
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Page: 
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Recommended C~~ges: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"A few high value installations for which a ready 
market apparently exists may, nevertheless, not 
have generated any expressions of interest during 
the allotted 6 month period .... In these cases, the 
Military Departments, based on completed 
appraisals or other estimates of-the fair market 
value, shall inform redevelopment authorities that 
the property is expected to be offered for sale 
and an economic development conveyance should not 
be anticipated ... " 

Paragraph 4 should be eliminated in its entirety. 

If the private sector does not respond to public 
advertisements of a particular property with an 
expression of ·interest, then·a "ready market" for 
the property does not exist. If there is no 
expression of interest from the private sector 
during the six-month advertisement period, the 
property should be made available for proposed 
economic development conveyances by the local 
redevelopment authority. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address~ City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Coriversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor. 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 
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Page: 
Column: 
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Recommended Ch~~ges: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

"If the Military Department decides that an expression 
of interest received demonstrates the existence of a 
ready market, the prospect of. j.ob creation, and offers 
proceeds consistent with the range of estimated fair 
market value, it may decide to offer the property for 
sale." 

"If the Military Department decides that an expression 
of interest received demonstrates the existence of a 
ready market, the prospect of job creation, and the 
potential to achieve estimated fair market value, it 
may decide to offer the property for sale, only if the 
local redevelopment authority certifies that this 
approach is consistent with the reuse goals for the 
site. In addition, prior to acceptance of a private 
offer to purchase, the reuse must be determined by the 
local redevelopment authority to be consistent with the 
community reuse plan." 

The interim rule provides the disposing Military 
Department with the authority to.dispose of property in 
a way which may be counterproductive to local economic 
development goals. Jobs-centered property disposal 
assessment is conducted prior to consideration of 
disposal to the redevelopment authority. Given the 
intent of President Clinton's 5-point p~an to 
revitalize communities facing base clos.ures, the local 
community/reuse plan, not the private sector, should be 
the first mechanism by which property is offered for 
transfer after the screening process. At a minimum, 
however, the local redevelopment authority must be a 
partner in the decision to lease or transfer title to a 
private agent. 

Terry Gillen 
City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 
1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 
215-686-3643 
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Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

"Gen.eraily, installations will be conveyed at no 
initial cost with a recoupment provision that shall 
permit DoD to share in any future profits should the 
base be later leased or sold. Bases in rural areas 
shall be conveyed under this ·authority with no 
recoupment if they meet the standards in paragraph · 
(e}(6)." 

" ... Bases in rural and urban areas shall be conveyed 
under this authority with no recoupment if they meet 
the standards in paragraph (e) (6} ." 

The interim rule states that closing facilities in 
rural areas are of "particular concern," and notes that 
recoupment is not required when the closure "will have 
a substantial adverse economic impact on the economy of 
the loc·al community and on the prospect of its economic 
recovery from the closure." Due to numerous .factors~ 
including tax rates, the migration of businesses to 
suburban areas, and the resulting high unemployment 
rates, many urban areas are facing significant economic 
problems. (For example, Philadelphia has lost 263,000 
jobs and approximately 30% of its tax base during the 
past twenty-five years.) 

In 1978, President Jimmy Carter issued an Executive 
Order requiring the federal gove~nment ~o give 
preference to cities whenever it. considered relocating 
federal agencies or facilities. President Clinton has 
made similar statements emphasizing his view that 
cities should be favored in federal facility location 
or relocation decisions. 

Given the Administration's recognition of the plight 
of cities, the regulations should allow urban areas to 
be exempted from the profit sharing clause provided 
they meet the "adverse economic impact" criteria. 

Terry Gillen 
City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Con~~rsion 
1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Phil~delphia, PA 19102 
215-686-3643 
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Recommended Ch~ges: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

"Before making an economic development conveyance of 
real property, an appraisal or other estimate of the 
property's fair market value shall be made based on the 
proposed reuse of the property." 

"Before making an economic development conveyance of 
real property, an appraisal or other estimate of the 
property's fair market value shall be made to deter.mine 
value of the property given existing zoning regulations 
or zoning regulations as proposed by the Community 
Reuse Plan, current market conditions, current 
infrastructure conditions (to include buildings and 
utilities systems) as well as current environmental 
conditions. 

It is not reasonable to anticipate the level of· local 
investment which may be required to achieve the 
"proposed reuse" of the property. 

Terry Gillen 
City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 
1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 
215-686-3643 
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Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

11 Before making an economic development conveyance of 
real property, an appraisal or other estimate of the 
property's fair market value shall be made based on the 
proposed reuse of the property." 

11 Before making an economic development conveyance of 
real property, an appraisal or other estimate of the 
property's fair market value shall be made to deter.mine 
value of the property given existing zoning regulations 
or zoning regulations as proposed by the Community 
Reuse Plan, current market conditions, current 
infrastructure conditions (to include buildings and 
utilities systems) as well as current environmental 
conditions. 

If the fair market value of the property is dete~ined 
to be negative, the disposing Military Department, in 
consultation and with approval of the local 
redevelopment authority, shall either: 1) upgrade the 
property to a minimum level of $ 1 fair market value; 
or 2) reimburse the local redevelopment authority for 
the cost of upgrading the property to that level. 

It is not reasonable to anticipate the level of local 
investment which may be required to achieve the 
"proposed reuse" of the property. 

Terry Gillen 
City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 
1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 
215-686-3643 
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Recommended Changes: 

From:·· 

To: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

"In the absence of a determination by the 
Secretary of the Military Department concerned 
that a different division- of the net profits is 
appropriate because of special circumstances, the 
net profits shall be shared on a basis of a 60 . 
percent to the local redevelopment authority and 
40 percent to the Department of Defense . 

..... the net profits shall be shared on a basis of 
a 60 percent to the local redevelopment authority 
and 40 percent to the Department of Defense. The 
government will not begin to receive recoupment 
fees for the lease or title transfer of a 
particular building or facility until net profits 
are achieved for the entire site." 

The term "net profit" should be evaluated based on 
all the local investments to the entire property. 
For example, a particular building may be showing 
a profit because it has reached full tenant 
occupancy, the local redevelopment authority is 
likely to be carrying the cost_of initial c~pital 
improvements as well as maintenance of the entire 
site for many years. 

Terry Gillen 
City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 
1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 
215-686-3643 
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Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

11 The annual report required by the GSA provision 
will be deleted, and a clause requiring 
notification to the disposing Military Department 
of sales or leases will be substituted. The notice 
of sale or lease will be accompanied by an 
accounting or financial analysis indicating net 
profit, ·if any, from a sale, or the estimated 
annual profit from a lease." 

"The annual report required by the GSA provision 
will be deleted, and a clause will be inserted 
requiring that the local redevelopment authority 

·will provide the disposing Military Department 
with an annual notification of individual sales 
and lease transactions, to include accounting or 
financial analysis of net profit potential, for 
the entire site." 

Requiring notification and analysis per 
transaction would place an additional bureaucratic 
burden of community reuse efforts, and would 
hinder "fa~t-track" occupancy and job growth. 

Terry Gillen 
City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 
1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Phi~adelphia, PA 19102 
215-686-3643 
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Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

"In calculating the amount of any net profit from 
a sale or lease, the local redevelopment authority 
may include: 

(A} Capital costs, as provided in 4~ CFR 101-~ 
47.4908(b). 

(B) Direct and indirect costs related to the 
particular property and transaction that are 
otherwise allowable under 48 CFR part 31 
including the allocable costs of operation of 
the local redevelopment authority with regard 
to that property." 

(Add) : "Specific examples of allowable costs 
include demolition, infrastructure improvements, 
costs incurred while bringing utility systems into 
compliance with state and local codes, care and 
maintenance costs, off-site capital improvements 
such as entry road expansion, marketing, and 
property management expenses." 

Using federal procurement regulations as the basis 
for calculating allowable costs provides 
inadequate guidance to communities. Specific 
examples should be included, as local communities 
are not experts on these regulatiOns, and would be 
at a decided disadvantage in negotiations with the 
disposing Military Department. 

Terry Gillen 
City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 
1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Phil~delphia, PA 19102 
215-686-3643 
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Page: 
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Implem~nting Title XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Section (f) - Profit Sharing. 

Column: 
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Paragraph: (4) (iii} 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"The deed provision will forbid "straw" transactions {sales 
or leases to a cooperating party at a nominal price), 
transactions at other than arm's length, and other devices 
designed to circumvent the Government's recovery of its 
share of the net profits." 

As required for economic development and job creation, the 
deed provision will allow "straw transactions. 

Because of existing environmental and infrastructure 
conditions at most former military installations, "straw" 
transactions are necessary to interest private companies in 
these properties. The purpose of "straw" transactions is 
not to avoid profit-sharing with the Federal Government, but 
to jump-start economic development and job creation. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: ·City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 
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Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

"The Secretaries of the Military Departments are 
authorized by Pub. L. 103-160, section 2906 to lease 
real and personal property at ~losing or realigning 
bases for consideration of less than the estimated fair 
market value ... " 

(Add:) "To encourage interim use of real property, the 
disposing Military Department should expedite its 
process in order to complete lease negotiations within 
three months of a request for the local redevelopment 
authority. Once a form of lease has been developed, 
leases for specific buildings should be processed by 
the disposing Military Department within 30 days." 

The intent of the Pryor legislation as well as the 
President's community revitalization plan. is to . 
generate economic growth and employment opportunities. 
A lease agreement must be completed before interim use 
can begin. It is, therefore, in the best interest of 
the displaced workers, the disposing Military 
Department and the local redevelopment authority, to 
expedite lease negotiations. 

Terry Gillen 
City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 
1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Phi1adelphia, PA 19102 
215-686-3643 
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Paragraph: (2) 

Recommended Changes: ...... 

From·: 

To: 

Why: 

"The exempted categories of perso~~~ property listed in 
paragraph (h) (5} of this section shall not be subject to 
review by the community." 

The exempted categories of personal property listed in 
paragraph (h) (5} of this section shall be subject to the 
following notification procedures to the community: The 
base commander shall issue a written notification to the 
local redevelopment authority outlining the items of 
equipment to be moved, the location to which they will be 
transferred and a suitable justification as to why the 
personal property is not being made available for community 
reuse. The Base commander can move or transfer the 
equipment the sooner of three weeks from the date of 
notification or when the community provides written 
acceptance of the notice. 

The interim rule provides unilateral authority for DoD to 
remove certain broad categories of personal property from 
Bases. At a minimum, DoD should be required to notify 
communities in advance as to what is being·removed and 
provide suitable justification as to why it is not being 
made available to the community for reuse. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conv~ision 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 
If 

215-686-3643 
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Paragraph: (3) 

Recommended Cnanges: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"Based on these consultations, th~ b~se commander is 
responsible for determining the items or category of items 
potentially enhancing the reuse of the real property and·· 
needed to support the redevelopment plan." 

Based on these consultations, the base commander and the 
local redevelopment authority are jointly responsible for 
determining the items or category of items potentially 
enhancing the reuse of the real property and needed to 
support the redevelopment plan. 

The interim rule provides unilateral authority for Base 
Commanders to determine which personal property enhances 
reuse potential. Community input is required so that Base 
Commanders have current and accurate ·information regarding 
the community's redevelopment plan. As new information 
becomes available, such as previously unidentified companies 
who indicate interest in locating on the Base,. the 
community's plans change and evolve (often·d~ily). 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-'686-3643 
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Paragraph: (4) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"Personal property not subject to the exemptions in 
paragraph (h) (5} of this section shall remain at a closing 
or realigning base until one of the following time periods 
expire (whichever comes-first): ... " 

Personal property not subject to the exemptions in paragraph 
(h) (5} of this section shall remain at a closing or 
realigning base until: 

(i) the community completes a~ personal property plan 
which identifies property required for reuse and 
presents the community's strategy for taking possession 
of such property; or 

(ii) Six months after the date of closure or 
realignment of the installation. 

The community reuse plan for a Base identifies the 
community's strategy for the reuse of real·property, not 
personal property. Most often, the professionals preparing 
reuse plans on behalf of the community are experienced in 
real es-tate or physical planning and possess little or no 
credential9 to evaluate personal property. As such, most 
communitfe.s need the benefit of additional specialized 
expertise or additional time to determine (on the basis of 
the.reuse plan) which types of personal property will be 
valuable to the community. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Phifadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 
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Column: 
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Paragraph: ( 5) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"Personal property may be removed without regard to these 
time periods upon approval of the base commander, or higher 
authority within the Military Department, and after notice 
to the local redevelopment authority, if the property: ... " 

Personal property may be removed without regard to these time 
periods upon approval of the base commander, or higher 
authority within the Military Department, and, pursuant to the 
(proposed) written notification and acceptance procedures 
identified in paragraph (2) of this section, by the local 
redevelopment authority, if the property: •.. 

The interim rule provides unilateral authority for DoD to 
remove certain broad categories of personal property. At a 
minimum, DoD should be required to notify communities in 
advance as to what is being removed and provide suitable 
justification as to why it is not being made available to the 
community for reuse. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Phil~delphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 
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Paragraph: (6) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"If the real property is transferred at or near estimated 
fair market value, the value of the personal property shall 
be included in the estimated fair market value of the real
property. If the property is conveyed separately from the 
real property, the value of the personal proper~y shall be 
-that at which it is carried on the installation's property 
account or estimated fair market value as agreed to between 
the parties at the time of transfer." 

If the real property is transferred at or near estimated 
fair market value, the value of the personal property _may or 
may not be (as agreed to by the community and the Base 
Commander) included in the estimated fair market value of 
the real property. If ~he property is conveyed separately 
from the real property, the value of the personal property 
shall be zero or that which is agreed to between the parties 
at the time of transfer. 

As we understand it, the intent of the interim rule is to 
provide flexibility to Base commanders and· other military 
personnel in assisting communities with reuse of 
installations. The interim rule, unless modified, does the 
opposite by prescribing the terms by which the transfer of 
personal property is to occur. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-1586-3643 
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Paragraph: ( 7) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"In this context, similar means the original and the 
proposed substitute item are designed and constructed for 
the same specific purpose ... 

In this context, similar means the original and the proposed 
substitute item are designed and constructed for the same 
specific purpose and are of comparable remaining useful 
life, technological capability and condition. 

For communities to replace the economic activity lost by the 
closing of a military installation, the community must be 
left with a reusable asset for reuse. Currently, the 
interim rule allows the Military Departments to "cherry 

· pick•• technologically advanced or new equipment from closing 
bases. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
PhiLadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 
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to support nonmilitary purposes. 
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Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"This section provides procedures to protect their condition 
while the redevelopment plan is being put together. 11 

• 

This section provides procedures to protect their condition 
while the redevelopment plan is being implemented. 

·The completion of a community's reuse plan does not coincide 
with the completion of a community's actual reuse of the 
installation. For that reason, DoD cannot turn over 
maintenance of installation assets to the community at the 
conclusion of the reuse planning process. Instead, the 
reuse plan can form the basis for mutual agreement between 
DoD and the community regarding the proper timeframe for 
transfer of title to the property and maintenance 
responsibilities. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 
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Section (i) - Minimum level of maintenance and repair 
to support nonmilitary purposes. 

Column: 
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Paragraph: (2) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"Public Law 103-160, section 2902 states that the Secretary 
may not reduce the level of maintenance and repair of · 
f-acilities or equipment at the installation below the 
minimum levels required to support the use of such 
facilities or equipment for nonmilitary purposes, except 
when the Secretary of the Military Department concerned 
determines that such reduction is in the National Security 
interest of the United States. This requirement remains in 
effect until one of the time periods in paragraph (h) (4) of 
this section has expired." 

This requirement remains in effect until mutual agreement is 
reached between the community and the Military Department 
concerned regarding the turnover of maintenance 
responsibilities from the Military to the community. In no 
case shall this time exceed six months after the d~te of 
closure or realignment. 

Base Commanders must have limited flexibility in deciding 
when to 11 turn over the Keys" to local communities. The 
reuse plan adopted by a community can form the basis for 
mutual agreement between DoD and the community regarding the 
proper time to transfer title to the property as well as 
maintenance responsibilities. 

Name: Terry Gillen -
Address: of Defense Conversion 

Phone: 

City of Philadelphia, Office 
1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 
215-686-3643 
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Section (i) - Minimum level of maintenance and repair 
to support nonmilitary purposes. 

Column: 
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Paragraph: (3) (ii) 

Recommended Changes: 

From: 

To: 

Why: 

"Where agreement cannot be reached [between the Military_ 
Department and the local community] , the-· Secretary of the 
Military Department concerned shall determine the level of 
maintenance required. In no cas·e shall the level of 
maintenance and repair: 

(i) 

(ii) Require any improvements to the property to include 
construction, alteration, or demolition, except that 
required by environmental restoration." 

(ii) Require any improvements to the property to include 
construction, alteration, or demolition, except that 
which is required by environmental restoration or other 
improvements mutually agre.ed to by the Military 
Department concerned and the community." 

There may be instances where reuse of an existing building 
or property requires the type of improvements which can be 
completed jointly by the community and Military Department 
prior to the closure. Base Commanders should not be 
prohibited from completing these improvements as long as no 
undue financial burden results on the Military Department 
concerned_ · 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

1650 Arch Street, 19th Floor 
PhiJadelphia, FA 19102 

Phone: 215-686-3643 



July 11, 1994 

Jeffry G. Price 
Attorney-at-Law 

15 South Wabash Street 
Peru, Indiana 46970 

Office (317) 472-3339 
Fax No. (317) 472-4246 

Office of Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Please be advised that I am the attorney 
Redevelopment Authority, the organization 
redevelopment of Grissom Air Force Base. 

for the Grissom 
concerned with 

Enclosed please find Comments on the Interim Rule for your 
consideration. 

Very truly yours, 

\ ,.-+-:((/-_ (._ 
/. :),J/>/.>·.~)-z-/ . 
.. _../" :~··· " 

~-~ r 

)~---
. L-(.( 

Jeffry G. Price 
JGP:cb 

Enc. 

cc: F. Barton, OEA (by FAX) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXrx Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Grissom Redevelopment Authority (Grissom Air Force Base) 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16130 
Column __ 2 ___ _ 

Paragraph (a> < 1 > 

Recommended Changes: "The procedures described below generally· apply to 
to 1993 and 1995 base closures and may ~ apply to 1988 and 1991 
closures which may be well along in the disposal process." 
ADD: "Not later than six (6) months after the·· date of closure or 
realignment, the Military Department shall advise the local redevelop
ment authority whether the new property disposal process described in 
this section and in Paragraphs (e) and (f) of this section will be 
applied." 

Why: Many of the 1988 and 1991 closures may wish to request an 
economic development conveyance. Each needs to know, as soon a~ 
possible, if such conveyance is available. 

Name: Jeffry G. Price 
Adddress:Attorney at Law 

15 South Wabash St. 
Peru, IN 46970 

Phone: 317/472-3339 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Grissom Redevelopment Authority (Grissom Air Force Base) 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16130 
Column 3 
Paragrap-h--r( ~a-r-) 'T""( 2'T"">r---

Recommended Changes: "The Military Departments - ADD: In consultation 
with the local redevelopment authori·ty -- should identify properties 
with potential for rapid job creation and begin, as soon as possible, 
but not later than completion of the new expedited McKinney Act 
screening (paragraph (b) of this section), an appraisal or other 
estimate of the property's fair market vaiue." · 

Why: Since the f,1ilitary Departments are generally in the business 
of security and defense, it seems unlikely that they are particularly 
equipped or expert in economic development. In particular, it seems 
unreasonable to expect the Military Departments to be able to identify 
properties with potential for rapid job creation. On the otherhand, 
that is one of the particular reasons that local redevelopment authorities 
have been established concerning closing or realigned bases. Therefore, 
the recommended change creates a partnership between the local redevelop
ment authority and the Military Department in identifying properties with 
potential for rapid job creation. 

Nrune: Jeffry G. Price 
Adddress: Attorney at Law 

15 South Wabash St. 
Peru, IN 46970 

Phone: 317/472-3339 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIx OfThe 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

·Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Grissom Redevelopment Authority (Grissom Air Force Base) 

(Activity/Loc~t!on!Community/lnstallation/Group) 

Page 16131 & 16132 
Column 3 and 1 (of 16132) 

Paragraph ( e ) ( 4 ) 

Recommended Changes: "The Mi~itary Departments shall consult with the 
local redevelopment author~ty on appraisal assumptions, guidelines 
and on instructions given to ~he appraiser, 5~~-shaii-ee-f~iiy-
~es~efis~e~e £e~-eem~ie~~eft-e£-~he-a~~~a~sa~." , 
ADD: "Upon request from .the local redevelqpment authority, the 
Military Departments shall furnish, promptly, written instruc.tions 
concerning said appraisal. The local redevelopment authority may 
submit an appraisal, in accordance with said instructions, to 
expedite a request for economic development conveyance." 

WbY,: The local redevelopment authority should be permitted to 
ass~st the Secretary in obtaining the appraisal. Such self help 
should be encouraged, since the Secretary's task is reduced. 

Nrune: Jeffry G. Price 
Adddress: Attorney at Law 

15 s. ~vabash St. 
Peru, IN 46970 

Phone: 317/472-3339 

(NOTE: L~IT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
. " 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Grissom Redevelopment Authority Grissom Air Force Base) 
(Activity!Loc~tipn/Community/lnstallation/Group) 

Page 16132 
Column 1 
Prum~p-h~(e~)~(b~)-----

Recommended Changes: ADD: "The local redevelopment authority ·may 
s~bmit evidence to support a determination of adverse impact upon 
the economy of the local communities. The Secretary shall furnish 
instructions, upon request, as to what evidence will be considered 
in making said determination." 

Wh . In order to expedite a request for economic development 
con~yance, the local redevelopment authority should be permitted 
to submit evidence in support of its request. If the Secretary 
will furnish the redevelopment authorfty instructions as to·what 
will be considered in making that determination, the local redevelop
ment authority can help itself and expedite the prpcess. This should 
also speed up the Secretary's determination. · 

Name: Jeffry G. Price 
Adddress: Attorney at Law 

15 South Wabash St. 
Peru, IN 46970 

Phone: 317 I 4 72-3339 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

I 

From: Grissom Redevelopment Authority (Grissom Air Force Base) 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16132 
Column· 2 
Paragrap-h~( e=-)-(P'-::7=-")--

Recommended Changes: "In cases where the new property disposal· process 
is not appropriate, ~he-See~e~a~y~s-ee"ee~fts ~asll -- ADD: "The local 
redevelopment authority may -- request a waiver from the ASD (ES) for 
proceeding with the disposition of the property." 

Wby: The local redevelopment authority is in the best position to 
determine whether the new property disposal process is inappropriate 
for its particular base. Therefore, the waiver request tothe ASD (ES) 
should come from the local redevelopment authority,. not~the· Secretary 
concerned. 

Name: 
Adddress: 

Phone: 

Jeffry G. Price 
Attorney at Law 
15 s. Wabash St. 
Peru, IN 46970 

317/472-3339 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

I 

From: Grissom Redevelopment Authority (Grissom Air Force Base) 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16132 
Column 1 

------
Paragraph (e) ( 6) 

Recommended Changes: ADD: "The Secretary concerned shall furnish, 
upon request, written instructions as to the form.and nature of 
evidence to be considered in determining whether the Base, in 
question, is rural. To expedite a request for economic development 
conveyance, the local redevelopment authority may submit such 
evidence in support of a determination that the Base in question 
is rural." 

Why: The local redevelopment authority should be allowed to 
furnish the Secretary with proof that its request for economic 
development conveyance concerns a "rural" Base. To.expedite its 
request, the authority should be allowed to submit evidence·in 
support of that determination. Therefore, the Secretary should 
provide direction for such evidence. As a result, the process is 
expedited. · 

Name: Jeffry G. Price 
Adddress· Attorney at Law 

· 15 South Wabash St. 
Peru, IN 46970 

Phone: 317/472-3339 

(NOTE: LIMJT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Commen~s, On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Grissom Redevelopment Authority (Grissom Air Force Base) 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16132 
Column _____ _ 
Paragraph ( e ) ( 5 ) 

Recommended Changes: ADD: "The Secretary of the Military Department 
shall furnish, upon request, instructions concerning evidence in 
support of elements (iii) and (iv). Such instructions will expedite 
the economic development conveyance requested. 

Why: The local redevelopment authority should be encouraged to 
provide any and all information necessary for the Secretary of the 
Military Department to consider its request for an economic develop
ment conveyance. The redevelopment authority can help itself, in 
its request, with more specific direction from the Secretary. 

Nrune: Jeffry G. Price 
Adddress: Attorney at Law 

15 South Wabash St. 
Peru, IN 46970 

Phone: 317/472-3339 

{NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIx Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Grissom Redevelopment Authority (Grissom Air Force Base) 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16133 
Column 1 ------
Paragraph (g) ( 2 ) 

Recommended Changes: ADD: "(iii) that if the Department is caring 
for and maintaining the real property, which is the subject of the 
lease, then the elimination of such obligation is a reasonable 
substitute for the receipt of .~he estimated fair market rental value." 

Why: The Nilitary Department should be directed, by this Rule, to 
focus on their care and maintenance obligations. Even if the Depart
ment receives no money under a proposed lease, the elimination of the 
care and maintenance obligation reduces the Department's expenses, as 
well as rapidly placing the property back in private hands. 

Nrune: Jeffry G. Price 
Adddress: Attorney at Law 

15 South Wabash St. 
Peru, IN 46970 

Phone: 317 I 4 72-3.339 
' 

{NOTE: LIM:IT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comment~ _On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXrx Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Fon.vard comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

I 

From:· Grissom Redevelopment Authority (Grissom Air Force Base) 

(Activity/Location/Community /Installation/Group) 

Page 16133 

Column 1 
---:----:---:-:-:---

Paragraph < g > < 4 > 

Recommended Changes: ADD: "(v) The Military Departments shall. _ 
establish an expedited procedure for processing all lease requests. 
Lease requests must be approved or disapproved within sixty (60) days. 

VVhy: Absent extraordinary circumstances, leasing should be on the 
fas~est possible track. It is suggested that ~ixty (60) days is a 
reasonable period of time in which the Department can react to a 
request for leasing of real property. Even if this period ·is con
sidered too short, it is requested that a specific time line be set, 
by Rule, for the processing of lease requests. 

Nrune: Jeffry G. Price 
Adddress: Attorney at Law 

15 South Wabash St. 
Peru, IN 46970 

Phone: 31714 72-3339 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO l COMMENT PER PAGE) 



10 .• ·' 
Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to:· Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

I 

From: Grissom Redevelopment Authority (Grissom Air Force Base) 

(Activity/Loc~ti?n!Community/lnstallation/Group) 

Page 16133 
Column 2 
Paragrap-h---rl'( h--)~( 5~)-.( i} 

Recommended Changes: Jlin-aaa±~ien-~e-~fi±s-ati~fie~i~y-£e~-~he-~~an8-
~e~~in§-~R~~-e~-£~Re~~eR-~e-~emeve-~e~senai-~~e~e~~y7-~fie-maje~ 
eeffiffiana-fiav~R§-jtirisa-iee-ieft-ever~efie-iRseaiiaeieft--te..-§•7-~fie-A~my~s 
Fe~ees-€effiffiaRa-e~-efie-Ai~~Feree~s-Air-€effiba~-€emmanat7-e~-~fie-majer 
eia-iman~-fiav-iR§-j~~-isd-ie~ien-ever-~fie-ins~aiia~ion-~e..-9•7-~he-Na~y~s 
B.-S.--At:iaRot!-ie-Fieeet-aise..,..may-~emeve-~~operty-that-is-needed-±mmed±a~eiy 
6Ha-~s-indis~eRSaeie-ee-aft-e~§6.l'li~a~:ion-tiftde~-±~5-jt1r±sdietion-at 
ane~fie~-~Rseaiiat:~eR-~e~-ea~~yin~-e~~-~he-e~~ani~a~±on~s-prima~y 
miss~en-..!! 

Wby: The portion of the Rule concerning personal property begins: 
"Personal property located on closing Bases is often very useful to 
the redevelopment of the real property". This policy statement is 
defeated by allowing persons other than the Base Commander to remove 
personal property from the Base. This provision (quoted above) should 
be deleted in its entirety. The other ·provisions of the Rule on 
personal property are more than sufficient to meet the needs of the 
Military Department. This "loop hole" is dange~ous and unnecessary. 

Name: Jeffry G. Price 
Adddress: Attorney at Law 

15 S. v7abash St. 
Peru, IN 46970 

Phone: 317/472-3339 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



t.H/H<Scl 

TO: 

11J:(U.)b';l(jU:Ll JUL 1~'94 16:51 No.013 P.02 

'6'671 ~'77 2581 CO~C. l"!\DERWOOD ••• CO~<i. l"~D£RWOOD fll 002 

Date: 

KO!\fiTEA PARA TIYAN 
NAS AGANA REUSE COMMitTEE 

'Govcmment·of Ouam 
P.O .. Box 2950, Apna, Guam 96910 -'-LI'"·~ 

JUN 20199\ Time:. __ _ 

Madclei\o Austin • Richanf 8. Cherry 
L61and kals Oauck Cdsostomo 
Boise 8aza Alfredo Dung~ 
·Joseph M .. Borja Raymond La;u8N 
Eduardo J~ Calvo Dr .. Jose Leon Guerrero 
Ovidio •Ja• Calvo ·p.-. J. leon :Gueneto· 
fdnlc Campllto Vaice Laon Guen'llo 
Fred e.&s1fo. · Tony Mariano , . 

FAX •:. ____ _ 

· Amon1o M.nema 
Cdt. Jaines Poole 
Toni Sanford 
Datant Slguenza. 
Frank Taljuon 
Tyrone Telt:ano 
C.pt. ilmothy 8. Thon;on 

• FRO~: 7 ~. l'OVE$, .Pto)acl; ~.r• NO of PGs·._: ...:..\ q_._ __ 
SUBJECT: Pryor Amendment Comments & Ne~ Mee'Ctng Rem1ndcr SENDER:. ____ _ 

•REMARKs: 

1. Please revfew d\e attached draft commems oh 1ha Prvbr Amendment"s lnttrlm Rules from our 
l~al counseL The comments on the lntetlm Rule wli be placed on the egenda for Our next·· 
meatlng sdlcdufed for Tuesday. -June 28; 1SS4. et 3:00 PM ._ ~· Govamot"s Ccnforcn~ 
Roo~ Adelup. · . 

I 

2. Please can me should you have ~ qycsdon.?. 
. . 

TEI..EPRONE (6'71) 472-4201/3 ~FACSIMILE {671) 417-1812 

COMMONWEALTH NOW! 



JtH/Hl$.1 

.. ... . . · .. 
. ·-....• 

llJ:(Ujb':j(jU:Ll 

Paoe lfi127 
Column · i 
P~ra~i-3 

R.oeCCI"D<'n4e4 t::bairu • . 

JUL 1~'~4 

ottlc• or ASsistant secrecar.r of 
for 2conamic s~~y · 

3D814, ·The Pentaoon 
w~hiDgton, D.C. 2030l·llOO 

Ac!d a. new -•uhaectiOD defining • t~ markeL "ll.uu• cats follows: 

•ra.ir maz:;k6L vol.ue• J.a Che; mosc 'DrQboJ)1e price tba i · a . 
~ p~ s~oul.cl J,riAg ill it.G cu.rt"ent. •u·ie, WU'e·i•• 
. condition, basad em J.ocaJ. 2.0tl.iDQ- an4 li-.A ~1ann'-"' ~u•• 

(aaj\Ustc4 for ·the oflsett.:I.Dg- coaL o[ ~1lc 
infnst.J:uctura t.n ~~ • the p1azme4 Z'a\dG) h a 
eompetiti~ a:o4 opau. Wtl.ikat u~aer all· con41tions 
't'f.lqUisite to a fair aal.o with the buyar an4 oc11v, eoch 
ac~ "Ludently ID41cDaWl~eably., assum1D9 t:be pr.t.ce 1• 
DOt. a.ffGate4 ·J:>y -=c Gt..i.uul.U. !!bo ufect Of tbe ba.OO 
closure on the ma.r~et sbal:l· ~ t'AlrE"n into aeeotmt iu. 
CDthmt.J.nf fair market ~ue. 

ZD 1 91.3 (j), acld • Jttmtaaca: •m cne ease ot GUam., •viciniey•· 
· means thG entire ielUlcS t,Uan "." 'i'.bo1e. ~ 

Mll.Y:. 

'l'h• rul.a•s pra.cen.t 4of!niti011S of •feJ.r market ·'Value• are 
~A~redlctotY ·an4 fa1.1 to t:ak~ 1 nrA 1 ~01\in~ ana the cost of 
inatalling_nec63aary infras~a inLo conslderation. 



:.H/H<$.1 JUL 1~·~4 lb=~L NO.Ulj ~.U4 

S f 18· .• "1 0~ ~ 21, . •'• 

11J:(U.)b'::1(.)UL1 

'Zr871 ~77 2587 CO~C. l"~I>ERWOOD .... CO~C .l"~DERWOOD ~ oo ~ 

s 91.3 
Paqe 2 

·Tha present rule refers to counties and incorporated 
municipalities. whic:b do uot re£l.ect 1oca.1 qovQDmiant orfJaAization 
on · cuam.. · Onder the present de.finit1o11 of •vicini ty, " Guam cou1d 
not qua11fy f'or a no•ccnsic!era.t.f:on transfer of pz:opert;y to a rUral 
commnnity· un~er S 91.7(e) (3) (6). even though Guam meets the 
c!e.finitiOEL · Of . •rural. C'a"'"Dmf ..,... UDder I J1 •. 3 (h) • 

• W>J I 

Name: Xamitea Pan. ttiyan: 

Ac!c!ress: Bureau of Pl•rmfng (c/o ~tinq Directo~ Kika Cruz) 
Gcweznor• s Cclmplex. ·at ·Ac!alup 
&9tma, Guaa. 96t10 · · · 

Phone: ~72·4201 

S1.3· 
ma/1~1 



:..H/H<S.I 

._, 

11J:(U.)b'::?(.)U.Ll ..JUL 1'::? '::?4 

FO:ruru' .'tOll COMMENTS ON TKS D1TER.lK R.OLB 
J"mplememti.nq 't iL.l.c XDX Ot '11le 

National ~f•ns• ~thorlzat:J.on Ac:t l'or FY94 

Otfice . of Aasia tADt Secret.o..ry o! Dttfense· 
.tor !O"nnrnl r. s.curi ty 

PaCJe 1612? 
("~, \11111 l 
Pazag.tctph ?1.4 · 

keeommeDae4 CbaD;ast 

3D814, The P~Lcl9UU 
Wu~. J).C. 20301·3300 

.. 

.· . . . 

In s 91.4 (a), a.c!4 the wor4s •ana where web .so.l.as e.re 1D accordonc,e 
with L.he • v xmi'J)ni t:Y1 1 · reuse PJ.IA • to t.be en4 of t:.l\A RAnt •nc•. In . 
1 J1.4. (c) , a44 tbo WQr4a, -Mbere ~pps:opriatc,. • at. t.be b6Vl"" i "9 uf · 
t:he ._sencance. · · · .. 

. . 
Whyt 

The cc·umnzntcy•s ~euse .pla.n abauic1 be tha ha•~s of Do'D p~~: 
dJ.cpocal deci~iODG. Gha.r'b9 net pn>fits wit.h DoD Wd.Y not J)e ; 
at=ropriat.a Vitb. al.l hAAe closures, Sllcb as tho olon.re of HU 
ACJW.DA in Guam, whe.a the mll.ltMJ;y's aaNis1e1on or abOut a third ot 
t.ba smaa 11 isla.D.cl was attan4e4 by Ci.rCQ3D:ItADC&a of ~e.imeaa. · 

,....,__ 

Name: ~omitea. hR t.'iyan ; , 
.A~f:$•: BtatlliU ·of J»lanntnq. Cc/o Act:inq Diract..nr Mi.'k~ Cn12) 

. PhOne: 

J1., 
~~t~a/1&1 

COvKTlOr'G Ccl:rlplex at. Adel.up· : · · 
A941Da, GUam 969111 · . 

472•4201" 

. . . 

... 

• I ' • • •• I .......... . 



t.H/H~I 

08·'.21'9~. 18:22 

PORMM' FOR COHHBN'rS OH TKB · INTBR.IH ROLB 
ImplemeDtiDq ~itl.e XXIX of The · 

National. ·~e.nse Authorization Act Por FY94 

PorwU-d ~euts to: Office of ASsistant·· secretarY of Defense 
.. for EC01l.ODlic Se.c:uri ty 

3D81., The Pentaqc>n . 
Wasbin9tQn. D.C~ . 40301·3300 

From.: NA.S AGA!D. BAS! ~~~· EOMrl'EA RAM Tl'D\N 
(Aetivity/I#::ati C(iiWmift~ty/Installation/Group) 

!'aqe ·16128 
Colu:am. ~~1~~~
Pua<Jraph 91 .;l(a) . 

· .... ··R.ecammenc'JB<J. Changa.s: .. 
In 5 91•1 (a) (3). revise tlla. finai seutimea to read: •..rraiulfer of 
real. property at closinq bases between · any· Milltaey Departments 
IDU$t be approved by tha ASsistant :s.creta.xy of J)efenae for EcoDOmic~ 
Sacurity.• · · 

Why:· . 
! : 

A &enior DoD official. shoal.d be r8.stxmsible for ensuring that BRAC 
Ccmmi ssion decisions and the :pol.ic.:i.es underlyii19 the Pxyor. 
Amendment are not und•mined by a transfer between Military 
De~c~. ; · 

Name: JtaDitaa Para Tircm . . . 
Addresst Bureau of Planning (c/o Acting Director Mike Cru%) 

Governor•& Cdmplex at ~elup: 
Aqan.a, Guam .96910 . . 

Phone: 

91-'7& 
t:~a/lzl 

4?2·4201 



tHIH<Scl 

·. 

llJ:(U.Jb':::l(jU:Ll JUL l':::l'':::l4 

PORMAT FOR COM"MBNilS ON THE mTERlM Rt7LB 
Imp1emanti.Dq Title XXI% Of. 'l'h.e 

Natiotlal Defense Aut:horization Act For FY94 

·Porward comments to: Office of Assistant Se~etary of Dafensa 
for·Econamic· Security · 

3D814. ~.Pentagon 
waShi.nqton, n·.c. 20301·3300 

Prcm: NAS AGANA ;p.sE · BIQSE GRO:Pt·· KO~JtARA 'l'rp.N 
CActivity/IDca.tion/cCiftriiimrty/~~tion/Grou:p) 

Page 16130 
Column _ ... 2"'--~~~ 

... Pmgraph 91,7(Cl(l) 

. • Recommended Chall;es: · 

. :· 

'the words ·~erevar »essible• . sbou14 . be substituted for 
•ganeral1y. • 

, 
' ·' 

The c:.omaumity•s reuse plan. sbcUl.d~be tll~ preferred alteDUltive for 
NEPA an.a.lysis. as the President has directed. · · . . 

Name: ·KOadtea Pan Tiyan ~ · 
Address: Buz"eau of Planninq (c/o Acting D1rect.or Milte ~z) 

Gcwe.mor•s Complex at 1aelup 
Agana., Guam 96$10 ' 

Phone: 472-·4201 

J1.7c1 
11a/lal 

·• 



:.H/Hi:S.I 

08•21'Ql 11:21 

11J:(U.)b':1(..:>U.L1 

tre11 rn 2St7 

JUL l~-~4 lb:~j No.Olj P.O~ 
CO~C. l~DEP.~OOD .... CO~C.l~I>ER•OOD lfiiOOI 

POmx J!OJl QlMPISlrr& em 'l'H.B mi"BltlM ROLB 
Dzlplemen~ Title ZXlX Of 'tb& 

.N~t1oDAl De.fAnSP. Auth.orizatiO&\ ACt Po:- J'Y94 

oUicc. of Aaaistant sec:reUlr.r uf De tense 
tor ~Bcnnm1e S~ty 

3D814. ·'11l.e Pm'-&-.,v.u. 
W•tthinQto1l., D.C. ~0301•3300 

veleta pran"tons authori~ Kil.ituy Deputment to offer prep~ 
for S»rin.te &al¥ · uvu: objaoti:Oaa ot CQ'JIIDtnSt.Y red.evel.opmM~: 
Authority,. aD4 to 4oci4e t::bat a ~ liar'ket. f=- a propen:r exi•t• 
avu whim wc!er the raJ.e•a own pxovis10D8 M ~tUc.h ma!1cet md.ota ." 
No ca.1u b. con~vctioD of tha ConrmmS ty• • JJu~ ~~u.a~" .~Jlan · sbou1.4; 
ba ll.l.owecl. 

~-
t'he ptyor "mea<lment. axplicit.ly 11tat~ that the fec!~l qovexmDGDt; 
ca.J:l »oct QOD~J..bute to ('!4 Mf II d t:r re&leY~~~ of • J)Ue by male' nr; • 
baSe propa.rey available to eCUI'PmitJ. .. a:ffecta4 by IJUCh c1ocauraa •. 
Yet the Rle prov1488 thM.t the ~cO! De1ense sDal.l. 41spoa~· 
.nf proPQrty ~ quick covmcrciol. eCll.ee to pri-rate pan1-... 
be!o.ra Jlldk.in9 the 'DroD8X'CV avai.J.U~le to tbe r.nrmwtmi ty. . 'thea ru.l.e: 
allow• the .D~t to eoll. tA). pri-vate parLlu t:v~ when, :by· 
·det1D1t.1on unda.r the nlA. there. is· DC reaq -.net for tho· 
p~. Buc:b. sales will. AOt r,ie14 mare·'tJWl a fnction ot the: 

• J)~' • actua1 YIJ.U. &D4 w:l.1l ~t. creato cooDCaic clevelopiume or; 
lobs. Pl'optt.rt,r •ales 1n vtolad.oD. ot tb.e ecmmm1 ~ T'RnRII plan will' 
not qGDenta the cxmmmity cnzpport, infrutru.eture, zontnv ~:al, · 
cwd im'estman~ necessuy ~or ~~ 4nelopmut:. !the· or; 
fba.Deial.. J>ezlefi«; ·to the J)epar~~ ut. Defenae .wU.l ba more than. 
Of:fsat·hy tha dAtMg& to tho cgmqp!nft.y•s ecoDL'JGd.o rccov~. 

't'he Presi4ct.'• l'ive·Point 1'1Gn ¥as intended to b&lp CO'V"''"' d.es · 
a.£l4eete4 by a J)Ue closure. by ~ed.ing u;p the procosa of' turniP4i' 
ba.ce4; o•cr to cocnmzmi t.l.u .m4 Q."ul...L.tw jub:~ ed tostarillq ecpnomic 
4aveJqaent. Tha Plan "r.4fPJ:4lAOAte4 a ma:j,~ ~reak with paat propezty 

. -·~ ---------·---··· ··-

I 
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§ 91.7(d) 
Paqe 2 

. 
disposa.l ·practices at cJ.osiDq bases, which · bad focused on 
~xi mi zinq ptoeaads from the sa1e of the property. 

· sawever, throu~h tha interfm ~e for •Revitalizinq Base C1osure 
. · CQmmun.ities and Ccmunni ty Assistance, • the Department of DefenSe· 

(DoD) bas created a process wareby tha pr.i.mary objective of 
property disposal decis1oJl.8 c:Onti:nuu to be maximizing sal.e 
proceads nthar thaD helpi:ng tbe economic redevelopment of local. 
communities. 

e.r ec on • , 
sale to tha pd.vate sector1 (1): a hi¢,1 value property, an4 (2) a, 
ready market. A · •rea~ ina%ket • exists under sectioD 
91~7 (d.) (4) (ii), when •o£fars to ~e at ·or near the estimate4 
rcmqe of. fair mi.rkat val.ua fRill the private se<:tor. ccverU1q all ·ot 
.mcs~ ot the inSta''et.ioD coul.d; be ~acted with.1.n 6. months of 
a:c!vartisinq tha base· :for pabl.J.c ~e.•· 

section 91.7 (4) (4) sta~es tbe m111ta%Y can 4ecida there il." a ready: 
market even wen bY def#p'ticm uildar 1 91.? (4) (4) (ii) there is Dei 
ready market a 

. . 
A few hiqh value install.atians for which a ready market 
apparently exists, may, Devutbelesa, not bave generated 
aDY expressions of 1Dter.e8t. c!uril:Jq . the allotted 6 month 
period. Reqa:rdl .. s. sucb installations provide an 
opportunity for private .sector iapid jab creation which 
shoul.d be. pursued. · ID l:hese ·casu, the Mil.itaiy 
Depa.rtmants •.•• sball info~ redevel.opmSnt authorities 
that the property is expect~ to 'be offered :for sal.e and 
an QOODaad c c!evel.opDmlt ponveY"ance sbo~d uot. he 
anticipated. 

CJ.'he requlatiOD provides DO critel:ia for the Jldlita1'Y'8 conclusion: 
that a market •appar.ntly• exists despite its nonexistence 'Wl.dar 
Seeticm 91.7 (4) (() (ii) because tbere are no axpres51ons of interut 
in the property. Elsewhere in the xul.es# m. tbe context of 
discussinq .bases in rura.l. . areas, the requb.Uon states, •No! 
expression. of interest • • • s~gntii.es that public or private· 
developers viU not be ab1e to provide 'obs and economic grawt.b :· 
sufficient to provide timely ~ecoye.ry fJ;CD closure ..... • 32 CPR: 
§91.7 (e) (6). !!he fact that the t;equ].at;ion authori~es a private · 
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§ 91.7 (d) 
Paqe 3 

. . 
. ··sale even Where by de.fiDition a printe sale cannot provide 

economic recovery 1llus.t%ates· the extent co which the proposed. 
ragulaeion ·.is deaiqned · to' maximize sa.le proeaeds even a.e the 
expanse. of the loeal cc:ilU"!1"ity•s econamic rec:oveey. 

Al.thouqh the relative. pr:iorlt.y of public b_enefit conveyances and 
cormuercial sales to pri.vate interests is zwt cJ.ear from .the t.e.xt ·of 
the rule, Appendix A to ella ·n.1e•¢vd cazmercial. sal.e.s a priority 
over public beDafit couveyancas. The. oDl.y t.iay the C-omtm'nity can 
maintain its priori.cy over ccmmarcial. interests is to assert its 
priority under the 1949 ~ Act, which necessarily entailS 
paying fair market val.ue~ 40 u~s.c. 5484 (e) (3) {lQ. CQmmemi ties 
which IDU5t Glepend aJ..l.· the.ir cap1~ to a.cquire ~asa property wil~ 
seldom be in a posit.!OD to a9qressively pursue loc.al.. econoadc. 
4e.velopuumt efforts. · l 

1'be Prasi4eAt.'s Five·POint PlaJ:L is effect.ively destroyed by the 
i.nterlm re;uiAt.icm•s pz:operty ~dispoSal. processr under which 
sub:lecti~ determt'lat.ions by the.milltuy r~c!ing the existenca: 
·of a. rea~ market can. eliminate: a cammm1ty•s ability to obtain 
base propatty in an ecoDCIIdea' 1yi feasible DaDDar. · 

i 

· Nama: ttom1 tea Para !'iyan . 
Adc1ress: BUreau of .Planning (c/o Actinq Di•ector Hike cruz) 

GovUDor' s Ocmplex at Adelu;p · 
Aqana, GwuD. 96910 ~ . 

Phone: 

J1.74 
M/l.z.l 

472 ... 4l0l 
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FOmT POR CQMMBNTS ON Tim INTBIUH ROLE 
I.mplemant:.inq Ti t.le XXIX· of The 

NatioDAl Defanse· -Authorization Act Por PY94 

PoriiU'c! comments to: Office of Assistant Secre~uy of Defell.Se 
for .Bcon.amic Security 

3D8U, ~e Pentaqon 
Wasb:lngtgri,·D.C. 20301•3300 

Prom: NAS ~ BJ.SE· ~~, JO!g.'I'Ei\ PABA 'l.'IPN 
(Aeti Vi~Locad car;mmrt:y /J:nsta.llation/Group) 

RacQUIP'e:a·ded Qurnges: 

Cban9e the fourth santeuce t.O rea.C!~ •f1ia M:llitaz:Y Department Sha11: 
detumi.n.e that Do market exists &n4 that the closure .will bava a 
sUbstantial adverse impact· :U after ac!v~sing for expressions of: 
interest pursua.nt to ~Qraph (~) of this section, no expressions: 
of interest are reca.ivecf. • · · · 

Why; 
I 

It. sbaul.c! be mada clear that the MUitaiy Depa:rt:ment does. not have: 
the ·discretion it nov ha.s under .1 91.7 (4) (4) to conclude that a· 
market •apparenUy• exi&ts even lrlban tli.ere bava beeD DO Offers t.O 
purchase 'tddcb. evidence a .market~ .. 

I 

Name: Xcm.i tea Para ~iJ'Ul . 
Address: Bureau of PJanni'D9' (e/o Actinq Director Mike Cruz) 

Gov:UDOr's caDplex at Adelup: .. 
Agana, Gaam. 96910 

Phone: 4.72-4201 
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FORMA1' FOR. CQJAMlOrl'S ON THE· IN'1'BRIK ROLE 
· Xmplement..i.D.g Title .niX: Of 'the 

Natiolllll.. Oafans~ Au~rization Act !'or FY94 

. . 
Po~4 comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Ddense 

·for Zconanic Security· ·· 
3D814, 111• Pentagon · 
Washi.n~, D.C. 20301·3300 

From: 

Page ·1§132 
ColUDm' 2 
PAragta,-ph~_..;9~1-, 7~("!"'"!f~l-

Recommanaed Cb•nqes: 

Da.l.ate subsection 91.7 (f') .(4) (iil, an4 .reviae subsection: 
91.7 (f) (4) (iv) (A) to p~c!e that off-site capital improvements; 
directlY related· to reuse of the base. pxoputy are aD all()w.J]:)le= 
cost, even though they are. DOt . rec:og1Uze4 in 41 c. P. R~ ~ 101· · 
47.4908. The last sentence of subsection 91.7 (f) (4) (iv) (B) sbou.ld 
be ravised to illcluda ~mpl.es =of. &peeific eliqible c:osts, and· 
should include: cosu of capi~ and operations for the property 1 : 

such as state and lcx:4l 9QVerJ11P&Dt ~u for financing on-site 
and off-site infrastzuctura huprcva6nts related· to the reuse of 
the pxoperty, demolition costs, design an4 enqinaarinq expansas,. 
planninq and tDarketinq ez;penses, C:ost.s for relocati.nq KcXinney Act 
bousa on-site or ot~·&ite, im4 capita1 interest or borrow:inq cosu.; 

trnly: 

It is not uncctmMn for cc:"U"!!Pi~ies il.u4 private daveJ.opers to 
subsidize new projects to attract jobs~ and there 1a no reason to 
assilme tb.a.t ·by &o doing, o:••uauu:f ties intend to deprive the fedar&l. 
governmant of. its fair sba.re of p:mfiu. FUrt:harmore. the: 
reportlnq requirements ~or commnn1 ties are adequately sat. forth at.: 
41 C.P .. R. S 101·41.4.908. : 
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·. 

§ 91.7(f) 
P&qe 2 

1D:/U.5b~t~U:21 

The rule WOuld be easier fOr mQSt CQmmlJDi ties t,O WOrk With if it 
set forth examples of elig-i.b1e costs ~ther than r~e.rring to the 
Federal. Acquisition Regulations.· 

Name: X:amitea . Para ~iyan . : . 
Address: Bureau of Planninq (c/o Act.inv- Director Mike Cruz) 

Govemor•s Cclaplex. at A4elup· 
Aqa.lla1 Guam 9G910 ·~ . 

PhoQe: 472-4201 

. .. 
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COSG. l"~DERWOOO ..... COSG.l"~DERWOOD ~OU 

FORMAT FOR. COM!&EN'l'S ON TBB ·mTKRI:H ROLB 
l:mplement.in9 Title XXIX Of The 

National Defa.zise J.uthorization .Act. For PY94 

Porwaid comments to: Office of Assistant Sec:reta.xy of· Defense 
for Zconcmdc security 

3:0814. 'l'he Pe.ntaqon · 
Washington, D.C.. 20301-3300 

Prom: NU A(jANA MSE RBtT~O~, JtOMrrEA PABA TXJAN 
(Activity/Loea.t.iODJ m~ty/'blstallat.!on/Group) 

Page 1§133 
C01uum ~~2~~~
Pan<;rapb 91.7 ChJ . 

Recommended'Changes: 

Xn the last sentence of 1 91.7 Ql) (1) ,_.eliminate the woras; •or 
propetty whic:h the base 4oes not· OWA. • :blolude a requirement in · 
subsection (h) (5) that the O\JGJ"n;·t:y be notified of t:he shipment of 
nanelassified. equ.ipmeut. · 

Why:. 

1'be rules sb.ould facilltata the caa•vmndty•a reuse of personal~ 
property. 

Name: ECitl1 eea. Para· Tiyan · ~ . 
Address: lrureau of planniJJq (c/o!Act.in; Director Hike cntz) 

Covei:nor•s ·Camp1ex at .. Ad.elup 
Aqana, Guam 96910 . 

Phone: 472·4201 
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PO~ FOR mMMBNTS. ON THE INTER.n!·RULE 
Implement.illg Title XXIX Of -rhe 

Nat.ional Defense Anthorlzation Act Par FY94 

·Forwu-d comments to: Office of Assistant. Secrecary Of Defense 

!"rom: 

Paqa G1634 
COlumn ~~2~~1""1"'!"
Paragraph 9i.7(il 

Rec:orrmeJlded ¢bmiges: . 

for Econcmic Security 
3D814. ~· Pentagon . 

• Washington, D.c. ~0301-3300 

. . 
Amend subsectiOD ·(Z) to require $e m!li~ to maintain the base· 
property ~or up to two yeus after. t.be final base closure, or 18: 
months after the prcpe.rty i.s ·available for civil.ian · reuse, . 
whicbevar is l.ater, or until. the :cammnnjty enters into an interim. 
use leaSe for the property. · · 

Why: 

The interim rule al.l.ows DoD to ani!~its ma.intenance responsibilities . 
substantia1ly earlier than tha. actual base closure, and aa early ·as 
one "eak aftar tha completion o~ the cammmi ty base rAU.Se plan. 

· N8Dle: ltamitea. Paza Tiyan 

Address: Bureau of Planning (c/o: Act.inq Director Mike CX"U%) 
OOVerDOr' s CaD.Plex at Ailelup 

Phone: 

,1.?i. 
ZD&/1&1 

AfJa!l,a. Guam 95910 ~ 

472·4201 
'• 
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VINT HILL ECONOMIC 
ADJUSTMENT TASK FORCE 

18 July 1994 

26B John Marshall Street 
Warrenton, VA 22186 
Office: (708) 34 7-6965 

Fax: (703) 849-2804 

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentag~n 
Washington, D.C." 20301-3300 

Re: Comments on BRAC Interim Final Rules 

Dear Sir: 

The enclosed comments on the BRAC Interim Final Rules are submitted on behalf of 
Fauquier County, Virginia, and the Vint Hill Economic Adjustment Task Force. 

S"ly, 

wtJ/~~-------
Owen W. Bludau :-, 
Executive Director 

leak 

Enclosure 

cc: Senator John W. Warner 
Senator Charles S. Robb 
Congressman Frank R. Wolf 

... 
C. HUNTON TIFFANY 

Chairman 
HON. J. W. LINEWEAVER 

Vice Chairman 
OWEN \V. BLUDAU 

Executive Director 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: ..r.V...,.inwt....,H .. iwll~E~coa.a:.nolitlm~icuA..~>:d».~j~u~stm~e~nt~T .... asiiW.IilkuFuot.!l.rx:ce.._. ___ _ 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page. ____ ..... l6K..1Wo13u..l_ 
Column--+I--..Ll..-=&~2...__ 
Prumgnph~'---4£4~]~£i~]&~[i~i] __ __ 

Recommended changes: "High value" determination criteria must be defmed in the Rules. 

"High value" properties will be narrowly defmed in economic terms as those unique whole sites, 
or major portions thereof, whose locations or facilities are of such value on the commercial real 
estate market that they command sales offers at least 50 percent higher than the appraised values 
of the properties in their "as is, where is" conditions. Valid purchase offers at this level will 
indicate that the locations and their redevelopment into other uses and/or densities provide their 
primary values. 

Keeping with the intent of32 CFR Parts 90 and 91, "high value" also requires that sales offers 
must 1emonstrate the ability for rapid creation of jobs that are generally consistent with the time 
framel for job creation, the planned number of jobs, and the types of jobs (in terms of skill levels 
and wrge levels) which are identified as local goals in the community base reuse plan. Purchase 
offers ~Which contain high purchase prices, but which do not indicate a sound basis for rapid and 
reuse plan-consistent job creation, which are in conflict with the uses proposed in the local base 
reuse ~Ian, or which impose heavy infrastructure improvement cost requirements on the 
community will not mee.t the criteria for defmition as "high value" properties. 

I 
Why: "Hi~ value" was not defmed in the Interim Final Rules. The whole concept of"high value" 
properties,! as currently ·written, is fraught with intrepretation minefields, which will only result in needless 
local-milir, conflicts, appeals of intrepretations, and potential private sector-community-military law 
·suits if salf are inconsistent with community base reuse plans and proposed zoning. 

When speqifically asked, the Department of Defense has not shown examples where early sales of "high 
value" prtrties have resulted in fast job creation. The Vint Hill Economic Adjustment Task Force, 
which is mposed of appointees representing the banking, real estate, private industry, local business and 
similar se ors, feels strongly that early sales will not result in faster job creation than will conveyance of 
sites for nomic development purposes. If the Department of Defense persists in this premise, then 
defmition riteria should be established to guide the process. If certain properties do meet established 
criteria, th y should be sold only if they conform to the community's base reuse plan in terms of land uses 
and types, umbers and wage levels of jobs proposed to be created. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

I 
Owen W. Bludau, Executive Director 
26B John Marshall St. 

!
Warrenton, VA 22186 
703-347-6965 
i (NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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~. JOHN M:' McHUGH 
2•TM DISTRICT, NEW YORK 

416 CANNON HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING 
WASHINGTON, DC 20515-3224 

(202) 225-461 1 

COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES * 
. 

I 
-

. 

. 

SuecOMMrTT£E ON MILITARY 
INSTAU..ATIONS AND fACILITIES 

SuBCOMMm££ ON OVERSIGHT 

AND INVESTIGATIONS 

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERA nONS 

SuBCOMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT, 

ENERGY, AND NATV_fW; RESOURCES 

cteongress of tbe mtniteb ~tates 
r!}ouse of ll\epresentatibes 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT, 

HousiNG, AND AVIATION 

Honorable William Perry 
Secretary of Defense- · 
Room 3E880, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Secretary Perry: 

July 18, 1994 

ARMY CAUCUS 
Co·Ct<AIRMAN 

CONGRESSIONAL STUDY GROUP ON CANADA 
Co-Ct<AIRMAN 

CAUCUS FOR WOMEN'S ISSUES 

CONGRESSIONAL RURAL CAUCUS 

OLDER AMERICANS CAUCUS 

SPORTSMEN'S CAUCUS 

NORTHEAST AGRICULTURE CAUCUS 

FIRE SERVICES CAUCUS 

RURAL HEALTH CARE COALITION 

HEALTH CARE POLICY TASK FORCE 

FORESTR'I' 2000 TASK FORCE 

TASK FORCE ON SOCIAL SECURITY 

TASK FORCE ON AGRICULTURE 

Qc 
•i -.-·, 

0 . :q 
We are writing on behalf of the Plattsburgh, New York, Intermunicipal ~~ ~-~ · _ 

Development Council (PIDC}, concerning its suggestions for revisions to the rfl1e . 
implementing T~tle XXIX of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscaf·.;y ear ~ 
1994 (the Pryor Amendment). We are enclosing for your review .copies of the PIDC's 
specific recommendations and would appreciate these comments being inserted into the 
comment record for this rule. 

In addition to the specific changes recommended, the PIDC also has concerns 
regarding several broader issues addressed by Title XXIX. According to the PIDC, the 
process as defined in the interim rule, while trying to add specificity to the base 
reconversion effort, actually undermines local redevelopment efforts in rural communities 
such as Plattsburgh which cannot easily absorb significant inventories of industrial and 
commercial structures. The PIDC believes the Department of Defense must recognize 
the inconsistency of two clear goals of the interim rule, specifically, local economic 
recovery and the generation of revenue by the Federal government. 

As the PIDC views it, the "job centered" approach to the disposal of base 
properties appears simply to be concerned with the replacement of jobs lost as a result of 
the base's closure. It does not adequately recognize that rural community reuse 
organizations, involved as they are in long-term economic development efforts, must 
maintain significant inventories of real and personal property well beyond the three year 
post-closure period typically covered in care and custody agreements. Keeping in mind 
that substantial investments may be necessary to upgrade buildings and infrastructure 
following possible long vacancies, the ultimate cost of redevelopment in these areas will 
be significantly greater than the cost of developing the raw land .. 

The PIDC believes the long-term property management, redevelopment and 
economic development of Plattsburgh Air Force Base will unduly tax local resources if 
properties need to be purchased and/or, at a later point in time, revenue shared with the 
Federal government on a formula basis. The PIDC believes the interim rule should 
specifically exempt rural areas from purchase and profit recoupment requirements 
without the need to demonstrate economic hardships through an extensive process of 
economic impact analysis, market analysis and property valuation. 

·-~ ; n s 3.· 
k ~~ J d '-



Secretary Perry 
Page 2 

The market analysis and appraisal guidelines outlined in the interim rule, when 
applied to rural areas, will result in inflated values for base structures due to extended 
redevelopment timetables and the apparent lack of consideration of the full range of 
necessary community investments. The community readjustment in slow growth areas, 
such as rural communities, will be daunting enough without the stated purchase 
requirements and the ·potential reduction of local revenue streams._ We agree with the 
PIDC that these provisions should be eliminated from the base redevelopment process in 
rural areas. 

In reference to the disposal of personal property, the PIDC believes the interim 
rule actually increases the uncertainty facing communities confronting a base closure 
challenge in the retention of critically needed material for the redevelopment effort. · The 
interim rule contains too many explicit provisions by which non-military unique items 
can be either removed from the base or replaced with substantially inferior substitutes. 
Plattsburgh has recently experienced a series of incidents where inferior vehicles were 
substituted for new ones relocated to other .active bases. In essence, the PIDC is 
concerned that a base facing closure will be stripped of its best equipment in order to 
meet a service's other existing operational requirements. The result, of course, lessens 
the marketability of the base and adds an additional obstacle to the local redevelopment 
team's effort to maximize the base's potential. At the very least, the specific 
circumstances under which material can be moved or substituted needs to be more 
narrowly defined. 

Finally, as you undoubtedly know, the base closure process, like the military 
construction process, is an expensive undertaking. The Department must commit itself 
to ensuring that infrastructure improvements and upgrades at a base targeted for closure 
not be prematurely cancelled upon the decision to close the base. If an infrastructure 
improvement/upgrade is necessary for an active-duty base to perform its mission, those 
same improvements/upgrades will be critical to the redevelopment of the facility after 
closure. In the case of Plattsburgh Air Force Base, the senseless decision to close the 
base caused the Air Force to cancel approximately $6 million in planned infrastructure 
improvements. If those improvements were necessary to the base, they are most 
certainly necessary to enhance its redevelopment potential. These improvements are 
essential if the base is to be prepared for conversion to civilian use. The failure of the 
Department to maintain a targeted base's infrastructure simply bucks responsibility for 
infrastructure improvements to the local redevelopment authority and, ultimately, the 
local taxpayers. Whether a rural or urban community, America's taxpayers do not need 
the added burden of financing improvements to a local military facility scheduled for 
closure. Quite candidly, the base closure process is traumatic enough for local 
communities without them having to pay for infrastructure improvements. The 
communities have suffered enough. At the very least, funding should be made available 
to fiance infrC!structure improyements. 

' 

ll. 



Secretary Perry 
Page 3 

We would appreciate the PIDC's comments and concerns receiving your strongest 
consideration as the Department fmalizes the rule . implementing Title XXIX. 

. ., 

Your consideration of these matters will be greatly appreciated. 

r~~ '.~ 
Daniel Patri~oynihan 
U.S. Senator 

Enclosures 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM ROLE 
Implementing Title XXIX 

of the National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

To: Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washing~on, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: Plattsburgh .Intermunicipal Development Council 
LRA for Plattsburgh Air Force Base, New York 

Page 16132 
Column 1 
Paragraph ~ 

Recommended Changes: 

Economic impact and market assessments should be eliminated from 
this section as criteria in the determination of whether base 
properties in rural areas can be transferred to the community at 
no cost. 

Why: 

Rural areas will typically experience difficulty in the 
absorption of large quantities of industrial, commercial and 
residential space, as well as raw land. Redevelopment efforts in 
these areas will require substantial levels of capital for 
ongoing maintenance and redevelopment over extended time periods. 
Successful redevelopment will be jeopardized by property 
transfers to the community on an initial fee or later recoupment 
of profits basis. Rural location alone should be adequate 
justification for no-cost property transfers. 

Submitted by: 

Stephen M .. Erman 
Executive Director 
Plattsburgh Intermunicipal Development Council 
185 Margaret Street 
Plattsburgh, New York 12901 

Phone (518) 562-4618 FAX (518) 561-8831 

?age 1 of 6. 



To: 

From: 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM ROLE 
Implementing Title XXIX 

of the National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.c. 20301-3300 

Plattsburgh Intermunicipal Development Council 
LRA for· Plattsburgh Air' Force Base, New York 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

16130 
l. 

Recommended Changes: 

Add a new paragraph stipulating that "In cases where a 
redevelopment authority is managing an entire base reuse project 
including McKinney Act uses, the property transfer document to 
the Dept. of Health and Human Services shall specify that at such 

/ time that the·property is no longer used for any McKinney Act 
purposes, it shall revert to the affected military department. 
The military department shall then provide the property on a 
first refusal basis to the local redevelopment authority prior to 
reporting same to the G~neral Services Administration as surplus. 
The transfer to the LRA will be on the same basis as previously 
transferred adjoining properties." 

Why: 

McKinney Act housing may occupy a critically important area 
within the former base being redeveloped by the LRA. To ensure 
that local redevelopment goals are achieved, there should be a 
provision by which the community has easy access t~ former 
McKinney Act parcels no longer needed for those purposes. This 
is a reasonable request based on the anticipated significant 
investment to be made by LRAs during the redevelopment process. 

Submitted by: 

Stephen M. Erman 
Executive Direc~or 
Plattsburgh Intermunicipal Development Council 
185 Margaret Street 
Plattsburgh, New York 12901 

Phone (518) 562-4618 FAX (518) 561-8831 

Page 2 of 6. 



To: 

·From: 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE · 
Implementing Tit'le XXIX ' 

of the National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Plattsburgh Intermunicipal Development Council 
LRA for Plattsburgh Air Force Base, New York 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

16128 
1. 
~ (3) Military departments ••• 

and elsewhere. 

Recommended Changes: 

An impartial appeals process for DoD and Military Department 
/ decisions under this rule needs to be established. 

Why: 

§91.3 defines consultations as providing information and 
"carefully considering objections but with no requirement for 
agreement." While in the subject paragraph on page 16128 and 
elsewhere, it is stated that military departments should seek LRA 
input and consider same in decision-making, the closure 
communities have no real decision-making power relative to 
property currently owned by the Federal Government. Taking this 
into account, it is important that an effective and impartial 
appeals procedure be created to ensure that local interests are 
protected in Federal decision-making relative to real and 
personal property. Such a procedure is notably lacking in the 
interim rule. 

Submitted by: 

Stephen M. Erman 
Executive Director 
Plattsburgh Intermunicipal Developme~t Council 
185 Margaret Street 
Plattsburgh, New York 12901 

Phone (518) 562-4618 FAX (518) 561-8831 

Page 3 of 6. 
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To: 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Tmplementing Title XXIX 

of the National Defense Authorization Act for F.Y94 

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: Plattsburgh Intermunicipal Development Council 
LRA for Plattsburgh Air Force Base, New York 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

16134 
.l 
1. 

.Recommended Changes: 

Further definition of what constitutes "military unique" 
equipment should be made by each military department. 

Why: 

Certain personal property items that are currently classified as 
"military unique 11 by the USAF are usable for civilian purposes 
with little or no modification. As a result, usable property can 
be removed from installations without benefit of screening by the 
LRA. 

Submitted by: 

. Stephen M. Erman 
Executive Director 
Plattsburgh Intermunicipal Development Council 
185 Margaret Street 
Plattsburgh, New York 12901 

Phone (518) 562-4618 FAX (518) 561-8831 

Page 4 of 6. 
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To: 

From: 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RUL~ 
Implementing Title XXIX 

of the National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
JD814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Plattsburgh Intermunicipal Development Council 
LRA for Plattsburgh Air Force Base, New York 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

16134 
.l 
~ 

Recommended Changes: 

Clarification is necessary to better distinguish between "depot 
stock," intended to be distributed from one base to others, and 
"base stock," intended for consumption on the base where stored. 
"Base stock" should be subject. to screening by LRAs for potential 
community use in base redevelopment. 

Why: 

current experience ·shows that little distinction is being made by 
the military between "depot stock" and "base stock". Decisions 
have been made by the USAF which have denied the PIDC the ability 
to screen supplies originally intended for consumption at PAFB 
(eg. medical supplies at the base hospital.) These should be 
available to the community if needed in the civilian reuse of 
military facilities. 

Submitted by: 

Stephen M. Erman 
Executive Director 
Plattsburgh Intermunicipal Development Council 
185 Margaret Street 
Plattsburgh, New York 12901 

Phone (518) 562-4618 FAX (~18) 561-8831 

Page 5 of 6. 



To: 

From: 

COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX 

of the National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Secur~ty 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Plattsburgh Intermunicipal Development Council 
LRA for Plattsburgh Air Force Base, New York 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 

16134 
~ 
d 

Recommended Changes: 

When the military seeks to substitute one personal property item 
for another being removed from the installation, specific 
criteria should be followed-in selecting the substitute. 

/ Selection criteria should include the following: 1. The item 
will not be beyond its stipulated service life at the point of 
transfer; and, 2. The item will be comparable in usefulness to 
the LRA as the original item considering age, mileage, and/or 
operating hours. _Further, the specific agreement of the LRA 
should be·sought for all substitutions rather than the required 
"consult" that is currently required. 

Why: 

The interim rule currently allows substitutions following what in 
essence amounts to notification to the LRA. Budget constraints 
in the Military Departments will likely raise the risk that the 
best equipment will be removed for continued service at active 
military facilities and the LRAs will receive equipment 
substitutes of substantially less value. High quality equipment 
will be as important to successful base redevelopment as high 
quality structures. The recommended changes will help ensure 
that equipment of the same quality as currently in place at the 
installation is available to assist the redevelopment effort. 

Submitted by: 

Stephen M. Erman 
Executive Director 
Plattsburgh Intermunicipal Development council 
185 Margaret Street 
Plattsburgh,· New York 12901 

Phone (518) 562-4618 FAX (518) 561-8831 

Page 6 of 6. 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Washington, DC 20534 

July 25, 1994 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D. c. 20310-3300 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

Enclosed are eight comments on the interim rule, implementing the 
National Defense Authorization Act for 1994 which was published 
in the Federal Register on April 6, 1994. 

If you have any questions, please contact me or Jeff Ratliff of 
my staff. 

Sincerely, 

\~~~-~L__ 
.~Patri~a K. Sledge, Chief 
( - Site Selection and Environmental Review Branch 

Enclosures 



l 
Format For comments On The Interim Rule 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
~ashington, DC 20301-3300 

From:Federal Bureau of Prisons 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group 

Page TBD 
Column. __________ _____ 
Paragraph ________ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

The screening process should be revised so that it gives priority 
to Federal, state and local agencies, in that order, desiring to 
acquire property for correctional purposes. 

Why: The Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Years 1990 and 
1991, P.L. 101-189 § 2832 (1990), establishes Congress' intent 
that property declared to be either excess or surplus under the 
Base Closure Act be "seriously considered for use as prisons and 
drug treatment facilities, as appropriate." P.L. -101-189 § 
2823(a) (4). The Defense Authorization Act expressly provides 
that: -

It is the sense of Congress that the Secretary of 
Defense should, pursuant to ..• the Defense Authorization 
Amendments and Base Closure and Realignment Act, give 
priority to making real property •. rendered excess or 
surplus as a result of the recommendations of the 
Commission of Base Realignment and Closure available to 
another Federal agency or a state or local government 
for use as a penal or correctional facility or as a 
drug abuse prevention, treatment, or rehabilitation 
center. 

Name: Patricia K. Sledge, Chief, Site Selection Branch 
Address: 320 First Street, NW., Washington, D. c. 20534 

Phone: (202) 514-6470 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments on The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
~ashington, DC 20301-3300 

From:Federal Bureau of Prisons 
(ActivityjLocationfCommuni:ty/InstallationjGroup 

Page 16124 
Column 1 
Paragraph. __ ~4~-------

Recommended Changes: 

Insert the word "correctional facilities" to read: 

Property that has no homeless interest, as determined by HHS, 
will then be available for transfer by either direct sale to the 
public, negotiated conveyance to the local redevelopment 
authority, public benefit conveyances for airports, schools, 
ports, correctional facilities, etc., or the new economic 
development conveyance discussed in paragraph 5. 

Why: 

.Property to be used for correctional facilities qualifies for no 
cost public benefit transfer. 

Name: Patricia K. Sledge, Chief, Site Selection Branch 
Address: 320 First Street, NW., Washington, D. c. 20534 

' 
Phone: (202} 514-6470 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For comments on The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
~ashington, DC 20301-3300 

From:Federal Bureau of Prisons 
(ActivityjLocationjConununityjinstallationjGroup 

Page 16124 
Column. _____ --~2~-----
Paragraph-=1~-----------

Recommended Changes: 

Add the following phrase to the second full sentence, "other 
Federal agency use or" so that it now reads as follows: 

Agreement with proposed uses, other than for other Federal agency 
use or for McKinney Act homeless use, is at the discretion of the 
Military Departments who have been delegated disposal authority. 

Why: 

Under existing law, Federal agencies have priority over all other 
entities (except other DOD agencies)· who request base property 
for reuse purposes. This is not up to the discretion of the 
Military Department if the Federal agency submits a request 
during the screening period for real property to be used for an 
authorized Federal program. 

The Military Department should not be permitted ~o transfer real 
property to others if it has been requested by a Federal agency. 

Name: Patricia K. Sledge, Chief, Site Selection Branch 
Address: 320 First Street, NW., Washington, D. C. 20534' 

Phone:. (202) 514-6470 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1'COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For comments On The interim Rule 
implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments ·to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From:Federal Bureau of Prisons 
(Activity.fLocationfCommunity/Installation/Group 

Page 16123 
Column __ --~3~----
Paragraph-=1~-----

Recommended Changes: 

Insert the word "correctional" in the first sentence to read: 

In announcing the community revitalization program, President 
Clinton recognized that existing Federal law required the DOD to 
charge full price when closed bases will be used for job-creating 
economic development, yet it can transfer bases at no cost for a 
variety of "public" uses, including recreation, aviation, 
education, health and correctional. 

Why: 

Correctional use qualifies for free transfer according to Federal 
Property Management Regulations, 41 C.F.R. §101, and P.L. 

· 101-189 § 2832 (1989), should be mentioned specifically here. 

Name: Patricia K. Sledge, Chief, Site Selection Branch 
Address: 320 First Street, NW., Washington, D. c. 20534 

Phone: (202) 514-6470 

. (NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementinq Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From:Federal Bureau of Prisons 
(ActivityjLocationjCommuni;tyjl:nstallationjGroup 

Page 16128 
Column.--~1~/~2~----
Paragraph 'Cal (1) 

Recommended Chanqes: 

§ 91.7(a)(l) When the Department of Defense no.longer needs ·to 
retain real property, the Department is required to dispose of 
the property in accordance with the prescribed screening process 
in the General Services Administration property disposal 
regulations, and the expedited process described in this part. 
The screening process is to include giving serious consideration 
to the priority of making real property available to another 
Federal agency for use as a penal or correctional facility as 
stated by Congress. (See P.L. 101-189 § 2832(b) (1989)). 

Why: 

This is consistent with previously expressed Congressional intent 
that base closure property be seriously considered for 
correctional and penal use. 

Name: Patricia K. Sledge, Chief, Site Selection Branch 
Address: 320 First Street, NW., Washington, D. c. 20534 

Phone: (202) 514-6470 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments on The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

. 
'< 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From:Federal Bureau of Prisons 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group 

Page 16126 
Column. __ ~2~/~3~----
Paragraph a(1) Ciil 

Recommended Changes: 

§ 90.4(a)(1}(ii) Accelerating the property screening process 
early in the disposal process to determine other potential 
Federal uses of the property, including giving serious 
consideration to the priority of making real property available 
to another Federal agency for use as a penal or correctional 
facility (See P.L. 101-189 § 28l2(b) (1989)), and including the 
identification of the needs of homeless providers. 

Why: 

This is consistent with previously expressed Congressional intent 
that base closure property be seriously considered for 
correctional and penal use. 

Name: Patricia K. Sledge, Chief, Site Selection Branch 
Address: 320 First Street, NW., Wash~ngton, D. c. 20534 

Phone: (202) 514-6470 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



... 
Format For comments on The:l:~terim Rule 

Implementing Title_. XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
~ashington, DC 20301-3300 

From:Federal Bureau of Prisons 
(ActivityjLocationjCommunityjinstallationjGroup 

Page 16128 
Column--~3~---------
Paragraph Cal Csl 

Recommended Changes: 

I 

§ 91.7(a)(5) Requests for transfers of property submitted by 
other Federal agencies will normally be accommodated. Decisions 
on the transfer of property to other Federal agencies shall be 
made by the Military Department concerned in consultation with 
·the local redevelopment authority, and serious consideration 
shall be given to making real property available to another 
Federal agency for use as a penal or correctional facility (See 
P.L. 101-189 § 2832Cbl (1989)). This section shall not be 
interpreted as stating that the local redevelopment authority has 
a veto power with regard to the Military Department's decisions. 

Why: 

This is consistent with prior law and does not conflict with the 
proposed regulation's focus on job creation. 

Name: Patricia K. Sledge, Chief, Site Selection Branch 
Address: 320 First street, NW., Washington, D. c. 20534 

Phone: (202) 514-6470 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For comments on The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814. The Pentagon 
~ashington. DC 20301-3300 

From!Federal Bureau of Prisons 
(Activity/~ocationJCommuni~y/Installation/Group 

Page 16135 
Column~~N~/~A~----------
Paragraph N/A 

Recommended Changes: 

With regard to the flow chart on page 16135, it is suggested.that 
an additional step indicated in bold lettering be added to the 
chart as follows: 

No 
Excess to DoD ---> Retain 

Yes\ 
\ No 

Excess to Federal----> Retain 
Yes\ 

\ 
surplus 

Why: 

This change corrects the flow chart so that it is consistent 
with, and accurately reflects, the requirements of the current 
screening process set forth in Federal regulations. 

Name: Patricia K. Sledge, Chief, Site Selection Branch 
Address: 320 First Street, NW., Washington, D. C. 20534 

Phone: (202) 514-6470 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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JUL I A l99A 

ER.94/335 

Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 
Office of the· Assistant Secretary of Defense 

for Economic Security 
The Pentagon, Room 3D854 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

The Department of the Interior (Department) has reviewed the 
proposed regulations for revitalizing base closure communities. 
In our view, the primary -focus of the proposed regulation is with 
economic development. · 

The closing of military bases in the East represents what is 
perhaps one of the last opportunities to return large tracts of 
land to resource management. The perceived benefits of economic 
development of these lands must be carefully weighed against the 
continuing loss of habitat for endangered wildlife, destruction 
of water recharge areas, and the loss of cultural resources. 

The determination of the best use of these lands should not 
depend only on short-term economic return. Healthy ecosystems 
are intangibles that should not be overlooked during the closure 
process. In addition, it is important to note that the 
significant resource values contained on these lands will have 
potential for increased tourism and recreation opportunities for 
the affected communities. 

The Department recommends that the proposed regutations be 
expanded to allow a Federal agency to acquire base property, at 
no cost, for the enhancement of a regional ecosystem. This may 
include using acquired property as exchange stock for future 
acquisitions of other lands that contain sensitive resource 
values. The proposed regulations should reflect the land 
requirements under Section 120(h) of the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act. Further, 
language,should be provided to allow the Department and its 
bureaus· to exchange these acquired lands under ecosystem 
managements concepts, where there is no State and/or agency 
jurisdictional boundaries. 



Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 2 

For your information, we are enclosing a copy of Departmental 
Manual Chapter, 602 DM2, "Hazardous Substances Determinations." 
This_Chapter requires that prior to acquisition of any land by 
the-Department of the Interior or its bureaus, a determination 
will be made for the presence and extent of hazardous substances 
in or on the l~nd. This policy'applies to any interest in land 
(including but not limited to fee title, easements, rights-of-
way, lapses, reverters, trust lands and leases) by the Department 
and its bureatii. This C~apter may be of some assistance to you 
in structuring your program. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Sheila 
Huff at (202) 208-5464 or Jim Ortiz at (202) 208-7553. 

Enclosure 

than P. Deason 
Di~ ctor, Office of Envirortmental 

olicy and Compliance 



DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR . ' 

DEPF,RTMEN'TAL MA~UAr. 

Public Landa Part 6(!/. Lat,d 1..cquisition --------.r.:·-,-c::---...----- -------
Chapter 2 Baz~rdous Substances Determinations 602 DH 2.1 

2.1 Purpose. This chapter prescribes Departmental policy_, 
respqnsibilities, and functions regarding hazardous _substances 
determinations required to be made prior to the acquisition of 
any land by the.Department for the United States. The 
responsibilities and functions prescribed in this chapter are 
intended to ensure that each bureau charged with acquiring land 
determines, prior to acquisition, the likelihood of the presence 
and extent of hazardous substances in or on the land. Any such 
determinations must be a consideration in any decision to acqu~re 
land and in establishing the total cost of acquisition. The ~ 
requirements contained in this chapter are based on the ~ 
provisions of S~cretary's Order Nc. 3127 dated December 15, 198e. 

2.2 SCope. The responsibilities and requirements made applicable 
to land acquisition by this chapter shall- apply to any interest 
in land (including but not limited to fee title, easements, 
rights-of-way, lapses, reverters, trust lands and leases) to be 
acquired by the Department or a bureau.· Such acquisitions may be 
by purchase, condemnation, donation, exchange or otherwise. 

2.3 .Policy. Before any real estate ·-is acquired by the Department 
for the United States, a determination will be made to acsertain 
whether hazardous substances are present in or on such real 
estate. The Department will not acquire any real estate if an 
expenditure of Departmental funds is required for cleanup of such 
re~l estate, except at the direction.of Congress, or for good 
cause with the approval of the Secretary.· 

2.4 Responsibil-ities. 

A. Assistant Secretaries. Each Assistant Secretary is 
responsible for ensuring the performance of the functions and 
requirements described in 602 DM 2.5, except as limited therein. 
The responsibilities described in 602 DM 2.5 may.be relegated to 
bureau heads, provided that pric,r·to such assignment, the bureau 
head designates an official of the bureau who shall be 
responsible for ensuring the bureau's compliance with the 
provisions of this chapter. 

- . 
B. Assistant Secretary - Policy. Budget and Administration. 

The As.sistant Secretary - Policy,. Budget and Administration (PBA) 
may approve, consistent with the provisions of 602 DM 2·.sc, any 
land acquisition in which the land proposed to be acquired is 
_found to contain hazardous substanc~s and expenditure of 
Departmental funds for cleanup of the land is required.· This 
authority may not be redelegated. 

6/2/89 #2856 
New 

-. 



DEPARTMENTAL MANUAL 

Public Land~ Part 602 Land Acquisition 

Chapter 2 Ba%ardous Substances Determinations 602 DM 2.5 

2.5 Requirements, Functions and Procedures. 

A. ·Surveys for Hazardous Substances. Whenever a tract of 
· land is proposed for acquisition, a_ survey must be conducted to 
determine the possible presence of hazardous substances and the 
existence of or potential environmental harm therefrom. The 
survey must, at a minimum, include a review of previous ownership 
~nd uses of the site. The pertinent Assistant secretary·or his 
designee shall report on each survey to the Assistant Secretary -
PBA. At a minimum, the report must advise that a survey was 
conducted; what haz~rdous substance~, if any, vere found, the 
estimated costs of remediation, any potential problems related to 

.hazardous substances, the possibility of the existence of 
unfound hazardous substances, any proposed future action,. and a· .. 
certification that the pertinent·. Assistant Secretary has 
personally reviewed the report. 

B. Acguisition. Following the s~bm~ssion of the report as 
-required in 2.SA above, land may be acquired, provided: (1) no 
evidenc~ of bazardous substances was found orr (2) if there was 
such evidence, there will be no estimated increased costs to the 
taxpayers. In all -other eases land may be acquired only for 
good cause, and with the approval of the Secretary. The 
Solicitor must be ~consulted ·in cases where hazardo·u·s substances. 
are present· and the land is to be.acquired, for the purpose ·of 

---.,___ 

.• , . 

-

d~veloping adequate protection of.the United States from.future 
liability. Such protection must be included in tbe Deed of i 
Conveyance, contract or· other legally enforceable instrument, as .j 

appro:~ i:::~J:Qgtammiog. In cases where hazardous subst_a_n_c_e_s_a_r_e _____ ~ I 
present and reprogramming iS required for the cleanup of tho.se 
substances, the Assistant Secretary - Policy, Budget and 
Aeministra.ti.ca, ba~cd on recvromendat::ons of the r~leva&1~ p;:og::a::t 
Assistant Secretary, may submit a reprogramming proposal to the 
House and Senate Appropriations Committees according to 
established reprogramming procedures. 

D. Statutory Acguisitions. Each Assistant Secretary must 
ensure that all reports to Congress, comments on legislation, 
testimony before Congress, and draft legislation on the 
acquisition of land contain a statement of the need to survey 
for, and assess the effects of, the presence of any hazardous 
substances in or on the land. 

6/2/89 #2856 
New 



917036975880200 P.02 

AUG-01-1994 14:32 FROM 
CITY OF KETTERING TO 

Format For Com me~~· Q.~ ;r~e Interim Rule 
bnplem.enting Titl~ XXIX Of The 

National Def=s~ AuthOrmman Ad. Fo.c FY94 

Forward «)m.r:nents to: Office of Assistant SecteWY ofDcfcnse for Economic Se<:urlly 
30114. The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

., 

City of Kettering/ Kotterinq,ohlofGen~ilo AFS/DESC: 
From: · 

(Activity/Locatioa/CommunityJinstallationfGIOup) 

Page 1617.7 

Column--' ---
p~ 90 4Ch) (1) & (2) 

· 'R.ecommended Changes: 
, 

Ellmina~e either Paraqraph 90.4b~ or 90.4b2 

'Why: Normally (and in the cas9 of Gentile AFS) tho oommunity 
is awarded a Planning Grant from OBA, establi~h~s a reuse committee 
of community leaders, contracts witn n reuse plannQr, and expends 
s:iqnifioant resources, time, effot"t and enerqy in developinq a 
reuse plan to benefit the entire reqion. Under the current rule, 
the next step mlght be to sell tu a private developer who is not 
bound by tne reuse plan. It seems appropriate that the properly 
approved commnnity reuse plan should. be 'Che only guide for disposal 
after fQdera.L screeninq nae been completed. It the reusa plan 
recommends sale to a. deve lupP.r 1 it ehould be donQ throuqh the 
community development authority. 

N3llle: Larry Leese 1 DE~C Reu£e Coordina to.r 
Add~~= City of Kattoring 

3600 Shroyer Road 
KetterinCJ, Ohio 45429 

Phone: 513-296-3330 

{NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMDO' PERl' AGE) 

TOTAL P.02 



\od-
Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

' !'\ 
'><.\'d- Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 

30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC '2030 1-3300 

From: HQ STARC. (-) , OHARNG 
(Activity/Location/Community !Installation/Group) 

Page 16133 
Column .-.s __.2.._-.-.3 __ _ 
Paragraph (h) ( 3) 

Recommended Changes: After "·>·;.~the .. .:·base .-commander is responsible for determin
ing the items or category of items potentially enhancing the reuse of the real 
property and needed to support the redevelopment plan." add: 

In the National Guard, the United States Property & Fiscal Officer shall 
make these determinations afte1r first considering whether the S·tate:~s Army or 
Air National Guard has a known requirement for the property, for which federal 
funds must otherwise be expended, upon request of the State's Adjutant General. 

Why: The State's National Guard is as much a part of the community as·· is the 
local redevelopment authority. Additionally, the U.S. Property & Fiscal Officer 
not the base commander, is accountable for government prop_erty in the National 
Guard under 32 USC 708. 

~ame: ~~J Duncan Aukland, ATTN~ AGOH-JA 
Adddress: 2825 West Dublin-Granville Road 

Columbus, Ohio 43235-2789 

Phone: (614)889-7022 
DSN 273-7022 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



fRN TRANSITION TEAM TEL:609-538-6493 Jul 29 94 

Itornta.t ~For <:oJrunents on the Interim Rule 
. Itnplcmenting ·ritle X.XIX Of 'The 

National ))cfcnse Authorizn.tion Act For FY94 

l 

10:44 No.OOl P.02 

Forward C()mments: Office of Assistant· Secretary ofl)efense tor I!.conomic Security 
31)814, The Pentagon 

------·-······ .. ····~····-~~~~~&!~1-~; ~~~;!,~.!~:~~OQ_ ____ ·~·~·-···· .. ······--··-----·---··-····--.. ··¥··-.. ----·-···· 

Frotn: Naval. Air \Varfare (~enter, 'I" renton., N~J 
(A(:TlVJ'IYII.OCAllONICOWlJNn"\~IJNsTAUAn~/cu~OUTI) 

Page: 16130 
Column: 2 -----
Paragraph: i, ii 

Recommended (llanges: 
'fhe l .. RA should subn1it a. redevelopment conceptual plan reflecting the 
developtnent concept preferred by the I. .. RA. rrhe Military Dept. or installation 
should be responsible fin preparation of a final redcvclopnlcnt plan that includes 
other types of conveyances including hotncless providers, transfers to other Federal 
Agencies ~r direct sales. 

\\'hy: 
Requiring a l .. RA to subtnit a redevelopment plan identif),ing parcels to be sold 
directly by the tnilitary, transferred to other Federal Agencies or conveyed for 
_hotn.elcss assistance is not realistic. pfhe l,RA \\~11 ntost likely advocate economic 
developntent conv~)'ance and will likely disagree \vith the other conveyances listed 
above. 

--------·-·---·····-··· ......... ···········-·--··---···---·----·-·--··-···-····~'············-··········· .. -·----··-------·····-··h· ...... , ............... . 
Name: Barry Barclay (on behalf ofNAWC Trenton Reuse Conunittee) 
Address: NAWC Trenton 

Phone: 

1440 Parkwav Avenue .,., . 

Evving, NJ 0&62R 
609-538-6489 

(NOTE: LIMIT T<> 1 <.X>MMENT PJI:R PAGE) 



:RN TRANSITION TERM TEL:609-538-6493 Jul 29 94 

l'orntat For f:omments on the Interim Rule 
Implementing ·ritle XXIX Ofl'he 

Nationall)cfcnsc Authorizat1on Act For FY94 

.. 

10:45 No.OOl P.03 

Fonvard conunents: Office of Assistant Sccret1ry of Defense for f.:Conomic Security 
3I)8 l 4, The Pentagon 

~···---·······-·· ., . ········-.---··_:_: ___ ~~~~in~~ ... I?..~.~03_Q.!.:~~Q.Q_ ____________ .. w,._ ••••• -----····--··-···· ······---·--······ ·········--···-----··-·--······-· 

•"ront: Nava.l Air \Varfare Center, l'renton, Ncl 
( AC"fMTY/l.OCA 110NlCOMMl.JNJTY)INST ALIATJ()NtOROUP) 

Page: _;.1;..;:;.6.;;:.;:1.3:;;..;;0;,____ 
Column: 3 _......__ __ _ 
Paragraph: i, ii 

Reconuuendcd (llanges: 
Advertising for expression of interest for djrect. sale of property should be 
shortened from 6 tnon.ths or should take place during McKinney screening or ntore 
titne should be allovled for the local rodevelopn1ent authority to subn1it a. 
dcvcJop1nent plan. l'he actions described in paragraph 2, colun1n 3 (i.e. -
appraisals or estitn.ates) should start before the McKinney Act Screening has 
finished. 

Why: 
Afler the 6-Jnonth advertising for cx"Pressions of interest and 30 - day Military l)ept 
analysis of responses, there arc only 5 months left for con1munity appeal and 
preparations of a dcvcloptnent plan. 

Name: 
Address: 

l'hone: 

Barry Ba.rclay (on behalf ofNAWC rfrenton Reuse Con11nittec) 
N/\WC Trenton 
1440 Parkvia.y Avcn uc 
E'ving, NJ 08628 
609-538-6489 

(NOTE: LIMJT T<l 1 COMMEN'f P:Jc:R PA(;E) 



RN TRANSITION TERM TEL:609-538-6493 Jul 29 94 

Forntat i'"'or Conunents on the. Interint Rule 
Implementing ·ritle XXIX ()f1be 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

10:45 No.OOl P.04 

ForWard comments: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
. 30814, 1be Pentagon .. 

·--~·- Was~~on, ~.~301-3.~9:0 ___ . __ _ 

From: · Naval Air Warfare Center, Trenton, N~T 
. (ACTMlYhOnCAnONI'OOWtOOIYiiiit..w.AnON/cmOUP) 

Page: 16130 
Column: 3 ----
Paragraph: (2), (3) 

Rerommended (,1tanges: 
ClarifY whether the din~l sale of property includes related personal property. If 
~'yes", is the value of personal property included in the appraisal and does the 
advertising for expressions of interest include. description of the personal property 
potentially available. WilJ potential buyers be given the opportunity to revie\\' 
personal property inventories. 

Why: 

-······~···-··· --
Ban);riarclaY'(on bch;ir orNAwc T~to~··Rcu~ C~mmillce) -· --
NA WC Trenton 

Name.: 
Address: 

Phone: 

1.440 Parkway Avenue 
Ewing~ NJ 08628 
609-538-6489 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 CO,llA' .. ~ ... l"T" 

.n'.&.J.~~ J. PER]> AGE) 



"RN TRANSITION TERM TEL:609-538-6493 Jul 29 94 10:46 No.OOl P.OS 

Format For Comments on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward conunents: . Office of Assistant SecretaJy of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon ' 

·--·---·~'DC 2~301-33~-·--·~--------··-·-··--

From.: Naval Air Warfare Center, Trenton,-NJ 
(ACTIVIl'Y/J...OCATiON/COWUNTtYJiNST AIU.TIONIOROUP) 

Page: 16130 16131 
Cohmm:~3~ _____ 2,_3 __ 
Paragraph: ~<-..3)'--.......,( e..._)_ 

Recommended (.1t.anges: . 
Interim rules only aU ow sale or conveyance of all or substantial portions of the base 
property. The rule should be changed to allow transfer of smaller, uncontaminated 
parcels with reasonable development potential. Authorize Military Depts. to 

· demolish unusable or unsafe buildings to encourage property transfer for reuse and 
to avoid long-term caretaker costs. 

Why: 
NAWC Trenton, like many other bases, has environmentally contaminated areas 
requiring long-term clean-up and many unique industrial facilities which can only 
perfonn specialized military functions. By the time property becomes available, 
most of these unique facilities will have been stripped of aU valuable personal 
property (due in part to the liberal guidance on exempted personal property) and 
will have little if any developmental potential. Requiring the· buyer or "conveyee,, 
to accept property undergoing clean-up and requiring expensive demolition of 
heavy industrial buildings (laden with asbestos and lead paint) will certainly 
discourage tTansfcr and reuse of that base property with reasonable develomcot 
potentiaL 

Name: 
A~ dress: 

Phone: 

·--····· . ··- ~--·--

Barry Barclay (on behalf ofNAWC Trenton Reuse Committee) 
NA WC Trenton 
1440 Parkway Avenue 
Ewing, NJ 08628 
609-538-6489 

(NOTE: 1 ~lMIT TO 1. COMMENT PJc:R PAGE) 



RN TRANSITION TEAM . TEL=609-S38-6493 Jul 29 94 

Format F'or f:onunents on the Interim Rule 
hnplerncn.ting 'I'it]e XXIX Of'fhc 

N·ation.al J)efense Authorization Act For FY94 

; 

10:46 No.001 P.06 

Forward comments: Ofliee of Assistant Secretary ofJ)efense tor Econontic SeGurity 
31)814, The Pentagon 

-···-·· --····----. ···---- -~-~--- -~~-~!~&'!~.t .. ~.?5;_?.93Ql-~-~-oo ... ·--···-·····-···--·:· ···-···--··-· ····--·-··-··· .---·····-·-·· .... -..... ----

.From~ Naval Air Warfare (~enter, ''frenton, N,J 
(A<:'fM'fY/LoC:ATIONtCoMMUN[lY/rNsTAU.J\TlON/<tROUP) 

J>age: 16131 
Coluutn:__!. __ _ 
Paragraph: ___ g_• __ 

Recomm.cnded Otanges: . 
If propet1y is leased (rather than conveyed) ·to a LRA at less than fair market value 
and subsequently subleased by the lJRA at a profit, does tho Military Dept share in 
tl1e profit? 

. N ~;;;~·· .... ---s;tD;· n;·~~~~y-(~~~-b~i~~ii~fNAWC 1~~~tori R~~;;-~~~};~itt~)-··--·-··· ·-
Address: NAWC Trenton 

1440 Park,._,ay Avenue 
Ewing, NJ 08628 

l)hone: 609-538-6489 

)If .... 



"RN TRANSITION TERM TEL:609-538-6493 Jul 29 94 

Forn1at For (~omments on the Inte.rim Rule 
ln1plc.mcnting Title X.Xl.X ()f The 

Nationull)efense Authorjz.ation Act For FY94 

10:47 No.001 P.O? 

Forward comments: ()ffice of As.~istant Secretary ofDetense tor Economic Security 
31)8147 The I)entagon 

-- ··-···--······-·····-·---~----~---· --~~!~~-g~~!lL.~~-}~~Q.!_:~}~.~--...... - .... - ... ___ .. ___ :_·--·-·· ---.. _ .. _ ..... - ... ·--··-·"-"' .. - .. -·-···-----····-· 

~"rom: Naval Air Wat·fare Center, 1·renton, NJ 
(AC'l'MTYfl..OCATIONlCOM\llJNtn"JiNst AU..ATJON/(~ll.Ot.JP) 

Page: _1_..6 ..... 1 __ 3_1 __ 
Colwnn: 1 -----
Paragraph: _6..___ 

Re.conunendcd C'hanges: 
Need better definition of rural area. Do not see the need for special treatment of 
rural bases. If any base gcncmtes no e>q>ression of interest fbr direct sale and has 
substantial adverse itnpact (what does substantial n1ca.n?) then \vhy can't even 
non-rural bases be conveyed without rccoupn1ent. 

"i~a~~~·-·-·--i1-;~ry-l.1~;~iay(~.;~~h~·i-i~rNAWi5 .. 1:~-~t~~-R~~~;con~~itt~~j--·-····--- .... --
Addrcss: NA WC 1'renton 

Phone: 

1440 Pa.rk,¥ay Avenue 
E\';ing, "NJ 08628 
609-538-6489 

(NOTE: LIMI.T TO l COMW:~r PI~R PAGJi~) 



-RN TRANSITION TEAM TEL:609-S38-6493 Jul 29 94 

l"olmat F·or (:omntents on the Interim Rule 
Implcn1cnting l'itlc XX]X Of ·rhe 

National I>cfensc Authorization Act For 1:·y94 
.. 

10:47 No.001 ~.OS 

Fonvard co1.nments: Ofticc of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
31)814, The Pentagon 

-···-···--· ---··--···---·····-·-. -~~~!~g~~-.!~_?_93~J.:?.~~CJ ___ ., ___ ·--· ·-·· ····-····:-·· ·--·-········-·----···-···-····--··· ··--·· ·--···-

From: Naval Air Warfare (~enter, 1 .. renton, N.l 
(ACTMn'lwcAllONICOl.f'MUNttYhNSTAil..ATJON/o~Olfl•) 

Page.: 16131 
Coluntn: 1, 2 
Paragraph: _4 __ 

Recotnntended (Jtanges: 
Simplify the language, better define the process aud conditions for direct sale and 
eliminate the redundant' direct sale paths whereby the property can be sold even if 
no expression of interest to advertising are received as long as most oftl1e properly 
has high value and can be sold near fair market value. Need a better definition of 
\Vhat "high value" and ''tnost oftl1e installation,, mean. Who determines fair 
tnarkct value? llow is it det.cnuincd? 
Why: 
lntcrin1 rules favor the direct sale of property by the Military Depts versus the 
economic devclopn1en1 conveyance or public benefit conveyance. Even if the 
advertising for direct sale is unsuccessf\ll:o the property can be sold if it has ''high 
value" and 'j.most of it" can be sold unear'' the estitnatcd range of fuir 111arkct 
value. 'fhc subjective nature of these conditions sends the n1cssage to LRA's that 
the Military will strongly favor direct sale and that economic devclopn1ent 
conveyance \viU be a last resort. Can we e>..rpect LRA's aggressively plan for 
development until the issue of direct sale is resolved? 

.. ·-··---····--- ... ··--·· ·--····"··-·-·' ··-··--··· ··--······-····--·····--···--,~--·' ··---····--· ····-··-····---········---·..-·--······-······---·· ··-·-········-·····--·-···--·······--
Name.: 
Address: 

Phone: 

Barry Barclay (on behalf ofNA WC l'ren.ton U.euse Committee) 
NAWC. ·rrcnton 
1440 Park\vay Avenue 
E\"ing, NJ 08628 
609-538-6489 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMM.ENT PER PAGE} 



-RN TRANSITION TEAM TEL:609-538-6493 Jul 29 94 

}(orntat I•'or Consments on the Interim Rule 
lmplen1enting Title X.XIX Of The 

Nationall)efense Authorization Act For FY94 

10:47 No.OOl P.09 

Forward comments: ()fiice of Assistant Se~retary of IJefensc for t::Conomic Security 
30814, The llcntagon 

..... ---.. ~---- .. ·-··· ····--··--····-.-~ ........ ~Y~!¥ns.~~., .. !_~-1~1Q.~~~~.QQ ___ ..... --.. ---·-----· .. ·-·· .... __ .. ___ ........... ---....... ---~--- ···---· ···---·· ·---· ..... _ 

I«rom: Naval Air \\'arfare Center, 'l'renton, N'J 
(AC'fM1.Y/U.JCA1"lONk.'OMMUNm·ftNsTAUA'flONlOROUP) 

Page: 1.6131 
Colwnu: 2 -----Paragraph: (c) (1) 

Recommended (lta.ngt-".8: 
If the military depat1tncnt has budgeted to demolish a substandard building and/or 
pay {()r its long tcnn care taking .. we would like the option to con1bine these funds 
with public/private sector funds to finance the rehabilitation of the building. 

Why: 
Refurbishing substandurd or unsafe buildings can be beyond the immediate n1cans 
of an LRA and the only alternative to the Military l)ept is to den1olish or pay for 
the long term care taking of the huild.ing. If the detnolition/caretaker funds could 
be combined \•lith public/private sector funds in a joint venture~ it's possible that 
buildings could be rehabilitated, con,,eyed to the LRA and used for job creation 
and economic developn1ent. 

N·ame: 13arry Barclay (on behalf ofNA WC Trenton Reuse Committ,~e) 
J~ddrcss: NA WC Trenton 

1440 Purkway Avenue 
Ewing, NJ 08628 

Phone: 609-538-6489 

(N<ffE: I .f.M I.T TO 1 C<lMI\1ENT .PE.R I> AGI<:) 



fRN TRANSITION TEAM TEL:609-538-6493 
Jul 29 94 

Fomtat f·or (~ommcnts on the lnterim Ru.lc 
Implementing Title XXIX ()frfhc 

National l)efense Authorization Act For FY94 

10:48 No.OOl P.lO 

Forward comrru,'ll.ts: Office of" Assistant SecrotaJy of Defense for Economic Security 
. 3))8 J 4, 1hc Pentagon 

-···-··---· ·-··--··· ··-~····-·· -~~~~~l.?.G_~~91-.~3<?.Q. _______ ... __ ,,.--···· ... -........ _ ... , ... -...... --..... __ .. _____ . __ ·--.. · ·-..... -.... · .. ·-· 

Page: 16131 
Colunm.: _ _1_ __ 
Paragraph: _2 __ 

Recommended C1tanges: 
While the one-year period is reasonable for the I.JRA to submit an expression of 
interest, it is too short a time period to prepare a. redevelopment plan, especially 
considering that the Military Depts will spend the first 6 n1onths or more deciding 
whether to sell tl1c property directly. For NAWC ·rrenton (Sept 98 closure), this 
time table prescribes the submission of a redevelop1nent plan as far as 3 years in 
advance of property availability. l{ccontmend that the LH.A expression of interest 
be accotnpanied by a. reuse conceptual plan, but more tin1e be allowed for 
preparation of a final develop1nent plan. Subntission of the redevcloptnent plan 
shou]d be tied to the individual base closure date~ not the up ft·ont I~l~C process 
date. 

---•'''_.,. __ oo••--•••·--··•••--••l-.1''"--••"-•••••-·•••-•--•••••-••--·•-.. --•••""'_ .. l,.•-••·''-•""'--•••,.--••--·-·t-••••"--\o•---·••-.._,,,••--·•'•"-•'·•.--·••••-

Name: 13arry l3arclay (on behalf ofNA WC ·rrcnton Reuse Co1nn1ittee) 
Add.ress: NA. WC Trenton 

1440 Parkv-'ay Avenue 
Evving, NJ 08628 

(NOTE: LI.MIT TO 1 C<>MM.ENl~ PER PA<;·E) 



-RN TRANSITION TEAM TEL:609-538-6493 Jul 29 94 

}4' ormat F,or <:onunents on the Interim Rule 
ltnpJemcnting Title x·xiX ()f 'fhc 

National l)cfcnse Authorization Act. For FY94 

I 

10:48 No.001 P.ll 

Fonvard commcnU;: ()ffice of Assistant Secretary of l)efensc for Economic Security 
. 31)8 J 4, 1nc Pentagon 

-·····--·-···---·----. ·--···~--·--· -~~~~_!!~,_}?.£.~0?..~..!::}...:~90. ---··--·---·-···---·-····--· ···--···-·- ··--·····-·-·····-······--·· ··--··· ·--···-·~-·· 

:From: Naval. Air Warfare <~enter, 1 .. rcnton, N·.J 
(A<.~'JVrn'/LO\.ATioN/coMMlJNJ1YIJNST.AlU l'IoN/OROuP) 

Page: 16131 
Col.umn:_2_,_3 __ _ 
Pa.ragraph: (e) (1) 

Rccomntended <:banges: 
How n1uch of a base must the LltA take over? ·rhe interin1 rule allo\JVS direct sale 
of"mosf' of a base but. the language in these paragraphs itnply that a LI~A n1ust 

take over undcvcJopable land areas and undesirable buildings and be responsible 
for their long term upkeep and/or dctnolition. In many cases, demolition will 
require asbestos and lead paint ren1oval which may expose the LI~. to substantial 
liability and cost. 'The Military l)epts should bear the responsibility lor dentolition 
or long-term care taking of unwanted problen1 buildings~ industrial areas, etc and 
not force them upon the LRA .. 

Na.nu~.: 

Addr~s: 

Barry Barclay (on behalf ofNA WC 'Trenton l~cuse Comtnittee) 
NA w·c Trenton 
1440 Parkway Avenue 
Ewing, NJ 08628 
6()9 .. 538-6489 

(N()TJ<:: .LIMIT T<) 1. C<>M.MENT P"fc:R PAGE) 



-RN TRANSITION TEAM TEL:609-S38-6493 

l 

Jul 29 94 

.Fortnat .,.or (~omments on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Ofl.he 

N·ational Defense Authori7..ation Act I:or FY94 

10:49 No.001 P.12 

Forward conuncnts; Office of Assistant" Secretary ofDelensc for Economic Security 
. 3D814, The Pentagon 

····-· ·-···----· .. ···--··-·-------~-------~~~-~!!!S~~~l-!?~.}~~0.!.:-}.~~---·-··--·-.,. .. ···-·· ··--····:-····· ···-···· .. -· ··-····-·· ··---···--·· -···· ............... -

From: Naval. Air Warfare (:enter, 1'rcnton, NJ 
(ACTM'fY/l..OCAllONICOWlJNJl'YhNST AU.ATION/Oinl.Jl') 

Page: 1.6131 
c:olumn: 3 -----
Paragraph: 2 -----
Reconun.ended Changes: 
Need better definition on who/JtO\JJ it is decided whether property will be conveyed 
at or below fair n1.urket. value or without consideration. l'his is an enonnous range 
of value but uo\vhcrc do the rules address where in this range the pat1:icular 
property \JJill be conveyed and what criteria \viii be used. to dctennine the amount 
of consideration. 

-- ··-·-~--- .. --..... -- ··---· .. ·--··""·-··-- ·--···--· --····-·-··--·-·-·-·····-·--······-······--····-····---····--·····-····--·,·-··· -·-··---·· ···-·····---· -·· 
Na.me: 13any l1arclay (on behalf ofNAWC ·rrenton Reuse Committee) 
Address: NA W(~ 1'rcnton 

Phone: 

1440 Park\vay·Avenue 
Ewing, NJ 08628 
609-538-6489 

(NClTE: LI.MIT TO 1 <:O.MM.ENl." PJ;R l>AGl:) 



TRN TRANSITION TEAM TEL:609-538-6493 
Jul 29 94 

Fotntat F"or C~on1ments on the Interim Rule 
In1plen1enting ·ritJe XXIX Of The 

National J)cJensc Authorization Act For FY94 

10:49 No.OOl P.13 

Forward comments: Office of Atitsistant Secretary ofJ)efcnsc for Economic Security 
. 31)814, The Pentagon 

-· ·--·-· ·-······-·~·-·~-·~-···--~_!~hi~_g~~~, .. !.?.g_~-~~.Q.!.:::~~QQ .... _ .. , .. __ .,._,, ... ___ , ··---,~--····-···-·-· ~··-···-· ···--····-·····--···· ---··-----

From.: Naval Air Warfare Center, "frenton, N,J 
(A(~TJVl1'\'II..O<~ATION7em.tMUNl1YJiNSTAUA t'IONIOROUP) 

Page: 161.32 
(~oJwnn: 1 -----
Paragraph: (5) (i) 

Recommended. f:hangcs: 
The redeveloptncnt plan and request for property conveyance should include 
descriptions of both the real property and personal property to be conveyed to the 
l,RA 

Why: 
Bases need a clear and cotnplct:e description of all personal property requested to 
be conveyed by the LRA. so that disposal of unwanted personal property can 
proceed quickly prior to base closing. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

Barry Barclay (on behalf ofNAWC "'fren1on Reuse Con.1n1ittcc) 
N'AWC ·rrcnton 
1.440 Parkway Avenue 
E\ving, NJ 0862& 
609-538-6489 

(NOTE: Llf\11T TO 1 COMMENT J.>~~H. J>AGiq 



fRN TRRNSITION TERM TEL:609-S38-6493 
Jul 29 94 

:Forn1at ~For <:omrnents on the ln.tcrin1 Rule 
Implementing "fitlc XXIX ()f The 

National l)efensc Authorization Act For FY94 

lO:so No.OOl P.14 

FoiWard comments: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 1or Economic Security 
. 31)814, The I>~utagon 

····-·· .. -····-···-····--~-...... ~ ........... ~~~~J-~S!~~~-!~-~~lq!.:~]_9Q. ... _ ..... -..... -... ·--..... --.... __ ....... _···--···---.. ··-.... --.. ··--··-·· .. ·- .. ---..... --.· 

Naval Air \\'arfare (;enter, 1."renton, NJ 
(AC:7IVtTY /oocA. n<rn/coMMt.l'NJl'Y.fn.lsTALLA TI()N/oROur) 

Page: 16132 
Column: 2 -----
Paragraph: 5, 6 

Reconmtended c:hanges: 
More time ntust be allo\vcd for tb.e contmuni.ty to appeal the direct sale of the 
property before the expiration of the one year tinte period for the l .. RA. to sub1nit an 
expression of.intercst: a.nd a developn1e.nt. plan. 

Why: 
·rhe Military l)cpt. has 6 n1onths to advertise for direct. sale> 30 days to analyze 
responses and 60 days to aJlow comtnunity appeal. I'his leaves 3 n1onths for the 
L.RA to prepare a dcvcloptnent plan (if the appeal is successful) or 3 months to 
prepare a countcr-oficr and atTange financing for comtnunity acquisition of the 
property at fair Jnarkct value (if the appeal is unsuccessful). "Ihis is much to short 
a schedule for reasonable LRA action. 

-·• --···•- ·--•• ~•-••'''-•••''-uo''"'••--• •-•••• ••-•-•••-•• '""-•••"'-•• •••-•·•-••• ••-••'•-• ·-••-·•--••••'' ... '••••'"'''"''•• ·--··~·--••••-''"'-• ·--· ·--···--•• o ••••••• .;,-,,·••-·• ,•••-••••'~•• •''-·• ·-· o••-

·Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

l~arry I3arc1ay (on behalf ofNA WC Trenton R.euse Co1nmit.tce) 
NAWC Trenton 
1440 Park \Vay Avenue 
E'¥ing, NJ 08628 
609-53 8-6489 

(NOTE: LI~.fiT T<> t (;01\.fMENT P.ER PA(;'E) 



RN TRANSI!ION TEAM 
TEL:609-S38-6493 

Jul 29 94 

Fonnat For Conunents on the Interim Rule 
·Implementing Title XXIX Of'fhc 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

lO:So No.001 P.lS 

F otWard comments: .Office of Assigtant Secretary .of Defense for Economic Secwity 
30114-, The Pentagon ' 

----~-·--··---W~IL~ 20~01-3~00 ·-··-·-. ·-·-··- ----··- -··--··-,-

From: Naval Air Warfare Center, Trenton, ·NJ 
(AcnvriYJiOCAnONfcmo.ruNilYbNSTAl.U1iOliJOROlJP) 

Page: 16132 
Column: 2 --------Paragraph: (f) (1) 

Recommended Changes: 
What expenses arc allowed to detennine net profit by the LRA. Are building 
demolition costs and expenses in complying with American Disability Act and 
local building codes allowable to be deducted from gross profit. 

Why: 

Name: Barry Barclay (on behalf ofNAWC l"renton Reuse Committee) 
Address: NAWC ·rrenton 

1.440 Parkway Avenue 
Ewing, NJ 08628 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



RN TRANSITION TEAM TEL:609-538-6493 
Jul 29 94 

Fonnat For Conunents on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

lO:so No.OOl P.16 

Forward cormnents: 9ffice of Assistant Secretacy of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, 'The Pentagon .. 

·---·--·---~ash~,, DC 2_0301-~300 -~---·--·-·---.. ·--··--··-·-

From: Naval Air Warfare Center, Trenton, -NJ 
(ACllVITYh.ocAnONlCOMWUNrTYhNSTAUAIIONIOR.Ot1I') 

Page: 16133 
Colwnn:_2 .... ,_3 __ _ 
Para.graph: (h) (2), (h)(5) 

Recommended Changes: 
Clarify the apparent conflict in guidance in the two paragraphs: Pam (hX2) states 
that exempted categories of personal property shaU not be subject to community 
review; para (hX5) states that exempted personal property may be removed upon 

· approval of the base commander or higher au~ority and after notice to the J. .. RA. 
Also need clarifi.cation on who specifically ~ authority over the various exempted 
categories of personal property. · 

Why: 

---~---------------·-·-----· 

Name: Bany Barclay (on behalfofNAWC Trenton Reuse Committee) 
Address: NA WC Trenton 

Phone: 

1440 Parkway Avenue 
Ewing, NJ 08628 
609-538-6489 

(NOTE: LIMJ.T 1."0 1 COMMENr PER PAGE) 



TRN TRANSITION TEAM TEL:609-538-6493 
Jul 29 94 

Format J.·or c:onunents on the Interim Rule 
hnplen1cnting "fitle XX. IX. Of 'fhc 

National J)cfensc Authorization Act For FY94 

10:51 No.001 P.l? 

I;orward comments: ()fficc of Assistant Secret.ruy ofDefeDBe for Economic Security 
3!)814, The Pentagon 

---·-· ·--··-····-·· ... _____ -~-~·-·---~~¥~~~~~-..!'.?S~ .. f_Q~~n~:}~Q-~--·----.. ·--···---···----.. ----····------·--·· ·---.. ·-· ··-·····---·····--···---· ... ____ ·-

From: Naval. Air Wat·fare (;enter, 'frenton, N.J 
(ACl'M~fY/t OCA TIONfCOMM'llNJ'rYJiNSTAU.ATI(n.i/Os.!Ot.U•) 

Page: ~1.._6...,..1 .... .3 ...... 3 __ 
Column: 3 ------
Paragraph: ( 4} ___ , .. _ 

Recommended (~hanges: 
Personal property should remain on the base until the reuse p]an has :been 
sub1nit.tcd, reviewed and approved. Any personal property judged likely to be 
needed to support the reuse plan should continue to remain on the base and 
n1a.intaincd in present condition until conveyed with the real property. Paragraphs 
(iii) and (iv) should be eliminated. , 
Need to allow base com1nanders discretionary authority to dispose qfbasc property 
VJ.ithout consultation!' if it is judged by him to not be useful for rcdcyclopmcnt and 
its disposal is part of the base ''housekeepingn and shutdown process. W c don ~t 
want bases to becotnc repositories of stored '•junk~~ a.\vailing dispos~tion nor do "'e 
\Vant to bother J.J~ with constant reviews of routine disposals. 

W~: I 
For a BRAC 93 ha.se, McK.inney screening will be completed betw

1
ecn Oct 94 and · 

Feb 95 (depending on whether applications a.re received) and the r~evclopment 
plantuust be subn1i.t.tcd one year later. Paragraph (iii) allows personal property to 
be removed by Nov 95 \vhich may be earlier than the due date for:the plan. 

I 

No authority given t:o nllow property to remain on base if it is idcrytificd as needed 
to support the reuse plan (obviously this is implied but the Jangu~gc docs not state 
this). ; 
····--·--···--·~·--- --···· ~--··· ····-······--· ···-····-···· ·--· .... ---···--·---·· ··-····-······-·····-- .. ·--···-·········.··--·····-··· -·-··' ·-·- --· ''";-·····-······-· ···-····· -·- ··-·-··· -· .. 
Name: 
Add.ress: 

Phone: 

l3arry T3arclay (on. behalf ofNA WC "frcnton Reuse qo•nnlittec) 
NA WC ·r renton , 

' I 

1.440 Park,vay Avenue 
Ewing, NJ 08628 
609-538-6489 .I 

• I 
I 

(N<>Tf:: LU\tiT TO 1 CO:MM,ENT .PER P AG-:t:) 



IRN . TRANSIT I ON TEA~·i TEL:6Q9-S38-6493 
Jul 29 94 

Format For Comments on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Ofrfhc 

National Defense Authorization Act l~or FY94 

10:51 No.001 P.lS 

Fotward comments: Office of Assistant Seeretacy of Defense for Economic Security 
31)814, The Pentagon 

---·---·-·. ~~ 09 2030~-33~ 

From: Naval Air Warfare Center, Trenton, NJ 
(AC1M1YlLOCA1fONICOWUNIIYJINSTAUAnONIGR.OU.P) 

Page: 16133,16134 
Column:__.3 ........... 1 __ _ 
Paragraph: (h) (5) 

Reconunended Changes: 
Time limits should be placed on the claiming or removal of exempted categories of 
personal property. Suggest that any personal property needed by a transferring 
unit, commands, Federal Agency etc. be identified prior to completion of 
McKinney screening so that the LRA can start its one year reuse planning effort 
knowing what personal property it will have access to. "fhe LRA should have 
appeal rights to removal of exempted property. 

Why: 
As currently worded, jurisdictional major commands or any Federal Dept or 
Agency etc. have authority to remove personal property at any time. This will 
make reuse planning difficult, and even if the reuse plan identifies the property as 
needed, it can be ''claimed"' and removed any time prior to. actual conveyance to the 
LRA. Exempted categories of personal property cover a broad range and removal 
authority should be time limited. 

--·,~--- ·---- ----··----·---"-·-·----
Name: Barry Barclay (on behalf ofNAWC Trenton Reuse Committee) 
Address: NAWC Trenton 

Phone: 

1440 Parkway Avenue 
Ewing, NJ 08628 
609-538-64&9 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMEN1. PER PAGE) 



RN TRRNSITION TERM TEL:6Q9-538-6493 
Jul 29 94 10:52 No.OOl P.19 

Fonnat F·or Comments on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense AuthorizAtion Act For FY94 

I;orward comments: Offtce of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3081.4, The Pentagon , 

-~----- ... W~i~ 2~301-3300 

J:t ... rom: Naval Air Warfare Center, Trenton, NJ 

Page: 16134 
Column: 3 

(Acri'IIlYtLOCATtONICOMMUNitYJiN&TAU.AnoNI<mOUP) 

----Paragraph: (2) 

Recommended Otanges: 
Level of maintenance and repair should remain until the reuse plan has been 
submitted, reviewed and approved. Level ofM&R on real or personal property 

. identified in the rueuse plan should be maintained until coveyed, and not until one 
of the time periods in paragraph (h) (4) has expired. 

Why: 
For a BRAC 93 base., the reuse plan must be submitted between Oct 95 and Feb 96 
(depending on length of McKinney screening). Paragraph (h) ( 4) allows level of 
M&R to be reduced by Nov 95 which may be earlier than the due date for the J..,RA 
plan. 

No authority given to maintain level ofM&R on property identified for conveyance 
on the reuse plan after the expiration of the dates in paragraph (h) ( 4) (obviously 
this is implied but the lanuage does not state this). 

---··---··-----·-··-~-·· ·--·--··-·-·----···-··· .. -
Name: Barry Barclay (on behalf ofNA WC Trenton Reuse Committee) 
Address: NAWC Trenton 

1440 Parkway Avenue 
Ewing, NJ 08628 

(NOTE: I.~IMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



-RN TRANSITION TERM TEL:609-S38-6493 Jul 29 94 

ltormat } .. or Conunents on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of1ne 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

10:52 No.OOl P.20 

FoJWard comments: Office of Assistant Secrewy of Defense for Economic Security 
· 3D814, "llle Pentagon . 

-·-·-··---· w~ 20301-3300 ··--·-,.·--~-... ·--·--···--

From: Naval Air Warfare Center, Trenton,- NJ 
(ACtrVrrY/UX'.AnONlC010nJNTIYhNSTAUA110NfaROUP) 

Page: ____ N/A 
Colmnn: ----
Paragraph: __ 

Recommended Clulnges: 
What is the status of the action prescribed section 291.7 of Title XXIX Subtitle A of 
the FY94 Defense Authorization Act? This part of the Pryor Amendment directed 
tbe Secretnty to conduct a study to detennine the feasibility of applying 1 0°/o of 

. BRAC savings to community grants. Study results were to be reported to Congress 
by I March 1994. We have heard nothing on the study result or prospects for 
augmenting community grants. 

Why: 

--------.... ---···-·---· .. ·-·---,·-··--~--·-··-

Name: Barry Barclay (on behalf ofNAWC Trenton Reuse Committee) 
Address: NA WC Trenton 

Phone: 

1440 Parkway Avenue 
Ewing, NJ 08628 
609·538-6489 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Conimet 
Implementing 

National Defense A\.: 

. ~-
' . 
'· 

Post-It" Fax Note 7671 Oat 

To 

Forn-ard corrunents to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814. The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: ~a,iQDAl Coocission for Economic Conversion and Disarmament 
(Acti\ity!Locati_on!Community/Installation/Group) 

Page _____ !~6_t_2~6 ____ _ 
Column __ 2 ___ _ 

P~~ph~(~e~>------

RecommendedChanges: The final re~ulations shou"!d mandate· that' 
Local Redevelopment Authorities be broadly representative 
~= the constituencies that will be affected by the base 
redevelopment, especially at the stage of planning a~,~op
posed to implementation. Since the list of appropriate 
constituencies varies from base to base, an analysis of 
~ho the appropriate stakeholders are needs to be part of 
t h e p r 0 c e s s o' f s e t t i n g up . e a c h i . II R A • A p a r t i a 1 l i s t 0 f 
likely candidat6e includes represent~tives of local res
idents, community-based interest groups including environ
~~ntalists, local govern~entroffitials, tribes, economic 
interest groups including environmentalists, local govern
~ent officials, ·tribes, economic development interests (as 
di$tinct, in some cases, from agricultural interests), and 
in every case, elected representatives of workers and/or 

Why: former workers, includin.g representatives of trade unions 
•here the workplace iis organ~zed. Once the appropriate 
constituencies are identified, the representative to the 
L~~ from each codstituency should be chosen by its members, 
~here possible, rather than by the base commancer or local 
government officials_. 

!he interim regulations are silent on the question of who 
~ill make up the LRAs. The failures of a top-down approach 
co local reuse planning are evident in such places as Pease 
A~r Force Base, ~here the plan fell apart because major local" 
constituencies had not been consulted. 

Name: ~re~ Bischak; Miriam Pecberton 
Adddress: 

1828 Jefferson Place 
~ashin~ton. DC 20036 

Phone: 
202-728-0815 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 C0Ml\1ENT PER PAGE) 
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• 
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Comment on the Interi.m Rule lmplement~ng Title XXIX of the 
National Defense Authori~ation Act for FY94, from the Nation~! 
Commission for Economic Conversion and Disarmament, continueL: 

. The Department of Energy has set up a task Force 
on Commcnity Economic Development, chaired by Bob DeGrasse, 
S p e c i a 1 As s i s t a n'.t f o r D e f Q. a s e P r o g r a rn s , w h i c h h a s b e c n d e v e l
oping guideline~ for broad-base~ community participation in 
reuse planning at former DoE sites; their work coold pro
vide a ~seful model for DoD to examine. 
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August 4, 1994 

Office of the Assistant· Secretary of Defense for Economic Security · 
Room 3D854 
the Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Dear Mr. Assistant Secretary: 

r-·. c:.. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide conunents on the Interim Final Rule on 
,Revitalizing Base Closure Communities and Community Assistance 11 (32 CFR Parts 90 and 91). 
These comments are provided on behalf of the recently established Alameda Reuse and 
Redevelopment Authority ( "ARRA "). The ARRA is the entity responsible for developing and 
implementing the reuse and redevelopment plan for the Naval Air Station Alameda ("NAS 
Alameda"), located in Northern California. Because these comments are organized into several 
key issues and topics that integrate and address many diverse aspects of the Interim Final Rule, 
it is neither feasible nor appropriate to provide comments in the requested format. 

Interim Final Rule is ConceJ)tually Flawed 

Our overriding concern is that the intent· of the President's Five Point ·Plan (See "A 
Program to Revitalize Base Closure Communi~es," July 2, 1993) and the Pryor Amendment (See 
Section 2903 of the National Defense Authorization Act for FY 1994) has been essentially 
disregarded in the Interim Final Rule promulgated by the Department of Defense. As a result, 
the Interim Final Rule is conceptually flawed and should be substantia~ly revised. 

The President, when he announced his Five Point Plan, and the Congress. when it enacted 
the Pryor Amendment. made it clear that the foremost priority of the base reuse process would 
be rapid job creation and economic recovery for affected communities. To assure that this policy 
goal was met. it seemed logical that the Department of Defense and the military departments 
would work closely and cooperatively with affected comrriunities to develop and implement a 
meaningful local redevelopment plan. This plan would comprehensively evaluate the unique 
economic, social and environmental constraints and opportunities facing affected communities. 
It would be the guiding framework of the entire base reuse process. The Pryor Amendment, in 
fact, states that 

"The Secretary of Defense shall consider locally and regionally d~lineated 
economic development needs and priorities into the pr~cess by which the· Secretary 
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disposes of re·al and personal propertY . . . . In determining such needs and 
priorities, the Secretary shall take into account the redevelopment plan developed 
for the militacy. installation involved. " 

P.3 

However, as it is currently written, the Interim Final Rule fails to adequately acknowledge the 
needs of affected communities, and it gives insufficient priority to the local redevelopment plan. 

This fundamental weakness in the Interim Final Rule is evident in the "Process Flow Chart 
for Base Closure Conununity Assistance" (See Appendix A to Part 91 of the Interim Final Rtile), 
whetein the order of priority for property disposal places community interests, as expressed 
through the local redevelopment plan. last. As the flow chart mdicates, all property transfer 
decisions, except those to the community, may occur prior to completion of the redevelopment 
planning process. The priority of interests and order of property transfers diagrammed in the flow 
chart is currently: 

1. Transfers to other Department of Defense agenciesi 

2. Transfers to other federal agencies; 

3. · Transfers to homeless provid(:tSi 

4. Sales to third parties; 

S. Transfers to other public benefit conveyance interests; and 

6. Transfers to local redevelopment authorities for economic development purposes. 
' 

Clearly, this hierarchy of property disposal priorities is inconsistent with the intent of both 
the President• s Five Point Plan and the Pryor Amendment. As noted above, the principle goals 
underlying the President•s Five Point Plan and the Pryor Amendment were rapid redevelopment 
and job creation. One would assume that, in order to accomplish these goals, a jobs .. centered 
property disposal process would be created that would put local economic development and the 
local redevelopment plan as the first priority in making property transfer decisions. How, then, 
have these goals been acknowledged in the. Interim Final Rule when community interests, as 
expressed through the local redevelopment plan. are given the lowest priority in the property 
disposal process? · 

The flawed property disposal process in the current Interim Final Rule would have a 
significant adverse effect on NAS Alameda. If, as is currently being proposed by the Department 
of the Navy, final property disposal decisions at NAS Alameda are n:,ade prior· to the community 
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completing its redevelopment plan (curren~y. anticipated to be December 1995), the potential 
result will be that only a fragmented patchwork of land will remain for economic development 
purposes. This would preclude any opportunity to develop a coherent and economically viable 
redevelopment plan. · To illustrate this point. we have attached a map depicting current property 
disposal requests that have officially been ftled or, as in the case of the homeless interests, have 
been stated in a preliminary indication of interest. 

The Interim Final Rule should be revised to permit the redevelopment authority to 
complete and submit its redevelopment plan before any final property disposal decisions are made. 
This policy would not prevent the Department of Defense. other federal agencies, or ·state and 
local agencies from submitting their potential interests in a base. Final property disposal 
decisions, however, would be deferred until the requests have been appropriately assessed in the 
affected conununity's redevelopment planning process. The redevelopment plan would either 
integrate compatible requests or demonstrate how certain requests, because they are inconsistent 
with the plan, would forestall economic development and job creation potential. 

Advantages to Local Redevelottrnent Plan Prioritv 

If one understands the process and work undertaken to develop a conununity-supported 
redevelopment plan, it is clear that this document can be an invaluable resource to all parties who 
may have an interest in the base, including the. Department of Defense and other federal agencies, 
homeless providers' beneficial conveyance interests and ultimately' third party developers. The 
redevelopment plan represents a balancing of interests that acknowledges the constraints and 
opportunities of the base, measures the economic feasibility of converting tlie base to new uses, 
detennines the marketing potential for the various potential uses for the base, considers the needs 
of the local homeless community, and finally. examines short .. term opportunities and long-term 
goals of the community. · 

Preparation of the redevelopment plan involves several comprehensive analyses that can 
be valuable in making subsequent property disposal decisions. For instance, one focus of the 
redevelopment plan is an investigation of the existing conditions on the base, including the 
condition of the facilities, infrastructure, and utilities. Complementing this is a determination of 
the costs and processes required to upgrade these facilities to meet current building standards and 
codes, as well as an examination of the costs and processes required to operate these facilities. 
Another emphasis of the redevelopment plan is an analysis of the vad9us federal, state, and local 
agency jurisdictions over the property. This provides information on the govenunent policies 
which may affect eventual land utilization. Additionally, the redevelopment plan considers how 
environmental conditions on the base will affect its reuse. how elements of the natural 

· environment will require protection, and _how environmental clean-up activity will affect both the 
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short term and the long· term reuse of the base·. The redevelopment plan also identifies future 
markets for industrial, conunercial, residential, recreational, educational, and other po~ntial uses 
for the base. This evaluation pf market potential provides information that is essential to both a 
short term interim reuse marketing strategy and long term land utilization plan. In short, by 
permitting the local redevelopment planning process to precede fmat. property dispos,al decisions, 
all interested parties will be in an improved position to make reasonable, balanced and well
informed requests for surplus base property. 

Additional benefits to completing the redevelopment planning process prior .to· fmal 
property disposal should also be considered. First, the redevelopment plan balances the multiple 
interests expressed for the base. This balancing process integrates commercial and indust~ial 
interests with recreational. educational, residential and homeless interests. The resulting product 
is a vision of what the community feels is compatible with the surrounding environment. Second, 
the ·redevelopment plan, because it is structured around the reality of providing continuous and 
upgraded utility services, enhanced transportation and infrastructure improvements, and most 
importantly, a financing plan for public and private improvements, ensures that the economic 
vision of the future has reality as its basis. Finally, by going through the redevelopment planning 
process, local land use entitlements such as planning and zoning amendments can proceed. Base 
property is then greatly enhanced in value and is in a vastly improved position for third parties 
to express interest either for leasing or sale. 

Failure to prioritize the local redevelopment planning process will have serious adverse 
effects on base reuse efforts. If, as the Interim Final Rule currently anticipates, third party sales 
are attempted prematurely, the likely result would be a breakdown in the relationship between the 
local community and the military departments. The Department of Defense will be perceived. as 
making decisions for the community without allowing the community to participate in the process. 
More importantly, . any interests expressed in base propeny will be poorly informed, since vast 
amounts of information on the physical condition of the propeny will be lacking. Potential offers 
will be subject to so many conditions that they will lack any real economically viable substance. 
A panicularly adverse impact would be the effect on leasing activity during the period of 
advertisement and negotiations. Parties interested in interim leasing would be left with no choice 
but to defer any decision until property ownership· is settled. 

If the Department of Defense continues with its attempt to market .base properties prior to 
the local redevelopment plarming process running its course, the potential loss will be great and 
the gain very minimal. Indeed, the present Interim Final Rule recognizes this, stating that: 

"Historically, the process of selling bases, or parts thereof, for fair market value 
has been time consuming and the proceeds from the few sales of base . closure 
properties has been less than originally anticipated." . · 
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One can only wonder, then~ why a process which the Department of Defense knows to be 
unworkable is· being proposed to continue in only a slightly modified form. It is critical that the 
Interim Final Rule be.cemprehensively revised in such a way as to require completion of the local 
redevelopment planning process prior to consideration of any final property conveyances (other 
than interim leasing). 

Joint Relationship - Community and Military Cooperation 

In addition to prioritizing the role of the local redevelopment planning process. the 
Departm.ent of Defense needs to consider a new paradigm in thinking with regard to other aspects 
of the base reuse process. The emphasis of this new approach should be a base reuse process that 
is equally advantageous to affected communities and the Dep.artment of Defense over the long 
term. That is, the base reuse process, as embodied in the Final Rule, should involve an informal 
joint venture relationship between the affected community and the military. 

Maintenance and Operation Issues 

One aspect of base reuse and redevelopment that would benefit from a joint venture 
type of relationship is the transfer of maintenance· and operation responsibilities. The 
transfer of these responsibilities from the military to the affected conununity. must be 
designed to be ·a seamless process. In creating rules to assure that this happens, one must 
recognize the ultimate goals of both parties. For the affected community. the goal in both 
the short and long tenn is to achieve a balance of economic development and job creation. 
For the federal government, the goal in the short tenn is to miri.hnize maintenance and 
operational costs through early transfer of responsibility, and in the long term, to assure 
that economic recovery and job creation are achieved so that the tax base is expanded. 
In devising base reuse procedures, long tenn goals must not be sacrificed to short term, 
and shortsighted, results. 

An infonnal joint venture relationship would be particularly valuable in determining 
the timing and scope of maintenance and operation transfer. The Department of Defense 
and the military departments must join with the affected conununity to ensure that facilities 
are maintained and grounds are kept in a quality condition while interim tenants are found 
for the base. Transfer of maintenance and operation should not be forced on a community 
until it can be demonstrated that it is financiaily and logistically capable of assuming the 
responsibility. At a minimum. the military must remain responsible until a substantial 
portion of the property has been conveyed. If there is an arbitrary cut-off date for 
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maintenance and operation, and the ~ommunity and utility service providers are not 
-capable or prepared to assume responsibility I the likely result will be a long term loss of 
marketing potential for the base. 

Personal Property Issues 

The process for disposition of personal property could also be improved through 
a cooperative relationship between the military departments and affected communities. It 
is critical that personal property conveyance decisions are timed to conform with :the local 
redevelopment authority's completion of a redevelopment plan. As pan of the process of 
devising a redevelopment plan, an assessment of the per8on.al property will take place that 
will analyze the potential value of this equipment to reuse efforts. The community must 
be given adequate time and information to make the critical decision regarding which 
existing equipment is vital to the implementation of its marketing strategy. Personal 
property disposal decisions should ultimately be based on a demonstration within the · 
redevelopment plan that the community can utilize the property. If the redevelopment plan 
can make a reasonable argument for retaining personal property to ensure economic 
recovery, the Department of Defense and the military departments should acknowledge this 
priority. 

Interim Leasing Issues 

An informal joint venture type of relationship would also facilitate the interim 
leasing process. At present, the Interim Final Rule is virtually silent regarding interim 
leasing. Nevertheless I interim leasing represents the greatest potential to accomplish early 
economic revitalization and job creation in affected conununities~ and the potential for an 
early termination of the military department's obligation for maintenance and operation 
responsibilities. In many cases where prior uses of base property were industrial or 
commercial, there is a likelihood of prolonged environmental clean-up and restoration 
before final property transfer can occur. For these properties, interim leasing is the 
lifeline to reutilization. The Interim Final Rule needs to be revised to recognize this 
extremely important economic potential available to the conununity and the military. 

Several provisions should be incorporated in the Interim Final Rule to ·enhance 
interim leasing potential. First, the procedures for interim leasing should allow for a long
tenn master lease to the local· redevelopment authority so that it can, in turn, be 
responsible for the interim leasing process. Second, interim leasing guidelines should 
permit lease terms that extend well beyond one year. In many cases, interim less~es will 

AUG 2 '94 17:44 510 521 3764 PAGE.007 
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be required to make substantial improvements to bring existing facilities into compliance 
wi~ building code's and to construct tenant improvements. In addition, lessees will incur 
substantial exP.enses in relocating and rehiring a new job force. Few rums will be willing 
to make this kind of substantial financial commitment if they do not have adequate time 
in which to amortize these expenses. Third, a mechanism should be provided for leases 
to convert to sales once the property is suitable for final transfer. Fourth, there needs to 
be a procedure for coordination with federal environmental agencies which have 
jurisdiction over environmental investigation and remediation. These investigation 
procedures and remediation standards must be anticipated prior to entering long term 
leases in order to assure the lessee of uninterrupted occupancy. Finally, the Department 
of Defense should adopt standard procedures and policies for lease provisions that will 
encourage the lending community to participate in the interim leasing process. Protection 
of the lenders which fmance these improvements, and warranties of habitability of the 
lease premises s will ultimately be required . 

. The Interim Final Rule should clearly distinguish between interim leases made prior 
to final property disposal and those made after. This is particularly true with respect to 
the financial arrangements be~ween the local redevelopment authority and the Department· 
of Defense. In the current Interim Final Rule it appears that interim leases prior to final 
property disposal will be made without a rent sharing arrangement. The economic 
incentive for the military department is the relief from continued maintenance and 
operating costs. Leases made after final property disposal, however. involve a sharing of 
the net operating profit. with 40% of proceeds going to the Department of Defense. Both 
requirements seem reasonable. but the Interim Final Rule should clarify the necessary 
requirements for pre- and post -disposal leases. 

Profit-Sharing Issues 

A cooperative relationship should also extend to resolution of profit-sharing issues. 
In particular, the Final Rule should provid~ that profit-sharing will be calculated on a 
cumulative basis for the entire base as opposed to as individual buildings or land parcels 
are sold or leased. Additionally, when determining the net sales and lease proceeds for 
base properties, the Department of Defense and the military departments need to reach a 
consensus with affected corrununities as to acceptable types of community operating and 
capital costs that will represent reasonable community expenses for marketing, maintaining 
and developing the base facilities. Each base will have its own set of unique 
circumstances affecting the rebuilding of infrastructure, supplying of future ~tilities, and 
the rehabilitation and/or construction of new facilities. The proposed General Services 
Administration Regulations: Federal Property Ma.n~gement {41 c:F.R. §101-47; 
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Utilization and Disposal of Property] does not sufficiently address the variables that will 
come into play in detennining all of the factors that will calculate into a reasonable profit 
sharing arrangement. There needs to be a flexible process for the community and the 
military department to mutually agree on a base· specific formula that can adequately 
address the multi rude of variables that will need to· be addressed when ultimately 
determining a 60-40 net profit split. 

Conclusion 

The Alameda Reuse and Redevelopment Authority acknowledges that the task of writing 
the Final Rule is extremely difficult, yet the application of the Final Rule has tremendous national 
importance. Therefore, the Final Rule needs to be written with a viewpoint of practicality and 
applicability in order to allow for economic and financing feasibility when implementing the 
community redevelopment plan. Experts in their respective fields. such as real estate development 
organizations (e.g., Urban Land Institute). the lending community, and the accounting field, 
should be quickly assembled to assist the rule drafters to assure that the final product is 
satisfactory to a broad spectrum of disciplines. 

The future success of base conversion at NAS Alameda depends. to a great extent, on 
having the intent of the President's Five Point Plan and the Pryor Amendment carried out to its 
fullest extent. Only this will ensure that the community's interests are given proper priority and 
that economic recovery and job creation can succeed. 

Very truly yours, 

E. William Withrow, Jr .. 
Chair 
Alameda Reuse and Redevelopment Authority 

cc: Mr. William Perry; Secretary of Defense 
Senator Dianne Feinstein 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
Senator David Pryor 
Representative Ronald Dellums \ 
Representative George Miller 
Representative Nancy Pelosi 
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August 3, 1994 

. so urn· CAROLINA COORDINATING COUNCIL 
FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Mr. Joshua Gottbaum 
Office ~f the Assistant Secretary of Defense 

for Economic Security 
Room3D854 · 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301 

Dear Mr. Gottbaum: 

8037370418;;; 2/:!.6 

Enclosed are comments from the State of South Carolina on the Department of 
Defense's proposed Interim Final Rule to Title XXIX. You have also received 
comments from the Myrtle Beach Air Base .. Redevelopment Authority, which· is the 
community redevelopment organization for the fonner Myrtle Beach· Air Force Base, 
and Trident's BEST Committee, which is the planning ~rgaruzation for redevelopment 
of the Charleston Naval Base. 

Though each of these closure communities and the State have submitted different 
comments, we support all the recommendations and comments given. We also share 
the conclusion that the procedures for economic development conveyance and personal 
property conveyance, as outlined in the proposed Interim Final Rule, are detrimental to 
base redevelopment. The negative economic impact of any military installation's 
closure warrants consideration for discounted conveyance, particularly when a base's 
infrastructure will require significant upgrading and repair before the private sector can 
use it for job creating activities. The proposed Interim Final Rule would deny most 
communities this opportunity.- Next, using the Department of Defense to detennine' the 
marketability of the property takes control of redevelopment away from the 
community. 

We do not believe the proposed Interim Final Rule will assist communitieS in ·realizing 
the objectives of President Clinton's Five Point Plan. The purpose of Title XXIX was 
to enable redevelopment; but .the proposed Interim Final Rule does not, in our 
interpretation, promote rapid job creation under a community's redevelopment plan. 
Enforcement of these regulations will lengthen the timeframe between closure and re
use. Also, the acquisition of personal.property by the community does not appear to be 
enabled through the proposed Interim Rule. · 

An economic development conveyance should be a conveyance option for each and 
every community that has experienced closure of a military installation. The discount 
for property conveyed through this method, repayment to the federal government, and 
use of this option should be equitable for all parties. The proposed Interim Rule does 
not offer these flexibilities . 

. If 
If 

Post Office Box 9Zl Columbia, South Carolina 29202 
(803)737-0095 (800)922-6684 (In State)· Fax (803)737-0894 
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Mr. Joshua Gottbaum 
August 3, 1994 · 
Page 2 · 

. The.comments submitted by Myrtle.B.each and Charl~ton, as well as those attached, 
provide specific alternatives to DoD's preposals. Testimony. for the state will also be 
offered at the Public Hearing· on August 5. · These alternatives offer compensation to 
DoD and enable the affected community to control its destiny. 

We request your serious consideration of these recommendations and those submitted 
by other communities and organizations throughout our nation. 

HCS:mjh 

cc: The Honorable Strom Thurmond 
The Honorable Ernest Frederick Hollings 
The Honorable John M. Spratt 
The Honorable Arthur Ravenel 
The Honorable Floyd D. Spence 
The Honorable James E. Clyburn 
Robert ·Bayer 
C. Ronald Coward 
Harold C. Stowe 
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Comments.On The Interim Rule 
· Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense. Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward· Comments .to: Office of Assistant Secre~ry of 
Defense for ,Economic Security 
3-D814, The Penta&on · 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: State of South Carolina . . 
· (Activity/LOcation/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page:· . 16126 
Column:· 3 
Paragraph: ill · 

8037370418;R 4/16 

RecoiDD)ended Changes:· Delete refe~ce to DoD informing community if economic 
development conveyance is considered. 

Why: The choice · to utilize public benefit economic development conveyance (as 
opposed to other kinds of public benefit conveyances or· public sale) should be the 
community's decision. The President• s Five-Point Plan clearly rests redevelopment 
responsibilities for former installations on the community in which the installation is 
located. · · 

Historically,. decisions on base redevelopment for replacing jobs and economic growth 
have been the responsibility of the community. 

Name: Haidee Clark Stith, Drrector 
Address: South Carolina Coordinating Council 

P.O. Box 927 
. Columbia, S.C. 29201 

Phone: · (803)737-0095 
(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Comments On The Interim ·Rule . 
Implementiilg Title XXIX Of The .·. 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 . 

Forward Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of. 
Defense for, Economic: Security 
3-D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: State of South Carolina 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

· Page: 16126 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: iii 

8037370418;# 5/16 

Recommended Changes: Delete reference to "existence of a· ready _market" by DoD. 

lYb!;. DoD should utilize appraisals to establish the value of the property to be 
conveyed, and the mechanism used should be mutually agreed upon with consideration 
given for functional and economic. obsolescence of structures. · 

The determination that a-ready market-exists is the responsibility ofthe community 
redevelopment agency and will be articulated in the community redevelopment plan. 

. . . . . . 

DOD and the community can then work together to determine the most reasonable and 
acceptable method for determining value. There are many different, but widely 
recognized appraisal/valuation methodologies. Because each base situation is different, 
this approach allows flexibility for the DOD and community. 

Name: 
Ad~ess:. 

Phone: 

Haidee Clark Stith, Director 
South Carolina Coordinating Council 
P.O. Box 927 
Columbia,· S.C. 29201 
(803)737-0095 .. 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO l COMM:ENT PER PAGE). 
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Conuilents On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The . , 

National Defe~ Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward Comments to: Office o.f Assistant Secretary of · 
Defense for Economic Security 
3-D814, The Pentagon . 
Washington,. D-.c. -20301-3300 

From: State of South Carolina 
(Activity/Location/.Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: . 16126 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: iii 

8037370418;# 6/16 

Recommended Changes: Change prohibition of public and private development group· 
in~olvement to allow participation of public and private developers. 

~ Bona-fide economic development can only occur with participation of the 
private sector. Public development corporations,. such as are already recognized· and 
supported by the US Department of Commerce and US Department of Housing and 
Urban Development, also bring a significant resource to the economic development 
arena. These developers bring financing mechanisms and access to investors that a 
community redevelopment organization cannot establish alone. Prohibiting 
involvement of these economic development enablers will deprive communities of 
valuable tools that can assist them in meeting the objectives of the President's Five 
Point Plan: . . · · · 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

Haidee Clark Stith, Director 
South ~arolina Coordinating Council 
P .0. Box 927 · 
Columbia, S.C. 29201 
(803)737-0095 
(NOTE: LIMIT-TO l"COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Comments On The Interim Rule 
· Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 · 

Forward Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for, Economic Security 
3-D814, ·The Pentagon 
W~gton, D.C •. ·20301-3300 

·.From:. State Of South Carolina. 
· (Activity/Location/COmmunity/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16126 
Column:. 2 
Paragraph': i 

8037370418;# 7/16 

Recommended Changes: Include economic development conveyances as one of inany . 
types· of public benefit conveyance; not separate. Sentence eoUl.d read: "Options for . 
property redevelopment and conveyance of property, especially public benefit 
conveyances which include economic development, airport, health, education· and other 
public use transfers,. should all be considered early by the community in its 
redevelopment planning." · 

· :wbn All types of conveyance of surplus federal property should be considered 
simultaneously during the development of the redevelopment ~Ian. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

Haidee Clark Stith, .Director 
South Carolina Coordinating Council 
P.O. Box 927 
Columbia, S.C.· 29201 
(803)737-0095 
(NOTE: LIMIT TO l.CO:MMENT PER PAGE) 
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Comments On-The Interim Rule 
. Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Autborization Act For FY94 

Forward Comments .to: Office of Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for· Econ~mic Security 
3-D814, The Pentagon 
Washington,- D.C. 20301-3300 

From: State .of South Carolina 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/GI'Qup) 

. Page: 16130 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: 3 

8037370418;# 8/16 

Recommended Changes: Delete all reference to DoD marketing and advertising 
property. We·interpretthe Congressional intent to retain responsibility for this with the 
community. After the community redevelopment plan·is completed and only if the plan 
fails to become implemented within a specified time period, or if the plan recommends 
DoD offer the installation. property "for public sale, should DOD or the military 
justifiably assume this role. · · · · · · 

Why: Choosing r~-use options, marketing the property and advertising property 
should be the responsibility of the community J;edevelopment organization. Giving the 
community a reasonable time (at least-five to fifteen, depending on environmental 
considerations) .to show progress on implementation of the redevelopment pbm is 
consistent with the President's policy and DoD policy stated in the Interim Rule. 
Should DoD engage in marketing and advertising closed installations, an adversarial . 
relationship could develop with communities~ DoD's role in marketing and advertising 
should only be created at the request of the affected community. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

Haidee Clark Stith, Director . 
South Carolina Coordinating Council 
P.O. Box 927 
Columbia, S.C. 29201 .. 
(803)737-0095 . 
(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For. FY94 

Forward Comments to: . Office of Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for EConomic Security 
3-D814, The PenUtgon 
Washington, D.C. 20~01-3300 

From: State of South Carolina 
.(Activity~tion/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16131 
·Column: 1 
Paragraph: 4 

Recommended Changes: Delete section. 

8037370418;~ 9/16 

Why; Installations that have recognizable value and ready markets should have ·the 
option to be conveyed through economic development conveyance through the · 
community's redevelopment authority. Consideration for discountfrom fair market 
value can be determined by the DoD, based on the agreed upon value for the property 
with consideration for functional and economic obsolescence of structures .. Costs for 
needed. infrastructure improvements and .other costs that the community must incur to 
complete·re-use should be deducted from the fmal remittance to DOD. Also, the six 
month screening by DoD could cause the. loss of legitimate job creating offers. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

Haidee Clark Stith, Director 
South Carolina Coordinating Council 
P.O. Box 927 
Columbia,. S.C. 29201 
(803)737-0095 . 
(NOTE: LIMIT TO.l COI\1MENT PER PAGE) 

·"" ., 
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Comments On The Interini Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Economic Security 
3-D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: State of South Carolina 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Gt~up) 

.Page: 16131 
Colum:n: 2 
Paragraph: 5 

Recommended Changes: Delete paragraph #5. 

8037370418;~10/16 

mti1 It is appropriate to expect a Secretary :to approve a community • s or DoD • s 
decision within 60 days, however, since the preceding actions by DoD as articulated 
under the proposed rule have been recommended for deletion, this section does not 
apply. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

Haidee Clark Stith, Director 
South Carolina Coordinating Council 
P.O. Box 927 · 
Columbia, S.C. 29201 
(803)737-0095 
(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 

I . ! 
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Comments On The Interim Rule 
. Implementing Title XXIX Of The. 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary ·or 
Defense for; Economic Security 
3-D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D~C. 203~1-3300 

From: State of South Carolina 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: . 16130 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: 2 

bV ~I ~·1 V"±..lb; # ..L..L/ ..Lo 

Recommended Changes: The recognized community redevelopment organization 
should determine properties with poten_tial for rapid job creation, D.Q1 DoD. 

Why: The communitr • s redevelopment. plan should demonstrate that the potential of 
job ·creating activities 1n re-use is a viable or distant opportunity. Local community 
redevelopment organizations will have the access to economic development studies and 
marketing data that will enable them to tnake a realistic assessment of what properties 
on the.base possess job creation potential. Any community in. the United States will 
gladly share in profits from redevelopment of such properties. Unfortunately, many 
properties at former installations, though· suited for industrial use, do not have the 

· modem infrastructure and access to markets that other available industrial properties 
have. In· order to capitalize on the assets of fanner installations, communities will be 
required to invest in infrastructure improvements and renovations to communications, 
utilities and buildings. Each community will offer unique facilities,. yet each · 
community will compete globally for a handful of industrial/job creating entities. An 
economic development conveyance should offer allowances for the flexibility needed in 
these diverse situations, with consideration given to subtract the community's 
redevelopment investments from any shared profits. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

Haidee Clark Stith, Director 
South Carolina Coordinating Council 
P.O. Box 927 . 
Columbia, S.C. 29201 
(803)737~95 . 
(NOTE: ·LIMIT TO 1 COl\fMENT PER PAGE) 
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Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National. Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward Co~e~ts to: Office of Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Economic Security 
3-D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From:· . · State of South. Carolina 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

. . 

Page: . · 16131 
·Column: 2 
Paragraph:. · Section .E · 

80373704~8;nl2/16 

Recommended Changes: Rewrite to establish economic development conveyance as a 
method for DoD to convey properties to community redevelopment organizations or 
other designated redevelopment bodies, at a discount of up to 100%, with -recoupment 
provisions for a division of net profit at a proportional value, with reductions for any 
capital investment, care and maintenance, ·marketing and other redevelopment costs, 
providing the property is redeveloped in a manner that promotes permanent, full-time 
job creation. · 

·Why: This recommended change mirrors the President's Five Point Plan by putting 
communities first with an emphasis on rapid job creation. Should· a community fail to 
successfully implement its redevelopment plait, DoD could always be available to offer 
the property at public sale. This recomrnendation also recognizes the enormous 
investment each affected community will have to make to prepare its former 
installations for global economic development competition. · 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

Haidee Clark Stith, Director 
South Carolina Coordinating Council 
P.O. Box 927 
Colmnbia, S.C. 29201 
(803)737-0095 
(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COM:MENT PER PAGE) 
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· Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

NationalD~fense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward Comments to: · Office of Assistant Secretary of 
·Defense for Economic Security. 
3-D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D~C. 20301-3300 

From: . State of South Carolina 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: · 16131 
Column: 

. Paragraph: 6 

Recommended Changes: Delete section. 

8037370418;~13/16 

! 
. ':_ ... ,;· 

Why: If rural areas deserve special advantages, then allow 100% discount or . 
elimination of the recoupmeni requirement if communities meet rural community 
qualifications .. The economic development conveyance should not be solely a rural 
community's advantage, however; rural communities possess special impediments that 
would qualify for additional considerations. Other federal assistance programs have 

· . established criteria for special consideration that may.be applicable to DoD's interest in 
offeri.ng.rural.communities more support than urban.· .. ./ 

Name: 
· Address: 

Phone: 

· Hru.dee Clark Stith, Duector 
. South Carolina Coordinating Council 
P.o.·Box 927 
Columbia, S.C. 29201 
(803)737-o095 
(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title_ XXIX Of The · 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for. Economic Security 
3-D814, The Penta&on 

. Washington, D.~. 20301-3300 

From: State of South Carolina 
(Activity/LQcation/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: · · 16132 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: iii 

Recomn1ended Changes: Delete -section. 

8037370418;114/16 

Why: The statement that DoD Will keep a "great deal .. is not specific: what is · 
enough 7 All personal property, minus that which is essential for defense needs, shoUld 
be kept ~t the base .. No personal property should be moved before June 1, 1994 or 
after that date if the community has expressed a need or interest for the equipment. 

We strongly recommend, for the 1995 BRAC list, that essential property for defense 
needs is identified in the mill~ department• s closure recommendations. From a 
community or state's point of v1ew, it is difficult to justify the surplus nature of an . 
installation in a closure recommendation and then suddenly have an urgent defense need 
for all of the personal property at that installation. If the DoD is indeed down-sizing, 
then the personal property at closing. bases is as surplus as the base and its mission. If 
the personal property is essential~ then the military department should recognize this 
value at the time they recommend the closure of the installation. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

Haidee Clark Stith, Director 
·South Carolina Coordinating Council 
P .. O." Box 927 . 
Columbia, S.C. 29201 
(803)737-0095 
(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COM:MENT PER PAGE) 
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Colnments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense ·Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward Comments to: Office of AssiStant Secretary of 
Defense for Economic Security 
3-D814, The Pe~tagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: State of South Carolina . 
(Activity/Location/Community /Installation/Group) 

Page: 16134 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: h-6 · 

Recommended Changes: Amend to ·allow separate consideration for discount 
conveyance of personal and real property. · 

8 0 ;:!"/ 3 7 0 418; ++ 1 tV 16 

Why: Each closing installation is unique, and personal and real property have different 
values and re-use possibilities. The military department and DoD should provide 
themselves the flexibility to allow different considerations in these individual situations. 
Separating the real and personal property does nof mean that the real and personal 
property would always be considered separately .. Some bases will have situations 
where conveyance of personal property at discount is justified, but the property should 
be conveyed at fair market value. The converse is also true. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

Haidee Clark Stith; Director 
South Carolina Coordinating Council 
P .0. Box 927 · 
Columbia, S.C. 29201 
(803)737-0095 
(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 CO:M:MENT PER PAGE) 
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Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization -Act For FY94 . · 

· Forward Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for-Economic Seeurity 
3-D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: State of South· Carolina 
(Activity/Locatio~ Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 
Column: 
Pa~graph: 

· Recommended. Changes: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

Haidee Clark Stith, Director 
South Carolina Coordinating Council 
P.O. Box 927 
Columbia, S·. C. 29201 
(803)737 -0095 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 CO.MMENT PER PAGE) 
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THOMAS L. SEIFERT 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

SIS MADISON AVENUE 
SUITE 2000 

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10022 

(212) 310-0S41 

August 4, 1994 
•' . 

THE HONORABLE JOSHUA GOTBAUM, 

1/()J.-
FAX (212) 73S-0638 

(SI6) 62S-168S 

(SI6) 625-1686 

ASSIST ANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (ECONOMIC SECURITY) 
THE PENTAGON, ROOM 3D814 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-3300 

RE: COMMENTS REGARDING THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
INTERIM FINAL RULE FOR REVITALIZING BASE CLOSURE 
COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE. (59 FR 
16123) DATED APRIL 6, 1994 

Dear Secretary Gotbaum: 

I am the attorney for SOUTH DADE COALITION FOR 
RECONSTRUCTION, INC., a Florida corporation ("SDCR"). On June 16, 
1994 SDCR submitted a proposal (the "SDCR Proposal") to the Air Force Base 
Conversion Agency ("AFBCA") relating to Homestead Air Force Base 
("Homestead"). Shortly thereafter, some minor revisions were made to the SDCR 
Proposal and such revisions were distributed to all parties and are incorporated in 
the copy of the SDCR Proposal annexed hereto . as Exhibit A. 

On April 6, 1994, the Department of Defense ("DoD") issued the Interim 
Final Rule For Revitalizing Base Closure Communities and Community Assistance 
(59 FR 16123) (the "Interim Final Rule") requesting public comments regarding 
the Interim Final Rule. 

SDCR has the following comments regarding the Interim Final Rule. 
SDCR's comments are made in the context of the SDCR Proposal relating to 
Homestead: 

1. Congress adopted Title XXIX of Public Law 103-160, 107 Stat. 1909, 
the Base Closure Communities Assistance Act, the so called Pryor 

1 
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Amendment (the "Pryor Amendment"). 

2. The Pryor Amendment required the Secretary of Defense to write 
formal regulations to implement its provisions and the Interim Final Rule 
was adopted in response to this requirement. 

3. The National Economic ~quncil (the "NBC") established the following 
priority framework to be utilized in connection with base closures: 

FIRST "-Where a ready market exists, sell properties quickly for 
public or private development to speed up job creation." (the "First 
Priority") 

SECOND "-Where a __ ready market does not exist, make property 
available to the local redevelopment authority, without initial c()st, for 
economic development." (the "Second Priority") 

· "-Share the net profits ·between the Department of 
Defense and the local redevelopment authority if a property conveyed 
without initial cost for economic development is subsequently sold." 

These same priorities are also contained and reflected in the "Process 
Flowchart for Base Closure Community Assistance" which is contained in 
the Interim Final Rule (a copy of this Process Flowchart is annexed hereto 
as Exhibit B.) Based upon this established priority structure, if the criteria 
for a higher priority disposition of a base are met, there is no need (and, in 
fact, there should be no right) to select a lower priority disposition of a 
base. 

In this regard, absent a strong and compelling showing to the 
contrary, the Pryor Amendment and the priorities set forth in the Interim 
Final Rule should be adopted in final form as set forth in the Interim Final 
Rule and, subsequently, strictly adhered to with respect to the disposition of 
all affected bases, including but not limited to, Homestead. The Pryor 
Amendment established a clear priority structure and this priority structure 
should be followed. 

With respect to these priorities, it is critically important that the 
priorities established by the Interim Final Rule remain firmly in place 
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when the Interim Final Rule is adopted in its final form. The entire 
concept and reason behind all of the base closures was both to cut costs 
as well as to generate positive cash flow for the Federal Government. 
If these priorities are not maintained, the effect will be to create an 
entirely new level of government welfare system whereby the 

. . governments at the Federal, State and Local levels will be called upon 
to subsidize (through grants, aid, -low cost loans, tax credits, aid and 
other similar governmental i.nceritives or inducements), indefinitely, the 
attempts by various well-intentioned groups to utilize the various closed 
bases for their purposes. 

To close these bases for the sole purpose of reducing costs and 
generating revenue and then to turn around.and allow the base closures, 
themselves, to become an income drain on the various levels of 
government (rather than a source of initial and continuing income) is 
not only ludicrous, it would be sacrileg-ious and a disgrace against the 
honor of all of the military and civilian personnel that have been 
displaced and become unemployed as a result of these base closings. 
The sacrifices of these displaced personnel should not be in vain. None 
of us should lose sight of the goals and the purposes of the base closure 
legislation, i.e., cost reduction and income generation to the Federal 
government. 

If these priorities are not maintained, the sole purpose behind the 
very legislation under which the Interim Final Rule has been adopted 
will be foiled. A rule of any kind should not, and must not be allowed 
to, totally subvert and frustrate the sole purpose of the very legislation 
the rule is intended to implement and enforce. 

4. The SDCR Proposal meets the First Priority . in connection with 
Homestead and, accordingly, under the Pryor Amendment, there should be 
no need to proceed further and consider other actions that clearly come 
within the Second Priority as it relates to Homestead. 

5. On May 10, 1994, Dade County (as defined below) requested that the 
DoD grant a waiver from compliance with the application of the Pryor 
Amendment in connection with Homestead. SDCR has not yet received a 
copy of the Dade County May lOth request for waiver (the "Dade County 
Waiver Request") but SDCR has received a copy of DoD's response 
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("DoD's Response") to this request for waiver, a copy of which is annexed 
hereto as Exhibit C. 

DoD's Response to the Dade County Waiver Request states that no 
waiver is required and that DoD "may proceed with disposal [of Homestead] 

. . as specified in your memorandum." (Even though the DoD Response is not 
technically a waiver of the Pryor Amendment and the priority structure, this 
action by DoD has the same , effect as a waiver and, for convenience 
purposes, the DoD Response to the Dade County Waiver Request is referred 
to herein as the "Homestead Waiver.") 

6. First, it should be noted that the Homestead Waiver appears to be 
based upon incorrect factual assumptions. Second, the DoD's actions in 
granting the Homestead Waiver do not appear to be clearly authorized by 
the Interim Final Rule. In any event, the Homestead Waiver results in 
reversing the established priorities set forth above without any good cause 
being established for such a reversal. 

Stated another way, the waiver of the Pryor Amendment has the effect 
of selecting the Second Priority over the First Priority with respect to 
Homestead. Perhaps such a reversal of a clearly mandated priority system 
could be justified if there were clear and convincing evidence to support 
action which is in contravention of this clear mandate. Unfortunately, no 
such showing has been made. To the contrary, it is respectfully submitted 
that a clear and convincing case has been established that requires strict 
adherence to the Pryor Amendment and the existing priority structure. 

7. In this respect, it should be sufficient to show that no good cause or 
no clear and convincing evidence has been established or presented as ·a 
basis for granting of the Homestead Waiver. But the. llomestead situation 
is even worse. Not only is there no reasonable basis for the Homestead 
Waiver, the facts in the present Homestead situation are a clear vindication 
of the appropriateness of following the Pryor Amendment and choosing the 
First Priority. 

The Homestead Waiver results in not only a reversal of established 
priorities but also in a substantial loss to the Federal government of millions 
of dollars in initial and downstream compensation. The substantial losses 
to governmental entities does not end there. Transferring Homestead to 
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Dade County will not return Homestead to the r~al es~te tax roles of Dade 
County. Transferring Homestead to SDCR would result in Homestead being 
added to the Dade County real estate tax base and generating millions of 
dollars of real estate taxes. A transfer of Homestead to Dade County will 
also, most likely, result in no or substantially lower income tax revenues 

. · being generated at all governmental levels where income taxation is 
apptfcable .. ·. 

8. It is perhaps useful in the context of the disposition of Homestead to 
take notice·of the actions that have been already taken by the Metro Aviation 
Subcommittee of Metro Commission of Dade County and the . Metro 

·Commission (collectively, herein "Dade County"). That is to say, although 
SDCR is not aware of any official DoD action in this regard, Dade County 
advises that it has been appointed as the ·~redevelopment authority" for 
Homestead and Dade County has been conducting itself as if it has already 
been appointed the redevelopment authority for Homestead. Although this 
may be presumptuous on the part of Dade County, their conduct does offer 
a useful insight into what Dade County would do with Homestead if Dade 
Count were, in fact, appointed the redevelopment authority. 

9. Last month, Dade County held hearings at which SDCR and 
Homestead Air Base Development, Inc. ( 11 HABDI 11

) made proposals to Dade 
County with respect to the utilization of Homestead. SDCR's Proposal was 
rejected and, instead, Dade County granted HABDI the right of first refusal 
to develop the civilian portion of the converted b~se. Annexed hereto, as 
.Exhibit D, is a comparative analysis (the "Dade County Comparative 
Analysisu) prepared by Dade County's own Aviation Department (the "Dade 
County Aviation Dept.") of the SDCR and HABDI proposals together with 
copies of newspaper accounts which discuss the selection of HABDI even 
though the HABDI proposal, in the opinion of SDCR,- was clearly smaller 
in scope and the weaker of the two proposals. In addition to the comparison 
of the two proposals, it should also· be noted that HABDI has, in the opinion 
of SDCR, not. established any creditable financial basis that it could 
effectuate the proposal which it made. After reviewing the Dade County 
Comparative Analysis, there can be little or no discussion that the SDCR 
proposal is clearly and obviously superior to the HABDI proposal. 

For the purposes of commenting on the Interim Final Rule, it is not 
necessary to go into a complete and thorough analysis or comparison of the 
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two proposals at this ti~e. Suffice it to say, the granting of the first refusal 
right by Dade County to HABDI is a clear example of what was intended 
not to have happen when the NEC established its priority framework. 
Stated another way, Dade County would probably be in a more defensible 
position regarding Homestead if it had taken no action vis s vis Homestead, 

. · but once the action was taken, there is no reason to ignore Dade County's 
actions or t~e import thereof. (I~ this regard, the Dade County Comparative 
Analysis of the two bids presents a very compelling argument in favor of the 
SDCR Proposal and, SDCR believes that a careful review of this analysis 
will be verj useful to all concerned parties.) 

In analyzing the application of the Pryor Amendment to the 
Homestead disposition, it is important to keep in mind the fiduciary duty and 
responsibility of governmental agencies at all levels to their respective tax 
payer constituencies to take into consideration all of the following ·factors 
before a final decision is made regarding the disposition of Homestead: 

1. the costs and benefits of each proposal to the Federal, State and 
Local governments; 

2. the jobs created by each proposal; 

3. the income tax, real estate, and other tax revenues generated by the 
effectuation of each proposal; and 

4. the need, if any, of the successful bidder to rely upon Federal, 
State or Local government grants, low cost loans, tax credits, aid or 
other similar governmental incentives or inducements required to 
effectuate the successful bidder's proposal. 

(In this regard, please note that the HABDI proposal, according 
to Dade County, it self, requires the use of federal funds and 
grants, i.e., it is possible that the HABDI proposal will not 
generate any compensation to the involved governmental 
entities, and, if fact, will cost the Federal, State and Local 
governments monies as compared with the SDCR Proposal 
which contemplates initial as well as downstream compensation 
to the Federal government.) 
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Even the Dade County Comparative Analysis (prepared for and by 
Dade County) appears to strongly favor the SDCR Proposal. This analysis 
is so obviously in favor of the SDCR Proposal that, assuming that Dade 
County is fulfilling its fiduciary obligation in this regard, it is difficult to 
understand what factors caused Dade County to reject the SDCR Proposal 
in favor of an inferior proposal. 

In any event, Dade County's actions in this regard and the Dade 
County Col!lparative Analysis offer ample indication that the Homestead 
Waiver should be rescinded and that the Pryor Amendment should be strictly 
followed, at least, in the connection with the disposition of Homestead. 

10. One additional comment should be made regarding the Interim Final 
Rule. The definition of "redevelopment authority," states, 

"Any entity, including any entity established by a State or local 
government, recognized by the Secretary of Defense as the entity 
responsible for the developing the redevelopment plan with respect to 
the installation and for directing implementation of the plan."· 
(Emphasis added) 

This definition could not be more clear or precise. "Any entity, 
including any entity established by a State or local government," clearly 
means that both governmental and non-governmental (i.e., private entities) 
can be "redevelopment authorities." 

Nevertheless, unfortunately, the mindset or the personal prejudices of 
many individuals with whom SDCR has met, at both the Federal, State and 
Local government levels as well as private individuals outside of 
government, is such that there appears to exist in many individual's minds 
an unstated presumption that a "redevelopment authority" must be a 
governmental entity. That is to say, on numerous occasions, well-meaning 
and well-intentioned individuals would say to SDCR, in the context of the 
intended meaning of the definition of "redevelopment authority," 

"oh well, everyone knows that they are referring to a governmental 
entity or a political subdivision of a governmental entity." 

Such is not the case; nor was this the intended result. Nevertheless, 
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in order to make the definition absolutely clear and to remove the "gloss" 
that has been placed on this definition, apparently further emphasis and 
refinement appears necessary to make clear and unequivocal that privately 
organized entities (such as SDCR) can qualify as redevelopment authorities. 

· · CONCLUSIONS: 

1. The priority framework established by the NEC, as set forth in the 
Interim Final Rule, should be adopted and become a part of the rule 
in its final form. 

2. The Pryor Amendment should be strictly adhered to, at least, in 
the context of the disposition of Homestead. 

3. The action by the DoD in connection with the Homestead Waiver 
should be rescinded. 

4. The SDC~ Proposal should be accepted. 

5. The definition of "redevelopment authority" should be revised and 
refined to make clear that private entities can qualify as a 
"redevelopment authority". 

SDCR stands ready to answer any questions regarding these comments 
and the Interim Final Rule and SDCR looks forward to a meaningful 
discussion with all interested parties with respect to the disposition of 
Homestead. In this regard, please contact the undersigned at 212-310-0541 
(Fax: 212-735-0638) or Mr. JohnS. Grace at516-686-2211 (Fax: 516-626-
7839). 
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CC: The Honorable Dr. Sheila D. Widnal 
The Secretary ·of the Air Force 
SAF/MI 

· 1660 AF Pentagon- Room 4E1020 
Washington, D.C. 20330-1660 _OVith enclosures) 

The Honorable Rodney A. Coleman 
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force 
1660 AF Pentagon- Room 4E864 
Washington, D. C. 20330-1660 (With enclosures) 

Mr. Patrick W. McCullough 
Program Manager, Southeast Region 
Headquarters Air ·Force Base Conversion Agency 
Headquarters AFBCA/SE · 
1700 North Moore, Suite 2300 
Arlington, VA 22209-2802 (With enclosures) 

South Dade Coalition for Reconstruction, Inc. (Without enclosures) 
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. South Dade Coalition for Reconstruction, Inc. 
55 Brookville Road 

P.O. Box 163 
Glen Head, NY 11545 

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 

Mr. Patrick W. McCullough 
Program Manager, Southeast Region 
Headquarters Air Force Base 

Conversion Agency 
Headquarters AFDBA/SE 
1700 North Moore, Suite 2300 
Arlington, VA 22209-2802 

Dear Mr. McCullough: 

June 16, 1994 

TEL: 516-686-2224 
FAX: 516-626-7839 

We are pleased to submit for consideration by the Secretary of the Air Force and the Air 
Force Base Conversion Agency our proposal for a Community Stock Conversion Plan for 
Homestead Air Force Base. · 

The proposal is the culmination of nearly two years of work by numerous people. The 
redevelopment program proposed by SDCR offers, we believe, the greatest benefits for those 
who, in general, are most affected by base closings: the members of the surrounding 
community. We are looking forward to the opportunity of setting a precedent with respect to 
redevelopment of military bases and to working with community leaders to help bring about 
a revitalization of Homestead. 

I look forward to discussing the proposal with you. Please feel free ~o contact me at any 
time should you like clarification of any points or if I might otherwise be of any assistance. 

Enclosure 

cc: Ms. Mayra Bustamante 

Sincerely, J ,./ 
I '·f.//j 
.. ./ . ., /":;l 

It 

JohnS. Grace 
I ' 

Metropolitan Dade County Aviation Department 

bee: Senator Connie Mack c/o Mitch Bainwol 



· June 16, 1994 

v v 
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COMMUNITY STOCK CONVERSION PLAN FOR HOMESTEj\.D AIR FORCE BASE 

I. SUM:MARY OF PROPOSAL TO THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

• Dual Use Airport 

In this proposal to the Department of Defense ("DoD"), the South Dade Coalition 
for Reconstruction, Inc. ("SDCR") is seeking to convert to community ownership 
the surplus property at Homestead Air Force Base (the "Base") through the 
issuance of shares in a community stock offering. The surplus property is the 
approximately 2,000 acres of the Base not retained by the Federal Government. 
SDCR has obtained a commitment for a fmancial underwriting from certain 
members of the Grace family. SDCR will commence the development ~d 
operation of the Base as a dual use airport (military/civilian) in conformance with 
fu.e proposed military usage and the Homestead Air Force Base Re-Use & 
·Economic Redevelopment and Implementation Plan ("Re-Use Plan") prepared by 
the Beacon Council for Dade County. 

• Two-Phase Development 

SDCR is committed to developing the Base through a two-phased process. In 
Phase I, SDCR will redevelop the ramp runway frontage, including the building 
and operation of a passenger terminal serving international and domestic flights; 
supervise the reconstruction of Hanger 741; repair for operation Buildings 745, 
750, 775, 779, 920, and 2736; rehabilitate and directly operate warehouses in 
Buildings 618 and 624; and build-to-suit a cargo transfer facility. Lockheed Air 
Terminal, Inc. a unit of Lockheed Corporation, has submitted to SDCR a proposal 
for managing the passenger terminal and related operations. 

In Phase II, SDCR plans to develop the remainder of the· Base incorporating as a 
guide the Re-Use Plan developed by the Beacon Council. 

SDCR 
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• Consideration to the DoD 

SDCR proposes to purchase the fee simple iuterest in the ~ase from the DoD 
· through either of two payment structures: 

, , 

Option 1: $3,000,000 in full payment; $1,000,000 cash and $2,000,000 in 
5% Redeemable Preferred Stock of SDCR. 

Option 2: Four-year warrants to purchase $5,000,000 of Common Stock of 
SDCR at the issue price in the community stock offering. Assuniing a 
minimum issue of $15,000,000, this would be equal to 33 1/3% of the 
beginning equity balance. 

• South Dade Coalition for Reconstruction. Inc. 

SDCR was founded for the purpose of creating a private "community-owned" 
company which will participate in the redevelopment and operation of Homestead 
Air Force Base. The Founder, Chairman and President of SDCR is JohnS. 
Grace, who oversees and invests the fmancial assets of certain members of the 
Grace family of Florida and New York, including several major real estate 
ventures and investment partnerships. Several seats on the Board of Directors of 
SDCR are reserved for SDCR investors from the local community. 

• Financing - Community Stock Offering 

The project will be funded principally through a community offering of stock to 
provide a means for direct transfer of the Base to local community ownership. 
SDCR will commit to offer a total of $60,000,000 of its common stock and will 
seek a listing of its common stock on a national securities exchange or "over the 
counter" market as soon as practicable. To show their commitment to the project, 
Sterling Grace Corporation and various Grace family entities will fmancially 
underwrite 25% of the total offered shares, which will guarantee that a minimum 
of $15,000,000 of private capital will be invested in the portion of the installation 
to be disposed of by the DoD. 

SDCR 
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• _Benefits 

The development plan proposed by SDCR will lead to the creation and entry of 
new businesses in the area. The result will be a significant increase in 
employment opportunities created directly by the SDCR plan. SDCR estimates 
$45,860,000 in annual compensation for employment opportunities will be created. 

SDCR oelieves the community will be best served by .having the Base operated by 
the private sector. As a better alternative to a business owned and operated by the 
Government, the community would own the private entity and participate through 
profits and value appreciation from the redeveloped installation. This would 
create. and maximize economic wealth in a community once destroyed by a natural 
disaster without relying upon additional Federal Government grants. Th~ proposal 
offered by SDCR will actually decrease the burden to the Federal taxpayer. 

Since the value of the Base and the new businesses will be translated into market 
value of publicly traded SDCR common stock as the business expands, the effect 
of increased financial strength and value to the community stakeholders will have 
a multiplier affect in the community, similar in nature to the government 
multiplier factor of six (6)1

• The annual economic benefit using the government 
multiplier effect of six (6) times the annual compensation estimate translates into 
$275,160,000 of annual economic activity generated. 

The community will, in the long-run, benefit from other rewards of the private 
enterprise, including greater competition, a more efficient pricing· structure for 
aviation services, no conflicts of interest from locally run government 
departments, relief of public funding, management incentives to control costs, a 
greater real estate tax base, and reduced government bureaucracy. 

It is the intent of SDCR to prove that major defense base redevelopment on a 
direct community stock ownership basis is feasible in the .United States, thereby 
allowing the Federal Government to redeploy its valuable resources towards 
communities which are unable to· attract private capital. 

Numerous studies on the stimulative effects of additional spending by the Federal Government have 
shown that a $1 increase in Federal outlays results, ceteri paribus, in an increase of $6 in Gross 
Domestic Product. 

SDCR 
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II. DEVELOPMENT COMMITMENT 

· SDCR proposes to convert to private use, develop and operate the surplus land and 
buildings on ~e. Homestead Air Force ~ase. The area declared surplus is designated by 
the attached map in Appendix A. The total area is the approximately 2,000 acres not 
retained by the Federal Government to support the U.S. Customs, the Air Force 
Reserves, and- the Florida Air National Guard. 

A. The Development Plan 

In consideration for the transfer of the entire property in fee simple, SDCR would 
commit to the following development plan involving two phases: · 

Phase 1: 

"' "' 

• Build and oi>erate with Lockheed Air Terminal, Inc. a domestic and 
international passenger terminal with a minimum of 15,000 square 
feet under roof to be provided for use to Kiwi International Airlines 
(Kiwi) and other carriers to be determined. Kiwi estimates 195 jobs 
will be created with annual wages/salaries ranging from $16,000 to 
$42,000 at the commencement of operations, increasing to 350 jobs 
at this salary range by the end of one year. (Please refer to 
Appendix C and D.) 

• Operate warehouse and storage facilities in Buildings 618 and 624. 
Grace Property Management, Inc. estimates that 100 jobs will be 
created with annual wages/ salaries ranging from $15,000 to $35,000 
with an average of $20,~~ (Please refer to Appendix E.) · 

• Build a new cargo transfer facility suitabie for a to be determined 
operator. In a leasing proposal to SDCR, Manhattan Area Post, 
Inc. estimates that 40 jobs will be created initially with annual 
wages/ salaries ranging from $16,000 to $40,000. (Please refer to 
Appendix F.) 

• Supervise reconstruction of Hanger 741, and rebuild Buildings 745 
and 7 50 for aircraft and engine maintenance operations as well as 
metal fabrication to be managed by units of Lockheed Support 
Systems, Inc. A minimum of 150 jobs will be created by the use of 
these facilities. · 

SDCR 
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Phase I: (continued) 

• Rehabilitate Buildings 779, 778 and 775 for lease to a general 
aviation operato~ and an aviation school, Malloy Air East, Inc. 
("Malloy") Malloy estimates that 40 jobs ranging in salary from 
$18,000 to $75,000 will be created initially, and after two years the 
total will grow to 80 jobs. (Please refer to Appendix G.) 

• In the event of the opening of normalized relations with Cuba, 
SDCR will immediately develop. a facility to handle at least one 
Havana-Miami shuttle airline. Job estimates will be deteimined at 
such time.2 

• BX Mart/Building 920 and Building 914. Immediately upon signing 
a definitive agreement, SDCR will commence a feasibility study to 
link the proposed BX Mart to Building 914 with a row of small 
stores to create a strip shopping center with the BX Mart as one 
anchor and Building 914 as another anchor facility. . Grace Property 
Management, Inc. estimates .this center would employ 450 people at 
annual wages/salaries averaging $22,000. 

• With management assistance from Grace Property Management, 
Inc., which operates the Fox Squirrel Country Club at Boiling 
Springs Lakes, North Carolina, SDCR will commit to rehabilitate 
the golf club facility (Building #2736) and rejuvenate the golf 
course. SDCR ·estimates that the course and club house will employ 
35 people at an average annual wages/salary of $18,000. 

SDCR believes that Homestead could become a major provider of service if relations are 
normalized. As was the case with the. fall of the Berlin Wall, normalization will occur suddenly 
and the Base should ideally be converted before this event occurs. 

SDCR 
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Phase II: 

Once the Phase I development plan is well underway, SDCR will commence 
development of the Phase II art~a north of the Phase I area. SDCR will commit to 
follow the plan for general development prepared by the Beacon Council Re-Use 
Plan as commissioned by Dade County. In addition to the aviation-related 
industFial.projects, SDCR will target industries includ:ing agro/industry, 
telecommunications, and tourism. · 

Phase II development projects include the following: 

1) 500 unit wholesale/retail farmers market - Grace Property . 
Management, Inc. estimates this will create 1,000 jobs. (Please 
refer to Appendix E.) 

2) 150 room hotel/convention center to be situated near the existing 
golf course - Grace Property Management, Inc. estimates this will 
create 110 new jobs. 

As mentioned in the Beacon Council report, SDCR believes that the opportunity to 
develop the Phase II area provides the necessary incentive for SDCR to give the 
commitments to implement the Phase I plan. SDCR is confident that it can attract 
Fortune 400 users to develop important large scale facilities to the Base if it is 
willing to offer developed industrial sites with access to the airport facility and the 
Florida Turnpike. SDCR believes this will bring the largest number of jobs in the 
shortest period to the community. 

The following table summarizes SDCR's preliminary estimates of employment 
created by the development proposal. SDCR estimates that the proposal could 
generate $275,160,000 in annual economic activity afte~ one to two years. 

SDCR 
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Table 1 
JOB CREATION SUl\fMARY 

Jobs After Total 
Initial One Year Average Estimated 

Start-Vp Successful Annual Salary Annual Salaries 
New Business or Operation Jobs Operation and Benefits* After 1-2 Years 

PHASE I 

Terminal and Related Operations 195 350 $30,000 ~10,500,000 
Aircraft and Engine Maintenance 
(741, 745, 750) 

Warehouses 618 and 624 25 100 23,000 2,300,000 

Cargo Transfer Facility 10 20 21,000 420,000 

General Aviation and Flight 40 80 27,000 2,160,000 
Educational Center 

Courier Service 20 40 25,000 1,000,000 

BX Mart/Building 920, 914 400 450 25,000 11,250,000 
and Stip Stores 

Golf Club, Building 2736 11 35 20,000 700,000 

Cuba Shuttle (Proposed) N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Subtotal Phase I 701 1,075 $26,350 $28,330,000 

PHASE ll 

Farmer's Market 500 1,000 $15,000 $15,000,000 

Hotel/Convention Center 60 110 23.000 2.530,000 

Subtotal Phase ll 560 1,110 $15,790 $17,530,000 

TOTAL PHASE I and PHASE ll 13261 2!185 ~20!990 ~45!860!000 

* Benefits are estimated at 15% of annual salary except in the case of the farmer's market. 

NOTE: Annual economic benefit using the government multiplier affect of six (6) times $45,860,000 equals 
$275,160,000 of economic activity. The preceding table excludes the economic benefits of the appreciation 
of the stock issued in the community stock offering. 

SDCR 
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III. BENEFITS OF PLAN 

.A. Benefits to the Local Community and Dade County 

SDCR?s community and development plan for the Base would provide a 
significant stimulus to the economy of the south Dade County area and the 
communities of Homestead and Florida City. As previously discussed, significant 
employment opportunities will be created starting with the construction phases and 
continuing on a permanent basis with the operation of all the facilities. Both 
skille~ and trade workers will be employed in permanent positions. Educational 
facilities emphasizing training programs would be a high priority. 

The privatization of the Base through a community offering would offer ~the local 
community the greatest benefits through SDCR' s direct ownership opportunity. 
The result would be immediately increased fmancial capital to the area in the form 
of appreciated stock ownership as well as continuing financial asset growth as the· 
new business emerges. In addition to the benefits of private investment, the 
advantages to the community which would be obtained from this proposal include 
the following: 

• Providing a means of overcoming public funding short falls, 
spending caps and competing public needs. 

• Reduced cost and investment from the Government. 

• Increased tax revenues from property taxes. 

• Reduced strain on Dade County bonding capacity. 

• Reduced air passenger, cargo and auto traffic congestion at Miami 
International Airport. 

• Reduced noise and air pollution in greater Miami from the number 
of planes entering Miami International Airport which would be able 
to land at Homestead. 

SDCR 
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The proposal includes new businesses entering the County. Appendices C to G 
contain letters from five different new businesses who have already proposed to 
operate out of the Base under SDCR's leadership. Each has proposed to 
immediately employ personnel. Many other businesses have expressed an interest 
in operating on or near the Base location. 

Support services from local ·businesses will flourish. These opportunities include: 

• Increased patronage for existing hotels and a greater incentive for 
new hotels to locate to the area. The golf course on the Base is a 
prime location for a hotel/convention center. 

• Increased usage of car rental and transportation services. 

• Increased development of tourist related services such as retail, 
food, tour buses, and taxis. 

• Increased market for fresh produce for which the community is 
famous. It should be noted that Kiwi International Airlines only 
serves fresh produce for inflight passenger food service. 

B. Benefits to the Federal Government 

The primary benefits to the Federal Government would be the reduction in cost 
and investment in the Base, which would relieve the budgetary constraints. SDCR 
believes that its conversion plan for the Base and investment by the community 
through a community offering would be a model not only for future base closings, 
but the primary example of a successful transition from public to private sector 
ownership and operation. We believe this concept is at the forefront of a wave of 
future community conversions which will greatly impact the future strength of ·the 
United States economy. 

SDCR 
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COMMUNITY STOCK CONVERSION PLAN FOR HOMESTE.t\.D AIR FORCE BASE 

IV. CONSIDERATION TO DoD AND FINANCING 

A. Consideration to DoD 

SDCR proposes two optional, mutually exclusive payment structures to DoD. 

·Option 1: 

• Pay $1,000,000 in cash to the Department of Defense. 

· • Issue $2,000,000 of redeemable convertible preferred stock to DoD 
convertible into common stock after ten years. The exerc_ise price 
will be set initially at the issue price and will increase annually by 
the greater of 5% per year or the consumer price index. 

Option 2: 

• SDCR to issue four-year equity warrants for $5,000,000 of SDCR 
common stock at the issue price in the community stock offering. 
Assuming a minimum issue of $15,000,000, this would be equal to 
33 1/3% of the beginning equity balance. The warrants issued to 
DoD would give DoD its proportionate share of all the profits 
derived from appreciation of: 

Land 

Improvements made with shareholders' funds 

Improvements made with lenders' funds 

"Going concern value" of the enterprise created by a 
combination of the above and the management team. 

SDCR 
-10-: 



COMMUNITY STOCK CONVERSION PLAN FOR HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE BASE 

B. Financing 

• . SDCR agrees to offer the local community and the Grace family entities up 
to $60,000,000 of common stock. The local community will be offered a 
·minimum of $45,000,000 of common stock at the same price paid by the 
founders of the company. SDCR has a fmancing proposal from entities 
controlled by members of the John Grace family to purchase up to 

· $15,000,000 of equity in SDCR. This fmancial commitment will guarantee 
the successful completion of the underwriting and the payments of cash 
and/ or securities to the DoD. 

• SDCR has received an underwriting offer from Adams Cohen Securities, 
Inc. to manage the community stock offering. Adams Cohen is $e national 
leader in the management of community offerings for stock conversions and 
has successfully raised over $3 billion for savings banks in such offerings 
since 1984. (Please refer to Appendix B.) 

• SDCR commits to apply for listing of its common stock on a national 
securities exchange or "over the counter" market as _soon as practicable. 

• It should be noted that the Federal Government has accepted preferred 
stock or warrants as consideration for government property or guarantees 
on numerous occasions in. the past. Successful transactions have included: 

Chrysler Corporation 
Lockheed Corporation 
Continental Illinois Bank 
Bank of New England 
New Dartmouth Savings Bank 
First City Bank of Texas 
First NH Bank 

-11-
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C01\1MUNITY STOCK CONVERSION PLAN FOR HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE BASE 

C. Redevelopment Authority- (Optional to DoD) 

3 

SDCR is willing to accept the responsibility of becoming the "redevelopment 
authority" for the installation if requested by the DoD at no cost to the Federal 
taxpayer. 

SDCR believes that through its commitment to underwrite a community stock 
offering·, it is the vehicle which most efficiently brings the Base into direct 
ownership by the community members. SDCR believes the community members 
will greatly benefit from this unique opportunity and will take enormous pride in 
holding stock in their airport development, much as citizens take pride in owning 
a portion of a community bank. 

The Defense Authorization Amendments and Base Closure and Realignment Act 
states under "Definitions": 

The term "redevelopment authority," in the case of an installation to be 
closed under this title, means any entiti (including an entity established by 
a State or local government) recognized by the Secretary of Defense as the 
entity responsible for developing the redevelopment plan with respect to the 
installation and for directing the implementation of such plan. 

We have reviewed the Re-Use Plan prepared by Beacon Council, and we concur 
in the general concepts. We are prepared to follow the general development 
concept outlined in the document. SDCR will work closely with Dade County on 
zoning and redevelopment planning to ensure the rapid development of the Base. 

SDCR's emphasis 

· SDCR 
-12-



COMMUNITY STOCK CONVERSION PLAN FOR HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE BASE . 

D. Base Conversion Legal Issues 

Concurrently with the drafting of a binding commitment between DoD and SDCR, 
SDCR will use its best efforts to agree to flexible modifications to this proposal to 
DoD in order to comply with any legal obligations of DoD to: 

• Homeless providers 
· .- Dade County 
• Labor Department Job Corps. 
• Any other government entities considering Homestead Air Force Base 

In order to utilize the property to its highest and best use, every effort will 
continue to be made to coordinate with Dade County to best maximize utilization 
of the facilities to enhance development of the installation. It is the goal of SDCR 
to provide a safe place for millions of tourists and travellers entering the area and 
to provide a safe environment which will attract major employers who will bring 
numerous jobs to the Base. 

E. Operating Agreement with Air Force Reserves and Florida Air National Guard 

SDCR will enter into an operating agreement with the Air Force Reserves, the 
Florida Air National Guard, and any other entities operating on the Base to cover 
SDCR's use of the runway and other jointly used infrastructure on the Base. 
SDCR will commit to pay its fair share of such costs. 

F. First Refusal on Remaining Cantonment Area 

In return for the payments of cash or securities and the development 
commitments, SDCR would also receive the right of first·refusal to purchase real 
property deemed surplus at Homestead which is currently retained by the DoD. 

SDCR 
-13-



COMl\1UNITY STOCK CONVERSION PLAN FOR HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE BASE 

G. Due Diligence and Definitive Agreements 

The proposals, estimates and commitments contained herein: (a) do not represent 
legally binding obligations and are subject to the satisfactory completion of due. 
diligence investigations by the respective parties making such proposals, estimates 
or commitments (as determined in the sole discretion of such parties) and (b) are 
subject _to the negotiation, execution and delivery of definitive agreements and 
documents in forms that are mutually acceptable to each of the respective parties 
thereto. 

SDCR 
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COl\1MUNITY STOCK CONVERSION PLAN FOR HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE BASE 

V. COMMUNITY OFFERING FOR STOCK CONVERSION DESCRIPTION 

· ·The Community Offering for Stock Conversion ("Conversion") is not a new concept in 
the United Stat~s. From 1983 to 1987, nearly 600 mutually owned banking institutions 
have converted to stock ownership,. iirvolving over $7 billion in new capital as reflected in 
Table 2 on the following page. All of the conversions were approved by various agencies 
of the Federal Government. 

The process begins when an institution's management and owners decide that they want to 
convert their ownership to stock form. This occurs at a time when the institution is in 
urgent need of capital to continue its normal line of business or when a healthy institution 
desires to expand. 

The institution offers shares to its depositors (if it is a bank) and also to the local 
community. In return for providing the desperately needed working capital, the new 
shareholders. own the resulting stock company. The company benefits because it can then 
survive with the inflow of capital and start to prosper. It is also fortunate to have its 
local community as shareholders, rather than nameless people living perhaps thousands of 
miles away. 

For the new community stockholders of the entity it is advantageous because they- the 
local community members - turned around what was once an ailing business in the heart 
of their community. This also improves the value of neighboring assets. Furthermore, 
the community holds shares which are appreciating, thereby increasing the net worth of 
the stockholders. This increase in net worth has a multiplier affect which translates into a 
much healthier economy for the entire community. 

SDCR 
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COMMUNITY STOCK CONVERSION PLAN FOR HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE BASE 

YEAR 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1991 

1992 

1993 

TOTAL 

Table 2 
BANKING INSTITUTIONS 

CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF 
CONVERSIONS AND GROSS PROCEEDS 

NUMBER OF 
GROSS CONVERTING 

PROCEEDS US$• INSTITUTIONS•• 

$2,500,000,000 125 

700,000,000 73 

400,000,000 37 

500 '000 '000 68 

375,000,000 73 

850,000' 000 105 

2.100.000.000 109 

$7,425,000,000 590 = 

* 
** 

From SNL Monthly Market Report, February, 1994 p.3 
From SNL Monthly Market Report, May, 1994 p. 26 

-16-: 
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COMMUNITY STOCK CONVERSION PLAN FOR HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE BASE 

VI. MANAGEl\ffiNT 

· A. South Dade Coalition For Reconstruction, Inc. 

SDCR was founded for the purpose of creating a private "community-owned" 
compa_ny which will participate in the redevelopment and operation of Homestead 
Air Force Base. The Founder, Chairman and President of SDCR is JohnS. 
Grace, who oversees and invests the fmancial assets of certain members of the 
Grace family of Florida and New York, including several major real estate 
ventures and investment partnerships. · 

Chairman John S. Grace 

President & CEO JohnS. Grace 

Managing Director Wiley R. Reynolds 

Aviation Director Richard C. Peck 

Vice President, Finance Lola N. Grace 

Vice President, Engineering A. Zafer Nashashibi 

Vice President, Planning Davis P. Stowell 

Economic Research Analyst Christine Dienhart 

Controller Robert Field, CPA 

Secretary Annette Martin 

SDCR 
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COMMUNITY STOCK CONVERSION PLAN FOR HOMESTEAD Am FORCE BASE 

B. Sterling Grace Corporation and Affiliates ("Grace") 

The business of Sterling Grace Corporation, its affiliates, and its predecessor 
companies date back to 1885. The original business was oriented to stock 
broker~ige and international inVestments. 

In 1983, Sterling Grace and Company, Inc. formed Grace Geothermal Corporation 
to purchase, operate, and further develop Shell Oil's· geothermal division. This 
consisted of 110 megawatts of capacity to service electrical needs of San Francisco 
Bay area communities in Northern California. 

During Grace's ownership, the capacity of the area was increased by an additional 
130 megawatts to a total of 240 megawatts. This is enough capacity to provide 
electricity for a population of 240,000 Americans. 

Grace Property Management, Inc. is one of the Grace family affiliates. Grace 
Pro pert)' Management, Inc. currently owns and manages a 350,000 square foot 
warehousing facility in metropolitan Los Angeles catering to distribution, trucking 
and warehousing frrms. Until 1991 the facility was also the Southwest 
manufacturing and distribution center for what is now the nation's largest 
manufacturer of plastic foam cartons. 

Grace Property Management, Inc. also jointly owns and operates a 700,000 square 
foot enclosed shopping mall in Mesquite, Texas, a suburb of Dallas. In addition 
to the mall, facilities include: 

• 100,000 square foot exhibition center 
• Full service state-of-the-art bowling alley 
• Cinema multiplex 
• 500 booth retail crafts center 
• Indoor/outdoor farmers market 

In North Carolina, the company operates a 15,000 acre golf course development 
highlighted by a several mile long man-made recreational lake in the town of 
Boiling Spring Lakes, south of Wilmington. 

SDCR 
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COMMUNITY STOCK CONVERSION PLAN FOR HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE BASE 

Grace Development, Inc. is the developer of 180 acres adjacent to the former air 
base in Smyrna, Tennessee. Grace believes this will enormously augment the 
amount of employment in the Smryna vicinity. A specialist in educational real 
estate development and management, Grace also owns and manages quality 
apartment ·complexes and retail facilities surrounding Vanderbilt University in 
Nashville. Grace is also ma.naging single family and attached multi-family 
resident~al developments .in Salt Lake City, Utah and Charleston, South Carolina. 

Rural Cellular Companies 

During the past three years, members of the Grace family group have developed 
cellular telephone service under Federal Communications Commission licenses in 
rural areas of Michigan, North Carolina, and Louisiana. 

Investment Partnerships 

Grace also manages four investment partnerships which invest in hundreds of 
securities issues internationally. Grace incorporated and invested in two bank 
restructurings from the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (F.D.I.C.) -New 
Dartmouth Savings Bank in New Hampshire, and Peninsula National Bank in Palos 
Verdes, California. The New Dartmouth Savings Bank issued preferred stock as 
consideration to the F.D.I.C. 

SDCR 
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CO~'ll\1lJ'"NITY STOCK CONVERSION PLAN FOR HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE BASE 

_WILEY R. REYNOLDS, Ill 

Wiley R. Reynolds, III is a third generation Floridian and. has been engaged in 
commercial and residential real estate development for the past twenty-five 
years. 

The Reynolds family was in the banking business in the early days of Florida 
and held substantial interests in numerous banks _around the state, including the: . 
first National in Palm Beach, the fonner First National of Miami, and 
Southeast Bank Corporation. 

Mr. Reynolds has been involved in many community service projec~ in South 
Florida. He is currently President of the Rehabilitation Center for Children 
and Adults in Palm Beach, a member of the Board of Directors of the 
Raymond F. Kravis Center for the Performing Arts, The Royal Poinciana 
Chapel, and The National Board of Visitors of the AOPA Air Safety 
Foundation. 

Mr. Reynolds has a Bachelor of Science degree from the University of North 
Carolina, is a licensed commercial helicopter and airplane pilot. He is 
married and has two sons. 

SDCR 



COl\ll\lUNITY STOCK CONvERSION PLAN FOR HOl\fESTEAD AIR FORCE BASE 

Experience 

1993 - Present 

1991 - 6/94 

1988 - Present 

1988 - Present 

1983 - 1987 

1982 (summer) 

1979 - 1981 

Education: 

LOLA N. GRACE 

Peninsula National Bank, Director, Palos Verdes, California 

Incorporator and Director of $50 million commercial bank acquired from the OTS in May 
1992. Chainnan of the Audit Committee, member c;>f tbe. Loan Committee. Actively involved 
in organizing and structuring bank as well as operating· decisions. 

· New Dartmouth Savings Bank, Director, Manchester, New Hampshire 

Incorporator and Director of $1.7 billion savings bank formed by the merger of three savings 
· institutions in New Hampshire and acquired from the FDIC in October 1991. Member of the 

Strategic Planning and Audit Committees. Ex-officio- member of the Loan and Compensation 
Committees. 

Sterling Grace Capital Management, Managing Director. Brookville, N.Y. 

Evaluate and direct investments into limited partnerships focusing on private equity 
transactions, initial public offerings with.an emphasis on financial institutionS. · 

Value 1\fanagement Inc., President, Manalapan, ·FL. 

Provide financial consult~ng to various Grace family entities as well as direct private 
investments. Manage personal investments. 

The First Boston Corporation, Investment Banking, New York, N.Y. 

Performed general corporate finance and merger and acquisition advisory work for financial 
institutions and Fortune 500 clients. Assignments included public and private debt and equity 
offerings, asset backed securities and merger advisory work. 

Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb, Foreign Government Advisory Group. 
New York. N.Y., Paris and Gabon 

Represented Lehman Brothers on a team of international investment bankers also including 
Lazard Freres and S.G. Warburg. Advisory assignment to the Government of Gabon on 
infrastructure development. Prepared a feasibility study of the palm oil indusuy in Gabon and 
presented recommendations to government officials. 

1\forgan Stanley, Inc .. Financial Analyst, New York, N.Y. 

Corporate Finance and International Departments. 

MBA 1983 Stanford Graduate School of Business 
M.A. 1983 Stanford University, Food Research Institute (Developmental Economics) 
B.A. 1979 Stanford University, Economics 

Other Board Appointments: 

1994 - Present 
1994 - Present 
1990 - Present 

East \Voods School, Trustee: Private school board in Oyster Bay 
The Society of Memorial Sloan-Kettering, Director 
International Council for Women In the Arts, Director 
Greenville Baker Boys and Girls Club, Past Director 

SDCR 
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EXHIBIT C 
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OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT 5ECRST~~ME§EftfE. 5·9-a»>O O~FENSI: JIJEN,.AGON !;~ 
. WA&HtN<iTON, t?C 2~1·2300 

G 8 M 1194 

M!MORAND'OM lOR ASSlS'l'AN': SIJCRETAR~ OF ntB AIR FORCE (MANPOWER, 
MSD~ AFFAIRS.,. lNSTAuL.\TIONS, AND ENVIRommNT 

SUBJ!CT.: Waiver ot 3o~•-centere4 Proparty Disposal at 
Hom•ctea4 ArB, Flor14a 

This· ··refen to your mGmorandum ot May 10, 1994, aupport.ing 
the Da4e County, 7iorida r•qu•st for tho subject wai~a;. Wa have 
~iewed the request and hava determine~ ~at due to the current 
aitu.e.ticn at Ho~estttad, a waiver ct the ~cbs•canterad Prope%i;y 
nispoeal provision (32 erR •aotion Pl.7(4)) of the intari= rule 
i~ not re~1r•~· ~1a Air r~rce and the Hcmestea4 Reuee Authority 
may proQee4 with di1;pocal prooose as specified in your 
memorandum. 

Sa~tion ~1.7(dJ(4) of the interim rula1 ·in d1•cU••1~9 the 
requi~ent to dontinue tho merk•t e~rvey tor property with known 
high.value, •tat•• "airport, J'Ort and school property may ~ca 
e~clugeCl if it e.ppe1ars that. they are likely to be converted ~o 
public airpo~a, po~t• or schools unde~ existing public ~onetit 
qonveyanca pr~ram~." Although this exclusion is not axprea•lY 
ctated in the initial requira~ant to cond~ct a markot survey, lta 
inclueion 1n the extension or the mark•t •urvey is· an . 
ackncwlodiomant that: ·a• th• lcca.l planning protJre••e~, propoae4 
reuat!a ~111 become known .and ' policy decision- that those rouses 
relying on public ~enetit gonv8y&nees tor air-Ports, porta or-
tehools ··should' not be u~set. . . .. . . 

~Q community hac made graat proqrasc in itc plan• for the 
re~evelopment of Homestead. With the property outsid• the Air 
Forco ~sorve cantanaent 9oin9 to other Federal aqencies for 
Federal use or tor Fe4eral1y mponsored pu~lic ~ene!it 
conveyances, it. BJ)I>Oar~a that there v£11 not be any proP..rty lett 
for public •ale or for •n eeonomie redevelcpment-conv•yanoe under 
the com:nunity•s plnn. Therefore, a markt:tt survey .need not be · 
performad. · 

~4 
. Robert E. Bayer 
~putyAe~ietant Secr$ta~ o£ Da~6hse 
· ~or Eoono~1o ~oinve~bna·nt. and 

Base Realiqnment and Clos~e 



HABDI (Clayton Rudd) 

106 Acres 

Investment of $10 million for painting 
~Rk.t facility plus $6 million+ for · 

refurbishment. Capital to come from 
---w·.:.;- federal funds, grants & investors 

(unidentified). 

......... Privately held corporate ~ntity. 

I . 

• -~ · Financial responsibility of investments 
~J (outside of the 106 acres) will remain 
,. with Dade County. Inside 106 acres, 

· • J Dade County involvement to secure 
..,_.'::~ grants required. 

Florida Aviation 
...._. expertise represented. 

·· .··... Associated Companies include Allied 
· Aviation (FL), First Class Aircraft and 

~c Miami NOT. 

~~ 1~ Minority business involvement for 
·a non-destructive testing. 

....... . 

07027/HAFBIMRI94 

SDCR (Grace Co.) 

. Entire Base -
comprehensive, unified development 
plan as set forth in the Re-Use Plan 
approved by the Commission, 

· Dec., 1993 

lnvestmenfof $60 million. offering to 
the community. with $15 million of 
guaranteed private capital. (Does not 
rely on government funds . .) 

Local Board of Directors with national 
figures. 

Financial responsibility no longer with 
Dade County. 

International, National and Florida 
Aviation expertise represented. 

Associated Companies include 
Lockheed, Kiwi International Air Lines, 
"Citipost" Courier, Malloy Air East and 
Grace Property Management. 

Minority business involvement for 
aircraft servicing . 



' 
HABDI (Clayton Rudd) SDCR (Grace Co.) 

895 new/higher paying jobs. ---· . . . 

2,185 new/higher paying jobs. 

. ; . 
~ :, . 

Annual economic impact of 
~ $161,100,000. 

· Annual economic impact of 
$275,160,000. 

----
Relieving Miami International of some 
capacity. 

Relieving Miami International of some 
capacity. 

·Additional sales and income tax 
...._..,. revenue generated. 

Additional sales and income tax 
revenue generated. 

local "ownership" of Homestead Air 
Reserve Base and sharing of wealth 
creation. 

Cumulative net income to the Aviation Department will be approximately 
$24,000,000 by the year 2015. This includes a cumulative net loss of approximately 
$3,800,000, minimally, over the first five years. Included in this are the revenues to 
be derived from the HABDI proposal. 

In contrast, the South Dade Coalition for Reconstruction, Inc. proposal would 
eliminate the. financial burden to the County. Revenues to the County's Aviation 
Department would be based on a percentage to be ~egotiated. · 

07027/HAFB/MR/94 · 
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Efitrepr~neur 
has ~ig.,plans 
for· air base 
1J UIA ARTHUR Air Force Uase Conversion 
Herald Stalf Wrtter Agency. 

A .New York businessman says .. If you believe that private 
. be has a plan for the reuse of industry gets things done faster 
Homestead Air Force Base that than government, then you have 
will ·bring commercial ·flights- . to believe the. redevelopment 
from ·Newark and Chicago, as would go faster this way." 

· well as other aviation jobs to ·- But without an endorsement 
South Dade. rrom Metro, McCullough said, 

·, All that, he says, will be ofT the Grace•s plan will remain 
'ground within two years or gel- grounded. 
ting a go-ahead from. Dade The plan calls for Metro to 
County and the Department of lease the base to a community
Defense, a much-accelerated owned corporation - South 
. timetable than the one predicted Dade Coalition for Reconstruc
by the county's reuse plan. tion Inc. - that would oversee 

JohnS. Grace, a distant cousin the civilian development of a 
of Peter Grace, chainnan of the joint-use airfield. A $60 million 
internationally known . W.R. public stock offering would gen· 
Grace & Co. of Boca Raton, will . crate seed· money. 
pitch· his plan today to the Met· · Various Grace entities- W .R. 
ro-Dade Commisston Aviation Grace & Co. is not involved -
Committee. Commissioners, Air would put up S 1 S million. The 
Force officials and neighbors of $45 million balance would come 
the base calJ the proposal intrigu- from investors that Grace says he 
in~ hopes will include neighbors of 

It takes a huge financial bur· the base. 
den ofT the county if it works,'' .. We want this to be a commu· 
said Pat McCullough, southeast 
rq.ion program manager for' tho PLEASE SEE HOMESTEAD, 311 

t~eW York businessman has big plans 
to· revamp Homestead Air Force· Base 
. HOME8TEAI1, FROM 18 

nity-driven project," said Orace, Commissioner Pedro Reboredo, 1 
chairman of Sterling o.~ce Corp. head of Metro~ Aviation ,,. 
in Olen Head, N.Y. We want ,.. • .. 
the COmf1.1Unity lO take OWnCt•. \,Ommt/tee, belteVeS private SeCtOr 
ship of thas. p 111 l /•k G , 

Grace and his associate Wiley rOyOSQ S t e raceS may get 
R. Reynolds, a Palm Beach bus1- th • • • u 
nessman, have been hovering tngs movtng tn nomestead 
around the base conversion since fiaster. 
shortly oftcr Hurricane Andrew.. • 
They met with various officials· · 
and ndghbo~~d grou~ u ~·~· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
early as July 1993. Their written .. 
proposal finaiJy made its way to .. · • · Those are all things that 
the Air Force ~md Dade County WC?uld have to be negotiated," 
last week. · . sa1d Grace, who met two weeks 

s-:!j., i•='f'"'~ ..,. · a.go with staff of the ·Metro a via· 
lnlerealed lenenla ' ~, .. · t1on department. Both Myra Bus-

s m . tamante, who oversees the 
orp~ o tcaals expr~sse~ ~arly Homestead conversion for the 

skepucas~ over Orace s abahty to aviation department, and airport 
fi~d)ocalmvestC?rs to put up S4S director Gary Dellapa were on 
m.llhon for an an vestment that vacation last week. Neither could 
wall have a 20-;y~ar return a.t best. be reached for comment 
Others ~re waatmg to sec has pro-. · • ,..a-. 
posal. · · ~-

Grace has letters of interest Support for private aeclor 
from potential tenants, including McCullough said the Grace 
Kiwi International Air Lines, plan appears to implement the 
Lockheed Air Tenninal Inc. and reuse plan created by the county 
Lockheed Support Systems Inc., and the Beacon Council. It 
Citipost air courier service, and includes space for homeless 
Malloy Air East Inc., a sencral housing and a Job Corps pro. 
aviation operator. . sram. 

The finer points - such as Metro Commissioner Pedro 
what management. fee the Reboredo, chairman of the Avis
Grace-run corpor~taon woulc;l tion Committee, agrees the pri· 
charge, bow much at would pay vatc sector can set thin$$ done 
to lease the land fr~m ~ade faster. · · 
County and what· tax ancenttves . • . 
it's looking for....- are not spelled .. Tame as gold here," he said. 
out in the proposal. ..Wo need to get this Homestead 

deal moving, Anything that 
might produce a net income to 
the county aviation department 
and promotes i quick recovery in 
Homestead is something we have 
to look closely at." · 

Steve Cranman, chairman ol 
the Perrine-Culler Ridge Coun
cil, a neighborhood organization. 
said he would rather see someone 
like Grace develop the base than 
leave it in the county's hands . 
Community groups in South 
Dade have criticized Metro and 
Beacon Council for not lining up 
more business for the battered 
re~ion.. . 

'I don't sec any real businesses 
going into that county plan," he 
said. "I see a bunch of social se;.
vices going in. aod that's ·noi:t. 
going to replace the jobs thai 
were here before. If an agreement 
is done between the county and 
Orace - or whoever winds up 
Rprescntlng the private sector -
we would be 100 percent behind 
that" · . 
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Entrepreneur's air base 
plan shot down by panel 
By LISA ARTHUR 
Herald Staff Writer 

A New York entrepreneur who 
flew into town Monday with big 
plans for redevelopi_ng Home
stead Air Force Base had his 
wings clipped. 

The Metro Aviation Subcom
mittee unanimously passed a res
olution giving the right of fir5t · 
refusal for developing the civil-· 
ian ponion of the converted base 
to Homestead Air Base Develop
ers Inc., a group oflocal develop- · 
ers that had previously expressed 
interest in only I 06 of the 900 
acres still up for grabs .. The reso
lution is only a recommendation. 
The full Metro Commission will 
hear the proposal today. 

... rm exasperated," said John 
S. Grace, a Glen Head, N.Y., 
developer and .distant cousin· of 
the chairman of W.R. Grace & 
Co., an investment holding com
pany. uThe main criticism we 
heard was that we are not local. It 
was put to us that they are not 
interested in people not from 
Dade County investing in Dade 
County.'' 

Grace said he will wait and see 
what happens at today's Metro 
meeting before deciding his next 
move. Commissioners suggested 
HABDI negotiate with Grace to 
come up with a combined effort. 

HABDI, which ·has support 
from the latin Chamber of Com
merce and is headed by Carlos 
Herrera, a Miami real estate 
developer, ·has not submitted a 
formal proposal for the entire 
base, said M)'ra Bustamante, 
who is overseemg the base con
version for Metro's Aviation 
Department. B~t the group does 
have tenant commitments from 
three Dade aviation entities that 
spedalize in aviation mainte
nance. ·Until Monday, HABDI 
had not submitted a fonnal busi
ness plan or identified its inves
tors. 

ult didn't dawn on me that 
they would want.. the whole 
thing."' Bustamante Said. 

Virgilio Perez .. a Miami devel
oper on the boar;,d of the Latin 
chamber and a HABDI investor, 
said his group didn"t realize the 
whole base was available. 

Metro commissioners will take up a long list of issues 
today.-The meeting begins at 9 a.m. at the Metro-Dade Cen
ter, 111 NW First St. in downtown Miami, and moves at 6 p.m. 
to American High School, 18350 NW 67th Ave. You can · 
watch it on cable channel34 on most Dade ·systems. On the · : 
agenda are proposals that would: 

• Create a quasi-local gov
ernment for Blockbuster Park, 
the planned sports a:nd enter
tainCPent complex th~t would 
straddle the Dad6-Broward 
county Jfne. This portion of the 
meeting begins at 6 at American 
High. 

• Aak voters to raise Metro 
commissioners' salaries, now 
$6,000, to $57,600. · 

• Cut the budget for Metro 
Commission offices by 4 per
cent. 

• Aak voters to pay higher 
· property taxes to pay for $431 

million in library, park and 

uwe had been talking to the 
county for a year in good faith 
and then Grace comes with this 
proposal and they are going to 
consider it," he said. .. Can you 
imagine? We were shocked when 
we saw they were willing to ·give 
the whole thing to someone else:' 

Perez said HABDI would be 
willing to work with Grace, but 
added that the $60 million stock 
offering Grace proposed to gen
erate seed money useemed like 
smoke and mirrors." The Grace 
plan ·called fqr his companies to 
purchase $15 million in shares in 
a community-owned corporation 

museum impr9vements. 
• Regu~te moving compa

nies. In paitlcufar, the law would 
require that movers give con- · · 
sumers written estimates...:. and 
then stick to them. · 

• Raise penalties for dOg .. 
o\mers who fail to buy license 
tags for their animals. 

• Allow contractors to apply 
for some types of building per
mits through the mail, instead of 
in person. · ' 

.. .. 

• Create a separate authority 
to over~ the redevelopment of . 
the Overtown/Park West area. . ~--

... 
that would develop the base. The 
$45 million balance would be 
offered to the public with an 
emphasis on local r~sidents and 
businesses buying into the devel
opment, Grace said. . ; . 

But many_ commissioners ana . 
HABOI officials think that ~ 
unrealistic; . · 

.. Are we going to wait for the 
tomato farmers in Homestead tO . 
buy $45 million in stock?" Perez 
said. ··A lot of outside investo~ 
a tot ·of New York people would 
wind up owning that base. We 
want to keep the money in Dade 
County." ·. . · .... · .. 
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Dade. assured of land for a Homestead airport 
By LAURA IRWIN 

Though Dade might not get all 
tho land it dcsirca at Homestead Air 
Force Bue, the federal bue diJ
posalagcocy u usuring the county 
it will get enough to develop a viable 
airport . -

"The odds are the Federal A via· 
tion Administration and the county 
won't get I 00% of what they 
want," said Pat McCullough, pro
gram manager for the Southeast 
R.csioo of the Air Force Base Con· 
vcnion Agency, "But we won't 
convey an airport that won't sup-
port itself. That is an absolute state-
ment. . 

"We don't have a '(9tally wuelf· 
ish interest in this," he said. "We 
require a viable airport out thCR in 
order for our reserves to operate 
economically. We'd be shooting 
ourselves in the foot if we didn't 
convey enough land." 

Dade leaders became concerned 
recently that there would not be 
enough land left 1o successfully 
develop an airport after a number of 
organiz.ations aubmittcd requests for 
a Iicea of the base. 

The base conversion agency, 
which is required to coasidct all 
requests for we of the land but 
doean 't have to honor them, got 
more than 20 · ~pplication~ that to
taled four times more land than 
available. 

'We won't convey 
an airport that 
won't support itself. 
That is an absolute 
statement' 

Pat McCullough 

"Obviously it is impossible to 
grant every request," Mr. 
McCullough said. "Simple math
ematics tells you that we arc going 
to have to say no to requests for 
three out of every four acres. 

"We will look to combine things, 
shrink requests in some places, and 
grow othen. It is a complex nego
tiation." 

Among those applying for the 
land arc the Greater Miami Service 
Corps, the US Department of 
Labor's Job Corps, Miami-Dade 
Community College, Dado County 
schools, Florida International Uni
versity, the University of Miami, 
the Homeless Trust, the Coalition 
for the Homeless and the Depart· 
mmt of Corrections. 

"It u harder to say no to tome 
than to others," said Mr. 
McCullough. "To say no to the 
homelas we would have to go to 
the hill in ow- explanatioo. In other 

• cues we would not have to be quito 

as stringent." 
Dade's plan is to tum the base 

into a joint·UJC airfield it will nm. 
To 1ucceed the county need• 
enough land to develop a regional. 
hub with cargo buildinp, an air 
mainlcDaDcc buc and other •up
port facilities that will net profitl 
through user fees and rent, said 
Alan Rubin, president of Defcoo 
Development Corp., who has been 
instrumental in devclopina the base 
re-use plan. · 

The assumption wu that the 
county would retain most of the 
land not being used by the mil~tary 
and rent whatever it didn't need for 
the airport to other agencies. 

The military is taking up 88~ 
acres. That leaves 2,0,, for devel
opment. 

How much the county really 
needs to develop a suc(:cssful air
port is unclear. 

"There is what they want and 
what they need," Mr. McCullough 
said. "What they really need i1 
what we are working hard to figure 
out. It's not something you do in 
one afternoon." 

While the conversion agency still 
has a way to go in detamining how 
exactly the property will be divided, 
Mr. McCullough •aid. it is aiming to 
complete a rcx:ord of decision by 
the end of thia month. 

'More land would 
be better but if we 
do it smart and 
everyone works 
together I think we 
can do it' 

Alan Rubin 

"The pressure is on," Mr. 
McCullough said. "What we hope 
to do is to negotiate a very large 
long-term leue to Dade County 
within days after issuing the record 
of decision. 

"Once that is done construction 
can start and the county can acce31 
grant monies available for develop
ment." 

The record of decision is not 
expected to be fmal, and won't 
necessarily relate to the lease, he 
said. Normally more than one record 
of decision is required. 

The record of decision could be 
amended each time property is con· 
veycd that is included in the lease, 
Mr. McCullough said. 

"We arc convinced the agency 
is doing everything in its power to 
make this a successful conver· 
sion," Mr. Rubin said. "More land 
would be better but if we do it 
amart, and if everyone works to
gether I think we can do it" 

)> 
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~tgbt _-b~y:: 
aif ... ·base 
$ .. 6 million· bid 
·for. HomeStead . . . . . .. 

~~r'e:~='= 
·The Metro Commission basa~ 

heard the last of would-be alr 
base dcvclo~r Sohn Omce. 

The New York entrc_p_reneur 
has bid $6 million to the U.S. Air 
Force to buy Homestead Air 
Force B:lse outri&ht, an offer f'cd
crul officials say ls .. vcey muc:b 
under eonsidcratJon:~ 

Air Foree officials suuestcd 
that Dade County looked-a aiR 
bone In the mouth when it 
~ectcd Oracc'a earlier proposal 
to form a p:lrtncnh ip. SOme ech· 
ocd a sraus-roots outcry Jn South 
Dade thJs week critictzlna tho 
comrnlsslon for ••pJ;1ylng poll
tica'' when it dismissed the Grace 
proposal and _ _a:l ve a local s.roup 
known as HADDI tho first shot a& 
the base.. 

.. 1 think h 11 a terrific plan 
Grace offered Dade County." 
sald Pat McCullou,sh, tho Air 
?or~ Base Convers1on A~ncy•a 
pro;ram mano&er for the SOutb
cast ... J don't know bow )'OU 
c:ould act a better deaL .. 

Tbe JiomC$tc:id/florido Cit)' 
Chamber ofCon1meroc has taJccia 
tho lead in the burgeonina South 
Dade Jn.su.rxency over tho Metro 
vote and a!rc4dy Js cJrculoUJ!S a 
petition . addressed to McCul
louSth. lt calls the Orocc propos4f 
the best route for devetoplna lho 
base. Orace proposes convcrtJna 
the base to a cornrucrclat airpon 
with fli~hts trom Newark and 
Chlcaao. 

Oraco said Friday he was 
heartened by the publJc suppc;ut. 

·~1 think one way or the other 
we'll wind up there b«:auie tho 
~pte arc reeogniz.ina the merit or .,hat we offered, •• he ~.ald. 

Kim Sovla president or tho 
chamber, u.ld abo is buildln& a 
coalition of busfneu and nelab
borhood &J"'UPI to Jobb)' Wub
ln&ton. A coaununJty strat.c&)' 
mccdll& ll planned (or Wcdno.-

da_rWe tbcl it was a pollUcal ded-
··alQn tl:\at· !!'l•·.'made bv. the· com.: 
• 'a:niSS\00." ;>9Vi& ~~~ Jlt"f a decl~ 

'"'&Jon· .th&l Ia not· quite .io "tho· 
Interest ·ot South D-ade. .. •. · 
. Mike ~qa~~on, ~c.~CDM. 

PLEASE SEIS A!R BASt!. -. 

SECTION I. !. a. SATURDAY. ~ 
JUL V 23. 1994 

!!Je MmlRa ._, 
.•.. __ ... ___ _ 

. ·-·-. ····· .. 
· $6--million Offeicfif~~
for Air Force base 
AIR 8Ase. FROM 18 

Dcpanment•~ bAse 
tr:&ntition ooordinator for 
Homestead, said be has alerted 
Washlngtoo about hls own 
conecrut. 

... expressed my concern to 
them about the process by 
which the HABOI croup was 
alven the risht of lint rcfuul." 
Rjchardsoa said. Ho dccllDcd 
to be ntorc specific. .• 

Metro CommJssfoner Den· 
Dis Mou, wbo represents 
South Dade. said the commls
•lon Q.Ptcd to throw support to 
HABDI - Homestead Air 
Baso Developers "Inc. -

.because It's loc:ally based. 
... , wouldn't say that•a poli• 

tacs. .o much,.. he sa.i~ .. , 
~would bavc pn:t'cned to 

. ~~out to a request rex-. p " . 

HABDrs project nlana&er, 
Foit Lauderdale businessman 
Ctaytoa Rudd1 did not return 
phone calls Fnda)o. 

McCullO\!Sh will soon craft a 
recommondatJoo on wbo 
thould ·win base Jand as cho 
!?:'d~~~ ~·SP9SCI or Jt. Ho 
~ 1t • a austako to auu.mc 
Dade County "<ill automati· 
cally. bo sf.ven a deed co tho 
bue..aJ A ·pubUc salo, ho uid, 
rcrn u a ~bility. 

McCuUoup called Once'• 

·TheUSAFis 
weighing an offer bj' 
aNew York 
entrepreneur. 
S6 mlUioa bid a -pretty "aooci • 
on~" considc:rine that betWeen· 
$50 mUUon to $200 million Jn 
Infrastructure lm.PrQvementa 
...W be need~ ·at the bo.M. Jr a 
public sale takes plac:o, ~era 
would have a chonc:e to bid on 
tho base. · • 

Grace made the cub ofrer Ill 
cuty July but was told -by tbc 
con version ~cncy to· It)' to 
work out a d~mcnt ~rt
ncnhip with the county, wbida 
bas ~ucstcd the base be 
deeded 10 it at DO cost ror u 
airport. . 

His pa.rtncnblp pf9~ 
was shot dO\'m.·wlth:c:ommJs. 
sionen satins they woul4 
rathcra;ivo the CC!ae to_~~~· 
which bad Qri "nill ~ 
developing _·186 ol ~ '900 
acres available. ·HAQDI eaid"lt 
badn"l lc.nowu tho Wb9lo baG 
wu up for _gab&. Mctro"ain'o 

• tho ~P- first refusal rr~ 
a.nd 120 C:!aya to come up Willa 
a plan and to identifY iu lnvot
ton. 
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Office of the Mayor 

SAN FRANCISCO 

~u \; /~K M.JORD~ 
Augu~t 2, 1994 

Mr. Robert Bayer, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic 

Security · 
Room 30854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Mr. Bayer: 

/JOB 

We are writing in reference to the Interim Final Rule ("Rule") regarding the Revitalization of 
Base Closure Communities as described in 32 CFR Parts 90 and 91. The. Rule provides 
interpretive guidance concerning changes to the base realignment and closure process and 
establishes policy and procedure, assigns responsibilities and delegates authority under the 
President's Five-Part Plan - "A Program to Revitalize Base Closure Communities". 

This letter presents both general and specif'J.C comments regarding the Rule. Each of our 
respective base closure communities have independently submitted specific recommendations 
regarding each section within Part 91.7, presented in the format provided by the Department of 
Defense (DoD) known as "Format for Comments on the Interim Rule". 

General Comments 
The Rule was intended to assist local communities impacted by base closure in their reuse efforts 
through rapid redevelopment and job creation. In fact, the first point made in President Clinton's 
July, 1993 "Five-Part Plan'" is "jobs-centered property disposal that puts local economic 
development first". However, we do not believe that this objective will be achieved based upon 
the Rule as proposed by DoD. 

For the following reasons, we believe the R.ule is a misguided efforf: that would attempt to 
maximize the revenue accruing to the DoD at the expense of the local community. The local 
community would bear the costs of providing capital improvements, as well as operations and 
maintenance of the facilities. The Rule does not address the market realities and tremendous 
challenges local communities face in converting closed bases and developing the sitesfor job 
creation. 

First; under the Rule conveyances to local communities for economic development purposes may 
only take place after the Military Department has had an opportunity to market the preferred 
properties for their own revenue generation. (Therefore, the remaining properties which might 
qualify for conveyance are likely to be difficult to market, by definition.) Furthermore, the 
opportunity to selectively market base property by the Military Department involved can create a 
"swiss-cheese" scenario where it becomes difficult for the local redevelopment authority to 
implement a comprehensive reuse plan. The early sales approach for "high value" property 
would not result in high revenues to the federal government because they do n9t contain any 
entitlements or zoning. The local community would have no ability to make sure that economic 
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development occurrs in a timely manner in order to create local jobs. In allli~elihood, the policy 
of promoting early sale and high value properties under these circumstances will delay 
redevelopment and job creation and further exacerbate the adverse impacts of the base closure on 
the local community. The rapid turnover of property which is so critical to reuse success, 
including real estate, personal property and human resources, will not be realized through the 
implementation of these guidelines. 

Second~ the timetable which has been proposed in several sections, such as personal property 
disposition and maintenance and repair of in~structure, does not coincide with the conversion 
planning process. In particular, there are references in both of these areas to specific dates (i.e. 
June 1, 1994 for Personal Property decisions) as well as dates (the earliest of which) would allow 
the Military Departmen! to reduce their level of maintenance and repair. 

Third, the decision-making process regarding the selective marketing of property is primarily 
unilateral whereby a representative of either DoD or the Military Department chooses which 
properties to market. While the local jurisdiction is given the opportunity for input and/or are 
required to be notified of a decision, the opportunity for local needs to truly influence the 
decision-making process appears to be quite limited. Local jurisdictions need to be given greater 
input, possibly through Advisory Boards similar to the established Restoration Advisory Boards. 

Furthermore, language in Section 91.7 (e) (4) requires the local military authorities to justify, in 
writing; any conveyance made for less than market value. The obvious implication is that local 
military authorities will be expected to receive full market value for their properties unless they 
can justify something less. It is uncertain what would be considered sufficient justification in 
such a situation. Pryor Act ( § 2903) requires the Secretary to provide an explanation for any 
below-market conveyance. The regulations should provide guidance for what criteria is to be 
considered for such conveyances. 

Comments and Recommendations (Part 91. 7) 

a) Jobs-centered Property Disposal. 
In Section (d) (3), what precisely is meant by "the completion of the new expedited 
McKinney Act screening process"? Is it when either "expressions of interest" are filed, full 
applications are submitted, or when the responses to these applications are released? 

There are few criteria attached to the "Expressions of Interest", and no manner of 
confirming whether they have been made "in good faith" with financial backing. This 
situation may lead to capricious requests which have no substantial likelihood of coming to 
fruition. The current language implies that the only evaluation criteria to be used are the 
subjective evaluations of the credibility of such expressions on the part of DoD. 

Recommendation: There should be a panel which evaluates these expressions of interest 
which should be comprised, in equal part, of representatives of the Military Department and 
of the local redevelopment authority. The requirement to submit a more substantial 
application, including a financial commitment (e.g. a good faith deposit) is also 
recommended. 

In any case, the "ready market" definition assumes that offers to purchase at or near the 
estimated range of fair market value from the private sector covering all or most of the 
instaJlation could be expected within 6 months of advertising the base for public sale. 
Several terms within this paragraph need clarification, such as what constitutes "near" fair 
market value, as well as who conducts the appraisal which determines what fair market 
value is, and when? 
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Furthermore, even if this definition of ready market is not met within the allocated 6 
months, Section (d) (4) allows the Military Department to continue to withhold "high value 
property" for sale at market value. 

In Section (d) (4) (i);.. "The property must have a high value"- requires a clear definition of 
"high value". Once again, who determines this definition? This is a concern for bases like 
Treasure Island. There may be some people in DoD who think Treasure Island is high 
value property, but this fails to consider the costs and realities and implementing a 
redevelopment plan for the base. High value property is a counter productive concept to 
reuse. ' · 

All of these examples fail to include any balance between DoD needs and local needs. On 
the contrary, this-language creates a scenario whereby the local community is waiting on 
the sidelines for this process to be completed, by DoD. In Mare Island's case, this process 
may not be completed until more than 10 months after the Final Reuse Plan has been 
submitted. If the federal policy to be advanced is job creation for local communities to help 
them adjust to the impacts of base closures, the Rule entirely misses the mark. 

b) Economic Development Conveyances 
According to Section (e) (1), these conveyances are only permitted after it is determined 
that the base, "or significant portion thereof", cannot be sold in accordance with the rapid 
job creation concept. Who makes this determination and using what criteria? 

How would properties be defined (by individual building?) for purposes of advertising for 
disposal? Who would make such a determination and using what criteria? 

Section (e) (1) does state that "the economic development conveyance should be used by 
local redevelopment authorities to gain control of large areas of the base, not just individual 
buildings." However, the language of the Rule appears to preclude that approach by giving 
the Military Department the first opportunity to dispose of individual properties for market 
value. 

Recommendation: As indicated above, we believe that local redevelopment authorities 
should have control of large areas of the base because they are in the best position to insure 
that economic development occurs in a way that is compatible with the needs and 
capacities of the local community. Therefore, restrictions should be placed upon the nature 
and extent of the properties which may be offered by the Military Department prior to that 
opportunity being presented to the local community. We further recommend that language 
be added which would provide allowances for an economic development conveyance to be 
made for an entire mixed use project, for example, including residential properties. · 

There are conflicting provisions regarding "high/higher value property" in that, on the one 
hand, Section (e) (1) refers to the "income received (by the local redevelopment authorities) 
from some of the higher value property should help offset the maintenance and marketing 
costs of the less desirable parcels." However, on the other hand, in Section (d) ( 4) (i) "high 
value" is one criteria which would enable the Military Department to exempt certain 
properties from the 6-month "expression of interest" rule regarding economic development 
conveyances. 

In other words, the regulations claim that these higher value properties will allow the local 
jurisdictions to generate revenue to help absorb the substantial costs of conversion. 
However, the latter section gives the Military Department a second opportunity to capture 
that same revenue for themselves. Furthermore, there is no indication that any revenue 
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captured by the Military Department woUJd be utilized in the facilitation of the conversion 
process. 

DoD is proposing to sell "readily marketablett property without local· zoning, without 
provision for future infrastructure, and without the level of clean up having been 
ascertained or achieved. The fundamental problem with this approach is that it is 
impossible to determine true value of property in the absence of these considerations. 
Therefore, the federal government will not receive potential full market value because such 
uncertainties will drastically reduce the price that private enterprises are willing to offer for 
property. In addition, under the current language, it is likely DoD could receive 
expressions of interest for properties from parties unable to quickly finance job creation. 
This will only serve to delay the process to an even greater extent, once again resulting in a 
lack of job creation. 

In the case of infrastructure considerations, for instance, the capacity and condition of 
utility systems on many bases require such a substantial level of improvement that the costs 
incurred may create a net negative property value. Under these circumstances, these would 
not truly be "readily marketable". Such factors must be taken into account within these 
guidelines to reflect more realistic conditions and the difficulties of redeveloping these 
bases. 

Recommendations: The issue of opposing references to "high value properties" must be 
reconciled. Our recomm.endation is to delete the language which gives the Military 
Department an opportunity to extend the 6-month period for "high value properties". We 
suggest that this approach go one step further by inserting binding language that reflects the 
spirit of the comments that are mentioned above, from Section (e) {1), regarding the local 
community's ability to generate revenue from these same type of properties. 

The process. of determining market value must take into account the costs involved, 
regardless of ownership, to the local redevelopment authority, particular I y with regard to 
infrastructure. The economic development conveyance price should reflect this "negative 
value". Language regarding these costs should be inserted into the sections regarding the 
determination of market value through the appraisal process. 

c) Profit Sharing 
Property can be conveyed at full market value, at a discount or for no consideration. 
However, in the latter case, any proceeds ultimately generated from subsequent sale or 
lease must be split with the Navy, 60/40 (of net profit), if sold or leased within 15 years. 
However, the definition of net profit is unclear with regard to what would be considered 
"allocable costs of operation of the local redevelopment authority with regard to that 
property." 

Recommendation: Language requiring the Military Department to share a portion of their 
net profits from the buildings sold or leased directly by them under the "ready market" 
provisions should be added, similar to the 60/40 split required on those properties sold or · 
leased by the local redevelopment authority. This would be particularly appropriate in the 
situation mentioned above where significant infrastructure improvements will be necessary. 

An additional recommendation is to define more clearly what costs would be deemed 
"allocable" under the net profit definition. We recommend that both capital improvement 
costs as well as operation and maintenance costs and any additional remediation are 
included among these qualified costs. 
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d) Personal Property 
We would reiterate the comments of the National Association of Installation Developers 
(NAID) that the interim rules leave this base equipment wide open for wholesale removal. 

Control of the personal property process, under current language, will be placed in the 
hands of the base commander and the major command. The rules allow any federal agency 
to select equipment without any significant amount of local control or input. 

The rules should emphasize DoD coojleration with the community in working out an. 
agreeable list of equipment to be retained or removed. 

The criteria listed in the Interim Final Rule are often in potential conflict with each other, 
such as the lack of direction in Section (h) (5) with regard to the criteria for disposition. 
For example, neither the word "and" nor the word "or" is used with regard to these criteria 

The linkage of personal property to real property (i.e. can only be transferred with the 
existing buildings) is unrealistic and inflexible. 

The proposed timeline for disposition of personal property also appears to be in direct 
conflict with the objective in the President's July 2, 1993 policy on using the community's 
base reuse plan as the basis for property disposal decisions. For example, the language 
currently indicates that the "personal property not subject t9 the exemptions listed above 
shall remain at a dosing base until (in the case of Mare Island) one week after the date on 
which the redevelopment plan is submitted to the applicable Military Department". 

Recommendations: This language should be changed to a time frame which is related to 
the date of closure or transfer of property, whichever is later. 

Another recommendation regards the completion of the inventory of personal property by 
June 1, 1994. This cannot be done properly before the Final Reuse Plan is completed for 
guidance regarding different types of industries to which the properties will be marketed. It 
is recommended that this inventory completion date be extended to April 1, 1995. 

In Section (h) (4) (iii)- Twenty-four months after the dates referred to in (h) (2) should be 
June 1, 1996, not November 30, 1995. 

Section (h) (5) -We recommend the substitution of "consent of" rather than "notice to" the 
local redevelopment authority. 

The Interim Final Rule is silent on the subject of air emission credits. However, we believe 
that it is imperative that the local redevelopment authority be allowed to retain these credits 
for marketing purposes, and this issue should be addressed within these guidelines. 

e) Minimum Level of Maintenance and Repair 
In Section (i) (2)- the language " ... below the minimum levels required to support the use of 
such facilities or equipment for nonmilitary purposes, except when the Secretary of the 
Military Department concerned determines that such reduction is in the National Security 
interest of. the United States" - is very broad and open to flexible interpretation. 
Recommendation: This exception should be deleted. 

This section also makes reference to this requirement remaining in effect until "one of the 
time periods in paragraph (h) (4) of this section has expired" (see the above section on 
"Personal Property"). This requirement could expire, under the existing language, one 

(5) 



week after the date on which the redevelopment plan is submitted to the Military 
Department. This scenario could lead to the neglect of the existing buildings and 
infrastructure, and thereby seriously threaten the local community's chances for a 
successful conversion. If this language is allowed to remain as is, it would have the 
potential to severely hamper our marketing efforts. 

R~commendations: Section (h) (4), which references the various dates by which 
responsibilities relating to both personal property and levels of maintenance and repair may 
terminate, must be revised to take into ac~unt the time frames of both the redevelopment 
plan as well as the dates of closure and/or transfer of property, whichever is later. 

In Section (i) (4) _(i) -the phrase "near term" must be more clearly defined, since it relates 
to the marketing· strategy of the local jurisdiction. -

To summarize, it appears as though the Rule, as currently written, will not facilitate the 
implementation of president Clinton's Five-Part Program. This Rule will lead to delays in the 
implementation of the conversion process, thereby slowing down the creation of new jobs for the 
local community. Given the significant impact to our regional economy of the pending closure, 
there is an absolute necessity for the rapid turnover of property to the local jurisdiction. · -

We recommend that the language of the Interim Final Rule with regard to revitalizing base 
closure communities be significantly revised to more accurately reflect the spirit of the 
President's Five-Part Program. 

We hereby request that such revisions reflect the comments and recommendations made within 
the body of this letter and its attachments. Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

· rank M. Jordan, Mayor 
City and County of San Francisco 

E. William Withrow, Jr., Mayor 
City of Alameda 

cc: Senator Dianne Feinstein 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
Congressman Ron Dellums 
Congresswoman Nancy Pelosi 
S.F. Board of Supervisors 
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~AMS COHEN SECURITIES IN~. 

747 Middle Neck Road 
Great Neck, New York 11024 
516-829-3410 

Mr. John Grace 
Chairman 

. ' 
y· 

625 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 500 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
312-751-5422 

June 13, 1994 

South Dade Coalition for Reconstruction, Inc. 
P.O. Box 163 
55 Brookville Road 
Glen Head, NY 11545 

Dear John: 

We confirm to South Dade Coalition for Reconstruction, Inc. ("SDCR") that 
Adams Cohen Securities Inc. is prepared·to assist SDCR in planning and executing, as 
manager1and underwriter, a community offering of securities in connection with SDCR's 
development of certain real property located in Dade County. As you know, Adams 
Cohen is/ the national leader in the management of community offerings for stock 
conversion of mutual thrifts and savings banks. 

I~ 1993, Adams Cohen successfully completed the community offering for Coral 
Gables ~ederal Savings and Loan in Dade County raising $198 million. Since 1984, 
Adams ~ohen has completed more than "60 of these offerings, raising more than $3 billion. 

Over the years, our Finn has enjoyed our client relationships with the Grace 
interest~ and believe that your skilled sponsorship of the project and our substantial 
experierlce in this field will produce a successful partnership to bring additional 
emplo~ent, and an improved tax base to Dade County. Just as importantly, the 
commubity offering will allow the community which has suffered from loss of the 
employ~ent base to participate in its regeneration. We are very pleased to be part of your 
effort. / .·. 

/vw 

Marshall V. Davidson 
Managing Dire<?tor 



JUN-14-9~ 13:43 FROHa ADAMS COHEN 
.,..,..-

Adams Cohen Securities Inc. 
Corporate Finance Department 

14-Jun-94 

IDa 516 829 3415 

ADAMS COHEN THRIFf CONVERSIONS 

Ticker Thrift Conversion 

PERFOJU.AED SUBSCRIPTION ENHANCEMENT & 
ORGANIZED SYNDICATE FOR COMMUNITY OFFERING 

FIBC Financial Bancorp, Inc. (NY) 
PFSB Penn Federal Savings Bank (NJ) 
REDF RedFed Bancorp, Inc. (CA) 
BRBC Bay Ridge Bancorp, Inc. (NY) 
GTFN Great Financial Corporation (KY) 
RELY Reliance Bancorp, Inc. (NY) 
CONE Conestoga Bancorp, Inc. (NY) 
GNPT G.P. Financial (NY) 
QCBC Quaker City Bancorp (CA) 
MSCB Main Street Community Bancorp (MA) 
QCSB Queens County Bancorp (NY) 
ASFC Astoria Financial Corp. (NY) 
LFCT Leader Financial Corp (fN) 
FFPB First Palm Beach Bancorp (FL.) 
HAVN Haven Bancorp (NY) 
ROSE TR Financial Corp (NY) 
JSBA Jefferson Federal (MO) 
SUNY Sunrise Bancorp, Inc. (NY) 
HFSB Hamilton Bancorp, Inc. (NY) 
COFC Coral Gables Fedcorp, Inc. (FL) 
FNSC Financial Security (lL) 
FROK F1rstRock Bancorp (IL) 
MSBB MSB Bancorp, Inc. (NY) 
MSBK Mutual Savings Bank (MI) 
ABCW Anchor BanCorp Wisconsin (WI) 
HNFC Hinsdale Financial Corp. (IL) 
FFDP FirstFcd Bancshares (IL) 
WCBI Westco Bancorp (IL) .. 
SWBI Southwest Bancshares (lL) 
ALBK ALBANK Financial Corp. (NY) 
CBCl Calumet Bancorp. Inc. (IL) 
FFWM First Fin. Corp. W. Maryland (MD) 
LBCI Liberty Bancorp (IL) 
BELL Bell Bancorp (IL) 
CRGN Cragin Financial Corp {IL) 

Offering 
Date 

Pending 
Pending 

04/06/94 
04/06194 
03/31/94 
03/31/94 
03/30/94 
0.1128194 . 
12130/93 
12/28193 
11123/93 
11/18193 
09/30/93 
09/29/93 
09123/93 
06129/93 
04/08193 
04/0,/93 
04/02/93 
04/01/93 
12129/92 
10/0S/92 
09/03/92 
07/17/92 
07/f6/92 
07/07/92 
07/01/92 
06/26/92 
06/2~/92 

04/01/92 
02/20/92 
02/11/92 
12124/91 
12123/91 
06/06/91 

Total 
Amount of 
Offering • 
(S Millions) 

$35.0 
s9.s 

163.1 
107.5 
46.3 

804.8 
31.1 
33.1 

109.3 
330.6 
107.9 
~2.9 

49.6 
102.3 
43.0 
38.0 
43.!5 

198.4 
17.2 
23.1 
18.4 
12.6 
50.0 
21.9 
32.2 
23.0 
28.0 

1S7.0 
3~.4 

13.8 
33.1 

156.0 
lOS.O 

PAGE 2 
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Adams Cohen Securitiet Inc. 
Corporate Finance Department 

14-Jua-94 

IDa 516 829 3415 

ADAMS COHEN THRIFT CONVERSIONS 

Offering 

Tic:ker Thrift Conversion Date 

FFBS FedFirst BancshaJes,lnc. (NC) 03127/91 

NSBI NS Bancorp (IL) 12/19/90 

JSBF JSB Financial Inc. (NY) 06127/90 

ELMF Elm Financial Services Inc. (IL) 03/26/90 

ECFC Eastchester Financial Corp. (NY) 04/11189 

Suburban Federal (P A) 01115188 

SGHB Sag Hasbor (NY) 09/02187 

DEER Dcetficld Federal (IL) 04/01187 

WMBS West Mass (MA) 11/06186 

OSBI Granite Stale (NH) 08119/86 

CBNH Community Banksbares (NH) OS/08186 

AFED Atlantic Fcdcral (MD) OS/08186 

HFED Hean Federal (CA) 12103185 

PMBK PrimeBank (MI) 02107/SS 

PSBF Pioneer Savings Bank (FL) 02103/SS 

TOTAL 

• Does not show effect or greens hoc if issued. 

PAGE 3 

Total 
Amount of 
Ofl'cring • 
($Millions) 

22.0 
80.0 

160.0 
23.0 
40.0 

3.3 
13~5 

14.4 
10.4 
17.5 
19.5 
7.1 

21.2 
6.3 

20.4 
$3.129.3 



~lockheed Air lerminal, Inc. 
P.O. Box 7229 
Burbank. California 91510-7229 

Mr. John S. Grace, Chairman 
Sterling Grace Corporation 
P.O. Box 163 
55 Brookville Road 
Glen Head, N.Y. 11545-0163 

Dear Mr. Grace: 

June 10, 1994 

The purpose of this letter is to confirm that Lockheed Air Terminal, Inc., ("LAT") has an 
interest in working with Sterling Grace. Corporation in the conversion, development and 
management and operation of Homestead Air Force Base. Should your firm be successful in 
acquiring the airport, LA T can provide the following services: 

1. Conversion to Civilian Use - LA T can provide advice and direction through the 
transition process resulting in a portion of the airport being converted to civilian use. 
Specifically, the transition process involves coordination with the Air Force Base Conversion 
Office and the filing of necessary documents and applications to effect the change in 
ownership, the establishment of the rights for your company to develop and manage the 
facility. 

2. Operation and Management - LA T can provide complete airport management and 
operation services and perform all necessary functions required to operate a FAA certified 
air carrier airport plus assist in the planning, marketing and development of aviation support 
services and non-aviation commercial property. 

We would be able to provide a qualified and experienced workforce that would be 
initially required with a need to increase that number as the airport develops. A fully 
operational commercial service airport may require approximately lOO_to 120 employees for 
the maintenance and operation functions. 

3. Development- LA T can provide design project management and other airport related 
development services for the expansion, alteration or addition of all airport facilities 
including terminals, runways and the like. · 



Mr. John S. Grace, Chairman 
Sterling Grace Corporation 

June 10, 1994 
Page 2 

.. LA T would provide these services pursuant to a mutually acceptable contract. We would 
be happy to send you drafts at your convenience. Other Lockheed Corporation companies such as 
Lockheed Support Systems, Inc. with its proven capability and experience in jet engine repair and 
maintenance could enhance considerably this conversion package and it advises me that it would 
have an interest if th<: market exists. We appreciate the opportunity to be of service. 

PGS:gg 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert J. Aaronson 
Executive Vice President 



THO!'vlPSON CONSULTANTS INTERNATIONAL. INC·. (TCD 

Backeround and Qualifications 

' 
Thompson Consultants International, Inc. (TCI) is an internationally recognized consulting 

firm specializing in ~rport and. aviation facilities planning, development program coordination, 

and financial management. The firm was established in 1964 and· has been under the continuous 

leadership of Arnold W. Thompson - its founder. In mid 1990, TCI joined Lockheed Air 

Terminal, Inc., operating as a semi-autonomous consultancy in that" organization. 

The firm offers a worldwide specialty consulting service to. airport and airline managements, 

architects, engineers, concessionaires, government agencies and the entire aviation community. 

Representative clients include those who own and operate airports such as the City of Los 

Angeles, State of Connecticut, Indianapolis Airport Authority, Port Authority of New York and 

New Jersey, Civil Aviation Administration of Norway, and Brussels National Airport; airlines 

such as American, 1W A, Pan Am, Northwest, Delta, America West, USAir, Japan Airlines 

and KLM; car rental companies including Hertz, Avis, National and Budget; and airport service 

companies and facility developers such as Concessionaire and Avia Development Group. 

Headquartered in the New York metropolitan area, the firm also offers full consultant services 

from its offices in Florida, California, and Oslo, Norway. The staff consists of experienced 

architects, engineers, planners, real estate negotiators, financial analysts, and airport 

management specialists. The professional staff has extensive experience as senior staff members 

with airlines, airport management, as well as other airport consulting_ firms. 

Arnold W. Thompson, A.I.A., the firm's founder, President and Chief Executive Officer, was 

formerly Chief Architect for American Airlines. He is a Registered Architect in over a dozen 

states and a member of The American Institute of Architects, the American Society of Civil . 

Engineers and other professional societies. Mr. Thompson also helped found the Airport 

Consultants Council and served on its Board of Governors. Listed in the Who's Who of the 

World, and Who's Who in Finance and Industry, he is considered by his peers as the "Dean" 

of airport terminal architects. 
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TCI has both led and participated in many airport master planning teams. The firm provides 

recognized specialty expertise in such areas as: forecasting, programming and establishing 

facility requirements; terminal, parking, access, cargo and aircraft maintenance and airport 

· operations support facility planning; land use planning; financial feasibility analysis; 

coordination of airpOrt tenant and user. input; concession studies; and airport development 

strategies. 

TCI typically contracts directly with the airport operator and serves as the prime consultant 

with, at times, support from sub-consultants. The firm has also served as the general 

consultant, assisting the airport operator in forming and coordinating the efforts of the project 

team. These services also include program management activities to ensure impleme_ntation of 

the plans. TCI has also worked successfully as a member of a team under contract to a general 

or prime consultant. 

The firm and its staff have provided professional consulting assistance to the operators of 

airports ranging in size from the largest international air carrier facilities to the small fields 

catering to the needs of general aviation. A representative listing of airports and aviation 

system assignments includes: 

Air Carrier Airports With International Service 
Ataturk International Airport, Istanbul, Turkey 

Auckland International Airport, New Zealand 

Baltimore/Washington International Airport, Maryland 

Boston Logan International Airport, Massachusetts 

Bradley International Airport. Hartford, Connecticut 

Brussels National Airport, Belgium 

Charlotte/Douglas International Airport, North Carolina 

Chicago-O'Hare International Airport, Illin<?~S 

Dallas/Ft. Worth International Airport, Texas 

Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Airport, Michigan 

Fornebu Airport, Oslo, Norway 

Gardermoen Airport, Oslo, Norway 

Guam International Airport, Guam 

Houston Intercontinental Airport, Te~as 
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John F. Kennedy International Airport, New York 

Kota Bharu International Airport, Malaysia 

London Heathrow Airport, England 

Los Angeles International Airport, California 

Metropolitan Nashville Airport, Tennessee 

Miami International Airport, Florida 

Milan International Airport, Italy 

Newark International Airport, New Jersey 

Philadelphia International Airport, Pennsylvania 

Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport, Arizona 

Port-au-Prince International Airport, Haiti 

Salt Lake City International Airport, Utah 

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, Wa5hington 



National Airports With Scheduled Service 

Albany County Airport, New York 

Austin Airport (New), Texas 

Birmingham Airport,' Alabama 

Burbank/Glendale/Pasadena Airport, California 

Burlington International Airport, Vermont 

Champaign/Urbana Willar4· Airport, Illinois 

Colorado Springs Municipal Airport, Colorado 

Columbia Metropolitan Airport, South Carolina 

Dayton International Airport, Ohio 

Daytona Beach Regional Airport, Florida 

Elmira/Coming Regional Airport, New York 

Eppley Airfield, Omaha, Nebraska 

General Mitchell International Airport, Wisconsin 

Greenville-Spartanburg Airport, South Carolina 

Harrisburg International Airport, Pennsylvania 

Hector International Airport, Fargo, North Dakota 

Indianapolis International Airport, Indiana 

General Aviation Airports 

Chautauqua County Airport, New York 

Crystal City Airport, Illinois 

Dunlcirk Municipal Airport, New York 

Elgin Airport. Illinois 

Franklin Municipal Airport, Virginia 

Friedman Memorial Airport, Idaho 

Genesee County Airport, New York 

Aviation System Planning 

Capital District Region, New York 

State of Colorado 

State of Illinois 

Indianapolis Metropolitan Region, Indiana 

State of Iowa 

3 

Jacksonville International Airport~ Florida 

John Wayne/Orange County Airport, California 

Long Beach Airport, California 

Melbourne Regional Airport, Florida 

Monterey Peninsula Airport, California 

Oakland Intemati~nal Airport, California 

Ontario International Airport, California 

Palm Springs Municipal Airport, California 

San Jose International Airport, California 

Southwest Florida Regional Airport, Ft. Myers, Florida 

Sprin~field Regional Airport, Missouri 

Standiford Field/Louisville, Kentucky 

tompkins Count>: .Airport, New York 

Triad Region International Airport, North Carolina 

Tweed-New Haven Airport, Connecticut 

Washington National Airport, Washington, D.C. 

Westchester County Airport, New York · 

Las Cruces International Airport, New Mexico 

Louisa County Airport, Virginia 

Ogdensburg International Airport, New York 

Medford-Jackson County Airport, Oregon 

Provo Municipal Airport, Utah 

Reno/Stead Airport, Nevada 

State of Michigan 

State of New York 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 

State of Utah 

Commonwealth of Virginia 



Large Hub Airports 

Baltimore/Washington International Airport, Maryland 

Boston Logan International Airport, Massachusetts 

Brussels National Airport, Belgium 

Charlotte/Douglas International Airport, North Carolina 

Chicago-O'Hare Internationcil Airport, Illinois 

Dallas/Ft. Worth International Airport, Texas 

Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Airport, Michigan 

Fornebu Airport, Oslo. Norway 

Gardermoen Airport, Oslo. Norway 

Houston Intercontinental Airport, Texas 

John F. KeMedy International Airport, New York 

London Heathrow Airport, England 

Los Angeles International Airport, California 

Miami International Airport, Florida 

Newark International Airport, New Jersey 

Philadelphia International Airport, Pennsylvania 

Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport, Arizona 

Salt Lake City International Airport, Utah 

Washington National Airport, Washington, D.C. 

~1edium Hub Airports 

Ataturk International Airport, Istanbul, Turkey 

Auckland International Airport, New Zealand 

Austin Airport (New), Texas 

Bradley International Airport, Hartford, Connecticut 

Burbank/Glendale/Pasadena Airport, California 

Dayton International Airport, Ohio 

General Mitchell International Airport, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Guam International Airport, Guam 

Indianapolis International Airport, Indiana 

Jacksonville International Airport, Florida 

John Wayne/Orange County Airport, California 

Kota Bharu International Airport, Malaysia 

Metropolitan Nashville Airport, Tennessee 
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Milan International Airport, Italy 

Oakland International Airport, California 

Ontario ~ternational Airport, California 

San Jose International Airport, California 

Southwest Florida Regional Airport, Ft. Myers, Fl~rida 

Small Hub Airports .. 

Albany County Airport, New York 

Birmingham Airport, Alabama 

Burlington International Airport, Vermont 

Colorado Springs Municipal Airport, Colorado 

Columbia Metropolitan Airport, South Carolina 

Daytona Beach Regional Airport, Florida 

Eppley Airfield, Omaha, Nebraska 

Greenville-Spartanburg Airport, South Carolina 

Harrisburg International Airport, Pennsylvania 

Long Beach Airport, California 

Melbourne Regional Airport, Florida 

Port-au-Prince International Airport, Haiti 

Standiford Field. Louisville. Kentucky 

Tria Region International Airport, North Carolina 

The preceding listing of airport and aviation system planning experience demonstrates the 

breadth of consulting services provided by TCI. The u'nique challenges and issues associated 

with the range of aviation facilities have been successfully addressed by the firm. 

In the area of management assistance and analysis, TCI lists among. its clients the Indianapolis 

Airport Authority; Connecticut Department ofTransportation; Westchester County, New York; 

Canadian Ministry of Transport; Civil Aviation Administration of Norway; Port Authority of 

New York and New Jersey; John Wayne/Orange County Airport, California; and Smith Barney, 

Inc., New York .. 
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In the area of airport-airline financial and properties services, TCI provides assistance to 

airports, airlines and other aviation clients in planning and evaluating the financial structure of 

proposed cap{tal projects. TCI professional staff includes experienced accountants and MBAs, 

many of whom served in similar roles with, airli'nes properties departments. The properties and 

financial services offered include: 

- Rates and Charges Evaluation 

- Airline/Tenant Negotiations 

- Financial Feasibility Studies 

- Preparation of Leases and Agreements 

- Concession Program Evaluation 

- Concession "Request for ProP?sal" Document Preparation 

- Concession Proposal Evaluation 

- Operations Audits 

- General Management Consulting 

These services can be employed in a complete project assignment that includes the general of 

needs analysis, conceptual design, financial analysis and pro-forma financial statements leading 

to tenant negotiations, preparation of lease and use agreements, and project management. 

Alternatively, these properties and finandal services can be provided separately to augment a 

project team that includes other professional consulting organizations. 

TCI, through its division, Potomac Associates, offers a specialized consulting service in the area 

of real-time (up-to-the-minute) aviation weather data acquisition an9. dissemination networks. 

Clients typically include state departments of transportation or state aviation agencies. These 

planning projects define a state/local role in expanding the coverage of surface weather 

phenomena to complement Federal initiatives which typically are insufficiently funded to meet 

total user requirements. The planning concepts build upon state-of-the-art technology which can 

be utilized to effectively and efficiently serve a wide range of user interests in weather 

information. 
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June 9. 1994 

Mr. John S. Grace 
President 

i N T E R N A Tl 0 N A L A I R L1 N E S , .. 

South Dade Coalition for Reconstruction. Inc. 
c/o Sterling Grace C"'tporation 
P.O. Box 163 
55 Brookville Road 
Glen Head. NY 11545 

Dear Mr. Grace: 

We enjoyed meeting with you last month and would like to confirm our interest in establishing 
passenger service to a terminal with related facilities built by your company at Homestead Air 
Force Base. 

Although serv.ice would start out with just a few daily flights. we believe tha4 if successful. 
KIWI" s operation might grow to 20 daily flights to seven destinations within one year bringing 
the yearly passenger total to L300.000. We estimate that initially 195 jobs would be created and 
that with growth. 360 plus jobs might be created by our operation at years end. 

Please review the attached document listing our currently estimated needs for facilities and 
amenities for introduction of passenger service. It is our understanding that you would offer an 
extremely attracti~e package to encourage KIWI to establish preliminary service. 

We look forward to establishing a detailed agreement at such time as you are in a position to 
offer this package. 

Sincerely. 

David R. Bell 
Vice President and Secretary 

DRB:tmhjr 

Hem1sphere Center • U.S. 1.& 9 South • Newark, NJ 07114 • For reservations, call: 1-BCXJ.JET-KIW/ {1-800-538-5494] 

Executive Office"! f201] 645-1133 • Fax: {201) 645-1161 • Local Calls: {201} 622-3232 • {908] 353-3232 
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Flight Service: 

HOMESTEAD PRIVATIOZATION PROPOSAL 
FACILITIES AND AMENITIES 

FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF PASSENGER SERVICE 

1. Antlctpated pe~senger traffic 
2. Number of flights per day/scheduling 
3. Type of pa!senger aircraft to utilize Homestead 

KIWI ESTIMATES: 
1. lnftlal • 720 passengers/day: 21.600/mo; 260,ooatyr 
2. Initial - Four (4) Round Trips A Day 

Newark to HST • Two (2) Round Trips Daily 
ARR 1100 LV 1200: ARR 1700 LV 1809 

Midway to HST - Two (2) Round Trips Dally 
1\RR 1200 LV 1300: ARR 1800 LV 1900 

3. 8·727·200: 150 Passenger Configuratio~o 

Passenger Terminal Features: 
4. Overafl drmensfons 
5. Numbar of check-In/baggage counters, dimensions or area 
e. X-ray/security posttl.ons 
7. Number of gates, size and capacity of gale waiting area 
B. Baggage handling equipment 
9. Estimated New Jobs created/salary range 

KIWI ESTIMATES: 
4. lnitta1 - A,OOO square feet 
5. 3 - Counter Units with she agent positions 

(A). 27 foot tong counter area 
(B). Back Offices • 900 sq. ft. 

6. 2 X-Ray Units & 2 Magnetameters 
7. 2 Gates/2 Jetwayg with 300 sealing capacity 

(A). Gate An~a • minimum 50'X60' each gate 
(8}. Operations Offlee/Area ~ 200 sq. ft. 0 

0 

(C). CommunfcaUons- Aadlo, Computer. Printer(FAX) & Phone 
8. Baggage Handling Requirements ~ fnitlal 

(A). Counter Conveyer - Belt. 30'X3' 
{B). Outbound Bag Make-Up Room • 60'X50' 

0 

(C). Inbound Bag Room/Conveyor· 
( t J. 60'X50' Room 
(2). Conveyor Carousel - 150 foot 

(0). Side-Walk Conveyor ro Bag Room· 450 foot 
9. (A). S8curlty - 14 jobs at $4·$6 per hour 

(B). KfWI Passenger Service • 34 jobs at $20,000-$30,000/yr 
(C). Skycaps - 9 Jobs at S2. 75-$4 per hour 
(D). Ponce .. 6 jobs at County Scale 
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Passenger Terminal Amenities/Concessione: 
10. Rest room faci,itles: mlnlmum capacity required 
11. Restaurant(s) ' 

- seating capacity 
• food/bar service 

12. Bookstore/newsstand 
13. Other concessions or airport hotel 
14. Estimated ne~ jobs created/salary range 

KIWI ESTIMATES: 
1 o. County Requirements/Invalid Access for passenger load 
11. Initial • 20·30 seating capacity w/food and bar service 
12. Initial - 150 sq. ft. 
13. Terminal Cleaning personnel/facilities 

(A). Fixed Base Operator - for Corporate Aircraft 
(B). Associated Equipment and personnel · 
(C). Initial Hote1 not required • Several within 5 to 10 minute.s 

14. (A). 20·25 jobs at $1S,OOG-$30.000/yr · · 
(B). FBO 12·16 jobs at $16,000-$40,000/yr 

Transportation Services: 
15. Car rental service · 

- number of rental cars needed 
• cleaning facility a·nd other equipment required on-site? 

16. Taxi/limousine service 
17. Bus service 

•. municipal bus service 
- hotel vans/buses 
• cruise lines vans/buses 

KIWI ESTIMATES: 
15. 1 0 cars per flight; Initial - .40· cars/day 
16. Rental Car facility· 4.000 sq. ft., water and electrical 
17. Parking/Handling Area for at least 

· 4 Munlolpal buses 
4 Hotel Vans 
2 Cruise Busses 

17(A). 20 Jobs at $16,000-$30,000/yr 
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Aircraft Une Maintenance~ 
18. . 

Facilities requ1rGd-
• Capacity-
• Dimensions of bui1ding{s) required -
- Specialized equipment • 

19. Services provided - Tum & Daily Maintenance Work 
20. Estimated new jobs created/salary range -

KIWI ESTIMATES: 
18. KIWI . 
19. Maintenance Shop; 400 Sq. Ft.: rear of terminal 
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Equipment - 2 AJC Tow Tractors, Lift Truck, Engine Start· Cart. 
Electric Caf1(Power Unit) 

20. 7 jobS at $40,000 

Aircraft Ground Services: 
21. Who will operate -
22. Fuel-
23. Food preparation-
24. Baggage handling .. equipment -
25. Sanitation -
26. Other services -
27. Estimated new jobs creat~d/salary range· 

KIWI ESTIMATES: 
21. KIWI 
22. Vendor Supplied and Operated 
23. Vendor Operated 
24. External Power Unit, 12 Baggage Carts, 3 Tugs (Tractors). 

4 Belt Loaders, 
25. Lavatory Truck and Tricholater, AJC Water Drinking Truck 
26. Waste Disposal by Vendor 

Aircraft Cleaning - Turn & Overnight by KIWI 
27. KIWI- 12 jobs at $16.000·$24.000/yr 

Vendor$- 10·jobs at $16,000·$30,000/yr 
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Cargo Servlcee and Faol1ities: 
2~. Identity of large potential usors 
29. Capacity 
30. Customs handling 
31. Refrigeration facilities required 

I 

32. Esttmated new jobs oreatedlsalary range 
KIWI ESTIMATES: 

28. KIWI and other potential wholesalers 
29. 2,000 sql ft. with lift truck 
30. Bonded with cage storage, 2.000 sq. ft. 
31. Freezer for meal passenger storage - minimum 220 sq. ft. 
32. 1 0-15 jobs at $16,000-$30.000/yr 

Fu ling Services and Storage Facilities: 
KIWI ESTIMATES: 

34. Unknown EPA Issues and Concerns 
35. Initial Storage-- 1,000,000 Gallons per Month 
36. 10 .. 15 jobs at $16,00Q-$30,000/yr 

Cu tamer/Employee Parking Facility/Lots: 
KIWI ESTIMATES: 

37. soo-1 ,ooo parking $paces 
38. BusesNans to/from lots 
39. 10-12 jobs at $16,000-$20.000/yr 

Future Major Maintenance Base Facility: •c• Services 
· KIWI ESTIMATES: . _ 

40. Hangar Capacity • For 4 B-727 Aircraft - 80,000 Sq. Ft. 
Electrical Power, 400 oyores: Pneumatic Power, High Volume
Low Pressure .••• Engtne Start Air 
Includes • Interior Shop. Metal Shop, Avlonlcs Shop 

41. Estimated new jobs ·created/salary range • 70 jobs at sao.ooo
$42,000 

Homestead Privatization Proposal: 
KIWI ESTIMATES: If Successful, KIWI's Operation could easily grow to ·20 Dally 

Flights .. to &even destinations within one year bringing the 
yearly passenger total to 1,300,000. 

Jobs Created by Plan 
KIWI ESTIMATES: Initial • 

Within Six Months -
Within One Year -

195 jobs created 
300 jobs created 
350+ jobs created 

.......... 



GR.~CE PROPERTY ~1.-\NAGEI\1ENT. l~C. 
55 BROOKVILlE ROAD 

P. 0. Box 163 
GLEN HEAD. NE'W' YORK 11545 

' 
" 

Writer's Direct Dial Num~r 

Davis P. Stowell 
Vice President 
(516) 686-2201. 

Tel # (516) 686-2200 

Fax# (516) 625-1685 

Fax # (516) 625-1686 

June 10, 1994 

Mr. John S. Grace 
Cha1rman 
South Dade Coal1tion 

for Reconstruction, Inc. 
c;·o Sterl1ng Grace Corporat1on 
F.O. Box 163 
55 Brookville Road 
Glen Head, New York 11545 

Dear John: 

We have reviewed three .redevelopment projects for facilities 
at Homestead Air Force Base and our assessment is as follows: 

l. •:::.mmercial warehous~ operations in Buildings 618 and 624 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

:t :s feasible to conduct commercial warehouse operations 
out of Buildings 618 and 624. 
The number of jobs associated with such operations, 
including related trucking and service jobs, is estimated at 
SO per building, or 100 in total. · 
Annual wages/salaries associated with these JObs would 
l1kely range from $15,000 to $35,000, with the average at 
approximately $20,000. 

A 500-unit wholesale/retail farmers market 

A large wholesale-only farmers market presently exists near 
the Homestead si te··but the number of farms and the 
demographics of the surrounding area suggest that a farmers 
market catering to retail, as well as wholesale, customers, 
1s feasible. 
The number of jobs associated with a 500-unit farmers market 
would be approximately two per unit on average, or an 
aggregate of approximately 1,000 jobs. 
Annual wages/salaries associated with the market would be 
highly dependant upon sales of produce but may be reasonably 
estimated to be approximately $10,000 to $30,000, with an 
average of approximately $15,000. 



' 

Mr. John S. Grace 
Chairman 
South Dade Coalition 

for Reconstruction, Inc. 
June 10, 1994 
Page Two 

3. A 150+-room hotel/convention center 

o Hotel and motel facilities already exist within minutes of 
the Homestead site to accommodate traffic during the start
up phase. Following the redevelopment of the Base, however, 
a hotel/convention center, situated on or near the golf 
course, with 150+ rooms, between 7,500 and 10,000 square 
feet of meeting space and function areas, health club . · 
facilities, and a small shopping ircade near the lobby area, 
is considered feasible. 

o The number of jobs associated with such a hotel/convention 
center depends _upon the ~uality of service desired but is 
estimated at between 60 and 110. 

o Annual wages/salaries of the jobs associated with the 
hotel/convention center may be reasonably estimated to be 
between approximately $12,000 to $40,000, with an average 
annual wage/salary, including tips in the case of waiters 
and waitresses, of approximately $20,000. 

Based upon the knowledge and experience of Grace Property 
Management, Inc., the total number of jobs associated with the 
three redevelopment projects is approximately 1,200. 

Very truly 

~ 
Davis P. Stowell 



---------------------------~ Manhattan Area Post " Inc. 

An: Mr. John S. Grace 
Chairman 
South Dade Coalition for Reconstruction. Inc. 
P.O. Box 163 
55 Brookville Road 
Glen Head. N.Y. 11545 

Dear John. 

June 9. 199.4 

I enjoyed meeting you last month to discuss the possibility of "Citipost" starting up an air courier 
service to the Miami Area. "Citipost" currently provides courier sel"\ice to New York. L.A. and 
Boston and is looking to expand to new cities. 

It is my understanding that you are in discussions wtth the Air Force to acquire and operate the 
Homestead Air Force Base. In the event you are successfuL "Ctttpost" would be extremely 
interested in negotiating a lease whereby you could make available space for a facility to be 
operated by us. We would require approximately 15.000 sq. ft. of open space with loading bay 
facilities. "Citipost" estimates it would employ 20 people . mcrcasing to 30 or 40. wtth salaries 
ranging from $16.000 to $40.000. 

Please contact me as soon as you arc in possession of the property so we may discuss a detailed 
agreement. 

Hugh FitzWilliam-Lay 
C.F.O 

"' ) i 

Manhattan Area Pos£yb_zc~ • 530 ·West 25th·St • New York, NY 10001 • (212) 206 62_0~ • Fax: 206 6204 



~ 
MALLOY· AIR· EAST·INC 

Su_{(olk County Airport • Westhampton Beach • Ne .... · York J 1978 • (516) 188-5410/5411 

June 9, 1994 

Mr. John s. Grace 
Chairman , 
South Dade Coalition for ~econstruction, Inc. 
P.o. Box 163 
55 Brookville Road 
Glen Head, N:v. 11545 

Dear John: 

I enjoyed meeting with you yesterday to discuss the conversion 
of Homestead Air Force Base and the related development 
P r o j e c t s w h i c h y o u a r e c r e a t i n g o n t .t:\ e b as e • 

As you know, Malloy Air East currently operates general 
aviation facilities at Suffolk County Airport which also was 
once a 8-52 air base. Because of this experience, Malloy Air· 
East is aiso familiar with the base conversion process. 

John, Malloy Air East would be very interested in 
negotiating with you to operate the general aviation 
facilities at Homestead in addition to an aviation school. 
Due to its extensive runway and ramp facilities Homestead 
would be an ideal site for corporate aircraft, maintenance 
facilities, ramp and hangar storage. As you may not be aware, 
we also run the terminal for the Suffolk County Airport as 
well as most of the FBO services. At the commencement of 
start-up operations, we estimate that we would employ 25 to 40 
people at salaries ranging from $18,000 to $75,000. If this 
operation is as successful as we believe it could be we could 
double this after two years of successful operation. 

Please contact me at such time as you are able. to make a real 
commitment for hangar and office space at the· easterly end .of 
the ramp area. 

?J~f~~~ 
Patrick E. Malloy, III 
President 
pem/jm 



C0l\,1l\1L'NITY STOCK COl\rvERSION PLAN FOR HOI\1ESTEAD·AIR FORCE BASE 

JOHN S. GRACE 

JohnS. Gracl! is Chairman of Sterling Grace Corporation, .which is the 
General Partner of Sterling Grace Capital Management, L.P., one of the 
Graces' investme.nt partnerships. He is also General Partner of The Anglo 
American Security Fund, L.P., Co-Chairman of Associated Asset 
Management, Inc., the General Partner of Drake Associates, L.P. and 
Diversified Long-Term Growth Fund, L.P., all of which are Grace-related 
investment entities. He is also President of Grace Property Management, Inc~ 

He joined Sterling Grace & Co., Inc., in 1980. From 1981 to 1983 he 
structured the acquisition and financing of Grace Geothermal Corporation. He 
became a Vice President of Grace Geothermal corporation in 1984 and served 
as President from 1985 until its dissolution in 1986. He invested in and 
became a Director of Richmond Hill Savings Bank until its merger with North 
Side Savings Bank. He is presently a Director of Andersen Group, InG. 

He is a former Governor of The Foundation for Advanced Information and 
Research (FAIR) of Tokyo, Japan, whose membership includes senior 
executives of many of Japan's leading manufacturing, trading and finance 
companies. He is a member of the Board of Trustees of the Ford Theatre, 
Washington, D.C. and is a Director of the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory 
Association, a genetics research institute. In 1994, Mr. Grace was elected 
Trustee of the Village of Cove Neck. 

Mr. Grace received a B.S. in Finance from Georgetown Uniyersity and an 
A. A. from Franklin College in Switzerland. 

SDCR 



RICHARD C. PECK 
518-383-3297 

EDUCATION 

18 Timberwick Drive 
Clifton Park, NY 12065 

1966 FAA Pilot's Certificate 

1967 . Graduated from _Patchogue High School, Patchogue, NY 

1987 Received four year degree from State University of New 
York in Aviation Technology 

WORK EXPERIENCE 
1970-1972 FLIGHT SAFETY INTERNATIONAL 

Certified Flight and Ground Instructor for 
FAR Part 141 Flight School 

1972-1974 DIC UNDERHILL 
Operating Engineer in high rise construction 
in New York City 

1974-PRESEHT FEDERAL AVIATIOR ADMIHISTRATIOR 

1974-1978 Air Traffic Controller 

1978-1981 Aviation Safety Inspector at Teterboro 
Airport, New Jersey 

1981 Staff Specialist in Compliance and Enforcement at 
John· F. Kennedy International Airport, New York 

1990 Operations Unit Supervisor at Albany Flight 
Standards District Office, Albany, NY 

1967-1970 

1968-1969 

MILITARY 

United States Army 

Served in Viet Nam, received Army Commendation 
Medal and Bronze·star 

PERSONAL 

Married Susan Cleary, March 7, 1972. One child, 
Mary Catherine, born April 17, 1982 

Assistant Soccer Coach - Capital District Youth 
Soccer League 

Active member of several model railroading clubs 
specializing in LGB layouts 



RICHARD C. PECK 
518-383-3297 

18 Timberwick Drive 
Clifton Park, NY 12065 

PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS 
I 

Total Flight Time: More than 17,500 hours 
More than 7,000 hours of Flight Instructor 
experience 

Airman Certificates Held: AIRLINE TRANSPORT PILOT 
Single and Multi-Engine 
Land and Sea 
Rotocraft/Helicopter 

Type Ratings: Israeli Aircraft Jet 
DH-7 
DC-9 
Cessna Citation Jet 
Beechcraft 1900 Airliner 
Super King Air 300 

FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR - Gold Seal 
Airplane Single and Multi-Engine 
Instrument Airplane 

GROUND INSTRUCTOR 
Advanced 
Instrument 

Control Tower Operator: Long Island Tower, Islip, NY 
New York City Radar Control Area 

Special Experience: Chief Pilot in charge of all FAA Inspector 
training in Agency Aircraft for the Eastern 
Region 

.. 
Responsible for recommending flight status 
for Inspectors including in-agency grounding 
where necessary 

Twenty-two years as a Flight Instructor, 
seventeen years experience as an FAA Pilot 
Examiner with broad experience in general 
aviation and air carrier aircraft 



RICHARD C. PECK 
518-383-3297 

Aircraft Operations 

18 Timberwick Drive 
Clifton Park, NY 12065 

·Experience~ observe and evaluate airport 
operations to prevent accidents, incidents, 
and potential violations, education of the 
flying public, promotion of good working 
relations between FAA and pilots at a variety 
of evaluation sites such as certificated, 
publicly owned airports and heliports, non
certificated, publicly owned airports, 
heliports, and seaplane bases, joint 
military/civilian airports, and private 
airports open to the public in restricted and 
non-restricted areas including ramps, baggage 
handling areas, private ~irport and security 
parking, construction areas, and other 
restricted areas, maintain awareness of 
potential security breaches and reporting of 
security problems to the Civil Aviation 
Security Field Office (CASFO) 

Coordinate with Air worthiness, Air Traffic, 
airport management, airport security or 
CASFO; conduct observations regarding pilot 
adherence to ATC clearances and instructions; 
observe pilot-adherence to approach and 
departure procedures such as local noise 
abatement rules, airport procedures, and 
recommended departure paths for traffic 
separation; ·observe insiances of unsafe 
taxiing practices such as excessive speed, 
taxiing contrary to ATC instruction, failure 
to yield right of way, taxiing too close to 
moving vehicles, parked aircraft, etc.; 
observe pilot proficiency during landings; 
observe marginal or unsafe operations such as 
improper altitude in traffic patterns, 
following other aircraft too closely, cutting 
in front of other aircraft; observe adverse 
weather procedures such as operation in 
special VFR conditions; observe whether 
pilots read back clearances·properly and 
comply with clearances; observe movements of 
ground vehicles in aircraft operating areas 
to determine whether airport security 
confines vehicle movements to appropriate 
areas; determine the level of airport 
security by checking that gates are locked, 
fences are in good condition, and access to 
loading areas is restricted to authorized 
individuals; determine that suspicious 
looking people, packages and activities are 
handled properly 



RICHARD C. PECK 
518-383-3297 

18 Timberwick Drive 
Clifton Park, NY 12065 

Airport Data Systems Experience: Approval or acceptance of an 
airport operator's system of obtaining 
aeronautical data and determination that the 
system is in accordance with FAA standards; 
analysis of airport obstacle data sources 
including obstruction charts (OC's) which 
must be augmented with other information 
sources sin~e OC's are primarily produced for 
airports,with precision instrument · 
approaches, terrain surrounding the airport· 
having a significant impact on allowable 
takeoff weight may not b~ shown on an OC 
since the coverage of oc·s is limited to 
10,000 feet from a nonprecision runway and 
52,000 feet from a precision runway, and 
chart revision is usually conducted every 
three years, although for many airports, the 
most recent chart revisions are considerably 
older; obstructioD data sheets ( 00' s) ·are 
digital derivatives of the OC with contain 
runway and obstruction data in tabular 
format; terrain charts or quad charts. Quad 
charts are produced to depict all terrain 
surrounding an airport, but man-made 
obstruction data is not depicted. Terrain 
charts are primarily used for mountainous 
airports where the obstacles consist of 
terrain rather than man-made objects; local 
layout plans, which are prepared as a 
condition of federal funding to airports, 
exist for many airports that do not have an 
obstruction chart. Local layout plans 
contain depictions and terrain that penetrate 
Part 77 planes. Layout plans are typically 
provided by airport owners. 

FAA_ .Form 5010-1, "Airport Master Record.. is 
prepared for all public-use airports and 
contains comprehensive data·on airports, 
including obstacles. The master record must 
be updated .annually for airports where 
scheduled Part 121 or Part 135 operations are 
conducted. Master records for the entire US 
are maintained by the National Flight Data 
Center, an agency of the FAA. Copies of the 
form are accessible to FAA personnel. The· 
form is kept in regional airport division 
offices for each airport in the region. 

Digital Airport Database consists of 
information from FAA Form 5010-1 for all US 
airports. 



RICHARD C. PECK 
518-383-3297 

18 Timberwick Drive 
Clifton Park, MY 12065 

Digital Obstruction Database contains all 
known, man-made objects that penetrate a Part 
77 obstruction plane. The database does not 
contain all obstacles that are significant in 
the takeoff case. 

I 

Rational Flight Data Digest is published 
daily, and the Thursday edition contains 
changes to obstruction_data. · 

Foreign Government Publications provide 
runway and obstacle information for most but 
not all foreign airports, and must be 
obtained through the appropriate government. 

ICAO Aeronautical Information Publications 
are available by subscription. 

Approval of Data Acquisition Systems depends 
on having the following characteristics: it 
must include all airports and runways on 
which operations are conducted; the original 
data should be based on OC's.or the ICAO 
equivalent; data must be updated by active 
surveillance; if OC's are ~ot available other 
systems based on other data sources may be 
approved; operators must show that data is 
complete and accurate; data must be verified 
by an official source, and documentation must 
be maintained. Operators must demonstrate 
that continuous surveillance on airports and 
runways served is maintained. The operator 
must have an active and timely revision 
process with sufficient personnel and 
physical resources to coll~ct, process, and 
revise data. Operators may contract for such 
data services. 

Technical Administrat~ye Experience: Conduct investigations of 
accidents, conduct incident investigations, 
conduct complaint investigations, conduct 
violation investigations, conduct NMAC 
investigations, process applications for FAA 
authorizations, process applications for 
waivers of FAR's, develop aircraft training 
requirements on Flight Standardization Board, 
develop MMEL-flight operations evaluation 
board, conduct accident prevention 
presentations, provide technical assistance, 
provide technical assistance to:iegal 



RICHARD C. PECK 
518-383-3297 

18 Timberwick Drive 
Clifton Park, NY 12065 

counsel, respond to legal request .for 
deposition or appearance in court tri~ls, 
process aircraft lease agreement compliance 
under FAR 91.54, evaluate FAR 137 Congested 
Area Operations Plan, inspect FAR 133 
operations, evaluate FAR 133 Congested Area 
Operations Plans 

Certification Experience: Cqnduct ROTC/other approved school 
phase Ghecks, evaluate deviation 
applications, conduct Section 609 re
examinations, evaluate airport analysis data, 
evaluate technical documents, issue special 
purpose certificate - foreign pilot operation 
of US leased aircraft, ev~luate manuals, 
conduct student pilot certification, conduct 
private pilot certification, conduct 
commercial pilot certification, conduct ATP 
certification, proficiency checks, additional 
type ratings, conduct initial/reinstatement 
CFI certification/additional ratings, conduct 
CFI renewals, issue ground instructor 
certificates, issue authorization for airman 
written test, conduct Special Medical 
Practical Test, Conduct CAT II or III check, 
issue Mil. Comp. Certificate, issue airman 
certificate on basis of foreign 
license/special purpose, issue statement of 
aerobatic competence, conduct written 
examination required for airman 
certification, evaluate flight 
simulator/training development, conduct 
aircraft and route proving runs, evaluate 
emergency evacuation and ditching procedures, 
evaluate power back procedures, evaluate 
aircraft lease, administer knowledge and 
skill test to agricultural pilots 

Surveillance Experience: Inspect executivejco~porate operators, 
inspect industrial operators, conduct FAR 91 
ramp inspections, monitor air race · 
activities~ monitor air show activities, 
co.I?-duct 121/135 base inspections, conduct FAR 
137 operator ramp inspections, conduct 137 
base inspections, inspect FAR 63, 65, and 141 
Airman Training programs, conduct FAR 133 
ramp inspections, conduct WTE inspections, 
inspect check airmen, conduct PPE 
inspections, conduct OPE inspections, inspect 
FAR 121/135 training programs, evaluate 
dispatch/flight following/flight locating 
systems, inspect crew member and dispatch 
records, conduct cockpit enroute.inspections, 
~onduct 121/125/135 ramp inspections, 



RICHARD C. PECK 
518-383-3297 

18 Timberwick Driv~ 
Clifton Park, MY 12065 

evaluate aircraft operations from airport and 
ATC facilities, conduct station facility 
inspections~ conduct cabin enroute 
inspections, inspect trip records, conduct 
CFI inspections, inspect FAR 137 operations, 
inspect airports (foreign airports and non-
certified airports) · 

Aviation Management Experien~e:· Served as Chief Charter Pilot 
for Mid Island Air Service, Ronkonkoma, NY; 
supervised 5 other pilots to maintain 24-hour 
flight crew; scheduled crew rotations, 
maintained flight manual-for Part 135 
certificate; enforced compliance with 
airworthiness directives for fleet of single 
and multi-engine general aviation aircraft; 
revamped operation of charter department to 
increase profitability. Experience as .Acting 
Manager of the Operations Branch of the 
Federal Aviation Administration, John F. 
Kennedy International Airport, Jamaica, NY. 
Developed and directed Training Seminars for 
New Attorneys in the Regional Counsel•s 
office of the FAA at John F. Kennedy 
International Airport, Jamaica, NY to provide 
an understanding of technical issues to new 
attorneys, to foster a team environment and 
improve productivity. 

Other Management Experience: Operating Engineer for high rise 
construction - supervised work activities of 
more than 100 skilled tradesmen in Union 
environment; responsibilities included 
scheduling crews whose work was often 
restricted by weather, other work crews and 
New York City Regulations; planned, directed 
and evaluated work activities to complete 
jobs safely and within budget. 

Founder, President and Chairman of the Board 
of a publicly held company providing 
limousine service to some of the major 
corporations in New York City. Developing 
the company required the ability to determine 
financing needs, working with a variety of 
agencies in New York City and State 
government, and choosing a management team to 
run.the company on a day to day basis. 

Former Principal of a development firm that 
constructed more than thirty homes in eastern 
Su£folk County, New York. Organized 
investors into a group providing.homes to the 
mid-price market; worked with ~actory 



RICHARD C. PECK 
518-383-3297 

18 Timberwick Drive 
Clifton Park, NY 12065 

management to deliver homes on a schedule 
coordinated with Town and County departments; 
developed schedules £or a variety of skilled 
trades, evaluated work to determine that 
workmanship requirements were satisfied. 

Additional Specialized Exper,ience: Seminars, FAA coursework and 
· outside 'training in Compliance and 

Enforcement, Human Relations Management, 
Preparation as a Technical Witness, and 
specialized training i~ mentoring 



HOMEPORT REUSE PLANNING COMMITTEE 

PHONE (205) 441-7115 
FAX (205) 441-7119 

The Honorable Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary for Economic Security 
Department of Defense 
Room 30814. The Pentagon 
\Vashington. D.C. 20301 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

· ' August 3~ 199-t 

Re: Department of Defense 
:n CFR Parts 90 and 91 

\ 

RINs 0790-AF61 and 0790-AF62 

P.O. BOX 1588 
MOBILE, AL 36633 

The Homcport Reuse Planning Committee. the Local RedeYelopmcnt Authority representing the State 
of Al<1banw. the City and County of Mobile. utility. business and residential interests. respectfully submits 
the enclosed comments to the Department of Defense interim mlcmaking on ReYitalizing Base Closure 
Communities and Community Assistance. 

The Homeport Reuse Planning Committee stands ready to assist the Office of the Assistant Secretary 
for Economic Security in defining Department of Defense guidelines into a win/win program for base 
closures. 

\Vith best regards. I am. 

Enclosure 

.11 

"' 

Sincerely. 

Reuse Planning Committee 
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Format For Comments Oil The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D8 14, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 203Ql-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/ Alabama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16127 
Column: 3 
Paragraph: 6 (Section 91.3(h) Definitions) 

Recommended Changes: "An area outside a 'Metropolitan Statistical Area' which, after analysis 
based on marketing trends, economics, job gro\vth, and population gro\vth, are deemed to not 
have comparable real estate or commercial markets to those areas meeting 'Metropolitan 
Statistical Areas' criteria." 

Why: As the current interim rule is written, the definition of "rural areas" is narrow and exclusive 
of communities that demographically meet the criteria of "Metropolitan Statistical Areas", yet, 
because of location and/or resource base, these san1e communities do not retain 
strong/competitive real estate markets or con1merce. Naval Station Mobile, located in Mobile, 
Alabama, is an example of a facility located in a coastal community supported by port and tourism 
activities. Naval Station Mobile was constructed in the southern reaches of the county where 
transportation infrastructures are not adequately developed to support economic growth. Naval 
Station Mobile possesses a "rural nature" with little or no economic recovery opportunities. 
Mobile's competitiveness, as a port, is also diminished by its proxin1ity to New Orleans, Tampa, 
Pensacola, Jacksonville, and Houston. Further, recreation and tourism is overshadowed by the 
abundance of Gulf Coast-, amusement- and entertainment- related industries of Florida and 
Mississippi. · 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comments Oil The lhterim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Alal?ama/County ofMobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16128 
Column: 16128 Column 1 
Paragraph: (Section 91.5 (c) Responsibilities -.new section) 

Recommended Changes: The Military Departments must secure the approval of the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense for Econon1ic Security for Military Department interpretations of the interim 
rule which conflict with the intent of the President's Five Part Plan and conflict with the decisions 
or jurisdiction of the Base Closure and Realignment Commission. The Military Departments must 
also secure approval of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security and the DoD 
General Counsel for any f\1ilitary Department legal opinions which question or conflict with the 
decisions or jurisdiction of the Ba·se Closure and Realignment Commission. 

\Vhy: Consistently, the local redevelopn1ent authority administering the closing and transition of 
Naval Station Mobile has had to fight, every step of the way, mid-level and non jurisdictional 
command interpretations of President Clinton's directive, the 1993 DoD Authorization public law 
(Pryor bill), or the directives by DoD as issued in the April 6, 1994 interim rule. The LRA has not 
only experienced Military Department personnel administering their own brand of policy, but has 
also experienced total disregard for the spirit of the law. The common answer given to the LRA, 
when it inquires about discrepancies in interpretation and implementation of the law, is "until I'm 
ordered, I will not, ... BRAC does not apply to n1y command, ... we're the Nary, we're different, 
etc." The frustration by the LRA in its dealing with the various levels of personnel within the 
Department of Navy has left us with no other alternative than to seek Congressional relief The 
aforementioned proposed language should spell out clearly to each Military Department that 
BRAC is a joint uniform/civilian effort directed by the Commander in Chief of the United States 
of America. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 3663 3 
{205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: Lll\1IT TO I COI\11\'IENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Con1ments Ori The Interin1 Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3 D814, The Pentagon 
\Vashington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Alabama/County ofMobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Comn1ittee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16128 
Column: 16128 Column 3 
Paragraph: (Section 91.7 (a)(7) Procedures) 

Recon1mended Changes: \\'ithin the 6 month screening period in paragraph (a)(4) ofthis section, 
the Military Departments shall consult with the local redevelopn1ent authority and make 
appropriate final determinations whether a Federal Agency has identified a use for, or shall accept 
transfer of, any portion of the property. If no Federal Agency requests the property, the property 
sha11, no later than 30 days after the close of the Federal Agency screening period, be declared 
surplus. 

Why: The change in this provision insures expeditious treatment of each property and sets a 
deadline toward which Military Departments tnust finalize its actions. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Con1mittee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: Lll\11T TO 1 C01\1l\1ENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments bii The iriterirn Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

·Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Fron1: '93 BRAC/AJabama/County ofMobiletNaval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16130 
Column: 16130 Column 3 
Paragraph: (Section 91. 7( d)(2) Jobs-centered Property Disposal) 

Recon1mended Changes: There are no recommended changes to the foJiowing language .. :, "Such 
appraisals or estimates $hould address a range of likely market values taking into account: 
feasible uses for the property; the uncertainties in property development~ and, current market 
conditions, etc .... The appraisals should not be based on the highest and best use, but the most 
likely range ofuses consistent with local interests .... " However, the Military Departments need to 
uniformly apply the directive outlined in the interim rule, Section 91 .7(d)(2). 

Why: .Although the appraisal for Naval Station Mobile 1 was presented to SOUTHDIV Naval 
Facilities Command the first week of June, 1994, the Local Redevelopment Authority has not 
received that appraisal. It is the understanding and perception of the LRA that the Navy directed 
the appraiser to recalculate value of the real property based on the Navy's O\Vn interpretation of 
fair market value and a reverter agreement which exists between the Navy and the State of 
Alabama. It also appears, at this writing, that the property may have been appraised "piecetneal" 
based on inquiries by the real estate division within SOUTHDIV NA VF AC and OPNA V 44. 
Appraising the property in this manner distorts the value of the property as a whole and probably 
does not take into account the value of the submerged lands. This approach hardly n1eets the 
spirit of interim rule in that Navy personnel within the Pentagon and in Charleston have deemed 
themselves experts on the commercial and industrial property values in ~obile, Alabama .. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMI\1ENT PER PAGE) 

The appraisal process executed by the Navy fit the criteria used in determining appraised value as defined in 
"Jobs-centered propefty disposal" rather than that of "economic development"~ because the LRA has not completed 
its reuse plan and the NaYy has already conducted an appraisal. 



Format For Cornn1ents On The Interim Rule 
lntplementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 2.0301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Alabama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile!Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 

· (Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16130 
Column: 16130 Column 2 
Paragraph: (Section 91.7(c)(2) Real Property Appraisals) 

Recommended Changes: There should be an effort to define, more clearly, the criteria on how 
"fair market value" appraisals are to be conducted on the property as a whole. If the fair market 
value appraisals are conducted on a "readily marketable" basis, then guidelines should take into 
consideration, as-is, where-is, zoning laws, existing infrastructure and expressed interest of use. 
If the fair market value is based on economic development and a reuse plan, the appraisals should 
be conducted after the Local Redevelopment Authority submits a reuse plan, as well as reflect as
is and where-is conditions, location, zoning laws, existing infrastructure, and any expressed 
interest in the property . 

. Why: The interim rule has two different descriptions of fair market value. Neither definition 
takes into consideration the differing circumstances affecting the property in the event property is 
conveyed for economic development purposes or is considered readily marketable. Further, if 
appraisal is based on reuse for economic and rapid jobs development, then the appraisal should 
take place after consultation with the Local Redevelopment Authority and after a reuse plan is 
proposed. In addition, the interim rule does not clearly define the property to be appraised. As 
currently written, appraisal can emphasize land, buildings, infrastructure .or any unique feature of 
the property resulting in an inflated value based on any one asset. The interim rule should define 
and appraise the property as a whole. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COI\1l\·1ENT PER PAGE) 



For·mat For Comments Or1 The liHerim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/ A18:ba.ma!County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee · 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16130 
Column: 16130 Column 3 
Paragraph: (Section 91.7 (d)(3)(i) Jobs-centered property disposal) 

Recommended Changes: Advertisement for expressions of interest shall be open for 1 months. 

Why: Advertisement for expression of interest should afford ample time for private interests to 
prepare proposals of use. However. six months is too lengthy and burdensome. Department of 
Defense and the Local Redevelopment Authority require expeditious property disposal based on 
jobs and economic development. Any private interest expressing interest in the land can within 
three (3) months provide to the f\1ilitary Departments a detailed plan of action for the site in 
question. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Con1mittee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: Lll\11T TO 1 COI\1l\1ENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comnierits Ori lhe lit~erim Rule 
Intplementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FV94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3 D8 1 4, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Ala~ama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Com.mittee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 1613 0-1613 1 
Column: 16130 Column 3~ 16131 Column 1 
Paragraph: (Section 91. 7( d)(3 )(ii) Jobs-centered property disposal) 

Recon1mended Changes: The Military Departments shall analyze each expression of interest and 
shall make a final determination, after consultation with the Local Redevelopment Authority, 
within 30 days if it is made in good faith and represents a reasonable· development 
proposal ....... The property proposed for sale shall promptly be publicly identified, and the 
redevelopment authority shall be consulted. If in the event, the Military Departments opts for 
private sale, the redevelopment authority may request reconsideration of this decision under 
paragraph (d)(5) of this section .... 

\Vhy: The subparagraph, as written, would allow delays to transition to be utilized by private 
interests whose plans may conflict \vith the community interests. Political or financial incentives, 
that may be adverse to community interests and goals, may well intercede in the orderly transition 
of the property. The above change would offer no appeal process to private interests \¥ho cannot 
or will not present a clear and concise action plan for the property in question. In addition, the 
LRA will be concurrently working to develop an economic development plan with the aid of state 
and federal dollars (Office of Economic Adjustment community assistance programs). It is a 
\Vaste of taxpayer dollars to exclude the LRA from the planning, or at the very least, the decision 
n1aking process. · 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

... ... 

(NOTE: Lll\11T TO 1 COI\1l\1ENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The lnterin1 Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. ~Q301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Alabama/County ofMobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16131 
Column: 16131 Column 1 
Paragraph: (Section 91.7 (d)(4) Jobs-centered property disposal) 

Recommended Changes: A few high value installations for which a ready market apparently 
exists may, nevertheless, not have generated any expressions of interests during the allotted three 
(3) month period ....... Redevelopn1ent authorities sha11 be so informed as soon as possible, but no 
later than four (4) months after the completion of the McKinney Act screening process. 

Why: To adjust the timing so that it agrees with the revised time schedule proposed in 
subparagraph (d)(3). As written, the language would al1ow unnecessary delays to transition. In 
addition, it potentially a11ows for political or financial inducements that may be adverse to 
community interests and goals. Because the community concurrently works to develop a reuse 
plan (with the aid of state and federal dollars - Office of Economic Adjustment community 
assistance programs) while DoD carries out its policy on property disposal, it is essential to confer 
with the Local Redevelopment Authority in the decision making process. Taxpayer dollars are 
wasted when these principals fail to work jointly toward economic development of closing 
installations. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Alab_ama!County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16131 
Column: 16131 Column 2 
Paragraph: (Section 91.7 (e)(4) Economic Development Conveyances) 

Recommended Changes: Before making an economic developtnent conveyance of real property, 
an appraisal or other estimate of the property's fair market value shall be made, based on the 
proposed reuse of the property. The Military Department shall consult with the Local 
Redevelopment Authority on appraisal assumptions, guidelines and on instructions given to the 
appraiser, but shaH be fully responsible for completion of the appraisal and a copy of said 
appraisal shall be provided to the Local Redevelopment Authority, within 90 days, after 
co.mpletion of the reuse plan. 

Why: Appraisal of Naval Station Mobile was completed and submitted to the SOUTHDIV Naval 
Facilities Engineering Command, the week of 1 June, 1994 (coincidentally, the week following 
closure). The Local Redevelopment Authority was not consulted with regard to appraisal 
assumptions, guidelines or instructions. Further, the LRA has not been given sufficient time to 
complete its reuse plan, yet an appraisal of Naval Station Mobile has already been conducted. 
There is no method to the Navy's madness in its interpretation of the interin1 guidelines. The LRA 
is not sure as to whether or not an appraisal was conducted on the basis of jobs-centered property 
disposal or on the basis of economic development as dictated by the reverter agreement between 
the State of Alabama and the Department of Navy. · 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Horneport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(20 5) 441-71 15 

(NOTE: Lll\1.IT TO l COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Con1n1ents On The Interim Rule. 
ln1plen1enting Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 2?301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Al~bama/County ofMobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16133 
Column: 1 
Paragraph: 3 (Section 9 I. 7(g)(2)(i)Procedures/Leasing of Real Property) 

Recommended Changes: The Secretaries of the Military Departments are authorized by P.L. 
103- I 60, section 2906 to lease real and personal property. at closing or realigning bases for 
consideration of less thanthe estimated fair market value, if the Secretary concerned determines in 
writing to the Local Redevelopment Autbority(LRA) and/or requesting party· (i) That a public 
interest will be served as a result of the lease. (ii) That securing the estimated fair market value 
from the lease is not compatible with such public interest. 

Why: The Local Redevelopment Authority in its efforts to secure interim leasing of the pier and 
its supporting facilities to date bas not received substantive or logical explanations as to why the 
Department of Navy is unable to negotiate interim lease agreements regarding former Naval 
Station Mobile. Depending upon the Command to which you are speaking with, verbal responses 
vary. Written response with explanation, whether in support or refusal of interim lease proposals, 
from the appropriate departmental Secretary should accompany each response so as to facilitate 
the next step in the negotiation process. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-71 I5 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The I nterin1 Rule 
In1plementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Fonvard comments to: Office of Assistan! Secretary ofD.efense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Alabama!County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile!Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Locatjon/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16133 
Column: 1 
Paragraph: 3 (Section 91.7(g)(4) Procedures/Leasing ofReal Property) 

Recomn1ended Changes: The Department of Defense shall establish a basic formula or "b9iler 
plate" document to be used by all Military Departments to serve as a guideline for lease 
negotiations between the Local Redevelopment Authority and the command which owns the real 
property. Leasing authority should be relegated to the lowest possible level, with oversight 
disposition located at the Assistant Secretary level. The negotiating agent should be intimate with 
the personnel and administrative structures of the closing or realigning facility, be accessible to the 
con1munity, be responsive to the redevelopment needs of the community while exercising prudent 
and co.nsistent stewardship over these public assets. When requested by the Local 
Redevelopment Authority, the command negotiating the lease will provide, in writing to the LRA, 
an explanation as to the necessity to include specific language in the lease agreement. 

Why: The impersonal nature of the Department of Defense bureaucracy undermines the intent of 
the President's Five Part Plan to minimize the negative economic impact resulting from the BRAC 
process. It is difficult, if not impossible, for jurisdictional administrative con1n1ands to possess 
insight into the uniquely complex problems, i.e. environmental cleanup or n1itigation, specialized 
function or mission associated with base condition, special military operations consideration, etc., 
associated with each closing or realigning facility. Consultation and cooperation with the O\vner 
of the property/or Officer in Charge can expedite replicative and onus steps that restrict 
negotiations and closure of leasing agreements. Further, ·the Local Redevelopment Authority, in 
its efforts to secure interim leasing of the pier and its supporting facilities, to date has not received 
substantive or logical explanations as to why the Department of Navy is unable to negotiate 
interim lease agreements regarding former Naval Station l\1obile. Depending upon the Command 
to which you are speaking with, verbal responses vary. Written response with explanation, 
whether in support or refusal of interim lease proposals, from the appropriate departmental 
Secretary should accompany each response so as to facilitate the next step in the negotiation 
process 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair · 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 

Phone: (205) 441-7115 
_,.W" (NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing· Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D8 I 4, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301~3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Al~bama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16133 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: 1 (Section 91.7(h)(I) Personal Property) 

Recommended Changes: ...... The Department of Defense wiJJ keep a great deal of the personal 
property at the base while the redevelopment study/plan is being conducted/developed. Only 
valid exemptions will be m~de to this freeze, usually involving the "military unique" or "mission 
essential" nature of the specific service being realigned or decomn1issioned. 

Why: The Local Redevelopment Authority recommends that the Subparagraph (h)( I) phrase "or 
property which the base does not own." be removed from the guidelines. The statement allows 
for the removal of non-military unique or mission critical equipment, by other daimants or 
commands, that may be critical to the community's redevelopment efforts. As written, the LRA is 
forced to negotiate with multiple commands within a service in order to achieve its reuse strategy. 
In addition, most commands are physicaJJy and psychologically far removed from the impacted 
communities and lack any impetus to cooperate with the community efforts to recover from the 
base closure acts. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 

Phone: (205)441-7115 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO l COI\'IMENT PER PAGE) 



Forn1at For Comments On The Interim Rule 
lntplementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814~ The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C.· 2p301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/ AIJlbama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Communityflnstallation/Group) 

Page: 16133 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: 2 (Section 91. 7(h)(2) Procedures/Personal Property) 

Recommended Changes: Each Military Department and Defense Agency~ as appropriate, shall 
provide to the Local Redevelopment Authority, prior to closure or realigmnent of any unit located 
on a closing or realigning base, an inventory of the personal property as of the date closure of the 
facility is signed into law. The inventory shaii include its condition and location and to include 
corresponding explanations of codes (key) used in inventory compilations. 

Why: Naval Station Mobile con1piled its inventories Jess than 30 days prior to closure 
(coincidentaiJy dated June C 1994) of the facility. Less than 21 calendar days out from closure, 
the Local Redevelopment Authority was provided with an inaccurate, incomplete and 
unintelligible inventory of the remaining personal property on the facility . The inventory 
presented to the Local Redevelopment Authority did not relate to condition of personal property 
or the location of said property remaining on the facility. Further, prior to official cessation of 
operations at Naval Station Mobile, many items departed the facility under the definition of "in 
support of realigning units" or "in1mediate need of realigning units" when in fact, the equipment in 
question was not required or installed at the point and time of realignment. The suggested 
changes affords an accurate system of accountability that guarantees closing and realigning 
facilities and decommissioning units are not stripped of personal property essential to economic 
redeveloptnent. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COl\1l\1ENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3 D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Al~bama/County ofMobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Cotnmittee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16133-34 
Column: I 6133 Columns 2 & 3 
Paragraph: I (Section 91. 7(h)(3) Personal Property) 

Recommended Changes: ..... Based on these consultations, the base commander and the Local 
Redevelopn1ent Authority \vill be responsible for determining the items or category of items 
potentialJy enhancing the reuse of the real property and needed to support the redevelopment 
plan. 

Why: The base commander cannot make such determinations on his own in that he/she is not an 
expert in jobs and economic development and land planning. Even after consultation with the 
LRA, as prescribed in this paragraph, there is no protection, afforded to the community, from 
chain of command intervention in the event the base commander supports community goals. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: Lll\11T TO 1 COl\1l\1ENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Con1ments On The Interim Rule 
Implen1enting Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 2~301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Al~bama/County ofMobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16133-34 
Column: 16133 Column 3 
Paragraph: 1 (Section 91.7(h)(3) Personal Property) 

Recommended Changes: ..... Disagreements should be resolved within the chain-of-command, 
'vith final authority on resolving personal property issues resting with the Secretary of the Military 
Department or the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security. 

Why: The change provides for civilian participation in the process. The ASD(ES) is an agent of 
the President's initiatives to minin1ize the adverse impact of facilities under the base closure acts. 
The Defense Department Director for real property may not be sensitive to adversities affecting 
the impacted communities nor may he be fully versed on BRAC closure and the interim rule. 
Also, by removing the language at the end of paragraph (h)(3) .... "This authority may be further 
delegated." ... the process remains unencumbered by reducing the number of people and/or steps by 
which decisions are made. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Con1mittee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COl\1l\1ENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comn1ents On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/ Alabama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16133-34 
Column: 16133 Column 3 - 16134 Column I 
Paragraph: 1 (Section 91.7(h)(4)(i) Personal Property) 

Recommended Changes: The Military Departments should make every reasonable effort to assist 
affected communities in obtaining the personal property needed to convert the bases into 
economically-viable enterprises. Personal property, as defined by accurate and timely inventories, 
not subject to the exemptions in paragraph (h)(5) of this section shall remain at a closing 
realigning base until one of the following time periods expires: 

\Vhy: The suggested change here insures early on in the process to both the Military Departments 
and the community that negotiations are based on an accurate and uniform listing of personal 
property. The t\-1obile Local Redevelopment Authority's experience in negotiating with the Navy 
on personal property issues has been negotiations based on inaccurate, incomplete and interim 
inventories. Complete and timely inventories are essential to determining what personal property 
exists and remains on site for reuse/economic development. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Comn1ittee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
lntplementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For F\'94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/ Alabama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Con1munity/lnstallation/Group) 

Page: 16133-34 
Column: 1613.3 Column 3- 16134 Column 1 
Paragraph: 1 (Section 91. 7(h)( 4 )(i) Personal Property) 

Recommended Changes: ...... Personal property, as defined by accurate and timely inventories, 
not subject to the exemptions in paragraph (h)(S) ofthis section shaH remain at a closing 
realigning base until one of the following time periods expires: 

(i) One week after the date on which the redevelopment plan is approved by the 
applicable Military Department. 

\Vhy: The change to subsection (i), paragraph (h)(4) allows for personal property to remain on 
base until the l\1ilitary Department authorizes or approves the LRA redevelopment plan. As 
currently written, the guidelines allow the property to leave one week after submittal of the local 
redevelopment plan. The guidelines do not insure that personal property will remain on site while 
the jurisdictional department determines whether or not the proposed plan is acceptable. The 
redevelopment authority's experience, throughout this process, has been that both Navy and 
Defense personnel have not or can not resolve, authorize, administer, etc. any issue \vithin one 
week's time frame. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: LII\·11T TO 1 COI\11\fENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Con1n1ents On The Interin1 Rule 
ln1ple.menting Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Ala~ama/County ofMobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16133-34 
Column: 16133 Column 3 
Paragraph: 1 (Section 91.7(h)(4)(iii)(iv) Personal Property) 

Recommended Changes: Delete/Strike subsections (iii) and (iv) of Section (h)(4). 

\Vhy: As currently written the dates referred to in Section (h)(2) are not clear. Is DoD referring 
to June 1, 1994, the date closure is announced, the date the facility is declared excess, etc., 
because 24 months after any of these dates for 1993 closures does not, in most cases, equate to 
Novetnber 30, 1995. Further, subsections (i) and (ii) clearly allow sufficient time for the LRA to 
identify personal property for its reuse effort (if accurate and timely inventories have been 
provided by the services). 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COl\1MENT PER PAG~) 



Format For Comments On The lnterin1 Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 2030I-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Al~pama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobilen-Iomeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16133-34 
Column: 16133 Column 3 - 16134 Column I 
Paragraph: I (Section 9I. 7(h)(5)(i)(ii) Personal Property) 

Recommended Changes: Combine subparagraphs (i)(ii) to read ... (i) Is mission critical or military 
unique fort he operation of a unit, function, component, weapon, or weapon system transferring 
to another instaliation not slated for closure, realignment, or decommission in the BRAC 1988, 
199I, 1993 and 1995 cycles. A transferring unit or function may take personal property needed 
to implement assignments or orders ex.isting at the time of transfer, provided suitable equipment 
will not be immediately available there and n1oving it is cost-effective. 

Why: The Loca~ Redevelopment Authority recognizes personal property that is defined as 
"mission critical'' or "military unique" as meeting the intent of the Pryor an1endment and the 
President's 5 Point Plan. Subparagraph (h)(5)(i) language, as written, includes major commands 
or claimants which allows for systematic stripping of personal property that may prove critical to 
economic redevelopment. In addition, personal property should not be transferred with 
decommissioning units or to facilities that are slated for closure unless it supports realignment that 
is "mission critical" or "military unique" in nature. This provision would eliminate the 
administrative "cherry picking" by DoD or other Federal Agencies. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-71I5 

(NOTE: Lll\1IT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comn1ents On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Ecpnomic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/ Alapama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16134 
Colun1n: 16134 Column 1 
Paragraph: 1 (Section 91.7(h)(5)(v) Personal Property) 

Recommended Changes: Meets known requirements of an authorized program .... .In this context, 
"expenditures" means the Federal Department or Agency, at the time closure is signed into law, 
has obligated funds in the current quarter or the next six fiscal quarters .. 

Why: This change insures that planned/budgeted DoD procurement directives are met. It does 
not aJiow any command or claimant to pad its procurement budgets and their inventories at the 
expense of impacted communities (stockpiling issue). The LRA believes that ift.he Military 
Department commands or claimants did not articulate or budget (the need for) personal property, 
when outlining its short-term and long-term budget and equipment goals, these commands and 
claimants should not benefit frotn excess property stock at closing or realigning facilities. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, A1abama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comments On The Interin1 Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Aiabama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity!Location/Con1munitynnstallation/Group) 

Page: 16134 
Column: 16 I 34 Column 2 
Paragraph: 7 (Section 9 I. 7(h)(7) Personal Property) 

Recon1mended Changes: In addition to the exemptions in paragraph (h)(S) of this section, 
If a realigning unit, command or other claimants request personal property that is also requested 
by the Local Redevelopment Authority for reuse, ·the Military Department or Defense Agency is 
authorized to substitute an item of comparable function or value similar to one requested by the 
redevelopment authority only if the Defense agency has attempted to locate comparable personal 
property from: 

(i) Defense Reutilization and Marketing Service. 
(ii) Another installation. 
(iii) Other Federal Agency property surplus disposal systems, i.e. General Services 

Administration. 

Why: The guidelines, as currently written, allows for delays in the Local Redevelopment 
Authority's efforts to develop and implement an economic recovery plan by removing key 
equipment and machinery. The rules also discourage early management and operation of real and 
personal property by the Local Redevelopment Authority, which could result in Military 
Department savings. The proposed revision would streamline the bureau·cracy associated with a 
system-wide search for equipment resulting in substantial packing and transportation savings for 
the requesting DoD Agency. Cost benefit is hardly justifiable when the military disperses funds to 
( 1) ship personal property from a closing facility, (2) ship personal property to a closing facility as 
replacement. Additional revenue loss is evident in the current guidelines from the standpoint of 
personnel productivity and encumbered paperwork 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: Lll\1IT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
In1plementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Alabama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile!Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16134 
Column: 16134 Column 2 
Paragraph: (Section 91. 7(i)(2) Maintenance) 

Recommended Changes: Public Law 103-160, section 2902 states that the Secretary n1ay not 
reduce the level of maintenance ..... except when the Secretary of the Military Department : · 
concerned determines that such reduction is in the National Security inferest of the United States. 
This requirement remains in effect until both the real and personal property is deeded over to 
federal agency. state agency, local agency, Local Redevelopment Authority or private interests . 

. ~ 

Why: The guidelines, as currently written, potentially allows for deterioration under the time 
scheme outlined in (h)(4) of this section. IfMilitary Department maintenance responsibilities end: 

(a) one week after the redevelopment plan is submitted. Note: The facility is left vulnerable 
to the time frame used by the services to accept or reject redevelopment plans~ 

(b) the date of which the LRA declines to submit a redevelopment plan. Note: The facility is 
left vulnerable to the length of time is takes for other interests to take title~ 

(c) twenty four months after the dates referred to in paragraph (h)(2) of this section which for 
1988, 1991, and 1993 base closures and realignments is November 30, 1995, or 24 
months after the date of approval of the 1995 closures and realignments. Note: The 
Military Department can relinquish maintenance responsibility at an earlier clate than stated---
in paragraph (h)(2). The date in paragraph (h)(2) does not refer to a specific date other 
than June 1, 1994. Is the intent paragraph (3 )(ii) the date the facility is announced for 
closure, the date the facility closes, the date the facility is declared_ excess to DoD needs, 
etc ... ? As written, any base on the 1993 closure list which does not close in 1994 or 1995 
may not be maintained by the services long enough to allow resolution of the BRAC 
process. 

(d) ninety days before the date of the closure or realignment of the installation. Note: Military 
Department planning seeks the earliest closure possible. In a compressed closure time 
schedule, the Military Departments, under this time frame, are not allowing adequate time 
for the property to complete the screening processes, much less complete property 
transfer to the community or non DoD entity. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205)441-7115 

.... (NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comn1ents On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington; D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Alabama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity!Lo~ation/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16134 
Column: 16134 Column 3 
Paragraph: (Section 91.7(i)(3)(ii) Maintenance)· 

Recommended Changes: The initial minimum level of maintenance and repair to support non
military purposes shall be determined, after consultation with the Local Redevelopment Authority, 
prior to closure or realignment of the base or unit. Inspection of a11 property affected by BRAC 
shaH be revie,ved by the LRA when it presents its redevelopment plan to insure the property has 
not deteriorated. Any deterioration to the infrastructural or the structural portions of the facility 
shall be repaired by the responsible Military Department. In no case shall the level of maintenance 
and repair: 

(i) Exceed the standard at the time of approval of the closure or realignment. 
(ii) Require any improvements to the property to include construction, alteration, or 

demolition, except that required by environmental restoration and that agreed to by the 
Military Department and the Local Redevelopment Authority prior to transferal of 
property. 

Why: The guidelines, as currently written, potentia11y a11ows the Military Department to choose 
the level of maintenance without regard to potential reuse. It furthers does not set any standard 
for maintenance which reflects environn1ental or climate conditions of a region (arid areas not 
prone to natural disaster are less likely to require a level of maintenance t~an coastal, sub-tropical 
areas in tornado, hurricane or flood zones. The LRA is best suited to advise on the level of 
maintenance required. The guidelines do not assure the community that every attempt 'viii be 
made to maintain the facilities, nor do they insure, in the event the Military Department does not 
prevent deterioration or damage, repairs will be made. Further, the guidelines do not take into 
account agreements or verbal commitments by the military to improve the property prior to 
transfer of deed. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COl\1MENT PER PAGE) 
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National Trust for Historic Preservation 
1785 MasS4chusctts Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
(202!673-4000 I FAX I2021673-40..~R \llO 

August !. 1994 

The Honorable Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of DefeDSe for EconomJc Security 
Room3D854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

RE: Revitalizing Base Cosure Communities and Community 
Assistance, Interim Final Rule 

32 CFR Parts 90 and 91 
RlNs 0790-AF61 and 0790.AF62 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

The National Trust for Historic Preservation (the "Nadonal Trust") is pleased to 
have tl:Je opportunity to submit the following comments regardiJli the interi.m final rule 
promulsating Section 2903 of the National Defense Authoriution Act for Fiscal Year 
1994 and providing lnt~rpretivc guidance concerning other changes to the base 
realignment and closure process generated by title XXIX of the Act. 

The National Trust is a private nonprofit orgailization chartered by Congress in 
1949 to promote public participation in the preservation of our nation's heritage. and to 
further the historic preservation poUey of the United States. (See ·16 U.S.C. § 468 ct 
seq.). The National Trust's mission is to foster an appreciation of the diverse character 
8Jld meaning of our American cultural heritaie• and to preserve and revitalize the 
livability of our communities by leading the nation in saving America's historic: 
environments. 

The National Trust has been an active player in te'titalizing America's distressed 
rommunities. Recognizing that neighborhood stability. vitality, and pride often emanate 
from a sense of piece, of history and of community, the Nationalli'ust bas entered into a 
number of active partnenhips with local communities to use historic preservation as a 
key component of communlty development efforts. 

In our work in cities and towns throughout the country, we have found that 

Tlil mi$Sion oi thi.· Nt.ltwr.al 'fnJ~f f~r His!orit: /';c:.\&:ll'c;Wm ism f.:•;~~;·•· em ,~pp:.:~·icJl:·wl m· :r..· 
di\'Ct!iC c l!d:"-'c:cr ur1d mr.apint; oi our A.t!leri~· .. m ~·:..Jtur.:Jl br:r/rtJfi.~· alt:d ~v ;.):.:)O:Th' .:~r.d :c:,·n.:11U 
Ilk ln·uln!JC}" tjf (llJI cummunitic~· b, J.:uJir..l!. t h1.. n.mm: in Jtl".t"ill.S .Amt!n:.: .. ··~~ 1-!1· torit: ~·w~r~m~cmu. 



Revftali2lng Base Closure Communities and Community Assistance 
Interim Final Rule 

·August 5, 1994 
Paae:Z 

perhaps the most vital element of any community redevelopment effort is the creation of, 
and adherence fo, a thorough and comprehensive redevelopment plan. For example, the 
National Trust's Main Smet Program. which has helped O't'er 850 communfdes in 35 
states revlta1J%e their abandoned and neglected downtown neighborhood conunerdal 
districts. emphasizes a comprehensive approach to community redevelopment. the first 
step of which is the creation of a thorough redevelopment plan Incorporating economic 
restructuring. design improvement, promotional activity, and the building of strong 
publie·private partnerships. 

Since 1992, the National Trust has beeu a partner with the Department of 
Defense (DoD) through tho Legacy Resource Management Program, coordinating eflbrts 
to plan for and manage cultural resources under DoD jurisdiction and becoming actively 
Involved with reuse planning at installations and communities affected by base 
realigrunent and closure. Drawing on our previous community redevelopment 
experience, In working with Department of Defense cultural resource managera to 
achieve the goals of the Legacy Program and in our related work with local 
redevelopment authorities In base closure communities, our focus bas been on assisting 
in the development of comprehensive preservation and redevelopment plans rather than 
actions on Indlvidual resources. 

. The National Trust applauds the Department~ inclusion in the Interim final rule 
the p!'O\ision calling for the formation of a local redevelopment authority, the primary 
purpose of which shall be the development of a comprehensive local redevelopment plan 
[Section 91.7 (c)(l)]. However, the following Subsection (d). •Jobs-Centered Property 
Disposal·. circumvents the planning pmcess by allowing the Department of Defense to 
convey properties quickly for public or private development to speed up job creation 
without regard to the redevelopment plan. While potential investors will be .. encouraged 
to work with the redevelopment authority so that their development goals wiD be 
compatJ.ole with the local redevelopment plan, • there is no requirement to do so. The 
only recourse available for the local redevelopment authority in the likely event of a 
conflict of interest is to request a reconsideration of the decision· to convey the property. 

In sum. the jobs centered property disposal process could permit private interests 
to acquire and utilize. assets without regard to, and even in conflict with, a reuse plan 
developed by tbe local commnnity. Not only will the planning process itself be sacrificed 
for short-term flnandal g~ but the many benefits associated with careful and 
thoughtful planning - long-term econo~c stability. community livabllity and the 
protection of historic and cultural resources - will be lost as well. 

The National Trust feels strongly that the jobs-centered property disposal process 
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5 Aug 94 

Assistant secretary of Defense (Economic Security) 
The Pentagon, Room 30814 
Washington oc, 20301-3300 

Attn: Mssrs. Steve Kleiman and Frank Savat 

As part of the public comment period for the "NDAA '94 interim 
final rules" (interim rules), I am pleased to provide the attached 
comments for your consideration. 

As the base closure and community reuse consultant to the 
Rickenbacker Port Authority (RPA) for the past year and a half, I 
have gained many insights into the complexities and frustrations 
involved in d·isposal and redevelopment of military property froJD my 
travels to other bases, attendance at base closure conferences, and 
personal experiences. · 

To a large extent, I share the concerns and comments provided to 
you by the National Association of Installation Developers. :r have 
not chosen to attach those comments to this letter, presuminq that 
you are already takinq them into serious consideration. 

Please reqard the attached as working co~ents which may require 
amend~ent as new information beco~es available. 

Thank you for your efforts to improve the process. 

Sincerely, 

RICKENBACRER PORT AUTHORITY 

By 

MILLER GENERAL SERVICES 
Development Manager 

"10m kumtm 
Thomas M. Rumora 
Assistant Development Manager 

cc: 
Lawrence Garrison, Rickenbacker Port Authority 
Jim Atkinson, Ohio Department of Development 
Cmdr. Tandy Brannan, Naval Reserve Center 
Tony Clytter, Air Fo~ce Base Disposal Agency 
Pamela Doyle, D.O.D. Office of Economic Adjust~ent 
Jane English, National Association of Installation 
Mary Jagiello, Federal Aviation Administration 

Developers 
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B/Gen. Steve Martin, Ohio Army National Guard 
Rick McQuiston, D.o.D. Base Transition Office 
Bruce Miller, Miller General SerVices 
Ron Newland, Lockheed Air Terminal Inc. 
B/Gen. John Smith, Ohio Air National Guard 
Dennis Spearman, General Services Administration 

'2. 



RICKENBACKER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
INTERIM RULE COMMENTS 

PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES 

First, it is ackn~ledged that the base closure ana reuse process 
is ·an extraordinarily complex and frustrating puzzle to all 
participants lawmakers, military agencies, and community 
representatives~ Few people crm 'clearly explain the chanqing shape 
of the puzzle or describe more than a few of its parts, and when 
questions are asked about how individual pieces fit together, even 
the experts begin to issue disclaimers and urge_ "flexibility" and 
"cooperation" amonq puzzle players. I can appreciate your dilema 
in trying to add a new and unusually-shaped piece to an already 
confusing box of mismatched and broken puzzle parts which date back 
over several-decades.· As you no doubt have learned, this procass 
inevitably alienates even the most enthusiastic puzzle players. 

Behavioral scientists would suggest that it is the nature· of 
government agencies to resist change, and that individuals in these 
agencies, particularly those who have endured many previous ••new 
rules" and "solutions'', may respond to constant chanqas with 
frustration and. resen'bnent, interagency rivalries, adv·ersarial 
attitudes, defensive non-responsiveness, defiance, creative 
sabbotage of new rules with old rules, and criticism of lawmakers 
who don't really understand the issues or impacts of their proposed 
changes. Considering that there have been continuing well
intentioned ~fixes" to the base closure process for so years, it 
may be no wonder that the system is so cumbersome and inadequate. 
Not counting the myriad of environmental regulatory changes, the 
base closure process has evolved from GSA and the Army corps of 
Engineers to AFBCA, to the President's 5-part program, and now to 
yet another round of laws, rules, and regulations. While the 
motivation of each of these actions, and ltlany more not listed here, 
may have been well-reasoned, the net effect is chaos, requiring 
charts with 300 or more boxes and arrows just to ''sUllllnarize••t 



RlCKENBACKER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

INTERIM RULE COMMENTS 

GENERAL ISSUES 

At a briefing I attended in Chicago several weeks aqo, I asked 
whether a "rea<1y market" detent}ination would have precedence over 
a public benefit transfer for airport purposes, and the answer was 
"yesu. I have since been informed that this is not the case. This 
is an example D£ the confusion and frustration felt at the local 
level when even the presenters don 1 t kno'iil -the right answers! 
Another version of this question is whether one facility can 
request both a public benefit transfer for part of the property, 
and an economic development transfer for the remainder? 

Ready market provisions are confusing because they ·refer to "high 
value" propert:\' which has not had expressions of interest witllin 6 
months. These seem to be contradictory concepts. 

Provisions of the interim rules which seek to sell ••ready market" 
properties quickly for public or private development to enhance 
employment opportunities may not work in several circumstances. 
Communities and local redevelopment authorities may not have the 
·resources to purchase property on their own, or to develop the 
leftover property after "cherrypickinq11 of the most easily salable 
parcels. For BRAC 1 88 and '91 bases, years of planninq may be 
undone by this process. The first opportunity for quick sale may 
not be the best long-term decision_ for economic stability. An 
entrepreneur/developer who may purchase property in this fashion is 
not boQ~d to uphold the community's reuse plan. The objective of 
raising cash presumes that the subject property is an immediate 
asset, \¥hen in fact there may be any nutnller of environmental, 
legal, physical, economic, infrastructure, and ether factors which 
combine to create a lonq-term liabilitv whose magnitude exceeds 
local resources. 

one of these liabilities involves environmental remediation. The 
true nature and extent of contamination at military installations 
can take years to determine. Public agencies which purchase 
property with the intent of remediating it themselves could become 
potentially responsible parties in a Superfund site. Since DoD and 
EPA are still consulting on this concept, communities would ):)e wise 
to proceed cautiously. 

The concept of providing early notification to local communities 
regarding intentions to sell property for job stimulation (or for 
any other purpose) is a good idea. In the past, when tarqe 
revenues were anticipated, GSA and AFBCA could not disclose their 
intentions for fear that such action would prejudice the ROD. A 
community should be informed reqarding disposal intentions at the 
time of base closure announcement, so that a meaningful and 
realistic reuse plan can be prepared. 

4 



Personal property still s.eems to be confused in the interim rules, 
in spite of indications that this would be a ntajor focus of 
improvement. Large-scale retention of personal property for local 
reuse, as seemingly conveyed in Mr. Deutsch's guidelines of several 
months ago, now appear to allow rapid disposal of personal property 
without local input or consideration. 

On ·the subject of providing input to proposed laws, rules, and 
procedural changes, it should . be noted that each community is 
usually left to its own devices'to interpret the impacts of a what 
are often vague, sweeping, well-intentioned words which do not 
accurately ref~ect local conditions and ~ay appear to contradict 
other applicable processes. This is how problems begin -~ when 
neither the qovernment implementors nor the community 
representatives know precisely what to expect. Understandably, 
this leads to caution and defensiveness on both sides. In oraer to 
lessen the confusion, suspicion, lllisinterpretation, and frustration 
felt by local communities with each new law, rule, etc., requests 
for comments could include an individualized description of_ the 
intended positive impacts on each affected facility from the new 
procedures. In this fashion, with.a clear and specific explanation 
of how the proposed chanqe is intended to benefit the local 
community, better input to future decisionmaking will be 
facilitatea. If this is infeasible, perhaps future requests for 
comments could include a detailed e~lanation of an ideal scenario 
in whioh the new measure will be most useful and a situation in 
which the new measure will have detrimental impacts. ~n the final 
analysis, unless the creators of laws, rules, etc. know how the 
i!llplementors will apply the intended "improvements" to real-world 
situations, the endless cycle of frustration and Change will only 
continue to add new odd-shaped pieces to a puzzle no one can 
assemble. 

"Fair market value" is not clearly defined in terms of the "as-is 
where-is11 nature of the property, and the infrastructure 
deficiencies, etc. which might affect the determination of whether 
a property is considered an ••asset" or a "liability". 

In general, the interim rules seem as complex as the rules they 
intend to improve. It is very difficult to explain such 
complexities to local community members, elected officials, and 
media representatives. 

5 
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RICKENBACKER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

INTERIM RULE COMMENTS 

SPECIFIC ISSUES 

Other than the transition coordinator's assistance, neither the 
President's 5-part community r~investment program nor the interim 
rules appear to provide siqnificant assistance to Rickenbacker. 
Since RPA is seeking an FAA-supported no-cost public· benefit 
transfer of aLl excess military property for airport and revenue 
purposes, neither the ready-market purchase nor deferred
costjprofit-sharin9 approaches are desirable. Since environmental 
clean-up agencies believe they have always been going as fast as 
possible, no fast-tracking seems to be underway 1 and like most 
military facilities, the base has been nominated to the National 
Priorities List, which may actually delay the process of 
remediation. Since drawdowns over the last 15-20 years . have 
removed most of the 16,000 personnel once stationed at this former 
Air Force base, traininq programs and other services for displaced 
workers may only be applicable to a few dozen remaining civilian 
personnel who will be cut at the time of official realignment (30 
Sept 94). Rickenbacker'a location within central Ohio's stronq 
economic region disqualifies it from large-scale economic 
development planning grants. 

As may be true at other bases, there are unique complications at 
Rickenbacker, not addressed by the interim rules, which create 
major challenges to reuse. 

The U.s. Property and Fiscal Officer (National Guard) has 
expressed concern that all real and personal property at 
Rickenbacker nay fall under his jurisdiction, and has 
questioned AFBCA's and RPA's role in the process. 

HUD appears to have mistakenly declared ~uildinqs inside a 
2000-foot safety zone around Rickenbacker's 6-million-gallon 
fuel storage area to be "suitable" for homeless housing, and 
the re~aining ANG unit plans to construct ~ -new fuel storage 
area within 2000 feet of the proposed homeless housing area. 

!3eing a realignment rather than a closure, the remaininq 
military units need to retain operations in several out-parcel 
••islands" for several years, which may complicate the 
caretaker agreement and delay reuse efforts. 

Re~aining Air National Guard and Army National Guard units 
have decided to maintain ownership of their real property, 
thereby requiring that costly and time consuming base closure 
and environmental impact studies be redone in the event of 
future closures in '95 or thereafter. 

Because AFBCA ~ill not authorize building demolition, several 

.., ... 
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bui1dings ~i11 have to be removed at local expense, including 
buildings listed for demolition by the military years ago. 

The legal require~ent that comprehensive lists of personal 
property be provided to the local redevelopment authority 
within 6 months comes after a local process ~as implemented 

. -which did not necessitate such lists. 

Personal property identifi~d for interim use of a 200-room 
billeting facility is beirig sought by another base. 

No appraisals or surveys of property to be excessed are yet 
available: 

All interim lease applications may have to be cancelled due to 
excessive sanitary sewer infiltration costs whioh cannot be 
borne by tenants. 

Miles of aboveqround asbestos-wrapped heat pipes which e~end 
throughout both the excess military and RPA proparty are not 
included in environmental remediation plans, thereby oostinq 
the community $1 Eillion or more to reMove. 

·Information does not seem to be available within current 
environmental studies to clarify whether non-conventional 
weapons or materials ~ere used or stored at the base, or what 
was stored in the litunitions bunkers by a local research 
laboratory. 

A golf course sold by GSA a decade aqa to raise funds from 
base closure activities may have to be repurchased at local 
expense in order to implement lonq-range airport expansion 
plans. 

As is often the case, there are no interim rules which cover 
these issues •••••.••• and the process continues. 
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RICKENBACKER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

INTERIM RULE COMMENTS 

SUGGESTIONS 

Final rules should be delayed until further iMprove~ents can be 
made, particularly regarding p.ersonal property procedures and 
priorities. 

Patchwork solutions should be replaced with a new baseline of 
simplified rul·es and regulations before the expected 1 95 base 
closure announce.Inents which are rwuored to be the largest yet. The 
McKinney Act, for instance, never was and never will be suited to 
the base closure process. Procedures devised for World War II 
surplus items cannot be expected to.be the foundation of property 
disposal efforts forever. A systeJU without universally agreed 
definitions of terms such as "mission essential" and "economic 
development~ cannot hope to be understandable or efficient. Terms 
such as "fast-tracking", "no-cost••, "local control", and other new 
and improved procedures which ~ere themselves •i~provements• to 
prior procedures, are by no~ so misused that they obscure the true 
nature of the process. A fresh approach is in order. 

In general, caution should be exercised in encouraging communities 
to acquire excess military property, and a full disclosure of 
representative unsuccessfUl case studies should be part of a 
cooperative public/private negotiation process immediately upon 
announcement of base closure. This would provide a context for 
local decisionmaking which spanned the full range of potential 
challenges and pitfalls. The lure of free or discounted property 
can cloud rational analysis and lead to mistakes whose social, 
economic, and environmental impacts may be felt throughout the 
local community for decades. In response to my question to a panel 
of reuse experts at a base closure conference last year, every 
panelist agreed that .. ~·there are a number of circumstances under 
which a community should ~ attempt reusa of a closing facility. 

EVen with the interim rules, couunity representatives are still at 
a distinct disadvantage in negotiatinq -with base· ·closure agencies 
due to the lack of adequate resources, documents, experience, and 
legal counsel to discover the terminology, procedural nuances, and 
administrative "ariances which may affect reuse plans and choices. 
Copies of all pertinent laws, rules, regulations, guidelines, etc., 
in the form of flow charts, 3-ring binders, case studies, agency 
rosters, and related items should be provided to all redevelop~ent 
authorities at the announcement of base closure, in order to even 
the playing field. 

once the local redevelopment concepts are formulated, via 
preliminary redevelopmant plan, FAA comprehensive and coordinated 
reuse plan, or other docun:ents and discussions, homeless proposals 
should be accepted only at the discretion of AFBCA and the local 
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redevelopment authority. 

Personal property disposal should be simplified by dictating that 
only mission essential items can be retained. All other property 
should be made available to the local community for reuse within 
the community area. Military units from throughout the country who 
l.ook · upon base closure as a "shopping center" for newer items 
should be discouraged. Negotiations should be handled at the local 
level, with fl~xi.bility for the base collllt\ander to decide how, when, 
and where to loan or dispose of ·vehicles, fUrniture, machinery, and 
other items of use to local job creation activities. 

Property acqUisition through the deferred-cost/shared-profit 
provisions of the Rules may only delay the ·ine-vitable conflict 
between local-level "drea!ns" and "means". Reuse efforts require 
e~traordinary viqilance and investment over lengthy timeframes in 
order to be successful. Predictinq operational breakeven points, 
development costs, regulatory impacts, global market trends, and 
local economic conditions over upcoming decades is difficult at 
best. Therefore, acquiring land today under the condition that 
profits will be shared tomorrow may be precisely what will destroy 
the local redevelopment authority's momentum at the worst possible 
ti:xne, ie., profit sharing may divert funds needed for infrastucture 
improvements. Communities which select this a"""enue m·ay later 
diseo~er that growth can act~lly be compromised by the terms of 
the agreements they so willingly signed·years before. 

Wherever possible, new rules should totally replace old rules, or 
better yet, most rules could be elimitated in favor of a greatly 
simplified "mission statement" system by which the base commander 
is provided broad responsibility, with GSA/AFBCA or othe~ quidanoe 
and funding, for creative approaches and unique solutions to 
special problems. Since the base ccwnander is already 11\anaqinq all 
real and personal property issues on the base while representinq 
'C.he service branch within the local community, this simplified 
process could facilitate knowledgeable and locally-sensitive 
disposal actions without cumbersome beauracracy. Also, since most 
issues already have to be solved by lengthy research and 
"negotiated interpretation", this simplified process would at least 
bring the negotiations down to the local level. 

Wherever possible, each new law, rule, regulation, guide~ine, or 
procedure should strive to totally delete two previous 1aws, rules, 
regulations, guidelines, or procedures, so that the net effect is 
to significantly reduce the number of pieces in the puzzle, 
simplify the overall size and shape of the pu~zle, ensure the 
standardization of tabs and slots whereby puzzle parts 
interconnect, reduce the number of pers~)ns required to assemble or 
disassemble the puzzle, and generally i~prove the experience of all 
future puzzle players. 

q 



Office of the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for Economic Security 

Room3D854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Sir: 

August 4, 1994 

H\V 

New York City 
Economic Development 
Corporation · 

110 William Street 
New York. NY 10038 
212/619 5000 

On behalf of Mayor Giuliani and as head of the New York City Task Force and 
representative of the New York City Commission on the Redevelopment of Naval.'Station 
New York, please accept my comments regarding the Rules and Regulations set out in 32 
CFR Parts 90 and 91listed in Volume 59, Number 66 of the Federal Register. 

It is our position that bases covered by reversion clauses should be returned -
consistent with the Pryor Bill and the President's Five Part Plan -- to the local authority 
without consideration. If the intent of Pryor is to relieve the Department of Defense of 
costly closure and caretaker obligations and allow communities to competitively seek reuse 
options for these bases, then bases with reverter clauses must be afforded the same 
opportunities. 

As you may realize, Staten Island has been significantly impacted by the closure of 
Naval Station New York. Because of the abrupt closure only several years after the base. 
was constructed, the economic development benefits promised to the community were never 
truly realized. 

Now the City is faced with the difficult task of fmding new tenants who will maximize 
the economic. benefit to the community and providing for the security and maintenance of 
the site~ It is essential that the base be returned to the City without consideration so that 
we can accomplish these tasks. Further burdening local municipalities with additional costs 
will only exacerbate negative impacts and significantly diminish essential economic 
development opportunities. 

I trust your office will recognize the importance of this critical issue. 

Chris Ward 
Senior Vice President 
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Wring Development Authority Of Maine 

August 5, 1994 

Office of the Assistmt Secretary ofDeferis~ For Economic Security 
Room 30814, The Pentagon 
Washington DC 20301 

RE: Comn1ents of Loring Development Authority on Interim Rule 

To V/hom It May Concern: 

ur~. 

Loring Development Authority (LDA) appreciates the opportwrity to provide these com
ments on the Interim Rule promulgated pW'Suant to the National Defense Authorization 
Act for fiscal year 1994, 107 stat 109. The LDA looks forward to working \\'ith the 
Department of Defense in our joint effort to redevelop Loring Air Fore~ Base and to 
revitalize the communities that have been impacted by the closure. 

Although the Interim Rule represents a significant step foxward in promoting a rational, 
compreh.ensi ve '~redevelopment" approach to base reuse, we believe that the proposed 
regulations have not stepped far enough away from the traditional "disposal" approach. 
Examples of this problem, pertinent to our situation at U,ring, can be seen in the 
following areas: 

1. Real Property Screenw& Since the Department ofDefense is requir~d in L~e ftrSt 
L'lstance to dispose of property in accordance with General Services Administra
tion property disposal regulations, the Department of Defense entities, other fed
eral agencies and homeless pro'riders have priority in identifying properties they 
would like to acquire when the base closes. It is only after property has been 
determined to be not needed by the Department of Defense· and other federal 
agencies and no homeless interest is determined to exist by the Department of 
Health and Human Services that it becomes available for transfer by direct sale, 
negotiated conveyance through the local redevelopment authority, public 1Jenefit 
conveyance or economic development conveyance. Although much consultation 
with the local redeYelopment authority is built into the process, \\~hich is critical, 
the ultimate legal authority for disposal of the property rests \Vith the Department 
of Defense. As a consequence, a government agency, whose location on the base 
is a valuable economic boost, could select a site andJor buildings on the base 
which private developers might be able to use and which are not t.~e only sites 

~ring Dc,·elopltler.t Authorily <Jf Maine Trusteu: . 
Michael W. Aube, Pa\l! R. Caria."li, Donald f. Ccllins, David 1. Dorsey, Daniej LIJ>ointce, FJi:Labeth B. Rt::uthe, Brian E. Thibeau, 

Arthur H. Thomp5(\n, Robert D. Umphre}, .AJ\>ert L. Watt, l)ndef J. Wlshcamper 

PO BOX 457, UMe!iTONE ME 047S()..Q4S7 Phon~ (207) 3~~-7005 Fax: (207) 32&-~811 

.. l' 
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which could be used by the federal government agency. The preference rule thus 
might interfere with the redevelopment plan. 

2. Jobs- Property Disposal The addition of this authority is a highly positive devel
opment in our view. Again, however, the Department of Defense ~ in our case, 
acting through the Air Force- should not, even after extensive consultation with 
the local community, be able to make final determinations about offering property 
for sale in a piecemeal and preemptive manner. At various conferences, the 
Department of Defense has indicated that the ultimate control over this process 
that a local development authority has is in its zoning power, but in our case, for 
example, we do not yet have land use regulatory control and, in any event. after
the-fact zoning presents some potential legal difficulties. The Department of 
Defense should not have the power, over the objection of the locru redevelopment 
authority, to sell substantial portions of a base ·where such a sale conflicts \\ith the 
redevelopment plan. 

3. Relationship of Interim Rule to 1288. 1991 and 1993 Base~losures There are 
several ways in which the Interim Rule recognizes that it may not work with re
spect to earlier base closures in the 198~ and 1991 round of base closures. 
Among the issues we confront that it does not adequately address is the need to go 
through a second round of McKinney Act screening. 

We believe that the process of property disposition should be less incremental and 
preemptive, and more directly related to, indeed governed by, a comprehensive 
redevelopment planning and decision-making process. Such a process, taking into 
accoWlt property, infrastructure, environmental and rnarket conditions, as well as land use 
and regulatory considerations, would more effectively detennine whether, and to v.ilat 
extent certain properties lend themselves to the various conveyance alternatives, and all 
in the interests of long-term comprehensive base redevelopn1ent. In this regard_, we 
support and endorse the sensitivities expressed by NAJD in their Draft Joint DoD
Community Cooperative Marketing Approach In Accordance_ with the Community Base 
Reuse Plan, dated July 21, 1994 (attached). 

Our more specific comments are included in tne format provided for conunents attached 
to this letter. Again, we appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Interim Rule and 
believe that 1nany of its features Jepresent a substantial step in the right direction. 

BNHIDEUmaw 

Enciosure 
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Comments on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX of the 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

To: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D8l4; The Pentagon 
Washington pC 20301-3300 

From: Loring Development Authority of Maine (LAFB) 

Page liJ..2i 
Columnl 
Paragraph 91,7 (a)(l) 

Recommended Changes: 

Early identification of federal agency interest in properties should allow federal 
needs to be addressed as part of the local development authonty•s reuse plan. 

\Vhy: 

Federal decisions should not be preemptive and piecemeal, but should be integrated 
into the redevelopment process. . 

Name: Brian N. Hamel, Executive Director 
Loring Development Authoiity of Maine 

Address: PO Box457 
Limestone ME 04750-0457 

Phone: 207-328-7005 



Comments on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX of the 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

To: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington DC 20301-3300 

From; Loring D~velopment Authority of Maine (LAFB) 

Page .l6l2a 
Column2. 
Paragraph 91 .7 (a)(3) 

Recommended Changes: 

• • ow~ 

Transfer of real prop~rty bet-w·een Military Departments should not be approved until 
incorporated into the local redevelopment authority•s reuse plan. 

Why: 

Federal decisions should not be preemptive and piecemeal, but should be integrated 
into the redevelopment process. 

Name: Brian N. Hamel, Executive Director 
Loring Development Authority ofMaine 

Address: PO Box 457 
Limestone ME 04750-0457 

Phone: 207-328-7005 
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Comments on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX of the 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

To: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington DC 20301 .. 3300 

From: Loring Development Authority ofMaine (LAFB) 

Page ill.2.& 
Column2 
Paragraph 91.7 (a){5) 

Rec.ommended Changes: 

r-'.C 

Amend the last sentence to read, "Decisions on the transfer of property to other 
Federal Agencies shall be made by 1he Military Department concerned in consultation 
with 'the local redevelopment authority, and in confcnnance wjth the redevelopment plan. 

Why: 

Federal decisions should not be preemptive and piecemeal. but should be integrated 
into the redevelopment process. 

Name: Brian N. Hamel, Executive Director 
Loring Development Authority of Maine 

Address: PO Box457 
Limestone ME 04750-04.57 

Phone: 207-328-7005 



Comments on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX of the 

National Defense .Authorization Act for FY94 

To: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington DC 20301-3300 

From: Loring Dev_elopment Authority of Maine (LAFB) 

Page -J.nl2& 
Column2 
Paragraph 21 . 7 (a)(7) 

Recommended Changes: 

The Secretary shall postpone any federal agency request for transfer until such 
transfer· has been approved by and incorporated in the local redevelopment authority's 
redevelopment plan. 

Why: 

Federal decisions should not be preemptive and piecemeal, but should be integrated 
into the redevelopment process. 

Name: Brian N. H~amel, Executive Director 
Loring Development Authority of Maine 

Address: PO Box 457 
Limestone ME 04 750-0457 

Phone: 207-328-7005 



Comments on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX of the 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

To: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington DC 20301-3300 

From: Loring D~velopment Authority of Maine (LAFB) 

Page liU2 
Columnl 
Paragraph 91 ,7 (h) 

Recommended Changes: 

1988 and 1991 closures that have already undergone McKinney Act screening 
should not be required to repeat the screening process. 

Add ne\\' subparagraph (b)(l4) to create a wai·ver provision similar to (d)(7) and 
(e)(7). 

Why: 

There is no reason to require a second round of McKinney Act screening. 

Name: Brian N. Hamel, Executive Director 
Loring Development Authority of Maine 

Address: PO Box 4 57 
Limestone ME 04750-0457 

Phone: 207-328-7005 

.... 
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Comments on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX of the 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

To: Office of Assistant Secretary ofDefen.se for ~nomic Security 
.. 3D814, The Pentagon 

\Vashington DC 20301·3300 

From: Loring Deyelopment Authority ofMaine (LAFB) 

Page ill.3.0 
Column2 
Paragraph 91.7 (c)(l) 

Recommended Changes: 

I • ..:J 

In the last sentence, replace the word "generally" with "wherever possible"; and add_ 
to the end of this sentence the words, "[the local redevelopment plan] ... and shall be used 
as the guiding policy document in making final the property disposition decisions." 

Why: 

In accordance with the importance accorded the redevelopment plan and philosophy 
expressed by the Amendments, and by the Pres-ident's Five Point Plan. 

Name: Brian N. Hamel, Executive Director 
Loring Development Authority of Maine 

Address: PO Box 457 
Limestone ME 04750~0457 

Phone:207-328-7005 

'' 



Comments on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX of the 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

To: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Ec.onomic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington DC 20301-3300 

From: Loring Development Authority of Maine (LAFB) 

Page l..6..UQ 
Column1 
Paragraph 91.7 (d)(Z) 

Recommended Changes: 

:-. J..~ 

Amend the next to the last sentence in this paragraph to read: ••Additionally, the 
appraisal shall not be based on the highest and best use, but the most likely range of uses 
consistent with the local redevelopment plen. 

Why: 

The redevelopment plan is needed to establish credible "local intl!rest". 

Name: Brian N. Hamel, Executive Director 
Loring Development Authority of Maine 

Address: PO Box 457 
Limestone ME 04750-0457 

Phone: 207-328-7005 



Comments on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX of 'the 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

To: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
· 30814, The Pentagon 

Washington DC 20301-3300 

From: Loring Development Authority of Maine (LAFB) 

Page lMlQ 
Columnl 
Paragraph 91 7 (d)(3)(ii) 

Recommended Changes: 

Amend to read: "If ... an expression of interest received dem.onstrates ... ready market, 
. the prospect of job creation, offers proceeds consistent with the mnge of estimated fair 
market value, and js consistent ·with tbe redevelopment plan, it may, with local 
redevelopment authority concurrence, offer the property for sale." 

Delete: " ... and the redevelopment authority shall be notified. The redevelopment 
authority may request. .. of this section." 

'Why: 

Federal decisions should not be preemptive and piecemeal, but should be integrated 
into the redevelopment process. 

Name: Brian N. Hamel, Executive Director 
Loring Development Authority of Maine 

Address; PO Box 457 
Limestone tv1E 04750-0457 

Phone: 207-328-7005 
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Comments on the Interim Rule 
Imple1nenting Title XXIX of the 

N?-tional Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

To: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
· 3D814, The Pentagon 

\Vashington D~ 20301-3300 

From: Loring De_vc:lopment Authority of~·taine (LAFB) 

Page lQ.l.ll 
Column2. 
Paraglaph 91.7 (d)(S) 

Recommended Changes: 

r . .l.C. 

The local redevelopment authority's request that the Secretary reconsider a decision 
to offer property through the jobs-centered property disposal mechanism shall ordinarily 
be granted, unless compelling reasons justify the sale over the objection of the local 
authority. 

Why: 

The local redevelopment authority will know the economic potential of the various 
potential reuses better than the Military Dep~ent and typically the military should 
defer to its greater knowledge. 

~a.tne: Brian N. Hamel, Executive Director 
Loring Development Authority of Maine 

Address: PO Box 457 
Limestone ME 04 750-0451 

Phone: 207-328-7005 
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Comments on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX of the 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

To: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington D~ 20301·3300 

From: Loring Dey.elopment Authority of Maine (LAFB) 

Page .lM.ll 
Columnl 
Paragraph 91.7 (e)((i) 

Recommended Changes: 

Should be revised to read: "Before making an economic development conveyance of 
real property, an appraisal or other estimate of the property's cunent fair market :value in 
an 'as-is, where is' condition will be made, based on CUITeot local zoning and· the proposed 
use of the property, adjusted by the offsetting estimated value of inftastructme 
improvements to support the proposed reuse." 

\Vhy: 

To establish appropdate market value. 

Name: Brian N. Hamel, E.xec.utive Director 
Loring Development Authority of Maine 

Address: PO Box 457 
Limestone ME 04750-0457 

Phone: 207-328-7005 

·...:.· 
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Comments on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX of the 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

To: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
.. 30814, The Pentagon 

Washington DC 20301-3300 

From: Loring De~elopmentAuthority ofMaine (LAFB) 

Page l.6.W 
Columnl 
Paragraph 91 . 7 (e).(4) 

Reconunended changes: 

r . ..1.'-+ 

Revise: The fact that an expression of interest may have been received pursuant to 
the jobs-centered property disposal authority, hov;ever, does not by itself constirute an 
indication that a base closure has not had a substantial economic impact. 

Why: 

One or two isolated expressions of interest may very well bear no relationship to the 
actual economic impacts on the communities. 

Name: Brian N. Hamel, Executive Director 
Loring Development Authority of Maine 

Address: PO Box 457 
Limestone ME 04 750-0457 

Phone: 207-328-7005 
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Comments on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX of the 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

To: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Secwity 
· 30814, The Pentagon 

Vv'ashington DC 20301-3300 

From: Loring De.ve.lopment Authority of Maine (LAFB) 

Page l.fi..U1 
Column2 
Paragraph 91.7 (h) 

Recommended Changes: 

This entire section presents an wmecessarily complex process, and are likely to 
generate tension, if not conflict, betvw·een the DoD and the local redevelopment authority. 
Recommend revision and simplification to retain aU assets, except military essential, until 
rational personal property retention decisions can be made, based on a redevelopment 
plan. 

\Vhy: 

Name: Brian N. Hamel, Executive Director 
Loring Development Authority of Maine 

Address: PO Box 457 
Limestone !\1E 04750-0457 

Phone:207-328-7005 
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Bill 
National Association of Installation Developers 

DRAFT July 21, 1994 

Join~ _P9P:Co~~~cy c.~~~~.!_iv~ Market~g Approac~ _ ·-·-· ·- __ _ 

In Accordance With The Community Base Reuse Plan 
-···--------····-----.. ···----·· -·-- .. 

. .. 
The National Association of Installation Developers believes ~at the DoD Interim Final 

Rules calling for DoD to conduct "ready.;.m.arket" tests for all base closure properties is an 
unworkable and inappropriate public policy, which conflicts with the inherent community 
responsibility to replan and redevelop the surplus base property. NAID recommends that the 
few cases involving potential "high-value" properties can be identified far more realistically ip 
cooperation with the cooununities and m· accordance with the approved community base reuse 
plan, as follows: 

1. The communities would be required to complete their base reuse plans in a timely 
manner (i.e. within 18 months of planning assistance funding by DoD/OEA) -
including the identification of the facility strengths and weaknesses from a 
competitive marketing standpoint, opportUnities to replace the lost DoD jobs with 
type of employment sought by the community. and the long-term market 
opportunities for the propelties. 

2. The communities will ensure that the base reuse plans include a market analysis 
and an identification of the major public infrastructure and facility improvements 
needed to implement the approved base reuse plans - including the costs of 
bringing the infrastructure and facilities up to federal. state and local codes (or 
the alternative demolition involved). The community base raise plans will also 
provide a fmancial analysis of the business-related revenues as well as the capital 
and operating costs for the property over a 15-year period that would be 
anticipated from community redevelopment of the base. The community reuse 
plan should identify the type, quantity and quality of jobs sought by the 
community in the property reuse. 

3. The community base reuse plan will also describe how the value of the real estate 
in its current "as-is-where-is" condition (based on existing facility conditions, 
present infrastructure, and current land use zoning) can be enhanced by local 
zoning, development entitlements and the orderly provision of public 

1 



improvements. 

4. As a result of Steps 1, .2, and 3, the community base reuse plan will in effect 
become a well-documented ·land use plan supported by a long-term business plan 
for the base property. 

~- DoD will refer copies of all.federal, state and local requests for property received 
during propeny screening to the community base reuse steering committee (or · 

.. -~---=:~~;.~~~.!_·:::.:·::!~~::re.aey¢lopment··authoricy)~· DoD will also defer any fmal property transfer 
decisions until the various proposals can be considered within the community base 
reuse p~a~g.process .. ·-··· --·~ ··-····---·-. _ 

· 6. _. DoD and the.Miiitary Departments will continue io use the approved community . 
_ .. ·.~- ~-~--.... ·.-.. ~a-s·e~reusey1~-a:s-:~e··~referred alternative" in the property disposal EIS. and 

.. · -:··- - .. --· ·- --· · will~also·now use -the ·conirilunicy base· reuse. pla.'l.S for their decisions: (1)_ on_how __ 
. __ __:_ · .. __ ~- .· ______ J1le_.Q!9l'e~-~~'?u.ld- be marketed most effectivelyt and (2) whether to convey-the 

i. 

8. 

9. 

propeny for Economic Development purposes under Section 2903. · · 
.. 

The entire base will be viewed as a cohesive parcel . of real estate. The 
communities will not be required to purchase specific parcels (such as golf 

·· courses and ·family housing) apart from the ftnal decision as to how the entire 
base will be managed, redeveloped and ftnaneed. The parcels with early reuse 
potential should be used to provide an income stream to support of the long-term 
development of the entire property. 

The responsibility for marketing the property will rest solely with the community, 
except in those few cases where the community has not completed its base reuse 
plan in a timely manner. The conununity will intensively market the property in 
keeping with the long-tenn job creation goal6 identified in Step 3 -- with the 
Military Departments receiving their maximum cumulative ~ property 
sa!esllease profits (40 percent) in non-rural areas over the long-term through the 
orderly redevelopmeru of the property. 

DoD will reach a consensus with· the impacted communities as to the normal 
types of community operating and capital costs that will represent reasonable 
community ex.penses for m~rketing, maintaining and developing the base facilities 
over the long·term to arrive at the net sales/lease value proceeds from the 
property. Off-site capital expenses necessary to open the base property to further 
density (hence value), such as improved highway access, will be recognized as 
a reasonable community cost. 

10. . The Military Departments will reach agreement with the local redevelopment 
authority on any deed restrictions to be included in the fmal Record of De.cision 
(ROD} and will s~e the ROD in draft with the local redevelopment authority .. 

2 
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11. The communities will utilize the services of the residential, commercial and 
industrial brokerage professions wherever appropriate to provide maximum 
exposure for the surplus DoD base facilities. This key marketing step requires 
that brokerage fee.s be explicitly recognized in the DoD Final Rules as an 
appropriate community development cost that will take maximum advantage of 
existing real estate market mechanisms. . 

~pe~!~ ~eatures for t~e. F~':V Po.s~ible "High-Value" Properties: 

12. The local redevelopment authorities will actively reach out to the appropriate real 
· estate development profession to identify possible high-val~e propenies, especially 
after local zoning and entitlements have been provided by the community. In the 

-------=Dl!i.Q.r~etrQP.Olitan ~~~ .... '!.~~~ .Jrlgh-v~l~e properties are most likely to be 
located, the local redevelopment authorities will seek the advice of QUalified 
·professional groups, such ·as the Urban Land Institute ·regional councils· or others. 
This advice-seeking step will follow the approach used in Denver-Aurora fo~ 
Lowry AFB in cooperation with the local UU regional council. The cotnmeri.ts 
of these professional groups will be incorporated wher~ver possible in the fmal 
community base reuse plan. 

13. In those instances where the community base re-Jse plan suggests •'high-value" 
properties. the Military· Departments will be authorized end encouraged to entex 
into joint venture agreements where the preponderance of the net sales/lease 
values will be returned to DoD over the long-term. These ~high value" 
properties could also be transferred to communities under Section 2903 for 
economic development purposes, but for value in excess 9f cucrent fair market 
value based on current conditions and current zoning. As limited partners in the 
joint venrure reuse cf the property. the Military Departments will be encouraged 
to participate in the lznd use planning process, in the development of Request ... for
Qualifications and Requests-for-Proposals for the competitive sale/lease of major 
parcels, and the rmal contractor competitive selection process. 

14. In those instances where the Military Department believes that "high-value" 
propeny may exist, DoD will retain an independent non-profit assoeiation, such 
as the American Society of .Real Estate Counselors or the Urban Land Institute, 
to offer its recommendations as to the .optimum reuse of the property based also 
on the community base reuse plan but also including other development features 
to enhance tlle goals in the community base reuse plan. Community input will 
be encou.raged in this independent review process. 

15. The community will be provided an opportunity to submit new information or 
new offers for disposal of a local 11high~value .. property. 

16. In the event that the community does not complete a community base reuse plan, 
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-·. --· .. --· .. _. ·- -- ---· -· ·-· .. 

or in the event that the revised conununity offer is substantially below the 
independent third-party development recommendation, DoD and the MHita.xy 
Department reserve the option to sell the property at open bid sale, but subject 
to the community base reuse plan when available . 

. . . ~ - . ·-- .. - .... - . . . . . 

-·--~--·-~·="""'•,...•-·-- ·- -··-- - .. 
-···· -·---- . _ .. --- ·-· -··---· ·--· .. ·.-·.· .. ·-~-
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General Services Administration 
Federal Property Resources Service 

Washington, DC 20405 

JUL 2 2 1994 

The Honorable Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for 

Economic Security 
Room 3D854 
The Pentagon · 
Washington, DC 20301 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

11\~ 

The General Services Administration has reviewed the 
Department of Defense (DOD) interim final rule implementing 
Title XXIX of the National Defense Authorization Act for 
Fiscal Year 1994 (P.L. 103-160) and establishing policy and 
procedure under the President's Five-Part Plan, "A Program 
to Revitalize Base Closure Communities," and offers the 
following ~omments: 

1. Disposal Process 

The 1988 and 1990 base closure and realignment statutes 
direct the Secretary of Defense, under delegation from the 
Administrator of General Services, to utilize and dispose of 
property pursuant to the provisions of the ·Federal Property 
and Administrative Services Act of 1949 (FPA), as amended, 
and its implementing regulations. Under the FPA, property 
is first made available for further Federal use. In the 
absence of such need, the property is made available to 
State and local governments by negotiated sale and/or at 
reduced or at no cost for cert'ain public benefit purposes 
such as health including homeless, education, park and 
recreation, prisons, and airports. If property is not 
acquired by State and local governments it is then offered 
for public sale. Section 2903 of P.L. 103-160 (Pryor 
Amendment) preaerves the FPA authorities and in addition 
authorizes the conveyance of base closure properties to 
redevelopment authorities at less than fair ma.'rket value for 
economic development purposes. 

After reviewing the proposed regulations as well as the flow 
chart included as Appendix A, we are unclear as to the exact 
disposal process and believe that the regulations, as 
written with less than specific guidelines and procedures, 
may not assure full and effective opportunity both for 
further Federal utilization transfers and for public benefit 
discount conveyances including the economic development 
conveyance authorized under the Pryor Amendment . 

.., . . #"f!tt.. ~ . . 
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In particular, under section 91.7(d) of the proposed rule 
discussing "Jobs-centered Property Disposal," it appears 
that properties determined as having a high value and a 
ready market may first be made available for sale to the 
general public. 

Although we understand the need for limited discretionary 
authority, we would like to note the importance of disposal 
process priorities. The traditional combining of public 
benefit disposals with negotiated and publi-c sales has been 
~emonstrated to be an effective response to the economic 
hardship of base closure. The lack of clear and definitive 
criteria and disposal guidelines can only lead to confusion 
and disposal inconsistencies and ultimately may not ensure 
beneficial reutilization and redevelopment of installations 
within the local communities. 

2. Fair Market Value/Appraisal Process 

The Pryor Amendment authorizes the conveyance of base 
closure properties to redevelopment authorities at less than 
fair market value for economic development purposes. The 
Amendment itself does not attempt to modify or change the 
definition of fair market value. However, the implementing 
regulations (sections 91.7(d) and (e)) speak of basing value 
not on the highest and best use but on the most likely range 
of uses consistent with local interests. This is not the 
appraisal standard for providing value estimates and this 
action would undermine the premise upon which the fair 
market value is based. Rather than compromising the 
definition of fair market value agreed to by agencies that 
regulate Federal financial institutions, it would seem more 
appropriate to give weight to the redevelopment plan in 
arriving at the amount of the public benefit discount to be 
applied to fair market value under the Pryor Amendment. GSA 
is also concerned that this same method will be used in 
establishing the fair market value for sales to the general 
public under "jobs-centered property disposals." It should 
be noted that this method for determining fair market value 
is inconsistent with existing policy and procedures for 
establishing property values for disposals under the FPA. 

On an associated note, especially when dealing with values 
of the property, the appraisal process should not be 
undermined. The appraised fair market value is an objective 
view of value. Professional appraisers. are bound by 
standards to give their opinion of fair market value under 
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the premise of highest and best use, and the States license 
and certify them based on this objective method. In doing 
otherwise, a valuable tool in the process would be lost and 
no true uniform standards applying to estimates of value 
would be available. 

3. Environmental Restoration 

GSA agrees that one of the most difficult obstacles to 
getting property into productive use is accomplishing 
environmental restoration prior to property disposal. 
Therefore, we recognize the need to consider new initiatives 
that will expedite property disposal. However, several 
major concerns exist with DOD's proposed rule implementing 
section 2908 of P.L. 103-160 which would allow future 
purchasers to perform cleanup operations in lieu of mone·tary 
consideration for certain properties. 

Determination of environmental remediation costs presents a 
significant concern. It does not appear that a uniform 
system exists for determining such costs or provisions for 
handling adjustments to these costs, which often escalate as 
remediation progresses. A well-structured system is needed 
to determine cleanup costs, compensation amounts, and the 
process by which environmental restoration will be 
accomplished if this approach is to succeed. 

Finally, we are concerned that an adequate system has not 
been established to monitor environmental restoration 
activities and ensure ·compliance with applicable 
environmental laws and regulations after these conveyances 
have been accomplished. 

Sincerely, 

GORDON S. CREED 
Acting Deputy Commissioner 
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Sc.ic:nc.c~. T-cdmolor;y. f:.tiU<~tion. ami Polley 

Mr. Joshua Gottha.um 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Economic Security 
::\DX 14. The Pentagon 
W:~~hington. DC 20301 

SANTA CRUZ. CALlFORJ,ilA 95064 

August 4. 1994 J/15 

RE: Comments on the Interim Rule Implementing Title • XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY '94-"The Pryor Amendment• 

De:Ir Mr. Gottbaum: 

This letter provides comment on the above referenced Interim Rule. I submit 
these comments in my role as _Director of Program and Policy for the 
University of Califorui2's (UC) Fort _ Ord Project, a base reuse e.ffort led by the 
Univcr~ity. of California's Santa _Cru:z ~pus;:. aud ?5 the person respor.i.sible 
for leading the .UC team during- the ·Fort . Ord property conveyance _negotiations. 
The following opinions and statements reflect many hours of perso1;1al and 
institutional corrunitment and participation in the first job-centered property 
disposal action undertaken using the above referenced Interim Rule. Though 
the. comments put forth in this leuer are mine from the perspective of the 
University of California, Santa Cruz, the experiences that helped to shape these 
comment~ were jointly shared with the California Stale University system 
through mutual and p~rallel conveyance negotiations. This letter is intended 
to reinforce comments received by your offi.::e from both the Fort Ord Reuse 
AuLhority (t;:"ORA) and fi·am Congressman Fa.rr as well as to expand on issues 
tbat. in our experience. are paiticularly difficult to implement. These 
commen1s also include input from our technical consultant Mr. Rodman D. 
G1imm and are reflected in his wrinen testimony submitted for the public 
b~.~aring ou. this fnteriw Rule. to be held on . .'..ugust 5~ 1994. 

In addi1jon. ·_to. these _brief w.1itt~p c·<;>~me~ts ... I 11;9p~, .that yo.ur ofnce wi1J Lake 
.:!dva!li2.f··:: .. of ·the tn.!ih~rcds ~Jf man hours r.h::t.-\vere>cominitted to our. 
Cll!l'-·i_:y:·!HG~ ·negotia:i,_i:ls c1uring the months (It hme .1ud July. For nearly ·six 
··'-T::.i:~~ in bwh C:::.ii;·.-,:·r:!:t and in \\'a.::;lt!ngt<,~;. DC we. \t.·,_H·k;:;d witl1 te:lm.<; of r~l 
<:.:-.;i:-1t~ prnfc:.;$il)ll.'ds ::.!·:J l<!wye1s. both civi!:.!.:! :!ud military. u:.. himunt:r 
thrnu gh the fir.st coil'•eya.nces hy the Depar .. mcnl of the Army and the 
J),·r:!r:u:~·ut of lkft:t:~:,·~ under r.he Pr·ynr Amc:.·::jnh::ru. At one time we h2d 
n:·::~~-.- t·AT.nlv proi-:::,:;!i·!!::ds ~;equt:~;Jcr(·.(1 •~w~!..- ft.H 111osr of a da·y workin1• on 
'.d~:•:.· i:1 rt~t~n~pc.: .. :. :.-: :! Jclativdy slrairl-:!.i·.-·r • ...-<.ird l.kr.:d :wd 1\1c.morc.nd~m of 
.!.;:>r:::::men!. \V::.:. fc;.·! th:ll liiUCh of" tilt:~~'~ ~·;(:!nug_td Ch.:goti~!lious resulted from 
~lrH:!:.-:tr _\_•.ni<ianc<.: b·.· li;t"~ lnt<.:ri111 R11k. :.!!L! ~tppareutly conflicling prioritie!;; 

teJ 1.11_1:! 

.· .... 
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:wd go:tls of the la.w and the Department of Defense, and. in some cases. 
inappropriately determined citations in the Rule.. We urge you to use our 
negotiation experience a.s a guide for modification of t11e Interim Rule and for 
subsequent implementation actions. 

The comments in this lcuer will be broken into three sections_ Frrst. a policy 
o vcrview section will provide a summary of the apparent policy conflicts. 
Second, a specilic discussion of some of tl1e sections of the Interim Rule that 
requires eilher clearer language or content modification to make the Rule 
<.~onsistcnt with the law and . the President's Plan_ Finally. a concluding section 
tn reemphasize. the issues determined to be most critical. 

Tllc; following sections reflect general policy observations and concerns_ Each 
. ~ection i.r.t~h~d~ .a r~qn~m~~ud~lion for action. 

1) Economic Redeveloptnent v.s. Revenue Production 

The mo·st frustrating aspect .of the Interim Role of the Pryor Amendment has 
been lhe seemingly inconsistent message it sends· with regard to a focus on 
community reuse and economic redevelopment vs. revenue production for the 
Departrrtent of Defense_ Specifically, though the Presidenl"s Five Point Plan 
and Public Law 103-160 set the framework for ihe former. the Interim Rule 

. clearly sets in motion the latter. This re.:o-·enne. incentive. as fo~d for instance 
in tltc lnterim Rule guidelines for profit sharing. when combined ."with 
existing legislation which mandates that revenae be generated from the 
disposal or Department of Defense property md deposited into the Base Closure 
Account. puts the members of the lv1ilita.ry Service in a conflicting position_ 
Are they to work towa.rds assisting the commtmities with the best and most 
expeditious reuse? Or are they to negotiate lhe terms of the conveyance in a 
manner that ensures the greatest return to tbe Department of Defense? If job· 
centered property disposal is truly the goal. then the Final. Rule must direct 
LlH.~ appropriate military service to proceed in a manner that works best for 
the communities. 

Recommendation: The intent of the law and the ~resident's Five 
Point Piau need to be reflected more clearly and strongly in the 
t:111plementing Rtlle. If the purpose of the Law is to truly facilitate 
e.coumnic redevc.~lopment tl1en t.his priority needs to be stated with clear 
gu i d :-t n <.; e . 

2) Dispos:tf Process \'.S- Communit~· Reuse Priorities 

The. pn,pcny dispn~al proces::> responds w rt~ucsts for propeny rather than 
ilk: li~·:silf:(1 comn:uuity r~~u.se. plau providing guidance for disposal. If the 
•.:nrlti::uuity !~usc. nc:~d:~ :wd dc:sin;s :tn-: of p:i&.:!IIHHllll couccna then they 
~:IIIPI!<! Ill: tile ~L.OilO<fli,: r:::ti:.::.vdoprrteHI diivt"·t. Tit(: r.:2.~t! Clo~~urc Connmutir.y 
.·\:=;~::.::t~nt.:":e procc::.:: .. :!:; ~·1 utlincd i11 IIJc lnt<::.:·::-;·, Rult'. Jiles uot include reference 
!u '."•.:'tt!lltr:!ily ~lal:.:.!:J;.:ur ur i Hte.rt:!;t' or 'li_~~_::d rcd::v::I(JpLUcnt plans' until after 

f':~:'.c -'i · ,-\u~~u:a ·4 1 ,_,:·L.! 

lil!•.:ti:~l l<td~ Comr.rt.:llt~: 

@ fl(l.1 
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l:mtl h:l..~ been screened and $UI pluscd to the federal government, the Homeless 
providers. and other public henefil conveyances (i.e. state agencies). Job~ 
centered property disposal :tppears in the ·process summary· as the last 
option. lf the Pryol Amendment method of conveyance was developed in 
response tn the demands ami needs of communities across the country how 

. do~ job-centered property disposal end up as a .. last resort .. tool? Shouldn't 
this wethod of conveyance be made available to tbe communities at the 
beginning of ~1e proce..<>..~ if it helps to increase the likelihood of the reuse 
success? Shown on the "process flowchart" in the Interim Rule is the 
p3rticnlar1y disrressing indication lhat if the land has a .. bigh value· the 
Depanmenl of Dcf<!nse. sans a successful commu11ity appeal, can sell that land 
without .t\!iY.. community iuput if a "valid offer is received·_ Who determines 
what a valid offer is·! This i~ue wa.c; magnified in the case of the Fort Ord 
propeny Lr..-tnsfers through early SlA.tements by Depa.rt:Inent of the Army 
official~ a.c; to their estimates of the value of the land. and tbcir intent to sen 
that land. Tbese commenL<; were suhject to questioning as to their basis and 
dTecrivcly served as a barrier to open discussions and interactions throughout 
(he·· p'roce.~s~ 

Recommendation: Property conveyance under the "'Pryor 
Amendment"" should be made available at or near the. beginning of the 
disposal proce.<\..'\. Every effort should be made to integrate Military 
Service disposal decisions with the community reuse planning process. 

3 ) Who is in charge? 

In .addition to the lateness of the community input into the reuse property . 
d isposi.l process. an inherent conflict . of interest is evident in .the . continued 
~nd substantial influence and control that the Depanment of Defense has on 
the success and eventual outcome of the reuse process. This influence 
include~ the approval authority for property conveyance applications made 
by otlJer Federal Agencies and by State Agencies. With or without a 
community reuse plan. the Department of Defense has the ability to approve 
land transfer requests that essentially 'develop the community reuse plan' 
without colllmnnit.y involvemenL The significant influence of the Department 
of Defense over the· community reuse effort extcn·ds to planning funds. For 
instance, the initial funding made available to a community reuse effort is 
cnutrnlled by the Department of Defense's Office of Economic Adjustment 
(OF:\)~ borh the amount of funding made available ro the community and the 
~rprov:.t.l of the purpose. 'OJis initial funding is critical and should be flexible 
w allow the commw1iLies lO respond to llte crisis of closure. These funds also 
net.C.· .. to he! . targ:.:.ted ::.t' nwre th~n infr~"tructure analysi~ and short term job 
dcvelo·plJl~tiL· ·. :f;un·~Jin·g::.ri~~~ to be m,ad~· .avail.abl~ to·. in.t.egrate regiqnaJ . 
rc;ou n:Ts in to the f<.:trsc effoi1 for . the purpo.sc of. ensunt;lg'. loiJg-:-tet'm SUCCeSS 
;!:ld ji:~o develupmt:nt·. A fixation on cxpcdi:ious job devclopuienl m:!y uol 
re:..tlistically too;~ ~L th;_: d~vdoprueul (>f :.! s:;st::inahlc economy. As. we are 
!iu·.lin~:. tlluugh th;~rl~ :!rC dollars avaib.bk for "retn!ining <Jf displaced 
ck te.n.::;c wnd-:.er s" the concept ol '"ret raining ior what" coulinlJ,es to surface. It 
i~; tl:i~; ··ror wl1:11" p3.rt of the.: equar.ion th:H ner.ds HI he :Hldressed ~s 

:!f'.f't'~·s::;ively a.<; tile:: loc.::!tiorr aud conditiou of rhe utility liues. AI fort Ord, the 
Of:.-\ '.Wilrld U<:l ;!~~It::.,; tO fund t.COIIOmic <.\(:.•;;.,·loplll(~lll plauuing funding as 
re.qur:.~:i.ed hy Lht; Univ~:rsity of Califomi?..... These furu1s wr:1c cvcut.naHy 

!':·:;··.:·· -·.:·- .·\ul:ll~.; ·~. !•.l· ... ~ 

i:ll::.ritii !{t1)..:_ C'ul!!i;t'-~lll::; 
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pcnvided by the lkp;\rtmcnt of Ccniunerce's Office of Economic Development 
Administration (E.DA). ll took much effort and determination to have the funds 
madt: uvailablc for uc·s reuse effort. An ironic twist is lbat the t.."COllOnliC 

a.s~essmeut of the conceptual reuse plan at Fort Ord9 prepared for the United 
States Army Corps of Enr.ineers by an ouL-;ide consultant. indicates that the UC 
propo~ed reuse effort at Fort Ord will be one of the significant economic 
engines of the total bac;e reuse~ this. despite the initial lack of support from the 

. Department of Defense. 

Recommendation: There needs to be increased flexibility in the 
disposal aud reuse process to· facilitate successful economic 
development. Tite Rule should include language that directs the 
Mjlit;try_ Service to expand approval of funding options and to provide 
for the most cffc.cti ve aud cfticieut property disposal process. 

4) Halauced Negotiations 

· . IL,. became .apparent._ dur:iug .o.ur cor~yey:u1c:e. neg9tiations tlJat commu.n1t1es will 
find themselves at a seriouS . disad~antage \vhe"n: negotiating . "witli" th"e· .... · .. 
Department of Defense. ·n1e way the Interim Rule bas been written each 
branch of the military cau impose its own interpretation and perspective on 
the process.. . This split in the management of the process creates confusion 
and does not facilitate the learning experiences of one Service to be 
incorporated into the nexL In addition, the 2bility of the Department of 
Dt:fensc to control and direct the p tanning funds from OEA. creates an 
inllcrcnt conflict of interest wbeo one realizes that to be successful in tbe 
property .conveyance negotiations one needs information and that the 
information- ~eeded will only be obtained if fu~ded by ~e. OEA. Finally. the 
negntiatioi1s to convey property. at_ Fort Ord to the two. universities was a 
greatly proO'acted and frusuating process. The University of California and· 
the California State University tearrts included reel estate and environmental 
atton1eys. real estate professionals, and a professional base closure consultanL 
Even so, we speut long hours working throug-h lhe detail of the conveyances. 
I\1any times it was evident that the Department of the Army was not 
necessarily negotiating in the interest of successful redevelopment. but 
raLhcr as they interpreted the Interim Rule to ensure equitable and maximum 
profit sharing. At one point in the negotiations it was indicated that if the 
Army gave into one of our specific requests, the University would "win_" "Win 
what?", we asked, tlwroughly confused. Didn't ·we all support the President's 
iuiti:itive? And wJ.Sn't it clear that successful redevelopment was the mutual 
go:!l? Clearly noL 

Recommend:! tion: Our $trong recc,~menrlation is that in all 
negotiations he.tv..•een reuse .. re·p~es~ntativ~· and. lhe Dep~nment. of 
Defense, the commtiniry or reuse. ent!t~· he ·supported by a 
knowlcdge~!hl:.: p1 ofc:.~~ion~d who is ·w.-::~~ ·.-·erscd in the tr.adition ·and 
pnk.ntial mni i \' :!; io11s nf the Dtp~~rtr;·: ::· ::: of Defense with regard to 

properly t:(Jirv~y<lncc:s. Tlte negoti~!:i:·.J' playin.~~ field needs tn he 
kvdt.'"d and withoul a professional w;;:l versed in the issues of 
convc.;y~tncc. Iltl: l:orutuunity or rt:usc -:.:-t£ity is at a serious disadvantage. 
We urge thi~·. lurH.Iiuf. be ma<it av~ilz:~i= frnm OE.~ or other similar · 
Sltttrc~;~.;. 

~··::):~.: , . .·\l!gu:·;t .: . ~ :,>' !.; 
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INTERir.-t RULE J~ I_SCUSS..li!N 

lu tlu; case of tht~ propet1y con vcyaucc.s at Fort Ord to the University of 
California. the following areas were of particular coucern during the 
protracted conveyance negotiations: 

1) Discretion in the Choice of Conveyance Mechanisms 

The interim rule. Part 90.4 Policy,. (a)(l)(i),. states .. The use of existing public 
beucflr conveyances should be considered.. where appropriate.. before the us~ 
of a puhlic benefit conveyance for economic development.· It is uot clear why 
this $latcment is sn plomincnLly placed in these rules and who should do t11e 
"considering.'" In the· cas~ of l.he University of California's conveyance 
n;ttuest.. it was determined early on. in pan due to economic/budget realities 
and iu part due to the desire to develop public/private partnerships, thal a . 
tra<titional public benet1t conveyance was not appropriate or acceptable . 
. DC$pitc .. (bi~ ... dctc~ina~io~)._ our_ e_ITorts lo use the Pryor Amendment method of 
couvcyance were met with much res·islanCC "because ·of our -Sta1US· as· an 
educational institution. It was clearly stated several times that the 
"preference" of DoD personnel was that we use a traditional public benefit 
conveyance method. 

Recommendation: Delete reference to the "preference" of using 
exi$ting public benefit conveyances thereby providing flexibility to 
rely on the community/user driven perspective on the most 
appropriate conveyance mechanism to stimulate economic reuse. 

2) Definition of a Red.evelopment Authority 

ln lhe lnterim Rule. Part 91.3 Definitions item (g), ·redevelopment authority• 
is defined as " ... as :any entity, including an entity established by a SLate or 
local govemmenL recognized by the Secretary of Defense as the entity 
responsible for developing the redevelopment plan with respect to the 
installation and for directing implementation of the plan.· This language is 
cuufusing; it indicates that a redevelopment authority is •an entity 
e.stahlishcd" thereby implying that it could be any number of entities so 
(:stahlishe.d. In Ute c2...-;e of Fort Ord. for purposes of property conveyances, 
then; exist three 'redevelopment authorities'. In addition to the Fort Ord Reuse 
Authority (FORA) each university system (UC and CSU) was named a 
n;d(.~vdopmenl authorily for purposes of expediting property conveyance 
l!Hd~:r the Pryor Arnentiment and to retlect the universities experience and 
~t~Hus in the st~le_ The reality is that at lt.ast one base. Fo[t Ord. there are 
lliilllip!c 'redev<:lopFIJt:..uL a~!Lhorities' for tb~ purpose of. c.Onveyance. 

. . .. : -.. · . 
· Recor~ttneud:lt.ion: Pn)vide the Secretary of b~fense:· .with: ·ihe clear 
authnrily w recdf,lli7.C the approprL!lC 'rcd~vclopmeul authority or 
;!.llthoritie.s." In :J.ddition, edit lh<..: :::..i!:_~u:-i_gc in t11e Interim Rule to 
ck~Lrly s[all':. 1111C or mnlt~" rt.d:..:vcL;~ment authorities a<; so recognized 
by £he Scc1 t!l:~ry of Defense. 

}·':~::•: -~-- Au~.rl:;r ~. : :,~_~.; 

LJ!:·.; i1:; 1~-.t.lk Con;r;i:..::;::. 
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3) Applicnhility of the Rule to 198S and i991 closures 

'rhougla tht:rc arc scver.ll places in the Interim Rule language where it is 
stated that .. The provisi(.HI.S of this section may not be appropriate for some of 
the 198~ and 199l base dosm·es and realignments, because these bases are so 

. far along in lhc property disposal process ...• " the mechanisms for 
implementing this recognition are not clearly stated. Additionally. if one 
supporL~ the assumption tlJat each base reuse is nnique it is possible that what 
might be considered exceptions in fact might just be a reflection of 
uniqueness. 

n.c.~commendation: Provide clear discretion an<! more clear guidance 
to the appropri~tc Department of Defense Secretary to exempt 1988 and 
1991 closure.~ from portions of the Pryor Amendment as needed and 
appropri::He ·to be c.onsistent with the law. 

The interim Rule attempts to establish a mechanism for the early 
idt~ntification of homeless assistance requirements for land and buildings at 
closi~g bases. The intent is to permit communities to develop reuse ·plans that 
fully accommodate homeless needs, while permitting early identification of 
the remaining properties for either quick sales for job creatio~ federally 
spon~ored public benefit conveyances or conveyances to a local 
redevelopment authority for economic development purposes. As written, 
once a McKinney Act screening is complete. if no homeless provider is . 
juterestcd· in and qualifies for lhe property~ and if the local redevelopment 
·authority subm!t.S a ·written expression of ·interest · for the property within one 
year, the property will· not undergo. any subsequent homeless screenings. In 
practice this may work for some military installations which were designated 
for closure in the 1993 round of base closures; and those which will be 
dt"~-;ignated for closure ia subsequent rounds. However, a critical problem 
exisL<; for military installations designated for closure in 1988 and 199L If a 
military installation in one of those rounds has gone throngh the screening 
process and property conveyance has been scheduled under transfer 
mechanisms existing prior lo the passage of Public Law 103-160. Section 2903, 
ll1i~ 1 nterim Rule requirement creates a problem if the ·local redevelopment 
au.thority determines that this newly provided conveyance mechanism is 
prefer?.ble for economic development purposes. A questiou has been raised 
couceruiug whelhcr the. property has to undergo au additic:mal l\.{cKinney Act 
screening in order £0 use Section 2903 as the conveyance mechanism. In 
practice this is 311 unrealistic requiremeut as l) the property has already been 
sc;cc:Jt:d. Lmtkr til.: ~.tcKiuney. Ac( and no qualifying homeless organizations 

: hjve expressed · a·[l iut~rcsl-. ·~nq. 2) in· all· likelihood . the intended prpperty use 
II a.<; !lOt chaugc~1 ::nu lh~~ cmly dif(erencc will" be .. con vey2.nce at no cost atid. . 
wit1Jo111 r esrriclinns w foster more rapid c-.::-.1 aomic rcdcvdopment. If an 
add i i ion~:! ~tc K i llttl:y .-\ct sen: en i rig i~ re~z !: : :--.~li, the [edevelopmcut ;mrJ10ri ty 
will ::~ill1t":r h~vc tn 1) forego property lf2.nsfe;s under 290]. 2) run the risk 
th:.H new qualifying homeless organiz2tions express interest in and obtain the 
dcsi 1 ~d · 111 npeny t!tl?.r~.by rcqu iring a 'ret hi n ki og' of the developing. 
Ci• m m unit:· reu~.e r 1:!::. or 3) post pone rt ~!c:vdopment implementation until 
t!J::. t\·1cKiu11~y .-\ct .::crc~ning is acc:nwplishe,:i: the (1e1Jy :lllti proce!:>s 
pt .. ilco l i a!! y IJ~! ·•i it~! ~;i.~·. !t i: ica ut. impacl ou lb:.: _job ere~~£ ion ::ind cconom ic 
!i,.:v:.·lt.l~•ttt· .. :t:l t.:liClll~·; :dr!:::~dy un<lerw~1y. 

l4l (I (I( 
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. Recommendation: Change the Interim Rule. and tbe law if 
necessary. lt) :.tssurc that the additional McKinney Act screenings will 
not. he required if redevelopment authorities of installations designated 
for closure in 19~8 and 1991 desire lO change tbeir rnelhod of 
conveyance w a Section 2903 conveyance. 

5) Tht! "~·tarkct Test" and fair- l\1arkct Value 

ncfort! offering property at closed bases for job-centered property disposal, 
the military is. instructed in the Interim Rule to determine the fair market 
value. of the land ::Uld then seek, through &dvertiscment. _expressions of 
i utcrcst from tla'-: m:l.rkctplace for thi5 land. If the ruiliury receives good failh 
and reasonable expre:ssiOlL'\ for interest:. and if the military dep.art.ment 
''<.kcide~ that an expression of interest received demonstrates the existence of a 
rc:1dy market. the prospect of job creatio~ and offers consistent with the 

- _ r:lHr.~ nf c.sti~atc.:d _ f:lir m~trket value~ it may decirle to offer the property for 
S~-!k. -....... The potential·· offerers will. be encbu~ged ld ·work· with lhe · ·· .·.- .. 
redevelopment authority so that their development goals will be compatible · 
... vith the lo~l redevelopment plan. This process is subjective and essentially 
designates the military department as the commu.nity rense 'driver'. While the 
commumues are developing a reuse plan. the sale. of property can potentially 
redirect that plan or be found in conflicL 

6 ) 

Recommendation: The process of determining the fair market value 
should reflect and be supportive of the reuse plan developed by the 
communtues. Any sales of property should be through the 
redevelopment authority. not the military departm.enL 

Profit Sharing 

This section covers one of the more time consuming and difficult issues during 
o_ur conveyance negouaoons. Tbe concept of recoupment and net profits, at 
first glance, seems to be straightforward. However. as this issue was explored 
cxtcnsi vel y during the conveyance negotiations, it became apparent that 
there were many problems and unanswered questions in the directions 
provided hy this section of the Intetim Rule (Section 91.7 Procedures, (0 (2)). 
For iustance. the determination of whar is "net profit'" is unclear~ and in our 
opinion. inappropriately tied to CFR's more appropriate lo procurement 
rr~!.n.:::anions than th~H of economic developme-nt. The lang1.11ige of this section 
cont:!ins sufficient 2mbigui(J' that we had it interpreted several different ways 
hy t.he Army and rhe universities during the negotiations. In addition to 
_t,:L!.r::y \Vith n.:gard 1..:' ::!lowability and alloc;:t-~Ety of costs. t.l1ere is need to 
\:t:n-j fy in ·the- Rul-e rite exttmt of tbe- profit shuing _r-~ch. It is our 
und~~rst~!nding rh:!l t~c profit shariug r~latic::~s!iip exteuds solely to the· 
;cd··~v~i.-'!Hnenl :~11rtwri1,. in receipt of th(~ ::~i:i:1l co.nveyance from the 
(;:.·::_:nt!!ICIIL Tn p~:.-:~: !!tis relationship on l~· :::ub!;Clflll:Ul d"•v'CICl'S or lessees 

-,-i:"lt.: ld I i_ rnit or iH l':c: :.;._k Sll<:cessfu 1 (:<.:nHnmi.: ~::.:velopmerH of t!Jc properties. In 
our ucgoti~~tions tire ~.-,tent of this profi£ s~::!ring relatjonship was of central 
Ct.•n····rrl :111d. ouly air:.:r mauy hours. was tr.!:; provision removed from the 
c:·,,·en~:nls .senintl ~~f t:1~· lkt-:d. The Rule nL'~..:~ to ciC"crly sr:-ttc that the profit 
si:::rill!.' t'L'.Iation:-:ilip i~ :1l'1l irlleude<i to 'tr:!-.·::l wirlt lll~ land' lO !>Uhsequent 
tr ~In:~:! C I i OilS. 

:··'::·.•,· -,- t\l:f.!u~.r ..!. ;:_;•;~ 

~;:t,·:: :r.·. f.~nk· Cul:t::.~·.:::<. 

1~1 (lf)fj 
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Required D~ed Provisions (Section 91.7 Procedttrcs, (0(4) (iii·v)) 
In Sectiou 91.7 Procedures~ (f) (4) it is seemingly clearly stated tl1at the 
" ... GSA at 41 CfR 101-47.490X shall be used a..c; a m.rukl deed provision to 
implement this recoupment policy, recognizing tbat the GSA provision 
will n:quin; t:iilorint~ for t!ach parcel." This section goes on theu to 
"require· several changes and additinns. The following sections are 
particularly problematic: 

(iii) Straw Transactions 
This deed provision is designed to ensure that the receiver of lands (the 
grantee) docs not enter into rcl:ltionships intended to circwnv~ut the 
Govcrui.ncnt's recovery of its net share of profits .. In theory this is 
supportahl~ hut the examples provided (sales or .leases to cooperating 
parties at nominal prices and transactions at othec than arm's length) 
do not provide enough guidance in the case of economic development 
efforts. For instance, it i,s entirely possible that the only way a company 
may enter iutn a. long-term lease on a closro base is if that c.ompany has 
a long history ·c)( progr3mmatic re"lationship with the new owner of that · · · 
property (i.e. a university) and if the prospective lessee receives X 
years of nominal or free renL To fire up the economic engine of a 
region this company's presence may be critical and desirable on many 
fronts. It is also likely -that similar economic incentives are being 
offered in other competing regions or states. ShouJd snch ·incentives be 
considered potential straw transactions? We think noL 

Recommendation: The straw transaction language in the Rule 
should indicate that.., for the purposes of economic development, 
economic incentives such as sales or leases at nominal prices are 
expected. The Rule should rely on the definition of Straw 
Transactions as transactions entered into for the purposes of 
circumventing the Government's recovery of its net share of 
profits; .. intent" would be integral to this understanding. 

(iv) Calculations of net profit Inappropriate CFR's 
The In~rim Rule states: "'(iv) In calculating the amount of any net 
profit from a sale oi lease, the local redevelopment authority may 
include: (A) Capital costs, as provided in 41 CFR 101-47.4908 (b), (B) 
Direct and indirect costs related to the particular propt;rty and 
transaction tbat are otber\vise allowat ~e under 48 CFR part 31 including 
the allocable costs of operation of the local redevelopment authority 
with regard to that property." This sxtiou of the Interim Rule is not 

· cle:trly prest:nt<::d: the . \\;Qrds. "may i:-l·2:udc" were interpreted in 
inconsistent ways. · · · · ln our negotiations · this section· w.a.S ··interpreted; by 
the mili[aiy tkp~irtmem to 111Cau r.ha.t the Cl-~ cit21ions indicated were 
(he sole hiudiug guidance whik the u:1iver.sities believed that the Rule 
provided for th._: CFR's to be us<:ct fr::· guidance hut not constraints. This 
is pan.icnl:!rly important given Lhc f~t;.·: th~H. ill:;; Q:R's so cited. in our 
opinion. arc i uappropriate for the C:!l c::::!tion of net profits. 41 CFR 
I 0 l· '17 A 90S (b) cle:tls with <dlow:~hl::: • .-::~pit..:-:~.1 costs which are delineated 
iu four catcgnric$ of c.:nsl.s which <::!11 h.: im:luded. This CI~R citation is 
flU( overly tr:stric[ivc, b111 tines II<Jt i: .. ~-!tH.k (!S a!Iowable many of the 
cnsrs which would ueed to he inclu•.k.,: iu ut;~te <1 realistic tiel profit 

:·.:;':· -:·;- .1\ugu::;L -1, 191J4 
; ;, ::··<"am f,:_cj.l c: Co ffll!lt: ll! :·; 
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calculation for an ccouowic devclopm~nt project On the other hand. 48 
CPR Part 31 is .u.Q1 relevant to economic development projeets~ nor even 
to real estate transactions. Rather. its int.enrled purpose is to delineate 
costs wbich ar~ not allowable for Federal product and services 
contracts. This CA{ specifically disallows many of the costs .. such as 
marketing and advertising. tbat will be critical for a successful 
economic development effort~ In addition to the inappropriate and 
inadequate guidance providc.d for allowahility and allocability of costs, 
other accounting issues for appropriate calculation of net profits need 
to be determined. For instance~ over what accounting cycle (e.g. 1 year • 
) y~trs~ 5 years or 15 yc:lrs) will costs he spread a.m.l how is the "project• 
ddincd ·for pu1poscs of dctcrminiug net profit (e.g. a building or the 
entire conveyed p:ucel)? · 

Recomntendatioo: Neither 48 CFR Part 31 nor 41 CFR 101· 
47.4908 (b) apply to an economic development effort. They 
should. therefor. not he used as .the basis for delineating allocable 
and" allocable. cost for the ·calculation of net profits. The ·. 
Departmt!nL of Defense.. in consultation with redevelopment 
authorities, universities. economic development enti£.ies and 
professionals. and . real estate developers should start over and 
-develop more realistic and supportive accounting criteria 
guidelines with the goal -of supporting the economic 
redevelopment objec£ives of tbe President's Five Point Plan. 

( v) Notification or sales or leases 
As required in the Interim Rule. there is a requirement of .. notification 
w the disposing Military Department of sales or leases.· The notice of 
sales or leases are to be ~ccompanied by an accounting or financial 
analysis indicating the net profit., if any, from a sale. or the estimated 
annual profit from a lease. This requirement. combLued with the 'straw 
trmsaction' provision discussed above led to some interesting questions 
during our negotiations for property at Fort Ord. Ts this notification 
intended to pro"\;de the Government with an opportunity to intervene 
(as intimated in the straw transaction section of the Interim Rule) in 
transactions? lf so, if a re.developml!nt authority spends years 

.·cultivating a potential business relalio!!sbip. is it in anyone's best 
economic interest to provide notification for the pos~ible purpose of 
stopping the transacrion'! \Ve thought not. and sought- to develop a 
reporting/notification relationship that was 1) after the transaction, 2) 
for the purp(.lS(~~ nf profil sharing c::Jculation only, and 3) provided for 
suhse.qu~n~ r~"'.C\1upn1i..:nt. with rhc redevelopment authority being 
responsible, of zmy. net. profits not :!Ccurately ·. determ·intd or shared. 
Addition~llly. iu our negotiations it -r~c:ime distressingly clear·· that this 
twtific:!linu and profit shariug proce::s will require significant time 
anJ dlus1 nn the p:ut.s of burlt the ::;:.·:Jcvclopmel"lt authority and the 
Depaltmt:nr uf f),~fen~:e. \Ve fouud c~:~·sdves wonderine. in a time of 
downsizing. l!t"tw real ist.ic Lhi!; was ac.d if tbe retum was worth the 
investm~nr. 

Re:comrnt"nd:stion: Clardy 
fiiJ!itic:-11ion. We re:.collllflclui 

.. _l) - l\ 1.1 :~ u:;. ~ ...: . : ~ ; ; ~ 

,., ... ...... \,. inu~nr. aut1 procedure for 
notificatiou uot be done as each 

lr·.i~::-~!!J ~!.4)\ .. ! (_~:Jdiill!'.:·;~::. 
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t.J:ansaction is hrouy,ht to closure hut rather on a quarterly. 
yearly or longer basis, but in any case, clearly 1) after the 
uans~tctinn is compte.tc.d. 2) for the purposes of profit sharing 
calculation only. nol intervention. and 3) allowing for 
subsequent recoupment. with the redevelopment authority being 
responsible. of arty net profits not accurately determined or 
sb:.ued_ 

7) Appraisals 

The profit sh~ring relationship between ll1e recdver of property and the 
fcucral Govern-ment is established for . 15 years unless the appraised/fair 
111:!-.rkt':t v~luc of the land is recouped by the Government· through the profit 
sh~triug process in less time. This "post conveyance sale"', unless fairly 
established to encourage economic development through appropriate 
accounting methods and reporting guidelines. has the very real potential of 
limiting the economic development for which il is intended.. Because the 
apprai~c:=d · value of the ·I and·. ·provides an. important ·revenue sharing gui_p~Une7 • 

it must. truly leOect (.he intended uses and constraints of the property in 
quc-~"r.iou_ The lntetim Rule provides for this appraisal to he done· by the 
Military Departments, in consultation with the redevelopment authority. In 
ou.- experience however. this appraisal process was done independently of our 
invo1vement, ·both in determining guiding assumptions and validating factual 
infonnation i.e- amount of acreage in specific uses or categories of value. 
Additionally at Fort Ord. the prop<:!rties beiug conveyed to the universities are 
being conveyed wilhout water allocation rights. This separation of resources 
reflects the University's commitment to a regionally controlled and integrated 
utilily system. However, with out water. it does call into question the 
assumptions made in the determination of the appraised value_ 

Recommendation: Appraisals should be done wilh the full 
cooperation of t.he redevelopment 2.ulhority. including joint 
determination of appropriate assumptions and parameters. Appraisals 
should be provided to the redevelopment authorities for properties 
conveyed under Sectjon 2903 (this was not the case in our conveyance 
experience). [n rbe case of disagreement over the appraised value or 
methodology, a second and. perhaps, even a third appraisal should be 
qb~ained by tl1e ~1ilit.ary Department to facilitate any resolution of 
discrepancies in value. 

The rr~sident's Five Point Plan and lhe Pryor Amendment need to be 
commt~uded for t!tc opponunity they brir.g to the communities hard hit by 
h:!~-:;': ctosufe.. The.: uei· tools being ~..1evtlop~J tluough these Lwo efforts, 
cn:-a:~incd will! il1:; t=ifons (.'f the Dcp~.nm.::;1; lit' Defense :l!ld m~ny others will 
b'-: l·:i;ic:d lCI the l·vc.:ulu;tl success of ceuse tffnns across tllt! country_ As a 
112.ti()n we 3re d<~=-~rly just learning how ·ro 'rewrite' our regional economies in 
tilt:: i ::-~cr. of mil ir :!ry dcnv-osi :.r.i ng_ The impon .:nee of acl'llnwlcdgi og that l!ais is 
tr..:t:: :t lt:;!r u i 111.'. t.:.\fi~riencc can nol be u rHkrcsti tuared. \Vi lh this reco£Tnition 
t":o;:·:·:.:.; the. iuh::r:.::t: ~~~··.(:<1 rn develop tools 3.r:J procedures tltar are flcxibl~ and 
ev•.ih·ing. Thi<ll!~·.!t the neg(Hi:~tiou cxp;::ri-.·I:·:.:cs or ll1f: OnivcrsiLy of 

r•:,~•.c ·I 0- Au.~u:;i ~. 19fl~ 

.:,!;·:~iilt l~uk Co:-;-,:~:::r\1:--; 
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Califnrnia. in partnl.!rship wil'h the California State University syste~ we 
found th::1t the (uterim Rule did uol, as wriucn. provide sufficient flexibility 
for the. issue.<; we confronted during the conveyance process. The above 
comments are an attempt to provide some clarity to the areas of the Interim 
Rule that did not work well. 

· ln addition, there were several otuer areas of concern during our negotiations 
tlt~t deserve brief mention here. They included: I) Should infrastructure, 
rh:1t is ad .. --uowledged to be a liability in many cases, be transferred with 
parcds or singularly and intact to a basewide redevelopment authority'!; 2) 
l:low should the environmental responsibilities of the negotiating .parties be 
cle~.rly · stated .and, for inst:mce. should indemnification be provided in the case 
of unt;xplodcd ordnance accidenls?; and 3) \'Vhat access lO environmental 
i ttformrttion r~ganliug the installation should be made available to the 
redevdopment authorities. ie an ordnance report and recommendations 
<.kvdoped .for the ~1ililzry Department? 

De...'\ pile. the hundreds of often frustrating hours put into the . negotiating 
process for. the property conveyances at Fort Ord, the effort on all ·fronts 
should he commended. We, the Department of Defense, the communities and 
others, are jointly developing a process that will be used for many years. The 
succl~') of this national effort will depend upon our ability to develop common. 
non-cnnflicting goals of reuse. If our national goal is job development and 
e.conoroic redevelopment then let us develop the tools that reflect that position 
and th::!t will allow us to be successful. And. whatever the process and tools we 
develop. they must be written to provide flexibility. As we uncover new 
challenges. the Department of Defense and the communities need to have the 

. flexibility to accommodate the best solution within the ruJes provided. 

ru cln~ing. I transmit my sincere thank you to the Department of the Army 
who. under the le.1dcrsh.ip of the Assistant Secretary Robert M. Walker 
(I nsla.llations, Logistics, and Environment), spent endless time and effort 
working with us towards the first successful conveyances under this Interim 
nule. 

Congre.c;.sm~n Sam Farr 
Cong.n::ss1.n~H1 Ron Dellu ms 
\.Villi:uu Lowery. Consultant 
J\:-;:-;(;rnbt::·.vnlu2n Barbara Lee · 

Respectfully submitted, 

:k~ :!& ?J;fMJ-;.~k u0;2- (!e ~~n 
Director. · 
Prog!'am aud Policy Development 
UC - Fort Ord Proje.ct 

I )ir-.:c:tor J~me..' Gill, UC - Fort Ord Prs!.:.\:l 
De.fCn$e Couve1sion Couudl. State of. C .. alifomi:-! 
L>in.:cwr lktl1 Duchlmaun 
Consllll~l !II l{odman Gri Ill m 
.--\ :;~;istant Sccret;u y Robcn ~·1. \ValL::~· 

!·::.'•' ; I· :\UJ~U::.I ~. l'}':J:1 
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· CONNIE MACK 

FLORIDA 

tlnittd ~tatts ~rnatt 
WASHINGTON, DC 20610-0904 

The Honorable William Perry 
Secretary of Defense. 
The Pentagon 
Room 3E880 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

\\\(0 

As the community of Orlando, Florida, prepares for the -full 
implementation of the BRAC 1993 decision to consolidate naval training away 
from the Orlando Naval Training Center, major concerns have arisen regarding 
the process which will defme ~d lead to reuse. 

In particular, the Department's interim final rule, published in the April 6, 
1994, Federal Register, appears not to meet the intent of the Pryor Amendment 
which gives local communities primary say on reuse alternatives. I refer 
specifically to the "jobs centered property disposal" section, which provides for a 
six-month advertisement period, DoD review of any offers received during that 
time, and the opportunity for the Department to take action resulting in the sale 
of specified property. This provision appears to completely bypass the local 
reuse effort. I must presume that your intent was certainly not to bypass local 
authorities, however the specific language used, if allowed to remain, might well 
increase the likelihood of such problems in the future. 

The City of Orlando has provided me draft language which it believes 
would alleviate these concerns. I am taking the liberty of forwarding it on to 
you. I appreciate your consideration in this matter, and look forward to hearing 
from you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Connie Mack 
United States Senator 
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C0~1ENTS ON THE INTERIM RULF.. 
JMPLEMENTING TID$ XXIX OF THE 

NATIONA-L DEFENSE AUTHORJZATI.ON ACT 
FOR FY 1994 . 

TO: Office of the Assistant Secrewy of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The PentAgon 
Washington, t;) .. C:. 20301-3300. 

~= City of Orlando, Florida 

RE: Closure cf Naval Truning Center Installation, Orlando .. Florida 

Page 16130 - 16131 
Column 2 
Paragraph (d) - Johs Centered Prope~ ~isposal 

Recommended Cban.us: 

§91.7. Parampb <dl (2l - The Miliwy Departments should identify properties wlth potential 
for rapid job ~tution and begin, as soon as possible, 'but not later than completion of the new 
expedited McXinnc)' Aet Screening, paragra.pb (b) of this section, an appraisal or other estimate 
·of tbe properties' fair .matket value. This :wPrais:d shall cons]der the. 1oc;al reuse plan, local 
!oning and comprehensive pta.n, the environmental impact Statement. required lnfmc~u.~ 
u,pgrades..agd otbcr improvements whish. wiU be rf.gyired to the property given' its sale on an 
11as is where. is· basis. Such appraisal~ or estimates should address a range of· likely market 
values t.a)(ing into account: feasible uses far the propertyi the un.ce'rtainiies .in propeny 
developm!llt; ancl. cu~nt market conditions (i.e.., recognizing Jhe state o.f the market after a 
closure announcement). 1llF prefeien~s of the local ~ovemznent as stated in the rey~ plan and 
lQgl zoning constrAints sh21l also be cons1de.red. The appralsal should not be based on the 
replacement COSt ofthc propen.ies, since tbey may not be n=adily adaptable for civilian use. 
Additionally, the appnisal should nat be.~ on the highest and best use, but the most likely 
nnge of uses consistent w\th local. interests. All appraisals shall ·consider required infrastruct\.lre 
upgrades to a.ssum that tbe. pro~rty doss not become a burden upgn the local Q"!ipayen. The 
above appraisal maybe accomplished for 1988 and 1991 closures if it is determined that it would 
be beneficia-l to do so and will not delay the disposal pnxess. 

Paragraph (3) • To assist i.n the appraisal/estimation of fair market valu~ of propenies with a 
IX'tential for n.pid job creation, and to detet'ltline if interest exists in propenie-s oot originally 
identified for rapid job creation. the Military Departments shall, far 1993 and 199S closures, 
advettise for expressions of interest in aU or atsy substantial pait of each closing installation. 
For 1993 and 1995 closurcs1 the Military Departments shall a<1ven.ise at· the _completion of lhe 
new expedited McKinney Act Sc~ning pnx.ess (see paragraph (b) gf ihis seetion). The 
M\lit~ry D~ttments sha.n eonsult with the local government prior to p1i5Cing the advertisements_ 

.,; .... 
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Comments on Interim Rule 91 .. 7 
Submitted by City of Orlando, Florida 
Page 2 of 5 

SEN. ~lACK TAMPA 

Par3grapb (d)· Jobs ~entered Property Disposal 

The Miliwy Departments may advertise for expressions. of interest in all cr a.ny substatltial pan 
of each closing instal]ar.ion on the 1988 01' L991 closure lists if it is determined that it tJJould be 
beneficial [O ·do so and ~ill not delay the disposal process. 

Pmmph (3) li) - Advettisemcnts for expressions of interest shall be open for six (6) months. 
Expressions of interest received should delall the intended use, the site plan. the jobs estitna.ted 

. to be. created. the schedule of development and hiring, and an evaluation ofthe 'Jtorth or the land 
and buildings. In addition, such ~pn;ssiqns of inre(St include compliance withJhe local reuse 
plari. eOmpliJDCP w1th local zoning and cgmprebenstve ~1an~. and note the ability to provid~ 
infrastruc:tUre im11rovemenrs which wUl he required. as well ~i demonstrate; adegyate fll!ancial 
~bility to go through wjth..lhc proooscd develoPJIUIDt. Uppn reccipr of the cxpres~ions of 

· iiJlerest. the MiljJat~ J?Ea;?anments will consult wjtb the local red~ruopment authgtity jn re.ganll · 
ro r.he e;pressiQns of intere!t, The local redeve]~ment authority shaJl.ba ve the abili~to review 
and recommend a~cc or denial of any expressions of inte~st received. Advertisement for 
expressions of interest will be conducted simultaneously "ltb all other disposal actions aild are 
not an additional step in the disposal prn:ess. 

Para mph _(3) Jlil - The Milltary Depanrnents shall analyze each expression of interest and 
dctennine within thlrcy (~0) .days of receipt if it is made in good faith and represents a 
reasonable development proposal. In making 1JLanalysis. the Military ~arrment$ shall 
~nsider the recommendation of the loeal re.de¥'1opment authority. After review of tbe 
recommendation by the.\Qca1 rede:ielgpment autngrjty, if the ~ilitaty nepanmenrs decide l.hat 
an expression of interest received demonstrates the existence of a ready market. the prospect. of 
job. creation. is consistent with the Base Re-Use Plan. local zoninz, adeauately addrgsses 
reguired infnstrych!re lmpmvements. shows adequate financial ability to p!9Ceed with the 
development, a.nd b consistent with tbe pl,Yts of the local· ·rnoevelopment ~enc=t., and· offers 
proceeds consistent with the range. of estimated fair market value, it may decide to offer tne 
property for sale. If the local re.deve1opmeDt Jutboricy and the MiliWY DS!Jartm~ts lor his 
~sigTJeel do not a~ree on 'he proposed pie. the sal! decii}o-n sha.n be referrerl to the Secretacr 
pf Defense tor h1s desirneel for decisi.Qn. The prp:;e.dure for this review . is s~t fortb in 
pgij!graph @ !S). Potenti:~J offerors wiU be mguired to work with the redev~lopment authority 
so that tl'teir de\'elopment goals will be compatible ~ith the 1oc:a1 redevelopment plan. 

ParnmDh £3) (iiil - (~ changes) 

Pangrapb (4) - After the completion of the jnjtial six <21. month advertisement periodjf no 
o{kn have 'been received. the loql redevelopment authority may request additional markming 
assistance from the MiliW"Y D~pa!1JDents~ If no such request by the local redevelopment 
f!:UJhority is made. no additional marketing of properties sba)l occur. 

141006 
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SEN. MACK TAMPA 

Paragtilpb (d) • Jobs Centered Pnlperty Disposal 

Pmgraph C5l - Pu~ant to pa1agraph Cdl CJ). the loal redevelopment authoriQ! has the ability 
to recommend a,npt9"2.] or denial of any offen re.ceive.d Should tbe ~~~vel~ment 
authority. a.nd the Milita.tr De,par1mentS tUs.a&l!# on_ whether the pTOJ?Os~ sa}e sh21Jld oe~ur. ~
decision_to sell shall be; ,.n:fcm.d to the Secrerar:t of Defense for decision. The loc;~l 
redevel~ment authority m1y present jts wsition in writing and may regues a m~ing ~ith the 
S~ of Defense in oJ'der to pre.~ent it? position to (he Secreta.rv. The SetrtQry shall 
consider the positign of the local re4evelopment authority and make :a decision. Such d~isj,2n 
shall be ann.ouneed tvithin..sixty !60) ~ys of the daT~ ru matter l! referred to the S~retary of 
Defense;. 

Whx;. The·1ob Centered Property Disposal pllXCdure.s do not appear in the underlying Statute.s. 
It appears that these procedures 111ere developed by the drafters of the rules: It truly appears that 
the proeeliun:s are an attempt to simply make money from those properties which could ~ 
ma~e~. · 

141007 

The Job Cente~ Ptoptttey Disposal process appears to ~iolate the sense of Congr=ss and the 
President in that it fails tn actively involve the local community in decisions made with regard 
to property on Bases which are to be elosed. Publi~ Law 103-160, Div. B. Title XXIX. Seaion 
2903 (~)~November 30, 1993, 107 Stat_ 1915. provides that: 

"In order to maximize the local and reeional benefit from the 
reutlli72tioo and redevelopment of Military InStallations that are 
closedlr Of approved for closure. pursuant to the o~ration of a 
Base Closure I..a w,. the Se.creW)' of Defense shall consider locally 
and ·~gionally delineated economic development needs and 
priorities lnto the pi'\XeSS by which the Sccrctuy disposes of real 
propeny and personal propeny as part of the closure ct a MiliW)' 
Installation under a. Base Closu~ Law, In detennining ~ueh needs 
and priorities, the Secretary shall take into account the 
redevelopment plan ~cveloped for the Mllitat)' Installation 
invo111ed_ The Secrewy shall iMure that the needs of the 
homeless in che. communides affected by the closure of such 
installations are taken into consideration in the redevelopment pla.rJ 

" with respect to such installations." 
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SEN. MACK TAMPA 

Paragraph (d) • Jobs Centered Property Dispo~l 

However .. as the inte~ rules ha~e been published, the redevelopment authority has absolutely 
no voiee. in the proCess until a decision to sell by the Military Department. Never is the local 
government consulted about re5p9nses which have been received as . a result of the 
advertisemelltS, whezher such responses fit within the proposed use of the Base as ~et fonh by 
the l~ government in the ~Mevelopment plan or whether the proposed use tneets the 
development needs and prioriries as set forth by the local government_ 

runhcrf providing for local government input only at-the end of the process;· and only 
through a formal reronsideration mcthani5m, adds a coc:nplet.ely unnecessary a.dversarial role 
between the local government and the Mlliwy Depattmet~t. It truly seem!\ in dlafting the 
interim rules that the draften hav~ lost sight of the spirit of cooperation which ~as reiterated 
so many times by our !ederu leaders~ and are attempting simply ro sell off what prcpeny ma.y 
be sold, without consultation to the local government. Even the most basic elements of 
coordination ~ith the local government appear to be lacl<ing in the sale proCess. in that there is 
oo a)nsideration of zoning requirements, infrastrUctUre requirements and improvements due to 
the proposed development. · 

141008 

To add insult to . injury, l~e dnfrers go further in paragraph 4 of the lob Centered 
Property Disposal Rule in that even if no expressions of interest are ~eived during the fll'St six 
(6) month advertisement ~riod, the Military Department may d~ide to continue to market a few 
hit;h•value installations for an additional period of time. Again, the local gcr-emment is removed 
from the system, and is infonned only at the end of the initial six (6) month advertisement 
period whether a.n)' high·value installations will be continued to b: markc::te.d at the close cf the 
nonnal six (6) month period. The 1or;al goverrurient is not consulted early in" the process. and 
may only object in the fonn of a request for reconsideration, ~ pl~ing the·l~l government 
au~hority in .an unnecessarlly adversarial position with the Militalj Depan.ment. 

It shout~ also·be no~ed that in pan.gnph 3 (i), the statement is made that, "Advenisement 
for expressions of interest wiU be conducted simultaneously with all other disposal actions and· 
·are nor an additional step in the disposal process. 11 This statement is erroneous for the following 
reasons: 

1. For 1993 Bases, the six (6) month adYcrtisement period begins at th~ close 
of the McKinney Act Seree.ning (paragraph (d) (3)). 

2. As now provided in the Regulations (paragraph (,b) (7) to (10)). at the 
close of the McXinney Act Screening, the loa! redevelopment authority 
· c.an incorporate the propctty not claimed by the McKinney Act Screening 
process into the local re.de-..elopment pla.n. 
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Comments on Interim Rule 91 ... 7 
Submitted by City of Orlaudo, Florida 
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Paragraph {d) .. Jobs Centered Property Dispo~l 

3. Sit1ee the new six (6} month advertisement period does not begin until the 
close of the McKinney Act Screening, it adds at least siX (6) rnonths to the 
process and delays the time f~e in which tbc ·•lOcal rede...,elopment 
authority e.an incorporate the propetty into the local re-use plan. 

The suggested cM.nges we have incorporated in paragraph d .. Job Centered Propeny 
Disposal, attempt tO doth~ following: 

1- Involve the local government 10 a.lalge eXtent in the initial stages of the 
advenisemcnt period. This will allow the 1oca1· govemment tg feel 
confident that any proposals which ·may ultimately be accepted by the 
Military Department wlll be consistent with zoning regulations1 

infraStructure requirements, local comprehensive plans, and ptber nonnal 
development requirementS. The local government must feel confident that 
any uansfen under the Job Centered· .ProJ;erty Dispo52l procedures wUl 
fit in th~ overall community plan. as well as comply with normal 
development la'Ois, rules and regulations. 

2. Attempt to n=vlse the Jcb Centem:J Property Disposal rules to df:let.e r.he 
unrtec:cssary adversarial relationship by providing for early consultation 
and involvement of the·loc:al government, and providing for deferral of the 
sale decision to th~ Secretary of Defense sbould the Joea.l redevelopment 
authority and the Militaey Dep~e.nts disagree on the sale .. 

3 _ ~ovide that no additional marketing shall o:cur beyot'ld the initial six (6) 
month ~dvenisement pertod unless additional assistance is requested by the 
local redevelopment authority. 

CITY OF OlU.ANDO 
400 South Orange Avenue 
Orl3ndo. Plorida 32801 

Glenda E. Hood. Mayer 

DAT5: June Z3. 1994 

l4Joog 
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COLUMBIA SQUARE 

555 THIRTEENTH STREET NW 

WASHINGTON DC 20004-1109 

(202) 657-5600 

August 4, 1994 

The Honorable Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
The Pentagon 
Room 3D814 
Washington, D.C. 20301-8000 

\\\1--

Re: Comments on the Interim Final Rule Implementing 
Section 2903 of P.L. 103-160 

Dear Assistant Secretary Gotbaum: 

BRt.;SSELS 

LONDON 

PARIS 

PRAGUE 

WARSAW 

BALTIMORE, MD 

BETHESDA, MD 

McLEAN, VA 

The City of Adelanto, California ("Adelanto"}, by its undersigned 
counsel, hereby submits the following comments in support of the Department of 
Defense's interim final rule implementing section 2903 ofP.L. 103-160, the Base 
Closure Communities Assistance Act. Adelanto urges the Department of Defense 
to retain the interim final rule in its current form insofar as it provides the 
Military Departments with the authority to sell base-closure property at fair 
market value where a ready market for such property -exists. 

I. The City of Adelanto and George Air Forc-e Base 

The City of Adelanto is a dynamic, forward-looking community 
located adjacent to George Air Force Base ("George") in San Bernardino County, 
California. Since 1988, Adelanto has also been a base-clos.ure community facing 
an uncertain future because of George's scheduled closure. Determined to meet 
the challenge of base closure head-on, Adelanto has worked to ensure its future 
prosperity by developing a practical and innovative plan to acquire and redevelop 
the base for civil airport use and compatible industrial/commercial development. 

Based on a thorough review of previously closed military bases 
where the use of public funds alone was not adequate to spur economic 
development, Adelanto determined that in order to create quality, high-wage jobs 
from the base redevelopment, it would have to attract private development funds. 
This led Adelanto to create a redevelopment and job creation plan which 
conteptplates the infusion of private investment capital into base redevelopment 
efforts through a public/private partnership with a Master Developer and its 
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financial partners. This plan provides for the use of both public and private 
funds, and recognizes that both public and private entities have strengths to 
offer to the redevelopment process. .f...delanto firmly believes that its approach 
presents the federal government with a unique opportunity to demonstrate the 
markedly increased effectiveness of utilizing private investment capital in a 
public/private partnership to facilitate the rapid reuse and redevelopment of 
former military facilities to generate jobs. 

In accordance with its determination regarding the most effective 
redevelopment strategy for George, Adelanto has proposed to pay fair market 
value for substantially all of the parcels at George for the purpose of developing 
this property into a regional commercial airport with related compatible · · 
industrial/commercial uses that emphasize high-wage job creation. In this 
regard, Adelanto, under the authority of the interim final rule, has s~bmitted to 
the Secretary of the Air Force an expression of interest which outlines Adelanto's 
plan to acquire and develop George. Adelanto's expression of interest clearly 
demonstrates the existence of a ready market for George. A copy of Adelanto's 
expression of interest is attached hereto as Exhibit A 

II. The Interim Final Rule 

On July 2, 1993, President Clinton announced a "major new 
program to speed the economic recovery" of base-closure communities. 59 Fed. 
Reg. 16123. The primary component of the initiative is "jobs-centered property 
disposal that puts local economic redevelopment first." ML Subsequently, the 
National Economic Council ("NEC") created a framework for base disposal which 
provides that "where a ready market exists, sell properties quickly for public or 
private development to speed up job creation." The Department of Defense 
expressly adopted the NEC framework as its policy to guide its implementation 
of Title XXIX ofP.L. 103-160. 32 C.F.R. § 90.4(b)(1), 59 Fed. Reg. 16127; 32 
C.F.R. § 91.4 (a), 59 Fed. Reg. 16128. 

In accordance with the policy adopted by the NEC and Department 
of Defense, the interim final rule established a procedure for identifying those 
base properties for which a ready market exists. A "ready market" is defined as 
one in which "offers to purchase at or near the estimated range of fair market 

. value from the private sector covering all or most of the installation could be 
expected within 6 months of advertising the base for public sale." 32 C.F.R. 
§ 91.7(d)(4)(ii), 59 Fed. Reg 16131. 

The first step in identifying a ready market is the solicitation of 
expressions of interest to purchase the base-closure property for fair market 
value. Then, the Military Department is required to "analyze each expression of 

'\ '\ '\OC'\61589'\000 1 '\L T00530 l.DOC 
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i~terest and determine within 30 days of receipt if it is made in good faith and 
represents a reasonable development proposal" 32 C.F.R. § 91.7(d)(3)(ii), 59 Fed. 
Reg. 16130-31. ·If the Military Depa,rtment determines that the "expression of 
interest received demonstrates the existence of a ready market, the prospect of 
job creation, and offers proceeds consistent with the range of estimated fair 
market value, it may decide to offer the property for sale." Id. 

If no ready market exists, then the Military Department may make 
the property available to the local redevelopment authority without initial 
consideration for economic development. 32 C.F.R. § 90.4(b)(2), 59 Fed. Reg 
16127; 32 C.F.R. § 91.4(b), 59 Fed. Reg. 16128. 

III. Transfers for Fair Market Value: A Policy Option That
Should be Preserved 

Adelanto recognizes that in some, and perhaps most, communities 
no ready market exists for the base-closure property. Adelanto believes that the 
rule should recognize that in these communities transfers for no consideration, or 
at a discounted consideration, are, at least initially, the most effective method to 
induce economic _development. However, in a few communities, such as Adelanto, 
a ready market does exist and public-private partnerships stand ready to make 
available significant private investment capital to "jump start" development and 
job creation. Federal policy should take into account these special situations and 
recognize that in these communities the transfer of the property at fair market 
value to a public-private partnership provides the quickest path to rapid 
redevelopment of the base property and early job creation. 

In its current form, the interim final rule provides the 
Military Departments with the authority to identify these special situations and 
to transfer base-closure property for fair market value when it is determined that 
this is the most effective route for rapid economic development and job creation. 
Adelanto believes that this approach constitutes sound public policy, and that it 
should be retained in the rule. Adelanto further believes that the rule should 
continue to articulate a strong federal policy favoring the use of this approach in 
the few communities where a ready market exists and this approach provides the 
quickest route to rapid economic development and job creation. 
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Thank you for your consideration of these comments. 

cc: The Honorable Judith Crommie 
Ms. Patricia A Chamberlaine 
R. Zaiden Corrado, Esquire 

\\ \DC\61589\000 1 \LT00530 l.DOC 

Sincerely, 

c. J~ . CRt=;( 
E. Tazewell Ellett 
Counsel for the City of Adelanto 
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OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
3300 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-3300 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTORATE FOR FREEDOM OF INFORMATION 
(ATTN: Mr. Talbot) 

SUBJECT: Additional public comments on the Defense Department's Interim and 
Proposed Rule published in the Federal Register, April 6, 1994 · 

Last week, we brought you a set of public comments on Revitalizing Base Closure 
Communities. You agreed to arrange for public access to that information. 

Attached are additional comments, which should complete the set. We hope to have 
the transcript from our August 5, 1994 public hearing to you .within the next few days. 

Please direct questions to myself or Mr. Damon Hemmerdinger of the Base Transition 
Office. We can be reached on x75743/45. 

Enclosure 

Senior Professional Advisor 
DoD Base Transition Office 
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PllCJm All'''''"' GRoUP I 
THE NATIONAL ORGAN17.A TION OF LEGAL SERVICI:S PROGRAMS 

August 5, 1994 

Assist.ant Secre.tary of Defense for Economic Security 
ThE':! Pent.agon 
Room 3D854 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Re: Comments on Proposed Regulations on 
Military Base Closures 

Dea.r Sir: 

@ (I (12 : (1 (I 2 

(202) 213-1760/FA.X (202) 2l3-180J 
1-tJ\NOSNET 10 -"'0686 

INFORMATION HOTLINE· 
l-800-1) 1-7536 

The Project Advisory Group, the National Organization of 
Legal Services Programs, joins in and supports the comments 
previously subm.itt.ed .,.by the Legal Services Task Force (Lauren 
Hallinan, Chair.) on July 54 

We. emphasize the critical importance of developing and 
sett-ing forth a def~nition for "local regulatory authorities" and 
a criteria for representation by that entity. We are aware that 
proposed legislation is now pending that would substantially 
abrogat~e opportunities for homeless and low income people to 
receive assistance under Title IV of the McKinney Act. If the 
amendment is enacted, the issues of who -and what is a 
redevelopment authority becomes all that more crucial. Please 
do not~ hesi t~a te to contact me if you have any questions. 

T~ank you for consideration of these cornents. 

RICHARD M. TA YLO~. JR. 

Clza 1rpo"':.O•l 

Lq~al Service:; of Nonh (.:m.tlin:-a 

lllkigh, No!i.h C.u!•lin:• 

ROSlE NEWSOME 
Via-Chclirpo-mn 

LSP oll'\orrhem lndt.Jril 

Sc>uth Bend. h1diana 

Richard M. Taylor, 
Chairpe:rson 

I R~N£ C. MORALES 
Via-Chairperson 

Inland Counties ~gal Service:; 

Riverside. California· 

DOROTHY REE.D 
Scactary/Trc<l.U•r"tr 
Leg:1.l Aid Socicry 

Charlcsron. Vvf'St Vir~iniR 
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MARIO M. CUOMO 

STATE OF NEW YORK 

ExECUTIVE CHAMBER 

ALBANY 1 2 2 24 
\\\01 

~\\\ 
GOVERNOR 

August 5, 1994 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

I am writing to provide comments from the State of New York 
on the interim rule for revitalizing base closure communities 
that was recently published in the Federal Register. 

First, let me state that we fully support the President's 
Five Part Plan to speed economic recovery at military bases 
scheduled for closure or realignment. We are concerned, however, 
that the interim rule may be inconsistent with the Five Part 
Plan, as well as the underlying statute it is designed to 
implement. 

our primary concern is with the definition of fair market 
value. The interim rule calls for the appraised value to be 
established based on the planned re-use of the site. This is a 
less accurate reflection of the true value of the base than the 
actual condition of the site at the time of appraisal. As you 
know, base facilities and infrastructure often require extensive 
overhaul and updating. This places a tremendous burden on local 
communities. · 

Our second major concern is the delay and bureaucratic 
obstacles that may be created by the proposed property disposal 
process. In many instances, the interim rule will establish a 
process that is more burdensome for communities than current 
guidelines. For example, the regulations that govern "readily 
marketable" property allow private enterprises six months to 
submit written expressions of interest in a site. This will 
delay the period when the base will become available to the 
community for economic re-use. Of· even greater concern is the 
Defense Department's proposal that if there is no private 
interest within the six month period it be allowed to hold on to 
property with "high value" indefinitely. This is clearly in 
conflict with the President's Five Part Plan which emphasizes 
local control over the base re-use process. 

® PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER 
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Third, the way in which the rule deals with the disposal of 
personal property could lead to·an adversarial relationship 
between the military and local re-use planners. A list of 
retained property, agreed to by both the ~ase commander and the 
local redevelopment authority, should be strictly adhered to in 
all cases. substitutions of "equivalent" item·s should be held to 
a minimum and should require the approval of the Assistant 
Secretary. 

Other issues of concern to New York State include:· 

• Environmental cleanup responsibility: There should be 
provisions for the prompt and thorough cleanup of 
bases, including future indemnity for new owners. 

• Distribution and use of net profits from sale or lease 
of property: Localities must be guaranteed a fair 
share of any profits from redevelopment projects. 
Infrastructure expenditures made by localities should 
be credited before profits are calculated. 

• Minimum standards of maintenance and repair: The 
military should have clear responsibility to preserve 
the condition of facilities and land during the 
transfer period. 

• Classification of rural bases: Griffiss Air Force 
Base, essentially a rural base, has been misclassified 
because it lies within a metropolitan statistical area. 
The definition of "rural" should be extended to include 
communities of less than 50,000 people.that do not have 
strong real estate markets. 

• Reversionary clause: The final rule should specify 
that existing reversionary clauses should be amended to 
allow conveyance of improved property without 
recoupment. 

In summary, I urge you to revise the interim rule so that it 
is consistent-with the President's theme of job-centered property 
disposal. 
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Thank you for your consideration. We look forward to 
working with your office to promote the speedy reuse of bases 
scheduled for closure or realignment in New York State. 

Sincerely, 

The Honorable Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of Defense, Economic Security 
Department of Defense 
3310 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 
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AUG 0 5 1994 
Mr .. Steven ·Kleiman 

General Services Administration 
Federal Supply Service 
Washington, DC 20406 

Office of the A·ssistant Secret.ary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

Room 3D814 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301 

Dear Mr. Kleiman: 

\\to 
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The purpose of this letter is to provide comments from the 
Property Management Division of the Federal Supply Service (FSS), 
General Services Administration (GSA) on the interim final rule 
issued by the Department of Defense (DOD) to implement the 
provisions of Title XXIX of Public Law 103-160, the National 
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994, pertaining to the 
disposal of property generate~ by the base realignment and 
closure process. The interim final rule was published in the 
Federal Register of April 6, 1994. The original deadline of July 
=·, 1994, for the submission of cornrr.en ts \-Jas extended to August 5, 

Our comr:1ents focus on those parts of the interim final rule 
pertaining to the disposition of personal property which becomes 
excess to the needs of DOD as a result of the base realignment 
and closure process. Other program offices in GSA may submit 
corrunents to you sep?rately on other aspects of the interim final 
rule. 

As a general comrnent, vJe feel it vJould be appropriate to point 
out the authority and responsibility which the Cqngress has 
assigned to the General Services Administration ·(GSA) with 
respect to the disposal of excess and surplus property held by 
all executive agencies, including DOD. Under the provisions of 
the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, as 
amended, the Administrator of General Services has the 
government-wide respon~ibility to oversee and direct the 
transfer, donation, and disposal by other means of all such 
excess and surplus personal property held by_executive agencies. 
When property in the possession of an executive agency is no 
longer needed for·official purposes, it is determined excess and, 
under the provisions of the Property Act, must be reported or 
otherwise made ~vailable to GSA to be screened for possible use 
by other Federal age~cies. Property for which there is no 
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Federal use requirement, as determined by the _Administrator of 
General Services, is determined surplus and becomes eligible for 
transfer by the Administrator to the States for donation to 
public bodies and certain qualified non-profit activities. 
Property which is not donated becomes available for.sale to the 
general public by competitive means. 

It must be noted that the property disposal authority and 
function which OOD has through Public Law 103-160 and other base 
closure legislation complements'but does not replace or repeal 
the disposal authority and responsibility which is assigned to 
GSA under the F~tieral Property Act. Under the provisions of the 
base closure legislation, DOD may transfer excess property 
resulting from the base closure process to other Federal agencies 
to avoid new procurements and may transfer property to local 
redevelopment authorities for economic development purposes. We 
recognize that SectioL 2903 of Public Law 103-160 exempts 
transfers of personal property to local redevelopment author~ties 
under that law from the requirements of the Federal Property Act. 
However, it dces not exempt DOD personal property left over after 
s~ch transfers from the requirements of the Property Act. 
Accordingly, any personal property which is not transferred by 
DOD to Federa~ and local autho~ities for those specialized 
purposes must still be reported to GSA for the broader 
utilization and donation screening purposes which are required by 
the Property Act. In effect, the base closure legislation will 
result in a two-phase disposal process. DOD will carry out the 
narrowly defined specialized transfers to Federal and local 
agencies for the purposes specifically outlined in Public Law 
103-160. The remaining property will then have to be reported to 
GSA for the multi-purpose Federal and State screening that is 
specified in the ?rbperty Act. Accordingly, once they have 
carried out the economic redevelopment actions specified in the 
base closure legislation and in this interim final rule, DOD 
officials and base commanders will have to ensure that any 
personal property remaining at the af:ected bases is reported to 
GSA for screening under the Property Act before any sale or other 
disposal action is taken by DOD. 

Before addressing specific points in the interim final rule, we 
would like to make one other general comment. At many DOD 
installations that will be closing or realigning, there are items 
of personal property that are not. DOD property and are, 
therefore, not authorized for transfer to local communities for 
economic redevelopment purposes or for any other disposal 
purpose. A specific example would be the many motor vehicles 
that are assigned to the GSA Interagency Fleet Management System. 
There are large quantities of these vehicles in use at military 
installations all over the country. Because they are not DOD 
property and beca~1se GSA still has operational requirem~nt~ for 



them, care will have to be taken to ensure that GSA fleet 
vehicles are not inadvertently transferred for local 
redevelopm~nt purposes under the procedures contained in the 
interim rule. 

Having made these general observations, we offer the following 
comments on specific provisions of the interim final rule: 
(NOTE: the page numbers listed are those of the April 6, 1994 
issue of the Fe~eral Register and are included for reference 
purposes). · 

1. The propos~d new 32 CFR 91.3 (see page 16127} contains a list 
of definitions. The definition of "surplus property" found at 
Subpart 91.3(1) has ·an error. It defines such property as any 
excess property not required for the needs and the discharge of 
the responsibilities of Federal agencies. It further says, 
incorrectly, that, "Authority to ~ake this determination, after 
screeni~g with all Federal Agencies, rests with the Military 
Department$." 

Public Law 103-160, or at least Title XXIX of that law, does not 
define ~he ~erm "surplus property" for the purposes of that law. 
Thus, it would seem necessary ~o fall back on the definition of 
the term used in the relevant law governing the disposal of 
Federal property, i.e., the Federal Property Act. Section 3(g) 
of the Property Act (40 U.S.C. 472\gl) defines "surplus property" 
a.s "any exces5 property not required for the needs and the 
discharge of the responsibilities ·of all Federal agencies, as 
determi~ed by the Administrator." The Administrator of General 
Services is in a position to make such a determination because he 
is also the official charged with the responsibility, under 
Section 202 of the Property Act (40 U.S.C. 483), for screening 
excess property of a~l executive agencies, including DOD, for 
possible transfer to other Federal agencies. The definition at 
Subpart 91.3(i) should be changed to correspond with the 
definition in the Property Act. 

2. . The language in the proposed new 32 CFR 91. 6 (a) (see page 
16128) is partially incorrect as stated. The language in its 
present format creates the mistaken impression that the · 
Administrator of General Services has delegated to the Secretary 
of Defense the authority for the disposal of all excess and 
surplus property at closing and realigning bases. This is not 
the case. In fact, the three separate delegations of authority 
cited in Subpart 91.6(a) deal only with the authority to dispose 
of "real and related personal property" and not with the 
authority to dispose of "personal property." As you may be 
aware, "related personal property" is a ·narrowly-defined 
subcategory of persona1 property that refers to personal property 
that is an integral part of buildings or other real proper~y, 



such as permanent fixtures or pla~t equipment that is an 
intrins:.c part of a building. It does not refer to most 
categories of personal property such as vehicles of any type, 
aircraft, construction equipment, furniture, office .equipment, or 
other common-use items. 

GSA's .authority, under Sections 202 and 203 of the Federal 
Property Act, to dispose of excess and surplus personal property 
held by any executive agency, it;clud.ing DOD, has not been 
delegated. Accordingly, the language in the first sentence of 
the proposed Subpart 91.6(a) should be changed so that the phrase 
"disposal of property" would read "disposal of real and related 
personal property." Without such a change, the subpart would be 
misleading. For your information, the term "related personal 
property" is not defined in the Property Act itself but is 
defined in the Property Act's implementing regulations, the 
Federal Property Management Regulations. (See 41 CFR 101-43.001-
2 7 and 4 1 C FR l 0 1 - 4 7 • l C 3 ~, 1 3 ) 

3. We take note of the language in ~he proposed new 32 CFR 
91.7 (h) (5i ~v) (see page 16134i vJhich dea:s with certaiYl transfers 
cf personal property to other Federal agencies to preclude the 
necessity to make new procurem~nts. It 1s our understanding that 
this is a reference only to those transfers of property which the 
Secretary of Defense is authorized to make to other Federal 
agencies under the provisions of Subsections 2902(a) and (b) of 
Public Law 103-160. It should be understood, as specified in our 
general comments, that personal property which is not transferred 
by DOD for those specific purposes or which is not transferred by 
DOD to local redevelopment authorities for economic development 
purposes must subsequently be reported to GSA to be screened for 
possible utilization or donation tran~fers to Federal and State 
agencies in accordanc~ with Sections 202 and 203 of the Property 
Act {40 U.S.C. 483 and 484). 

4. With respect to the transfers of personal property to other 
Federal agencies to preclude the need for new proc~rements, as 
discpssed in the proposed new .32 CFR 91.7 (h) (5) (v·) (see page 
16134), there is no discussion of the mechanism by which Federal 
agencies will be notified of the availability of property for 
such purposes. This information, such as how will the Federal 
agencies know about the property and what time frames will they 
have to make an expression of interest in the property, would 
appear to us to be necessary and relevant information that should 
be discussed or mentioned in this interim final rule . 

. ··',.-

5. We take note of the statement, in the proposed new 32 CFR 
91.7 (h) (6) (see page 16134), that personal property transfers to 
local redevelopment authorities in support of their redevelopment 
plans are not subject to Se~tions 202 and 203 of the Property 

"' 



Act. That is a correct statement in accordan~e with the 
pro~isions of Subsections 2903(3) and (b) of Public Law 103-160. 
However, we would again point out that excess and surplus 
personal property at closing or realigning bases which is not 
transferred by DOD to local redevelopment authorities, as 
authorized by Public Law 103-160, must subsequently be reported 
to GSA for screening under the p~ovisions of Sections 202 and 203 
of the Property Act before DOD sells or otherwise disposes of the 
property. 

6. We note the statement, in the proposed new 32 CFR 91.7(h) (8), 
that personal property not needed by a major command, a Federal 
agency, or a local redevelopment authority (o~ a State or local 
jurisdiction ir. lieu of a local redevelopment authority) shall be 
transferred to a Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office 
( D:RI'10) fo~ prc::c:essing ir:: o.ccorda~-lce if.Ji th the Federal Property 
Act. This would appear to address some of the points we made in 
our general cornments as well as in conunents 3 and 5 above. 
EovJever, it mus~ be understood by the appropriate DOD or DRMO 
officials that ::he DP..l-10 or its parent agency·, the IJefense 
Reutilization and Marketing Service must repo~t the property to 
GSA for utilization and donation screening purposes before the 
DR1'10 can take action to sell or otherwise dispose of the personal 
prope!:'ty. 

Sir:ce~ely, 

-~TO~ 
Lester D. Gray, Jr. 
Director 
Property Management Division (FBP) 



PUEBLO DEPOT ACTIVITY DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
1120 COURT STREET, ROOM 200 

PUEBLO. COLORADO 81003-2819· 
PHONE: (719) S83·6100 FAX: (719) S83-6376 

August 3, 1994 

Offiee of Assistant· Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D .. C.. 20301-3300 

,,~, 

tO\'' 

Re: Comments on the Interim Rule-- Implementing Title XXIX of the National · 
Defense Authori~tion Act for FY 94 

Dear Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security: 

Please e.ceept the fallowing general comments and seven! specific comments. 

Substantial progress has been made since 1988 in the written rules regarding 
revitalizing base closure communities and community assistance; however, the 
transference of these rules into practice is lagging far far behind. 

It is our view, based on the exper~ence with the Pueblo Depot Activity 
(PUDA), that the U.S. Army has made insufficient commitment to base reuse. 
Until the U.S. Army u.nders~ands it must be a cooperative partner, then all the 
lofty and well crafted language . will be for naught. We are forced to expend 
our precious few resources, riot on reuse and roevitalization 1 but on fighting 
decades old animosities and bureaucratic turf battles within the Army. If 
there is a single word_ to describe Pueblo's expe~ience with the reuse and 
revitalization process since 1988 it is FRUSTRATION. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

CJF/la 

Enclosure 



Format For Comments On Tbe Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The · · 

National Oefer~e Authorization Act For·FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense fer Economic Security 
30814. The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: pqel;>lo pepot ActiVity Develoqnent Authority 
(Activity!LocatloniCornmunity/Installation/Group) 

Page __________ __ 90.4 (a)(3) 
Column _____ _ 
p~~h ________ _ 

Recommended Changes: Define .. substantial realignment" a:; being a loss or projected 
loss of 100 or more employees, excess of 25% or more of the base '·s acreage or 
buildings, or a significant economic or environ11ental impact on the corrrnunity. 

Why: PUDA. rteeds· a full•time base transition coordi:1ator-·and was guaranteed one by· 
then-Colonel John "Gil" Meyer in August, 1993. Todate, the BR~C office refuses to 
recognize PUDA as a substantial realignment, even thouglt the realignment results in the 
·loss of 100' s of jobs, and will make 15, 000± a:. res and over 1 , 000 buildings available 
for retise. PtJDA' s realignment d~arfs most base closures, Qut BRAC ·stifl.:r.efuses· to· pr<.1vi 
a full-time BTC. 

Name: Ov.ir les J. Fin ley 
Adddress: Pueblo Depot. Activity Developnent Authority 

1120 Court Street., Room 200 

Phone: 

Pueblo, Colorado 81003-2819 

719/583-6100 

.., .., 
(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



P.UG 09 '9~ ::.0:53 PLJEBLO COUhTY/719 544 0342 

Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For F\"94 

Forward comments to: .Office of.Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Secwity 
30814, The Pentagon 

. . Washington, DC 20391-3300 

From: fueblo Depot .. Acti"ri.ty Development Authority 
(Activity/Location/Communityllnstallation/Group) 

Page __________ __ · 90.4 (a)(3) 
Column ____ _ 
Paragraph ___ _ 

Recommended Changes: Add (iv) which provides the BTC £hall be selected in .consultation 
with the community and/or local redevelopment authority, and shall be acceptable to 
same. 

Wbv: Th 1 k ~ ~= BTC pos_.ition is structured to be the S:i:ryj,le most inri_w'Ortant in between the 
local community/authority, State, base, and DoD. If the BTC is not prepared to accept 
the responsibility of th~ position, the ccmnunity/authority has no· effective 
coordination or ccmmmication link. 1h:o Colonel John "Gil" M~yer promised the 
att~es at the·NAID conference in August, 1993 that the ccimmunities would be consulted 
as to \rlho would be the BTC, and no one v1ould be "forced dcY.rn the (coornunities) throat." 
The PUDA Developnent Authority is now being told by the BI<AC office that the local 
authority has no role in determining who is the BTC. 

Name: 
Aciddress: 

Phone: 

Charles J. Finley 
Pueblo Depot Activity Development Authority 
1120 Court Street, Room 200 
Pueblo, Colorado 81003 ... 2819 
719/583-6100 

., _(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic SecUrity 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washingto~ DC 20301·3300 

From: Pueblo Depot. Activity Delte]n~ent Authority 
(Activity/Location/CommunityllnstallatiorJGroup) 

Page ____________ _ 91 .. 6 (b) 
Column ______ _ 

Paragraph----

Recommended Changes: Require: delegation of authority to approve interim leases to 
major commands·. and/or· bare .cOmnanders.. . 

VVby: Even the simplest interim lease with the Army requires ~~· excessive and 
burde.11Sane approval process. The President's 5-Point Plan for promoting job-centered 
property developnent, ·D:utrr{s July 15, 1993 memo and Perry's September 9t 1993 memo 
·all directed e.pproval ~f int~:rim leases be d~legated downward, especially to the base 
coomander. The PUDA Develo:..iiTJent Atlthority has been requesting this be done at PUDA 
for many months, but no ~ ' 1layer" of corn.&~.and appears willing to give up its "turf". 

Name: Oiarles J. Finley · 
Adddress: PUeolo·Depof :Aetivfty Developnent Authority 

1120 Court Street, Ream 200 
Pueblo, .colorado 81003-281-9 

Phone: 719/583-6100 

v (NOTE: Lll\fiT TO I COMMENT PER PAGE) 
It' 

• .. 



AUG G9 '94 10:5-4 PUEBLO COUNT~',-719 544 C342 

Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX OfTh~ 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3.D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20~01-3300 

From: Pueblo Depot Activity Developnent Authorjt~' 
(Activity/Location/Communityllnstallation/Group) 

Page _______ _ 
Column ____ _ 

Paragraph----

91.7 (a)(2) through (7) a~ 
92.7 (h)(2) through (7) 

Recommended Changes: Provision should be made to gi-"'e the local redevelop:nerlt 
authority standing to enforce thes£ rules. Enforca~t should be attew~ted 
thrc·ugh DoD first, but the Feci.e.r.al Courts should be available to the Authority. 
The Authority should ~ able to recapture attorney fees and other legal expenses 
rssulting from the litigation . 

. Why: Local authorities should not be burdened with enforcing these rules, but 
When the Army blatantly disregards the 1~1 and DoD refuses to take action, then the 
Authority must be. empowered to enforce the rules. 

Name: Charles J. Finley 
Adddress: Pueblo Depot Activity Development Authority 

1120 Court Street, Room 200 
Pueblo, Colorado 81003-2819 

Phone: 719/583-6100 

.,; 
v (NOTE: LIMIT TO l COMMENT PER PAGE) 



AUG G9 "S4 10:55 PUEBLO COUHTY/719 544 0342 

Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forvvard comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington. DC 20~01-3300 

From: Pueblo Depot ·Activity Develoenent Autho:r;jty 
(Aetivity/Location/Communityllnstallation/Group) 

Page 91.7 (a)(3) 
Column ____ _ 
Paragraph ___ _ 

Recommended Changes: Change "should41 to "shall u. 

Why: If not required to seek local development authority input, the Army has the 
discretion to eliminate the Authority from the process. 

Name: 
Adddress: 

Phone: 

Charles J. Finley 
Pu~blo Depot Activity Develo~t Authority 
1120 Court Stree-t, Room 200 
Pueblo, Colorado 81003-2819 
719/583-6100 

/' (NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



RUG 09 JSi4 10;55 PU~BLO COUHTY/719 54~ 03~2 

Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authoriution Act For Fi94 

P.e..-s 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washi.ngtollt DC 20301-3300 

From: Puehlo,Pepot Actjyity Qevelopnect Aqthorj t;r 
(Activity!Location/Community/Installation/Grolip) 

Page ____________ _ 91.7 (b)(l) 
Column _______ _ 

Paragraph----

Recommended Changes: Provide that McKi~.ney screening is not required prior to 
non-Federal interL~ lease$ being allowed. 

Why: PUDA has not undergone the real property /SCre:~ing even though it is a 
BRAC 88 base. \\'e have been told the screening process has been held up, awaiting 
a determination of What real property is needed to support the CHEMDEM[L program. 
We have _no excess or surplus property declared at this t~e tc initiate the screening 
on. lhe u.s. Army Corps of _Engineers advises the Authority .that because PUDA is 
"underutilized··property", the McKinney screening must be completed before any 
non-Federal interim leases of property will be permitted. 

Name: Charles J. Finley 
Adddress: . Pueblo Depot Aceivity Dev~loproent Authority 

1120 Court Street, Room 200 
Pueblo, Colorado 81003-2819 

Phone: 719/583-6100 

., (NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
., 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

i--'. ':Y'=. 

.Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814. The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 203?1-3300 

From: Pueblo Depot Activit}' ~veloprner.t At;thori ty 
(Activity/Location/COmmunity/Installation/Group) 

Page _____ _ 
Column ____ _ 

Paragraph----

Recommended Changes: Provide that in a multi-tenant·. or less the l-..'bol~ occupancy 
lease situation the cost equivalent of insurance shall: (1) be part of the lease 
cost, even if the Army is self-insured, (2) be prorated to only t}~t portion of the 
building being leased, and (3) be based on the current value of the b~ilding, not its 
replacement cost. t.Jhen an entire bui.lding is leased to a single te..""lallt, then the tenant . 
should be given the option of paying the cost-equivalent cf insuranc~ as part of the 
lease cost or securing incieptnden t insurance coverage acceptable to the Army. 

Why: The. insurance requirer.1ents f\..ave held up a simple lease for over 2 weeks, with -no 
resolution assured. The facts ars a potential lessee desire 11% (10,000 sq. ft.) of a 
warehouse. The Corps of Engineers initially demanded insurar.ce coverage O\"er the entire 
building. Even if the lessee was willing to insure the entir~ building, it is 
difficult, if not impossible, to purchase insurance on property you do not control 
(e.g., the 89% balance of the warehouse). Additionally, the lessee was to be charged 
the fair market value for the space--a price ~hich already contains the insur~~e 
coverage in the private sector in a multi-tenant or less than whole occupancy. 

Name: 
Adddress: 

·Phone; 

Charles J. Finley 
Pueblo Depot Activity Development Authority 
1120 Court Street, Room .200 
Pueblo, Colorado 81003-2819 
719/583-6100 

~ (NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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... =.~_·.,=<:.···=··::··.-ex~e~siye .. ~~rioration; H:UP.oye~look:S. Ut~ .. facL~~~.'d~t.eriQ~~-li~Id~ng~:~.~-. rn~doW11,:. J_; .. =.:; .>. 
··:~~: ···.·.·: .. ·· .. :.t_·.:and> new.-~b!Jildings·_·oon~trilcted. ··on· ~e ·:5ui~te ..I~n~.' ~nd.ertteat~: .':.:.~h~. :Htm· p. s fo~ .' ; .. ~:<: >.:·· ·. 
:. ~-.~· ·:: .. .-~.~:· .. ~ :-... _:d~;~.r~n~g·:.s~ita!Jiu~· ~it= p~~lishing· pro~rti~- .~ust ¢on~io~e.'~}ri9.1ude ~~· .. ad··· :ms~.ti~~ ... ·:::-,:·~:·~>< ·.· 

·:: .. • .-:: -~ .. ~ .. ".appeal process. tO re5o1ve· these kinds. of. problems.. ........ :. : ;: ... . :·:--<· :·. :; .:: .... -·: ... ~ .... ·. ·. · .. ··~. ~ ::: :· :··.:-: ... ·· :: ... 
:: ~:·.<:· : : ... _.:··~: ·-~.:~ ·. '.:. : ··.-·~ :.:< \·.:··· :' -~ ... ··.-: ~;=· ~:\:. ..... --:~·:·<.: ~·<.' ·:=:···<·· ·="": .·:·.· •: :: ·. ·~· ·. ·: · .. ~ .. ~.· .~· ·.\~ ~~::·:-~ :· ~:: .. ~.~-~-~-~ .~ ... :·< .. : ~-~·.'. ~- '.::;·.: · .. ::. ~- ~ :.~ ·::: :· ·.:.1 . ~ . ~. 
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, :._-: : ;/ ::;·::: _,_: > .>_.'!nt~rtl _teas;< •· · :: .• ~--. ,_: ·:·,·: :::: .. _; : .;::· -~~- :: · . ~' > ~~~;:::~~ ,_:, ,.:: .. ;_. ·:;"> -~ .·: .. ;,J:::: ;~',. ·.\/:~ >~:~·· .. :· · 
~·~ .'~<·.~.<:;:~·:::· .. ··s~. ~~~-~~:t(b)(t~). ~~~-~ -~-~~!~~.-;;~ m~y·:be~~~6l~_.~,~~'·a~d¥,:·1~:~.~:·.- ',.·;:\~ >·:.~...:.-· 
.;:T.·.· .- ·>:. :~-.:~· apprbpJj~t~_oy t~e .l~iiiifacy.'i>epaitment'eori~.moo•t.:. ·Hoinetci~· g~ps .. sljo~.l~ ~-~i(l~y ~--·).:.<~·.: .. = 

.· ·~··. · .. · ·.·~:·: ~~ .. ;:· .. meritio~ed. 'in this_ ~tjon:. as ~~ne·. of. the .. entitieS. ~at. ca1( ~-~~(· .in~o.Jnte~m.:.t~ .. ¥t '.c;;~~. to ,~ .... : ::.: ... ·: ... 
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·. ·>·_-.·.· .. .-: _·-.~~:-~·· fl~c~dp!atn •. ~ii~ ,not ~·i' a ~ood~~~~ _..Mo~~y~r,· _in··.m.~ng_u.~~ui~bi~~tr·q~¥.~~.~ii~~ .b~_ ~r( :::}.:< .. :.·· . 
. .. =.~.·.:.= · ·.'. ·'.: ·_.··:exce~$Jve .. d~norauon; H:UP.oye~looks th~_.fact. .tha.t.'d~tert~~~·~ulld~ngs.~.~-. m .down, .. . :; ... ... : .:. 
:.:~·~:···.··:·...-·.~.!.·.:and> new.··.b~ildings'_·constructed. ··on- ~e :sui~te .,'lan4 ... ~n~~eat~: .::/rh~ :.Hi.JP· p s fo~ .' =--~>--:.· ~ .. ~·: ·. 
:. ~ ..• _· ·:: .. :.~~· -<. :-... _··d~;~r~n~g·:.s~itabilitY. aiid: pu~lishirig· pro~rtie.s .~ust ¢ontio~e.·~)ri~~ude #le.:ad··· ··ms~~v~ .. ::.·':.:·>>~·~ ·. 

:: -~ ~:'/ '-; :. :··-_:/~~~; ~~)r·~~ -~~~~~,~h~se~,~~~-:~~,~-:b~~.~, ~: _- :: _: :: _:~ i _: .-~.: ,:=: :_; :: ~ ;~;,:~ ;_~ ·:} ~ ~ \. ·._ -:::~-:~: ·:> . ·_:· t: ·:::: _·-· _ . _ 
· ... • :.: :. ~ . ...- •·. ·. · .::;. Amend SecUon·2L7.(b)(10) t(fspecify tba'f teprySentattv~ of the homeless··can ehter 'lntQ _: · : .... · .. · .. · : 

; : :: · i': :/: ~~: , _: ::· :: ',/_int~~ -~~- ~> : -;·- ~-:: · ;,'_~ :· . ·, :-::: : ~ ;: .:.; :.'. : :. _-; · :_:' , ~<:~<~::·. :><;~~:::::·-~/ · '-:~ :), :;)>-\> · :_:::··· :~(~_(.'·. : · · . 
. ,~; .;· -. · / , ·:: sectJ~n 9i :7(1, )(t Q) _States ~ -• ~!PiuS: PioP.e~ tlia'y· ~e iwliitabt~ tD .anY~ ~tlty ,_.:,·:L' ~~-f.d . . ':::: ,: > . 

:_: .. · ... · ·.~::. _:· .:·; approj>I:i~t~. oy t.he .Militiify pepanment corict.med•.,;. Homeles~· grO,ups:·sho~.l.~ be ~ifi~y ~~·).,:. · ... ·.· .. . 
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. ~·~~: ..... ~ ... >. · ~.· .. ·.:.~-.···· .... :Amend· S&iOn 9i. 7!h) tO .. give· ho·meless groups.·prioricy·:~vef.the·l~ !eddvelmjmertt' ~ :• .. :·· .. ... ·. ·· .. 
_-.·~:"·,:· .·. •, .· ... · .. · .. ·. th • • . : . ·.·• I. • •• I ... ril · .. ' ... · .. .... :; ·,: ·.· ,,;·.~-. ·. ·:.: .·.·. ·: ... 1.:· ·.·· .. ·.~·. ·:. :. '·: ·-'::·.'· . ' 
. -~·~ .:; ': · .. ··-t:· ... ·. · ·: .. < au ontt 1n. rec~tyu~.~ 12eu,o~~ p~ope , .... :· _.· .. :: ~ .. <·:::· .... ·.·:· .. ·.::·,.-_.~ ~.::•:-.::·. '... ... ,_. .. ,., -~ ::: ·: ~ .~·~ :~: .. /''. :·. ·· .... .: 

.::_;,_·,: ; ;',- ,~ ~:<f .n:~ i~ t~~~ ri~~~o-~~: ~i~~:~~~-· ~~U~~~~o_;~~n~ :~~~~~:·~--~~~iii;,~~~ -~~~-k :.-" ~~ :·;!:· .-,-~ :: .. 
· >:··.~~'::·.-.:.:_.::::--WiHhe.S.Jo.:~)~ }t.$ ~~~elopinenf.~pt~'ri...t~fQre ho.fi?.el~s·.~roup~ -~ .~~l:lt:st...~~· .:{See.:, .. ·.~/·~~:·:: .... .-·-.·~· .. 
·:··. -:<·: .. :: ·;.:. · ·:·~ ?L7(~)(l)).~hej~.s~ficati~ giv~ri.f~r;~is iS that pe~$Oil~'pro~rty on lite b~~ !s· c)fteii uSe{MI ··· .. -~·.: · .. · .: 
· ·.:·<·~.~-.-~~ ... ~ ··:;:··_:: :~<-~ ... tb~ ~~~:velop.ment.~f ~e..-r~fproper&>_'~·!-'~~ver~ ther.r)-o~·:~m~!l~~~tln9llid~s ~-e-·~#e ·:·<:-.:.::.·.?. :·~ · 
·.>~ <:·.:.>::.:·. ; .. _:··v -P.rioriiy :for homeless"'proViders t()' receive:'property .ari4 tiuil~ing~ ·n~ed. t0:.¢St4bllsb. their' .. :;;-:-. ::<. · ... ·. ·. 
\·. :~·~ .... : . · :,·.~./:;. >: ... ~; . pr~•g:~ms~. ~~~~.04 ··pr~r;ty wUl. ob~~u .. st Y". be ~s~r ut. to·.~~~.~l~s~. p~o~iqefs. i~ J~e ~~veJoi>~e~t _..:: .. / ;~; .\'~.-.. : · :. · 

.:.(-< ).~::-..:~:<.:~)~~·· ·?.~-:t~e~r. ~~~g~~s.; ~p:~e~o~~~. h~fJl~l:~ p~9~i.d~~s~s~o~~ld -~.~~~v~?.-~.:~:.~-~~o/-:~t-r.·.~~~~P.~~--·' ... :.:.:·::~.~~~·-~:.:·:··::: ..... : . 
. . . ~·.: ~·. :_ .. ; ., prope~ on the. bases as .they are: ·glven.for·real property · ... ·· .. > ... :· · ....... .-.· ... ·.:-.~ ~r- -· .. ·• ........ ~-'·; .. . :· , .... ·.: •. ..... 

:::;·~·~i :·:·:~·Y~~:.·/·:~ ... := :··~:·. :_~~·~\::.<:·:.:·.-:_:.-~: ~::;~~- .. ~i ... ~·~.~··.-.:·~~~·\r~:. ~ ~. -~i~: · ~:->·:~ f:~·~~·;..:/>~~:. :·~·(·.;·· .. ~ ... · ~~~: ;: ..... ~::·>":<·:·,.~ .. · ~ x~·:~:<~:.:··::·:~~;y._;t\~.~~:·~·· ~ .r·:/.~:.{:;:· :~·(:~::~?.: . :·.>~: .. ::.: {r.~: ... _.=::- ·:· :.-.~ ~ 
·:~~{:· .. -/ ::·:··::-,.·:<J:Icn~~~ess woups'h~ye .. fewer.'~~sou·r~~·than ·tj)~ co~murii~y a$~ ~1Jole: .. ~·-~~ceessfqlty teqev~op~ :\ .. > '::.:., .... . :· 
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•••• 
National Association of Installation Developers 

Jane English 
President 

Mr. Robert E. Bayer 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 

(Base Realignments & Closures) 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Bob: 

August 5, 1994 

.Attached are the initial NAID cdmments on the Interim Final Rules which are 
- \awaiting revision. A fully edited editi~n will be hand-carried to Steve Kleiman on 
/./L.Monday, August 8th. 

/ 

fj. _ J . We appreciate your patience. The c.omment process is as paper-consuming 
r~J for the proponents as it is for the Dod reviewers. 

w~W . 
Ji"~ 

o::Y·~--. 
/-/ I 
I I . 

%Jane English 
President 

1725 Duke Street, Suite 630 Alexandria, Virginia 22314 (703) 836-7973 Fax: (703) 836-8273 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.~. 20301-3300 

· nom:_N~AIP~~-----------------------------
(Activity/Location/Communityflnstallation/Group) 

Page ...~1~...:.:6~12=..~7~---
Column ~2L.Iani6Ullld_3'---
Paragraph 91.3 (b) 

Recommended Changes: 

Expand the definition of closure. Expand the definition of closure to allow for the 
continuation of specific military missions at a location, such as Privatization-In-Place at 
Newark AFB. 

Why: 

To recognize that DoD will· be attempting to continue some few military aGti-vities-s -eonll---aa:-------
contracture of basic where cost-effective. 

Name: ·NAID 
Address: ·1725 Duke Street 

Suite 630 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

Phone: 703-836-7973 
{NOTE: LThfiT TO 1 COI\11\ffi!'.~ PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

' 

From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16127 
Column..__.c..3 ___ _ 
Paragraph._9;.,a1_.3"-(..,;11c._) ___ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

·Definition of consultation should be changed to the following: 

Fully explaining and discussing an issue and carefully considering objections, modifications 
and alternatives to ensure that a prcwosed action is compatible with the local reuse plan. 

Note: Underlined text indicates the proposed change. 

Any subsequent references to consultation should refer back to this revised defmition. 

Why: 

To ensure that consultation is legitimate and not just a token effort. This proposed definition 
would make redevelopment a true partnership between the Military ~epartment and the 
community. 

Name: NAID 
Address: 1725 Duke Street 

Suite 630 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

Phone: 703-836-7973 
(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COI\IMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The · 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Offiee of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814. The Pentagon 
Washington, ~.c. 20301-3300 

From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Communityflnstallation/Group) 

Page .-l..x.6.&.1112 .... 7 __ _ 
Column ._3 ___ _ 

Paragraph 91.3 Cil 

Recommended Changes: 
In the definition for Redevelopment Authority, add the following: 

· Typical redevelopment authorities in the economic development and community development 
profession include: economic development authorities, airport authorities, housing authorities, state and 
local port authorities, and publicly-{)wned non-profit economic development corporations organized 
under Section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. A redevelopment authority may also include 
university research entities. The Secretary of Defense shall base his recognition decision for the 
development authority organization on the recommended organization or organizations in the approved 
community base reuse plan. In the event that a consensus organzational agreement cannot be reached 
in time for the publication of the base reuse plan or a reasonable time thereafter, the Secretary may 
select the organizational option recommended by the State Government. 
Why: 
This addition identification of the normal types of economic develpment organizations is intended to 
address the differing interpretatipns among the Military Departments. The Navy has already sold the 
Chase Field NAS family housing to the Beeville-Bee County Economic Development Corporation, a 
Section 501 (c)(3) non-profit publicly-{)wned corporation The Army has initially declined to work 
with a similar non-profit ccirporation at Pueblo an the Air Force bas indicated for a time that it could 
not work with a joint Denver-Aurora non-profit corporation to purchase Lowry AFB. Moreover, the 
community may identify more than one redevelopment authority for different parts of the base in the 
case of the three .. pending section 2903 transfers at Fort Ord to the Ford Ord Reuse Authority, 
California State. University at Monterey Bay, and the University of California at Santa Cruz. 

Name: NAID 
Address: 1725 Duke Street 

Suite 630 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

Phone: 703-836.:.7973 

(NOTE: LThiiT TO 1 COI\D.-IENT PER PAGE} 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The ., 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.,C. 20301-3300 

From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Communityflnstallation/Group) 

Page 16127 
Colum.n._.-2 ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.3 (b) 

Recommended Changes: 

The defmition of rural areas should be refined to include jurisdictions (1) within on MSA that 
are officially designated on reuse by another Federal agency or (2) with less than 50,000 · 
persons within 10 miles of the base which do not have strong real estate markets
irrespective of whether they are located in Metropolitan Statistical Areas. 

Why: 

Many Metropolitan Statistical Areas are "over-bounded," and sometimes include outlying 
counties that are largely rural in character and often lack economic recovery opportwrities; 
e.g., the rural Toqele Army ·Depot is located in the Salt Lake City MSA. 

Name: NAID 
Address: 1725 Duke Street 

Suite 630 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

Phone: 703-836-7973 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COI\1MENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Offiee of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washingto~ D;C. 20301-3300 

· From:_N....,.A~IDc;.._ ______________ _ 

(Activity /Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16127 
Column.___.3.__ __ _ 
Paragraph._..._.91~~.~.~.3 __ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

There is a critical need for a common definition for "Fair Market Value" to cover consistently 
hmh "ready market" property sales and "economic development conveyance property." The 
definition for fair market value as in subparagraph (k) should include at least: 

Why: 

"Fair Market Value is the most probable price that a property should bring in its 
current 'as-is~ where-is' condition, based on current local zoning and its planned reuse 

·(adjusted for the offsetting cost of public infrastructure to support the planned reuse) 
in a competitive and open market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale with the 
buyer and seller each acting prudently and knowledgeably, assuming the price is not 
affected by undue stimulus. The effect of the base closure on the market shall be 
taken into account in .estimating fair market value. H 

Name: NAID 
Address: 1725 Duke Street 

Suite 630 
Alexandri~ Virginia 22314 

Phone: 703-836-7973 

(NOTE: LThllT TO 1 COMME~T?f PER PAGE} 

--- -------~-----



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The . 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of D~fense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

. From: NAID . 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16127 
Column---._...3 ____ _ 
Paragraph.--"'-9.a.a.l..-;...3 __ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

Add a new subparagraph for a definition for "any substantial part of each closing installation" 
that is found on Page 16130 in Paragraph d (3) of the third column: 

Why: 

"( ) Substantial part. A 'substantial part' of a closing installation shall be .interpreted to 
be seventy-five percent or more of the acreage of the closing installation and shall 
include contiguous parcels or blocks of land and facilities. Such blocks of land Will 
not be considered appropriate if they isohite the remaining parcels or render them 
economically or physically undevelopable." 

The sale of prime parcels to private interests could leave the local redevelopment authority 
with difficult or impossible to develop remnants at the installation. These remnants could 
become liabilities for both DoD and the local community. To safeguard against this, any 
private purchase should be required to take all or substantially all (at least 75%) of the facility 
and should not be allowed to create a developmental hardship on the remaining parcels. 

Name: NAID 
Address: 1725 Duke Street 

Suite 630 
Alexandri~ Virginia 22314 

Phone: 703-836-7973 

II" 
. -" 

{NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 CO~IMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/COmmunityflnstallation/Group) 

Page 16128 
Column,_ ..... l ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 Cal C3l 

Recommended Changes: 

"Transfer of real property at closing bases between any Military Department or retention of 
real property at a closing base by a Military Department must be approved by the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense for Economic Security, unless the transfer has already been approved by 
the Secretary of the Military Department concerned prior to April 6. 1994." 

Why: 

It must be very clear that the· retention of small military parcels in the middle of a community 
reuse plan must always be referred to the ASD (ES) for apprpval. There are case examples 
where the retention of DoD enclaves imperils the economic feasibility of the community reuse 
plan. In other instances (e.g., an Army Reserve request at Williams AFB), military requests 
have, been received after the community reuse plan has been completed. It is important for 
the Military Departments to recognize that "what is closed is closed." unless a mutually 
agreeable property solution is worked out with the affected community reuse planning 
committee. 

Name: NAID 
Address: 1725 Duke Street 

Suite 630 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

Phone: 703-836-7973 

(NOTE:. LIMIT TO 1 COl\fMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward commentS to: 

From: NAID 

Office of AssiStant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washingto~ D.~ 20301-3300 

(Activity /Location/Community /Installation/Group) 

Page 16128 
Column'-_...._ ___ _ 

Paragraph 91.4 (b) 

Recommended Changes: 

REVISE TO READ AS FOLLOWS: 
"Making propeny available without initial consideration for economic development in order to 
provide for economic recovezy and job creation. H 

Why: 

Title XXIX makes no reference to "ready markets" or quick sales of property for public or 
private development outside the standard federal property disposal process or the new 
conveyances enacted by the Pryor Amendment. 

Name: NAID 
Address: 1725 Duke Street 

Suite 630 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

Phone: 703-836-7973 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 CO:MMENT PER PAGE) 

"" 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, 'The Pentagon 
Washington, D.~~ 20301-3300 

· From:_N...._AID=-===::;._---------------
(Activity jLocation/Communityflnstallation/Group) 

Page 16128 
Column._ ..... t __ _ 
Paragraph 91.5 (c) 

Recommended Changes: 

The Military Departments shall secure the approval of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Economic Security and the DoD General Counsel for any Military Department legal opinion 
questioning a decision or jurisdiction by the Base Oosure and Realignment Commission. 

Why: 

This new paragraph is needed to correct an internal Department of the Army effort to 
question the final decision of the Base Qosure & Realignment Commission in four cases 
through operating-level staff legal opinions; these opinions have frustr~ted community efforts 
to seeure reuse of the closed property without being official Department of the Army 
positions. 

Name: NAID 
Address: 1725 Duke Street 

Suite 630 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

Phone: 703-836-7973 

(NOTE: Lll\1IT TO 1 CO~IMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim. Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Autho*ation Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D .. C. 20301-3300 

From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16128 
Column 2 and 3 
Paragraph 91.7 (a) (4) and (7) 

Recommended Changes: 

CHANGE paragraphs to read as follows: 

"(4) ... (i) By September 1. 1994 for 1988, 1991, and 1993 closures and realignments unless ... H 

"(7) .. ~All requests must be made in writing and made before September 1. 1994 for 1988, 
1991 and 1993 closures and realignments and ... "· 

Why: 

For 1988, 1991, and 1993 base closures and realignments, a special extension should be 
permitted to the written request to delay declaration of surplus property to September 1, 1994. 
The regulations were issued and workshops on the regulationS were held later than . 
anticipated. Many communities did not liDderstand the significance of the surplus declaration 

·date in time to transmit requests for delay by June 1, 1994. A special exception should be 
granted to permit consideration of this option by all base redevelopment authorities. 

Name: NAID 
Address: 1725 Duke Street 

Suite 630 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

Phone: 703-836-7973 

(NOTE: LL\-IIT TO 1 COI\L\IENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: 

From: NAID 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

(Activity fLocation/Communityflnstallation/Group) 

Page .._16::.:...1~2::.¥8 ___ _ Real Property Screening 
Column .K.3 ____ _ 

Paragraph 91.7 (a) (5) 

Recommended Changes: 

The section on transfer of property to other Federal Agencies should be changed to give 
additional weight to the community's reuse plan. The proposed rewording is as follows: 

Decisions on the transfer of property to other Federal Agencies shall be made by the Military 
Department concerned when such a transfer is supported by the local reuse plan. If a 
proposed transfer conflicts with the local reuse plan, the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Economic Security) should make the final tninsfer decision. 

Note: Bold text indicates the proposed change. 

Why: 

As currently written, this section only provides for consultation with th~ local redevelopment 
authority. After consultation, the Military Department could still tranSfer property to Federal 
Agencies for uses that were incompatible with the reuse plan. 

Name: NAID 
Address: 1725 Duke Street 

·.Suite 630 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

Phone: 703-836-7973 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COI\tiME:r\~ PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: 

· From: NAID 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

(Activity /Location/Community /Installation/Group) 

Page ...,;16_1 .... 2~8 __ _ 
Column ..... 1 ___ _ 

Paragraph 91.7 (a) 

Recommended Changes: 

An additional element in subparagraph (9) should call for the affected community to be 
· advised by the Military Department when the base structures are located on public domain 

land. 

Why: 

There are a few cases (e.g.portions of Williams AFB) where DoD facilities were located on 
public domain lands, which normally revert to the Department of the Interior. In these few 
instances, it will be important· for the community, DoD and Interior to find a workable 
solution to the public domain issue. -

Name: NAID 
Address: 1725 Duke Street 

Suite 630 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

Phone: 703..,836-7973 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forw~d comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3Q814, The Pentagon 
WaShington, D.C: 20301-3300 

From: NAID 
(Activity/LocationJCommunityflnstallation/Group} 

Page ~16~1ua2"""9 __ _ 
Column .._1 ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 Cbl 

Recommended Changes: 

The Interim Rules presume that the Secretary of Defense does not have any discretion to 
reject McKinney Act proposals that impair the overall property reuse. NAID is very 
supportive of the McKinney Act amendments currently pending in H.R. 3838. The NAID 
members also believe that DoD should have discretionary authority and we propose to seek 
legislative authority on behalf of the Secretary of Defense in the event that the H.R. 3838 
amendment (Section 861) is not successful. 

Why: 

Name: NAID 
Address: 1725 Duke Street 

Suite 630 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

Phone: 703-836-7973 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 C01\1MENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: 

From: NAID 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

(Activity /Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page .._16;a..:l....,3~0----
Column 
Paragraph 91 .7 (b) ( 11) 

Recommended Changes: 

CHANGE the paragraph as follows: 

" If the local redevelopment authority does not express in writing its interest in incorporating 
the property as an element in its comprehensive community base reuse plan. .. H 

Why: 

Previous references (paragraphs 7 artd 9) state that the redevelopment authority needs only to 
express interest in incorporating the property into its reuse plan to exempt it from further 
McKinney Act screening. This paragraph implies a much higher standard - characterization 
of specific properties. It might be concluded that this would require itemization of building 
numbers or descriptions of precise properties and uses. A more general description of areas 
to be excluded from McKinney Act review because of incompatibility of planned uses with 
homeless assistance should be the standard for exemption from further screening. 

Name: NAID 
Address: 1725 Duke Street 

·suite 630 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

Phone: 703-836-7973 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMl\1ENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The .Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: 

From: NAID 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Deferise for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

(Activity /Location/Community /Installation/Group) 

Page ,&.;16:.:...~~1....::3.¥..0 ___ _ 

Column .. 2 ____ _ 

Paragraph "'9...,1.""-7,.(b""")'----

Recommended Changes: 

ADD on new subparagraph as follows: 
"'n those cases where a redevelopment authority is managing an entire base reuse project that 
includes McKinney Act uses on the former base~ the property transfer document to the 
Deparonent of Health and Human Services shall specify that at such time as the property is 
no longer used by any McKinney Act purposes over the next fifteen years the property shall 
revert to the_ affected Military Department. The. Military Department then may either transfer 
the property to the redevelopment authority or may report the property as surplus to the 
General Services Administration." 

Why: 
McKinney Act housing may· occupy a small central parcel on the former base with significant 
future redevelopment potential. With the cooperation of the McKinney Act provider, it may 
be necessary to relocate or "buy-out1

' McKinney Act housing over the 15-year redevelopment 
period. Without this recommended change, the surplus housing will revert to GSA for 
disposal under the 1949 Federal Property & Administrative Services Act rather than the 
current Pryor Amendment disposal authority in the 1994 Defense Authorization Act. Without 
this change, it may not be possible to secure a maximum sales value return to DoD when 
small internal McKinney Act properties otherwise encumber a site made valuable by the 
community's redevelopment efforts. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C~ 20301-3300 

· From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page .._16¥.1:1~30..K.-__ _ 
Column -.2 ____ _ 

Paragraph 91.7 (c) 0) 

Recommended Changes: 

In the discussion of the Local Redevelopment Plan, the word H ~enerally" should be dropped 
and word "wherever possible" should be substituted therein. 

Why: 

The Military Department disposal agents should not be in the role of selecting what portions 
of the community base reuse plan they wish to follow. The President's guidance calls for the 
community base reuse plan to be the preferred alternative in the EIS. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washingto~ D.C: 20301-3300 

From: NAID 
(Ac~vity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page ...,.16~111...&3.¥.0 __ _ 

Column .. 2 ____ _ 

Paragraph """"9 AJ.l.7............,.;(dl&ol.) __ _ 

Recommended Changes: 
NAID members believe this entire section on "Jobs Centered Property Disposal" will place 
DoD and the impacted communities in a direct adversarial position. In particular, the 
requirement in Subparagraph (d) (3) for the Military Deparonents- on al11993 and 1995 
closure actions -to "advertise for expressions of interest (to the private sector) in all or a 
substantial part of each closin~ installation" will be highly counter-productive and should be 
deleted. 
Why: 
The Military Deparnnent disposal agents will be spending their time and resources advertising 
and appraising a broad range of properties (e.g. Mare Island Shipyard, Tooele Army Depot, 
Griffiss AFB, and Fort Wingate, among others) that have little possibility of a "ready market." 
It is important to recognize that the Military Department disposal agencies have only a finite 
amount of time and resources· available. The marketing/appraising time under the DoD 
interim final rules should be limited to only the few hlw-value base closure properties. The 
resulting marketing/appraisal time savings can be used more efficiently' for instance, to 
expedite. interim use leases that actually result in new jobs for the impacted community. 
Mor~.over as explained to Secretary Gotbaum and the DoD representatives on June 25th, this 
entire section conflicts with local and state economic development efforts to market and the 
surplus property to the private sectioa This section will actually delay the creation- retention 
of 1,500 jobs in Philadelphia and other transfer of Chase Field Naval Air Station with 2,000 
new jobs in Beeville, Texas by upwards of six months. The rule, in summary, seriously 
impairs job creation. 
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Format For Comments On The Interhn Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

·From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page .-..;16_1 ..... 3 .... 0 __ _ 
Column .... 3 ____ _ 

Paragraph .._91 ...... 7..r......lo.ll(d,...) __ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

In summary. this section on a #Jobs-Centered Property Disposal Process" should be rewritten 
to encourage the Military Departments, in cooperation with the impacted community, to seek 
an early opportunity to test the market for those ~readily marketable properties ~= (1) 
the facility and environmental conditions at the base are known; (2) the community has 
completed its base reuse plan: (3) the community has identified the likely required public 
infrastructure for the property; and ( 4) the local jUrisdiction has indicated the likely local land 
use zoning the property will receive. 

Why: 

As requested by Assistant Secretary Gotbaum in June 25, att~ched in a recommended 
alternative approach by which DoD and the Military Departments would work cooperatively 
with the impacted communities in identifying high value properties and in encouraging early 
community job creation - consistent with the approached community ·base reuse plan. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward· comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of DefenSe for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.c: 20301-3300 

From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Communityflnstallation/Group) 

Page ... 16~1~3..._0 __ _ 
Column ~3 ____ _ 
Paragraph 91 .7 (d) (3) 

Recommended Changes: 

Again, delete the entire section on "Jobs Centered Property Disposal." 

In subparagraph (d) (3), DoD must recognize that any private individual will be able to delay 
the community's planning and interim use process by offering a private use that conflicts with 
the community base reuse plan. In some cases, the private proposal may offer limited 
technical or fmancial feasibility. The interim firuU rules call for the Military Departments to 
analyze each expression of interest within 30 days. However, the likely reality is that an 
individual with outside political support may easily be able to hold up the entire process 
through repeated appeals. The only cost to the individual is the price of a twenty-nine cent 
stamp. 

Why: 

The DoD interim rules would reopen many proposals that were considered and rejected 
during the community base reuse planning process. For instance, the concept of a "Wind
Walker" power generating tower was rejected during the Mare Island Shipyard planning 
process, but this proposal is ·likely to reappear under the current DoD interim final rules 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward· comments to: 

From: NAID 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.c.' 20301-3300 

(Activity/Location/Community /Installation/Group) 

Page ..&.;16K..Il .... 3~0---
Column ... 3 ____ _ 
Paragraph ""91111:.&...7~(d&J.l __ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

Again, delete the entire section on "Jobs Centered Property Disposal." This whole section 
will create concerns for the viability of the community's reuse of excess DoD property. The 
idea of the military having to become a player in the local real estate market is disturbing and 
should be rethought. Safeguards against speculative purchases/sales should be written into the 
DoD evaluation criteria in this subsection. 

Why: 
NAID is concerned that, if invited to submit "expressions of interest, "the private sector will 
attempt to cherry-pick readily marketable parcels. This would undercut opportunities that the 
reuse authorities would othe!Wise have to allocate a portion of the sales revenues from the 
more readily marketable properties to address urgent infrastructure and redevelopment needs. 
If reuse authorities are only to receive the transfer of properties which are not readily 
marketable, then the practical ability of the reuse authorities to success~y convert bases to 
civilian use will be severely compromised. Although DoD's intention~ as expressed at the 
outreach seminars, is to preclude cherry-picking, NAID believes that in practice, controversies 
will often arise as to whether particular sales in fact amount to cherry-picking. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C ... 20301-3300 

; 

From: NAID 
(Activity /Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page .....::1611(,..t1....:..30~--
Column a~;,3 ____ _ 
Paragraph ""'-91:..a..7~Q""'"'(Io.ad"'-) ___ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

Tills entire section should be rewritten to allow the Military Departments to negotiate 
individual property transfer approaches with the communities that will work on a case-by-case 
·basis. Examples of the types of individual transactions which should be authorized within the 
Section 2903 structure include: 

* Incremental, phased redevelopment of the property in excess of current fair 
market value with the dominant net sales proceeds being returned to DoD (such 
as the Tustin approach with the Marine Coq>s at MCAS Tustin). 

* 

* 

Why: 

Sale of the property at 11 appraised fair market" with 40 percent of the sales 
proceeds remitted over time to the Military Department, with or without 
interest (such as the Inland Valley Development Authority proposal to the Air 
Force as Norton AFB). -

Allowing the property to be conveyed for a 30-year period (similar to an 
educational conveyance) with all lease proceeds devoted to m.ai.J?.taining or 

' improving the property. The community\ would be required to reimburse the 
Military Departments for any sales during this period. 

There needs to be a variety of property transfer mechanisms under Section 2903 to fit the 
specific property and the specific market found at the community leveL 
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Format For Comments On The Interim .. Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.~.· 20301-3300 

From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Communityflnstallation/Group) 

Page .._16¥,j1~3;.x.O __ _ 
Column .. 3 ____ _ 
Paragraph 97.1 (d) (2) 

Recommended Changes: 
In the event that DoD ignores the community comments on revising subparagraph 97.1 (d) in its entirety, the 
second sentence in (2) should be revised as follows: 
" ... Such appraisals or estimates should address a tange of likely market values taking into account The 'as is. 
where is' condition of existing facilities infrastrucmre and propenv: feasible uses for the property shown int the 
base reuse plan: the condition 0 f the prooeny with regard to local zoning· tmown environmental problems 
(asbestos. lead-based naint. contaminated soils. etc.l which will remain after base closing: the uncertainties in 
propetty ... " 
" ... not be based on the highest and best use, but on the current marketable usability of the facilities. infrastructure 
and pronenv in its 'as is. where is' con<lition in the most llkely range of uses consistent with local interests as 
expressed in the Base Reuse Plan. The above appraisal ... " 

Why: 
Base construction was not subject to local development requirements, since it was federal property. In many 
cases, the streets, older buildings, the utility systems, the base development plan, master metering of utility 
systems verses individual building ·metering, existing environmental problems, etc. do not meet local and state 
codes, local development or health standards, or permit requirements. ~efore, these facilities cannot be 
appraised as though they were constructed to the standards required of new development. Many improvements · 
will need to be made to bring older bases up to current standards. Streets must be' widened; greater turning radii 
consaucted; street alignments corrected for higher public speed limits; buildings mQ.St be individually metered/ 
utility systems - especially water and sewage treatment plants - brought up to current state standards; a similar 
costly improvements made to allow the bases to .effectively serve new economic development or public uses. 
These costs must either be borne by the local governments or development agencies or the future users. 
Appraisals must take these costs into consideration in establishing realistic reuse values for the bases. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: 

From: NAID 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.<; .. 20301-3300 

(Activity/Location/Community /Installation/Group) 

Page ..a.;16~1~3 ..... t __ _ 
Column -.2 ____ _ 
Paragraph 97.1 Cd) {5) 

Recommended Changes: 

Recommended changes: An unbiased appeals channel is needed to objectively weigh 
disputed military needs and desires against local economic· redevelopment needs and 
desires. Appeals of disputed military decisions are directed through the same military 
channels to the Secretary of the Military Department concerned. These may be appeals of a 
disputed decision regarding a private sector sale of a base to be close~ or of excess personal 
property that a community seeks for economic development purposes. ~ now written, 
appeals must be directed to the same channel which made the decision being challenged. 
That is not an unbiased appeals channel. 

Why: 
The established appeals c~el follows existing military department chains of command. 
Military decisions to seek income from a base sale or for use of excess equipment for units 
which are not being moved are areas of potential community .. military dispute. A community 
appeal of a decision made by this chain of command, to the same chain of comman~ in all 
probability could not receive unbiased consideration. This appeals c~el is a prescription 
for conflict between local communities and the Military Departments concerned. A separate 
appeals channel or office having less potential for bias needs to be designated to render 
objective decisions involving disputed issues between the military and local communities. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rq~e···:~r$h~-·~:· .~ .. :7 ·e: 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The ·,:<?{:.~:fiX 0~':t ·"-_-~-." -~ 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 ·;t:k:.'·sfl:: ~;1;(.! ,.·;. j>·', : ·t 

Forward. comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for:-J~~p~c.:§~ty·, 
30814, The Pentagon ..,. . 
Washington, D.~.,. 20301-3300 ~-d,f?~!_ .. -3~~ . 

From: NAID 
(Activity /Location/Community /Installation/Group) 

.r· -• ~ " .._................__. . 

Page .._16:.:....1u.::3;.a.l __ _ 
Column .-:.3 ____ _ 
Paragraph 97.1 (e) (4) 

Recommended Changes: 
Before making ari economic development conveyance of real property, :·:.>:;-i:~··~~:i~~~.;/t:·:-
" ... an appraisal or other estimate of the propeny's fair market value .shall be made, based on the cmrent 
.mazketable reuse condition of the facilities, infrastructure and propeny in its "as is, wh~n;-~~··~ent 
zoning and the estimated costs necessary to cause the facility, infrastructure and pro~~~-~~-~·· 
federal codes, as well as all environmental, development and health standards or reuse ~gnj~~!S··~. The 
Military Deparnnent shall consult with the local redevelopment authority on appraisal_ ~P.~~~~· 
local development and reuse standards, and on instructions given to the appraiser, but sbill .. • · 

. ~l..l-W.:Zt~5;::'.-'~.-r.: 
Why: ~~: · -L~~~,e) ~.fi~ "'T -. · 

The proposed conveyance procedures are based solely on the future 'planned reuse' of the base property. ·The 
valuation process does not discuss the current condition of the facilities or local zoning - two of the key 
elements in real estate appraisals. The DoD definition presumes that the infrastructure to suppon the future 
planned use will appear automatically. Under the DoD interim rules, the community's -~~~~~tby·itself 
will set the fair market value basis for the "explanatory statement* required by Section 2903-..fu.~.aqy~.~ount_ 
below fair market artificially inflated value. In effect, the community will be penalized·{Qt~!}{QQP.·is. 
acru.ally transferring propeny in an "as-is, where-is" condition- not some ideal redeveloped~,futw'e·J.aad7·use. 
Current facility conditions (including the needed infrastructure improvements) as well ~-~is.titJt·~ooing· 
must in fairness be included in the DoD definition of "'fair marker- value along with-~·,,pto.pos6l~.t:.c. .- . 

This rule also involves an unreasonable interpretation of Section 2903 which authorizes:-:"the ,.ttansfq~bf.;p~rty 
... for consideration at or below fair market value of the property transferred or without considB.I:atioll!~;J;!lQD .has 
interpreted "fair market value"' to mean •planned use.• NAID members believe this is Il(}ta.•~bl~r-.:.F ., 
interpretation, and that this section should comply with the precise language in Section.~~: :.n::.~t:~li=~-~~:. ' · 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: 

· From: NAID 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.~., 20301-3300 

(Activity /Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page .&..16:....~1~3 .... 1 __ _ 
Column ~3 ____ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (e) (4) 

Recommended Changes: 

The term "fair market value" is used, even though it has not been fully defmed previously. 
"Fair market value," for purposes of this rule, should be defmed in.the definitions sections an 
should refer to the estimated NET market value of the property after taking into account the 
proposed reuse and the fair share of all infrastructure, utility system, and other essential 
upgrades to the property, including abatement of asbestos, lead paint, and other hazards. It 
should also recognize the devaluation to the pro~rty from the stigma and potential on~oing 
liability from the presence of hazardous substances on the property. 

'\Vhy: 

Failure to recognize these condition5 .. of the property, which may be ignored in a standard 
appraisal, establishes and artificially high baseline for future negotiations. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D~C. 20301-3300 

From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Communityflnstallation/Group) 

Page ..,.16:K..I1 .... 3-..2 __ _ 
Column .._1 ____ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (e) (4) 

Recommended Changes: 

ADD the following after the fust sentence: 

" ... assumptions, guidelines and on instructions given to the appraiser, but shall be fully 
responsible for completion of the appraisal. In the event that the local redevelcwment 
authority has obtained an appraisal that differs from that obtained by the military department 
bv the ~eater of 25% or $100.000.00. the local redevelopment authority may request that a 
third independent appraiser be jointly selected and retained. in whlch event the appraisal of 
the third appraiser shall be deemed the fair market value. Costs of this third appraisal shall 
be shared eguall v by the panies ... " 

Why: 

The appraisal process for determining fair market value for negotiated public agency sales and 
economic benefit conveyances should include a mechanism for resolv.ing differences between 
appraisals. The procedures recommended above are commonly used in private sector real 
estate transaction. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXlX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: 

From: NAID 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

(Activity /Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

~ge ~16~1~3~1 ____ __ 
Column ... 3 ____ _ 

Paragraph "'-97'""". _I ..lo.JI{d""") ___ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

An additional sentence should be added to subparagraph (d) as follows: "The written 
explanation should identify any "consideration" provided to the DoD for the property transfer, 
such as the community assuming normal DoD care and custody costs for the property." 

Why: 

The economic development conveyance should also document any "consideration" (the 
specific word in section 2903) which DoD receives for the property transfer. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, ·o.~ .. 20301-3300 

From: NAID 
(ActivityfLocation/Communityflnstallation/Group) 

Page ...,.16~10&.032 __ _ 
Column .... l_.an::.a.:d......_2 __ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (e) and (f) 

Recommended Changes: 

At some point in the discussion of economic development conveyances or profit sharing, it is 
important to stress that: "The entire base should be viewed as a cohesive parcel of real estate. 
The parcels with early reuse potential should be used to provide an income stream to support 
the long term development of the entire property." 

Why: 
DoD guidance should not call. for the early required sale of the valuable prepetties-le-aving-nQ--
financial support for supporting the entire overall base. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

-From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Coinmunity/Installation/Group) 

Page .-..;16_1~3-.2 __ _ 
Column _2 ____ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (f) (4) 

Recommended Changes: 

Subparagraph (1) should be amended to allow the Secretary of the Military Department to 
accept local community proposals for a longer payback period to DoD in unusual cases - not 

·to exceed 20 years. This 20-year period should also be reflected in subparagraph (4) (ii). 

Why: 

The 20-year period is much closer to commercial amortization periods for office - industrial 
structures. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

'I 

-From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

~ge ~16~1~3~2 ____ __ 
Column ._2 ____ _ 

Paragraph 91.7 (f) (2) 

Recommended Changes: 

CHANGE as follows (middle of paragraph): 

"... In the absence of a determination by the Secretary of the Military· Department concerned 
that different division of the net profits is appropriate because of ne~otiations between the 
Military Department and the local redevelopment authority. the net profits shall be shared on 
the basis of 60 percent to the local redevelopmen~ authority and 40 percent to the Department 
of Defense ... " 

Why: 

The community should clearly have an ability to negotiate the split of profits, rather than a 
regulated split becoming a defacto standard. Nevenheless, the split inffi:cated in the 
regulations may well be considered acceptable by many or most redevelopment authorities. 
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Format For Comments Ori The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

. National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

· From: NAID 
(Activity/LocationiComniunity/lnstallation/Group) 

Page .&,;16~lu.:;3.=.2 __ _ 
eotumri .. 3 ____ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (fl (4) · 

Recommended Changes: 

Subparagraph (4) (iv) (A) should be revised to recognize that off-site capital improvements 
directly related to reuse of the surplus base property are an allowable cost, even though off
site capit~ costs are not recognized in 41 C.F.R 1010-47.4908. 

Why: 

Closed DoD bases usually are not individual buildings located in the middle of an aheady 
developed urban area. Most DoD facilities lack adequate road access both on-site and off-site 
necessary to reasonably develop the property and to create new jobs. The community's ability 
to create jobs and value on former bases will often be dependent on the community's capacity 
to open access to the base, especially now that security is no. longer paramount. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: NAID 
(Activity/LocationJCoinmunity/Installation/Group) 

Page .... 16....:1:.-.3-.2 __ _ 
Column -.3 ____ _ 
Paragraph ~91:..&..7~(e""") __ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

Add a new subparagraph indicating the ASD (Production & Logistics) guidance of December 
20, 1991 Subject: Re-delegations of Authority and Disposal Strategy for Base Oosure 
Property, on charging fair market value for parts of base used for golf courses or other 
revenue-related recreational uses does not apply when Section 2903 economic development 
conveyances are proposed at the base. 

Why: 
The golf course or other recreational use should be viewed as one revenue source to support 
the overall property reuse without being identified as a separate profit center. DoD should 
then share in the overall profits from the base, and should not require the early sale resulting 
in the "cherry-picking" of the few profitable sections of a base. For instance, the Air Force is 
insisting on the purpose of the golf course at Williams AFB, where the course also serves as 
the fmal effluent distribution site for the base sewer system. .'fhe Williams AFB golf course 
is one of the few early income-producing parcels. The income from the golf course should be 
available to support the maintenance on the balance of the property. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

.- From: NAID 
(ActivityfLocationJCoinmunityflnstallation/Group) 

Page .a..:16:11:...C1~3.a.2 __ _ 
Column -.2 ____ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 CO (3) 

Recommended Changes: 

Delete subparagraphs (3) entirely. 

Why: 

Subparagraph (3) is unnecessary; the fair market value of the property should be based on its 
"as-is, where-is" condition at the time of transfer, current local zoning, and the proposed use 
of the property, adjusted by the offsetting estimated value of infrastructure improvements to 
support the reuse. Most communities will not have problems sharing the upside net proceeds 
from the long-term development process, including that value created by local zoning and 
local development entitlement. Paragraph (c) should be dropped entirely. 

Name: NAID 
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Format For Comments On The interim, Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washingto~ D.C. 20301-3300 

From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page ..&,.;16~l:...a;:.3-.2 __ _ 
Column -..3 ____ _ 

Paragraph 91 .7 (f) ( 4) (iji) 

Recommended Changes: 

Delete the subparagraph entirely. 

Why: 
The control-oriented DoD approach in the DoD interim rules is especially evident in 
subparagraph ( 4) (ill) in particular and this subparagraph should be deleted: i.e.~ "The deed 
provisions will forbid 'straw' transactions (sales or leases to a cooperating party at a nominal 
or lease price) and other devices designed to circUm. vent the Government's recovery of its 
share of the net profits." 

This selection of words will be highly inflammatory to most communities and the two 
sentences are unnecessary. The regulations in 41 C.F.R. 101-47.4908 already describe the 
reporting process for communities quite adequately. As an aside, local economic-----..,---
development today is a highly competitive field. Many cominunities and private developers 
sometimes subsidize new prospects to attract jobs. DoD should recognize that the communitY 
must II carry II the overall project while creating new jobs. It is inapprop~ate to presume that 
the community's motive is to circumvent the Government's recovery of its share of the net 
profits. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary· of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C·. 20301-3300 

From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page .-..:16~1'-"'3.-.2 __ _ 
Column .._3 ____ _ 

Paragraph 91.7 (f) (4) (iy) <Bl 

Recommended Changes: 

Subparagraph (4) (iv) (B) will be very confusing to most communities. The reference (48 
CFR part 31) refers to part 31 of the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FARs) in terms of 
identifying allowable local redevelopment authority costs. Most communities do not have 
easy access to the FARs and they will be in a decided disadvantage in negotiation with the 
Military Departments. The fmal sentence in this Paragraph should be revised to give 
examples of specific eligible" ... costs of capital and operations for the local redevelopment 
authority with regard to that property, such as the state-local expenses for fmancing on-site 
and off-site infrastructure improvements related to reuse of the site; demolition costs; design 
and engineering expenses; planning and marketing expenses - including brokerage fees; 
federal relocation costs, if any; the costs for upgrading or relocating McKinney Act housing 
on-site or off-site; direct capital interest or borrowing costs; and local facility care and 
custody deficits for maintaining the former base and other Military Department I community 
agreed - upon costs necessary do redevelop the property." 

Why: 

These should be consistent allowable costs factors across the three Military Departments to 
arrive at the net property sales/lease profits to be shared with DoD. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

·From: NAID 
(ActivityjLocation/CominunityflnstallationJGroup) 

Page _._16::.:...;1~~...~~::3.=.2 __ _ 
Column · .._3 ____ _ 

Paragraph 91.7 CO (4) Ciy) 

Recommended Changes: 

ADD the following paragraph following paragraph (B): 

(C) A pro-rata share of the cost of base-wide plannin~. maintenance. security. infrastructure 
repair. renovation. or construction. Infrastructure costs may include. but ar not limited to: 
roads. water and sewer lines. storm draina2e systems. utility systems. li2htin2 and habitat 
restoration. 

Why: 

The regulations reference in (A) and (B) are not directly applicable to many of the types of 
costs that should be considered in valuing the "net profit" from base property sales. Military 
b~s typically require considerable infrastructure renovation to become viable as urban 
properties. Infrastructure costs may be incurred throughout the base and even outside the 
base, but the benefits accrue to all properties. In addition, considerable planning, security, 
and maintenance costs may be incurred to make the property salable. All property sale 
proceeds should, therefore, contribute to covering these costs, and the '·"profit" from the sales 
should be adjusted accordingly. 

Name: NAID 
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(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COI\11\IENT PER PAGE) 



Fo.rmat For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

I I 

. From: NAID 
(ActivityjLocation/Communityflnstallation/Group) 

Page __.1~6'-&.l.K.I32 ___ _ 
Column ... 3 ____ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (fl (4) (v) 

Recommended Changes: 

Subparagraph (4) (v) should be retained. It is important that the DoD reporting requirement, 
now called for in 41 C.F.R. 101-47.4908 be on the basis of an annual re.port for all salesDease 
transaction for the entire section 2903 economic develo.pment conveyance area: not a report 
on each individual sale or lease transaction as now implied in the DoD rules. 

Why: 

Reporting to DoD on each and every lease or sale will be an unnecessary burden; the GSA 
reporting process is reasonable and should be retained 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.<;., 20301-3300 

· From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Community/InStallation/Group) 

Page _.lii.Jii6~1~33-'-----
Column 
Paragraph ~9l;L.&,.7..~-...~o.~<~ ..... l __ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

This section should add language specifically addressing the leasing of real property to the 
local redevelopment authority as the appropriate public agency, which could then sublet to 
private businesses that are compatible with the community reuse plan. 

Why: 

As this section is written, it implies that the Military Deparnnents could lease real; property 
to businesses that do not complement the base reuse plan. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security . . 

30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, o.,c. 20301-3300 

From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page ~~-6~1~33~-----
Column ..._1 _____ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (~) (2) 

Recommended Changes: 

The leasing guidance to the Military Departments should clearly indicate that the Departments 
can approve interim use leases beyond one year and until the real property is ready for 
transfer to the community. 

Why: 

With a longer-term lease period leading up to the formal property transfer, new private sector 
tenants can ensure that leasehold improvements can be fmanced commercially and can then 
be transferred to their owner~hip or lease once the community takes title to the base closure 
facility. Without this assurance it will be sometimes difficult to finance tenant improvements. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forwa.r9 comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D,C. 20301-3300 

From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page ..... 1~6 ... 1&.133"'-----
Column .A.l ____ _ 

Paragraph 91.7 (~) (3) 

Recommended Changes: 

This section should contain a requirement that the Military Department complete the Finding 
of Suitability to Lease (FOSL) in an expeditious manner. A maximum of six weeks after 
receipt of a request from the local Redevelopment Authority would seem reasonable. 

Why: 

Leasing of property is critical to rapid job creation and retention. Private sector prospects 
have specific production dates to meet. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
. Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: 

·From: NAID 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

(Acti vity/Location/Coirimunity/Installation/Group) 

Page ... 16¥.11_3 .... 3 __ _ 
Column =-2 ____ _ 

Paragraph 91 .7 (h) CAl 

Recommended Changes: 
The entire sectioa oo Persooal Propeny should be revised. The interim rules leave the base equipment wide~pe:n for wholesale removal
Ule very problem tb.a1 prompted this Pryor Act amendment in the fliSt instance. The specific elemenlS o.f coocem to NAID are as follows: 

The lack of a strong emphasis on reaching a coosensus at the local level between tbe base commander and the base reuse planning 
oommittee on an acceptable listing of personal propeny needed for early reuse of the propeny. 

The exclusion in subparagraph (h) (1) of "equipment that the base· does not own. • [In the case of Navy facilities. this exceptioo includes 
critical items located at the base but technically •owned• by other .,claimant oomm.ands." such as airfield rada.Is. ground suppon equipment 
and eledron.ic equipment that are essential to the civilian reuse of a military aiJ:field]. 

The broad exemption of any community review of equipment shipped under subparagraph (h) (S) even after an agreed upon listing of 
personal property bas been arrived at cooperatively by the base commander and the oom.munity. 

The expansion in subparagraph (h) (5} (i) of equipment relocating with a transferred unit to include; ·the major commaod having 
jw::isdjction over the installation (e.g .. Forces Command or the Air Force's Air Combat Command}, or a major claimaDt having jurisdictioa 
over the inst.allation (e.g. the Navy's U.S. Atlantic fleet) may also include propeny that is needed immediately and is indispensable to an 
organization under its jurisdiction a1 another installatioo for carrying ouz the organ.iz.atioo's primary missicn. • [In a practical sense. this new 
exemption means tb.a1 all personal propeny ~now be easily removed]. 

The elimination of low-<:<>St equipment from transfer. In a practical senSe. the new guidailce means tballow~ equipment items can be 

removed and placed on shelves at other bases for future use. 
The DoD Persooal Propeny rules should be revised to require. ooc:e the base commander and community have reached agreement oo a 

listing of retained equipment. that those few differences not solved by substitute items should be reviewed at tbe Assistant Secretary level of 
the affected Military Depanment. The community should be allowed to include its oomments in the Military Departmen1 decision process. 
Why: . 
NAID members believe that the current interim roles for personal propeny will place DoD and the communities in an oo-going, w:mecessary 
adversarial position. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.~, 20301-3300 

From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page ~16x..~lt.,.-;3 ... 3 __ _ 
Column -.2 ____ _ 

Paragraph 91.7 (b) (1) 

Recommended Changes: 

The exclusion in subparagraph (h) (1) of "equipment that the base does not own" should be 
eliminated. 

Why: 

In the case of Navy facilities, this exception includes critical items located at the base but 
technically "owned" by other "claimant commands," such as airfield radars, ground support 
equipment and electronic equipment that are essential to the civilian reuse of a military 
airfield. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: 

· From: NAID 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic ·Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

(Activity/Location/Community /Installation/Group) 

Page .a..:16~1....:.3~3 __ _ 
Column .,2 ____ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (h) (2) 

Recommended Changes: 

After the first sentence, the following should be inserted. 

For multi-tenant bases, the individual inventories of each activity should be consolidated into 
a single data base. 

Since this consolidation could take some time, the inventory completion date of June 1, 1994 
should be changed to September 15, 1994. · 

Why: 

On large multi-tenant bases, there may be dozens of individual activities submitting 
inventories. Each activity could use a different method for recording the results of their 
inventory. This would make it very difficult for the Redevelopment Authority to review the 
total inventory and decide what property has reuse potential. 
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(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COl\fl\fENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: 

· From: NAID 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C .. 20301-3300 

I 

(Activity fLocation/Communityflnstallation/Group) 

Page ... 16~1;.&.3 ..... 3 __ _ 
Column .-:..3 ____ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 Ch) ( 4) (j) 

Recommended Changes: 

Change the period from which equipment cannot be moved to 120-days following completion 
of the community redevelopment plan. 

Why: 

It takes a reasonable period to translate the community's base reuse period into the specific 
equipment items needed to support the reuse plan. One week is not a reasonable period. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washingto~ D.C. 20301-3300 

· From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Coinmunityflnstallation/Group) 

Page ~16~1~3..:..3 __ _ 
Column ~3 ____ _ 

Paragraph 91.7 (b) (5) 

Recommended Changes: 

The broad exemption of any community review of equipment shipped under subparagraph (h) 
(5) - even after an agreed upon listing of personal property has been arrived at cooperatively 
by the base commander and the community -: should be eliminated with the requirement for 
an Assistant Secretary-level decision process, b~ed on the major command recommendation 
and the community comments on the effects of the equipment shipment on the community 
base reuse plan. 

Why: 

This approach is based ont the base commander - community reaching a consensus on the 
listing of equipment to be retained. This process should function like the existing approach in 
Enclosures 3 to DoD Directive 5410.12. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

. National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

' i 

· From: NAID 
(Activity/LocationJCoininunity/Installation/Group) 

Page 16133 and 16134 
Column .. 3..&1an=d_t ____ _ 
Paragraph 97. 1 (hl (5) .(j) 

Recommended Changes: 

Eliminate the expansion made in subparagraph (h) (5) (i) on equipment relocation with a 
transferred unit to include: "the major command having jurisdiction over the installation (e.g., 
Forces Command or the Air Force's Air Combat Command), or a major claimant having 
jurisdiction over the installation (e.g. the Navy's U.S. Atlantic fleet) may also remove property 
that is needed immediately and is indispensable to an organization under its jurisdiction at 
another installation for carrying out the organization's primary mission." 

Why: 

In a practical sense, this new exemption. means that all personal property can now be easily 
removed. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

Nationaf Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: 

·From: NAID 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814. The Pentagon 
Washingto~ D.C. 20301-3300 

I i 

(Activity fLocation/Coinmunityflnstallation/Group) 

Page ..._16¥-.l1~3...:..4 __ _ 

Column -.2 ____ _ 

Paragraph ~9.:...:.1._,_7 .....:fh~) __ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

The requirement in earlier drafts a~ainSt the. shipment of low cost equipment should be 
restored. 

Why: 

In a practical sense, the new guidance means that low-cost equipment items can be removed 
and placed on shelves at other bases for future use. The shipment of low cost items is rarely 
cost-effective in relation to helping the ~ommunity succeed with its base reuse plan. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: NAID 
(Activity/LocationjCoinmunity/Installation/Group) 

Page _16~1_3~4~-----
Column .,2 _____ _ 

Paragraph 91 ,7 (h) (6) 

Recommended Changes: 

While air "emissions (credits) trading procedures will be issued separately and are not. 
covered by the interim final rule,H NAID is concerned that air emission credits currently at 
the closed bases in "non-attainment areas" can provide a critical economic development 
incentive for early civilian reuse. Emission credits should nQ1 be transferred off the base, 
including transfers to other Federal facilities, without a joint agreement with the community 
base reuse committee. 

Why: 

NAID is otherwise concerned that there will be pressures to exchange short-term Federal 
benefits for long-term DoD/community liabilities in disposing of and marketing the remaining 
base facilities without emissions credits. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title xXIx Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: 

· From: NAID 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 

. Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

(Acti vityfLocationjCotiununityflnstallation/Group) 

Page ...._16~1~3..:..4 __ _ 
Column .. 2 ____ _ 

Paragraph 91.7 (h) C7l 

Recommended Changes: 

The emphasis in subparagraph (h) (7) on identifying appropriate substitute equipment items 
should be moved forward in the process. The revised guidance should stress that retaining 
equipment in place allows the community to take over early management and operations of 
the surplus base promptly - with a resulting .savings to DoD care and custody costs. 

The guidance should also emphasize that substituted equipment must be of similar a~e. 
similar qualitv. serviceable and in ~ood repairs for supponing the base reuse plan.. Finally, 
the guidance should specify that the· DoD agency relocating the equipment shall also pay for 
the transportation and reinstallation cost for the replacement equipment. 

Why: 

To ensure that the relocation of equipment is cost-effective to both DoD and the impacted 
community. The transportation- reinstallation cost language will cover the uncertainty that 
has 3.risen to date over whoe in responsible for covering the costs involved; additional 
language will ensure that the equipment actually gets back to the base for community reuse. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D:C. 20301-3300 

~ From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

~ge _16_1~3~4 ____ __ 
Column .. 2 ____ _ 

Paragraph "-97'-1. . ._1 .Jo,&Ch~) ____ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

The guidance should specify that all soft-ware and associated licenses required to operate the 
Personal Property should also be transferred to the community. 

Why: 

Without the soft-ware packages being readily available, it will be difficult for many 
communities to operate the equipment and to assume early maintenance/care of the surplus 
DoD facilities. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The· 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: 

·From: NAID 

Offiee of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

(Acti vity/Location/Cotiununity/Installation/Group) 

~ge ~16~1~~~-----
Column ._3 ____ _ 

Paragraph '""91~.7~Ci.._) __ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

Subparagraph (2) should be amended to require the Military Departtnents to maintain the base 
closure facilities for up to two-years after the final base closure or 18 months after the 
property is available for civilian reuse, whichever is later date, or until the community enters 
into an interim use lease for the property. 

Why: 

As currently worded, DoD's maintenance responsibilities could end as early as one week after 
the completion of the community base reuse plan - or considerably earlier than the actual 
closure itself. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The · 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Secwity 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

· From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/Coti1munityflnstallation/Group) 

Page ..._16~1~3...:..4 __ _ 
Column ~3 ____ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (i) (3) (iii) 

Recommended. Changes: 

Subparagraph (3) (iii) should be amended by adding: "or necessary and cost-effective for the 
community to assume early maintenance for a portion of the b~." 

Why: 

It may be necessary to alter a fence line or to modify a water line connection (e.g., 
Philadelphia Shipyard) for the community to assume early care and custody responsibility 
with resUlting costs savings tQ DoD. 
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Format For Comments Ori The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for nr94 

Forward comments to: 

-From: NAID 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for ·Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

(Activity fLocation/~~unity/Installation/Group) 

Page A016K..Ilt..K.34...:.----
Column ... 3 ____ _ 

Paragraph ... 9la.&.,7---.-.fi~) __ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

An additional paragraph should also be added as follows: The Military Departments are 
encouraged to arrange for the phased transfer of surplus real property to the community over 
a one-to-two year period, and to avoid imposing the entire care and custody financial burden 
on the redevelopment authority until it can become self-sustaining. 

Why: 

This guidance is needed to avoid the situations at England AFB and Eaker AFB where the 
Air Force is insisting on the.community absorbing the entire base at one time -after long 
delays in the Air Force approval of interim use leases for community prospects. 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXlX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

; ; 

From: NAID 
(Activity/Location/~~unityflnstallation/Group) 

Page ..._16x..1_3:.....:.4 ____ _ 

Column .ar.2.-an::.:.;d-....;.3 ____ _ 
Paragraph 91 .7 (i) ( 4) 

Recommended Changes: 
Revise to read: 
(4) The negotiated minimum maintenance agreement must be tailored to the specific nan

Military uses, and must be sufficient tO maintain the facilities in suCh a manner SO that 
they will not deterionte The Maintenance Amements shall at a minimum include the 
following· 
(i) Maintaining the facilities and equipment at a level that shall prevent undue 

deterioration and allow transfer to the local redevelopment authority in an acceptable 
condition. This shall include but not be limited to the following· 

1. Providing adeouate utilities and heat to prevent deterioration of the buildings· 
2. Providing security to prevent vandalism of abandoned and vacant buildings and 

eouimnent 
3. Repair and replace any broken windows glass eu; · 
4. Provide funding for reouired repairs to buildings and eauipmem which may be 

caused by vandalism: and 
S. Provide such other items of maintenance and/or renair as maY be required to assure 

that the buildings and moment to be rnrned over to the loca] re<ievelooment 
authority will not become a burden upon the local taxpayers. 

(ii) Not delaying the scheduled cloSure date of the iDstallaticm. 

Why: 
NAID is concerned that the Military will abandon buildings and that the minimum level of maintenance budgeted will be 
insufficient to keep the buildings from becoming a burden on the local taxpayers. We are concerned that adequate utilities 
will not be provided, causing the buildings to deteriorate quickly, that broken windows will not be replaced, that required 
repairs will not be provided should the buildings be vandalized, and that the buildings generally will become an eyesore and 
burden once the Mill tary leaves. 

Name: NAID 
Address: 1725 Duke Street 

Suite 630 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

Phone: 703-836-7973 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 CO~IMENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

· From: NAID 
(Activity/LocationJCommunityjinstallation/Group) 

Page .._16._.1_3;....;.4 __ _ 

Column ..:.3 ___ _ 

Paragraph-----

Recommended Changes: 

An additional Section should be added identifying the previous OSD policy guidance that is 
being superseded by the Final Rules. Specifically, the final sentence on page 2 of the ASD 
(Production & Logistics) memorandum of December 20, 1991, Subject: Re-delegation of 
Authority and Disposal Strategy for Base Closure Property. The sentence to be deleted is: 
"Recreational propenies with income-producin~ potential should be sold." 

Why: 

In some instances, the recreational property may be one of the few re~enue sources available 
to sustain the community maintenanCe of the entire base property. Iridividual parcels should 
not be "cherry-picked" and sold independently of the effect on the community's capacity to 
finance the entire base property reuse. 

Name: ·NAID 
Address: 1725 Duke Street 

Suite 630 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

Phone: 703-836-7973 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Secmity 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washingt~ D.C. 20301-3300 

· From: NAID 
(Activity /Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page -=-16~l::..a;5;..;w;8 ____ _ 
Column ._1 ____ _ 

Paragraph 91 .7 (j) {3) CFl 

Recommended Changes: 

ADD the following at the end of the paragraph: 

H ••• and the remedy has been demonstrated to the Military Department concerned, EPA and the 
appropriate State official to be operation and successfully ... " 

Why: 

This provides opportunity for state environmental officials to have input into the re-mediation 
decision and provide regulatory input for sites which are not listed on the NPL . 

Name: NAID 
Address: 1725 Duke Street 

Suite 630 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

Phone: 703-836-7973 

. ,• 

·:: 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COl\fMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Forward comments to: 

· From: NAID 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814. The Pentagon 
Washingto~ D.C. 20301-3300 

· (Acti vity/Location/~~unity flnstallation/Group) 

Page _lastbU..-___ _ 

Column 

Paragraph -----

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: NAID 
Address: 1725 Duke Street 

Suite 630 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

Phone: 703-836-7973 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COI\-IMENT PER PAGE) 
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.1. 
National Association of Installation Developers 

Jane English 
President 

Honorable Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of.Defense (Economic SecUrity) 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 
Washington, D. C. . 20301 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

August 5, 1995 

During our meeting on June 25th under the auspices of Senator Pryor, you graciously 
invited· our proposal for identifying the few high value base closure properties without resorting 
to DoD efforts to sell the property in advance of the community base reuse planning process. 

Attached is an alternative approach offered by our NAill membership which would 
strengthen the base reuse planning process as both a land use plan and a business plan. This 
alternative approach would: 

• Re-emphasize the community base reuse plan as the kev document for identifying 
the physical and environmental conditions on the base as well as the likely long
term costs (and revenues) to redevelop the facilities. 

• Oarify the key role of the local redevelopment authority as the primary entity in 
planning and marketing the surplus base facilities. 

• Build into the base reuse plan a thorough dialogue with the real estate brokerage 
ai:ld development professions. 

• Allow the local redevelopment authority (in the case of the few potential "high 
value" properties) to offer "joint venture" marketing approaches where the 
Military Departments, as limited partners, would receive their maximum 
sales/lease returns over the long-term based on local zoning, development 
entitlements, and planned infrastrucrure.· 

• Call for impartial third-party identification of possible "high-value" properties, 
using the community base reuse plan objectives. Allowing the communities to 
participate and to offer revised proposals to DoD. 

172~Duke Street, Suite 630 Alexandria, Virginia 22314 (703) 836-7973 Fax: (703) 836-8273 
............ 



Assistant Secretary Joshua Gotbaum 
Page 2 

We are hopeful that this alternative approach will identify the major obstacles and the 
market opportunities for the property duriiig the local base reuse planning process and will also 
overcome DoD's co~m on having to m.arke~ the ~roperty prematurely. 

NAID is also submitting its comments on the existing Interim Final Rules to Mr. Bayer. 
We are hopeful that ¥OU will encourage an open dialogue with the impacted communities before 
arriving at the published Final Rules. The current process of publishing editions in the Federal 
Register does not lend itself to the communities understanding the DoD perspective and vice 
versa. There is precious little time remaining and an open dialogue with the "customer" 
communities who must reuse and manage the properties is very much needed. Our NAID 
member communities are pleading for a joint DoD-community understanding and acceptance of 
the Final Rules that will implement Title XXIX of the 1994 Defense Authorization Bill. 

Thank you again for this opportunity to submit an alternative approach for DoD's 
consideration. 

Sincerely, 
r 

1trD 

ane English 
President 



Jane English 
President 

National Association of Installation Developers 

August 4, 1994 

Joint DoD-Community Cooperative Marketing Approach 

In A~c~,:-dance With The Community Base Reuse Plan 

The National Association of Installation Developers believes that the Do"D Interim 
Final Rules calling for DoD to conduct "ready-market" tests for all base closure properties is 
an unworkable and inappropriate public policy, which conflicts with the inherent community 
responsibility to replan and redevelop the surplus base property. NAID recommends that the 
few cases involving potential "high-value" properties can be identified far more realistically 
in cooperation with the communities and in accordance with the approved community base 
reuse plan, as follows: 

1. The communities would be required to complete their base reuse plans in a 
timely manner, (i.e. within 18 months of property screening by DoD) -
including the identification of the facility ~trengths and weaknesses from a 
competitive marketing standpoint, opportunities to replace the lost DoD jobs 
with the type of employment sought by the community, and the long-term 
market opportunities for the properties. 

2. The communities will ensure that the base reuse plans include a market 
analysis and an identification of the major facility infrastructure requirements 
needed to implement the approved base reuse plans -- including the costs of 
bringing the infrastructure and facilities up to federal, state and local codes (or 
the alternative demolition involved). The community base re~e plans will also 
provide a fmancial analysis of the business-related revenues as well as the 
capital and operating costs for the property over a 15- year period that would 
be anticipated from community redevelopment of the base. The community 
reuse plan should identify the type, quantity and quality of jobs sought by the 
community in the reuse of the property. 

·3. The community base reuse plan will also describe how the value of the real 
estate in its current "as-is-where-is" condition (based on existing facility 
conditions, present infrastructure, and current land use zoning) can be 
enhanced by local zoning, development entitlements and orderly provision of 
public improvements. 

1725 Duke Street. Suite 630 Alexandria. Virginia 22314 (703) 836-7973 Fax: (703) 836-8273 
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4. As a result of Steps 1, 2, and 3, the community base reuse plan will in effect 
become a well-documented land use plan supported by a long-term business 
plan for the base property. 

5. DoD will refer copies of all federal, state and local requests for property 
received during property screening to the community base reuse steering 
committee (or local redevelopment authority). DoD will also defer any final 
property transfer decisions until the various proposals can be considered with 
the community base reuse planning pr6cess. 

6. DoD and the Military Departments will continue to use the approved 
community base reuse plans as the "preferred alternative" in the property 
disposal EIS, and will also now use the community base reuse plans for their 
decisions: (1) on how the property should be marketed most effectively, and 
(2) whether to convey the property for Economic Development purposes under 
Section 2903. 

7. The entire base will be viewed as a cohesive parcel of real estate. The 
communities will not be required to· purchase specific parcels (such as golf 
courses and family housing) apart from the fmal decision as to how their entire 
base will be managed, redeveloped and fmanced. The parcels with early reuse 
potential should be used to provide an income stream to support the long-term 
development of the entire property. 

8. The responsibility for marketing the prope11y will rest solely with the 
community except in those few cases where the community has not completed 
its base reuse plan in a timely manner. The community will intensively 
market the property in keeping with the long-term job creation goals identified 
in Step 3 --with the Military Deparnnents receiving their maximum 
cumulative net property sales/lease profits ( 40 percent) in non-rural areas over 
the long-term through the orderly redevelopment of the property. 

9. DoD· will reach a consensus with the impacted communities as to the 
normal types of community operating and capital costs that wil.l . 
represent reasonable community expenses for marketing, maintaining 
and developing the base facilities over the long-term to arrive at the net 
sales/lease value proceeds from the property. Off-site capital expenses 
necessary to open the base property to further density (hence value), 
such as improved highway access, will be recognized as a reasonable 
community cost. 

10. The Military Departments will reach agreement with the· local 
redevelopment authority on any deed restrictions to be included in the 
fmal Record of Decision (ROD) and will share the ROD in draft with 
the local redevelopment authority. 



.• 

11. The communities will utilize the services of the residential, conunercial 
and industrial brokerage professions wherever appropriate to provide 
maximum exposure for the surplus DoD base facilities. This key 
marketing step requires that brokerage fees be explicitly recognized in 
the DoD Final Rules as an appropriate community development cost 
that will take maximum advantage of existing real estate market 
mechanisms. 

Special Features for the Few Possible "High-Value" Properties: 

12. The local redevelopment authorities will actively reach out to the 
appropriate real estate development professional associations to identify 
possible high-value properties, especially after local zoning and 
entitlements have been provided by the community. In the major 
metropolitan areas where high-value properties are most likely to be 
located, the local redevelopment authorities will seek the advice of 
qualified professional groups, such as the Urban Land Institute regional 
councils or others. This advice-seeking step will follow the approach 
used in Denver-Aurora for Lowry AFB in cooperation with the local 
ULI regional council. The comments of these professional groups will 
be incorporated wherever possible in the final community base reuse 
plan. 

13. In those instances where the community b~se reuse plan suggests "high
value" properties, the Military Departments will be authorized and 
encouraged to enter into joint venture agreements where the 
preponderance of the net scales/lease values will be returned to DoD 
over the long-term. These "high-value" properties could also be 
transferred to communities under Section 2903 for economic 
development purposes, ·but for value in excess of current fair market 
value based on current conditions and current zoning. As limited 
partners in the joint venture reuse of the property, the Military 
Departments will be encouraged to participate in the land use pl.anning 
process, in the development of Request-for-Qualifications and Requests
for-Proposals for the competitive sale/lease of major parcels, and the 
final contractor competitive selection process. 

14. In those instances where the Military Department believes that "high
value" property may exist, DoD will retain an independent non-profit 
association, such as the American Society of Real Estate Counselors or 
the Urban Land Institute, to offer its recommendations as to the 
optimum reuse of the property based also on the community base reuse 
plan but also including other development features to enhance the goals 
in the community base reuse plan. Community input will be 
encouraged in this independent review process. 



.... 

15. The community will be provided an opportunity to submit new 
information or new offers for disposal of a local "high-value" property. 

16. In the event that the community does not complete a community base 
reuse plan, or in the event that the revised community offer is 
substantially below the independent third-party development 
. recommendation, DoD and the Military Departments reserve the option 
to sell the property at open bid sale, but subject to the community base 
reuse plan when· available. .. · .. 
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REPLY TO 
Ai"TENliON OF 

AFZD-JAA 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
HEA~UARTERS FORT ~VENS 

FORT ~VENS, MASSACHUSETIS 

01433-5050 . 

29 July 1994 

MEMORANDUM FOR Office of Assi~tant Secretary of Defense for 
Economic Security, 3D814, The Pentagoni 
Washington DC 20301-3300 

SUBJECT: Comments on Interim Rule Implementing Title XXIX of 
The National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Comments on Interim Final Rule, 32 CFR Part 90 and 91, which 
appeared in the April 6, 1994, Federal Register are enclosed. 

·Encl 
as 

CF: 

JOHN K. HARMS 
Attorney-Advisor 

Major Robert M. Lewis, U.S. Forces Command, Fort MacPherson GA 
30330 (wjencl) · 
Mr. H. carter Hunt, Deputy Commander, Fort Devens MA 01433 
(w jencl) 
Mr. James Chambers, BRAC Environmental Coordinator, Fort Devens 
MA 01433 (wjencl) 
Mr. Ron Ostrowski, Environmental Management Officer, Fort Devens 
MA 01433 (wjencl) 



Forward 

Format Por Commentinq On the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX of Tne 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Fort Devens, Massachusetts 
(ActivityjLocationjCommunityjinstallationjGroup) 

Page 58 Fed.Req. 16128 
Column 1st (left) 
Paragraph 91.7 

Recommended Changes: 
State somewhere in this paragraph some details on how Native 
American groups fit into the screening process, such as the point 
in the process when they can request property and whom they have 
priority over and who has priority over them. If this is stated 
clearly in some DOI regulation, include a cross-reference. 

Why: 
Native American groups occupy a unique position in the legal 
system. The unique laws (e.g., the separate Federal and state 
processes for recognizing tribes) and the possibilities of a 
"state-within-a-state" and casinos are confusing and 
anxiety-provoking. Some statement in these regulations of where 
the tribes fall in the "pecking order" and how the different 
types of tribes (Federally-recognized, state-recognized, 
recognized by neither) would clear those matters up. 

Name: John K. Harms, Attorney-Advisor 
Address: Headquarters, Fort Devens 

ATTN: AFZD-JAA 
Fort Devens, Massachusetts 01433-5050 

Phone: DSN 256-3586/2543 (508) 796-3586/2543 

1 



Forward 

Format For Commentinq on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Fort Devens, Massachusetts 
(ActivityjLocationjCommunityjinstallationjGroup) 

Page 58 Fed.Reg. 16128 
Column 2d <middle) 
Paragraph 91.7CalC4l 

Recommended Changes: 
Add following at end of the section: "The decision on the part of 
the requesting agency to ask for the land, and on the part of the 
agency who controls the closing installation to grant other 
Federal Agencies• requests, shall be exempt from the require
ments of the National Environmental Policy Act and the 
regulations of the Council on Environmental Quality, 40 CFR 
1500 et seq., so long as the decision as to actual land use is 
preceded by compliance with NEPA and the CEQ regulations." 

Why: 
Turning over land to another Federal Agency as a result of the 
screening process is similar to belling it to a private entity, 
and is arguably a "major Federal action." The screening pro
cess time-frames established by the Interim Rule are too tight to 
perform a NEPA analysis and litigate any lawsuits which might · 
result from someone.disliking the Agency getting the land but 
faulting the process. Recommended change establishes that NEPA 
must be complied with once, but only once--before the actual use 
of the land. 

Name: John K. Harms, Attorney-Advisor 
Address: Headquarters, Fort Devens 

ATTN: AFZD-JAA 
Fort Devens, Massachusetts 01433-5050 

Phone: DSN 256-3586/2543 (508) 796-3586/2543 

2 



Forward 

Format For commenting On the Interim Rule 
Implementing·Title XXIX of Tbe 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

i; 

From: Fort Devens, Massachusetts 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 58 Fed. Reg. 16130 
Column 3d CRightl 
Paragraph 91.7Cd)(2) 

Recommended Changes: 
state deadline for completing the evaluation of the Fair Market 
Value for closing bases. 

Why: 
When the clauses between commas are removed, the first sentence 
requires Departments to "begin an appraisal or other estimate of 
the property's fair market value." No deadline for finishing the 
appraisal is stated. 

Name: John K. Harms, Attorney-Advisor 
Address: Headquarters, Fort Devens 

ATTN: AFZD-JAA 
Fort Devens, Massachusetts 01433-5050 

Phone: DSN 256-3586/2543 (508) 796-3586/2543 

3 



Forward 

Format For Commenting On the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Fort Devens, Massachusetts 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 58 Fed. Reg. 16131 
Column 2d (middle) 
Paragraph 91.7Cdl (7) 

Recommended Changes: 
Add the following at the end: "The ASD(ES), upon making a 
finding that this process would interfere with actions already 
taken or agreed upon at a particular base and that the process 
would not facilitate economic development of the base and 
surrounding communities, may exempt such base from the process." 

Why: 
Much of the interim rule is more detailed than this paragraph. 
A developer who dislikes a decision could claim that since there 
are no standards, ASD(ES) cannot follow the standarqs. 
Establishing a rational but not-too-difficult process insulates 
the ASD(ES)'s decisions from such claims. At the.same time, the 
suggested language will not prevent ASD(ES) .from-exercising the 
level of discretion with which officials at that level are 
customarily entrusted. 

Name: John K. Harms, Attorney-Advisor 
Address: Headquarters, Fort Devens 

ATTN: AFZD-JAA 
Fort Devens, Massachusetts 01433-5050 

Phone: DSN 256-3586/2543 (508) 796-3586/2543 

., 4 
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Forward 

Format For Commenting on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Economic Security 
3DB14, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Fort Devens, Massachusetts 

(ActivityjLocationjCommunity/InstallationjGroup) 

Page 58 Fed. Reg. 16132 
Column 3d {right) 
Paragraph 91.7(f) (3) 

Recommended Changes: 
Add the following as new section (vi): 

" (vi) Prior to entering into such a transaction, the 
redevelopment authority will set forth the system it 
will use to track costs to the Defense Contract Audit 
Agency, the Army Audit Agency, or another agency 
designated by the service secretary concerned. No 
transaction may proceed until the auditing agency 
certifies to the secretary concerned that the 
redevelopment authority's system tracks allowable costs in 
accordance with Generally-Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) 
and Cost Accounting Standards." 

Why: 
The Interim Regulation, 91.7(f) (iv), at 59 Fed. Reg. 16132, 
allows capital costs as provided in 41 CFR 101-47.409B(b} and 
direct and indirect costs allowed under 48 CFR Part 31 (Federal 
Acquisition Regulation cost principles}. FAR cost principles 
states costs must be reasonable, allocable, and not one of alist 
of unallowable costs ("not specifically disallowed"). The 
proposed change will ensure that the system the r~development 
authority uses to track those costs (the accounting system) is 
one which the Government can examine and audit if necessary. 
Waiting until the end of the process runs the risk that the 
redevelopment authority's claimed costs are unauditable. 

Name: John K. Harms, Attorney-Advisor 
Address: Headquarters, Fort Devens 

ATTN: AFZD-JAA 
Fort Devens, Massachusetts 01433-5050 

Phone: DSN 256-3586/2543 (508) 796-3586/2543 

5 
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Forward 

Format For Commenting on the Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Fort Devens, Massachusetts 

(Activ~~yfLocationfCommunityjinstallationjGroup) 

Page 59 Fed.Reg. 16133 
Column 3d (right) 
Paragraph 91.7Ch) 

Recommended Changes: 
Delete the words "and after notice to the local redevelopment 
authority." 

Why: 
Determining the applicability of one of the exceptions is 
uniquely within the expertise of the gaining or losing 
Installation Commander. 

Name: John K. Harms, Attorney-Advisor 
Address: Headquarters, Fort Devens 

ATTN: AFZD-JAA 
Fort Devens, Massachusetts 01433-5050 · 

Phone: DSN 256-3586/2543 
(508) 796-3586/2543 

6 



;adviSory 
CowicilOn 
Historic 
Preservation 

The Old Poet Office Bulldina 
1100 Pennaylvanla Avenue. NW. #809 
Washlngton. DC 20004 

July 5, 1994 
VIA FACSIMILE 

Honorable Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
Room3D854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301 

RE: Proposed 32 CFR Parts 90 and 91 
Revitalizing Base Closure Communities and Community 
Assistance (Interim Final and Proposed Rules) 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation has reviewed the referenced Interim 
Final and Proposed Rule. We have a number of comments. which are enclosed 
(Enclosure). However, it may be useful to provide you with a context for these 
comments. 

The Council, an independent Federal agency created by the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA), is the msjor policy advisor to the Preside~t and 
Congress on historic preservatio~ matters. Among other mandate a,· the Council 
reviews the policies and programs of Federal agencies and makes recommendations 
to improve the eft'ectiveneae, coordination. and consistancy of those policies and 
programs with the purposes of the NHPA .. :~:. 

A key provision of the NHP A, Section 106, requires Federal agencies to take into 
account the effects of their undertaki.ngs on historic properties, and to afford the 
Council a reasonable opportunity to comment with regard to aueh undertakinp. 
The Council has promulgated regulations found at 36 CFR Part 800, "Protection of 
Historic Properties .. for the implementation of Section 106 under its statutory 
authority. 

We have two major concerns about the interim final and proposed rules. which 
relate to the effects ofba~e closure and community assistance on historic properties. 

B-1 
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COMMENTS ON INTERIM FIN'AL A PROPOSED Rt.JL£8, 
82 CFR PARTS 90 AND 91, REVITALIZING BASE CLOSURE 

COMMVNlTlES 
AND COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE 

Adviaory CouDotl on Hl•torlc PreaervatloD 

General Commeuta 

Broadly, the major components of the community reinvestment program present 
both challenges and opportunities to address historic prese!TI.tion iaauea: 

1. Job-centered property disposal and the related rules that encourap quick· 
aale and parcelization muat be coordina~d with the requirements or 8ectlona 
106 and 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act and the Council's 
regulations. 

2. Fast-track environmental clean-up meana the aerricea must accelerate 
compliance with Section 106. To date, such compliance haa been aporadic at 
best. DoD should adopt a department-wide guidaline that enaurea that the 
services recognize that environmental remediation actions are undertaldnp 
subject to Section 108. 

3. Transition coordinators ahoul.d be made aware or Section 108 
responsibilities so that they are able to assist communities and reuse 
committees in participatinl in the Section 106 review proceu and in 
ensuring that service compliance ia comple~d in a timely manner, 

4. Larger economic development and planning grants t4 communities can be 
used to facilitate responsible adaptive uae of bistDric properties on 
installations and provide financial assistance for historic preservation 
plann;ng, 

S»edflc Comments 

90.3(c): This section diacuaaea the base realiinment and closure cleanup team 
which oversees the environmental cleanup program at the inatallation. Since these 
teams are directly responsible for coordinating the cleanup that results in the 
transfer of property to the community, these teams must also be accountable for 
ensuring that environmental remediation activities are reviewed pursuant to 
Section 106 and the Counc:il'a regulations. In the Council's experience, compliance 
with Section 106 for remediation activities has been sporadic. 

B-2 
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91.7(e){5)(i): The Council recommends that the statement, "Description of the 
property to be conveyed" include "including information about tM properties 
eligibility for listi116 on the NRHP". 

91.7(g): This section deals with leasinl properties before dispoaal. The Council 
reminds DoD that while leasing historic properties is fully consistent with the 
provisions of Section 111 ofthe NHPA, leasing is an undertalring as defined by 
NHP A. To assist ·DoD in rapid approval of interim leasing of historic properties, 
the Council ia committed to developing with DoD standard leaainc proviaiona. 
However, the interim final rule ahould clarify the department• or entities to which 
the military aervicea could redelepte their leasing authorities. 

91.7(hX2): This section addresses the disposition of personal property. Soma types 
of personal property identified in this section, i.e. equipment, ahip1, e~. may be 
individually eligible for the NRHP or may contribute to a real property's eligibility 
(machines inside ammo plant). The Council strongly recommends that DoD 
establish procedures for determining, prior to dispo88l, if personal property 
contributes to the eligibility of historic real property and, thus, whether ita disposal 
is an undertaking subject to the provisions of Section 106 of' the NHPA. 

91.7(h)(8XiX3): 'nUs section sets forth the minimum levels of maintenance and 
repair for property vacated by the military services, but prior to tranafer. For 
historic properties, decisions regarding maintenance are undertak:iJ:lce. 
Accordingly. 
the following statement ahauld be revised to read, "The initial minimum level of 
maintenance and repair to support non-military purpoees shall be determined 
during consultation among the Military Department, the redevelopment authority, 
the State Historic Preservation Officer, and theAdvisol')' Council on Historic 
Preservation, where historic properties are present." 

91.7(h)(8)(iX3): The Council reminds DoD of the Section 110 requirementl for 
Federal agencies to assume responsibility for the preservation of historic properties 
which are owned or controlled by such apnciea. This requirement, in our view, is 
fully consistent with the objectives of the proposed rules to transfer Federal 
properties in the same condition at the time of closure. 

91.7(j)(3)(i): This section addressee provisions for the transfer of real property to 
persons paying the coat of environmental restoration activities. The Council 
recommends the following statement to be revised as follows: · 

B-3 
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"An agreement to transfer may be executed. with any person provided that person 
c:an demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Secretary concerned the ability to 
adequately perform all required environmental clean-up, waate ma.D.agamant and 
environmental compliance activities, and any hi8toric preservation responstbilities, 
where applicable." 

91. 7(j)(3)(F)(v): The proposed rule should require the Secretary to diacloae the 
requirement to comply with the provisions oCSections 106, 110, and 111 otthe 
National Historic Preservation Act. 
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LAW OrriCES 

HONIGMAN MILLER SCHWARTZ AND COHN 
I> P~<.~TNERS .. IP INCLUDING PROrESSIONI>L. CORPORI<.TIONS 

2290 F"IRST NATIONAL BUILDING 

DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48226·3583 

1'41LIP A. GRASHOF"F" • .JR. 
TEL.ECOPIER (3131 962·0176 

DIRECT DIAL. NUMBER 
(313) 256-797..3 

June 29, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

Room 3D854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D. C. 20301 

Re: Proposed Rule - 32 C.F.R. Part 91, Section 91.7 (j) 

Gentlemen: 

LANSING. ""ICHIGAp.,; 

WEST PAL"" BEACH, F'L.OR•CA 

TA ... PA, F'LORIDA 

ORL.ANDO, F'L.ORIC ... 

HOUSTON. TEXA~ 

LOS ANGELES. CAL.IF'ORN•"-

Please be advised that this firm is counsel to Sands Township, Michigan ("Township") and 
on its behalf, submits these comments in opposition to proposed Rule 32 C.F.R. Part 91, Section 
91.7 (j), which would govern the transfer of real property or facilities available as a result of a 
base closure to persons paying the cost of environmental restoration activities on the property. 

Under the proposed rule, the Department of Defense would be able to transfer property 
for the cost of clean-up to persons who agree to perform environmental restoration. The 
proposed rule provides that "an agreement to transfer may be executed with any person, provided 
that the person can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Secretary concerned the ability to 
adequately perform all required environmental clean-up, waste management and envir9nmental 
compliance activities." 

The Township is the site of a significant portion of K. I. Sawyer A.F.B. which is in the 
process of being closed. It has been determined that there are in excess of twenty (20) sites of 
contamination as defined by the Michigan Environmental Response Act, M.C.L.A. Section 
299.601 et seq., as amended, each of which needs to be fully remediated and most of which are 
located in the Township. It is the concern of the Township that the proposed rule will not 
sufficiently protect the resources and residents of the Township in that the definition of the 
"considerations" which the secretary of the military department concerned may consider 
"appropriate" to protect the interests of the United States, may not be compatible with the local 
interests of the Township or its residents. \Vhile the proposed rule defines these "considerations" 
to include continued oversight and access to the property by federal, state and local regulatory 
agencies, land use limitations and provisions requiring a bond or other form of financial 
assistance, the To\vnship believes that in cases where the harm to the environment over the years 
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Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
June 29, 1994 
Page 2 

has been significant, and in many instances, almost irreversible, there must be more certain and 
detailed directions given to the secretary, as to what might be "appropriate" under the 
circumstances, including mandatorv fmancial assurances by bond, cash or ·otherwise, in order to 
fully cover the cost of remediation. As presently proposed, the rule affords too much discretion 
in the secretary of the military department concerned, without local input. Thus, in the 
Township~s view, the proposed rule insufficiently protects the local municipality and its 
constituents, particularly if the property reverts to the municipality after the person agreeing to 
clean-up the site goes bankrupt or refuses to pay for the required remediation for any reason. 

Based upon the forgoing, the Township objects to the proposed Rule 32 C.P.R. Section 
91.7 G), in that it does not provide adequate assurances for the local municipalities that the 
environmental harm caused by the military will be appropriately and fully remediated without 
impact or cost to the local community. 

PAG/ch 

cc: Earl Yelle~ Supervisor, Sands Township, Michigan 
DETOl/24602 I 
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Canments at the Interim Rule. 
ImplQmGllt.LDg Title XXlX or The 

Natioaal De£enae A uthc:aiEatial At:J, far FY9.C 

Forward comments to: Oi'rl.Ce or Assistant Secretary of Defenae for Economic Security 
3D814, The PentagOn 
\1laahin~n. DC 20S01·SSOO 

Florida DeCenee Converaion and Tranaition Committee 
Environmental Sub·Commit.tee 
Dr. Charles A. Hall, Chairman 

16151 
2 
PART 91 ··[AMENDED] 

lteocxnmended Cha.aa-: 

Part 91 could be clarified to &tate that often times the cleanup may not be for a long period of 
time .. especially whel"e the demolition of a bu.:ilding might be required to ae.hieve the eleanup. It 
will be the community's intent. to use facilities for some period of Lime prior to eventual 
remediation. 

Contamination often cannot be removed unless the foundation, flooring. etc., are alao removed. 
Furthermore, contamination may be contained in ductwork, etc., that is intended for future use u 
part of the facility. In many cases, it could be eoores of years before the event:ual cleanup will take 
place. 

I believo thi8 rule oould be clarified to facilitate the transfer of the property and the commitment to 
eventl.lally perform the cleanup activities. The present value of the cleanup funds could be . 
established and considered during the financial obligations for the transfer. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Dr. Charles A Hall, En\'ironrnental Sub.Commi.ttee C-hairman 

1-.!artin 1iarietta Specialty Components, Inc. 
P.O. Box 2908 
Largo, FL 34.649·2908 

{813) 541·8007 
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June 24, 1993 

Office of the Assistant Secretary 
of the Defense for Economic Security 

Room 2D854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Re: Comments on Proposed Rule 
Section 2908 of the ·Defense Authorization Act 
April 6, 1994 (59 Fed. Reg. 16157) 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

The following are my comments on the Department of Defense's 
("DOD") proposed guidance to implement section 2908 of the 
National Defense Authorization Aqt for Fiscal Year 1994: 

The Proposed Rule attempts to establish a mechanism by which 
portions of closing military installations could be transferred 
to the private sector more expeditiously than is currently taking 
place. The Proposed Rule would allow the DOD to transfer 
contaminated portions of closing military installations for the 
cost of ~leanup to persons who agree to perform the environmental 
restoration if the cost of such restoration exceeds the estimated 
value of the property to be· transferred. 

A significant problem with the Proposed Rule is that it 
provides no justification as to how transfers contemplated by the 
Proposed Rule will be completed in a manner that does not violate 
Section 120(h) of CERCLA. CERCLA section 120(h) (3) provides that 
prior to the transfer by deed of a parcel on which hazardous 
substances were stored for one year or more, known to have been 
released or disposed of, that the United States must provide a 
covenant that "all remedial action necessary to protect human 
health and the environment with respect to any such substance 
remaining on the property has been taken before that date of such 
transfer." The phrase "has been taken" is defined in CERCLA 
section 120(h) (3) to mean "the construction and installation of 
an approved remedial design has been completed and the remedy has 
been demonstrated to the Administrator to be operating properly 
and successfully." It is unclear how transfer would be expedited 
when compliance with this provision is required. For example, if 
a buyer wishes to purchase a parcel with contaminated ground 
water beneath the parcel, 120(h) (3) would prohibit the 
consummation of such transfer by deed until after the design and 
construction of a pump and treat system. At many closing 
installations this date could still be many years in the future. 
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In addition to the major deficiency noted above, there is a 
series of implementation essentials the Proposed Rule fails to 
add:::-ess: 

1. The transfer of closing military installati'ons pursuant 
to the Proposed Rule is premised on the notion that one can 
calculate the cost of cleanup. Past practices at military 
installations indicate that the DOD is unable to accurately 
calculate such costs. This issue may arise, for example, at 
installations where the selected remedy is long term pumping of 
ground water and it is unclear how long such pumping must 
continue. 

2. The transfer of property pursuant to the Proposed Rule 
is contingent on an "estimate of the value of the base." Should 
the estimated cost of cleanup exceed the estimated value of the 
base the buyer must make up the difference. This provision is 
vague with regard to at least four issues: 

a) If the transfer includes only a portion of the closing 
installation, is the value of that portion of the 
installation used in the comparison or is the value of 
the entire base used? 

b) Is the estimated value of the base the current 
estimated value (i.e., pre-completion of the CERCLA 
cleanup) or the future value of the base (i.e., post
completion of the CERCLA cleanup)? 

c) The estimated value of the base must exceed the cost of 
cleanup in order for the buyer not to have to make up 
the difference. Does "cos_t of cleanup" mean the costs 
incurred by the buyer to complete the cleanup after 
receiving the property ~ the total costs of cleanup 
(i.e., including both costs incurred by the DOD prior 
to transfer and cost incurred by the buyer subsequent 
to transfer)? 

d) Who decides the estimated value of the base and the 
estimated cost of the cleanup? If the estimated 
numbers are inaccurate will the buyer be obligated to 
pay more later/will DOD refund some money to the buyer? 

3. Prior to transfer, the buyer must demonstrate "the 
ability to adequately perform all required environmental clean
up, waste management and environmental compliance activities." 
This provision.is vague with regard to at least three issues: 

a) The Proposed Rule provides no indication as to how a 
buyer would demonstrate such an abilit~ (e.g., 
financial capability, technical expertise, 
compatibility with existing remedial activity, etc.) 
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b) 
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If a buyer were purchasing only a portion of a closing 
military installation, the Proposed Rule provides no 
guidance as to the role and responsibility of the buyer 
with regard to clean-up activities underway and/or 
contemplated by the DOD, or by other buyers of a 
different portion of the base, on the remainder of the 
installation. For example, how would the DOD ensure 
the compatibility of multiple remedial actions being 
performed by various buyers? 

c) The Proposed Rule does not address how clean-up tasks 
not identified at the time of transfer would be 
addressed. Thus it is difficult to ascertain how a 
buyer would demonstrate the ability to complete cleanup 
tasks not yet identified. This issue is complicated by 
the requirements of section 120(h) (3) (B) (ii), which 
provides that any additional remedial action(s) found 
to be necessary after the transfer shall be conducted 
by the United States. The 120{h) {3) {B) {ii) 
requirements make it unclear if: {i) the buyer would be 
obligated to perform any future cleanup tasks; or (ii) 
the buyer would be obligated to perform all non
remedial cleanup tasks {i.e., additional removal 
actions, including remedial investigation/feasibility 
study; RCRA corrective action). 

4. The Proposed Rule states that a buyer of property 
pursuant to this provision must stipulate that the buyer will 
meet all environmental restoration, waste management and 
environmental compliance activities required under Federal and 
State laws, administrative decisions, agreements (including 
schedules and milestones) and regulatory concurrences. It is 
unclear how this provision would be implemented at those closing 
military installations on the National Priorities List which have 
Interagency Agreements {"IAG") with EPA pursuant to CERCLA 120. 
These lAGs traditionally include enforceable schedules and 
stipulated penalties for failure to meet such schedules. T~e 
transfer of the property from DOD to the buyer will be perfected 
via a contract, thus the remedies available should the buyer not 
perform the cleanup tasks required would be those available for 
breach of contract (i.e., damages or specific performance). EPA 
would not be a party to this contract nor, arguably, a third 
party beneficiary of this contract; thus _EPA would not be able to 
bring an action for breach of contract should the buyer not 
perform the necessary response actions. Becau·se DOD has binding 
obligations with EPA, via an IAG, independent of DOD's contract 
with a buyer, the Proposed Rule {especially when coupled with 
EPA's inability to enforce the contract) would appear to make DOD 
responsible for payment of stipulated penalties should the buyer 
fail to meet an enforceable schedule in an IAG. 
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5. Section F of the Proposed Rule appears to be drafted in 
a manner which would allow the military to avoid its obligations 
to address environmental concerns at closing military bases. As 
drafted, section F would appear to allow the military to make a 
binding agreement to transfer property in the future if the buyer 
agrees to and completes all remedial action necessary to protect 
human health and the environment. While such an agreement would 
negate the delay in use of the property by a third person when 
long-term clean-up was necessary, permitting persons to enter 
into the process of cleaning-up closing military installations 
after much of the investigative work has been completed could 
delay cleanup o~ such installations. At closing installations 
with IAGs such delays would then subject the Department of 
Defense to stipulated penalties. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the 
proposed rule. I look forward to receiving a full and 
comprehensive response to my comments. 

~el~ 
Mark ~an 
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June 17, 1994 

Mr. Joshua Gotbat 
Assistant Secretary 
3D814, The Pentaf 
Washington, DC ~UjUl-jjUU 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

:curity 

Attached you will find Trident's BEST Committee's comments 
concerning your Interim Final Rule for Implementing Title XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY94. 

The essential feature of President Clinton ·s Five-Part Community 
Revitalization Program was its emphasis on job creation. Likewise, 
Congress~ in passing Senator Pryor's amendment, gave high priority to 
local communities in disposition of real and personal propeny at closing 
military installations. We believe that incorporation of our comments 
would bring your Final Rule closer to the original intent of both the 
President and Congress. Specifically, the sections on Jobs-Centered 
Property Disposal and Transfer of Personal Property must be changed. 
These two sections, as currently written, are impediments to local 
economic development and job creation efforts. We look forward to your 
help in bringing about these necessary changes. 

Should you or your staff have any questions concerning these comments, 
please contact Ms. Madeleine McGee (BEST Chief Operating Officer) or 
myself at telephone number (803) 724-0670. 

Sincerely, 

(/{oltt~~ 
R. Keith Summey 
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 

cc: Deputy ASD Bayer (Economic Reinvestment and Base 
Realignment and Closure) 

Deputy ASN Cassidy (Conversion and Redevelopment) 
Mr. Paul Dempsey (Director, Office of Economic Adjustment) 
Ms. Jane English (President, NAID) 
Mr. David Lane (Director to the National Economic Council) 
The Honorable Joseph P. Riley, Jr.. (Mayor of Charleston) 
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~or.mat For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Trident's B.E.S.T. Committee, Charleston, SC 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 16157 
Column 2 
Paragraph 91.7 (~) 

Recommended Changes: 

Transfer of real property or 
facilities to persons paying 
The cost of environmental 
restoration activities on the 
property. 

A requirement for job-creation should be added to this section. 

Why: 

As this section is currently written, property could be conveyed 
without creating or retaining a single job in the local 
community. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Madeleine S. McGee, Chief Operating Officer 
Trident's BEST Policy Committee 
122 King Street, Suite 201 
Charleston, sc 29401 

(803) 724-0670 Fax : ( 8 0 3 ) 7 2 4 - 0 6 7 4 
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Cffice of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

Room 3 D 854, The Pentagon 
washington DC 20)01 

Hay 16, 1994 

Re: tiection 2908 - National Defense Authorization Act, 1994 
Rule 32 CFR, Part 91 

.Dear Asst. ~ecretary of Defense, 

.~e have studied .Rule 32 CFR Part 91 and have dJ:awn the following conclusions 
and recommendations. 

we are opposed to the .. rule change that allows land and properties (available 
_ from base closures) to be transferred to purchasing parties before the mili ta.ry 

___ cleans u~ the contamination caused by use for military purposes. 

1. It is the responsibility of the DCl> and .DLE to keep the commitments made 
-when they began lease agreements, i.e. to retum the local and State lands to 

the environmental condition they were in upon reception. This includes surface 
and. ground water, base land and any surrounding areas used by the military divisions. 

2. Anything less than a comprehensive plan for cleanup that is centrally 
managed will cause extensive delays in reuse. Farcelization will not work, since 
ground;;ater conta.'llination :flows unrestricted under many parcels. Nor does soil 
~onta.mination stop at a specific piece of property to be purchased. Time lines 
~r specific uses and compliance requirements because of newly used chemicals 

may widely vary. 

3. The soaring costs and the difficulties of cleanup mandate that all 
contaminated sites be cleaned up by the highest level of government. Gnly the Pentagon 
and Energy Department budgets could afford or man~ the contractual arrangements 
that must be let to remedy the serious problems. The burden should not be laid on any 
other governing body or industry/business while they are initiating new ventures 
with designated goals and timelines that will keep whole communities from collapse. 
The Pentagon has taken advantage of communities and neighborhoods for many decades. 
They have used their resources, infrastructures, schools and tax base without 
contributing property and income taxes. With base closures each locale should be 
recipients of the restored base properties, buildings, and acreage without further 
costs, health hazards, and damages. The base closures sever thousands who were 
employed at tne military installation who will remain in the community. These 
employees should be the first employed in the environmental cleanup and monitoring 
and in the caretaker status. 

·we hope these comments will be entered into the public analysis and that 
cleanup will be properly funded, technically sound, and comprehensively carried 
out. Thank you. 
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c May 9, 1994 

Barry W. Poulson 
Department of Economics 
University of Colorado 
Boulder, CO 80309 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Economic Security) 
The Pentagon, Room 30814 
Washington, D.C. 2G301-3300 

Dear Assistant Secretary of Defense, 

0 2 JUH 1994 

I am responding to the DOD Interim Rule for Revitalizing Base 
Closure Communities, and the proposed rule under the Base Closure 
Communities Assistance Act published in the News Release dated 
April 6, 1994; Enclosed are my comments. 

Sin~~ely, r~ . 
B/rr~ 

4 

son 
Profes Economics, University of Colorado 
Senior Fellow, Independence Institute 
Adjunct Scholar, Heritage Foundation 
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to create an instant ghetto. 

Another negative externality is found in the plan for disposition 

of asbestos and hazardous wastes accumulated on the Lowry land. 

Here the LEAP_plan is constrained by DOD rules that require that 

these problems be addressed by the military before the land is 

turned over for nonmilitary use. This has been one of the causes 

for the long and costly delays in base closures in the past • 

. Until these environmental problems are corrected at Lowry they 

will have negative effect~ on the value of the assets as a 

whole. A private irivestor would have an incentive to address 

these problems as rapidly as possible to the extent that this was 

a precondition for developing the assets of the base as a whole. 

An Alternative Proposal To Privatize Lowry Air Force Base 

Failure to follow the procedures proscribed in the new DOD 

guidelines is the fatal flaw in the LEAP plan. The LEAP report 

recognizes that a strong economy has significantly increased the 

potential for private sale of Lowry assets. The report cites 

evidence of strong sales of residential property in the Denver 

market as evidenced by both prices of homes and numbers of 

transactions. Based upon this evidence we would expect that LEAP 

planners would follow the guidelines for base closures where a 

ready market for Lowry assets already exists. That would involve 

soliciting interest from the private sector with the objective of 
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STATEOr-

RKODE ISLAND lt POR-T~A-U-T-HO_R_I_TY __ A_ND--E-CO--NO_M __ IC_D_E_V_E-LO_P_M_E_N_T~.C-O_R_P_O_RA __ T~IO-N------------------~ 

July 1, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for Economic Security 

Room 3D854, The Pe.ntagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Re: The Rhode Island Port Authority and Economic Development Corporation's 
Comments to the Department of Defense Interim Final Rule ("IFR") and Proposed 
Rule ("PR") (the "Comments") 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

Attached are our comments to the "IFR" required by Section 2903 of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994 and the PR required by Section 2908 ofthe National 
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994. 

The attached point-by-point comments address all the concerns. Please review their content and 
if you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

. /.) /:) ,. { ~/) 
.(1(---- ~: ·-)<- ~ . . {;; , /u.-ZZ ~ . .c:f~ 
George A. Prete 
Associate Director 

Property Management 

GAP/gh 
Attachments 

cc: Governor Bruce G. Sundlun 
Senator Claiborne deB Pell 
Senator John H. Chafee 
Congressman Ronald K. Machtley 
Congressman John F. Reed 

oasdes 

PaulL. Barrett, Executive Director 
Raymond Fogarty 

3~ Belver Avenue, North Kingstown, Rhode Island 02852 Telephone: 401:277-3134 Fax: .401-295-.8345 
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(2) and a "narrow proposed reuse" definition in the section on Economic Development 

Conveyances. Neither definition indicates that the surplus base property is actually being 

transf~rred in its "as-is", "where-is" condition, often without local zoning or adequate 

infrastructure being in place. 

Specifi_cally, fair market value of a particular piece of property should be based 

upon its "as-is," "where-is" condition based on current local zoning and proposed use of the 

property~ adjusted by offsetting the estimated value of the infrastructure improvements to support 

the proposed use and the condition of surrounding propenies, in a competitive and open market 

under all conditions requisite to a fair sale with the buyer and seller each acting prudently and 

knowledgeably, assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. The effect of the base 

closure on the market shall be taken into account in estimating fair market value including the 

restrictions that would be put on such property and value attached 'to that property based upon the 

Base Reuse Plan. 

B. Port Authority Comments 

Department of Defense Proposed Rule 

Listed below are our comments to various sections of the Proposed Rule which provides 

guidance required by Section 2908 of the National Defense Authorization Act for fiscal year 

1994 which provides authority for the Secretary of Defense to transfer real property and facilities 

available as a result of a base closure, to persons paying the cost of environmental restoration 

activities in the property. 
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1. §91. 7(j)(l) -As presently drafted this sub-section allows the Department of 

Defense to transfer "a property" for the cost of clean-up to "persons" who agree to perform the 

environmental restoration on such property. The sub-section then states however that "if the 

estimated value of the 'base' exceeds the cost of clean-up, the buyer shall make up the 

difference." As an initial comment, "persons" should be clearly defined to include the Local 

Development Authority such as the Port Authority. Secondly, it is inconsistent to state that a 

"property" shall be transferred for the cost of clean-up of su~h property and then state that if the 

estimated value of the "base" exceeds the cost of clean-up the buyer shall make up the difference. 

Presumably the estimated value of the "base," if the "base". is defined to mean the entire Facility, 

would be higher than any individual piece of property irregardless of the cost of such clean-up. 

Therefore, this section should be redrafted so that if the estimated value of the "property" (not the 

"base") exceeds the cost of clean-up of such "property" the buyer shall make up the difference. 

In this respect the estimated value of a "property" should be the same definition of fair market 

value as indicated above with respect to the Interim Final Rule. 

2. § 91. 7(j)(2) and (3) -The local authority should have the ability to influence and 

object to the sale of any land in accordance with these sub-sections. This would insure that any 

potential sale would be in conformance with the Local Redevelopment Plan as well as allow the 

local agency to object to the sale to a person whom the local agency considers as not having 

adequate resources to fully remediate the environmental problems at the particular property in 

order to fully use such property in accordance with the Local Redevelopment Plan. In particular, 

the reuse of a certain parcel or property may require substantial restorations and construction thus 

exposing asbestos and lead paint and therefore increasing the cost of environmental remediation. 
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Therefore~ the additional environmental remediation associated with any such contemplated 

reuse and construction needs to be calculated into the total cost of the environmental clean-up 

and re~toration of the particular property when determining whether the particular entity 

purchasing such property has the resources to fully comply with such environmental restorations. 

Moreover, there should be a new provision added to sub-section (3) which would 

provide that should the acquirer of such property fail to fully environmentally restore such 

property it would be the responsibility of the applicable military department to complete such 

environmental restoration. This would avoid the situation of the local agency incurring 

environmental restoration costs in order to clean up or complete any clean up begun by any now 

defunct acquiring entity. 

3. §91. 7(j)(3)(v)(B)- This sub-section indicates that before executing any agreement 

for the transfer of property, the Secretary of Defense must, among other things, conduct an 

environmental base line survey to determine whether there are any impediments to the ultimate 

transfer of the property. To the extent that an environmental base line survey has already been 

conducted~ can such environmental base line survey be utilized to satisfy the condition of this 

particular sub-section, or would another environmental base line survey be required to be 

conducted to satisfy this requirement, thus leading to needless repetition and waste of resources 

as was the case with the repeated ~1cK.inney Act Screening Process. 

1: \DOCS\DOCSXZ\RJPA \DA 1'/SI·"JL \DODCOMNTSAM 
June 30. I 994 
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Pacific Studies Center 
2228 View Street. Mountain View. CA 94041 l!SA 415;969-1545. Fax 4151968-1126 

TO: Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Economic Security) 
FR0?\.1: Lenny Siegel 
St:BJECT: Proposed Rule: 32 CFR, Part 91.7(j) 
DATE: June 30, 1994 

The proposed rule does a reasonable job-of implementing what I believe is a risky concept, 
the transfer of contaminated portions of closing/closed military bases. I \\.·ould like to suggest a fe\\' 
safeguards to ensure that cleanup is conducted to community satisfaction. Underlying my concern 
is a recognition that in· many cases the "community" interest likely to receive contaminated property 
is not the same "community" primarily concerned about the environmental or public health 
consequences of that contamination. I do not believe that the propose rule. as currently written, 
provides those safeguards. 

1) Any proposal to transfer such property should be duly noticed to the affected community, and 
the public should be offered the opportunity to comment on the proposal both at the conceptual 
stage and before. finalization of the transfer. Othenvise, the public as a whole may be exposed 
to an avoidable risk without any chance of influencing the outcome. 

2) Should potential land uses be used in selecting cleanup standards or remedies, that potential 
land use should be determined in consultation with the community as a whole, and not just the 
proposed recipient. Otherwise, it is likely that some recipients would propose land uses 
designed, in part, to minimize their cleanup requirements, even though in the long run the 
community as a whole would like to consider other uses for the property. 

3) All of the public participation elements of the Fast-Track Cleanup program, including the 
functioning of Restoration Advisory Boards, should continue to apply to property transferred 
under this Section. 
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~tate of ~alifnmia 
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH 

1400 TENTH STREET 

... ,· 

( 
. PETE WILSON 

• . . GOVERNOR 

~-.....· 

SACRAMENTO 95814 LEE GRISSOM 
DIRECTOR 

Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary ·of Defense 

(Economic Security) 
The Pentagon, Room 30814 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

June 15, 1994 
2 3 JUH 1994 

RE: Comments on The Interim Rule Implementing Title XXIX of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for FY 1994 

Enclosed are detailed comments, in the format requested by the Department 
of Defense (DoD), on the Interim Rule. These comments represent the combined 
views of all departments of the executive branch for the State of California. They 
were compiled from the comments received from all departments attending the 
May 1 3 workshop in San Francisco. 

We take strong exception to the notion of "test marketing" properties to 
determine if a "ready market" exists. We believe that this procedure will 
undermine efforts of communities to develop consensus plans and that, absent 
zoning and other entitlement, any indications of interest for properties are 
premature and speculative. Moreover, the rules governing this procedure are not 
based on any provisions of the Pryor Amendment. We believe, therefore, that DoD 
has exceeded its authority in promulgating this rule. 

Most other provisions of the Interim Rule are reasonable attempts to 
implement the Pryor Amendment. We have offered a number of suggestions which 
we believe will further the objectives of DoD and Congress. Two provisions are of 
particular note. First, there is a need to more clearly define "fair market value" and 
"net profit" for purposes of negotiated sales and economic benefit conveyances to 
include a fair share of the costs of basewide infrastructure, planning, property 
maintenance, and security. Second, the standard for exempting properties from 
subsequent McKinney Act screening should be broadened. 

We have suggested only minor technical amendments to 32 CFR Part 91, 
Paragraph (j) because we believe that implementation may be delayed due to 
continuing consultations between DoD and EPA and because we believe that no 
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Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 
June 15, 1994 
Page Two 

rational private party would wish to avail itself of the one-sided provisions of the 
Interim Rule. We suggest that DoD may wish to reissue the Interim Rule after legal 
issues relating to transfer of contaminated property are resolved. At such time, we 
recommend that DoD develop an equitable means of allocating costs and liabilities 
between the federal' government and any persons willing to share the cost of 
environmental restoration. 

We hope that these recommended changes are helpful to you as you 
consider revisions to the Interim Rule. I look forward to reviewing the Final Rule 
when it is issued next fall. 

i-4~' 
Lee A. Grissom 
Director 

cc: National Association of Installation Developers 
Base closure community reuse authorities 
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-Comment No. 16-

Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: ·Governor's Office~ State of California 

Page 16158 
Column 1 
Paragraph 91 .7(j)C3}(F) 

Recommended Changes: 

ADD the follo\ving at the end of the paragraph: 

" ... and the remedy has been demonstrated to the :tvfilitary Depanment concerne<L-aHG EPA 
and the appropriate State official to be operating properly and successfully ... " 

This provides opportunity for state environmental officials to have input into the remediation 
decision and provide regulatory input for sites \vhich are not listed on the NPL. 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Ben Williams 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

(916) 322-3170 

- Comn1ent l'o. 16 -
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- Conunent No. 17-

Conunents On 1be Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

·From: -Governor's Office, State of California 

Page 16158 
Column 1 
Paragraph 91. 7(j)C3)CFXiv) 

Recommended Changes: 

The term "fair market value" must be defmed in the definitions section. 

~: 

This term must be defmed to ensure the same method and/or procedure is used on each 
property to avoid any failure to treat each purchase unifonnly. See comment number 8 for 
additional observations on defining the tenn and needed inclusiveness of costs. 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Ben Williams 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento~ California 95814 

(916) 322-3170 

- Conunent No. 17 -
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July 6, 1994 I. 

VIA FACSIMILE: (703) 695-14~3; 
AND U.S. MAIL j :: 

I!: 
Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Economic Security) 
Room 3D854 
The Pentagon 
Washington. D.C. 20301-3300 

Re: Comments on Pryor Regulations: Interim Rules 
For Revitalizing Base Closure Communities 

Dear Assistant Secretary of Defense Gotbaum: 

t.: 

i:. 
I I 

I; 
I: 
! .. 

Thank you for this opponunity to comment on the Pryor Intertin Rules. It ·w~ 
been my privilege to be actively involved in miliwy base closure issues in Califom~; 
I am a member of the California ~filitary Base Reuse Task Force~ appointed ~Y: 
California Governor Pete \Vilson as the member with expertise in toxic clean-up. lbiS: 
Task Force was formed to examine t~e ba.Se closure and reuse process and recommend~ 
changes to· make the process more successful and efficient. Our repon to the Governor: 
was issued in February 1994. As private environmental counsel, I alSo provide legar 
se:''ices to- the County of Sacramento, California, for the clo~ure ~d reuse ·o~ Ma~ 
Air Force .Base, a BRAC I base closure and a Superfund slte. I also proVlde lepll 
services to the East Bay Conversion and Reinvestment Commissi~n regarding the clos~ 
of the Alal!'eda Naval Air Station complex, a BRAC Ill closure. ; ! :: 

I ' 

I have several specific comments which may be of assistance t~ you: 

1. Jobs • Centered Property Dlsoosal 

! .. 
I . :: 
I . 
I 
! : 
! . 
I.; 

The interim rule s!lould be speciiically modified or clarified to re!:ognize the n~ 
of local redevelopment authorities (LRA) to retain certain property interestS in r ' : · 
property marketed directly by the military departments. Specifically, before the mili I 

directly sells feal property to third parties, it should examine the need of the LRA 
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I
' i ;. 
! . 

i I: 
l ~ 

I. 
I; 

. 1'. 
retained pr9Peny rights, such as easements, to support redevelopment and reuse of ti~: 

:remainder cf the militarv base. These easements would include1 'Without limitation. 
I • 

: easements for changes in the roadway patterns, rerouting of utilities, ·flood control ~-
. flood retention, aceess for remediation and redevelopment activities, and noise overflighL 
· Sales by the military should specifically retain easemer.ts or other prope.ny intere~ 
·necessary tp suppon such reuse activities of the LRA. . i; 

I; 
The interim rule sta~ that throughout the job center propeny disposal p~~ 

the mili~ ·will make maximum effort to give community considerations a high prioritY~ 
Most LRAs will consider the base as an entire functional unit, and develop I i.· 
comprehen~ive reuse plan for the entire base, in attempting to integrate the base into ~e 
communit)~ at large. As a result, most LRAs will redesign roadways and other ac~~ 

' to the basel Typically, military base roadways were designed to limit access or facilitate 
'ccess internally without linkages to the outside community. Thus, a substantial 
rerouting 6f roadways is typically necessary. As a related example, the need to upgrade 
inadequate 1 infrastructure will require, in many circumstances, the rerouting of utili~f 
lines, which not uncommonly go directly under buildings or areas to be developed~ 

; Finally, th~se bases with airpons must not be consttained with the need to ~uire noi~~ 
o: overflig~t easements to support the airport activities. j: 

. i: 
It \\'as not intended that the military job-centered property disposal process wot4d 

•cost'' the ILRAs. These costs could potentially be the costs of acquiring easementS 
following the sale by the military, either directly or \'ia the power of eminent domam~ 
The threat of lawsuits alleging in"Verse condemnation cou!d also be alleviated by retention 
of speGific· easements by the military for the benefit of the ·LRA, such as noise or 
overflight easements. . 1 : 

I. 

i: 
2. · Economic Develo.pment Conveyanq.l j! l 
Section 91.7(e}(4) requires the military to be fully responsible for the completi *' 

of an appraisal or other estimate of real property fair market value prior to making · 
economic development conveyance. This appraisal or estimate of value shall be bas I · 

' I' 

: . ! : 
on the proposed reuse of the propeny. This process could potentially be very helpfu.l m 
assisting in cost benefit decision making in the selection of environmental contarrtinatiol1 
remedial alternatives. .I: 
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. . ;rl; · Current law does not require the military to select that environm~tal re · · ~ : 
alternative which maximizes reuse flexibility, market value and economic potential. . · 

· a private transaction, the ovmer or operator of propeny upon which 9ontamination 1~ 
I located, will conduct remediation activities to balance the cost of remediation against the 

enhancement of market value or flexibility for reuse of the propeny folloig 
remediation. Such cost benefit mechanisms do not exist in the mili~ base clo · · 

. setting, where the majority of base real propeny will be transferred from the military to 
the local ~mmunities without consideration, or for less than fair market val e 
consideration, unde: the public benefit conveyance process or the economic developmcht 
conveyance process. As a result, there is little or no "market" incentive for the mill 
to choose remedial alternatives, which may be more costly, but will significantly enhan 
reuse potential. Instead, the military typically groups its remediation activities i 
• operable llnits" to take advantages of economies of scale. These operable units are t 
necessarily consistent with the need of local communities to bring specific parcels f 
propeny into productive reuse at the earliest possible date. · i 

I 

Current law does not dictate a single "correct" or "right" remediation altematite' 
. for a particular contamination. Different remediation techniques exist, and variables 

include cost, duration of remedial activities, disruption to surface uses, level bf 
contail'tination following remediation, interim health risks posed, the condition of th~ 
property follo~ing remediation activities, and most importantly, the remedial goal.Pr · 
standard to be achieved. These variables translate to differing ·limitations on land u~e 
following remediation. I 

! 

· · Remediation goals rr14y vary depending upon proposed land uses. RemediaJn: 
standards. particularly those for soil, are typically based upon health risk analy~s.: 
Disputes may exist or arise regarding health risk exposures or the seve#ty or likelih 
of such exposures. The classic question, "how clean is clean," must be asked in vinual y: 
every remediation decision. · 

It is often the case that current environmental regulations and statutes all . : : 
several remedial alternatives to be identified and any one could be approved by e; . 
regulators. The military must then select from those alternative remedies identifi. 

: during the remedial investigation/feasibility study phase. : l 
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: I. 
No:mechanism currently C,Csts to require selection of that remedi~ alternative t~at 

best suits Teuse needs. No mechanism currently exists to perform. or assist in the 
perfonnan~ of t:}le cost benefit analysis to enable policy makers to d£Qde whethe~ itO 
expe.nd adqitional remediation dollars to enhance reuse or market potential. Current law 
neither requires the selectiOn of remedies which enhance reuse, nor allows the mill~ 
to justify the extra expenditure under its remediation program. Further, no mechani~ 
exists to incorporate a cost benefit approach into the analysis of competing remedial 
alternative~ and to factor such analysis into the f'mal selection of remedies. ! 

One of the rnai:1 obstacles to use of a cost benefit approach, is the inability Ito 
I 

"quantify"; the enhancement to reuse caused by the selection of a ~cular rem~, 
which imposes less land use restrictions. The requirement that the military take 
responsibiij.ty and complete an appraisal or ·estimate of fair market ~ue, pursuant ~ 
Section 9ll7(e)(4), could be incorporated into the cost benefit decision making process 
for remediation decisions. The estimate of fair market value could analyze the •vatu~· 
of propertY given various reuse scenarios. The limitations upon these reuse scen.ari~ 
caused by remedial activities could also be assessed at this time. The ! ! · 
resulting "differential" in market value, which may e"ist under particular remed~ 
alternative~, would allow quantification and a.'lalysis using the cost benefit approach, ud 
thereby significantly aid remediation decisions. · : . 

3. Proposed Rule; Section 2908 Transfers of Propertie~ ~or the Cost k 
Clean-up To Persons Who Agree To Perform the Environmental 
RestoratiQn i 

As piscussed at the numerous workshops regarding the Pryor ~egulations~ it ~s 
difficult to: imagine anyone taking advantage of the Section 2908· Property Transfez:tS, 
given the li.rnitations included in.the proposed rule. However, one possible scenario wiih 
value to both the military and the local reuse authorities could exist if the rule web 
modified t.O allow contingent transfers to persons who agree to perform ·site assessmentS 
to characterize the environmental condition of property proposed to be,transferred. I· 

One o~ the major hindrances to reuse planning is the lack of available s~~ 
assessment. data regarding the environmental condition of property. The environmen~ 
constraints; may limit reuse planning options. Unfonunately. certain areas with high! · 

I 

I 
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priority for reuse may not be prioritized for early site assessment, because little or o 
contamination is suspected. 

Section 2908 could be modified to allow a contingent transfer of propeny tO 
persons willing to perform the necessary site assessments. The cost of the t~ · 
assessments could then be deducted from the ultimate purchase price, similarly to . : 
deduction for the cost of environmental clean-up. However, the proposed rule wo 14 · 
have to be modified to allow a "contingent" acquisition: that is, the acquisition sho~ 
be "contingent" so that the person performing the site assessment may opt out of ~e 
transaction should the site assessment show environmental issues which preclude tae 
proposed reuse. In any event, a site assessment would be pc:rlonned, and all data sho~ld 
be required to be shared with the military and LRA. 

1 

In this way, Section 2908 could assist in expediting site assessment of l ~ · 
contamination sites with potentially high priority for reus.e. This would supplement b~ 
military's budgeting process which typically targets highly contaminated areas for · · 
assessment and clean-up. 

4. General Comments 
I· 

Current military base closures are unique historically and require innovative ab4 
regional solutions. Traditional real propeny development mechanisms, apd · 
environmental clean-up policies must be reexamined for applicability and utility given ~ 
unique nature, rate and scale of military base closures. 

does not have the opportunity to choose i I 
. ' . . 

:j .. 

I 

.1 
I 

I 

Innovative approaches a..--e required because of the signifteant regional impact of · 
a closing base, and the lack of tradi.tional market forces operating to mitigate th 5e . 
impacts. For example, there is no \\illing buyer or seller. The military typically did;o~ 
ask for the bases to be closed; neither did the local communities. The local commu tj . 

the location, the timing, or the scale of its redevelopment activities. Concepts of ~ait . :! 
market value in private discretionary tra;1sactions must be scrutinized carefully lor 
applicability to the base closure setting. 

I : 
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,. i ·' 

:: I 
i 
I 

. ' 
I . . 

Traditional remediation approaches, driven by market forces, also do not app y. : · i 
In a private transaction, the owner or operator of propeny upon \\.'hich contaminatio is ~ 
located, v.ill conduct remediation activities to balance the cost of remediation against 
enhancement of ·market value or flexibility for reuse of the pr~perty follow· g 
remediation. Such cost benefit mechanisms do not exist in the militarv base clos re 1 

setting where the IT'.aj ority of the base is transferred from the military to the 1 · : 
communities without consideration under the public benefit conveyance process. A ~ ~ 
result, there is no "mark-et" incentive for the military to choose remedial alt.ern4ti ~ 
whlch may be more costly, but will significantly enhance reuse potem:W. Instead, · · 
military typically groups its remediation activities into "operable units" to take advan 
of economies of scale. Because these operable units are not necessarily consistent 
the need of local communities to bring specific parcels of property into .Productive 
at the earliest possible date, low risk, low level contaminated sites, despite their 
reuse poteatial, may not be prioritized by the military remediators for investigati 
assessment and remediation. 

The difficulties in both environmental remediation and property disposal au 
by the lack of market forces, are exacerbated by the unequal bargaining power betw ~ 
the inilitary and the local communities. The military has not clearly assesse4 the imp ci 
of transier of negatively valued assets upon the local community. The military must · · 
more sensitive to understand that the real property, the associated buildings, and 
infrastructure, etc. at a closing base present liabilities to local communities. In m 
ways, transfer of bare and unde,·eloped land would be preferable. 

This lack of assessment by the military may drive a "take it or lea,.·e it" appro 
Unfortunately, the local communities cannot afford to •teave it. • The rate, nature· 
scale of military base closures and the impact upon the local economy, in terms of j $ 1 

lost and the impact upon land use planning of such significant tracts of land in air y : 
developed areas, forces the local community to participate. It must be actively involv · . ~ 
in acquisition of the base property and its successful con\'ersion. It is not correct tO ; 
assert that these are discretionary acquisitions by the local community·. As a result, ~ ' 
"take it or leave it" policy potentially forces the local community to accept onero . 1 

; 

conditions to the transfer of property, including deferred liabilities associated with · · 
propeny transferred to it. Transferred buildings containing asbestos or lead-based pai t,: 
"as is, • are but a fe~' examples. 
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~ ~ 

'nle problems caused by the lack of market forces to moderate Property dispo ' . ~ 
redevelopment and environmental clean-up issues, exacerbated by the unequal bargaini I 
power between the military and the local communities, dictate that novel approaches: tO 
resolving· base ; : 
closure obstacles be employed. It is hoped that the interim rules implementing the or 
Amendment will be such mechanisms, and they appear to be very significant and posit~ 

first steps. : · +: · 
. Thank :you for this _opponunity to provide If there are ~ 

quesnons, please do not hesltate to contact : ; 

\ : 

. i 

·I· . . ; I 

. ~ ~ 
. ~ ; . 

. ; 
i. 

• I 
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ECONOMIC SECURITY 

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
3300 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-3300 

l. 4 Au~ 19~4 

MEMORANDUM FOR BASE TRANSITION COORDINATORS 

SUBJECT: Transcript for 5 August public \1earing 

In addition to copies of all public comments, the transcript for the 5 August 19~4 public hearing 
on the interim final rule is now available in the OASD(P A) Freedom of Information Act Reading Room. 
Interested parties can contact the reading room on (703)"'697-1160. FOIA will arrange fQr access to the 
reading room, located in room 2C757 .in the Pentagon. 

The hearing transcript is approximately 300 pages. long. There is a copier available for public use 
for a nominal charge. 

If you have questions, my point of contact is Damon Hemmerdinger. He can be reached on 697-
5743/45. Thank you. 

cc: 
BTO staff 

Helen F. Forbeck 
Senior Professional Advisor 
DoD Base Transition Office 
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THE LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE PUBLIC HEARING 

REVITALIZINs;.BASE CLOSURE COMMUNITIES 

AND COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE 

Friday, August 5, 1994 

Auditorium 

General Services 

Administration 

18th & F, N.W. 

Washington, D.C.. 

16 The public hearing was called to order at 9:34a.m., 

17 Robert E. Bayer, chairman, presiding. 

18 PRESENT: ROBERT E. BAYER, Deputy Assistant Secretary of 

19 Defense for Economic Reinvestment and Base Realignment and 

20 Closure 

21 MARK WAGNER, Special Assistant to the Assistant 

22 Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 

23 CAPTAIN MIKE DURGIN, USN, Director, Base Transition 

24 Office 

25 STEVE KLEIMAN, Deputy Director, Base Closure and 
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1 Utilization Office 

2 ROB HERTZFELD, Economic Development Specialist, Office 

3 of Economic Adjustment 

4 JOHN MARCUS, Deputy Director for Materiel_.and Resource 

5 Management Policy, Offiqe of the Deputy Under Secretary of 

6 Defense for Logistics 
-

7 DON MANUEL, Assistant for Engineering, Office of the 

8 Assistant Secretary of the Army (Installations, Logistics and 

9 Environment) 

10 JEFF ROTH, Director, Real Estate Support, Naval· 

11 Facilities Engineering Command 

12 DOUG BAUR, Chief Counsel, Air Force Base Conversion 

13 Agency 

14 

15 
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17 

18 

19 

20 
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22 

23 

24 

25 
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1 P R 0 C E ED I N·G S 

2 MR. BAYER: Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. 

3 Good morning and welcome to the Department of Defense's 
~ 

4 public hearing on the interim rule for revitali~ing 

5 communities affected by,base closures. 

6 As most of you know, this hearing concludes the four 

7 month public comment period that began·last April. We have 

8 had over 700 comments from 100 individuals. So our goal of 

9 stimulating a dialogue between communities that are either 

10 affected now or potentially affected by base closures: has 

11 certainly been achieved. 

12 We will begin the work of analyzing those comments here 

13 in the very near future. 

14 This hearing is a final opportunity where we have 

15 invited folks to speak. Unfortunately we perhaps did not have 

16 enough time for as many as might want to have spoken. But we 

17 will have an opportunity this morning to receive the input 

18 from people who have a great interest in this and who now also 

19 have the benefit of the outreach meetings we have had and a 

20 great deal of dialogue that has gone on within the community, 

21 the redevelopment community. 

22 One of the things that we are hopeful about in today's 

23 hearing is that the witnesses will move from the comments most 

24 of you have already provided for the record in terms of your 

25 views on the regulations,. as they are currently written, to 
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1 moving toward your views of solutions.· 

2 We are very interested in solutions that will make our 

3 regulations better and still operate within the constraints of 

4 law we find ourselves having. 

5 We have a panel o~ .folks who all will be working on the 

6 rewriting of the regulations. That is why we have so many 

7 folks here. We wanted as many of that ·team as possible 

8 personally to hear your testimony this morning. 

9 On my left is Mark Wagner, a Special As.sistant to the 

10 Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security.·. On my 

11 right is Captain Mike Durgin, who is the Director of the Base 

12 Transition Office. 

13 Steve Kleiman is sitting at the· end of the table. He is 

14 the Deputy Director of the Base Closure and Utilization 

15 Office. Rob Hertzfeld, who is at the other end of the table, 

16 works with the Office of Economic Adjustment. He is our link 

17 with an agency that many of you have had direct contact with 

18 in the past. 

19 We are also pleased, to my far right, to have John 

20 Marcus here. For those of you who came to.our outreach 

21 sessions, you know that John works for the Deputy Under 

22 Secretary for Logistics and is our resident expert on personal 

23 property disposal. 

24 We also have representatives of the three military 

25 services here. They are, obviously, the disposal agents for 
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1 this property. So they have a very key role to play in 

2 assisting communities in redevelopment. They are Mr. Don 

3 Manuel, Assistant for Engineering in the Office of the 
~ 

4 Assistant Secretary of the Army for Installatio~s_;: Jeff Roth, 

5 the Director for Real E~tate Support for the Navy Facilities 

6 Engineering Command; and, representing the Air Force, is Mr. 

7 Doug Baur, who is the Chief Counsel for the Air Force Base 

8 Conversion Agency. 

9 Before we begin, I would like to describe the format of 

10 what we would like to do this morning. We have a gre~t deal 

11 of material to cover. We have a lot of people who wanted to 

12 speak. So we are asking for the discipline of five minutes of 

13 comments. Mr. Kirby Allen is behind me here. He is going to 

14 be reminding you when you have a minute left, then when you 

15 have 30 seconds left, so that you can sort of time yourselves. 

16 I would really ask you to cooperate in this discipline 

17 because, if we do not do that, we are simply not going to have 

18 the time not only to hear what you have to say but also to 

19 have a bit of dialogue between our panel and you. We have 

20 organized the witnesses in panels so that.we would have an 

21 opportunity, perhaps, for you to bounce ideas off one another 

22 and not just for the panel to dialogue with you individually. 

23 We hope that works out. 

24 All of your comments will be taken down. As you can 

25 see, we have a Court Reporter here. Any comments that you 

• 1f' 
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1 want to submit for the record beyond your oral ones, please do 

2 so. They will be part of the record. Anyone who is here this 

3 morning who did not have an opportunity to make an oral 

4 statement or who chose not to, but who has a statement or 

5 comments,· again, this is 'the last day of the public comment 

6 period and we would encourage you to provide those to Jennifer 

7 Adkin or Damon Hemmerdinger before you leave today. They are 

8 in the rear of the room. 

9 I want to thank the General Services Administration for 

10 their hospitality in providing a setting for us today~ 

11 To begin with, we are going to have, potentially, six 

12 panels. But we have three Members of Congress who are going 

13 to be here during the day. So what I am going to do is 

l4 interrupt the panels as they come so that we are able to 

15 receive their testimony in an expedited way, so.·· that they can 

16 get on with the business of a very, very hectic legislative 

17 season. 

18 To begin today, I want to recognize a friend from 

19 Congress, Congressman Sam Farr from California. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

• "' 
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1 STATEMENT OF HON. SAM FARR, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE 

2 17TH DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

3 REPRESENTATIVE FARR: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 

4 I appreciate your giving me thi~ opportunity. ~ have to tell 

5 you that ·the first day ~,was sworn into office, right after 

6 being sworn in, I rushed over to give testimony before the 

7 BRAC Commission and found out, when I got back to Congr~ss, 

8 that I had missed my first three votes. So I hope that today 

9 I can avoid doing that. 

10 I want to thank the panelists for this opportun~ty for 

11 all of us to come together to address these vital issues. I 

12 am pleased to be able to share my insights on the Interim 

13 Final Rule which implements provisions of Title 29 of the 

14 Fiscal Year 1994 National Defense Authorization Act. 

15 I commend the Department of Defense for extending the 

16 .public comment period on the Interim Final Rule for an 

17 additional 30 days, and I am encouraged by the Department's 

18 actions to hold public hearings on this important matter. 

19 As this panel is aware, I represent the Congressional 

20 district on the central coast of California, where the first 

21 jobs-centered, economic development conveyance occurred last 

22 month under the Pryor Amendment provisions in section 2903, 

23 with implementing the guidance provided by the Interim Final 

24 Rule. 

25 My comments today will be broken down into three areas. 
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1 First, I will provide a policy overview in which I will point 

2 out the clear disparity between the President's stated policy 

3 goals for securing and spurring economic reinvestment for base 

4 closure communities, and the Interim Final Ruler ~hich is 

5 supposed to be promulgated to carry out this goal. 

6 Second, I will highlight the sp~cific provisions of the 

7 Interim Final Rule, which are barriers ·to expedient property 

8 transfer, and, thus, expeditious redevelopment, the most 

9 crucial and critical component of the base closure community 

10 assistance process. 

11 Finally, there has been a great deal of confusion on 

12 what appears to be conflicting priorities and goals of the law 

13 and those of the Department of Defense. I would point out two 

1~ , pivotal sections of the Interim Rule which I believe are 

15 inappropriately determined by DOD in view of the spirit in 

16 which the law was written, and make specific recommendations 

17 for improving the ambiguous language in these two critical 

18 sections which I believe would greatly clarify the intent of 

19 the language so that it will conform to the intent of the law. 

20 As a policy overview, the President'.s Five Point Plan is 

21 a jobs centered property disposal process, which was developed 

22 to enhance the likelihood of redevelopment success for 

23 impacted base closure communities. the paramount goal of the 

24 President's initiative, which is carried out by the provisions 

25 of the Pryor Amendment, is to put economic development at the 
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1 center of base closure asset disposition. The property 

2 disposal process being developed by the Interim Final Rule is 

3 actually in considerable conflict with the President's and the 

4 Congress' shared goal of expedient community ec~n~mic 

5 redevelopment. I am gr~atly disturbed by the inconsistent 

6 message being sent through DOD's interpretation of the 
-

7 paramount goal of this initiative. The· Interim Rule clearly 

8 sets the tone that the revenue recoupment incentive is DOD's 

9 priority over the economic revitalization of the community. 

10 Through my experience in negotiating with the DOD and 

11 the Army over the Fort Ord land conveyances in California to 

12 the California State University and the University of 

13 Califorrtia, I can attest that the process set in motion by the 

14 Interim Final Rule conflicts with the intended nature of this 

15 crucial initiative. 

16 Additionally, the way the Interim Rule has been written, 

17 each service has the opportunity to impose their own 

18 interpretation and perspective on the process. this does not 

19 do much for encouraging DOD to manage the process well, and 

20 allows for some confusion. Furthermore, ~he process, as 

21 developed this way, does not allow for the learning 

22 experiences of one service to be incorporated into the next 

23 conveyance. 

24 Some specific provisions or trouble spots are the 

25 following. 
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1 First, the base closure community assistance process 

2 outlined in the Interim Rule encourages DOD disposal agents, 

3 i.e., the services, to screen and sell the excess property 

4 before making. it available to the conununities. ~-TJ:l:€ c·onununity 

5 reuse needs should be the driver of the economic development, 

6 not the Federal Government. 

7 On the fair market test value, the respective services 

8 making the conveyance need to be supportive of the approved 

9 base reuse plan. The service should not be attempting to sell 

10 property that is not consistent with the local land use plans 

11 and which has not been specifically zoned. 

12 On profit sharing, section 91.7 Procedures (f) (2), the 

13 determination of what is considered "net profit" is unclear 

1,4 and inappropriately tied to regulations more appropriate to 

15 procurement than to economic revitalization. Consideration 

16 should be to assisting the redevelopment agencies in their 

17 task of encouraging redevelopment. 

18 As for straw transactions, the sales of leases to 

19 cooperating parties at nominal prices do not provide enough 

20 guidance in the case of economic development efforts. For 

21 instance, it is entirely possible that the only way a company 

22 may enter into a long-term lease is if the prospective lessee 

23 receives a guaranteed number of years of rent at a nominal, or 

24 free, price. .This should not be considered as a potential 

25 straw transaction. 
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1 My recommendation on this is that the straw transaction 

2 language in the rule and in any subsequent deeds should 

3 indicate that, for the purposes of economic development, it is 

4 clearly understood that economic incentives, such:as·sales or 

5 leases at nominal prices; should be expected. 

6 Regarding _notification of DOD sales or leases, it is 

7 apparent that the notice of sales or leases to the disposing 

8 military department are intended to provide the government 

9 with -an opportunity to int-ervene on a property transaction. 

10 This should not occur. 

1t I recommend that it not be done. 

12 In closing, I just want to say that before coming to 

13 Congress, I served in local government as a Supervisor and for 

14 12 years in the California State Legislature, where I was 

15 Chairman of an Economic Development Committee and authored 

16 many bills on economic development and land use planning. I 

17 know that in this process of trying to implement the 

18 President's mandates and in the process it has to go through 

19 with adopting legislation in Congress and then setting up the 

20 rule process, oftentimes, when we review it, as you are doing, 

21 we find that things need to be cleaned up. I pledge to you my 

22 service, as a Member. of Congress, if, indeed, you need 

23 statutory changes for the cleanup process that I stand ready 

24 to do that. I am familiar with what we are trying to 

25 accomplish. 
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1 Indeed, I want, in closing, to thank all of the parties 

2 that be. I think we have learned a lot from the closure of 

3 fort Ord. It is the largest of the military bases to be 

4 closed in the United States. It has, as Secre~a~y Perry 

5 indicated, probably more·problems than any other base when you 

6 look at the environmental problems, the local politics, and so 

7 on. And yet, we were able to convey it very quickly because 

8 we really went by the local reuse plan. That is the key 

9 governing document. I hope that your rules will be amended to 

10 reflect that it is the economic reuse of the base for the 

11 local community that is the driving force, not the military 

12 needs to regain capital. Thank you very much. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

• 

[The prepared statement of Rep. Farr follows:] 
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Interim Final Rule Implementing Title XXIX Of 
The National Defense Authorization Act for FY 1994 

August 5, 1994 

Good Morning Mr. Bayer and panelists. I am pleased to be 

able to share my insights on the Interim Final Rule which implements 

provisions of Title 29 of the FY 94 National Defense Authorization 

Act. 

I commend the Depart of Defense for extending the public 

comment period on the Interim Final Rule for an additional 30 days, 

and I am encouraged by the Department's actions to ~old a public 

hearing on this important matter. 

As the panel is aware, I represent the Congressional district on 

the Central Coast of California where the first jobs-centered, 

· economic development conveyance occurred last month under the 

"Pryor Amendment" provisions in Section 2903, with implementing 

, 



guidance provided by the Interim Final Rule . 

.. My comments today will be broken down into three ateas .. 

First, I will provide a policy overview in which I will point out the 

clear disparity between the President's stated policy goals for 

spurring economic reinvestment_._for base closure communities, and 

the Interim Final Rule which is supposed to be promulgated to carry 

out this goal. Second, I· will highlight specific provisions of the · 

Interim Final Rule which are barriers to expedient property transfer, 

and thus expeditious redevelopment -- the most critical component of 

the Base Closure Community Assistance process. Finally, there has 

been a great deal of confusion on what appears to be conflicting 

priorities and goals of the law and those of the Department of 

Defense. I will point out two pivotal sections of the Interim Rule 

which I believe are inappropriately determined by DqD in view of 

the spirit in which the law was written, and make specific 

recommendations for improving the ambiguous language in these two 

critical sections, which I believe would greatly clarify the intent of 

the language so that it will conform to the intent of the law. 



Policy Overview 

The President's five-point plan, is a "Jobs Centered Property 

Disposal" process which was developed to enhance the lildihood of 

redevelopment success for impacted base closure communities. The 

paramount goal of President Clinton's initiative, which is carried out 

by the provisions of the "Pryor Amendment," is to put "econo~ic 

development at the center of base closure asset disposition. " The 

actual property disposal process being developed by the Interim Final 

Rule is actually in considerable conflict with the President's and the 

Congress' shared goal of expedient community economic 

redevelopment. I am greatly disturbed by the inconsistent message 

being sent through DoD's interpretation of the paramount goal of this 

initiative. The Interim Rule clearly sets the tone t~at the revenue 

recoupment incentive is DoD's priority over community economic 

revitalization. Through my experience in negotiating with DoD and 

the Army over the Fort Ord land conveyances to the California State 

.University and the University of California, I can attest that the 

process set in motion by the Interim Final Rule conflicts with the 

, 
" 



intended nature of this crucial initiative. 

· ·Additionally, the way the Interim Rule has been written each 

service has the opportunity to impose their own interpretation and 

perspective on tlie process. This does not do much for encouraging 

DoD to manage the process well, and allows for confusion. 

Furthermore, the process as developed this way does not allow for 

the learning experiences of one service to be incorporated into the 

next conveyance. 

Specific Provisions 

The Base Closure Community Assistance process outlined in the 

Interim Rule encourages DoD disposal agents (ie the services) to 

screen and sell the excess property before making it available to the 

communities. The community reuse needs should be the driver of 

economic development, not the government. 



Fair Market Test Value 

· ·The respective Service making the conveyance needs_~to: be. 

supportive of the approved Base ·R.euse Plan .... The Service should not 

be attempting to· sell property without local land use zoning or in 

conflict with the reuse plan. 

Profit Sharing 

Section 91.7 Procedures (f) (2). 

The determination ·of what is considered "net profit" is unclear 

and inappropriately tied to regulations more appropriate to 

procurement than to economic revitalization. Consideration should 

be to assisting the redevelopment agencies in their task or 

encouraging redevelopment. 

Conclusion 

Straw Transactions 

The sales of lease to cooperating parties at nominal prices do 

.'I 

"' 



not provide enough guidance in the case of economic development 

efforts. For instance, it is entirely possible that the only way a 

company may enter a long-term lease is if the prospective J.e~ee. 

receives a guarantee number of years of rent at a nominal (or free) 

price. This should not be considered a potential straw transaction. 

Recommendation: The straw transaction langu~ge in the Rule and 

in any subsequent deeds should indicate that for purposes of 

economic development it is clearly understood that economic 

incentives such as sales or leases at nominal prices should be 

expected. 

Notification of DoD Sales or Leases 

It is apparent that the notice of sales or leases ~o the disposing 

military department are intended to provide the government with an 

opportunity to intervene on a property transaction. This should not 

occur. 

Recommendation 



I recommend notification not be done . 

• 
"' 
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1 MR. BAYER: Thank you, Congressman Farr. I think that 

2 the experience that you and your constituents had with regard 

3 to Fort Ord are helpful to us in seeing what the real 
~ 

4 difficulties are of disposal. I hope that your~-o~servation 

5 that Fort· Ord is perhapq ,the most complex disposal we have 

6 comes true . 
. 

7 REPRESENTATIVE FARR: Thank you very much. 

8 MR. BAYER: I would like to recognize next Delegate 

9 Robert Underwood, from Guam. We are glad to ·have you here, 

10 

11 

12 

13 

1.4 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

sir. 

Most people do not recall that, while the BRAC process 

is only for domestic bases, since Guam is a U.S. possession, 

the closure or termination of Navy activities at ~~e A~~~ 
is part of the BRAC process. 

We are glad to have you here. 

• 
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1 STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT UNDERWOOD, U.S. DELEGATE IN 

2 CONGRESS FROM GUAM 

3 DELEGATE UNDERWOOD: Thank you very much, and thank you 

4 for giving me this opportunity to testify about~·D9D' s· Interim 

5 Rule for ·implementing ~pe Pryor Amendment. 

6 If there is no objection, I would like to include for 
. 

7 the record official documents and comments submitted by the 

8 Governor of Guam and some very specific suggestions about 

9 changes to the Interim Rule. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR. BAYER: We are pl~ased to have those. 

~he infoYmation tef'etted to follews:] 

[ I~lSER'Pt" 
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1 DELEGATE UNDERWOOD: We all know that President 

2 Clinton's Five Point Plan was designed to help communities 

3 affected by base closure and that the plan aims to expedite 
1 

4 the turn-over of property in order to create joh.s and· foster 

5 economic. development. ~he Pryor Amendment explicitly stated 

6 that the Federal Government can best contribute to community 
. 

7 redevelopment by making base property available to communities 

8 affected by such closure. 

9 The Interim Rule, however, I think, and I think I can 

10 also say on behalf of. the people of Guam that they, w~th great 

11 unanimity, believe it contravenes the spirit of the Pryor 

12 Amendment. It allows private entities to bid against local 

13 governments trying to put property to public use and it allows 

1~ the Department of Defense to take 60 percent of all profits 

15 from property sales. It gives the military departments sole 

16 discretion over the valuation of those properties. 

17 The people of Guam, like Americans across the country, 

18 want a greater voice in.the decision-making process than the 

19 Interim Rule proposes and allows. For example, the rule only 

20 gives local reuse committees an advisory :r:-o·le, not a 

21 substantive position to determine future land uses. Community 

22 reuse plans are currently developed through a public process -

23 - at least on Guam we are very clear on this -- characterized 

24 by consensus building, bringing together diverse interests, 

25 and negotiation. 

• 
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1 Of what use are these reuse plans if they are not 

2 implemented? 

3 This lack of meaningful community participation means 
. 

4 that the Interim Rule stumbles into a long-standing problem on 

5 Guam, and this perhaps giv~p our NAS issue a unique dimension. 

6 Historical injustices surround the acquisition of that land 

7 originally from the people of Guam, from ·the Chomoro people of 

8 Guam. The Naval Air Station, which now exists, was originally 

9 built as an airstrip by the Chomoro people during the Japanese 

10 occupation under slave labor conditions. After the United 

11 

12 

13 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

States armed forces liberated Guam in July of 1944, the U.S. 

Navy simply took over the airfield and gave the original land 

owners, including the people who built the airfield, a very 

token compensation. 

In 1993, under a Base Realignment and Closure Commission 

directive, the people of Guam finally won the right to reclaim 

that land. To tamper with the complete and unfettered 

transfer of NAS ~ the people of Guam would not just be 

a procedural miscalculation but a continuation of that 

historical injustice that I have just out~ined. 

Furthermore, it would be a bitter irony to see an action 

on this year, the 50th anniversary of the liberation of Guam, 

which took place on July 21, 1944, and then we commemorated it 

24 just last month. I am very concerned that the services are 

25 implementing the Interim Rule too quickly. For example, the 
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1 Director of Navy Real Estate for the Pacific Division wrote to 

2 our Base Reuse Committee to inform us that the property 

3 valuation process under the Interim Rule was being initiated. 
~ 

4 If we are here today to discuss changing the Int-erim Rule, why 

5 is it being implemented,by the services? 

6 I would like to see immediate action to suspend all 

7 current efforts to implement the Interim Rule until DOD has 

8 redrafted the rule, until this process has played itself out. 

9 We think that that is the best way to show that we are working 

10 in a collaborative manner. 

11 I want to commend DOD and GSA for holding this hearing 

12 and for extending the public comment period. Obviously, the 

13 department understands that the Interim Rule, as written, 

14 cannot stand. As a Member of the House Armed Services 

15 Committee, I will be very pleased to see the department 

16 respond in good faith to the comments provided by my 

17 community, as well as others. It is possible -- here is the 

18 

19 

20 

21 

final irony -- iA~~~-~ossible, if the Interim Rule remains in 

place, that NAS 
1~land will be purchased by Japanese 

investors. 

We have all heard of "buy American." How about making 

22 sure we "sell American." And, when it comes to public use, we 

23 should make sure that we give ·to American local governments. 

24 Just to recap, just to make sure that we understand the 

25 four points that are part of our detailed suggestions, one is 
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1 that there be more decision-making power for local reuse 

2 committees. Second is do not put the services in charge of 

3 valuing, selling, or bidding property. Under the Interim 

4 Rule, they are allowed, even when there is no ~p~cific 

5 interest·in purchasing the property, the military departments 

6 can go ahead and do it anyway. Also, get rid of the 60/40 

7 split of profits, and please postpone implementation until the 

8 rule is rewritten. 

9 Thank you. 

10 MR. BAYER: Thank you very much. We appreciate your 

11 coming this morning. 

12 Our first panel this morning includes five distinguished 

13 individuals, starting with Mr. Robert Wagner, who is a 

14 Councilman from the City of Lakewood, California, in the Long 

15 Beach area. We welcome you, Mr. Wagner. Glad to see you 

16 again. 

17 Also we have Mr. Owen Bludau, who is the Executive 

18 Director of the Vint Hill Economic Adjustment Task Force, 

19 which is in Vint Hill Farms, just outside of Washing.ton, in 

20 northern Virginia. We have Mr. Herb Smetheram, Executive 

21 Director of the Naval Training Center Base Re-Use Commission 

22 in Orlando. I was just down in Orlando a few weeks ago. We 

23 are glad to have you here. 

24 Also on the panel we have Mr. John Alschuler, Vice 

25 President and Partner of Hamilton, Rabinovitz & Alschuler. 

, 
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1 They have been working with the Charleston community. We are 

2 glad to have you here. 

3 Finally, there is Mr. Keith Cunningham, who is a Policy 

4 Associate with the Business Executives for Nati~n~l Security 

5 group which has been, from the very beginning of the BRAC 

6 process, very supportive of this very painful effort. 

7 We appreciate your being here. 

8 Mr. Wagner, why don't you start, please? 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

• 
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1 GROUP 1 

2 STATEMENT OF ROBERT WAGNER, COUNCILMAN, CITY OF 

3 LAKEWOOD, CALIFORNIA (LONG BEACH) 

4 MR. (ROBERT) WAGNER: Thank you. 

5 on·behalf of my community, I would. like to thank you for 

6 this opportunity. As indicated, I am a City Council Member in 

7 Lakewood, California, and co-chairman of the Southeast Area 

8 Military Facility Reuse Alliance of Cities, or SAMFRAC. We 

9 picked the acronym because we know the milita·ry just loves 

10 acronyms. 

11 SAMFRAC is an alliance of six cities in Los Angeles and· 

12 Orange Counties, adjacent to a closed military facility, the 

13 former Long Beach Naval Hospital. 

14 We believe that the proposed rules are a step in the 

15 right direction, but they contain serious flaws which, if not 

16 corrected, will hinder, rather than promote, the economic 

17 development of communities impacted by base closures and the 

18 loss of Federal payrolls. 

19 For example, the proposed rules fail to consider the 

20 consequences of creating one new job at tte expense of 

21 existing jobs, or creating so-called growth in one community 

22 by reducing the jobs and the growth in adjacent communities. 

23 Obviously, in a free market, economic activity in one city 

24 impacts many others. 

25 However, the Federal Government should not put itself in 
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1 .the position of arbitrarily favoring one local economy at the 

2 expense of others, resulting in a second economic hit when a 

3 closed base is redeveloped in certain ways which impact those 

4 other communities. 

5 We. ask that the department revisit the difficult issue 

6 of defining job creation. Under the proposed rules, the DOD 

7 can merely add up the gross number of jobs in a proposed 

8 redevelopment effort and call that job creation. The 

9 Department of Defense, with the aid of the Departments of 

10 Labor and Commerce, needs to develop a more realistic 

11 measurement of net job creation in a region that evaluates the 

12 impact of redevelopment on neighboring cities as well. Or the 

13 department should delegate that responsibility to an 

14 appropriate regional organization, such as the Council of 

15 Governments, which can determine net job creation in a 

16 reasonably objective manner within a region. 

17 It would be a pitiful result of base redevelopment to 

18 create one new job in one city and cause the loss of two 

19 existing jobs in a neighboring city. 

20 There must be a regional net increase in order to be 

21 called true job creation. 

22 The economic losses that follow base closure affect wide 

23 regions and penetrate deeply into many local economies. Yet 

24 the proposed rules allow the local zoning authority to 

25 determine the reuse of a closed base. It is also naive to 

" 
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1 believe that one jurisdiction, whose sole purpose is the 

2 betterment of its own residents, will benevolently look out 

3 for the interests of its neighbors. 

4 The Long Beach Naval Hospital was closed as :a result of 

5 decisions· made by the Nq.vy in the 1991 BRAC Commission. I 

6 have a map on the right here (indicating). Logistically, this 

7 is a little bit difficult. But you will see that there are 

8 some circles emanating from a center, which is a small, red 

9 section. That is the Naval Hospital site. 

10 Surrounding that area, down off to the left and. south, 

11 you see a white area, which represents the City of Long Beach: 

12 Just above it is a brown section, which is the City of 

13 Lakewood. To the right of it is a pink section, which is the 

14 Hawaiian Gardens . 

. 15 There are a number of other cities that fall within the 

16 region. But, clearly, we have a situation where the hospital 

17 site is basically adjacent to other areas. 

18 If you step off the sidewalk in front of the hospital, 

19 you are in the·City of Lakewood. If you cross the 605 

20 Freeway, which is right beside it, you are·in the City of 

21 Hawaiian Gardens, a city with one of the lowest per capita 

22 incomes in the nation, which is 60 percent Hispanic. 

23 When the hospital closed, the loss of Federal payrolls 

24 had negative economic impacts on all of these neighboring 

25 cities, not merely Lpng Beach. Any redevelopment in the Naval 

, 
" 
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1 Hospital will impact transportation, air quality, and the 

2 economy of the entire region surrounding that site, not merely 

3 within the city limits of the local zoning authority. If the 

4 proposed rules ignore this, the result will be ~p~n conflict 

5 between .cities and lead,to further delay in effective 

6 redevelopment. 

7 For example, if the City of Long ·Beach builds the 

8 million square foot retail power center it has announced for 

9 the Naval Hospital site, transportation corridors along the 

10 605 Freeway and Carson Street must be expanded to hanqle a 

11 six-fold increase in traffic to the hospital site. Carson 

12 Street, from curb to curb, is entirely within the City of 

13 Lakewood. Improvements to Carson will require Lakewood's 

14 assistance. 

15 Increased traffic on these corridors will impact air 

16 quality in a region already designated as a non-attainment 

17 area under the Federal Clean Air Act. 

18 MR. BAYER: Excuse me, Mr. Wagner. I'm afraid your time 

19 is up. I wonder whether you can summarize and put the rest of 

20 your statement in the record so that we have enough time for 

21 all the witnesses that we have. 

22 MR. (ROBERT) WAGNER: All right. These are my last 

23 couple of comments. 

24 The economic studies have shown that the retail 

25 development does drain jobs and retail sales from these other 
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1 areas. The only recourse for cities excluded from the process 

2 is costly and lengthy court challenges. Litigation cannot 

3 benefit our economies, create jobs, or promote region-wide 

4 economic stimulus. The solution is to make the--proposed rules 

5 inclusive, rather than ~xclusive. Even prior notification of 

6 affected communities and meetings to educate community leaders 

7 in advance about the reuse process woul·d be an improvement 

8 over the proposed rule. 

9 If the President's plan for economic revitalization is 

10 to be realized, the DOD must be charged with promoting a 

11 consensus among all impacted jurisdictions, not merely 

12 acquiescing to the interests of the local zoning authority. 

13 The heavy economic impacts of base closures need to be 

14 lightened for all affected communities, and not just the city 

15 that contains a closed military facility. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Robert Wagner follows:] 
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On behalf of my community, I would like· to thank Assistant Seer 
Gotbaum: and Deputy .Assistant Secretary. Bayer· for ·providing a f.or·u 
which communities like lakewood can assist the Department of Defense: 
finding appropriate models for the reuse of closed military facil it·; 

You hold the ~conomic futures of millions of Americans in your h ds. 
It is a heavy responsibility--quite 'different from _the defense respo 
bil ity of the DoD-~and. I appreciate that you do not take. it 1 ightly. 

I am a city council member in Lakewood, Cal iforn·ia and co-daairnr of 
the Southeast AFea Military Facility Reuse Alliance of c.1ties--or SAMF c. 

SAMFRAC is an alliance of six cities in los Angeles and Orange Coun ies 
adjacent to a closed military facility--the former Long Beach N val 
Hospital. 

SAMFRAC has submitted cormnen~· on the prope5ed ru~ .:in accordance ith 
the procedures published in the Federal Register. 

We believe the proposed rules are a step in the right direction. ut,
they contain serious flaws which, if not corrected, will hinder, rather 
than promote, the economic development of communities impacted by base 
closures and thP. loss of federal payrolls. 

We are concerned-~rightly I believe--that the rapid drawdown of 
military capacity, and the complexity of the base conversion process is 
leading to.unintended.consequences that will undermine the economic ~u ure 
of cities 1 ike lakewood·. · ! 

I. DEFINITION OF JOB CREATION 
i 

For example, the proposed rules fail to consider the .consequen~e of 
creating one "new" ·job at the. expense of exist-ing jobs, or creaiing 
11 growth" in one cORIIWnity by looting the economies of adjacent cities. 

Obviou31y, in Cl f'ree market, economic act;v;ty in one c;ty impc.ct:s .ftc.ny 
others. . : I 

However, the federal government should not put itself in the position 
of arbitrarily favoring one local economy at the expense of others-
resulting in a second economic "hit" when a_closed base is redevelop~d. 

\olo aol~ ~ha~ ~ho clopa .... ~on~ ,..ov;oH~ -t-ho diof.f;;ou1-4o ;oouo o~ do4='hd"!i. %.job 
creation." Under the proposed rules, the DoD can add up the gross nu ber 
of jobs in a proposed redevelopment effort, and call that ~job creati n." 

The Department . of Defense, with the aid of the Departments of laborland 
Commerce, must deve_ lop a morQ realistic measurement of "net job creat onu 
that eva 1 uates the impact of redeve 1 opment on neighboring cities. . 

· Or, the department should delegate that re.sponsibil ity to an app~o ri
ate regional organ-ization--such as a council of governments--~hich can 
determine "net job creationa in a reasonably objective manner. . 

It wo.uld be a pitiful result of base redevelopment to create one i" ew" 
_job in the neighbcring city of long ·ac;aach and caus~ thq. ·lC)~~ nf. twn 
existing jobs in Lakewood. · · · 1

• 

· This is tne proJectea outcome or developm.enL plans undt:r· \;OI"IS ideJTa ion 
. by t.he .Navy fur· u.~ LUll~ 6~4\..h N4Vd.l Hu~., i Lcl_l • . ~--

1 

II. RELIANCE ON lOCAL ZONING AtmiORllY 

The economic losses that follow base closure affect wide reg~ohs and 
penetrate deeply into many local economies. 

" ·"" 
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Because the econo.mic pain is felt by many .co111nunities, all ave 
a stake· in base redevelopment .. 

We believe the-President's 5 Point Plan for economic revitalizati of 
base closure communities was not intended to cripple the economies of" any 
cities while propping up the economies of a few .• 

For example, the proposed rules allow the local zoning authorit 
determine the reuse·of a closed base. But, local zoning authority c 
be the utail that wags the dog" when settling reuse issues. 

It is unfair--and short .. sighted--to give one jurisdiction 
authority·to impact so many others, particularly when their residents 
have little, if any, input ·into the. decision-making process. 

It is also naive· to believe that one jurisdiction,·whose sole pur ose 
is the bet tennent 0 r it~ ·uwn n!S iden Ls, w111 benevolent 1 y 1 oak OUt f() the 
interests of its neighbors~ 

land use based on maximizing sales tax generation for a single c ty, 
instead ·Of regional ·job development, has. been called ncash bOX 11 ZOOi g .• 

This narrow focus .impedes regional economic development cooperati n. 
How will the proposed rules secure justice for the low-income and 

minority communities that surround many closed bases if redevelop ent 
decisions are exclusively in the hands of an indifferent local autho ity 
interested only in acash box" zoning? 

Let me give you .an example. 
The long Beach Naval Hospital was closed ct.:; d n:~sull of decisions ade 

by the Navy and the 1991 BRAC Commission. The hospital is located in ong 

Sea~~· that you can fully understand the relationship of the hospital to 
the communities which surround it, I've brought a map of the area with me. 

As you can see,. the hospital is in the northeast corner of Long Be ch. 
Step off the sidewalk in front of the hospital, and you are in the tity 

of l.akewnod. Cross the l-605 frP.P.way and you are in the ~it...Y nf Hawai;an 
Gardens, a city with one of the lowest per capita incomes in the nai;on 
and which is 70 percent Hispanic. l 

When the NavQl HospitQl WQ3 Q militQry fQcil;ty, it helped 3Upport the 
economies of a number of cities, including lakewood and Hawaiian Gard ns, 
not merely long Beach. . · · 

wnen ·1:ne nosp1t.al .close<t. the 1 oss ·of federal payrolls naa neg a 1ve 
economic impacts on ·all the neighboring cities--not merely Long Beac • 

Any redevelopment of the Naval Hospital will impact transportation, air 
qua. I n.y, a.no "tne economy oT ~ne en't.1rc r~91un :aurruund In~ &.ht: ~ u .. ~, uul.. 

mPrP.ly within the city limits of the local zoning authority. 
If the proposed ··.rules ignore the regional nature of both b~se clo ure 

~~~"' , ~ ......... , "'•-•• "''·~ ,.~!J ~on..,., 1""'""'""o""' .... -41 1 ~·-"-- -~-._~ -r-•• ___ ... r, .... 4- "--:4-
'"''"hn~ cu..J , __ ~ lg t'u,·i:h~,. d ... 1._,y -\n ... ~~ .... C"'+ • .-vt'l ~t'ldC"~.vnlapmeft-4:.. 

For
7

example, if the city of Long Beach builds the million-s~uare
retail "power center" it has announced for the Naval Hosp1tal s 

" 
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transportation . corridors along the I -605 and Carson Street mus be 
expanded to handle a six-fold increase in traffic to the hospital s e. 

Carson Street~-from curb to curb--is entirely in the city of Lake od. 
Improvements to·carson will require lakewood's ass.istance. 

Other improvements to the 1-605 will require the assistance of the 
state transportation .department, lakewood, and Hawaiian Gardens. 

Increased traffic on these corridors will impact air quality n a 
region already designated as a "non-attainment area" under the fed ral 
Clean Air Act. 

And, study after study has shown that retail development· on .the 
hospital site will drain jobs. and retail sales from my city and Hawa·ian 
Gardens. The loss of jobs and local revenue will complicate our ab1 ity 
to provide basic municipal services. · 

Granting exclusive authority to one·jurisdiction~-because the miliary 
ret\,;. ill Ly happens 1:0 oe Withln · .1ts I imits--drives a .wedge bet een 
neighboring cotmDunities. · 

By creating arbitrary economic· bo~ndaries based on zoning author ty, 
the Department will cripple the reuse process, not speed it up. 

CONClUSION 

Unfortunately, conflict is built into the proposed rules. 
They fail to define •fnet job creation, .. and vest ·arbitrary autho ity 

in tha hand£; of ~ ~inglc juri3diction. The only recou1·se fo• t.. i 
P.xc:lucied from the process is costly and·lengthy court challenges. 

Litigation cannot benefit our economies, create jobs, or pro 
region-wide economic stimulus. 

The so 1 uti on is to make the proposed ru 1 es inc 1 us i ve rather 
exclusive. 

Even prior notification of affected conununities, and meetings to 
educate community leaders in advance about the reuse proce~s, would b an 
improvement over the proposed rules. · 

The DoD must be charged.with promoting a consensus .among all impa ted 
jurisdictions--not merely acquiescing to the interests of the local zo ing 
authority. 

Finally, the SAMFRAC cities applaud your. efforts ;n dealing with 
critical jssue of McKinney Act screening. · · 

We hope that you will deal just· as effectively and fairly 
communities like lakewood that seek--and need--genuine economic gr 
from the redevelopment of closed military facilities. 

The heavy economic impacts of base closures need to be lightened 
all affected communities, not just the· city that contains a c;l 
military facility. 

' ' 
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1 MR. BAYER: Thank you. 

2 I am wondering, when we get to Mr. Alschuler, since you 

3 have a situation where the zoning authority for Charleston is 

4 in one jurisdiction, but you have a planning process ·that 

5 includes; .a number of otl}er jurisdictions, maybe you might have 

6 some views on the situation that Mr. Wagner looked at. 

7 Mr. Bludau. 

8 
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1 STATEMENT OF OWEN BLODAU, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, VINT HILL 

2 ECONOMIC ADJUSTMENT TASK FORCE, VINT HILL, VIRGINIA 

3 MR. BLUDAU: Thank you. 
~ 

4 Gentlemen, I appreciate the opportunity to appear today 

5 on behalf· of· Fauquier C9unty, Virginia, and its Economic 

6 Adjustment Task Force. 

7 I· am speaking against job centered prope.rty disposal. 

8 Before my specific comments, I briefly want to provide the 

9 setting describing Fauquier County and Vint Hill Farms. 

10 Fauquier County has a population of 51,000 pers~ns and a 

11 workforce of 26,000. The closure of Vint Hill Farms Station 

12 represents a loss of over 1,100 civilian jobs, or 10 percent 

13 of our in-county workforce, and $15 million annual payroll in 

14 our county. 

15 Recovering from this blow is the top priority of our 

16 county and of its tax force. We have two goals: to replace 

17 the civilian jobs with like-type of jobs, and to increase the 

18 county's tax base. 

19 The Economic Adjustment Task Force has been appointed by 

20 the county to guide this adjustment and h~s been meeting 

21 frequently for over a year. We have a professional firm under 

22 contract to prepare our reuse plan, and by the end of Fiscal 

23 Year 1995, we will have spent a total of over $485,000 for 

24 preparing for economic reuse. 

25 This briefly indicates the seriousness with which we 

" 
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1 record. our commitment to the economic redevelopment of Vint 

2 Hill Farms. 

3 I would like to speak specifically to the job centered 

4 property disposal elements. 

s No defense agency .. has as much as stake as does the local 

6 community in achieving successful economic redevelopment. The 

7 premise.that job centered property disposal can create jobs 

8 faster and better through the sale of BRAC bases to the· 

9 private sector is not only a false premise, it is a harmful 

10 and wasteful one to the rapid economic recovery of impacted 

11 communities. 

12 In our case, it is false, harmful, and wasteful for the 

13 following reasons. 

14 First, the uncertainty whether the Army will sell Vint 

15 Hill out from under the community planning effort inherently 

16 breeds suspicion of the military's commitment to follow the 

17 Five Point Program and the intent of Congress and the Pryor 

18 Amendment. 

19 Second, a statement made at the Tyson's Corner_outreach 

20 seminar that speculation is not a problem reflects the total 

21 unreality of the job centered property disposal concept. This 

22 speaker only has to see what has occurred to land sales and 

23 values around Haymarket, Virginia, since Disney announced its 

24 location to know that speculation is alive and only partially 

25 hurt by the economic downturn. It appears that Vint Hill 
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1 would attract speculators. It is only six miles from the 

2 Disney site and it has the water and sewer systems necessary 

3 for job creation, of which there are very few in our county. 

4 We have publicly declared our desire to see job~ and tax 

5 base created there. So,it does not take a rocket scientist to 

6 realize that large profits can be made by purchasing Vint Hill 

7 at discounted prices, reflecting no zoning, aging 

8 infrastructure, and environmental problems needing 

9 remediation, and sitting back for the county ·to zone the site 

10 for the desired jobs. Then there will be instant protits 

11 created, which would be realized by flipping the site to 

12 others without creating a single job. And neither the Army 

13 nor the county will share in speculation profits. 

14 Number three, our task force is already in preliminary 

15 discussion with a number of potential site users. We expect 

16 more employers to be attracted when we begin actively 

17 marketing the site. As discussions progress, both parties 

18 have to make commitments on purchasers, leases, financing 

19 arrangements, site improvement sharing, and utility services. 

20 These early commitments are necessary to ~ctivate plans and 

21 expenditures by both companies and the county to have jobs 

22 available as the Army moves out of Vint Hill Farms. 

23 Job centered property disposal can pull the rug right 

24 out from under these active job creation commitments. Sale of 

25 Vint Hill would waste huge amounts of time and funds spent by 
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1 the community in its own reuse efforts. 

2 Fourth, the private sector purchasers generally seek the 

3 plums from the military base and leave the difficult reuse 
~ 

4 portions for community redevelopment. The communities need 

5 these funds for early s~Les and leases, to generate the cash 

6 flow necessary to repay the military, to upgrade the 

7 infrastructure, and to repair the difficult portions of the 

8 bases for future reuse. 

9 The rules do not even suggest that the base property 

10 disposal agencies be a part of the reuse planning pro~ess and 

11 team. So how can they know, therefore, what is in the best 

12 interest of the local economic development? 

13 For these and many more reasons, we urge the following. 

14 First, the intent of the President's Five Point Plan and 

15 the Pryor Amendment be reflected throughout the rules as the 

16 primary goals; second, that the jobs-centered property 

17 disposal sections be eliminated from the rules; third, that 

18 sale of BRAC sites to the private sector by the military only 

19 occur at the specific request of the local community_or if the 

20 community fails to prepare a reuse plan; ~hat the appropriate 

21 base disposal agency become an active member of the local 

22 reuse planning task force; and, fifth, that the military 

23 branches be instructed to enter into economic redevelopment 

24 joint ventures with the local communities, with the 

25 communities assigned the lead role of redevelopment leader and 
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1 marketer, and with net profits shared. 

2 We can make this process work to the benefit of the 

3 country, the military, those who will lose their jobs, and the 
. 

4 local communities. It takes trust, goodwill, and an open 

5 dialogue on both sides. , , 

6 The communities stand willing to make this commitment, 

7 and we hope that the department and the military branches will 

8 do the same. 

9 Thank you. 

10 [The prepared statement of Mr. Bludau follows:] 
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INrERIM FINAL RULES PUBLIC HEARING TESTIMONY . 

August 5, 1994 

~;;-· 

Gentlemen. 

. ----------1 appreciate the opp~rtunity to appear today on bebai~~County, Virginia; and 
its Economic AdjuStment Task Force. Before my s~ific comments:"" I 6rieffy ~t to 
provide a setting. I will be describing Fauquier County and Vint Hill Farms Station; 
however, my specific recommendations are applicable to each BRAC community. 

Fauquier County has a population of 51~000 persons and a work force of26,000. ·The 
·closure of Vint Hill Fanns Station xepresents a loss of over 1100 civilian jobs and a _ 
$15,000,000 annual payroll in our ~unty.·· Recovezy from this· blow is the top priority 
for our County and our Task Force. · · · 

~ 

Fauquier County has two goals for the reuse ofVint Hill Farms: 
• to replace the civilianjobs·being lostwithjobs of sjmUar skill, education and 

salary levels; and 
,• to increase the County~s tax base by attracting taxable employers to the site. 

The Economic Adjus1ment Task Force waS appointed to guide the County's economic 
adjustment. It has been meeting frequently for more than a year. It has contracted with a 
professional firm to prepare a reuse plan, based on local receipt of Vint Hill Farms under 
an economic development conveyance. By the end ofFY 1995, we will have spent a 
total·of $485,000 in preparing for economic reuse. 

This briefly indicates the seriousness of Fauquier County~s commitment to the economic 
redevelopment ofVint Hill Fanns. 

Using this background .as indicative of most BRAC communities' co"mmitments to 
economic redevelopment, I wish· to speak specifically to the Jobs Centered :Property 
Disposal elements of Part 90. · 

JOBS-CENTERED PROPERTY DISPOSAL 

Tip .OsNeill, formerSpeakeroftheHouse, said that"Allpalitics is local.;" That statement 
can .. also be conectly modified to: "All jobs are local." and "All economic develop~ent is 
ultimately local." GOvernment ae~.n~.ies may facilitate or help enable job creation and 
economic development, but ultimately. it is at the local level where jobs are either created 
or not created. 

:r" 
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That is as it should be. No Department of Defense agency has as much at stake as does 
the local community in achieving successful economic redevelopment. The Jobs
Centeroo PropertY Disposal provisions are based on the premise that the Department of 
Dcfc{lsc can crco..tc ·private sector jobs faster, better and more appropriate to locatn~ . 
attough sale of BRAC bases to the. private sector. This is not only .afalse:premise, it is a 
harmful and wastefulone to the rapid economic recovery of impacted communities. 

. . . ~ 

It is false, haJIDful. at!d wasteful for the followi~ reasons: 

1.· The uncertainty whether the militarY·~ sell a BRAC base out from under the local 
community planning effort inherently breeds suspicion by the community of the 
military .. 

2. Planning reqUirements may vary extensively depending upon who is the lead site 
. redeveloper. Only a site zoning plan may be necessary if the private sector has the 
redevelopment lead. However, specific site plans; phasing plans, marketing plans, -
cash flow projections, interim maintenance plans, etc. are all required if a local. 
authority wants the lead. These two approaches represent large differences in 
preparation costs andlocal time commitments: 

3. The timing in the Rules between reuse planning arid when the military tells a 
community that it intends to sell a BRAC site is inherently wasteful. It wastes federal 
and local money and citizen ·planning .time which may ·well be negated by the 
subsequent military sale. Impacted communities do not have these funds to waste. 

4. The community -loses much control over job creation, reuse phasing, -appearance and 
plonning if a :site is sold to the private sectot·. Thi~ coi.lt.rul ~llll~ into iinportant 
public expenditure and service demands.making the community reactive to rather 
than proactive' in leading reuse and redevelopment 

5 .. Importantly, the military will· take a financial beating on private sector sales. Values 
·will be depressed because of zoning issu<:S, environmental problems, and substandard 
site facilities and infrastructure. By working cooperatively with the communities, 
these negatives can be.re-:-add.i'essed and much higher. land values realized over_the 
longterm. . 

6. Streets, utility systems and buildings at many BRAC sites do not m~t local 
development standards or. building codes. It will be expensive to bring this 
·infrastructure up.to local standards for reuse. Purchasers will look to the communities 
to fund these street and utility improvements .. Without a share in the purchase ·price, 
many communities will not have the funds to make the improvements demanded by. 
purchasers for reuse to occur. · 

7. Private sector purchasers will seek the uplums, from military bases and leave the less 
desirable portions for communities redevelopment. The conununities need the 
~<plums" for early sales or ~eases to generate ·the ca5h flow necessary to repay the 
military' upgrade infrastructure, and prepare the more difficult sites for future reuse. 

8. The Rules do not even suggest that the base property disposal agencies be a part of the 
reuse planning process; how can they know, therefore, what is best for local . 
economic redevelopment? · 

., ., " 
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For these and many more reasons, we urge the following: 
1. That the intent of the President's Five-Point Plan and the Pryor An1endn1ent be 

reflected throughout the Rules as the primary goals. 
2. That the Jobs-Centered Property Disposal sections be eliminated from the RUles . 

. . 3. · That sale ofBRA.C sites to the ptivate sector by.the military only occur at~th~: · 
specific request of the local community. 

4. . That the appropriate baSe dis.pasal agency beccuue an active u1eU1ber of tb.e l(K;C:t} 

reuse planning task force.. · 
5. That the mil~tary branches be instructed to enter into economic redevelopment · 

. joint-ventUres with the local communities, with the communities assigned the. role 
of redevelopment leaders and marketers, and with net profits ~hared with the' 
militazy over an extended period of years . 

• ,··" 
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1 MR. BAYER: Thank you very much. 

2 In the interest of having as much time as we can for 

3 dialogue, what I am going to suggest is if you have statements 

4 in full that you want to put into the record, you ;can do that 

5 and simply make some oral. comments to highlight the issues 
I ' 

6 that you have. I think that will provide us more time to get 

7 into dialogue. 

8 Mr. Smetheram. 
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1 STATEMENT OF HERBERT E. SMETHERAM, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 

2 NAVAL TRAINING CENTER BASE RE-USE COMMISSION (NTC ORLANDO) 

3 MR . SMETHERAM : Thank you . 

4 On behalf of the City of Orlando, I appreci~te -the 

5 ·chance to talk on the j~bs centered disposal. 

6 Let me tell you, when the Pryor Amendments came out, our 

7 community stood up and really applauded. This was good public 

8 policy, and we, in the community, recognized it. So I wanted 

9 to go ahead and talk to just a few of you -- let me see if I 

10 can adjust the microphone. 

11 Let me go through some quotations that led us to feel 

12 this good. The first one is, "The Secretary of Defense shall 

13 take into account the redevelopment plan developed for the 

14 military installation involved." That is from the 

15 consideration of economic needs section of the National 

16 Defense Authorization Act. 

17 Second, "The primary responsibility for shaping and 

18 implementing this redevelopment rests with the local 

19 community." This is from the principles of the House-Senate 

20 Conferees on the National Defense Authorization Act. 

21 Third, "It is going to empower the base closure 

22 communities across America." That is Senator Pryor speaking 

23 on his amendment in the "Congressional Record" of the 10th of 

24 September, 1993. 

25 Fourth, "The local reuse plan is really going to be 

• , 
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1 central. The local communities are controlling their own 

2 destiny by their reuse plan." You all ought to recognize 

3 that. That is from the Bob Bayer-Mark Wagner press conference 

4 of December. Those were great words. 

5 But, when the int~rim regulations came out, let me tell 

6 you that our community sat down with a collective groan. 

7 Contrast the job centered disposal empowerment of the 

8 community, which actually takes away the power of the 

9 community in two places. After the military department offers 

10 the property for sale -- it has already been done -- the local 

11 redevelopment authority may request reconsideration. 

12 Second, for high value properties and when the military 

13 department determines the installation shall be sold -- an 

14 action has already been taken -- then, within 60 days, the 

15 local redevelopment authority may request in writing that this 

16 determination be reconsidered. 

17 We have six recommendations to get us back into the 

18 process. They are in the written record, but I will quickly 

19 summarize them here. 

20 First, the appraisal shall consider local reuse plans, 

21 zoning plans, growth management plans, the environmental 

22 impact survey, infrastructure upgrades. Preferences of the 

23 community shall be considered. These we recommend writing 

24 into the regulations. 

25 Second, military dep~rtments shall consult with local 

, ... 
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1 government prior to advertising. 

2 Third, expressions shall include compliance with local 

3 plans. The redevelopment authority shall review and make 

4 recommendations on any expressions of interest received. 

5 Fourth, in analyz~ng expressions of interest, the 

6 military departments shall consider the redevelopment 

7 authority recommendations and determine consistency with local 

8 plans, to include financial capability to meet local plans. 

9 If there is disagreement with the development authority 

10 recommendation on the proposed sale, the issue shall be 

11 referred to the Secretary of Defense. 

12 Fifth, after the initial six month advertisement period, 

13 no additional marketing of properties by military departments 

14 shall occur, except on request of the redevelopment authority. 

15 Sixth, the redevelopment authority can recommend 

16 approval or disapproval of offers received. Disagreements 

17 shall be referred to the Secretary of Defense. 

18 Those would protect the Department of Defense 

19 requirements and they would get the community back into the 

20 system. That is what we ask. We ask to pe a partner. Right 

21 now, we are not. 

22 Our recommendation is to get the community and the 

23 redevelopment plan back into the system. Give us a chance to 

24 work with you. 

25 Thank you. 
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PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT / 

REUSE PROJECf 
NAVAL TRAINING CENTER 

400 SOUTH ORANGE A VENUE ~~~-- : (407) 246-3093 
ORLANDO. FLORIDA 32801-3302 . /-oJJf:),."'-: FAX (407) 246-2895 

July 28, 1994 

The Honorable Robert E. Bayer 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 

for Economic Reinvestment and 
Base Realignment and Closure 

3300 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Dear Secretary Bayer. 

, , .... ~ . Ll1~ 

~~~~~~5 '\v v. 

As requested in your letter of July 27, 1994, attached is the section of the City of Orlando 
recommendations and rationale on the subject of Jobs Centered Property Disposal. My oral 
remarks for the August 5 Department of Defense hearing will be drawn from these pages, which 
were initially submitted to your office as our written comment These pages can be provided to the 
panelists for Jobs Centered Property Disposal. 

Sincerely, 

He 

HS:lp 

Enclosure 
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COl\1MENTS ON THE INTERII\1 RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT 
FOR FY 1994 

TO: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington~ D:C. 20301-3300 

FR: City of Orlando, Florida 

RE: Closure of Naval Training Center Installation, Orlando, Florida 

Page 16130- 16131 
Column 2 
Paragraph (d)- Jobs Centered Property Disposal 

Recommended Changes~ 

§91. 7. Paragraph (d) (2) - The Military Departments should identify properties with- potential 
for rapid job creation and begin, as soon as possible, but not later than completion of the new 
expedited McKinney Act Screening, paragraph (b) of this section, an appraisal or other estimate 
of the properties' fair market value. This appraisal shall consider the local reuse plan. local 
zoning and comprehensive plan. the environmental impact statement. required infrastructure 
upgrades. and other improvements which will be required to the property given its sale on an 
"as is where is" basis. Such appraisals or estimates should address a range of likely market 
values taking into account~ feasible uses for the property; the uncertainties in property 
development; and, current market conditions (i.e., recognizing the state of the .market after a 
closure announcement). The preferences of the local government as stated in the reuse plait and 
local zoning constraints shall also be considered. The appraisal should not be based on the 
replacement cost of the properties, since they may not be readily adaptable for civilian use. 
Additionally, the appraisal should not be based on the highest and best use, but the most likely 
range of uses consistent with local interests. All appraisals shall consider required infrastructure 
upgrades to assure that the property does not become a burden upon the local taxpayers. The 
above appraisal may be accomplished for 1988 and 1991 closures if it is detennined that it would 
be beneficial to do so and will not delay the disposal process. 

Paragraph (3) -To assist in the appraisal/estimation of fair market value of properties with. a 
potential for rapid job creation, and to determine if interest exists in properties- not originally . 
identified for rapid job creation, the Military Departments shall, for 1993 and 1995 closures, 
advertise for expressions of interest in all or any substantial part of each cl<?sing installation. 
For 1993 and 1995 closures, the Military Departments shall advertise at the completion of the 
new expedited McKinney Act Screening process (see paragraph (b) of this section). The 
Military Departments shall consult with the local government prior to placing the advertisements. 
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Comments on Interim Rule 91.7 
Submitted by City of Orlando, Florida 
Page 2 of 5 

Paragraph (d)- Jobs Centered Property Disposal 

The Military Departments may advertise for expressions of interest in all or any substantial part 
of each closing installation on the 1988 or 1991 closure lists if it is determined that it would be 
beneficial to do so and will not ?elay the disposal process. 

Paragraph (3) "(i)-Advertisements for expressions of interest shall be open for six (6) months. 
Expressions of interest received should detail the intended use, the site plan; the jobs estimated 
to be created, the schedule of development and hiring, and an evaluation of the worth of the land 
and buildings. In addition. such expressions of interest include compliance with the local reuse 
plan. compliance with loCal zoning and comprehensive plans. and note the ability to provide 
infrastructure improvements which will be required. as well as demonstrate adequate fmancial 
ability to go through with the proposed development. Upon receipt of the expressions of 
interest. the Militacy Dq>artments will consult with the local redevelopment authority in regards 
to the expressions of interest. The local redevelopment authority shall have the ability to review 
and recommend acceptance or denial of any expressions of interest received. Advertisement for 
expressions of interest will be conducted simultaneously with all other disposal actions and are 
·not an additional step in the disposal process. · 

Paragraph (3) (ii) - The Military Departments shall analyze each expression of interest and 
detennine within thirty (30) days of receipt if it is made in good faith and represents a 
reasonable development proposal. In making its analysis, the Military DqJartments shall 
consider the recommendation of the local redevelopment authority. After review of the 
recommendation by the local redevelopment authority, if the Military Departments decide that 
an expression of interest received demonstrates the existence of a ready market, the prospect of 
job creation, is consistent with the Base Re-Use Plan. local zoning. adequately addresses 
required infrastructure improvements .. shows adequate financial -abil.ity to proceed -with the 
development. and is consistent with the· plans of the local redevelopment agency. and offers 
proceeds consistent with the range of estimated fair market value, it may decide to offer the 
property for sale. If the local redevelopment authority and the Military De.partments <or his 
designee) do not agree on the proposed sale, the sale decision shall be referred to the Secretary 
of Defense (or his designee) for decision. The procedure for this review is set forth in 
paragraph (d) (5). Potential offerors. will be required to work with the redevelopment authority 
so that their development goals will be compatible with the local redevelopment plan. 

Paragraph (3) (iii) - (no changes) 

Paragraph (4) - After the completion of the initial six (6) month advertisement period. if no 
offers have been received. the local redevelopment authority may request additional·marketing 
assistance from the Military Departments. If no such request by the toca.i redevelopment 
authority is made. no additional marketing of properties shall occur. 



Comments on Interim Rule 91.7 
Submitted by City of Orlando, Florida 
Page 3 of 5 

Paragraph (d)- jobs Centered Property Disposal 

Paragraph (5)- Pursuant to paragraph (d) (3). the local redevelopment authority has the ability 
to recommend approval or denial of any offers received. Sho':Jld the local redevelopment 
authority, and the Military Departments disagree on whether the proposed sale should occur. the 
decision to sell shall be referred to the Secretary of Defense for decision. The local 
redevelopment authority may present its position in writing and may request a meeting with the 
Secretary of Defense in order to present its position to the Secretary. the Secretary shall 
consider the position of ·the local redevelopment authority and make a decision. Such decision 
shall be announced within sixty <60) days of the date the matter is referred to the Secnitacy of 
Defense. · 

Why: The Job Centered Property Disposal procedures _do not appear in the underlying Statutes. 
It appears that these procedures were developed by the drafterS of the rules. It truly appears that 
. the . procedures are an attempt to simply m~e money from those properties which could be 
marketed. 

The Job Centered Property Disposal process appears to violate the sense of ·Congress and the 
President in that it fails to actively involve the local community in decisions made with regard 
to property on Bases which are to be closed. Public Law 103-160, Div. B, Title XXIX, Section 
2903 (c), November 30, 1993, 107 Stat. 1915 provides that: 

"In order to maximize the local and regional benefit from the 
reutilization and redevelopment of Military Installations that are· 
closed, or approved for closure, pursuant to the operation of a 
Base Closure Law, the Secretary of Defense shall con.sider locally 
and regionally delineated economic development needs and 
priorities into the process by which the Secretary disposes of real 
property and personal property as part of the closure of a Military 
Installation under a Base Closure Law. In determining ~uch needs 
and priorities, the Secretary shall take into · account the 
redevelopment plan developed for the Military Installation 
involved. The Secretary shall insure that the needs of the 
homeless in the communities affected by the closure of such_. 
installations are taken into consideration in the redevelopment plan 
with respect to such installations." 



Comments on Interim Rule 91.7 
Submitted by City of Orlando, Florida 
Page 4 of 5 

Par~graph (d)- Jobs Centered Property Disposal 

However, as the interim rules have been published, the redevelopment authority has absolutely 
no voice in the proce~s until a decision to sell by the Military Department. Never is the local 
government consulted about responses which have been received as a result of the 
advertisements, whether such responses fit within the proposed use of the Base as set forth by 
the local government in the redevelopment plan or whether the proposed use meets the 
development needs and priorities as set forth by the local government. 

Further, providing for local government input only at the end of the process,. and only 
through a fonnal reconsideration mechanism, adds a completely unnecessary adversarial role 
between the local government and the Military Depaitment. It truly seems in drafting the 
interim rules that the drafters have lost sight of the spirit of cooperation which was reiterated 
so many times by our federal leaders, and. are attempting simply to sell off what property may 
be sold, without consultation to the local government. _Even the most basic elements of 
coordination with the local government appear to be lacking in the sale process, in that there is 
no co~sideration of zoning requirements, infrastructure requirements and improvements due to 
the proposed development 

To add insult to injury, the drafters go further in. paragraph 4 of the Job Centered 
Property Disposal Rule in that even if no expressions of interest are received during the frrst six 
(6) month advertisement period, the Military Department may decide to continue to market a few 
high-value installations for an additional period of time. Again, the local government is removed 
from the system, and is informed only at the end of the initial six (6) month advertisement 
period whether any high-value installations will be continued to be marketed at the close of the 
nonnal six (6) month period. The local government is not consulted early in. t~e process, and 
may only object in the form of a request for reconsideration, again placing the-local government 
authority in an unnecessarily adversarial position with the Military DePartment. 

It should also be noted that in paragraph 3 (i), the statement is made that, "Advertisement 
for expressions of interest will be conducted simultaneously with all other disposal actions and 
are not an additional step in the disposal process." This statement is erroneous for the following 
reasons: 

1. For 1993 Bases, the six (6) month advertisement period begins at the close 
of the McKinney Act Screening (paragraph (d) (3)). 

2. As now provided in the Regulations (paragraph (b) (7) to (10)), at the 
close of the McKinney Act Screening, the local redevelopment authority 
can incorporate the property not claimed by the McKinney Act ·screening 
process into the local redevelopment plan. 

., , 
·Y 



Comments on Interim Rule 91..7 
Submitted by City of Orlando, Florida 
Page 5 of 5 

Paragraph (d) - Jobs Centered Property Disposal 

3. Since the new six (6) month advertisement period does not begin until the 
close_ of-the McKinney Act Screening, it adds at least six (6) months to the 
process and delays the time frame in which· the local redevelopment 
authority can incorporate the property into the local re-use plan. 

The suggested changes we have incorporated in paragraph d - Job Centered Property 
Disposal, attempt to do the following: 

1. Involve the local government to a large extent in the initial stages of the 
advertisement period. . 1bis will allow the local .government to feel 
confident that any proposals which may ultimately ·t>e accepted by the 
Military Department will be consistent with zoning regulations, 
infrastructure requirements, local comprehensive plans, and other normal 
development requirements. The local government must feel confident that 

. any transfers under the Job Centered Property Disposal procedures will 
fit in the overall community plan, as well as comply with normal 
development laws, rules and regulations. 

2. Attempt to revise the Job Centered Property DiSposal rules to delete the 
unnecessary adversarial relationship by providing for early consultation 
and involvement of the local government, and providing for deferral of the 
sale decision to the Secretary of Defense should the local redevelopment 
authority and the Military Departments disagree on the sale. 

3. Provide that no additional marketing shall occur beyond the initial six (6) 
month advertisement period unless additional assistance is requested by the 
local redevelopment authority. · 

, .,.., 

CITY OF ORLANDO 
400 South Orange Avenue 
Orlando, Florida 32801 

St~,~zA.ar 
Glenda E. Hood, Mayor 

DATE: June 23, 1994 
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1 STATEMENT OF JOHN ALSC~ULER, VICE PRESIDENT AND PARTNER, 

2 HAMILTON, RABINOVITZ & ALSCHULER, CHARLESTON COMPLEX 

3 MR. ALSCHULER: Thank you very much. 

4 I think the Interim Rules represent an inltial-good 

5 faith effort to try to ~llocate the responsibilities between 

6 the Federal Government and localities. But they are 

7 fundamentally flawed in several ways. ·I speak today not only 

8 as a representative of Charleston and Griffiths Air Force 

9 Base, but as somebody who has spent 20 years ·in the real 

10 estate development business. 

11 You need a process that is simple, you need a process 

12 that is expedited. I would submit that we have neither now. 

13 We need a process that meets fundamental local needs. 

14 You have to be able to secure long-term financing to invest in 

15 the redevelopment of the project, which you cannot do right 

16 now given the powers asserted by the Federal Government. You 

17 need to meet lease obligations and you need to be able to have 

18 a rational sale and disposition strategy. 

19 I think there are several time-tested models that we can 

20 look at to allocate Federal-local respons~bilities. In many 

21 ways, what we have here is a partnership in which the general 

22 partner is the locality and the limited is the Federal 

23 Government. 

24 Another way to look at it is you have the responsibility 

25 between a mortgagee and a mortgagor. We have a lot of 
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1 experience with HUD in the UDAC process with the use of a soft 

2 second to protect the Federal interest. 

3 I would urge you to seek not to reinvent the process, 

4 but to use time-tested, utilized forms of real _estate 

5 partnership that the pr~vate sector use and has been a 

6 hallmark of 30 years of collaboration between the Federal 

7 Government and localities, in which the Federal Government has 

8 the responsibility for oversight, has the responsibility for 

9 protecting the Federal interest, and in which the localities 

10 have the responsibility for management and implement~tion. 

11 I think there are several hallmarks to the process I 

12 would urge you to put into the regulations. 

13 First, there should be strict timing requirements. 

14 Localities should be required to move swiftly. A 

15 redevelopment authority should be in place within at least 16 

16 months from the BRAC ~nnouncement, and a final plan to the 

17 Federal Government within 18 months. This meets the Federal 

18 interest of swift disposition and reduction of Federal cost, 

19 the primary objective of BRAC to begin with. 

20 Secondly, I think you should be muc~.tougher with the 

21 communities about what needs to go in to the land use plan you 

22 get. Right now, it is an inadequate tool for the Federal 

23 Government to exercise its responsibilities, nor does it 

24 provide citizens the information they need to make judgments 

25 about what their localities are doing. 

.,. 
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1 The NAID comments are a very excellent beginning and I 

2 commend them. I would simply urge you add the following. 

3 First, land disposition of properties of this size is 

4 never done in the aggregate. It must be done QP par~els. The 

5 land us~.plan must incl~Qe a parcelization so you understand 

6 the timing and character of the disposition of the asset. 

7 Infrastructure costs must be understood by parcel, 

8 because you can never figure out net gain unless you can 

9 allocate cost. The only way to understand the allocation of 

10 costs is to allocate costs to area wide costs, parcel· costs, 

11 and off-site costs, which are a legitimate component of any 

12 real estate development, public or private. 

13 Finally, the market analysis must distinguish between 

14 the three different economic assumptions you recognize: 

15 straight market, a market after government subsidy has been 

16 brought to bear, and with economic development conveyance. 

17 You are seeking, I think, in a not particularly clear 

18 way to find the implicit subsidy generated by the economic 

19 development conveyance. That is an important number to know. 

20 The only way you can know it is if rQu produce market 

21 absorptions that reflect different characters of land 

22 valuation and disposition strategy. That should be a required 

23 element of all plans. 

24 You deserve what any partner knows, which is what is 

25 happening to the land. 
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1 Finally, clarity is needed on the development and 

2 disposition strategy. The reuse plan should state the pace, 

3 sequence, and method of disposition. It should define how the 

4 Federal Government should be repaid and, in the~ s~me.way you 

5 pay off.a mortgagee or you pay off a limited partner, it 

6 should define how this will occur over time, allowing for 

7 financing. 

8 The Federal Government should then have 90 days after 

9 receipt of this plan to either accept, modify, or reject. You 

10 should give the community, if you have rejected it based on 

11 clear findings -- -it does not meet the required elements, it -

12 grossly undervalues the land, it attempts to use local zoning 

13 power to arbitrarily drive down value, not in the interest of 

14 the Federal Government, or it fails to demonstrate a viable 

15 development or disposition strategy, then you should reject 

16 the plan you should then give the community a chance to 

17 resubmit it and to meet your objectives. They should resubmit 

18 the plan and if, on the second time, after an appropriate 

19 period of consultation, the redevelopment authority continues 

20 to demonstrate that they cannot act respo~sibly, either in the 

21 community's interests or the Federal Government's interests, 

22 then, like any limited partner, like HUD in a default 

23 situation, like EDA if it is conveying, you then have the 

24 right to step in and act directly yourself. 

25 But what you need to do is to define clearly what you 

" . 
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1 want from the community, give them the responsibility to 

2 implement that, and then, if they do not, as a last resort, 

3 then the Federal interest must require your direct 

4 intervention. 

5 Finally -- and I ~now time is limited -- I think the 

6 interim regulations make inadequate specificity about what 
.. 

7 needs to go into the ROD. The ROD really should be what in 

8 old HUD language we called the development and disposition 

9 agreement. The ROD should specify the mutual obligations 

10 between the parties for investment, for distribution of 

11 assets, and for timing and management of the disposition of 

12 property. 

13 The ROD then becomes in essence, the terms of what in 

14 the private sector I would call the mortgage, or I would call 

15 it the limited partnership documents. In Federal jargon I 

16 think the best model is, in fact, the old development and 

17 disposition agreements that characterize the relationships 

18 between redevelopment agencies, Federal instrumentalities, and 

19 HUD, the entity responsible for oversight. 

20 So I think the process can be simpl~fied. The 

21 responsibility for local government, for implementation, can 

22 be matched with the Federal Government's responsibility for 

23 oversight, so long as greater clarity is set for both and we 

24 stay within, I think, a reasonably well defined body of both 

25 real estate law and practice and a fairly defined set of 
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1 allocations or responsibility between Federal and local 

2 jurisdictions. 

3 Thank you very much. 

4 [The prepared statement of Mr. Alschuler (ol~ows:] 
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Testimony of 

-John a. Alschuler, Jr. 

Hamilton, Rabinovitz 

I. · ·. Introduction 

. The: reguiatlons implementing the ·Ptyor- Amendment must. allow. communities to utilize . 
closed ~r realigned bases as economic assets. Ilnplementation inust also insUre. that any 
substQtialland value is shared between-local communities and the federal government. once 
that value· is realized. . Given. the. overwhelming commonality of interests between 
commUDities and the federal government~ a process can be designed that meets both 
jurisdictions' needs. SucJl a process must, however. ~ect these principles: 

• · The eommunity reQse plan must provide the basic framework for reuse. 

· • The Department of Defense mU$t share in any current or fumre positive value of the 
.property. 

• The responsibility for implementation· must rest with local redevelopment authorities; 
the respon.~bility for oversight with the federal government. 

• A simple process that clearly allocates responsibilities and contemplat~s an expedited 
time. frame best setves all patties. 

• Federal regulation must be compatible with local needs to obtain long tenn financing, 
meet lease obligations, and establish rational disposition strategies. 

• Local actions must promote .the development of the value of the teal estate asset 
·consistent with coiiUnunity needs. · 

Redevelopment~ ~r consistent with these principles:· several mOdels provide for a· fair 
division of rights and responsibilities between two parties in a real estate transaction. For 
instance. in the case of both a real estate partnership and a. p~ase money mortgage, one 
party has the responsibility to develop thC asset, while others have key rights of approval as 
well as the .right to direCtly assume. managerial control in· the case of a default by the general 
partner or the mortgagor. .. · 

ll. Responsibilities of tlze Partles 

. In the case -of base reuse, localities should have the lead responsibility for land use- planning, 
. financial. analysis, and development and diSposition. Communities. alone_ -can detenillne the 
appropriate mix among economic development, public benefit, and market conyeyances. 

" . 
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The federal role should be to establish clear and demanding performance criteria, then assess 
compliance with those criteria. Should a. community fail to. perform, the federal government 
has every right to assert direct managerial authority over the property. but only .as· a last 
resort. · · 

m. · . Valutltlon 

Similarly, an approach: to valuation must balarice the rights of the community with those of 
the ·federal government. -Local authorities ·should not uSf; their power·to zone to aniflcially: 
reduce value~ . However,. the basic unit of economic analysis. should be. the entire base, not 
discrete parcels. Therefore, -base propetties should be appraised at.their highest and best· use 
consistent with the zoning· established by the redevelopment plan.· 

IV. Ov1nlew of the. Process 

· The regulations should set time lines· for required actions. provide. detailed. guidance for· the 
components of a reuse plan, establish the crit~ria for federal review. and determine federu 
responsibilities in-the event of a community's default. 

1. .Timing.. The regulations should require the community and the federal government to 
meet theSe· deadlines, assuming that final congressional action on BRAC is day 1. 

··. a.. · Establish a community planning committee within -90 days. 

b. Prepare a preliminary draft of a reuse plan within one·year. 

c. Create a local redevelopment authority within 16· months. 

c.· Submit a final plan within 18 ·months. 

d. Issue a Record of Decision. within 24 months. 

e. ·Meet development and disposition milestones established _in dle apProved 
redevelopment plan incorporated into the. Record of DeciSion. 

2. · Required· Elements of lAnd Use Pion. The reuse plan .must include: 

a. A~- Use Plan and zoning requirements .. 

b. An evaluation of McKinney and other federal requests .• 

. c. A parcellzation plan, including any .local platting requirements.· 

d. Estimates of infrastructure costs of the plan, including allocation to parcels and . · 
·to area-wide costs, and allocation of costs to parcels set aside for each. form of 
conveyance. 
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e. An estimate. of land utilization for non-public benefit conveyances. 

f. An estimate of market absorption under different economic assumptions: 

i. assuming. market prices, absent government subsidies. 

ii. after. government inv~s~ent. 

iii. divided·.between ecQnomic development .conveyances and market . 
· ... transactions, based on reasonable .conununity assumptlous regarding the 

·amount of land ~ be conveyed by each such methOd. 

g. An estimate of the market value of the entire property based on a development 
pro-fomaa built parcel by parcel, assuming a discounted cam·tlo~ after 
allocation· of revenue8· to necessary infrastructure investments. 

h. An estimate of community benefrt, including: 

i. jobs 

ii. taxes 

iii. fiscal impact 

tv. civic benefit 

3. Implementation: A Development and Disposition. Strategy. ·The reuse plan must also 
specify the: 

a. Pace, sequence and method of disposition of revenue generadng parcels. 

b. Pace. sequence and responsible entity for development of public p~ls. 

c. -Financing strategy that addresses sources and uses .of funds, including: 
..... 

i. repayment of the federal government after repayment of other debt, if 
any. 

ii. treatment of deferred interest payments on federal government debt, 
i.e.· strocture·of carry forward agreements. · 

iii. estimate of other sources of investment capital. 

4. Fedtml Government Review by DOD/Services. The regulations must provide for a 
review· and approval process as follows: 
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a. Within 90 days of receipt of the fmal plan, the -federal government commits to: 

i. accept the redevelopment plan and authorize the redevelopment 
authority to proceed, ·or 

11. request. modifications and. require resubmission, allowing 90 days for 
.resubmission and 90 d~y~ . for Subsequent review, or · 

Iil. ·reject the plan in whole or in part, but only after (1) the comiDl]nlty bas 
. . bad an opportunity to resubmit and negotiate, and (2) the federal 

government has made one· or more of these finduigs: 

(1) the plan. does not include required elements 

(2) the plan grossly undervalues the land 

(3) the plan fails to demonstrate substantial potential for job creation 

(4) the plan falls. to demonstrate.the viability of the proposed 
·development and disposition. stra~gy . 

(5) the plan was developed in a manner that precluded development 
of a community. consensus aS evidenced by· a· substantive, formal 
challenge made. by a politically responsible· entity that was not 
·consulted during the planning process 

b. Following acceptance or rejection of the plan, the federal government drafts 
the ROD .as follows: · · 

i. If the plan is apptovedi the ROD provides the basis for a legal contract 
setting forth the responsibilities of the parties, .including: 

(1) timing and amount of pa)1tlents 

··- (2) pace and character of development 

(3) good faith effott to develop according to plan 

(4) criteria for modification and renegotiation 

(5) . defmition of default by redevelopment authority 

li. If the plan is rejected by the fede~l government, the ·ROD provides 
for: 

, . ., , . 
~ 
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(1) the assignment of those marketing and disposition 
responsibilities the redevelopment authority wishes to take on to 
the redevelopment ·authority and/or: 

(2) the allocation of responsibilities to appropriate fedeml agencies. 

" ' . 
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MR. BAYER: Thank you very much. 

Mr. Cunningham. 
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1 STATEMENT OF KEITH CUNNINGHAM, POLICY ASSOCIATE, 

2 BUSINESS EXECUTIVES FOR NATIONAL SECURITY 

3 MR. CUNNINGHAM: I have no idea how this microphone will 

4 work. 

5 My name is Keith 9unningham. I work for Business 

6 Executive for National Security. Thank you for letting me 

7 testify here today. 

8 I know that most of the panelists knows who BENS is, but 

9 people in the audience might not. We are an ·organization of 

10 business executives, top business leaders, who want to bring a 

11 business-like perspective to the Department of Defense on 

12 national security issues. 

13 One of our big issues is base closure. Businesses limit 

14 their overhead, just like the Department of Defense has to 

15 close unnecessary bases. 

16 Last year, we published a major report that I hope most 

17 of you recognize on 24 communities who are trying to recover 

18 from base closure. This is where most of our experience on 

19 this issue is drawn from. 

20 We also work closely with a lot of you folks, people in 

21 the administration, Congress, and the Pentagon, to try to help 

22 communities recover better. I think we did a pretty good job. 

23 Most of the people here are not agreeing with most of 

24 the plan, most of the Interim Rule. Fast track, cleanup, on-

25 base transition coordinators, and increased planning grants 
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1 are all great ideas. Most people are ~oncerned about the job 

2 centered base disposal. I will skip right to the solution~ 

3 If this is implemented, it is going to cause three major 

4 problems. It is going to create additional obs£aoles, not 

5 eliminate obstacles for,communities. It is going to reduce 

6 the efficiency and the savings of base closure, and it is 

7 going to go against the intent of Congress and the President 

8 when they enacted this. 

9 The BENS approach is to put communities first. First, 

10 communities should be able to submit a draft reuse pl~n before 

11 the property is ever marketed to developers or any companies .. 

12 Once the reuse plan is submitted, DOD should use that plan to 

13 then market to developers who would comply with that plan. If 

14 disagreements occur between the community and the department 

15 over what complies, the community is always right because they 

16 created the plan. 

17 If there are no good bids for that land, then DOD should 

18 convey that to the community. But they should retain profit 

19 sharing. I think that is important. 

20 A lot of the major savings from base.closure come from 

21 property sales. DOD cannot just give that away. 

22 But I think that you could have profit sharing from the 

23 very beginning. Profit sharing allows the Department of 

24 Defense and communities to work together to sell the land. In 

25 the beginning, if the department sells land and it does not 
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1 give any of the pr~fits to the communities, the communities do 

2 not have any money to market the less desirable parts of the 

3 base. 

4 Remember, people are going to want to buy_~t4e best 

5 parts .. If the departme~t keeps all the profits from that, who 

6 is going to help market the less desirable parts, the 

7 contaminated parcels? 

8 Let me move on. 

9 This is not a big problem with the law. The solutions 

10 are very simple. 

11 On page 2 of my· testimony, you see a flow chart which 

12 has exactly your flow chart. All you have to do is insert· 

13 under the third decision a community reuse plan. Instead of 

14 having the community at the very bottom of the chart, you 

15 should move the community up. I am not saying give away all 

16 of the profits of base closure. I am just saying let the 

17 community have a say in who you sell the land to. 

18 I am available for questions. 

19 Thank you. 

20 [The prepared statement of Mr. Cunn~ngham follows:] 
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Business Exc:curives for N:J.tion21 Sccuricy .. .~. . . . .... Keith Cunningham 

. MR SECRETARY AND MEMBERS OF THE PANEL, thank you for .inviting me to share 
our perspectives on the important topic of base redevelopment and land trans~er. I am Keith 
C:un$gham. a Policy Associate·with Business Executives for National Security_(BENS); BENS 
is a national, non-partisan organization of business leaders working to· strengthen national 
security by promoting better management ~f:defenSe dollars, advocating mea$ures to make the 
economy stronger and· more competitive,· and finding practical ways to prevent the use of 
weapons of mass destru~tion. 

BENS.has been engaged in the base closure and·reuse isstie since.the current process 
began in the late ·.1980s. Over the last two years, we have been conducting .a comprehensive 
·study of the communities affected by base .closure. Our 1993 .report; BctSe Closure and Reuse: 
24 Case Studies, ·and the update. ·we afe currently finalizing, provide details on both the 
tremendous potential and the substantial obstacles· involved in redevelop~g. a closed military 
facility. · · 

During 1993, BENS worked very. closely with the Administration, the Department of 
Defense ·(DoD), ·and Congressional o.ffi.cials to develop· policies that would help communities 
recover from base closure. That workled to two important policy directives for spurring the 
recovery of communities affected by.ba.Se clC?sure. 

1. The ·President'$ Five-Poinf Plan· for Revitalizing Base Oosure Communities, 
·announced on July 2, ~ 993. · 

. . . 

2. The sections of .the Senate Democratic Defense Reinvestment Task Force's 
Recommendations included as amendments to the fY. 1994· Defense Authorization, 
passed onNovember.lO, 1993. 

The Interim Final. Rule: Revitalizing .Base .Closure Communities and Community 
Assistance implerrtents these two directives. Although BENS made a number of specific 
recommendations in our July 5, .1994, fonnal·comments on the interim rule, I .would like to 
focus on our most important ·recommendation-· p~ communities first. · 

Overall, these regulations will do much to help communities overcome the -substantial 
obstacles to redeveloping a closing. base. Our research shows that . affected workers arid 
communities will greatly benefit from many of the regulations'· provisions, including .fast-track 
environmental clean-up, on-base transition coordinators, and larger planning grants. ·These 
provisions also closely mirror the intent of the President. and Congress. 

While these aSpects of the ·regUlations will spur private investment on closed bases, 
BENS does have .-a nwnber of concern$ about the regulations in their current fonrt. · Chief 

· among these concerns iS DoD's failure to· adequately collBider the local conimumty's. plans· for 
redeveloping the· base. Instead, DoD proposes· that it auction off the most desirable property 
long· before the ·community can submit a reuse plan. · · · 

If implemented, this provision would create additional planning ·obstacles for 
communities and could actually impede efforts to create new jobs at the. closed facility. 
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Moreover, Congress and the President never intended for DoD to sell base property without 
considering the conununities• plan. . 

The BENS Approach: Putting .Communities First 

· hlstead of allowing DoD·to sell the. most valuable.base property before~th¢ coriununity 
can consider .other C?Ptions,··we believe the community should be given an opportunity to 
submit a draft reuse plan providing a broad ViSion of the· future. of the base before the land is 
sold. As their ideas mature the ·community should submit more detailed plans. 

By working With the community; DoD can better determine if the projects of interested 
companies ·and developers are consistent with the community's overall strategic plan for the 
.property .. If. so, DoD shoUld sell the land. If the bids conflict with the communities' plan, other 
options should be considered. Additionally. the community· must ·have the .final say on what 

. .complies with its own .reuse plan. · · 

DECISION CHART ONE: 
Revised Flowchart for.· 

Base Closure Community 
Assistance · 

Delete t'rom process 

~ 

If no.· valid 
.purchase offers are 
received, DoD should 
convey the land to the 
community following 
existing proced~es. 
After· conveyance, 
·however. DoD should 

Insert into process retain · profit sharing 
/ rights in the event that 

p:lGC2 

· the community later 
sells the land. DoD 
should consider profit 
sharing on the · 
property it sells to · 
avoid competing for 
tenants ·and to help 
finance the 
conuntinitys 

· · continued marketing 
· effort for the less 
valuable property. 

DoD can easily 
amend the curr.ent 
plan to place a higher 
priority o;n community 
reuse plans. Decision 
Chart One shows the 
change~ required to 
put communities first. 

pccscntcdAug. 5. 1994 
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Why Put Communities First? 

·Raising the level of community input is required for a number of important reasons. 

• Communities must control the redevelopment of a neighboring base. i.Osi~g control of 
important portions of the base can des1;roy the community's plan for the other portions. . 
Community planning is already disrupted when land is retained by either the federal 
government or a homeless provider.· Allowing DoD to· sell additional parcels without 
regard to the ~ommunitys plan· would make this problem ·significantly· worse. ·The 
community knows what is best for its own long-te~ growth .and stability. 

• The base closure. process provides a natural pause .for community planning. On average, 
bases take two and a half years· to. close. After the federal and homeless screening, most . 
communities still have more than a year to develop a plan .before closure. Once the 
community agrees on a draft reuse concept, DoD can use those plans to help market the 
.base. · 

• Redundant marketing efforts by communities and DoD are at cross pwposes creating 
unnecessazy inefficiencies. Dueling marketing efforts would also confuse ·potential tenants. 
By considering the community's .plan in .advance, DoD can cooperate with the community 
to find tenants agreeable to -both parties. Profit sharing from ~e beginning would further 
enhance the bond ·between communities and DoD ·and increase the potential cost savings 
from base closure. 

Conclusion 

When President Clinton introduced this plan for helping base closure communities on 
July 2, 1993, he stated, 

I believe if a community has pulled together and produced a real plan for job creation 
and economic growth, the federal government must pitch in by giving that base to the 
community at a discount~ or in some cases even for free. 

In this statement the President shows his intention to· help support con:ununity planning efforts. 

Instead of enhancing local efforts, these regulations pre-empt the community by selling 
a site•s most desirable land before the community can create a plan. BENS suggests that both 
the government and communities would benefit by returning to the President's intent and 
putting the community first. · 
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1 MR. BAYER: Thank you very much. 

2 MR. BAUR: Cunningham, could you please read to us 

3 literally what that chart says. It does not come across in my 

4 copy. 

5 

6 

7 

8 

M~ .· CUNNINGHAM: ':fhank you . 

Initially, you have the closure approval. 

MR. BAUR: Just the word in the block. 

MR. CUNNINGHAM: I'm sorry. In the block is "local 

9 redevelopment plan considered." 

10 On your initial plan, you did not have the reus~ plan 

11 come until the very end, after much of the property has been 

12 sold off. 

13 MR. BAUR: Thank you. 

14 We have heard testimony from two Members of Congress and 

15 five individuals representing very diverse community 

16 interests. I would like to take about five or ten minutes now 

17 to entertain questions from the panel. 

18 Whoever would like to start, go ahead. 

19 Rob? 

20 MR. HERTZFELD: I have a question o~.Mr. Alschuler. 

21 You discussed the possibility of having the Department 

22 of Defense as a limited partner and the community as a general 

23 partner. When you establish that partnership, you need to 

24 establish what each party is bringing to the table. I was 

25 wondering if you have any suggestions of how we can establish 
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1 what the value is of what the Department of Defense is 

2 bringing to the table. 

3 MR. ALSCHULER: The department is the land owner. The 

4 question then becomes how do you value the lancf. 

5 I.think it is, fi~st, fundamental that it be valued as 

6 an entire parcel. In real estate, as I'm sure you all know, 

7 value is usually only obtained in the latter phases of 

8 development. Real estate is a business in which you lose 

9 money in the initial phases of virtually any ·real estate 

10 endeavor because your capital costs come early and they are 

11 repaid by a longer-term revenue stream. So you have to value 

12 the entire parcel. 

13 You then need to parcelize it so you can figure ·out how 

14 a rational disposition strategy that maximizes net value is 

15 created. Then, like any limited or holder of a mortgage, you 

16 figure out after you cover your costs or your deal, how do I 

17 handle sales, how do I handle the cost of creating amenities, 

18 because many of these places do not have the amenity structure 

19 necessary to be marketable commodities. They need open space 

20 systems, they need retail, they need the ~hings that make a 

21 viable real estate product. 

22 So, after I've paid for my infrastructure, I've paid for 

23 my marketing costs, then the record of decision, essentially, 

24 the limited partnership contract, needs to figure out how 

25 revenue is distributed between the parties after ·the expenses 
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1 of the joint.venture are covered. Like in any real estate 

2 deal, expenses come first. As I said, they need to be off-

3 site, area-wide, and parcel expenses. Then you distribute 

4 over time, as defined by the record of decision: 

5 Tbat allows you t9 ,finance·. The key thing here is how 

6 do I get access to the tax exempt market. I have to be able 

7 to bond· in order to be able to rebuild~ Right now, you have 

8 produced regulations that make it impossible to bond. 

9 So I've got to be able to bond so I cari create my 

10 financing stream and then treat my land owner fairly ·in accord 

11 with the distribution. 

12 Now, there is a long discussion about how you treat 

13 carried interest and the rest, which I think is a more 

14 technical discussion than we want to have. But I think that 

15 is an overview, Mr. Hertzfeld. 

16 MR. BAYER: Anyone else? 

17 MR. BAUR: I would like to ask the panelists a question 

18 that actually Congressman Farr raised. The net profit 

19 reference that we made in the regulations to the FAR 

20 regulations is not appropriate. Do you h~ve any other model 

21 to suggest on how we would calculate appropriate expenses and 

22 net profits? Is there some existing program or something that 

23 would be useful to us? 

24 [Pause] 

25 

• ., 

MR. BAUR: Let me try again. I hope the microphone is 
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1 on now. 

2 A question has been raised several times and by 

3 Congressman Farr at the beginning that maybe the reference to 

4 the Federal Acquisition Regulations as a model_.for figuring 

5 out net.profit was not ~ppropriate. I am asking if you or any 

6 of the future speakers have a good suggestion as to a good 

7 model for how we would do that. 

8 MR. ALSCHULER: I think there are two very good models 

9 which are in very common use. The first is to look back at 

10 old Federal redevelopment law and figure out how you.·repaid 

11 the Federal Government for parcels purchased with Federal 

12 money and put into use by local redevelopment agencies. 

13 The second model is the model today used in virtually 

14 every joint venture I and others are engaged in, in which you 

15 have exactly this situation. One party contributes the land, 

16 another party contributes zoning entitlements, the management 

17 of the deal and their ability to raise capital to develop the 

18 property. Then the question is when you create a structure in 

19 which the parties have contributed those to a partnership, how 

20 then do you distribute? This is Real Estate 101. 

21 There is a multiplicity of very clear ways in which you 

22 value those interests and pay out over time. 

23 MR. BAUR: I guess I was asking you for something, as we 

24 tried to do the first time in the regulations, something that 

25 we could refer to that is set forth in a set of regulations, 
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1 something that we could sort of incorporate by reference and 

2 bring in an existing process, rather than just saying it's 

3 done all the time in various transactions. 

4 MR. ALSCHULER: I think what you are going to have to 

5 do, or ~t. least what I ~auld urge you to seriously consider, 

6 is state that the record of decision must include as the local 

7 plan should include -- you should not have to create this from 

8 scratch, Mr. Baur. You should require localities to submit to 

9 you a profit-sharing agreement that values each component of 

10 the deal and suggests to you a payout over time. 

11 So if I were sitting in your chair, I would amend the 

12 regulations to require the local government to give to you a 

13 development disposition strategy that values each component to 

14 the transaction and that suggests to you a payout and 

15 ownership structure over what is likely to be 10 or 15 years. 

16 You then have a proposition in front of you that you can 

17 review. You should theh publish in the regulations the 

18 criteria on which you would have the basis to challenge or 

19 reject it. If they fail to value your land fairly, you should 

20 reject it. If they value your land fairly.and suggest a 

21 payout requirement, you should accept it. I think that is the 

22 way I would handle it if I were in your shoes. 

23 MR. MANUEL: As a follow-on to that, would that include 

24 the community providing the mechanism for the operation and 

25 maintenance of the facility while it is being transitioned? 
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1 MR. ALSCHULER: Exactly. These are all part of the 

2 transaction. Parts of the cost of a transaction are how do I 

3 maintain the asset while I am in the process of disposing of 

4 it. Like any business, you have overhead, and_ov~rhead is a 

5 cost of.a transaction. That should be valued fairly as the 

6 component of the process of evaluation. 

7 MR. BAYER: I wonder whether the·other panelists have 

8 any views on some of the points that Mr. Alschuler made with 

9 regard to expecting more of communities with ·regard to the 

·10 details of their plan as a balance with the flexibil~ty and 

11 the cooperation that the Federal Government provides to the 

12 transactions? We have some very diverse communities here and 

13 I am wondering if that is something you are comfortable with. 

14 MR. BLUDAU: I think we would welcome a partnership like 

15 that. It would give.us the opportunity to control the types 

16 of jobs that are coming in, which is a prime goal in our 

17 community. We are not after just any jobs because there are 

18 certain jobs that are being lost. We want to keep those 

19 people employed in the community. It allows us to phase in 

20 the infrastructure that is required becau~e there will be a 

21 lot of capital investment on the local level to bring those up 

22 to a marketable standpoint. We don't expect that the military 

23 is going to make them market ready when they turn them over to 

24 us. So that is a joint venture between the community and the 

25 military that is going to be required. We will welcome that. 
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1 MR. BAYER: I'm not sure I am suggesting a joint 

2 venture, particularly. But right now we have had this 

3 opportunity to sell, in consultation with the community, .and, 

4 obviously, the word "consultation" is not nearly strc:>ng enough 

5 for most-of you. 

6 But it seems to me that the proposal is that we require 
. 

7 the reuse plans to be perhaps a lot more robust than they have 

8 been. Frankly, we have very little in the way of what 

9 requirements are on the reuse plans. I am wondering if that 

10 is a positive step as a quid pro quo, so to speak? 

11 MR. SMETHERAM: I think, for our part, we would probably 

12 not want to get into as much specifics and detail in that 

13 reuse plan as may have to be. But we would prefer to work 

14 with our military departments with a general framework as that 

15 reuse plan. I think the more you begin to add in to those 

16 reuse plans, the more complex and longer they are going to 

17 take to get done. That is just a general comment. 

18 MR. HERTZFELD: Wouldn't the difference be between the 

19 plan, the base reuse plan, and then the application for an 

20 economic development conveyance? 

21 MR. SMETHERAM: Yes. 

22 MR. HERTZFELD: So you are suggesting, Mr. Smetheram, 

23 that the plan should be general but the application for the 

24 benefit that you are asking for be detailed, and you're 

25 satisfied that that is okay? 
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1 MR. SMETHERAM: Yes, we would be. And w~ recognize that 

2 in that implementation, as I think was mentioned, we are going 

3 to have a lot of complex capital expenditure issues and we are 

4 going to have to really work that out. We are BOing·to have 

5 to talkt ·in our case, with the Navy on a lot of those capital 

6 costs. 

7 cAPITAL DURGIN: I have a question. 

8 You talked.about letting the local conununity, or the 

9 redevelopment authority, establish sort of the value as part 

10 of the plan. Then you said it would be up to the mil.itary 

11 department or whoever to decide whether that is a fair value. 

12 I'm still not sure what -- and I think it goes to Doug's 

13 question earlier -- I'm still not sure whether those people 

14 are going to be any more qualified at that time to judge 

15 whether that is a fair value. And there will, of course, be 

16 folks who will say if I am responsible for valuing something 

17 that I am going to be getting, it is going to be in my 

18 interest to try to value it lower than it might be actually 

19 worth later on. 

20 Do you understand the basis for my question? 

21 MR. ALSCHULER: Yes, Captain, and I think there are 

22 three parts to it. 

23 First, you have to define what fair value is. I think 

24 fair value has to be defined as the property, as it will be 

25 redeveloped, consistent with the local redevelopment plan. 
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1 That is the only rational f9rm of valuation that I think you 

2 can find here. 

3 Second, I think the question really then gets to motive: 

4 how do you get the parties to have the same motive: to value 

5 fairly? .. 

6 I think you do this when both parties have an economic 

7 interest in the outcome of the valuation. If one party has 

8 its interests served by valuing low and the other party has 

9 its interests served by valuing it high, you ·are likely to see 

10 two different interests and, therefore, two different· 

11 valuations. This is why I think both as a matter of equity 

12 and as a Federal taxpayer you need some kind of revenue 

13 sharing. But also I think in order for the partnership to 

14 work here, both parties have to have an interest in a creation 

15 of a fair value. 

16 Thirdly, I think the plan -- and I think Mr. Hertzfeld's 

17 comments are exactly right -- I think the plan needs to be a 

18 general land use plan, but the development and disposition 

19 section needs to have a fairly detailed economic analysis in 

20 it. You need to require the information ~ecessary for you to 

21 draw your own judgment by valuation, and I think you can do 

22 that in one of two ways. You can require the information and 

23 then obtain your own, independent, third party appraisal. Or 

24 you can require the local community to submit:- .an appraisal to 

25 you that you can then review. 
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1 I think you can go at it either way. But there is going 

2 to need to be, as there is in virtually any transaction, the 

3 need for an appraiser. 

4 I don't know of any governmental entity ~tate or 

5 local -~.that transfers,title of an asset without an 

6 appraisal. You would be foolish to do so, and I think you 

7 need that verification. 

8 What is key, as in any appraisal, is what are the 

9 . instructions you give the appraiser. Everybody is happy with 

10 the appraiser. The question is how do you instruct the 

11 appraiser. That is what you argue about in the transaction. 

12 I think what is needed here is a more robust definition 

13 of fair market value so you have something that speaks real 

14 estate talk to an appraiser, that gives the appraiser the 

15 instructions that they will need in order to produce a 

16 document that becomes a framework for discussion. 

17 The key here is the instructions to the appraiser. That 

18 is what will drive the fairness of the process. 

19 MR. BAUR: What if those instructions are based on the 

20 community reuse plan in large part? Then.~t would seem that 

21 the community has a lot of leverage if they pick a plan that 

22 is not likely to generate a lot of income for the property, 

23 such as a lot of park land or something like that. That 

24 certainly devalues the Federal property. 

25 MR. ALSCHULER: That's right. And I feel very strongly 
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1 that if the community s~y, for the sake of discussion, takes a 

2 very high value parcel and says we are going to zone it at 100 

3 percent par, then the Federal Government has a legitimate 

4 basis on which to say we're sorry, but you cannot :tak€ the 

5 value of our land. On ~he other hand, there are communities 

6 that need park lands. Parks can be a very valid and important 

7 part of. community reuse plans. If the community makes a 

8 compelling statement as to why there should be a public 

9 benefit conveyance of park l"and, I think deference should be 

10 given. 

11 Finally, if they say you are going to zone it park 

12 land and then they get rid of you, you obviously have the deed 

13 restrict it so that it must always be park land, so they don't 

14 take it as park, get you out of the picture, and then, next 

15 month, up-zone it. But there is a fairly substantial body of 

16 constitutional law that says it is not appropriate for local 

17 government to utilize its regulatory authority as a means of 

18 affecting its ability to purchase land, either through 

19 condemnation or on the fair market. I think the localities 

20 u.nderstand, at least most do, what is an ?-Ppropriate and an 

21 inappropriate use of zoning. 

22 But I think you have a perfectly legitimate right, as- a 

23 land owner, to pass judgment as to whether or not the land use 

24 authority is a fair means of handling public benefit 

25 .conveyance or is a back door way of driving the value down. 
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1 MR. BAUR: Do all of you agree that having deed 

2 restrictions in the deed coming to you -- let's say that if 

3 you plan it as park land, it stays park land -- would be 
~ 

4 something acceptable and agreeable? Or is that. a:problem with 

5 some of.the rest of you;, 

6 MR. CUNNINGHAM: As long as you have criteria for how 

7 you would change that decision. I mean, if they do want to 

8 turn it industrial and create jobs, there should be a way that 

9 the government can recoup their loses. If mean, if they want 

10 to create jobs and there is going to be money made t~ere, the 

11 department should be able to get some of that. 

12 I also believe that the community should be allowed to 

13 rezone for parks, and I'm not sure the department should sa.y 

14 you have to have an industrial park here. At Puget Sound 

15 Naval Station, they want to turn that entire thing into a 

16 park. It is right in Seattle and Seattle needs parks. 

17 But I also think it would have very high market value if 

18 they were to industrialize it. 

19 MR. WAGNER: Let me ask this question, then. 

20 Mr. Alschuler, you said in your sta~ement that the 

21 department could reject a plan if it failed to demonstrate 

22 substantial potential for job creation. Given this and very 

23 disagreements on what best use might be, what type of guidance 

24 should the services be given to evaluate that, whether the 

25 plan does, indeed, demonstrate potential for job creation, 
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1 substantial potential? It is kind of ·a vague thing~ 

2 I mean, you would want to give the services some 

3 guidance or some criteria to say that this is what you ought 
~ 

4 to be looking for. What might you suggest, then?: 

5 MR~ ALSCHULER: W~at I would look for is a reasonable 

6 demonstration of the marketability of the property to entities 

7 that wiil purchase or accept it under an economic development 

8 conveyance and create jobs. 

9 Now, since you are not going to be able to have actual 

10 prospects, you are not going to be able to say -- we~l, some 

>~11 may. I think some of my colleagues here in fact have 

12 prospects, and one of the reasons why they are so frustrated 

13 by this process is they are ready to go and sell tomorrow and 

14 benefit their communities. 

15 If you were to take Charleston, for example, there is, I 

16 think, in our community a substantial prospect, though it will 

17 take 10 to 15 years to produce serious job creation driven by 

18 the plan. Charleston should be required to set forth a clear 

19 and convincing rationale with market studies, with a rate of 

20 absorption, with a description of the kin~, character, and 

21 amount of the jobs to be created. 

22 Now I know this runs contrary to the wishes of the 

23 services, quite properly, to dispose of this property and just 

24 go away, but, unfortunately, I think you are going to have to 

25 create monitoring provisions that say okay, here is a 
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1 milestone at year five, here is a milestone at year seven, 

2 here is a milestone down the road. 

3 If you take the Charleston Naval Shipyard, this is a 20 

4 to 30 year long real estate proposition, in the_~best ·case. An 

5 entity like Cecil Field,will pro~ably be longer. Y0u just 

6 simply cannot absorb that much land. Griffiths Air Force Base 

7 is another 20 to 30 year long development process. 

8 The services have a choice to make. They can either, 

9 like any land seller, take what they can get now and go away, 

10 which is not maximizing your long-term value, though it may be 

11 a rational choice to the service. Of, if, as the regulations-

12 seem to imply, they want to stay in as value gets created, 

13 then they have to be willing to stay in over the 10 or 15 year 

14 period of time when the value is, in fact, created in a real 

15 estate transaction. 

16 That is a hard choice. I don't think the answer to that 

17 is easy. There are compelling arguments as to why the 

1.8 services should not want to maximize the value, get out 

19 quickly, and understand they are taking a loss, and there are 

20 also arguments as to why they should not do that. I think 

21 that is a tough debate, which I am sure the services have been 

22 having and will continue to have. 

23 But in this instance, Mr. Wagner, I think you have to 

24 set out a series of milestones in performances over what is 

25 going to be an extended period of time and commit yourself to 

111'. 
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1 some reasonable monitoring. That is the only way you are 

2 going to do it. 

3 MR. (ROBERT) WAGNER: It seems to me that what it all 

4 boils down to is what you are requiring are subStantive 

5 studies.during some ini~ial phase of this operation, and I 

6 think that should be the requirement, as opposed to trying to 

7 come up.with some sort of cookbook things that somebody looks 

8 at and checks off saying yes, it falls within this range or 

9 this falls within that range. But, in addition, if this is 

10 going to be some kind of partnership, it seems that the 

11 Department of Defense could also initiate some of those 

12 studies if they felt they were being, oh, I don't know what 

13 you would call it, if they felt that there was not a 

14 legitimate effort being made on the part .of local government. 

15 But the park issue, though, is not something that the 

16 Federal Government should view as being just some means of 

17 getting the land, either. There are serious, legitimate needs 

18 for park land, and that needs to be considered. 

19 But the deed restriction aspect very clearly eliminates 

20 the problem where they get the property and then turn around a 

21 year later and develop it for their own use. 

22 MR. BAYER: This has been a really useful discussion, 

23 and I think I am going to exercise the prerogative of the 

24 chair and conclude it at this point. We will move on to our 

25 next panel. 
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1 We will take about a two minute break while our GSA 

2 folks try to fix the microphones. Thank you ever so much. 

3 Again, if you have any further statements for the 

4 record, we will need them by the end of the day .. 

5 [A.brief recess was taken.] 

6 MR. BAYER: I think we are in as good shape on the 

7 microphones as we are going to be. So·would the second panel 

8 please be seated. 

9 [Pause] 

10 MR. BAYER: Again, I can see from our first pa~el, that 

11 we are running behind time. So we are going to try to have a 

12 little discipline ourselves and we will ask you to exercise 

13 that same restraint. I would ask that you summarize your 

14 comments and put them in the record so that we do have time 

15 for discussion. I think we had a very fruitful discussion 

16 with this last panel and I am looking forward to that this 

17 time as well. 

18 We have folks again representing a diverse group of 

19 installations and communities. Mr. Rodd Grimm is President of 

20 Thicksten .Grimm Burgum, Incorporated. He is very much 

21 involved in the redevelopment of Fort Ord. 

22 Mr. Alan Rubin is Vice President for Special Projects of 

23 The Beacon Council, which is in Miami, and has been working on 

24 the redevelopm~nt of Homestead Air Force Base. 

25 Mr. David Madway is the General Counsel for the City of 

.,. 
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1 San Francisco Redevelopment Authority. San Francisco, of 

2 course, faces multiple closures and realignments. So Mr. 

3 Madway has a large portfolio of interests. 

4 Finally, but not least, is Ms. Terry Gill€n~ who is the 

5 Director·of the Philade~phia Office of Defense Conversion, who. 

6 has particular concerns about the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard. 

7 But she has other defense closures in her area as well. 

8 Thank you very much. 

9 Why don't we start with Mr. Grimm. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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1 GROUP 2 

2 STATEMENT OF RODD GRIMM, PRESIDENT, THICKSTEN GRIMM 

3 BURGUM, INCORPORATED 

4 MR. GRIMM: Probably I have had the first.experience 

5 along with representatiyes from the University of California 

6 and California State University of negotiating a 2903 closure. 

7 I am going to try to just talk a little bit about some of the 

8 things that we found because it is a lot different reading 

9 those regulations and then trying to negotiate what they mean. 

10 What we found is we got a lot of surprises. 

11 I guess the first comment that I would like to make is 

12 we found a lot of things in the regulation that came down that 

13 we did not really find in the law. There .is a whole number of 

14 examples of those. 1 know there was one meeting that Mr. 

15 Kleiman participated in with Congressman Farr where some of 

16 those things were pointed out. I think that in your process 

17 of rewriting, you need to go back to the law and make sure 

18 that you have not included· some things in there, in the 

19 regulations and the rules, which the law did not intend. 

20 The second thing is throughout our ~hole process, I 

21 guess that if you take the Interim Rule literally, where it 

22 says that 2903 should be used only as a last resort, that 

23 seems to be the Pentagon's position .. We spent about a half 

24 year really negotiating with the Pentagon just to get to 2903. 

25 The services wanted, essentially, to transfer it under 
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1 ~n educational public benefit transfer. This would not have 

2 worked. I go back to my core example of Senator Harkin having 

3 to pass special legislation to allow the Des Moines school 

4 system to rent to the YMCA to house homeless. 

5 If -you· are going ~o do a research park or if you are 

6 going to do technology transfer or incubators, those won't fit. 

7 under an educational public benefit transcript, and the 

8 Department of Education, even if they approve your initial 

9 application, probably will be forced to come ·back and do 

10 something like they tried to do in Des Moines. 

11 Interestingly enough, we are starting to work with 

12 another base, where we are starting to go through the same 

13 thing. They are saying you should take this under an 

14 educational public benefit transfer. It is strictly not an 

15 educational project. It is a jobs development project. 

16 Some reference was made to the net income issue. I 

17 would like to say that what we found when we talked about 

18 allowable and allocable costs was that the CFR's were very 

19 interesting. 

20 One CFR came from the General Services Administration 

21 and applied somewhat. But the other CFR, the one that came to 

22 restrict everything, basically was designed for people who are 

23 buying consulting services and products, and your allowable 

24 costs were based on a contractor like Lockheed or BDM or 

25 somebody that is doing business with the government that way. 
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1 I think a question was asked that addressed.what should 

2 you do about that. I think that the only way you are going to 

3 get your allocable cost structure the right way for jobs 

4 development and for a real estate project is tn.go back to the 

5 drawing.board and sit d9wn with some people who are in this 

6 business and come up with your own set of cost criteria. This 

7 is because this is different than anything these CFR's are 

8 trying to deal with. 

9 I will make one other comment on the CFR's. The first 

10 set of CFR's refers you to a second set of CFR's, which 

11 referred you to a third set of CFR's, and I don't think we 

12 ever got to what the last set was. It was very, very 

13 confusing in part of the process. 

14 The other thing that happened in our negotiating was 

15 that the notification issue is just paramount. If the 

16 universities or the communities have to notify DOD that they 

17 want to take and have some people come in in advance, you 

18 could spend an entire year marketing people and then find out 

19 that you are just not going to get them to come to your side. 

20 The last thing is that the Interim ~ule seems to be 

21 really basically designed for government-to-government. What 

22 you have not done is designed a way to bring the private 

23 sector in up front. There is no basis to transfer under 2903, 

24 really, to a private sector organization. 

25 There is no basis, really, in a lot of cases.to get the 

• 
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1 people that are going to make the investment into the process 

2 early. If you are going to have successful defense 

3 conversion, that probably would be my number one priority in 

4 writing the Interim Rule. 

5 I.would like to s~ate that the University of California 

6 is available to come and work with you further in the process 

7 of writ1ng the rule and to give you our experience in terms of 

8 what happened and what really happens when the rubber meets 

9 the road. 

10 [The prepared statement of Mr. Grimm follows:] 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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PUBLIC·HEARING ON THE INTERIM RULE 
IMPLEMENTING TITLE • XXIX OF THE 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT 
OF 1994 ·THE PRYOR AMENDMENT 

Prepared with Input from 
Ms. Lora·Lee MarUn, University of California. S~nta .cruz . 

~.u~ 

· During June and July 1994. the University .of CaJifomia and the. California State 
. University system spent hundreds of man hours negotiating the conveyance of 
parcels of Fort Ord property.· This is the first. and as of this date the only transfer of 
Department of Defense property under tne Pryor Amendm.ent As a ·technical - . · 
consultant to .the University of .C8Iifornla. .Santa Cruz, I participated in every aspect of 
the negotiation. The testimony which follows reflects my personal views of the Interim 
Rule, based on the problems which we ~ncountered in our negotiations with the 
Department of the Army. · 

.. 

For nearly stx weekS In both Califomla and in Washington, DC I worked with 
teams. of real estate professionals and lawyers~ both civilian and military~ to. hammer 
through the first conveyances by the Department of the Army;. and the. Department of 

· ·oefense under the Pryor Amendment At one time we had nearly twenty 
·professionals sequestered away for most of a day working on what. in retrospect, is a 
pretty straightforward Deed and Memorandum of·Agreemenl · l·feel that much of 
these .Prolonged negotiations resulted from unclear guidance by the Interim Rule, 

·conflicting priorities and goals of· the law and the Department of Defense, and~ in . 
some cases, inappropriately determined citations·ln· the Rule. I u.rge you to use our 
negotiation experience as a guide for. modification of the Interim Rule, and for 
subsequent Implementation actions. 

. The most frustrating aspect. of. the Interim Rule for the Pryor ·Amendment Is the 
· seemingly inconsistent message it ·sends with regard .to a focus on community reuse 
and economic redevelopment vs. revenue production for the Department of 
Defense. . Specifically. though the President's Fwe Point Plan and Public Law 1 03-
·160 set .the framework for the .former. the Interim Rule clearly sets In motion a 
revenue incentive for the Department of: Defense. This Incentive, found In directions 

·such as market test ·and profit sharing guidelines of the Interim Rule, combined wjth 
existh1g l~gislation which mandates that ·:revenue be generated from the disposal.of 
Department of Defense .. property, and deposited Into the Base Closure Account, puts 
the. members of the applicable Service, the Army In the case of Fort Ord, in a 
conflicting. position. Are they to work towards assisting the communities with· the best 
.and most expeditious reuse? Or are they to negotiate the terms of the conveyance in 
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. a manner that ensures the ·greatest return to the Department of Defense?· . AS 
promulgated. the interim rule does not provide much flexibility for tailoring to each 
unique reuse situation, leaving the Department of Defen~e with strong direction and 
incentive to ensure revenue retum. ·If job-centered ·property. disposal Is truly the goal, 
then .the appropriate military .service should .be encouraged to :do so.ln a manner .. that . 
works best for the communities ... To be truly effective, the Intent of the ·law, and the. 
·President's Five PQint PJan, needs ·to be .-revisited and then reflected more clearly and 
strongly in the Implementing Rule~ 

Further, the conceptual and actual process ·of property disposal Is In oOnfli~ 
. with the community reuse message of the President and ·Congress. If the comm-unity 

reuse:·needs and desires are of· paramount concern then,they should be the 
economic redevelopment driver. While the .resources ·necessary for a successful · 
·reuse effort should be seeded. by· the Govemment. the GOvernment sh()uld. n·ot be the 

.. driving foree. .For ·instance, the. ~ase Closure Comm~nlty A$Sistance process, as 
outlined in ·the lnt(3rim .Rule~ .does notJnclude.reference to···cominunlty statement-of· 
interest•.or ··local.redevel~i'nent plans'·:until after land·has been.screened for uses·. 
·by ~e ~ederal· government. the Homeless providers, and other public benefit · 
conveyances ~.e. state agencies). Additionally, Job-centered .p.roperty disposal 
.eppecm:. in th.::.. ~pru~ti. ~un1rnary- as lhe last opuon~ If tne JJryor-Amendment 
.·method of conveyance w~ developed in response to the demands and needs .. of 
. communities across. the country why does job-centered property disposal·end. up as 
a "'ast resort". tool? ·· My understanding Is that the genests. of thiS method of disposal 

. was in response to the other methOds precluding or limiting successful 
redevel~pment. Shouldn't then, this method of conveyance· be available to the 
communities at the beginning of the process If It helps to Increase the likelihood of 
the reuse success?. ~so found in this •proceSs flowcharrJs the partieu1arly · 
distr6$Sing indication that if the l~d has a .,igh value•, the Department of Defense 
wifl.sell that land without~ oommunity Input If a -valid offer. Is ·recehted.• Who· 
det~rmines what a valid offer Is? .This issue was magnified In the case of the Fort 
Ord property transfers through. early statements by Department of .the· Army officials 

. aa to their O$timat~ Qf U1.::. vulu~ ur the land, . and tneJr Intent to sen .tnat land.. These 
comments appeared to be subjective, subject to questioning as ·to their bas1s, and 
served as a barrier to :open .disCussions and Interactions throughout the process. · 

•' . 
}("' 
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, , 

The Interim Rule clearly attempts to implement current Department of Defense 
policy which is to have a single Redevelopment AUthority for: each mflitary·lnstallation 
designated for closure: The Interim Rule reflects this Intent In the definitions. Section · 
which .states: 

•(g) Redevelopment authority. An.Y entity,. Including an entity 
established by a State or 1Qca1 government, recognized by · 
the Secretary.of Defense as the entity responsible. for 
developing the redevelopment plan with respect to the 
lnstaliatlon and for directing Implementation of the plan. • 

Although the stated Department of Defense policy of having on~ 
Redevelopment.Authority.responslble for· developing and Implementing a reuse plan 

· is clear, ... In practice many _Department of Defense adions ·-undermine this ·policy. ·One
example is the Naval Station Long Beach. where the _City of Long Beach has been 
designated the Redevelopment Authority, yet the reuse has ·been delayed due to a 
disagreement between the City of Long Beach and Adjacent Commun~ties concerning 

. how certain parcels should be reused, and redeveloped. The conveyance of these· 
properti.es. has been delayed pending further Navy analysis which will-determine 
ultimate· parcelization, reuse. and property· disposal. ..Jt therefore appears that the 
Navy actions are in conflict ·with current Department of Defense policy as delineated 
in· the Interim Rule. · · 

In addition to the lateness ·of the community Input Into the reuse process, an 
inherent conflict of. interest Is evident In ·the continued and substantial Influence and 
control that the Department ot Defense has on -the suCcess and eventual oUtcome ot 
·the reuse process. This Influence includes the approval authority fOr property 
conveyance applications. made by other FederaJ·Agencies and by· State Agencies. 
With or without a .community reuse plan, the Department of Defense has the ability to 
approve land transfer req~ests that essentially •develop the community reuse plan• 
witho~Jt the community at the· table. -The s1gnlflcant Influence of the Department of · 

. Defense over the oommunity. reuse .effort extends to planing funds. For Instance, the 
·.initial funding made .available to a community reuse effort Is controlled· by the· · 
Department of Defense's Office of. Economic Adjustment (OEA); both the amount .of 
funding made available to 1he .community and the approval of the purpose. Thls 

. initial funding is critical ·and should be flexible to allow the communities to respond to 
the crisis Qf closure. These funds also need to be targeted at more than 
infrastructure analysis. and short temi job development · Funding needs to be made 
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available that looks to Integrate regional r-esources into the reuse effort for the 
purpos~ of ensuring .tong-term success and job development A fixation on 
expeditious job development may not realistically look at the .development of .a 
sustalnable economy.· As we ·are finding. though there are dollars ·available f<?r · 
. aretrainlng of displaced defense workers" the problem of -retraining for what"· 

P.06 

continues to .. surface. It is this ,or whar. part of the equation that needs to be 
addressed as aggressively as· the location and· condition of the utility lines. At· Fort . 

· Ord. the OEA would not. and· has .never.· agreed to fund economic development · 
planning funding as requeSted by the University of California These funds wer~ 
eventually provided by the Oepartment of Commerce's Economic Development .· 
Administration (EDA) •. It .took much effort and determh1ation to· have the funds made 
. available for the University· of Califomia ret.Jse effort An Ironic .twist Is that the 
econ6mic assessment of the conceptual reuse pian at, Fort Ord,. prepared for the 
United States Army .Corps of Engln.eers .. by:·an outside.· consultant. Indicates that the 
University proposed reuse ·effort at Fort Ord will be one ~f .the significant economic 
engines· of the total base reuse; this, despite the.··lnitial .lack of support from the 
Oep,artment,of Defense~ · 

The Department of. Def~nse clearly has· the ability. through the ·award of 
·planning funding and the Record of ·Decision· process which determines ultimate 

. ·conveyance and land uses,. to dictate a reuse which Is not ·consistent with the 
Redevelopment Authority's intended plans .. Thus, the fair market value of the 

. property may change substantially. due ·to Department of Defense parcellzation and 
Record of Decision reuse constraints. In ·negotiating the purchase of military. 
installation. property, the fair market.value after reuse has been implemented. rather 
than .the fair market value at the time of the sale, should be considered. Thi$ policy 
should be reflected in the Final Rule. · · 

. The Interim Rule as written established a regulatory framework Which can be 
extremely inflexible. This became particularly apparent when we attempted to 
·negotiate the calculation of net profit to· comply with the profit sharing requirement in 
the Interim Rule. The .Interim Rule states that certain Code of Federal Regulation 
citations will be used as guidance for allowable costs In. the calculation of net profits. 
In· our n~otlations this section was Interpreted by the Army to mean that the CFR 
citations as indicated In the Interim Rule provided the only methodology under which · 
net profrt oould be calculated. During .the negotiating. prOcess It became clear to 
both.the Universities and the. Army that these CFR's were inappropriate because. they 
were intended to deal .. with Federal· product and service contracts, not economl·c 
development. 
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Although the Army stated that they agreed in principle, they were not willing· to 
independently negotiate. a .reasonable· allowable· cost .structure. Instead they 
contended that the Interim Rule provided no flexibility for the Army to· make 
independent judgements. even if ·the CFR's clearly were not ·relevant· The decision to 
negotiate ·.a reasonable allowable· cost strudure therefore had to .be .made .at :the 
·highest levels of the Department of Defense. The .Anal R~le s~ould give the Military · 
Ser\iice Secretaries the flexibility to override the rule when certain d~sions dear1y 
make sense~ The.property conveyance. and economic redevelopment_process ... 
should not be del~yed d.ue to $1ong.drawn- out Department of· Defense concurrence. 
process. 

It became· apparent during our conveyance negotiations that communities wln 
find themselves at a serious disadvantage when negotiating with the Department of 
Defense. .The way the Interim Rule has been written each branch of the military can 
impose ·their own interpretation and perspective on the process.. This ·split in the . 
management of tb~ process:. creates confusion and does not facilitate the·leamlng · 

· .exp.erien~ of one Service ·to be incorporated Into the next. --In addition, ·tile· ability of 
the Department of. Defense to control and direct the planning funds from OEA. 
·creates:an·i~herent cOnflict of.interest when one realizes that to be. successful in the 

· · property conveyance negotiations one ·needs information. and ·that the information 
needed .will only be .obtained if funded by the OEA. Finally, the .negotiations to 
convey property at Fort Ord--to ·the two universlties were a greatly protracted and 
frustrating process .. The University of California brought to the table .real estate and 
environmental attorneys, reaJ estate professionals. and. a professional base closure 
consultant· Even so, we spent long hours ·working through the detail of the 
conveyances. Many times it was clearly evident that the Department of the Army was 
not negotiating in the interest of successful redevelopment,· but rather as they 
interpreted the Interim Rule to ensure equitable .and maximum profit sharing; and to 
continue past Department of Defense installation closure policies.· ·1t should be clear 
that in accordance with the President•s Five Point Plan.the most important mutual 
goals are a succe$sful defense conversion and economic redevelopment 

The ·President's. Five Point Plan emp~~izes economic· redevelopment a.S the 
cornerstone of successful defense conversion. The ·Administration has continually 
stated that public/private ·partnerships· are an import~t and necessary component of 
succ.essful defense conversion and economic development. The private· sector due 
to the requirement to make sound business decisions in order to stay In business, 
has a much :different perspective than government Private sector participation is 
essential for redevelopment to occur. as .the Federal :government doesn't have the 

.. , 
lf II' 
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finanCiar resources to adequately fund every project The entities which win ultimately 
determine private sector commitment in terms .of-participation ·and· investment must 
be brought into the process ·.early. .No one currently participating in the front end of 
the installation redevelopment process _has this perspective. ·vet. ·Federal· defense. 
conversion funding; arid-.lnterim. Rule property conveyance procedures provide ·the 
· framework to implement defense conversion D on a 'Government- to Government- · 
basis .. For economic redevelopment to. occur during the defense conversion process. 
entities .other than .state and-local governments. must·.be· able to be directly Involved Jn 
the process. This means that university system$, .and In particular the private sector, 
should .be eligible for Federal planning grants 8nd Installation property conveyar}ce 
under the Pryor Amendment ·The ·und~r1ying Issue Is--providing the resources · ·. · 
necessary to :devel~p and .sustain the redevelopment effort and funding a .mechanism 
to bring .the people into ·the :process. early Who will ultimately· make .the large long-
term investments. · · · 

. . 

In· additlon to. these overarchlng comments, I submit, .with my testimony· and for ·the 
record,. a copy_ of the fornial written QOmments of Ms, ·Lora Lee Martin of the 
University of California-at Santa Cruz. -Ms. Martin~s .letter provid.eS a more detailed 
discussion of many ·of .the·specific·issues of the Interim Rule that.we_discovered to be 

. problematic in ·our negotiations for property conveyance at .Fort Ord. We jointly· hope 
that my -testimony. her comments, and the experiences shared with the Department of 
the Army during the weeks of negotiations bring to .this process experience and 
perspective that will help to shape a. more effective. Final Rule. · 

c!\da&a\grlmm\tectimon.s2 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. SANTA CRUZ 
_______________________________________________ ! ~ . fl { } . Mh""L!.. ~. m"b. CRC7; 

FORT ORD PROJECr 
·Mnlii~mrio~ Ccur.c(-for 
~~ Tecb.tlology. Education. and Policy 

. . 
Mr. Joshua Goubaum · 
AssiSt.aut Secretary of Defense for 
Economic ~ Seclirity · 
3D814. The Pentagon 
Washington~. DC 20301 

-~~----
SMLA CR~ CAtlFORNIA 95064 

August 4.· 1994 

· RE: Comnie.Uts .. on the Interim Rule - Implementing T"ule - XXIX of the 
National Defen5e Authorization Act for .FY: '9+~ · Pcyor· Amendment" . 

Dear Mr. Goti.batim: 

This letter provides comment· on the ·above referenced Interlm Rule. I submit 
these COlllJD.ents in. my role as Director of Program and Polley for the . 

. Univemty .of California's (UC) Fort Ord Project. a base reuse effort led by the 
University of Califomia·s Santa Cmz campus. and as the person responsible 
for ·IeadiJig · the . UC team during the Fon Ord. property conveyance . negotiatioJlS. 
The following -.opinions and statements reflect Dla.ny. hours of personal and 
instim.tional commitment and participation 1D. the first job-centered property 
.disposal .action. undei'takeu ustug the above -referenced. Int.erlm Rule. Though 
fbe· .. comments . put forth in this letter are mille from the petspective of the· 
UDiveaity of. ~alifomi~ Santa Cruz. the experiences· that helped. to shape these 
comments were jointly shared· with the .California State Uliivez:sity system 
through mutual and. parallel conveyance .negotiations..·· This letter is intended 
tn· rein:fOn:e ·comments. received by your. ·office frOm boih the Fort Ord Reuse 
Authority (FORA) .an.d· .from. Congressman Farr. as well as to .expand on issues_. 
that. . in ·our ~ are· particularly difficult to ·implement.· · These . 
comments · also include input from . our .technical · consultant Mr •. ·Rodman D. 
Grimm and are reflected in his wiitt.eD. testimony submitted -for the public. 
headng on this Interim Rule to b~ held· on August s. 1994. · 

In addition. to thes~. brief written ·~mments. · I hope that. yoat office will ~
advantage of the hundreds of ·man hours that were comniitted to : our 
conveyance : negotiations during ·the months of JWJ.e and July. · · For nearly six 
weekS in both Califomia · and in Washington. DC we worked . with . teams of real · 
estate. professionals and lawyers. ·both civilian and militacy, to hammer· 
tluough_ the. ·.first conveyances by the Department. of the .Army and .the 
Department . of· Defense· u11der the Ptyor· Amendment. . At · one time .we had: · 
nearly twenty professionals sequestered .away for most of. a. day working on 
what. iD. retrospect. is a relatively · straightforward Deed and ·Memorandum · of 
Agreement. ·· We feel that much of these prolonged negotiatioDS resultefl· from 
unclear guidance by the Interim Rule, and apparently conflicting priorities 

• ~··-. 
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and goals of the law and the Department of Defense, and, in some cases~ 
inappropriately. determined citations in the Rule. We urge you to use otir 
negotiation experience as a guide. for modification of the. Interim RUle and for 

.·subsequent implementation actions. · 

The ·comments . in . this letter . wfll be broken. into three sections~ Fust. a· policy~ 
·overview · section ~ provide .. a summary. of the. apparent ·-policy conflicts.. 
Second, a specif"J.C discnssion of some, of· the . sections . of the Interim Rule that. 
requires either clearer language or content modification. to·. make the Rule 
consistent with the law and the President's Plan..· Fmally. ·a concluding section 
to reemphasize .the. issues delermined to ·be most. crlticaL. 

POLTCV. OVERVIEW 

· The ·following sections reflect geneta! policy obserlalions and concems. Each 
section includes a recommendation for action. · 

1) Economic Redevelopment v.s. · Revenue Production 

The most .frustrating aspect of the Interim Rule ·of the ·Pryor A.l:Q.endment has 
~ the seemi~gly· inconsistent message it ·sends . With tegu:d ·to a focus . on . 
comiD1Jnity reuse and · economic redevelopment vs. revenue ·production for the 
Department of Defense. Specifically. thOugh the Pmsidenrs Five Point Plan. 
,and· Public ·Law 103-160 set the framework for the fo.rm.er. ·the Interim. Rule 
clemy sets in motion the Iauer. This revenue· incentive. as· found for ·instance 
in the · Interim Rule guidelines for · profit sharing,· when combined with 
existing legislation which mandates that revenue be generated from the 
diSposal of Department of Defense property and. deposited into the Base Closure 
Aecou.n~ puts ·the members . of the Military SetVice _In a conflicting position. 
Are they to WOrk . towards ·assisting the colDDlllDilies with the best and most 
·expeditious reuse?: Or are they· to negotiate. the. terms of tile conveyance in a·· 
.manner that ensures the greatest retnm to ·the Department · of·· Defense? If job
centered property .disposal is ·truly the goal. then- the Fmal. 'Rule must dil"CCt · 
the appropdate mnitacy service to · proCeed. in a · manner that: works best for . 
. the communities. . . 

Recommendation: The intent . of. the law 8lid · the Piesident•s Five 
-Point Plan need to .be reflected more .clearly and·· strongly in the 
Implementing . Role. If the purpose of· the Law iS to .lmly faciliwc 

· economic· redevelopment then this ptiorlty needs to be· stated with clear 
guidance. .. · 

2) · Disposal Process v .s. Community Reuse Priorities 

The . property disposal process responds to requests.· for property ~ than · 
the desired community reuse plan. providing guid&l).Ce .for· disposal. If the 
comm11llity reuse needs and desires . are of . paramount -concem then: they 
should b~ the economic redevelopment driver;. The Base. Closure Community 
AssistanCe ·process. as outlined in the · Interim Rule. does not include reference 
to •community statement of interest' or 1ocal redevelopment plans' ~ntil after 
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land has been screened and .. sw:plused to. the federal governmen~ the Homeless 
providers,- and other public benefit :conveyances [Le.: state agencies). Job
centered property disposal ap~ . iD. the "process summary•. ~ the last 
option. . If the. ·Pryor Ainendment ·method of conveyance was· ·developed in 

.response to the: demands·· and needs Of commun_ities ~oSS the cc;auntiy ·hOW . 
. does· job-centered . property . diSposal· end up as ·a "last resort" . tool7· $houldn't. · 
this method of· conveyaD.c:e be made . avana~Jle to the .communities · at. the 
begin~ng of .the· ptocess· if .it helps to, increase the likelihood ~ the reuse 
success'l Shown on the . •pro~ · flowchart• in. the Interim Rule is the 
particalarly distressing indication .. that if the iand has a ~gh value• the 
DepartmeDt ·. of ·Defense. · sans ··a.. successful community ·appeal. can sell that land 
witllout A NY.· cominunity input if a . •valid offer is received·~ · Wbo 4eren»ines 
what a valid offer ··fsl ... "''hiS issue· was magnified· in. the case of the .Fort Ord 

· property .. tiansfers through early statements by Departmeiit of the Amly 
officials .as 'to their estimates of the value of the land. and their intent to sen 
that. land.. These comments were subject to questioning as to .their basis and · 
effectively serVed as a bani~ to open discussions and interactions throughout 
the process. 

R.ecoinmendation: Property. ·conveyance under the "Pryor 
Amendment" should be made available at or near the beginning of the 
disposal process. Every effort should be made to integrate Military 
Service . disposal decisions with the community reuse plmiling process. 

3 ) Who is in charge? 

In ·addition to the lateness · of the community input into the reuse property 
disposal process,· an inherent confliCt· of interest is evldent iD. the contimled 
and substantial iD:fluence and · control that the Department of Defense has on 
the success and· eventual outcome of the reuse process. This iD:flueu.ce 
includes the· approv8.1. . authority for property canveyance applications made 
by ·other Federal Agencies and ·by Swe .Agencies . WJ.th or without a . 
commuuit)' reuse pi~ the Departm.ent o! Defense .has the ability to ·approve 
land transfer requests that essentially. 'develop the· coiDD11lllity reuse plan'. 
without community .involvement. . The significant influenee of the Department 
of Defense over the community. reuse effort extends to planning funds. _ For 
instance. the Initial funding made available to a community reuse effort is .. 
controlled by· the Department of Defease's Office of Economic· Adjustment 
(OEA); both the a.mot1Jlt ·or funding made available tn the community and the. 
approval of the . purpose. This initial funding is -critical and· should be flexible 
to allow the communities to reSpond· to the crisis of clo.sure.. These funds also· 
need to be targeted at· more than infrastmcture analysis and shon term job 
development. · Funding needs to be · made available · to · integrate regional 
·resources into .. the retise · effort · for·. the pmpose of ensuring long-t.erm success 
and job developmeD.t. · . A fixation tin expedirious job developJDent. may not · : 
realistically look ·at the .. development of a·. sustainable economy. As we are · 
finding, though there. are dOllaiS available for aretra.ining of displaced 
defense workets" the concept of ~retr:aining for what" continues to surface. It 
is this "for what •. part· ·of· the equa.tl.9n i:hat needs to be addresSed as 
aggressively as ... the location.· and ·co:ndition· of ~ utility lmes.. At Fort Or~ the. 
OEA would not .agree to. fund economic development planning funding as· · 
requested . by the University of California. These funds were event~~ly 
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provided by the Department of Commerce's Office of Economic Development 
Administration (EDA). It took much effort and determination to have the fonds 

. made available for UCs ·reuse. effort. An ironic· twist is that the Ccon.omic 
assessment of the conceptual reuse ·plan at Fort oro. prepared for the United 
States Army Corps of Engineet"S by an outside consuiWJJ:. -indicates that· thcr UC 
proposed reUse effort at Fort Ord ·will ·be one of the. ·significant ~nomic. ~ 
engines . of the total base: reuse;· th~ desplte the initial lack ·of support from the 
Department of .Defense.. . · 

Recommendation:· There needs to .be ·mCrea.sed flexibility in the 
disposal .and. reuse process · to facilitate succeSsful.· economic . 
··development. The Rule should .. Include. Iauguage ·that directs the 
. Militaey Service to expand approval of funding . optiOns and to provide 
for the most effective and·. efficient prop~ disposal process. 

4) Balanced Negotiations 

It became. apparent ·during our conveyance· negotiatio~ . that communities will 
find themselves at a . serious disadVantage . when negotiating with . the 
. Depanment· ·or Defense. . The ·way -the ·Interim. Rll1e has ·been ·written each 
branCh· . of the miliwy caa impose its own interpretation 8D.d perspective on 
the ptocess.: This Split. in the management of the process creates . confusion 
and does not facilitate· the Ieaming ·experiences of one Service tQ be 
incorporated into the neXt. In addition. the ~ility of the · Depanm.ent of 
Defense to ·control.·and diteet· the plmming ftmds. from OEA. cn:ates an 
·inherent conflict of interest when one realizes · that ·to be sUCCessful In the 
property conveyance negotiations :~ne . needs . information . and that · the 

· ·information needed .win. only be. obtained if funded by· the OEA.. · F'maD.y, the 
negotiations to convey .property at Fort Otd to · the two universities was ·a 
greatly protracted and frustrating ·process •.. The Univmsity of Califomia and 
the CaUfornia ·state UniVersity ·teams included real· estate and environmental .. 

· auomeys. real es~ p~ofessioD.als •.. and ·a professional . base closure consull:3Dt. 
Even so. we spent ·long hour& working through the dew, ·of the conveyances. 
Many times . it· was evident . that .the Department Of· tbe Army was not 
necessarll.y ... negotiating . in the interest of . successful redevelopment. but 

·.rather as. they ·intel:preted the Interim Rule to: ensure equitable and maximum 
profit sharing. At one point ln the negotiations · It was .Indicated that if the_ . 

· Army gave into one of our specific reques~ 1he University wouid ·-win. • -wm 
what1... we asked, thoroughly. ·confused. Didn't we all· suppon the President's 
initiative? And wasn't it clear that successful redevelopment was .. 'the mumal · 
goal? Oearly noL · 

Recommendation: Our strong ~mmeudation. is ·that i.1i. all 
negotiations between reuse representatives and. the Departm.eut of 

. Defense, the community . or· reuse entity be supported by a ·. · · 
knowledgeable professional · who is well · versed in the tradition and 
potential motivations of.. the. Department ·of Defense with. regard to 

·.property conveyances.. The- negotiating· playing . field needs to be 
leveled and without a pr()fessional well versed. in the issues of · 
conveyance. the community · or reuse entity is at a- . serious disadvantage. 
We urge this funding be mad_e available from .OEA or _other similar 
sources .. 
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INTERIM RUT .. E DISCUSSION 

In tbe case . of ·.the .. property (;X)nveyances at Fort Ord ·to the .UniveiSity of 
Califorilia, the ·following. areas were .of particular concern : during . the 
protracted ···CQnvcyance uegotia:tions: 

.. . . . .· . . 

1) Discretion _In the Choice of _ .Conveyance M~hanisms 
. . 

The interim rule. ·Part 90.4 .·Policy •. (a)(l)(i). states •The: use :of Cxisting. public 
. benefit conveyances should -be considered. where appropriate. before : the use 
of a publiC beuefit conveyance fot · economic development. • It is . DOt . clear why 
·this statement .·ts -so· prominently placed in these rules and wbo. ·should .dO the 
. ··COD.Siderilig .. • · In the.- case of . the Univer:sity of.· Califami~'s conveyance · 
request, it -was -determined early· ou. in part due· to economic/budget realities 
and in · part due. to ·the desire to develop public/private partnership~ that. a . 
traditional public benefit conveyance was not appropriate or acceptable. · · 
Despite this detcnninatio~ · our efforts to use the Pryor Amendment method of 
conveyance were met witb much resistance because of our. status. as ·an . 
educational .institution:. · . ·lt was clearly &wed several times that the . 
-prereren.ce• of DoD .peaoD.Del·. was that we use ~ .. ·traditional public bellefit 
conveyance ·method .. 

Recommendation: Delete refCieDce · to the apreference• · . of using 
existing public. benefit conYeyances th~by providing ·.fiexiblllty to· 
rely . on the communitY/user· chiven perspective on · the . most 
appropriate conveyance m.Ccbanism. to stimulate· economic reuse. 

2) Deimition .of a Rede"elopment Authority 

In ·the Interim Rule.· Part 91.3 Definitions item (g). •redevelopment· authority' 
is defined as • ....as. any· entity. including an entity established by a. State or 
local govemment. recognized by the Seaetacy of Defense as the entity 
responsible for developing the· Iedevelopment plan .with . respect to the 
installation and for directing . implementation of ·the plan.~· . ·This ·laDguage is . 
confusing; it indicates· that· .a redevelopment authority is .'an .Cntity 
established.. thereby implying that . it could be any number of entities so · 
established. Iri the case . of .Fort Om. for purposes of propetty conveyances. 
there exist ·tb..ree ·'redevelopment authorities·. In· addition ·to lhe . Fon Ord Rease 
Authority (FORA) ea.dl university system (UC and CSU) .was umie.d a 
redevelopment· authority for .putposes. ·of expediting. propeny :conveyance 
under the Pryor · Amen.dment and to reflect the· WlivetSities experlence and 
swus in the state..· The reality is that at least one base, FOrt Ord.. there are 
multiple. 'redevelopment. authorities' for the purpose of .con.veyanee. · 

Rec:omme1;1datio~: Provide ·the Secretaxy· of ·~efense. ·with .the· .. clear . 
authoritY . to . recognize. the appropriate. -redevelopment .. authority or 

. authorities .. • . IIi. -addition.· edit · the language ·in . the Interim Rule to 
clearly state .. "'one. or more• retlevelopm.ent authorities as so recognized 
~Y the ·secretary . of . Defense. 
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3) Applic:.ability of the Rule to 1988 and 1991 closures 

Though there are sevetal places in the Interim Rule language where it is 
stated that -rile provisions of ·this section may not be appropriate for some of 
the 1988 and 1991 base closures -and. realignments. because· these bases~~ so. 
far ·.along in the propeny disposal process._ • the mechanisms for ; · 
implementing. this recognition . are not . clearly stated. Additionally~ if one 
supports the assuuiption that each b3$C' reuse is unique · it Is possible that what 
might be considered exceplioqs . m, fact might just be a reflection of 
uniqueness. · 

Recommendation: .Provide clear. discretion and . ·more ~ guida.Dce 
to the appropriate Department . of Defense Secretary. to exempt 1988 · and 
1991. dosu.res from po~ons· of··thc Pcyor Amendment as needed and 
appropriate tO . be. cousistcnt with the law. · 

4 ) MC:Kiuney ·Act Screening 

The interim ~ attempts to establish ·a mechanism . for the early 
identification of homeless assistance requirements for land and ·.bUildings at 
closing· bases. The inteDt is to ·pecnU commnnities to. develop :reuse plans that 
fully· accommodate. homeless needs •. · while .permitting .early .. idenDfi.cati.on. of 
the· remaining propetties for either quick sales for job.·, aeation. federally 
spOD,Sored public benefit conveyanCes .. or >conveyances to a local · 
redevelopment authority for eoonomic development pw:poses. As written. 
once. a .. McKinney Ad. screening ·is complete, if no homeless ·provider is 

· interested in· and qualifies for. the property. and if lhe local iedevelopment 
anth.orit.y submits a written ·-expression. of interest for the · property within one 
year. the. property ·will not undergo any. subsequent homeless scteeaings.. In. 
practice this · may work for some mllita.J:y installations which were designated 
for· closure m· the 1993. round of· base closures; and those whiCh will be 
designated. for closure in subsequent "rounds. However. a critical problem 
exists for military il;lstallations . designated for closure in . .1988 · and 1991. If a 
military installation iJ;t one of ·those· rounds has gone- through . the . screening 
process and property ·conveyance has · been scheduled under transfer · 

. uiechanislllS existing pri9r to the. passage of Public Law 103-160. · Section 2903. 
UUs Interim. Rule requirement . creates a problem · if ·the· local .. redevelopment 

. authority determines that . this newly ·provideci conveyance mecbsnism ~is -- .. 
preferable for economic development pmposes. . A question -haS been . raised 
concerning whether the property has to undergo an additional McKinney Act 
screening in order to use Section 2903 as the conveyance ·mechanism. In 
practice this is an trinealistic; requirement as 1) the property has . already been 
screened under the McKinney Act and no qualifying homeless organizations 

·have expressed an interest. and 2) in all likelihood lhe intended property .use 
bas not changed· and the only· difference will be· conveyance at no· cast· and. 
without restrlctions to foster more. rapid economic redevelopment. If an 
additional McKinney .Act screening is required. the redevelopment . authoritY 
will . either have to 1) forego property transfers . ~der 2903. 2) nm· the risk 
that new qualifying homeless organizations express interest in and obtaiu· the 
desired property thereby requjring ·a 'rethinking• of the. developing · 
community -reuse. plan. or 3) ·postpone redevelopment implementation until 
the ··McKinney Act· screening is accomplished; the delay and. process · 
potentially having significant impact on the job creation and econo~ic 
development efforts already underway. 
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Recommendation: Change the Interim Rule, and the law if 
necessary. to assure that the addltional McKinney Act screeilings will 
not be required if redevelopment authorities of installations ·designated 
for closure in 1988 and. 1991 · desire to. change their method of . 
conveyance to a Secti~n .2903 conveyance. 

S) The "Market Test"· a.nd ¥~r· Market Value 

Before offering pJ:openy at clos~ bases for job-ce~tered property disposal. 
the military is ·.1~ In ·the ffi.terim Rule to determine the . fair market 
value of . the. land ·and thea ·seek. ·through advertisemen~ eXpressions. of . 
interest fr<l.m . the ·marketplace for this land. If the .miJitacy receives good faith 
and reasQnable expresSions for . interest. and if the military department . 
"decides .·that an· expression of interest :received demonsttates the existence of . a 
ready m3rket, the prospect of job crealion. and offerS· consistent with the . 
range of estimated fair market value.. it may decide to offer the property for 
sale.. ._The potential . offerers will be encouraged to work with the 
redevelopment anthoricy so that their· development goals will · be c:Omp~ole 
with the local redevelopment. plan.. This process is sUbjective and essentially· 
designates the military department as the community reuse .•driver'.. While the 
communities are develop.mg ~ reuse plan. the sale of property can potentially 
redirect .that plan or be found in· .conflict. · 

Recommendation: The process ·of determining the fair market value 
should reflect and be supportive of the reuse plan · developed by the 
communities.· Any sales of pcopeay should be through the 
redevelopment authority, not the military department. 

6) Profit Sharing 

This section covers· one of the more time consuming and difficult issues during 
our conveyance negotiations •. The concept of reeoupment and net profits, at 
first glance, seems to be straightforward. However, as this issue was explored 
extensively during the conveyance negotiations, it became apparent that 
there were many problems and tmaD.Swered questions in the directions 
provided .. by this section of the lnf,erim Rule (Section 91.7 Procedures. (f) (2)). 
For instance.. the determination . of what is •net profit• is unclear, and ili our 
opiniou. · inappropriately tied to CFR•s more appropriate. to procurement 
transactions than that· of ·economic developmenL The language of this section 
contains sufficient ambiguity that we had it interpreted several different ways 
by ·the Army · and the universities during the negotiations. . In addition to 
clarity with regard to allowahility aiid allocability of costs.. there is need to 
clarify . in the Rule the extent ·of the . profit sharing reach.. . It is our · 
understmding .that the profit ·sJ:wing. ·relationship extends solely to the 
redevelopment au.thoriU' . in receipt :of ··the initial. conveyance · fi;om the 
Government. To pass this .relationship .. on to subsequent. owners or lessees 
would limit or· preclude· .successful economic development of the .properties. . In 

. our negotiatiQns the extent .of· this ·profit sharing . relationship was of central 
. concem and. only after ·many houiS. was this provision remaved frOm the 

covenants section of the Deed. The Rule. needs . to clearly state that the profit 
sharing relationship .· is .no~ intended to 'travel with . the land~ to subsequent 
transactions. 
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• Required Deed Provisions (Section 91.7 Procedures9 (f)(4) (iii-v)) 
In Section 9 L 7 Procedures. (t) ( 4). it is seemingly clearly stated that the 
"-GSA at 41 CFR 101-47.4908-shall be used ·as a model deed·provision to 
implement this recoupment policy, recognizing · that tlle GSA provision 
will .require Wloring . .for. each parcel.• This. section goes on then to 
•requue•. several changes and additions. The ·following . sections ·are 
particnlar~Y. problematic: 

(iii) Straw Transactions 
This deed provision · is ·. deSigned . to ensure that the receiver of lands (the 
gn.ntee) . dOes not enier · into relationships hneaded . to circumvent · the 
Government's :recovery. of its Det share of profits. In .theory this is 
supportable. but the examples provided (sales or leases to cooperating 
parties at nominal prices and . transactions .. i.t other than axm's length) 
do not provide enough guidance in the case of economic development 
efforts. ·For instance. it is entirely possible ··that Ute only way a company 
may enter into a long-term lease on a closed base is if. that company has 
. a .long history of programmatic relationship with the new owner . of that 

::property \Le. a university). and if the prospective lessee receives X 
years of. 110minal· or free rent. To :fire up the economic engine of a 
region this: company's .. PI:eSeuce. may ·be ·critical and· desirable on .many 

· fEonts. It is also ·likely that Similar economic Incentives are being . 
offered in· other· competing· regions or stateS... Should· such incentives be 
considered potential. straw ·transactions?· We lhink not. 

· Recommen4ation: The · straw transaction language in the Rule 
should indicate that. for the pmposes of economic development. 
economic incentives such . ~ sales · or leases at nominal prices ·axe 
expected.. The Rule should rely on the definition of Straw 
Transactions as transactions· entered into . for the purposes of 
·circumventiiJ.g the Govemment's recovery of its net share of 
·:Profits; •inten~" · \VOUld be integral to this understanding. 

(iv) Calculations ·or net profit - Inappropriate CFR's · 
The Interim Rule states: . •(iv) In calculating the · amount of any net 
pmfit from a· sale or lease. the local· redevelopmeiu: authority may 
include: · (A) Capital costs. as provided in 41 CFR 101-47.49.08 (b), (B) ... · 
Direct and indirect costs related .to the partictdar property and 
transaction that are ·otherwise ·allowable under 48 ·. CFR· part 31 including 
the allocable · costs of operation of the local redevelopment authority 
with regard to · that property. • ··This seetion of the Interim. Rule ls · not 
clearly presented; the words '!may include" were iD.teipreted in 
inconsistent ·ways. In our negotiations this section was inteq)l:eted by 
the military department to mean that the . CFR . citations indicated ~er:e 
the sale binding guidance whi.le the univer:sitics . 'believed that the Rule 
provided ·for the CFR's to be used for guidaltce· but not constraints. This 
is particularly important· given ·the fact that the CFR.'s so cited. in· . our 
·opinion.· are inappropriate for the calculation of net profits. 41 CFR.. 
101-47.4908 (b) deals with allowable capital costs which are delineated 
in four categories of costs which can be included. This CFR. . citation is 
not overly restrictive.. but does not include as allowable·. IrulllY of the 
costs which would need to be included to make a realistic net profit 
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calculation for an- economic development project. On the other hand, 48 
CFR. Part 31 is :ru!1 re~t ~ economic development projects. Dor even 
to real estate transactions.; Rather. its intended pm:pose is tO delineate 

· ·eosts which ·are. not allowable ·for· Federal product and serviceS 
contcacts.. This· CFR specilu:ally disallows many ·of the costs, such as 
marketing and advertising, that will be crltic31 for a s~sful : 
economic develop~en.t effort. In. addition to the inappropriate alid 
inadequate ."guidance provided {OJ' .. allowability and.· allocability .of costs. 
other accounting issues for ··appropriate calculation _of net profits need 
to be determiiled.. . For instance. over what accounting cycle (e.g. f year • 
3· years. 5:. years·. or lS years) will costs be spread and bow is the ~roject• 
defined for purp~es of determining net ·profit (e.g. a building or. the · 
entire conveyed parcel)? · 

Recommendation:· Neither 48 Cf'R. Part 31 nor 41 erR 101-
47.4908- (b) apply to an economic -development ·.effort. ·They 
should, . ·therefor. not be· used as the basis for delineating allocable 
and allocable cost- for . the ·calculation of ·net profits. The · 
Department of Defense. in consultation ·with redevelopment 
authorities. u:.a.iveiSi~es~. economic development entities and 
professionals. and . real estate developers should. start · over and 
develop .-more· realistic and supportive -·.accollll1:ing criteria. 
,guidelines · with ·the_ goal of suppot:U_ng the- economic : 
redevelopment objectives of the Pxesident•s Flve Point Plan.. 

(v) · Notification of sales or leases 
As . required iu: .lhe Interim Rule. there · is a requirement of ··110tification 
to the. disposing· Militacy Department of sales or leases." The notice of 
sales or leases are to be accompanied by .·an accounting or financial 
analysis indicating the net profit. if any. from ·a sale. · or the estimated_ 
anm1al profit from a lease. This requirement. combined_ with the •stta.w 
transaction' provision discuSsed above led to some- interesting queStions 
d~g o.ur negotiations for prQpecty at Fort 0J:d. Is this DOti:fication 
intended to provide . the Government with. an . opportunity to intervene 
. (as intimated· in the straw transaction section of the Interim Rule) in 
transactions'2 · If so. if. a . redevelopment ·a.utliority· $pends . yean · 
caltivating a. potential business· relationship, is it in anyone·s. beSt 
eeonomic · interest. to provide notification for the possible purpose ·of 
. stopping the transaction 1 · We thought not. and sought to develop a. 
reporting/notification relationship .. that was 1) after the transactio~ 2) 
for the puxposes of profit sharing calculation only. 3lld 3) provided for 
subsequent recoupment, with the redevelopment . authority. being 
responsible. of any net profits not accuraiel.y determined or shared. 
Additionally, ill our negotiations. it became .dist:J:essingly clear. that this 
notification and profit sharing process will require ·significant t1mC · 
and effort on the· parts of both the redevelopment authority and ·the 
Depa.rtmeDt of Defense. We found. ourselves·. wondering, in a time of 

. downsi%i.O.g. how realistic ~ was and- if the retnm · was. worth the _ 
·investment." · · 

Recommendation: Clarify the intent and procedure for 
notification.. We recommend that notification not be done. as each 
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transaction is brought to closure but rather on a quarterly. 
yearly or longer basiSp but in . any ~ clearly 1) ·after the 
transaction is completed, 2) for the pmposes of profit sharing . 
calculation only, not intervention. .and. ·3) allowing for: . 
subsequent recoupment, with the . ·redevelopment authority being 
responsible, of any net profits not accurately determined. ()t . 
shared. 

; ' 
7.) Appraisals 

The profit sharing relationship ·between the ·receiver of property and the 
Federal Government is estahUshed for. lS years· uilless. the appraised/fair 
market value of the land is recauped .by the Government through the profit 
sharing process in less time. This. •post conveyance sale•. unless fairly 
established to encourage economic development· through· approp~ate 
accounting methods and reporting guidelines, bas the very real potential of 
limiting the economic development for which it is intended. Because the 
appraised value of the iand provides an important revenue . shaiillg guideline. 
.it must truly reflect the intended uses and constraints of the property m . 
question. The Interim ·Rule ·provides .for :this appraisal to be done by the 
Milit.acy Departments.- In consultation with the redevelopment authority. In 
our . experience however. t4is appraisal process · was done independently of our_ 
involvement, both· in determining ·guiding assumptions and validating factual 
information i.e. amount of acreage . in . specifiC uses. QI'. categQries. ·of valUe. 

· Additionally at Fort Ord. · the properties .being . conveyed · to·.- the Universities are 
. beblg cOn.veyed without water allocation rights. 'This · separation· of xesources · 
· reflects the ·Univet"Sity's . commitment to· a regionally controlled ·and integrated 

ut.Uity system_ However. with .put water. it does call into ·question the 
assUm.ptions made· in the detemili:J.ation of the· apprais<!d, value. 

Recommendation: ·Appraisals should be done with the foil 
cooperation· of· the. redevelopment: authority, including joint 
determination . of appropriate assumptions . and parameters~ Appraisals 
should be provided to the redevelopment authorities for properties 
conveyed under Section 2903 (this was not the case in our conveyance 
experience). · In the case of· disagreement over. the appraised value or 
methodology. a second and, perllaps. even a third appraisal shouJ.d be 
obtained by the Military · Department to facilitate any resolution · of .. 
discrepancies in value. 

CONCLUSIQN: 

·The ·President's Five Point Pbin and the .Pcyor .AlllCtldment· need to be . 
commended for the opportuni~y they brlD.g to the communities hard hit by 
base closure. The. new tools being .. developed through these two efforts. 
combined with the effons of the. ·Department of Defense and many others will 
be ·critical to the e~ ·success of reuse .efforts across the· countiy.. As a 
nanon we are ·clearly . just learning how to •rewrite' our regional economies. in 
the face of militaey· dowilSizing. The importance of aclalowledging that · this is 
ttuly a learning experience can: not be underestimated. With this recognition 
comes the inherent need to develop tools and procedures that are flexible and 
evolving. Through the negotiation experiences of the University of_ . 
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California. in partnership with the California State University system, we 
found that the Interim Rule did nor. as written. provide sufficient flexibility 
for the issues we confronted during the . conveyance process. The · above 
comments are an auempt to provide. some clarity to the areas of the Interim 
Rule that did not work welL 

In addition, there were several other areas of concem during our negotiations 
that deserve brief: mention. here. Tl;tey- included: 1) . S~ould infrastructure • 
. that is acknowledged to be ·a liability in many cases, be tnnsferred with 
parcels or singularly and intact to a basewide redevelopment authority?; 2) 
How should the .environmental responsibilities of the negotiating parties be · 
clearly stated .and. for instance,. should indemnification be ·provided in the · case 
of·. unexploded orqp.an.ce accidents?; and 3) What access to environmental 
information regarding the · installation should be made available to the 
redevelopment authorities. ie an ·ordnance report and recommendations 
developed for the Military Department? 

Despite the hundreds of often frustrating hours put into the negotiating 
process for the property conveyances at Fort O.rd, the effon on all fronts 
should be commended. We. the Department of Defense. the communities and 
others .. ·are jointly developing a process that will be used .for many Years. The 
success of this na~onal effort will depend upon our ability to develop common. 
non-conflicting goals of reuse. If our national goal is job development and 
economic redevelopment then let us develop the tools that reflect· that position 

. and that will allow us to be successfuL And, whatever the process and tools we 
develop.. they .must be wriuen to provide flexibility. As we uncover new 

. challenges~ the Department of Defense and the communities need to have the 
flexibility to accommodate the best solution within the rules provided. 

In closing, I transmit my sincere thank you to the Department of the Army 
who, under the· leadership of the Assistant Secretacy Robert M. Walker 
(Installations,. Logistics, and Envil"onment), spent endless time and effort 
working ·with us towards the f'ust .successful conveyances under this Interim 
Rule. 

cc: Congressman ·Sam Farr 
Congressman Ron Dellums 
William Lowery, Consultant 
Assemblywoman Barbara Lee 

Respectfully submitted, 

~u:fet 7Jt/M~. 
{Lo:a-~ ~:nin · · .. 

Director, 
Program and Policy Development 
UC - Fort Ord Project 

Director James Gill, UC - Fort Ord Project 
Defense . Conversion· Council, State of California 
Director Beth Buehlmann 
Consultant Rodman Grimm. 
Assistant Secretary Robert M. Walker-
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MR. BAYER: Thank you, Mr. Grimm. 

Mr. Rubin. 
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1 STATEMENT OF ALAN RUBIN, PRESIDENT, DEFCOM CORPORATION 

2 MR. RUBIN: Good morning and thank you. 

3 I would like to make a correction. I am no longer the 

4 Vice President of the Beacon Council. I am Preside~t of a 

5 company.called DefCom C9rporation. But I did serve in a 

6 capacity as the Executive Director for Homestead Air Force 

7 Base, and I would like to thank Dep~ty Assistant Secretary 

8 Bayer and all the people who helped us from Secretary Perry on 

9 down. We had a very successful reuse plan. It is to this 

10 that I want to speak. 

11 As in the last panel, it is very, very important that 

12 the reuse plan that the community designs speaks to more than 

13 just what they want to be when they grow up. They absolutely 

14 have to have it in phases. Phase 1 of that reuse plan could 

15 be the plan in which you design what it is you think the 

16 community wants. Phase 2, which we call the strategy plan, is 

17 the implementation plan, which is a lengthy document. We had 

18 Arthur Andersen consultants helping us. We had over 120 input 

19 · organizations, from the Black Alliance to the Hispanic 

20 Migrants Group. We had Secretary Cisnero~' help through Otis 

21 Pitts. That implementation plan then takes it to the next 

22 level. 

23 ,; Then you have a third phase, which is called your 

24 marketing plan, in which you are talking about build-out, 

25 absorptio~ rates, schedules, potential clients, tenants, all 

, 
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1 the things you need to d~ as a developer. You need, as you go 

2 through this, to involve the local municipalities. It is 

3 impossible to build these bases without zoning. 

4. Just like CDC's take property from local:~ c9unties and 

5 local developments and turn them into building opportunities,· 

6 you do it the same way you do that. CDC's have been doing 

7 this now for 40 years. They take property, local property, 

8 either under condemnable rights or whatever other facilities 

9 that you have, and you move through the process. But it is a 

10 hand-in-hand process and they go together. 

11 The second thing I want to say is that there is a 

12 process by which you are running parallel. It's called the 

13 caretaker process. It is a very lengthy process that we 

14 engaged in .. It's $3 million a year to run Homestead Air Force 

15 Base, just to keep it up. 

16 You know, we were very lucky. We have no buildings· 

17 because they were all blown down. And you still need $3 

18 million to run that facility. 

19 So there is a time when you are running parallel with 

20 the Department·of Defense, and that is a ~ery eye-opening time 

21 for the community. That is a very realistic time, when people 

22 

23 

24 

25 

are talking about give us the golf course, and it's $27,000 a 

month to run that golf course in a public benefit conveyance. 

There is a whole series of opportunities where you have to do 

that. 
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1 So the critical issues come down to the ability for the 

2 community to design that reuse plan that ma~es sense, so you 

3 can take the properties, so a developer would take it. 

4 There is another problem, though, that I 4 would like to 

5 address, which is calle9 interim leasing. Here we have a 

6 situation where we were unable to engage, one, because of 

7 indemnification, but, two, because we did not know .. No one 

8 wants to take a lease for 30 days that can be destroyed at the 

9 end of 30 days. Go talk to a company about building. We are 

10 talking to Fed Ex. We are talking to the right people. The 

11 question becomes how do you begin to do interim leases. An~ 

12 you can't. 

13 So you have to look at parcelizations. You have to look 

14 at the ability to write those leases. You have to look at how 

15 legitimately you are going to redevelop that property as a 

16 developer. 

17 Now there are ways to do that and we can suggest ways to 

18 do that. And the community is prepared, in that partnership~ 

19 to do that. But it is all focused around that three-phased 

20 re-use plan which you will have input to ~nd which you will 

21 have the ability to comment on as it is being designed. 

22 Now the Office of Economic Adjustment has been 

23 exceptionally helpful in all their abilities to do that and so 

24 has the serviGe. I must congratulate Pat McCullough and all 

25 the people who are designing around it. I disagree~ I don't 

• 
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1 think it is in a ROD process. I think the ROD process is 

2 complicated enough. 

3 I think it needs to be outside the scope of the ROD 

4 process in terms of all the things that we were t.al~ing about 

5 in the previous panel d~scussion. But they all must be there· 

6 to make sure that we are able to do that. 

7 There is one other issue I want to address. Obviously, 

8 I am a strong proponent of a community based plan that makes 

9 sense, that needs to be based on business principles, not only 

10 by elected officials. But the McKinney Act plays a very 

11 important role in how you are going to dispose of the 

12 property. 

13 I want to tell you that we, in Dade County, had a very 

14 successful McKinney Act transference. There were all kinds of 

15 people who thought about that. But there were six 

16 opportunities for the "Federal Register" to open, and the 

17 services came down and did not help us in that process because 

18 of the way the law was written. This needs to be streamlined. 

19 HHS and HUD need to get their act together. You cannot 

20 keep opening the McKinney time for people_ to do that through 

21 interim rules, and they need to be addressed. 

22 We got from 3,500 acres a 78 acre parcel that is being 

23 used by a local community to build out what will be one of the 

24 most successful McKinney Act homeless care providing that is 

25 going on in the United States. In fact, we had Cisneros come 

, 
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1 down and give us a check for $15 million because of our 

2 county-wide success. 

3 So those reasons I think are critically important and I 

4 thank you. I thank everyone for giving us the~ t~.me. to speak. 

5 
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Rubin follows:] 
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t is an honor to be part of this panel, and to have the opp9rtunity to address 
)eputy Assistant Secretary Bayer, the distinguished members ofthe panel and aJl of 
he members of the Department of Defense's committee. 

appreciate the opportunity to be here today to discuss the issues faced by all of us 
egarding the interim rules for base closure. I am not here today to admonish or 
:riticize the rules as they are already set forth. The Department of Defense (through 
ts hearings) has already received enough criticism. Instead, I would like to comment 
>n some of the ways to help facilitate or improve the status of these rulings so that 
:ommunities can achieve success. 

1he key for the successful transition deals with the ability of the community to 
ievelop an economic strategy and structure that works. We need to look at these 
Jases from a business perspective and not solely from the social services point of 
1iew---o~,simply replacing military units from other government agencies. 

W'hile I was the Executive Director for the Homestead Air Force Base Reuse and 
3conomic Development Committee, we embraced two philosophies. The local reuse 
1uthority should have broad-based econo·mic development expertise---and although 
tou must have public .officials for validity, the business community must forge the 
Jrincipal ideas for conversion and reuse. In addition, the local redevelopment 
1uthority must be able to demonstrate that it has the capacity to_ carry out the plan 
)nce it is pronounced and defined. 

For every case in which the Department of Defense needs to evaluate this plan, the 
local authority m~st be able to justify the successful conversion and it must present 
to the Department of Defense the capacity with which to perform this conversion. 
The community must be able to show on· a spread sheet economic streams, build-out 
absorption rates, build-out schedules ·and potential clients or tenants for this 
absorption. 

, .., 



.,he plan must look at--and be able to justify in a simple business s~nse--what would 
·e the best solution for. the community. While I was running ·our reuse plan;. the 
:conomic diversification was done by Arthur Andersen as consultant, in conjunction 
vith the Metro-Dade County Master Plan for the area through the year 2010---this 
ype of projected emphasis must be present in order for the base reuse and 
:onversion plan to be successful. 

rhere are several other successful methodologies that may be employed by 
:ommunities to ensure successful conversions. They have been pronounced in NAID 
locuments and I will repeat them because they serve. as a stalwart for success~ 

1. The advantage of base reuse opportunities to support existing government 
programs---the TRP program· and others make for a very successful 
conversion. 

2. Promote base reuse opportunities with new government programs. 

3. Improve the public/private partnerships for base reuse--an example of this 
is the recent Department of Commerce's RFP for minority incubators to 
be instituted at closed bases~· I am presently working on one of these 
programs for four base reuse areas and they m~ke a lot of sense. 

Other issues that I would like to touch o;n at this point deal with Real Property and 
McKinney Act screening. If the communities engage the McKinney Act early on 
they can facilitate and avoid costly and difficult situations. Additionally, the 
screening process can be streamlined at the federal level if there is communication 
between· HHS, HUD, and DoD regarding this matter. The community can be 
exposed to five or six federal register opportunities and, unfortunately, this causes 
havoc at the local level. 

• lf 



,here is a great deal more to say about McKinney but I will conclude by reiterating 
he fact that in Dade County--we were successful in securing a community-wide 
ulution because we informed the community in the very ea~ly stages that we would 
tave to address the homeless issue and it would have to be our solution--not one 
rom an organization outside the community. -· . 

~conomic Defense Conversion and profit sharing is a very sophisticated methodology 
·or disposal. The NEC has designed criteria for this process but it is tied to what I 
tad mentioned previously--the success of an economically sound reuse plan. 

['herefore, if a community is attempting an economic conveyance--the need for 
:pecific business enterprises and specific clients to facilitate that plan must be 
dentified early on. It is my belief that the key to any of these conver~ions is having 
:he plan adheare to a strong business grounding. 

\V e had a very successful reuse plan and we appreciate all of the help and the 
~uidance given to us by everyone here today---as well as the foresight and vision of 
:he Secretary of Defense .. who had a hands-on mentality when it came to base 
'Onversion and specifically, Homestead. 

[ am involved nationwide with the problems and opportunities for communities facing 
oase closure and we have been selected to work with Cecil Field. We are looking 
forward to continuing our work with· many other communities in this realm. 

[ thank you for your time and taking the opportunity of speaking with communities 
as we go through this process together. · 

[ look forward to the future with a great deal of hope and I know that together--
we can make base conversion an economic success story in the United States. 

, 
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MR. BAYER: Thank you very much. 

Mr. Madway, tell us about San Francisco. 
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1 . STATEMENT OF DAVID MADWAY, GENERAL COUNSEL, CITY OF SAN 

2 FRANCISCO REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY 

3 MR. MADWAY: Thank you, Mr. Secretary. 

4 As you noted, San Francisco, a city of 750,000·people, 

5 finds itself with three,bases to figure out what to do with. 

6 Only one of those bases, however, Treasure Island, is subject 

7 to the BRAC process. I should, however, note that another 

8 facility, Hunter's Point, about 550 dry land acres, is a 

9 national priority list site, a Super Fund site, and that, too, 

10 presents us with a whole panoply of special problems~ 

11 I want to focus, however, on Treasure Island, which is a 

12 base subject to the BRAC process, and on two particular issues 

13 related to Treasure. 

14 I should say, just tQ give you a sense of how the city 

15 views the Navy's view of Treasure Island, the city has the 

16 sense that the Navy views Treasure Island as the equivalent of 

17 Park Place and that we are going to play Monopoly here. 

18 VOICE FROM THE AUDIENCE: We can't hear you. 

19 MR. BAYER: Why don't you try the other microphone. 

20 MR. MADWAY: Let me repeat that. 

21 MR. BAYER: Please do. 

22 MR. MADWAY: The city has apprehensions that the Navy 

23 views Treasure Island as Park Place and that what we are going 

24 to do here is play Monopoly. I want to direct my comments 

25 toward these concerns because they are our most immediate 

• " 
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1 concerns. 

2 Two provisions of the proposed rule or of the Interim 

3 Rule are of concern to us. The first provision is the 

4 procedure for quick sales on the private market~for high value 

5 property. We think that.Treasure Island would be considered 
' 

6 for this type of disposition. It is our strong belief that we 

7 will not be able to realize new jobs for this type of disposal 

8 process. 

9 Any sale of high value pieces of property on the base 

10 will result in a sort of Swiss cheese effect. We will end up 

11 with some properties sold off and others not sold off. We 

12 will have a great deal of difficulty coming up with a 

13 coordinated development scheme. 

14 It is imperative that the property disposal process be 

15 part of a comprehensive, local reuse program that not only 

16 looks at the valuable segments of the base but at an 

17 economically viable plan for the entire property and that that 

18 plan be fully vetted through the community, be subject to a 

19 complete environmental process, and be ready to go before any 

20 sales effort of any kind is undertaken. 

21 The second related provision has to do with the 

22 advertising of so-called readily marketable properties. The 

23 Interim Final Rule provides a six month period for advertising 

24 such property for. sale to the private sector. 

25 We believe that this process will hinder the efforts of 
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1 the community which is engaged in the base reuse process. 

2 For example, sales would take place before the community 

3 has updated its master plan and planning code to establish 

4 uses, heights, development densities, before it. has completed 

5 an environmental review,process mandated by, in our case, a 

6 very elaborate environmental review statute, and before 

7 transportation planning can take place·-- a particular problem 

8 with Treasure Island, which is served by a bridge which is at 

9 about 140 percent of capacity right now, anyway. 

10 In the case of Treasure Island, sales could co~ceivably 

11 take place or at least efforts could be made to market before 

12 very difficult and complex problems related to the impact of 

13 the Tidelands Trust on that property could even be resolved. 

14 The Tidelands Trust could limit very sharply the array of uses 

15 to which that property could be put. 

16 The end result could only be sales at what end up being 

17 distressed prices to speculators, who are simply prepared to 

18 shoot craps. The small amount of revenue generated for the 

19 Federal fist by such sales cannot possibly justify the harm 

20 done to local communities by disposition practices of this 

21 character. 

22 If DOD intends seriously to address the President's 

23 mandate to foster job-centered economic development, it must 

24 immediately abandon dangerous notions, such as priority, high 

25 value sales and readily marketable properties. By marketing 
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1 the property up front, the department removes the ability of 

2 local communities to engage in an orderly transition and reuse 

3 process. 
4 

4 What we would hope to encourage is the establishment on 

5 a locality by locality ~asis of a series of advisory 

6 committees which would work carefully with your disposition 

7 personnel. In our case, of course, it ·would be Western 

8 Division Naval Facilities Command on, essentially, almost a 

9 day by day process, so they are able to monit"or our progress 

10 toward a reuse plan, able to sit with us through tha~ planning 

11 process. I must say that Naval Facilities Command in Western-

12 Division has been very good at that. But we are now 

.13 approaching the point, probably sometime in the early part of 

14 next year, where this offering process is going to kick in. 

15 The city regards that as threatening, impossible to work with, 

16 and of no benefit either to the city or to the Department of 

17 Defense. 

18 Thank you. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR. BAYER: Thank you very much. 

Ms. Gillen, welcome. 
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1 STATEMENT OF TERRY GILLEN, DIRECTOR, PHILADELPHIA OFFICE 

2 OF DEFENSE CONVERSION 

3 MS. GILLEN: Thank you. 

4 Thank you for allowing me to present testimony·today. 

5 I.would like to t~ll a story about a defense facility in 

6 Philadelphia. It is not the Navy Yard, which tends to get the 

7 most publicity, but an Army facility, a defense personnel 

8 support center in South Philadelphia. 

9 But orders of the 1993 Base Closure Commission, the DPSC 

10 facility, which employs 1,800 workers, is being reloqated to 

11 another site in Philadelphia. The Defense Clothing Factory, 

12 which is the only clothing manufacturer in the military and is 

13 located at the DPSC site, was also ordered closed. That 

14 closure will result in another 1,200 loss of jobs and the 

15 relocation of DPSC will. create a vacant facility in South 

16 Philadelphia, where we ·already have a vacant naval hospital 

17 site and a naval base site which will be available next year. 

18 This is a good news/bad news story. The good news is 

19 that we have had some early success with our effort to reuse 

20 the DPSC site. The apparel industry took a nosedive in 

21 Philadelphia over the last 20 years. .But we have some cause 

22 for optimism. We have begun negotiations with a Philadelphia 

23 clothing manufacturer who is looking to consolidate their 

24 operations in one site. They are interested in leasing the 

25 DPSC site for the right price, and those negotiations are 
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1 underway. 

2 Another cause for optimism has been that the Department· 

3 of the Army has been a real partner in our effort. They have 

4 responded to our request to move quickly and they:have worked 

5 with us.to develop a le?se which includes reasonable rent, 

6 termination, and other provisions that a business person would 

7 need. 

8 They are working with us to try to put those 1,200 

9 employees back to work. 

10 The bad news in this story, and you may have gu~ssed the 

11 punch line already, is the Pryor regulations. With the 

12 issuance of the Pryor regulations, the movement in this 

13 process by the Army has slowed considerably. I would say that 

14 it has come to a complete halt, except that the Army continues 

15 to make a good faith effort to be responsive to us. But, 

16 frankly, they are stuck on the so-called rapid job creation 

17 provisions of the Pryor regulations. 

18 The issue is, apparently, whether they have to stop the 

19 screening process and stop the lease negotiations so that they 

20 can advertise this property on the market_.. They are actually 

21 trying to figure out whether to take a building in a dying 

22 industry in a part of the city that has been pummeled by 

23 defense closures, a building, which I might add, has a giant 

24 oil plume underneath the foundation as a result of a leak in a 

25 nearby oil refinery, which will probably prevent it from ever 
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1 being transferred in fee, they are trying to figure out 

2 whether to take this building, call it "high value," and 

3 advertise its availability in the marketplace. 
~ 

4 Let me save you some time. We have already:advertised 

5 this building. We ran ~ds in the national apparel 

6 publications, like "Women's Wear Daily." We hired an apparel 

7 consultant to advise us about companies that might be 

8 interested in this facility. We got exactly one response, the 

9 company that we are talking to. 

10 We will consider ourselves very lucky if we ca~ lease 

11 this building to that company for $1 a year. So much for high 

12 value. 

13 One problem with the so-called rapid job creation 

14 provisions is that it is based on the assumption that most 

15 defense facilities have positive value in the marketplace and 

16 that it is the responsibility of DOD to preserve that value 

17 for the taxpayers. 

18 As my story shows, that assumption is ridiculous. 

19 But the biggest problem with this provision of the Pryor 

20 regulations is that it offers no guidance_ to military services 

21 about what types of facilities are to be considered under this 

22 requirement. If the DPSC site can be even remotely considered 

23 high value by people in DOD, then something is very wrong. I 

24 would again request that you eliminate this entire so-called 

25 rapid job creation advertisement requirement from the base 

• 
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1 closure regulations. 

2 I would be pleased to answer any questions about this. 

3 Thank you. 

4 MR. BAYER: Thank you very much. 

5 I.guess maybe I w~ll lead off with a question, and I 

6 would direct it toward Mr. Madway. You focused your comments 

7 on Treasure Island, but I was thinking·back to the very first 

8 testimony that we had from Mr. Wagner about Long Beach and his 

9 issue, if you recall, was regionalization. 

10 Now they've got a particular problem there becquse the 

11 closing site is on .the very edge of a jurisdiction that has 

12 zoning authority. But I would wonder from your point of view, 

13 you spoke to Treasure Island and I realize that only some of 

14 the DOD facilities that are closing in the Bay Area are within 

15 San Francisco. But could you comment on the issue of regional 

16 integration and planning, the notion of migration of jobs 

17 versus generation of new jobs and how you see that in what 

18 seems to me to be a very complex, but a very relevant, 

19 example. 

20 MR. MADWAY: Well, Treasure Island presents particular 

21 problems for job generation because of its transportation 

22 difficulties. By the same token, the city is conscious of the 

23 fact that it exists in a region of 4 million or 5 million 

24 people with, gosh, at this point, almost a half dozen bases 

25 being closed. Treasure Island is completely within the City 

• ., 
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1 and County of San Francisco. But the closure of Vallejo, the 

2 closure of the Alameida Naval Aid Station, as well as Hunter's 

3 Point, all have a terrific impact on the Bay Region as a 

4 whole. 

5 In· fact, our comm~nts to the department we·re in large 

6 measure comments submitted on behalf of three of the cities in 

7 the Bay· Area that are affected by these base closures. 

8 So there is a growing sense of the regional impact of 

9 this move and a growing desire to resolve the problems 

10 collectively. 

11 The best example of that, of course, is the problem 

12 presented for all of these communities by the limitations 

13 imposed on use by the Tidelands Trust, an ·issue that is going 

14 to have to be addressed collectively. We are going to have to 

15 deal with this issue together or these bases will never be 

16 productive in any meaningful sense. 

17 So there is a strong sense of regional implications and 

18 a growing desire to treat those issues collectively. 

19 MR. BAYER: And do you feel that you have a mechanism to 

20 do thCl:t? 

21 MR. MADWAY: I don't think there is a formal mechanism 

22 in place at this point. But, clearly, we need to move toward 

23 that. Certainly, the common concerns raised by the proposed 

24 Interim Rule have managed to provoke us into working toge_ther. 

25 So a purpose has clearly been served. 

• 
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1 MR. BAYER: That is the natural disaster syndrome. 

2 I only have one other question, and it is for Mr. Rubin. 

3 You talked a little bit about the McKinney Act. I know that 
~ 

4 the Miami plan, the homestead plan, has dealt with that quite 

5 creatively. But I wasn_',t sure, from your comments, if you 

6 felt that the changes in the McKinney procedures that are 

7 embodied in last year's authorization bill and in these 

8 interim regulations, moved far enough, worked for you, or in 

9 fact, were counterproductive. 

10 MR. RUBIN: I think they need to be addressed ~urther. 

11 They're getting there. The problem that we experienced with-

12 McKinney was specifically on a number of fronts. Number one, 

13 the amount of times that the land appeared in the Federal 

14 Register due to the regulations. It appeared six times -- six 

15 different times. Additionally, the services were required to 

16 come out and inform the community once again, outside the 

17 scope of those six Federal Register opportunities, and that 

18 was legislated. I mean, they had to come do that. 

19 So we had a resolution to a problem, we had the 

20 community-based solution, we had done a lot of work to get in 

21 front of that, and here, the services were coming down, albeit 

22 under the specific rules, to come down and inform the 

23 community again of this scenario. All that tended to do was 

24 give additional opportunities for folks to question the 

25 validity of what was already a very volatile, volatile, hotly 
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1 contested issue. 

2 Now, we had to do a study, and I suggest other 

3 communities do this, to find out how many homeless folks we 
. 

4 really had. Now, we had a nationwide person come:down and do 

5 that. We also used HSI.out of New York and we used a lot of 

6 other folks to come down and to validate the amount of 

7 homeless, and then we had a compromise-decision to put up a 

8 home for 300 single men and 200 families, which worked for the 

9 community. 

10 But my concern about McKinney is that the laws,. as I see 

11 it, don't prevent the multiple listings. But I got informed 

12 . ~t£)~ . . . yesterday very n1cely at an· meet1ng that 1t's be1ng 

13 looked at now and some of the rules may apply. I'm just 

14 hoping that they get to the point where there is none of this 

15 overlapping of the set of scenarios. And I was involved in 

16 the situation in Fort Sheridan where it was a major issue, 

17 just a major issue, and the people were alarmed there, and in 

18 other communities. 

19 I just want to make sure that there's a clear-cut answer 

20 out of the rules· that define when the per~ods are open, when 

21 they aren't open, if they're not going to be on the Federal 

22 Register how one goes about doing that, because it's a very, 

23 very, very tough issue and it comes up at the end. 

24 We addressed it very early on, and you were at some of 

25 those meetings with the community, where we had to go through 

" 
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1 basic, well, what do you mean we can't change the law? And we 

2 had to go through 7th grade stuff. You remember how a law is 

3 passed, the three branches of Government, seriously, with 
~ 

4 those because they were just unwilling to hear --that we could 

5 not reformulate McKinney ... 

6 So I'm pleased, and I believe that, from what I 

7 understand, it will work. I just want·to make sure, and I'm 

8 imploring everybody to make sure that those go forward. It's 

9 a hotly contested issue. I'm sure it's being contested on the 

10 Hill right now, I'm sure. 

11 CAPTAIN DURGIN: I have a question. I have a question 

12 that is a little bit more philosophical~ but it goes to what 

13 Mr. Grimm,. I believe, was talking about when he cited three 

14 generations of CFR's that had to be addressed in the 

15 negotiations. Some very well-meaning people, I believe, are 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

attempting to follow those rules and regulations, 

notwithstanding the~ rules, and I guess philosophically 

perhaps Mr. Grimm or other members here could give some input 

as to whether you think there is a sense in Congress, or in 

the Nation in general, to simply exempt a+1 of those rules in 

order to allow a more succinct, concise process that would 

allow some of the things to occur that we have heard, 

unfettered by the Federal Property Act, the GSA regulations, 

various CFR's, the various things that folks in the Government 

are required by law to follow. 
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1 MR. GRIMM: Well, I would like to give a two-part answer 

2 to your question. The first thing is that the central problem 

3 here is a problem that I think in a way was created by 
~ 

4 Congress, because as Congressman Farr said in his:testimony, 

5 you have·a situation wh~re you have the President's five-

6 point plan and we are supposed to create jobs, and that means 

7 in some· cases giving the property away·at no cost. But on the 

8 other hand, there is still a revenue requirement and a base 

9 closure account. 

10 What we have found is that if you take the Pres.ident' s 

11 speeches and the law -- but then when you get down to the 

12 Pentagon, the Pentagon has a real problem because they've got 

13 a balance sheet to work with, and somebody has to address that 

14 so that there isn't pressure on the services to sell and to 

15 get money back. I mean, if you are going to have a jobs 

16 program, you should treat it as a jobs program. I think that 

17 there is some sense in the Congress about that. 

18 When you get to those specific CFR's, somebody said, 

19 well, you've got to have a guideline that defines allocable 

20 costs·. But what happened was there wasn'~.a CFR in existence 

21 that really applied, so somebody reached for one so you'd have 

22 something to work with, and it's just unworkable. And that's 

23 why I think sombody should start from scratch and write a new 

24 CFR if you have to. Because what's out there just doesn't 

25 apply. 
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l We spent a lot of time looking at EDA regulations and 

2 some others, and didn't really find anything that was a 

3 suitable substitute. 

4 MR. MANUEL: Mr. Grimm, you talked about -a change in the 

5 interim.rule to add Gov~rnment to private. Can you expand on 

6 that now, on what you had in mind? 

7 MR. GRIMM: Well, there has been·a lot of talk in the 

8 Congress and in this administration about public/private 

9 partnerships. But what you find is that when you come down to 

10 trying to put one together, the rules and regulationq do not 

11 permit it. I mean, I will give you an example. At the 

12 University .of California, through the efforts of Congressman 

13 Farr and Dr. Perry, we got a whole bunch of people to talk 

14 about structuring a partnership between the Army and the 

15 national laboratories and the university to create 

16 environmental technology research and technology transfer. 

17 At the end, somebody from the Army, very well meaning 

18 and really trying to keep people from not getting hurt, as the 

19 captain has pointed out, with all these rules and regulations, 

20 said, well, we need all this but we just ~on't have the 

21 framework for it. And we said, what do you mean? And they 

22 said, well, for instance, based on the procurement 

23 regulations, none of you here could bid on this project if it 

24 came to fruition because you would have advanced procurement 

25 knowledge. 
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1 What you find is that, the way the CFR is written, it's 

2 really written as a Government to Government in other 

3 words, it's intended to go to the local redevelopment 

4 authority, which by its nature would be a gover~m~nt · 

5 authority·. And then th~ ,local redevelopment authority has to 

6 compete everything. And if they compete everything, that's a 

7 disincentive for an investment banking·firm to try to come in 

8 early on and work through the process. And I think there has 

9 to be some way that you have to loosen those-regulations so 

10 you, can bring the private sector in early. And it's just not 

11 written that way. 

12 MR. MANUEL: Thank you. 

13 MR. HERTZFELD: I have a question. My question is to 

1~ Ms. Gillen. You had discussed the DPSC site for the clothing 

15 factory, that you have a potential tenant there, that you're 

16 interested or they're interested in leasing it for $1. I was 

17 wondering if you could fill us in on the discussion in the 

18 private real estate community right now that has a lot of 

19 industrial space available right now and might view the 

20 ability to sell one site for a dollar a l~ase as being unfair 

21 competition with those current landowners, and is there any 

22 reaction from that of viewing that there's unfair competition 

23 for that prospect. 

24 MS. GILLEN: No, there really isn't. We cast a fairly 

25 wide net in the community, not only to local but nationally, 
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1 to get a sense of what interest there was for this facility. 

2 It is a very particular facility for a particular purpose, so 

3 interest was very limited. And as I said, this is in industry 

4 which is on a national down-swing. So no, we were not 

5 overwhelmed with real e~tate people who wanted to rent 

6 clothing factories. It just wasn't the case. 

7 I understand the point that you are getting at, but 

8 again, we have found that the real estate community is fairly· 

9 underwhelmed by the prospect of this facility being on the 

10 market and the Navy Yard being on the market. It ju~t isn't 

11 there. 

12 MR. HERTZFELD: My question is directed sort of at the 

13 opposite direction, and that is the impact of having a lot of 

14 property be available and put on the marketplace at 

15 potentially no rent, and what impact that has on the private 

16 real estate market, and is that a concern? 

17 MS. GILLEN: Oh, yes. That is a concern, not so much 

18 for the DPSC facility which is relatively small, about 80 

19 acres, and in Philadelphia that is pretty small, but the 

20 recent concern about the Navy Yard proper~ies going onto the 

21 market, you know, all at once for not too much money, and 

22 PIDC, which, as you know, is our economic development agency 

23 and which has a land bank of most of our industrial 

24 properties, is very concerned about what that would do to the 

25 price of industrial land city-wide. So that is another 

• .., 
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1 reason. 

2 As a number of witnesses have said, this has got to be a 

3 long-term project, and ·that is one of the reasons you cannot 
. 

4 put all of this property onto the marketplace a~ ~ne·time. 

5 Yes, you·are right, it ~ould wreak havoc on prices. 

6 MR. RUBIN: If I may make one comment on that, we were 

7 recently selected for the reuse of Cecil Field, which is 32 

8 square miles, and that is a definite issue about, you know, if 

9 you turn that into an airport facility and you have a brand 

10 new facility called Jacksonville Airport which is not: that far 

11 from it, what do you do to that environment somewhere down the 

12 road? So yes, those are definite issues that have to be 

13 addressed. 

14 MR. BAYER: I would like to conclude this panel, unless 

15 there are any burning questions. Congressman Tucker has been 

16 patiently waiting to testify, and I would like to move on to 

17 that, and then we are going to take a break. 

18 MR. MADWAY: May I just ask that at some point somebody 

19 address what I understand are pending proposals on both the 

20 House and Senate sides on McKinney and reyising the procedures 

21 for McKinney? 

22 MR. BAYER: I think they are still very much in a state 

23 of flux. The House has passed an amendment to the HUD 

24 reauthorization bill, so that is a matter of public record. 

25 But beyond that, the Senate hasn't acted and this conference 
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1 hasn't started yet. But I would be happy to chat with you 

2 afterwards. 

3 MS. GILLEN: May I make one more comment? I will be 
. 

4 fast. But it does get to Mr. Hertzfeld's focus-on real estate 

5 and to the previous pan~1's, I think, suggestion that all of 

6 this be viewed as pretty much as a real estate operation. I 

7 do think that there is a flavor of that in the prior 

8 regulations, but that that simply misse.s the point. I think 

9 there is a little bit of an obsession with real estate, real 

10 estate values, land values, and not enough of a concern with 

11 community planning and community issues as a whole. I would 

12 be happy to elaborate on that at some point. 

13 MR. GRIMM: And I will give you a strong second on that. 

14 MS. GILLEN: I really do disagree with the previous 

15 panel, which suggested a little bit more than I would suggest 

16 that that focus is appropriate. I don't think it is. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR. BAYER: Thank you, very much. 

Congressman Tucker, we welcome you. 

, 
" 
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1 STATEMENT OF HON. WALTER TUCKER, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE 
0 

2 FROM CALIFORNIA 

3 MR. TUCKER: Good morning. First of all, let me say, 

4 Mr. Secretary, that I certainly appreciate youL~consideration 

5 in helping me to get in,and out so that I can get back to the 

6 Hill for votes . 
. 

7 Mr. Secretary and members of the·panel, good morning. I 

8 applaud you for this very important administrative hearing, 

9 and I would like to at this time take an opportunity to share 

10 some of our reflections and concerns that I have as tpey 

11 relate to my district and some matter of base closure in the 

12 Long Beach area. 

13 In 1991, the Base Closure Commission voted to close the 

14 Long Beach Naval Station, the Long Beach Naval Housing 

15 Facility, and the Long Beach Naval Hospital. The City of Long 

16 Beach, which has been the Navy's partner for over 70 years, 

17 welcomes the opportunity to team with the Navy once again to 

18 execute what may now be the Navy's lead defense conversion 

19 undertaking. After 3 years of negotiations, the Long Beach 

20 Naval Housing property in my congressiona~.district was 

21 recently transferred to the city. I thank the Department for 

22 that accomplishment. 

23 However, Mr. Secretary, permanent commercial easement 

24 through hospital site parcel A has not been granted, and was 

25 specifically promised last December by the Navy Acting Deputy 
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1 Assistant Secretary. This easement is critical to city 

2 commercial use of hospital site parcel B. 

3 The city made available the entire hospital site to the 

4 .· Navy many years ago. Parcel B has now been reverted· to the 

5 city wheh the hospital was vacated earlier this year, but 

6 unfortunately remains out of reach to the city for productive 

7 economic use. Resulting economic losses to the city have now 

8 occurred, and I can cite some of these with Home Depot and 

9 other major companies that have wanted to get into that site. 

10 Because of the lack of easement we are unable to do so, and 

11 more are soon to follow, unfortunately, if the Navy continues 

12 to withhold an easement on parcel A, as indicated. 

13 While regional concerns must be addressed, the City of 

14 Long Beach is the local governmental jurisdiction that has 

15 carried the Navy load for over 70 years. Unreasonable 

16 regional demands and misuse of the defense conversion 

17 procedure must not be allowed to further undermine Naval 

18 hospital conversion to implement the city's master plan. That 

19 was agreed to by the Navy in November of 1992. 

20 Mr. Secretary and members. of the pa~el, the intent of 

21 Congress is at stake here, and, Mr. Secretary, as you well 

22 know from your long-standing .and distinguished career up on 

23 the Hill, I believe that the intent of Congress is the 

24 important thing here. I would therefore ask your personal 

25 intervention, as I have that of the Secretary of the Navy -- I 
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1 have spoken with him directly on this matter to stop the 

2 delay and to stop the bleeding, if you will, in my district 

3 and in Long Beach. 
. 

4 Secondly, Mr. Secretary, the Base Closure.and 

5 Realignment Commission, .. the Secretary of the Navy, and the 

6 Secretary of Defense, the President, and the Congress all 

7 recognize that the waterfront Naval Station property is 

8 strategic to implement timely defense conversion at the Port 

9 of Long Beach. The port has asked me to urge, and I do urge 

10 therefore, that the Department move. to include in th~ Final 

11 Rule sufficient guidance so that section 2927 of the 1994 

12 Defense Authorization Act will be addressed to enable the 

13 public purpose transfer of any and all Naval Station 

14 waterfront property to the port. 

15 We believe that .. this is extremely important, because we 

16 believe that the port needs, so to speak, a first right of 

17 refusal as it relates to public purpose property. The port 

18 also urges the Department to expand section 91.78 in the 

19 Proposed Rule to satisfy the McKinney Act provisions as they 

20 apply to the very unique situation at the Port of Long Beach. 

21 What l.s so meritorious here, Mr. Secretary, is that the 

22 water's edge Long Beach Naval Station property is the only 

23 viable means by which Long Beach can expand what is the number 

24 one U.S. seaport. 

25 We appreciate the needs of the McKinney Act and the 

" ., 
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1 importance of the concern for the homeless, but this situation 

2 in Long Beach speaks of a need for expansion, a need for 

3 flexibility for the kind of unique situations that we see down 
~ 

4 in Long Beach. Mr. Secretary, I ask the question:of·you and 

5 the panel: How much lo~ger must completion of defense 

6 conversion at Long Beach be delayed? We are ready to go, we 

7 have been ready to go, and we want to carry out the original 

8 intent of this panel and the intent of Congress to convert. 

9 I strongly recommend that this rulemaking and your 

10 personal intervention be executed to ensure the conve~sion at 

11 Long Beach proceeds without further delay or further 

12 distraction. The bottom line, Mr. Secretary, is that the 

13 reuse plan that ~e have converts 1·ooo Naval jobs into 10, ·000 

14 civilian jobs, and in my business, and I am sure in your 

15 business, jobs is a very, very important bottom line. 

16 I appreciate the opportunity to come here this morning 

17 to speak before you, and will look forward to continuing to 

18 work with you and this panel, and indeed your boss, to further 

19 the intent of Congress and the intent of Naval conversion. 

20 [The prepared statement of Mr. Tucker follows:] 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

, 
V' 
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MR. SECRETARY AND MEMBERS OF THE 
PANEL, 

IN 1991 THE BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 
. .- . 

VOTED To··cLOSE THE LONG BEACH NAVAL 
STATION, T-HE LONG BEACH NAVAL 
HOUSING FACILITY AND THE LONG BEACH 
NAVAL HOSPITAL. THE CITY OF LONG BEACH, 
WHICH HAS BEEN THE NAVY'S PARTNER FOR 
OVER 70 YEARS, WELCOMES THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO TEAM WITH THE NAVY 
ONCE AGAIN TO EXECUTE WHAT MAY NOW 
BE THE NA·VY'S LEAD DEFENSE CONVERSION 
u·NDERTAKING. 

AFTER THREE YEARS OF NEGOTIATIONS 
THE LONG BEACH NAVAL HOUSING 
PROPERTY, IN MY CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, 
WAS RECENTLY TRANSFERRED TO THE CITY. I 
THANK THE DEPARTMENT FOR THAT 
ACCOMPLISHMENT . 

" If. ., 
. 1 



.r 

HOWEVER, MR. SECRETARY, A PERMANENT 
COMMERCIAL EASEMENT THROUGH 
HOSPITAL SITE PARCEL "A" HAS NOT BE·EN 
GRANTED AS WAS SPE'CIFICALLY PROMISED 
LAST DECJ;MBER BY THE NAVY ACTING 
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY. THIS 
EASEMENT IS CRITICAL TO CITY COMMERCIAL 
USE OF HOSPITAL SITE PARCEL "B". 

THE CITY MADE AVAILABLE THE ENTIRE 
HOSPITAL SITE TO THE NAVY MANY YEARS 
AGO. PARCEL "B" HAS NOW REVERTED TO 
THE CITY WHEN THE HOSPITAL WAS 
VACATED EARLIER THIS YEAR BUT 
UNFORTUNATELY REMAINS OUT OF REACH 
TO THE CITY FOR PRODUCTIVE ECONOMIC 
USE. RESULTING ECONOMIC LOSSES TO THE 
CITY HAVE NOW OCCURRED AND MORE- ARE 
SOON TO FOLLOW IF THE NAVY CONTINUES 
TO WITHHOLD AN EASEMENT ON PARCEL "A". 

2 



WHILE REGIONAL CONCERNS MUST BE 
ADD.RESSED, THE CITY OF LONG BEACH_~I~ . 
THE LOCAL .GOVERNM~NTAL JURISDICTION . 
THAT HAS ·cARRIED TflE NAVY LOAD FOR 
OVER 70 YEARS. UNREASONABLE REGIONAL 
DEMANDS AND MISUSE OF THE DEFENSE 
CONVERSION PROCEDURE MUST NOT. BE 
ALLOWED TO FURTHER· SABOTAGE NAVAL 

-
HOSPITAL CONVERSION TO IMPLEMENT THE 
CITY MASTER PLAN THAT WAS AGREED TO BY 
THE NAVY IN NOVEMBER 1992. 

, MR. SECRETARY, THE INTENT OF CONGRESS 
IS AT STAKE HERE A.S YOU WELL KNOW FROM 
YOUR DISTINGUISHED CAREER IN THE 
SENATE. I WOULD THEREFORE ASK YOUR 
PERSONAL INTERVENTION AS I HAVE THAT 
OF THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY AND THE 
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY TO ·STOP THE 
DELAY AND THE DAMAGE AT LONG BEACH. 

3 



SECONDLY MR. SECRETARY, THE BASE 
CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMIS.SION, 
THE· ·SECRETARY OF THE NAVY, THE 
SECRETARY· ·oF DEFENSE, THE PRESIDENT 
AND THE CONGRESS ALL RECOGNIZE THAT 

. . 

THE WATER FRONT NAVAL STATION 
PROPERTY IS STRATEGIC TO IMPLEMENT 
TIMELY DEFENSE CONVERSION AT THE PORT 
LONG BEACH. 

· THE PORT THEREFORE URGES THE 
DEPARTMENT TO INCLUDE IN THE FINAL 
RULE SUFFICIENT GUIDANCE SO THAT 
SECTION 2927 OF THE 1994 DEFENSE 
REAUTHORIZATION ACT WILL BE 
ADDRESSED TO ENABLE THE PUBLIC 
PURPOSE TRANSFER OF ANY AND ALL NAVAL 
STATION WATER FRONT PROPERTY TO THE 
PORT. 

.. , 
... " 
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THE PORT ALSO URGES THE DEPARTMENT 
TO EXPAND SEC. 91.7(8) IN THE PROPOSED 
RULE TO SATISFY MCKINNEY ACT 

: . 
PROVISIONS AS THEY APPLY TO THE UNIQUE 
SITUATION·AT THE PORT. WHAT IS SO 
MERITORIOUS AND COMPELLING HERE, MR. 
SECRETARY, IS THAT THE WATERS EDGE LONG 
BEACH NAVAL STATION PROPERTY IS THE 
ONLY VIABLE MEANS BY WHICH LONG 
BEACH CAN EXPAND THIS NUMBER ONE U.S. 
SEAPORT. 

MR. SECRETARY, HOW MUCH LONGER 
MUST COMPLETION OF DEFENSE 
CONVERSION AT LONG BEACH BE DELAYED? 

I STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT THIS 
RULEMAKING AND YOUR PERSONAL 
INTERVENTION BE EXECUTED TO ENSURE 
THAT CONVERSION AT LONG BEACH 
PROCEEDS WITHOUT FURTHER DISTRACTION 
OR DELAY. 

I APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO COME 
BEFORE YOU THIS MORNING. 

5 

• 
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1 MR. BAYER: Thank you very much. Mr. Roth,· do you have 

2 anything you would like to comment on? This seems to contain 

3 Naval issues. 

4. MR. ROTH: I guess the· only comment I c~ul:d make to you, 

5 Mr. Congressman, is I ~hink, as· you well know, all the Long 

6 Beach issues are a matter of direct concern and involvement of 

7 our secretariat. I believe they might even have spoken to you 

8 yesterday, at least a little bit, about this, and they are in 

9 ·contact with the Port of ·Long Beach it seems like daily, and 

10 the City of Long Beach on a very regular basis. We are trying 

11 to do everything we can to move the process along, and it i~ 

12 being handled, I believe, at· the right level. 

13 I appreciate everything you have said, and we are going 

14 to try to work with you on it. 

15 MR. TUCKER: I certainly appreciate that comment, and I 

16 agree with you that the· Department has been responsive. There 

17 .have been ongoing conversations and lines of communication 

18 open. Obviously, you appreciate, as you indicated, my 

19 somewhat high level of frustration to try to move things 

20 forward. But I do recognize and appreci~te the fact that 

21 there has been some responsiveness in terms of communication, 

22 and we appreciate that. 

23 MR. BAYER: We have had some interesting dialog already 

24 · this morning, I think before you arrived, on two issues. One 

25· is the regionalization issue which you referenced in your 

" 
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1 comments. There has certainly been a problem wi~h the 

2 hospital site. And the other is the issue of new jobs versus 

3 migration of jobs. I just wanted to assure you that those are 

4 both issues that we feel we need to be carefu~ w~th. as we make 

5 changes. to these regula.tions. The problem that you have is 

6 just a very good example of both of those issues. 

7 MR. TUCKER: We certainly appreciate that. It is 

8 comforting for me to know that you are aware of those 

9 problems. That is the first ·step in solving the problem; that 

10 is, understanding what the problem is. So the fact that you 

11 are aware, that is a step.in the right direction. 

12 

13 

14 much. 

15 

MR. BAYER: Thank you very much for being with us. 

MR. TUCKER: Mr. Secretary, panelists, thank you very 

MR. BAYER: Let me simply say that we have a statement 

16. here from the Governor of Guam, Joseph Ada, that we will be· 

17 putting into the record. 

18 [The information referred to follows:] 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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The Honorable Robert A. Underwood 
Delegate, U.S. Congress 
508 Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Congressman Underwood: 

I U\1\ V1- ULJrliiJ...., LULLCIU0-i.1•ff l.l v 

August 25, 1994 

I want to extend my thanks to you for your wi11ingness to deliver testimony on behalf of Ouam 
on the issue of the Pryor Amendment rules. I would greatly appreciate your inclusion of the 

·following comments into the r~rd at tomorrow's final hearing on the rules. 

Your assistance in this regard is greatly appreciated. 

I am, Sir, 

Sincerely Yours, 
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Statement of the Governor of Guam 
Final Hearing 

on the 
Department of Defense 

Pryor Amendment Rules 

. ,Numerous· comments on the Department of Defense's Pryor A1nendment rules have been 
s~bmitted by the Government of Guam over the past three months. However, recent &..1ivities 
of the Navy• s Real Estate Office, Pacific Division. compel me to offer some final thoughts on 
the rules, particularly as they relate to the commercial sale of property. 

First, the extension of the comment period on the Departtnent of Defense's interim rules has 
created a snafu. Military commanders in the Pacific are going forward with preparation with 
plans for commercial sa1e notwithstanding the fact that the rules are still under review for 
finalization. The expanded comment period (which wisely extended given the opposition to .many 
of the provisions of the rules), has now opened the window for the process o(sa1e to begin. It 
had been hoped that cooler heads would have prevailed given the ooritroversy of the rules, but 
this is apparently not the case. Therefore, I would urge the expeditious finalization of the rules 
to forestall any irreparable damage between the civilian and anilitary community which may occur 
as a result of the present perceived need to implement the interim rule as is. 

Although I believe that our position in Guam is clear, let me repeat that we oppose, in no 
uncertain terms, the commercial sale of property at NAS Agana (Brewer Field). It is our view 
that all properties should be returned to G·uatn -- at no cost -- for our redevelopment and reuse, 
pritnarily for aviation related needs. The properties in question were taken from the people of 
Guam in wartime conditions and then condemned as soon as U.S. citizenship was extended in 
1950. The full extent of historical. injustices can not be addressed here. but suffice to say the sale 
of any of the properties at NAS Agana would initiate a multiplier effect on the past injustices 
which would likely result in even deeper cuts in the relationship between Gi!WJ and the U.S. 
Government. 
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As we have stated in the past, it is our view that the interim rules do not implement the Pryor 
Amendment in a balanced manner. While it is true that the Department of Defense is vested with 
property dis:(X)sal powers usually reserved fo.r the General Services Agency, the Pryor 
Amendment also. states that the federal government can best contribute to community 
redevelopment of a base make base properties available to the communities .aff~ted by the 
closure. This portion of the Pryor Amendment is essentially ignored in the interim rules which 
place commercial sale as a higher priority than community needs and reuse. 

. ' ' 

As has been manifest in many comments from communities ·across the country, local 
governments, not. the federal government are in the best position to determine how these 
properties are to be reused. It is the local government, not the federal government who must 
deal with the effects of reemployment, lost revenue and opportunities for enhancing community 
well·being. In our case, the primary reuse desired for NAS Agaiia is for ~viation purposes. Not 
only will this allow for a smooth transition in reemployment and redevelopment, but the facilities 
which we propase to upgrade will provide the U.S. government with an accessible state-of-the-art 
aviation facility in the event of a regional defense requirement. No such guarantees could be 
made in the event of a commercial sale by the Navy. 

I trust that in your fmalization of the rules that you will see the wisdom of eliminating the 
priority for corn1nercia1 sale. 

In the event, however, that the rules do not recognize the primary community interest in 
redevelopment you can be assured that this government wi11 exercise all legal avenues to assure 
that base closure properties in Guam are unattractive for commercial sale purposes. For many 
years in Guam our people have had economic development of their privately-held lands blocked 
by n1ilitary "access" and ad hoc zoning requirements. We know well the ways in which what 
would otherwise be commercially valuable property can be made invaluable and we will 
demonstrate our knowledge of these instruments. 

It is our sincere hope that your final deliberations will recognize that the communities affected 
by base closure are in the best possible position to plan and implement redevelo~ment programs. 

August 5, 1994 

_. .. 
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1 MR. BAYER: Again, if there are others in the audience 

2 who are not scheduled to speak who have statements that they 

3 want to submit to the record, please do so. 

4 We are going to take a 5-minute break ana reconvene at 

5 11:45. 

6 (Recess.) 

7 MR·. BAYER: Let us reconvene the-hearing. I would like 

8 to reiterate that we had asked the witnesses to simply 

9 summarize your comments. Anything that you want to put in the 

10 record will be a part of the record. As this hearing has 

11 progressed, it has become apparent that the dialog between the 

12 panel -- that is, the two panels -- has really been the most 

13 valuable opportunity that we have had, because we can have 

14 your written comments but we cannot have that interaction 

15 ·after the fact. So I would ask you to try to hold your 

16 comments to a minimum and to just make the major points that 

17 you have. 

18 GROUP 3 

19 MR. BAYER: Our third panel, we have done a bit of a 

20 switch. Ms. Haidee Clark Stith, represen_t_ing South Carolina, 

21 the Coordinating Council for Economic Development, we welcome 

22 you, and the Honorable Patricia Ticer, Mayor of Alexandria, my 

23 former home, we welcome you, Mayor. 

24 

25 

MAYOR TICER: I'm sorry it's former. 

MR. BAYER: I think we have one of my Arlington folks 
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1 here today. We also have Mr. Jeff Simon, who is the director 

2 of the Fort Devens Division of the Massachusetts Land Bank. 

3 Jeff, it is good to see you again. We hav~ Mr. Paul McCarthy, 

4 Village Manager and Executive Director of the Glenview Naval 

5 Air Station Community R~~se Planning Group. The Honorable 

6 Anthony Intintoli, Mayor of the City of Vallejo, which is the 

7 home of.Mare Island Shipyard, we welcome you and are glad to 

8 have you again. And I see, with you, you have Walter Graham, 

9 your City Manager, and we welcome you, Mr. Graham. 

10 Ms. Stith, why don't you begin? 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

.,. 
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1 STATEMENT OF HAIDEE CLARK STITH, DIRECTOR, SOUTH 

2 CAROLINA COORDINATING COUNCIL FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

3 MS. STITH: Thank you, gentlemen. 

4 The ultimate goal of base redevelopment should.be bona 

5 fide public benefit act~yities, which we believe are well 

6 articulated in the language of the Pryor amendment and 

7 President Clinton's five-point plan. The rate of return on a 

8 closed military installation, though important, should not be 

9 the one-shot real estate payment to the military. The 

10 Proposed Rule appears to confuse economic development 

11 priorities with the priority of achieving maximum return for 

12 real estate. Pl.ease do not subvert the community's right to 

13 self-determination. 

14 A community's economic base is taken away when an 

15 installation closes. It cannot afford the resources to 

16 purchase real estate and support new development. Please do 

17 not segregate out high-value property on installations. If 

18 you average the high-value property against the remaining 

19 property which may have negative or even truly negative value, 

20 if you average those out together you may_ ~orne up with a zero 

21 value for all the proper~y aggregate on a base. 

22 An economic development conveyance should take into 

23 account the jobs created and private-sector investments 

24 necessary to create a tax base in the community. Similar 

25 methods of evaluating bases for determining the value of 
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1 economic development are used in many State economic 

2 development incentives and other Federal assistance programs. 

3 DOD does not need to establish a new role that determines 

4 market value in marketing property, because it ~l~eady has 

5 one~ Through its own S¥~drdinates, it influences the creation 

6 of effective community redevelopment plans. 

7 There are appropriate times in the whole closure and 

8 redevelopment process for the military and DOD to identify 

9 property {or continued military or other Federal uses. There 

10 are the EIS, the CERCLA, the ROD, and DOD writes and 

11 influences all of these, and they chart the best course of 

12 action for the communities to follow. Beyond the ·ROD, 

13 implementation of the community redevelopment plan is 

14 appropriately left to the community, and economic development 

15 conveyances should occur after that document is issued by DOD. 
·I 

16 Let the community's redevelopment plan dictate the 

17 disposition of property. If the redevelopment plan recognizes 

18 a potential benefit from economic development, then a 

19 conveyance can be negotiated. The conveyance for economic 

20 development should be structured to inclu~~ properties that 

21 are needed to successfully implement the plan for creating and 

22 supporting activities. A split of profits with the DOD is a 

23 given. How this is split depends on a community's individual 

24 situation, not whether it is a rural community or not. But 

25 what is appropriate and what DOD should receive is going to be 

, " 
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1 different in every situation. 

2 Consider discounts in each individual case by using 

3 initial value of the property and what community investments 

4 will be applied against the costs. ·There shou~p pe a mutually 

5 agreed-upon mechanism t9,establish the fair market value of 

6 the property as it relates to a particular locale. An 

7 essential element of this values consideration for functional 

8 and economic obsolescence of the property. Discounts up to 

9 100 percent from the agreed-upon fair market·value would be 

10 based upon the economic ahd functional obsolescences and also 

11 the economic impact on the community as they are identified in 

12 the community redevelopment plan. 

13 Let real estate value become one of the development 

14 incentives a public body can offer as inducement for 

15 investment and job creation. The reuse of the property can be 

16 accomplished with flexible close, depending on the kind of 

17 job-creating commitments the community envisions. 

18 Economic development is extremely competitive. Every 

19 community in this Nation competes against every other 

20 community. There simply are not enough n~w ventures to go 

21 around. In essence, the supply of former military buildings 

22 outweighs the demand, and those communities that are 

23 successful in redevelopment will have.been creative in their 

24 packaging and marketing of these properties. Find a way to 

25 let the community have economic development. If you have to 
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1 give them a base in order for jobs to be created, that may be 

2 a good payoff for the Nation as a whole. Let the community 

3 use its resources and tools to develop the property with its 

4 own decisionmaking. If there is ultimately a pio~it .in 

5 ·succe~sful economic red~yelopment, DOD can share in that. 

6 Let me make two quick comments. Please, just don't take 

7 all of our comments today and go off and write new rules in a 

8 vacuum. And please involve all of us in a process where we 

9 can together write a broad-based economic conveyance 

10 guideline. Your new rules should be as simple and flexible as 

11 every other Federal public benefit conveyance that now exists. 

12 Understand, too, that though many of our comments today 

13 focus on only one section of the Proposed Interim Rule, that 

14 is because you asked us to restrict voluntarily our oral 

15 input. There are many other technical difficulties in the 

16 rule, ranging from questions on the level of maintenance to 

17 personal property disposal, and these must be revised, as 

18 well, and we all stand ready to work together with you in an 

19 open and public process to do that. 

20 MR. BAYER: Thank you. That is a p~int that I think 

21 should be in the record, that we have asked the witnesses to 

22 focus their comments on one particular area rather than the 

23 entire body of the regulations, so that we could have a dialog 

24 around specific areas, and we appreciate your cooperation in 

25 doing that. 
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1 STATEMENT OF PATRICIA TICER, MAYOR, CITY OF ALEXANDRIA, 

2 VIRGINIA 

3 MAYOR TICER: Good morning. I am happy to be here. 

4 Mine may not be as germane, but I was asked to pa:J7ticipate and 

5 I do th~nk that it is i~portant to.the overall benefit not 

6 only to DOD but to the individual communities, and that is 

7 this community reuse plan, community master plan in zoning, 

8 and the community benefit. Community welfare is really what 

9 we're talking about, and we can all be winners. It's a win-

10 win situation if everybody starts up front talking together. 

11 We had a very successful process with Cameron Station, 

12 which is on the Western End of Alexandria. We learned in '88 

13 that it was going to close and that those people were going to 

14 go to Fort Belvoir. We set up a task force which included the 

15 Army. It was very successful. We've written up a direct 

16 reuse plan within 1 year. It is now that reuse plan, which is 

17 a pattern for development for that site, 164 acres, has been 

18 incorporated into our master plan and zoning code. 

19 Down the road came the McKinney Act, which put a little 

20 fly in all this wonderful ointment that we had set up for 

21 ourselves. Our reuse plan had included 10 percent of the use 

22 for affordable housing, and it included 1900 units of 

23 residential, 400,000 square feet of commercial, of office 

24 space, and about 8000 retail, and the Army had generously 

25 donated 50 acres for open space. So for Alexandria, it was 
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1 perfect. It fit into our ambiance. The problem with the 

2 McKinney Act is that it did not include any community input, 

3 and I want to get back to my comments here before I run on 

4 more than my 5 minutes. 

5 T~~ Alexandria base closing process benefits come from 
I ' 

6 implementing the city reuse plan for Cameron Station put in 

7 jeopardy by the McKinney Act. We received a reprieve last 

8 night. We had one homeless provider who had requested use of 

9 more than half of the built space there, 48 acres out of 164 

10 right in the center of the property, which w9uld have totally 

11 negated any reuse. No developer would have been interested in 

12 going in there. So we have learned unofficially yesterday 

13 that HHS has turned down that application. It has not turned 

14 down the application for the food bank, and we supported our 

15 own Carpenter's Shelter applications. So there will be 

16 homeless services there. 

17 But I think it is very important that continuing work be 

18 done, including the bills that are now in Congress, that be 

19 supported by you because they are in total contradiction to 

20 the intent of the Base Closure Act. If w~_were to give over 

21 Cameron Station to use for the homeless, and Alexandria, which 

22 is one of the smaller jurisdictions, became the mecca for 

23 homeless services in the entire region, DOD would be 

24 forfeiting about $80 million to $100 million. Alexandria 

25·. ~·~' 

would be forfeiting about $5 million annually in revenue in 
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1 the long run, after the development has taken place. This 

2 would make Cameron Station probably the most expensive 

3 homeless shelter site in the country, if not to say in the 

4 world. 

5 !.think if I were,to say anything about your interim 

6 rules it would be how very, very important -- and everyone has 

7 mentioned it -- how very, very important the community is. We 

8 share the risk. The community shares the risk. The community 

9 must share the benefit. I am not sure that I think that the 

10 long-term partnership with benefits coming back to the DOD 

11 after 20 years if maybe two projects have failed and the 

12 community and the city has been left holding the bag during 

13 that time -- I think if indeed you are going to share in the 

14 profits and within 20 years still share in the profits in 20 

15 years, then you should be sharing in every bit of the cleanup, 

16 environmental issue, the infrastructure issue, that is faced 

17 as the communities are going to go along. 

18 I am getting my marching orders from behind you, that is 

19 why I'm rushing through this. 

20 The Pryor Act tries to encourage co~peration and 

21 outreach between the community and homeless providers -- I am 

22 back on the homeless now -- to compel, but it does not compel 

23 a homeless provider to negotiate with the community, and 

24 continues to allow a provider to receive property. I am 

25 hopeful that these bills that are going through will indeed go 
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1 through and they will fix that problem. 

2 I do think that this still can be a very successful 

3 process. You need the funding for your future activity. We 

4 need it for the benefit of our communities. Economic 

5 develop~ent is of utmos~,importance. But economic development' 

6 only gains its source from a healthy community, and if a 

7 healthy. community is attacked by inappropriate rules and 

8 regulations that render economic development impossible, then 

9 no one is a winner. And I hope that all communities will be 

10 winners, as I am sure Alexandria will be. 

11 Thank you for listening. 

12 [The prepared statement of Mayor Ticer follows:] 

13 
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TESTIMONY·FOR·MAYOR 
ON .. INTERIM . FINAL ·RULE REGARDING . 

GSA HEADQUARTERS 
18TH AND F STREET 
9:30AM -12:3~.PM 

. BASE CLOSURE COMMUNITIES 

Good morning Mr./Madame Chairman and panel members. 

My name is d I am the Mayor of the City of 

Alexandria, virginia.· I appreciate the oppo~tunity to speak to you 

. about possible changes to the interim final rules under the Prior 

Amendment from the pe~speotive of our experience at Cameron 

.station, located in the western portion of Alexandria and 

scheduled to be closed in 1995. 

cameron station may be different from most of the bases under 

consideration for. closing in that·it is small, only 164 acres, and 

urban, located in.a highly developed_residential area. Therefore, 

what gets built on cameron station will have a large impact on our 

small city. Also, the land is potentially valuable; land-for hiqh 

density residential development in this area sells for as much as 

$1 million an acre·. 

The city ot Alexandria-went through a five year ·careful planning 

process in close cooperation with ·the u.s. Army .in developing a 

mixed use plan that represents the highest and best. us·e of the 



.base. our plan would result in a plan that would be compatible 

with the surrounding residential neighborhoods while at the same 

time would produce substatial revenues for the Army_~- :The ·plan 

specifically p_rovides. tha.t. 10~ .. of the housing will be affordab.le, 
' with some of that to serve the homeless. The planning process we 

used in Ale~andria is often··cited as a ·model .f'or the way the base 

closing process- should proceed. 

The·City•s reuse plan· calls for 1,910 residential dwellings, up to 

400,000 square feet of-Office and eo,ooo square feet of retail, .. and 
.. 

so ~ores of needed open space. The plan would result in revenues 

of as much as $80-100 million for ·the Army ·to help pay for new 

facilities they are building at Ft. ·selvoir~ The plan would place 

'"most of the facility _back on the tax ·-rolls to provide revenues to 

the city to help pay· for health, housing and social services to a 

large needy population, in need of serVices, including the 

homeless. Alexandria currently does more to meet the needs of the 

poor and the homeless of any suburban jurisdiction in the 

Washin9ton Metropolitan· Region, and those services are costly. 

The Alexandria base closing·process, and the benefits that can come 

from implementing the City reuse plan for Cameron Station, has been 

put in jeopardy by_the operation of the McKinney Act in· a way that 

Congress probably probably never anticipated when it passed the law 
__ ,. 

in. i987. Allowing one homeless provider to·· r~quest more_than half 

of the base would make the City's reuse_plan infeasible. The City 

of Alexandria acknowledges the importance of providing· ·facilities 



to serve the homeless -and supported the grant under ·the the 

McKinney Act of a 20, ooo . square ·foot buildinq · ··to Carpenter's 

shelter, a local qrganization· serving the homeless in A~ex~ndria. · 

But the McKinney. Act .also allows the Abundant Life Christian .. 
. . 

outreach Ministries to request 700, ooo square feet of building 

space, more· than half of the total floor space currently existing 

at cameron Station. That request, if approved, would completely 

undermine the carefully developed balanced · plan for Cameron 

station. Not only would the proposal have _ the effect of 

concentrating the whole metropolitan region's services for· the 

homeless in the City· of Alexandria, but also the proposal would 

... make the adopted reuse plan infeasible. I cannot imagine that any 

developer will be interested in locating a mixed use predominantly 

residential community in _an area proposed to be surrounded on by 

homeless shelters, warehoUses for the homeless and heavy trucks 

serving those facilities. 

Not only will_ the-City suffer from the impact of·the Abundant Life 

proposal, but also the Army will stand to lose $80-100 million of 

from the sale of the land which was to help the Army defray the 

cost of its relocatio~ to Ft. Belvoir. Counting t~e revenues lost 

to the u.s. Government on sale of ·the base, the Abundant Life . 
request under the McKinney Act· proposal, if ··granted,·· would result 

in the costliest homeless facillties for the homeless in our 

nation's history • 

. ,-·"'. 
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we in Alexandria believe strongly that the City•s· reuse plan must 

be given careful consideration in any process which c~n make final 
- . 

decisions about cameron Station. We proudly invite examination of 

the City's .current efforts ,in·servinq the_homeless. WG asked HHS 

to consider those factors in making its decision on the award of 

buildings to homeless providers, ·but HHS told us that they are not 

allowed to do so under current legislation. 

I believe that the McKinney Act screening process must be-amended 

more radically and · 1\\0re fundamenta·lly than that ·proposed under 

Pryor. Expediting the-McKinney Act process is appropriate, but 

failure to requ~re that Federal' aqencies with ·decision powers in 

this area consider a community's reuse plan and _its Comprehensive 

Housinq Assistance Strategy (the CHAS) is just plain wrong. 

Pryor tries to encourage cooperation and outreach · between· a 

community and homeless providers but it· does not compel a homeless 

provider to negotiate with a community and continues to allow a 

homeless provider to apply, for and to receive property and/or 

leases from the Department of llealth and Human Services without 

regard to local reuse plans and the City's Comprehensie Housing 

Assistance Strategy (CHAS). 

I hope that you will give. careful consideration to modifying your 

rules to produce ·a better and more balanced result. 

Thank you • 

.... 
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MR. BAYER: Thank you very much, Mayor. 

Mayor Intintoli? 
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1 STATEMENT OF ANTHONY INTINTOLI, MAYOR, CITY OF VALLEJO, 

2 CALIFORNIA 

3 MAYOR INTINTOLI: I am here speaking on behalf of the 

4 City of Vallejo, of course, but also indirectly fpr the region 

5 because. the region was Fepresented in the planning process for 

6 our regional reuse plan. I am proud to say that we have 

7 completed the process of developing that plan in the time set 

8 for ourselves, 1 year. It was adopted unanimously by a 52-

9 member reuse committee, and also by the city.council in 

10 Vallejo. Mare Island is located within Vallejo's 

11 jurisdiction, but when we went out to do planning, and that 

12 was mentioned earlier for a question you mentioned, certainly, 

13 the region has to be looked at in their planning effort, and 

14 they were in our reuse committee. 

15 Generally, I want to say that we're very pleased with 

16 the cooperation and the help. that we've had in the economic 

17 adjustment, in particular in the advice they gave us for the 

18 reuse process. Also, I would like to say on behalf of all of 

19 us that we are very grateful for the help we received from the 

20 Navy, and we thank you for your participa~_ion in the process. 

21 Here, I am sharing my time with our city manager, who 

22 will address specific concerns, and we are joining with the 

23 mayors of San Francisco, Alameda, and Oakland, in our 

24 expressions of some concerns that deal specifically with a 

25 couple of problems which I will just mention in a generic 
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1 sense. 

2 First of all, we don't think that, as established, the 

3 rule will in fact promote an expeditious transfer of property. 

4 It establishes what we consider to be a unilateta~ 

5 decisio~making process ~~ereby the military department really 

6 controls and the local community has little input. That has 

7 been mentioned several times already. 

8 Finally, the timelines established, particularly with 

9 regard to personal property transfer and levels of maintenance 

10 and repair, are not compatible with the local development plan 

11 timelines and specific closure dates. The reason I felt it 

12 important that I come to deliver the plan personally and also 

13 offer my presence is because for our community, we are a 

14 community which, in the BRAC '93 at least, had the largest 

15 number of civilian employee jobs lost. We had 10,000 lost 

16 since 1989 in a gradual takedown of civilian employment at 

17 Mare Island, and now we are facing an additional 15,000 jobs 

18 to be lost in the next couple of years, and an unemployment 

19 which we expect to exceed 20 percent. And that does not 

20 include the other bases in the area that h~ve a similar 

21 problem. 

22 Now, Mr. Graham will address this. 

23 [The prepared statement of Mayor Intintoli follows:] 

24 

25 
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CITY OF VALLEJO 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 

MARE ISlAND CONVERSION DIVISION 

July 29, 1.994· 

Ms. Jennifer Nuber ·Atkin· 
Base .Transition O.ffice 
u.s .. Department Qf. Defense: 
washington, nc. 

Dear Ms •. Atkin, 

/b 

~e~e~a!;i::y~ ~es~~yjiW~~¥~t;~a~~i~t . 
27th, . requesti.riq informatl.an·'·reqardlni··& ugust 5~. hearin:q . 
on Revitalizinq Base Closure·communities.and the ~nterim Final 
Rule. 

The City of ·Vallejo,· home of Mare.!sland Naval Shipyard, will 

P. 002 

be represented by Mayor Intintoli and city Manaqer Wa1ter Graham. 
The three topics they wi;t1· address are as follows: · 

1. Jobs-Centered. Property· Disposal 
2. Economic Development Conveyances 
3 ~ Minimum Level of Maintenance and ·Repair 

I have enclosed an advance copy of their comments for your 
review. If you have any qUestions, please call me at (707) 
649-5453. Thank you for your assistance. · 

Sincerely, 

Ed . Si ge 
Administrative Analyst 

Enclosure 

• II" 

555 SANTA CLARA STREET • P.O. BOX306e • VALLEJO •· CAUFOANIA • 94590-5934 • .(707) 649-5452 • .FAX non~® 
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Mayor·Intintoli 

PRESENTATION TO·BRAC ~SS~OH 
REGARD~NG THE :INTERn! PXHAL RULE 

I· am speaking ~n·. behalf of the. city of. Vallejo,· California, the 
location of Mare Island Naval.Shipyard, which has the highest 
level of.civilian employment of al1 bases slated for closure. 
With the timing of. the announced closure coinciding with a 

·nationwide recession, which is particula.t:"ly pronounced in cal
ifornia, the citizens of Vallejo· .are justifiably concerned. 

The impacts of Mare J:sland 1 s closure upon· the local ·community 
will include the .followinq: · · · · 

.10,000 direct· jobs lost since 1989, primarily civilian;- . _ 

P. 003 

- an additional 15,000 jobs .es~imated to be l.ost in the community 
as a ·result of the closure; . 
over a $500 million loss in local economic activity. 

- an unemployment ·l~vel expected to. ex~eed 20%. 

Please note tbat th~se impacts do not take .into account the 
numerous:other base closures slated for.the San Francisco Bay 
Area. 

Along with other base closure communities, Vallejo was optimistic 
when informed of President Clinton1 s Five-Part Proqram for base 
conversion, as presented .in·the summmer of 1993. We have.eaqerly 
awaited its implementing· language, in the form of the Interim 
Final Rule. However, when the Rule was released this spring, 
Vallejo, along with many of these other communities,· was disap
pointed· to find that the Rule· didnot accurately reflect the 
intent.of the Plan. The major ~easons for this reaction are: 

a) The Rule does not facilitate ftexpeditious transfer" of 
property, as indicated.in the President's Five-Part Plan. 

b) It establishes a:unilateral decision-makinq process, whereby 
the Military Department has. control and the local community 
has l;lttle input~ 

c) The tim.elines. establ.ished,· particularly with reqard to. 
personal· property ·transfer and levels of maintenance and 
repair, are not compatible with local redevelopment plan 
timelines and. specific closure dates ... · . · · · 

I .am proud to report that the city of Vallejo has·recently 
completed. the Mare Island Final Reuse Plan,. within one year 
of the closure announcement. However, without appropriate· 
guidelines in the form of the Interim Final Rule, it will be 
difficUlt to successfully implement this plan. I will now 
introduce Walt Graham, our City Manager, who will discuss our 
specific concerns with the Interim Final Rule • 

• . ~ 
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Walt Graham, . City Manager 

A1though we have. comments· on -a·ll· sections of the Interim ~u1~, 
which we have· already submitted in writing, we have -limit~d our 
oral.· comments to there major· ones, as requested. These sections 
are. those regarding "Jobs-cente;-ed Property.Disposal", "Econolllic· 
Development Conveyance.s"-, .and the "Minimum Level of Maintenance 
and Repair••. 

Jobs-centered·Ptoperty Disposal 

The Rule~ as currently .written;·· provides the Military Department 
with the initial· ·opportunity to determine the market level for 
"high value properties11 • ~ermore, · once. they have· established 
this level, they a~e entitled to seil such pr9perties independent 
of the local.: redevelopment plan. Under ·these circwnstancesi- ·it 
is l.ikely that a "swiss-cheese" scenario vill develop whereby· 
selected properties are transferred toprivate.partles ·which are 
·incompatible with the local redevelopment plan.. Such. a scenario 
will seriously jeopardize ·any:·.· opportunitY for. the· local community 
-to successfully ilnplaerit ·a :truly. comprehensive reuse plan •. one 
eXample miqht .be to have the ·Navy· sel~ the· Medical . facility, thus 
jeopardizing_ the reuse plan regardinq health services, and the 
large number of jobs .it ~iqht create. 

Economic Developlnent conveyances 

The addition of 11 economic development•• to the list of purposes 
qualifying for public benefit conveyance was initially excitinq 
to all base closure communities. However, under this Rule, the 
properties that would likely qualify for s~ch-a no-cost transfer 
~ay be sold off prior to that-opportunity. An example might be 
the Mare Island 9ol·f course. 

Nevertheless, reqard1ess of how such property is transferred, 
the process of determininq its market value must take into 
account the costs to the local redev.elopment authority, part.ic
ularly with reqard to necessary capital improvements; in other 
words, the price should reflect the "negative value" associated 
with the ownership of the property. 

There is an apparent contradiction in two references to the term 
''high value properties". in that, on the one hand, the Military 
Department is qiven the right to market these properties indepen
dently, as I mentioned earlier; however, on the other-hand~ this 
section of the . Rule ·makes the claim that the local redevelopment 
authority can use the revenue generated· by these 11hiqh value" 
properties to help them cover the~r capital and operating-costs. 
Both of these references can'·t be true! It is almost a catch-22 
situation. 

Minimum LeVel of Maintenance and Repair 

The proposed timelines during which the Military Department 

.,·· >i. 
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is required to continue a "minimUlll level of maintenance and· 
repair .. are not compatibl.e with the. dates of base closure or 
property transfer.. Specifically, . this minimum level wou1!) be 
required.to continue until a date which, ·in·the·case of_MarG · 
Island, vould be 11one . week· after ·the redevelopment plan ·is· 
sub1nitted to the Military· Department".· In our case,·. while the 
Plan has been. deve1oped and acce:p.ted· by the City of Va11ejo, '-le 

are concerned that its. submi-ttal to the Navy might trigger this 
termination date, with closure.schedu1ed for 1996. T.he Rule, as 
currently writ~en, would allow the Navy to discontinue this level 
of maintnenance for up to. 2·0 · months, thereby .. placing the local · 
community at an ~ven qreater disadvantage in its conversion 
efforts. · 

A1though this is by no means a co~pleta ·1ist of our concerns 
~ith the.Interim Final Rule; I hope that our comments have 
provided you with a qenera1 understanding of ~e chanqes we · 
feel are necessary~ ·In ·con:lcusion, it appears as though the 
Rule, as currently proposed, will not facilitate the 
ilnplementation of the President's Five-Part Proqram. This 
approach will lead to delays in the implementation of the con
version process, thereby slowing dovn the creation of new jobs 
for the local colDmunity. Given the ·siqnificant impact of .Mare 
:Island 1 s pending closure to 'OUr regioi1al . economy, it· is absolute
ly necessary that rapid property turncwer to the local cOllimunity · 
be achieved. · 

The City of Vallejo recommends that the 1anguaqe of the Interim 
Final Rule be siqnificantly revised to more accurately reflect 
the spirit of the President's Five~part Program . 

.. \" . ., 
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1 STATEMENT OF WALTER GRAHAM, CITY MANAGER, CITY OF 

2 VALLEJO, CALIFORNIA 

3 MR. GRAHAM: Thank you. Moving quickly through because 
-

4 many of the previous speakers have touched on the:same 

5 concerns·that we have, +,would like to express concerns over 

6 the opportunity of the military to sell off portions of the 

7 property without an overall plan. I will give one or two 

8 examples. 

9 There will be perhaps a fire station which is a very 

10 fine piece of property that could be used for a lot qf other 

11 different activities other than a fire station. But if that 

12 fire station is sold off it means that the community is going 

13 to have to back-build with another fire station, thus reducing 

14 the value of the overall property that is yet to be sold on 

15 the Island. So that we would ask that a very considered 

16 effort be made to work with the cities in the selling of that 

17 property to ensure that we don't end up with problems rather 

18 than solutions as we go forward. 

19 Another point to be made, having been made also before, 

20 is with respect to those economic develop~ent conveyances. 

21 We're all very pleased that economic development has been 

22 added to the list of purposes for which a public benefit can 

23 be achieved and property can be given to the community; 

24 however, it's likely that the better properties are going to 

25 be distributed more quickly, leaving us with the remainder 

.. 
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that we'll have to resolve later on. We would like you to 

address that carefully. 

Finally, the minimum level of maintenance and repair. 
. 

Our mayor has indicated earlier that we have cGmpleted our 

reuse plan, so we're re9-dy to move on. But we recognize the 

Navy has a responsibility and they have another year and a 

half to complete their work there, but·under the rules, as 

written, the maintenance of effort ceases a week after we 

present a plan to the Secretary, and that's been presented. 

After 30 years in business, I still believe that gooq sense 

will probably prevail over the written rule, but we ask your · 

consideration on that. 

Finally, we would note that there seems to be a great 

deal of additional work that needs to be done on that Interim 

Rule, and you've indicated that you are.prepared to make those 

changes and that's why these hearings are being held and we 

thank you for it and, reiterating the mayor's comments, we're 

very pleased at the work that all of your staff has been doing 

in working with us. 

Thank you. 

MR. BAYER: Thank you very much. I think some of the 

problems that you are facing out in Vallejo -- as you point 

out, you are the largest facility in terms of civilian 

employment to be closed, and it is a bellwether of what we are 

likely to see in the future. So we are very interested in 

• ., 
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1 what happens at Mare Island, particularly as it relates to 

2 that heavy civilian employee content and some of the creative 

3 things that the community and the Navy have been doing 

4 together to work on that particular issue, beca~s.e I ·think 

5 that is.going to be·som~thing that we are going to use as 

6 lessons in the future. 

7 Mr. McCarthy? 

8 

9 
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1 STATEMENT OF PAUL McCARTHY, VILLAGE MANAGER/EXECUTIVE 

2 DIRECTOR, GLENVIEW NAS COMMUNITY REUSE PLANNING GROUP 

3 MR. McCARTHY: I threw out my written remarks and 
. 

4 thought I would just speak somewhat extemporaneously: 

5 Although·my comments may,still be shallow, at least they'll be 

6 current as I try to pick up on some of the things that other 

7 people have said here. I think one thing is that it is too 

8 bad that this is being held on the last day of the process,. I 

9 don't know how you would have done it, but if you could have 

10 done it on the first day of the process I think it wquld have 

11 established a better relationship. 

12 I can't help but think that if you're a normal human 

13 being and if you read the tone and content of some of the 

14 stuff that you have been getting, you have undoubtedly got to 

15 think these people don't appreciate the complexities of our 

16 stewardship responsibility. And when we read the rules, we 

17 thought: These guys don't trust us. They assume we're either 

18 malicious or incompetent. And I think the dialog exposes not 

19 only what our mutual competencies are, but perhaps even more 

20 importantly, what our fears are. We each have different sets 

21 of fears. It lends a lot of lubrication to understanding 

22 where each side is coming from. And we maybe need to sort of 

23 circle the table instead of a labor and management type of 

24 situation. 

25 I do have a couple of comments on the job center 

• 
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1 property disposal -- who doesn't? I do think, first of all, 

2 it has been cast erroneously in an attempt to balance the 

3 Fed's need to make some money on these assets versus the local 
~ 

4 attempt to maximize the economic development. ~ believe that 

5 is a dynamic which is i~accurate because it is not a zero-sum 

6 game. There is at least one situation that I know of where I 
-

7 believe both objectives are compatible with each other and can 

8 be achieved. And that we all ought to sort of keep that in 

9 mind. 

10 I do believe there are some flaws in these und~rlying 

11 assumptions. One of them is that that process assumes that 

12 the only real way to determine value is to put the thing up 

13 for sale, and that denies -- what surprised me this morning is 

14 that you're struggling to arrive at what net value is and 

15 complexities involved with that. For us locals, we do a lot 

16 of real estate. We do that real well. I think we can bring 

17 some resources to the table in terms of partnership 

18 agreements, and your rules ought to allow the flexibility of 

19 allowing us to do that. And I don't think that they currently 

20 do. I do believe that things like indep~ndent appraisals and 

21 market studies and even the former examples of HUD and EDA's 

22 effort, they can all go forward. I can't believe that that's 

23 a difficult problem. 

24 Another comment that I have about the job center 

25 property disposal is that another underlying assumption is 

.,• 
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1 incorrect, and that is the assumption that you can really 
I 

2 implement that. You can't implement it. Federal rules are 

3 not the only[real laws. We are in a federalist system in this 

4 country, andllocal laws won't allow you to do what you're 
! 

5 proposing. ~n Illinois,. , for example, a literal reading of 

6 your rule would represent a violation of the Illinois Platte 

7 Act. You can't parcelize property. You can't offer it for 

8 sale. You can't do transactions leading to private ownership 

9 or leases wi~hout meeting the normal requirements of a 

10 developer. And right now, I don't think you can mee~ those 

11 requirements~ So I suspect that we're both in the row boat, 

12 and each of us has an oar, and that relationship could be 

13 appreciated a little bit better. 

14 How th~se rules will harm us, as an example, is there 

15 are 54 cities in America with a triple A bond rating. We're 

16 one of them.: We're an Illinois home-grown municipality. 
I 

I 

17 There are powerful legal constraints. We have a long track 

18 record of pr~viding access to capital at tax exempt rates and 

19 putting things together. I have an industry that is prepared 

20 to move in and build a 600,000 square foot-brand new facility 

21 and provide, iover a 6-year period of time, a thousand new 

22 jobs. I canft do anything until I find out if you're going to 
! 

23 change these!rules or give me a waiver. 
I 

24 I havetanother prospect that is an extremely high ., 
I 
I 

25 profile magn$t industry that wants 20 acres of land. I'm 

• \10' 
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1 frozen in time and space here. And the longer this dialog 

2 goes on the more it hurts us. So in a way, we're asking you 

3 to reevaluate what the heck it is you're doing, but do it 

4 quickly. We're going to close in 1 year -- September of '95. 

5 For a '93 community, it:s imperative to be able to get quick 

6 resolution of these things. 

7 The other recommendations that I·would make to you are 

8 two or three. One is, and I would like to say to Captain 

9 Durgin and Mr. Roth that my mayor has given me explicit 

10 instructions to say, as far as we're concerned, and ~his is 

11 not just sucking up, it is in fact the literal truth, the 

12 people we have dealt with in the Navy are probably the finest 

13 people drawing Federal paychecks. We're very proud of them, 

14 we're very hopeful to work with them. It's you people that 

15 we're afraid of. 

16 (Laughter.) 

17 MR. McCARTHY: So there are two suggestions. Number 

18 one, you ought to consider reversing the process. Use the job 

19 center property disposal as the body you leave hanging in the 

20 town square as a death threat, but don't ~hreaten everybody 

21 with death. If communities have their act together, they 

22 should be given an economic development transfer, get out of 

23 the way, and let us make some money for you. 

24 And the last thing I'd say to you is, don't be afraid to 

25 differentiate. Don't be afraid to give the service arms the 
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1 ability to make their independent judgments. We're not all 

2 Fort Sheridan or Treasure Island or Long Beach. Some of us 

3 are a slam dunk. Treat us as a slam dunk. 

4 And I guess the last thing I'd just say is ~hat you 

5 ought to ·have an ability -to provide waivers to communities 

6 that are ready, willing, and able, fiscally and financially, 

7 to do it, and we believe that a literal reading of the laws 

8 say that '93 cities, that they apply generally to them. We 

9 think that some '93 cities are further ahead than '88 and '91 

10 cities, and just as the exclusion made sense for. them, if we 

11 can meet those criteria, it ought to make sense for us. 

12 Thank you. 

13 MR. BAYER: Thank you very much, and I will tell you 

14 that we are working on the waiver request just .as quickly as 

15 we can. 

16 Mr. Simon? 

17 
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1 STATEMENT OF JEFFREY SIMON, DIRECTOR, FORT DEVENS 

2 DIVISION, MASSACHUSETTS GOVERNMENT LAND BANK 

3 MR. SIMON: Thank you very much. I guess I'd like to 

4 begin by reiterating virtually every point that-·Mr. ~cCarthy 

5 just made. So I guess ~'11 go home. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

(Laughter. ) 
. 

MR. SIMON: The primary goal, as·you have well 

presented, of the President's five-point plan is to create 

jobs by making propt\ty disposal to redeveloPment agencies a 

high priority. The~ amendment provided the statutory 

authority necessary for military departments to proceed, with-

no initial cost transfers to local redevelopment authorities. 

The DOD regulations, however, put the emphasis back on the 

sale of property for some notion of fair market value, and I 

would just like to speak to one example, as has been mentioned 

here before, the famed ready market tests. 

The military departments are required first to identify 

18 properties that are readily marketable. Second, they 

19 determine the value of these parcels by appraisal and a 

20 6-month solicitation for offers to buy, a~d third, to sell 

21 those properties quickly to produce jobs. This scheme has 

22 three serious flaws. 

23 One, the military departments have very limited ability 

24 to identify parcels that have a ready market, and the 

25 regulations provide no guidance; two, the value of base 

• 
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1 property is dependent, to a large degree, on factors beyond 

2 the control of the military departments -- local zoning, 

3 permitting requirements, long-term availability of utilities 

4 and services, and tax rates; and third, the 6-month 

5 solicitation period w{l~'delay the disposal process and has 

6 the potential of damaging the real marketing of bases that 

7 redevelopment authorities must undertake by raising 

8 expectations of potential buyers that cannot possibly be 

9 filled by the military departments. 

10 For example, the Army at Fort Devens has no ab~lity to 

11 make any kind of long-term commitment for utilities and 

12 services to any potential purchaser. In sum, the assumption 

13 that the quick sale of readily marketable properties will 

14 result in creation of jobs is simply incorrect. Attracting 

15 job producing companies to Fort Devens will require 

16 sophisticated marketing, a coherent reuse plan, regulatory 

17 stability, and numerous financial incentives. The 

18 availability of property alone at Fort Devens will not attract 

19 job producing companies. 

20 We have additional concerns in seve~al areas that have 

21 been covered by others today, so I will skip them. I would 

22 like just to point out one that I think is most important, and 

23 that is that the regulations need to encourage joint ventures 

24 between the military and redevelopment entities. We are 

25 currently negotiating this kind of agreement with the Army, 
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1 and this could be,. in my judgment, the single most important 

2 change. 

3 I would like to close with just one suggestion on how to 
~ 

4 take the laudatory goals of job center disposi~i~n and begin 

5 to quickly construct th~· specifics of a system that really 

6 will work. My comments are based on one central premise, a 

7 premise· which has, I feel, been sorely missing from the effort 

8 to date. That premise is that the best people to design any 

9 system are those closest to its result. This is not rocket 

10 science. This is not even hard. We just have had some very 

11 important players missing from the development of the process. 

12 In the current lingo of some of my friends at the 

13 business schools, this is known as, quote, getting close to 

14 your customers, who are sitting down here in the audience 

15 today. In part, this is what's happening here today, and we 

16 appreciate it. But the effort cannot and will not succeed if 

17 policy continues to emanate centrally from the Pentagon to 

18 that most decentralized venue, local economic development as 

19 practiced by the thousands of mayors, city councils, 

20 selectmen, boards of health, planning boa~ds, redevelopment 

21 authority, private developers, and banks and other entities, 

22 all of whom have a piece of developments as large as military 

23 bases. 

24 We have recently agreed on a deal with the leading 

25 manufacturing technology research institute in Germany, 

• ., 
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1 Fraunhofer Gazelschaft, to come to Devens in partnership with 

2 Boston University and United Technologies. The reason that we 

3 were able to secure this deal is because we have a reuse plan 

4 with clear goals and we have designed a single unified 

5 permitting process that,quickly, efficiently, and thoroughly 

6 speeds businesses through the regulatory process with no loss 

7 of public protection. This process, which merges the 

8 oversight of 15 boards into one, was designed over an 8-week 

9 period by a group that included regulators, business people, 

10 and public officials, and is now law in the State of 

11 Massachusetts. 

12 Respectfully, I urge that the same is needed here. I 

13 know many of the people here today, and have been hearing the 

14 same issues discussed since that day a year ago in July when 

15 the President announced his five-point plan. The last year 

16 has shown that even good legislation can be undone with 

17 uninformed implementing regulations. We really need to end 

18 the you propose, we react, you propose, we react, you propose, 

19 we react, system. 

20 I would suggest that you immediately.convene a task 

21 force of four public sector members from the National 

22 Association of Installation Developers, four. real estate 

23 members -- real estate developers -- from the Urban Land 

24 Institute, and four members from the Federal Government, and 

25 that you task this group with a redraft of the regulations. 
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1 Give this task force a limited timeframe -- say 90 days, a 

2 modest travel budget so that people can get together, and some 

3 good staff support. 

4 We tried this approach at Ford Devens wi~h the·Army on 

5 environmental issues, a~d together we have cut 1 year off of 

6 the State and Federal environmental review process. It can 

7 work, it will work, and, if you are willing to be bold enough 

8 in your efforts and secure enough in your institutional egos, 

9 this proposal will produce results which wili accomplish real 

10 job center disposition. 

11 I tremendously appreciate the opportunity to be here 

12 today, and particularly appreciate the tone that you are 

13 conducting this hearing in. Thank you. 

l4 MR. BAYER: Thank you, Mr. Simon. 

15 Are there questions from the panel? 

16 MR. HERTZFELD: Yes, I have some questions. 

17 Many of you have gotten together reuse committees rather 

18 quickly and came up with plans rather quickly. Many of the 

19 panelists here got together reuse committees rather quickly 

20 and reuse plans rather quickly, and we co~end you for those 

21 results. I was wondering if you could share with us any 

22 reasons for your success and any recommendations for what we 

23 can do in the regulations to offer incentives to those 

24 communities that maybe are not willing or able to work as fast 

25 as you? 
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1 I know that in South Carolina, in one of the communities 

2 there, there has been a dispute between the city and the 

3 county government, and that has caused some delays in the 
~ 

4 process. So I was wondering if you could offeL.some·learning 

5 experience that we cou19- .. use? 

6 MAYOR INTINTOLI: It is a little hard to generalize, and 

7 I think one thing you ought to be very·careful of is when you 

8 are drawing regulations you need to respect those differences. 

9 In a community like Vallejo where the base is entirely within 

10 its jurisdiction, the advice that we received, I ment~oned 

11 earlier, the advice we received from OEA, from Paul Bensey, 

12 based on previous experience, that he gave to me within a 

13 couple of weeks after the closure, when he was out there, he 

14 said in successful conversions they've started with the team 

15 that fought the conversion, which in our case was regional, 

16 and incorporated the adjoining county of Napa, as well as the 

17 City of Napa and the other cities of Sonoma County, and used 

18 that as the core, and then add to it the legitimate interests 

19 that would be needed in any reuse planning. For example, the 

20 labor unions, the open space groups, the ~omeless groups, all 

21 of that, we brought into a 52-member committee. I think it 

22 helped to have that kind of original perspective from the 

23 start. 

24 The recommendations that we received were that the 

25 committee should not exceed maybe 30 people. It ended up at 
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l 52, but it is very hard to exclude people. In my case, it was 

2 facilitated by the charter provision for us that indicated the 

3 ·mayor could appoint committees. I don't think they were 
1 

4 thinking of that kind of committee, but it said that· and 

5 that's what we did becapse we needed to do it. 

6 I don't know, I think you have to be, as I say, very 

7 careful when you go from one community to another, because 

8 when you have a base or a facility that has multiple 

9 jurisdictions on its borders that presents a·different problem 

10 in terms of the decisionmaking with respect to zoning and 

11 general planning. I think the regions have to be represented, 

12 but you can do that. In our situation, you can do it in the 

13 planning process. This seemed to work very well. 

14 MR. McCARTHY: I think a great deal depends on the 

15 environment in which the closure is taking place, and in 

16 Glenview's case we're just a tribute to the old cliche that it 

17 is better to be lucky than to be smart. The base happened to 

18 be completely within our municipality, we are surrounded by 

19 similar like-minded suburbs, and we have six governments, 

20 school districts, park districts, librari_e.s, that kind of 

21 stuff that will be in the business of delivering services 

22 there when it converts. And so what we did was to focus on 

23 who was fearful, who was hopeful, let's get them in the room. 

24 In our context, it turned out to be the various special 

25 district governments that existed, but in _fact, with the 

• 
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1 exception of a township which is a small form of government 

2 that we are a part of, none of the surrounding towns are in 

3 part of the taskforce, but they are highly prepped and advised 

4 and dialogued as to what is going on. 

5 The other thing, ~hich is going to sound like Shirley 

6 Temple but I really believe it's a lubrication that has made 

7 things work in Glenview, is there has been a long-standing 

8 political ethic which has rewarded cooperation between and 

9 among the governments, and so it has been the thing to do, is 

10 not to fight with each other, and to make nice. And .that kind 

11 of thing becomes a very powerful glue if people believe that 

12 there's good faith at the head. 

13 MS. STITH: I just wanted to say I know that we've 

14 probably been very open and honest with the political disputes 

15 in South Carolina and how they have affected the organization 

16 of the redevelopment authority. However, I don't think in any 

17 way that has lengthened the time it has taken to convey 

18 property to a redevelopment authority. As the mayor so aptly 

19 stated, there are jurisdictional issues when you have multiple 

20 local jurisdictions that have to be resolved. There has to be 

21 an open community planning process through which these 

22 disputes are discussed, ... and that may take time in some 

23 communities. 

24 What has been very frustrating to us at the same time is 

25 that we have had to find ways to go around the established 

• v 
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1 conveyance procedures to actually have property conveyed, and 

2 I think that is true with a lot of other communities in the 

3 Nation. We have successfully conveyed probably three-quarters 
. 

4 of Myrtle Beach Air Force Base to the State of .South·Carolina, 

5 either through .the airp9rt conveyance or through special 

6 legislation. But it is not through the rules as they are 

7 stated. And I think what we are all asking is for some rules 

8 that will enable us to facilitate this development. 

9 I think that would be the best thing for·· communities 

10 because there would be a clear course of action for 

11 communities to take that would allow them to see a goal rather 

12 than be frustrated by a lot of barriers along the way. 

13 MAYOR TICER: I think that the word here that 

14 encompasses what everyone has said is inclusion, and it is 

15 inclusion of the people who are going to be affected by the 

16 decisions. And in our case, as in everything we do, when it 

17 became part of our zoning and master planing process, we 

18 segmented the city. That is not to say we segmented the 

19 population, but we brought in everyone in small areas so that 

20 they could discuss competently what was g9ing to happen to 

21 them. 

22 Our plan is in accordance with the rest of the city's 

23 plan, and I think that getting all the players around the same 

24 roundtable, airing their grievances and talking together at 

25 the beginning were what made ours a success. We were very 

• If 
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1 fortunate in this case. 

2 I deal, as chairman of COG in this area, with the 

3 District of- c·alumbia, Maryl\:1nd, and Virginia, and all of the 
. 

4 various entities within them, and that is a little bit 

5 diff~rent playing field, · We, on Cameron Station, we~e all 

6 Alexandrians. We have a reputation for working together, so I 

7 think we were lucky. 

8 MR. GRAHAM: Perhaps one comment from me with respect to 

9 the administrative actions. Rules can be used to either 

10 regulate or to facilitate, and we would hope that yo~r group 

11 would dwell very strongly on the opportunity to facilitate a 

12 final positive result. 

13 MR. BAYER: Let me ask a question of the panel that 

14 relates to the issue that has come up several times this 

15 morning about cherry picking. And particularly, it has come 

16 up from the perspective of the opportunity that the Defense 

17 Department has right now to sell land directly, whether it is 

18 feasible in a local jurisdiction or not, setting that aside, 

19 doing ·that in consultation with the community. Looking at 

20 that same concern from the opposite point. of view, when a 

21 community is master-planning a site, obviously, from the 

22 Defense Department perspective, we would like to turn the 

23 entire property over to a community as quickly as possible. 

24 That saves the Federal taxpayer substantial sums, and we know 

25 there are some major obstacles to doing that, particularly 
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1 with these very large properties that·aren't going to be 

2 developed quickly. 

3 But what is the protection -- let me put it that way 

4 because I can't think of a better way to say i~·~ignt now 

5 what is.·the way that we,protect communities from cherry 

6 picking properties of high value and relatively quick 
. 

7 redevelopment in terms of wanting those properties but being 

8 unwilling to take over the larger property? In other words, 

9 it seems to me that we're both·looking at the problem from 

10 opposite ends of the telescope, and I'd be interested in your 

11 views on that. 

12 MR. McCARTHY: This may represent·heresy, but I think a 

13 reasonable case can be made that if a community is looking for 

14 an economic development transfer it gets the whole 9 yards or 

15 nothing. And I think that cherry picking is something to be 

16 feared by both sides here. 

17 MR. BAYER: But Glenview, perhaps, has a much more 

18 favorable situation than, say, Mare Island. 

19 MAYOR INTINTOLI: I think our concern is we have 

20 developed a plan that is multiuse, and we.·would want to be 

21 sure that if there were properties sold off that they were in 

22 conformance with that development process, that the plan was 

23 given very careful consideration because an awful lot of 

24 effort goes into it, and if you create that expectation from 

25 the public that this plan means something, and then something 

• 
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1 is cherry-picked off and destroys the integrity of the rest of 

2 the plan, that's a problem, a big problem. 

3 I would think one of the recommendations I think we've 

4 submitted in writing or may have heard it toda:y-·, as well, is 

5 that you·have restoratipn advisory boards that deal with 

6 advice from the community in terms of the cleanup. I don't 
. 

7 know why you couldn't have similar input while the process is 

8 going on for consideration of sale by the boards or committees 

9 set up from the community, from the redevelopment authority. 

10 In our case it would be the city council that would be in that 

11 process. -so that whatever is sold off is sold off in 

12 accordance with that plan and with an understanding of that 

~ 13 plan and with an input that comes before the decision, not 

~4 after it. 

15 MR. BAYER: Right, but the flip side of that being if we 

16 want to transfer the entire property to the community, but 

17 'they see a substantial liability, a substantial cash-flow 

18 problem of accepting that. 

19 MAYOR INTINTOLI: We couldn't take it if it meant $13 

20 million a year, which is what the estimat~s are, into $13 

21 million, so that -- the city manager may disagree with me, but 

22 I don't think we'd be in a position to be able to afford that 

23 kind of transfer, with all of the responsibilities that went 

24 with it. 

25 MR. SIMON: I think another point on cherry picking by 

• 
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1 communities is that you need to look at the causes of what 

2 makes one parcel a good parcel and therefore available for 

3 cherry picking and another one a dog, if you will. If the 
~ 

4 cause is because it is covered with housing units:that have 

5 lead paint and asbestos~,and therefore that makes that 

6 property a low-value property, then the reality is that there 

7 is going to have to be some Federal dollars appropriated to 

8 take care of that, either to knock it down or to delead it or 

9 to make it so that the community can create value. 

10 But I would say the flip side of that is that ~he 

11 Federal Government ought to be able to share in whatever value 

12 is created, and that is why in my comments I thought that 

13 joint venture proposals really put aside all of this question 

~4 of what's good and what's bad and get everybody on the same 

15 side of the table trying to create as much value from every 

16 square inch of that property as possible. 

17 MS. STITH: Right now, I think you all have a good feel 

18 for most base closure communities what's going on and what 

19 people are planning for redevelopment. And I think what we 

20 have been trying to say is this collaboration and this sharing 

21 of plans and ideas, you are going to know, if a community is 

22 saying, we cannot take this part of the shipyard because we 

23 cannot afford to manage it or redevelop it, it is a white 

24 elephant. 

25 There are lots of white elephants in bases. They are 
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1 valuable properties, but you have to balance the two, and I 

2 think if you negotiate with each individual community, you 

3 want the flexibility to try to work out situations that will 

4 . · appeal to a shipyard community or appeal to an ~i.r base 

5 community that is in a rural area that cannot use their base 

6 as an airport. 

7 But no one solution is going to be the same or 

8 applicable to another community. And I don't think the 

9 Federal Government or even local communities have dealt with 

10 these issues before. It is of a magnitude that none of us 

11 ever imagined. But we need some flexibility and some latitude 

12 in being able to come up with solutions that are going to be 

13 productive in the long run. 

14 MAYOR INTINTOLI: One last thing. We are working now on 

15 negotiating the terms of our master lease with the Navy. I 

16 would think many of these issues could be resolved under the 

17 terms of that master lease, which would set the schedule and 

18 the terms for takedown of properties as they become clean, 

19 parcelized, and ready for transfer. Most of the issues that 

20 you are talking about would be appropriate·for inclusion in 

21 such a master list. 

22 MR. ROTH: I would like to follow up on that. I was 

23 just about to ask a question of you, mayor, and also of you, 

24 Ms. Sti.th, with regard to leasing. I know you are both where 

25 the shipyards are contemplating potential leasing actions. I 
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1 was just curious if there is anything in the regulations that 

2 you've read that you think might need modification to 

3 facilitate some of the leasing issues that you'll be facing. 

4 MS. STITH: The one problem I can see in ~-i~pletnentation 

5 of Charleston's redevel9pme.nt plan is getting past the 

6 environmental issues. I think there has been a disconnect 

7 with the funds that are available for the kind of 

8 environmental testing that any community needs to have results 

9 from to know whether it is feasible to begin ·reusing 

10 properties. And we don't have anybody from EPA here.to sit 

11 down and talk about how we can come to some better 

12 understanding on what is going to be clean enough for reuse. 

13 That is the one concern that I think we have in that area. 

14 MAYOR INTINTOLI: As far as our master lease is 

15 concerned, we are in the process of negotiating that. I have 

16 not really heard of any specific issues related to the rule 

17 that affect that. Right now, the only reuse going on is by 

18 the Navy, and it is by license agreements for a year or less, 

19 so they don't fit within this framework. 

20 MR. BAYER: Are there other questio~s? 

21 (No response. ) 

22 MR. BAYER: Okay, thank you very much. I appreciate 

23 your time in being here. 

24 We have one more panel of folks who indicated an 

25 interest in testifying before us today, and then I believe we 

. 
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1 will have a final panel of individuals who signed up to 

2 testify this morning. So that is the order of the agenda for 

3 the remainder of the early afternoon. 

4 Could we have our next panel please? 

5 GROUP 4 

6 MR. BAYER: Good afternoon to our fourth panel. I am 

7 sorry that the audio portion is as problematic as it is. My 

8 only observation was, going around to outreach sessions in 

9 hotels around the country it wasn't any better. 

10 Our fourth panel is represented by folks from a. variety 

11 of communities as well as organizations. We welcome Mr. Dick-

12 Martin from the Castle Air Force Base Joint Powers Authority; 

13 Mr. George Schlossberg,. no stranger to the Defense Department, 

14 who is General Counsel for the National Association of 

15 Installation Developers; and Ms. Jane English, who is the 

16 President of NAID -- we welcome you both; Mr. Lynn Boese, 

17 Assistant Attorney for the City of Lawrence, Indiana, which, 

18 as I understand it, includes Fort Ben Harrison; and finally, 

19 Mr. Lee Grissom, who is the director of the Governor's Office 

20 of Planning and Research for the State of_California, a State 

21 that has been substantially impacted by base closures, and I 

22 must say also has been in the forefront of thinking through 

23 these defense conversion issues, so we're really glad to have 

24 you here, Lee. 

25 Jane English, why don't you begin? 
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1 STATEMENT OF JANE ENGLISH, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL 

2 ASSOCIATION OF INSTALLATION DEVELOPERS 

3 MS. ENGLISH: Thank you. Earlier, on the 25th of 

4 . · June -- can you hear me now? Earlier this yea:r:·, _on the 25th 

5 of June,.·senator Pryor bad set up an appointment to meet with 

6 all or most of you and Secretary Gotbaum. At that point in 

7 time, we were invited to come up with a proposal for 

8 identifying a few high value base closure properties without 

9 resorting to DOD efforts to sell the property in advance of 

10 the community-based reuse planning process. 

11 We put together an alternative approach, and it is 

12 offered by our NAID membership -- I won't read it all which 

13 would strengthen th~ base reuse planning process as both a 

14 land-use plan and a business plan. This alternative approach 

15 would reemphasize the community base reuse plan's key document 

16 for identifying the physical and environmental conditions on 

17 the base, as well as the likely long-term costs·and revenues 

18 to develop the facilities. It will clarify the key role of 

19 the local redevelopment authority as the primary entity in 

20 planning and marketing the surplus base f~cilities. 

21 This would build into the base reuse plan a thorough 

22 dialog with the real estate brokerage and development 

23 professions; it would allow the local redevelopment authority, 

24 in the case of a few potential high-value properties, to offer 

25 joint venture marketing approaches where the military 

, 
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1 departments, as limited partners, would receive their maximum 

2 sales and lease returns over the long term based on local 

3 zoning development, entitlements, and planned infrastructure; 

4 · it would call for the impartial third-party id~n~ification of 

5 possible'high-value properties using the community base reuse 

6 plan objectives, allowing the communities to participate and 

7 to offer revised proposals to DOD. we·are hopeful that this 

8 alternative approach will identify the major obstacles and the 

9 market opportunities for the property during the local base 

10 reuse planning process, and will also overcome DOD's .concern 

11 on having to market the property prematurely. 

12 We are also submitting comments on the existing interim 

13 Final Rules to Mr. Bayer, and we are hopeful that you will 

14 encourage an open dialog with the impacted communities before 

15 arriving at the published Final Rule. The current process of 

16 publishing the rules in the Federal Register does not lend 

17 itself to the communities understanding the DOD perspective 

18 and vice versa. There is precious little time remaining, and 

19 an open dialog with the customer communities who must reuse 

20 and manage the properties is very much needed. 

21 Our NAID member communities are pleading for a joint 

22 DOD-community understanding and acceptance of the Final Rules 

23 that will implement Title XXIX of the 1994 defense 

24 authorization bill. I think Jeffrey Simon said it quite 

25 clearly earlier, that it's very difficult for all of us to 
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1 anticipate. As we feed to you, we can't see behind your 

2 minds, and it's hard to understand where you're coming from, 

3 so we would like to be able to have, and certainly endorse his 

4 idea of, a partnership where we can sit down t~g~ther and 

5 figure out a way to com~'UP with a set of rules that are good 

6 for you and for us. 

7 Thank you. 

8 MR. BAYER: Thank you. 

9 Mr. Schlossberg, since you are representing NAID, as 

10 well, why don't you speak next, and perhaps you can expand on 

11 these comments. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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1 STATEMENT OF GEORGE SCHLOSSBERG,· GENERAL COUNSEL, 

2 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INSTALLATION DEVELOPERS 

3 MR. SCHLOSSBERG: First of all, thank you. It's nice to 
. 

4 be back and see people I worked with for years~ 

5 I.did.not have a prepared statement. I wanted to 

6 respond to what many of the panel have said, and I've been 

7 taking notes, as I'm sure you have. I understand that in the 

8 instructions on the comments you wanted specific paragraphs 

9 and specific identifiable problems. Like you, NAID has been 

10 monitoring the comments as they have come in. They ~re 

11 voluminous. There are many that respond exactly, as you have-

12 requested, and I thought what I would do is I would like to 

13 talk about some of the common threads that we see. I would 

14 like to address some of the common threads that I thought were 

15 coming up time after time in the comments. 

16 If you are a hammer, every problem looks like a nail, 

17 and the comments have been dividing themselves up, at least 

18 the way we've been reading them, in there are those of a real 

19 estate nature and there have been those of an economic 

20 development nature. The first panel, dur~ng the questioning 

21 of the first panel, there was a very good discussion of how a 

22 real estate developer would seek to extract maximum value from 

23 property. The other side of that equation is economic 

24 development, and the Department of Defense has done an 

25 excellent job trying to balance economic development and real 

" . 
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1 estate development. 

2 On behalf, I think, of the NAID communities, I really 

3 urge you to reject that, reject the balancing. I think that 
~ 

4 the mandate of the President,. the precedent of -the Pryor 

5 amendment, is very, very,clear that economic development is 

6 the primary goal and that much of the discussion about the 
... 

7 protections that are required, they are necessary, but they 

8 come across as a developing entity. 

9 One of the earlier speakers, whom I wiil not identify, 

10 last night said the Department of Defense is coming ~cross 

11 here as a real estate ·developer in my community. They've go~ 

12 the land, and they wish to choose what to do with that 

13 property. And I think that the community wishes and goals 

14 need to be taken into account. 

15 Now, how does that come about? I think the way that 

16 that comes about is the primacy of the reuse plan. The rules 

17 talked repeatedly about how the reuse plan would be the 

18 hallmark and guiding mark. And I promised others here that 

19 since everybody else was talking about job-based property 

20 disposal I would not talk about it. I'll. leave that unsaid. 

21 I think the rules speak for themselves. 

22 There are a couple of other things that have not been 

23 dealt with by others that I would like to expand on before 

24 Kirby shuts me off here, and that is I'd like to talk a little 

25 bit about interim leases. There was a question earlier about 
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1 what could be done to make interim leases more useful to the 

2 communities. And interim leases are crucial. They are the 

3 life blood of the process because when the base closes or as 
. 

4 the base closes the human capital is leaving. The people are 

5 gone. If· we wait until,the property is cleaned up before the 

6 property is put to productive ·use, there isn't much of a 

7 community left in many instances. Some communities can afford 

8 to wait; most cannot. 

9 So what do we need in the interim leases? I think that 

10 one thing we would need is we need to have an assured term 

11 that is long enough to amortize improvemen~s. Many of the 

12 facilities are not usable by the private sector, and they 

13 require, in some cases, a good deal of improvement, in some 

14 cases only minor improvement. Private developers are not 

15 willing to put in their own capital unless they have an 

16 assured term. And I understand the balancing that has to go 

17 by on that and how the Department needs to get the property 

18 back and ultimately dispose of it. I believe that that can be 

19 balanced. 

20 The second issue is personal property. I don't believe 

21 anybody has mentioned personal property yet today. The 

22 personal property at the bases can sometimes be the life 

23 blood, also, of the reuse plan. If you're a port facility, 

24 the cranes help. We don't need to go through the stories 

25 about some of the personal property that's been pulled out. I 

", 
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1 would just urge.the Department to establish a mechanism. That 

2 has occurred at many bases. Right now, it appears to be 

3 pretty much whether your base commander is willing to work 
1 

4.· with you. If the base commander is, and there-are some very 

5 successful projects, the·personal property stays. I think 

6 that there needs to be more taken into account and less 

7 response at the command level. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

I'll yield. Thank you. 

MR. BAYER: Thank you very much, Mr. Schlossberg. 

Next is Dick Martin. 
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1 STATEMENT OF DICK MARTIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CASTLE AIR 

2 FORCE BASE JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY 

3 MR. MARTIN: Good morning, Mr. Secretary. I appreciate 

4. the opportunity to comment. In the interest OL~time; I'll 

5 just briefly speak to ope issue that hasn't been addressed, to 

6 my knowledge. It affects those of us who have our bases 

7 primarily in the farms and fields of this country. I am 

8 talking about the rules and their current definition of rural 

9 areas. 

10 As it stands now, the rules used in the definition of 

11 rural means outside a standard metropolitan area. Standard 

12 metropolitan areas often include outlying counties that are 

13 more rural in character than are the metropolitan areas. 

14 There are two examples: the small community of Heath, 

15 Ohio Newark Air Force Base, is located in Licking County, 

16 part of the Columbus standard metropolitan area. Yet 

17 agriculture is a primary industry. All three county 

18 administrators are full-time farmers. In Tooele County, Utah, 

19 the Tooele Army Depot is part of the Salt Lake City standard 

20 metropolitan area, yet the county and the.depot are located in 

21 an isolated valley, well away from Salt Lake City. 

22 There are a couple of alternatives that we suggest you 

23 might look at. Number one is, use the Farmer's Home 

24 Administration criteria ·for rural areas, as they define rural 

25 areas, or indicate that communities without strong real estate 
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1 markets and with less than, say, 100,000 peop~e within 10 

2 miles of the base are rural, and then use that as a definition 

3 to carve out these bases that really de facto are rural areas, 

4 yet because of the way the standard metropolitan area is 

5 defined, ·they are within. those bouridaries. 

6 Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

7 

8 
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MR. BAYER: Thank you very much, Mr. Martin. 

Mr. Boese. 
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1 STATEMENT OF LYNN BOESE, ASSISTANT CITY ATTORNEY, CITY 

2 OF LAWRENCE, INDIANA 

3 MR. BOESE: As many of you know, Fort Harrison was on 

4 .. the 1991 base closure list, and the Pryor amendment and the 

5 interim-rules came midway in that closing process. Generally, 

6 we've found that these changes have been very beneficial, and 

7 at this point the biggest help has been the presence of a base 

8 transition coordinator. That has streamlined our process and 

9 made it move much more rapidly. 

10 We are working toward requesting an economic d~velopment 

11 transfer. And incidentally, that will be for a substantial 

12 part of the base that will be reverting to civilian control. 

13 One of the issues that we are concerned with is the real 

14 estate appraisal rules that relate to economic development 

15 transfers, and I'd like to direct my comments to those issues. 

16 As I understand it, you kind of wanted some basic 

17 suggestions about how we can assist that process or assist 

18 those rules, and I think that I see two things that could be 

19 beneficial. One is that the military departments establish a 

20 uniform set of basic real estate appraisal.assumptions, and 

21 that they be willing to negotiate those assumptions with each 

22 community on a case-by-case basis. Every one will differ. 

23 And then, lastly, that process should be open, and the resul·ts 

24 thereof should be shared between the military departments and 

25 the communities. 

\f. 
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1 I think there are a number of factors relating to the 

2 real estate assumptions that a:r·e- fa~rly well recognized in the 

3 communities that may not be as well recognized by the DOD and 

4 the military departments, and I'd like to identify some of 

5 those. 

6 First of all, basing the appraisal on the proposed reuse 

7 is, I believe, inequitable to the community. The traditional 

8 approaches of economics, market, and replacement may not work 

9 in the unique field of military base closures. Simply stated, 

10 the property should be appraised as is, where is, and not 

11 based upon the proposed reuse that may in fact never occur or-

12 may undergo substantial modification before it becomes 

13 reality . 

. 14 The proposed reuse is too speculative a concept upon 

15 which to base the appraisal. In all likelihood, the military 

16 base property will not be zoned for civilian reuse. Zoning is 

17 a local legislative process, separate and distinct from the 

18 reuse planning, and appraising that property without proper 

19 zoning will be difficult, if not impossible. 

20 Appraising based upon the reuse may,.in all likelihood, 

21 I feel, tend to penalize the community for creating value 

22 where none exists at the present time. In a competitive 

23 market, the communities will have to provide entitlements and 

24 improvements to the real estate in many instances, and to 

25 attract ·major employers they will have to offer incentives and 
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1 abatements. It will be impossible for these factors to be 

2 considered in the appraisal process. 

3 I think the appraisal will necessarily have to consider 

4 the effects of McKinney on the value of adjoining ;properties. 

5 Some amount of de~olition of existing improvements will 

6 in all likelihood be required, and almost universally the 
.. 

7 military property will not meet modern-development standards 

8 such as setbacks, bulk, height, parking, et cetera, and in no 

9 small effect, the Federal property disposal process has a 

10 negative effect on value that I think should be taken into 

11 consideration. How will the property be parceled for 

12 appraisal is a big question that we will have as we approach 

13 the Department of Defense for an economic development 

14 transfer. Will it be appraised in gross, in blocks of 

15 existing like use, in small parcels, just how will it be 

16 broken down? 

17 The military department must also recognize that a 

18 property's value is generally determined upon the assumption 

19 that the sale will be consummated on a date certain, and that 

20 title will pass under normal conditions .. MY experience is 

21 limited, but I don't see that happening in this situation. 

22 Lastly, I would like to urge that the appraisals be 

23 shared with the local communities. My sole experience is with 

24 the Corps of Engineers, and we are informed that they will not 

25 share with the local community appraisals that they obtain for 
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1 the property. I don't feel that that'·s beneficial to any of 

2 us. 

3 I noticed in the summary of the rules there was the 

4 comment that historically the process of selling ~ases for 

5 fair market value has b~~n, one, time consuming, and that, 

6 two, the proceeds have been less than originally anticipated. 

7 I submit-that you received, although it was less than you 

8 anticipated, fair market value for those properties because of 

9 the definition of fair market value, but you.did not receive 

10 what you had originally appraised the property to be worth, 

11 and that, I think, exhibits the problem. So I think by 

12 considering some of these factors and working with the local 

13 communities in developing these appraisals, we can serve our 

14 mutual best interests. 

15 In response to a couple of things that have been said 

16 earlier, I would like to just briefly comment. 

17 There was talk about deed restrictions. We don't want 

18 any more deed restrictions coming on the property that we take 

19 than what we anticipate that are going to be there to begin 

20 with. I think we need to keep this as si~ple as possible. 

21 Simplicity and flexibility will be the hallmark of a 

22 successful economic development. 

23 Simply stated, if the city qualifies for an economic 

24 development transfer, I think it should be made, and then the 

25 Army -- in our case the Army -- or the Department of Defense 
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1 should get out of the way and let us do what we can do, and I 

2 think do better than the Army can do. 

3 I am concer~ed about being a joint venture partner with 

4 the Department of Defense. On a limited basis,~o~ it the 

5 Department of Defense wants to be a limited joint venture 

6 partner, I think that will be fine. But I am really concerned 

7 that that joint venture relationship become a situation where 

8 the Department of Defense is the 900 pound gorilla, and 

9 nothing happens, and the local community becomes the limited 

10 partner. That really bothers me, and I think that that would 

11 deter effective, viable, economic development. 

12 Thank you for the opportunity to be here. 

13 [The prepared statement of Mr. Boese follows:] 
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My Dallie~Aisilltaat City Attomey for the City of La~ . 

IDdiana .. L&wrcDCC ia amburb ofiDd.iaDapolia and home to ·Fort 'BCDjamin HarriiOo.: · 
. ' 

Fort Harriion wu.·on ~ 1991 Buc aC.\ve Liat and is schcclulcd for final closure in 

July.1997. The Pryor A.m.endmcAt and the Intrim Rules came midway iD the ci011U'e process 

. for Fort Harrison. but aenera11)' we haw. fn11nd that tJJe eban&Je' ·are ~ial ADd hcdpfW. 

At.~ poiAt At Fon Hon-iaoa. tl¥;. ~of • ~ &a.uaitiua·~urdhwor hlui been dle · · 

aiqlc ~at ~pfulrceult of the Pry~r Amcndm.alt. However, we.-ue pnerally of the 

opinion tbat in the end we will have created more jobs more quickly.a., a coillequeace of this 

cbauac of ),olicy. We arc feverishly workillg·towards positionins ounelves to request aD 

· Guw&\I.IIIW.W;vdopmm& cxmvcyaace or a sublliulllal part ot* !lort Han1son that wDI · 

ultiJilatcly revert to civilian ~ntrolaad we believe tbat through thia proceu we can achieve 

the maximum economic retum on the redevelopment of· Fort Harrison. Although I 

rc:cognize the enormous compledty of the job facing the Departmcot of DefCDsc aa it 

doWDSizes, I can't help but admolliah you to keep m miDcl that aimpler.is better from our 

standpoint. 

Although there arc a number of provisiona of the IDUim Rula that I could address, 

many·have been. adequately covered by·prior apeakers or wiD .be covered by speakers 

foUowiDg me. .l'hereforc I will direct my attention basically to the real e8tatc appralaal 

provisions. 

As I have read du'ou&h tlu: Intrim.R.ules Uld weigbtec1 the application of the i"Qics to 

Fort .Harrison. and our community I have been troubled by the potCDtial for conflict and 

coofusion as the real.estate appraisals rules would apply to Fort Harrison or any other 
• . .., 
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facility. I am fearful that the lack ofclarity &Del pidaDoc ill the real estate appraisal rules, · 

partk.;·ularly- u rdatcd.IO cconomJc csCwlopment convcyauce, will result in illeq.Uty~· · · 

controveny and disruption of the disposal ~~ 

In rectifying w~ I· see as problema in the l''idance aud the real estate diaposU 

process I would urge that we rcmc:mbet two thiDgs: 

1. We arc all.in this ·toaether and I aubmit··that what is aood for the.local cnn11nn'lity . · 

·is uJ.tim•tcly a09d for the American people. It may be that short term. neither DOD·northa 

2. 'Which briqa me to my 1000114 poio.t, whal you so to a bueball pme you want . . . . . . 

to sec the whOle game not just .the fant jnnins •. Tqo oftCD I aeaae that DOD is intctated ill 

the. first inning and the local commUDity is the only one illtcrestcd in the bottom of the 

Dinth. The UDdcrlyillg purpoiC of the Pryor Amendment waa job creation and CCODOJDic 

dcvelopaient. · We can rapidly atart the process,. but reanz.uon of the beDCfita may be 

somctiD: oii in the future. DOD must rccopizc that tba disposal process is only the first 

:inning and the local community will be there wtil the game is over. 

In Qrdcr to arrive at the most equitable real estate appraisal I belieVe:. 

1~ The mllltary ~t should atabliah a dorm act of basic R&l estate 

appraisal assumptions for uae in baae cloaure sltuatioDs. . 

. bctweeD the military department aDd the.Jocal CQ11tmnnity OD & case by CUO basis to 

2 
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3~ The·appraisal process and the results thereof should be op(m and shared~ 

thc·militaly department and the local community .. 
. . 

· The appraisal assumptions should recopize some UDivcrsal truths that arc 

. commonly understood bY the: local comDnJnjty but may not be .cquaUy understood or at 

least aebowledged by DOD aDd the.milituy departmeDta: 

1. Baaing the appraisal upon-p.roPosecf J&oUSe is inequitable to tbe.OOJDDtUDity. 

2. T!"aulhiumd •ppnalaal·•pi"....-;Lc;a ut Movwko, .watkct ancl coplaocmcotm&y .n~ 

work in the ·very.unique world of base closures. 

· 3. The property lhoulcl be appraised "as is, where is", aot bued upon the proposed 

re-use that may never occur .. the proposed~'* it too speculative a concept upon whioh 

to predicate the appraiaa.l. 

4. In all likelihood the mDitary base property will not be properly zoned for civilian 

dcvclopmant. Zoning is a local legislative process separate in moat cues. from the re-use 

pia nning. Appraising without proper zoning. will be difTJCUlt of DOt impossible. 

S. Appraising based upon proposed re-use may pcnalim the oommUDity for oialliug 

value where DODe AOW exist1. IDa competitive market commUDities will provide . 

employers .will have to offer iDcentives or abatements. It will.be impossible for these factors 

to be considered ia aa. appraisal based upon.propoecclrc-use .. 

6. The appraisal must recopize the effect ofMciC.hmey on the. value of ucarby 

propetty. 

• .. \!' 

"' 

3 
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requ~ ·FUrther tho military base property mOre: tb&c likely doca not meet modem · · 

development standards .ud! as ICt bacb, parkin~, heighth & bulk latriotioD, etc. 

8. In no small cff~·thc federal property disposal proccu bas a ncs&tive eft'eot OD 

value. 

9. How will the property be parceled for appraiaal? This will be of primary 

impo~ to the local oommunity in the case of an ecoDomic development conveyance · · 

involving profit ahariDg. Will the baac be apprailed in aroes. ill blocks of lib existing U.C or 

re-use, ill small ~. etc.? How will it be brokco down? 

10. A rommon appraiaa1888UIJlptiou ia highest aDd best usc. Highest.aod. best uae 

may or may not be proposed re-use. 

11. The military department must rccogDize that property's market value is generally 

determined upon the ~ption that a ·sale will be consummated on a ~ certaiD ancl that 

title will pass UDder normal CODditiou. My experience. although limited, suggest that iD 

base closUre situations neither of these 888UIJlptiODS apply. Apin, Degative impact on value. 

Lastly. I would mgc that the appraisal_bc shared with the local community. I only · 

have c:Xpcricnoc with thc-ColpS of. Engineers, but the Corps is-apparentlY prohiblted from 

sharing apprailals it obtabla. with the community. SomeoDC suggested to me that policy was 

a •sacrcxt cow'f and that-prior attempts to d:umgc thc·pollcy had been UllJUQCCS8ful. · -Wc:ll, 

maybe now ia the time to mab hamburger out of that cow. Aa I. said earlier. we are all. in 

this toaether and the succcis or failure in the prooesa ·is dependent -upon our workiDs 

• , 
ill 
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together. If the military department docs not share the appraisal with. the local community, 

the local conimuaity's o.oly_ al~vc·is to seck"ita.owa indepeodc:at appraisal. ThCn the 

local community and the-military department win lit down and negotiate the estimated 

value.· Why not short ci~Qdt that process and save a Jot of time ~money by working 

·together on the appraJsal and then negotiating out the cstbnatcd value. 

FiDally,.I would urge that. the realcstatc disposal process·bc kick ltartcd by the 

DOD. Our an:atcst fear is that notwitbatan~ &8fCC1DCDt on all elemcllts of the diaposal. · 

·prOQCSS that actual conveyance will· be months and more 1ikcJy yean down the road, even in · 

will sit here in Waabington oo somcbody's dc:ak, or collective dcab, Without tnlo 

appreciation of how important it is for the con,munity to get on with the proccsa and get the 

property transfc:m:d so that jobs and economic srowth can be created. 

, ., .., 

s 
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MR. BAYER: Thank you very much. 

Mr. Grissom? 
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1 STATEMENT OF LEE GRISSOM, DIRECTOR, GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF 

2 PLANNING AND RESEARCH, STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

3 MR. GRISSOM: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As was indicated 

4 earlier, I am the Director of Governor Pete Wi1son's-Office of 

5 Planning.and Research, as well as his Senior Advisor for 

6 Economic Development. And within the State of California, I 

7 am the designated point of contact for all base closure and 

8 reuse matters. I am delighted to be with you this morning, 

9 and I appreciate the invitation to appear. We appreciate also 

10 the efforts of Congress, and in recent years the eff~rts of 

11 the Department of Defense, to mitigate the burden of base 

12 closure on communities. 

13 As you made abundantly aware, Mr. Chairman, the State of 

14 California has very definitely been impacted by the first 

15 three rounds of base closures, and we are living with some 

16 trepidation as to what the '95 round might hold. Thus far we 

17 have had 22 major installations either closed or significantly 

"' 18 realigned. That has affected the employment of over· 200,000 

19 Californians directly or indirectly. It totals more than 

20 74,000 acres in our State, located in vir~ually every 

21 metropolitan area, and includes at least 10 airports, the 

22 possibility of five maritime ports. 

23 There is a school of economists in California that 

24 suggest that, with the exception of reunified Germany, 

25 California is the one parcel of land west of the former Iron 

• 
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1 Curtain most affected by the end of the Cold War. That may 

2 get some argument in other States, but that does not get any 

3 argument in California. 

4 (Laughter.) 

5 MR~ GRISSOM: You,know that during the 24-month period 

6 that ended last winter, 18 percent of the total United States 

7 job loss was in the City of Los Angeles. You know it's 

8 difficult when they look upon an earthquake as an opportunity 

9 for economic stimulation. Nonetheless, and we have presented 

10 prepared remarks to your panel for today, I would like to 

11 expand simply on two points, one of which I think you have 

12 been adequately beat over the head with already today, and 

13 that has to do ~bviously with the job center property disposal 

14 procedure. We simply don't believe that it either complies 

15 with the intent of the Pryor amendment or with the President's 

16 five-point plan, and we would encourage you to change it. 

17 Abandon it if at all possible. 

18 Within California, clearly, job creation is our highest 

19 priority for reuse; however, we believe it is absolutely 

20 paramount that the local community be inv~.lved in all property 

21 disposal actions. That is the driving philosophy behind the 

22 legislation that we have put into the California legislature, 

23 and we believe that advertising of expressions of intent 

24 before the land use and zoning decisions have been made will 

25 mislead the potential buyers and could create controversy 
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within the community. 

Congressman Farr, I think, said quite well that the Fort 

Ord example is an excellent example. I was out there recently 

with Mr. Panetta when that land was conveyed. _Bu~ we also 

speak from experience OJ?., the other side of the equation. 

Hamilton Air Force Base clearly is one of the most notorious 

examples of base closu~e disasters in this Nation. Following 

the closure of Hamilton, there were 10 years in which 

virtually nothing happened at all. Part of that was because 

the Air Force indicated they wanted to continue to have it 

used as an airfield. The only thing that happened was an 

enormous controversy rose up in the community. 

Then, in 1985, before the enactment, obviously, of 

today's base closure legislation and requirement of a 

community plan, GSA bid the property out to a private 

developer. They did not confer and meet with the citizens of 

Marin County, one of which was a very well-known, today, 

supervisor by the name of Barbara Boxer. That issue 

galvanized that community, and became very, very 

controversial. 

The developer had based his bid upon certain 

expectations in the primary scope. His plan, however, was 

rejected by the city affected, the City of Novato. 

Ultimately, the Federal Government had to refund a portion of 

the sale price and accept a new developer, or face the 
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1 possibility of continuing deterioration of the property. All 

2 of this could have been avoided if it had been based upon a 

3 community plan. 

4 So we would suggest that a community plaQb~ prepared 

5 before ~ny expressions 9f interest are solicited, and 

6 furthermore, we believe that the new economic benefit 

7 conveyance procedure will encourage communities to become 

8 partners in the marketing of the base and expediting the 

9 property disposal and ultimately increasing the revenues to 

10 DOD through the profit-sharing arrangement in the Pryor 

11 amendment. 

12 The second area, very briefly, has to do with the 

13 procedures for appraising the property and determining the 

14 market value. Variations in appraisal values of DOD and 

15 community appraisers are very, very common and should be 

16 expected in light of the absence of zoning and comparable 

17 sales of base property. We have had that example in 

18 Sacramento, for example, with Mather Air Force Base, where the 

19 appraisals came in very, very different. 

20 Where negotiated sales are involved!. however, we believe 

21 it's critical that both parties be satisfied with the 

22 evaluation reached, and we would suggest that where widely 

23 divergent evaluations exist that cannot be resolved, that both 

24 parties jointly retain a third appraiser and jointly develop 

25 the appraisal instructions. The third appraiser's estimate 
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1 would then become the fair market value. We've seen this 

2 happen on a number of occasions in the private sector. No one 

3 really likes it, but it works. 

4 In determining the fair market value we would also ask 

5 that you .include all co~ts associated with the property. This 

6 certainly includes the direct infrastructure cost for the site 

7 and a fair share of the cost of base-wide infrastructure 

8 utility systems and other essential upgrades, as well as toxic 

9 contamination. 

10 I appreciate the opportunity to present these comments. 

11 I look forward to reviewing your Final Rule. 

12 We think it is very, very important that during this 

13 time of closing installations, while it provides a unique 

14 opportunity for both the Federal Government and the local 

15 governments involved, there are also some very unique 

16 problems. Bringing all this property into market at the same 

17 time obviously dilutes the market. Office space that was 

18 selling in 1990 in San Diego for $130 a square foot you can 

19 buy today for $59.10 a square foot. There is no development 

20 going on where people can buy in the market for 60 cents what 

21 it would cost them a dollar to build. 

22 And then in acquiring these properties, obviously, there 

23 are some other problems, things having to do with the fact 

24 that some of them are very old. Many of the properties, 

25 buildings, homes, don't meet local codes or State codes. And 
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1 then, of course, as I said before, the taxies issue. 

2 In many cases, we believe these opportunities are very 

3 special, and we look forward to working with you on this, and 
~ 

4 again, on behalf of Governor Pete Wilson, I would:like to 

5 thank you for the opportunity to present these views. 

6 [The prepared statement of Mr. Grissom follows:] 
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Mr. Bayer and panel ~mber&, my name is Lee Grissom. I am Director of 

Governor Pete Wilso_o·s .Office of Planning and Research, as· well as his ~enior 

Advisor for Economic. Development and the designated point of contact within 

California state government for. base closure. and reuse matters. It is a pleasure to 

be here today to offer our perspective on the .interim final· rule to impiement the · 

"Pryor Amendment" adopted as part of last year's .~ational Defense. Authoriz~~lon 

Act .. 

We appreciate the ~fforts. made in Congress in recent years to mitigate .the 

burden .of base. closures on communities, and the positive response of DoD to 

implement these legislative cha~ges. This is a particularly imponant. matter in 

California, where we oro f~cod with the closure or roalignmont of 22 major bosee, 

the most by far of any state. Incidentally, the closure of these installations. will 

affect the employment of 200,000 Californians, directly or indirectly. 

Although DoD has made an effort to fairly implement the Pryor Amendment 

through its Interim Rule, there ara a number of areas where we believe re_vision~ 

should be made. A copy of our detailed comments. has been ma~e available to 

you. This moming, I would like to expand upon two key recommendations. 

First, we object .to the new pr~dure for "Jobs Centered Property Disposal." 

The procedure Qutlined in the. Rule. does not respond to· any provisions of the Pryor 

Amendment. Although it-is·well intentioned~ it is misdirected and .should either. be 

eliminated altogether ·or revised .substantially. 
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Wa .cortainly don't object to jo~ crea1ion- that's our highost priority for base 

reuse •.. · However, it is critical that the local planning process be given palf)mount 

consideration in -all property disposal acti~ns. Advertising for expressions of 
• I 

interest before land use and ·zoning decisions are made will simply mislead potential 

buyers and create ~ontroversy in the community. 

I speak of this ·from experience,: because this is essentially what happened at 

Hcimiltun Air Force Base in Califomia,-one of the most noturious e.xamples of base 

closure disasters in the nation. F.oltowing the closure of Hamilton and transfer 9f a 

portion of the property to the Army, GSA offered the remainder of ·the property for 

.sale to the highest bidder. That was 1985, before enactment of today's base 

closure ·legislatio·n arid its requirement for·a ·community plan. Consequently, the 

environmentally sensitive communitios· of·Marin County were not consulted.· 

The developer based· his bid on certain expectations of project scope. His 

plan was, however. rejected by the City of Novato. Ultimately, the Government 

·had to refund a portion of the sale price and ·accept a new developer, or face the 

possibility of continuing deterioration of th~ proparty. All of this could have been 

avoided if the sale had been based upon a community plan. 

Therefore. we suggest that the commtiniW plan. be pre~red before any 

expressions of interest are solicited. ·furthermore~ we believe that the new 

economic benefit conveyance procedure will encourage communities to become 

. partners in· base .marketing, thereby· expediting property disposal and ultimately 

increasing revenues to DoD through the .. profit sharing .. arrangement of the Pryor 

Amendment and Interim Rule. 

The second area I would like to address are the procedures for appraising 

.W' ., " 
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property and dctcrminlng·.fair market ~aluo. Variations in appraisal values by DoD 

~nd community appraisers are common and should be expected in light .of the . 

~bse~~ of zorling and comparative sal~,of base property. Where negoti~ted sales 

Vare involved, however, it is critical that both parties be satisfied with the valuation 

reached. We sugg_e~ therefore, that, where widely divergent valuations exist and 

cannot be resolved, both partias jointly retain a third appraiser and jointly deve1op 

the appraisal instructions. The third. appraiser's estimate would then become the 

"'fair market value." 

In det~rmining the ·.,fair market value .. sale price, however, we believe it is 

critical to include all costs associated with making the pr~perty salable. This 

includes direct infrastructure costs for the site and. a fair share of the cost of 

basewide infrastructure~ utility systems~ ~nd other essentiel upgrades. The 

devaluation of the property due to: the stigma of toxic contamination. and other 

hazards should also be recognized. 

I hope these comments are helpful to you in your deliberations over this 

Rule. 1. look forward to reviewing the your Final Rule. On behalf of Governor Peto 

Wilson, thank you .for this opportunity to present our views. 
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1 MR. BAYER: Thank you very much. I appreciate your 

2 comments. Are there questions from the panel, or perhaps, are 

3 there some other observations that you might have, after 

4 hearing from one another? 

5 MR. KLEIMAN: I h~ye a question. One of the 

6 disadvantages of sitting at the end of the table is the 

7 failure.to be recognized. Three tables ago, I had this 

8 question, but we have been moving along quite nicely. This is 

9 more of a process question, I think, and it is probably better 

10 that I read it, to ask it, and set aside some others. 

11 But we have obviously heard some conflicting views. 

12 There is general consensus on many issues, but there are some 

13 conflicting notions here, of appraisals being one; and when 

14 they are done, certain types of conveyances and profit-sharing 

15 formulas, and whether there should be any or not. 

16 But in terms of the process, if we were to look at a 

17 process that had some sort of -- well, no one has talked about 

18 screening of property, the Federal screening, and whether that 

19 is an encumbrance or not. 

20 But assuming, and I certainly would.~ike your comment on 

21 that, but assuming that we laid everything out and communities 

22 went in and did their reuse planning; and assuming that also, 

23 I have heard that reuse plans could be accomplished at 12 or 

24 18 months: What kinds of, are there any incentives that could 

25 be ··built into this process that would .help achieve this common 

w• 
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1 objective of coming to some Local resolution of all competing 

2 needs, whether they be Federal, State, ·Local or McKinney, 

3 within an 18-month to 20-month timeframe? 

4 Number one: Is it doable? Then, even if it t.ook 

5 longer,.~hat kind of incentives might there be built into this 
' .. 

6 process to achieve that result? Or likewise, if we came to, 

7 idealli,· we have talked about consensus and inclusion. 

8 Clearly, there are examples where we are not going to achieve 

9 that, or haven't been able to achieve that as clearly as we 

10 would like in every instance. 

11 What proviso might there be, when we come to the end of 

12 the line, to. ensure that we do not allow situations where 

13 communities continue to bicker, and we cannot move forward 

14 with redevelopment? 

15 MR. SCHLOSSBERG: You are quite right. I didn't hear 

16 anybody mention screening, either. I know that this is 

17 probably not the forum to talk about the McKinney Act 

18 legislation, but it is a symptomatic problem and that is, 

19 there is balancing that needs to be done. There is balancing 

20 among Federal interests, between Federal ~ntities, and in many 

21 cases the communities are caught between two Federal users 

22 that would like to pick up their property before it is 

23 declared surplus. 

24 In some cases, you have a community reuse plan that has 

25 identified a parcel of property that might be the anchor 
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1 tenant on their reuse, and there is a Federal user. The Army 

2 Reserve has identified that parcel, in some cases. There are 

3 several bases where that has happened. 

4 Then, there is the McKinney Act. The ti~~i~g system, I 

5 think, qoes a disservicEJ,. and destroys the utility of the 

6 community reuse plan. And, happily, the Department has put on 

7 hold several of the Federal claimants until the completion of 

8 the reuse plan, in an effort to balance communities against 

9 the Federal reuse. And under the legislation that was passed, 

10 enacted by the House recently, that would allow again the 

11 balancing of McKinney Act uses. 

12 I think that having a single balancing entity, or having 

13 a single process that allows the balancing of all competing 

14 interests to take place, is desirable. And, to the extent I 

15 would have a vote -- and I have none -- I would say it is the 

16 reuse plan. Because, after all the Federal entities are gone, 

17 only the community will be there. 

18 MR. MARTIN: Steve, I would recommend that you start 

19 with an $18 million baseline; and if the community gets their 

20 plan done in 1 months, they get the $17 m~llion that's left 

21 over. And each month that ticks off, the incentive pot 

22 declines. 

23 Seriously though, I think the situation that George 

24 mentioned clearly indicates that you cannot. legislate 

25 community consensus from here. There has been a long 
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1 struggle, and a lot of litigation. The State of California 

2 has an initiative which DOD might encourage the other States 

3 to consider. It's basically, if the community cannot get 

4 together, the Governor is going to decide who ~~ going to be 

5 the pl~n that is going ~o prevail, and who the Defense 

6 Department ought to talk to, to determine at the State level; 

7 and that might work, to break the log jam on some of these 

8 situations. 

9 MR. WAGNER: Mr. Schlossberg, I have a ·question. 

10 MR. GRISSOM: I simply wanted to respond to Mr. Martin's 

11 comment that the Federal Government obviously wants to work 

12 with one identified Local unit. And in California, some of 

13 these are within one municipality, and some are variously 

14 spread about. 

15 Fort Ord was surrounded by a number of them, and we have 

16 a very strong State Senator that put together a proposal for 

17 that specific parcel. We have, nonetheless, come up with 

18 additional legislation which is now moving through the 

19 Legislature and will be finished in the beginning of 

20 September, which basically sets that proc~ss into effect. 

21 MR. WAGNER: When you were speaking of the interim lease 

22 situation, you made the statement at the end about the service 

23 ultimately the property back to dispose of it. I assume that 

24 was after it was clean. 

25 Should we not, rather, be looking at these interim 
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1 leases more as a bridge to get to an ultimate disposal? If we 

2 do lease it, let's say even to the Local community, that we're 

3 tying the lease when the property is clean. Then it kicks in 

4 some type of conveyance in there, whether it b~ a; public 

5 conveyance for, say, an.~irport, or an economic development 

6 conveyance or an educational conveyance; as opposed to some 

7 temporary use out there. 

8 MR. SCHLOSSBERG: Ultimately, yes, that would be ideal. 

9 However, there may be some instances where the base is closing 

10 and you have a potential use for the property; but there is no 

11 reuse plan. And it may be that the community would be more 

12 than willing and happy to have an employer to employ the 

13 people who might otherwise be out of work, while they spend 

14 the year to put together the reuse plan. Ultimately, that 

15 property may wind up as a park; or it may be cleared; or, even 

16 if it is part of an airport conveyance, it may be a hangar 

17 where you need to put your new taxiways. 

18 Well, that process takes a long time; especially in an 

19 airport master plan. And it may be -- I know Mike Durgin went 

20 through those at Chase Naval Air Station._. Ultimately, what 

21 happens at Chase may require the demolition of some of those 

22 buildings that today have tenants in them, employing the 

23 former workers. 

24 CAPT. DURGIN: The concept of a balancing act of a 

25 mechanism for that: Do you believe that, that can be done 
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1 through a rewriting of the imp~ementing rules in Title XXIX? 

2 Or do you believe that, that will require substantial 

3 legislative cha~ges to the present existing CFR's property 

4 acts and legislation that goes to the Federal ~~r~ening and 

5 McKinney.Act? 

6 And if the answer to that is the second, then what 

7 momentum do you believe there is sentiment, if any, in 

8 Congress, to make those kinds of changes? 

9 MR. SCHLOSSBERG: I have always advocated that the 

10 Executive Branch has a lot more responsibility than it has 

11 taken in the past. 

12 I believe that the Pryor Amendment, and that the exact 

13 language of the statute and exact legislative history of the 

14 statute would allow the Department to do a lot more for 

15 economic development than it has done. I believe the 

16 Department will be subject to criticism. There will be those 

17 who will accuse the Department of giving away taxpayer assets 

18 to communities. 

19 And I think, on balance, that the American public would 

20 understand those decisions, if the Depart~~nt were to step up 

21 there and say, "These are the people who are losing their jobs 

22 as a result of us winning the Cold War, and we are going to do 

23 everything we can to help them, including giving them the 

24 property at the bases." I think the statute allows .that, 

25 and I urge you to adopt it. I realize that requires junking a 
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1 whole lot of the methodology that is in the rules; but I think 

2 that methodology gets back to the balancing I talked about. 

3 The Department is not a real estate developer who is 

4 trying to maximize the value of the property. J ~ubmit that 

5 it is good government, ~o maximize the job production there; 

6 and that may be best done by removing some of the strings. 

7 MR. MARCUS: I think I would like to thank George 

8 Schlossberg, for mentioning personal property. Mike had asked 

9 the question about balancing, and I have a qtiestion along the 

10 same lines. 

11 Normally, when dealing with competing interests in 

12 rule-making -- normally, when dealing with competing interests 

13 in rule-making, you try to strike a balance between these 

14 interests. I think we intentionally broke that normal 

15 process, in developing the personal property section, by 

16 tilting in favor of the community. At least, that is what we 

17 attempted to do. I take it you think that we have been a bit 

18 timid, and haven't gone far enough. 

19 One of the things we want to be careful about is going 

20 so far as to, maybe, having some harmful ~ffect on the 

21 readiness of the military organizations that will be leaving 

22 the base and who want to take some of the equipment with them. 

23 Can you give us some thoughts· on how we can deal with this 

24 issue of protecting the readiness of the military 

25 organizations, while still taking care of the communities? 
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1 MR. SCHLOSSBERG: I wi1·1 talk to that. Taking the 

2 personal property of the unit that is relocating, I don't 

3 think that there was much debate about that. At least, I 

4 didn't see much debate about that in any of the comments. 

5 Bu.t on a unit that, is being disestablished and the 

6 personal property is no longer needed for the readiness of 

7 that unit, it is my understanding that other units, other 

8 military Departments, other forces within the command, have 

9 the opportunity under the rules to pick over.that, to fill 

10 their own shortfalls. You are right; it is a balanc~ng 

11 question. 

12 But I don't think that anybody had said that the 

13 relocating units should not be able to take all of their 

14 operational spares, parts. It's not the operational stuff; it 

15 is that which is going to be redistributed and disposed of 

16 elsewhere within the Department, or elsewhere outside of the 

17 Department, that I think is of most use to the community. 

18 MR. MARCUS: Thank you. 

19 MR. BAYER: Let me ask a question about NAID's 

20 recommendation about valuing the property .. as is, rather than 

21· taking into account any potential reuse. 

22 It strikes me that there is a bit of a tension, in that 

23 we have heard a lot about the primacy of the Local 

24 redevelopment plan, and how that should control how the 

25 property is ultimately disposed of. I think we have been 
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1 trying to do that, with some exceptions. 

2 Maybe the terms we use, like "consultation," aren't 

3 strong enough. But I think that notion was certainly there. 

4 To the extent that a redevelopment plan moves forward in 

5 defining-reuse, it stri~es me that you are already moving 

6 toward creating some value in that property. 

7 You are not de-zoning yet; but you clearly do not have a 

8 blank sheet of paper, either, in terms of the use of the 

9 property. You have already been able to apply some of the 

10 environmental constraints; you have done some market .analysis 

11 that puts a template of reality on what otherwise might be a -

12 community wishlist. 

13 So if, in fact, all of that work is done and you, 

14 rightly, want that document to be robust and to actually 

15 control the ultimate reuse of the property, then why is it not 

16 reasonable to use that data and the expectations that that 

17 plan will be followed, as one part of the evaluation 

18 instructions? Rather than simply saying, "Well, it is as is, 

19 where is," with no reference at all to any of the information 

20 that would come through a good reuse plan ... 

21 MR. MARTIN: Mr. Bayer, I would say that the speculative 

22 aspects of plans that Mr. Grissom talked about are what we 

23 face out there each day. In other words, at our base and in 

24 the rural, relatively small community, we have in mind on one 

25 day doing a certain thing with a certain portion of the base; 
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1 and then an opportunity that we hadn't thought of comes along 

2 that may represent a much better use and a much more 

3 beneficial use for the community. And we would change our 

4 mind, and change the plan. 

5 That was not fore~een when the plan was drawn up. The 

6 plan is a snapshot of a point in time, as to what a 
.. 

7 community's vision might be. And it's·going to change. It is 

8 going to be market-driven, with regard to what might happen 2, 

9 3, or 4 years from now. Plans are going to change. 

10 MS. ENGLISH: I totally agree. 

11 MR. BOESE: And I don't think that plan will take into -

12 consideration the incentives, the entitlements, and the 

13 abatements that may be required to get that employer ~o locate 

14 on that base, whether it is in a rural area or in an urban 

15 area, without taking those things into consideration. You are 

16 going to come up with an inequitable apportionment of value or 

17 costs that are being borne for the Local people. 

18 MR. BAYER: Well, I can certainly understand why it 

19 would be very difficult for an evaluator or an appraiser to be 

20 able to estimate incentives that you migh~.have to use. But 

21 if you have defined certain uses, it doesn't seem to be that 

22 awfully difficult for a skilled appraiser to discount the 

23 infrastructure requirements that are needed in order to 

24 realize that use. 

25 MS. ENGLISH: But would that appraiser have access to 
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1 the. Local community's information, always? I think about, 

2 many times a company that moves out of the building and leaves 

3 the community, and leaves the building which would employ 200 

4 people. But an appraiser that comes in to look.at that 

5 building ·doesn't have a, clue about what the future use of that 

6 building could possibly be, and is. 

7 Now, maybe those buildings have ceilings that aren't 

8 high enough; or an infrastructure that isn't quite right; 

9 floors that don't meet the requirements of the next company 

10 coming in. So there are a lot of improvements that might have 

11 to be made in that building, in order for it to have value. 

12 I can tell you for a fact that, in Arkansas, we had a 

13 builder who built a beautiful building: Baxter Travenol. It 

14 was in the middle of nowhere. They didn't finish it. And 

15 they put a price of $10 million on it. It's been out there 

16 for 10 years. Then somebody came along and bought it, for 

17 $250,000. That was the value. 

18 But initially, the real estate appraisal and the price that 

19 they wanted to charge for that building was $10 million. 

20 You know, there is a real world. And nothing is worth, 

21 there is no price unless somebody is willing to pay it.That is 

22 what establishes the market price for it. So we can put all 

23 of these values on it that we want to. But if there is no 

24 market for it, how do you determine what the value is? 

25 Regardless of whether you have to put the infrastructure 

• w 
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1 in; and most of these places really have a lot of it. I mean, 

2 the State is trying to figure out how are we going to put the 

3 resources into one Air Force Base in our State that is going 

4 to require, just to get some jobs in there? And nobody's even 

5 bought it or leased it yet. 

6 So it is going to cost us a lot of money; not 

7 necessarily the communities, because the communities don't 

8 have any money. They don't have those resources. 

9 MR. KLEIMAN: Bob, may I follow up on that? 

10 MR. BAYER: Of course. 

11 MR. KLEIMAN: Assuming that what you say is true, you 

12 are asking the Department of Defense to rely on that Local 

13 redevelopment ·plan, in order to do a number of other things, 

14 such as: Identify what personal property is going to remain 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

the basis for your economic development conveyance, shorild you 

request one. And we are then relying on that with some level 

of certainty, in order to make some very, very important and 

very critical decisions. 

But yet that same logic, you are saying, would not hold 

true in trying to identify some appraised_value at that 

particular point in time. 

I don't see this; there seems to be an inconsistency 

23 there. Can you amplify on that? 

24 MS. ENGLISH: I think you cannot plan forever. I guess 

25 one of the things I look at is, initially, when we thou ht 
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1 that there was a possibility tnat an Air Force Base was going 

2 to close, and we saw some tremendous possibilities there, 

3 there were some pie-in-the-sky type things, and there was a 

4 huge possibility for all kinds of jobs and things:like that. 

5 That soon began to diss~pate, as you began to look at the real 

6 world. 
. 

7 Now that was 5 years ago, that event. So the real world 

8 all of a sudden intervened. And what we looked at and thought 

9 about was a wonderful idea, ut it may or may not ever come to 

10 fruition. 

11 The communities may still be working, 3 or 4 years down-

12 the road, at trying to get some educational institution in 

13 there; so they may still need those tables, desks, and all of 

14 that personal property, if that is basically their ultimate· 

15 goal. 

16 But there is no guarantee out there for any of us. 

17 There are no guarantees that anything is going to happen 5 
. :'.;~ 

18 years from now, or even next year.· It is a lot of wishful 

19 thinking, on both sides. So I am not sure. 

20 I think that there is, probably, an.overall concept that 

21 people have; and wish, obviously, if they are going to look at 

22 airports, then they'll need fire trucks and the kinds of 

23 equipment to fix airplanes, and things like that, whatever is 

24 necessary. And if that looks like the only thing in the next 

25 10. years, then maybe it's reasonable. 

lf. 
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1 Ther~ may be some other pieces of equipment that are 

2 kind of questionable. But some things are going to fall into 

3 a logical situation. I mean, how many opportunities are there 

4 really out there? Let's be real. 

5 MR. BAYER: Are tpere other questions? 

6 

7 

. 8 

9 

(No response. ) 

MR. BAUR: Yes . 

MR. BAYER: Go on, Doug . 

MR. BAUR: I have this question. Many.of the speakers 

10 today, and many of the written comments we have gotte:n, have 

11 urged these longer-term partnerships, joint ventures, various-

12 things in which DOD would be partner with communities for a 

13 substantial amourit of time, until the property got sold off. 

14 And I'd like to ask you how we could and should deal 

15 with the situation which is relatively common, when we 

16 actually get to talk to the individual representatives and 

17 negotiators from communities? And that is that, either 

18 because of their budget problems or their own State statutes 

19 or constitutional provisions, they aren't prepared to finance 

20 a development program very much at all. 

21 You know, you're talking about a partnership, but the 

22 reuses area seems to bring very little to the table, to 

23 support that partnership and to carry out their end of it; and 

24 oftentimes, their only solution is,. "Well, we'll take your 

25 property, sell it off, and use some of that money to help us 

.., " 
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1 develop it." We wonder, if you are going to do that, why 

2 wouldn't letting the free marketplace work, turn about the 

3 same or maybe even more efficiently? 

4 Can anybody kind of speak to that, with any:help for us, 

5 really? .. 

6 MS. ENGLISH: As two State agency people; we can tell 

7 you that it's money. 

8 MR. GRISSOM: I think I could expand on that, just a 

9 little bit. That certainly is the case in California; and it 

10 certainly is the case in virtually every community t~at has 

11 been affected by the closures. We have been trying, in 

12 various ways, legislation and others, to bring additional 

13 resources to those folks in those communities; including 

14 allowing them to have redevelopment authorities on them, or 

15 locating the free trade or foreign trade zones on them. But 

16 in terms of financial resources, there virtually isn't 

17 anything. 

18 Virtually every community is faced with the same thing. 

19 And if anything, ~t is compounded because this major·economic 

20 entity that was serving their community i~.now leaving. 

21 There is an old saying in Hollywood that, after a person 

22 dies, his hair and fingernails continue to grow for 3 days, 

23 but the telephone calls taper off. 

24 (Laughter.) 

25 MR. GRISSOM: When these facilities are closed, the 
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1 problems are going to continue to be t~ere for a long time; 

2 and their resources are not there. 

3 MS. ENGLISH: There's another thing that you and I 

4 talked about at one time, Bob. The reality is~~ it is not just 

5 the Defense Department ~hat is downsizing and cutting back. 

6 You've got the private sector, which is downsizing and cutting 

7 back. 

8 So, not only are communities trying to deal with, "What 

9 are we going to do with this massive installation?" But 

10 you've also got a Teledyne, or a United Technologies'· or 

11 whatever, that is closing facilities all over the United 

12 States; so you are compounding with the private sector and the 

13 public sector. Most of these communities are trying to figure 

14 out: "How am I going to upgrade the sewer and water system, 

15 because I've got a court order now that is requiring me to do 

16 so?" These are really basic, real problems, and they don't 

17 have the resources to take on an additional, or the financial 

18 capability, let alone to set up a marketing program and some 

19 of those kinds of things that need to be done. 

20 MR. BAYER: Yet, in a very real way!. that is what you 

21 are proposing, by transferring virtually all control of the 

22 redevelopment of these installation to ·the community. Coming 

23 with that are all of the expenses and liabilities of that. 

24 MS. ENGLISH: You are exactly right; and I think, in 

25 many cases, some communities are not going to be prepared to 
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1 take that on. They are not going to have the financial 

2 capability to do so. 

3 But we see, it seems to make sense to me, that the 

4 Government would be behind us and backing us Oil~ tl;lat ·project. 

5 We have.been together, ~n our case, for 90 years. Another 10 

6 or 20 seems to make some sense, because we are going·to be, 

7 hopefully, creating jobs. That is good for the Federal 

8 Government, as well as the Local Government. 

9 I think we have to have a degree of willingness to go 

10 ahead in partnership, as we proceed to solve this problem. It 

11 can be worked out, to our mutual best interests; or it can be. 

12 a nightmare for both of us. And, if we work together, it 

13 should have some prospect of success. 

14 MR. GRISSOM: And just remember that, in the vast 

15 majority of these localities, they would really prefer that 

16 you stay and not leave. So, 10 and 20 years, to me, seems to 

17 be a continuation of a relationship that has worked quite well 

18 to this point. 

19 MR. SCHLOSSBERG: I think it is a partnership of 

20 convenience. I don't think there is any ~uggestion that it is 

21 the ideal partnership. But if the Department were not to give 

22 it to the communities, and work through the communities as a 

23 partnership, that doesn't mean that the community is not 

24 there. You're just going to go to the private sector and say, 

25 "We'll sell it to you instead." Because then, the private 
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1 sector has to go to the communities; because the zoning, the 

2 entitlements, the water, the utilities, only the community can 

3 give that. So they are at the table, whether the Department 

4 of Defense and the community are the only two entities that 

5 will be.at th~ table. ~o. I submit that you are right. I 

6 mean, money; somebody has to bring the money to the table . 
. 

7 And the Department is bringing the land, and the community is 

8 going to bring the zoning, entitlements, and the 

9 infrastructure approvals and the regulatory approvals. But 

10 ultimately, in order to consummate the deal and make it 

11 successful, somebody has to come and want to use it, and be 

12 willing to pay for it, be willing to put money into the 

13 ground. 

14 I think all three are necessary. 

15 MR. BAUR: Well then, do you think that our tests, if 

16 you will, of a plan, one that we should engage with, ought to 

17 have a fairly high standard to demonstrate that there is a. 

18 financial plan? Whether it is through private development, or 

19 some kind of tax revenues that will not start coming for a· 

20 period of time, or bonding, something or qther. Is that a 

21 fair thing for us to ask, before we're willing to go into that 

22 partnership? Rather than that it appear to be a partnership, 

23 in several cases where there is no prospect of a financier 

24 coming along? 

25 MR. SCHLOSSBERG: I think it would be fair to summarize 
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1 the testimony here as that, that's not a necessary thing that 

2 should be added to the testing of the property. I think the 

3 testing of the property should not occur. 
. 

4 MR. BAUR: I wasn't referring, really, t~.testing. 

5 Let's forget the whole ~arket test business, for a minute. 

6 Economic development conveyance. Let·' s say that 

7 Community X proposes one to us; but all they show is a 

8 strapped community, financially, and no apparent ability to 

9 market, develop, et cetera. And all we would do is leave the 

10 land lying fallow, and perhaps carry a high maintenan.ce cost 

11 for a lot of years, with not really any plan shown to show us-

12 how development might occur, and we're financing what we've 

13 brought in; and what the community could do to bring the plan 

14 to some near-term success. 

15 MS. ENGLISH: One of the things that I think has 

16 happened, and Mike Durgin is quite familiar with this, but 

17 probably one of the things I see that has turned into one of 

18 the best ·partnerships, is Chase Field. 

19 And granted, what you've got there is a community that 

20 got its· act together, hired a good person~- The market, 

21 because the State came in and wanted to put in a prison 

22 system, was there; so you had a lot of components that came in 

23 together: Some housing, and when there's a shortage of 

24 housing; and a willingness, kind of, from the Navy's side, to 

25 be able to let the community take some of those resources that 

• " 
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1 were coming back off of rent and things like that, and leasing 

2 them, so that they have the money to put into a kitty to begin 

3 to do some of the things that are necessary. 

4 I mean, if you don't have a tenant, how are :you going to 

5 have any ·lease payments,coming in? But if you've got some 

6 lease payments coming in and you have to give it all away --

7 but if you can put it in a kitty, and you can start taking 

8 care of, and you can begin to do the marketing and upgrade the 

9 sewer system, and you have the financial strength to be able 

10 to do a revenue bond issue, some of those kinds of th~ngs, 

11 then there are some things coming together. 

12 It is kind of like going to the bank. And if you don't 

13 have any, you can always get it if you don't need it. 

14 But there isn't going to be a one time, or one way, to 

15 do every one of these things. But there was, I think, and 

16 probably I am sure there are other good examples, but a very 

17 good example of the military and the Government in the 

18 community working together. And they are off the hook now. 

19 You know, we are not still worrying about, "Are we going to 

20 have to pay for it, or not?" 

21 MR. BAUR: Thank you. 

22 MR. SCHLOSSBERG: I will answer yes, at the risk of 

23 being shot on the way out. Would it be fair for the 

24 Department, in reviewing a community redevelopment or an 

25 economic development plan, to see whether it was financial 
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1 feasible? I think yes; I think it would be fair. 

2 CAPT. DURGIN: I would like to ask one question, to sort 

3 of act a little bit as the devil's advocate now. In all of 

4 these mechanisms that we are talking about, 'an~-k~eping in 

5 mind that things change,or that things are different in 

6 different areas, that we have heard all of these different, 

7 conflicting views, I think this a little bit speaks to what 

8 Steve was getting at. Would any of you be concerned, as 

9 private citizens, if you observed in another ·area that 

10 property that had been conveyed for very little money -- I 

11 don't know exactly what that would be --5 or 6 years later, it 

12 was resold or somehow brought to the market for substantially 

13 higher sums of money. 

14 Would that not cause you some consternation, that 

15 perhaps, DOD or the Government had not been good stewards? 

16 You know, in the downsizing and the values, et cetera, that 

17 somehow the process had broken down and we weren't doing our 

18 job, and the inspectors were going to come in and take a look 

19 and see why this was occurring? How do you answer that kind 

20 of question, I guess is what I'm getting to? I mean, I think 

21 everyone here wants to do the right thing. But there are 

22 other issues that need to get addressed .. And I think that is 

23 part of what the struggle is. 

24 MR. SCHLOSSBERG: Mike, I think there is a difference 

25 between putting a mechanism like an excess profits clause in a 
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1 transaction, and milking it as a real estate transaction up 

2 front. 

3 GSA has been doing it, the Department has been doing it, 

4 all of the conveyances now -- I don't know whet_her i·E is 3 or 

5 5 years.~- have the exc~ss profits clause in there; and there 

6 is the whole concept that the Department has from the old 

7 renegotiation board. There are ways to protect against those, 

8 without necessarily trying to maximize profits at the 

9 beginning. 

10 I don't think that is a fine line. I think there is a 

11 big difference between that. And I think one is appropriate.-

12 I think you are right, that the Department should protect 

13 itself against a community that makes a solemn promise to use 

14 it as a park, and then sells it to somebody. But that is 

15 different than going into an economic development conveyance, 

16 and try to force a sale on the community. 

17 MR. BAYER: Well, thank you very much. I appreciate it, 

18 as you represent not only a number of important communities 

19 and constituencies, but also NAID. And we appreciate your 

20 input. 

21 We have one more panel of six individuals. 

22 (Pause.) 

23 GROUP 5 

24 MR. BAYER: We are going to get started, because time is 

25 running out and people are already running into airline 

"-
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1 problems, not to mention lunch. I would like to introduce our 

2 last panel, and then we will get started forthwith. I think, 

3 if you can maintain discipline in your comments, we will try 

4 to maintain our discipline in dialogue. 

5 All of these pane~ists signed up today, and we are 

6 pleased that you came and have done so; and particularly, we 

7 didn't have anybody who wanted to speak, who didn't have the 

8 opportunity to. I am particularly gratified of that. 

9 Mr. Al Eisenberg, Senior Director for Legislative 

10 Affairs of the American Institute of Architects, and also, my 

11 County Commissioner. We are glad to have you. 

12 Matthew Carlson is the Associate Executive Director for 

13 the Glenview Naval Air Station Reuse Task Force, and we are 

14 glad to have you, Matthew. 

15 Barry Cromartie -- is that correct? -- Project Planner 

16 for the City of Oakland, an important and heavily impacted 

17 community both from the point of view of what's happening 

18 within their jurisdiction and also in t~~·larger area. 

19 Mayor Ann McNamara, from the Borough of Tinton Falls, 

20 New Jersey, at Fort Monmouth. 

21 
' 

And finally, former Congressman Bill Lowery, who is 

22 working a number of reuse issues, and we welcome you, Bill. 

23 What I am going to do is, based upon the airline 

24 problems people have, I'm going to ask Mr. Lowery to speak; 

25 and then Mr. Carlson; and then after that, if people have 
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1 difficulties, please.let me know. Go ahead, Bill. 

2 Oh, I am sorry. I have forgotten, we have one other 

3 person. There he is, on the end: Mr. James Raffel, National 

4 Commission for Economic Conversion and Disarmament. ·We are 

5 glad to.have you. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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1 STATEMENT OF WILLIAM LOWERY, COPELAND, HATFIELD & LOWERY 

2 MR. LOWERY: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I was 

3 not intending to speak, but I wanted to make just a couple of 
. 

4 observations because I have seen this thing from both sides, 

5 both as.a member of San,Diego City Council in the late 

6 seventies, when we were dealing with a major land use question 

7 with the Balboa Naval Hospital, a very expensive land use 

8 ·decision; and then, for the last 8 years, a member of the 

9 MILCON Appropriations Subcommittee, and the last 6 as the 

10 Ranking Member on that committee. 

11 On this whole question of bases and of value, I remember 

12 back when we were looking at establishing the BRAC process in 

13 the 91, 93 and 95 rounds; and DOD coming over and testifying 

14 that if Military Construction Appropriations would just 

15 provide two, $250 million of appropriate funds for a total of 

16 half a billion, that no other appropriated funds would be 

17 needed; because from there on out, we will sell off properties 

18 and gain the revenues from those to put into our realigned 

19 facilities. 

20 Well, here we are, some $8 billion later; an 

21 overestimate of the value by some 1600 percent, of bases. Now 

22 granted, it was early on in the process, and we didn't have a 

23 great handle on it. But there's been consistently, I think, 

24 an overestimate of what these properties are worth. 

25 Let me just make a couple of observations, and some 
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1 general rules. First, I do not think DOD does particularly 

2 well land use or economic development. And secondly, there is 

3 a clash of objectives here. 
~ 

4 The Department of Defense, and rightfull~.so, needs cash 

5 to put into the realign~d facilities. The communities, on the 

6 other hand, with identities so tied up in these faciltiies, so 

7 much of· their economic well-being wrapped up in military 

8 bases, have been devastated. Bob, as you pointed out, their 

9 identity is there, back in April at Tyson's Corner, the first 

10 outreach seminar. 

11 So they are looking for jobs; and they are looking· to 

12 put together a land use plan and all of the political 

13 machinations that go into that, in dealing with community 

14 groups and constituencies in putting those plans together. 

15 And so, basically, this clash of approach of culture, of 

16 perspective, is there. And I know we are kind of muddling our 

17 way through it, trying to assign what is the value of those 

18 assets. DOD traditionally has not had to deal with Local land 

19 use decisions in this context; we have been exempted, by 

20 sovereign immunity, from dealing with Local communities 

21 through all of these years. 

22 But now, once the bases get closed, and whoever is going 

23 to take over those bases -- whether you sell the property to 

24 them directly, or work through communities' redevelopment 

25 authorities -- ultimately it's going to have to be consistent 
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1 with whatever land use plan the communities come up with. So, 

2 anyone who will take that property prior to a land use plan in 

3 place is going to be speculative, at best.· 

4 It strikes me, with the direction Congresi is moving in 

5 now with-McKinney, of m9ving toward having that screening take. 

6 place at the end of the process, is what should take place 

7 here: Allow the communities to work up a plan; and if the 

8 property is going to be sold off then, do it so that all 

9 speculation is taken out, or as much as possible. 

10 In San Diego, we did this. 1,200 acres at Miramar 

11 Naval Air Station, back in the late eighties, were severed by-

12 a State highway. The Navy, with the community, planned so 

13 that that land was not raw and its value to attribute to and 

14 accrue to speculators, but that it would go to the highest and 

15 best use of maximum value for the military, as well as for the 

16 community to do it in a normal planning process. 

17 The recommendation I would make to you: Shift it. From 

18 this economic, with the selling at the front end; to after a 

19 community plan is in place. This is the same direction 

20 Congress is moving in. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR. BAYER: Thank you very much. Mr. Carlson? 
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1 STATEMENT OF MATTHEW CARLSON, ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE 

2 DIRECTOR, GLENVIEW NAVAL AIR STATION REUSE TASK FORCE 

3 MR. CARLSON: Thank you very much for the opportunity. 

4 Capt. Durgin asked a question toward the end of_.the last 

5 panel, about stewardship,and protecting taxpayer interests. 

6 It ·is a very important question, and I am glad you asked it 

7 because I had some notes that I wanted to share with you on 

8 that very topic. 

9 I am a Federal taxpayer, so I am concerned about the 

10 appearance of disposing of these properties, as I am sure that 

11 is a very difficult issue that you have dealt with. But there 

12 are some things that all Federal taxpayers haven't put up 

13 with, that residents in base closure communities have. 

14 And I'd like to share with you some examples that are 

15 specific to Glenview; but every base closure.community could 

16 probably say similar things: 

17 The first thing that a Federal taxpayer hasn't put up 

18 with is the loss of a job from a base closure. When you're 

19 unemployed, it's 100 percent unemployment. It doesn't matter 

20 what the numbers are, in terms of relativ~.unemployment. 

21 The second thing all the Federal taxpayer have not put 

22 up with is, in our case, where Glenview Naval Air Station is 

23 an airport operation, all Federal taxpayers haven't put up 

24 with airport operations, including the trauma of crashes in 

25 residential neighborhoods. 

• .., 
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1 All Federal taxpayers have not put up with loss of tax 

2 revenues and development opportunities, since the property was 

3 condemned in the mid-1930's. And all Federal taxpayers have 

4 not put up with subsidizing the cost of providing:services to 

5 the base ·personnel. 

6 The spreadsheet that I handed out compares the cost of 

7 providing education subsidies to the families of the Navy 

8 personnel that are staying in Glenview. I want you to 

9 understand that I am not whining about providing these costs, 

10 or providing these subsidies. We accept that respons~bility 

11 wholeheartedly. The reason I bring it up is to illustrate the 

12 impact of development in a community. 

13 There are loss leaders and there are properties that 

14 develop net revenues to help you offset some of these costs of 

15 providing services. And that is the way we look at the 

16 Glenview Naval Air Station. 

17 We look at it as a development opportunity that will 

18 help us offset some of the service provision costs, including 

19 the annual cost of $3.6 million to educate the students of 

20 Navy families. 

21 There is another huge item that hasn't been touched on 

22 earlier, and that is the cost for infrastructure. We have 

23 estimated that it will cost about $70 million to provide the 

24 infrastructure to help redevelop this property. Those are 

25 realities, in the development market. 
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1 The last thing that other Federal taxpayers don't have 

2 to put up with is the fact that they will not have to live 

3 with the results of the redevelopment on this property. The 

4 Local communities will. So, for the Local communities, these 

5 issues are of the utmos~, importance. Nothing could be more 

6 serious. 

7 I would like to shift gears and speak to one more point, 

8 regarding personal property and determining value at the 

9 bases. It is our opinion that we should give more latitude to 

10 the Local service arms, to be fair in determining the value of 

11 bases, and in disposing of personal property. 

12 We need to recognize that each base is different. There 

13 are different opportunities, and different constraints, at 

14 each facility. 

15 Thank you very much for the opportunity. 

16 MR. BAYER: Thank you very much. Glad to have you here. 

17 M~yor McNamara? 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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1 STATEMENT OF. ANN McNAMARA, MAYOR, BOROUGH OF TINTON 

2 FALLS, NEW JERSEY; FORT MONMOUTH 

3 MAYOR McNAMARA: Thank you, Mr. Secretary; and thank 
. 

4 you, panelists, for going without lunch for so ~ong and 

5 allowing·me to speak. 

6 I am Mayor of a municipality in the State of New Jersey, 

7 which is home to large parts of Fort Monmouth. And I want to 

8 thank you at the outset for your creation of the Office of 

9 Base Transition Coordinating Person. The creation of that 

10 job, and the input that I have had from the man who ~olds that 

11 position, has been invaluable. It was a very successful and a 

12 very good idea. 

13 I am here to ask for a waiver for McKinney. The Borough 

14 of Tinton Falls has a very unique position in this whole BRAC 

15 process. 

16 We will lose, or we will be losing, our largest 

17 taxpayer, with the movement out of the SEACOM Office Building. 

18 The SEACOM Office Building has 650,000 square feet of office 

19 space, the largest office building in the county, and one of 

20 the largest in the State of New Jersey. The personnel will be 

21 moving-on to the main post at Fort Monmouth. 

22 We will lose, now, an annual real estate of $700,000. 

23 We also, in Tinton Falls, educate, happily, the children from 

24 the.Naval Weapons Station at Earl, and the children from Fort 

25 Monmouth in our elementary schools and in our high school. 
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1 This has been a very positive experience for the town for many 

2 years, although the impact aid that we get in dollars from the 

3 Defense Department is truly inadequate. But nevertheless, we 
. 

4 have assumed that role, and we are happy with ~hat role. 

s We· .are one of the, communities that hope that the Army 

6 and the Navy never go away. The possibility of homeless 

7 families located in the middle of a very well maintained 

8 multiservice Government housing area, for children and 

9 families from the Navy and the Army and some.Air Force and 

10 Marines, will really be a double-whammy to the Borough of 

11 Tinton Falls. 

12 Tinton Falls, as I said, already educate the Army and 

13 Navy and other service children in their schools. The 

14 New Jersey schools are funded, almost totally, by the property 

15 tax. I think we are 48th of the 50 States in the lower end of 

16 receiving State money. It is almost all property tax. 

17 In addition to losing the real estate taxes from the 

18 loss of the SEACOM Building, we will also have the 

19 responsibility, with no tax base, of educating children from 

20 these homeless families. 

21 ~ must tell you that I have experience in dealing with 

22 homeless families. In Tinton Falls, we have the only county 

23 facility for homeless mothers with small children in our area. 

24 The county has promised, and they do give, some support. But 

25 these families require a larger proportion of police services, 
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1 volunteer emergency services from our volunteer first aid and 

2 fire companies, than does an average family. 

3 President Clinton said that this should be a win-win 

,, 4 situation for conununities. Our community will ~-e~perience, 

5 lose-lose, in the loss of the rent from the SEACOM Office 

6 Building. I have done a study, and I have tried to market 

7 that building to other entities in the State of New Jersey. 

8 Through our elected officials, I contacted Rutgers University, 

9 figuring that the State university might have needs. They do 

10 not need it. 

11 And the truth, from being on the Planning Board for many 

12 years, is the requirements of a military office facility are 

13 not the same as the requirements of private tenants. We have 

14 somewhat of a glut of vacant office space in the State and in 

15 the county; and the amenities that are present, or lacking if 

16 you will, in the SEACOM Office Building, are not attractive to 

17 Local developers. 

18 The loss of real estate taxes from our biggest entity, 

19 plus the additional social and economic consequences from 

20 introduction of McKinney into an already ~·stablished housing 

21 area for the military, which also is in area where our nicest 

22 housing, civilian housing, is, would truly be a disaster to 

23 the taxpayers of the town. And this is why I request a waiver 

24 from McKinney, for this particular situation. Thank you, 

25 Mr. Secretary. 

• ., 
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MR. BAYER: Thank you very much. Mr. Eisenberg? 
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1 STATEMENT OF ALBERT C. EISENBERG, SENIOR DIRECTOR, 

2 FEDERAL LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS 

3 MR. EISENBERG: I had planned to say, Good Morning; I 

4 will now say, Good Afternoon. I appreciate you~ perseverance 

5 and your·willingness to,listen to me. 

6 I am Al Eisenberg. I am Senior Director for Federal 

7 legislative Affairs for the American Institute of Architects; 

8 and I come before you in that capacity. The AIA has extensive 

9 experience in community revitalization. Most recently, we 

10 have been involved with the development of the Intermpdal 

11 Surface Transportation Efficiency Act's planning provisions. 

12 We have been working very closely with HUD on its 

13 consolidated planning provisions. We've developed strategic 

14 planning books for these Departments. We've been involved 

15 with a number of localities, scores of them across the Nation, 

16 in addressing their economic development issues. 

17 We believe the interim rule is seriously deficient. I 

18 want to speak about two particular areas: One, the 

19 redevelopment plan; and two, DOD's relationship with 

20 localities. 

21 The rule places substantial emphasis on the process for 

22 making facilities available for reuse, but almost totally 

23 neglects to provide any recognizable framework for determining 

24 that use. More specifically, the plan, the rules provision 

25 for a ~ocal redevelopment plan contains no rules and little 

• 
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1 guidance on either revitalization, planning, or community 

2 assistance. 

3 It fails to connect with other administration policies 

4 or Federal laws bearing directly on base reuse r· such· as 

5 transportation, housing, .. and community development 

6 authorizations. It fails to recognize that base reuse must 

7 occur in a broad context of community and regional interests, 

8 and integrate with them. 

9 It's virtually silent on public partic1pation, strategic 

10 community planning, and the coordination of Federal programs 

11 with other, non-Federal public and private actions. The value 

12 of good urban design in successful redevelopment is totally 

13 absent from the rule. 

14 And obviously, we believe these need to be corrected. 

15 Let me mention a few specifics, and some 

16 recommendations. With respect to the job-centered property 

17 disposal process, it inappropriately, in our view, allows DOD 

18 to take immediate advantage of its perceived "hottest" 

19 properties, with no obligation to reach consensus with the 

20 affected communities on their use. 

21 The communities can appeal; but on what grounds? There 

22 are no National standards governing DOD's consultation, or its 

23 decisions about the use of the properties. There's no 

24 requirement for compatibility with Local economic development 

25 plans; there's no requirement for consistency with Local land 
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1 use and zoning ordinances; and again, no requirements for 

2 public participation. 

3 Moving particularly to the reuse plans, and this 

4 references, obviously, the economic developmen~· ~nd other 

5 conveyances: You really,ought to require consistency with 

6 other Federal authorities, particularly ISTEA and HUD's 

7 consolidated planning process. Communities have got to do 

8 these things, have got to engage in these, and the base reuse 

9 process ought to take note of that. 

10 We think you ought to create standards for Local 

11 redevelopment plans. This isn't a burden. This protects. It 

12 also assists communities in meeting their own needs, and 

13 fulfilling their visions. This is not something where the 

14 Department is telling communities what your product will be. 

15 It's setting the framework, and then all'owing them the 

16 flexibility to work within that framework. 

17 Citizen participation should be explicitly provided for 

18 within the rule, in the development of these plans. Most 

19 communities do it; but not necessarily the same way, in the 

20 same quality, with the same opportunity .. They don't 

21 necessarily bring everybody in. 

22 There ought to be public forums, consensus-building 

23 processes, early involvement of all affected parties, ready 

24 access of the public to information. Without some guidance in 

25 your regulation, this is going to be very spotty across the 
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1 country. 

2 The rule should encourage interdisciplinary coordinated 

3 approaches to planning. Otherwise, you're very likely to get 

4 isolated, piecemeal projects instead of attent~o~:to"the 

'5 larger picture, attenti9n to the integration of these bases 

6 into the larger community context . 
. 

7 You ought to require benchmarks and performance 

8 measures, not necessarily set out precisely what those 

9 benchmarks and performance measures are. But you don't even 

10 require any at all. So, there are none for the communities to 

11 meet. 

12 Our sense is that the rule's biggest failure is its 

13 treatment of a base closing process as a military, rather than 

l4 a community, exercise. I think you well protect the interests 

15 of DOD. I don't think you have enough in there to guide 

16 communities in their efforts to recoup their futures from the 

17 loss of their military facilities. 

18 Let me say quickly, you all asked some very good 

19 questions of the last panel. I hope you will ask similar ones 

20 to this one. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR. BAYER: Thank you. Mr. Cromartie? 
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1 STATEMENT OF BARRY CROMARTIE, PROJECT PLANNER, CITY OF 

2 OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 

3 'MR. CROMARTIE: Thank you for the opportunity to speak. 

4 It is nice seeing Secretary Bayer again. You ~p~ke in San 

5 ·Francisco some time ago;, I want to take an opportunity to 

6 tell you that I am representing the East Bay Regional 

7 Conversion Commission, which is the regional body that was 

8 referred to earlier, as well as the City, locally. So there 

9 are both regional and Local concerns. 

10 But I would like to begin by stating some gene~al 

11 concerns that are, essentially, regional -- though I think are 

12 National in application. I would like to concur with 

13 Mr. Eisenberg, and also with the question of Mr. Kleiman 

14 earlier: That I think we need to take a more holistic 

15 approach to what we are doing in conversion. And I would urge 

16 us to think of it almost as systems management, or systems 

17 thinking. 

18 We have to see how the various processes, at a National, 

19 State and Local level, fit -- in terms of a past, present, and 

20 future continuum; and we also have to think about how these 

21 kinds of regulations and policies that you are beginning to 

22 implement, interface -- in terms of making sure that one 

23 process at a State level will be easily dovetailed at a 

24 National and Local level. That kind of systems thinking, I 

25 think, would go a long way in answering a lot of questions. 
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1 And, if it is necessary to rewrite the legislation, I 

2 think -- going on a limb -- that that is what we need to do; 

3 because base closure is just begi~ni_ng, not ending. So I 

4 think that is a very important approach to take·. :I don't see 

5 any of these issues as.peing peripheral issues. It is more a 

6 matter of, some issues are more central than others; and we 

7 just need to prioritize them. 

8 Specifically dealing with the Bay Area and Oakland, we 

9 do also object to the job-centered property disposal 

10 provision, or the ready-market clause, if you will, ~or the 

11 reasons previously stated. And we tend to equate that 

12 ready-market clause, as you boil it down, as undermining 

13 regionalism. 

14 When you have piecemeal development, and allow people in 

15 isolation to cherry-pick, you are going to have an isolated 

16 type of development; which is not going to work for the 

17 infrastructure. It's not going to work for the 

18 transportation. And to the extent we are trying to do that 

19 very quickly and to coordinate things in the Bay Area, you are 

20 going to undermine that whole coordination·. 

21 We see regionalism as coordination and efficiency. And 

22 when you allow ready-market actions, you are undermining all 

23 of that. 

24 The second thing I would like to address deals with 

25 profit-sharing. The City of Oakland, particularly, is 

, 
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1 concerned about the profit-sharing provision; and although the 

2 DOD, I understand, wants to recruit -- and rightfully so --

3 some of their funds, we are nonetheless concerned that.the 

4 profit-sharing may work to the long-term disad~a~tage of the 

5 jurisdictions. 

6 But I think there may be an oversight on your part in 

7 not actually foreseeing how profit-sharing may work. Let me 

8 give you an example: There is a pool of money which has been 

9 dwindling in California, due to State emergencies, fire, 

10 transportation, bridges, a number of things. And that pool of 

11 money is undercutting the pool of money that will be available 

12 for defense conversion. 

13 We would prefer, as bold as this may sound, to have no 

14 profit-sharing where DOD does not seek to recoup that money. 

15 But in reality, under President Clinton's 5-Point Plan, there 

16 was a provision to do some economic grant funding. I think 

17 that was the fifth item. 

18 The reality is, I don't think that there may be funds 

19 available to actually provide those grants. And, given that 

20 as a reality, perhaps the tradeoff would be --not to say that 

21 we don't want those grants, if they're available; we certainly 

22 do -- but the tradeoff would be, if those funds are 

23 unavailable, the DOD could make that up by not requiring 

24 profit-sharing with the jurisdictions. 

25 We have three sites in our City, and we're concerned 

• v 
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1 that profit-sharing may really undermine our long-term 

2 feasibility. 

3 I would like to jump to two other areas, and then I will 

4 conclude my presentation. The other has to do~with fast-track 

5 environmental cleanup, ¥hich deals with the CEQA and the NEPA 

6 process and the coordination of that. We concur with that. 

7 We hope that the lack of funds will not deter that. But we 

8 would also like to urge that the Governor in the State of 

9 California has an initiative, a military base initiative, and 

10 he has a model which we believe might have some application on 

11 a National level. 

12 The CEQA/NEPA coordination, that's under Senate Bill 

13 1971 with Bergenson, and he's working with the university, Cal 

14 State at Monterey Bay, to coordinate that, and to do some 

15 environmental fast-tracking, and also to determine future 

16 projects. We believe that that would be very significant. 

17 The City of Oakland has one particular site, which is 

18 the Oakland Old Naval Base. It's a beautiful site, fairly 

19 pristine, and there are not a lot of environmental hazards as 

20 might be expected in military bases. 

21 We would love to have a provision where the long and 

22 drawn-out EIS, EIR process is shortened and, if you will, in 

23 California we have a negative declaration, or NegDec, process 

24 whereby we make finding on mitigation measures, and move 

25 forward once those mitigations have· been built in. If it's 
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1 possible to do that through this process, it would certainly 

2 facilitate our fast-tracking of the environmental cleanup. 

. .3 · •. · The last point, which may be a stretch, has to do with 

4 the economic viability and job creation of-communities. Our 

5 regional·commission ask~d me to present to you a provision, 

6 which was actually presented actually as an aside in your 1995 

7 Defense. Authorization Act, through Congresswoman Nancy Pelosi. 

8 Nancy was concerned that the inclusion of Local hiring and 

9 contracting goals in legislation needed to be strengthened. 

10 There actually is some language which I have he.re. I 

11 don't know if I necessarily need to read it, but it deals 

12 with, for Local contractors, if you would give me the liberty: 

13 "The county or counties in which military installations 

14 to be closed are realigned shall be located, and adjacent 

15 counties shall be altered. Bases located in large 

16 metropolitan areas may wish to be further restricted by the 

17 definition of vicinity of county or City that those bases are 

18 located in." 

19 What we are attempting to say here is that when you have 

20 a large metropolitan area, rather than contract or solicit ads 

21 for peripheral counties, that one county may have enough 

22 viable contractors that they can adequately handle it. And it 

23 also ·allows the focusing for the Local development, and 

24 inclusion of Local developers and contractors. 

25 Thank you very much for allowing me to present, and I am 
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1 free here to answer any questions you may have. Thank you. 

2 MR. BAYER: Thank you very much, and I am glad you are 

3 here. Mr. Raffel? 

4 
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1 STATEMENT OF JAMES RAFFEL, RESEARCH AND LEGISLATIVE 

2 ANALYST, NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR ECONOMIC CONVERSION AND 

3 DISARMAMENT 

4 MR. RAFFEL: I guess by my location and ~9t I. am in the 

5 hot seat~ and I will try' to be brief. I am Jim Raffel. I am 

6 a research and legislative analyst at the National Commission 
. 

7 for Economic Conversion and Disarmament. We are a public 

8 interest organization, that monitors implementation of Federal 

9 conversion programs. 

10 It is good to see Mr. Bayer again, who was recently in a 

11 conference hosted by citizens who are interested in defense 

12 conversion around the country. And I appreciate the 

13 opportunity to testify here this afternoon. 

14 Speaker after speaker here this afternoon has pointed 

15 out that the Local redevelopment authority has both the 

16 responsibility and the jurisdiction over how to create jobs in 

17 the localities where bases are closing. We at the National 

18 Commission believe that that is an important concept, but we 

19 do have one concern, which is the subject of my yery brief 

20 testimony here this afternoon. 

21 The final regulations are silent on the question of who 

22 will make up these Local redevelopment authorities. We 

23 believe that the final regulation should mandate that Local 

24 redevelopment authorities be broadly representative of the 

25 constituencies that will be affected by the shutdown of the 

., ., 
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1 facility, particularly when examining the reuse options and 

2 the planning stage of the redevelopments. 

3 Since the list of appropriate constituencies really 

4 varies from base to base, we believe that an a~alysis of who 

5 the appropriate stakeho~ders are should be part of the process 

6 of setting up each Local redevelopment authority. 

7 A partial list of some of the likely candidates includes 

8 representatives of such constituencies as Local residents; 

9 community-based economic interest groups; Local Government 

10 officials; Local Tribes; economic development interests; and 

11 elected representatives of the workers or, in the instance 

12 where workers are organized, a base of appropriate trade union 

13 officials. 

l4 Once those appropriate constituencies are identified, 

15 the representatives to the Local redevelopment authority from 

16 each constituency should be chosen by its individual members, 

17 when that' s possible., rather than by the Base Commander or the 

18 Local Government, or Local Government officials. 

19 We would point out, as a matter of history_, that the 

20 failures of a top-down approach to Local ~euse planning are 

21 evident in such places as Pease Air Force Base, where a Local 

22 reuse plan fell apart because a lot of the major constituents 

23 weren't consulted in advance. 

24 Finally in conclusion, I would just point out that the 

25 Department of Energy has set up a task force on community 

• 
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1 economic development, that is chaired by a special assistant 

2 for defense programs, which has been developing guidelines for 

3 broad-based community participation and reuse planning at 

4 former DOE sites. While this is ongoing work, ~~:do.believe 

5 that their work can proyide a useful model for DOD to examine 

6 in the final rule. We thank you. 
-

7 MR. BAYER: Thank you very much. Are there questions 

8 from the panel? 

9 CAPT. DURGIN: I just wondered if other people could 

10 comment on Mr. Raffel's view about mandating or putting some 

11 sort of rule or mandates on what would constitute an LRA; how-

12 communities would feel about that? 

13 And I guess, second, and I think Mr. Lowery sort of 

14 brought it up and raised a question in my mind, if 

15 I understood what he was saying: He sort of argues the case 

16 for taking into consideration what the reuse is going to be, 

17 in the valuation of the property, as opposed to I believe the 

18 other view, which I understood to be valuing the property sort 

19 of as a "where is, as is" kind of condition. 

20 MR. EISENBERG: Let me address the ~irst question. I 

21 have been an elected official for 11 years, right here in this 

22 region, on the Arlington County Board of Supervisors. I 

23 chaired that Board twice; I'm vice-chairman now. 

24 I see absolutely no problem in you all directing that a 

25 redevelopment authority be representative of the community 

• ... 
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1 that it is supposed to serve. Those kinds of rules and 

2 regulations you will find in other laws, in other Departments, 

3 that we already have to follow. 

4 Most communities want to reach out to th~i~:' people; some 

5 don't .. And the fact of,the matter is that, if you want this 

6 to be an open participatory process, you really need to say 

7 that; and make it clear, not exactly who should be there, but 

8 that you have at least the direction, the guidance, that a 

9 variety of community interests be served. Again, we already 

10 have to follow these kinds of requirements in other laws. 

11 Let me just say this. Having heard now about the 

12 Department of Energy's strategic planning process, I now know 

13 of five separate strategic planning processes within the 

14 Federal Government. There may be half a dozen other ones I 

15 don't know anything about; and we thought we knew about most 

16 of them. 

17 I would strongly urge you all, if you want to make this 

18 process successful: Link up with .other Departments that are 

19 already in the field of economic development, al~eady in the 

20 field of community planning and revitalization. Otherwise, 

21 you are going to have extraordinary disconnects at the Local 

22 level, as everybody tries to go around setting up separate 

23 processes. 

24 And I will defer on the other issue, to other people 

25 more competent to respond. 

" 
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1 MAYOR McNAMARA: I would just like to second what 

2 Mr. Eisenberg said. Voluntary compliance sounds great, but it 

3 doesn't work. 

4. · If you people truly complete community i~vqlvement, 

5 whatever·the interests of that particular community are, I 

6 really do think you have to require it. It would be a very 

7 good idea, and helpful. 

8 MR. HERTZFELD: Could I just make a statement here? I 

9 am from the Office of Economic Adjustment. And it has been, 

10 for the last 30 years since the Office has been in existence, 

11 a driving force that we will not give any grant funds unless -

12 the grou~ is inclusionary. It has to include everyone. Mayor 
-~~ 
~~ has said that, that he thanked Paul Dempsey, the 13 

14 Director of the Office, for insisting that the group be 

15 inclusionary. And that is a policy and practice; it's not in 

16 regulation. But it is a policy and practice. 

17 Additionally, the Office of Strategic Planning at the 

18 Department of Energy is being headed by a former OEA official, 

19 and is basing that whole program on the current DOD process. 

20 So it's not like the Government is not talking together; the 

21 Government is sharing its wealth of information, based upon 

22 the 30-year history of the Department of Defense. 

23 MR. LOWERY: Clearly, to answer the first part of your 

24 question, Captain, clearly there should be an inclusionary 

25 process. And when you think of the land use apparatus that is 

• 
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1 in place in most communities, with community planning groups 

2 mainly neighborhood-based, inclusive of anybody who wants to 

3 participate through planning commissions and ultimately 

4 through the land use authority -- be it a City:C~uncil or a 

5 county commission, or a,County Board of Supervisors that is 

6 the political apparatus in place in virtually every 

7 jurisdiction across America, to make these kinds of decisions 

8 as it relates to ready market. 

9 If there's going to be a sale, it shouid be consistent 

10 with community plans. So I say that should be at the back 

11 end, something that we're doing with McKinney. 

12 But look at the condition most of these bases are in. 

13 We have 150 years of combined deferred maintenance on U.S. 

14 military bases across the country. Those are the last numbers 

15 I had at MILCON a year and a half ago, before I left the 

16 Congress. Then, when these bases lay fallow, as some do, for 

17 a period of time before some type of reuse is in place, they 

18 are not in great shape. 

19 Then, when you take into consideration the fact that the 

20 utilities, be they water systems, gas and.electric, telephone, 

21 do not meet commercial standards, the approach that DOD 

22 normally takes is, "What is the cost we have invested in these 

23 things?" -- to depreciate out, as opposed to, "What is the 

24 marketability of these, at the time?" 

25 

" " 

And so there is a rather huge disconnect. And I think 
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1 that has been the part of the problem why, as I said earlier, 

2 there has been a 1600 percent overvaluation thus fari although 

3 we could get by with just a half a billion of appropriate 

4 funds, and that would meet our realignment needs.: Literally, 

5 that has·not been the c~se. 

6 Now ideally, communities see such value in these bases, 

7 they go-to great lengths to hire outside consultants and the 

8 like, to be sure they can keep their base off the BRAC list. 

9 And they use every political resource they have, to escape 

10 being closed. 

11 But then, once that decision has been made, there needs-

12 to be a fundamental shift for, "How do we deal with this new 

13 reality, in transition?" 

14 Ideally, OEA and other agencies should put forth funding 

15 for planning, so that a community plan is in place before we 

16 actually close down. I am not aware of where that has 

17 happened. There has been a lag. 

18 But if you had, as I mentioned, at Miramar it is not a 

19 closed base but an ongoing activity -- but, if our Armed 

20 Services would work with the communities on these transitions, 

21 on the redevelopment plan, and have that in place as early as 

22 possible, then where it did make sense to sell property, it 

23 would be consistent with community needs and plans. 

24 MR. BAYER: Let me raise a question that has come into 

25 my mind through this discussion: The commodity of time, time 

• 
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1 as it relates to the Defense Department; and time as it 

2 relates to the community. 

3 In the early closures, we weren't drawing down the 

4 force; we were simply trying to get rid of the-excess 

5 facilities we had. And,one of the difficulties in those 

6 realignments and closures were that you had to build 

7 facilities elsewhere, to move activities that you were 

8 retaining. 

9 Now we are in the different mode where," in many cases, 

10 we no longer retain the activities; so that we are aGtually 

11 closing bases quicker. And of course, from our point of view, 

12 that makes it a lot less expensive. We don't have the capital 

13 investment at a gaining site; and we can close out the 

14 overhead and reduce the overhead of a closing site more 

15 quickly. 

16 You are going to see more of that 

17 in the future, although it is going to be offset by the fact 

18 that we are looking ·at much more complicated installations in 

19 the future than what we have proposed for closure in the past. 

20 But, from a community's point of vi~w, it seems to me 

21 that time is also a commodity; particularly as it relates to 

22 the human capital that is being displaced. I think that is 

23 particularly apparent in places that have a heavy civilian 

24 population. 

25 We heard from folks from Vallejo, California,. where you 
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1 had 15,000 civilians. If they don't f~nd work, .they're going 

2 to out-migrate; and that is going to be a major detriment to 

3 the community as a whole. 

4 Earlier on today, someone mentioned an e~p~ctation that 

5 we ought·to require: A,Local redevelopment authority, to be 

6 constituted within 6 months; and a plan, to be completed 12 
. 

7 months thereafter. Now, Mr. Eisenberg has rightly pointed out 

8 a lot of things that ought to be in that plan, a lot of 

9 considerations that we haven't articulated, we haven't 

10 required, but clearly whenever Federal regulations require 

11 that, the communities are needing to do that. 

12 My question is: Given that rub of wanting to move 

13 forward as quickly as possible, in order to hold on to the 

14 folks in the community, and the fact that the Defense 

15 Department is going to be moving out quicker than it has in 

16 the past, what is a realistic timeframe that we can expect of 

17 communities, to come up with a plan that is realistic, that 

18 represents a consensus or at least a broad-based 

19 representation of the community; that has market feasibility, 

20 and has some financial feasibility connected with it? Is an 

21 18-month to 2-year timeframe reasonable? 

22 MR. LOWERY: I think it is reasonable; and I think it is 

23 essential, if you are not going to have the deterioration of 

24 the job base a.s well as of the facilities. I mentioned, if 

25 you could start the planning process earlier and actually have 

, .,. 
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1 something in place before we totally shut it down, rather than 

2 do it sequentially. 

3 MR. BAYER: I think in most cases that is the case, that 

4 we do have a plan; with the exception of commun~it.ies ·that have 

5 been in.either deep denial or political gridlock. Clearly, 

6 the resources available to them for planning come almost 
. 

7 immediately. 

8 And to respond to your concern, Mr. Cromartie, the 

9 monies that the Office of Economic Adjustment uses to help 

10 communities plan, they aren't that substantial in aggregate. 

11 But Congress has been more than generous in funding those, so 

12 those will continue. There is no question about that. 

13 MR. EISENBERG: Let me answer that. First, if you go 

14 back to the empowerment zone enterprise community legislation, 

15 and what has unfolded over the last year, you find that 

16 communities were given a very short period of time to get 

17 their act together to do bottom-up, holistic, integrated 

18 planning that involved all levels of Government and all 

19 community interests, with a very specific and demanding 

20 planning process. And they've done it. They've submitted 

21 their applications. There are many good ones in there, and 

22 they're going to be funded by the end of the year. And the 

23 regulations weren't out on that until the end of last year. 

24 Under ISTEA, major communities across the country have 

25 had to do 6-year and 20-year plans and come up with those 

, 
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1 plans on a year-by-year basis, in order to get the money. And 

2 they've done that. 

3 Because none of this stuff exists in a vacuum. There 

4 are already, in most places, planning acti viti~-s that are 

5 going on~ The question,is: How do they relate? Who's 

6 involved? How do they relate to one another? And then, how 

7 do they.relate to the Department or the Federal interests, in 

8 this case, that's driving those processes? 

9 I think a lot of the discussion today, not just in this 

10 panel t?u.t in the other panels, had to do with, with all due 

11 respect: What are the barriers that are within the 

12 regulations, that get in the way of the communities going 

13 about doing their job? Getting into proper partnership with 

14 the Department, in getting hold of those properties, or 

15 getting them reused. 

16 And you clear a lot of this away, _according to some of 

17 the objections that have been raised today, and you can 

18 establish much more specific requirements, and still have a 

19 faster process; and be assured of a much better product. 

20 MR. RAFFEL: I would just like to u~derscore the points 

21 made by several of the panelists here about planning in 

22 advance for base closures before they actually take place, as 

23 a way you can promote the exped~tious reuse of those 

24 facilities. 

25 I am aware of a program that OEA had a couple of years 

• v 
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1 ago, that actually did help the appropriate comrnunities.do 

2 this kind of advance planning; and there are two various 

3 provisions in both the House and Senate versions of this 

4 year's Defense authorization that woul9 promot~-t~at·process 

5 as well. · 

6 I would just say, though, that in general it has been 

7 our experience that there generally isn't all that much 

8 Federal money to help the planning process in advance of a 

9 major, you know, the announcement of a major base closure; and 

10 that would be something that would be of use for you to 

11 consider as well. 

12 MR. HERTZFELD: May I just make a point on that? In 

13 Fiscal Year 1994, OEA for the first time had the ability to do 

~4 advance planning; and we put aside a million dollars on a 

15 competitive program, to have applications for Defense, 

16 potentially Defense-dependent or Defense-dependent communities 

17 at risk; base closure, base communities. Communities with 

18 bases in them, that would be subject to closure. 

19 We were not able to let all those funds out, because we 

20 did not have enough communities come forw~rd for that. The 

21 feedback that we got back was that communities were concerned 

22 about doing advance planning, because they thought that that 

23 would mean that their base would be closed. 

24 So, in that circumstance, there was not a problem that 

25 we didn't have enough money for the planning; it's just that 
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1 the communities were afraid to ask for the planning money. 

2 MR. RAFFEL: Could I follow up on that? That is 

3 absolutely correct. And there is language in this year's 

4 Senate version of the Defense authorization bi~l,: wh1ch 

5 specifically instructs ~oth the DOD and the BRAC not to take 

6 into account the advance planning that communities may have 

7 done prior to the announcement of a closure of a military 

8 base; specifically so that communities will have to go and do 

9 some more planning, without procrastinating. We think that is 

10 quite an important point. 

11 MR. BAUR: I have a question to direct to 

12 Mayor McNamara. You started and ended your presentation with 

13 a strong appeal for a waiver from the McKinney process. Were 

14 you suggesting that you either think we have the ability to 

15 waive it, or are suggesting a means to waive it? Or are you 

16 really saying, McKinney Act should be changed somehow? 

17 Because we don't know of a way that anyone in DOD could waive 

18 that Act. ·• 

19 MAYOR McNAMARA: I would request that the McKinney Act's 

20 goals are admirable, but I think there sh9uld be consideration 

21 given to very unique situations, which I believe my 

22 municipality is in. 

23 MR. BAUR: I understand that. The question is, the 

24 mechanism of waiver. Are you saying the law should be 

25 changed? 

-" 
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1 MAYOR McNAMARA: If the law does· not provide for a 

2 waiver, I would suggest that it be changed. 

3 MR. BAUR: I think we really should urge you to talk to 

4 your Congressional representatives. 

5 MAYOR McNAMARA: ~ongressman Pallone and Congressman 

6 Zimmer are the two Congressmen that we deal with, because I do 

7 believe.there should be a provision in the law for that. 

8 Thank you for that advice, Mr. Baur; I will do that. 

9 MR. BAYER: Are there any other comments or questions? 

10 (No response. ) 

11 MR. BAYER: Well, it has been a long morning and 

12 afternoon. Again, since you had not planned, or we didn't 

13 know that you were going to be speaking today, we are 

14 particularly glad this panel was here. Thank you very much. 

15 And we will consider ourselves adjourned. 

16 Again, the public comment period on these regulations 

17 expires as of midnight tonight. So it's like your tax return: 

18 Get them postmarked. Thank you. 

19 [Whereupon, at 2:35p.m., the public hearing was 

20 adjourned.] 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE ROBERT A. UNDERWOOD (D-GU) 
DOD'S INTERIM RULE CONCERNING THE REVITALIZATION OF 

BASE CLOSURE COMMUNITIES 
August s, 1994 

HAFA ADAI AND THANK YOU FOR GIVING ME THIS OPPORT,UNI.TY TO 

TESTIFY ABOUT DOD'S INTERIM RULE IMPLEMENTING . THE "PRYOR 

AMENDMENT. " IF THERE IS NO OBJECTION, I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO INCLUDE 

FOR THE RECORD-THE OFFICIAL COMMENTS SUBMITTED BY THE GOVERNOR OF 

GUAM. 

WE ALL KNOW THAT PRESIDENT CLINTON'S FIVE-POINT PLAN WAS 

DESIGNED TO HELP COMMUNITIES AFFECTED BY A BASE CLOSURE. THE PLAN 

AIMED TO EXPEDITE THE TURNOVER OF PROPERTY IN ORDER TO CREATE JOBS 

AND FOSTER ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. THE PRYOR AMENDMENT EXPLICITLY 

STATED THAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CAN BEST CONTRIBUTE TO COMMUNITY 

REDEVELOPMENT BY MAKING BASE PROPERTY AVAILABLE TO COMMUNITIES 

AFFECTED BY SUCH CLOSURES. 

THE INTERIM RULE, HOWEVER, CONTRAVENES THE SPIRIT OF THE PRYOR 

AMENDMENT. IT ALLOWS PRIVATE ENTITIES TO BID AGAINST LOCAL 

GOVERNMENTS TRYING TO PUT PROPERTY TO PUBLIC USE. IT ALLOWS THE 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE TO TAKE 60% OF ALL PROFITS FROM PROPERTY 

SALES. AND IT GIVES THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS SOLE DISCRETION OVER 

THE VALUATION OF THOSE PROPERTIES. 

THE PEOPLE OF GUAM, LIKE AMERICANS ACROSS THE COUNTRY, WANT A 

GREATER VOICE IN THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS THAN THE.INTERIM RULE 

PROPOSES. FOR EXAMPLE, THE RULE ONLY GIVES LOCAL RE-USE COMMITTEES 

AN ADVISORY ROLE, NOT A SUBSTANTIVE POSITION TO DETERMINE FUTURE 

• 
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LAND USES. COMMUNITY RE-USE PLANS ARE CURRENTLY DEVELOPED THROUGH 

A PUBLIC PROCESS CHARACTERIZED BY DIVERSE INTERESTS, NEGOTIATION, 

AND CONSENSUS-BUILDING. WHAT USE ARE THOSE RE-USE PLANS IF THEY 

ARE· NOT IMPLEMENTED? 

THIS LACK OF MEANINGFUL COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION MEANS THE 

INTERIM RULE STUMBLES INTO A LONGSTANDING PROBLEM ON GUAM. 

HISTORICAL INJUSTICES SURROUND THE ACQUISITION OF CHAMORRO LAND BY 

THE U.S. MILITARY.. NAVAL AIR STATION AGANA WAS BUILT BY CHAMORRO 

SLAVE LABOR, UNDER THE COMMAND OF IMPERIAL JAPANESE OCCUPIERS. 

AFTER THE UNITED STATES MARINES LIBERATED GUAM IN JULY OF 1944, THE 

U.S. NAVY TOOK OVER THE AIRFIELD AND GAVE THE ORIGINAL LANDOWNERS 

A TOKEN COMPENSATION. 

IN 1993, UNDER A BASE REALIGNMENT AND CLOSURE COMMISSION 

DIRECTIVE, THE PEOPLE OF GUAM FINALLY WON THE RIGHT TO RECLAIM THAT 

LAND. TO TAMPER WITH THE COMPLETE AND UNFETTERED TRANSFER OF 

N.A.S. AGANA TO THE PEOPLE OF GUAM WOULD NOT JUST BE A PROCEDURAL 

MISCALCULATION, BUT A CONTINUATION OF HISTORICAL ~NJUSTICE. 

FURTHERMORE, IT WOULD BE A BITTER IRONY TO SEE SUCH AN ACTION THIS 

YEAR, THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE LIBERATION OF GUAM. 

I AM CONCERNED THAT THE SERVICES ARE IMPLEMENTING THE INTERIM 

RULE TOO QUICKLY. FOR EXAMPLE, THE DIRECTOR OF NAVY REAL ESTATE 

FOR THE PACIFIC DIVISION WROTE TO OUR BASE RE-USE COMMITTEE TO 

INFORM US THAT THE PROPERTY VALUATION PROCESS, UNDER THE INTERIM 

RULE, WAS BEING INITIATED • 

. .. 

. IF WE ARE HERE TODAY ·TO DISCUSS 



CHANGING THE INTERIM RULE, WHY IS. IT BEING IMPLEMENTED BY THE 

SERVICES? I WOULD LIKE TO SEE IMMEDIATE ACTION TO SUSPEND ALL 

CURRENT EFFORTS TO IMPLEMENT THE INTERIM RULE UNTIL DOD HAS 

REDRAFTED THE RULE. 

I WANT TO COMMEND DOD FOR HOLDING THIS HEARING AND FOR 

EXTENDING THE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD. OBVIOUSLY, THE DEPARTMENT 

UNDERSTANDS THAT THE INTERIM RULE, AS WRITTEN, CANNOT STAND. AS A 

MEMBER OF THE HOUSE ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE, I WILL BE VERY 

PLEASED TO SEE THE DEPARTMENT RESPOND IN GOOD FAITH TO THE COMMENTS 

PROVIDED BY MY COMMUNITY AND OTHERS. 

IT IS POSSIBLE THAT, IF THE INTERIM RULE REMAINS IN PLACE, 

N.A.S. AGANA LAND WILL BE PURCHASED BY JAPANESE INVESTORS. WE'VE 

ALL HEARD OF "BUY AMERICAN ••• " HOW ABOUT MAKING SURE WE SELL 

AMERICAN? AND WHEN IT COMES TO PUBLIC USE, WE SHOULD MAKE SURE WE 

GIVE TO AMERICAN LOCAL GOVERNMENTS. 

SI YU' OS MA'ASE. THANK YOU. 

" \1' 



STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PROPOSED INTERIM RULE 

PUBLIC HEARING, AUGUST 5, 1994 

Thank you for this opportunity to provide testimony: ort the 
proposed interim rule. South carolina is committed strongly to a 
method through. · which an economic development conveyance can 
mutually benefit both a community and DoD. Our major objection 
to the proposed interim rule is the imposition of DoD in 
marketing "hig}l- value" property and the insistence that "high 
value" property be separated from a potential economic 
development conveyance. This testimony only focuses on these 
concerns. More specific written comments have also been 
submitted for the record, and I am available to elab9rate further 
on any of these recommendations. 

Job creation, replacement and enhancement of the local tax.base 
should be the ultimate goal in our federal policy for base 
redevelopment. These are well-established, bona fide public 
benefit activities which we believe are articulated in the 
language of the Pryor Amendment and President Clinton's Five 
Point Plan. The rate of return on a closed military 
installation, which is of ultimate importance, should not be the 
one-shot real estate payment to the military. 

Under the proposed rule, when a base is closed, the primary 
objective for the Military appears to be recoupment of the real 
estate value and avoidance of future maintenance. It appears the 
goal of achieving a public benefit from economic development has 
been confused with the priority of achieving maximum return for 
real estate, and with this, the community's right to self
determination and its ability for economic recovery have been 
subverted to DoD. If a community's economic base is taken away 
when an installation closes, it can not afford the resources to 
purchase real estate and support new development. 

If the DoD isolates the best development opportunities, the 
"cream puffs," for their own sole benefit, the community will be 
faced with the impossible task of finding productive uses for the 
lemons. This is why the proposed interim rule needs to be 
revised: if you average the high value property against the 
negative value property on one base: you may come up with zero 
value. This would. prevent flexibility in development. For 
example, communities may need to give away property in order for 
an ·investor to build a building. Some bases may need to offer 
unique terms to a free "high value" property in order to anchor a 
visible tenant that becomes a magnet for other development. ·Each 
community is different and the rule should recognize this through 
flexible terms. 

An economic development conveyance should take into account the 
number of jobs created and private sector investment necessary to 
create a tax base in the community. Similar methods of valuating 
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a basis for determining value of economic development are used in 
state economic development incentives and other federal 
assistance programs like the Community Development· Block Grant 
program and Economic Development Administration grants . 

. 
DoD ~oes not need to establish a role in determining market value 
of property and marketing that property. Through· it's own 
subordinate, the Office of Ecpnomic Adjustment, DoD influences 
the creation of effective. community redevelopment plans. There 
are appropriate times in this process for the Military to 
identify prope~~y for continued military or other federal uses. 
DoD writes the NEPA required Environmental Impact Statement, in 
collaboration with the community. The Record of Decision and 
CERFA determination chart the best course of action for that 
community to follow, at that time. But, beyond the ROD, the 
implementation of this plan is appropriately ieft to the 
community. When property no longer has a defense need, DoD must 
sever the umbilical cord and let the local and state govern~ents 
take over. · 

If the redevelopment plan recognizes a potential benefit from 
economic development, then a conveyance for public benefit can be 
negotiated. The conveyance for economic development should be 
structured to include properties that are needed to successfully 
implement the plan for job creating and supporting activities. A 
split of profits with the DoD is a given. 

What must be determined, and considered for discounts in each 
individual case is the initial value of the property and what 
community investment in care, maintenance, infrastructure 
development on and off base, demolition, environmental testing, 
administration, etc. will be applied against the initial cost. 
There should be a mutually-agreed upon mechanism to establish the 
fair market value of the property as it relates to its particular 
locale and community environment. An essential element of this 
valuation is consideration for functional and economic 
obsolescence of the property. Discounts up to 100% -from the 
agreed-upon fair market value would be based on the economic and 
functional obsolescences, as they are identified in the 
community's redevelopment plan. The distress to a local and 
state economy from a base closure and projected redevelopment 
opportunities should be major factors in considering the amount 
of discount from fair market value. · · 

This proposed procedure for economic development conveyance would 
allow redevelopment of former military installations through 
methods that are· commonly used by public and private industrial 
parks. The real estate value becomes one of the development 
incentives a public body can offer as an inducement for-location 
in a certain area. The purchase of property can be amortized 
with flexible terms, or the property can be leased on an interim 
or long term basis; depending on the kind of job. creating 
commitment the prospect ·makes. The community will have 
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flexibility to negotiate with development prospects and the DoD 
will receive compensation. 

The condition of structures on bases influences property values, 
which is why this proposal recommends discounts for eqonomic and 
functional obsolescence. Military buildings have been buiit to 
house specialized tenants rarely found in the private· sector!> 
The value, as estimated by the federal agencies that constructed 
these buildings, can never be recovered. If a building is suited 
for conversion, it often requires significant improvements to 
bring it to .code and private utility standards. These 
renovations, along with required environmental mitigation for 
asbestos, could exceed the fair market values of some buildings. 
Those circumstances, obsolete buildings, or buildings that must 
be demolished for other planned uses, should be part of the 
negotiated discount to facilitate successful re-use.· 

Economic development is extremely competitive. Every comm~nity 
in this nation competes against every community: there simply 
aren't enough new ventures to go around for every available site. 
The preponderance of former military sites make every base's 
unique facilities commonplace: having all of the former air 
force bases on the market simultaneously, for example, only 
dilutes the redevelopment value of each hangar, because the few 
aeronautical ventures cannot occupy them all. 

OVERVIEW OF RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Create procedures for economic development conveyance that: 

1. Leave the decision for accepting the conveyance request to 
the Military Department 
2. Require the economic development need to be articulated in 
the community redevelopment plan 
3. Allow consideration for projected number of jobs created, the 
amount of investment, and overall economic impact to the 
community 
4. Establish discounts based on the economic impact of the base 
closing, functional and economic obsolescences of properties 
5. Maintain a split of. profits with DoD, after subtraction of 
the community's redevelopment investment costs 
6. Allow time for successful implementation. 

In essence, the supply of former military buildings outweighs the 
demand, and those communities that are successful in 
redevelopment will have been creative in their packaging and 
marketing of these properties. The procedures for economic 
development conveyance should create opportunities to enable 
these base communi ties to compete and be successful _in their 
redevelopment efforts. I appreciate your kind attention and 
serious consideration of these recommendations. 

Haidee Clark Stith 
August 5, 1994 
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WRITTEN COMMENTS FROM THE CITY OF. ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
PUBLIC HEARING ON INTERIM RULES 
WASHINGTON, D.C./AUGUST 5,.1994 

IN RE. MCKINNEY ACT SCREEHDlG PROCESS 

The Orlando Naval Training Center is currently in the McKinney 

Act screening phase of the Base.Closure. Process~ We are facing a 

problem with the McKinney ·Act. which we did not foresee. The City, 

as the· Local Redevelopment Authority (LRA) in· the· base closure 

process, has an eJC:celient. ·working relationship.·with the Mili~ary 

officials, and has been a·ctive in the creation of a Base Re-Use 

Plan, in conjunction with the local Base·Re-Use·Commission. 

The Base Re-Use Commission ·has. been working with our local 

homeless provider in preparing·a plan to submit to HHS pursuant to 

the McKinney Act process. However, an expression of interest has 

been submitted by a group called·Role Models America (RMA), which 

requests the entire base (2,000 acres) for use as a "Magnet School 

Academy for At-Risk Dropouts". RMA purports to be able to get two 

hundred fifty million. dollars· ($250, 000,000. 00) in· F.ederal Funds to 

operate this facility. 

The City and the Base Re~use Commission certainly support the 

goals of the McKinney Act, however, t;:he ·RMA·proposal requests the 

entire base, which under.mines the goal of economic development, 

which is such a· strong aspect of President. .Clinton's Five Point 

Plan. 
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The City and Base Re-Use Commission have worked closely with 

the local homeless provider to put together a. plan which will 
. 

assist the.needs of the homeless, as well· as encourage the future 

re-use of the base. 1 

The· problem which the City is encountering is that there is no 

point of entry for·the City or any other LRA to express concerns or 

provide comments or input in regards to the expression of interest 

or subsequent application ·submitted by the homeless provider. 

While we. certainly support HHS, we· would like to be able.to express 

our legitimate concerns, comments or support, especially in light · 

of the President '.s stated goal of. economic development. The City 

1It should be noted that in .the current Interim Rules in regard 
to the McKinney Act (§91.7, paragraph b), provide the following: 

This section describes the new process specifically tailored 
for base closure properties that will expedite the screening 
process with.homeless providers and.will result in the early 
identification. of their needs. The Military Departments will 
work with communities to identify eligible entities and 
conduct timely outreach seminars to- educate homeless providers 
with respect to the land and buildings that will be made 
available·and the process for making a formal application to 
the Department· of Health and Human Services (liHS}. The early 
identification of'homeless assistance requirements for land 
and buildings at closing bases will· permit communities to 
develop reuse plans that fully accommodate homeless needs, 
while permitting early identification· of the remaining 
property for either quick sale for job creation or conveyance 
to a local redevelopment authority eor.economic development 
purposes. 

The City believes that it has foll·owed this process, and now 
finds itself in a position ·where· an outside 11 homeless provider" has 
come in and will apparently make application for the entire base, 
without any interaction or i.nput from· the City, and -·with no 
consideration for the Redevelopment.Plan. 

2 
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would propose that a point of entry for comments by the LRA be 

allowed during the_process. 

The attached proposed revision provides that HHS will give 

notic~ .to· the LRA that an expression of interest_·has been .i-eceived, 

and will al-low the LRA to provi9e comments .. It should be noted 

that this proposed revision will not add. any additional time to the 

screening :Pr_ocess, but will allow the LRA to comment during the 

s-ame 9 0 day period that the provider has to prepare and submit 

the.ir application .. 

Date 

Thank you for taking the time to consider· .this comment. 

• IIi' 
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PROPOSED REVISION TO §91.7 (b) McKinney Act Screening. 

Federal Register 1 Page 16129 

SUBMITTED BY THE CITY OF ORLANDO, PLORI:DA 

"* * *·* * 
(5)_ Providers of assistance to the homel~ss shall then have 60 

days in which to submit to HHS expressions of interest in any 

of the listed properties. Upon receipt of an expression qf 

interest from a homeless _provider, HHS shall notify the Local 

Redevelopment Authority (~RAl of the receipt of .the expres~ion 

of interest. and.shall allow the LRA to ~rovide comments to 

the expression of .interest. The time· limit for the LRA to 

provide comments shall extend to. the due date of the 

application from the homeless provider. HHS shall consider 

the comments of the LRA during its review of the completed 

application, as provided herein. If a provider indicates an 

interest in a listed property, it shall have.an additional 90 

days after submission of its written notice of interest to 

submit a formal appli'cation to HHS, a period which. HHS can 

extend. HHS shall ·then .have 25 days · afte~ receipt of a 

completed application to review and complete all actions on 

such applications. 

-" 
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August 2,. 1994 

Mr. Robert Bayer 
Office of the Assistant· Secretary 

of Defense · 
Washington, D~C. 20301-3300 

Dear Mr. Bayer: 

Thank you for ~xtending the comment period until August 5, ·1994 
regarding the· Department. of Defense Interim and Proposed Rules on Rev1taltz1ng 
Base .Closure Communities published in the April 6, 1994 edit1on of ·the Federal 
Register. · · 

As you know, my colleagues. and I recognize the importance of a fair and 
successful transition phase for base conversion to civilian use. As such, I 
enclose testimony for the record for· the hearing scheduled August 5 ,. 1994 at 
the General Services·Administration Headquarters. 

TPH:wb.m 

Enclosure 

• If 
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Testimony of Rep.Tony P. Hall on the proposed final r~le for Revitalizing Base 

Closure Communities and Community Assistance before the Deputy Assistant 

Secretary of Defense for Economic Reinvestment and Base Realignment and_ 

Closur~, August 5, 1994 public hearing_ .. 

Thank you for .. · the .opportunity to, .testify regarding the Department of 
. . 

Defense Proposed Final Rule on "Revitalizing Base Closure· Communities and 

Convnunity Assistance0
, published in the ·April 6, 1994,· federal Register. 

Gentile Air Force Station, located in Kettering, -Ohio, which is 1n my 

district, is slated for closure as part of the 1993 Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment process. With an-interest in retaining jobs and· bolstering 

economic development hopes among local civic and business leaders, my· 

community has organized to make Gentile a bright example of base closure 

success. 

I commend the President's five~point plan to spur community economic 

reinvestment for the rapid redevelopment and creation of new jobs in base 

closure communities. Especially important is the jobs-centered property 

disposal process that puts local.economic redevelopment first. l believe the 

proposed final rule establishes pol icy and procedure that accurately reflect 

the intent of the National Defense Authorizat1on Act for Fiscal Year 1994 and 

other changes to the base realignment and closure process generated by Title 

XXIX of the Act. 

Rather than maximizing the proceeds from the sale of ·real property at 

militar-y bases slated to close, the focus of the proposed rule is to make base 

property more affordable to communities for the purpose of job creation. 

Also, the rule allows communities that have_ viable plans for economic 

redeve 1 opment to obtain property at prices within their means. · Unf~_rtunately. 

provisions within the proposed ·fin.al rule for Revitalizing Base Closure 

• " 
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Communities and Community Assistance may allow for situations which make the 

acquisition of base property cost prohibitive to the local community. 

Gentile 1s located near the heart of a large urban area and within the 

City of Kettering, a very desirable location in the Dayton area. ~-Th~ base 

contains modern office space which currently houses the Defense Electronics 

Supply Center (DESC). There is a.ready market for the property. 

Consequently, the rule, as· currently drafted, would likely effect a bidding 

war among public and private concerns that may jeopardize the efforts of the 

local redevelopment author1ty.to put the property into productive civilian 

reuse. I would like to avoid private concerns purchasing this site or . 

port1ons for speculation or for uses inconsistent with attracting high wage 

paying jobs or leading to job growth in the near term~ 

Obviously the importance of an expedient property transfer process is 

cr~ciaJ to the economic revitalization of impacted base closure communities. 

However, I cannot stress enough the importance of keeping·the community 

considerations a high priority throughout this process. First and foremost, 

the process for base transition to civilian use must focus upon the needs of 

the community as outlined 1n the local redevelopment plan. To safeguard the 

interests of those whom are most affected by the closure --the local 

conunun1ty-- I suggest additional language be added to secti~n 90.4 to grant 

the community reuse conunittee authority ..to veto base closure property 

transactions which do not conform to the local reuse plan . 

• "' 
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Office of the City Council 

City of~ustin 

·August 3, 1994 

~-300 Centennial Way 
· Tustin. CA 92680 

(714) 573 .. 3010 
FAX (714) 832·0825 

Mr. Bob·Bayer 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of· Defense 
for Economic Reinvestment 

Thomas R. Saltarelli 
Mayor 

and Base ·Realignment and Closure 
-and -Hearinq Officer for Comments 
on the Interior Final Rule 
The Pentaqon, Room 30814 
washinqton, D.c. 20301-3300 

SUBJECT: COMMENTS ON INTERIM RULE J:KPLEKEHTING TITLE XXIX 
OJ' THE NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT. FOR. 
1994 

Dear Mr. Bayer: 

Representatives of the cl.ty of Tustin are u.nable to attend 
the public hearinq on the subject Interim Rule scheduled 
for August 5, 1994. However, ·the city has previously 
prepared and forwarded a number of substantive comments and 
concerns regarding the proposed Interim Rules to Mr. Joshua 
Gotbaum with the office of ·the Assistant Secretary ·of 
Defense (attached). Due to our inability to speak with you 
directly on these matters at the hearing, we respectfully 
request that our previous comments and concerns be included 
in the public record. In addition, we would appreciate· 
receiving any hearing minutes andjcr other ma~erials 
distributed at the hearing. 

To summarize, we strongly believe that the Interim Final 
Rules, as currently drafted, do· not address the intent of 
both President Clinton's .5-Point Plan and· Senator Pryor • s 
Amendment to the Defense Authorization Act of 1994. 
President .Clinton and Senator Pryor have both under~tood 
and expressed their shared belief that an essential 
foundation of a truly successful transition from military 
to civilian use must be weiqhted toward the local community 
and their knowledqe- of the economic and land use ·issues _. 
involved. Economic revitalization and efficient . and 
effective reuse of closing military bases can only occur 
with the support and assistance of the local community and. 
with a recognition and accommodation of the· market· 
constraints (infrastructure, environmental cleanup, 
entitlement, etc.) affecting reuse of a closed military 
base property . .,•Local communities are also more experienced 

Jim Potts 
Mayor Pro T em 

. Mtke Doyle 
Councilmember 

Jeffery M. Thomas 
Councllmember 

Tracy A. Worley . 
Councilmember 
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in land development, . real estate economics and economic 
development than a military organization and must have a 
larger role in the real estate disposition process. no 
matter where a .closing ·military base is (i.e.· rural vs. 
urban area) . · 

We believe that the ·Department of Defense•s·Final Interim·· 
. Rules should be . s~qnificantly amended pri~r to formal 
implementation and we would also request an additional 
period for publ-ic review and comment before any redrafted 
rules are implemented. 

The City of Tustin will provide the Oepa·rtment of Defense 
whatever technical support an~ assistance necessary to· 
ensure that reuse planning efforts affecting local 
communities throughout. the country have a chance .for 
success. I am available, ·as well as Christine Shingleton 
of my staff, to discuss our concerns and comments at your 
convenience. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas R. 
Mayor 
Cha~rman Base Closure Task Force 

cc: George Schlossberg 
Peter Hersh, City of Irvine 
Ben Williams, OPR 
NAID 
Colonel Ritchie, BRAC Office 

Attachment 

"' 

P.3 
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Office of the City Council 

C·ity of Tustin 
June .29, 1994 390 Centenniar Way 

Tustin, CA 92680 
(714) 573-3010 

FAX (714) 832-0825 
Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 
Office of the-Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security · 
The Pentagon, Room 308~4 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

SUBJECT: COMMENTS ON :CNTER:IM RULES IMPLEMENTING TITLE 
XXIX OF THE· NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT 
FOR 1994 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 
. . . 

Attached are the .City of Tust·in'.s comments on the Interim 
Department of Defense final. rules for revitalizing base 
communities and community assistance ·published in ·the 
Federal Register on April 6, 1994. · The City of Tustin is 
·the reuse authority · for the MCAS, Tustin closure· in 
California. 

The City would strongly recommend that there be an 
opportunity to rev~ew any additional Department of 
Defense changes to the proposed rules prior to their 
being finalized. If there are any questions, please 
contact Christine Shingleton of my staff at (714) 573-
310?. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas R. 
Mayor 
Chairman Base Closure Task Force 

~S!CAStkbc\got~cum.ltr 

cc: George Schlossberg 
Peter Hersh, City of Irvine 
Ben Williams, OPR 
NAID 
Colonel Richie, BRAC Office· 

Thomas R. Saltarelli 
Mayor 

Jirn Potts 
Mayor Pro Tern 

Mike Doyle 
Couhcilmember 

Jeffery M. Thomas 
Councllmember 

Tracy A. Worley · 
Counclfmember 



Office of the City Council 

City of Tustin 

August 3, 1994 

~300' Centennial Way 
Tustin, CA 92680 

(714) 573-3010 
FAX (714) 832-0825 

Mr. Bob Bayer 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Reinvestment 
and Base Realignment and Closure 
and Hearing Officer for Comments 
on the Interior Final Rule 
The Pentagon, Room 3D814 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

SUBJECT: COMMENTS ON INTERIM RULE IMPLEMENTING TITLE XXIX 
OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR 
1994 

Dear Mr. Bayer: 

Representatives of the City of Tustin are unable to attend 
the public hearing on the subject Interim Rule scheduled 
for Au·gust·- s-·,·----1·994. However, the City has previously 
prepared and forwarded a number of substantive comments and 
concerns regarding the proposed Interim Rules to Mr. Joshua 
Gotbaum with the office of the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense (attached). Due to our inability to speak with you 
directly on these matters at th~ hearing, we respectfully 
request that our previous comments and concerns be included 
in the public record. In addition, we would appreciate· 
receiving any hearing minutes andjor other materials 
distributed at the hearing. 

To summarize, we strongly believe that the Interim Final 
Rules, as currently drafted, do not address the intent of 
both President Clinton's 5-Point Plan and Senator Pryor's 
Amendment to the Defense· Authorization Act of 1994. 
President Clinton and Senator Pryor have both understood 
and expressed their shared belief that an essential 
foundation of a truly successful transition from military 
to civilian use must be weighted toward the local community 
and their knowledge of the economic and land use issues - · 
involved. Economic revitalization and efficient and 
effective reuse of closing military bases can only occur 
with the support and assistance of the local community and· 
with a recognition and accommodation of the market 
constraints ·(infrastructure, environmental cleanup, 
entitlement, e'tc.) affecting reuse of a closed military 
base property.~ Local communities are also more experienced 

Thomas A. Saltarelli 
Mayor 

Jim Potts 
Mayor Pro Tern 

. Mike Doyle 
Councilmember 

Jeffery M. Thomas 
Councilmember 

Tracy A. Worley 
Councilmember 



in land development, real estate economics and economic 
development than a military organization and must have a 
larger role in the real estate disposition process no 
matter where a closing military base is (i.e. rural vs. 
urban area) . 

We believe that the Department of Defense's Final Interim 
Rules should be significantly amended prior to formal 
implementation and we would also request an additional 
period for public review and comment before any redrafted 
rules are implemented. 

The City of Tustin will provide the Department of Defense 
whatever technical support and assistance necessary to 
ensure that reuse planning efforts affecting local 
communities throughout the country have a chance for 
success. I am available, as well as Christine Shingleton 
of my staff, to discuss our concerns and comments at your 
convenience. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas R. 
Mayor 
Chairman Base Closure Task Force 

cc: George Schlossberg 
Peter Hersh, City of Irvine 
Ben Williams, OPR 
NAID 
Colonel Ritchie, BRAe Office 

Attachment 

.. 
If 



Office of the City Council 

City of T~stin 
June 29, 1994 300 Centennial Way 

Tustin, CA 92680 
(714) 573-3010 

FAX (714) 832-0825 
Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 
The Pentagon, Room 3D814 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

SUBJECT: COMMENTS ON INTERIM RULES IMPLEMENTING TITLE 
XXIX OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT 
FOR 1994 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

Attached are the City of Tustin's comments on the Interim 
Department of Defense final rules for revitalizing base 
communities and community assistance published in the 
Federal Register on April 6, 1994. The City of Tustin is 
the. reuse authority for the MCAS, Tustin closure in 
California. 

The City would strongly recommend that there be an 
opportunity to review any additional Department of 
Defense changes to the proposed rules prior to their 
being finalized. If there are any questions, please 
contact Christine Shingleton of my staff at (714) 573-
3107. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas R. 
Mayor 
Chairman Base Closure Task Force 

TS:CAS:kbc\gotbaum.ltr 

cc: George Schlossberg 
Peter Hersh, City of Irvine 
Ben Williams, OPR 
NAID 
Colonel Richie, BRAC Office 

~~- . ~··~~-·-·--

Thomas A. Saltarelli 
Mayor 

Jim Potts 
Mayor Pro Tern 

.Mike Doyle 
Council member 

Jeffery M. Thomas 
Council member 

Tracy A. Worley 
Councilmember 



CO:M:MENTS ON THE INTERIM: RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA; MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16127 
Column~3 ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.3 e 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Delete second sentence 

Why: 

Provisions in paragraph 91.6 and 91.7 describe in specific ·detail the delegation of authority and screening 
procedures 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No._l_ 



week after the date on which the redevelopment plan is submitted to the MiJitary 
Department. This scenario could lead to the neglect of the existing buildings and 
infrastructure, and thereby seriously threaten the local community's chances for a 
successful conversion. If this language is allowed to remain as is, it would have the 
potential to severely hamper our marketing efforts. 

. 
Recommendations: Section (h) (4), which references the various dates by which 
responsibilities relating to both personal property and levels of maintenance a:nd·repair may 
terminate, must be revised to take into account the time frames of both the redevelopment 
plan as well as the dates of closure and/o'r transfer of property, whichever is later. 

In Section (i) (4) (iJ -the phrase .. near term" must be more clearly defined, since it relates 
to the marketing' strategy of the local jurisdiction. 

To summarize, it appears as though the Rule, as currently written, will not facilitate the 
implementation of president Clinton's Five-Part Program. This Rule will lead to delays in the 
implementation of the conversion process, thereby slowing down the creation of new jobs for the 
local community. Given the significant impact to our regional economy of the pending closure, 
there is an absolute necessity for the rapid turnover of property to the local jurisdiction. 

We recommend that the language of the Interim Final Rule with regard to revitalizing base 
closure communities be significantly revised to more accurately reflect the spirit of the 
President's Five-Part Program. 

We hereby request that such revisions reflect the comments and recommendations made within 
the body of this letter and its attachments. Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

---""---~· . ) / /.- . 

/'7-/u .. ,. // 7i..}'!C..' 
'-Frank M. Jordan, Mayhr 
City and County of San Francisco 

__ ./ 
---+-+---+--- a /7 . f :/ 

{\itfl? 
E. WilHam Withrow, Jr., Mayor 
Cityof Alameda 

cc: Senator Dianne Feinstein 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
Congressman Ron Dellums 
Congresswoman Nancy Pelosi 
S.F. Board of Supervisors 

(6) 



CO:MMENTS ON THE INTERIM: RULE: 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA; MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16127 
Column 1 

~----

Paragraph 90.4 (6) (1) through (3) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Eliminate entire section 

Why: 

Title XXV makes no reference to the concept of a "ready market". There is a significant flaw in the 
assumption that forced early or rapid sale of property will mean rapid job creation. 

Once a reuse plan is supported by the community, with information available on what actual critical 
development entitlements are authorized, the local redevelopment authorities have a proven track record on 
knowing how to create jobs. Rules should acknowledge this experience and permit transfer of prop~ity to a 
redevelopment authority, no matter what the locational market factors are with agreements for profit sharing 
with the federal government. · 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No.~ 

• 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS, Tustin 

Page 16127 
Column-:_._.::;.3 ___ _ 
Paragraph'----""-91:=....:;·=-3 __ 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Add a new definition for "Fair Market Value" 

"Fair market value is the most probable price that a property should bring in its current "as is. where is" 
condition based on current local zoning and its planned reuse (adjusted for the offsetting cost of public 
infrastructure to support the planned reuse including abatement of asbestos. lead paint and other hazards) in 
a competitive and open market. The effect of the base closure on the market shall be taken into account in 
estimating fair market value. 

Why: 

There is a need for a common defmition of "fair market value" 

Contact N arne: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

. , 
"' 

Comment No._L 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERII\1 RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin, CA: MCAS, Tustin 

Page 16128 
Column~! ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.4 (a) (b) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Delete the following: 

(a) ... "\vhere a ready market exists 

(b) ... "'Nhere a ready market does not exist 

Why: 

Title XXIV makes no reference to 1
' ready markets". As noted in Comment No. 1 rapid sale of property will 

not necessarily mean immediate job creation. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No.___A_ 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16128 
Column:....-.=2 ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (a) (5) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

91.7 (a) (5)- States that "agencies sponsoring public benefit conveyances should also consider suitability" at 
the same time that federal and DoD ·screening interests are considered by the Department of Defense. This 
particular section -needs to be clarified to more clearly defme sponsoring agencies. Most agencies sponsoring 
public agencies are not aware that they should be responding in a timely manner. 

Why: 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comn1ent No. 5 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin, CA: MCAS, Tustin 

Page 16128 
Column 3 

~----

Paragraph 91.7 (a) (5) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Delete Sentence 4 of this paragraph: 

"Reqeests for transfers of property submitled by other federal ageBCies 'Nill normally be aeeommodated. 

Why: 

Decision on transfers to other federal agencies should be made in consultation with the local reuse authority 
with no preconceived direction that such request would "normally be accommodated". 

Contact N arne: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No. 6 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM: RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. MCAS, Tustin 

Page 16128 
Column:.......=-3 ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (a) 7 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Add a second sentence to this paragraph to read: 

Why: 

"In making such a termination. the military department shall take into consideration the cumulative 
impact of multiple screening requests and determine that the request will not jeopardize the viability of 
a local reuse plan" 

An essential foundation of a truly successful transition from military to civilian use must be weighted toward 
local community economic and local land use issues. Approval of a federal agency screening request could 
render community redevelopment financially infeasible, adversely impact the. reuse of the balance of the 
property and economic recovery of those portions of a community surrounding a base. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No. 7 

" 



CO:MMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE, 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin, CA: MCAS, Tustin 

Page 16128 
Column 2 

~----

Paragraph 91. {b) (3) Paragraph 1 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Revise this paragraph to read as follows: 

(3) "Military departments shall seek local redevelopment authority input in making determinations on the . 
retention of property and shall consider their ·input, if provided. Transfer of real property at closing 
and realigning bases between any of the military departments or retention of real property at a closing 
base by a military department, must be first approved by the Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
economic security, unless such a transfer has already been approved by the Secretary of the Military 
Department." 

Why: 

There have been cases where transfer of property and retention of property by DOD agencies other than the 
closing base, has been found to be inconsistent with a community's Reuse Plan, potentjally jeopard~ing the 
viability of a proposed reuse plan. An essential foundation for a truly succes~ful transition from military to 
civilian use must be weighted toward local community·economic and land use· compatibility issues, which the 
redevelopment authority knows best. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

.... 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No. . 8 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA; MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16129 
Column.-=3 ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (a) (6) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Add language to this paragraph to read: 

"Military Departments shall make notices of availability available to local redevelopment authorities, 
state and local governments." 

Why: 

Communities are not receiving notices of availability automatically or in a timely manner when they are sent 
out by Military Departments. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

.. 
"' 

Comment No. 9 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16129 
Column:....::1=-----
Paragraph 91.7 (b) (1) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Revise line 8 from the bottom to read as follows: 

... plans that fully accommodate homeless needs 

Why: 

There could be considerable debate over what constitutes "fully" accommodating. For example, if a local 
homeless group determines that there are 15,000 homeless individuals in the County that a military installation 
is located in, does a community reuse plan need to fully accommodate this need or a reasonable, "fair share" 
allocation. With the conflicts over the McKinney Act developing nationwide, there is no reason to put 
additional fuel on the fire, if not necessary. 

Contact N arne: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

(714) 573-3107 

Comment No.__l!L 



CO:MMENTS ON THE INTERIM: RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX OfThe 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page· 16129 
Column~3 ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (b) (5) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Revise second to the last sentence in this paragraph to read: 

If a provider indicates an interest in a listed property, it shall have an additional 90 days after 
submission of its written notice of interest to submit a formal application to HHS, a period which HHS 
can extend for not to exceed 30 days. 

Why: 

In outreach seminars, HHS is representing that they can grant multiple extensions with no closure date. This 
will have a detrimental impact on reuse planning efforts and the completion of screening in a timely manner. 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 

Contact Phone: 

Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

(714) 573-3107 

Comment No._ll_ 

. -, 



COl\11\ffiNTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National De feme Authorization Act for . FY94 

From: City of Tustin, CA: MCAS, Tustin 

Page 16130 
Column 2 

~----

Paragraph 91.7 {b) (11) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

CHANGE the paragraph as follows: 

"If the local redevelopment authority does not express in writing its interest in e speeifie property incorporating 
the property into its reuse plan ... " 

Why: 

Previous references (paragraphs 7 and 9) state that the redevelopment authority needs only to express interest 
in incorporating the property into its reuse plan to exempt it from further McKinney Act screening. This 
paragraph implies a much higher standard-- characterization of specific properties. It might be concluded that 
this would require itemization of building numbers or descriptions of precise properties and uses. A more 
general description of areas to be excluded from McKinney Act review because of incompatibility of planned 
uses with homeless assistance should be the standard for exemption from further screening. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No.___lL 



CO:MMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16130 
Column 2 

~----

Paragraph 91.7 (c) (1) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Fourth sentence in this paragraph should be revised to read as follows: 

" ... The local redevelopment plan shall will geaerally be used as the proposed action in conducting 
environmental analysis required by the National Environmental Policy Act." 

Why: 

The community's Reuse Plan should be the preferred alternative in the EIS. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No._lL 

, 0 

"' 



COl\fMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA; MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16130 
Column:......:2 ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (c) (1) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Third sentence in this paragraph should be revised to read as follows: 

" ... This plan should embrace the range of feasible reuse options that will result in rapid job creation ... " 

Why: 

The purpose of the reuse plan is to identify the best possible base reuses that are acceptable to the community. 
Presenting a range of feasible options is the responsibility of the EIS, not the community plan. For example, 
Subparagraphs (2)(i) and (2)(ii) below, consistent with this interpretation, require the local plan to include only 
the federal and public benefit conveyance transfers recommended by the local redevelopment authority and 
would not require the plan to include transfers that are opposed by the community. Requiring the plan to 
include a range of feasible uses is not consistent with this end. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

.. 
" 

Contment No.__JA_ 



COMMENTS ON 1 ... ili INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin, CA: MCAS. Tustin 
Page 16130-16131 
Column 2 (16130)- 2 (16131) 
Paragraph 91:7 (d) (entire section) 

Recommended Changes/Coniment: 

Delete this entire section 

Why: 

The procedure outlined in this section does not respond to any provisions of the Pryor Amendment and is contrary to the President's 
Five-Point Plan, which emphasizes low cost and no cost transfers of property to community reuse organizations for economic 
development purposes. The Five Point Plan repeatedly affirms the paramount position of the community development plan for reuse 
of base facilities. This section could place the community development plan at odds with disposal actions by ~e Department of 
Defense. It prescribes a process which operates in advance of and outside the community reuse process. DOD should require 
property disposals that are nly based on a reuse plan. 

There is a fallacy in the assumption used to draft this section that rapid sale will mean rapid reuse or job creation. 

Any consideration of market value without taking into account the community Reuse Plan, infrastructure costs and potential public 
benefit conveyances will result in an unrealistically high market appraisal/land prices resulting in the property not being able to meet 
federal expectations in terms of sales revenue and resulting in the property not being quickly reused. 

We believe that the goals of rapid job creation and economic development can only occur if land use entitlement can be applied to 
the property and unless the market constraints mentioned above are recognized and accommodated. 

Any military decision to offer property for sale after receiving an expression of interest could: 

1. Result in a potential for a lengthy adversarial relationship or conflict between the new owner and reuse authority while there 
are contradictory visions for the base's reuse. 

2. Result in private entity false expectations for a property including possible overpayment due to failure to fully understand 
the infrastructure and other costs associated with development of the property. A community may not wish to entitle 
development or a new owner may not have resources available to provide adequate infr:astructure which could grind any reuse 
to a halt. 

3. Could affect the economic viability of the Reuse Plan if proposed uses are not acceptable to military department and do not 
generate adequate revenues to offset municipal services costs. 

4. Could delay or invalidate the NEPA process underway on a Reuse Plan if purchaser's intended use has not been 
accommodated within the NEPA document and evaluated by the military prior to closure and disposal. "Private sector rapid 
job creation" would be best accomplished through the military's recognition and support of the local community's Reuse Plan 
for the closing base. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 
Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

. " 'W' 
Comment .No.~ 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM: RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin, CA: MCAS, Tustin 

Page 16131 
Column 3 ;....;;;...._ ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (e) (1) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Delete last two sentences 

Why: 

Just because there is an economic development conveyance requested does not mean that property will 
necessarily have a high enough value to offset maintenance and marketing costs. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No. 16 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defens~ Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16131 
Column~2:..__ __ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (e) (1) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

Modify the top 5 lines as follows: 

... subject to recoupment, ofiea it is deteffBifled that the base, or sign:ifieaiit f>OrtioBS thereof CamlOt be 
sold in aeeordaaee •Nith the Ftlf>id job ereatioa coaee~t. 

Why: 

This section assumes the whole "ready market" process which is not supported by the City. If there is 
recoupment and value established, we believe redevelopment authorities should have the ability to request 
economic development conveyances without having to first go through the job-cente:red property disposal 
process. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No.__IT_ 



CO:MMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16131 
Column:...-.=.3 ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (e) ( 4) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

The term "fair market value" should be more fully defmed to be the estimated NET market value of the 
property after taking into account the proposed reuse and the fair share of all infrastructure, utility system, and 
other essential upgrades to the property, including abatement of asbestos, lead paint, and other hazards. It 
should also recognize the devaluation to the property from the stigma and potential ongoing liability from the 
presence of hazardous substances on the property. 

Why: 

Failure to recognize these conditions of the property, which may be ignored in a standard_ appraisal, establishes 
an artificially high baseline for future negotiations. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

• "' 

Comment No.~ 



CO:MMENTS ON THE INTERIM: RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin, CA; MCAS, Tustin 

Page _____ _ 
Column -------
Paragraph 91.7 (e) 

Recommended Changes/Commen~: 

Why: 

We believe that an economic development conveyance and all other public benefit conveyances can contribute 
toward the goal of private sector rapid job creation. The DoD's inferred belief in the rules that the two are 
mutually exclusive is incorrect. 

The Pryor Amendment and earlier provisions of the DoD Guidance specifically require· that proactive and 
constructive dialogue be established between the affected military branch . and the local reuse authority. 
However, in regards to these provisions related to Economic Development, the local reuse authority is relegated 
to potentially pursuing only the "reconsideration" of the military decision. We believe that such appeals should 
only occur after numerous unsuccessful attempts to reach agreement have been made by both parties. 

Contact N arne: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

.. .... 

Comment No.~ 



COMl\1ENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE, 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16132 
Column 2 and 3 
Paragraph 91.7 (f) (1): - (f) (2); (f) (4) (iii) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

• Subparagraph (1) should be amended to allow the Secretary of the Military Department io accept local 
community proposals for a longer payback period to DoD in unusual cases-- not to exceed 20 years. 

• The actual·60/40% split in Subparagraph (2) should not be absolute. 

• Delete Subparagraph (4) (iii) 

Why: 

• There may be specific circumstances that may justify a longer pay back period or an alternate split of 
project profits. 

- -
• Subparagraph ( 4) (iii) This selection of words will be highly inflammatory to most communities and the 

two sentences are unnecessary. The regulations in 41 C.P.R. 101-47.4908 already describe the 
reporting process for communities quite adequately. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

• " 

Comment No.~ 



CO:MMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16132 
Column~3:;__ ___ _ 
Paragraph 91.7 (0 (4) (iv) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

ADD the following paragraph: 

"(C) A prorata share of the cost of ·basewide planning, maintenance, security, infrastructure repair, 
renovation. or construction. Infrastructure costs may include, but are not limited to: roads, water and 
sewer lines, storm drainage systems, utility systems, lighting, and habitat restoration." 

Clarify S~bparagraph (B) to provide specific examples of eligible costs. 

Why: 

The regulations referenced in (A) and (B) are not directly applicable to many of the types of costs that should 
be considered in valuing the "net profit" from base property sales. Military bases typically require considerable 
infrastructure renovation to become viable as urban properties. Infrastructure costs may be incurred throughout 
the base and even outside the base, but the benefits accrue to all properties. In addition, considerable planning, 
security, and maintenance costs may be incurred to make the property salable. All property sale proceeds 
should, therefore, contribute to covering these costs, and the "profit" froni the sales should be adjusted 
accordingly. 

Contact Name: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

" If 

Comment No._ll_ 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin, CA: MCAS, Tustin 

Page 16133, 16134 
Column 2.3 1.2 
Paragraph_..:::;9-=1..:...:. 7 __ _ 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

The City believes that interim rules leave base personal property open for removal. We support all issues and 
changes to these sections recommended by NAID. 

Why: 

Contact N arne: Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

• " 

Comment No._ll_ 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM: RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin. CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16134 
Column~2=--=&=-3=-----
P~ragraph 91.7 (i) 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

The City supports all comments and changes to this Section recommended by NAID. 

Why: 

Just because there is an economic development conveyance requested does not mean that property will 
necessarily have a high enough value to offset maintenance and marketing costs. 

Contact Name: Christine S~ingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

, 
" 

Conunent No._1L 



COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM RULE 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 

From: City of Tustin, CA: MCAS. Tustin 

Page 16135. 16136 
Column Appendix A & Appendix B 
Paragraph ______ _ 

Recommended Changes/Comment: 

These charts will need to be modified to reflect any changes to text. 

Why: 

Contact N arne: · Christine Shingleton, City of Tustin 
Contact Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, CA 92680 

Contact Phone: (714) 573-3107 

Comment No._lL 



PHONE (205) 441-7115 
FAX (205) 441-7119 

August 4, 1994 

HOMEPORT REUSE PLANNING COMMITTEE. 

Ms. Jennifer Nuber Atkin 
Base Transition Office 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
Economic Security 
Room 3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Jennifer: 

P.O. BOX 1588 
MOBILE, AL 36633 

Many thanks for your quick response to our request for submission of Mobile's oral statement and 
comments to the 4 April interim rule to the DoD hearing on Revitilizing Base Closure Communities to be 
held 5 August. I enclosed a hard copy of that statement and the comments for your flies. · 

I greatly appreciate the cooperation and professionalism exhibited by you and your office. It is a real 
pleasure when compared to the alternatives I face throughout this process. If you have any questions, 
please feel free to give me a call. 

Best \vishes. 

Sincerely, 

\ 

··~\.~J..\\~ .. ,·:·:·~\0 --......._ 
. '-· ....... _·.-~~- .. 

Judith W. Luno 
Federal Grant Administrator 

Enclosures 

..,• 



Oral Statement 
to the 

~earing 
on 

Revitilizing Base Closure Communities 
Department of Defense 

August 5, 1994 
as JlreJJared by the 

Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Local Redevelopment Authority 
Naval Station Mobile 

The Local Redevelopment Authority (Homeport Reuse Planning Committee) represents the State of 
Alabama, the City and County of Mobile, the utility, business and residential interests impacted by the 
closure of Naval Station Mobile. Mobile holds two unique distinctions from those of other closing 
facilities under P.L. 103-160, Defense Authorization Act of 1994. The State of Alabama has, through a 
Memorandum of Agreement with the United States Navy, a reverter contract that allows conveyance 
directly to the State of the real property once the property has been declared excess to Department of 
Defense. Naval Station Mobile is the first closure under BRAC '93. These two characteristics has 
afforded the LRA to experience, in a fast track manner, the closure process. 

The Local Redevelopment Authority (LRA) will make comment to general issues regarding the BRAC 
process, implementation of the interim rule, and management of base closures, not to exclude the 
predilection by the Navy in dealing with community. I, on behalf of the community, respectfully request 
that our oral statement to this hearing and our written comments to the interim rule (enclosed) be included 
in the record. 

In general, the BRAC process holds little inc~ntive or flexibility for joint commu,Uty-services cooperation 
for jobs and economic development for closing or realigning facilities as called for in the President's 5 
Point Plan of July 2, 1993. The rule is unnecessarily complex and encumbersome allowing for individual 
interpretation of the law by military personnel representing the interests of claimants and commands not 
affected by, or at the least, knowledgeable of the closing facility. The rule, as written, allocates broad 
decision making powers to serviee personnel who neither understand tlte interim rule nor hold any 
expertise in the areas of economic development or land planning. The interim rule's broad policy, 
contradictory definitions, coupled with the lack of definitive guidance on appellate procedures lays the 
foundation of an adversarial climate in the negotiation process . 

• .... 



Oral Comment!LRA Mobile 
Page Two 
August 5, 1994 

The Interim Rule itself has given the LRA many obstacles to hurdle. When the rules are somewhat clear 
as to how closure wil_l be conducted, the Military D~partments fail to Communicate unilaterally the intent 
and implementation of the guidelines. The LRA;· in negotiating closure of Naval Station Mobile, has 
e:x'])erienced little or no cooperation from Navy counsel, claimants and commands or mid-level policy 
people regarding interjm leasing, appraisals, personal property conveyance, or long-standing agreements 
on work orders and Services to be provided by the Military Department throughout the BRAC process. 
The Navy has failed to supply accurate, consistent and complete inventories, "boiler plate" documents, 
timely appraisals of the real property, and qualified personnel or authority on issues specific to any one 
element of the interim guidelines. On getting the job done, the LRA experience, to date, has been "work 
from the top down" or "seek Congressional intervention." 

I wish to express the community's appreciation and recognition of the cooperation and support of the 
principles of the President's 5 Point Plan and the intent of the law by Navy personnel assigned to Naval 
Station Mobile, Navy/civilian personnel at Southern Division Naval Facilities Engineering Command and 
at the Assistant/Deputy Assistant Secretary level at Defense. Other than the efforts of these key 
professionals, there has been little, if any, cooperation or team effort demonstrated by the Department of 
Navy in carrying out the President's directive of July 2, 1993 or the Congressional mandate of the '94 
Defense authorization measure. Apathy and self-willed intentions have directed the closure of Naval 
Station Mobile. Decisions and compromises made within the chain-of -command or at the local level are 
consistently being second-guessed and eventually, overruled. The frustration of the LRA and Navy 
personnel directly associated \\ith the closure of Naval Station Mobile have reached levels which 
undermine the need or desire for economic development and tax dollar savings. 

The impression by the community of Mobile is that Department of Defense guidelines and the Navy's 
interpretation of those guidelines impede jobs and economic development, waste tax payer dollars, and do 
little to support effective and streamlined fiscal management within the Department of the Navy. There is 
no flexibility, no direction in policy, no incentive for dialogue or cooperation ben:veen the services and the 
community and no unilateral desire to meet the mission of downsizing this country's military in time of 
peace. The community of Mobile strongly urges the Department of Defense and the Base Closure 
Commission to better define the rules of implementation and to effectively communicate the directive to 
the affected Military Departments in order to assure timely and affordable base closures. The attached 
LRA comments to the 6 April Interim Rule outlines, in detail, the problems with a_nd possible solutions to 
the BRAC process. 

John P. Carey 
Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 
and 
General Manager, Administrative Division 
Alabama State Docks Department 
State of Alabama 

• ., 



HOMEPORT REUSE PLANNING COMMITTEE 

PHONE (205) 441-7115 
F'AX (205) 441-7119 

The Honorable Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary for Economic Security 
Department of Defense 
Room 3D81-t. The Pentagon 
\Vashington. D.C. 2030 I 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

.. August 3. 199-t 

Re: Department of Defense 
32 CFR Parts 90 and 91 
RJNs 0790-:AF61 and 0790-AF62 

P.O. BOX 1588 
MOBILE, AL 36633 

The Homepon Reuse Pkmning Committee. the Local Rede,·elopment Authority representing the State 
of Alabama. the City and County of Mobile. utility. business and residential interests. respectfully submits 
the enclosed comments to the Department of Defense interim mlcmaking on ReYitalizing Base Closure 
Communities and Community Assistance. 

The Homepon Reu.sc Planning Committee stands ready to assist the Office of the Assistant Secretary 
for Economic Security in defining Department of Defense guidelines into a win/win program for base 
closures. 

\Vith best regards. I am. 

Sincerely. 

Reuse Planning Committee 

Enclosure 



Format For Con11nei1ts On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
\Vashington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/ Alabama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16127 
Colutnn: 3 
Paragraph: 6 (Section 91.3(h) Definitions) 

Recommended Changes: "An area outside a 'Metropolitan Statistical Area' which, after analysis 
based on marketing trends, economics, job grovvt:h, and population grovJt:h, are deemed to not 
have comparable real estate or commercial markets to those areas meeting 'Metropolitan 
Statistical Areas' criteria." 

Why: As the current interim rule is written, the definition of "rural areas" is narrow and exclusive 
of con1munities that demographically meet the criteria of '•Metropolitan Statistical Areas", yet, 
because of location and/or resource base, these san1e comn1unities do not retain 
strong/competitive real estate markets or con1merce. Naval Station Mobile, located in Mobile, 
Alabama, is an example of a facility located in a coastal con1munity supported by port and tourism 
activities. Naval Station Mobile was constructed in the southern reaches of the county where 
transportation infrastructures are not adequately developed to support econon1ic growth. Naval 
Station Mobile possesses a ".rural nature" with little or no economic recovery opportunities. 
Mobile's competitiveness, as a port, is also din1inished by its proximity to Ne\v Orleans, Tampa, 
Pensacola, Jacksonville, and Houston. Further, recreation and tourism is overshadowed by the 
abundance of Gulf Coast-, amusement- and entertaimnent- related industries of Florida and 
Mississippi . 

. :' .:' 

Nan1e: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Cotnmittee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 

Phone: (205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO l COMMENT PER PAGE) 

.. ..,. 



Format For· Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title. XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For F\'94 

Fonvard comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Se~urity 
3D814, The Pentagon 
.washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

~· ~· 

From: '93 BRAC/Alal:<!ma/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16128 
Column: 16128 Column 1 
Paragraph: (Section 91.5 (c) Responsibilities- ne\v section) 

Recommended Changes: The Military Departments must secure the approval of the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense for Econon1ic Security for Military Department interpretations of the interim 
rule 'vhich conflict with the intent of the Presidenfs Five Part Plan and conflict with the decisions 
or jurisdiction of the Base Closure and Realignment Commission. The Military Departments must 
also secure approval of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security and the DoD 
General Counsel for any l\1ilitary Department legal opinions which question or conflict with the 
decisions or jurisdiction of the Base Closure and Realignment Cotnmission. 

\Vhy: Consistently, the local redevelopment authority administering the closing and transition of 
Naval Station Mobile has had to fight, every step oft he way, mid-level and non jurisdictional 
command interpretations of President Clinton's directive, the 1993 DoD Authorization public law 
(Pryor bill), or the directives by DoD as issued in the April 6, 1994 interim rule. The LRA .has not 
only experienced Military Department personnel administering their own brand of policy, but has 
also experienced total disregard for the spirit of the law. The common answer given to the LRA, 
when it inquires about discrepancies in interpr~tation and implementation of the law, i.s "until I'm 
ordered, I will not, ... BRAC does not apply to my con1mand, ... \ve're the Navy, we're different, 
etc:,".: The frustration by the LRA in its dealing \Vith the various levels of personnel within the 
Department of Navy has left us 'vith no other alternative than to seek Congressional relief. The 
aforementioned proposed language should spell out clearly to each Military Department that 
BRAC is a joint uniform/civilian effort directed by the Commander in Chief of the United States 
of America. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 

Phone: (205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: Lll\'liT TO I COI\-11\'IENT PER PAGE) 



Format For· Comments On The lnte.rim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For F\'94 

Forv..:ard comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
\Vashington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Alabama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile!Homeport Reuse 
Planning Comn1itiee 
(Activity!Location!Community!Installation!Group) 

Page: 16128 
Column: 16128 Column 3 
Paragraph: (Section 91.7 (a)(7) Procedures) 

Recon1mended Changes: \\'ithin the 6month screening period in paragraph (a)(4) of this section, 
the l\.1ilitary Departn1ents shall consult with the local redevelopment authority and make 
appropriate final determinations whether a Federal Agency has identified a use for, or shall accept 
transfer of, any portion of the property. If no Federal.Agency requests the property, the property 
shaH, no later than 30 days after the close of the Federal Agency screening period, be declared 
surplus. 

\\'hy: The change in this provision insures exped~ti.ous treatment of each property and sets a 
deadline to\vard which Military Departments tnust finalize its actions. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse P_lanning Con1mittee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 · 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 

Phone: (205) 44 I -7115 

(NOTE: Lll\11T TO 1 C01\1l\1ENT PER PAGE) 



For·mat For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Alabama/County ofMobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Loc~ti_oRICommunity/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16130 
Column: 16130 Column 3 
Paragraph: (Section 91.7(d)(2) Jobs-centered Property Disposal) 

Recommended Changes: There are no recommended changes to the following language .... "Such 
appraisals or estimates should address a range of likely market values taking into account: · 
feasible uses for the property~ the uncertainties in property development~ and, current market 
conditions~ etc .... The appraisals should not be based on the highest and best use, but the most 
likely range of uses consistent with local interests .... " However, the Military Departments need to 
uniformly apply the directive outlined in the interim rule, Section 91.7(d)(2). 

Why: Although the appraisal for Naval Station Mobile1 was presented to SOUTHDIV Naval 
Facilities Command the first week of June, 1994~ the Local Redevelopment Authority has not 
received that appraisal. It is the understanding and' perception of the LRA that the Navy directed 
the appraiser to recalculate value of the real property based on the Navy's O\Vn interpretation of 
fair market value and a reverter agreement which exists between the Navy and the State of 
Alabama. It also appears, at this writing, that the property n1ay have been appraised "piecetneal" 
based on inquiries by the real estate division \vithin SOUTHDIV NA VF AC and OPNA V 44. 
Appraising the property in this· manner distorts the value of the property as a whole and probably 
does not take into account the value of the submerged lands. This approach hardly n1eets the 
spirit of interim rule in that Navy personnel within the Pentagon and in Charleston hav.e deemed 
themselves experts on the con1mercial and industrial property values in Mobile, Alabama. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 

Phone: (205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: Lll\11T TO 1 COl\1l\1ENT PER PAGE) 

The appraisal process C:'\ecuted by the Na\). fit the criteria used in determining appraised Yalue as defined in 
''Jobs-centered prop~y"disposal" rather than that of "economic de\"clopment". because the LRA has not completed 
its reuse plan and the Na,·y has already conducted an appraisal. 



Form4lt For Comn1ents On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic S€cu~ty 
30814, The Pentagon : 
Washington, D.C. 20~01-3300 

I I 

From: '93 BRAC/Alabama/County ofMobile/Naval Station Mobile!Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16130 
Column: 16130 Column 2 
Paragraph: (Section 91.7(c)(2) Real Property Appraisals) 

Recommended Changes: There should be an effort to define, more clearly, the criteria on how 
"fair market value" appraisals are to be conducted on the property as a whole. If the fair market 
value appraisals are conducted on a "readily marketable" basis, then guidelines should take into 
consideration, as-is, where-is, zoning laws, existing infrastructure and expressed interest of use. 
If the fair market value is based on economic development and a reuse plan, the appraisals should 
be conducted after the Local Redevelopment Authority submits a reuse plan, as well as reflect as
is and \vhere-is conditions, location, zoning laws, existing infrastructure, and any expressed 
interest in the property. .· 

Why: The interim rule has two different descriptions of fair market value. Neither definition 
takes into consideration the differing circumstances affecting the property in the event property is 
conveyed for economic ·development purposes or is considered readily marketable. Further, if 
appraisal is based on reuse for ·economic and rapid jobs development, then the appraisal should 
take place after ,;~onsu1tation with the Local Redevelopment Authority and after a reuse plan is 
proposed. In addition, the interim rule does not clearly define the property to be appraised. As 
currently written, appraisal can emphasize land, buildings, infrastructure~~ any unique feature of 
th~- property resulting in an inflated value based on any one asset. The interim rule should define 
and appraise the property as a whole. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 
f\1obile~ Alabama 36633 

Phone: (205) 441-7115 

• 
"' " 

(NOTE: LII\11T TO l COl\11\-tENT PER PAGE) 



For·mat For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Se~urity 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Frotn: '93 BRAC/ Alabama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Com·m-ittee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16130 
Column: 16130 Column 3 
Paragraph: (Section 91.7 (d)(3)(i) Jobs-centered property disposal) 

Recommended Changes: Advertisement for expressions of interest shall be open for 1 months. 

Why: Advertisement for expression of interest should afford ample time for private interests to 
prepare proposals of use. However~ six months is too lengthy and burdensome. Department of 
Defense and the Local Redevelopment Authority require expeditious property disposal based on 
jobs. and .economic development. Any private interest expressing interest in the land can within 
three (3) months provide to the f\.1ilitary Departments a detailed plan of action for the site in 
question. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Con1mittee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 · · 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 

Phone: (205)441-7115 

J .:' 

, 
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(NOTE: Lll\11T TO 1 COl\1l\1ENT PER PAGE) 



For·mat For- Comr11cnts On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

Natio·nal Defense Author·ization Act For F\'94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814~ The Pentagon ~ 
Washington. D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/ Alabaf!la/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16130-16131 
Column: 16130 Column 3~ 16131 Column 1 
Paragraph: (Section 91.7(d){3)(ii) Jobs-centered property disposal) 

Recon1mended Changes: The Military Departments shall analyze each expression of interest and 
shall n1ake a final detern1ination. after consultation with the Local Redevelopment Authority. 
within 30 days if it is made in good faith and represents a reasonable development 
proposal ....... The property proposed for sale shall promptly be publicly identified, and the 
redevelopment authority shal1 be consulted. If in the event, the J\1ilitary Departments opts for 
private sale, the redevelopment authority n1ay request reconsideration of this decision under 
paragraph (d)(5) of this section .... 

\Vhy: The subparagraph, as \vritten. \vould allow delays to transition to be utilized by private 
interests \\:hose plans may conflict with the community interests. Political or financial incentives~ 
that n1ay be adverse to community interests and goals, may \veil intercede in the orderly transition 
of the property. The above change would offer no appeal process to private interests \vho cannot 
or will not present a clear anp .concise action plan for the property in question. In addition. the 
LRA will be concurrently working to develop an economic development plan with the aid of state 
and federal dollars (Office of Economic Adjustment comtnunity assistance programs). It is a 
\vaste of taxpayer dollars to exclude the LRA from the planning, or at the very least. fhe decision 
making process. · 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: Lll\1IT TO 1 COl\1l\1ENT PER PAGE) 
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Fonn;lt For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For F\'94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
.Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/ Alabama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile!Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16131 
Column: 16131 Column 1 
Paragraph: (Section 91.7 (d)( 4) Jobs-centered property disposal) 

Recommended Changes: A few high value insta11ations for which a ready market apparently 
exists n1ay, nevertheless, not have generated any expressions of interests during the allotted three 
(3) month period ....... Redevelopment authorities shall be so informed as soon as possible, but no 
later than four (4) months after the completion of the McKinney Act screening process. 

Why: To adjust the timing so that it agrees with the revised time schedule proposed in 
subparagraph (d)(3). As written, the language would allow unnecessary delays to transition. In 
addition, it potentially allovvs for political or financial inducements that may be adverse to 
community interests and goals. Because the community concurrently works to develop a reuse 
plan (with the aid of state and federal dollars- Office of Economic Adjustment community 
assistance programs) while DoD carries out its policy on property disposal, it is essential to confer 
with the Local Redevelopment Authority in the decision n1aking process. Taxpayer dollars are 
wasted when these principals· fail to work jointly toward economic development of closing 
installations. 

Nam.e: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: Lll\'liT TO I COMM'ENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
ln1plementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3 D814, The Pentagon · 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/AJab~ma/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Com"n1ittee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16131 
Column: 16131 Column 2 
Paragraph: (Section 91.7 (e)(4) Economic Development Conveyances) 

Recommended. Changes: Before making an economic development conveyance of real property, 
an appraisal or other estimate of the property's fair market value shall be made, based on the 
proposed reuse of the property. The Military Department shall consult with the Local 
Redevelopment Authority on appraisal assumptions, guidelines and on ·instructions given· to the 
appraiser., but shaH be fully responsible for completion of the appraisal and a copy of said 
appraisal shall be provided to the Local Redevelopment Authority, within 90 days, after 
completion of the reuse plan. 

\\'hy: Appraisal of Naval Station Mobile was compl~ted and submitted to the SOUTHDIV Naval 
Facilities Engineering Comn1and, the week of 1 June, 1994 (coincidentally, the week following 
closure). The Local Redevelopment Authority \vas not consulted with regard to appraisal 
assumptions, guidelines or instructions. Further, the LRA has not been given sufficient time to 
complete its reuse plan, yet an appraisal of Naval Station Mobile has already been conducted. 
There is no method to the Navy's madness in its interpretation of the interim guidelines. The LRA 
is not sure as to whether or not an appraisal was conducted on the basis of jobs-centered property 
disposal or on the basis of economic developtnent as dictated by the reverter agreement between 
the~tate of AJabama and the Department ofNavy. · 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
( 2 0 5) 44 1-71 1 5 

(NOTE: Lll\1.1T TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



For·mat For Comments On The Interim Rule 
lmplen1enting Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Fonvard comments to: Office of Assistant se·cretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3 D814, The Pentagon 

. Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/AI~~ama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16133 
Column: 1 
Paragraph: 3 (Section 91.7(g)(2)(i)Procedures/Leasing ofReal Property) 

Recommended Changes: The Secretaries of the Military Departments are authorized by P.L. 
103-160, section 2906 to lease real and personal property at closing or realigning bases for 
consideration of less than the estimated fair market value, if the Secretary concerned determines in 
writing to the Local RedeveJop1nent Authority(LRA) and/or requesting party· (i) That a public 
interest \VilJ be served as a result of the lease. (ii) That s~curing the estimated fair market value 
from the lease is not compatible with such public interest. 

Why: The Local Redevelopment Authority in its· efforts to secure interim leasing of the pier and 
its supporting facilities to date has not received substantive or logical explanations as to why the 
Department of Navy is unable to negotiate interim lease agreements regarding former Naval 
Station Mobile. Depending upon the Comn1and to which you are speaking \Vith, verbal responses 
vary. \Vritten response with explanation, whether in support or refusal of interim lease proposals, 
from the appropriate departmental Secretary should accompany each response...so as to Hwilitate 
the next step in the negotiation process. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 
P.O. Box 1588 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Inter·im Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Fonvard comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary ofD.efense for Economic Security 
3D814~ The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Alabam'a/County ofMobiletNaval Station Mobile!Homeport Reuse 
Planning Comn1ittee 
(Activity/Locatioq/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16133 
Column: I 
Paragraph: 3 (Section 91. 7(g)( 4) Procedures/Leasing of Real Property) 

Recommended Changes: The Department of Defense shall establish a basic formula or uboiler 
plate~~ document to be used by all Military Departments to serve as a guideline for lease 
negotiations between the Local Redevelopment Authority and the command which owns the real 
property. Leasing authority should be relegated to the lowest possible levet with oversight 
disposition located at the Assistant Secretary level. The negotiating agent should be intimate with 
the personnel and administrative structures of the closing or realigning facility, be accessible to the 
community, be responsive to the redevelopment needs of the community while exercising prudent 
and ~ons~stent stewardship over these public assets. When requested by the Local 
Redevelopment Authority, the command negotiating the lease will provide, in writing to the LRA, 
an explanation as to the necessity to include specific language in the lease agreement. 

Why: The impersonal nature of the Department of Defense bureaucracy undermines the intent of 
the President's Five Part Plan to minimize the negative economic impact resulting from the BRAC 
process. It is difficult, if not impossible, for jurisdictional administrative con11nands to possess 
insight into the uniquely con1plex problems, i.e. environmental cleanup or n1itigation, specialized 
function or mission associated with base condition, special military operations consideration, etc., 
associated with each closing or realigning facility. Consultation and cooperation with the O\vner 
of the property/or Officer in Charge can expedite replica~ive and onus steps that restrict 
nego.tiations and closure of leasing agreements. Further, the Local Redevelopment Authority, in 
its efforts to secure interim leasing of the pier and its supporting facilities, to date has not received 
substantive or logical explanations as to why the Department of Navy is unable to negotiate 
interim lease agreements regarding former Naval Station Mobile. Depending upon the Comn1and 
to which you are speaking with, verbal responses vary. Written response with explanation, 
whether in support or refusal of interim lease proposals, from the appropriate departmental 
Secretary should accompany each response so as to facilitate the next step in the negotiation 
process 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 

Phone: (205) 441-7115 
~ ~ • (NOTE: Lll\11T TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
ln1plementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic S~curity 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/ Alabama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile!Homeport Reuse 
Planning Comj;ittee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16133 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: 1 (Section 91. 7(h)( 1) Personal Property) 

Recommended Changes: ...... The Department of Defense \Viii keep a great deal of the personal 
property at the base ·while the redevelopment study/plan is being conducted/developed. Only 
valid exemptions \Viii be made to this freeze, usually involving the "military unique" or "mission 
essential" nature of the specific service being realigned or decomn1issioned. 

\Vhy: The Local Redevelopment Authority recomn1ends that the Subparagraph (h)( I) phrase "or 
property which the base does not O\¥n." be removed from the guidelines. The statement allows 
for the removal of non-military unique or mission· critical equipment, by other claimants or 
commands, that may be critical to the community's redevelopment efforts. As written, the LRA is 
forced to negotiate with multiple commands within a service in order to achieve its reuse strategy. 
In addition, most commands are physically and psychologically far removed fron1 the in1pacted 
communities and lack any impetus to cooperate with the community efforts to recover from the 
base closure acts. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
fv1obile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

, ...... 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COl\ll\1ENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Cornments On The Interim Rule 
ln1plcn1enting Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic S~curity 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: •93 BRAC/Al_a~ama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16133 
Column: 2 
Paragraph: 2 (Section 91.7(h)(2) Procedures/Personal Property) 

Recommended Changes: Each Military Department and Defense Agency, as appropriate~ shall 
provide to the Local Redevelopment Authority, prior to closure or realignment of any unit located 
on a closing or realigning base, an inventory of the personal property as of the date closure of the 
facility is signed into law. The inventory shaH include its condition and location and to include 
corresponding explanations of codes (key) used in inventory compilations. 

\Vhy: Naval Station Mobile compiled its inventories less than 30 days prior to closure 
(coincidentally dated June l, 1994) of the facility ... Less than 21 calendar days out from closure~ 
the Local Redevelopment Authority vvas provided \Vith an inaccurate, incomplete and 
unintelligible inventory of the remaining personal property on the facility . The inventory 
presented to the Local Redevelopment Authority did not relate to condition of personal property 
or the location of said property remaining on the facility. Further, prior to official cessation of 
operations at Naval Station Mobile. many items departed the facility under the definition of .. in 
support of realigning units .. or .. immediate need of realigning units .. when in fact, the equipn1ent in 
question was not required or installed at the point and time of realignment. The suggested 
changes affords an accurate system of accountability that guarantees closing and realigning 
fa~i~.ities and decommissioning units are not stripped of personal property essential to econon1ic 
redevelopment. 

Name: John P. Carey~ Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 

Phone: (205) 441-7115 

• "' "' 

(NOTE: Lll\fiT TO 1 COI\1l\·1ENT PER PAGE) 



Fonnat For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For F\'94 

Forn·ard comments to: Office of.Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic S~curity 
30814~ The Pentagon 
Washington~ D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Alaba.ma/County ofMobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Cornmittee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16133-34 
Column: 16133 Columns 2 & 3 
Paragraph: 1 (Section 91. 7(h)(3) Personal Property) 

Recommended Changes: ..... Based on these consultations~ the base commander and the Local 
Redevelopment Authority \viii be responsible for detern1ining the items or category of items 
potentialJy enhancing the reuse of the real property and needed to support the redevelopment 
plan. 

Why: The base commander cannot make such determinations on his own in that he/she is not an 
expert in jobs and economic development and land planning. Even after consultation with the 
LRA. as prescribed in this paragraph. there is no p-rotection. afforded to the community, from 
chain of command intervention in the event the base commander supports community goals. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Comtnittee 
P.O. Box 1588 · · 
J\1obile, Alaban1a 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

., .. .., 

(NOTE: Lll\liT TO 1 C01\1l\1ENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Fof\vard comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Se~urity 
3D8 14, The Pentagon 

. Washington, D.C: 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Al~b_ama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16133-34 
Column: 16133 Column 3 
Paragraph: I (Section 91.7(h)(3) Personal Property) 

Recommended Changes: ..... Disagreements should be resolved within the chain-of-con1mand, 
'vith final authority on resolving personal property issues resting 'vith the Secretary of the Military 
Department or the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security. 

\Vhy: The change provides for civilian participation in the process. The ASD(ES) is an agent of 
the President's initiatives to minimize the adverse impact of facilities under the base do sure acts. 
The Defense Department Director for real property may not be sensitive to adversities affecting 
the impacted communities nor may he be fully vers.ed on BRAC dosure and the interim rule. 
Also, by removing the language at the end of paragraph (h)(3 ) .... "This authority may be further 
delegated." ... the process remains unencumbered by reducing the number of people and/or steps by 
which decisions are made. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
· Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
( 2 0 5) 44 1-71 1 5 

(NOTE: Lll\1IT TO l COI\11\1ENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implen1enting Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic S~curity 
30814, The Pentagon 

.. washington, D.C. 20301-3300 
' ' 

From: '93 BRAC/Alabama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile!Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16133-34 
Column: 16133 Column 3- 16134 Column 1 
Paragraph: 1 (Section 91.7(h)(4)(i) Personal Property) 

Recommended Changes: The Military Departments should make every reasonable effort to assist 
affected communities in obtaining the personal property needed to convert the bases into 
economically-viable enterprises. Personal property~ as defined by accurate and timely inventories, 
not subject to the exemptions in paragraph (h)(5) of this section shall remain at a closing 
realigning base until one of the following time periods expires: 

Why: The suggested change here insures early on in the process to both the Military Departments 
and the community that negotiations are based on an accurate and uniform listing of personal 
property. The l\1obile Local Redevelopment Authority's experience in negotiating with the Navy 
on personal property issues has been negotiations based on inaccurate, incomplete and interim 
inventories. Complete and timely inventories are essential to determining what personal property 
exists and remains on site for reuse/economic development. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Comn1ittee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
l\1obile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: Ll1\11T TO l COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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For·mat For· Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/ Alabama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16133-34 
Column: 16133 Column 3- 16134 Column 1 
Paragraph: 1 (Section 91.7(h)(4)(i) Personal Property) 

Recommended Changes: ...... Personal property, as defined by accurate and timely inventories, 
not subject to the exemptions in paragraph (h)(5) of this section shall remain at a closing 
realigning base until one of the following time periods expires: 

(i) One week after the date on V·lhich the redevelopment plan is approved by the 
applicable Military Department. 

\Vhy: The change to subsection (i), paragraph (~)( 4) a11ows for personal property to remain on 
base until the .tv1ilitary Department authorizes or approves the LRA redevelopment plan. As 
currently written, the guidelines allo\v the property to leave one week after submittal of the local 
redevelopment plan. The guidelines do not insure that personal property wi11 remain on site V\1hile 
the jurisdictional department determines whether or not the proposed plan is acceptable. The 
redevelopment authority's e~perience, throughout this process, has been that both Na-vy and 
Defense personnel have not or can not resolve, authorize, administer, etc. any issue within one 
week's time frame. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 

Phone: (205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: Lll\·11T TO 1 COI\11\·1ENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
.}rnplementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814~ The Pentagon ~ 
Washington~ D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Alabarna/County ofMobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Coniri1ittee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16133-34 
Column: 16133 Column 3 
Paragraph: I (Section 91.7(h)(4)(iii)(iv) Personal Property) 

Recommended Changes: Delete/Strike subsections (iii) and (iv) of Section (h)( 4 ). 

\Vhy: As currently written the dates.referred to in Section (h)(2) are not clear. Is DoD referring 
to June 1. 1994~ the date closure is announced, the date the facility is declared excess, etc., 
because 24 months after any of these dates for 1993 closures does not, in most cases, equate to 
Noyember 30, 1995. Further, subsections (i) ·and (ii) clearly allow sufficient time for the LRA to 
identify personal property for its reuse effort (if accurate and timely inventories have been 
provided by the services). 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama- 36633 
(2 0 5) 44 1-71 1 5 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO I C01\1MENT PER PAGE)_ 



Format For Comments On The lnte.rim Rule 
In1plementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic S~curity 
3D814, The Pentagon 

. Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Alabarna/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16133-34 
Column: 16133 Colun1n 3 - 16134 Column 1 
Paragraph: 1 (Section 91. 7(h)(5)(i)(ii) Personal Property) 

Recommended Changes: Combine subparagraphs (i)(ii) to read ... (i) Is mission critical or military 
unique for the operation of a unit, function, component, weapon, or weapon system transferring 
to another installation not slated for closure, realignment, or decomn1ission in the BRAC 1988, 
1991, 1993- and 1995 cycles. A transferring unit or function may take personal property needed 
to implement assignments or orders ex_isting at the time of transfer, provided suitable equipment 
will, not be immediately available there and n1oving it is cost-effective. 

Why: The Local Redevelopment Authority recognizes pefsonal property that is defined as 
"mission critical" or "military unique" as meeting the intent of the Pryor amendment and the 
President's 5 Point Plan. Subparagraph (h)(5)(i) language, as written, includes major con1n1ands 
or claimants which allo\vs for systematic stripping of personal property that n1ay prove critical to 
economic redevelopment. In addition, personal property should not be transferred with 
decommissioning units or to· facilities that are slated for closure unless it supports realignment that 
is "mission critical" or "military unique" in nature. This provision would eliminate the 
administrative "cherry picking" by DoD or other Federal Agencies. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

(NOTE: Lll\11T TO l COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For· FY94 

Fonvard comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic S_ecurity 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Alab(!ma/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16134 
Colun1n: 161 34 Column I 
Paragraph: 1 (Section 91.7(h)(5)(v) Personal Property) 

Recommended Changes: Meets known requirements of an authorized program .... .In this context, 
"expenditures·· means the Federal Department or Agency, at the time closure is signed into law, 
has obligated funds in the current quarter or the next six fiscal quarters .. 

\\'hy: This change insures that planned/budgeted DoD procurement directives are met. It does 
not allow any command or claimant to pad its procurement budgets and their inventories at the 
expense of impacted communities (stockpiling issue). The LRA believes that if the Military 
Department commands or claimants did not articulate or budget (the need for) personal property, 
when outlining its short-term and long-term budget and equipment goals, these commands and 
claitnants should not benefit from excess property stock at closing or realigning facilities. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Con1mittee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
l\1obile, AJabama 36633 
(205) 441-7115 

, ...... 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For F\'94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic S.ecurity 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301~3300 

From: '93 BRAC/ Alab?ma!County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16134 
Colun1n: 16134 Column 2 
Paragraph: 7 (Section 91. 7(h)(7) Personal Property) 

Reconunended Changes: In addition to the exetnptions in paragraph (h)(5) of this section, 
If a realigning unit, command or other claimants request personal property that is also requested 
by the Local Redevelopment Authority for reuse, the Military Department or Defense Agency is 
authorized to substitute an iten1 of comparable function or value similar to one requested by the 
redevelopment authority only if the Defense agency has attempted to locate comparable personal 
pr~perty from: 

(i) Defense Reutilization and Marketing Service. 
(ii) Another installation. 
(iii) Other Federal Agency property surplus disposal systems, i.e. General Services 

Administration. 

Why: The guidelines, as currently written, allows for delays in the Local Redevelopment 
Authoritis e.fforts to develop and implement an economic recovery plan by removing key 
equipment a:·~d machinery. The rules also discourage early management and operati~n of real and 
personal property by the Local Redevelopment Authority, which could result in Military 
D~partment savings. The proposed revision would streamline the bureaucracy associated \Vith a 
system-wide search for equipment resulting in substantial packing and transportation savings for 
the requesting DoD Agency. Cost benefit is hardly justifiable when the military disperses funds to 
(I) ship personal property from a closing facility, (2) ship personal property to a closing facility as 
replacement. Additional revenue loss is evident i.n the current guidelines from the standpoint of 
personnel productivity and encumbered paperwork 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 

Phone: 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 
(205)441-7115 

(NOTE: LII\1IT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Forntat For Comments On The Interim Rule 
lntplementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3 0814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Alabarna/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee .. 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16134 
Column: 16134 Column 2 
Paragraph: (Section 91. 7(i)(2) Maintenance) 

Recommended Changes: Public Law 103-160, section 2902 states that the Secretary n1ay not 
reduce the level of maintenance ..... except when the Secretary of the Military Department 
concerned determines that such reduction is in the National Security interest of the United s·tates. 
This requirement remains in effect until both the real and personal property is deeded over to 
federal agency, state agency, local agency, Local Redevelopment Authority or private interests. 

Why: The guidelines, as currently written, potentially allows for deterioration under the time 
scheme outlined in (h)(4) of this section. If Military Department maintenance responsibilities end: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

one week after the redevelopment plan is subn1itted. Note: The facility is left vulnerable 
to the time frame used by the services to accept or reject redevelopment plans~ 
the date of which the LRA deClines to subtnit a redevelopment plan. Note: The facility is 
left vulnerable to the length of time is takes for other interests to take title~ 
twenty four months after the dates referred to in paragraph (h)(2) of this section which for 
1988, 1991, and 1993 base closures and realignments is November 30, 1995, or 24 
months after the date of approval of the 1995 closures and realignments. Note: The 
Military Department·can relinquish n1aintenance responsibility at an earlier date than stated--
in paragraph (h)(2). The date in paragraph (h)(2) does not refer to a specific date other 
than June 1, 1994. Is the intent paragraph (3 )(ii) the date the facility is announced for 
closure, the date the facility closes, the date the facility is declared _excess to DoD needs, 
etc ... ? As written, any base on the 1993 closure list which does not close in 1994 or 1995 
may not be maintained by the services long enough to allow resolution of the BRAC _ 
process. 

(d) ninety days before the date of the closure or realignment of the installation. Note: Military 
Department planning seeks the earliest closure possible. In a compressed closure time 
schedule, the Military Departments, under this time frame, are not allowing adequate time 
for the property to complete the screening processes, much less complete property 
transfer to the community or non DoD entity. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 
Mobile, Alabama 36633 

Phone: (205) 441-7115 
~ .., , (NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COI\1J\1ENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comn1ents On The lnte.rim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forvvard comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

From: '93 BRAC/Alabama/County of Mobile/Naval Station Mobile/Homeport Reuse 
Planning Committee 
(Activity!Loc.ation/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page: 16134 
Column: 16134 Column 3 
Paragraph: (Section 91.7(i)(3)(ii) Maintenance)· 

Recommended Changes: The initial minimum level of maintenance and repair to support non
military purposes shall be determined, after consultation with the Local Re~.evelopment Aut11ority, 
prior to closure or realignment of the base or unit. Inspection of all property affected by BRAC 
shall be reviewed by the LRA when it presents its redevelopment plan to insure the property has 
not deteriorated. Any deterioration to the infrastructural or the structural portions of the facility 
shall be repaired by the responsible Military Department. In no case shall the level of maintenance 
and repair: 

(i) Exceed the standard at ·the time of approval of the closure or realigmnent. 
(ii) Require any improvements to the property to include construction, alteration, or 

demolition, except that required by environmental restoration and that agreed to by the 
f\1ilitary Department and the Local Redevelopment Authority prior to transferal of 
property. 

\Vhy: The guidelines, as currently written, potentially allows the Military Department to choose 
the level of maintenance without regard to potential reuse. It furthers does not set any standard 
for maintenance which reflects environmental or climate conditions of a region (arid areas not 
prone to natural disaster are less likely to require a level of maintenance than coastal, sub-tropical 
ar~~s in tornado, hurricane or flood zones. The LRA is best suited to:adv1se on the level of 
maintenance required. The guidelines do not assure the community that every attempt 'viii be 
made to maintain the facilities, nor do they insure, in the event the Military Department does not 
prevent deterioration or damage, repairs \Viii be made. Further, the guidelines do not take into 
account agreements or verbal commitments by the military to improve the property prior to 
transfer of deed. 

Name: John P. Carey, Chair 
Homeport Reuse Planning Committee 

Address: P.O. Box 1588 
f\1obile, Alabama 36633 

Phone: (205)441-7115 

(NOTE: Lll\11T TO 1 COI\·1MENT PER PAGE) 
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Office of the Mayor 

SAN FRANCISCO 

August 2, 1994 

Mr. Robert Bayer, DeP.uty Assistant Secretary of Defense 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic 

Security 
Room3D854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Mr. Bayer: 

P.Z 

FRANK M. JORDAN 

I am writing in reference to the Itlterim and Final Rules regarding the Revitalization of Base 
Closure Communities as described in 32 CFR Pans 90 and 91. In addition to these written 
comments, my staff will be providing testimony at the upcoming hearing on August Sth in 
Washington, D.C. · · 

I had the o~ponunity to be in attendance when the President visited the Bay Area last year to 
announ~ his five point program. I was personally encouraged by the commitments he made. I 
was' especially encouraged by the first part of the plan intended to create "job centered propeey 
disposal that puts local economic development .first". We are, however, concerned that the 
provisions contained in the interim and final rules conflict with this goal. 

Two particular provisions are of great concern to us. The first is the ·procedure for quick sales on 
the private market for high value sales of property. We believe that Naval Station Treasure 
Island, which is one of three bases located in San Francisco. would· be considered for this type of 
sale. It is our strong belief ~at we will not be able to realize new jobs through this type of 
propeny disposal process. DoD's intention to sell off high value pieces of property on the base 
will result in a swiss cheese effect, whereby lar:ge portions of the base will remaJn unusable while 
others will sit without entitlements for years. It is imperative that-property disposal-be part of a 
comprehensive local reuse program that not only looks at valuable segments of the base, but at 
an economically viable plan for the entire property in a way that will create jobs for our 
community. It is my belief that this priority sal-es approach contemplated by the Rules conflicts 
dramatically with President Clinton's assurance, as well as Congressional intent, that local base 
reuse plans will be the preferred alternative that drives property disposal decisions. 

The second related provision has to do with the advertising of so~led readily marketable 
properties. The Interim Final Rule provides for a six month period for advertising such property 
for sale to the private sector. We believe that this process will hinde~ the efforts of the 
community which is engaged in the base reuse planning process. For example, sales w~uld take 
place before the community has updated its master plan and planning code to establish uses, 
heights and development densities, before it has completed the environmental·revi~W pro~ss 
man.dated by state environmental protection laws and before transportation planning to 
accommodate new uses can be completed. In the case of Treasure Island, sales would take place 
even before resolution of difficult questions about the applicability of the Tidelands Trust, which 
would sharply limit the permissible array of uses. The end result could only" be sales at 
distressed prices to speculators willing to gamble on the outco~e. The small amount of revenue 
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Mr. Robert Bayer 
Page2 · 

P.3 

August 2, 1994 

generated for the Federal fisc by such sales cannot possibly justify the haim done to local 
communities by these disposition practices. If DoD intends seriously to address the President's. 
mandate to foster .. job centered economic development .. , it must immediately abandon dangerous 
notions such as "priority high value sales11 and ~readily marketable properties". By marketing the 
property up front, the Department of Defense removes the ability of local communities to engage 
in an orderly transition and reuse process. 

. . . 
Most importantly, it is our belief that the Department of Defense has lost a valuable opportunity, 
through the writing of the rules,.to redefine the Base Conversion process. The decision making 
process regarding selecting which property to market, establishing interim leasing policies, 
personal property distribution and McKinney Act screening, should be a. consultative process 
with the local community. We were heartened by the direc;tion to create local Restorauvn 
Advisory Boards that will provide input .to the process through the cleanup of the bases. We 
believe that a similar process could be established for all deeision making regarding . base 

. conversion and. reuse. Perhaps the Department of Defense can create a process whe~e 
community representatives (through the Community Reuse Committee), local jurisdictions 
(through the local Reuse Authorities), can sit as an advisory body with federal and state 
representatives to provide official inptJt ~o the federal officials who, by law, are vested with final 
decision making authority. This advisory body can provide input on all base disposal issues, 
from base reuse to interim leasing proposals. Through this process we could be assured that the 
concerns raised on the local level are given the weight and consideration in Washington, D.C. 
that we feel they deserve and that we believe the President intended when ~e announced his five 
pointplin. 

To summarize, it appears as though the Rule, as currently written, will not facilitate the 
implementation of the cornerstone of the President's five point plan, namely jobs centered 
property disposal. The Rule will inevitably lead to delays and inefficiencies in the 
implementation of the conversion process, thereby slowing down the creation of new jobs 
desperately needed by the communities impacted by base closure .. 

. I have attached more specific comments on the body of the regulations. Larry Florin, our 
Coordinator of Military Base CQnversion, is available to provide additional comments and input 
into this process. 

We look forward to·worldng together to revise the draft guidelines so that they will lead to a 
transition process better suited to address the economic challenges and opportunities we have and 
realize the intent of the President's five P.Jin~ plan. 

Sincerely, 

~~-~ )· ~: ( ~ ~,.t~·?1.~ ~'·¥~ 
~11!i[l?M. Jordan; 

Mayor 

Attachment 

cc: Senator Dianne FeiDBtein 
Senator Barbara Boxer . · 
Con2f!SBWoman Nancy Pelosi 
Members of San FrancisCo Board of Supervisors 

., 
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Mr. Robert Bayer, Depu~y- Assistant Secretary of Defense 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic 

Security · 
Room 3D854 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Mr. Bayer: 

We are writing in reference to the Interim Final Rule ( .. Rule") regarding the Revitalization of 
Base Closure Communities as described in 31 CFR Parts 90 and 91. The Rule provides 
interpretive guidance concerning changes to the base realignment and closure process and 
establishes policy and procedure, assigns responsibilities and delegates authority under the 
President's Five-Part Plan - "A Program to Revitalize Base Closure Communities ... 

This letter presents both general and specitfi.C comments regarding the Rule. Each of our 
respeetive base closure communities have independently submitted specific recommendations 
regarding each section within Part 91.7, presented .in the format provided by the Department of 
Defense (DoD) known as "Format for Comments on the Interim Rule". 

General Comments 
The Rule was intended to assist local communities impacted by base closure in their reuse efforts 
through rapid redevelopment and job creation. In fact, the first point made in President Clinton's 
July, 1993 "Five-Part Plan'." is "jobs-centered property disposal that puts local economic 
development first". However, we do not believe that this objective will be achieved based upon 
the Rule as proposed by DoD. 

For the following reasons, we believe the Rule is a misguided effort. tJ:tat would attempt to 
maxi.rt:Iize the revenue accruing to the DoD at the expense of the local community. The local 
com'm'unity would bear the costs of providing capital improvements, as well as operations and 
maintenance of the facilities. The Rule does not address the market realities and tremendous 
challenges local communities face in converting closed bases and developing the sites for job 
creation. 

First, under the Rule conveyances to local communities for economic development purposes may 
only take place after the Military Department has had an opportunity to market the preferred 
properties for their own revenue generation. (Therefore, the remaining properties which might 
qualify for conveyance are likely to be difficult to market, by definition.) Furthermore, the 
opportunity to selectively market base property by the Military Department involved can create a 
.. swiss-cheese" scenario where it becomes difficult for the local redevelopment authority to 
implement a comprehensive reuse plan. The early sales approach for "high value" property. 
would not result in high revenues to the federal government because they do not contain any 
entitlements or zoning. The local community would have no ability to make sure· that economic 
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development occurrs in a timely manner in order to create local jobs. In all likelihood, the policy 
of promoting early sale and high value properties under these circumstances will delay 
redevelopment and job creation and further exacerbate the adverse impacts of the base closure on 
the local community. The rapid turnover of property which is so critical to reuse success, 
including real estate, personal property and human resources, will not be realized through the 
implementation o_f these guidelines. 

Seco~d; the timetable which has been proposed in several sections, such as personal property 
disposition and maintenance and repair of infrast;ructure, does not coincide with the conversion · 
planning process. In particular, there are references in both of these areas to specific dates (i.e. 
June 1, 1994 for Personal Property decisions) as well as dates (the earliest of which) would allow 
the Military Department t~ reduce their level of maintenance and repair. 

Third, the decision-making process regarding the selective marketing of property is primarily 
unilateral whereby a representative of either DoD or the Military Department chooses which 
properties to market. While the local jurisdiction is given the opportunity for input and/or are 
required to be notified of a decision, the opportunity for local needs to truly influence the 
decision-making process appears to be quite limited. Local jurisdictions need to be given greater 
input, possibly through Ad.visory Boards similar to the established Restoration Advisory Bo~ds. 

Furthermore, language in Section 91.7 (e) (4) requires the local military authorities to justify, in 
writing, any conveyance made for less than market value. The obvious implication is that local 
military authorities will be expected to receive full market value for their properties unless they 
can justify something less. It is uncertain what would be considered sufficient justification in 
such a situation. Pryor Act (§ 2903) requires the Secretary to provide an explanation for any 
below-market conveyance. The regulations should provide guidance for what criteria is to be 
considered for such conveyances. 

Comments and Recommendations (Part 91. 7) 

a) Jobs-centered Property DisposaL 
In Section (d) (3 ), what precisely is meant by "the completion of the new expedited 
McKinney Act screening process"? Is it when either "expressions of interest" are filed, full 
applications are submitted, or when the responses to these applications are released? 

There are few criteria· attached to the "Expressions of Interest", and no manner of 
confirming whether they have been made "in good faith" with financial baclcing. This 
situation may lead to capricious requests which have no substantial likelihood of.coming to 
fruition. The current language implies that the only evaluation criteri~ to be used are the 
subjective evaluations of the credibility of such expressions on the part of DoD. 

: J. 

Recommendation: There should be a panel which evaluates these expressions of interest 
which should be comprised, in equal part, of representatives of the Military Department and 
of the local redevelopment authority. The requirement to submit a more substantial 
application, including a financial commitment (e.g. a good faith deposit) is also 
recommended. 

In any case, the "ready market" definition assumes that offers to purchase at or near the 
estimated range of fair market value from the private sector covering all or most of the 
installation could be expected within 6 months of advertising the base for public sale. 
Several terms within this paragraph need clarification, such as what constitutes "near" fair 
market value, as well as who conducts the appraisal which determines what fair market 
value is, and when? 

(2) 



Furthermore~ even if this definition of ready market is not met within the allocated 6 
months, Section (d) (4) allows the Military Department to continue to withhold "high value 
property" for sale at market value. 

In Section (d) (4) (i)- "The property must have a high value"- requires a clear definition of 
"high value". Once again, who determines this definition? This is a concern for bases like 
Treasure Island. There may be some people in DoD who think Treasure Jsla.nd is high 
value property, but this fails to consider the costs and realities and implementing a 
redevelopment pl~ for the base. High va~ue property is a counter productive concept to 
reuse. 

All of these examples fail to include any balance between DoD needs and local needs. On 
the contrary, this-language creates a scenario whereby the local community is waiting on 
the sidelines for this process to be completed, by DoD. In Mare Island's case, this process 
may not be completed until more than 10 months after the Final Reuse Plan has been 
submitted. If the federal policy to be advanced is job creation for local communities to help 
them adjust to the impacts of base closures, the Rule entirely misses the mark. 

b) :Economic Development Conveyances 
According to Section (e) (1), these conveyances are only permitted after it is determined 
that the base, "or significant portion thereof', cannot be sold in accordance with the rapid 
job creation concept.. Who makes this determination and using what criteria? 

How would properties be defined (by individual building?) for purposes of advertising for 
disposal? Who would make such a determination and using what criteria? 

Section (e) (1) does state that "the economic development conveyance should be used by 
. local redevelopment authorities to gain control of large areas of the base, not just individual 

buildings." However, the language of the Rule appears to preclude that approach by giving 
the Military Department the first opportunitY to dispose of individual properties for market 
value. 

. . 

Recommendation: As indicated above, we believe that local redevelopment authorities 
should have control of large areas of the base because they are in the best position to insure 
that economic development occurs in a way that is compatible with the needs and 
capacities of the local community. Therefore, restrictions should be placed upon the nature 
and extent of the properties which may be offered by the Military Department prior to that 
opportunity being presented to the local community. We further recommend that language 
be added which would provide allowances for an economic development conveyance to be 
made for an entire mixed use project, for example, including residential properties . 

There are conflicting provisions regarding "high/higher value property" in that, on the one 
hand, Section (e) (1) refers to the "income received (by the local redevelopment authorities) 
from some of the higher value property should help offset the maintenance and marketing 
costs of the less desirable parcels." However, on the other hand, in Section (d) (4) (i) "high 
value" is one criteria which would enable the Military Department to exempt certain 
properties from the 6-month "expression of interest" rule regarding economic development 
conveyances. 

In other words, the regulations claim that these higher value properties will allow the local 
jurisdictions to generate revenue to help absorb the substantial costs of oo'nversion. 
However, the latter section gives the Military Department a second opportunity to capture 
that same revenue for themselves. Furthermore, there is no indication that ~y revenue 
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captured by the Military Department would be utilized in the facilitation of the conversion 
process. 

DoD is proposing to sell "readily marketable" property without local zoning, without 
provision for future infrastructure, and without the level of clean up having been 
ascertained or achieved. The fundamental problem with this approach is that it is 
impossible to determine true value of property in the absence of these c9ns~dera.tions. 
Therefore, the federal government will not receive potential full market value because such 
. uncertainties will ~stically reduce the pri~e that private enterprises are willing to offer for 
property. In addition, under the cutrent language, it is likely DoD could receive 
expressions of interest for properties from parties unable to quickly finance job creation. 
This will only serve to delay the process to an even greater extent, once again resulting in a 
lack of job creation: 

In the case of infrastructure considerations, for in.stance, the capacity and condition of 
utility systems on many bases require such a substantial level of improvement that the costs 
incurred may create a net negative property value. Under these circumstances, these would 
not truly be "readily marketable". Such factors must be taken into account within these 
guidelines to reflect more realistic conditions and the difficulties of redeveloping these 
~~ . 

Recommendations: The issue of opposing references to "high value properties" must be 
reconciled. Our recommendation is to delete the language which gives the Military 
Department an opportunity to extend the 6-month period for "high value properties··. We 
suggest that this approach go one step further by inserting binding language that reflects the 
spirit of. the comments that are mentioned above, from Section (e) (1), regarding the local 
communitis ability to generate revenue from these same type of properties. 

The process of determining market value must take into account the costs involved, 
regardless of ownership, to the local redevelopment authority, particularly with regard to 
infrastructure. The economic development conveyance price should reflect this ··negative 
value". Language regarding these costs should be inserted into the sections regarding the 
determination of market value through the appraisal process. 

c) Profit Sharing 
Property can be conveyed at fuJI market value, at a discount or for no consideration. 
However, in the latter case, any proceeds ultimately generated from subsequent sale or 
lease must be split with the Navy, 60/40 (of net profit), if sold or leased within 15 years. 
However, the definition of net profit is unclear- with regard to what would be considered 
"allocable costs of operation of the local· redevelopment authority· with regard to that 

.= property." 

Recommendation: Language requiring the Military Department to share a portion of their 
net profits from the buildings sold or leased directly by them under the ··ready market" 
provisions should be added, similar to the 60/40 split required on those properties sold or · 
leased by the local redevelopment authority. This would be particularly appropriate in the 
situation mentioned above where significant infrastructure improvements will be necessary. 

An additional recommendation is to define more clearly what costs would be deemed 
"allocable" under the net profit definition. We recommend that both capital improveme.nt 
costs as well as operation and maintenance costs and any additional remediation are 
included among these qualified costs. 

(4) 



d) Personal Property 
We would reiterate the comments of the National Association of Installation Developers 
(NAID) that the interim rules leave this base equipment wide open for wholesale removal. 

Control of the personal property process, under current language, will be placed in the 
hanos of the base commander and the major command. The rules allow any federal agency 
to select equipment without any significant amount of local control or input. · · 

The rules should. emphasize DoD cooperation with the community in working out an 
agreeable list of equipment to be retained or removed. 

The criteria listed in the Interim Final Rule are often in potential conflict with each other, 
such as the lack of direction in Section (h) (5) with regard to the criteria for disposition. 
For example, neither the word "and" nor the word "or" is used with regard to these criteria. 

The linkage of personal property to real property (i.e. cal) only be transferred with the 
existing buildings) is unrealistic and inflexible. 

The proposed timeline for disposition of personal property also appears to be in direct 
conflict with the objective in the President's July 2, 1993 policy on using the community's 
base reuse plan as the basis for property disposal decisions. For example, the language 
current! y indicates that the "personal property not subject to the exemptions listed above 
shall remain at a dosing base until (in the case of Mare Island) one week after the date on 
which the redevelopment plan is submitted to the applicable Military Department". 

Recommendations: This language should be changed to a time frame which is related to 
the date of closure or transfer of property, whichever is later . 

. · .· 

Another recommendation regards the completion of the inventory of personal property by 
June 1, 1994. This cannot be done properly before the Final Reuse Plan is completed for 
guidance regarding different types of industries to which the properties will be marketed. It 
is recommended that this inventory completion date be extended to April 1, 1995. 

In Section (h) (4) (iii) -Twenty-four months after the dates referred to in (h) (2) should be 
June I, 1996, not November 30, 1995. 

Section (h) (5) -We recommend the substitution of "consent of" rather than "notice to" the 
local redevelopment authority . 

.: ·The Interim Final Rule is silent on the subject of air emission credits. However, we believe 
that it is imperative that the local redevelopment authority be allowed to retain these credits 
for marketing purposes, and this issue should be addressed within these guidelines. 

e) Minimum Level of Maintenance and Repair 
In Section (i) (2) -the language " ... below the minimum levels required to support the use of 
such facilities or equipment for nonmilitary purposes, except when the Secretary of the 
Military Department concerned determines that such reduction is in the National Security 
interest of the United States .. - is very broad and open to flexible interpretation. 
Recommendation: This exception should be deleted. 

This section also makes reference to this requirement remaining in effect until "one of the 
time periods in paragraph (h) (4) of this section has expired" (see the above. section on 
"Personal Property"). This requirement could expire, under the existing language, one 

• (5) 



Memorandum 

DATE: March 20, 1995 

TO: Blanche Davis, FOIA Reading Room 

FROM: Helen F. Forbeck , Base Transition Office 

(703) 697-5819 

RE: Public Comments on the Economic Development 
Conveyance Amendment to the Interim Final Rule 
which promulgates guidance required by Section 
2903 of the National Defense Authorization Act for 
Fiscal Year 1994 -- Revitalizing Base Closure 
Communities and Community Assistance 

Thank you for your help in making this information readily available to interested parties. 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me. · 



FORMAT FOR CO:MMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (t) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Or transmit by electronic mail to: at~njin@acq.osd.mil 

From: City of Oakland. CA - Oaknoll Naval Hospital 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

- Page#: 53741 
Paragraph: 3 of 91.7(0 
Subject: Consideration 

Recommended Change or Comment: Paragraph 3 deals with rural area property transfers. 
These transfers shall be made without consideration. 

Recommended Change:· Rural Area and some Urban Area property, as defined by this rule. 
Recommende4 change expands the definition of rural area to include urban areas that are 
predominantly residential and contain or abut open space. · 

Rationale: The Oakland, CA Oaknoll Naval Hospital is in a residentially zoned area of the 
City. The naval hospital is surrounded by park land open space and residential property. To 
bring in an industrial or commercial/retail establishment would adversely impact the character 
of the neighborhood. The Naval Hospital is located in the City of Oakland. The rural 
character of the neighborhood cou_ld justify a no-cost transfer. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

Frank Fanelli, ASA 
Manager, Real Estate SerVices 
City of Oakland 
1330 Broadway, Ste. 1001, Oakland, CA 94612 
(510) 238-3541 
December 1 , 1994 



November 16, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
Room 3D814 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Dear Sirs: 

The March Joint Powers Commission, the governing Board for the March 
Joint Powers Authority, is pleased to offer comments on the revised 
guidelines for implementing the Pryor Amendment. Our comments · are 
specific to the changes that affect the disposition of surplus federal 
property ·at closing or realigning military bases under the authority of 
an "Economic Development Conveyance'' {EDC). 

The JPA was provided a format for offering comments. That; form has been 
completed and is included as an attachment to this cover letter. 

The Joint Powers Commission is generally supportive of the changes that 
were released in these amended guidelines. Use of the "Economic 
Development Conveyance" is likely to be a key strategy for use at March 
Air Force Base to promote future economic development. These amende~ 
guidelines will facilitate those transfers and add reason to the 
complicated process of establishing value for the surplus properties. 

Our Commission is pleased that the Department of Defense paid close 
attention to our comments on the earlier draft guidelines. We look 
forward to working closely with the Air Force over the next two years on 
the transition of March Air Force Base. 

Sincerely, 

~~· 
Denise Lanning,~an 
March Joint Powers Commission 

DL/SA 

P.O. BOX i480 * MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92552 * 19091 656-7000 * FAX (9091 653-5558 
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FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM FINAL RULE ~~~ 
Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f.) ell' 

.of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: The March Joint Powers Authority 

Page #: 53740 
Paragraph: 91.7 (e) (3) 
Subject: "Fair Market Value" 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Is an "estimate of fair market value" an official appraisal? If so, 
multiple appraisals should be procured. At the least, the local 
redevelopment agency should have input into the selection of an 
appraiser, if that is what is intended. Multiple appraisals could 
establish the "range of _values" desired. Perhaps two certified 
appraisals should be obtained--one by the DOD Department and one by the 
LRA. 

After the fair market value is determined, that information should be 
shared with the LRA. 

Rationale: 

Establishing fair market value is a key step in the economic development 
conveyance process. The LRA must be comfortable with the established 
range of values if it is to -eventually be responsible for some payment 
for the property. 

The LRA and its members are most knowledgeable of local real estate 
values and potential demand for the types of properties being offered as 
an EDC. The LRA should have input to the process of establishing a 
realistic range of values. If this range is too high, then there is no 
incentive for the LRA to apply for or accept the transfer. 

Stephen Albright, Executive Director 
P.O. Box 7480 
Moreno Valley, CA 92522 

(909) 656-7000 
November 16, 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 

of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: The March Joint Powers Authority 

Page #: 53470 
Paragraph: 91.7 (e) (6) (iv) (C) 
Subject: Elements of a Business/Development Plan 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Is the purpose of this paragraph to demonstrate the capability of the 
LRA or to establish costs associated with the development of the EDC 
parcel? If the latter is partially the case, then all costs should be 
demonstrated that would affect the net value of the parcel for 
establishing a repayment price. All costs should include the planning 
and construction of infrastructure, marketing of the project, holding 
costs to the LRA (maintenance, management, etc.), and reasonable other 
costs associated with improvements or use of the property. 

It should be clarified that these costs may biing the net value of an 
EDC to zero or below. This potential should be acknowledged in the 
guidelines. 

Rationale: 

An Economic Development Conveyance is being facilitated for the creation 
of jobs and associated economic activity to replace the lost military 
infusion to the local economy. There are costs to this replacement 
effort. These costs can be documented, and they should be credited to 
the LRA's liability of repayment for the EDC. 

Stephen Albright, Executive Director 
P.O. Box 7480 
Moreno Valley, CA 92522 

(909) 656-7000 
November 16, 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS OR THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 

of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: The March Joint Powers Authority 

Page #: 
Paragraph: 
Subject: 

53735-53741 
All 
General Support 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

The March Joint Powers Commission (MJPC) generally supports the changes 
made with the published amended guidelines. The DOD clearly heard and 
understood the message delivered by local redevelopment authorities: 
·reuse challenges. will be difficult, and the economic development 
conveyance process should not add to those difficulties. If the DOD is 
to support local efforts at replacing jobs and·lost economic activity, 
then it needs to do everything possible to simplify the process of 
transferring properties and facilities for economic development 
purposes. 

Rationale: 

The MJP.C commented on the draft guidelines earlier this year. The DOD 
was responsive in attempting to improve the economic development 
conveyance process. 

Stephen Albright, Executive Director 
P.O. Box 7480 
Moreno Valley, CA g2s22 

(909) 656-7000 
November 16, 1994 
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(x) Complic;ncc with applic<~b~c 
f<!deral. State. a..<1d local laws and 
regulations. 

(f) Consideration. 
{1) For conveyances made pursuant to 

section 91.7(e). Economic Dcvclopment 
Conveyances, tbe Secretary of !.he 
Military Oepartmei1t will re\ie\" the 
application for an EGC and r.egotiate the 
terms and. conditions of each uansaction 
with the LRA. The Military Ocpartmen:s 
\vill have the discretion and flexibility 
to enter into agreements that specify the 
form, amount, and payment schedule. 
The consideration may be at or below 
the est.imated fair market value. wil11 or 
without initial payment. in cash or in
kind and paid ov~r time. An EDC must 
be one·of the hvo following types of 

and the criteria listed in $ection 
91.7(e)(8) \.~;ll be used. . . .. 

(4) Ln those instances ih i-Jhich an 
EDC is made for consideration below 

. the range of the estimated present fair. 
maiket \'alue ofthe property-or if the 
estimated .fair market value· is expressed 
.as a range of ":'alues. below the lowest 
value in that range-the Military 
Department shall prepare a written 
explanation , .. ·hy the estimated fair 
market value was not obtained. · 
Additionally. the Military Departments 
must prepare a written statement . 
explaining why other Federal property 
transfer authorities could not be used to 
generate economic redevelopment and · 
job ~reati~n. 

: . 
agreements: . . · D:1ted: October 20. 199-t. 

(ifConsideiGtion '·:ithin lhe estimated LJ\'f 8 . ynum •.. 
GUlge of present fair market va!ue. as Allerf!ote OSD Federal Register. uaison 

Officer, Deportment of Defense. . . 
(FR ~ 94-26504.Filed lG-2:>-:-94; 8:45 ami 

determined by the Secretary of the 
Military Department. Payments ~ust be. 
made to ensure consideration is within 

· 81tUHG CODE~ 
the estimated range of fair ·market value 
at the time of application. · 

(ii).Consideration can be below the 
estimate(l"range of fair-market '"alue, 
when proper justification is provided. 
The·lm1ount of consideration can be 
below the esti.ma~ed range of f~iJ; market~ 
value, if the Secretary of the Military. 
Department ·determines ¢at a discount 
is necessary for econo:n!c 
redevelopment and job c:eation. 

· (2) The amount of considera:jon paid 
in the future shall e·qu~ t!ie present 
value of ~e agreed~upon fair market 
value or discounted fair marke: \'alue. 
Additional provisior.s may be · 
incorporated in the conveyance . 
docwnents to protect the Department's 
interest in obtaining tbe agreed upon 
consideration. Also. the .standard GSA >/( 
excess profits clause. appropriately 
tailored to the transaction.- will be used 
in the con"veyance docu.inents to the 
LRA.. . ... 

(3) in" a .rural crrea, as defined by this 
rule. any EDC a·pproved by the Secretary 
of the Military Department shall be 
.made without consideration when the 
base closUre will ba\'e a substantial 
advers~ impact on L~e econom}' of the 
communities in the ,;cinity of the 
.installation and on the prospect for their 
economic recovei)'. The Secretary of the · 
Military Department concerned will 
determine if these t'.·:o conditions ~e 
met baSed on all the information 
consi~ered in the application for an 
Economic Development Conveyance. 
Specific attention will be placed on the 
business and de\'elopment plan 
submitted as part of L'-le EDC application :·::: .. :· 

.. . . 
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tlcipa.ted conside~t!on from the 
msfer. ·-

d payments. 
mortgages or ;othe mancing · 
arrangements. 

imposes no obligatory information 
requirements beyond ·internal DoD usc. 

• Compliance with applicable 
:deral. State, and local laws and 2. Consideration below the estimated 

ronge of.fair market va.Jue. where proper 
justification is provided: If a discount is 
found by the Secretary of the Military 
Department to be ne·cessa.ry to foster 
local economic redevelopment" and job 
creation. the amount of consideration -
can be below the estimated· range. of fair 
market value. Again. the terms and 
conditions of payme:1t will~ 

List of Subject~ in 32 CFR. Parts 90 and 

gulations.. ·· · · · 
• What are the .. guidclines for 
!termining thc.tenns and conditions of 
m5ideration?· · · · 
• The individual circumstances of 
tCh community and each base mean 

91 . 

Community dc\'elopment, . 
Government employees. Military. 
personnel. Su.rplus GovcmmP.nt 
property. · · 

-PART 90-REVlTALIZtNG BASE 
CLOSURE COMMUNITIES 

tal the amount and type of 
msideration may vary from base to 
1se. This amendment gives greater 
iscrction and flexibility to the Military 
:.cpa.rt..qlents to negotiate with the LRA 
) arrive at an appropriate arrangement. 
fl..te to the circumsta."'lces of a particular 
ite. the base's value may be high or 

negotiated between the Military . 
1. Th~ authority citation· for 32 CFR 

part 90 continues to read as follows: 
Department and the LRA. 

(a). Justification'. Proper justification 
for a discount shall be based upon the 
findings in the business and · . . 
development plan· conta~ned in ~he EDC · )W, arid the.range of the estimated 

•resent fair market \'alue may be broad 
•r narrow. Where there is \'aluc. Ule 
)epart.ment QfDefense has an obligation 
mder Title XXIX of the National 

·. anplication. · · · · 
~Development economics, including 

absorption schedules and legitimate 
infrastructure ·costs. would p~ovide a 
basis for such justification. The ability 
to pay at tfme of ~oilVeyance or to obtai_!l 
financing would ·not be a proper 
justification." since payment terms and 
conditions can bo negotiated. 

)efense Authorization Act for FY 1994 
o obtain consideration within the 
!Stimated range of present fair market 
1alue. or to justify why such 
:onsideration was.not realized·. 

• Taking into account all information 
~rovided in the EDC application ru:td 
my additional information considered 
relevant, tl1e Military Department will 
contract for or prepare an estimate of the 
fair market value of the prop~rty •. which 
may be expressed as a. range of values. 
The Military Department shall consult 
with the·UU\ on valuation assumptions. 
guidelines and on instructions given to 
the petson(s) making L'-le estimation.of 
value .. 

• As stated above, the EDC 
application must contain a statement 
tl1at proposes general terms and 
conditions ·or the conveyance, as well as 
the amount and type of ilie . 
consideration. a payment schedule, and. 
projected date of conveyance .. After . 
reviewing ·the applieation. the Military 
Department bas the diScr-etion and · ... 
flexibility to enter into one of two types 
of agreements: .-·, '. .· · 

1. Consideration within the estimated 
range of present fair market value, as 
detennined by the Secretary of the· 
Military Department. The Military 
Department can be flexible about the 
terms and conditions of pa)ment, and . 
can provide financing on the property. 
The payment can be in cash or in-kind. 
and can. be paid at time of transfer or at 
a· time in the future. The Military · · · 
Departments will have the discretion 
and-flexibility to enter into agreements 

. that specify the form and amount of 
consideration and ensures that 
consideration is within the estimated 
range of lair rnarkefvalue at the:time of 
appltcauon. Such methods of payment 
could include: participation in the·gross 

• In negotiating the terms and 
conditions of consideration with the 
LRA. the Secretary of the Military 
Department must determine that a fair 
and reason~ble compensation to the 
Federal Government will be realized 
from the .EDC. \'Vhere property is . 
transferred under an EDC at an amount 
less than tl1e estimated range ot fair 
market value, the Military Qepartrnent 
shall prepare a '\vritten explanation of 
why the considerntion was less"than the 

. estimated range of present f~ir market 
\'alue. · 

D. Executive Order 12666 · 

It has been determined that these 
amendm~nts are a significant regulatory 
·action. The amendments to the rule . 
raise noveL.policy issues arising out. of 
the_ Pres~d~~t:s prforities. · · · · : 

E. Regu,latory ~~e~·ibility·A.ct 

This rule ainendment.is not subject to 
the Regulatory ·Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. 
601 et seq.,) because the amendment 
will not ha~e a significant economic 
impact on a· substantial number of small 
entities: The primary effect of this· 
amendment will be to reduce the 
burden ·on local communities of the 
Government's property disposal process 
at closing mili~ary installations and to 
accelerate the economic recovery of the 
relatively small number of communities 
that will be anected by the closure of 
nearby military installations. · 

F. Pap~rwork Reducti~n Act 

The Rule amendment is riot subject to 
the Paper Reduction Act because it 

Au~ority: 10 U.S.C. 2687 note. 

§ 93.4 '(Removed and Reserved] 
2. Section 90.4(a)(l)(iii) is.removed 

and reserved. 
3. Section 90.~(b) is revised to read as 

follows: 

§90.4 Po!icy. .. 
(b) In implementing Title XXIX ·or· 

Public Law 103-160, it is DoD.policy to 
convey property to a Local , 
Redevelopment Authority (LRA) to help 
foster economic development and job 
creation when other federal property 
disposal options cannot achieve such . 
ob;ectives. Com.-ey~ces to the LRA will 
be made under terms and conditions 
designed to facilitate local economic 
redevelopment and job creation. and
may b~ made at less tha'l fair market 
value. with p_roper justification. · 

PART 91-REVTTALIZING BA$E 
CLOSURE COMMUNITIES-:BASE 
CLOSURE COMMUNITY ASSJSTA~CE 

4: The authority citai.ion for p~rt 91 
continues to.read as. follows: :. · 

Authority: 10 U.S.C. 2687 note: 
-· '\. ' . ·. ·. ' ·. ·. ' . 

. 4k SectlO·n.91.4 is revised io reaaa.s·~ 
: follows:. . · · . · · · · '! · ' · • 

§ 91.4 Policy. · · .. 
It _is DoD policy to convey prop~rty to· 

a Local Redevelopment·Authority (LRA) 
to help. foster economic "development 
and job creation when other federal 
property disposal options cannot 
achieve such objectives. Conveyances to 
ilie LRA will be made under terms and 
conditions designed to facilitate loca_t:. 
.economic redevelopment and job · 
creation. and may be made at less. than 
fair market value, with·property . ·. 
justificatiqn. This regula.tion.~pes.n9t. .. 
create any rights 'and remedies and may 
not be relie~ upon by any __ person~ · · 
organization, or other. entity to allege a. 
denial of any rights or remedies other 
than those provided by Pub:L 103-160. 
TitleXXIX.· · . 
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~3lcs at fair mlli"kci value to public 
entities for public purposes or direct 
~les t!1rough a public bid process~ 
. The EDC should be used when the 

LRA wants to obtain property for i<}b 
ge!lcrating purpO-ses· and it is not 

. . practicable to pay fair markci vabc at . 
the time of liansfcr. Howe\·er.t,hc EOC 
is·not intended to supplant other 

- Fcdernl property disposal authorities 
and cannot be.U.sed ifthe intended land 
,~._c ~ he acc~plished through 

another authority unless tL'lusual 
circumstances are presented ·that 
dcmonsLrate that the needed economic 
development and job ceneration cannot 
occur under the other ~t.llo-.-.•ahle fed~ral 
Lransfer authority. 

SURPlUS FEDERAL PROPERTY_ TRANsF~R METHODS AVAtLABLE TO LRAS 

Tr2nsfer 
type' 

Federal agency with authority. . ·FMV-discouot St..atutory and reg.Jiatory aut~ty 

Public Airport Convey~ .... --..:.··- Appc01:ed ···-· Fedec'al Aviation Administration .. ~... 1000,0 ·······-- 49 U.S.C. · §§·Hl51-47153. · 41 
CFR 101-47.30$-2 

Publ~ Benefit Cooveyar.c.e Cai-
eg!>fieS: 

Historic Mo~nt ··--··--···- Appmved --··· Department of tr.<! !nterior ____ . _ 100o/o ········--

Education --··-··-····~·-··~--- Sponsored .::.. Department of Education ~~----····. Up to 1000.4 -. 

.PLoblic Health -:-·······-··--···-···· Sponsored .... Depart~nt ot Health and Human Up 1o 100% _ 
Services.·· - · ··· 

Pub:ic Pa(-< ()( Recreation __ . Sponsored --~ Department of the Interior -. ---··· Up to 100% _ 

Noo:.Federal. Correctional faci~ Approved -. Depastrnent of Justice -· _: --- 1000/o -··-· 
ity. 

Port Faci!ity .:.. ________ _ 

Shrines. Memorials., or Refi
!;ioUS Uses [onty as p2It of 
another public .ber.efrt c:on-
veyance]2. · 

SpuclsOred -- Departmeot of. T ranspottatioo -- t.oOo/o ----· 
SprAsored .:. •. Departsno_nt of Education or De- Up to 100o/o _ 

pattment of HeaJ:h and Human 
Serv~ces. 

FPASA §203(k)(3). ~1 CFR ,01:... 
47.308-3 

FPASA §203{k)(l). 41 CFR 101-
47.308-4 

FPASA §203{1<)(1). 41 CFR 101-
47.308-4 . 

FPASA §203{\<)(2). 41 ·CFR 101~ 
47~7 .. : 

FPASA §203(p)(1). 41· CFA·101-
47~ . 

FP ASA. § 203{q) 
41 CFR 101-47..303-5. 

HomeSess Assistance [Public Spoosoc-ed __ Oepamnenr of Hea1ttl and Human Up to 1(X)% _ 42 U.S.C. § 11411. FP ASA § 203(\<) 
H~~ ~~~ . 

Otne~ Specifre Conveyance Cat-
egories: 

• PowerTransmission unes -- Approved ···-~ Military Department ------ . None ~--~---· 

Housing fOC' Di~lacCd Persons 

Wildlife ConSC1Vation ···-·-:···
F.ooerat-Aid ex Other Highways 

Requested 4 
•• Mil!tary .Department --·---··--· ~to 100% •. 

f-ppt'oved ••..•. Department of the Interior -~--~- Up to 100% _. 
S~ored .... De~rt.-nent of T ransport2tion -:. •. - 1 OOo/o ____ ..:.. __ _ 

SPA§ 13(d} • .C:l CFR 101-47.308-
1 . 

URARPAPA §218, 41 CFR 101-
47.308-8 

16 u.s.c. §667b-d 
23 u.s.c. §§ 107.317 .. 

Approved ·-·- Mi~t:ary Department· ··---~----~·-:···- Up 1o 1C>m~ _ 40 U.S.C. § 345c 
(to States}. 

Widening. of Pt.AAc Highways 
or Streets. -. . . 

Negotiated Sale _____ ..:_ __ _. ___ _ 
Sa!·e ---······· Military Department --~·-···--··-..: None ··-···--.:.. 

Public Sale ---------·--- .Sate. _ •.• :....... Militaty Department .;.. __ _:_________ None •.•.•...•.... 

Economic Development ·Convey- Appmved ·-··· M:t:tuy DePartment --------··-· Up to 100% ._. 
ance. 

FPASA.§203(e). 41 CFR 101-
47.304 

FPASA §203(e). 41 CFR 101-
.47.304 
NO~ 94,1itfe ~XIX. §2903 .. 

· ' Public benefit and other specifiC conveya.rlces are ··typically either. approved Of' spoosoc-ed ·by .the ·at.f.hori:z.ed Federal agency. In approved ·· 
transfers. the. federal agency must grant its approval but property conyeyance is accoinplished by the Military Department In· sponsored .trans- . 
fers;the Mi\itary Department assigns the prOperty to the FC(jeral agency. upon request; and the Federal agency is respoosib'e for conveyance of ... 
the pmperty to its reciptent . · : · · . . : : . . . · · · ·· · . '· · · · .· · . . .. . . . · . 

2 Property for shrine~ memorials or othet. religious purpoc.es is eligjble fcx. put>6c ~nefit conveyance (PBC> ooy as part of a parcel transferred 
cndef anottlef PSC mechanism. . .· . · . · · . . . · 

3 42 U.S.C. § 114i 1 designates U.ses _foe homeless assis~nce as a specific public heal1tl.category under FPASA §203(k) arid giveS priority to 
such uses when considering P8Cs. · .· . . · · . · · . · ·. . . · 

"'When the activities of a Federal agency result in the. displacement of ~s from thetr housing. the Fcde:al agency may request surplus 
property fOC' reptacerr.ent housing. Transfer of.pcoperty is directty from the Military Department to an eligible State ageocy. 

ACRONYMS . 

CFR Code of Federal Rcgr.Jations 
rMV Fair Marl<.c.t Value 
FPASA Federal Property and Administra~ Se.V.ces Act. (Q U.S.C. §(83 et seq. 
LRA Local Redevelopment A:..'ttlcrity . . · 
NOAA 94 National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994. P.L 103-160 . 
SPA Surpl~ Propeny Act. 50 U.S.C~ App. §1622(d) and 49 U.S.C. §§47151~~1~ 
U.S.C. Un:OO States CoCe . · . . 
URARPAPA Uniform.Reloca~ion_ Assistance and Real Pr~rty ACQuisition Pol!cies Act of_1970 

• Who Can Receive an Economic
Development Conveyance? 

An LRA is the only entity eligible to 
r~cci\'C property under an Econo~ic 

De\·clopment Conveyance. An LRA · ·. 
should ha~e broad~bascd membership. ' 
including. but not limired to. 
representatives from those jurisdictions 

·with zoning· authority over the property: 
-Th; Secretary ofDe!ense shall offidally 
recognize an LRA for planning and/or· 
implcf'!lentati~n thro!lgh the, Of~~c or. 
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OEPAflTIJiENT OF DEFENSE 

·Office of the Se<:relary · · 

32 CFR Parts 90 and 91 . 

fliNs 0790-AF61 and 079~FU2 

P.evit:iSizing Base Closure 
Communlt!es and Commcnity 
Assistance 

AGENCY: Department of Defense. DoD. 
ACTION: Interim flll.al rule; amendments. 

St!ti.MARY: The interim final rule 
amendment promulgates guidance 
required by.Section 2903 of the National 
Defense AuthoriZ-ation Act for Fiscal · 
Year 1994. This guidance clarifies the 
application process and the criteria that 
,,·ill bo used ·to.evaluate an .application 
for property under thls section.··.. · 
OATES: This.document is effective 
·October 26;1994.. Any pending.writt<:n 
request for ec:onomic de,·clopment 

·.~ 
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FOR1\1AT FOR COMMENTS ON THE Al\1ENDI\1ENT TO TilE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3 D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Or transmit by electronic mail to: atkinjn@acq.osd.mil 

From: 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page#:·_. __ _ 
Paragraph: __ _ 

Subject:------------

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Rationale: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 



DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
AIR FORCE BASE CONVERSION AGENCY 

15 Nov 94 

MEMORANDUM FOR OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
FOR ECONOMIC SECURITY 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington DC 20301-3300 

FROM: AFBCA/SPE 
305 S. Tippecanoe Ave 
NortonAFB 
San Bernardino CA 92408 

SUBJECT: Comments on the Amendment to the Interim Final Rule 

Page: 53736 
Paragraph: C. 
Subiect: DISCUSSION 
CO:M:MENT: The new interim rule as written states the " ... amount of consideration paid 
in the future shall equal the present value of the agreed upon fair market value." Does the 
term "consideration paid in the future equal to the present value" mean that which is paid 
in the future does not contain an inflation factor? 

Page: 53737 & 53740 
Paragraph: WHO CAN RECEIVE AN ECONOMIC DEVELOP:MENT 

CONVEYANCE? 
CO:M:MENT: Air Force written policy provides equal rights for both the community and 
local indian tribes to enter into negotiated sales transactions. The Pryor Amendment 
provides rights to only an LRA "with zoning authority." This denies indian tribes rights to 
an EDC which are given to local communities. Legal representatives for several tribes are 
concerned and are posturing to take action to obtain these rights. 

RECO:M:MENDATION: To enable the government to provide these rights to the tribes, 
yet preclude a situation which could culminate in a stand-off between the community and 
the tribe, the amendment should include language which would allow a local LRA to pass 
property to a local tribe on the same terms as offered to the LRA--once agreement 
between the two entities is reached. Only one EDC would be written. If not addressed in 
current legislation, I foresee litigation at many locations which will 'ultimately slow transfer 
of property. Allowing pass-through rather than separate EDCs to the tribes may help to 
eliminate the possibility of both entities vying (and ultimately litigating) for the same 
property. This arrangement would foster a working rather than adversarial relationship. 



Page: 53 739 (first column) 
Issue: Expressing fair market value in a "range of values." 

. Background: Appraisals defined as a range of vaiues will give rise to the practice of 
always offering the property at the lower end of the range. (Especially in view of the 
move toward sharing appraisals.) 

RECO:MMENDATION: Rather than establish a range, recommend we continue with the 
current practice of defining fair market value, but negotiators should be given broader 
flexibility in defining the final price. Example: If the LRA has a separate appraisal which 
is much lower, the negotiator can recommend (based on some good rationale) a lower 
"contract" price. A second option would be to have the LRA and government agree to 
use the same appraiser. That appraisal would the. n defi .. n. e the accepted z:ontrac · ce. 

/ ' ;; 
~/ _- //} 

--/a;r~~ 1: A~tvW.-?(__ 
PATRICIA A. WARREN 
Site Manager 
Norton Operating Location 
Air Force Base Conversion Agency 



REPLY TO· 
A TTEHT10N OF 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
TOOELE ARMY DEPOT 

TOOELE. UTAH 8407 4-5000 

It'! 

SDSTE-PWE-E (405-90) 21 November 1994 

MEMORANDUM FOR Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Economic Secur·ity, Room 30814, The Pentagon, 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

SUBJECT: Interim Final Rule; Amendments 

1. The changes to the interim rule will streamline the process 
for future base closures. However, depending on where ·an 
installation is in the closing process, they could, in fact, 
hinder the closing process. · 

2. Some installations could be forced to reconsider issues that 
had previously been settled. An allowance for "Grandfathering" 
an installation that is well into the closing process should be 
considered. 

FOR THE COMMANDER: 

v~E~.~ Dire~~ of Public Works 



Alt/IERICAN A 
SOCIETY OF 

APPRAISERS · 
------

JTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS • P.O. Box 17265, Washington. D.C. 20041 • (703) 478-2228 • Fax (703) 742-8471 &. @ &. 

Richard A. Kaufman, ASA 
President 
VALPOI!'I.'"T, Inc. 
380 S.E. Spokane St., Ste. 100 
Portland, OR 97202 
(503) 235-2159 
FAX (503) 235-3624 

Max G. Koeper, ASA 
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Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security, Room 3D814 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

November 4, 1994 

RE: Amendment to Interim Final Rule (Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f)) of 32 
CFR Parts 90 and 91, Revitalizing Base Closure Communities and 
Community Assistance 

Thank you for providing the American Society of Appraisers (ASA) the 
opportunity to review and comment upon the amended portions of 32 CFR 
Parts 90 and 91 pertaining to the base closure procedure. 

On behalf of the American Society of Appraisers, I would like to highlight 
one aspect of the interim final rule and its amended sections that continues 
to be of great importance to professional appraisers and should be 
important to any government agency with stewardship responsibilities. 

The Department of Defense is a member of the Federal Interagency Real 
Property Appraisal Committee (FIRPAC) and, as such, subscribes to the 
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) as 
promulgated by The Appraisal Foundation. Yet no mention is made in 
either the amended or original versions of the interim final rule regarding 
existing appraisal standards or any requirement for appraisals to adhere to 
USPAP. 

This is particularly disturbing in light of the fact that other agencies of the 
government appropriately follow existing legislation addressing appraisal 
requirements. Section 110 1 of Title XI, Financial Institutions Reform, 
Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989, requires that federally related 
real estate appraisals be performed " .. .in accordance with uniform 
standards, by individuals whose competency has been demonstrated and 
whose professional conduct will be subject to effective supervision." 

Section 1102 of Title XI further established an Appraisal Subcommittee 
and specified certain responsibilities of the Appraisal Subcommittee which 
include " ... shall monitor and review the practices, procedures, activities, 
and organizational structure of the Appraisal Foundation." The Appraisal 
Foundation is a not-for-profit educational foundation established in 1987 · 



to prom,ote uniformity and professionalism in appraising. The Appraisal 
Standards Board, a subset of the Appraisal Foundation, develops, 
interprets, and amends the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal 
Practice (USP AP), the generally accepted standards for the appraisal 
profession. The American Society of Appraisers is a sponsoring 
organization of the Appraisal Foundation and, in response to a 
Congressional mandate, helped establish uniform qualifications criteria for 
professional appraisers and standards for appraisal work, and requires its 
members to comply with USPAP. Consequently, the omission of any 
reference to USP AP in the interim final rule or· the amended sections of 
that rule is of significant concern and should be corrected. 

Accordingly, it is strongly recommend that a paragraph such as the 
following be placed at the outset of the Interim Final Rule: 

"Appraisals- All property appraisals will be performed in 
accordance with uniform standards by individuals whose 
competency has been demonstrated and whose professional 
conduct is in compliance with the Uniform Standards of 
Professional Appraisal Practice (USP AP), as maintained by the 
Appraisal Foundation .. "Eurther, appraisal requirements will be 
differentiated according to property type, i.e., real property, 
personal property, business valuation, machinery and technical 
specialties, etc., and appraisals will be performed only by 
appraisers qualified in the appropriate valuation specialty." 

Again, thank you for allowing the American Society of Appraisers the 
opportunity to review and comment upon the amended interim final rule. 
I, as well as other representatives of the American Society of Appraisers, 
remain available, if necessary, to meet with DoD officials to further 
discuss our society's concerns. I look forward to your response. 

cc: ASA Executive Committee, 
ASA Discipline Chairmen 

Sincerely, 

Richard A. Kaufman, ASA 
International President 
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December 15, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-8000 

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 

RE: COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM FINAL 
RULE AMENDING SECTIONS 91.7 (d) (e) & (f) OF 
THE INTERIM FINAL RULE PUBLISHED APRIL 6, 1994 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Enclosed for your consideration are comments from the City of 
·orlando in regards to the Interim Final Rule Amending Sections 91.7 

(d) (e) & (f) of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994. 
The City is the Local Redevelopment Authority affected by the 
closure of the Naval Training Center Facility in Orlando. 

We have focused our comments on four ( 4) sections of the 
Rules: 

Paragraphs 90.4, 91.4, 91.7 

Paragraph 91.7 (e) (2) 

Paragraph 91.7 (e) (3) 

Paragraph 91~7 (e) (7) 

Paragraph 91.7 (e) (8) (viii) 

Term 11 Fair Market Value 11 

Use of Economic 
Development Conveyance 

Infrastructure 
Improvements as Part of 
Estimated Fair Market 
Value 

Review by Other Agencies 

Deletion of Noted 
Paragraph 



Letter to the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Economic Security 

December 15, 1994 
Page 2 

The City is very interested in the outcome of these Rules, and 
therefore requests that we be given specific notice of any public 
meetings or hearings in which the Rules will be discussed. 

Notice should be sent to: 

Mr. Herb Smetheram 
Executive Director 

Naval Training Center Base Re-Use Commission 
City of Orlando 

400 South Orange Ave. 
Orlando, Florida 32801 

If you have any questions in regards to our comments, please 
contact either Mr. Smetheram at (407) 246-3093 or myself at (407) 
246-3479. Thank you for your assistance. 

Very truly yours, 

~I{~- fl}r~ 
Debra A. Braga 
Assistant·City Attorney 

Enc. 

cc: Mayor Glenda E. Hood 
Members of the Orlando City Council 
Herb Smetheram, Executive Director 
Captain Tom Lagomarsino, USN, Commander, 

Naval Training Center, Orlando, FL. 
President, National Assn. of Installation Developers (NAID) 
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FAX (407) 246-2895 

CO:MMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERil\1 FINAL RULE 
AMENDING SECTIONS 91. 7(d) (e) & (0 OF THE 

INTERil\1 FINAL RULE PUBLISHED APRIL 6, 1994 

TO: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

. FR: City of Orlando, Florida 

RE: Closure of Naval Training Center Installation, Orlando, Florida 

Page #: 53739, 53740 
Paragraph: 90.4, 91.4, 91.7 
Subject: Term "Fair Market Value" 

Recommended Changes: 

§90. 4. §91. 4. §91. 7 - There needs to be consistency in the use of the term "fair market value". 
Throughout the above-referenced sections, fair market value is sometimes referred to as 
"estimated", sometimes as "present", and sometimes with no modifier. From the City's 
perspective, we would prefer the use of the term "present fair market value" be used consistently 
throughout the policy. 

Rationale: 

The use of "present fair market value" expresses the realization that Base property currently 
needs additional work to bring it up to a marketable condition. 

CITY OF ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
400 South Orange Avenue 
Orlando, Florida 32801 

~) 
Title: Executive Director. Naval Training 

Center Base Re-Use Commission 

DATE: / z-(r 5/ r~ 
I I 
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(407) 246-3093 
FAX (407) 246-2895 

COl\tll\1ENTS ON THE AMENDl\fENT TO THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
AMENDING SECTIONS 91. 7(d) (e) & (f) OF THE 

INTERIM FINAL RULE PUBLISHED APRIL 6, 1994 

TO: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

FR: City of Orlando, Florida 

RE: Closure of Naval Training Center Installation, Orlando, Florida 

Page #: 53740 
Paragraph: 91.7 (e) (8) (viii) 
Subject: Deletion of Noted Paragraph 

Recommended Changes: 

§91. 7, Paragraph (e) (8) (viii) should be deleted. 

Rationale: 

This section should be deleted in its entirety as the Local Redevelopment Plan is the preferred 
alternative, ap.d there should be no overall military department disposal plan for the installation. 

CITY OF ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
400 South Orange Avenue 
Orlando, Florida 32801 

H~¢;:5 
Title: Executive Director. Naval Training 

Center Base Re-Use Commission · 

DATE: (Z-/f)frr 
---------------r,------+1~~----------------
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(407) 246-3093 
FAX (407) 246-i895 

COl\tiMENTS ON THE Al\1ENDMENT TO THE INTERil\1 FINAL RULE 
Al\1ENDING SECTIONS 91. 7(d) (e) & (f) OF THE 

INTERil\1 FINAL RULE PUBLISHED APRIL 6, 1994 

TO: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

FR: City of Orlando, Florida 

RE: Closure of Naval Training Center Installation, Orlando, Florida 

Page#: 53740 
Paragraph: 91.7 (e) (7) 
Subject: Review By Other Agencies 

Recommended Changes: 

§91. 7. Paragraph (e) (7) - The second sentence of this section should be revised to add the 
following: 

The military department may also consider information independent of the 
application, such as views of the Director of the Department of Defense (DOD) 
Base Transition Office. the local Base Transition Officer. and the Director of 
Economic Adjustment. as well as other Federal agencies, appraisals, caretaker 
costs and other relevant material. 

Rationale: 

The Base Transition Office and the local Base Transition Officer, as well as the Director of 
Economic Adjustment can provide additional relevant information, and should be considered 
under this paragraph. 

Title: Executive Director. Naval Training 
Center Base Re-Use Commission 

DATE: __ I_~-+-6..;.....=:..r)--;jf--lf_'f_: __ 
I {-
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COMMENTS ON THE AMEND:MENT TO THE INTERIM: FINAL RULE 
AMENDING SECTIONS 91. 7(d) (e) & (0 OF THE 

INTERIM: FINAL RULE PUBLISHED APRIL 6, 1994 

TO: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

FR: City of Orlando, Florida 

RE: Closure of Naval Training. Center Installation, Orlando, Florida 

Page#: 53740 
Paragraph: 91.7 (e) (3) 
Subject: Infrastructure Improvements as Part of Estimated Fair Market Value 

Recommended Changes: 

The City would request that at §91. 7 (e) (3) that such infrastructure and maintenance costs be 
specifically included in arriving at the fair market value of the property. The City recommends· 
that Paragraph 91.7 (e) (e) be modified as follows: 

Before making an EDC, the military department must prepare an estimate of the 
present fair market value of the property, which may be expressed as a range of 
values. The military department shall consult with the local redevelopment 
authority on valuation assumptions, guidelines on instructions given to the persons 
making the estimation of value, but shall be fully responsible for completion of 
the valuation. Costs relating to required--infrastructure improvements. including, 
but not lirilited to. required road and pedestrian improvements. wastewater ·and 
stormwater improvements. demolition costs. and other related expenses shall be 
specifically included and allowed as a deduction to the estimate of present fair 
market value. 



Comments on the Amendment 
to the Interim Final Rule 
Sections 91.7 (e) (3) 

b-S 

Infrastructure Improvements as Part of Estimated Fair Market Value 

Page 2 of 2 

Rationale: 

It should be noted that arriving at an estimated present fair market value for the property will 
be one of the most difficult tasks faced in the reuse of bases. The City's concern is that we face 
substantial costs for required infrastructure improvements, including, but not limited to, road 
improvements, demolition costs, sewer improvements, renovation of existing buildings to bring 
them up to current codes, as well as maintenance expenses, all of which are expenses and costs 
which the City must pay before receiving any income from property sales. It is, therefore, 
imperative that such ·upfront, out-of-pocket expenses be considered in the evaluation of the 
"estimated fair market value of the property". 

Title: Executive Director. Naval Training 
Center Base Re-Use Commission 
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CO:Ml\1ENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERil\1 FINAL RULE 
AMENDING SECTIONS 91.7(d) (e) & (0 OF THE 

INTERIM FINAL RULE PUBLISHED APRIL 6, 1994 

TO: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon · 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

FR: City of Orlando, Florida 

RE: Closure of Naval Training Center Installation, Orlando, Florida 

Page#: 53740 
Paragraph: 91.7 (e) (2) 
Subject: Use of Economic Development Conveyance 

Recommended Changes: 

§91. 7. Paragraph (e) (2) - A statement provided in the supplementary information of the policy 
should be included within the PC?licy itself. At Volume 59, Number 206, of the Federal Register 
at Page 53738, Column 1, the following statement is made in response to the question, "How 
Much Property Should Be Included In An Economic Development Conveyance (EDC) 
Application?" 

Response - The EDC should be used by Local Redevelopment Authorities (LRAs) to obtain 
large parcels of the Base rather than merely individual buildings. The income received from 
some. of the higher value property should be used to offset the maintenance and marketing costs 
of the less desirable parcels. In order for this conveyance to spur redevelopment, large parcels 
must be used to provide an income stream to assist the long term development of the property. 

This statement should be included in the ·policy itself. The City recommends that the 
policy be included at §91. 7 (e) (2). That section would then read: 

The EDC should only be used when other Federal property disposal authorities 
for the .intended land use cannot be used to accomplish the necessary economic 
redevelopment. The EDC should be used by LRA's·to obtain large parcels of the 
Base rather than merely individual buildings. The income received from some 
of the higher value property should be used to offset the maintenance and 
marketing costs of the less desirable parcels. In order for this conveyance to spur 
redevelopment. large parcels must be used to provide an income stream to assist 
the long term development of the property. 



Comments on the Amendment 
to the Interim Final Rule 
Sections 91.7 (e) (2) 
Use of Economic Development Conveyance 

Page 2 of 2 

Rationale: 

The statement included in the supplementary information is a good explanation, and should be 
included in the policy itself. 

CITY OF ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
400 South Orange Avenue 
Orlando, Florida 32801 

IIerbe~naether.ana 

Title: Executive Director. Naval Training 
Center Base Re-Use Conamission 

DATE: 1~/rs f7Y 
----~~,~~~~~.----------
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Southern California Edison Company 

.J. MICHAEL MENDEZ 
VICE PRESIDENT 

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 

P. 0. BOX 800 

2244 WALNUT GROVE AVENUE 

ROSEMEAD, CALl FORN lA 91770 

December 16, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 
Room 3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Re: Interim Rule Amendments--Military Base 
Closures and Realignments 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

TELEPHONIL 

818-302-2286 

1/7 

Effective October 26, 1994, the Department of Defense (the "DOD") 
issued amendments to an interim final rule (as amended, the "Rule"), 59 Fed. Reg. 
53,735 (1994) (to be codified at 32 C.F.R. Parts 90, 91), implementing Title XXIX of 
the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994. The Rule is open for 
public comment until December 27, 1994. Southern California Edison Company, a 
public utility company primarily engaged in the business of supplying electric 
energy in central and southern California, hereby submits the following comments. 

The Rule prescribes the process by which a local redevelopment agency 
("LRA") can acquire base properties through an economic development conveyance 
("EDC"). However, the EDC evaluation process does not recognize or address the 
unique characteristics of utility infrastructure. 

The "market test" to determine whether immediate private 
development of base properties is possible has been eliminated as a precondition to 
an EDC. The DOD states that a "market test" is "unlikely to be fruitful unless and 
until the local community provides the necessary ... infrastructure for ... 
public utilities .... " (emphasis added, Id. at 53736). This statement presumes 
that the LRA will provide the utility infrastructure. However, disposing of the 
utility systems to a LRA through an EDC may not be in the best interests of the 
local citizens or the federal taxpayers. To achieve the goals of the base closure laws, 
and to best serve the community and the interests of the federal taxpayers, the 
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criteria and factors used to evaluate EDC applications should require consideration 
of private market conditions for disposition of the utility systems. 

Indeed, the quality of the utility systems and their operating reliability 
are factors considered by investors in business enterprises that could provide rapid 
job creation. The utility companies which provide service to the local residents (the 
"Utility Companies") have attributes which often make them the best candidates for 
the most effective use of the base systems including: 

• reliability of the systems and service (both during normal 
operations and in disasters); 

• years of expertise in managing utility systems resulting in a 
demonstrated high quality management and level of service; 

• an existing inventory of specialized materials and equipment; 
• the achievement of significant economic efficiencies for 

customers (e.g., larger purchasing power) and centralized 
customer service); 

• a sufficient, experienced staff; and, 
• the availability of resources to take advantage of technological 

improvements and to optimize performance. 

Additionally, if Utility Companies purchase utility systems for fair market value, 
the federal taxpayers will realize an immediate and assured return on property for 
which they originally paid as opposed to a delayed or potentially no or smaller 
return when property is conveyed as an EDC. 

To assure a smooth transition to the reuse of all other base assets and 
to help fulfill the goal of rapid redevelopment through the most effective reuse of 
such assets, it is critical that a reliable, high quality utility infrastructure be in 
operation, and the disposal of the infrastructure must occur early in the base 
closure process. The utility systems represent integrated assets for which a private 
market may not only exist but for which a private entity may be the best candidate 
to acquire the systems. To assure that an EDC is the best course of action for all 
affected parties, the evaluation process should require consideration of private 
market conditions for the utility infrastructure and should encourage early and 
ongoing consultation with the Utility Companies by the various Military 
Departments to make these determinations. 
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If you have any comments or questions with regard to the above 
points, please feel free to contact Ms. Paige White at 2244 Walnut Grove Avenue, 
Law Department, Rosemead, California 91770, or by phone at (818) 302-1577. 

Respectfully submitted, 

J.~..../n...A_ 
a_ Michael Mendez / 
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FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of the Assistant Secretary ofDefense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Or transmit by electronic mail to: atkinjn@acq.osd.mil 

From: /1;&-r.+- C, E/se,.,...~ 7'c_.~ .. ~J J; /.v k c.+ A-rc.4 . .'-/-c:.c.-fs 

(Activity/Location/Community stallation/Group) 
Page#: __ _ 
Paragraph: __ _ 
Subject: ___________ _ 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Rationale: 
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THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS 

December 27, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Dear Mr. Assistant Secretary: 

On behalf of The American Institute of Architects,. I am submitting the AlA's 
views on the interim final rule amendments governing reuse of military facilities 
("Revitalizing Base Closure Communities and Community Assistance"), issued on 
October 26, 1994, in the Federal Register, Volume 59, No. 206. 

Architects have an interest in the economic future of closed military facilities. 
Architects will design the projects that are ultimately decided upon; thus, they will 
affect the quality of these projects in the design of the individual structures, 
whether new or rehabilitated, as well as the quality of the environment in which 
the projects take place. Incorporating the views of architects into the process for 
determining the reuse can help ensure the successful integration of the former 
military facility into the larger civilian community. 

In general, the AlA believes that the revised rule contains a much more orderly 
and logical process for "economic development conveyances" of closed military 
facilities. Under the rule, specifically designated local redevelopment authorities 
would receive real property, upon approval of an application consistent with a 
required redevelopment plan. The Department of Defense would evaluate 
applications according to criteria established in the rule. We support this process 
and congratulate the Department on developing it. 

At the same time, the revised rule contains several omissions that we believe will 
continue to hamper its effectiveness in facilitating successful economic reuse of the 
closed military bases. The rule should address these issues as follows: 

1. LRA Membership. The rule requires the organization of a Local 
Redevelopment Authority. At no place does the rule suggest how the authority 

17:-1;3 New York An:nue .. ;'\\\. 

Washinglon, DC :ZOOOCJ-5:292 

'lclephone :20:2.6:26.7:300 

..... 
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will be established, what its membership should consist of, or how the members 
should be appointed. Although the rule states that the membership should be 
"broad based," this nod to involvement of a wide range of community interests is 
too vague to provide useful guidance. The rule's statement that the Office of 
Economic Adjustment "can provide guidance and technical and financial support" . 
for the creation of an LRA and a redevelopment plan is inadequate. The rule 
should be the place where localities can go to see the framework of that guidance, 
which is now almost totally lacking. The rule should specify that the membership 
be appointed by the local governing body of the community hosting the closed 
. facility, or a regional body in the case of facilities located within or having clear 
interest involving more than one community. In the absence of a regional body, a 
separate, locally determined consortium of affected governments should establish 
an appointment process, after consultation with the public. In addition, authority 
membership should be more explicitly stated to reflect not only local officials and 
development interests, but also residents, architects, civic groups, and others likely 
to be affected by reuse plans and programs. 

'2. The Redevelopment Plan. The rule neither references nor states any criteria for 
the establishment of the redevelopment plan. on which the application must be 
based. The rule should do so, laying out national interests to be achieved. In 
addition to those interests implied in the application, such as maintenance or 
restoration of the closed facility's economic contribution to the host community 
and its region and efficient use of infrastructure, there are others that the 
application should portray, including careful integration of the closed facility into 
the community; successful coordination of the redevelopment plan with other 
economic development activities; close relationship with other federal planning 
·processes; attention to sound principles of urban design; and strong public 
participation. The rule's statement of these national interests will aid localities in 
the development of their application. 

3. Publ.ic Participation Process. There is no requirement in the rule for anything 
remotely suggesting a public participation process, to make sure that the public at 
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large has reasonable opportunity to help develop and implement the plans that 
have so much to do with the economic future of their area. Without such a 
requirement, some places will likely not provide the access to the process that the 
public deserves, and will also experience otherwise avoidable opposition to 
redevelopment plans or will miss opportunities that a wider circle of citizen 
participation could have identified. 

The lack of a public participation process in the rule appears to run counter to all 
the other Administration's community revitalization initiatives, including those 
emanating from the Department of Transportation to the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development. 

The rule should remedy this omission by stating specifically that the Local 
Redevelopment Authority must establish a public participation process. Further, 
the rule should state that this process must: 1) allow early involvement of citizens 
and affected groups in the development of a redevelopment plan and of the 
application for an economic development conveyance; 2) provide citizens and 
organizations with timely and ready access to information; 3) provide ample 
opportunities for public suggestions and comments on the evolving proposed plans 
and programs; and 4) require the authority to provide evidence that the public was 
indeed consulted and heard. The more that decision making devolves to the local 
level, the more the federal government must rely on a public participation process 
as the most potent means of ensuring accountability for the sound reuse of the 
public asset, the closed facility, transferred into local hands. 

4. Regional Effect. The rule casts the process as if it involved a single locality and 
a single property. It does not appear to take into account the fact that some base 
closings affect entire regions, not just a particular community. The rule should 
specify that regional bodies and consortia should be involved in creating local 
redevelopment authorities for their areas, as well as redevelopment plans that will 
adequately address regional issues and concerns surrounding the closure of a 
facility. 
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5. Application Criteria: Although the application elements and the evaluation 
factors are designed to elicit quality proposals, as noted in the point above, the 
rule treats the economic development program as an isolated event or project. 
The proposed program will open to new, productive use a facility that has been 
essentially closed to the public and operated apart from the community at large. 
Now that the property is to become part of the community, the federal 
government has a fiduciary interest in ensuring that the property is transferred into 
capable hands that will use it well. Thus, larger issues need to be addressed in the 
application. These other issues include adequacy of transportation, sufficiently 
trained labor supply, housing availability, environmental protection, and consistency 
with local or regional land use and comprehensive plans. Unless these issues ~re 
adequately considered in the reuse proposal, the economic development will 
remain a plan, facing an uncertain future, or worse it will fail after having 
consumed substantial resources. 

The application should include a new (viii) element that embodies the 
considerations noted above. Specifically, the applicant should demonstrate the 
extent to which the proposed economic use has adequately taken into account the 
transportation needs of the development, the relationship of the reuse to other 
economic goals and programs of the community, environmental impacts, 
consistency with local or regional land use and development plans; and the 
adequacy of labor for the new economic development and of affordable housing 
for new employees residing or expected to reside in the community. The 
information provided in the application on these issues would then be included as 
an evaluation factor. 

6. Application Submission Timing: The rule states that the Military Department 
shall establish a reasonable time period for submission of the application. There is 
no indication of the basis on which the Military Department will make that 
decision, much of which presumably would relate to the redevelopment plans that 
the affected locality or localities create. Consistent with the mutual interest of 
localities and the Department of Defense for rapid transfer of property, and 
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bearing in mind the importance of feasible, community-supported redevelopment 
plans, the Department should place in the final rule the criteria for establishing a 
reasonable time period for application submission. 

7. Environmental Clean-up: While rules governing environmental clean-up 
responsibilities and procedures may lie outside the scope of this rule-making, it is 
nevertheless one of the key issues faced by localities in acquiring closed military 
facilities. This rule should at the very least reference clean-up provisions 
established elsewhere in federal law and regulation. Until and unless decisions 
about addressing the often serious contamination of former military establishments 
are made, economic development conveyances will be frustrated. 

We appreciate the opportunity to share our views on this important matter. 
Should you have further questions or comments, please do not hesitate to call 
upon me. I can be reached at 202/626-7384. 

Sincerely, 

Albert C. Eisenberg, 
Senior Director for Federal Legislative Affairs 

ace:ace 



MUCKLESHOOT INDIAN TRIBE 
39015 172nd Avenue S.E. • Auburn, Washington 98002-9763 

Phone: (206) 939-3311 • FAX: (206) 939-5311 

December 22, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secretary ofDefense 
for Economic Security 

Attn: Goshua Gotbaum 
The Pentagon, Room 3D814 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

RE: 10/26/94 Base Closure Letter 
. (Interim Rule (Title XXIX) 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

Please consider this a formal response from the Muckleshoot Tribe to your letter dated October 
26, 1994 (received by our office on 11/7/94), requesting comments to further amendments to the 
BRAC Act. This Interim Rule (Title XXIX) clearly omits Tribes in this process. 

Once again it would appear no thought was given in respect to the Government to Government 
relationship that Tribal Governments enjoy with not only the Federal Government, but all Federal 
Agencies including the Department of Defense. President Clinton made it very clear in his April 
29, 1994, memorandum that: 

(a) Each Executive department and agency shall consult, to the greatest extent 
practicable and to the extent permitted by law, with tribal governments prior to taking 
actions that affect Federally recognized tribal governments. All such consultations are to 
be open and candid so that all interested parties may evaluate for themselves the potential 
impact of relevant proposals. 

(b) Each Executive department and agency shall assess the impact ofF ederal 
Government plans, projects, programs, and activities on tribal trust resources and assure 
that tribal government rights and concerns are considered during the development of such 
plans, projects, programs and activities. 

(c) Each Executive department and agency shall take appropriate steps to 
remove any procedural impediments to working directly and effectively with tribal 
governments on activities that effect the trust property and/ or governmental rights of the 
tribes. 



·- -;----.-

(d) Each Executive department and agency shall work cooperatively with other Federal 
departments and agencies too enlist their interest and support in cooperative efforts, where 
appropriate, to accomplish the goals of this directive. 

(e) Each Executive department and agency shall apply the requirements of Executive 
Orders Nos. 12875 ("Enhancing the Intergovernmental Partnership") and 12866 ("Regulatory 
Planning and Review") to design solutions and tailor Federal Programs, in appropriate 
circumstances, to address specific or unique needs of tribal communities. 

Even though we appreciate the opportunity to comment, we however do not consider publishing 
something in the CFR as consultation. Further, we consider this amendment a violation of Executive 
Order 12866 and especially Executive order 12875 and clearly no attention was paid to President 
Clinton's April 29th Directive. Also, the omitting of 550 Tribal Governments may violate the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act. 

The First Nation Native American Base Closure Conference was held in San Diego, California, on 
December 8 & 9, 1994, and at that conference we established a task force allied with the National 
Congress of American Indians (NCAI) to address the above concerns. The next meeting will during 
January in Washington, DC, at which time we would like to meet with you to discuss further 
amendments to BRAC. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. If you have any further questions for us, please contact 
JetlWatkins at (206) 939-3319, ext 156. 

Respectfully, 
} 

lftd~-~~~ 
v(r'ginia ros{-
Chairp son 

cc: Senator John McCain 
Senator Daniel Inouye 
Senator Patty Murray 
Representative Jennifer Dunn 
Representative Norm Dicks 
Paul Moorehead, NCAI 
Robert Uhrich, EF A Northwest 
Cdr. Robert ·Appleby, Puget Sound Naval Station 
Gary Ulrich, General Accounting Office 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91 7(d) (e) & (t) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published.April6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of the Assistant Secretary ofDefense for Economic Security 
. 3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C 20301-3300 

Or transmit by electronic mail to: atkinjn@acq.osd.mil 

From: Muckleshoot Indian· Tribe 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page #:91.7 

Paragraph:!ruffi 
Subject: Economic Development Conveyance 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

A local LRA & Indian Tribes are the only entities eligible to receive property under an EDC Conveyance. A 

LRA should be broad-based nzenzbership, including Native Anzerican Tribes and others, other than those 

jurisdictions with zoning authority over the property. 

Rationale: 

Without Tribal involvenzent in this regulation drafting processes and by denying them access to 
excess/surplus property either through the PL 93-638 process or BRAC you have violated: 

*Executive Order 12866 -- "Regulatory Planning and Review" 

Name: 

*Executive Order 12875- ''Enhancing the Intergovernmental Partnership" 

*Regulatory Flexibility Act- "550 Tribes will have been Affected" 
*President's April29, 1994- "Menzorandum will have been ignored" 

Address: 
Virginia Cross, Chairperson, Muckleshoot Indian Tribe 
39015 SE 172nd 
Auburn, W A 98092 

Phone: (206) 939-3319 ext 156 
Date: December 22, 1994 



Alameda Reuse and Redevelopment Authority 

Naval Air Station 
Postal Directory, Bldg. 90 
Alameda, CA 94501-5012 

. 510-263-2870 
FAX 510-521-3764 

Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 

December 23, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
Room 3D814 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Re: Interim Final Rule Amendments (32 CFR Parts 90 and 91) 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

If) 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Interim Final Rule 
Amendments related to "Revitalizing Base Closure Communities and Colllliiunity Assistance" 
(3 2 CFR Parts 90 and 91). These comments are provided on behalf of the Alameda Reuse and 
Redevelopment Authority ("ARRA"). The ·ARRA is the entity responsible for developing and 
implementing the local reuse and redevelopment plan for the Naval Air Station, Alameda ("NAS 
Alameda"), and Naval Aviation Depot, Alameda ("NADEP Alameda"), referred to jointly 
throughout this letter as NAS, Alameda. Our comments offer·a proposal for a "joint venture" 
relationship between the federal government and the · ARRA that could serve as a national 
economic model for other communities affected by base closure. 

NAS Alameda and NADEP Alameda are located almost entirely within the City of 
Alameda, California. These military facilities, in combined land area, comprise approximately 
one third of the City's entire land mass. In addition, both bases employ large numbers of City 
residents. Closure and redevelopment of military facilities in Alameda will have an enormous 
fiscal impact on our city, a city which, like others in California, is already struggling with 
economic adversity. Current financial challenges have forced the City to leave large portions 
of its capital improvement program unfunded. The City government has had to adopt a four-day 
work week in order to conserve scarce financial resources. Moreover, the City continues to 
have difficulties meeting the matching grant requirements· of the Office of Economic Adjustment 
("OEA"). The impact of base closure and redevelopment on our community will, therefore, be 
especially significant in light of the City's present economic situation. 
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Clearly, the City of Alameda has no significant financial resources to bring to the base 
closure process. Alternatively, it has a precarious financial situation that, if further jeopardized, 
might have serious repercussions on the economic well being of the community. 

The condition of the bases in Alameda also makes our circumstances uniquely 
burdensome. Presently, there is no apparent reuse potential ~nd no significant ready market 
for either military facility. Unlike the Presidio of San Francisco, for instance, there is no 
organization or agency with immediate existing reuse intentions. In addition, the large number 
of single-purpose buildings and buildings not meeting appropriate civilian building and safety 
code standards makes our redevelopment scenario more difficult. Large sums of money, which 
the City does not have or expect to have, will be necessary to upgr~de, modify or demolish these 
nonconforming buildings. Finally, the utilities and other physical infrastructure of the bases are 
dated and need repair or replacement to meet required standards. 

With the condition of the base as a backdrop, there is also the absence of a supportive 
private or public lending community. It is unlikely that private lenders . or public bond 
underwriters will come forth until the environmental clean-up of major portions of the base have 
been completed and market absorption has been established. Consequently, the City of Alameda 
and the ARRA faces the prospect of a .tremendous financial burden without any available lending 
resources. 

Because of the aforementioned hardships facing the Alameda community, and 
furthermore, due to lack of available financial resources, the success of the base conversion 
process depends entirely on a close working relationship between the ARRA and the federal 
government. The new framework put forth in. the revised rules significantly improves the 
potential for such a relationship. Now what is needed is a more precise definition of the roles 
and relationships between the federal government and the local reuse authority. 

The following is an outline of the type of relationship that will be required in order for 
base conversion to be successful at the Naval Air Station, Alameda. The federal government 
must recognize that it is the only available lender of any scale to support this process at the 
outset. Therefore, it will be key that the federal government provide the initial financial 
resources to sustain the continuous use and occupancy of the base. The seed money would be 
required to upgrade infrastructure, to demolish economically obsolescent structures and to 
support negative operating cash flows during the early years. · This financial role is a fairly 
typical role played in large scale private development by equity partners. By making this 
investment, the federal government assures that it ultimately will receive some value for the land 
and marketable buildings. The seed money provided by the federal government would be 
considered a loan that would be repaid over time. As infrastructure improvements are made and 
as the physical landscape is put in a condition that is more acceptable, increased market potential 
would be created for the base. It is also anticipated that the environmental condition of the 
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base would be remediated to an acceptable condition so that the lending community could 
participate in the economic development process. Thus, over time, the following revenues 
would be generated that could be considered as resources to repay the federal loan. 

First, positive net operating cash flow may be generated by the reuse of the existing 
physical assets. This assumes that a market will develop for these resources and that rapid 
conversion can take place so these assets do not deteriorate before they can be put to use. 
Second, as the environmental conditions are remediated and as markets can be demonstrated, 
it is anticipated that the lending community would become involved. The likely form of initial 
involvement would be to supply public improvement bonds or Mello Roos bonds that would 
serve as resources to repay the federal government for its investment in infrastructure 
improvements. Third, as large sites are cleared of existing economically obsolescent buildings, 
remediated to acceptable levels and supplied with infrastructure, they will be made available for 
sale to the development community. This also assumes that these sites will have achieved the 
necessary zoning and entitlement status to make them acceptable candidates for development. 
As sales would be made by the ARRA, the net sales proceeds would also be used to repay the 
federal loan. [The relationship described above is somewhat typical of joint ventures created 
between development entities and equity partners on large scale private developments.] 

The net result of the relationship described between the federal government and the local 
reuse authority (the ARRA) is to create a win-win situation as opposed to an inevitable lose-lose 
situation if this relationship does not exist. 

It is realistic to assume, in the case of the Naval Air Station, Alameda, that due to the 
current condition of the physical assets, there is no residual land value or perhaps even a 
negative value. As previously described, an investment must first be made in remediating the 
land, demolishing unusable facilities, and supplying acceptable infrastructure before positive 
values can be achieved. By making the "seed money" available, the federal government assures 
itself of recapturing both its investment and ultimately a substantial value for the land. In 
addition, the federal government also assures that economic deyelopment will take place, jobs 
will be created, and federal income taxes will be generated. 

This scenario also creates a win situation for the local and regional community. 
Naturally, if there is no utilization and development of the property, the local community will 
suffer not only due to its loss .of jobs, but also because of the drain on the financial resources 
of the community. On the other hand, with development, there will be the creation of jobs and 
economic opportunity that will result in the community generating property taxes, sales taxes, 
and administrative fees. 
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The basic revision we suggest is that the conveyance procedures embrace a "joint 
venture" type relationship between local communities and the federal government. Such an 
arrangement best acknowledges the reality that only the federal government can assist local 
communities in initially fmancing the cost of base reuse and reC:levelopment and by making this 
initial loan, it can be assured that it will receive an ultirriate return on the land. At the same 
time, however, this joint venture type of process would permit local communities to return, over 
time, the benefits of local economic development and job creation. 

The suggestions put forth in this letter offer a dramatic departure from current thinking. 
To carry out this concept, it is suggested that the Naval Air Station be treated as a national 
demonstration model. This status would fulfill a pledge already given by President Clinton. We 
look forward to working with you to consider such an arrangement. 

DP/eb 

~=y~ 
Don Parker 
Executive Director 

cc: The Honorable Dianne· Feinstein 
The Honorable Barbara Boxer 
The Honorable Ronald V. Dellums 
The Honorable William Cassidy 
Bill Norton, Alameda City Manager 
Captain Terry Dillon, Real Estate Division 
Alameda Reuse and Redevelopment Authority Members 
Carl Anthony, East Bay Conversion and Reinvestment Commission 
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December 27, 1994 

Office of the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for Economic Security 

Room 3D814 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301 

SUBJECT: Revitalizing Base Closure Community and Community Assistance - Amendments to Interim 
Final Rule (Federal Register October 26, 1994) 

Dear Assistant Secretary: 

This letter is in response to the publication of the Amendments to the Subject Interim Final Rule and a 
follow-up to the Port of Long Beach's June 29 letter on the Interim Final Rule. We are still concerned that 
the regulations necessary to implement a public benefit transfer for Port use are still not available. While we 
understand they are "due out" in 1995, there does not appear to be any assurances that these regulations will 
be out in a timely manner. The lack of these regulations will delay the permanent transfer of a portion of 
the Long Beach Naval Station to the Port of Long Beach and as such will delay the development of the 
property . 

. While we are aware that the Department of Transportation will be issuing regulations, we see no reason why 
the Base Closure Community and Community Assistance Interim Final Rule cannot be amended to cover the 
public benefit transfer for Port use. Priority should be given for the transfer of surplus waterfront property 
at no cost if the intended use if for Port purposes. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Amendments to the Interim Rule. 

Sincerely, 

Gerruf.!&ihfa7 
Director of Planning 

GK:s 

cc: Fran Lavelle, AAP A 
S.R. Dillenbeck, POLB 
P.E. Brown, POLB 

I 

PRESIDENT'S "E" AND"E-STAR" ~~::::':. 
AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE IN EXPORT :'-:_;\~-/ 
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Community Development Department 

Utt; '2. ~ 1994 

OASO(ES) 
City of Tustin 

December 22, 1994 
300 Centennial Way 

Tustin, CA 92680 

Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 
The Pentagon, Room 3D814 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

SUBJECT: COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO 
THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

Thank you for providing Local Redevelopment Authorities 
such as Tustin an opportunity to review and comment on 
the proposed Interim Final Rules for Economic Development 
Conveyances. The City strongly believes that the present 
version, with some minor revisions, is dramatically 
improved over the earlier version released in April 1994. 
However, we believe that the attached "clarifications" 
would further benefit the federal government and local 
agencies in their joint effort to bring about economic 
conversion and job creation at closing military bases 
across the nation. 

~gain, thank you for the opportunity to participate in 
this process. Please contact me at {714) 573-3107, if 
you have any questions regarding this matter. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Christine A. Shinglet 
Assistant City Manager 
MCAS Tustin Reuse Project Director 

cc: George Schlossberg 
Peter Hersh, City of Irvine 
Ben Williams, OPR 
NAID 
Colonel Ritchie, BRAC Office 
William A. Huston 
Dana Ogdon 
Major Murphy 

TS:CAS:kbc\gotbaum3.ltr 

From: City of Tustin, MCAS, Tustin 

Director 
(714) 573-3106 

Planning & Zoning Info. 
(714) 573-3140 

Building. 
(714) 573-3131 
(714) 573-3132 

Housing 
(714) 573-3117 

Code Enforcement 
(714). 573-3134 

Business License 
(714) 573-3144 

Inspection Requests 
(714) 573-3141 

Graffiti Hot Line 
(714) 573-3111 

FAX Machine 
(714) 573-3113 
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From: City of Tustin, MCAS, Tustin 
Page: 53740 
Paragraph:2, Col. 1 
Subject: Conveyance 

The focus of the EDC is job creation and is not 
intended to supersede other federal property 
disposal processes unless unusual circumstances are 

. presented that demonstrate "that the needed 
econom1c development and job generation cannot 
occur" under any other federal property transfer 
process (Section 91.7(e) (2)). A list of "Surplus 
Federal Property Transfer Methods" · available to 
Local Redevelopment Authorities (LRAs) is provided 
within part B "Background" of 32 CFR Parts 90 and 
91, published in the federal register on October 
26, 1994. Section 91.7 (e) ( 6) (v) require·s the LRA 
to provide an argument why these transfer 
alternatives cannot be used to accomplish these 
economic development and job creation goals. 

Name: 

While it is reasonable to assume that an LRA should 
not be allowed to supplant the Public Benefit 
Conveyance process (especially since those requests 
typically do not directly generate jobs), the list 
also includes negotiated sales and public sales as 
transfer methods which should not ·be ignored., 
Neither of these alternatives permit Fair Market 
Value discounts to public agencies. We believe 
that it may be difficult to argue that job 
generation would not occur under the Negotiated or 
Public Sales process and that an EDC should take 
precedence over those conveyance alternatives. 

Acquisition of property through an EDC is intended 
to relieve the responsible military department of 
operation and maintenance costs. In addition, 
concern had been raised by LRA's during the 
previous Rule's Comment period that private 
interest might "cherry pick" the best properties 
leaving the rest to the military or the community 
as unmarketable. 

City of Tustin 
Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, Ca. 92680 

Christine Shingleton, Project Director 
(714) 573-3107 

Contact: 
Phone: 
Date: December 22, 1994 



From: City of Tustin, MCAS, Tustin 
Page: 53740 
Paragraph:Last, Col. 3 
Subject: Funding Assistance 

Name: 

We believe that· an LRA must have the ability to 
offset significant initial operation and 
maintenance costs {Section 91.7 (e) (8) (ix) during 
the early years of acquisition with support through 
funding from the responsible military department to 
accomplish future rapid economic development and 
job creation. Once a positive cash flow can be 
established through interim leases or property 
sales, this assistance could be reduced. 

The preparation of an EDC application will require 
the allocation of significant financial resources 
which may not be available to the LRA. Will 
financial assistance via the Office of Economic 
Adjustment, Economic De~elopment Administration or 
other federal agencies be made available to assist 
an LRA in this effort? Language supporting this 
concept is provided. in the Rule's summary but;. is 
not contained in the Rule itself. We suggest that 
language supporting that possibility be provided 
within the Final Rule. 

City of Tustin 
Adress: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, Ca. 92680 

Christine Shingleton, Project Director Contact: 
Phone: 
Date: 

(714) 573-3107 
December 22, 1994 



From: City of Tustin, MCAS, Tustin 
Page: 53740 
Paragraph:2, Col. 2 
Subject: Appraisal 

Name: 

Section 91.7(e) (6) (iv) (B) requires that the 
"estimated fair market value of the property" be 
provided by the LRA. Section 91.7 (f) indicates 
that the property's market value will be determined 
by an appraisal by·the military. The Final Rule 
should clarify that the appraisal required of the 
LRA be prepared jointly and with the support of the 
military department~ 

City of Tustin 
Adress: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, Ca. 92680 

Christine Shingleton, Project Director 
(714) 573-3107 

Contact: 
Phone: 
Date: December 22, 1994 



From: City of Tustin, MCAS, Tustin 
Page: 53740 
Paragraph:3, Col. 3 
Subject: Appraisal 

Name: 

Section 91.7(e) (7) indicates that in reviewing an 
EDC application, the military .department may "also 
consider information independent of the 
application, such as views of other federal 
agencies, appraisals, caretaker costs· and other 
relevant material." It is recommended that the 
Final Rule be amended to stipulate that such other 
information shall be shared with and may be 
responded to by the LRA during any negotiation or 
consultation phase. 

City of Tustin 
Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, Ca. 92680 

Christine Shingleton, Project Director 
(714) 573-3107 

Contact: 
Phone: 
Date: December 22, 1994 



From: City of Tustin, MCAS, Tustin 
Page: 53740 
Paragraph:Multiple 
Subject: Appraisal 

The term "present fair market value" must be used 
consistently in the rules themselves in paragraphs 
90.4 (b), 91.4 and 91.7 (e) (6) (vi) and (f) (1) as it 

· is already used in 91.7 (e) (3). It is our intent 
that the DoD should share or participate in future 
increases in fair market value achieved by the LRA 
reuse effort. 

Name: 
Address: 
Contact: 
Phone: 
Date: 

city of Tustin 
300 Centennial Way, Tustin, Ca. 92680 
Christine Shingleton, Project Director 
(714) 573-3107 
December 22, 1994 



From: City of Tustin, MCAS, Tustin 
Page: 53740 
Paragraph:3. Col. 1 
Subject: Appraisal 

Name: 

91.7 (e) ( 3) : In order to avoid the adversarial 
climate that often exists in negotiated public 
agency sales, please under the 1949 Federal 
Property Act procedures, please add, "The Military 
Department will share· the property appraisal with 
the Local Redevelopment Authority." 

City of Tustin 
Address: 300 Centennial· Way, Tustin, Ca. 92680 

Christine Shingleton, Project Director 
(714) 573-3107 

Contact: 
Phone: 
Date: December 22, 1994 



From: City of Tustin, MCAS, Tustin 
Page: 53740 
Paragraph:4th from bottom, Col. 2 
Subject: Appraisal · 

91.7 (e) (6) (iv) (B): The word "future" should be 
inserted so that the plan indicates "the estimated 
future fair market value of the property. 

Name: 
Address: 
Contact: 
Phone: 
Date: 

City of Tustin 
300 Centennial Way, Tustin, Ca. 92680 
Christine Shingleton, Project Director 
(714) 573-3107 
December 22, 1994 



From: City of Tustin, MCAS, Tustin 
Page: 53740 
Paragraph:3rd, Col. 3 
Subject: Conveyance 

Name: 

91.7(e) (7): We suggest that additional wording be 
added so that the responsible Military Department 
requests and gives careful consideration to the 
comments on the community's proposal from the 
Director of the DoD Base Transition Office and the 
Director of Economic Adjustment. 

City of Tustin 
Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, Ca. 92680 

Christine Shingleton, Project Director Contact: 
Phone: 
Date: 

(714) 573-3107 
December 22, 1994 



From: City of Tustin, MCAS, Tustin 
Page: 53740 
Paragraph:3rd from bottom, Col. 3 
Subject: Conveyance 

Name: 

91/7(e) (7) (viii): Delete entirely. The community 
base reuse plan is required to be the "preferred 
alternative" in the Military's disposal 
Environmental Impact Statement. There. should not 
be any "overall Military Department disposal plan 
for the installation" other than the community's 
base reuse plan]. 

city of Tustin 
Address: 300 Centennial Way, Tustin, Ca. 92680 

Christine Shingleton, Project Director Contact: 
Phone: 
Date: 

(714) 573-3107 
December 22, 1994 



Date: 
From: 
Subject: 
To: 

12/23/94 3:29:36 PM 
dxdrozd@efdnorth.navfac.navy.mil 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CONVEYANCES (EDC) COMMENTS 
atkinjn@acq.osd.mil 

The following is provided in response to Mr. Gotbaum's letter of Oct. 26, 
1994 requesting comments on the Amendment to the Final Rule Amending Sections 
91.7 (d) (e) and (f) of Interim Final Rule Published April 6,1994: 

Page #53738 of Federal Register dtd Oct 26, 1994 
Paragraph 7. 
Subject: LRA's legal authority to acquire and dispose of property 

Comment: This paragraph indicates "LRAs are encouraged to use site 
information available from the Military Departments, including maintenance 
and caretaking expenses." My comment is to delete providing maintenance and 
caretaker expense information to LRAs. The reason is as follows: 

My command deals with several LRAs who are considering acquiring 
closed Navy activities in the Northeastern United States. The LRAs are 
exploring EDC, public benefit conveyances and negotiated sale from the 
Federal government to acquire the property, or a combination of these 
approaches. While providing information on caretaker expenses to the LRA to 
support an EDC may be appropriate, this same information may compromise the 
federal government's position in a negotiated sale. Since no one can 
preclude an LRA from exploring all avenues to acquire closed bases, the 
federal gaovernment must make all avenues available. Information acquired by 
the LRA in preparing the EDC (caretaker expenses) may result in the LRA not 
being able to acquire property by negotiated sale. To keep all avenues open 
to the LRA, caretaker expenses should not be provided to them. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

For further discussion, I can be reached at: 
Northern Division, Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Attn: David Drozd, Code 09TA 
10 Industrial Highway 
Mail Stop 82 
Lester, PA 19113 
Phone 610-595-0519 



Date: 
From: 
Subject: 
To: 
CC: 
CC: 
CC: 

12/23/94 3:41:17 PM 
loralee@uadvance.UCSC.EDU 
Comments On Amendment to Pryor Rule 
atkinjn@acq.osd.mil 
jgill@rupture.acq.osd.mil 
loralee@uadvance.UCSC.EDU 
ucftord@uadvance.UCSC.EDU 

Thank you for this method of sending comment. Please confirm 
receipt of the following: 

December 23, 1994 - Page 1-
12:29 PM 

December 23, 1994 

Mr. Joshua Gottbaum 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

RE: Comments on the "Amendment to the Interim Final Rule" of the "Pryor 
Amendment" (Amending Sections 91.7 (d)(e)&(f)) 

SUBMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL: atkinjn@acq.osd.mil 
(As suggested in Mr. Gottbaum's letter of 10/26/94) 

Dear Mr. Gottbaum: 

This letter provides comment on the above referenced Amendment to the 
Interim Final Rule of the Pryor Amendment. These comments are brief and 
are intended to raise questions of practical application of this Amendment. 
These comments, as before, are mine from the perspective of my experiences 
which include the property conveyances made to the University of California 
(UC) at Fort Ord. 

Several of the changes found in the Amendment referenced above, such as the 
increased recognition of the local planning priorities, the elimination of the 
"market test", and the increased flexibility afforded the military services to 
negotiate terms and conditions of the transfer are welcomed and mirror 
earlier recommendations resulting from our extensive negotiations during the 
conveyances at Fort Ord. Below are comments specific to the practical 
application of this Amendment.-

1) Transfers to a Single Local Reuse Authority (LRA) vs. 
Flexibility of Transfers 

At Fort Ord transfer of property under the "Pryor Amendment" to the 
University of California (UC) and the California State University system 
(CSU) and, potentially, Economic Development Conveyance (EDC) transfers 
to the Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA), may result in a total of three 
independent transfers under the Pryor Amendment mechanism. 

The intent of the President's Five Point Plan and the Pryor Amendment 
clearly is "to speed the economic recovery of communities affected by base 
closures'' by expediting the reuse of closing military bases. Evidence from 
our Fort Ord experience argues in favor of flexibility for property 
transfers to more than a single LRA or entity under this mechanism. 

At bases where more than one local governance body has jurisdiction over 
the closing installation, such as at Fort Ord, the process of creating a new 
governing body is time consuming and costly. Much work has gone into 
the establishment of the Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA). Several 
legislative actions at the state level, expeditiously facilitated by senior 
legislative leadership, were required to provide the jurisdictional and 
financial frameworks with which to create this new governing entity. At 
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the time of this writing, the reuse activities undertaken directly by the two 
universities, made possible through direct conveyances of property to 
each, are expected to produce jobs and reuse activity on the base before any 
activity resulting from conveyances directly to FORA. 

If the LRA, FORA in this case, was the only entity that could have received 
property conveyances under the Pryor Amendment, no transfers would 
have yet taken place and the base reuse activities would still be many more 
months away. 

Recommendation: Provide flexibility as to which entities can 
receive EDC transfers. Include the need for LRA concurrence 
with the intended reuse activity, but provide for direct 
transfers to entities, such as state agencies, to expedite reuse 
planning and implementation. 

2) Business Plan Requirement 

The Amendment requires the submittal of a detailed "business and 
development plan'' (Plan) with the application for an EDC transfer. Though 
the information provided in the Plan is clearly important, I believe that 
DoD's requirement for this Plan as part of the application process is 
burdensome and creates a potential conflict of interest. 

When DoD places the requirement of this Plan on the community, due to 
economic need it follows that funding for this planning effort will be 
sought by the community from the Office of Economic Development (OEA), a 
DoD affiliated entity. To create the Plan the quantity and quality of the data 
that can be obtained, the level of expertise brought to bare on the project, 
and the quality of the final plan, are directly impacted by the total dollars 
invested in the planning effort. A potential conflict arises when the 
funding made available by OEA for the "business and development plan" is 
not, or is perceived by the community not to be, sufficient to produce a 
quality plan. This link between planning dollars and the Plan may 
specifically become an issue if the application for the conveyance is denied 
by DoD based upon inadequacies in the "business and development plan". 

Additionally, according to this Amendment, information requested by DoD 
in the Plan as an integral part of the application must include information 
such as the "economic viability of the project, including an estimate of the 
net proceeds over a fifteen-year period" and other projections and 
indications of the expected "profitability" of the proposed effort. A conflict 
arises when considering the "criteria and factors" that will be used to 
determine if a community is eligible for an EDC transfer. The criteria 
includes a requirement that, "Economic benefit to the Federal Government, 
including protection and maintenance cost savings and anticipated 
consideration from the transfer" be evaluated. The intent of the 
President's Five Point Plan, to speed the economic recovery of communities 
affected by base closures, may be frequently at odds with this stated 
criteria. Essentially, the military service is required-by this Amendment to 
use a tangible "return" to the DoD as a measure of merit to be weighed 
against (or balanced with) a "return" to the communities, a return that may 
be long-term and less tangible but one that meets the President's intent. A 
conflict may loom when DoD officials are asked to make decisions as to the 
relative weight of "return to DoD" vs. "return to the community". 

Recommendation: The DoD should determine whether the dollar 
return to the DoD or the economic return to the community is 
the priority. Until that determination is made, using a 
"business and development plan" as part of the determination 
for acceptance of the EDC application will accentuate this 
potential conflict. 

3) Flexibility of Payment Methods 

The Amended rule now provides for flexibility and discretion in the 
development of the general terms and conditions of the conveyance, 
including the amount and type of consideration, and the payment schedule. 
This flexibility is welcomed after our experiences with the property 
transfers to UC and to CSU at Fort Ord. However, as UC and CSU continue our 
discussions to refine the appropriate guidelines for determining 
allocability and allowability of expenses in the calculation of "net profit" 
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for our profit sharing arrangement with the DoD, it is also becoming 
evident .that some standard of terms should be adopted. This standard should 
be reflective of economic development activities and should be non 
burdensome to both the entity receiving transfer and to the military 
service responsible for the conveyance. To have each conveyance be made 
under a different set of terms and conditions will require unnecessary 
investment of resources on the part of the DoD to provide audit and 
oversight functions. 

Recommendation: Adopt Generally Accepted Accounting 
Principals (GAAP) for the allowability and allocability of 
expenses when a 'profit sharing' mechanism is used. In cases 
where other means of compensation are agreed to, provide a 
menu of choices for those terms (i.e. deferred payments, 
mortgages, etc.) in advance and determine some broad 
guidelines so that the variations on the terms are predictable 
and manageable by the DoD. 

4) Equitable Positions of "Risk" 

The most fundamental problem I see with the revised process as put forth 
in this Amendment is the unequal positions of risk between the DoD and the 
community. This is most clearly evident with the concept of ''entering into 
one of two types of agreements" for the transfer of ownership. Through 
the development and submittal of the application for the EDC transfer the 
community has provided the DoD with substantial information as to the 
need and intent of the community for reuse activities. To increase the 
likelihood of "acceptance" by DoD of the EDC application a community most 
likely will provide as much detail as possible in this application, 
particularly in the "business and development plan" component, including 
a focus on expected "return" on the reuse activities. This Plan will 
necessarily make assumptions about the property to be conveyed (i.e. 
infrastructural needs and existing condition of the systems) that, as in the 
case of our transfers at Fort Ord, cannot be confirmed by the military 
service in question. Without further adequate knowledge the community is 
then required to sit at the table and come to "agreement" as to the amount 
and terms of consideration to be provided DoD. 

Specifically the problem arises when the community agrees to pay DoD a 
"price" for the EDC transfer. As interpreted from this Amendment the 
"price" is an agreement that must be met. In determining the "price" DoD 
has used information provided by the community in its EDC application. 
From our experience at Fort Ord it was evident that many of the 
assumptions needed to develop the business and development plan cannot 
be validated by DoD. For example, the community may develop the business 
and development plan based on an assumption of minimal need to upgrade 
infrastructure. If an agreement on price is made when DoD cannot 
confirm or deny the condition of the infrastructure (in our case DoD could 
not even confirm where it was let alone the condition), and then the 
infrast~ucture is found to be in need of substantial upgrades, the 
community may find that it can not achieve its projected return due to the 
extensive burden of the infrastructure. As written, there is no "out" clause 
provided for in this Amendment that would allow for an adjustment or a re
negotiation of "sale price" as new information is unearthed (pun intended). 
The community is required to take all the risk and the DoD to take none; an 
arrangement that clearly does not follow the spirit of the President's Five 
Point Plan. 

Summary 

· Recommendation: The risk in the EDC transfer process must be 
shared between the community and the DoD. Until such time 
that the DoD can, with certainty, provide the communities with 
assurances of the conditions of the property being conveyed 
(i.e. infrastructure, UXO, etc.) provisions for the sharing of 
that risk must be included in this Amendment and the 
referenced transfer process. Possibilities for such shared r~sk 
include the "profit sharing" arrangement between the UC and 
the DoD at Fort Ord. Another possibility would be validation by 
DoD of the communities' assumptions used in their EDC 
applications. 
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In closing, Robert Hertzfeld should be commended for bringing the terms 
found in this Amendment much closer to a practical method of guidance for 
the President's Five Point Plan. This is not an easy process as we have learned 
through the UC experience at Fort Ord; a process still underway as we continue 
to fine-tune the profit sharing terms. The country is developing a new 
mechanism to address a complicated issue in a rapidly changing and uncertain 
arena. A lesson learned in our experience is the need to develop guiding 
language that recognizes and provides flexibility for the uniqueness of each 
transfer while providing some practical constraints for integrity and 
oversight of process. 

Finally, and most importantly, it continues to be evident that 
until the conflicting requirements and goals of 1) achieving a 
return, perhaps even a maximum return, to the DoD for property 
transferred and 2) the need to speed the economic recovery of 
communities affected by base closures is resolved, this process 
will continue to be difficult, if not impossible, to effectively 
implement. A decision of which takes priority, the DoD return or 
the community economic stimulus, needs to be made and translated 
into policy. 

Thank you for this opportunity to provide comment. 

Lora Lee Martin 
Director, Program and Policy Development 
UC - Fort Ord Project 

University of California 
269 Applied Sciences Building 
Santa Cruz, CA 95064 

408/459-3652 voice 
408/459-5239 fax 
loralee@uadvance.ucsc.edu 

cc: Senator Dianne Feinstein 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
Senator David Pryor 
Representative Sam Farr 
Representative Ron Dellums 
Assistant Secretary Robert M. Walker, US Dept. of Army 
Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) 
California Defense Conversion Council 
Director James Gill, UC - Fort Ord Project 

ATDT 4258930 
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Of'P1CE OP 1HE GOVERNOR 
UPlSINAN I MAGA1.AHI 
AGANA, GUAM 96910 U.S.A. 

Office of the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for Economic Security 

Room 3D814 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Hafa Adai Assistant Secretary: 

DEC 2 3 1994 

Enclosed are Guam's comments on the interim final rules, amendments 
to 32 CFR Parts 90 and 91 as published in the Federal Register 
dated October 26, 1994. On behalf of the Komi tea Para Tiyan 
(Guam's Reuse Committee) and the people of Guam, I would like to 
congratulate you and your staff for actively responding to the 
views submitted by base closure communities such as Guam on the 
rules published on April 6, 1994. As you know, significant issues 
concerning the April 6th rules were raised which seriously affected 
the communities' ability to reuse closed military installations in 
a rapid, realistic manner, in keeping with President Clinton's Five 
Point Plan. We believe that the changes made in the recent rules, 
correct many of the problems raised by the old rule. 

We recognize that the federal government is required by law to 
develop the guidelines for implementation of the base closure and 
reuse laws, and provide the tools and the resources needed to 
support the health of our communities. However, it is our hope 
that you also recognize that the communities, and not the federal 
government, are in the best position to determine what's best ·for 
the community. This principle guides the following general 
comments on the rule and the enclosed specific revisions. 

Rural communities as well as metropolitan ones, are already 
required to develop reuse plans for closing bases. For rural 
communities, the plan development process is an already significant 
undertaking. The proposed rules should not provide significant 
roadblocks that hinder base redevelopment through implementing a 
process that requires a further drain on local financial resources 
in the plan approval and EDC application process. In our case, we 
have already begun the plan development process with the financial 
assistance from FAA and OEA. The detailed business, development, 
financial and marketing plans called for in the new rules are both 
unnecessary and costly and should not be required of rural 
communities in keeping with the intent of Section 2903 of Public 
Law 103-160, the National Defense Authorization Act for FY 1994. 

~1#' -¥-¥~~ 
Commonwealth Now! 
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We recommend that the requirement to justify why other property 
disposal options will not achieve the twin goals of economic 
development and job creation when an EDC application is submitted 
be eliminated. This requirement signifies the preeminence of 
options for property disposal for public purposes which, while 
important, should not be given priority over economic development 
and job creation goals. Moreover, the need for communities to 
justify in their EDC applications why sales of base closure 
property to the public or to the private sectors cannot achieve 
economic development and job creation goals is a ~ubtle way for DoD 
to say that market test requirements from the old rule have been 
eliminated, even though these requirements remain in effect. It 
also signifies that the generation of revenues through the sale of 
property in addition to the savings already obtained through 
closure of the base, is still a priority in the minds of DoD. 

Finally, we note that current disposal statutes do not provide for 
the reuse of closing bases for public offices at no cost. For 
these general public purposes, properties are normally purchased 
under the negotiated sales program, under which communities are 
required to pay fair market value for the property. We view the 
EDC in a rural area as an opportunity to achieve not only the goals 
of economic development and job creation but also to achieve the 
legitimate public goals of reducing public expenditures and the 
efficient and effective provisipn of public services. In achieving 
these goals at closed bases, it is not unusual for significant 
economic development and job creation in the private sector to 
occur in the vicinity of public offices. The new rules should 
allow for an EDC application to be submitted for general public 
purposes. 

Again, let me commend you and your staff for a job well done. It 
is my belief that the comments provided herein will assist you in 
ensur-ing that the rules coincide with community aspirations for 
base reuse. Thank you for the opportunity to provide our comments. 

Enclosures 

· Yu'os Ma'ase', 

~~.~ 
OSEPH F. ADA 
overnor of Guam 

cc: National Association of Installation Developers 
Admiral Nash 
Admiral Brewer 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Econom~c Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: NAS AGANA.BASE REUSE GROUP, KOMITEA PARA TIYAN 
(ActivityjLocationjCommunityjinstallationjGroup) 

Page 53739 
Column 3 
Paragraph 90.4 (b) Policy 

Recommended Changes or Comment: 

Delete "when other federal property disposal options cannot 
achieve such objectives." 

·Rationale: 

It appears that DoD intended to limit the use of an EDC. Instead, 
the LRA should determine if an EDC should be used as the primary 
method of obtaining federal property to achieve the objectives of· 
economic development and job creation. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

Komitea Para Tiyan 

cjo Bureau of Planning (Acting Director Michael Cruz) 
Governor's Complex at Adelup 
P.O. Box 2950 
Agana, Guam 96910 

472-4201-3(0) 477-1812(F} 
December 23, 1994 
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FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: NAS AGANA BASE REUSE GROUP, KOMITEA PARA TIYAN 
(ActivityjLocationjCommunity/InstallationjGroup) 

Page .53739 
Column 3 
Paragraph 91.4 Policy 

Recommended 'Changes or Comment: 

Delete "when other federal property disposal options cannot 
achieve such objectives." 

Rationale: 

It appears that DoD intended to limit the use of an EDC. Instead, 
the LRA should determine if an EDC should be used as the primary 
method of obtaining federal property to achieve the objectives of 
economic development and job creation. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

Komitea Para Tiyan 

cjo Bureau of Planning (Acting Director Michael Cruz} 
Governor's Complex at Adelup 
P.O. Box 2950 
Agana, Guam 96910 

472-4201-3(0} 477-1812(F) 
December 23, 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: NAS AGANA BASE REUSE GROUP, KOMITEA PARA TIYAN
(ActivityjLocationfCommunityjinstallationjGroup) 

Page 53739 
Column 3 
Paragraph 91.4 Policy 

Recommended Changes or Comment: 

Change "property" 
justification." 

Rationale: 

to "proper" to read". with proper 

This seems to be a typographic error. Change to be consistent with 
other similar statements. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

Komitea Para Tiyan 

cjo Bureau of Planning (Acting Director Michael Cruz) 
Governor's Complex at Adelup 
P.O. Box 2950 
Agana, Guam 96910 

472-4201-3(0) 477-1812(F) 
December 23, 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: NAS AGANA BASE REUSE GROUP, KOMITEA PARA TIYAN 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 53740 
Column 1 
Paragraph 91.7 (e) (2) 

Recommended Changes or Comment: 

Delete § 91.7 (e) (2) "The EDC should only be used when other 
Federal property disposal authorities for the intended land use 
cannot be used to accomplish the necessary economic redevelopment." 

Replace with "The EDC may be used as a primary method of federal 
property disposa~ to achieve such objectives." 

Rationale: 

It appears that DoD intended to limit the use of an EDC. The LRA 
should determine if an EDC is necessary rather than other property 
disposal options. An EDC should have the same consideration for 
·disposal by the LRA as other property disposal options. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

Komitea Para Tiyan 

cjo Bureau of Planning (Acting Director Michael Cruz) 
Governor's Complex at Adelup 
P.O. Box 2950 
Agana, Guam 96910 

472-4201-3(0) 477-1812(F) 
December 23, 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7{d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: NAS AGANA BASE REUSE GROUP, KOMITEA PARA TIYAN 
{ActivityjLocationjCommunityjinstallationjGroup) 

Page 53740 
Column 2 
Paragraph 91. 7 (e) ( 6) ( i i) ( c} & ( D} 

Recommended Changes or Comment: 

Delete {C) & (D) 

Replace with " A description of the economic impact of base closure 
on the local community or the effect of base closure on a 
communities financial condition. 

Rationale: 

The Secretary should determine if there·· is either an economic 
impact on the community or if the financial condition of the 
community is affected by the base closure. Only one of the 
conditions should apply to the community not both. Therefore, the 
application requirements should be revised. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

Kornitea Para Tiyan 

cjo Bureau of Planning (Acting Director Michael Cruz} 
Governor's Complex at Adelup 
P.O. Box 2950 
Agana, Guam 96910 

472-4201-3{0) 477-1812(F) 
December 23, 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: NAS AGANA BASE REUSE GROUP, KOMITEA PARA TIYAN 
(ActivityjLocationjCommunityjinstallationjGroup) 

Page 53740 
Column 2 
Paragraph 91.7 (e) (6) (iv) 

Recommended Changes or Comment: 

Comment: Is it the intent of the rule to require a business plan 
for each business even if the EDC is a large parcel with many 
different businesses? 

Rationale: 

The community may desire to submit an EDC application for a parcel 
that includes many businesses rather than one large business for 
the EDC parcel. The business or development plan must be more 
general in nature to account for multiple business on an EDC parcel 
to allow for maximum economic development and job creation. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

Komitea Para Tiyan 

cjo Bureau of Planning (Acting Director Michael Cruz) 
Governor's Complex at Adelup , 
P.O. Box 2950 
Agana, Guam 96910 

472-4201-3(0) 477-1812(F) 
December 23, 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301~3300 

From: NAS AGANA BASE REUSE GROUP, KOMITEA PARA TIYAN 
(ActivityjLocationjCommunityjinstallationjGroup) 

Page 53740 
Column 3 
Paragraph 91.7 (e) (8} (vlii} 

Recommended Changes or Comment: 

Delete this provision in its entirety. 

Rationale: 

The community's reuse plan is the paramount document on which 
decisions should be based. The EDC application submitted by the 
LRA should be evaluated on the. basis of its consistency with the 
reuse plan and not on the military's disposal plan for the base. 

Name: Romitea Para Tiyan 

Address: cjo Bureau of Planning (Acting Director Michael Cruz) 
Governor's Complex at Adelup 
P.O. Box 2950 
Agana, Guam 96910 

Phone: 472-4201-3(0} 477-1812(F} 
Date: December 23, 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: NAS AGANA BASE REUSE GROUP, KOMITEA PARA TIYAN 
(ActivityfLocationfCommunityflnstallationfGroup) 

Page 5~740 

Column 3 
Paragraph 91.7 {e) {8) {ix) 

Recommended Changes or Comment: 

Delete this provision 

Rationale: 

Major DoD cost savings was achieved in the closure of the base. 
The amount of additional savings should not be a requirement for an 
EDC approval since the key is the extent to which the EDC generates 
economic growth and jobs. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

Komitea Para Tiyan 

cfo Bureau of Planning (Acting Director Michael Cruz) 
Governor's Complex at Adelup 
P . o . · Box 2 9 5o 
Agana, Guam 96910 

472-4201-3(0) 477-1812{F) 
December 23, 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO INTERIM 
FINAL RULE· 

Amending·sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: NAS AGANA BASE REUSE GROUP, KOMITEA PARA TIYAN 
(ActivityfLocationfCommunityjinstallationfGroup) 

Page 53741 
Column 1 
Paragraph add 91.7 (f) ( 3) 

Recommended Changes or Comment: 

The National Defense Authorization Act for FY 1994 indicates that 
conveyances to rural areas can be made without consideration. The 
rules limit such conveyances to EDCs, a limitation which is not 
specifically provided for in the law. We request the Secretary to 
allow conveyances without consideration for any use identified in 
a rural community, provided that these uses are consistent with the 
redevelopment plan. 

Rationale: 

In keeping with section 2903 of the· statute, we suggest that 
requirements for submission of applications and for evaluating such 
applications from rural communities be as simple as possible to 
allow rural communities to maximize the use of available resources 
to encourage economic development and job creation. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

Komitea Para Tiyan 

cfo Bureau of Planning (Acting Director Michael Cruz) 
Governor's Complex at Adelup 
P.O. Box 2950 
Agana, Guam 96910 

472-4201-3(0) 477-1812(F) 
December 23, 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: NAS AGANA BASE REUSE GROUP, KOMITEA PARA TIYAN 
(ActivityjLocationjCommunity/InstallationjGroup) 

Page 53741 
Column 1 
Paragraph 91.7 (f) ( 3) 

Recommended Changes or Comment: Replace " . . . a substantial adverse 
impact on the economy of the communities in the vicinity of the 
installation and on the prospect for their economic recovery" with 
" ... when the base closure will have an economic· impact on the 
community or on the prospect for their economic recovery or if the 
community's financial condition. is affected." 

Rationale: In keeping with section 2903 of the statute, we suggest 
that standards of approval for EDCs in a rural area be simplified. 
By definition, rural areas will have significant difficulty in 
encouraging econom~c development and job creation. Responding to 
detail requirements in an EDC application will not spur economic 
development and jobs in rural communities. 

The Secretary should determine if there is an affect on the 
- economic impact on the community or on the prospect for their 

economic recovery or if the financial condition of the community is 
affected by the base closure. Only one of the conditions should 
apply to the rural community not all three. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

Komitea Para Tiyan 

cjo Bureau of Planning {Acting Director Michael Cruz) 
Governor's Complex at Adelup 
P.O. Box 2950 
Agana, Guam 96910 

472-4201-3(0) 477-1812(F) 
December 23, 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: NAS AGANA BASE REUSE GROUP, KOMITEA PARA TIYAN 
(ActivityjLocationfCommunityjinstallationfGroup) 

Page 53741 
Column 2 
Paragraph 91. 7 (f) ( 3) 

Recommended Changes or Co~ment: 

Replace "Specific attention will be placed on the business and 
development plan submitted as part of the EDC application and the 
criteria listed in section 91.7 (e) (8) will be used." with "Rural 
areas· shall be exempt from complying with the EDC application 
sections 91.7(e) (6) (iv) Subsections A through D., (v) & (vi) and 
evaluation section 91.7(e) (8)" 

Rationale: 

In keeping with section 2903 of the statute, we suggest that 
standards of approval for EDCs ·in a rural area be simplified. By 
definition, rural areas will have significant difficulty in 
encouraging economic development and job creation. Requiring such 
communities to provide detailed business, feasibility, marketing 
and development plans in order to approve their requests for EDCs 
is unrealistic and unnecessary. 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

Komitea Para Tiyan 

cfo Bureau of Planning (Acting Director Michael Cruz} 
Governor's Complex at Adelup 
P.O. Box 2950 
Agana, Guam 96910 

472-4201-3(0) 477-1812(F) 
December 23, 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: NAS AGANA BASE REUSE GROUP, KOMITEA PARA TIYAN 
{ActivityfLocationfCommunity/InstallationfGroup) 

Page 53741 
Column 2 
Paragraph add a new Section 91.7 (f) (3) (i) 

Recommended Changes or Comment: 

Add the following new section under the paragraph listed above for 
rural areas: "In addition to other requirements for· approval of an 
EDC in a rural area, the Secretary of the Military Department 
concerned will approve an EDC in a rural area if the community can 
demonstrate that the projects for which the EDC is requested will 
reduce public expenditures and/or improve the delivery of public 
services." 

Rationale: 

While rural communities must aggressively encourage the 
establishment of new economic activities, the reduction of public 
expenditures and the effective and efficient delivery of public 
services are significant community goals. The rules should provide 
allowance for the achievement of these goals given their effects on 
the health of the rural community, if these goals are identified in 
the reuse plan. 

Name: Komitea Para Tiyan 

Address: cfo Bureau of Planning (Acting Director Michael Cruz) 
Governor's Complex at Adelup 
P.O. Box 2950 
Agana, Guam 96910 

Phone: 472-4201-3(0) 477-1812(F) 
Date: December 23, 1994 
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CRAIG ESRAEL 
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W. S. HOWARD 
Millington Telephone Co. 

JEFF HUFFMAN 
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JAMES KNIPPLE 
Millington Finance Director 

NED McWHERTER 
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WILLIAM N. MORRIS, JR. 
Mayor, Shelby County 
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Millington Area 

Chamber of Commerce 

FRANK RYBURN 
Millington Airport Authority 

THOMAS SEALE 
Millington Industrial 

Development Board 

JOHN TANNER 
Congressman, 8th District 

DENNIS WAGES 
Alderman, Millington 

T. LAMAR WILLIS 
CO, NAS Memphis 

Executive Director 
PHIL WHITIENBERG 

Base Reuse Committee 
N-201-B Bougainville Street 
Millington, Tennessee 38053 

(901) 873-2400 

December 19, 1994 

Office of Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Dear Sir: 

Attached you will find comments concerning the Amendment to the Interim Final 
Rule, amending Sections 91.7(d)(e) and (f) of the Interim Final Rule Published 
April 6, 1994. We appreciate the effort made by the DoD staff in making the Rule 
responsive to the needs of the local communities. 

You will find as you review the attached comments, the requested changes are 
relatively minor with the exception of our request for a change in the "rural" 
definition. We previously suggested an alternative definition, but have since found 
that several federal programs use definitions on a program by program basis that 
would resolve our concern. We would encourage the DoD to take a look at these 
definitions as possible alternatives for the current definition in.the Rule. 

Again, we are appreciative of the effort being made by the DoD and of the 
opportunity for the end users to comment on the Rule. 

Phillip L. Whittenberg 
Executive Director 

Enclosures 
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FORMAT FOR COl\1J\1ENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91. 7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
\Vashington, DC 20301-3300 

From: l\1illington Reuse Co~~ittee (NAS l\1emphis) 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 53741 
Column 1st 
Paragraph 91. 7(0(3) 

Recommended Changes: 

Change the definition of "rural" to recognize that rural communities exist within the boundaries 
of Metropolitan Statistical areas. Both the Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD) and the Fanners Home Administration recognize this fact and provide programs for such 
communities. 

Why: 

Subsection 91. 7(f)(3) as currently written would require a full detailed EDC application before a 
determination is made that the property could be discounted at 100 percent in rural areas. 
Property in rural areas should normally convey without cost and with a minimum of detail 
required in the community EDC application. The EDC application process should be simpler in 
rural areas than that called for iri 91.7(e)(6). 

Name: Phillip L. Whittenberg 
Address: Millington Base Reuse Committee 

N-201 Bougainville 
Millington, TN 38053 

.Phone: (901) 873-2400 
Date: November 29~ 1994 
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FORl\fA T FOR CO:Ml\fENTS ON THE Al\fEND:MENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
\Vashington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Millington Reuse Committee (NAS Memphis) 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 53741 
Column 1st 
Paragraph 91. 7(0(1)(ii) 

Recommended Changes: 

Insert the word "present" immediately prior to the words "fair market value" in the first and 
second sentences of this paragraph. 

The paragraph should then read: "(ii) Consideration can be below the estimated range of 
present fair market value, when proper justification is provided. The amount of consideration 
can be below the estimated range of present fair market value, if the Secretary of the Military 
Department determines that a discount is necessary for economic redevelopment and job 
creation." 

Why: 

The narrative on Page 53 739 indicates that DoD is obligated properly under Title XXIX "to 
obtain consideration within the estimated range of present fair market value, or to justify why 
such consideration was not realized." The change to the cited paragraph is recommended so that 
it will conform to and reflect the DoD policy as expressed in the narrative on Page 53739. 

Name: Phillip L. Whittenberg 
Address: Millington Base Reuse Committee 

N-20 1 Bougainville 
Millington, TN 38053 

Phone: (901) 873-2400 
Date: November 29, 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERil\1 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Offic.e of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Millington Reuse Committee (NAS Memphis) 
<-

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 53741 
Column 1st 
Paragraph 91. 7(0(1) 

Recommended Changes: 

Insert the word "present" immediately prior to the words "fair market ~alue" in the third sentence 
of this paragraph. 

The sentence should then read: "The consideration may be at or below the estimated present 
fair market value, with or without initial payment, in cash or inkind and paid over time." 

Why: 

The narrative on Page 53 739 indicates that DoD is obligated properly under Title XXIX "to 
obtain consideration within the estimated range of present fair market value, or to justify why 
such consideration was not realized." The change to the cited paragraph is recommended so that 
it will conform to and reflect the DoD policy as expressed in the narrative on Page 53739. 

Name: Phillip L. Whittenberg 
Address: Millington Base Reuse Committee 

N-20 1 Bougainville 
Millington, TN 38053 

Phone: (901) 873-2400 
Date: November 29. 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDI\1ENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
\Vashington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Millington Reuse Committee (NAS Memphis) 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 53741 
Column · _ ___,.;;l:..:.s..:;...t __ _ 
Paragraph 91. 7(e)(9) 

Recommended Changes: 

Add a new subsection: "(9) The 1\filitary Department should advise the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense (Economic Security) of any final decision on a community application that 
differs with regard to terms or conditions from those recommended by the Director of 
Base Transition Office or the Director of Economic Adjustment." 

Why: 

Both the Office of Economic Adjustment and the Base Transition Office are in positions to 
understand the closure/reuse processes and unique factors affecting the closure communities. A 
final decision that differs from their recommendations should be recognized by the Assistant 
Secretary for Economic Security. 

Name: Phillip L. Whittenberg 
Address: Millington Base Reuse Committee 

N-20 I Bougainville 
Millington, TN 3 8053 

Phone: (901) 873-2400 
Date: November 29. 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMJ\1ENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91. 7( d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Millington Reuse Committee (NAS Memphis) 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 53740 
Column 3rd 
Paragraph 91. 7(e)(8)(viii) 

Recommended Changes: 

This paragraph should be deleted. 

Why: 

Paragraph 91.7(c) requires that the community base reuse plan be the "preferred alternative" in 
the disposal Environmental Impact Statement. Therefore, there should not be any "overall 
military Department disposal plan for the installation" other than the community's consensus 
base reuse plan. 

Name: Phillip L. Whittenberg 
Address: Millington Base Reuse Committee 

N-201 Bougainville 
Millington, TN 3 8053 

Phone: (901)873-2400 
Date: November 29, 1994 



FORMAT FOR COI\1MENTS ON THE Al\1ENDMENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Millington Reuse Co~~ittee <NAS l\1emphis) 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 53740 
Column 3rd 
Paragraph 91. 7(e)(7) 

Recommended Changes: 

In the second sentence of this paragraph, insert the words "the Director of the DoD Base 
Transition Office and the Director of Economic Adjustment as well as" immediately prior to the 
words "other Federal agencies ... " 

This sentence should then read, "The Military Department may also consider information 
independent of the application, such as views of the Director of the DoD Base Transition 
Office and the Director of Economic Adjustment as well as other Federal agencies, 
appraisals, caretaker costs and other relevant material." 

Why: 

The DoD Base Transition Office and the Office ofEconomic Adjustment are intimately 
involved in the base closure and reuse process and should have input in these decisions. 

Name: Phillip L. Whittenberg 
Address: Millington Base Reuse Committee 

N-20 1 Bougainville 
Millington, TN 3 8053 

Phone: (901) 873-2400 
Date: November 29, 1994 



.. 

FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON TilE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91. 7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
\Vashington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Millington Reuse Committee (NAS Memphis) 
(Activity/Location/Com-~ unity/Installation/Group) 

Page 53740 
Column 3rd 
Paragraph 91.7(e)(6)(vi) 

Recommended Changes: 

Insert the word "present" immediately prior to the words "fair market value" in the first sentence 
of this paragraph. 

The sentence should then read, "If a transfer is requested for less than the estimated present fair 
market value ("FMV"), with or without initial payment at the time of transfer, then a statement 
should be provided justifying the discount." 

Why: 

The narrative on Page 53 739 indicates that DoD is obligated properly under Title XXIX "to 
obtain consideration within the estimated range of present fair market value, or to justify why 
such consideration was not realized." The change to the cited paragraph is recommended so that 
it will conform to and reflect the DoD policy as expressed in the narrative on Page 53739. 

Name: Phillip L. Whittenberg 
Address: Millington Base Reuse Committee 

N-201 Bougainville 
Millington, TN 3 8053 

Phone: (901) 873-2400 
Date: November 29, 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE Al\1ENDMENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Millington Reuse Co~~ittee (NAS l\1emphis) 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 53740 
Column 2nd 
Paragraph 91. 7(e)(6)(iv)(C) 

Recommended Changes: 

Delete the words "other investments" and substitute the following, "other on-site and off-site 
improvements directly related to enhancing job creation and value on the property as well as the 
community planning, marketing and net local property carrying costs" for the words" other 
investments." 

The paragraph should then read, "(C) A cost estimate and justification for infrastructure and 
other on-site and off-site improvements directly related to enhancing job creation and 
value on the property as well as the community planning, marketing and net local 
property carrying costs needed for the development of the EDC parcel." 

Why: 

Current GSA Federal Property Management Regulations do not recognize off-site infrastructure 
improvements necessary to provide adequate new public access and/or infrastructure in support 
of the former military property. These investments, if necessary, create additional value for the 
subject property and increase the ris~ for the LRA. Therefore, they must be recognized in this 
process. 

Name: Phillip L. Whittenberg 
Address: Millington Base Reuse Committee 

N-201 Bougainville 
Millington, TN 38053 

Phone: (901) 873-2400 
Date: November 29~ 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMJ\1ENTS ON THE Al\1END1\1ENT TO THE INTERIJ\1 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: l\1illington Reuse Conimittee (NAS Memphis) 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 53740 
Column 2nd ___.;.__.=;:;.;;...-... ___ _ 

Paragraph 91. 7(e)(6)(iv)(B) 

Recommended Changes: 

Insert the word "present" immediately prior to the words "fair market value" of this sentence. 

The paragraph should then read: "(B) A market and financial feasibility analysis describing the 
economic viability of the project, including an estimate of net proceeds over a fifteen-year 
. period, the proposed consideration or payment to the Department of Defense, and the estimated 
present fair market value of the property." 

Why: 

The narrative on Page 53 739 indicates that DoD .is obligated properly under Title XXIX "to 
obtain consideration within the estimated range of present fair market value, or to justify why 
such consideration was not realized." The change to the cited paragraph is recommended so that 
it will conform to and reflect the· DoD policy as expressed in the narrative on Page 53739. 

Name: Phillip L. Whittenberg 
Address: Millington Base Reuse Committee 

N-20 1 Bougainville 
Millington, TN 3 8053 

Phone: (901) 873-2400 
Date: November 29, 1994 



FOM1AT FOR COM1\1ENTS ON THE AMENDl\1ENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
\Vashington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Millington Reuse Committee (NAS Memphis) 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 53740 
Column 1st 
Paragraph 91. 7(e)(3) 

Recommended Changes: 

Add a sentence to this Paragraph as follows: "The Military Department will share the 
property appraisal with the Local Redevelopment Authority." 

Why: 

After consulting with the LRA on the valuation assumptions, guidelines and instructions that 
lead to the estimation of value, it appears logical that the Military Department should share the 
end product with the LRA. This open exchange of information is needed to encourage DoD
community cooperation and to avoid the adversarial climate that often exists. 

Name: Phillip L. Whittenberg 
Address: Millington Base Reuse Committee 

.N-20 I Bougainville 
Millington, TN 3 8053 

Phone: (901) 873-2400 
Date: November 29, 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDl\1ENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Millington Reuse Committee (NAS l\1emphis) 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 53740 
Column _....:l~s-=-t __ _ 
Paragraph 91. 7(e)(l) 

Recommended Changes: 

Insert the word "present" immediately prior to the words "fair market value" in the first sentence 
of this paragraph. 

The first sentence should then read, "Section 2903 of Public Law 103-160 gives the Secretary of 
Defense the authority to transfer property to local redevelopment authorities for consideration in 
cash or in kind, with or without initial payment or with only partial payment at time of transfer, 
at or below the estimated present fair market value of the property." 

Why: 

The narrative on Page 53739 indicates that DoD is obligated properly under Title XXIX "to 
obtain consideration within the estimated range of present fair market value, or to justify why 
such consideration was not realized." The change to the cited paragraph is recommended so that 
it will conform to and reflect the DoD policy as expressed in the narrative on Page 53 739. 

Name: Phillip L. Whittenberg. 
Address: Millington Base Reuse Committee 

N-20 1 Bougainville 
Millington, TN 38053 

Phone: (901) 873-2400 
Date: November 29~ 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE Al\IENDI\1ENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Millington Reuse Committee (NAS l\femphis) 
(Activity /Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 53739 
Column _ __;:;,.;3r:..:d=-----
Paragraph ~9~0.;;...:.4..J,..;(b~) __ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

Insert the word, "present" immediately prior to the words, "fair market value" in the last sentence 
of this paragraph. · 
The sentence should read, "Conveyances to the LRA will be made under terms and conditions 
designed to facilitate local economic redevelopment and job creation, and may be made at less 
than present fair market value, with proper justification." 

Why: 

The narrative on Page 53739 indicates that DoD is obligated properly under Title XXIX "to 
obtain consideration within the estimated range of present fair market value, or to justify why 
such consideration was not realized." The change to the cited paragraph is recommended so that 
it will conform to and reflect the DoD policy as expressed in the narrative on Page 53739. 

Name: Phillip L. Whittenberg 
Address: Millington Base Reuse Committee 

N-20 1 Bougainville 
Millington, TN 38053 

Phone: (901) 873-2400 
Date: November 29, 1994 



FORMAT FOR COM1\1ENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE lNTERIJ\f 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
\Vashington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Millington Reuse Co~!!!ittee <NAS Memphis) 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page 53739 
Column .....:3=-=r:....::d=------
Paragraph _9~1~·~4 ______ __ 

Recommended Changes: 

Add the word "present" immediately prior to the words "fair market value" in the second 
sentence of this paragraph. 

The sentence should then read: " Conveyances to the LRA will be made under terms and 
conditions designed to facilitate local economic redevelopment and job creation, and may be 
made at less than present fair market value, with property (sic) justification." 

Why: 

The narrative on Page 53 739 indicates that DoD is obligated properly under Title XXIX "to 
obtain consideration within the estimated range of present fair market value, or to justify why 
such consideration V.'as not realized." The change to the cited paragraph is recommended so that 
it will conform to and reflect the DoD policy as expressed in the narrative on Page 53739. 

Name: Phillip L. Whittenberg 
Address: Millington Base Reuse Committee 

N-20 1 Bougainville 
Millington, TN 3 8053 

Phone: (901) 873-2400 
Date: November 29, ·1994 



FORMAT FOR COMJ\1ENTS ON THE AMENDl\1ENT TO THE INTERIJ\1 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91. 7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
\Vashington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Millington Reuse Co~~ittee (NAS Memphis) 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page _____ _ 

Column -----
Paragraph ___ _ 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: Phillip L. Whittenberg 
Address: Millington Base Reuse Committee 

N-20 1 Bougainville 
Millington, TN 3 8053 

Phone: (901) 873-2400 
Date: November 29, 1994 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule 
Implementing Title XXIX Of The 

National Defense Authorization Act for FY 94 

Forward comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security· 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Millington Reuse Committee (NAS Memphis) 
(Activity!Location!Com~~nity!Installation/Group) 

Page 16127 
Column -=3;,..__ ____ _ 
Paragraph _.(h;;..;;..<).___--:-_ 

Recommended Changes: 

Why: 

Name: 

Substitute the following definition for (h) Rural: 

(h) Rural. An area outside a Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) or, any 
community within a MSA ·with a civilian population less than 25,000, 
provided one of the follo"·ing criteria is met: 
(1) Community boundaries are not contiguous with another metropolitan 
status city. 
(2) Community ·will lose at least 15 percent of its population because of the 
realignment or closure. 
(3) Fifteen percent or more of all families fall below the poverty level. 

Base closure communities within Metropolitan Statistical Areas may be well removed 
from the central city or its immediate suburbs, and in reality may experience substantial 
adverse impacts similar to and equally as severe as any rural area. This can be especially 
true were the community is small and the realignment will remove a significant 
percentage of the population of the community, or where the poverty level of the 
community is already high. 

Phillip L. Whittenberg 

Address: Millington Base Reuse Committee 
N-201 Bougainville 
Millington, 1N 38053 

Phone: (901) 873-2400 



FORJ\1A T FOR C01\fl\1ENTS ON THE Al\1END1\1ENT TO THE INTEIUl\1 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
\Vashington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Or transmit by electronic mail to: atkinjn@acq.osd.mil .. 

From: 
----------------~~-------------
(Activity!Location/Community!Installation/Group) 

Page#: _____ _ 
Paragraph: ___ _ 
Subject: ______ ____: _________ _ 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Rationale: 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

~ . '. 
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Office·of the President 

TELEPHONE 
708-724-1700 

FAX 708-724-0916 

Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 

-
December 20, 1994 

1225 WAUKEGAN ROAD 
GLENVIEW, ILLINOIS 60025-3071 

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
Room 3D814 · 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

As President of the Village of Glenview, the Local Redevelopment Authority (LRA) responsible 
for the redevelopment of NAS Glenview, I am pleased to report that your actions relating to 
public comments on the Interim Final Rule have been well received locally in Glenview. 
Specifically, the deletion of the so-called "Jobs-Centered Property Disposal" section represents 
a clear decision on behalf of the Department of Defense to develop a true partnership with the 
community adversely impacted by a closing military facility. Additionally, the new Economic 
Development Conveyance (EDC) procedures enable greater flexibility in conveying federal 
property while simultaneously empowering the LRAs to take the lead in the economic 
redevelopment and job creation process. · 

Attached please find comments on the Amendments to the Interim Final Rule [amending. 
sections 91.7(d), (e) and (f) of the Interim Final Rule published April6, 1994.] 

The major concerns of the Glenview Naval Air Station Community Reuse Planning Group 
include: (1) changing the bias relating to utilizing EDCs from "last resort" to "when the LRA 
determines it is appropriate"; (2) establishing a nlinimum time period to complete an EDC . 
application - 6 months after submission of the redevelopment plan; (3) estabJ.ishing a maXimum 
time period for the Military Department to review the EDC application - 30 days; ( 4) 
consistently addressing 'present fair market value; and (5) recognizing the need for on- and off
site improvements during the redevelopment process. 

I believe these changes will strengthen our partnership and ability to successfully achieve 
President Clinton's plan to revitalize base closure communities. 

Thank you for this opportunity to provide input to the regulations implementing the Pryor 
Amendment. We look forward to receiving amendments to the remainder of the Interim Final 
Rille, and will swiftly and cooperatively provide comments when needed. 

il RECEIVED· 
Ott; 2 8 1994 

OASDCES) 

Siricel1t / -tf-
Nancy~fer 
Village President/ Chairperson, 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 



CO:Ml\1ENTS ON THE Al\1END:MENT TO THE 
INTERIM FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d),(e)&(f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page #: 53736 
Paragraph: C 
Subject: When an EDC should be used 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Replace the discussion on when an EDC should be used with the 
following: 

*When should an EDC be used? 
The LRA is responsible for determining and requesting the 

appropriate Federal property disposal method. The EDC should be 
used when the LRA wants to obtain property for economic 
redevelopment and job generating purposes, and it is not 
practicable to pay fair market value at the time of transfer. 

Additionally, since an EDC provides the most flexibility to 
respond to changing market realities, it may be the preferred 
method of property disposal to achieve President Clinton's five 
part program to revitalize base closure communities, even when 
other disposal methods are possible. · 

The Federal Property and Administrative Services Act (FPASA) of 
1949 (40 U.S.C. 484) and airport public benefit authorities (49 
U.S.C. 47151-47153) allow for public benefit transfers to units 
of government or non-profit institutions that maintain the use of 
property for a public purpose including, but not limited to, 
parks, public health, education, aviation, historic monuments, 
and prisons. 

The FPASA also allows for negotiated sales at fair market value 
to public purposes or direct sales through a public bid process. 

Rationale: 

The current language is too restrictive in nature and has a 
detrimental bias toward "justifying the existence" of Federal 
agencies sponsoring public benefit conveyances (PBCs) by forcing 
LRAs to use these methods of property transfer instead of EDCs. 
Furthermore, the regulations relating to PBCs do not allow 
partnerships between different types of public agencies (ie. 
park, school, library districts) to co-locate operations which 
could decrease the total number of acres required (which achieves 
the objective of creating more acreage for economic redevelopment 
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and job creation). The recommended regulations maximize the 
ability of the LRAs to deal with a changing market as the 
development progresses. The EDC should not be relegated to a 
conveyance of la~t resort! 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724~1700 
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CO:MMENTS ON THE AMEND:MENT TO THE 
INTERIM FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d),(e)&(f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page #: 53737 
Paragraph: C 
Subject: Who can receive an EDC 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Change the second sentence to read as follows: 

An LRA is the only entity eligible to receive property under an 
Economic Development Conveyance. At a minimum, an LRA should 
have zoning authority and subdivision control over the property . 

. Rationale: 

This language appropriately identifies the minimum requirements 
of an LRA without defining the composition of an LRA. .LRA 
composftion is separately defined and approved by the Office of 
Economic Adjustment, which recognizes the statutory framework and 
requirements among the fifty states. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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CO:MMENTS ON THE AMEND:MENT TO THE 
INTERIM FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d),(e)&(f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page #: 53738 
Paragraph: C 
Subject: How much property should be included in an EDC 
application 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Add the following sentence to the end of the paragraph: 

The EDC should be used by LRAs to obtain large parcels ... to 
assist in long-term development of the property. An entire base 
may be requested if properly supported and justified by a 
business plan. 

Rationale: 

This language identifies the maximum limit of an EDC. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: {708) 724-1700 
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COl\11\ffiNTS ON THE AMEND:MENT TO THE 
INTERIM FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d),(e)&(f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page #: 53739 
Paragraph: C 
Subject: Guidelines for determining the terms and conditions of 
consideration 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Change the second paragraph to read as follows: 

Taking into account all information provided in the EDC 
application and any additional information considered relevant, 
the Military Department will contract for or prepare an estimate 
of the present fair market value of the property (as is, where 
is), which may be expressed as a range of values. This estimate 
shall be completed not later than 30 days after receipt of the 
redevelopment plan. The Military Department shall consult with 
the LRA on valuation assumptions, guidelines and on instructions 
given to the person(s) making the estimation of value, and may 
jointly participate with the LRA in this estimation process. The 
Military Department shall provide the completed estimation of 
value to the LRA·when it is available. 

Rationale: 

This language specifies present fair market value, adds a 
deadline for completion of the estimation, enables joint 
participation and strengthen the partnership between the Military 
Department and the LRA, and ensures that the LRA receives the 
information as soon as it is available. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE 
INTERIM: FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d),(e)&(f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page #: 53740 
Paragraph: 91.7(e)(2) 
Subject: When an EDC should be used 

Recommended Change or Comment:· 

Delete paragraph and replace with the following: 

(2) The LRA is responsible for determining and requesting the 
appropriate Federal property disposal method. The EDC should be 
used when the LRA wants to obtain property for economic 
redevelopment and job generating purposes, and it is not 
practicable to pay fair market value at the time of transfer. 

Additionally, since an EDC provides the most flexibility to 
respond to changing market realities, it may be the preferred 
method of property disposal to achieve President Clinton's five 
part program to revitalize base closure communities, even when 
other disposal methods are possible. 

Rationale: 

The current language is too restrictive in nature and has a 
detrimental bias toward "justifying the existence" of Federal 
agencies sponsoring public benefit conveyances (PBCs) by forcing 
LRAs to use these methods of property transfer instead of EDCs. 
Furthermore, the regulations relating to PBCs do not allow 
partnerships between different types of public agencies (ie. 
park, school, library districts) to co-locate operations which 
could decrease the total number of acres required (which achieves 
the objective of creating more acreage for economic redevelopment 
and job creation). The recommended regulations maximize the 
ability of the LRAs to deal with a changing market as the 
development progresses. The EDC should not be relegated·to a 
conveyance of last resort! 
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Name: Paul T.· McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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COlVIMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE 
INTERil\1 FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d),(e)&(f) 
of the. Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page #: 53740 
Paragraph: 91.7(e)(3) 
Subject: Estimation of present fair market value 

Recommended Change.or Comment: 

Change paragraph to read as follows: 

(3) Before .making an EDC, the Military Department must prepare 
an estimate of the present fair market value of the property (as 
is, where is), which may be expressed as a range of values. This 
estimate shall be completed not later than 30 days after receipt 
of the redevelopment plan. The Military Department shall consult 
with the Local Redevelopment Authority on valuation assumptions, 
guidelines and on instructions given to the person(s) making the 
estimation of value, and may jointly participate with the.LRA i~ 
this estimation process. The Military Department shall provide 
the completed estimation of value to the LRA when it is 
availabl~. 

Rationale: 

This language adds a deadline for completion of the estimation, 
enables joint participation and strengthen the partnership 
between the Military Department and the LRA, and ensures that the 
LRA receives the information as soon as it is available. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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CO:MMENTS ON THE AMEND:MENT TO THE 
INTERil\1 FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d),(e)&(f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page #: 53740 
Paragraph: 91.7(e)(4) 
Subject: Minimum requirements of an LRA 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Change the second sentence to read as follows: 

(4) A Local Redevelopment Authority (LRA) is the only entity 
able to receive property under an Economic Development 
Conveyance. At a minimum, an LRA should have zoning authority 
and subdivision control over the property. 

Rationale: 

This language appropriately identifies the minimum requirements 
of an LRA without defining the composition of an LRA. LRA 
composition is separately defined and approved by the Office of 
Economic Adjustment, which recognizes the statutory framework and 
requirements among the fifty states. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address! Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE 
INTERIM FlNAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d),(e)&(f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page #: 53740 
Paragraph: 91.7(e)(5) 
Subject: EDC application time period 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Add a new sentence after the third sentence to read as follows: 

(5) A properly completed application will be the basis for a 
decision on whether an LRA will be eligible for an Economic 
Development Conveyance. An application should be submitted by 
the LRA after a Redevelopment Plan is adopted by the LRA. The 
Secretary of the Military Departments shall establish a 
reasonable time period for submission of the EDC application 
after consultation with the LRA. LRAs shall have a minimum of 
six (6) months after submission of the redevelopment plan to 
submit an application for an Economic Development Conveyance. 
The Services of this section. 

Rationale: 

This language guarantees that L~~s will have a reasonable period 
of time after submission of the redevelopment plans to complete 
their applications for EDCs. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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COl\tiMENTS ON THE AMEND:MENT TO THE 
INTERIM FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d),(e)&(f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page #: 53740 
Paragraph: 91.7(e)(6)(v) 
Subject: Statement concerning Negotiated Sale/Public Benefit 
Conveyances 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Change paragraph to read as follows: 

(v) A statement describing ... and w{ldlife conservation--were 
not used to accomplish the economic development and job creation 
goals. 

Rationale: 

This removes the inappropriate "burden of proof" directive to 
justify why a negotiated sale or public benefit conveyance could 
not be used and replaces it with a requirement to state why they 
were not chosen. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: · ( 708) 724-1700 
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COl\1MENTS ON THE AMENIDMENT TO THE 
INTERilVI FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d),(e)&(f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page #: 53740 
Paragraph: 91.7(e)(7) 
Subject: EDC application processing 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Change the first sentence to read as follows: 

(7) After receipt of an application for an EDC, the Secretary 
of the Military Department shall evaluate it within 30 days to 
determine whether the terms and conditions proposed are fair and 
reasonable. The Military Department ... it considers necessary. 

Rationale: 

This time period ensures no excessive delays are allowed within 
the application processing phase. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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COMMENTS ON THE AMEND:MENT TO THE 
INTERIM FINAL RULE 

AMending Sections 91.7(d),(e)&(f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page #: 53740 
Paragraph: 91.7(e)(7) 
Subject: EDC application processing 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Add a new sentence after the second sentence to read as follows: 

(7) After receipt ... caretaker costs and other relevant 
material. When such information is solicited or received, it 
shall be provided to the LRA. An EDC supporting the local 
redevelopment plan should normally take precedence over 
conflicting information or views. The Military Department 
considers necessary. 

Rationale: 

Mutual sharing of information enhances the cooperative nature of 
the partnership between the Military Department and the LRA. In 
keeping with the "Preferred Alternative .. concept for the 
redevelopment plan, the EDC application should be the "Preferred 
Alternative" for conveyance if requested by the LRA. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group · 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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CO:MMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE 
INTERil\1 FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d),(e)&(f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page #: 53741 
Paragraph: 91.7(f)(1)(i) 
Subject: Consideration within the estimated range of present 
fair market value 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Add qualifying information to the paragraph as follows: 

(i) Consideration within the estimated range of present fair 
market value··~ at the time of application. The Military 
Department can be flexible about the terms and conditions of 
payment, and can provide financing on the property. The payment 
can be in cash or in-kind, and can be paid at time of transfer or 
at a time in the future. ·The Military Departments will have the 
discretion and flexibility to enter into agreements that specify 
the form and amount of consideration and ensures that 
consideration is within the estimated range of fair market value 
at the time of. application. Such methods of payme~t could 
include: participation in the gross or net cash flow, deferred 
payments, mortgages or other financing arrangements. 

Rationale: 

This language from the discussion section of the rules is 
extremely important and should be included in the procedures 
(91.7(f)). 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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COMMENTS ON THE AMEND:MENT TO THE 
INTERIM: FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d),(e)&(f), 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page #: 53741 
Paragraph: 91.7(f)(1)(ii) 
Subject: Consideration below the estimated range of present fair 
market value 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Change the first sentence and add qualifying information as 
follows: · 

(ii) Consideration can be below the estimated range of present 
-fair market value, when proper justification is provided. The 
amount ... necessary for economic redevelopment and job creation.' 
As stated in paragraph 91.7(f)(l)(i) above, the terms and 
conditions of payment will be negotiated between the Military 
Department and the LRA. 

Rationale: 

This language from the discussion section of the rules is 
extremely important and should be included in the procedural 
section of the rules (91.7(f)). 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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COMMENTS ON THE Al\ffiNDMENT TO THE 
INTERIM FlNAL RULE 

Ainending Sections 91.7(d),(e)&(f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page #: 53739, 53740, and 53741 
Paragraph: 90.4, 91.4, 91.7(e)(1), 91.7(e)(6)(iv)(B), 
91.7(e)(6)(vi), 91.7(f)(l), 91.7(f)(1)(ii), 91.7(f)(4) 
Subject: .. Present .. fair market value 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Add .. present .. to all references to fair market value~ 

Rationale: 

The term "present fair market value" must be used consistently in 
the rules. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group · 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE 
INTERIM FINAL RULE 

Ainending Sections 91.7(d),(e)&(f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page #: 53740 
Paragraph: 91.7(e)(6)(iv)(C) 
Subject: Infrastructure costs 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Change paragraph to read as follows: 

(C) A cost estimate and justification for infrastructure and 
other on-site and off-site improvements directly related to 
enhancing economic redevelopment, job creation, and value on the 
property as well as the community planning, marketing, and net 
local property carrying costs needed for the development of the 
EDC parcel. 

Rationale: 

There must be an explicit recognition that the communities and 
their LRAs will likely be the risk-takers in the redevelopment 
process. Moreover, the GSA Federal Property Management 
Regulations do not presently recognize off-site infrastructure 
improvements which will be necessary to provide adequate new 
public access to the former bases - thereby enhancing economic 
redevelopment, job creation, and value. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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CO:MMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE 
INTERIM FlNAL RULE 

Ainending Sections 91.7(d),(e)&(f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page #: 53740 
Paragraph: 91.7(e)(8)(viii) 
Subject: EDC application evaluation criteria 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Delete entire paragraph and renumber· subsequent paragraphs as 
appropriate. 

Rationale: 

An overall Military Department disposal plan has not been 
distributed to LRAs, and therefore should not be referenced in 
the evaluation criteria. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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CO:MMENTS ON THE AMEND1\1ENT TO THE 
INTERIM FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d),(e)&(f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page #: 53741 
Paragraph: 91.7(e) 
Subject: EDC decision 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Add new subsection 91.7(e)(9) as follows: 

(9) The Military Department should advise the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense (Economic Security) of any final decision on 
a community EDC application that differs with regard to terms and 
conditions from those·. recommended by the LRA. 

Rationale: 

This language ensures that ASD(ES) is informed·when the Military 
Service elects not to accept an EDC application as submitted by 
an LRA. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive ·nirector 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
1225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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CO:MMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE 
INTERil\1 FINAL RULE 

Ainending Sections 91·. 7 (d), (e)& (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

From: GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Page #: 53741 
Paragraph: 91.7(f)(2) 
Subject: Excess profits 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Change third sentence to read as follows: 

(2) The amount of consideration ... agreed upon consideration. 
Also, the standard GSA excess profits clause, appropriately 
tailored to include the infrastructure and other on- and off-site 
improvement costs directly related to the'transaction, will be 
used in the conveyance documents to the LRA. 

Rationale: 

This language recognizes that certain infrastructure and on- and 
off-site improvement costs will be accounted for when determining 
excess profits .. 

Name: Paul T. McCarthy, Village Manager/Executive Director 
GNAS Community Reuse Planning Group 

Address: Village of Glenview 
i225 Waukegan Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 

Phone: (708) 724-1700 
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THICKSTEN GRIMM BURGUM, INC. 
106 North Carolina Avenue, S. E. 

Washington, D. C. 20003-1841 

December 26, 1994 

The Honorable Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of Defense 
Economic Security 
Room 3D814 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3306 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

RECEIVED 
uc.; l7 199• 

OASO(ES) 

Per your letter of October 26, 1994, the following are comments 
on the Amendment to the Interim Final rule ·amending Sections 91.7 
(d) (e) & (f) of the ·rnterim Final Rule published April 6, 1994. 

Our firm was the technical consultant to the University of 
California, Santa Cruz assisting in the negotiation of an 
Economic Development Conveyance of certain parcels of Fort Ord 
property. We are currently actively assisting two other 
community entities in their attempts to obtain Economic 
Development Conveyances. We are therefore one of the few firms 
which has actual hands on experience in this process. 

Based on our experience, we believe that the following comments 
are relevant. 

1. The overriding Congressional intent which resulted in 
the passage of Section 2903 of Public Law 103-160 was 
to foster economic redevelopment in areas where 
military installations are closing. Section 2903 was 
intended to provide a mechanism to convey closing 
military installation property at no cost and without 
use restrictions to foster job creation. Notwith
standing the intent of this legislation, the Department 
of Defense focus is on property disposal with the 
overriding objective of generating revenue and 
depositing it into the. Base Closure Account. This 
Amendment places much more emphasis on requiring local 
communities to compensate the federal government for 
conveyed property. The evidence of this is the 
emphasis on requiring the negotiation of. an up front 
payment and the stated evaluation criteria which 
requires "Economic benefit to the federal Government, 

Carmel, CA (202) 546-3414 • (202) 546-3419 FAX Little Rock, AR 
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including protection and maintenance cost savings and 
anticipated consideration from the transfer." What has 
occurred in the negotiations we have beenjare involved 
in is the following. In the Fort Ord negotiations, 
some consideration was given to job creation and 

· economic redevelopment. Since this Amendment was 
issued, the emphasis has shifted almost entirely back 
to generating revenue for the Base Closure Account. 
The objectives of job creationjeconomic redevelopment 
and the generation of revenue for the Base Closure 
Account are in direct conflict. .The Department of 
Defense should make a decision in regard to its 
priorities. If job creation/economic redevelopment is 
the priority, property should be conveyed to local 
community entities at no cost and without use 
restrictions. If the generation of revenue.for the 
Base Closure Account is the priority, the community 
planning process should be eliminated and excess 
property should simply be sold by the General Services 
Administration at auction to the highest bidder. 

2. The Interim Rule issued April 6, 1994 set forth four 
requirements for applying for an Economic Development 
Conveyance. These requirements were simple and 
straightforward and provided local community entities 
with the basis early on and at very little cost to 
determine whether they would qualify for an Economic 
Development Conveyance. The Economic Development 
Conveyance application requirements delineated in the 
Amendment have seven requirements for the application 
which are extremely complex, significantly expanded, 
and very inflexible. There is a stated requirement for 
"A business and development plan for the Economic 
Development Conveyance parcel." The net result is tWQ 
fold: (a) a complete reuse plan must exist in order to~ 
construct a comprehensive and credible business plan 
and apply for the EGonomic Development Conveyance ~nd 
(b) the costs o~ applying for the Economic Development 
Conveyance have increased substantially. 

a) The requirement to have a complete reuse and 
business plan could be a misallocation of 
resources. Several hundred thousand dollars will 
be required to produce the required documentation. 
The Department of Defense may then reject the 
Economic Development Conveyance application. This 
would cause the local community entity to have to 
spend additional money to restructure the reuse 
plan based on transferring the property with 
conventional property conveyance mechanisms. 
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b) one of our clients was well along in both the 
reuse planning process and in their preparation of 
the Economic Development Conveyance application 
when the Amendment was issued. The Department of 
Defense then informed the client entity that it 
must prepare a comprehensive business plan under 
the terms and conditions of the Amendment. Even 
though the existing reuse planning process was 
well along and very comprehensive, an additional 
expenditure of approximately one hundred thousand 
($100,000.00) dollars was required to construct 
the business plan. This is extremely burdomsome 
for a public entity with limited resources. 

The new Economic Development Conveyance requirements are 
excessive, burdomsome, and costly. One wonders if these 
requirements.are designed to limit the number of 
applications. Regardless of whether this is the intention, 
the practical effect will be to reduce the number of 
applicants due to an inability of many entities to incur the 
required documentation preparation costs. 

3. The entire Department of Defense installation 
reuse/redevelopment strategy governing·property 
conveyance and federal funding opportunities is 
centered around the affected local communities reaching 
an agreement to create one Local Redevelopment 
Authority to receive property and federal funding. 
This concept is flawed for several reasons: 

b) Individual community entities which are part of a 
large Local Redevelopment Authority, but disagree 
with the land/redevelopment plan recommended by 
that authority will be outvoted on decisions which 
determine land parcelization delineated by the 
Department of Defense Record of Decision. 
However, if these local community entities have 
zoning authority, in the end they can stop·the 
development agreed to by the Department of Defense 
and the Local Redevelopment Authority. 

a) current Department of Defense policy is to fund 
federal planning grants only through the 
recognized Local Redevelopment Authorities. This 
means that in jurisdictions which are comprised of 
a number of communities having geographic ties to 
closing military installations, federal reuse 
planning grants will be given only to the Local 
Redevelopment Authority which is· comprised of all 
of these affected local communities. If one of 
these communities wants to include an element in 
the planning process, and if the majority of the 
communities which comprise the. Local Redevelopment 
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Authority disagree, then this element will not be 
funded. If this element is then not included in 
base reuse plan, it will not be incorporated in 
the Department of Defense Record of Decision for 
property conveyance. 

In the end of this process may construct elaborate 
planning documents, but result in little land reuse or 
economic redevelopment. The dissident local 
communities may be able to block redevelopment 
indefinitely through the use of zoning prerogatives. 

The recommended solution to this problem is two fold: 

a) Funding should be made available to individual 
community entities for worthy projects. 

b) The Department of Defense Record of Decision 
should be made only after considering the desires 
of local community entities which have zoning 
authority. 

4. Under the Amendment, closing military installation 
property can be conveyed under an Economic Development 
Conveyance only to a Local Redevelopment Authority. 

5. 

The Amendment implied that it is then permissible for 
the Local Redevelopment Authority to reconvey the 
property under the same terms and conditions to another 
entity, such as a county, city or university system. 
This methodology on the surface appears to have merit 
and be workable. However, our experience to date in 
working with community entities attempting to obtain 
this type of conveyance, indicates that in practice the 
Department of Defense, and the Military Services have 
problems in implementing this property conveyance 
concept. The Department of Defense needs to issue 
clear guidelines which clearly grant the Authority for 
this type of conveyance. · 

An inherent conflict of interest is evident in the 
continued and substantial influence and control that 
the Department of Defense has on the success and 
eventual outcome of the reuse process. This influence 
includes the approval authority for property conveyance 
applications made by other Federal Agencies and by 
State Agencies. With or without a community reuse 
plan, the Department of Defense has the ability to 
approve land transfer requests that essentially 
'develop the community reuse plan' without the 
community at the table. The significant influence of 
the Department of Defense over the community reuse 
effort extends to planing funds. For instance, the 
initial funding made available to a community reuse 
effort is controlled by the Department of Defense's 
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Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA); both.the amount of 
funding made. available to the community and the 
approval of the purpose. This initial funding is 
critical and should be flexible to allow the 
communities to respond to the crisis of closure. These 
funds also need to be targeted at more than 
infrastructure analysis and short term job development. 
Funding needs to be made available that looks to ' 
integrate regional resources into the reuse effort for 
the purpose of ensuring long-term success and job 
development. A fixation on expeditious job development 
may not realistically look at the development of a 
sustainable economy. As we are finding, though there 
are dollars available for "retraining of displaced 
defense workers" the problem of "retraining for what" 
continues to surface. It is this "for what" part of 
the equation that needs to be addressed as aggressively 
as the location and condition of the utility lines. At 
Fort Ord, the OEA would not, and has never, agreed to 
fund economic development planning funding as requested 
by the University of California. These funds were 
eventually provided by the Department of Commerce's 
Economic Development Administration (EDA). It took 
much effort and determination to have the funds made 
available for the University of California reuse 
effort. An ironic twist is that the economic 
assessment of the conceptual reuse plan at Fort Ord, 
prepared for the United States Army Corps of Engineers 
by an outside consultant, indicates that the 
University's proposed reuse effort at Fort ord will be 
one of the significant economic engines of the total 
base reuse; this, despite the initial lack of support 
from the Department of Defense. 

6. The ·Department of Defense clearly has the ability 
through the award of planning funding and the Record of 
Decision process which determines ultimate conveyance 
and land uses, to dictate a reuse which is not 
consistent with the Local Redevelopment Authority's 
intended plans. Thus, the fair market value of the 
property may change substantially due to Department of 
Defense parcelization and Record of Decision reuse 
constraints. In negotiating the purchase of military 
installation property, the fair market value after 
reuse has been implemented, rather than the fair market 
value at the time of the sale, should be considered. 
This policy should be reflected in the Final Rule. 
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We hope that our comments result in changes not only in the 
Amendment to the Interim Rule, but also to certain Department of 
Defense policy. If you have questions or require further 
information, please call me at (202) 546-3414. 

Sincerely, 

~)j.~ 
Rodman. Grimm 

c:\data\grtmm\gotbaum.let 



ECONOMIC 
SECURITY 

Mr. Rodd Grimm 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

3300 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON DC 20301-3300 

October 26, 1994 

I 06 North Carolina Avenue, SE 
Washington, DC 20003 

Dear Mr. Grimm, 

Because of your interest in the Department's procedures for the conveyance of 
surplus base closure properties, I \vant to update you on the changes we are making. 

In order to encourage more rapid reuse and more effective job creation, we are 
changing the procedures published in the Federal Register last April 6. Effective 
immediately, the Department will: 

• Transfer property under "Economic Development Conveyances" (EDCs) based upon 
locally-developed reuse plans. 

• Eliminate requirements for market surveys and separate "market testing" prior to 
development of a reuse plan. 

• Give greater flexibility to the n1ilitary services and communities in negotiating the 
terms and conditions of an EDC. 

In addition, the new amendment establishes criteria for judging the adequacy of a plan. A 
detailed application, including the approved community redevelopment plan, will now be 
the basis for a determination of whether or not a Local Redevelopment Authority will be 
eligible for an EDC. These changes were published in the Federal Register on October 
26, 1994. A copy is attached. 

These changes are extensive and we welcome your comments and suggestions 
about them. All comments should be in writing and received by December 26, 1994. 
Please send them to: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security, 
Room 3D814, The Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 20301-3300. You may also send them 
by electronic mail to: atkinjn@acq.osd.mil. When submitting your comments, if at all 
possible please use the attached format to help us review and catalog them. We expect to 
develop our- procedures rn~re fully and issue final regulations concerning them early next 
year. 

0 
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Your comments help us assist communities with reuse of former military bases and 
we appreciate them. If you have any questions, please contact Rob Hertzfeld at (703) 
604-5690. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosures 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

DEC 2 2 1994 

Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 
Office of the As~istant Secretary 

of Defense (Economic Security) 
The Pentagon, Room 3D814 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

OFFICE OF 
SOLID WASTE AND EMERGENCY 

RESPONSE 

I am responding to your October 26, 1994, letter to Elliott 
P. Laws, the Assistant Administrator for Solid Waste and 
Emergency Response, requesting comments on the October 26, 1994 
amendments to the April 6, 1994 Interim Final rule published by 
the Department of Defense (DoD) to implement Section 2903 of the 
National Defense Authorization Action for Fiscal· Year 1994 
(Public Law 103-160). The amendments are intended to clarify the 
application process and the criteria that will be used to 
evaluate applications by Local· Redevelopment Authorities for 
Economic Development Conveyances at closing military bases. Our 
comments are as follows. 

Amended section 91.7(e) (4) provides that the Local 
Redevelopment Authority (LRA) is the only entity able to receive 
property under an Economic Development Conveyance (EDC), and that 
the Secretary of Defense is obligated to "recognize an LRA for 
planning andjor implementation .•.. " However, the term "Local 
Redevelopment Authority" is not defined in the October 26, 1994 
amendments, nor is it defined in.the April 6, 1994 Interim Final 
rule. Section 91.3(g) of the April 6, 1994 version does define 
the term "Redevelopment authority". Accordingly, it is unclear 
what constitutes an LRA and what criteria are to be used to 
"recognize" such organizations. For clarity, we suggest that the 
term be defined and the recognition criteria be enumerated in the 
rule. 

Amended section 91.7(e) (7) provides that for EDC 
applications, the Military Department may consider information 
independent of such application, such as views of other Federal 
agencies. However, it ·is unclear what mechanism or process will 
be used to solicit from these Federal agencies such information. 
Similarly, it is unclear how the requirements of amended section 
91.7(e) (8) (vii), to evaluate such EDC applications in light of 
other Federal agency interests and concerns, will be implemented. 

(JL:z Recycled/Recyclable 
{)..- ~ Printed with SOy/canota Ink on paper that 
DO contains at least 50o/o recycled fiber 
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It is suggested that the process for soliciting and communicating 
these Federal agency interests, concerns, and other relevant 
information be clearly stated in the rule. 

If you have any questions concerning these comments, please. 
have your staff contact Seth Thomas Low of the Federal Facilities 
Restoration and Reuse Office (FFRRO). He may be reached at (202) 
260-8692. 

cc: Elliott P. Laws 
Timothy Fields, Jr. 
Seth Thomas Low 

J ks Wool rd 
D ector, FRRO 

RECEIVED 
lJt(; l 7 1994 

OASDIES) 
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December 22, 1994 

Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 

Jeffry G. Price 
Attorney-at'-Law 

15 South Wabash Street 
Peru, Indiana 46970 

Office (317) 472-3339 
Fax No. (317) 472-4246 

Assistant Secretary of Defense 
Economic Security 
Room 3D814 
3300 Defense Pentagon 
Washington DC 20301-3300 

RE: Comments on the Amendment to the Interim Final Rule 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

Enclosed please find Comments on the Amendment to the Interim Final 
Rule. I hav enclosed eleven (11) Comments for your review. 

RECEIVED 
Utt.; 2 8 1994 

OASDCES) 

• I 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Or transmit by electronic mail to: atkinjn@acq.osd.mil 

From: Grissom Redevelopment Authority (Grissom Air Force Base) 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) · 

Page#: 53739 
Paragraph: 91. 4 
Subject: pa 1 ; cy 

Recommended Change or Comment: "Present II· be·f·ore· ·the phr·a·s·e· fair 
market value as· ·it ·appea·rs ·thr·o·aghot:tt·. 

Rationale:· The phrase "present fair market value 11 also appears 
on page 53739, Federal Register, Volume 59, No. 206 under the 
DOD narratl.ve discussion,. column No. 1. The change requested 
simply reflects DOD's intention and the fact that present value 
is the starting point, not best or highest value. 

Name: Jeffry G. Price, Attorney 
Address: 15 S. Wabash ST. 

Peru, IN 46970 

Phone: 317 I 4 7 2- 3 3 3 9 
Date: 12/2 2/9 4 

for Grissom Redevelopment Authority 

t' 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of the Assistant Secretary ofDefense for Economic Security 
3D81.4, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Or transmit by electronic mail to: atkinjn@acq.osd.mil 

From: Grissom Redevelopment Authority (Grissom Air Force Base) 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page#: ') 3740 

Paragraph: 91 • 7 ( e ) ( 1) 
Su~ect: Fair Market Value 

Recommended Change or Comment: Insert the word "p:r.:es~nt" before 
the phras.e ·fair market value. 

Rationale: The phrase "present fair market value" also appears 
on page 53739, Federal Register, Volume 59, No. 206 under ·the 
DOD narrative discussion, column No. 1. The change requested 
simply reflects DOD's intention and the fact that present value 
is the starting point, not best or highest value. 

Name: Jeffry G. Price, Attorney for Grissom Redevelopment Authority 
Address: 15 S. Wabash St. 

Phone: 
Date: 

Peru, IN 46970 

317/472-3339 
12/22/94 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 · 

Send comments to: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D81.4, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Or transmit by electronic mail to: atkinjn@acq.osd.mil 

From: Grissom Redevelopment Authority (Grissom Air Force Base) 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 
Page #: 53 7 4 0 
Paragraph: 91. 7 ( e ) ( 3 ) . 
Subject: PropGrty Appraisal 

Recommended Change or Comment: Add: "The Military Department shall 
provide a copy of its property appraisal to the local redevelopment 
authority". · · 

. . 

Rationale: The open exchange of information is needed to encourage 
DOD ~ LRA cooperation and avoid a confrontational climate. The 
DOD and the LRA should be working together toward the same goal 
and the free exchange of apprais.al information is necessary. 

Name: Jeffry G. Price, Attorney for Grissom Redevelopment Authority 
Address: 15 S. ~.Wabash St. 

Phone: 
Date: 

Peru, IN 46970 

317/472-3339 
12/22/94 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D81.4, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Or transmit by electronic mail to: atkinjn@acq.osd.mil 

From: Grissom Redevelopment Authority (Grissom Air Force Base) 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page#: 5 3740 
Paragraph: 91. 7 (e) ( 6) ( i v) (c) 
Subject: __ ...__ ________ _ 

Recommended Change or Comment: Revise this sentence to read: "A cost 
estimate and justification for.infrastructure and other on-site 
and off-site improvements directly related to enhancing job 
creation and value on the property as well as the community 
planning, marketing and net lo6al property carrying costs needed 
for the development of the EDC parcel.'-' ·· 

Rationale: To explicitly recognize the cos.t and risk undertaken 
by the LRA as· to the parcel in quest'ion. 

Name: Jeffry G. Price, Attorney for Grissom Redevelopment Authority 
Address: 15 S. Wabash St. 

Peru, IN. 46970 
Phone: 317/4 72-3339 

Date: 12/22/94 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM· 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (t) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security . 
3081.4, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Or transmit by electronic mail to: atkinjn@acq.osd.mil 

From: Grissom Redevelopment Authority (Grissom Air Force Base) 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page #: 5 3 7 4 0 
Paragraph: 91. 7 (e) ( 6 ) ( i v) (B) 
Subject: __ ......___ ______ ..:...,..--__ 

Recommended Change or Comment: "Future" before the phrase fair market 
value so that the sentence reads "The estimated future fair market 
value of the property." 

Rationale: This change promotes· clarity and distinguishes the 
previous present fair market value from the future fair market 
value of the property in question. 

Name: JeffrY G. Price, ATtorney for Grissom Redevelopment Authority 
Address: 15 S. Wabash St. 

Peru, IN 46970 

Phone: 31714 7 2-3 3 3 9 
Date: 12/22/94 
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FORMAT FOR COMIVIENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO TIIE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D81.4, The Pentagon · 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Or transmit by electronic mail to: atkinjn@acq.osd.mil 

From: Grissom Redevelopment A~thority (Grissom Air Force Base) 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 
Page#: 5 3740 

Paragraph: 91. 7 (e) ( 6) (vi) 
Su~ect: Present Fair Market Value 

Recommencied Change. or Comment: Insert the word" p~esen t "be fore the 
pnrase ·ra1r market vaiue. 

Rationale: This change is in keeping with the DOD narrative 
discussion as found on page 53739, Column 1,. Paragraph numbered 
1. 

Name: Jeffry G. Price, Attorney for Grissom Redevelopment -Authority 
Address: 15 S. Wabash St. 

Peru, IN 46970. 
Phone: 317 I 4 7 2- 3 3 3 9 

Date: 
12/22/94 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM: 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D81.4, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Or transmit by electronic mail to: atkinjn@acq.osd.mil 

From: Grissom Redevelopment Authority (Grissom Air Force Base) 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 
Page#: 53740 
Paragraph: 91. 7 ( e~ ~ 7 ~ 
Su~ect: Who par~1c~pates in Cons~deration of the· Application for an EDC 

Recommended Change or Comment: .Add the phrase "the director of the DOD 
·Base Transition Office and the Director of Economic ·Adjustment as 
w~ll as" j~st be~ore ·the wor~s: · ".~. cither federal agencies, 
appraisa~s, caretaker costs and other relevant material ia. 

Rationale: These persons offer insights that may not be reflected 
in the Military Department's .assessment of the situation. 

Name: Jeffry G . Price, Attorney for Grissom Redevelopment Authority 
Address: 15 s. Wabash St. 

Phone: 
Date: 

Peru, IN 46970 

317/472-3339 
12/22/94 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D81.4, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Or transmit by electronic mail to: atkinjn@acq.osd.mil 

From: Grissom Redevelopment Authority (Grissom Air Force Base) 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page#: 53740 
Paragraph: 91.7 (e) {7) (viii) 

S b. t lJiil1. tary Department Disposal Plant" u ~ec: . · 

Recommended Change or Comment: Delete this provision entirely. 

Rationale: If the Military Department has followed the guidance 
provided in Paragraph 91.7 (c) of the regulat·ion as promulgated 
April 6, 1994, the community •,s· .. consensus Base Re-Use Plan is 
the preferred alternative and there should not be any Military 
Department Disposal Plan to· the contrary. · 

Name: Jeffry G. Price, ATtorney for Grissom Redevelopment Authority 
Address:· 15 s. Wabash St. 

Peru, IN 46970 
Phone: 317 I 4 7·2-3339 
Date: 12/22/94 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D81.4, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 2030i-3300 

Or transmit by electronic mail to: atkinjn@acq.osd.mil 

From: Grissom Redevelopment Aut.hority (Grisso"m Air Force Base) 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page#: 53741 
Paragraph: 91 . 7 ( e ) ( 9 ) 
Subject: Notice of Differing Recommendations from the Military DepartnLent 

Recommended Change or Comment: Add the following new sup-section: "The 
~lilitary Department should adv±se the Assistant Secretary of the 
Defense (Economic Security)of any final decision on a community 
applicati6n that ddffers with regard to terms or conditions from 
those recommended by the director of the Base Transition Office 
6r the Director of Economic Adjustment." 

Rationale: The open exchange of information is critical to the 
prompt redevelopment of all closed military installations. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

Jeffry G. Price, Attor11ey for Grissom Redeve~opment Authority 
15 S. Wabash St. 
Peru, IN 46970 
317/472-3339 
12/22/94 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D81.4, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3~00 

Or transmit by electronic mail to: atkinjn@acq.osd.mil 

From: Grissom Redevelopment Authority (Grissom Air Force Base) 

(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page#: 53741 
Paragraph: 9 1 • 7 ( f) ( 1) 
Su~ect: Clarify the term fair market value 

Recommended Change or Comment: Insert the word ·"present" before the 
pnrase fa1r ma~ket value wherever it appears in Sub-Section F. 

Rationale:. This clarification is consist~nt with the DOD narrative 
d1scuss1on found at Page 53739, Column 1, Paragarph l~o. 1. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

Jeffry G. Price, Attorney for Grissom Redevelopment Authority 
15 S. Wabash St. 
Peru, IN 46970. 

317 I 4 72·-3339 
12/22/94 ' 
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FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D81.4, The Pentagon · 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Or transmit by electronic mail to: atkinjn@acq.osd.mil 

From: Grissom Redevelopment Authority (Grissom Air Force Base) 
(Activit)r/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page#: 537 41 
Paragraph: 91. 7 ( f) ( 3 ) 
Subject: Definition of the term "rural" 

Recommended Change or Comment: To delete the present definition of 
"rural area" as provided in the rule. Second, this Sub-Section 
should be clarified to:.:.establish a simple mechanism for determining 
whether the installation is in ~ rural area, as provided under the 
new expanded defiriition. Finally, if th~ installation is in a newly 
defined rural area, this Sub-Section should make it clear that the 
application need not contairi the detail provided otherwise. 

Rationale: Many installations are located in small rural communities 
that happen to be located on.the fringes of an MSA area. Therefore, 
the present definition of rural area must be modified to be of any 
use or significance. Second,-the installation which are the subject 
of the newly defin~d rural area need to be identified. Those LRAs 
should then be directed, by a_revision of thi~ S~b-S~ction to submit 
a simpler, shorter business plan in light of the 100% discount available 
for property located in ·such rural areas. 

i 

Name: Jeffry G. Price, Attorney for Grissom Red~velopment Authority 
Address: 15 s. l'Jabash st.. 

Peru, IN 46970 
Phone: # 317 I 4 7 2- 3 3 3 9 
Date: 12/22/94 
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MAYOR'S BASE CONVERSION AND REDEVELOPMENT COMMISSION 

December 21, 1994 

The Honorable Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of Defense 
Office of Economic Security 
3E808, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Dear Secretary Gotbaum, 

Thank you for your recent letter to our Base Reuse Commission regarding the new Economic 
Development Conveyance procedures and for the opportunity to comment on the new rule. We, the "Local 
Redevelopment Authority" for Naval Air Station Cecil Field, are encouraged by the new procedures and are 
especially heartened by the emphasis to be placed on the community based reuse plan. 

As you are well aware, the economic impact on Jacksonville and Northeast Florida brought about by 
the closure of Cecil Field will be severe. Our goal in the months to come is to develop a comprehensive base 
reuse plan that will create jobs and put the people of Jacksonville and the surrounding communities that will 
become unemployed as a result of the base closure back to work. 

As we review the laws and policies that relate to the implementation of the reuse plan, we have 
concluded that it is the interest of all parties to base closure that the community reuse plan be the focal point 
of reuse planning and become central in determining best use of the closing base. Our concern is that some 
claims to the base under current surplus property screening regulations will not be compatible with our plans 
for overall redevelopment and job creation. Further, we believe that while the community must give due 
consideration to federal, state and other applications for portions of the base, the approved fmal reuse plan 
must reflect the community•s desires for the purpose of replacing as rapidly possible those jobs lost as a result 
of the closure. 

We sincerely appreciate the excellent cooperation we have received from the Department of Defense 
and thank you for the opportunity to comment on the new Economic Development Conveyance rule. We now 
need your assurance that our community developed reuse plan shall be the driving and determining factor in 
the final land use planning process. 

Attachments 

RECEIVED 
Utl; 2 8 1994 

OASDlES) 

128 EAST FORSYTH STREET, SUITE 405 • IACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32202 • (904) 630-4787 • FAX (904) 630-2803 
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Comments On The Amendment to the Interim 
Final Rule 

Amending Sections 91. 7(d)(e)&(t) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

To: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: City of Jacksonville, Florida 

Page 
Column 
Paragraph 91.7 (e) 

... Comment: 

Request all references to "fair market value" be changed to "present fair market value" to 
ensure that all valuation of properties uses the "as is .. condition. 

Rationale: 

Communities faced with base closure will be required to spend significant resources to bring 
facilities up to market standards in order to attract business and spawn economic development. 
Therefore, it is important that present fair market value at the time of transfer be used. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

Herb McCarthy, Executive Director 
Cecil Field Development Commission 
128 E. Forsyth St.- Suite 405 
Jacksonville, FL 32212 
(904) 630-4 787 

December 15, 1994 



Comments. On The Amendment to the Interim 
Final Rule 

Amending Sections 91.7(d)(e)&(f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

To: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: City· of Jacksonville, Florida 

Page 53740 
Column 1 
Paragraph 91.7 (e)(3) 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Add to end of paragraph: "Once the valuation is complete a copy shall be provided to the 
Local Redevelopment Authority." 

Rationale: 

It is important for the LRA to know the result of the valuation of the property in order to 
proper! y plan. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

Herb McCarthy, Executive Director 
Cecil Field Development Commission 
128 E. Forsyth St.- Suite 405 
Jacksonville, FL 32212 
(904) 630-4 787 

December 15, 1994 



Comments On The Amendment to the Interim 
Final Rule 

Amending Sections 91.7(d)(e)&(f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

To: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Securiti · 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: City of Jacksonville, Florida 

Page 53740 
Column 2 
Paragraph 91.7 (e)(6)(iv)(C) 

Recommended Change: 

Add at end of paragraph: .... "on or off the site" 

Rationale: It may be necessary to improve infrastructure directly related to the reuse of the 
base "outside the fence" in order to enhance the economic development potential of the 
installation and create jobs. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

Herb McCarthy, Executive Director 
Cecil Field Development Commission 
128 E. Forsyth St.- Suite 405 
Jacksonville, FL 32212 
(904) 630-4 787 

December 15, 1994 



Comments On The Amendment to the Interim 
Final Rule 

Amending Sections 91. 7(d)(e)&(f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

To: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: City of Jacksonville, Florida 

Page 53740 
Column 3 
Paragraph 91.7 (e)(7) 

Recommended Change: 

Add in the first sentence after " ... Secretary of the Military Department": "in consultation 
with the Director of the DoD Base Transition Office and the Director of the Office of 
Economic Adjustment" 

Add to the last sentence after" ... Military Department": "upon obtaining the concurrence of 
the Director of the DoD Base Transition Office and the Director of the Office of Economic 
Adjustment" 

Rationale: These offices work closely with communities in development of their reuse plans 
and military departments should consult with them concerning the communities application for 
EDC. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

Herb McCarthy, Executive Director 
Cecil Field Development Commission 
128 E. Forsyth St.- Suite 405 
Jacksonville, FL 32212 
(904) 630-4787 

December 15, 1994 



Comments On The Amendment to the Interim 
Final Rule 

Amending Sections 91. 7(d)(e)&(t) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

To: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: City of Jacksonville, Florida 

Page 53740 
Column 3 
Paragraph 91.7 (e)(8)(viii) 

Recommended Change: Delete this paragraph. 

Rationale: The community based reuse plan, incorporating the Military Departments plans for 
the installation, should be the one source document covering the overall disposal plan for the 
installation. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

Herb McCarthy, Executive Director 
Cecil Field Development Commission 
128 E. Forsyth St.- Suite 405 
Jacksonville, FL 32212 
(904) 630-4 787 

December 15, 1994 
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VICTORVILLE 

December 15, 1994 

Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of Defense 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washinqton 1 DC 20301-3300 

De.ar Mr. Gotbaum: 

14343 Civic Drive 
Victorville, California 92392-2399 

RECEIVED 
DEC 2 t 1994 

OASDlES) 

We have recieved a copy of the Economic Development Conveyance 
Interim Final Rule. Specific comments are attacned in the 
requested format. Generally, the Victor Valley Economic 
Development Authority. (VVEDA) is strongly supportive of the 
proposed rule and the increased flexibility it grants for 
property disposal at closing military facilities. ..) 

We believe that the income sharing approach as proposed will be 
best able to produce new jobs and accommodate growth.· There are 
still out:.standing issues however, including: 

* Lack of coordination between EDC and Record of Decisions, 
* EDC should include all assets, but is silent on utilities, 
* Existing reuse plans may need revision to meet EDC 

regulation, additional dollars may be needed to 
facilitate this process, 

* california law prohibits risk by a Redevelopment Agency, 
another mechanism may be needed to adhere to risk 
share position, 

* A job generating EDC should not be secondary to the 
screening time and priority list of other public 
benefit transfers. 

Please see our detailed comments on the attached pages. 

The Victor Vall~y Economic Development AutQority has sub~~tted an 
initial EDC application. We request formal negotia~ion, pursuant 
to 91.7 (e) (7), as soon as possible for tpe purpose of 
d~veloping agreement on price, terms, and conditions tor the 
George AFB Economic Development conveyance. 
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Interim Final Rulo Comments 
December 12, 1994 
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Should you have any questions, please-do not hesitate to conta~t 
me at (619) 955-5032. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
..•. •· ···--

. 
. 

.. 

Ken Hobbs, co-Chair 
VVEDA Finance and Development Committee 

KSH:JH 
JH: \ .. \correa\cdccomm.lll 

attachments 

cc: VVEDA Technical Advisory Committee 
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COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
Amending Sections 91.7 (d) (e) & (f) 

From: Victor Valley Economic Developm~nt Authority 
George AFB 

Page #: 53739 
Paragraph #: 91.4 Policy 
Subject: incorrectly used word, "property" 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Conveyances to the LRA ••• may be made at less than fair market 
value, with "proper" justification (not property) 

Rationale: 

There is no logical application to apply "property justification11 

to an Economic Development Conveyance Request. 

Name: Ken s. Hobbs, Finance and Development Committee 
Date: pecember 12, 1994 
Address: 14343 Civic Dr, Victorville, CA 92392 
PhQq~: (619) ~~.5-~0~2, (6~~.). ~45.-7243 f~X 
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COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
·Amending sections 91.7 and(d) (e) & (f) 

From: Victor Valley Economic Developme.nt Authority 
George Air force 5ase 

Page #: 
Paragraph # 
subject: 

53740 
91.7 (e) (1) 
assets included for EDC consider~tion 

Recommended Change or comment: 

The regulations are silent on the subject of utility and roadway 
infrastructure. 

"Utility distribution systems and transportation networks for~ an 
integral part of infrastructure which will serve new development 
in the creation of new jobs, therefore these systems may be 
included in a LRA's request for EDC." 

Rationale: 

A LRA must have control of all development aspects in.order to 
serve prospective tenants. Utilities are a major component of 
infrastructure and should be included along with roads for 
transfer to local control. Additionally, the LRA is in the best 
position to negotiate service with potential providers since 
compliance with local law may be overwhelmingly confusing for 
F~~er~l qecision ma~~rs. 

Name: Ken s. Hobbs, Finance and Development committee 
Date: December 12, 1994 
Address: 14343 Civic Dr. Victorville, CA 92392 
Phone: (619) 955-5032, (619) 245-7243 FAX 
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COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
Amending Sections 91.7 and(d) (e) & {f) 

From: 

Page #: 

Victor Valley Economic Developm~nt Authority 
Ceorqe Air Foree Base 

Paragraph #: 
n/a 
n/a 

Subject: Coordination with Record of Decision 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Add clarification on the priorities which would be applicable 
should the EDC and existing Record of Decision (ROO) be in 
conflict. The EDC should take precedence and the ROD should be 
amended. 

Rationale: 

For 1988 and 1990 military facilities, a ROD may already exist to 
determine property disposal mechanisms. · It is important that 
local reuse plans do not get sidetracked by different federal 
agencies which control different portions of the disposal 
process. 

Name: Ken s. Hobbs, Finance and Development Committee 
Date: December 12, 1994 
Address: 14343 Civic Dr. Victorville, CA 92392 
Phone: (619) 955-5032, (619) 245-7243 FAX 
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COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM FINAL RULE 
Amending Sections 91.7 and{d) (e) & {f) 

From: Victor Valley Economic Development Authority 
George Air Force·Base 

Page #: 
Paragraph #: 
subject: 

53740 
91.7 (e) (1) 
Redevelopment Authorities 

Recommended Change or Comment: 

Redevelopment has specific legal meaning in California law, 
suggestion is to use a more generic term, i.e. Reuse, in 
referring to the local agency. 

Additionally, California law prohibits a Redevelopment Agency to 
assume risk. A different agency or mechanism may be required in 
order to satisfy the risk sharing provisions of the interim rule. 

Rationale: 

·use of a more generic term means that specific legal 
interpretations are avoided and confusion with local or state law 
is minimized. 

Name: Ken s. Hobbs, Finance and Development Committee 
Date: December 12, 1994 
Address: 14343 Civic Dr. Victorville, CA 92392 
Phone: (619) 955-5032, (619) 245-7243 FAX 
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• 
National Association of Installation Developers 

December 20, 1994 

Honorable Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of Defense 

(Economic Security) 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Attn. Mr. Rob Hertzfeld 

Dear Secretary Gotbaum: 

rH\:lC:.. (JL 

2~ 

Attached are the comments by the National Association of 
Installation Developers to the revised DoD Rules on .. Revitalizing 
Base Closure Communities and Community Assistance" as they 
appeared in the October 26, 1994 edition of the Federal Register. 

The new DoD Economic Development Conveyance. provisions 
appear to represent a good faith and conscientious effort to 
address the many public comments directed toward Section 91.7(e) 
in the April 6, 1994 Interim Final Rules. Subject to several 
major reservations and several other recommended improvements, 
these revised Economic Development Conveyance rules do represent 
a reasonable and productive basis for improving DoD-community 
cooperation in new job creation and early civilian reuse at the 
closing military bases, as called for in Section 2903 of the 1994 
Defense Authorization Act. 

There are two important policy elements in the introductory 
DoD narrative that provide an excellent explanation for the 
Economic Development Conveyance process and encourage DoD
community cooperation in the reuse of the property. 
Unfortunately, these two helpful DoD policy statements are not 
included consistently in the actual DoD revised rules themselves. 
In turn. these two key policy statements will be lost in time. 
during the actual implementation of the DoD rules. These two 
policy elements will be critical for most communities in making 
the EDC transfers work effectively: 

1725 Duk• Street, Suite 630 Alexandria, Virginia 22314 (7031 838-7973 Fax: C7031 838-8273 
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• linancing the Qvera11 Redevelopment of tho Property: 
The narrative contains·the following useful page 6 
guidance that is central to the community's role in 
maintaining and redeveloping a total property 
conveyance area. This policy should also be included 
in the actual rules: "The EDC should be used by LRAs 
to obtain large parcels of the base· rather than merely 
individual buildings. The income received from some of 
the higher value property should be used to offset the 
maintenance and marketing costs of less desirable 
parcels. In order for this conveyande to spur 
redevelopment, large pa.rcels must be used to provide an 
income stream to assist the long-term development of 
the property. " 

,--.-.uL U....J 

• Range of Preaent Pair Market Value: The narrative on 
page 9 indicates that DoD is obligated properly under 
Title XXIX "to obtain. consideration within the 
estimated range of present fair market value. or to 
justify why such consideration was not realized.'' Yet, 
the actual DoD rules often apeak of transfer at 
11 estimated fair market value" without the word 
"present" being included consistently in those cases 
involving the valuation of the property at time of 
transfer. Moreover, the DoD definition of "fair market 
value" from the April 6th rules still includes values 
at "planned reuse" rather that the current condition of 
the property. 

NAID believes that the term "present fair market 
value" must be used consistently in the rules them
selves in paragraphs 90.4(b), 91.4 and 91.7(e} (6) (vi) 
and (f} {1) as it is already used in 91.7{e) (3). It is 
important also to emphasize the DoD will share or 
participate in the future increases in fair market 
value achieved by the LRA redevelopment program. 

There are still several major problems with the revised 
Economic Development Conveyance rules: 

• Loca~ Recovery & Job Creation Versus DoD Sales Returns: 
The DoD policy emphasis on 11 fostering economic recovery 
and job creation" is well stated. It will likely take 
several local EDC applications to be processed before 
the communities are confident that the detailed 
Business Plan elements are not being used as another 
means of exacting early, premature cash payments at the 
expense of local job creation. Aside from the Navy 
experience at the San Diego Broadway complex and the 
Army•s Engineer Proving Ground project as well as 
Section 801/802 housing and long-term energy contracts, 
extensive ·experience does not exist within the Military 
Departments on joint public-private sector or 
commercial real estate development. Any real estate 
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business plan is at best speculative~ based on the best 
possible information available at the time. It would 
be unfortunate if the process were to break down over 
payments that might be due in the seventh year rather 
than the ninth year. The objective should be to move 
the property and create jobs -- with balanced long-term 
returria to DoD. 

• Definitions: New definitions for redevelopment 
authority (to recognize a variety of community economic 
development structures) a·nd rural are-as {to identify 
outlying regions in "over-bounded metro regions) are 
still needed. 

While the draft DoD Economic Development Conveyance rules 
represent a significant and workable approach, there are a number 
of additional improvements needed to the rules, as shown in the 
Attachment. 

The revised draft DoD Economic Development Conveyance rules, 
in our judgement, represent a good-faith and responsive effort by 
DoD to incorporate the many public comments in its final rules. 
NAID believes that the new revisions go a long way toward ' 
creating a workable Economic Development Conveyance approach and 
toward creating a cooperative DoD-community process for new jobs 
and economic recovery. 

More work still needs to he done. But, the new proposed 
rules do represent a constructive DoD approach for implementing 
the central Pryor amendment for Economic Development Conveyances. 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the revised 
Interim Final Rules. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Summers 
President 
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Attachment 

SPECIFIC NAID COMMENTS ON INIERIM FINAL RULES 

While the draft DoD Economic Development Conveyance rules ' 
represent a significant and workable approach, there are a number 
of additional improvements needed to the rules, listed below by 
paragraph: 

.2JL..i,: Include the word "present" before "fair market value," in 
keeping with the DoD narrative discussion. 

91..4: Include the word "present" before nfair market value," in 
keeping with the DoD narrative discussion. 

91.7 {e) {1): Include the word npresent" before ''fair market 
value," in keeping with the DoD narrative discussion. 

91.7 (e) (3}: Add: ''The Military Department will share the 
property appraisal with the Local Redevelopment Authority." 
[Note: This open information exchange is needed to encourage DoD
community cooperation and to avoid the adversarial climate that 
often exists in Negotiated Public Agency Sales under the 1949 
Federal Property Act procedures.] ~ 

91.7(e) (4): Language should be added to reflect some few 
economic development conveyances to. educational institutions for 
job-producing purposes (such as the only two nationwide Section 
2903 conveyances to date at Fort Ord to California State 
University at Monterey Bay and the University of California at 
Santa Cruz) . 

91.7(e) (6) (iv) (B): In the future market and financial 
feasibility analysis, the word "future" s·hould be inserted so 
that the plan indicates "the estimated future fair market value 
of the property." 

91.7 (e) (6) {iv) (C) : The element should be revised to read: "A 
cost estimate and justification for infrastructure and other on
site and off-site improvements directly related to enhancing job 
creation and value on the property as well as the community 
planning, marketing and net local property carrying costs needed 
for the development of the EDC parcel." [Note: There must be an 
explicit recognition that the communities and their LRAs will 
likely be the risk-takers in the redevelopment process. 
Moreover, the GSA Federal Property Management Regulations do not 
presently recognize off-site infrastructure improvements which 
will be necessary to provide adequate new public access to the 
former bases -- thereby creating value]. 

91.7 {e} (6} (vi): Include the word "present', before "fair market 
value," in keeping with the DoD narrative discussion. 
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91.7(e) (7): Add in the second sentence: "the Director of the 
DoD Base Transition Office and the Director of Economic 
Adjustment as well as" just before the words: 11 ••• other 
Federal agencies, appraisals, caretaker costa and other relevant 
materials ... 

91.7 (e) (9): Add the following new subsection: "The Military· 
Department should advise the Assistant Secretary of the Defense 
(Economic Security) of any final decision on a community 
application that differs with regard to terms o·r conditions from 
those recommended by the Director of the Base Transition Office 
or the Director of Economic Adjustment." 

91/,?(e) (7) (viii): Delete entirely. (Note: Given that the 
Military Department has followed the April 6th guidance (Para. 
91.7(c)) requiring that the community.base reuse plan be the 
"preferred alternative" in the disposal En'\rironmental Impact 
Statement. there should not. be any 1'overall Military Department 
disposal plan for the installation" other than the community's 
consensus base reuse plan] . 

91.7(£) (1): Include the word "present" before 11 fair market 
value,n in keeping with the DoD narrative discussion. 

91.7(£) (1} (ii): Include the word "present" before "fair market 
value,n in keeping with the DoD narrative discussion. 

91.7(f) (1) (iii): Include the word 11 0resent" before "fair market 
value,_" in keeping with the DoD narrative discussion. 

91.7(f) (3): Once again, the current April 6th definition of 
"rural" fails to take into account small rural communities that 
just happen to be located in "over-bound" metro (M:SA) areas. 
More importantly, 91.7(f) (3} would require a full detailed EDC 
application before a determination is made that the property can 
be discounted at 100 percent in rural areas. NAID believes 
Section 2903 should properly be interpreted to mean that property 
in rural areas normally conveys without cost and with a minimum 
of detail required in the community EDC application. NAID 
believes that a business plan is imperative in the community's 
own interest for any long-term military base reuse success, but 
that: (l) the EDC application process should be simpler in rural 
areas than that called for normally in 91.7{e) (6) and (2) the 
base closure property should normally convey without cost 
consideration in rural areas. 
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American Association of Port Authorities 

The Honorable Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of Defense 

for Economic Security 
3310 Defense Pentagon 
Room 3E808 
Washington, DC 20301-3310 

December 23, 1994 

Erik Stromberg 
·President 

1010 Duke Street 
Alexandria, VA 22314 

Tel: 703-684-5700 
Fax: 703-684-6321 

Re: Revitalizing Base Closure Communities and Community Assistance, 
(59 Fed. Reg. 53735) 

Dear Mr. Gotbaum: 

I· write on· behalf of the ·Americart' Association· of Port Authorities (AAP A) 
regarding the,·amendments in the .. October 26 Federal .Register to an interim rule op. 
Revitalizing Base :closure Corimuinities· and ,community :Assistance., .. 

... , ...... ·:·· ...... . 

· ·AAPA, .founde-d in· 1912, represents .. :virtually: all . public.·.port -.authorities_ and 
agencies in the ·United States~·as·well as port·agencies in·Canada, 4ltin America and 
the Caribbean.· AAPA members are public entities and mandated by law to serve 
public purposes, primarily the facilitation of waterborne commerce and the 
consequent generation of local and regional economic growth. 

The deep draft commercial ports of our country handle over 95 percent of the 
Nation's international trade -- nearly one billion tons of cargo a year worth almost 
500 billion dollars. The· importance of ports to local, state and regional economies 
cannot be overstated. 

We look forward to reviewing the proposed regulations from the Department of 
Transportation with regard to the transfer of surplus military property to port 
authorities. I understand those regulations, pursuant to section 2927 of the National 
Defense Authorization Act of 1994, will be· published early in 1995. 

With regard to the Department of Defense proposed regulations,- we respectfully 
recommend that the regulations be· amended . to add ports and port facilities. to the 
list of potential uses. for property conveyed under public··ben~fit .transfers~·:, -We 
reqi!est .that the ·regulations reflect' the intent of c·ongress- to -convey surplus property 
to public port agencies at no cost, with priority given to maritime uses.· Specifically, 
we request' thar priority for ports . and maritime uses. be added ·to section 91.7 
(e)(6)(v). I have enclosed a copy of our standing resolution; adopted unanimously 
by our membership, regarding surplus federal lands, military installations and 
property. 



The Honorable Joshua Gotbaum 
December 22, 1994 
Page 2 

Ports are, and will continue to be, important economic development entities. In 
addition to the .direct value of trade, port activities create direct and indirect 
economic benefits for the Nation, as well as the local port community. Port 
operations benefit the public by creating jobs not only at the pier but throughout the 
transportation distribution chain. According to recent figures from the Maritime 
Administration (MarAd), in 1992, cargo activities at U.S. ports created 15 million 
jobs, contributed $780 billion to the gross national product, provided personal income 
of $532 billion, and generated federal taxes of $154 billion, state and local taxes of 
$56.5 billion. · 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the amendments to the interim 
final rule. 

RES/fal 
Enclosure 



SURPLUS FEDERAL LANDS, MILITARY INSTALLATIONS AND PROPERTY 

WHEREAS, the National Defense Authorization Act of 1993 grants authority to the 
U.S. Secretary of Transportation to convey real property available through military base 
closures for the purpose of port development and operation at no cost and with priority over 
most non-maritime considerations: 

WHEREAS, the Secretary of Transportation has delegated that authority to the 
Maritime Administration; 

WHEREAS, the Maritime Administration must prepare regulations to govern the 
procedures for conveying surplus military property for the purpose of port development and 
operations· in conformity with authorizing regulations promulgated by the Department of 
Defense; 

WHEREAS, the Department of Defense interim regulations do not reflect the intent 
of Congress to convey such property to public port agencies at no cost and prior to 
consideration of non-maritime uses; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that this Association supports the rapid 
implementation of rules and regulations by the Department of Defense, Department of 
Transportation, and any other involved agencies so that property available from base 
closures is available as soon as possible and at no cost for port development and port 
operations to support maritime trade and national interests into the foreseeable future. 

Resolution E-16 of 1993 (Halifax) 
Recommended for readoption as amended by the National Defense Committee 
Approved 10/94 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO. THE INTERIM 
FINAL RtJtE 

Amending Sections 9 i. 7 (d) (e) & (f) · 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of the Assistant Secretary_ of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Page #: 53739 
Section: 90.4 et seq. 
Paragraph: (b) 

·Subject: Cu"ent Fair Market Value 

Recommended Change or Cmeomnt: 

,· 

Beginning with Section 90.4 ·and following in all sections thereafter, the words .. current fair 
market value" shall replace .. fair market value." 

Rationale: 
.If any figure other than the current fair market value is u~ized. for assessment purposes, the 
analysis may include an incorrect estimated range. The factors which determine the fair 
market value of a conveyance are subject to frequent and rapid changes. Current fair market 
value, not the reuse potential for the site must be the basis for assessment. If this approach 
is not utilized, assessing . the fair market value would be highly speculative and the valuation 
unreliable. Any future increases in fair market value estimations under the LRA · 
redevelopment program will benefit both communities and the DoD through the profit
sharing. mechanism. 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 
Date: 

Terry Gillen 
1600 Arch Street. 13th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 
215-686-3643 
December 21. 1994 
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FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM 
. FIN~ ~OLE , 

Amending Sections 91.7(d) (e) ~ (t) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April6, 1994 

Send comments to: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic_ Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense. Conversion 

Page#: 53740 
Section: 91.7 
Paragraph: (e) (6) (iv) (B) 
Subject: Estimated Net Proceeds 

Recommended Change or Comment: 
From: 
"A market and financial feasibility ·analysis describing the economic viability of the project, 
including an estimate of net proceeds over a fifteen-year period, the proposed consideration 
or payment to the Department of Defense, and the estimated fair market value of the 
property." 

To: 
"A market and financial feasibility analysis describing the economic viability of. the project, 
including an estimate of the total net proceeds over ·a fifteen-year period,. the proposed 
consideration or payment to the Department of Defense, and the estimated fair market value 
of the property. No payment shall be made to the Federal Government untn net profits 
for the entire conveyed parcel are calculated. Such an estimate must consider the 
property and its infrastructure as a whole and must include all costs associated with the 
development thereof." 

Rationale: 
While one building or facility on a property may appear, on its face, to be a profit-making 
entity, when utility up2fades and other essential infrastructure improvements are considered, 
overall profits are diminished. As stated in the Discussion -section of the Summary, (p. 
53738) "income received from some of the higher value property should be used to offset 
the ... costs of the less desirable parcels... It is important that this idea be incorporated into 
the legally binding regulations rather than simply the summary section. 

Name: Terry Gillen 
Address: 1600 Arch Street, 13th Floor 

Philadelphia, PA 19102 
·Phone: 215-686-3643 
Date: December 21,. 1994 
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FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 91. 7(d) (e) & (t) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6~ 1994 

Send comments to: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Page#:· 53741 
Section: 91.7 
Paragraph: (t) {3) 
Subject: Inclusion of Urban Areas 

Recommended Change of Comment: 
From: "In a rural area. as defmed by this rule, any iiDc approved by the Secretary of the 
Military Department shall be made without consideration when the base closure will have a 
substantial adverse impact on the economy of the communities in the vicinity ... " 

To: "In a rural or urban area ... " 

Rationale: 
The interim fmal rule states that rural areas will receive conveyance without consideration 
when the closure will .. have a substantial adverse impact on the economy of the communities 
in the vicinity of the iristallation and on the prospect for their economic recovery." Due .to 
changes in the economy such as tax rates, outward migration of businesses, and the resulting 
high unemployment rates, many urban areas are facing significant economic problems. In 

. 1978, President Jimmy Carter issued an Executive Order guaranteeing preferential treatment 
of urban areas in the closure or relocation of federal facilities. President Clinton has issued 
similar statements. Given the Administration· s. concern· for the continued stability of 
Am.erica·s cities, the regulations should allow urban areas which meet the "adverse 
economic impact" criteria to qualify for conveyance without consideration. 

N arne: Terry Gillen 
Address: 1600 Arch Stree~ 13th Floor 

.Philadelphia, PA 19102 
Phone: 215-686-3643 
Date: December 21, 1994 



FORMAT FOR COMMENTS ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE INTERIM 
FINAL RULE 

Amending Sections 9i.7(d) (e) & (f) 
of the Interim Final Rule Published April 6, 1994 

Send comments· to: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: City of Philadelphia, Office of Defense Conversion 

Page #: 53740 
Section: 91.7 
Paragraph: (e) (6) (iv) (B) 
Subject: Profit Sharing 

Recommended Change or Comment: 
From: 
"A market and fmancial feasibility analysis describing the econo~c viability of the project, 
including an estimate of net proceeds over a fifteen-year period, the proposed consideration 
or payment to the Department of Defense, and the estimated fair market value of the · 
property., 

To: 
.. A market and financial feasibility analysis describing the economic viability of the project, 
including an estimate of the total net proceeds over a fifteen-year period, the proposed 
consideration or payment to the Department of Defense, and the estimated fair market value 
of the property. Upon calculation of the net proceeds, the profits shall be decided with 
the local community receiving a 60% share or more and the Department of Defense 
receiving a 40% share or less." 

Rationale: 
The revised regulations utilize a flexible fonnula procedure for determination of division of 
profits between DoD and the local community. We recommend a proportional ftxed 
allocation of revenues as existed under the previously proposed regulations. Because there is 
often not the flexibility or the capacity to negotiate quickly at the local ievel, more guidance 
is required. ·we· believe that the 60/40 split will enable local officials to more quickly 
negotiate sales and transfers. 

Name: Teny Gillen 
Address: 1600 Arch Street, 13th Floor 

Philadelphia, PA 19102 
Phone: 215-686-3643 
Date: · December 21 , 1994 
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et...... John S. Loran 

~ Nonnan J. Tarbell 
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TO: . 

lOCATION: 

FAX NO: 

FROM: 

MESSAGE: 

PROGRAM: 

DATE: 

E-MAIL COVER SHEET· 

Paul Dempsey. 
Director, 
Office of Economic Adjustment . 

Washington, D.C. 

(703) 604-5843 

Chief Norman J. Tarbell 
Chief Philip H. Tarbell 

27 

In accordance with our discussion with your staff, we are 
faxing our written comments to the Interim final rule on 
revitalising base closure communities published in the Federal 
Register of October 26, 1994. Concurrently with this fax, we 
are overnlghting a duplicate original to replace a previous 
submission which might have went to a wrong address. 

We would appreciate a brief acknowledgement that these 
comments were officially received by your agency. 

Adm PROGRAM CODE: 

Dec.27, 1994 TIME: 9:50a.m. 

NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE. 12 PAGES, INCLUDING COVER SHEET, 

OR IF YOU HAVE TRANSMISSION PROBLEMS, PLEASE CONTACT AGNES 

BOILEAU AT (518) 35S-2272, EXT_ 202_ 

EMAIL 
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HEJ-Rv FLOOD 

TO: office ot the Assistant Se~tary of Defenae 
For Economic Security 

FROM: 

Ro01Jl 3-D814 
The Pentagon 
WBSbington, DC, 20301 

The Saint Re¢s _Mohawk Tribe 
~ribal Adm1n1,eration Building 
Hoganaburg, ftY' 13655 

RE:: Revitali.z.1rtg Base Closure Oomm.unit.ias & Community 
Assistance lnte~im Final RUla ~-~ents 
32 CFR Parts 90 and 91 
59 FR 537JS (10\26\94) 

DATE~ December 23. 1994 

x Introduction 

this memorandum containa t:he cotnmen.ts of the Saint Regis Mohawk 
Tribe conce~ing the above-captitmed interim f1na1 rule. Our 
cormnenta are contained in sections It through v au n.oted bel Ott. 

Il Tribal Par~ic.ipation In The Base Closure Process 

The Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe notes that the interim final rulu with 
altlendntents does not address the role or ocope of participation that 
DoD will pel:Uit for· tedGrally recognized t.r:lbes in the clooure 
process. The propOsed interim final rules with am~nts eontain · 
many proviaioM that are ad~rse to the sovereign atatue of .tndi.an 
Uibea an~ their lega1 right a to be treat: ad the sarne au · ot:her 
Foderal agenciea when it comas to disposal of Pederal p~operty. 

In the PY ~~92 and 1993 DoD ~prgpriations acts. Congress draft~d 
legia1at1ve language that treats eribes •~ if chey were state and 
local governments. This 1angua~e provides: 

(n] ot withatanding ~y other provisioll. of ~a"', govex-nments of 
Indian tribee sMll be treated. as State and local gove:rnment.s 
for the pw:po5ee of disposition ot real property reconunended 
for closure iq t~e re.port o£ the ~tense Secretary•s 
Commission on Base Realignments and Closurea~ December 1~88, 
the report t!O the President f:rom the tlefense Ba&e Closure and 
Realignment Commission, JUly 1991. and ~ic Law 100-526. 

We wisb t.o note that this la.nguag~ iG inconsist:ent with the organic 
political status of Pederal1y recognized Indian tribes and their 
relationahip of trust with the united States. congressional policy· 
towardD Indians in the Indian self Determination Act and virtually 
every other act relati~g to Indiana affirms the Peder~l sovereign 
status of Indiana. 

l. 
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Notwithstanding this particular appropriations language., ~he Bureau 
of Indian A£fairs (B1A) clearly has ~ecifio l&gal authority to 
acquire Federal excess or eurplus proparty on behal.f of Indian 
tribes and donate that property to Fe~rally recogni%ed tribeu. 

Regardless of the wording contained in the appropriations language, 
this language conf1icts with both the Self ~te~tion Act (see 
25 U.S-C. 450j (f) (1•3) as amended) and the Presidential EX~cutive 
Memorandum on Goverxrm.ant to Govarmuent Rel.~tiona W:i.th Federally 
Racognized ~ibes (see 59 P~ 22951~ May •, 1994). 

A more reasonabl.e interpretaticn of tribal righ~~ wi~b respect to 
acquisition of base cloS\lre property 1& to ~ine the various lawa 
and regulations x-elative to the o~anic politi~l star:.ua of Indianu 
and their long-standing pol.itical. relation~p with the united 
States. We doubt that a b1endad reading of the relevant lawu and 
%'egulations would aupport ·the proposition that Federal.ly recognizad 
tribes are • a tate and loc:al gowrmnents u 

Regardless of the legal eonst%Uction that: may ult:iJAately be applied 
to the right o£ In~an tribes to receive base c~ouure property. 
t~ibas have at least the same righte to receive DOD base clo$~ 
property as that now accorded to State and local g~ntu (i.e. 
as surpluu)- However, it i• further aeurted that Ped.erall.y 
recognized tribes bave the same sovereign status a.a Federal 
agencies for the purposes of acQUiri.rtg Pe<leral property (i.e. 
ExcetJs). 

III Tribal PoBlt1on On 90.4 and ~1.4 of· Interim aula 

Given this background discussion reguding how .the Saint Regis 
Moha\t'k Tribe ,._iev~;~ the rights of Federally recogniz.sd tribes to 
acqUire DoD base closure property, we now turn to the· DoD policy 
pronouncements contained in sections ~0.1 and 91.( of the oetober 
26. ~994 Interi~ Final Rule on Ba•& Closur~s. T.ha po~icy language 
of these two sections ia set out below. 

Part 90--Revitali~ing Base Closure Communi~iea 

* .. • ' * * • • • 
90.4 Policy 
• otr * 

(bl In implementing Title XXIX o£ Fublic La~ 103-160_ it is 
DOD pglicy to con~y prope~y to a Local Redevelopment Authority 
(LRA) to help foster economic deve1o~nt and job c~~aticn when 
other federal property dJ.sposal options cannot achieve euch 
objectives. (Remainder of paragraph omitted.] 

• * • 

2 
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Part 91~-Revitali~ing nase Closur~ Co~itieG--Ba~e Closure 
Community Asaistanca 

* * * * .. * • * 
., 

91.4 Policy 

· It is DoD poliey to convey property to a Loaa.l Redevelopment 
Authority (I.RA) to help foater economic dev~lopm~nt and job 
creation when other fedsra1 property dispo.~a1 options c~ot 
achieve aucb objectives. (Remainder of ~grap~ 01nitt~d .. ] 

The operative words in the interim PoD pol~cy contained in these 
two &ections are •!fhen other fede~l prgperty disposal QP~ions 
cannot acbieye anch_objectiv8s,•.(empbaeis a~~~). Clearly, there 
are other options a~ailabl~ to DoD with respect to bow Fede~lly 
racognizad :Indian tribes are treated for the puz;posea cf <:onveying 
base cloour~ propex:ty. Conveying property as •Excttss• through 
anoth.er Federal agency such as IDterior or the Indian Health 
s~rvice pursuant to the Self Determination Act ia an alternative 
legal option. More importantly. the Saint R~is Mohawk tribe 
interprets this language in context to mean that ~uxplus 
conveyan<:eo to t.RAD are «PPropriata gnly when other avp,tlable. 
property d1.aposal oF,ions <:annot rneet non eem3Qmic de~1opment and 
1 ob creation object vea articulated 1.n tJoll' s base closure policies. 

Indeed, this interpretation general1y eomports ~tb the language 
contained in section 9l.. 7 (e) (2) of the int«Jriftl final rule regarding 
Bco!lomic Development Oonveyanoas (EDOa) which provide8 t:bat •The 
BDC shou1d on.ly be uCJe4 when otber Federal pxoperty disposal 
authorities for the intended land use caonot be used to accomplish 
the necessary economic redevelopment. " Ou.r point is that BDC 
conveyances a.:re not the exclJ1siyo route fo:t" ·achieving ~conomic 
development and job ~eneration in · c~~ties facing a base 
clooure. Alt@rnativas other th§n gnc must fi;gt ha full¥ explored 
by DOD. In the case of Plattabux-gh Air Po~ce Base. :for example, the 
Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe ie that clear altsrnative. 

·The Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe views the policy language of sections 
90.4 and 91.4 in context to mean th~t DoD muat first show clearly 
and con'V'inc:ingly that othar prOperty disposal options ware not. only 
considered. but in fact caDnQt me~t DoD economic developmen~ and 
job creatioa. objectives. Thia means that DoD examine the true merit 
of Indian baae closu~ acquioitian proposals and examine ~he merits 
contained therein relative to the higheat and beat use of the 
requested property. 

A1though the EUerits o~ part:1.cular propoeals ara not directly the 
focus of this ~emaking, the s~int Regis Hoh•wk Tribe contends 
chat its ba,;:a re-use plan for Plaattsburgb Air Force 8aso in 
Northern New York is Yezy likely to offer a aupe:rior alternative to 
any proposal contemplated for submission by the designated LRA 

3 
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otherwise known a a the Plat teburgh Iuter~MUnicipi!Ll. Deve1opment 
Council (Proc) • 

our c1aim respecting the DoD iuterim final rulo is that there will 
be c1rcumstaucee when a tribe Ciu this case the Saint: Regis Mohawk 
Tribe) • can present superior alternat:~ves to the option of using 
t~ LRA conveyance approac:h. Absent compelling ev.idence to the 
contrary, we ~11cve that a tribally developed plan with IQOre t.han 
one billion dolla~• in long-term financ:~g and. job creation 
potential of between 5,000 and 9.000 jobo over« 20 yoar period ia 
vary likely to be a euper1or alte%11ative. , 

IV Commenta on ·SUpplementary Information and Other Portions of 
the Interim. FimU Rule 

A Supplementary Infol:'miltion- C Discussion 

When ahould an BDC be used? Transfers to Indian t:ribe.es di.rectly or 
to Interior or t:ha Indian Health Service for the benefit of tribes 
should clear1y be ~~t~ed as an option. 

Who can receive an EDC? t.l1le tribe objects to the language stating 
that •An LRA :ls the onl.y e11.tit:y Ql.igible to receive property under 
an Bconomic Dev~1opment Conveyance.• Federally recogni~ed tribes 
should also he permitted this option becauaa of their (1) Pederal 
sovereign atatusr aQd (2) t~ibes are entitled to receive property 
as ~sxCRSs• under the Indian Self Determination aa amended (see 
attached property p~oviaions of act). ~ 

DOD 9houl.d take in to account that aort~e Indian tribes are capable 
of ~areying out large ucale re-u~e or re-development plans at 
closed milit~ baBeS and when that capacity is (:learly and 
:r:ealistically d.emcnlitrated. a tribe ohoul.d be permitted to proceed 
tat1th its pl.a.n the ea!be aa would be permitted for any other Federal 
agency .. .Again, .Federally recognized tribes can1 in eome jnetances 
be a better alternati~ tba.a LRAs or even the BDC approach. 

B Transfer Mnthoda Table~LRAs Changes 

The tribe suggests amend±ng the table on page 53737 to read as 
followac 

1. Change t.a.ble title to ~ead ~ess and Surplus Federal hoperty 
Conveyance Methods Tb LRAs and Oth~ Bn~it1es 

2. In~ert Excess Conveyanceo as.a class o£ cboic~o containing 
other Federal agencies and Ped~rall_y Recognized Tribes. T~ae 
conveyances would be appX'O'red by & Military Dftpartment .. Transfers 
to Indian Tribes could be either direct o~ to the Dep~rtment of 
Interior for the benefit of Indian Tribes. FMV 100~. Tha 
authorities ~ould be che Excess Property statutory and regu~atory 

4 
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proV'iaions plua the J?X"operty provision~ of tha Xndian sel£ 
Determin~tion Aot (Sect1on 105 (f) C1-3); 25 U.S.C. 4SOj (f) {~-3] 
provisions attached) 

3. Amend ~Public Airport Conveyance category• to include 
tran.afera to Fede:rally :r:eeoguizad tribes and add Self Determina.tiQn 
Act authot:ities. 

4. .~Wend •Publie B~nefit Conveyance categories 11 to . include 
Federa.l.ly recogniz~d TX'ibes as a ~-~at._eiJOry ·and add Self 
Determination Aet authorltie!s, gx alterna~iv~ly adc1 Federally 
recognized tribes to •ocher Specific Conveyanee Categoriesa as a 
aub-category. · 

c ~roc Conveyances TO L~ 

Again, the ~nt Regis MOhaWk Tribe abjee~e to the DoD poPition 
that only LRAs toay receive an EDC conveyance (see Section 91.7 (e) 
(4) ) since this is an arbitrary exclusion and e?en ~ore so if 
t.ribes are ultituately to be treatad aa if they were •state and 
loeal governments• In this inst=ance~ tribes would :be esxcluded from 
parti~ipation in a ~nner that clearly violates 'tha DoD 
appropriati.ons language. It 1a a veJ.~ settled principle of law that 
regulations may not take away what statutes clearly give. 
Therefore, if triboa are ultimately forced to live with EOC 
conveyances ae •state and local govexill;ehts• then we lml.St be 
pe:rmittad equal foot.ing to ~ .. 

D Application Guidance And Suggestions 

In general, the Saint RegiG Mohawk ~ibes aoea not· object to the 
application guidance l~ge contained iu t:he· supplementary 
section ang in s~ctione 91.7 (e) (5) and(~). Ho~ver, DoD ~boul4 
know that there are some dif~erences in the way tribal governments 
govern and what one lld.ght typically find in state or loc:Ql 
g~r~l~Qents. Therefore. D:oD should be ready to wo.rk with Federally 
recognized tribal. appl.1.cants 'Who might seek acc~ationa on 
particular submission raquireraents that conflict with tribal 
sov~reign ~tatua or other factors unique to tribeA. This iu ~c:tly 
what is addressed by the Presidential Bxecut:i ve MemorandW!l on 
Government .... too:-Government Relations With Pedex'ally Recognized 
Tribes. 

E Application Rsvie~ 

In general, the Saint Regia ~ba.wk Tribes does not object ~o tbe 
application review criteria contained in eectiona 91.7 (e) (7) and 
(G) • 

5 
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v Further Inf~rmatian and Digcuss~on 

Th6 comments contained in this memorandum we~e prepare4 at th~ 
direction of the Cbiefo of The Saint Regi& ~ohawk Tribe. The 
principCI.l author Qf the comm~ts iu Mr. H~ Flood, Developttk!Jnt 
Special.ist for the tribe. For the purpos~o of further information 
at1d discussion DoD may .wiiSh. to contact. one or 119re of the fol.lowing 
individual&: 

1 . Chief Phil Tarb~l, Chief Norman Tarbel or Chief "obn. Loran may 
be re~ched by ca11ing 1-518-358-2272 or by £ax at 1·518·~58-4519. 

2. David Sherwood, Diractor of Gl:'ants and Contract a ia the 
tribe's Project Manager for Plattsburgh~ ~t~erB and he may ~e 
4eaohed by calling, 1·518·358-2272 or by fax at l-51$-358-3203. · 

J. Henry Plood iG the Development Specialist tor the triha and 
handles devel.op~nt and regulatory matt ere for tha tribe. He ean be 
reached by eal.ling 305 ... ~~2-1878 or hy fax at 1-305-935-~577 and his 
address is Mohawk · Development Offiee, 2 972 -A Aventura Blvd. 
Aventura., FL 33180. 

4. Jae Grey ~s Director of pUblic Affairs for th5 tribe and 
may be reached by calling~ 1-518-358-2272 or by fax at 1-519~358-
3203. . 

6 
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• * * * • * * fr 

1 450:1. Cgu.tra.c=t or ~Ant proviuiozua -.ncl edm1uilltrat.icm_ 
(•l Appl:l.cabi.1it;y of l'ed.arGl eontraating 1.inM .and r:agulation.J 
_.1Ye~ of re~~~t~. 

• • • • • * • 
(f) Utili2ation of exi~i.ng ochoo~ bUilding&,· llospit.als and other· 
facilitieo and gover.nmene-owned paru~l p~perty_ In connection 
with any self -determination contract Qr grant made pursuant to 
section 102 or 103 of this Act, the appropri~t~ Secre~ary may--

(1) permit an Indian tr:1be or tl='ihal organization in c~ing 
Qut such contra(!t or grant.- tc uti11ze exiating school buildings, 
·bQ~tpital.s and other facilities and all equiplllBXlt. tlu~rebl gr 
appertaining thereto and other personal pX'Ol)erty owned by the 
GovernU~ent within the Secretary's jurisdiction wtder such terms and 
conditions as may be agreed up~ for their uoe and mainteDance~ 

(2) donate to an Indian tribe or tribal organization tit1a to 
any persot12l or r~l property- found to be exceo&J to the needs of 
the Bureau of Indian affaixa, t.he Indian Health Service, or the 
General Services Administration, except that--

(1\.J lillbj ect to the provisions of subparagraph. (B) , title 
to property and equipu.ent fundphad by the Fed6X'al 
Government for use in the performance of the contract or 
purchas~d with funds under any ue1f-determination 
oontract or grant agreement ahall, W'lless oth~~Je 
re~ested by the tribe or tribal o~ganization. vest'in 
the a~propriate tribe or tribal o~mni~tiont · · 

(B) if property described in subparagraph (A) has~ value 
in excess of $5.000 ~t the time of the retroceuaiou. 
reae1ssion, or termination of the self -det:ermination 
contract or grant •gx-eement, at tb.a option of the 
Secretary, upon the ratrocea~•ion, rcu'Jc:1at:~ion.. o:: 
termination, title to such prope~ and equipment shall 
revert to the Department of the Intarior or the 
Deput.tnent of Pealth aod Human Sei:'1/icea. a a appropriate, 
and · 

(C] all property referred to ~ s~ragrapb (A) ahall 
remain eligib1e for roplac~ent on the same basis aB if 
title tc such property ~ere vested in Che united States; 
and 

[Amended by P.L. 103-413, 108 STAT- 4:254, 55 (Rep~ac:ing Paragraph 
2 wieh new paragraph 2; 25 o.s.c __ 450j (f) (1..,3), 10\25\.94] 
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(3) acquire excess oxo srurplUB Go"el:'nlnQnt personal or real 
property for donation to an :Indi.an tx-ibu or tribal organization if 
the S~eretary detertnines the property is appropriate fo:r use by the 
tribe or . tribal.. organization for a pm:pose for Which a aelf· 
detexmination contr~t or ~t agremnent is authorized under thia 
Act•; · 

• * * • • •• * * • 
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(3) acquire ~~e&s or surplus Gov~rnment persona.l or real 
property for donation to an Indian tribe or tribal organization i.f 
the Secretary c:letexmines the property is appro!)riate for uae by the 
tribe or tribal organization for a puxpoaft for which a self
detenuinat:ion eont:ract or grant a.greem~nt is authorized under this 
Act: a; 

• • * * .. ... • * * 
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BUSINESS EXECUTIVES FOR NATIONAL SECURITY 

Comments on the Amendments to the Interim Final Rule1 

"Revitalizing Base Closure Communities and Community Assistance" 
December 20, 1994 

INTRODUCTION 

On July 5 of this year Business Executives for National Security ("BENS")2 submitted 
comments to the Interim Rule. Those comments focused primarily on the Department of 
Defense's ("DoD") novel process for "Job Centered Property Disposal," and warned that such a 
process would: (1) take away from eommunities the very property that was most likely to assist 
them, (2) leave them saddled with unproductive property which they must develop and market at 
their own risk, (3) confuse the redevelopment process by creating competing plans and marketing 
efforts, and ( 4) result in uses of the property that the community could not control. In those 
comments, BENS expressed its concern that such an approach was inconsistent with the 
President's Five-Part Plan and federal law, and urged DoD to reconsider the merits of the Interim 
Rule in light of its likely impact on local communities. 

BENS is pleased to note that the Interim Rule Amendments have addressed many of 
BENS' concerns in this area. By eliminating Section 91.7(d) (and therefore the Job Centered 
Property Disposal process), DoD has, as recommended by BENS, returned to the core principles · 
of the President's Five-Part Plan, the National Defense Reauthorization Act of 1994, and the Base 
Realignment and Closure Acts of 1988 and 1990. The Interim Rule Amendments properly 
recognize the importance of"putting communities first" by eliminating some ofthe obstacles 
standing in the way of rapid base reuse by affected communities. Indeed, BENS believes that the 
Interim Rule Amendments represent real progress toward providing the kind of streamlined 
property disposal process that BENS has long advocated. 

Nevertheless, some additional work remains to be done, both in terms of the Interim Rule 
Amendments and in areas not yet addressed by DoD. BENS is interested in working with DoD to 
improve other aspects of the base closure and redevelopment process, including streamlining 
procedures, empowering Base Transition Officers to take a more proactive role, involving 
communities in the Federal screening process, and commenting on the "guidebook" referenced at 
59 Fed. Reg. 53,736. 

The following comments specifically address the Interim Rule Amendments. 

59 Fed. Reg. 53,735 (1994) ("the Interim Rule Amendments"). 
2 BENS is a non-partisan, non-ideological an~ non-profit organization oftop business 
leaders from around the country. BENS' primary purpose is to educate citizens and policy makers 
about how to achieve a more efficient national security structure by employing successful business 
planning and management techniques. 
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SPECIFIC COMM·ENTS 

1. Other Federal Property Disposal Authorities. 

Provisions. Section 91. 7(e)(2) provides that the EDC should only be used when other· 
Federal property disposal authorities cannot accomplish the necessary economic redevelopment. 
Section 91.7(e)(6)(v) carries forward this theme by requiring communities to describe why such 
other authorities cannot be used. 

Issue. As the table set forth at 59 Fed. Reg. 53,737 demonstrates, there are a multitude of 
federal statutes and regulations that in some way touch on Federal property disposal. While 
BENS agrees that the EDC should not be used when some authority already exists for 
accomplishing the result sought, the burden should not be the LRA's alone to identify and describe 
how the sometimes overlapping, often changing, and always confusing web ofF ederal statutes 
and regulations might be used to accomplish the LRA's.intended use. 

Recommendation. Insert the following at the end of Section 91.7(e)(2):· "The Base 
Transition Office shall work closely with the LRA to identify such other Federal property disposal 
authorities by, among other things: (i) providing the LRA with a current list ofFederal statutes 
and regulations applicable to the LRA's intended use of the property; (ii) contacting the relevant 
Federal agencies to obtain information and forms for the LRA; .and (iii) assisting the LRA in 
determining the viability of using such other Federal property disposal authorities to accomplish 
the LRA's intended use." 

2. Determination of Fair Market V aloe. 

Provision. Section 91.7(e)(3) provides that the Military Department must prepare an 
estimate of the present fair market value of the property, in consultation with the LRA. 

Issue. The estimate of present fair market value is critical to an EDC conveyance. It 
.serves as the benchmark for determining the consideration to be paid to the Military Department 
in exchange for the property, and will therefore impact almost every aspect of the community's 
business plan. An inappropriately determined "fair market value" can have severe consequences 
on the community's ability to productively reuse the base property. One example of the serious 
disruptions and delays that can arise is the situation at Mather Air Force Base in Sacramento, 
California. There, the military appraiser's estimate of fair market value was about $20 million 
higher than that of the community's. This difference in estimates has delayed the conveyance and 
has disrupted the community's plans for using the residential property for low income housing. 
Not only has the property itself deteriorated badly in the interim, but also interest rates and other 
conditions have changed, further altering the value of the property to private parties. Without 
early agreement on fair market value, the community is effectively unable to execute its reuse 
plan, since it cannot commit to a conveyance date or to a price. It is therefore critical for the rules 
to address in greater detail this fundamental component of successful reuse. 
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Recommendations. Section 91.7(e)(3) should contain more guidance to Military 
Departments on how to conduct such appraisals. The following should be added: 

"Military Departments shall establish fair market value in close coordination with the 
LRA's, using assumptions and information that are consistent with the Redevelopment Plan. If 
the Redevelopment Plan has not been finalized, or if certain assumptions cannot yet be validated' 
(such as the zoning for the property), then the Military Departments shall either refrain from 
making the appraisal or adjust any appraisals previously made, as req~ested by the LRA's. 
Among other things, the Military Department shall: 

• Consider only the present fair market value of the property, not the value resulting from 
some anticipated future use, which may or may not materialize. 

• Consider how present fair market value will be affected by the following: 

o the environmental risks and clean up costs involved to bring the property into 
compliance with Federal and state environmental standards 

o the other costs that any non-Federal user will ineur to bring the property into 
compliance with Federal, state and local building codes, OSHA requirements, zoning 
requirements, and other applicable statutes and regulations 

o the time delays inherent in conveying the property to the end user 
o current and projected interest rate fluctuations 
o zoning 

• To the extent practicable, follow appraisal standards and procedures used in industries 
comparable to the current or most obvious use of the property (i.e., residential housing 
standards for blocks of residential housing). 

• Provide LRA's with advance notice of the process being considered to detennine present 
fair market value, and incorporate any reasonable recommendations made by LRA's. 

• Allow LRA's to participate in the appraisal process, including accompanying appraisers 
during inspections. 

• Solicit and consider LRA comments during the appraisal process; provide LRA's with a 
draft of the appraisal, and consider and incorporate their reasonable comments and 
recommendations. 

• Provide LRA's with the opportunity to perform an appraisal at their own cost and 
expense, and provide any LRA appraisers with reasonable cooperation and access to 
information and facilities. 

• Provide LRA's with the final appraisal, including supporting documentati~n, analysis, and 
reasoning, and consider and incorporate their reasonable comments and 
recommendations. 

• Begin the appraisal process early, but adjust the appraisal as conditions and assumptions 
change. For example, if the community rezones surrounding areas in a manner 
inconsistent with assumptions made in the appraisal, the appraisal should be adjusted 
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accordingly. Once the community determines what zoning will apply to the property, 
adjust any appraisals that have been made accordingly. 

The Secretary of Defense, in conjunction with the Military Departments, shall establish a 
streamlined process for LRA's that are not satisfied with the appraisal to (i) obtain review of the 
appraisal by higher echelons and/or (ii) obtain a review of the appraisal by an independent · 
appraiser. The burden to establish fair market value rests with the Military Department, and not 
with the LRA's. If the Military Department is not able to justify its appraisal based on the criteria 
set forth in this Section, that of the LRA's shall be used." 

3. Composition of the LRA. 

Provision. Section 91.7(e)(4) provides that an LRA is the only entity that can receive 
property under an EDC, and that it should have a broad-based membership, including 
representatives from jurisdictions with zoning authority over the property. 

Issue. As BENS noted in its July 5 comments, Section 90.3(e) (not covered by the 
Interim Rule Amendments) should be amended to clarify the situations in which more than one 
entity is claiming to be the LRA for a given military installation. Section 91.7(e)(4) ofthe Interim 
Rule Amendments provides some additional guidance in this area; however, this guidance should 
~ppear in Section 90.3(e), and should be expanded. 

Recommendations. 

• Move Section 91.7(e)(4) to Section 90.3(e). 

• Add the following after the second sentence: "In addition, an LRA should include 
representatives from jurisdictions that can show that they are (i) substantially affected by 
the base closure, or (ii) will be substantially affected by the most likely intended reuse of 
the base property." 

·• Add the following after the third sentence: "In the event more than one entity applies for 
such recognition, the Secretary. shall not recognize an LRA for a period of time, deemed 
reasonable by the Secretary in the Secretary's discretion, during which the competing 
entities will be afforded an opportUnity to work to resolve their differences and re-apply 
as a single entity. Failing such a resolution, the Secretary will recognize the entity which, 
in the Secretary's discretion, best complies with the guidelines of this Section 90.3(e)." 

4. Assistance in Preparing the EDC Application. 

' . 

Provision. · Section 91.7(e)(5) provides that a properly completed application will be the 
basis for deciding whether the LRA is eligible for an EDC. 

Issue. Given the importance of the application, the Military Departments should work 
closely with the LRA's during the preparation phase to make sure that the application is on track. 
Otherwise, LRA's might make substantial investments of time, energy and money in preparing and 
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completing an application that is later rejected by the Military Department; better to uncover 
points of disagreement or difficulty early in the process. 

Recommendation. Add after the third sentence: "The Base Transition Office shall work 
closely with the LRA to assist the LRA in preparing the application. Such assistance shall 
include, without limitation, providing information and guidance regarding the format of the 
application, the specific expectations and concerns of the Military Department with respect to the 
LRA's application, and compliance with the requirements ofthis Section 91.7(e). The Base 
Transition Office shall appraise the LRA's of any likely objections, concerns, or issues that the 
Military Department may have with the LRA's application. At the LRA's request, the Military 
Department will consider and review an early draft of the application and provide the LRA with 
comments and suggestions for how to change the application as necessary to improve chances for 
approval." 

5. Disapproval of the Application. 

Provision. N/ A 

Issue. The Interim Rule Amendments do not address the issues that arise in the event of a 
disapproved application. Presumably, the requested EDC will not occur, and the property will be . 
put up for public sale in accordance with procedures_ under the Federal Property and 
Administrative Services Act of 1949. During that process, h9wever, the LRA may well be able to 
amend the application to address the Military Department's cencerns .. In addition, the public sale 
should be conducted in a manner consistent with the Redevelopment Plan, to the extent possible · 
under Federal law. 

Recommendations. 

• Add a new Section 91.7(e)(8): "In the event an application is disapproved, the Secretary 
of the Military Department will stat~ the reasons for disapproval in writing, and will 
provide the LRA with an opportunity to comment and request reconsideration. If the 
Secretary continues to disapprove the application following such reconsideration, the 
Secretary shall provide the LRA with the opportunity to reqll:est an expedited review of 
the disapproval decision by the Secretary of Defense. The LRA may submit such 
additional materials as it deems relevant to such review, including amending the 
application to address the Military Department~s objections." 

• Add a new Section 91.7(e)(9): "In the event of a final disapproval under Section 
91.7(e)(8), the property shall be disposed of in accordance with existing Federal law and 
regulation. The Base Transition Office shall promptly inform the LRA of the next steps 
in the disposal process, and shall provide the LRA with an opportunity to comment on 
the disposal plan to be pursued by the Military Department. The LRA shall have a 
reasonable opportunity to submit a new application for an EDC conveyance, which shall 
be given expedited consideration, to the extent consistent with the requirements of the 
disposal process under other F ederallaw and regulation. In any event, any subsequent 
disposal of the property under other Federal law and regulation shall, to the extent 
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permissible under such Federal law and regulation, be made in a manner consistent with 
the Redevelopment Plan. The Base Transition Office shall work with the LRA to obtain 
any required approvals, waivers, or other actions by other Federal agencies as necessary 
to give effect to the Redevelopment Plan under such circumstances." 

6. Failure to Reach Agreement on Terms and Conditions. 

Provision. Section 91. 7(f) provides that the Military Department will negotiate the terms 
and conditions of each transaction with the LRA, with consideration at or below fair market 
value. 

Issue. The Interim Rule Amendments provide the Military Departments and the LRA's 
with much-needed flexibility in structuring the transactions to suit local needs and conditions. 
This is a positive step. However, there is always the danger of an impasse· legitimately reached by 
the parties, or of unreasonable positions taken by either side. Some thought should be given 
about how such a situation could be best resolved. The LRA's have a built-in incentive to be 
reasonable: the discipline of the marketplace and the need to obtain the property quickly. If they 
take unreasonable positions, the property may go to sale at public auction, and the LRA's m~ay 
lose the opportunity to use the property as they intended. The Military Departments, on the other 
hand, do not necessarily have the same incentive - they may not have a strong interest in reaching 
agreement with an LRA in situations where they hope to realize a direct gain through a public 
auction or other sale, rather than through an EDC. While BENS does not expect this will be the 
norm, the danger nevertheless exists. 

Recommendation. Add a new Section 91.7(t)(5): "In the event the Military Department 
and the LRA are unable to reach agreement on the terms and conditions of an EDC after the 
passage of a reasonable period of time, either side may request that ~the Secretary of Defense 
appoint a neutral mediator to mediate the dispute and suggest appropriate resolutions. If such 
mediation effort is unable to produce agreement, the mediator shall present the positions of both 
sides and the mediator's recommended resolution to the Secretary of Defense for final decision. 
Such final decision shall be based on the resolution of the disagreement that best gives effect to 
the applicable statutory and regulatory principles, with particular emphasis on the need to provide 
local communities with rapid access to base property for the purpose of reuse. While the Military 
Department's interest in obtaining a return from the property shall be given due consideration, 
such interest shall be secondary to the objectives of base closure and realignment, as set forth in 
applicable law. The property will not be considered available for disposal by the Military 
Department. until the conclusion of this process." 

7. Post-Transfer Contingencies. 

Provision. Section 91. 7(f)(2) provides that provisions may be incorporated in the 
conveyance documents to protect the Department's interest in obtaining the agreed upon 
consideration, including the standard GSA excess profits clause. 
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Issue. This Section addresses protection of the Military Department's post-transfer 
interest through the excess profits clause. While the Military Department's desire for a return is 
understandable, it may be inconsistent with the purpose of many EDC's, which is for third parties 
to develop and resell the property (at a profit) as quickly as possible. Indeed, the excess profits 
clause will make it more difficult for communities to attract the type of investment capital and 
private sector interest needed to redevelop base property. The community and its private partners 
will be assuming a great deal of risk in. investing time, effort, and resources in developing and· 
marketing base property. Such risk will only be assumed where there is reward potential. The 
excess profits clause could, unfortunately, undermine that potential. 

. In addition, this Section does not address the issues that will arise if the anticipated income 
from the reuse does not materialize. While this presumably will be addressed and resolved during 
negotiations, some guidance to the Military Departments would be helpful to avoid future 
disputes. 

Recommendations. 

• Amend the last sentence of Section 91.7(f)(2) as follows: "Also, the standard GSA· 
excess profits clause, appropriately tailored to the transaction, will may be used in the 
conveyance documents to the LRA." 

• Add the following at the end of Section 91. 7(f)(2): "Inclusion of such clause shall be 
subject to the agreement of the LRA's, and shall not be proposed by the Military 
Department where its inclusion would adversely affect the LRA's ability to attract private 
sector mterest in the base property in accordance with the Redevelopment Plan. The 
conveyance· documents may al~o include provisions which address and resolve the rights 
and obligations of the LRA and the Military Department with respect to the property or 
any payment in cash or in kind. Such provisions may include, without limitation, a 
provision making payment of all or part of the consideration contingent on the realization 
of a certain level of income from the reuse." 

8. Option To Make Direct Sales. 

Provision. N/ A. 

Issue. As noted in BENS' July 5 comments, while the President's Five-Part Plan and 
federal law suggest that communities should be conveyed base property directly following the 
McKinney Act screening period, BENS recognizes that it may be more efficient in certain 
circumstances for the federal government to deal directly with potential users. Accordingly, 
BENS recommended changes to the Interim Rule that would require such direct transfers by the 
Federal Government to be made consistent with the Redevelopment Plan. The Interim Rule 
Amendments apparently· have done away with this direct transfer option. 

Recommendation. To .the extent that DoD's legal review determines a direct sale option 
to be consistent with the applicable Federal statutes, BENS recommends that the Military 
Department retain the option, in certain limited circumstances, of making direct dispositions to 
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private parties rather than to the community through an EDC. Such direct sales should be made 
only to the extent consistent with the Redevelopment Plan, and only if an otherwise valid 
application for an EDC is not pending. Such direct sales should by no means be a substitute for 
the EDC procedures set forth in the Interim Rule, and should be used only to speed up the 
process of putting base property to productive reuse in the context of the Redevelopment Plan. 

9. Clarify Priorities. 

Provision. N/ A 

Issue. The original Interim Rule contained two helpful charts as appendices.that set forth 
a flowchart and timeline for the disposal process. It is important to know how EDC's fit into 
these charts. 

Recommendation. Expand and clarify the charts in the Interim Rule to clearly show 
where the EDC fits in, and what occurs before and after the EDC process. 

10. Interim Leases • 

. Provision. Section 91.7(g) ofthe original Interim Rule provides for leasing ofbase 
property for less than fair market value. 

Issue. Section 91.7(g) was not part of the Interim Rule Amendments, but plays an 
important part in the process. Any leasing of base property should be consistent with the 
Redevelopment Plan. Otherwise, such leases could interfere with the planned use of the property. 
As the OEA has stated in its materials, interim leases should be used to attract permanent tenants, 
since those are more likely to be "high value" and to improve the base property. Permanent 
tenants should, of course, be those targeted by the Redevelopment Plan. 

Recommendation. Add a new Section 91. 7(g)( 5) : "Any leasing of real property shall be 
consistent with the Redevelopment Plan and shall be accomplished in close consultation with the 
LRA. If the LRA objects to a particular lease and establishes that such lease would not be 
consistent with the Redevelopment Plan, such lease may be entered into only with the LRA's prior 
approval after the Military Department has addressed the LRA's concerns." 

27125-02 I DOCSOC1 
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VINT HILL ECONOMIC 
ADJUSTMENT TASK FORCE 

January 3, 1995 

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Economic Security 

3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

Re: Comments on the Interim Rule Amendments 

Dear Sir: 

,~r:ff1, 
26B John Marshall Street 

Warrenton, VA 22186 
Office: (703) 347-6965 

Fax: (703) 349-2304 

RECEiVED 

.J~N b 1995 

nASDlES) 

Enclosed you will find our comments and suggestions for changes to the Interim Rule 
Amendments published in the Federal Register on October 26, 1994. 

Thank you for your considerations of these suggestions. 

Since~ely, 

(/ \ !;) J:,f /? 
'&!twt~) [.Av , I j/ti<_ tf:_/fi-~-----
Owen W. Bludau 
Executive Director 

Encl: (3) 

cc: C. Hunton Tiffany, Chairman, Task Force 
James Brumfield, Chairman, Board of Supervisors 
Congressman Frank Wolf 
N.A.I.D. 

C. HUNTON TIFFANY 
Chairman 

HON. J. W. LINEWEAVER 
Vice Chairman 

OWENW. BLUDAU 
Executive Director 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule Amendments 
32 CFR Parts 90 and 91 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Vint Hill Economic Adjustment Task Force 
( Activity/Location/Community /Installation/Group) 

Page 53141 
Column_-2,1 ____ _ 
Paragraph~(f)"-"'('-='-3_) ____ _ 

Recommended changes: "Rural" should not be based on US Bureau of the Census defmitions, but on 
the definitions included as "non-entitlement coinmunities" by HUD in their Community Development 
Block Grant Program definitions. 

Why: The US Bureau of the Census definitions of"urban" areas include fringe counties often far from the 
central city in the Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). For example, Jefferson (Charles Town) and 
Berkley Counties in West Virginia are in the Washington-Baltimore MSA, but no one would realistically 
defme either county as "urban." Neither would Culpeper and Fauquier Counties in Virginia be realistically 

. considered as urban counties. The Census definition is based primarily upon the percentage of people who 
commute out of the rural fringe counties to job concentrations closer to the urban core. The Bureau of the 
Census says this out-migration for job purposes creates "linkages" with the core area that qualifies the 
fringe counties as "urban." 

I submit, however, that economic issues cause this artificial "linkage." Those issues are housing 
affordability, existing residential locations, quality of life issues, and lack of local job opportunities. No 
one likes to commute long distances in heavy traffic twice a day. This is a negative that people put up with 
because of economic necessity and/or lack of viable economic choice in lifestyle. 

All other defmitions, except the Bureau of the Census', define Fauquier County as rural and not part of 
Northern Virginia. We believe that use of the HUD defmitions of "non-entitlement" communities, as used 
in their Community Development Block Grant Program, is a much more accurate defmition of 
communities which are "rural" and which ~re "urban." We urge use of the HiJD defmititm instead of the 
Bureau of the Census definition in determining whether a closing base is in an "urban" or "rural" area. 

Name: Owen W. Bludau, Executive Director 
Address: 268 John Marshall St. 

Phone: 
Warrenton, VA 22186 
703-347-6965 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 
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Format For Comments On The Interim Rule Amendments 
32 CFR Parts 90 and 91 

Implementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
3D814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Vint Hill Economic Adjustment Task Force 
(Activity /Location/Community /Installation/Group) 

Page 53740 
Column _ _,l~----
Paragraph 91.7(e)(3) 

Recommended changes: No recommended change, but suggest the following consideration on 
establishing "present market values" of bases be included as' guidance on regulation interpretation. 

Why: There are very few properties in the private sector real estate market which are comparable to a 
closing military base. For this reason, appraisals of military bases will be both expensive to prepare and 
subject to far greater ranges of value than are found where there are sales histories on numerous similar 
properties for comparison. 

It will be difficult for local communities to fund appraisals of closing military bases, because of the high 
appraisal costs involved. Thus, many communities may develop "present market value" figures for their. 
Economic Development Conveyance requests as the end product of a process of working backwards. They 
will start with a combined multi-year cash-flow projection which includes: 1) projected income from the 
sales or leases of the refurbished properties; 2) a realistic projection of grants and other income which can 
be used to help renovate and market the closed base; 3)minus projected costs of necessary improvements to 
make the base competitively marketable; and 4) minus administrative, maintenance and marketing costs to 
promote the site. Only after working backwards and producing a "profit" on the consolidated projection, 
can a community determine what they can "pay" for the site, from the profit, without incurring an overall 
negative cash flow on the project. 

I fear that the military will want to start with an appraisal as the basis for negotiations on an Economic 
Development Conveyance. Without an appraisal, the estimates that a community will use will be suspect 
in the eyes of the negotiator for the military branch. Conversely, if the military pays for an appraisal, the 
same sources of income and the same estimates of costs should be used by the appraiser. Appraisers are 
not engineers and contractors. They will require technical cost information from more experienced 
sources. Therefore, they should use the most current and relevant available information from both the 
military and the community on renovation costs, utility system upgrade costs; administrative, maintenance 
and marketing costs; etc. so that the comparisons are "apples to apples" and not "apples to oranges." This 
will require encouragement for the military branch negotiator and the community negotiator to work 
closely together in determining the most realistic and necessary costs to be use in determining the "present 
market value" of a closing base. Resulting appraisal information should be shared by the participants. 

Name: Owen W. Bludau, Executive Director 
Address: 26B John Marshall St. 

Phone: 
Warrenton, VA 22186 
703-347-6965 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



Format For Comments On The Interim Rule Amendments 
32 CFR Parts 90 and 91 

In1plementing Title XXIX Of The 
National Defense Authorization Act For FY94 

Forward Comments to: Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
30814, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-3300 

From: Vint Hill Economic Adjustment Task Force 
(Activity/Location/Community/Installation/Group) 

Page various 
Column various 
Paragraph various 

Compliment: Thank you for removing the "market test" provision contained in the previous edition. This 
is a big step forward and indicates that the DoD was listening to affected communities. 

Recommended changes: Add the word "present' in front of market value, where "estimated" and "fair" 
are now used. 

Why: The "present" market value of most of the buildings and infrastructure systems on Vint Hill Farms 
Station, as a typical example, are not identical to "estimated" market values, which implies that the 
buildings and infrastructure comform with all local and state building and permitcodes. The buildings and 
infrastructure systems at Vint Hill Farms Station were not built subject to the local codes that similar types 
of buildings constructed by the private sector had to meet. Nor did the base's infrastructure systems have 
to meet the same conditions which our County Water and Sanitation Authority must adhere to in 
constructing public utility systems. The buildings and infrastructure systems must be renovated to bring 
them up to a comparable permitted reuse condition where they are equal to similar types of units and 
systems in the public and private sectors. Thus, they must be valued in their "present" conditions, 
recognizing the costs needed to make them comparable for reuse. This process is necessary in order to 
assign them a "fair" value that justly equates them to similar private sector units on the market. 

Name: Owen W. Bludau, Executive Director 
Address: 268 John Marshall St. 

Warrenton,. VA 22186 
Phone: 703-347-6965 

(NOTE: LIMIT TO 1 COMMENT PER PAGE) 



.. 
COMMITTEES: TRENT LOTT 

MISSISSIPPI 

SECRETARY 
REPUBLICAN CONFERENCE 

RECEIV'ED ARM~~~~:~ICES 
COMMERCE. SCIENCE. AND 

Wniteb ~tates ~enate .lAM, 1~9S EN::~~s:~~:A:~~:Al 
RESOURCES 

WASHINGTON, DC 20510-2403 

January 3, 1995 

The Honorable William J. Perry 
Secretary 
Department of Defense 
The Pentagon, Room 3E880 
Washington, DC 20301 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

OASD(ES) 

I wanted to write to you on behalf of Jim Majure, 
Mississippi Director of Surplus Property. Jim is very concerned 
about the new rules for dealing with real surplus property .. 

The enclosures with this.letter detail the nature of the 
concern and should be self explanatory. I would sincerely 
appreciate you and your staff looking into this situation in a 
way that will provide every possible assistance. Should you have 
any questions about these materials, please feel free to make any 
direct constituent contact you feel necessary for whatever · 
additional information you or your staff might need. 

As you would probably expect, I place a high priority on 
looking into constituent concerns and would like to respond on 
this in a very personal way. Therefore, it would help expedite 
my handling of this case if you could refer my constituents by 
name in your reply. Again, I truly appreciate your time and 
attention to this for me. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon, and with kind 
regards and very best wishes, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

4.,;t ~··-- . ...-·-'" . -· 
~--~··---~>-' ; . 

.... , __ ·-·.. J ....... tt ./~ t r' 
Trent Lott £.· 

TL:fbr 

Enclosure 

cc: Honorable Joshua Gotbaum u 
Assistant Secretary for ~conomic Security 

PLEASE REPLY TO: 

0 245 EI'.ST CAPITOL STREET 0 3100 S. PASCAGOULA STREET 0 P.O. Box 1557 0 101 S. lAFAYETTE STREET 0 P.O. Box 1474 0 200 E. WASHINGTON STREET 
SUITE 226 PASCAGOULA, MS 39567 GULFPORT, MS 39502 STARKVILLE, MS 39759 OXFORD, MS 38655 SUITE 145 
JACKSON, MS 39201 GREENWOOD, .MS 38930 



STATE OF MISSISSirrl 

DErARTMENT OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 

The Honorable Trent Lott 
United States Senate 
Russell Senate Office Building 487 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Senator Lott: 

EDWARD L. RANCK 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

November 10, 1994 

First, let me congratulate you on your re-election. I look forward to working with 
you more closely as the years go by. This letter is in response to a letter written to you by 
the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Joshua Gotbaum, dated November 1, 1994. The purpose 
of his letter appears to solicit your support on what appears to be a "done deal", which is 
procedures for the conveyance of surplus base closure properties. I feel that my response to 
you has the support of all Directors of State Surplus Property Offices throughout the nation. 

We are actually talking about two different types of surplus property. The one that 
appears to be mentioned most often in this letter from the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
pertains to real property. My response· pertaining to real surplus base closure properties 
would be that what they have proposed here is not changeable and as long as our Governor 
has the authority to appoint a committee to make recommendations on the reuse of this 
property, I feel that it is worthy of your support. 

when the Deparbnent of Defense is the decision maker with input from the United States 
Executive Branch. But as he has written in this letter and as I understand the rules and 
regulations conveyed here, I assume that we have little or no choice in this matter. I feel 
like it is worthy of your support as it is written. 

The second type of surplus base closure property is personal property in which I have 
more· experience and interest in. I would like to ask if this would be an appropriate time to 
offer some type of amendment to convey a different plan of procedure for the conveyance of 
surplus base closure personal property. The taxpayers of our state, as well as other states 
throughout the nation, could better be served if the personal property generated by base 
closures were to be distributed through General Services Administnttion and allocated to the 

Mississinni- "A Positive State ofMiJtd" 
POST OFFICE BOX 57?§""..(' WHITFIELD • JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 39288-5778 • 601-939-2050 



state agencies of surplus property under their guidelines rather than the executive branch or 
the Department of Defense. Please require that Department of Defense comply with the 
Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949. 

General Services Administration, as well as, state agencies of surplus property have 
the facilities, expertise, and experience to insure parity in the conveyance of personal surplus 
property. · :Here again I feei that the political aspects iD. ille conveyance of personal ~urplus 
property will penalize the taxpayers of our state and other states when the time comes to 
actually convey this property to the local area. 

My recommendation would be for you to support this particular change of procedure 
that the Secretary of Defense is proposing as it pertains to real swplus property, but to alsc;> 
attempt to amend the law and procedures to involve General Services Administration and the 
state agencies along with the Governors office and his Local Redevelopment Commission. I 
feel that this amendment or change of procedure would be the only completely fair system of 
allocating personal surplus property to our state. 

The Office of Surplus Property is here to serve the people of Mississippi. If you 
have any further questions, do not hesitate to contact me. 

Jim Majure 
Director~ Office of Surplus Property 

JM:lf 



.· 

U.S. Department of 
Transportation 

Office of the Secretary 
of Transportation 

January 10, 1995 

Honorable Joshua Gotbaum 
Assistant Secretary of Defense 

for Economic Security 
Room 3D 154 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3300 

Dear Josh: 

GENERAL COUNSEL 

RECEiVED 
~JAN 1 2 1995 

OASDtES) 
400 Seventh St., S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20590 

We appreciate the outstanding work that the Department of Defense has performed 
on the revitalization of base closure communities and would like to thank you and 
the members of your staff for considering our comments on the interim final rule 
regarding this important issue. However, we would like to bring to your attention 
our specific comments on the amended interim final rule published in the Federal 
Register on October 26, 1994. 59 Fed. Reg. 53735 et seq. This letter is not intended for 
inclusion in the public docket so as not to prohibit interagency discussion. 

We believe that the amended interim final rule should require the applicable 
military department to formally consult with Federal agencies such as this · 
Department's Maritime and Federal Aviation Administrations (MARAD and FAA, 
respectively) concerning relevant public use conveyance programs before it disposes 
of surplus base closure property pursuant to an economic development conveyance 
(EDC). Pursuant to Section 2927 of the National Defense Authorization Act for 
Fiscal Year 1994, MARAD, through its delegated authority, is to identify and convey 
to the states or any. political subdivisions thereof surplus base closure properties for 
public use as port facilities. Because port authorities are faced with conflicting land 
use demands and the scarcity of suitable property to meet this country's expanding 
port and intermodal cargo demands, MARAD has a compelling need to participate 
in decisions regarding surplus base closure property that could be utilized as a port 
facility, but is to be otherwise unconditionally transferred under an EDC. 

Likewise, it is imperative that the military department consult with FAA regarding 
the closure of military airfields that could be utilized as civilian airfields. FAA is 
charged with promoting air commerce and relieving capacity and congestion 
problems within the airport system. The National Plan of Integrated Airport 
Systems is a mechanism by which FAA strives to accomplish its responsibilities. 
Many closing military airfields are considered for inclusion in this national plan and 
should be conveyed as a public airport under 49 U.S.C. 47151 (formerly known as 
the Surplus Property Act of 1944, as amended). Therefore, disposal of military 



airfields pursuant to an unconditional EDC without first consulting with FAA could 
adversely impact our nation's air commerce. 

Consequently, we recommend that section 91.7(e)(7) of the interim final rule be 
further amended to include the following language: 

The military department shall formally consult with Federal agencies 
whose public benefit conveyance programs may be affected by an EDC. 
Consultation shall be initiated immediately after the application for an 
EDC is received and no record or decision is to be issued nor any disposal 
commitment to the reuse authority is to be made prior to the conclusion of 
such consultation. When consulting with the Federal agency, the military 
department shall provide the agency representative with a copy of the 
completed EDC application, a copy of the community reuse plan and any 
other relevant information. 

Also, regarding section 91.7(e)(6)(v), we recommend that "ports and port facilities" 
be added to the list of potential uses for property conveyed under public benefit 
transfers. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the amended interim final rule. 

Sincerely, 

s·~lm 
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Mr. Robert· A. Stone 

May. 22' 1985 

Deputy Assistant Secretary of·D•fense ("Installations). 
Office of the·Assistant ~ecreta~y of·Defense · 
Washington, D.C. 20301-4000 · 

Dear Mr. Stone: ·. 

,.,.....,.. 
-UW7fl 

This is in response· to· your· ~·etter of May 6·, · 1985 notifying 
the Committee of your intention to ·lease ·1400 ~its of family 
housing near Fort Drum. Ne~ __ Y~rk·. The Committe~ does not : .· 
necessarily concur in yo_ur analysis that the· leasing- of these '
units is more cost effective than military construction. Because 
of the number of assumptions necessary and the length. of time. 
involved, a definitive economic analysis is not possible. The 
costs of the two alternatives a~e roughly equivalen·t .in our view. 

The Committee has no objection to the Army proc.eeding ·with 
this lease agreement. There is no question· that· this. method will 
provide the urgently required housing for the station~ng of the 
1Oth Mountain Division (Light Infan·try). at Fort Drum in the · 
quickest possible time. All future requests for leasing 
authorized by Section 801 of Public Law 98-115 will be reviewed 
on a case by case basis. 

CF: 

' .... J 

ASA(IL) 
ASA(FM) 
DACA-BUA 
DACA-BUR 
ACE~ 
DAB 

...... :. 

Sincerely, 

··~J~. 
· •.• ~. Bill Hefner, Chairman 
~~ Appropriations Subcommittee on 

M~litary Construction 

r -; 

...... . ·. 

.. . . . 

.. ... 
~-~ 

·. 
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MANPOWER 
INSTALLATIONS 
AND LOGISTICS 

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301·4000 

6 MAY 1985 

Honorable Mark 0. Hatfield 
Chairman, Committee on Appropriations 
United States Senate · 
Washington, D. c. 20510 

Dear Mr •. Chair.man: 

Pursuant to the requirement stated in Section 801 
of Public Law 98-115, the Military Construction Author
ization Act of 1984, there is submitted herewith an 
economic analysis of proposed contracts under which the 
Secretary of the Army would lease 1,400 units of family 
housing to be constructed near Fort Drum, New York. 
This housing is urgently required for stationing of the 
lOth Mountain Division (Light Infantry) at Fort Drum. 

These .units were authorized by Section 806(a) of 
Public Law 98-407 (600 units) and Section 8109 in Public 
Law 98-473 (98 Stat. 1943) (BOO units). In order to 
cooperate with local officials and to minimize the im~ 
pact on community infrastructur.e, the Department of the . 

. Ar.my issued requests for proposals.for a 600-unit project 
in the City of Watertown, and two 400-unit projects in 
the surrounding area. 

The economic analysis demonstrates that the proposed 
contracts are cost-effective when compared with military 
construction as an alternative means of furnishing the 
same housing facilities. For the total 1,400 units, the 
total difference in-present-worth net cost between con
struction and leasing would be approximately $9.5 million. 

Those proposals which-the Department of the Army 
has concluded to be the best in terms of cost/quality 

Excellent Installations- The Foundation Of Defense 
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point ratio for.med the basis for the economic analysis. 
This analysis has.been approved by the Office of Manage
ment and Budget. 

Also furnished for your infor.mation are a Summary 
of Proposals (Encl 2) ·and a Draft of Proposed Lease 
(Encl 3) • 

I fully concur with the intention of the Secretary 
of the Ar.my to enter into these contracts as soon as 
your review period is completed. ·If you so desire, I 
will be pleased to discuss this proposal with your 
Committee. · 

0 

Enclosures 

Sincerely, 

o.~,r;z~t~~~ . 
Deputy AL~~rSecretary of Defense 

(Installations) 

., .. ~ :;,.. : ·.-"< I .;. - ... 
• ! . ..--

I· .. . ~ : ... ,. .:.• I '.,._..•,..__ 

I 

.... -_. .• .:.·~I 



THE OFFICE OF THE. ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

ACQUISITION AND 
LOGISTICS 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20301 ·8000 

Honorable W.G. (Bill) Hefner 
Chairman, Subcommittee on 

Military Construction 
Committee on Appropriations 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

i7 SEP 1985 

Reference is made to your letter of September 16, ·1985, in 
which you provided notification that the Committee objected to 
the proposed lease contract at Hanscom Air Force Base·, Massa
chusetts, for 163 family housing units in accordance with 
Section 801 of Public Law 98-115. 

In response to the Committee's decision to disapprove the 
project due to cost, the developer offered to reduce costs. 
Based on agreed upon deletions and changes, the annual total 
cost of the 163-unit complex has been reduced from $2,406,050 
to $2,283,350 •. This reduction, when incorporated into the 
economic analysis, shows the alternative of build-lease to be 
five percent more favorable than conventional construction 
cost. 

The.economic analysis for the build-lease project at Hanscom 
was prepared in accordance with standard, established pro
cedures. It did not consider the alternative of relying on the 
basic quarters allowance plus the variable housing allowance 
because this alternative was not available. In the geographic 
area surrounding Hanscom, hou~ing is simply not available in 
the configuration or quantity to make it a viable option for 
military families. Our surveys of the area indicate that there 
is less than a one percent vacancy rate for housing units on 
the economy. In addition, the National Association of 
Realtors, in a report of August 13, 1985, stated that housing 
prices in the Boston area are rising faster than any -other 
market in the hation. 

The services have been continually challenged to use innovative 
techniques to obtain family housing assets. The Section 801 
test program for build-lease construction offers an opportunity 

Excellent Installations - The Foundation Of Defense 



to satisfy a valid reQuirement in a·new manner. We are satis
f jed that·. the estimated costs pass the test of compa rab i 1 i ty 
with the conventional methods of acQuiring military family 
housing. We have complied with the procedures established 
un.der Section 801 and the proposed project has been reviewed 
and accepted by the OMB and GAO. Since the housing is clearly 
needed and the existing authorization expires on 30 September, 
we are proceed i n.g with award of the contrac,t at the reduced 
price. 

Sincerely, 

, ·~"~=·-Douglas Farbrothor ·--
. ~~~ eputy Assistant S!!~ietar;; !J·: l:.:i;-e:-":'" 

--~...:... lnstal!atior.~) 
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Executive Summary 
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Section II 

Section III 

Section IV 

Section V 

Section VI 

Section VII. 

Section VIII 

Attachments 

Project CCX>L H:ME 
Eielson AFB, AK 
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1. Alternative I, Cost Estimate, ~-, 00 USAF/LEEX: Unit Costs 
2. Alternative IA, Cost Estimate, ~P,. HUD Unit Costs 
3. Alternative II, Proposal Build, ~e and Maintain 300 Family H:>using Units 
4. Apperdix I, Revised Summary of Costs, 20 year with Investment Tax Credit 
5. Apperrlix II, Revised Summary of Costs, 40 year 
6. Apperrlix III, Revised Summary of Costs, 40 year with Investment Tax. Credit 
7. Apperrlix rJ, Summary of COOL 1-KME Build/lease Cost Savings 
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The CXXlL HCME project was developed in resp::>nse to a pressing housing defi· 
at Eielsen AFB utilizing the authority granted in Public Law 98-115. 

'Ihe RFP issued April 1984 for a 2Q-year lease of 300 MFH lD'lits genera 
resp::>nses from four prop::>sers. The Alaskan Air ~rxi oonvened Technical 
Evaluation Boards and ranked the pro};X)sals. In this analysis, the prop::>s 
were compared to the. M:P alternative using appropriated uonies. Ann 
inflation/escalation rates of 4.4% were applied to recurring (maintenan 
costs. (AFR 173-13) 

The analysis showed a cost savings, usi.ng the· highest ranking build-le 
proposal, of $11,091,000 in life cycle costs· over the oonventional MCP proj 
using appropriated nonies. Inflation was also shown oot to be a signific 
factor in the canparison • When tax implications are considered. over the 
year life cycle, the build-lease project shows a savings of $8,970,000 (uE 
the 10% disoount rate) over. the~ project. 

In conclusion, the b.lild-lease approach is an outstanding concept to acqt 
housing at Eielson AFB, arXl is JD:)re economical than government owned housing. 



----------------- ---. -· 

NARRATIVE 

I. OBJEX:TIVE: The objective of this analysis is to determine the rost oost 
effective method of meeti~ the Air Force family housing requirements at 
Eielson ~. Alaska. 

II. ROOUIREMENI': Existing housing at Eielson oonsists o~ 1163 units, mst of 
which were. constructed in the early .tq mid fifties. ~ increased housing 
requir~nts generated by the addition. of A..:lo. aircraft in 1981/1982 have~ 
generated a significant deficit in military family rousing at Eielson. The 
latest. hoQSing survey (dated 26 March 1984), done in acco~:'dance with AFR 90-2, 
shows a net housing deficit of. 684 units. The programming deficit is 447 
units. The lack of infrastructure to support a large housing project and. the 
lack of sui table reasonably priced lard for development in the Eielson area 
make private housing developments unattractive. Eielson is over 20 miles from 
the nearest to.m (Fairbanks) of. any significant size. Housing is in short 
supply in the Fairbanks area as well. Housing developnents in this area are 
.expensive due to high construction costs qnd the expensive construction 
techniques required in this area of discontinuous permafrost and severe winter 
climate. Public I.a.w 98-115 author:izes the Air Force to pursue build-lease 
initiatives to lease up to 300 unit~ of housing. The large deficit at Eielson 
more than justifies a 300 unit build-lease project. 

III. ASSUMPI'IONS: 

A. That the. Air Force wi 11 require hOusing at Eielson AFB for at least 20 
years; the eoorx:mdc life of the project.· 

B. The rent to satisfy the lease will be appropriated by Congress for that 
purp:>se. 

c. For the build-lease or the .MCP alternatives, the utility costs would be 
the same, so utility costs are oot a factor in the evaluation of the 
alternatives. 

D. Fbr build-lease and the MCP alternatives, the rate of escalation of the 
maintenance costs will be the same· for each alternative. The escalation rate 
{4.4 APR) specified in AFR 173-13 was used in this analysis. 

E. The residual value of the -~ild-lease housing to the Air Ft:>rce is zero. 

F. The residual value at the 20th year of the K:P alternative is 50% of 
the construction cost. The 50% value was based on the assumption that the 
eoooomical life of military family housing is 40 years. 

IV. ALTERNATIVES: The following alternatives were considered in CDOL fi:ME. 
Alternative No. I: Construct 300 new family housing units using the K:P 
program arrl appropriated furxis. Alternative Nc). II: Build and lease 300 new 
family housing units· on government owned property with private financing. 

A. ALTERNATIVE I : K:P Funding 

(1) In this alternative, housing oonstruction will be funded using 
appropriated monies. For this alternative, the FYB6 Famdly Housing unit costs 



£rem 00 ·USAF /I.EEX:= "letter, sUbject: "Unit Costs, ~D Facilities" dated 11 May B4 
were used as a basis for construction costs. The local area cost factor . was 
determined from the "Material and Labor Cost Irdexes" from OSD .dated 1 March, 
84, azxl. transmi~ted. by 00 USAF/LEEX:: letter dated 15 Mai 84. 

( 2) The unit cost of $46.00 ·per square foot times the area cost factor 
of· 2. 03 for Eielson ·AFB, AK gives a square foot cost of $93.38 per square .foot. 

i . i ·,. •· 

( 3) Total oonstruction costs for 300 housing units with garages is 
$33,139,050 an:i supporting facilities at $13,936,690 for a total project. oost 
including contingency and SIOH of $52,642,233. 

( 4) The attached cost summaries show that this alternative will oost 
$11,091,000 more than the build lease ~ject over the twenty year ccmpariaon 
period. 

B. ALTERNATIVE II: Build and ~ase (Private Financing) 

(1) Proposals to build and lease family rousing units on Eielson AFB, 
AK were solicited from private developers under· the provisions of .Public Law-
98-115. 

(2) The best proposal submitted will provide 150 two bedroom and 150 
three bedroom units with garages for an annual lease cost of. $3, 600, 000. 
Maintenance will be performed by the developer over the 20 year period of the 
lease. Maintenance cx:>sts inflated over the 20 year lease period are shown in 
the attached cost analyses. 

(3) This alternative .is the uost attractive, as it will provide 
housing by Sep 1986 at a savings of $11,091,000 over the 20 year lease period. 

v. Preferred Alternative: The build lease project, Alternative II is the· 
preferred alternative. Excellent housing should be provided at a 20 year life 
cycle savings of · $11,091,000. Considering tax implications this figure drops 
to $8,970,000 (using a 10% discount rate). A summary of" tabulated costs of all 
the alternatives considered in this analysis is in Appendix IV. · 

VI. Sensitivity Factors: Variations in the actual first costs· of the 
construction of the reP alternatiye oould make large differences in the. present 
value of this alternative. The costs are based on past experience with housing 
cx:>nstructi~n in·· the defense department. We have reviewed other sources of oost 
estimating data. The local. ~busing and Urban Developnent (HUD) office uses a 
figure of $80 per gross square foot for housing in Alaska. This figure 
reflects construction with less stringent requirements than required b¥ 
military housing criteria. This $80/SF figure meshes well and supports the use 
of the 1«:1? unit costs (i.e., 93.·38/SF) used in. this analysis since the latter 
figure includes inspection an1 contract administration costs while the HUD 
figure does not. The only recent local bid experience is a small 38 unit 
project at Ft Greely. This project is to construct several different size 
units ranging from 980 SF to 1640 SF. · The project is a two step procurement 
effort now in the final selection stage. Unofficially the housing will 
probably cost alx>ut $78 per gross square foot, exclusive of major utility 
construction costs. Ac3 part of this sensitivity analysis, we have incllrled a· · 
calculation of .. the life cycle oosts of the M:P alternative using an $80 per sq. 
ft. oost of construction. 'Ihis analysis· still shows the build-lease project to 
be the most economical alternative. In order for the life cycle. costs of 
alternative I to equal the COOL HOME alternative, the price per square foot of 



the M:P alternative would have to be $61 per sq. ft. assuming estimates for 
site arxi utility work does not change. Thls. is unreasonably low am: the CXXlL 
HCME alternative is by ·f~· the :aost cost effective approach to acquire housing 
at Eielson· AFB. Variations in the escalation rate for maintenance costs . will 
prpduce very small changes in life cycle costs. 

I , . • • 

A. ·Twenty Year Residual Value Sensitivity: 'lb determine if the 20 year 
residual Vcil.ue of. the government housing is critical to the evaluation, a 40 ·. 
year.~ was calculatErl'! This. calculation shows a CO$t savings of ~ut . 
$10,466,000 which i.OO:icates the ass\lllled residual value at 20 years of the'· 
government. housing is not critical to · the evaluation. '!he actual costs of the 
build lease project beyond the 20 year lease period are indeterminate at this 
time. The 20 year lease costs were . assumed to apply in preparin:J this 
analysis. This approach should be conservative since the last 20 year lease 
costs should be less than the first 20 year period ( assumin:J oonstant 
dollars) • '!he tabulated costs for this analysis are in Appendix II. 

B. Tax CDst Sensitivity: 

( 1) We have calculated the effects of potential lost tax revenues on 
the project. Tax effects usErl tabulat~ guidance fran W USAF/ACM, HQ ATC/A!N 
am. a formula generated primarily by OSD/PA & E. The formula used is: 

DF x~+ ACFS1:mSID} X, 
WHERE: ~ 

DF = Discotmt Factor. 
ITC =. Investment Tax Credit 
TR =Tax Rate 

ACRS =.Accelerated Cost Recovery System 
SLD =.Straight ~ne Depreciation 

(2) This formula was used to calculate the potential tax. revenue lost 
to the Treasury as a result of the tax incentives available through TPF. This 
data will be used in the Economic Analysis (FA) to. oompare in-house versus TPF 
for. the COOL HOME.proj~t. 

( 3) Certain decisions arxi a~sumptions were necessary in order to 
perform the TPF analysis:· 

(a) The tax rate was assumed to be 46 percent. 

(b) Investment tax credit did not· apply to the OOOL HGE project 
because it is not available for investment. in real property. 

(c) The oontractor 's depreciable cost was estimatErl as foll~s: 

Average Unit Cost 
Number of Units 
Subtotal 
Supporting Facilities (e.g., 
Site Improvements, 
Utilidors and Utilities, 
Transformers, 
Communication Support) 

90,000 
x300 

Total Depreciable Contractor Investment 

27,000,000 

13, 936, 700 . 

40,936,700 



------------------__,:.----~---------------··- .. -·-- --· 

(d) Straight-Line ACRS recovery period was_ assumed to be.lS years. 

(4) Using discount rates of 7, 10, ard 15 percent, the increased cost 
to the government resulting from the tax implications of ACRS are $1; 787 ,100; 
$2,121, 400; ani $2,399,700 respectively. In each case, the TPF remains most 

. ecooomical, with savings of $8, 6 79, 000 ( 7% ) , . $8, 345, 000 ( 10%) arrl. $8, 066, 000 
( 15%) • The tax analysis summaries of cost are in Appemi~ I. 

• I •o I • 

VII. Benefit Analysis: ·Ttle .a:x>L HCME Project will .. oot only prevent family 
!;Separation for 300 families but will · also increase norale arxl productivity, 
reduce the number of PCS moves-and lessen the training requirements caused b¥ 
the excessive number of short, .unaccompanied tour selections resultant of lack 
of available housing ooth ·on and off base. 

VIII. Methodology CXXlL HCME Economic Analysis: 

A. Estimated cost of the Alternative No. I, l-CP funding was based on 00 
USAF/LEEC Unit Costs, DOD Faciliti~s, 11 May 84. 

B. Actual cost of the Alternative No. II Build/Lease Private Financing 
was obtained from the highest ranking proposal. 

c. Costs on the economic analysis format C for Alternatives I ani II 
portray the appropriate costs for each year of the 20 year economic life. 
Costs are depicted in both constant FY86 dollars and in present value doliars 
which were obtained by discountiiV3 the constant dollar. estimate at 10% in 
accordance with AFR 178-1, Economic Analysis a.rrl Program Evaluation-. 

D. BasEd on the present value of life cycle oosts, the alternative of 
lease/build is approximately· $11,091,000 less than building with MCP funds. 



ALTERNATIVE 1 
t-0? FUNDING 

Cost Estimate, 300 Family !busing Units, Eielson AFB, AI<: 

Basis of estimate: 00 USAF/~ Unit Costs 
DOD Facilities, 11 May 84 

Requirements: 

150 Enlisted, 2 Bedroom units 950 NSF, 1187 GSF, AFM 88-25 
150 Enlisted, 3 Bedroom units 1200 NSF, 1350 GSF, AF.M 88~25 
300 Garages, 1 car, 288 GSF 

Unit Costs: 

Unit Cost $46 sq ft x area factor 2.03 = $~3.38 sq ft 
Unit Cost garage $35 sq ft 

Primary Facility: 

3 Bedroom 93.38 x 1200 = $112,056 per unit 
2 Bedroom 93.38 x 950 ·= $ 88,711 per unit 
Garage 35.00 x 288 = $ 10,080 per unit 

Supporting Faci1i~ies: 

Primary Elec Transmission 
Secotxlary Elec 
Primary Transformers 
Secon:lary Transformers (substation) 
Uti1idors and Utilities 
Site Improvements 
Poads Sidewalks & Parking 
Coum Support 

Total Cost Per Unit: 

$ 578,676 
$ 197,208 
$ 155,376 
$ 266,679 
$ 5,090,431 
$ 5,557,600 
$ 1,970,720 
$ 120,000 

$13 ,. 936 1 690 -:- 300 : $461 455 

3· Bedroom 112,056 + 10,080 + 46,455 = $168,591 
2 Bedroom 88,711 + 10,080 + 46,455 = $145,246 

Project Costs 300 Units: 

3 Bedroom 150 x $168,591 = $25,288,650 
2 Bedroom 150 x $145,246 = $21,786,900 

TOTAL 300 Units $47,075,550 

5% Contingency 
Subtotal 

6. 5% SIOO/FAW 

$ 2,353,777 
$49,429,327 

$ 3,212,906 

$52,642,233 
Atch 1 



ALTERNATIVE I (Cbntinuation) 

Government Maintenance Cost, 300 Family Housing Units: (First Year) 

Based an materials equipnent and personnel costs: 

Maint, Per IIDnth, per unit 
Ma.int, Per year, per unit 
Maint, Per year, 300 units 

\ 

$ 89.00 
$ 1,068.00 

·. $320,400.00 

Atch 1 



· ALTERNATIVE IA 

Cost Estimate, 300 Family Ii:>using Units, Eielson, AFB, AK: 

Basis of Estimate: Average building costs of residential construction, 
Fairbanks, AK. Data provided by HUD. 

Requirements: 

150 Enlisted, 2 Bedroom units 950 NSF, 1187 GSF, AFM 88-25 
150 Enlisted, 3 Bedroom units 1080 NSF, 1350 GSF, AEM 88-25 
300 Garages, 1 car 288 GSF. 

Unit Costs: 

Unit oost, Fbusing $80.00 sq ft 
Unit oost, Garage $35.00 sq ft 

Primary Facility: 

3 Bedroan 80 x 1350 
2 Bedroom 80 x 1187 
Garage 35 x 288 

~rting Facilities: 

Primary Elec Trans 
Secorxiary Elec 

$108,000 
$ 94,960 
$ 10,080 

Primary Transformers (substation) 
Secorxiary Transformers 
utilidors and utilities 
Site ~rovements 
Roads Sidewalks & Parking 
Ccmn Support · 

rorAL 

'lbtal Cost Per Unit: 

$ 578~676 
$ 197,208 
$ 155,376 
$ 266,679 
$ 5,090,431 
$ 5,557,600 
$ 1,970,720 
$ 120,000 

·$13,936,690 ~ 300 = 46,455 

3 Bedroom 108,000 + 10,080 + 46,455 = $164,535 
2 Bedroom 94,960 + 10,080 + 46,455 =·$151,495 

Project Costs 300 Units: 

3 Bedroom 150 x 164,632 = 24,680,250 
2 Bedroom 150 x 151,592 = 22,724,250 

'lbtal 300 Units = 47,404,500 

5% Contingency 2,370,225 

Subtotal 49,774,725 

6.S% SIOH/EAW 3,081,293 

'lbtal CWE $52,856,018 
Atch 2 



ALTERNATIVE IA (Continuation) 

Government Maintenance Cost, 300 Family Housing Urtits: (First Year) 

Based on materials equipnent and personnel costs: 

Maint, Per nonth, per uni~· 
Maint, Per year, per unit 
Maint, Per year, 300 units 

$ . 89.00 
$ 1,068.00 
$320,400.00 

Atch 2 



ALTERNATIVE II, 

ProJ;Osal to Build, Lease and Maintain 300 Family Units an leased ClJvernment 
land using private financing for construction. 

Bid Itept 

'I 

Thr~ ·Bedrcx:m · fi:>using · · 
Units with garage 

; I l .1· 

Two Bedroom H:>using 
Units with garage 

Maintenance,. 3· Bedroom 

Maintenance, 2 Bedroc:m 

'IUl'ALS 

li:> of Units 

150 

·l: l 

150 

150 

150 

·Cost Per 
~nth 

'$142, soo.oo 

$157,500.00 

$ 9,500.00 

$ 8, soo.oo 

$318,000.00 

. COst Per 
Year 

$1,710,000.00 

$1,890,000.00 

$ 114,000.00 

$ 102,000.00 

$ 3,816,000.00 

This selected proposal will provide Famdly Housing units· Whidh meet· DOD space 
requirements for enfisted personnel.· The quality of design and oonstruction 
exceeds the IXD Family Housing StaOOards. 

Atch· 3 
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Appendix I 

_a. P.h et w.aut• .Jl._!\ug · 84 (BEY ISED) 

1. PraJec& Hlle: ......a..C.uD.u.D'-1 .... H""O.,.M"-f--------------------------
4. O:.acre,u.-etrreJKtaiuecuwe: To provide military family housing for Eielson AFB 
5. au ..... u .. : Bujld/Lease bous·jng. prjvate developer builds housing to lease to USAF 

•· J, .... , ~·'•= ......-2;.;;:o~·.v,_eal;..lrl.,.,;s~-------------------------

($000) 
D. c:. cl. 

lonrecurrtnt Coa&a lenrrtnt toau Auutl Coata 

•• . (I J tlJ .. (]J ~~· (I) t (l) (2) • (4) •• ProJtel CoftUAIII •liar l11fleted dollar' tonu .. , .. , .. , ... ,.,,, .. , ........... Dha:oua& 
~, ... lnweU• .... In well• ... ., .... , ..... , ..... , Iauer .... ,. . .. , 
1986 3~116 )fl6 3816 3816 .909 
1987 . 3816 3E26 3816 382·6 ,826 
1988 3816 3f::i5 3816 3835 • 751 
1989 3816 3fi46 3816 3846 .683 
1990 3816 3f:57 3816 3857 ,621 
1991 3816 3068 3816 3868 ,,564 
1992 3816 3U80 . 3816 3880 ,513 
1993 3816 3H92 3816 3892 .. 467 

I 1994 ~ ~816 3905 3816 3905 .424 
1995 ' 3816 3918 3816 3918 .386 
1996 3816 3932 3816 3932 '351 
1997 3816 3!J47 3816 3947 • 319 
199R 3816 3!)62 3816 3962 ,290 
1999 3816 3~)78 3816 3978 .263 
2000 3816 3~}95 3816 3995 .239 
2001 3816 4012 3816 4012 .218 
2002 3816 4030 3Rl6 4030 ,198 
2003 3816 4049 3816 4049 .180 
2004 3816 4069 3816 4069 "164 
2005 3816 4089 3016 4089 .149 
Total 7632tf 7a~fo6 

; 
76320 78706 9,Qj9 

TAX IMPL 'CATION ~T 15% DIS COW T RATE 
- ·-. . .. .. 

I . 

•• ...., ........... Coat: (OftUant Oullar 

..... ~,&e ............... ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3,579 
lt. Mllllt &enat,..l •••• · •••••••••••••••••••••••.• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I----

t. Dlac ... ~ , .... , ceac .,,...,, .,.,., .. , ••••: .................................... 1 ----

r. 
Dtacounted An~l Coal 

{d I e} 

Con" en~. tntleiH .... , ..... , 
3469 346E 
3152 316( 
2866 2881 
2606 2621 
2370 2395 
2152 2181 
1958 1991 
1782 1817 
161.H 1655 
1473 1513 
1339 1381 
1217 1259 
1107 1149 
1004 1046 

912 954 
832 875 
756 798 
687 729 
626 ·667 
569 ·609 

32-f95 33155 
+ 2400 
34895 

lnflete.a Uullar 

1 3,652 ·--·---•· ·&.••• •tac ... ._, ... ,., .. , •••• •••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••• ~ •......••••••.•••.•••. I I---

lit. .., ••"-~ &e&el cee& .................................................... 1 _}.~~~ 1 33,155 
10. S.Wce/DirhtU• ,, '-'' hU• ... • , ..... •• ..ce. a,ece •• ,....utm»: 

•· ...,_wrt .. C.t&a; 

:.,a a · .. M&rcat a ~tne.!~! . N/ A 
CIJ '""'~ N/A. . 

'· ....,"'"'c." $216 per y~ar maint. ·and $3,600 per year lec:-.sing 
, ... ,1~~f~F-.,.contr~ct B1d 

'· ...,.ecs••rau ... u., .. ,.w..ar.ca.rhJ•J•&Iftc.U•J Escalation at 4.4t based on Atch 
u . ._. •-u•••"' ,.,,.,,.. Ac&._ lfttc.r• OSD In f1 at ion Factors. 6 Jan 84 
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fOMI\T C·-~'1 Of CQSU fQI lCOIOUC .. YSU/PIOiiM UALUA1101 SJUDIU Appendix Ir 

1. '••u•-. DOD ~t: HQ AAC/DE 1. o.a.e ., s..a.t" •• __ (~R~E~V.:..:I S~E::.::D:...L)..J.1.:....7 ..:.A.:.:::u.g-:8:.: .. 4"---
J. ,....,." TtUt: __ ...:..CO~O:..:L:__H...:..OM...,.E ______________________ _ 

•· AUaruUva: Mjl jtar.¥ Canstrqctjan , POP Cost E$timiti 
•· ,,_.,,Late: ...:4~0:.....:.Y;:.:ea::.,:r...:s:.._ ____________________ ~~--

l. 'r:eeriWflnaJect "''': .... 
... 

($000) 
c . -.. 

lonrteurrtwt.Costs lacurrlftt Costa Auuel Costa 

a. . ( 1 J . (2) . -nl (4) (l). (l) (2) • U) •• ProJect Connant dollar Inflated clo11Jr Coattaat haflllld Can• tent Inflated Dtscouat ,.., 4oller iDIIer duller cloller lector · MD lnven- 160 lnwest-
•nt •nt 

1986 26321 26321 216 216 26537 26537 .909 
1987 26321 27479 216 226. 26537 27705 .826 
1988 216 235· 2·16 235 . 751 
1989 ·216 246 216 246 .683' 
1990 216 257 216 257 ,621 
1991 216 2.68 216 268 .. 564. 
~ 992 216 280 .216 280 513 
, 993 216 292 216 292 467 
~ 994 216 305 216 305 424' I 

~ 995 216 318 216 318 . 386 
~ 996 216 332 216 332 351 

997 ~ 216 347 216 347 319 
998 216 362 216 362 290 
999 216 378 216 318 263 
2000 216 395 216 395 .239 
2001 216 412 216 412 .218 
2002 216 430 216 430 .198 
2003 216 449 216 449 .180 
2004 .. ~16 469 216 469 .164 
2005 I '-16 489 216 489 ,14~ 
2006 .. 216 511 216 511 .1.35 
2007 216 534 216 534 .123 
2008 ~16 SST 216 557 . 112 
2009 216 p81 216 581 .1 02 
2010 . 216 607 216 607 ,092 
2011 216 634 216 634 .084 
~012 216 662 216 662 .. 076 
.2013 216· 691 216 691 069 
2014 216 721 216 721 063 
~Ol5 216 753 216 753 057 
~016 216 786 216 786 ,052 
~017 216 821 216 .821 ,047 
20l8 216 857 216 857 .043 
2019 .. 216 894 216 894 .039 
2020 216 934 216 934 .036 
2021 216 975 216 957 ,032 
2022 216 1018 216 1018 .029 
2023 216 1063 216 l063 .027 
2024 216 1109 2'16 1109 ,024 
2025 ~16 1158 . 216 1158 .022 

TOTAL~ 5264~ 53800 B64Q 22572 61282 76372 . 9,779 

. . . -. . 

.. ....,.,. ....... '-': Con it ant Oo!.!.!!. 

•. lllt&Mut '-,.. ............................................................... ' 4886 
'-· llltlla &erwt .. l·· .. l• •••••••••••••••••..•.••.••.•••••..•....••..•••.•..........• ' ----

•. ltt~c.• &etel cea& .,.,....,., &a,., .. , wei we: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I ----

a. L ... l .1K ... Ie4 &e,.IMI Wll• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I---

... ..,, ··IC-~ let& I COlt •••••• :. • • • • . • . . • • • • • . • . • . . • • • • . • . • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • I 4 7 7 8 0 
I D. lewu/Dirtwett• " c.u tatt•Ln· (UN •• wu IlNCe 11 ,...,tred): 

•· ....._urrl .. Cetta: 

'') ..... rdl • lr."ll .... , N/A ,,, .... _. HQ AAC/DE Construction Cost Estimate 

\. ~·- '-'' HQ AAC/DEE $320K Per Year Maintenance 
c. .., ........ ... .. 

f. 

Dhcoun~ed ~...-~ Coat 
d I e 

tonstanL, 1Rf1aled 
duller •ller 

24122 24122 
21920 22884 

162 117 
148 168 . 
134 159 
122 151 
111 144 
101 136 

92 129 
83 123 
76 117 
69 111 
63 105 

'57 99 
52 94 
47 90 
43 85 
39 81 
35 77 
32 73 
29 69 
27 66 
24 .. 62 
22 59 
20 56 
18 .. 53 

. 16 50 
15 48 

. 14 45 
12 43 
11 41 . 
10 39 

9 37 
·8 35 
8 34 
7 31 
6 30 
6 29 

.. 5 27 
5 25 

47780 50004 

Inflated Dollar 

' 5113 

'--·--·---• 50004 

4. ou.r c..•••••- (t••• 4t"*-& tt.;ew(l) ..- Jnttf~caU•) Escalation at 4.4% based on 
OSD Inflation Factors. 6 Jan 84 
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Appendix I I 

'· w.uu .. - ( ... I ': HQ AAC/DE 1. o.'--•' s..aaaa.· (REVISED)]7 Aug 84 
a •. •~·" uue: .--..:C¥00iiiWL.....,.HI.M.OL.&.IME...._ _________________ ~-----

•· ~~~'''"• ,, PnJect. •J"u ... To proy ide Mi 1 i tary Fami 1 y Housing for Ei ~1 son AFB, AK 
t. ••u,..the: Byj1d/Lease Hoysjng - prjyate deyelpper builds bpusjng to lease to liSA 

•· ''~'' Lift: _...,~4~,:;:0~Yei!Wiau.r.s ________ ·-· -·-------

I 

( $000) 
•• c. •• f . 

lloftrecurrl .. teau .. , .. ,, .. Ceau AM..el toau llacownlt4 ~··Coal 

•• (1) (2) lll --rtl ld I e t 
ProJect Conuenl dol ler Inflated dol tar eon., .. , laflelM "' • ua ua • ,., .. 

Coa•tanL . ...... , ... 
Wnlllftl Cnflal4cl DhC:OYAl ,.., 

MD lnwtU: .... In veaL~ •... , •... , ..... , dollar feuur cauUar .. ,,.,_ .... .ant · 

1986 3816 3816 3816 '3816 .909 346f 3468 
-1987 3816 38.26 3816 3826 ,826 3152 3160 
1988 3816 3835 3816 3835 ~ 751 286f 2881 
1989 3816 3846 3816 3846 .683 2607 2627 
1990 3816 3857 3816 3857 ,621 2370 2.395 
1991 3816 3868 3816 3868 ,564 2152 2181 
1992 3816 3880 3816 3880 . 513 1958 1991 
1993 3816 3892 3816 3892 ,467 1782 1871 
1994 3816 '3905 3816 3905 .424 1618 1655 
1995 3816 3918 3816 3918 ,386 1473 1513 
1996 3816 3932 3816 3932 .351 1340 1381 
1997 3816 3947 3816 3947 . 319 1217 1259 
1998 3816 3962 3816 3962 ,290 1107 1149 
1999 .3816 3978 3816 3978 ,263 1004 1046 
2000 3816 3995 3816 3995 ,239 912 954 
2001 3816 4012 3816 4012 .218 832 875 
2002 3816 4030 3816 4030 '198 756 798 
2003 3816 . 4049 3816 4049 '180 687 729' 
2004 tl 3816 4069 3816 4069 '164 625 667 
20(}§ . 3816 4089 3816 4089 ~ 149 568 609 
2006 3816 4111 3816 4111 .135' 515 555 
2007 3816 4134 3816 4134 ~ 123 470 509 
2008 3816 4157 3816 4157 • 112 427 465 .. 
2009 3816 4181 3816 4181 J02 389 426 
2010 3816 4207 3816 4207 .092 351 387 
2011 3816 4234 3816 4234 .084 320 355 
2012 3816 4262 3816 4262 .076 290 324 
2013 3816 4291 3816 4291 .069 26'3 296 
2014 I 3816 4321 3816 4321 .063 241 272 
2015 . 3816 4353 3816 4353 .057 217 248 
2016 3816 4386 3816 4386. .052 198 228 
2017 3816 4421 3816 4421 . ,047 179 208 
2018 3816 4457 3816 4457 ,043 164 192 
201.9 3816 4494 3816 44-94 .039 148 175 
2020 3816 4534 . 3816 4534 . .036 138 164 
2021 3816 4575 3816 4575 .032 122 146 
2022 3816 4618 3816 4618 .029 110 134 
2023 . 3816 4663 3816 4663 .027 103 126 
2024 3816 4709 3816 4709 .024 91 113. 
2025 3816 4758. 3816 4758 ,022 84 104 . ' 

'TOTAL 52640 166572 152640 166572. 9,779 37314 38582 

. . . - . ' . . 
---. 

................ '-'" Con•tanl OoliJr lnflaled Dollar 
. . 

•• . ........ , ..... 8tlt ... , .......................................................... ' 3816 1 3954 
'· en ~.~a ...._, .... ,.,.,. ........................................................... I --- ·---t. ··~~ '-\1' ~~ ~~ ..... ~ .... tiiMe: •••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••• '------

, __ _ 
•. L•• tiiK-~-UIWIMI ................................................... '--- • ---

lt. 111 •••c-~ &e&al cea& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 37314 i 38582 
11. a..uiDirt••U• '' '-" ltU•&ea , ... 11 .a. .,.se •• ,....an•t: 

........... , ... Cet&l: 

ua ..... .a • .... ,_, N/A 
taa a .... - N/A 

\. ....,..., .. '-'' $216 per ~ear rna i nt, and $3,600 per year 1 easing 
Source: contract B1d· '· .. , ........... . 

•· ...,. '-•••u- Ct••• ••~ ntc•td.., J•Uttc.U•) Escalation at 4.4% based on 
n. _...nu • .,'"•'"'~'._.,_., OSD Inflation Factors, 6 Jan 84 
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•· Dl•"''"• ,, ,,..,"' GltJ"'"•• ·To proyide Military Family Housing for Eie1son AFB. AK 
'· ••&o,..&tM: Byi1d/Lease Hoysjng - prjyate deyeloper bujlds housing to lease to !IS 

•· ,, ... ,, Ltft: 40 Years ·- ---....-------------

•• ProJect ,.., 

1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 

I 1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2001 
2008 
2009 
2010 
2011 
2012 
2013 
2014 
2015 
2016 
2017 
2018 
2019 
2020 
2021 
2022 
2023 
2024 
2025 

(11 lll . 
Con•tan& dollar Inflated dollar 
ltD lnweat· 160 lnweal-

•nl • •nl 

( $000) 

(11 (4) 
eon., •• , laflet.O 
•ll•r -liar 

3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 

1 
38'16 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 

3816 
38.26 
3835 
3846 

. 3857 
3868 
3880 
3892 
3905 
3918 
3932 
3947 
3962 
3978 

.... 3816 

' 3995 
4012 
4030 
4049 
4069 
4089 
4111 
4134 
4157 
4181 
4207 
4234 
4262 
4291 
4321 
4353 
4386 
4421 
4457 
4494 
4534 
4575 
4618 

3816 
.3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 

. 4663 
4709 
4758. 

(l) • (lt (2t • ,., 
tun•Laal lnflate4 
*»Uar duUar 

3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816. 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 

- 3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 
3816 

3816 
3826 
3835· 
3846 
3857 
3868. 
3880. 
3892 
3905 
3918 
3932 
3947 
3962 
3978 
3995 
4012 
4030 
4049 
4069 
4089 
411l 
4134 
4157 
4181 
4207 
4234 
4262 
4291 
4321 
4353 
4386 
4421 
4457. 
44'94 
4534 
4575 
4618 
4663 
4709 
4758 

.. 
Dlu~ual 

llct-.r 

.909 

.82fi 
~751 
. 68:; 
.62'1 
,564 
• 513 
.467 
.424 
,386 
. 351 . 
. 319 
,290 

; ,263 
. ,239 

.218 

.198 
'180 
~ 164 
.149 
.135 
.123 
'112 
'1 02 
.092 
.084 
.076 
.069 
.063 
.057 
.052 
,047 
.043 
.039 . 
.036 
.032 
.029 
.027 
.024 
,022 

r. 
Olacounte4 Anftull Caat 

[d I el 

Con,, .. , laflat .. 
doUar · dOUar 

346E 
315~ 
2866 
2607 
2370 
2152 
1958 
1782 
1618 
1473 
1340 
1217 
1107 
1004 

912 
832 
756 
687. 
625 
568 
515 
470 
427 
389 
351 
320 
290 
263 
241 
217 
198 
179 
164 
148 
138 
122 
110 
103 

91 
84 

-3468 
3160 
2881 
2627 

. 2395 
2181 
1991 
1871 
1655 
1513 
1381 
1259 
1149 
1046 

954 
875 
798 
729 
667 
609 
555 
509 
465 
426 
387 
355 

·324 
. 296 

272 
248 
228 
208 
192 
175 
164 
146 
134 
126 
113 
104 

TOTAL 

1
52640 ~66572'152640 166572 9,779 17314 38582 

. + 1787 
39101 

IMPLICAT ON AT. % DISC UNT RAT~ . AX 

I r--- .1 l · 
•• ....,.,. ..... '-tt: 

•• Mt&Mlt& &8,. .... , ........................................................... ' 3816 I 3954 

'· ... ~ ...................................................................... ' --- . ---
•• ··~ .... &el.ll ~-' .,., ...... laftll .. l ..... ; ...................... ~ •••••••••••••• --- • ---

•· L•a tit"-- Ia,., .. a ..... • • • • • • • • •. •. ••• • •. • • ••••••••••••••• • • • •••••••• • ' a ---
39l o1 

•• .., "'"-~ la&al cell .................................................... t --- J 38582 
ua. ~., .. , ... u. "' '-•' ""•....- , .... -.ca. ~ •• ,.....,,.,,: 

•· ...... , ... '"'': 
Ul ..... ..a • ..,.,_, N/A 
lit , .... _ N/A 

\. ~~- '-'' $216 per tear rna i nt. and $3,600 per year 1 easing 
Source: ~ontract B1d 

c. .., , .......... . 

•· .._. '-'..,.•"- U••• .,._.. IIK..,ht.., Jwautc.&t•) Esca 1 at ion at 4.4% based on 
n . .._ ... ""•.,•rt••"'~"·'"~' OSD Inflation Factors, 6 Jan 8 
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Appendix Ill 

'· w.eut .. ·GGO'----&: .. HO AAC/DE a. o.uef·W.hat•- (REVISED)17 Aug 84 · 
J. PNJ•& HUt: COOL HOME. . 

•· "'"''"••'',.,"'•J•,tt•: Ta·proyide Military family Housing for Eie1son AEB. AK 
•· ••~,..&he: .Byj1d/Lease Hoysjng - Prjyate developer bujlds housing to lease to IISAF 

•· ,, .. ,,Lift: 40 Years ·-- _ 

{$000) 
•• '· •• f . 

lonrecurrt .. eo,,, .. , .. ,, ... '-'·"- ........ Colli , .. ,..,..,., ~• tau 

•• (1) . Ill · (11 (t) (d I el 
ProJec& Conuan& dollar 

'"""" dol,., 
eon,, .. , l•fle&ed (l) • U) (2) • (4) .. 

Co•"&u&.. lnfla&M ""'''."' '""•le4 Dt"oua& ,., - ln••U- MD lnweu- . .... , •... , .... , ..... , '•""' 
011\lar .... , ... , . . .. , 

1986 3816 3816 3816 ~816 .909 34.6f 3468 
1987 3816 38.26 3816 3826 ,826 315~ 3160 
1988 3816 3835 3816 3835 ~ 751 286f 2881 
1989 3816 3846 3816 3846 .683 2607 2627 
1990 . 3816 3.857 3816 3857 ,621 2370 2395 
1991 3816 3868 3816 3868. ,564 2152 218, 
1992 3816 3880 3816 3880 . 513 1958 1991 
1993 "3816 3892 3816 3892 .467 1782 1871 
1994 3816 3905 3816 3905 .42"4 1618 1655 
1995 3816 3918 3816 3918 ,386 1473 1513 
1996 3816 3932 3816 3932 . 3.51 1340 1381 
1997 3816 3947 3816 3947 . 319 1217 1259 
1998 3816 3962 3816 3962 ,290 1107 1149 
1999 3816 3978 3816 . 3978 ,263 1004 1046 
2000 3816 3995 3816 3995 ,239 912 954 
2001 3816 4012 3816 4012 .• 218 832 875 
2002 3816 .4030 3816 4030 .198 756 798 
2003 1 3816 4049 38.16 4049 '180 687 729 
2004 3816 4069 3816 4069. ..164 625 667 
200~ . 3816 4089 3816 4089 .. 149 568 609 
2006 3816 4111 3816 4111 .135 515 555 
2007 .. 3816 4134 3816 4134" .123 470 509 
2008 3816 4157 3816' 4157· '112 427 465 .. 

2009 I 3816 4181 3816 4181 '1 02 389 426 
2010 3816 .. 4207 3816 4207 .092 351 387 
2011 3816 4234 3816 4234 .084 320 355 
2012 3816 4262 3816 4262 .076 290 324 
2013 . - 3816 4291 3816 4291 .069 263. 296 
2014 I 3816 4321 3816 4321 .063 241 272 
2015 38l6 4353 3816 4353 .057 217. 248 
2016 3816 4386 3816 4386 .052 198 228 
20l7 3816 4421 3816 4421 ,047 179 208 
2018 3816 4457 3816 4457 . 04~: 164 192 
2019 " 3816 4494 3816 44'94 . ~03·J 148 175 
2020• 3816 4534 3816 4534 .03G 138 164 
2021 3816 4575 3816 4575 .03:~ 122 146 
2022 3816 4618 3816 4618 .029 110 134 
2023 3816 4663 3816 4663 .0~7 103 129 
2024 3816 4709 3816 4709 .024 91 113 
2025 3816 4758 3816 4758 ,022 84 104 

38582 TOTAL 52640 ~ 66572 -~ 52640 166572. 9,779 37314 
. + 2121 

. TJ X IM ~ll CATIC N AT 1( % DISCI UNT RAT ~ 3943s-

. 
·-

.. ...a.., ... ,. ... ' ,.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 3816 ' 3954 

.. ··~ ........................................................................ ---
•• ··~~ LeLil· ~' ~,.._.~ ....... Me: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -------------

•. L•a ''"-- &erwiMI .... • •. • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • ••••• • ••• • •••• •. • • •••• · ••• • • t ---

·--·--'---
•· II& tltac-...a &e&al At& .................................................... 6 3943 5 i 38582 

10. ~e/DirhaU•·" "-'' hU•an , .... •• .-a~ •• .....-.and,: 

•. -. .... , ... '"''i 
&U .. ...,u, .._,._., N/A 
&II a....- N/A 

\. .....,,.._'-'' $216 per year maint. and $3.600 per year leasing 
Source.: contract 81 d · ,. -.......... . 

•· ..,.'-•••"- U•••••~ he•••• IMJ•&utcau•• Escalation at 4.4% based on 
u ........ ""•., Prt•a,.a ~,._ .,_., OSD lnfl at ion Factors, 6 Jan 84 
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1. ,.,.,u, .. • ~&: HQ AAC/DE ·a. Dele •• W.lnl• (REVISED) 1_7 Aug 84 · 
J. ,,..,.., ''"': __....C .... OO~L~H~O....,.ME.._ ______________________ _ 

•· ~~~'''"••''ra.ltc&GiaJ""": To eroyide Military Family Housing for Eie1son AFB, AK 
•· ••&e,..uwe: Buj1d/Lease HgysjDg - prjyate deyeloper bujlds housing to lease to IISAF 

. •· ,,_.,,_Lift: 40 Years -·-- --------
1 • .....,..,,reJ•"·"''': 

($000) ... c. •• r . 
._,_ .. ,, .. CaUl IH..rrl"' Cent MAUll toau Dh'own;eca MAual tau .. (1} Ul Ill (tl d I e) 

ProJect ConUen& dO I ler lftfllted dOllar Coat leal ..... , .. (I) • U) (2) t ,., .. 
Co•"'-"l lnflalM ,.., .... , .,,., '-'''•"' lnflel.ecl Dluouat CID\ ler · .... , 

MD lnv•a•· .... lnveU• fkaller .... , fa,tur 
•nt ~ · •nt 

1986 3816 3816 3816 3816 ! .909 346~ 3468 
1987 3816 38.26 3816 3826 . ,826 . 315l 316Jl 
1988 3816 3835 3816 3835 • 751 286f 2881 
1989 3816 3846 3816 3846 .683 2607 2627 
1990 3816 3857 3816 3857 ,621 2370 2395 
1991 '3816 3868 3816 3868 ,564 2152 2181 
1992 3816 3880 3816 3880 . 513 1958 1991 
1993 3816 3892 3816 ~892 .467 1782 1871 
1994 3816 3905 3816 3905 .424 1618 1655 
1995 3816 3918 3816 3918 ,386 1473 1513 
1996 3816 3932 3816 3932 . 351 1340 1381 
1997 3816 3947 -3816 3947 . 319 1217 1259 
1998 3816 3962 . 3816 3962 ,290 1107 1149 
1999 3816 3978 3816 3978 ,263 1004 1046 
2000 3816 3995 3816 3995 ,239 912 954 
2001 .. 3816 4012 3816 4012 .218 832 875 
2002 3816 4030 3816 4030 .198 756 798 
2003 1 3816 4049 3816 4049 '180 687 729 
2004 3816 4069 3816 4069 , 164 625 667 
2005> I 3816 4089 3816 4089. .149 568 609 
2006 3816 4111. 3816 4111 .. 135 515 555 
2007 3816 4134 3816 4134 '! 123 470 509 
2008 3816 4157 3816 4157 • 112 427 .. 465 
2009 3816 4181 3816 4181 '1 02 389 426 
201'0 .. 3816 4207 3816 4207' .092 351 387 / 

2011 3816 4234 3816 4234 .084 320 355 
2012 '. 3816 4262' 3816 4262 .076 290 324 
2013 3816 4291 3816 4291 .069 263 296 

' ' 

2014 3816 4321 3816 4321 .063 241 272 
2015 3816 4353 3816 4353- .057 217 248. 
2016 3816 4386 3816 4386 .052 198 228 
2017 -. 3816 4421 3816 4421 ,047 179 208 
2018 3816 4457 3816 4457 ,043 164 192 
2019 3816 4494 3816 44'94 .039 148 175 
2020 3816 4534 3816 4534 .036 138 164 
2021 3816 4575 3816 4575 .032 122 146 
2022 3816 4618 3.816 4618 .029 110 134 
2023 3816 4663 3816 4663 .027 . 103 126 
2024 3816 4709 3816 4709 .024 91 113 
2025 3816 4758 3816 4758 ,022 84 104 

!TOTAL ~ 66572 h52640 166572. 19 '77 9 37314 38582 152640 + 2400 
. T~X I.MPLICATIO~ AT 15% DISCOUN " RATE 

39714 
. 

I I I ...... ,. ...... '-'" Conttanl Doll~r lntlated Oullar 

.. . ..... , ... ,. ... , , ............................................................. ' 3816 ' 3954 

'· .. , ......... , ............................................ ··················· '---
•• ··~~- &elal cetl .. , .................... : •••••••••..•.••.......•••••...•....• ' ---

'--·---•· Lna ''"-~ ",., .. , "'• ••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•••..••••••••••••••• ' a __ _ 
•· .. , ••ac-..- .. ~, w.& •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 39714 · J 38582 

•· --urrt .. Cet&a; 

Ul ..... raa a .... ,__., N/A 
&JI ..... _ N/A 

\. ~·- '-'' t216 per ~ear rna i nt, and $3,600 per year 1 easing 
Source: contract B1d , ... , ....... , ..... 

.. ......... ,....._.., .............. ,.~,1 . ...64 ...................... ..,, .. , ........... 4,.···-' r,...,... .... , _ ... .:""'-"" ........ , ~0/ .......... ,...",... nn 
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Appeooix IV 

Summary of c:x:XlL HLl-1E Build/Lease Cost Savings 

(In Constant Ik>llars) ($000) 

1. M:P Costs based on 20 years of 40 year life 43,586 
Build/Lease proposal, 20 years 32,495 

20 year savings $11,091 
I. 

2. MCP costs based on 20 years of 40 year life . 43,586 
Build/Lease with Tax impact, 7% Discount Rate, 20 years 34,282 

20 year savings $ 9,304 

3. M::P costs based on 20 years of· 40 year ·life 43,586 
Build/Lease with Tax impact, 10% 'Discount Rate, 20 years 34,616 

20 year savings $ 8,970 

4. MCP costs base on 20 years of 40-year life -43,586 
Buiid/~se with Tax impact, 15%. Discount Rate, .20 years 34,895 

20 year savings $ 8,691 . 

5. MCP costs based on 40 year life 47,780 
Build/Lease with 40 year leasing 37,314 

40 year savings $10,466 

6. MCP. costs based on 40 year life 47,780 
Build/Lease with Tax impact, 7% Discount Rate, 40 year ·39,101 

40 year savings $. 8,679 

7. MCP cost based on 40 year life 47,780 
Build/Lease with Tax impact, 10 % Discount Rate, 40 year 39,435 

40 year savings $ 8,345 

a. MCP costs based on 40 year life . 47,780 
Build/U:!ase with Tax impact, 15% Discount. Rate, 40 year 39,714 

40 year savings $ 8,066 

Atch 7 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A. The Decision Objective 

The objective of this study is to determine if a proposed Section 801 
military housing lease would be a more economical means of providing adequate 
ho~sing for 163 military families at Hanscom AFB, Massachusetts, as compared 
to traditional Air Force constructe~ and operated family housing units. 

B: Background 

Secti~n 801 of the Military Construction Authorization Act of 1984 and 
amendments thereto authorized several pilot programs to determine the cost 
effectiveness of a. lease program to obtain additional ~ousing facilities• If 
approved by Congress, some leased housing facilities would be available for 
beneficial occupancy in FY 86, with all remaining units becoming available in 
FY 87. 

Major provisions set forth in this program are as follows: 

0 

0 

Occupants would forfeit Basic Allowances for Quarters (BAQ) and 
Variable Housing Allowances (VHA) in return for assigned quarters. 

. :. : .,. .· .... ·. ;.. . . ~: . -~ .. .. . -~ .. -
The gover~ent would pay all rent, ·utilities, an·d administrative 
costs. ~ 

0 
. The program cannot be appli~d to existing housing. 

0 The ne~ ~~using units are ieq~ired to be ~onstructed at least to mini-
mum ~0~ specification.· .... 

0 •• ·o:: •• 
p- ·-' . . . • . • ... , . 

• 
0

. Upon termination of the lease agreement, the government will ·have the 
.. right of first refusal to acquire. all right, title, and interest ··in ' .. 

........ . the le.ased.·house ·facilities.· :. · ... · ··!·.:_._;.:: ~>.<.~~:: .. -.:: · ···-~·-· ·, ·· :· ·. ·_._: ..... .;...:_ ·~ ;~~-:··: ·. · · 

.- • ~" . ... • • •• •• .... ..; ........ • ..• ,_,· ."."J,"". ·, ••. - .·;·.·... ··:·.:·~l· .. ::··-'··:·.;._.:._·:_.···/~.:-.·:·~ .. . ·>, .. -:!·-~ -~ :.·_· ,,_. -. ·~·.:.-... .:-- ~-: .· . · .. ~,_· ··.,; - .. ·: ~--;;:,(/;_~;~:·:.~..,::.::~~--. :. : ... !'-. ,: .-:.: .. _ .. ·:::·· • ....... -. ~.;·:. • .. _.·.·: -~-
-:- . ·The lease may net exceed ~0 years. ·.-: ·. · ·= .: ···. -~ ; ·=· · · ~.r-~~·:"7~ ·-:~=-~-~. 

•· ... · . ....... ·._.""·-:.. ·~\~--~~ ..... · .. ' . -~:. __ :··.·_ . . . . . . ·: .. ,._ .. · · ....... . 
0 ·A validated deficit in milit.ary housing must ~xist in ~he general -
·~area. 7···~.·.- . ~~~:·../·. ·:.:-r:·~~-~---~----~·:?_-~~-:~~+r····:.·.".:_: .>:-.::~·:_.··.-.. ~<<:_.:,_--~ ·· =·~_.·.-\·:~· 

0 The new hous'ing units may be built o~ pr_~vate or gove~nment owried 
land: .. ... ~ . . . : . . . . ~ •: : :.\ _._ :._ :· :--·. .-~-.: :~ 

•• .. • • ~ ~·. :. • - ... • ••••••• • • ' 0 ,• • • 

. ·:·· ~;·.~~··· . 

Survey of .44 local communities indicates ·that new housing construction has 
come to a virtual standstill. This situation has been prompted by zoning 
restrictions which coDDDunities are not likely'to change.· Existing housing is 
well-built but extremely expensive. · The average heme available to the military 
family costs between $130,000 and $250,000. ·:·The eXtremely bigh oc'cupancy rate 
of housing plus the preponderance of high-tech industries in the Banscom·area, 
drives a demand that keeps escalating these costs (24% in the last year, ·ref 
Boston Globe dated 12 Feb 85). In order to find suitable housing, many families 
have been driven to locations more than one hour commuting distance from 
Hanscom AFB. // 
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The median cost for a 2 bedroom junior enlisted rental dwelling, based upon· 
·. listings available in the Housing Referral Office, is $550/month, exclusive of 

utilities •. The BAQ/VHA reimbursement for this family amounts to $493.98 (E-4) 
which nets a monthly loss of approximately $56. Assuming utility costs of 
$150/month, this family has a yearly shortfall of $2q72 ($206/month). A three 
bedroom house for a junior company grade officer averages $800/month versus 
$586.99 BAQ/VHA. Yearly loss, including utilities, is $4,356 ($363.00/month). A 
four_bedroom accommodation for a senior oficer averages $1,120/month in rent. . 1 

In 1983, the neighboring 44 · co~unities were asked for their support to construe- . 
tion-of Military Family Housing on Hanscom AFB. They unanimously approved the 
proposal. Mayors and Chambers of Comm.erce also fully agreed.that they could not 
adequately house Hanscom's military population, based upon housing availability 
projections, anytime in the foreseeable future. 

Thus the only viable alternative is the construction of Military Family Housing 
at Hanscom AFB. This analysis will show that the best means to acquire this 
housing is through the build-to-lease ~lternative. 

C. Major Assumptions 

1) That the Air Force will have a continuing need for housing at Hanscom 
AFB for at least 20 years (the term of the SOl lease). 

2) That the rent to satisfy the lea!e wili. be appropriated for that pur
pose by Congress on an annual basis. 

3) That the owner/developer of the 801 Housing will retain title to the 
improvements for the 20 year lease term. 

4) That maintenance and repair co~ts in the Military Family Housing (MFH) 
alternative· will experience both real and inflationary incr~ases based 
on the age of the units, while the. 801 housing maintenance rent will 
experience only an inflationary increase based on its tie to economic 
index provision in the contract. 

5) That the construction contract for the Government construction alter
native would be awarded on 1 October 1985 and.would require delivery. 
of 50 percent of the units on · 1 Octo.ber 1986 with 25 percent to be deli
vered on 1 January 1987 and the remaining 25 percent on 1 April 1987. 

6) That a~ agreement to lease in the 801 lease program would be signed on 
1 June 1985 with 50 percent of the units to be delivered on 1 June 1986, 
an additional 25 percent delivered on 1 September 1986, and the 
remaining 25 percent delivered on 1 December 1986. 

/ 
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7) The actual housing occupancy wtli be as stated the Build to Lease 
Request for proposals. This occupancy is 52 percent, E-4 to E-6; 
9 percent, E-7 to E-9; 34 percent; 0-4 to 0-5, and .5 percent 0-6. 

8) That the 801 lease alternative will be depreciated over a 40 year 
straight line for tax purposes. 

9) The issue of real estate taxes is held not to be applicable to this pro-
- ject has it is to be constructed on Air Force property. ·\ 

10) That all costs over the 21 year analysis period will be discounted to 
a present value at a rate of 12 percent, yielding two numbers which 
allow a meaningful economic comparison of the two alternatives. 

11) Impact aid to _the local commuity under these alternatives are deemed 
to be equal since the housing project is based on construction on 
government property in either alternative. 

D. Alternatives Considered 

Two alternatives for providing the· needed housing were considered. They 
were: 

1. Military F~mily Housing (MFH) Alt~rnative -This alternative involves 
·construction of new family housing through the MCP program. The -~ ~ :
required units would be constructed over an eighteen month period (FY 86 
and FY 87), and operated and maintained·by the Government for at least a 
period equal ~o the term of the 801 lease. These units would be built · 
on Government-owned land on Hanscom AFB. 

2. 801 Lease Alternative - This alternative involves the leasing of family 
housing units for. 20 years by the.Air Force. These units would be -:·; __ , 
leased from ~ private developer~ who wo~ld construct them to at least 
the 000 minimum specification. These units would be constructed on · 
Government-owned 1 and . on Hans.com AFB. ... . · ·· · 

E. Methode 1 ogy ·_: -~ . -· . : .... - -~ 
:-· . ! . ~ -

Investig~tions ~ere made to determine the expense el~ments which would .: 
apply to the two alternatives investigated.·. :The. development of expense ele-··. 
ment estimates is det~iled in appendix A of this r~port. Computations were : 
performed to estimate the present.value of the stream of future expenditures 
required for the implementation of each alternative. Computer outputs were 
generated which display the project costs per year with estimated inflationary 
effects (current dollar analysis), present cost per year, and cumulative 
present cost per year. The total net cumulative costs were then compared to 
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.identify the least costly alternative. The results were then tested for the 
effects created by changes in cost elements. This "sensitivity analysis" 
helped identify the importance.of each variable in the final result. 

F. Economic Analysis Results 

Results of the.Economic.Analysis for this project are as follows: 

163 Unit Project 

Alternative 

MFH On-base Constructibn 
801 Lease 

Present Worth 
Net Cost* 

$ 19, 17q, 133 
$ 19,077,773 

P.verage 
Annual Equi'valent 

$ 
t 

2,715,498 
2, 701 ,'851 

•Based on a 21 year period of analysis (1986-2006) and a 12 percent discount 
rate. 

The analysis of costs indicates the use of the 801 Lease program to be the 
least costly and most economically feasible means of meeting an urgent need for 
military family quarters on Hanscom ~FB." · 

G. Sensitivity Analysis Results 

Five variables were ·tested for the impact created on the overall results of 
the analysis by changes in each variable. The construction costs of the MFH 
alternative construction is based on a large body of factual data and 
experi..ence. Other items either were insensitive or possessed a l0\-1 overall 
sensitivity. A detailed discussion of sensitivity is contained in paragraph II 
F-2. 

H. Non-Monetary Factors 

An economic analysis is, by definition, limited to consideration-of econo
mic or monetary factors. A project of this magnitude involves a number of 
factors which are beyond the scope of an economic analysis. Some nonmonetary 
factors identified include: (1) the desirability of having personnel located on 
the base for accessibility, {_2) the possibility of obtaining funding for MCP 
construction given budget constraints, and_f3) the availability of government
owned assets for other purpose~, ·such as mobilization. The economic analysis 
is, therefore,~ only one element to be considered in the overall decision
making process. 

I. Recommended Action 

This economic analysis indicates that the 801 Housing Program is the least 
costly means of providing 163 units of housing for military personnel on 
Hanscom AFB. It is therefore recommended that the Air Force be authorized to 
enter into a Section 801 lease for. these units. 
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II DETAILED SUMMARY 

I. OBJECTIVE: The objective of this analysis is to determine the most cost 
effective method of meeting the Air Force family housing requirements at 
~anscom AFB, Massachusetts. 

II. B~KGROUND AND HOUSING REQUIREMENT: The existing housing at Hanscom AFB .. , 
consists of 695 units, buil~ between ·1959 and 1968. The most recent Air Force 
Housing Survey (DO Form 1378 as of 30 Sep 83) shows a housing deficit of 163 
units·. Air Force manning documents show no signficant change_in Hanscom mili-
tary manning in the foreseeable future: 

The Air Force Electronic Systems Division (AFSC) performs a mission that relies 
heavily on professionals skilled in high-tech engineering. The low availability 
rate of housing, coupled with extremely high prices, has created an environmerit 
that adversely impacts assigned m~litary_ personnel. 

This project was developed in response 'to this· urgent need for housing. The 
decision to pursue on-base construction under the Military Family Housing 
Build-To-Lease Program resulted from an extensive study of housing availability 
in the local area. The proposed project under Public Law 98-115, Section 801, 
would provide quarters for 163 military families in the most timely manner com~ 
pared to other_ alternatives. · . . · · ~, 

. . 
Survey of 44 local communities indicates that new housing construction has 
come to a virtual standstill. This situation has been prompted by zoning 
restrictions which communities are not likely to change. Existing housing is 
well-built, ·but extr.emely expensive. The average home available to the.military 
family costs between $130,00 and $250,000. The extremely high occupancy rate of 
housing, plus the preponderance of hi~h7tech industries in the Hanscom area, 
drives a demand that· keeps escalating t~ese costs {24~ in the last year, ref 
article in the Boston Globe dated 12 Feb 85). In order to find suitable 
housing, many families have been driven to 'locations more than one hour com-
munting di~t~nce from _Han~com AFB~ · . · .. · ... ·.. · . . :-·:'·:. =·:-· ; : _ _-~<.\;~~.-.-~-:: .. :~; ·· 

; ....... . 

Th~ median cost .. for a 2 bedroom junior enlisted rental dwelling, based upon 
listings av~ilable in the Housi~g Referral Office is $550/month,··exclusive of 
utilities •. The BAQ/VHA reimbursement for this family amounts to $493.98 (E-4),·· 
which nets a monthly loss of approximately $56.· .. Assuming utility costs of ._. ·. 
$150/month, this family has a yearly ~~ortfall of $2472 {$206/month}. ·A three 
bedroom house for a junior company grade officer averages $800/month versus 
$586.99 in BAQ/VHA. Yearly loss, including utilities, is $4,356 ·· · · 
($363.00/month). A four bedroom accommodation for a senior officer averages 
$1,120/month ·in rent. 
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In 1983.the neighboring 44 cocununities were asked for their support to cons-truct 
Military Family Housing on Hanscom AFB. They unanimously ·approved the proposal. 
Mayors and Chambers of Commerce also fully agreed that they could not adequately 
house Hanscom military population, based upon housing availability projections, 
anytime in the foreseeable future • 

. 
Thus_the only viable alternative is the construction of Military Family Housing •\ 
at Hanscom AFB. This analysts~ will .show that the best means to acquire· this \ 
hous~ng is through the build-to-lease alternative •. 

C. Assumptions_ 

1) That the Air Force will have a continuing need for housing at Hanscom 
for at least 20 years (the term of the lease). 

2) That the rent to satisfy the lease will be appropriated for that 
purpose by Congress on an annua~ basis. 

3) That new construction will have ~ 40 year life. 

4) That inflation indices promulgated by the Office of Management and 
Budget through the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OMB/OSD indi.
ces) represent an accurate projection or inflation through the twenty 
year project life. ~-. 

~ 

5) That the owner/developer or the 801 Housing will retain title to 
improvements or the project for ~he 20 year lease term. 

G) That personnel will. be paid a housing allowance until these units 
become available. 

'"1, 

7) That installed appliances have an average life of 10 years and will 
require replacement once during the life of the project. 

8) That maintenance and repair costs in the Milita~y Family Housing (MFH)_ 
alternative will experience both real and inflationary increases based 
on the age of the units, while the 801 lease alternative will 
experience only an inflationary increase based on its tie to the 
economic indicator proVision or the contract. 

9) 

10) 

That the construction contract for the. Government constructi.on alter
nativ~ would be awarded on 1 October 1985, and would require delivery 
of 50~ of the units on 1 October 1986, with the remaining 25% to be 
delivered on 1 January 1987 and the remaining 25~ on 1 April 1987. 

That an agreement to lease in the 801 lease program would be signed on 
1 June 1985 and require 50~ of the units to be delivered on 1 June 
1986, an additional.25~ delivered on 1 September 1986, and the 
remaining 25% delivered on 1 December 1986. 

/ 
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12) 

13) 

14) 

15) 

16) 

17) 

18) 

The actual housing occupancy will be as stated in the B-uild 
to Lease Request for proposals. In that study it was 
assumed that the occupancy would be 52% E-4 to E-6, 9% E-7 
to E-9, 34% 0-4 to o-·s and 5% 0-6. 

That the 801 lease alternative will be depreciated over a 40 
year straight line for tax purposes. 

The issue of real estate taxes is held not to be applicable 
for this project. Consideration based. on th.e fact that both 
alternatives were to he built on-base. 

That all costs over the 21 year analysis period will be 
discounted to a present value at a rate of 12%, yielding two 
numbeis which will allow a meaningful compari~on of the two 
alternatives. 

Impact aid to the local com~unitv under these alternatives 
are deemed to be equal s{nce the.each alternative assumes 
construction on Air Force.property •. 

That the Government construction alternative would require 
payments equal to 75% of the total construction cost in the· 
first year of construction with the remaining 25\ in the 
second year of construction. 

That Acc~lerated Cost Reco~ery System· (ACRS) is not 
applicable to this project. (See Annex 1) 

D. General Cost Element Summary 

1. Costs considered: 

Table II-1 shows costs considered in the analysis •. 

A. Construction Cost 
B. Maintenance and Repair 
C. Real Estate Tax 
D. Equipment 
E. Insurance 
F. Housing allowance 
G. Residual Value 
H. · Rent 
I. Utilities 

X = Cost included 

TABLE Il-l 

MCP Al terna t.i ve 
X 
X 
0. 
X 

·x 
X 
X 

w 

801 Lease Alternative· 
0 
X 
0 

X 
0 
X 
w 

: ~ Cost calculated; but only used to estimate other costs. 
W = "Washing" - equal in both alternatives 
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2. Cost Element Details 

Details on the development· of costs considered and their reason for inclu
sion or noninclusion are shown in Appendix A. 

E. Methodology 

lhe two alternatives were compared on the basis of net discounted present 
cost. In order to do this, all costs involved in each· alternative were iden
tif~ed. Those considered approximately equivalent under each alternative were 
eliminated from consideration as '!wash" costs. The remaining costs were con
verted to~ total net present cost on .the basis of current dollars.(inflated 
at the OMB/OSD rates) and discounted at a rate of 12%. Use of this discount 
rate has been allowed by OMB, based on long-term Government bonds and assumes 
four percent inflation and eight percent cost or money. 

A residual value, which represents the remaining value of the construction 
to the Government at the end of the analysis _period, was then calculated and 
then deducted from the costs of the final year or the analysis period yielding a 
negative cost for that year. The discounting process. then arrived at a net pre
sent value estimate. 

The two estimates of ne~ present cost were then compared to ascertain 
the least costly alternative. In addition, key variables were tested to find 
the amount of change required to affect the outcome of each variable in the 
outcome of the analysis. If reasonable changes in an estimated cost item 
would alter the ranking of the alternatives, the analysis is said to be 
"sensitive" to that variable. 

This· analysis covers a 21 year period as partial rent or construction 
costs will be charged in the year preced~ng final delivery of all units • ., 
F. Summary of Results 

1. Economic ·Analysis Results 

These economic analyses were conducted using a computer aided modeling 
program. This program allows the user to specify a discount rat~, an infla-· 
tion index and values to be us~d in developing the analysis. The detailed 
results of this computer analysis are contained in Appendix B. This appendix 
contains: 1) a detailed MCP con~truction cost build-up for the project, 
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2) a. chart showing a year-by-year. comparison of the net cumulative 'discounted 
present cost to that year, 3) year by year tables of the costs of each. alter
native showing the annual co~t in each area, the total annual cost, the 
discounted annual cost, and the cumulative net discounted cost, and 4) a graph 
shouing the comparative cost for each alternative over the 21 year analysis 
period. Results are as follows: 

-163 Unit Project Analysis Results (Appendix B) 

Alternative 

MCP On-base Construction 
801 Lease 

Present Worth 
.Net Cost• 

$ 19,174,133 
$ 19,077,773 

Average 
Annual Equivalent 

$. 2,715,498 
$ 2,701,851 

*Based on a 21 year period of analysis (1986-2006) and a 12 percent discount 
rate. 

The analysis of costs indicates the ~se.of the 801 Lease program to be the 
more economically feasible means of meeting an urgent need for military family 
housing on Hanscom AFB. 

2. Sensitivity Analysis 'Results 

The purpose of a sensitivity analyst~ is to test key variables in the ana
lysis for the effect that a change in the variable would have on the final 

.. results of the whole analysis. Those variables in which a small change 
results in a reversal of alternative rankings are determined to be 
"sensitive." The more sensitive-the variable, the more important it is that 
the information on which that cost is based be accurate and reliable. A sen
sitive variable which is based on assumptions and conjecture greatly weakens 
the overall reliability of the.analysis. 

In the case of ·this analysis, variables were tested for sensitivity. 
Those variables requiring a change of more than 100~ plus or m~nus were con
sidered insensitive. The results of this sensitivity analysis are· presented 
in Table II-2. 

Cost Element 

1) Construction Cost 
2) M & R Cost 
3) Insurance Cost 
4) Residual Value 
5) Housing Allowance 

Table II-2 
Changes in Cost Elements to Rank 
MCP Construction as Least Costly 

163 unit 

0.54 
4.89 

insensitive 
+ 4.06 
- 22.42 

The item demonstrating· t~e most sensitivity, construction cost, is based on 
a large body of factual data 1and experience • 

.. -9-
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Appendix A 

Detailed Cost Element Summary 

I. Introduction 

This appendix covers the derivation of cost items included in the pre
ceding economic analyses. It also presents the rationale used in the inclu
sion or noninclusion of the cost elements in each alternative. 

II. Military Family Housing (MFH) Military Construction Program 

A: Construction Cost 

New construction costs were based on estimates developed by the Base 
Civil Engineer, Hanscom AFB, using the Tri-Service Family Housing Cost MOdel. 
It was assumed that the. same number of housing units would be built on base in 
either alternative. The Average Net Square Foot (ANSF) per unit was calcu
lated based on information obtained from the Request for Proposals for the 
project. The number of units was multiplied by this ANSF and then by a $46 
per square foot cost figure based on "Unit Costs, DOD Facilities" dated 

-August, 1984. A project factor was developed by multiplying an Area Cost 
Factor by a project Size Factor by a Unit Size Factor. Project Size and Unit 
Size Factors are given by the model. The Area Cost Factor used was obtained 
from the "Material and Labor Cost Indexes"· from OSD dated September, 1983. 
The project cost was then mult.iplied by standard five percent contingency and 
five percent supervision/ administration factors to obtain a final project ~ 
cost. Detailed computations of these cost~ for each project are shown at the 
beginning of the appropriate project appendix. 

Construction costs have been time-phased based on reasonable expectations 
of unit del~very and ~ontract payment. In this case, the cost analysis as
·sumes that approximately 50 percent of the _units will be delivered on 1 October, 
1986, with 25 percent delivered on 1 JanQary, 1987, and 25 percent on 1 April 
1987. This time phasing indicates that approximately 75 percent of contract 
costs will be payable. in 1986 with the ·remaining 25 percent to be paid in 
19a7. No ·inflation was applied to this cost as it would be a contract price 
set at the time of award. 

B. · Land Cost 

A land cost has not been included. in either alternative. Although the AF 
land on Hanscom has a determinable.value, the cost is common to both alter
natives and therefore is not a factor for comparison. 

c. Maintenance and Repair Costs 

The following and repair costs are the sum of all costs associated with 
daily operations of these units. These figures include maintenance/repair to 
the structural buildings, grounds, and utility systems as well as services 
cost such as appliance repair, trash removal, ·grass mowing, snow removal, and 
refuse pickup. 
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These figures were established from an average of Air Force experience 
for units up to 40 years old in CONUs-wide northern tier locations. Furthermore, 
these figures were compared to those used in recent Army analyses and found to 
be below their ~ates. Therefore, it is felt that the Air Force maintenance 
figures represent a realistic estimate of the government's cost. ·No addi-
tional aging cost has been calculated since the Air Force data includes this 
factor. 

163 Units 

1987 - 82 units x· 12 months X $ 11 0 • 2 8/ month maintenance = $108,515.52 
1987 40 units x 9 months x $110. 28/month maintenance = $ 39,700.80 
1987 41 units X 6 months x $ 11 0 • 2 8/ month maintenance = $ 27 z 12 8. 80 

$175,345.12 
1988 
thru - 163 units X 12 months x $110.28/month m~intenance = $215,707.68 
2006 say $215,700 

These average costs are assumed to b_e·gin at delivery of the units and are.· 
subject only to inflationary growth. 

D. Equipment Costs 

This cost category includes the· cost of replacement of appliances in 
the family housing un.its. Replacement costs were based on an average esti
mated 10 year life of the appliances ·and ~stimated costs. Only refrigerator 
and range costs .are included in this item as the remaining appliances are 
included iri maintenance and repair costs as installed equipment. 

Replacement costs were calculate~~ as follows: 

163 unit project 

Refrigerator 
Range 
Tot a 1 FY 84 Cost 
Inflate to FY 86 

$380 
575 

$955 
X 1. 0826 . 

. $1033.88 
say $1034/unit 

163 units X $1034/unit = $168,542 total replacement cost 
(FY 86 cost basis) 

E. Insurance Costs 

The insurance cost element includes the inputed cost of liability 
insurance only. Structure replacement is covered under the Maintenance and 
Repair cost element. Estimates of these costs are based on estimates from 
commercial insurance sou~ces. Using a $500,000 limit, these sources estimat~ 
the cost of liability insurance at $35 per unit. This figure was applied to 
the appropriate number of units and was time-phased in accordance with the. 

/ 
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delivery of units specified under the construction cost element. This cost 
element was considered subject to inflationary growth only. 

Costs were calculated as follows: 

· 163 Unit P~oject 

1986 - 0 units (under construction) 
1987- 82 units x $35/unit/yr· 
1987 - 40 units x • 75 yr x $35/unit/yr 
1987- 41 units x .5 yr x $35/unit/yr 

1988 
thru - 163 units x $35/unit}yr 
2006 

F. Housing Allowances 

= $0 
= $2 ,"8"70. 00 
= $1,050.00 
= $717.50 

$4;637.50 

= $5,705 

This cost element accounts for the fact that personnel who will 
occupy this housing will continue to live. on the economy until delivery of. 
the un~ts. This cost was computed using the existing Basic Allowance for 
Quarters (BAQ) and Variable Housing ·Allowance (VHA) inflated to FY 86 dollars. 
Housing allowances were calculated as follows: 

' 
~ 85 FY 86 

Housing Inflation Housing 
Grade FY 85 BAQ + FY 85 VHA = Allowance X .. Factor 1: Allowance 

E-4 2.59.50 + 234.48 = . 493.98 X 1. 044 1: 515.72 
E-5 300.30 + 241.71 = ~42. 01 X 1.044 • 565.86 
E-6 337.80 + 242.59 = . 580.39 X 1.044 a 605.93 
E-7 372.60 ·+ 288.71 = 661. "31 X. 1.044 a 690.41 
E-8 400.50. + 2.82. 40 = 682.90 X 1.044 - 112.. 95 
E-9 42 9. 90 + 302.43 a 732.·33 X ·-1."044 a 764.55 
.o-4 504.90 + 341.16 = 846.06 X 1.044 - 883.29 
o-5 552.30 + 341.7 4 1: 894.04 X 1.044 = 93.3. 38 
o-6 $599.40 + $332.03 1: $931.43 X 1~ 044. a $972.41 

The weighed average housing allowance per family per month was calculated 
using the ·projebt composition given in- the Build-to-Lease Request for 
Proposals: 

FY 86 Housing Average 
Allowance Monthly 

Grade Number of Units % of Total X Per Month Allowance 

E-4 thru E-6 85 52.15 X $562. SO ( avg) - $2 93.33 
E-7 thru E-9 14 8.59 X 722.64 (avg) a 62.07 
o-4 thru o-s 55 33.74 X 908.33 (avg) = 306.49 
o-6 9 s. 52 X 972.41 = 53.69 

TOTAL 163 100.00 $715.58 
/ 
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The· number of months was determined by the de I i very schedu·le out I i ned in 
the construction cost discussion. The October 1986 delivery _of 50 percent of 
the units means that 100 percef)t of personnel would draw housing allowances 
during FY 86. Half of the personnel wi I I draw housing. for firs~ three months 
of FY 87 and one quarter of personnel wil I draw housing for the second thiee 
months. of FY 87. ~ 

1"986 
1987-
1988 

163 families x $715:58 x 12 months= $1,399,674.50 
81 families x 715.58 x 3 months~ $173,885.94 
41 families x 71,.5~ x 3·month$ = $88,016.34 

FY 86 Cost=· $1,399,674.50 
FY 87 Cost=· $261,902.28 

These costs are considered subject to inflationary growth only during the 
time period estimated. It is noted that these costs are necessary for 'Inclu
sion only because delivery schedules for units differs In the two alternatives. 

G. Residual Value 

.This residual value element represents the value which the Government 
will retain In the property It owns outright at the end of the twenty year 
analysis period. This value was computed by use of the Building Decay
Obsolescence and Site Appreciation factors promulgated In Appendix B of OMB· 
Circular A-104 dated 14 June 1972. Construction costs were Inflated based on 
OMB/OSD indices to FY 2006 dollars prior;to app.lication of these factors: 

163 Units 

Project Cost 
-Contingency & SIOH Costs 

-Onetime Site Safety Costs 
FY 86 Construction Cost 
x Inflation Factor to FY 2006 
equals FY 2006 Cost · 
x But lding Obsolescence Factor 
equals residual Valu~ of. 

Improvements · 

Ill. 801 Lease Alternative 

A. Shelfer Rent 

·. 

$18,178,826 
1 ,690,095. 

$16,488,371 
88,371 

$16,400,000 
X 2,086 

$34,210,400 
X .709699 

.$24,279,087 

This cost Is taken directly from the selected proposal for each pro
ject. It wi II remain fixed for the twenty year term; but the developer Is 
required to deliver the units In phases Including delivery of a portion of the 
units prior to completion of construction and consequent execution of the 
lease. The current schedule calls for delivery of 50% of the units on 1 June 
1986, another 25% on 1 September 1986, and the remaining 25% on 1 December 1986. 
"n i +s accepted by the Government prior to execution of the tease document w i II 
be rented on an interim basis at 100% of the rent specified In the proposal. 

i 
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Shelter rent was calculated as fol,ows: 

163 unit 

1986- 81 units x 4 month x an average $1087.51 = $356,703.28 
40 units x 1 month x an average $1087.51 = + 43,500.40 

FY 86 Total $400,203.68 

1987- 122 units x 2 month x an average $1087.51 = $265,352.44 
. 163 units x 10 month x an average $1087.51 = + 1,772,641.30 

·FY B7 Total $2,037,993.74 

1988 thru 2006- 163 units for 12 months x 1087.51 = $2,127,170 

B. Maintenance Rent 

This cost element is taken directli from the selected proposal and is 
intended to include the developer's cost to maintain and repair the project. 
This rent is to be increased or decreased.at the beginning of each year after 
the first year of the lease by the increase or decrease of the Furnishings and 
Operation Index, Housing Group, as publis·hed by the Bureau of labor statistics 
Consumer Price Index for the preceding twelve months. For·the.purpose of the 
economic analysis it is assumed that the OMB/OSO inflation indexes supplied 
will equate to changes in the ·stated index for the analysis period. ~ 

. . . 
~ 

As in the Shelter rent element, this cost will be 100 percent of the pro
posed rent for those units delivered prior to final lease execution. These 
costs were calculated as follows: · 

... 
163 Units .. ' 

. . ... _ 

1986 - 82 units x 4 months x $142.58 = $46,766.24 
40 units x i month x $142.58 ~ ·$5,703.20 

FY 86 ·Total $52,469~44 
. ~~ .... ·~."~. ~.:· ;", .. · ." • ,"I ... :· . 

·. .. ~ . , .. 

1988 through 2006 - 16~ units x 12 months x $142.58 = $278,880 
I 

C. Housing Allowances 

As in the MCP Alt~native, it will be necessary to pay housing allowances 
to the personnel scheduled to occupy these quarters while they are awaiting 
completion of the units. The housing mix is the same as in the ~CP 
Alternative and the same $715.58 per family per month cost computed in 11-F 
above used to estimate these costs. The delivery schedule for units will 
require 50 percent of the families to live on the economy for the first eight 
months of FY 86. Eighty-one families will draw this allowance for an addi-. 
tional three months in FY 86 and 41 families will draw housing allowances for 
the last month of FY 86 and tw~months of FY 87. 

/ 
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On this basis, costs were calculated as follows: 

1986 - 163 families for 8 months x $7i5.58/month = $933,116.32 
81 f~milies for 3 months x $715.58/month = $173,885.94 
41 families for , month X $715.58/month = $29,338.78 

Total (1986) $1,136,341.00 

_1987 - 41 families for 2 months x $715.58/month = $58,677.56 

D • Real Estate Taxes 

. The Request for Proposals on the .project specifies that:the Government 
will pay 100 percent of any general real estate ~axes if levied. The decision 
to follow this avenue was based on clarifying developer's future costs. This 
project will be constructed on government land; all service functions (i.e., 
police, fire, utilities, and public works) are to be provided by the govern
ment, therefore, making no demand on the local community. At this time, there 
is no reason to believe local real estate taxes will be assessed and, therefore, 
are not an economic factor. This is further supported by the fact that if 
local taxes are levied, it is assumed school impact aid paid would be reduced 
accordingly. 
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FY 85 TRI-SERVICE FAMILY HOUSING COST MODEL 

SERVICE AIR FORCE LOCATION HANSCOM AFB, MASSACHUSETTS 

BASELINE: 
( 163 )(1316.3)($46.00) = $9,869,617. 
(No. Units)( ANSF )($/NSF ) =· 5' Line Cost 

P ROJFi,CT ·FACTORS : 
( 1 • 0 9) ( 1. 00 ) ( 0 '9 7 ) . = _1_. 0_6_. ~--
~ACF )(Project Size)(Unit Size) = Proje~t· Factor 

HOUSING COST: 
($9,869,617 )( 1.06 ) = $10,461,794. 
(5' Line Cost)(Project Factor) =Total House Cost 

( $ 3500 . )(1.09)( 163 ) = ..._$6_2.;.....1~,8_4.;..;;;.5...;... _____ _ 
(Solar Unit Cost)(ACF )(Unit·s) =Total Project Solar Cost 

( $ 7000 )(1.09)( 163 ) ~ $1,243,690. 
(Garage Unit Cost)(ACF )(Units) = Total Garage Cost 

($10,461,j94 )+($621,845)+($1,243,690)/( 163 ) = $ 75,628.00 : .. 
(Housing Cost)+.~Solar .)+.(Garages)/(No. Units) .. ~-Average Unit Cost .. ;_.<: 

. , .·SUPP·O· R:TI·N·G·.· .. C· 0 . .-.S~T, ·.: ·· .... ·. · · .... :.i_:·$/UNI::T· '··.·_;.·· . .' ... · .· :.: __ .. __ :_.:' ___ :·t.·: .. :: ..... ··~-- ·: ... · .-. ·.· ..... ·- .... ·. ·.· :· . . : .. ~. ··= . 
. . .. ,; .. < ' .c ·~/ ~~:·:·.~ ~=·~::-- ~ ~ ~--- ~: .. -· 

.. , 

Site prepar~iio~ $ 4,600 
Roads and pav.ing .. ~...;;;..3_00 __ 

- - .. . "" .. 
• -4 ••• : ..... • ....... . . . 

· .. I.:· ~ •·,;,: •' 
Utilities . ~ $ 6,800 

.... Recreation ·t·· -.·.•. · $ 1,000 
·:·Landscaping·-~: : ~ ~ :. $ 600 --- ... .·-.·~->-

- ·:. .Spe~ial_ ·cons~ruction i $ · .300 ., .. . ·:·:.. <:\ · 
r,_ ._.'.: • :~~ 

4

·.··.·.······: ·; ~ r · . .'•' {$22,600 _ .. )(1.09)( '".'163 .) ~ $ 4,015,342 
. · .. : .-~:: ~-.; . !:~: ," ~~;.:...(~.-::.~ •.· .. ·-···· · · ·: · __ ( · · Tot.al _..: ) (1\CF ) (No. ·Units) .•= Support Cost 

.· .. ;~ ;: ··.~ .• \ .• ~· ~~;~.:~~~~~~~~~~~~T~~ f~: ~~~~r~ ~TY:~":(:{; ~"'-'!:~};§;f;~;j;J48' ~'·§f~~~i[h~~j}:,.;:.·_.:_ · ..... 
. · . ·.' .. ··> (. ":· ... 2000. ·:~.-< J($67 )(1.09) =: .$ 146,060 .. · ... · -. .-.·-_·: ~.,.· . ..:_·._. _ .. ·:·_· .. ·· ..... ·<· ·:.·:·:~ .. ~-::.: . 
. .· ;-_' ~- .. ·'. •· .. ~·( GSF. ) · .. >;~C::.'C$/SF)(ACF ) =. Total Maint Fac .·/.: .. ,. ~ .="J ·- :.··\:··.-~:i~:

7

·.~:~· -_. . 

. ·. '/ -~ ·' . ~ .·s ~'i~ ~ ;~ .~;. ·;~>.:: , :•,,} \.>·' '~:;;:>-:. · ~-: .;: . · · : ,: ·~ ;< : ~:;:,;: :: :- ;, :·: :· ·• . . .: , .. /,·,·':;.~·: ,, > 

($10,46~,794)+($621,845 )+($1,243,690 ) I 

( Unit Cost)+(Solar Cost)+.(Gargage Cost) . ·: .. ~ . 
+($ 4,015,342_)+( $ 146,060 )= $ 16,488,731 
+(Support·C~st)+(Maintenance Facility)= Subtotal 

($16,488,731)( 1.05 . )(1.05) = $18,178,826 
(Subtotal) (Contingency)(SIOH) = Project Cost 

(18,200,000) 
. (Round) 

ANSF -Average net square feet/unit. 

PROJECT SIZE - (No. Units) 

1-49 
50-99 

100-199 
200-499 

500+ 

units = 1.05 
units • 1.02 
units • 1.00 
units = a. 98 
units = 0.95 

/ 
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ACF - Area Cost Factor 

UNIT SIZE - (Net Square Feet) 

950-1050 = 1.00 
1051-1150 = 0.99 
1151-1250 = 0.98 
1251-1350 - 0.97 

1351+ = 0.96 



163 Unit· Project 

Calculation of Average Net Square Feet/Unit: 

9 
5 

so 
14 
·4 
81 

Four Bedroom Units @ 
Four Bedroom Units ·@ 
Three Bedroom Units @ 
Three Bedroom Units @ 
Four Bedroom Units @ 
Three Bedroom Units·@ 

( 214,550 )/(163) 

1700 NSF = 
1550 NSF = 
1400 NSf = 
1350 NSF . = 
1350 NSF = 
1200'NSF = 
Total 

15,300 NSF 
7 ,750 NSF 

70,000 NSF 
18,900 NSF 
5,400 NSF 

97 ,200 NSF . · 
214,550 NSF 

( Total NSF )/(No. Units) 
= 1316.3 
= (ANSF) 

Supporting Cost: Support cost w~s determined from detailed estimates modeled 
for the selected ~ite. The site includes approximately 6 acres of land con
taining a natural gas easement. No building may be located within 100 feet of 
the· gas line. The cost of road crossings, site preparation and additional utility 
runs across this easement are included i~ both alternatives. The site ~lso bar-· 
ders on streams which must be engin~ered .in complia.nce wtih the Conunonwealth of 
Massachusetts, Wetland Act.· This cost is likewise included in both·.~;· ...... , 
alternatives. This use of this land for ~ilitary Family Housing is as approved 
in the Hanscom AFB Base Comprehensive Plan (Base Master Plan). No other , 
suitable land is available within t~e. Hanscom AFB boundary. 

Time-Phasing: 

. (1) Total Construction Cost 

. $18,178,826 .. > 
. . .. ~ . .. 

.. ~ (2) ·Total Const.ruc.tia·n ·c·ost 

$18,178,826 

.:.. - •• •• .. •• 0 • 

. _ ... 
. f · 75% = FY 86 Cost . ; .. 

X 0,:. ~~75 •. · .. m• .. •$1,~.634.12~ /.~·;' ·--~v:;~ ;, .... 
·. X ·.::-.(~·::·~··2s ... ,.= 'FY 87 Cost'·7·:.:} :~~:-~ -.~> ~::~: 

X ..• 25 .· = $ 4 .~.44 ,706 .so 
(Note: Above Costs are.before inflatio~ calculations.) 

/ 

/ 
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ICP ALTERNATIVE 
,ROGRAM/PROJECT COSTS .. 

• 
TOTAL DISCOUNTED CUMULATIVE 

MAINTENANCE HOUSING RESIDUAL ANNUAL PRESENT .NET DISC 
VEAR CONSTRUCTION & REPAIR INSUR ALLOWANCE VALUE OUTLAYS VALUE P. V. 
-----~------------------~-~------~---~-------------------------~~------~------------~------------
1986 14469891 0- 0 1399675 0 15869566 14995330 ·149'35330 
1987 5009630 185077 4895 276438 0 5476039 4619974 19615304 
1988 0 236558 6257 0 

,. 
0 242815 182907 197'38211 

1989 0 245100 ·. 6483 0 0 251583 169207 19967418 
19'30 0 253448 6703 0 0 260151 156223 20123641 
1991 0 262054 6931 0 0 268985 144221 20267862 
1992 0 270962 7167. 0 0 278129 133146 20401008 . 
1993 ...... 0 280173 7410 0 0 287583 122922 20523930 
1994 ' 0 28'3'107 . 7662 0 0 ·. 297369 i13486 20637416 
1995 0 299564 7923 ·0 0 307487 104775 2.0742190 
1'3'36 0 551772 8192 0· 0 55'3964 170361 20912552 
19'37 0 320271 8471 0" 0 328742 89299 21001851 
1998 . 0 331164 8759 ~ 0 0 339923 82443 21084294 .. 
1999 0 342424 9057 0 . ... 0' 351480 76113 21160407 
2000 0 354072 . 9365 0 '0 363436 70270 . 21230677 
2001 0 366108 9683 0 0 375791 64873 21295550 
2002 .0 378554 10012 0 0 388566 598'32 21355442 
2003 0 391409 10352 0 0 401762 55291 21410733 
2004 0 404718 10704 0 0 . 415422 51045 21461778 
2005 0 418480 11068 0 0' 429548 47126 21508904 
2006 0 432716 11445 . 0 -24.279087 -23834926 -2334771 1'3174133 

UNIFORM ANNUAL EQUIVALENT = 2715498 (12.00~ DISCOUNT RATE, 21 YERRS) 

... 



BTL AL TERNAT.I VE 
PROGRAM/PROJECT COSTS 

TOTAL DISCOUNTED CUMULATIVE 
SHELTER MAINTENANCE HOUSING ANNUAL PRESENT NET DISC 

YEAR RENT RENT-ALLOWANCE OUTLAYS VALUE P. V. 
--~----------------------~-------~---------------------------------------------------------------

1'386 
1987 
1988 
1989 

. 19'30 
1991 
19'32 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 

) 1997 
1998 
19'39 
2000 
2001 
2002 . 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 

400204 
20379'34 
2127170 
2127170 
2127170 
2127170 
'2127170. 
2127170 
2127170 
2127170 
2127170 
2127170 
2.127170 
2127170 
2127170 
2127170 
2127170 
2127170 
2127170 
2127170 
2127170 

53182 
282018 
305848 
316891 
327684 
338811 
350329 
362237 
374564 
387309 
400472 
414081 
428164· . 
442722 
457782 
473343 
489434 
506056 
523263 
541055 
559461 

UNIFORM ANNUAL EQUIVALENT = 

'1136341 1589727 1502150 
61905 2381917 2009554 

0 2433018 1832737 
0 2444061 . 1643800 
0 2454854 1474160 
0 2465981 1322180 
0 ·.2477499 1186032 

. 0 . 2489407 1064047 
0 2501734 .. '354746 
0 : 2514479 8567'3~ 
0 2527642 .... 769000 
0 .·; .·.·. 2541251 . . .· ~690304 . 

.. 0. '.~::.·.; .. ·: .. 2555334 ·' . 619758 
0 :. . .. 2569892 556508 
0 ' . 2584952 ·499794 
0 2600513 448931 
0 2616604 403312 
0 2633226 362387 
0 2650433 325674 
0 2668225 292733 
0 2686631 263171 

.. 

•1502150 
3511704 
5344441 
6988241 
8462401 
9784581 

10970613 
12034660 
i2989406 
13846201 
14615201 
-15305505 
15925263 
16481771 
16981565 
17430496 
17833808 
18196195 
18521869 
18814602 
19077773 

2701851 <12.00~ DISCOUNT RATE, 21 YEARS> 

., 
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DEPARTMENT. OF THE AIR FORCE 
W~TON20330 

OFACE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL. 

r~ay 1, 1985 

MEMORANDUM FOR AF/LEEH 

SUBJECT: Application of ACRS to Hanscom Build/Lease Agreement· 

You have asked whether the economic analysis for the Hanscom build lease should use,. 
as the basis for tax expenditure calculations, 40 year straight line depreciation or 18 
year cost recovery under Accelerated Cost .Recovery System (ACRS). 

The Tax Reform Act of 1984, which is Division A of the Deficit Reduction Act of 
1984, P.L. 98-369, made major changes in the tax laws regarding leases to Federal 
agencies. · 

Basically, the new rules require that real property (including buildings on leased land) 
leased to the Government must be depreciated on a straight-line basis over the greater 
of 40 years, or 125% of the duration of the term, if 

"-

1.- the lea.Sed property was financed. with tax free means, such as municipal 
bonds; or 

2. there is a fixed or determinable purchase price option for the Government 
at any time during or at the ending of the lease; or 

3. the lease term is longer than twenty years, or 

4. the lease is the result of a sale of the leased property by the governmental 
entity and an immediate leaseback. . 

The first and fourth criteria do not apply to this transaction •. The second criteria also 
is not applicable because the purchase price option is indeterminable, or at best at fair 
market value. Therefore, the only question is whether the lease would be treated as 
longer than 20 years. The 20 years is n_ot itself fiexible; a lease foWld to be for 20 
years and a day is sufficient to disqualify the premises from ACRS. The "lease term" 
includes successive leases of the same property and options to renew, except options 
where the rent is fair market value at the time of renewaL 

The legislative history of the Tax Reform Act of 1984 suggests that "lease term" is not 
to be determined exclusively by the lease provisions. The Conference report· on 
Section 31 of the Deficit Reduction Act, H. Rep. No. 811, 98th Cong., 2d Sess at 788 
(1984), states that "the length of the lease term is also. to be determined under all the 
facts and circumstances," and refers with approval to the rule in Hokanson v. C.I.R., 
730 F.2d 1245 (9th Cir. 1984). The Hokanson rule is essentially that the lengih'Or a 
lease term is calculated on the basis of the realistic expectations (intent) of the 
parties at the time the lease was entered into. The report states further: "Conferees 
intend that the Hokanson rule and similar rules take precedence over the rule 
regarding fair rental renewal options with respect to real property so that, under all 
the facts and circumstances, the terms or a fair rental value renewal option may be 

An ::1 ex _ 



treated as a part of the original lease term." ld. The report also states that 
"successive leases which are part of the same transaction ••• with respect to the same 
property ..• are to be treated as one lease." I d. 

In Ht)kanson, trucks were leased to a. cooperative under a. master lease Cor an 
indefinite period. The lease was cancellable by either party each January on 30 days' 
notice, but there was no right (or requirement) to renew. Thus, without cancellation, 
the lease continued. Section 38 (Internal Revenue Code) denied investment tax credit 
to the lessor of personal property where the lease term was more than one hal! of the 
useful life. Useful life of the trucks was eight years. The issue, therefore, was. 
whether the lease was for less than four years. The court, holding that the "term" of 
the lease was determined by intent of the parties at the outset, concluded on the basis 
of the record that the intent was to lease for the useful life of the trucks. Mr. 
Hokanson, the lessor, had moved from Texas to Oregon and taken up employment with 
lessee as its transportation manager, suggesting a. permanent transaction. Cancella
tion of the leases would have required the. lessee to C?O back to commercial trucking, 
dissatisfaction with which had been the reason for the lease transaction ~ A bank 
official testified that he believed the parties intended an indefinite lease. The 
investment tax credit was denied, since Mr. Hokanson could not show the lease was for 
less than 4 years. The trial court characterized the transaction as "periodic 
examinations of a continuing and indefinite lease," rather than annual renegotiations 
of one-year leases. !2· at 1250. • 

... 

Looking at the Hanscom lease in light of Hokanson and the Conference report, we 
believe that the lease term would be regarded by IRS as exceeding 20 years for 
purposes of depreciation allowances: 

1. Under section 801 of P.L. 98-115, a contract cannot exceed 20 years plus .. a 
construction period. The specified term oC the Lease to the Government in the RFP is 
20 years. However, the Agreerr.Er~t ~o Lease in the RFP provides for the interim lease 
or the units as soon as they are completed under month-to-month arrangements prior 
to the commencement of the formal 20-year Lease. As a result, some of the buildings 
could be under lease to the Government for as long as 21 years. The· interim lease 
provisions coupled with the 20-year Lease could be viewed as "successive leases of the 
same property." For purposes of determining the maximum allowable 20 year lease 
term under ACRS guidelines, "successive leases" which are part of the. same 
transaction with respect to the same property are to be treated as one lease. (See 
Conf. Rept., supra, at p. 788). Under this guideline, the length of the lease to the 
Government may be regarded as exceeding 20 years. 

2. Some of the buildings will, in fact, be occupied for more than 20 years. 
Even if the interim occupancy provisions were not construed to result in "successive 
leases" or the same property, the actual lease term can be viewed as longer than 20 
years. 

3. The land is inside a military base, which is closed to access by unauthorized 
persons, .and it has no independent point or entry to public roads or private property. 
1 ne only potential entry points that could be built lead through an airport or a national 
park; permission to construct roads over those lands is unlikely. Ample evidence exists 
that the parties expect the requirement for military housing to continue throughout 
the useful liCe of the buildings, and that they contemplate renewing the lease to allow 
continued occupancy by military families ~ publi~ quarters. 

2 



These factors are, in my judgment, stronger than those in Hokanson, and would lead a 
court, "under all the facts and circumstances," to conclude that the lease is for more 
than 20 years. I would expect the IRS to object vigorously to any attempt to use 
ACRS rather than 40 year straight line· depreciation. I would not object, therefore, 
to us_e of 40 year straight line depreciation in the economic analysis for Hanscom. 

This opinion is limited to Hanscom; it is quite possible. that a Section 801 build/lease 
agre-ement could be structured to qualify for ACRS, even if on base. The "facts and 
circumstances" approach of the conference report makes generalized rulings on all 
such transactions improvident. · ».A?~ 

GrantC.~-
Assistant General Counsel 

cc: SAF /Mil (Mr. Boatright) 
ESD/JA (Col Farr) 
AFSC/DE (Col Sims) 

~· 
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Summary of Analysis and OMB/OSD revisions at Tabs A and B 
(Entered by OSD, 9/3/86) 

This analysis was developed in accordance with the ground rules and 
discount rate coordinated with OMB National Security Staff in February 1986, 
and confirmed by OSD memorandum of 3 April 1986. The analysis was the .basis 
of a submission to Congress on 20 May 1986 to establish a ceiiing price for 
the 801 proposal. Bidders were advised to bid under the ceiling to ensure 
that their proposals would have Net Present Values less than the Military 
Construction Alternative. The results of the bid proposals utilizing the 
3 April ground rules are: 

Net present value of the MILCON alternative 
Net present ·value of the 801 alternative 
801 savings versus MILCON (%) 

Goodfellow AFB 
$15,497,02.7 
$15,239,312 

2% 

During OMB review of three Navy 801 projects in July 1986 one assumption 
of this and all previously OMB approved analyses was ruled incorrect. The 
ruling was made after the government had solic~ted proposals and designs from , 
contractors and agreed to lease ceilings with Congress. The change involved 
the assumption of sale of the 801 project after 20 years and resulting capital 
gains tax payable by the 801 developer. · Previously this tax was subtracted 
from the 801 proposal as a gain to the government. The new view is that the. 
taxes arising from the sale of the project represent a loss to the government 
amounting to the difference between the tax due at regular income rates and 
that due at the favorable capital gains rate. Because of this the assumption 
of sale was dropped lowering the amount of savings for each 801 propos~l and 
in the case of Goodfellow AFB rendering MILCON the least cost alternative. 
Tab A of the attached analysis is based on the assumption of no sale of the 
801 project with re~ults as listed below. 

Net present value· of the MILCON alternative 
Net present value of the 801 alternative 
801 savings versus MILCON (%) 

Goodfellow AFB 
$15,497,027 
$15,939,176 

-3% 

Under the revised ground rules above, the 801 proposal is less appealing 
than under the rules of 3 April. However, the new tax· legislation changes the 
picture significantly and, as outlined .below, renders the 801 alternative 
substantially more attractive than MILOON. 

The basic analysis and the revision at Tab A include the effect of the 
existing tax preference for accelerated depreciation. Under the present tax. 
laws for off-base projects the developer may use an accelerated depreciation 
schedule. The cost of this tax preference has been charged to the 801 
alternative in this analysis and is included in both 801 net present value 
figures above. The approved Conference version of the Tax Reform Act includes 
no provision for accelerated depreciation. Under Tax reform the developer 
will not be able to claim accelerated depreciation which significantly lowers 
the cost of this 801 proposal to the government. The effect of tax reform on 
the cost to the government of this 801 proposal and, in accordance with latest 
OMB guidance, assuming no sale of the 801 project, is summarized in Tab B of 
the attached analysis and in the table below: 

Net present value of the MILCON alternative 
Net present value of the 801 alternative 
801 savings versus MILCON (%) 

Goodfellow AFB 
$15,497,027 
$13,991,398 

10% 
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I •. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A. The Decision Objec~iv~ 

The objective of this study is to determine if a proposed military lease 
housing program is a cost effective means of providing adequate housing for 
200 military personnel at Goodfellow Air Force Base, Texas when compared to 
military construction. 

B. Background 

Section 801 of the Military Construction Authorization Act of 1986 
authorized the Secretary of each Military Department to .enter into long term 
lease agreements for up to 600 units. Gqodfellow Air Force Base is one of 
the locations selected for this program. If approved by Congress, these 
housing facilities would be available for beneficial occupancy in FY 87. 

Major provisions set forth in this program are as follows: 

Occupants would forfeit Basic Allowances for Quarters (BAQ) and 
Variable Housing Allowances (VHA) in return for assigned 
quarters. 

The Government would pay all rent, utilities and administrative 
costs. 

The program cannot be applied to existing housing. 

The new housing units may be required to be constructed in 
conformance with DOD specifications. 

Upon termination of the lease agreement, the Government would 
have the right to acquire all right, title, and interest in the 
leased housing facilities. 

~he leasing arrangement cannot ex~eed 20 years. 

A validated deficit in military housing must exist in the 
general area. 

Use of military controlled housing must have exceeded 97 percent 
occupancy 18 consecutive months preceding an agreement. 

Priority shall be given to military families. 

The new housing units will be built on privately owned land. 
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c. Major Ass~mptions 

l. The structure life for new construction is assumed to be 40 years. 

2. New housing would be constructed on private land under the 801 
program. 

3. In order to facilitate the estimate of implied residual value (MILCON 
Program), it is assumed that a demand for the housing facilities will exist 
beyond the analysis period (FY 2008). 

4. A scheduled beneficial occupancy date (BOD) will be set to occur upon 
completion and acceptance of the housing project by the Government in FY 88. 

5. The 801 Program assumed 18 year accelerated depreciation with 
preferential tax treatment. 

D. Methodology 

1. A current dollar analysis was performed, and present value 
calculations utilized a discount rate of 9.6 percent (per OMB and OSD 
guidelines). 

2.·All costs are estimated in FY 86 prices (current dollars). Future 
cost increases due to inflation are included in the analysis. 

3. Expe~se elemen.ts which would be the same for either alternative are 
.considered wash costs, and are not included in the comparative cost analysis. 

4. The length of the analysis period is 21 years (FY 87 through FY 2007). 

E. Alternative courses of Action 

Two potential housing alternatives for Goodnellow Air Force Base are 
analyzed· herein: 

1. Construction of 200 new ·family housing units over a 2 year period 
from FY 87 to FY 88, with scheduled BOD of mid FY 1987. 

2. 801 Build-to-Lease Program. The Air Force would enter into a 
long-term agreement to lease 200 rental units to be constructed by a private 
developer with scheduled BOD of mid FY 1987. Specific provisions of the 
agreement were previously describeq in paragraph B above. The rental units 
would be located on private land. 

F. Economic Analysis Results 

These analyses reveal that the least costly viable alternative to meet 
Goodf·ellow Air Force Base housing needs would be through the Section 801 
Build-to-Lease Program. The advantages and disadvantages of each 
alternative are summarized in Table I-1. 
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C. Major A~sumptions 

1. The structure life for new construction is assumed to be 40 years. 

2. New houaing would be constructed on private land under the 801 
program. 

3. In order to facilitate the estimate of implied residual value (MILCON 
Program), it is assumed that a demand for the housing facilities will exist 
beyond the analysis period (FY 2008). 

4. A scheduled beneficial occupancy date (BOD) will be set to occur upon 
completion and acceptance of the housing project by the Government in FY 88. 

5. The 801 Program assumed 18 year accelerated depreciation with 
preferential tax treatment. 

D. Methodology . 

1. A current dollar analysis was performed, and present value 
calculations utilized a discount rate of 9.6 percent (per OMB and OSD 
guidelines). 

2. All costs are estimated in FY 86 prices (current dollars). Future 
cost increases due to inflation are included in the analysis. 

3. Expense elements which would be the same for either alternative are 
considered wash costs, and are not included in the comparative cost analysis. 

4. The length of the analysis period is 21 years (FY 88 through FY 2008). 

E. Alternative Courses of Action 

Two potential housing alternatives for Goodfellow Air Force Base are 
analyzed.herein: 

1. Construction of 200 new family housing units over a 2 year period 
from FY 87 to FY 88, with scheduled BOD of mid FY1988. 

2.· 801 Build-to-Lease Program. The Air Force would enter into a 
long-term agreement to lease 200 rental units to be constructed by a private 
developer with scheduled BOD of mid FY1988. Specific provisions of the 
agreement were previously described in paragraph B above. The rental units 
would be located on private land. 

F. Economic Analysis Results 

These analyses reveal that the least costly viable alternative to meet 
Goodfellow Air Force Base housing needs would 'be through the Section 801 
Build-to-Lease Program. The advantages and disadvantages of each 
alternative are summarized in Table I-1. 
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TABLE I-1 

COMPARISON OF HOUSING ALTERNATIVES 

Element 

Net Present Value 
Initial Government outlay 
R~curring O&M costs 
Adds to available housing assets 
Insures housing services 

obtainable for 20 years 
Availability of housing services 

after 20 years 
Time required to implement 

alternative 

G. Sensitivity Analysis Results 

Alternatives 
N.ew construction Build-to-Lease 

disadvantage ($15.5M) 
disadvantage 
advantage ($0.143M) 
equal 

equal 

advantage 

approx equal 

advantage ($15.2M) 
advantage. 
disadvantage ($0.213M) 
equal 

equal 

disadvantage 

approx equal 

This economic analysis requires that. certain assumptions and judgments 
be applied to the development of the various expense elements. Sensitivity 
tests were performed to determine what changes would be required in each 
cost element to produce a different ranking of the housing alternatives. If 
slight changes in an estimated cost item would alter the ranking of 
alternatives, the- analysis is said to be "sensitive" to that variable. The 
results of this analysis are shown later in Table II-3 and are described in 
Section II paragraph 02. 

H. Nonmonetary Factors 

Using the results of this analysis as the only selectipn criterion 
suggests that the least costly alternative is the best choice. The 801 
Leasing Program and the MILCON aiternatives are equivalent and comparable in 
that each would satisfy the objectives of providing adequate housing 
services. 

I. Recommended .course of Action 

It is felt that the requirement to provide needed Government housing 
services for military personnel at Goodfellow Air Force Base can best be 
accomplished through the 801 Build-to-L~ase Program. As indicated earlier, 
there are insufficient existing adequate, community assets to permit 
individual service members to readily acquire needed housing in the local 
area. Without any increases in available community assets, greater demand 
for available off-post housing would most cert·ainly have varying undesirable 
community impacts. The 801 Lease Program is the least costly feasible 
alternative and would best serve the Air Force housing requirements at 
Goodfellow Air Force Base. 
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II. Detailed Summarv 

A. aackground 

Goodfellow Air Force aase is located within the city limits of the 
southeastern portion of San Angelo, Texas. Goodfellow is the Cryptological 
Training Center for the US Air Force. As the delegated DOD executive for 
this training and the only location at which it is taught, it conducts 
initial and career progression for Air Force, Army, Navy and Marine Corps 
personnel. During 1986 - '88 all USAF Intelligence Training activities will 
be consolidated at Goodfellow. Southwest PAVE PAWS, soon to be completed, 
will add yet another mission to the base. The city of San Angelo has a 
population of approximately 85,000. The surrounding area is arid with 
rolling hills and plateaus. The local economy is primarily based on 
agriculture, and the cotton and feed crops. The city also has significant 
employment in the pharmacentical and com~unications industries. 

B. Housing Requirements 

Provisions set forth in the Build-to-Lease Program specify that an 
agreement may be entered into only when validated military housing deficits 
exist. Application of this requirement substantiates the need for 
additional family housing facilities in the Goodfellow Air Force Base area • 

. DD Forms 1377 and 1378 - the 30 Sept 1985 survey are provided in 
Appendix c. summary information extracted from these forms is presented in 
Table II-1. · 

Item 

Effective requirement 
Military housing 
Off-post housing 
Net Deficit 
Programmable deficit 

TABLE II-1 

PROJECTED HOUSING REQUIREMENTS 
(Eligible Accompanied Personnel) 

Officers 

157.-
3 

74 
80 
66 

Enlisted 

1153 
96 

579 
478 
363 

SOURCE: Preliminary DD Form 1378 
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Total 

1310 
99 

653 
558 
429 
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c. Calculations for Each Alternative 

l. A year-by-year display of the calculation results for the two 
alternatives is shown in table II-2. For each alternative, the table shows, 
in current 1986 dollars, the following items on an annual basis over the 
21-year. analysis period. 

a. The estimated amount for each expense element. 

b. The total of all expense elements ("TOTAL ANNUAL OUTLAYS") 

c. The present value of all expense elements (•NET PRESENT VALUE•). 

d. The present value of all expense elements through indicated year 
(•CUMQLATIVE NET PRESENT VALUE•). 

e. The cumulative present value of costs through given year less 
present value of residual for given year (~CUMULATIVE NET 
DISCOUNTED P.v~•). 

g. The annualized cost (equivalent uniform annual amount for the 
21-year period of analysis). 

D.. Sensitivity Analysi~ 

1. Introduction. Sensitivity analyses were conduc~ed primarily to 
determine the extent to which the study· findings would be affected by 
altering the input data. Since varying levels of certainty and confidence 
apply to the input assumptions, changes were made 1n each of the key 
assumptions to determine their sensitivity on the ranking of alternatives. 

2. Sensitivity Test Results. Comparison of the two alternatives 
revealed that the least costly option would be the 801 Build-to-Lease 
Program •. A number of sensitivity tests were performed for the two options. 
As a result, six· variables.were identified"to be somewhat sensitive to cost 
changes. 

Comparison of the alternatives revealed that new construction would 
become the least cost alternative if: 

the inflation rate was decreased by 20.5% from 3.9 to 3.1 
percent. 

the construction cost was reduced by 1.40% from $13,441,000 to 
$13,250,000. 
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LOCATION 

Number of Units 
Starting FY 
Discount Rate 

FIGURE II-2 
C,OST ELEMENTS 

GENERAL DATA 

Goodfellow AFB, TX 

M6nthly Housing Allowance per Uni~ 

200 
1987 
9.6\ 

473 

Land cost 
Construction Cost 
\ of Cost Spent 1st Year 
Annual Operational Cost per Unit 
Annual Insurance Cost per Unit 
Annual Maintenance Cost per Unit 
Maintenance Real Increase Rate 
Real Estate Tax Rate 
Building Deterioration Rate 
Land Appreciation Rate 

Shelter Rent 
Maintenance Rent 
Proposed Land Cost 
Proposed Building Cost 
Real Estate Tax Rate 
R.· E. Tax Increase Rate 
Developer's Tax Bracket 
Capital Gains Tax Rate 

MILCON .DATA 

$202,500 
.$13,441,438 

50\ 
212 

24 
$715.00 

0.6% 

LEASE DATA 

$1,099,083 
$212,993 
$202,500 

$13,441,438 
1.61\ 
3.0\ 

46.0\ 
28.0\ 

RESULTS 

MILCON NPV = 

LEASE NPV = 
. ' 

$15,497,027 

$15,239~312 

·------------------------------------
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the Annual Maintenance Costs were reduced by 18.9% from $715 to 
$580. 

the Real Sstate Tax Rate was reduced by 1.9% from 1.61 to 1.58 
percent 

the Shelter Rent was increased by 1.5% from $1,099,083 to 
$1,115,216. 

Maintenance Rent was increased by 10.6% from $212,993 to 
$235,600. 

The result of these analyses are sum~:.ar~:led in Table II-3 

CHANGES IN COST ELEMENTS TO RANK 
NEW CONSTRUCTION AS LEAST COSTLY 

TABLE II-3 

Cost Elements Required Changes 

Cost Elements 

(Percent) 

Inflation cost 
construction Cost 
Maintenance Rate 
R.E. Tax Rate 
Shelter Rent 
Maintenance Rent 

20.5 
1.4 

18.9 
1.9 
1.5 

10.6 

TABLE II-4 
summary of Alternatives 

Alternatives 
MCP Construction Build to Lease 

construction costs 
Payment of Allowances (BAQ, VHA) 
Operations 
Maintenance and Repair 
Equipment 
Imputed Insurance 
Imputed Taxes 
801 Lease Costs 
Real Estate Tax Increases (80%) 
Discount Rate 
Inflation Rate 
Utilities 
Land Acquisition 
Residual Value 
Accelerated Depreciation Advantage 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Table II-5 summarizes the calculation results for cumulative net 
discounted present value for each of the 21 years of the period of analysis. 
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TABLE II-5 

SUMMARY OF CALCULATION RESULTS 
** NET PRESENT VALUE ** 

GOODFELLOW AFB, TX 

ITERATION FY1988 FY1989 FY1990 FY1991 FY1992 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 7,589,179 13,904,621 14,078,413 14,424,020· 14,707,605 
SECTION 801 1,230,198 2,870,476 4,322,257 5,614,103 6,761,918 

ITERATION FY1993 FY1994 FY1995 FY1996 FY1997 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 15,053,132 15,336,245 15,610,060 15,893,678 16,174,744 
SECTION 801 7,781,199 8,721,770 9,557,472 10,329,558 11,043,147 

H 
H ITERATION FY1998. FY1999 FY2000 FY2001 FY2002 I 
'-.I 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 16,391,487 16,596,120 16,839,605 17,017,012 17,206,711 
SECTION 801 11,702,930 12,313,212 12,877,938 13,381,951 13,848,997 

ITERATION FY2003 FY2004 FY2005. FY2006 FY2007 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 17,361,952 17,537,638 17,679,251 17,806,334 17,925,218 
SECTION 801 14,281,981 14,683,570 15,056,212 15,402,157 15,680,135 

ITERATION FY2008 
NEW CONSTRUCTION 15,497,027 

SECTION 801 15,239,312 



·E. Methodology and Assumptions 

1. General~ Investigations were made to determine the expense elements 
which should be addressed in the two alternatives investigated. The 
development of expense estimates is detailed in appendix A of this report. 
Calculations were performed to estimate the present value of th~ stream of 
future expenditures required for the implementation of each alternative. 
Computer outputs were then generated which display the projected costs per 
year with estimated inflationary effects (current 1986 dollai analysis), 
present value per year, cumulative present value per year, and cumulative 
present value net of residual (terminal, or salvage value) for e~ch year. 

2. Assumptions 

a. A discount rate of 9.6 percent is applied (per OMB and OSD 
guidelines) to determine the present value of current dollar expenditures. 

b. Discount calculations for expense elements were· performed using 
mid-year convention. 

c. Price level changes due to inflation are included in this 
analysis. OMB/OSD inflation rate guidelines are utilized on all applicable 
cost items. Initial input cost element variables are· based on various price 
levels. All cost elements are adjusted to reflect FY 86 price levels using 
the inflation rate guidelines presented in Appendix B of this report. 

d. The most probable structure life for the new construction 
alternative is estimated at 40 years for the purpose. of calculating a 
residual value at the end of the period of analysis. This residual value is 
computed using the building decay-obsolescence schedule contained in OMB 
circular A-104, Attachment B. 

e. Residual value is considered in the analysis (See Appendix A.). 

f. Expense elements which would be the same (ie: utilities costs) 
are considered •wash• costs and are not included in the comparative cost 
analysis. 

·g. The length of the analysis period is 21 years (PY 1987 through 
FY 2007). 

h. New housing would be constructed on land provided by the 
Proposers. 

i. The 801 Program assumes 18-year accelerated depreciation with 
preferential tax treatment. 

j. A market value/demand for the housing facilities was assumed to 
exist beyond analysis period (2007) to estimate implied value (MCP Program). 

k. ~ scheduled BOD set to occur upon completion and acceptance of 
entire project by the Government in PY88. 
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APPENDIX A 

DETAILED COST ELEMENT BUILD-UP 

·I. Introduction. This section of the repo~t describes the procedures 
followed in the derivation of cost items included in these economic analyses. 
The resultant figures were used in calculating present value cost estimates 
for the various alternatives investigated. 

II. Cost Element Items. A schedule of the major cost elements far each of 
the alternatives was previously shown in year~by-year detail in Table II-2. 
The schedule reflects FY86 price levels and spans the 21-year period of 
analysis (FY 1987 through FY 2007). 

III. Cost Element Details. 

A. Construction cost: MCP (Variable 1) 

New construction costs were based on estimates developed by HQ us 
Air Force, using the Tri-Service Cost Model. Under this alternative, 
it was assumed that 200 new housing units would be built off-base. 
Table A-1 summarizes the cost estimate for the MCP alternative.' 

Fiscal Year 

87 
88 

\Completion 

50 
50 

B. 801 Build to Lease Program (Variable 2) 

Annual Cost 

$6,720,719 
$6,720,719 

This program, which w~s authorized under the Military Construction 
Authorization Act of 1986, was designed to test wh~ther family housing could 
be.provided more economically than by conventional means. The proposed units 
would be constructed to meet the space requirements for accompanied ·enlisted 
grade personnel. Under this pla~, 200 dwelling units would be constructed, 
operated, and maintained by a private contractor. The units would be built on 
privately-owned land provided by the the proposer. The leasing agreement 
between the Government and the contracto~ may not exceed 20 years. Under this 
program, the individual service person would forfeit his/her BAQ and VHA and 
be assigned to the housing unit. 

Annual Shelter Rent costs of $1,099,083 were applied which reflect the 
actual bid price contained in the selected proposal. This annual amount is 
not subject to change during the lease p~riod. The maintenance rent portion 
of the bid is subject to inflationary adjustments and is described in 
(Variable 5). Annual Shelter Rent expenditures for the analysis period is as 
follows: 
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?00 4~ l = $10,764,000 

?POJE':::T FACTOPS: 
(8.87) ( 0.98 (( 0.98 ) = 0.836 

~---=--~---( A C ~ ) ( P r o i e c t S 1 z e ) ( U n 1 t S 1 z e ) = P r c i e c t Facto r 

HOCJSING COST: 
(10,764,000 ) 
(5'Line Cost) 

( 0.836 ) = $ 8,999,000 
(Project Factor) = Adjusted. 5' Line cost 

( 2500 ) (0.B7) ( 200) = $ 435,000 
(Solar Un 1 t Co s.t) ( ACF ) ( Un 1 ts) = Total Project Solar Cost 

( 8,999,000 )+( 435,000 
(Adjusted 5' L1ne Cost)+{ ·solar 

L~ND COST: $202,500 
----~---------------

SUPPORTING COST: 

=$ 9,434,000 
= Ho us in g Co s t 

S1te preparatton 
Roans and pav 1ng 
u t i 1 i. t i ~ s . 
Landscaptng 

(30% of Adjusted 5' Line Cost) 

Sp~c1al C~nstruct1on 

SUMMARY: 

= $2,700,000 •• 
= suepo rt Cost 

(9,434,000 )+( 2,700,000 ) = $12,134,000 
(Hous1ng Cost)+(Support Cost) = Subtotal 

( ~- 2 , 1 3 4 , 0 0 0 
(Su.-,total 

) ( 1.05 ) (1.055) = $13,441,438 
) (Contlngency) (SIOH} = Project Cost 

Say:$13,441,000 
Round 

:?')3,000 
Land Cost 

)+(13,441,000 ) = $13,644,000 
)+(Project Cost) = Total Project Cost 

(l1,44l,OOO )/( 200 ) (1170 ) ( 0.87 = $ 66 .• 02 
(Project Cost)/(No. Units) ( ANS'F) ( ACF = Proj Cost/Sq Ft/ACF 

ANSF - Average net square feet/unit. 
ACF - Area Cost Factor 
PROJECT SIZE- (No. Unlts) 

1-49 un1ts = 1.05 
c;n-99 un1ts = 1.02 

100-199 units = 1.00 
200-499 un1ts = 0.98 
500+ units = 0.9CS 

-\- 1 .\ ----

UNIT SIZE - (Net Square Feet) 

950-1050 = 1.00 
1051-1150 = 0.99 
1151-1250 = 0.98 
1251-1350 = 0.97 
1351+ = 0.96 

--------



Number Period of Monthly 
Fiscal of Operation Rental Annual 

Year Units (Months) ·Cost/Unit :Expenditures 

87 200 6 . $458 $549,542 
88-2007 200 12 $458 $1,099,083 

c. Land Acguisition: MCP Construction (Variable 3) 

The proposed build to lease alternative involves the use of 
privately-owned land provided by the proposer. Land costs under this 
alternative are included in the estimated monthly costs contained in the 
selected proposal (see variable 2). 

Housing facilities constructed under the MCP Program are normally 
sited on Government-owned lands. As such, no actual cash outlays occur to the 
Government to obtain the needed lands, however, there is an implicit value for· 
their use. Facilitating equal comparison between the two housing alternatives 
required that an implied land value be assumed under the MCP alternative. 

Available land adjacent to Goodfellow AFB would sell for about $6,750 
per acre. This figure multiplied by 30.0 acres (number acres of land proposed 
in the 801 option) yields a land cost of $202,500 in FY86. This expense 
element would not be subject to inflationary effects. 

·D. Utilities: MCP construction and 801 Lease (Wash) 

Utility expenses for both alternatives will be equal and are 
considered wash costs. 

E. Maintenance and Repair: MCP Construction (Variable 4) 

·An Annual Maintenance Real Increase rate of 0.6\, was used by the Air 
Force for this ~ariable, which accounts for· increased maintenance costs due to 
the buildings aging and is based on historic Air Force costs. 

Using this trendline, M&R costs were adjusted annually during the analysis 
beginning in FY88 to reflect the expected increased costs due to aging. 
Resultant annual M&R expenditures are as follows: 
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:Number :Period of MCP 801 Lease 
Fiscal: of :Operation Annual Annual Annual Annual 

Year Units : (Months) :Cost/Unit :Expenditures :Cost/Unit :Expenditures 

1987 200 6 358 71500 532 106497 
1988. 200 12 743 148577 1:106 221300 
1989 200 12 773 154550 1144 228824 
1990 200 12 800 159987 1177 235460 
1991 200 12 824 164809 1206 241111 
1992 200 12 848 169611 1233 246656 
1993 200 12 873 174554 1262 .. 252329 
1994 200 12 898 179640 1291 258133 
1995 200 12 924 184874 1320 264070 
1996 200 12 951 190261 1351 270144 
1997 200 12 979 195805 1382 276357 
1998 200 12 1008 201510 1414 282713 
1999 200 12 1037 207382 1446 289216 
2000 200 12 1067 213424 1479 295868 
2001 200. 12 1098 219643 1513 302673 
2002 200 12 1130 226043 1548 309634 
2003 200 12 1163 232629 1584 316756 
2004 200 12 1197 239408 1620 324041 
2005 200 12 1232 246384 1657 331494 
2006 200 12 1268 253563 1696 339118 
2007 200 12 1305 260951 1734 346918 

1/ Includes projected annual inflationary price increases. 

F. Maintenance and Re~air: 801 Build to Lease (Variable 5) 

Maintenance and repair costs of $17,750 per month were applied which 
reflect costs specified in the selected proposal. As per the terms in the 
Request for Proposal (RFP), these costs will be allowed to escalate due·to 
inflation after the first year of occupancy •.. •Economic Indicators• prepared 
for the Joint Economic committee of Congress by the council of Economic 
Advisors were applied to adjust for inflation. Annual expenditures under this 
alternative are also shown in the table above. 

G. Equipment: MCP construction (Variable 6) 

Under this alternative, new refrigerators, ranges, and ovens would be 
installed in the new housing units. Since appliances vary in size and 
capacity, average size requirements were established based on the anticipated 
grade distribution. Further, it would be expected that these appliances would 
require periodic repair with eventual replacement once over the life of the 
project, based on experien~ed service life of individual appl~ances·. A 
schedule of the annual expenditures for equipment is presented below. 
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Fiscal Annual 
Year Expenditures 

87 0 
88 0 0. 
89 0 
90 0 
91 0 
92 4516 
93 0 
94 17088 
95 74760 
96 112627 
97 0 
98 5177 
99 161722 

2000 0 
01 85689 

. 02 0 
03 132060 
04 27385 
05 0 
06 0 
07 98215 

H. Federal Tax Revenue: 801 (Variable 7) 

Estimates of the Federal tax revenue received under the 801 
alternative were derived based upon the following assumptions: 

Developer w~ll sell all dwelling units (real property) constructed 
under the 801 Program to party(s) other than the Government upon 
completion of the .20-year lease term and pay Federal tax due. 

Revenues received would be taxed as capital gains and would reduce 801 
Program costs by generating tax revenue. 

Assumed capital gains rate of 28._percent. 

The resultant cost estimates generated based on the above assumptions are 
as follows: 
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(13.441 million_!_/) x 

(Construc~ion Co3t) 

(1.629) 
(Compound Inflation 

?actor ~/) 

X 

15.55 million x 
(Expected Profit on sale) 

(28% Capital) 
· Gains Rate ) 

lJ Estimated construction cost. 

( 

( 0. 71) 
(3ldg Decay 
?actor y 

$15.55 million 
Expected Profit 

on sale 

$4.38 million (FY2008) 
.=.(Expected Federal· Tax 

Revenue on Sale ) 

]:_/ Compound inflation factor based upon guidance set forth in CNO (OP-90) 
Memo dated 10 Feb 86. 

lf See Building Decay Factors contained in OMB Circular A-104, Attachment B. 

r. Allowances: MCP and 801 (Var{ables 8 and 10) 

Payment of allowances were based on the Basic Allowance for Quarters (BAQ) 
and Variable Housing Allowance (VHA) for ·Goodfellow Air Force Base (FY86 
prices). Calculation of applicable allowances paid per service member per 
month based upon a simple average for personnel grades E4-06, respectively. 
Calculations of the average allowance to be paid on a monthly/DO basis are as 
follows: 

Grade BAQ 1/: VHA 

E4-06 362.00 112.00 

TOTAL 

473.00 

Average Cost/ 
Dwelling Unit/ 

Month 

$ 473.00 

l! BAQ and VHA displayed above reflect a simple average of allowances paid for 
each grade over the range shown. 

lf Allowances to be paid under either alternative (MCP or 801) are based upon 
project composition in ·the selected proposal • 

. Under. the MCP Alternative, it was assumed that allowances would be paid on 
200 service members during the 2-year construction period. ·Similarly, 
allowances would be paid under the 801 Program based on the 24-month 
construction period as set forth in the subject RFP. ·Scheduled annual 
expenditures are as follows: 
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Number Period of 
Fiscal of Operation Monthly Annual 

Year Units (Months) Cost/Unit Expenditures .!/ 

MCP Alternative 

87 200 6 $473.00 $567,600 
88-2007 

Section 801 

87 200 6 $473.00 $567,600 
88-2007 

l/ Does not reflect anticipated inflationary price increases. 

J. Real Estate Taxes: 801 Build to Lease (Variable 9) 

The RFP specifies that the Government will pay 80 percent of all increases 
in general real estate taxes levied after the second year of operation. 
General real estate taxes are those which are assigned on an ad valorem basis 
against all taxable real property in the taxing authority's jurisdiction. Tax 
rates for this cost element were assigned ·based upon the geographical location 
(i.e., taxing authority's j~risdiction) of the proposed housing units. 
Effective tax rates and methodologies shown below were applied to the 801 
Buil~ to Lease construction cost estimate for the purpose of calculating the 
appl _ ~ ... :· .-·eal estate tax expenses to be paid by the Government. 

1.039 X $13,643,938 X 1.61% = $228,234 (FY86) 
(Inflation Factor) (Est. Constr Cost) (Assessed . va 1 uat ion) (Est Tax Cost) 

Est. Tax cost/DU 

Inc. Land 

= $22~,:34 = $1141.17 
200 UD's 

(FY86) 

Est. Tax Cost/DU/Month = $1141.17 = $95.10 (FY86) 
12 months 

The above costs were indexed to the first full year following BOD (FY89) 
for the purpose of calculating increases in the applicable real estate taxes 
due and payable in FY90. 
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Fiscal Inflation 
Year Factor 

88 1.039 
89 1.074 
90 1.105 
91 1.132 
92 1.158 
93 1.185 
94 1.212 
95 1.240 
96 1.268 
97 1.297 
98 1.327 
99 1.358 

2000 1.389 
01 1.421 
02 1.454 
03 1.487 
04 1.521 
05 1.556 
06 1.592 
07 '1.629 

Total Local 
Taxes Due 

228234 
243074 
257627 
271724 
286313 
301685 
317883 
334950 
352934 
371883 
391849 
412887 
435055 
458413 
483026 
508959 
536285 
565078 
595417 
627385 

Increment 
of Increase 
From FY 89 

14553 
28650 
43239 
58611 
74809 
91876 

109859 
128808 
148775 
169813 
191981 
215339 
239951 
265885 
293211 
322004 
352343 
384311 

K. Imputed Insurance: MCP Construction (Variable 11) 

Increment Taxes 
Payable by Federal 

Government 
(80% of Total) 

11642 
22920 
34591 
46889 
59847 
73501 
87887 

103047 
119020 
135850 
153585 
172271 
191961 
212708 
234569 
257603 
281875 
307449 

Insurance costs related to the MCP alternative reflect only those Jees 
necessary to cover the liability claims. Property damage due to other types 
of casualties was excluded since the cost of repairs and/or replacement is 
handled under required maintenance and repair and thus is reflected in the 
annual M&R budget accounts. costs included in this element represent 
localized commercial liability rates. The rate applied for the MCP 
alternative was $24.00/dwelling unit/year. Annual expenditures for this cost 
eleme~t are as follows: 
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Fiscal Period of Annual Inflation Annual 
Year Operation Factor Expenditures 

87 6 1.000 2400 
88 12 0 1. 0 34 4987 
89 12 1.074 5157 
90 12 1.105 5306 
91 12 1.132 5434 
92 12 1.158 5559 
93 12 1.185 5686 
94 12 1.212 -5817 
95 12 1. 240 5951 
96 12 1.268 6088 
97 12 1.297 6228 
98 12 1.327 6371 
99 12 1. 358 6518 

2000 12 1.389 6668 
01 12 1. 421 6821 
02 12 1.454 6978 
03 12 1.487 7138 
04 12 1. 521 7303 
05 12 1.556 7471 
06 12 1.592 7642 
07 12 1.629 781.8 

L. Administration: MCP Construction (Variable 12) 

Administration ex~enses included in the 801· Program provided for the. 
services of an on-site manager, inspector, and maintenance technician to 
insure that the dwelling units are operated and maintained in accordance with 
the terms of the lease. such expenses are implicitly built into the 
developer's proposal costs. Since installation housing management services 
currently exist, under the MCP option, the Government could manage ·the 
additional 200 units with.existing personnel. Additional administrative 
cost. = 0. 

M. Residual Value: MCP construction (Variable 13) 

To. facilitate equal comparison of the housing alternatives, an implied 
residual value was applied to the MCP alternative. For the 801 Program, the 
Federal tax revenue gained from the sale of prope_rties to a non·-Government 
entity was calculated at the end of the lease period (FY2008). Under the MCP 
option, residual value of the structures was considered a reduction in the 
cost of this alternative to the Government. This estimated residual value was 
computed and inserted during the final year of the analysis (FY2008). The 
procedure used to derive this value is shown below. 

($13,441,438) 
(Estimated 

MCP cost) 

X (1.6746) 
(Compound Inflation 

Factor ll> 

X (0.71) 
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(Bldg Decay 
Factor ~/ 

= $15,981,605 (FY2007) 

Residual Value 



l/ See footnote 2, item I. 
2/ See footnote 3', i tern I. 

N. Services: MCP Const~uction (Variable 14) (Operations) 

cost elements in the services account include refuse collection/disposal, 
and entomological services. Estimates of prior year· service expenses averaged 
$212 per unit. 

The above cost/unit was then applied to the following schedule to derive 
the annual expenditures for services for 200 units. Under the 801 
al~ernative, the cost to provide these services is included in the maintenance 
rent fee. 

Period of 
Fiscal Operation Annual 

Year (Months) Expenses 

87 6 21200 
88 12 44054 
89 12 45551 
90 12 46872 
91 12 47997 
92 12 49101 
93 12 50231 
94 12 51386 
95 12 52568 
96 12 53777 
97 12 55014 
98 12 56279 
99 12 57573 

2000 12 58898 
01 12 60252 
02 12 61638 
03 12 63056 
04 12 64506 
05 12 65990 
06 12 67507 
07 12 69060 

0 .• Accelerated DeEreciation Advanta9e: 801 (Variable 15) 

The cost to the Federal Government in tax revenues due to the 
permitted use of an accelerated depreciation program is reflected below. An 
initial construction cost of $13,441,438 ~as estimated and used as the basis 
for tax purposes. Only the difference between accelerated and normal 
depreciation schedules was charged as a loss of tax revenues. The methodology 
applied for calculating the tax advantage derived by the developer under the 
801 Program is represented as follows: 
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Accelerated straight-Line Advanced Estimated 
Fiscal. Depreciation Depreciation Percent Depreciation Tax Loss to 
Year Schedule Schedule Diffe renee Difference 1/. the Govt2/ 

87 
88 .10 ;025 .07S "1008108 463730 
89 .09 .025 .06S 873693 401899 
90 .08 • 025 .OS5 I 739279 340068 
91 .07 .025 .045 60486S 278238" 
92 .06 • 02S .03S 470450 216407 
93 .06 .02S .035 470450 216407 
94 .05 .025 .025 336035 154577 
9S .OS .025 .025 336036 154577 
96 .05 .02S ·• 02S 336036 1S4577 
97 .as .02S .02S 336036 154577 
98 .05 .02S .• 025 336036 1S4577 
99 

I 
.os .02S .025 336036 154577 

2000 .04 .025 .015 201622 92746 
01 .04 .02S .015 201622 92746 
02 .04 .025 .015 201622 92746 
03 .04 .02S .015 201622 92746 
04 .04 .025 .015 201622 92746 
OS .04 .025 .015 201622 92746 
06 .00 .025 ( • 0 2S) -336036 -154577 
07 .oo .02S (.025) -336036 -154577 

Y. Initial construction costs multiplied by percent difference 
~/ Tax loss calculat~d by multiplying advanced depreciation difference by 46% 

tax rate (OMB Guidance). 

P. Government Contract Administration: 801 

The Air Force includes th.is cost element for the 801 alternative for each 
year of the 20 year life to offset a similar full charge for administration 
for the MILCON alternative. This given level is considered as offsetting 
costs in the analyses. Differential costs (beyond the level required for 
both) are charged to one applicable alternative, in this case the 801 analysis. 
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APPENDIX 3 

:~JFLATION AND RESIDUAL FACTORS 

I. I~flation. When appropriate, adjustments were made to place all the·cost 
1~ta at current dollar FY86 price levels. As specified by DOD comptroller via 
letter date 19 February 1986, based on OMB guidance of 27 December 1985, the 
inflation rate guidelines shown in table B-1 were applied to adjust the cost 
elements to reflect FY86 and all future price levels. 

TABLE B-1 

INFLATION RATE GUIDELINES 

Fiscal Year 

1987-88 
1988-89 
1989-1990 
1990-1991. 
1991-2007 

Inflation Rate 
(percent) 

3.9 
3.4 
2.9 
2.4 
2.3 

II. Residual Factors. Calculations of a residual value of a particular 
item can sometimes be a critical element in an economic analysis. In the case 
of a structure, the residual value would be its net disposal value at the end 
of the proje.ct life. ·The residual value of a structure is generally thought 
to decline over time, reflecting its use, consumption, and/or physical • 
deterioration. 

For purposes of this economic analysis, Building Decay Obsolescence 
Factors were used to calculate residual value for the new construction 
alternative. Residual factor applicable to this method are listed in Table 
B-2. Initial construction cost was assumed to approximate new market value. 
Multiplying this amount by a selected residual factor yields the estimated 
residual value (in FY86 prices) for the selected year. 
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Summary of Analysis and OMB/OSD revisions at Tab A 
(Entered by OSD, .9/8/86) 

This analysis was developed in accordance with the·ground 
discount rate coordinated with OMB National Security Staff in 
and confirmed by OSD memorandum of 3 April 1986. The results 
proposals utilizing the 3 April ground rules are: 

Net present value of the MILCON alternative 
Net present value of the 801 alternative 
801 savings versus MILCON (%) 

rules and 
February 1986, 
of the bid 

Ft Hood 
$15,716,058 
$14,408,656 

7% 

During OMB review of t~ree Navy 801 projects in July i986 one assumption 
of this and all previously OMB approved analyses was ruled incorrect. The 
ruling was made after the government had. solicited ·proposals and designs from 
contractors and agreed to lease ceilings. with Congress. The. change involved 
the assumption of sale of the 801 project after 20 years and resulting capital. 
gains tax payable by the 801 developer. Previously this tax was subtracted 
from the 801 proposal as a gain to the government. The new view is that the 
taxes arising from the sale of the project represent a loss to the government 
amopnting to the difference between the tax due at regular income rates and 
that due at the favorable capital gains rate. Because of this the assumption 
of sale was dropped lowering the amount of savings .for each 801 proposal. Tab 
A of the attached analysis is based on the assumption of no sale of the 801 
project with resul~s as listed below. 

Net present value of the MILCON alternative 
Net present value of the 801 alternative 
801 savings versus MILCON (%) 

Ft Hood 
$15,716,058. 
$15,244,233 

3% 

The· new tax legislation will_ not affect this proposal as the project is on 
base· where accelerated depreciation rates ·do not apply. 
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.I. ~XEGUTIVE SUMMARY 

A. IDe Decision ObJective 

The obJective of this study is to determine i£ a proposed 
military lease housing program is a cost effective means of providing 
adequate housing for 300 military personnel at Fort Hood, TX when 
compared to military const~uction. 

Section 801 o£ the Military Construction Authorizat~on Act o£ 
1984 authorized several pilot studies to determine the cost 
effectiveness o£ a lease program to obtain additional housing 
facilities. Fort Hood, TX was one of the locations selected for this 
pilot program. These housing facilities would be available £or 
beneficial occupancy in FY 88. · 

MaJor provisions set forth in this program are as follows: 

* Occupants would £or£eit Basic A11owanc~s for Quarters 
<BAC> and Variable Housing Allowances <VHA> in return for 
assigned quarters. 

* The Government would pay all ~t, utilities and 
administrative costs. ·,,, 

* Th~ program cannot be applied to existing housing. 

* The new housing units are required to be constructed in 
conformance with DOD specifications. 

* Upon termination o£ the lease agreement, the Government 
would have the right to acquire all right, title, and 
interes~ in the leased housing £ac1lities. 

* The leasing agreement cannot exceed 20 years. 

* A validated deficit in military housing must exist in the 
general area. 

* Use o£ military controlled housing must have exceeded 97 
percent occupancy for 18 consecutive months preceding an 
agreement. 

* Priority shall be given to-military families. 

* The new housing units may be built on private or Governement 
owned land. 

C. MaJor Assumptions 

1. The structure life for MCA construction is assumed to be 40 
years. 
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~. New housing would be constructed on Government owned land. 

3. In order to facilitate the estimate of implied residual· value 
<MCA Program>, it is assumed that a demand for the housing facilities 
will exist beyond the analysis period <FY 2006>. 

4. A scheduled beneficial occupancy date <BOD> will be set to 
occur .upon completion and acceptance o£ the housing proJect by the 
Government.in FY 88. 

5. The 801 Program assumed 40 year straight line depreciation 
with no preferential tax treatment. 

6. That the owner/developer of the 801 Housing will retain 
ownership of the proJect for the 20 year lease term and then sell the 
proJect to a non-Government buyer. The sale is assumed to be 
completed at the end of the last £~seal year of the analysis period. 

Methodology 

1. A current dollar analysis ~as performed~ and present value. 
calculations utilized a· discount rate of 9.6 percent <per OMB and OSD 
guidelines>. 

~ 

2. All costs.are estimated in FY~86 prices <current dollars>. 

' 3. Expense elements which would be,~he same for either 
alternati~e are considered wash costs, and ar~ not included ·in the 
comparative cost analysis. 

4. The length of the analysis period is 21 years <FY 86 through 
FY 06>. 

E. Alternative Courses of Action 

Two potential housing alternatives for Fort Hood, TX are analyzed 
herein: 

1. MCA Program. Construction of 300 new family housing units 
over a 2 year period from FY 86 to FY ·88, with scheduled BOD of mid 
FY 88. 

2. 801 Build-to-Lease Program. The Army would enter into a 
long-term agreement to lease 300 rental units to be constructed by a 
private developer with scheduled BOD of mid FY 88. Specific 
provisions of the agreement were previously described in paragraph B 
above. The rental units would be located on private land. 

F. Economic Analysis Results 

'NET PRESENT VALUE UNIFORM ANNUAL COST 

801 S14,408,656 S1,619,469 

MCA S15,716,058 S1,766,416 
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These analyses reveal that the least costly viable alternative to 
meet Fort Hood's housing needs would be through the Section 801 
Build-to-Lease Program. The advantages and disadvantages o£ each 
alternative .are summarized in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

COMPARISON OF HOUSING ALTERNATIVES 

·------=-A::;.::l=-t::..e=r.::.;nat.i ves. _______ _ 
Element 

Net Present Value 
Initial Government outlay 
Recurring O&M costs 
Adds to available housing 
assets 

Insures housing services 
obtairiable £or 20 years 

Availability o£ housing 
serv~ces after 20 years 

Time required to implement 
alternat1.ve 

~CA Cqnstruction Build~to-Lease 

disadvantage 
disadvantage 
approx equal 

equal. 

equal 

advantage 

approx .~ual 
·,. 

advantage 
advantage 
approx equal 

equal 

equal 

disadvantage 

approx equal 

G. ~en.si ti vi ty AnalY.§.A.§_~e§y_l_1;.§_ 

This economic analysis requires that certain assumptions and 
JUdgements be applied to the development o£ the var~ous cost 
elements. Sensitivity tests were performed to determine what changes 
would be requ~red in each cost element to produce a di££erent ranking 
o£ the housing alternat~ves. I£ slight changes in an estl.mated cost 
item would alter the r·ank~ng o£ alternatives, the analysis ~s said to 
be "sensitive" to that variable. The r·esults o£ this analya~s are 
shown later in Tables 4 and 5, and are described. in paragraph II.D.2. 

H. ~onmonetary Factors 

Using the results o£ this analysis as the only selection criteria 
suggests that the lease alternative is the best choice. The 801 
Leasing Program and the MCA alternatives are equivalent and 
comparable in that each would satisfy the obJect~ves a£ providing 
adequate housing services. 

It is.£elt that the requirement to provide needed Government 
hous~ng services £or enlisted personnel at Fort Hood, TX can best be 
a~~amplished through the 801 Build-to-Lease Program. As 1nd1cated 1n 
paragraph II.B., there are insu££icient existing commun1ty assets to 
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per~it.individual service members to readily acquire needed· housing 
in the local area. Without any in6f~i~~~ in available community· 
assets, greater demand for off-post housing would most ·certainly have 
varying undesirable community impacts. The 801 Lease Program is the 
least costly feasible alternative and would best serve the Army 
housing requirements at Fort Hood. 

II. Detailed Summary 

A. ~ackground 

Fort Hood is the home post for the III Corps, 1st Cavalry 
Div~sion, 2nd Armored Division, 13th Support Command, 6th Cavalry 
Brigade, other Corps supporting units and tenant units. North Fort 
Hood also serves as the maJor training area for Texas National Guard 
and other reserve components. 

The. main cantonment area for Fort Hood is situated at the west 
end o£ the Killeen-Temple metroplex <Bell and Coryell counties> 1n 
central Texas. The 1980 population of the surrounding area which 
encompasses Bell, Coryell and Lampasas counties was 226,661." An area 
map depicting the area is located at Figure 1. 

In area cities, the communities w~ the greatest growth are 
adJacent to Fort Hood's main cantonmeri~ area. Over the 30 year 
pe~~o~ from 1950 to 1980, the populati6n~ of Killeen and Copperas 
Cove annually increased by 7 percent and~lO percent, respect1vely, as· 
compared to 2 percent for Temple, which is 21 miles from the·post. 

The 1980 SMSA population totaled 214,656 with 74 percent res~ding 
in Bell County. Over hal£ <56 percent> of Bell County inhab~tants 
live ~n Killeen <29 percent> and Temple <27 percent>. Copperas Cove 
1s the largest city in Coryell county with more than 34 percent o£ 
the county's residents. 

B. Bousing Reguirement 

Pertinent housing statistics on Fort Hood contained in the most 
recent DO Forms 1377, 1378, and 1379 are included 1n Append1x C. 
Summary information extracted from D~ Form 1377 is presented in Table 
2. 

TABLE 2 

HOUSING REQUIREMENT 

Item Existing Enlisted Grade Assets 
------------------------------------------~A~companied <E-4 thru ~-5> 

Effective requirement 
Milita~y housing 
0££-post housing 
Surplus/deficit 

4 

11,574 
<3,365> 
<7,399> 
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.c. Galculations. £or Each Alternati~~ 

1. Figure 2 depicts proJect summary data. 

2. A year-by-year display of the calculation results for the two 
alternatives 1s shown in Table 3 <ProJect/Program Costs>. For each 
alternative, the table shows, in current 1986 dollars, the £ollowing 
items on an. annual basis over ·the 21-year analysis per~od. 

a. The estimated amount for each expense element. 

b. The total o£ all expense elements <"TOTAL ANNUAL 
OUTLAYS">. 

c. The present value of all expense elements < .. NET 
PRESENT VALUE">. 

d. The present value of all expense elements through 
indicated year <"CUMULATIVE NET PRESENT VALUE">. 

e. The cumulative present value of costs through given 
year less present value o£ res1dual £or given year 
<'"CUMULATIVE NET DISCOUNTED P.V ... >. 

~ 

g. The annualized cost <eq·~,,ivalent uniform annual amount 
£or the 21-year period o~~~nalysis). 

Figure 3 <Comparison Plot> graphically depicts in cumulative net 
present worth values o£ outlays £or the two alternative throughout 
the period o£ analysis. 
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FIGURE 2 
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28" 

RESULTS 

MCA NPV S15,716,058 
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TABLE 3 

PROJECT/PROGRAM COSTS 

SHELTER MAINTENANCE PAYABLE FEDERAL TOTAL DISCOUNTED CUMULATIVE 
RENT· RENT R.E. TAX TAX. ANNUAL PRESENT NET DISC 

YEAR INCREASE GAIN OUTLAY:3 VALUE P.V. 
( 01) (02) (03) (04) 

-------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- ----~---------- -------------- --------------
1986 $0 $0 $0 $0 $(1 $0 $0 
1987 $923,645 $168,635 $0 $(1 $1,092, 2::a) $951.959 $951.959 
1988 $1,539,409 $290,054 $0 $0 $1.829.463 $1,454.780 $2' 4(1(:,' 739 
1989 $1,539,409 $298,176 $0 $0 $-1 • :337, sr::s $1.333.246 $3,739,9G6 
1990 $1,539,409" $:;:o5. 332 $5,086 $0 $1,849.E:27 $1.224.570 $4. 964' 55(. 
1'~91 $1 '5:39, 409 $312,354 $10,077 ~0 $1,861 '84(1 $1.124.564 $6,l)f::9, 121 
1992 $1,539,409 $319,539 $15,183 $0 $1,874,131 $1 , 032' 8:35 $7' 121 '957 
1993 $1.539,409 $326,888 $20,406 $0 $1 ' :386' 70:3 $948,690 $E,:,(l7(l,t;.47 
1994 $1 ' 5:39' 409 $3:34,406 $25,749 $0 $1, e:99, 564 $871,494 "$:3,942, 141 
1995 $1,539,409 $342,09:3 $31.216 $0 $1' 912.72:3 $800,666 .$9, 742, :::oa 
1996 $1,539,409 $:;:49, 966 $36,807 $0 $1' 926. 182 $735,676 $10,478,4:34 
1997 $1,539,409 $"358,015 $42.528 $0 $1 • ·~39' '?52 $676,035 $11.154,520 
1998 $1 '5:39, 409 $366,250 $48,380 $0 $1,954.039 $621,299 $11.775,820 
1999 $1 ' 5:39' 409 $374.67:3 $54,367 $(1 $1,968.449 $571,060 $12,346, :3E:1 
2000 $1,539,409 $383.491 $60,491 $0 $1 '983, 191 $524,942 $ \2, 871 , 8:2:3 
2001 $1.539,409 $392.107 $66.757 $0 $1' 9'~8. 27:3 $482,604 $13,354,427 
2002 $1,539,409 $401.125 $73.166 $0 $2,013.7(10 $443.732 $13.798,159 
2003 $1,539,409 $410,351 $79,723 $0 $2,029,483 $408,038 $14' 206' 1 ·;q 
20.04 $1,539,409 $419.789 $86,431 ~r:/) $2,045.629 $375,259 $14.581,457 
2005 $1,539,409 $429.444 $93.293 _.·$0 $2,062.14(:. $345,154 $14, ·~2~ .• 612 
2006 $1,539,409 $439,::::21 $1(10,312 -$5,470<.674 -$3,391. t;.~:1 -$517,955 $14.408,656 

UNIFORM' ANNUAL EQUIVALENT = $1,619,469 ( 9.60X DISCOUNT RATE, 21 YEARS> 
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TABLE 3 

F'RO.JECT /PROGRAM COSTS PAGE OG1 PRO.JEC T /PROGRAM COSTS PAO:•E 00~ 

INITIAL MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT IMPUTED RE:3IDUAL SERVICES ADMIN TOTAL DISCOUNTED CUMULATIVE 

CONSTRUCTION AND COSTS IN:3URANCE VALUC COSTS ANNUAL PRESENT NET DI:3C 

YEAR COSTS REPAIR co:::Ts OUTLAYS VALUE P.V. 

(01) (02) (03) (04) ((:5) (06) (1)7) 

-------------- -------------- -------------- --------------- --------~-----
-------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --------------

1986 $(1 so .so so $0 so so so so so 

1'~:37 S10.247.400 S163.380 $2,3:30 $6,526 '$0 S29,687 S:39.84~ $10.494.170 $9.146.022 S9.146.022 

1988 $6.831,(;,(11) $294.194 S4.S11 Sll .226 $0 $51.062 S6:3,532 f7,261.426 S5.774.250 $14' ':.'20' 272 

1'~89 $1) $307.140 $4,945 S11,540 'lO $52.4'?2 S70.451 $446.570 S:324.006 st5.244.278 

1'790 $•) S319. 33:3 S5.064 Sll,S17 $0 S53.752 $72.142 S462. 109 S305.912 s 15. sso. 1 n 

1991 so '5:3:31.610 $5,181 tl2.089 so S54.988 $73.801 $477.670 S283.516 S15.838.707 

1992 so $344.2:32 s5.300 $12.367 $0 $56.253 S75.499 $493.702 S272.0:30 $16. 110· 7:3:3 

1·n3 so $:357.363 S5,422 $12.651 $1) S57.547 $77.2:35 $510.219 $256.553 s 16 • 3~-7 • :;:4 1 

1994 so $370.777 ss. ~·46 S12.942 so S$3, 370 S79.012 S527.149 $241 ':343 s 16. 60? • 1 9(1 

19";15 $1) 1:334.795 $5.674 Sl3.24t) $1) s~.o. 224 S80.8.29 $544.764 $228.038 $16.837.229 

1'196 fO $:399. 171 s5.804 S13.544 so $61.609 S82. 68:3 $562.820 S214' ·~~.1) $17.052.189 

1997 so $414.006 $406.191 sn. 356 $(1 S63.026 S84.590 S981.671 $342.093 $17.394.283 

1998 $(1 $429.311 $6,075 $14.175 so S64.476 $86.535 $600.574 $190.956 $1 7' 58'5' 2:39 

19';19 so S445.102 $6.214 $14.501 so S65.959 SE:3,526 $620. :3(14 S179.954 st7.765.1':."13 

2000 so S461.392 $6.:::57 S14.834 $(1 $67.476 $90.562 $(:.40.623 $169,570 S1 7, 934, 7t·4 

2001 so S479.196 S6.503 $15.175 so $69.028 $92.645 S661.549 $159.771 s .-s. 094. 5~:5 

2002 so S495.523 $6.653 $15.524 so $70.616 $94.775 $683.0'?9 $150.525 $13.245.061 

20tH $1) $513.405 $6,806 $15.8:31 $1) $72.240 $96.955 S705. 2';10 S141, S02 $1.8. 386.863 

2004 $(1 $5:31.~:43 $6,"963 $16.247 $0 S7:3.901 s·n, 185 S723.141 St:33.573 $13.520.436 

2005 so $550.856 $7,123 S16.620 $1) $75.601 $101.467 $751 't.6'? $1:25.:311 $18", 646.248 

2006 f(l $570.463 $7,287 $17.003 -S19.963.120 S77, .340 s1oJ.-i::oo -$1';1,187.224 -S2' ·;>30' 190 S15', 716,05,3 

/\ 
UNI~Q~M ANNUAL EQUIVALENT S1.766,416 ( 9.601 DISCOUNT RATE, 21 YEARS) 
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D •. Sensitivity Analysis 

1. Introduction 

Sensitivity analyses were conducted primarily to determine the 
extent to which the study findings would be affected by altering the 
input.data. Since varying levels of certainty and confidence apply 
to the assumptions, changes were made· in each o£ the key assumptions 
to determine their sensitivity· on the ranking o£ alternatives. 

2. Sensitivity Test Results 

Comparison o£ the two alternatives revealed that the least costly 
option would be the 801 Build-to-Lease Program. A number o£. 
sensitivity tests ~ere per£o~med for the two options. As a result, 
four variables were identified to be somewhat sensitive to cost 
changes. 

Comparison of the alternatives revealed that MCA construction 
would become ·the least cost alternative i£: 

* the construction cost was reduced by 9.18~ from 
S17,079,000 to $15,511,148. 

* the Shelter Rent was increased by 43.75% from S1,312,000 
to S1,886,719. 

* the Maintenance Rent was increased by 10.64% from S454,730 
to S503,1i3. 

* the maintenance and repair was.reduced by 48.83% from 
S275,166 to $140,802. 

The result of these analyses are submitted in Table 4 

TABLE 4 

CHANGES IN COST ELEMENTS TO RANK 
MCA CONSTRUCTION AS LEAST COSTLY 

Cost Elements Required Changes_ 

Construction Cost 
Maintenance and Repair 
R.E. Tax Rate 
Shelter Rent 
Maintenance Rate 

<Percent> 

-9.18 
-43.75 
Insensitive 
10.64 
48.83 

Table 5 summarizes the calculation results for cumulative net 
discounted present value £or each o£ the 21 years o£ the period o£ 
analysis. 
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E. ~ethodology and Assumptions 

1. General 

Investigations were made to determine the cost elements which 
should be addressed in the two alternatives investigated. The 
development o£ cost estimates is detailed in Appendix A o£ this 
report. ·calculations were performed to estimate the present value o£ 
the stream o£ future expenditures required £or the implementation o£ 
each alternative. Computer outputs were then generated which display 
the proJected cost per year with estimated inflationary e££ects · 
<current 1986 dollar analysis>, present. value per year, cumulative 
present value per year, and cumulative present value net of residual 
<terminal, .or salvage value> for each year. Cost elements considered 
are shown at Table. 6. 

TABLE 6 
SUMMARY OF COST ELEMENTS 

Cost Elements· 

Construction Cost 
Payment o£ Allowances <BAQ, VHA> 
Maintenance and.Repair 
Equipment 
Imputed Insurance 

. 801 Lease· Cost <SR, MR> 
Real Estate Tax Increase <80~> 

Utilities 
Land Value 
Administration 
Residual Value 
Services 

Alternatives 
MCA Construction Build to Lease 

X 
w 
X 
X 
X 

w 
w 
X 
X 
X 

w 

X 
X 
w 
w 

X-Calculated and used in the analysis W-Considered a wash 

2. Assumptions 

a. A discount rate of 9.6 percent is applied <per OMB and 
OSD guidelines> to determine the present value o£ current dollar 
expenditures. 

b. Discount calculations for expense elements were performed 
using mid-year convention. 
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c. Pr~ce level changes due to ~nflation are ~ncluded ~n th~s 

analysis. OMB/OSD ~n£lat~on rate guidei~ries are ut~lized on all 
appl~cable cost items. In~t~al input cost element var~ables are 
based on various price levels. All cost elements are adJusted to 
reflect FY 8~ price levels us~ng the ~nflat~on rate guidel~nes 
presented in Appendix. B of this report. 

d. The most probable structure li£e for the MCA construction 
alternat~ve ~s est~mated at 40 years for the purpose of calculat~ng a 
res~dual value at the end o£ the per~od of analys~a. Thls res~dual 
value ~s computed us~ng the building decay-obsolescence schedule 
conta~ned 1n Appendlx B o£ OMB c~rcular A-104. · 

e. Res1dual value is cons~dered in the analysis <See 
Appendix A.). 

i. Expense elements which would be the same <ie: ut~lit~es 

coats> are cons~dered "wasn•• costs and are not included ~n the 
comparative cost analysis. 

g. The length o£ the analysis period is 21 years <FY 86 
through FY 2006>. 

h. New hous~ng would be constructed on Government-owned 
land. 

~. The 801 Program· assumes 18-year accelerated depreciation 
w~th preferential tax treatment. 

J· A market value/demand ior the housing facilities was 
assumed to ex~st beyond analys~s per~od <2006) to est1mate impl~ed 
value. 

k. A scheduled BOD set to occur upon complet1on and 
acceptance o£ the ent~re proJect by the Government in FY 88. 

l. That the owner/developer 6£ the 801 Hous~ng will reta~n 
ownersh~p of the proJect £or the 20 year lease term and then sell the 
proJec~ to a non-Government buyer. The sale ~s assumed to be 
completed at the end o£ the last £iscal year o£ the analys1s per~od. 
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APPENDIX A 

DETAILED COST ELEMENT BUILD-UP 

I. Introduction. 

This section of the report describes the procedures followed in 
the derivation of cost items included in these economic analyses. 
The resultant figures were used in calculating present value cost 
estimates for the various alternatives investigated. 

II. Cost Element Items. 

A schedule of the maJor cost elements for each of the 
alternatives was previously ·shown in year-by-year detail in Table 3. 
The schedule reflects FY 86 price levels and spans the 21-year period 
o£ analysis <FY 06>. 

III. Cost Element Details. 

A. Construction Cost: MCA 

MCA construction costs were based on estimates developed by the 
Army Family Housing Management Division, U.S. Army Corps o£ 
Engineers, using the Tri-Service Cost Model <Table A-1>. Under this 
alternative, it was assumed that the new housing units would be built 
on post. 

Fiscal Year 
86 
87 
88 

Annual Cost 
0 

S10,247,400 
s 6,831,600 

IV. Shelter Rent: 801 Build to Lease 

The cost is taken from the actual preferred proposal for this 
proJect. Units accepted by the Government will be leased for a 20 
year rental term. 

Shelter rent was calculated as follows: 

SHELTER RENT 

START UP 

YEAR # OF UNITS MONTHS S/MONTH COST 

1987 180 12 S364.58 s7a7 ,soo· 

TOTAL FOR 1987 ~ $787,500 

FYs 88 to 06 = S1,312,500 
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(~.Q".IJ§ . .!;. !' . .bl .. q .~ .. ~.9JJ.. 

The MCA and 801 lease alternat~ves would involve the use o£ 
ex1st1ng Government-own~d yacant land.· Under both alternat1ves the 
Governmen~ would reta~n ownersh1p o£ the land. Therefore, a land 
acqu1s1t1on cos~ ~s cons~dered a wash 1n ~he analys~s. 

Util~ty expenses for both alternatives w~ll be equal and are 
considered a waso 1n the analys1s. 

Estimates for maintenance and repair
1 

<M&R> costs on the MCA 
alternative were based on the assumption that these costs would be 
s1m1lar to the current installation expenses on units of comparable 
s~ze and age. Further adJustmenta 1n these costs were made to 
re£lect ant1c1pated h~gher maintenance costa due to ~ncreaaed 
phys1cal deter~oration in future years. Historical M&R data <1982 to 
19~4) were obtained for all units 1n the family houe1ng 1nventory at 
Fort Hood. Exam1nation o£ these data revealed that average 
maintenance costs 1ncreased with structure age. Varying levels o£ 
estimated annual M&R costs were proJected based upon a simple 
regression analysis o£ the general form: 

y = 14.28x - 27.471.42 

where y = the proJected M&R costs/DU/yr 

x = proJected time period <year> 

r = 0.93 <correlation coefficient) 

Us1ng th1s trendl1ne. M&R costs were adJusted every year during the 
analysis beg1nn1ng in FY 87 to reflect the expected increased costs. 
The resultanc M&R expend1tures follow. 
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··-·--------··-·-...11 A IN TEN AN CE AND REPAIR --------
ANNUAL ANNUAL 

FY 5/UNIT # UNITS TOTAL 
1986 0 0 0 
1987 5 902.94 180 5162,529 
1988 5 917.22 300 5275,166 
1989 5 931.50 300 5279, 450" 
1990 5 945.78 300 5283,734 
1991 $ 960.06 300 5288,018 
1992 5 974.34 300 5292,302 
1993 $ 988.62 300 5296,586 
1994 51,002.90 300 5300, 870" 
1995 51,017.18 300 5305,154 
1996 51,031.46 300 5309,438 
1997 $1,045.74 300 5313,722 
1998 51,060.02 300 $318,006 
1999 51,074.30 300. 5322,290 
2000 $1,088.58 300 5326,574 
2001 51,102.86 300 5330,858 
2002 $1,117.14 300 $335,142 
2003 $1,131.42 300 5339,426 
2004 51,145.70 300· 5343,710 
2005 51',159.98 300 5347,994 
2006 51,174.26 300 $352,278 

·-·-----·-------·----------·--·-----

At. first glance, this approach would appear to yield costs 
wh~ch are too h~gh ~n the ~nit~al years o£ proJect l~fe. Th~s ~a 

expla~ned by not~ng that the BP 1920 coat account £rom wh~c~ these 
. costs are obta~ned ·~ncludes a reserve £or replac~ng un~ta lost by 
fire, flood and other hazards. Thus, this M&R cost ~ncludes an 
expense chat a private developer would pay as a part o£ h~s ~nsurance 
cost. It should. be noted that this cost does not ~nclude the cost o£ 
deferred maintenance or rehab~litat~on and is, therefore, cons~dered 
more rel~able than ~nstallat~on average costs wh~ch o£ten ~nclude 
these ~tems. 

Th~s cost category ~s considered subJect to both real growth 
<caused by ag~ng o£ the un~ts), and ~n£lat~onary growch. Costs have 
been proJected accordingly. In add~t~on, th~se costs are assumed to 
beg~n at del~very o£ the un~ts. 
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. F. Maintenance Rent: 801 Build~to-Lease 

This cost element is also taken directly from the preferred 
proposal for this proJeCt and is intended to include the developer's 
cost to main~ain and repair the proJect. This rent is .to be 
increased or decreased at the beginning of the second and subsequent 
years of the lease based on the increase or decrease of the Housing, 
Shelter, M~intenance and Repair Index £or the preceding twelve months 
of the "Economic Indicators" prepared for the J.oint Economic 
Committee o£ the Congress by the Council o£ Economic Advisors. For 
the purpose o£ the economic analysis it is assumed .that the OMB/OSD 
inflation indexes supplied will equate to changes in .the ''Economic 
Indicators" for the analysis period. The rental costs were 
calculated as follows: 

MAINTENANCE RENT 
STARTUP 

YEAR # OF UNITS MONTHS S/MONTH COST 
19a7 ·180 1~ S126.31 S272,838 

TOTAL FOR 1987: .272,838 

1988 300 12 S126.31 S454,730 
FYI 88 to 06 • *454.730 

G. E9uipment Costs: MCA Construction 

Under this alternative, new re(rigerators, ranges and ovens 
would be installed in the new housing units. Since appliances vary 
in size and capacity, average size requirements were established 
based upon th~ anticipated grade distribution. Further, it would be 
expected that these appliances would require periodic repair with 
eventual replacement once over the life of the proJect. Periodic 
service calls were programmed such that every two dwell~ng units 
received one call per year at a cost of S30.00 per call. A schedule 
of the annual expenditures for equipment is depicted below. 

Fiscal 
Year 

86 
87 
88-98 
98 
99-06 

Item 

Initial issue 
Service calls 
Service calls 
Replacement 
Service calls 

Number o£ 
Units 

0 
75 

150 
300 
150 

Annual 
Cost/Unit 

s o.oo~ 
s 30.00 
s 30.00 

Sl,026.00 
s 30.00 

Annual 
Expenditures1 

s o.uo~ 

S2,250.00 
S4,SOO.O~ 

S307,800.00 
S4,500.00 

1 Does not reflect proJected annual inflationary price increases. 
2 SubJect equipment included in initial construction costs. 
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H. Capital Gains ·Tax Revenue Gairied: 801 Lease 

Estimates of the Federal Capital Gains Tax Revenue under· the 
Section 801 Alternative are based on the assumption that the 
developer/contractor of the Section 801 housing will retain· ownership 
of the proJect for the 20 year lease term and then sell the proJect 
to a non~Government buyer. Revenues received from the sale would be 
taxed as capital gains and would reduce the Section 801 costs by 
generating tax revenue. 

The value of a structure is generally assumed to ~ecline- over 
time~ reflecting its use and physical deterioration. However~ the 
value of land is assumed to increase with time. The~efore~ the 
market values of the improvements <buildings> and the land are 
computed using the improveme~t decay and obsolescence rate of -1.7~ 
per year after infiation and the site a?preciation rate of +1.5~ per 
year after inflation, cited in App~ndix B of OMB·Circular A-104 
revised~ 1 June 1986. 

Capital gain is figured based on the value of the property 
received less the owner's basis in the property. The capital gains 
tax rate is assumed to be 28~. This cost was calculated as follows: 

FEDERAL TAX REVENUE 
IMPROVEMENTS 
FV 86 COST 
X INFLATION 

TO 2006 
2006 COST 
BLDG. OBSL. 
IMPV. RESID. 

PROPERTY VALUE <2006> 
TAXABLE CAPITAL GAIN 
X TAX RATE 
FEDERAL TAX REVENUE 

S17,079,000 

1.619 
S27,650,901 

.72197 
S19,963,121 

Sl9,963,121 
S19,538,121 

.28 
S5,470,67_4 

I. Housing Allowances: MCA Construction and 801 Lease 

No co•ts are included in this category as these units are 
assumed to be delivered on the same schedule as the 801 alternative. 
The allowances p~lid to families awaiting delivery of the units will, 
therefore, be th~! same in each alternative and are considered "wash" 
costs. 
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..; .. Increase ~n Real Estate Taxes: 801 Lease ·······-·------·-···-··-···- ·····- .. ·-·- .......... ...,_ ...... --·-. ···········---····-:······-··-··-···-.... -·-···---·--- -·--···-·-··· 

The Request for Proposals on each proJect specif~es that the 
Governmenc w~ll pay 80% o£ any ~ncrease ~n total general real estate 
taxes over those lev~ed ~n the second lease year. Since the present 
schedule calls £or the un~ts to be aelivered ~n FY 88, FY 89 ~s 

cons~dered the second year o£ the lease and consequently the base 
year for any ~ncrease ~n real estate taxes. 

General real estate taxes would be those assigned on an ad 
valorem basis aga~nst all taxable real property ~n the tax~ng 
author~ty's JUrisdiction. Applicable tax rates for this cost element 
are l~sted below. 

Tax Rate Per SlOO 
~ .. § .. §~-~~~fi .. _y~ _ _!._hl_a t i QJl. 

County 
C~ty 

School 
Spec~al D~stricts 

Spec~al Distr~cts 

E££ect~ve tax rate per SlOO 
currenc valuat~on 

.2450 

.4770 

.4700 

.1550 
--!.QE._QO_ 

1.3700 

The estimated market value o£ the proposed housing units were 
calculated us~ng the follow~ng formula: 

Structure cost 

85 acres x S5,000/acre 
(iand requ~red><cost/acre> 

Sl7,849,000 + $425,000 
(est structure>+<est land> 

517.504,000 X <100%) (0.01377) 
(est market value) x <assessed 
valuat~on><m~ll rate) 

$17,079,000 
<est structure cost) 

$ 425,000 
<est land cost) 

$17,504,000 
<est market value) 

s 241,030 
<est tax cost) 

The above estimate annual tax cost was ~ndexed to the first 
iull year £allowing BOD <FY 88> for the purposes oi calculat~ng 
proJected ~ncreases ~n the appl~cable taxes due and payable by the 
Government. Annual expend~tures are depicted below. 
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INFLATION TOTAL LOCAL INCREASE TAXES DUE 
FY FACTOR TAXES DOE FROM FY 89 (. 8 OF TOTAL) 
86 1.000 241,030 
87 1.036 249,707 
88 1.069 257,661 
89 1.099 264,892 
90 1.125 271,249 6,357 5. 086. 
91 1.151 277,488 12,596 10,077 
92 1.178 283,870 18, 978• 15,183 
93 1.205 290,399 25,507 20,406 
94 1.233 297,079 32,187 25,749 
95 1.261 303,911 39,019 31,216 
96 1.290 310,901 46,009 36,807 
97 1.320 318,052 53,160 42,528 
98 1~350 325,367 60,475 48,380 
99 1.381 332,851 67,959 54,367 

2000 -1.413 340,506 75,614 60,491 
01 1.445 348,338 83,446 66,757 
02 1.478 356,350 91,458 73,166 
03 1.512 364,546 99,654 79,723 
04 1.547 372,930 108_,038 86,431 
OS 1.583 381,508 116,616 93,293 

... .Q..~·-·-··--~~-E? 1-~·--·---·--··---,?~_Q_,_.~§-~.·--·-·--~-:?_§.LA~O -··------_j._Q_Q_,. 312 

K. tn~.M~-~ .. n9.~.--_g_o~~-§_; __ tf_g .. a._c.9_n~J;~.l::l.9.1;.. .. ~.Q.n. 

The ~nsurance cost element 1ncludes the imputed cost of 
l~ab~l~ty 1nsurance only. Structure replacement lS covered under the 
Ma~ntenance and Repair cost elemenc as noted. Estimates of these 
cos~s are based on estlma~es from commerclal 1nsurance sources near 
Fort Hood. Usinq a S500,000 llmit, these sources estimate the cost 
o£ l~ablllty 1na~rance at $35 per un1t (FY 86). ~twas t1me phased 
1n accordance Wlth the delivery of un1ts spec1£1ed under the 
cons~ructlon case ~lemen~. Th1s case element was cons1dered subJect 
to ~n£lat~onary growch only. 
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Costs were calculated as follows: 

····-----·-·-----·----··------··! N 5 U R A.N CE COST ··-·-·----·------······ -··-·--
____ F Y # ___ q .. ~.J.I.P.. _____ ~i_ll..N J_T/_Y_R _____ ~_Y. .. !;.A ~-~---·--··- ····--·--·····-·-·-

1987 
1988 

... .TJ:i.B.ll_~_9_9_§ _____ .. 

180 
300 

535 
535 

L • ft9 .. ~ .. :!:.D..~.§~K.~.~.A: . .Q..n .. ; _ti . .Q.A_Q_qJJ.§ .. ~-~ .. 4.9.~.i:.Q . .Q_ 

1 
1 

55,250 
510,500 

Operation expenses included ~n the 801 program prov~de for the 
aerv~cea o£ an c~-s~te manager, ·~n~pector, and maintenance technician 
~c ~nsure ~hat the dwell~ng un~ts a~e o~erated and_ma~nta~ned ~n 
accordance w~th the terms of the lease. Such expenses are implicitly 
bu~lt ~nto the developer's proposal costs. Since ~nstallation 
houa~ng management serv~ces current~y e~~st ~ndev th~ MCA opt1on, th~ 

~QV~rnment would only.have to expand these eerv1ces. It 1a estimated 
that two addit~onal employees-will be requ~red for th1s purpose. 
This cost would ~nclude salary and overhead costs £or these personnel 
and was estlmated to be 564,100 per year. 
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This residual value element represents the value wh~ch the 
Government w~ll retain ~n the.property ~towns outr-ignt at the end of 
the twenty-two year analys~s per~od. This value waa computed by use 
o£ the Bu~lding Decay-Obsolescence and S~te Apprec~ation factors 
promulgated in Append~x B o£ OMB Circular A-104 rev~seo~ dated 1 June 
1986. Construct~on cost ·and s~te cost are treated separately ~n 
order to apply d~££erent factors to each. Both were ~n£lated based 
on OMB/OSD ~nd~ces to FY 2006 doll~rs pr~or.to applicat~on o£ these 
factors. The res~dual value was computed as follows: 

···········- ···-····-··········-·---·-----·-······-······ ··-···--········--J3"~ ~.lJ~ .. V.-~--~ v ~-~lJ .. g__ __________________________________ __.__ ______ _ 

IMPROVEMENTS 

FY 86 COST 
X INFLATION 

TO 2006 
2006 COST 
BLDG. OBSL. 
IMPV. RESID. 

·st7,079.ooo 

1.619 
527,650,901 

.72197 
519,963,121 

RESIDUAL VALUE S19,963,121 

Cost elements ~n the serv~ces account ~nclude refuse 
collect~on/d~sposal, entomolog~cal and custod~al serv~ces. Est1mates 
of pr~or year servtce expenses <1982-1984> were obtained from AMS 
hous~ng management accounts furnished by the Budget Of£~ce at Fort 
Hood. An estimate of annual cost breakdown of each of these serv1ces 
1s l~sted below. 

Refuse collect~on/disposal 
Entomol6gy services 
Custod.lal 

Sl58,622,26 
125. 164. 16 

27,055.00 

l Annual cost co serv~ce 2.097 un~ts 

Total<FY 84> 
AdJustment 
Tot.al<FY 86> 

S75".64 
59.69 
1. . .;? .. ~~ .. 9_ 

$148.23 
+.. .. • 07_4 

5159.20 

The above cost/un~t was chen applied to the following schedule 
to der~ve the annual expend~tures for serv~ces. Under the 801 
alternat~ve. the cost to prov~de custod~al and entomological services 
lS lncludea ln the ehelter rent. 

?')'··-···---- -··-·-··-··--·J-!..~J_T ~--···-·--··-----·--··--·~ .. l::l.N..U.AJ~. ___ ,;p_~]' I _L.T__N. .+..I.·-·----·-·-····t\N..~ .. LJ .. ~ .. ~-----~-~--~ .. ;: .. ~.P.J.J_l) .3_1;.~_1 

86 
87 
88-06 

0 
180 
300 

r.) 

$15'3.20 
5159.20 

0 
$28,656 
547.760 

l Does not reflect p~OJected annual inflat~onary ~ncreases. 
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TABLE A-1 

COST ESTIMATE FOR MCA CONSTRUCTION 

( .300} 
<No. Un~ta> 

?. .f.Q.J ~--~~-f.§.s; t 0 ;,-_§.: 
<0.89) 
<ACF> 

(968.6) 
<ANSF) 

(0.98) 
<ProJect s~ze) 

<.46) 
US/NSF> 

<.1.0) 
<.Un~t s~ze) 

= $13,367,000 
= ~~~~-Q.~___!~O ~J;. 

= .87 
= e r o 1 ~c t::_E~~~..Q-~ 

H..Q.!::t§.~D..s __ V.n i t._~_g.§.!-.. : 
<.$13,367,000) (.87) = 511,629.000 
<.5' L~ne Cost> <ProJect Factor> = Hous~ng Unit Cost 

<30 percent of Housing Unit Costs> 

Includes s~te preparation, roads and paving. utilities, 
recreat~on and landscap~ng 

Spec~al Construction <.Sewage Treatment Fac~lity> 

$ 3,489.000 

$ 300.000 

$ 3,.789.000 

($11,.629.000) 
<Un~t Cost> 

+ ($3. 789.000> = 
<.Support Cost> = 

$15,418,000 
~ .. ~-.Q~.Q1;~.t 

($15.418.000> 
<5u.Otota.i) 

<1.05> 
<Gont~ngencyi 

Dwelling Un~t Cost = S56,930 

ANSF - Average Net Square Feet/Un~t 
ACF - Area Cost Factor 

.J.- 49 Units = 1 .OS 
so- 99 Un~ta = 1 .02 

100-199 Un~ts = J. .00 
200-4·39 Un~ts = 0. ·38 
'3(i(IT Un~ts = (1. ss 
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<.1.055) = 
<SIOH> = 

517,079,000 
ProJect Total 

<round> 

950-1,050 = 1.00 
1,051-1,150 = 0.99 
1,151-1,250 = 0.98 
1,251-1,350 = l). '37 
1, .351+ = IJ • '3f6 



APPENDIX B 

I. Inflation. When appropriate, adJustments were ~ade to ~lace all the 
cost data at current dollar FY 86 pr~ce levels. As specified by DOD 
Comptroller v~a letter, dated 19 February 1986, based on OMB guidance of 
27 December 1985, the inflation rate gu~del~nes shown ~n Table B~l were 
applied to adJust the cost elements to reflect FY 86 and all future pr~ce 
levels. 

Source: 

TABLE B-1 

INFLATION RATE.GUIDELINES 

1986-87 
1987...:.88 
1988-89 
1989-90 
1990-06 

;r n~j.-~ t i o.n_Ba te 
(percent> 

.3. 6 
3.2 
2.8 
2.4 
2.3 

OSD Comptroller letter, dated 19 February 1986. 

II. Residual Factors. Calculations of a residual value o{ a particular 
item can sometimes be a crit.ical element in an economic analysis. In the 
case o£ a structure, the res~dual value would be 1ta net d~sposal value at 
the end o£ the proJect life. The res1dual value of a structure ~s . 
generally thought to decline over t1me, re£lect1ng 1ts use, consumpt1on, 
and/or physical deterioration. 

For purposes of this ·economic analysis, Building Decay Obsolescence 
Factors were used to calculate res~dual value £or the new construction 
aiternat~ve. Res~dual factors appl~cable to this method are listed ~n 
Table B-2. Init1al construct~on cost was assumed to approximate new 
marKet value. Mult~plying this amount by a selected res~dual factor 
y1elda the est1mated residual value (~n FV 86 pr~ces> £or the selected 
year. 
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Period of 
J\.J}.§l.)._y s· i ~---

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

TABLE B-2 

RESIDUAL FACTORS 

Building Decay- . 
Obsolescence Factors~ 

0.98300 
0.96629 
0.94986 
0.93371 
0.91784 
0.90224 
0.88690 
0.87182 
0.85700 
0'.84243 
0.82811 
0.81403 
0.80019 
0.78659 
0.77322 
0.76007 
0.74715 
0.73445 
0.72197 
0.70969 
0.69782 
0. 68616' 

Site Appreciation 
_ __-:Factors=----

1.01500. 
1 .. 03023 
1.04568 
1.06136 
1.07728 
1.09344 
1.10984 
1.12649 
1.14339 
1.16054 
1.17795 
1.19562 
1.21355 
1.23176 
1.25023 
1.26899 
1.28802 
1.30734 
1.32695 
1.34686 
1.36706 
1.38756 

*Factors presented implicitly assume end-of-year building 
decay-obsolescence and site apprec~ation changes. 

Source! OMB A-ld4. 
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APPENDIX C 

NARRATIVE OH tr~IL.T HOUSIHG 
1 ,.,_ ,.,," .f::ON Tllnr. l ,_""" 
t_ un., .. ,_, .. ,.,.,., 

~~-~~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·· 
?':-:-~ ~.:-.:-::. !exas is the home post of III Cor;:os. 1st Cavalry Division. 2d Aroored 
Di-.·isic:-.• 6tn C3V'alry Brigade (Air Combat), the 13th Support Co:=.and, the 3d Signal 
;~:;~~~. th6 !RAJOC Cocbinec Arms.!esting Activity (TCATA), the ~eeical Support 
;,.:. :: ·::.: :·· (~D!:>AC) a:td various other tenant organizations. • 1 

t: ·:~=;;/in :he "hill and lake" count:-y of Cen::-al Texas, Fort Rood 1 s main ~ost is 
a:~r~xi=~:e!v i2 miles north of the capital city of Austin a~d 60 miles sou:h of T~aco. 
r:~::~e~. the. nearest city, with a population of 58,000. is located o:t the sou:heaste~· 
b.:-~ndar·: o! the :ni.!.itary reservation. Copper-as Cov~, i)Op~!a:ion 26,000, borders thE: 
i~::al:ation to the west. 

: : :~~~~•. -..-,. ~.r••ow-r 
C~·::.:ia:-. nousing in th"e com=uting area consists. of sir.;le. du?le:r.~ ·anc:! r:Nltiplex un1.ts, 
as wel: as nume'rous mobile home rentals. Construction of t:!ulti-fat:ily units continues 
:c ex~a~d; howeve:-. costs of new housing ge:terally exceeds the SA~-\~-' of ou~ low~ 
~a~~i~; solciers. Vacancy listings at Sousing Re!er:-al re!lect a nu:ber of 1. 2, ·~nd . 
&. ~edroom units in all price ranges; however. :he steadily r1s1~& cos: of the 2 uwi}> 1 "'-~·\ 
~ :ecr~o~ u~;ts places them out o! the reach of lower grade pers~nnel ~ho have 
~~::~~:e de?endents. 

• - -._I '... ~~~~ • ~~ ~ 

7c~: ~ooci c:.:ita~y-o~~eci housing assets consist o: 896 o!~icer a~c ~.3~1 er:l!sted quar-
:a~s. Assa:s a:-e cur:-er.:l~! allocated as follows: 

:c - Genera~ o:~~cer Quarters 
:: - Se~!or ~!!icer 

IS~ - fi~ld C=ade o!:~cer 

6i3 - Cocpan~ Grade O!ficer 
976 - Senio~ E~listeC 

3.363 - Junicr tr.lis:ec Oua:-te:-s 

,.:..:.:-~~~: :::, ·- Se:-:.ic:- 0! !!ce!' and 3 :;ene:-a! c: ::.c er c;ua:- :e:-s are i'':"C~~:!.:::tec! fe= cons ~:-uc-
1:::-~ ::.~ ::.· .:s '-"i:!': ;"~a:-:.s :or cctt?lecion ~Y F: 86. 

·J ~ =·=~~;~·ls- ·~~ ~r pa;~;i~~: f~~,·~~-proval to cons t:-uc t 300 (: ~eciroc::) .Junio~ !'ZCO (t4 - !:6) 
:;·~a.:-: e~s. ::-tese c;u3~:e:-s ._·il! .be Sec tic~ sc:. :~:.:..:.- :.o-lease un:!. :s. ...:'i :h plans f O':" 

~c: :~?a~=~· ':;.- F! 8i. 

·"-:::.::.·s:! e: oo:::. :he ::u~=e:-:.: znc:! o;,rc.iec:ec a•.·ai!able cc:=~ni:y a3sets i:'lcica:es =~-~ the 
··' ~~=~e: ca:-:.~o: ~~c~ide suf!icient sui:a~le housing ~hich is a!fcrda~l~ by ~i1i~a~y 

: .:.~:.! :..:~ in :!'le Junic:- ~:co (Et. - !:6) grou~. This probler-~ has ~een discussed t."i :h :. or:al 
c~-.::t~.;~: ::: le~de~s. approaria:e real estate ;:-oups, and civic age:tcies. tven •"'i t.~ their 
'."a ~:a: :e Housi:tg Allot.:ance (\'HA). personnel fn .:his grade sroua experience ccnside":"a""le 
~!.7~:.:·~.!.::-y o:,:a!:-.i::"t~ s~i:.;:.:,le ac:coc:toda:ior.s ...:hich the~· can a::ord. Of the tota~ J.3Sl 
!=-=~·,·i-:e: ~e=.':ers · .. ·ho co:::;:leteC the F': S3 !a:!.! ... · Hous=.:-ts ;tf!c;u~~e:!e::ts Su:-ve~· question
~~::-':.·';. ;:,~. o:- ~ou~!-:1~: 10::, i:tdicatec :hat t~e~· a:-e payin~ 1-= e.':cess of the !.a.nf\,.r..A. 
:::~ -: a s:;n~::.c~n: !a~:or ~n dete~!~in~ :~e su:.tabi!~ty c: o::-~ost housin~ asse~s 
•··- .. -· • ~-: ~t-::~;~7.:ed aS a !:ias!s: !:Jr e:,cl.uc:.:-:; :::.~:-;-cos:: housi~:; ·ro~ :he sur:e~: asse:s 

:.i~:~~ ~ous~~~ :-c~ui:-~~e~:s are expec:e~ :c ~~:rease bv 700 to 1.~00 as a res~lt a~ 
~~-~~ ::~c~~ s:~::.cn ::~:din~ pr~;ra~. ?'ou:-:~e~ 0~ :he 32 :a:talio~s to be trai~e~ 
~--· ~~ :c:-=~= ~y ~e:-son~~l ?CS :o ?'or: ~co~. :~ree bac:alicns ~ili ~e !or~ing u~. 
=~~!~i~:. ~- pre~ari~; :o de?loy :o oco:~s at any give~ ::i~e fc:- the next 5 ~ears. 
~~ ;~==~~1~ :ha: ~any c: the AH-64 :a~ilies ~ill alsc ~e~uire retentio:t of. quarters 
---·-·· ' ........ •··~ ••.r·r.,,. .. o,.',_. .... . -· ... .. . j. 50Yi..:. C:J:.. GS . •, .... 
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APPENDIX C 

1.:-:fc-""~! 10~ prf's~ted must bf'· ~:·anent and s.iJr'llfi-. 
.:••n:. E•c:h C:iltf'JOry snould be resuiet~d.'to space pro
nOf'C. If sr;,c~ 1s not sufficient for all ess~nti•~ facts, 
~ ;.~·-.. Clf ic::~ ma\· be use-d for contJn\Hit a on; in sucn an
~:il~ceos ioCC:llo~al informataon mus: be Jdentif•ed hy 
.,u~,:-~r ;,nd tul~. of cat~cory. 

! o~~er.be BRIEFL}' principa! actJVsty of insral -
:a: lC"~. I,;!- .. li! .. neral t~r::o:s which ea~ b~ re-adih· under
s~oc: bv lavmen - for e:umple: ho~:~e post {or STRAC 
::\"ISIC\;., h;:'!'e> port fo~ ?oiaus subma~anes, hOtM' base 
i": S-5::: bor:~b~rs ana I\C-13S tankers. etc. Also 
d~sc::-ibP suoorcianate ac:tsvsu~s and satelht~ insta} -
;;;tl<l~~. if on\' 

:. C1vt: numb~r of miles and cirection from nearest 
c:::v or tov.·:o which as ~eneraliy know:'! and is readil'y 
:Qunc on ;, ha~thwa!o' map. Be sure that the dsrectior. 
1:1\'C'~ '''· h'£. "'N£. ere. J is cbrec:taon in which instal
.at1o:". llf',: frnm catv or tnv.·n. Also. df'sc:ribe BRIEFL}' 
eenerai cho.:acter of area, c"OYer:n;;: C1) population of 
:!"~ eommu:::-:r. area (wrthtn one ( l J hour of the instal
i.1!r . .,~ •. C2} r~mta:\ tmoumarnous. coas&al plain, -desrrr. 
c:::. ;. anC (.), iocill ~eonomv ( MrrcuJruraJ IIIith prrncip.J 
~·c.O u~r ~. !'ucit as e z:rv.s tritit. bttet, J)OUirry, frain. 
:~ucir :rop1>.. eriC.: indu.srrilll 111rrlt prrneip•l product~. 
~uc~ as DUto:nobiieiO. home appli•nces; air-=l!l!t. elee
rruttH'!'. ••e .. re!'on wrth princrpaJ se•on lind spor:s. 
f:U.:. I· 

3. Oescrib~ BRI£Fl.l' local housan~t condataon~. 
givinc emphasas to housan1 r~nerally avail~ble- to :or:d
ua~· personnel. Co"~' typ~ &:\C ·cond::aon (old. cJ,J~·
dllled houses; convt:rred a,urtment.s: neo•· lunnv ap,r:
menrs: rtew far sale houses: etc./: sa:~ an ~iation tn 
mihtar\' needs (number of be-drOoms, floor •••· t-rc. 1 
c:ost an· relauon to MAfiC; -.ec:~ssibilih· to inste.llauon 
fdrst~r~ee, rreilic: bor:Jenecks. publ1c r~anspOrtMron. 
ere.); and any other sacniCieant features (competlllor, 
111itlt ci,•i l iatts rnmlarar ltlf far employment rn ne .. · rrt:i oo4·•
trie-s. fenerei .pre/erences ol l.,dlords lor mrlu•r o 
crvihan renattu. etc. i. Also I'"~ informataon on pl..,ns 
for new private housang construction wi.thar. the corn::"ut
ing area. 

4. Pro'lliO!" BRIEF sum:narion o! ue!'\ c:ategor)' 
o( military-owned or controliec! nousing •sse-ts. t'v::o~R 
plannea occupancy b~· offieers and enlisted men. t.Jso. 
de:scribe braefly any plilns for new cor.struetion. ,,._ 
habilitation or chsposal as well as an)' una:sual cnnc•
uons affecunc inventory or procrammifttt. 

S. Give number of unns proposed by fiseal ~~~r •nd 
occupaney b~ of!icers anc! e-nlisted men~ Deseribeo 
braeCl)· outstanding facts and c:onditions whach sup;»or: 
neeci. I! need b .. ea on militar)' neeessicy. explaan 
fully. Cite mihrary anc to~a! programman, Je-veis tC be
auainec if proposed housin' prov1ded. Report dJsCu!'
sions with local &nteresteci groups anc! thea: reaeucn!L 
Stare chetl'ler land must be aequared ror the proposed 
project(a) and whether any sue ci~lopment or uHln~· 
pretblems are antic:spatecl. 

6 and 7. Sell-ezp,anatory. 

;~s:::!CA!!ON o: PRO~OS!D HOVSING (Continued) . 

a: least 140 days, as concurrent travel !o= dependents cannot be guaranteed by the 
~,·e=seas. co=:anc!. · 

~ete~:ior. program£ currently authorized have im~acte~ the availability of housin~. 
~~ere are currently 316 :a~ilies residing in on-post housing with sponsors stationed 
OCv:\:S o= at other installations in CONUS (e.g •• Fort Drum). Tnis percentage (6.~~) 
o: a:! :a:ilies ~itn a~sentee sponso=s is ccntinuin; to climb. Ttirther compounding 
:r.i! ~=c=~eQ is the par:icipation o! t~o Fc=t Hood battalions in Project COH~V!~ ~~th 
a ?rc~ab~lity that ~any f~ilies of these battalions will be authorized retentior. o~ 
~~~=:~=! ~- the tice of :he oattalion rotation. 

:~ oraer to present a ~ore realistic picture o! the o;f-post housing assets !o~ 
~.:. !i :a:-'· ~ersonnel sta :!oned. at -;oort Hood. the c:or.m:uting distance ·for the ;:y 85 
~nusing Requirements Survey was li:itec to approxi~a:ely 20 miles. Approximately 
:.l~; c: ~1: :ili:ary fat:ilies :-esiding off post loc:a:e housing in Killeen, 
=~??e:"as Cove. Nolanville, and Ha=ker Heig~:s, ~hich are the cities located vithin 
t~!s ~~-~~le radius. Resici~g at greater. =istances from Fort Hood causes personal 
p~:::e:s :or our solaiers, including e~c:essive trans?ortation costs increased 
~~:ide-.: e~posure~ and ~akin; use of For: H~oa support facilities (e.g., PX, 
C::=i~sary, hospital, etc.) and recrea:iona: facilities :uch more difficult. In 
a.:=ition, soldiers residing in outlying areas .have difficul:y meeting r.eadiness 
r~~?c~se :-equirements. 

C-6 



~ Tha following revisions were made to the economic analysis to 
reflect the effects of the pending tax law changes. In this example, 
the Federal Tax Revenue was deleted from the 801 alternative. The 
results are displayed on the following pages. 

GENERAL DATA 

LOCATION 
NUMBER OF UNITS 
STARTING FY 
DISCOUNT RATE 
INFLATION RATE 

MCA DATA 

CONSTRUCTION COST 
M&R COST 

EQUIPMENT 
SERVICE 
REPLACEMENT 

IMPUTED INSURANCE 
SERVICES 
RESIDUAL VALUE 

DETERIORATION FACTOR 
INFLATION 

ADMIN:ESTRATION 

LEASE DATA 

SHELTER RENT 
MAINTENANCE RENT 
PROPOSED BUILDING COST 
REAL ESTATE TAX RATE 
REAL ESTATE TAX INCREASE 

FORT HOOD,. TX 
300 
1986 
9.6U 
OMB/OSD 

S1Y,079,0oo 
~917)UNir <1st YEAR> 
S1,160/UNIT <20th YEAR> 

Sl5./UNIT /YR 
S1,026 <lOth Yr> 
S35/UNIT 
Sl59/UNIT/YR 

.72~7 
1.61.9 
S64,10C/YR 

S1,312,500 
S454,730 
$17,079,000 
.01377 X ASSESSED VALUE 
sou 

Net Present Value Uniform Annual Equivalent 

MCA Construction 
801 Lease 

S15,716,058 
S15,244,233 

Sl,766,416 
S1,619,469 

Comparison of the alternatives revealed that MCA construction would 
become the least cost alternative i£: 

*the construction cost was reduced by 3.32U from 
S17,079,000 to S16,511,977. 

*the maintenance and repair was reduced by 16.02U from 
S275,166 to S231,084. . 

*the shelt•r rent was increased by 4.49" from S1,312,500 to 
S1,371,431. 

*the maintenance rent was increased by 10.55~ from S454,730 
to S502,704. 

CHANGES IN COST ELEMENTS TO RANK MCA AS LEAST COSTLY 

Cost Element 
Construction Cost 
Maintenance and Repair 
R.E. Tax Rate 
Shelter Rent 
u- .J - -'- - -·--- .-.. D ,.._""' +-

Required Change <Percent> 
- 3.32 
-16.02 
Insensitive 
4.49 
10 .. 55 



PROJECT/PROG~AM COSTS 

SHELTER MAINTENANCE PAYABLE TOTAL DISCOUNTED CUMULATIVE 
RENT RENT R.E. TAX ANNUAL PRES;ENT, NET DISC 

YEAR INCREASE OUTLAYS VALUE P.V. 
( 01) (02) (03) 

---~ -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --------------- --------------
19:=:6 $0 $0 $0 $0 ·~C) $(1 
1'~87 $7:=:7, 500 $282,660 $0 $1,070, 160 '$?32,6E:O $9:32.680 
19:3:3 $1,312,500 $4861175 $0 $11798,675 $11430,297 $21362, ·~7E: 
1'~:39 $1~3121500 $4'~9. 788 $0 $1,812,288 $1 I :314 I :392 $3,677,:371 ° 

1990 $1,3121500 $511 I 783 $5,086 $1,8291369 :$11211.027 $418:381:398 
1991 $1,:312,500 $5231554 $101077 $1,846,131 $1,115.076 $6,003.974 
1992 $11312,500 $535,596 $15,183 $1,863,279 $1,0261855 $7,030,830 
1'~93 $1,:312,500 $547,914 $201406 $1, 8:30,:320 $945,732 $7, ·~76, 562 
1'7'94 $1,:3121500 $560, 511;. $25,749 $1,8981765 $8711127 $8,:347 I 68';'1 
1995 $1,312,500 $5731408 $311216 $1,917,124 $:302,509 $9,650,199 
1996 $1,312,500 $5861597 $361807 $1, 935.~ 904 $7391 3:=:-;; $10,3891 s:::a 
1997 $1,312.500 $600,088 $421528 $1,955, 116 $681.321) $11, 0701 ·~(13 
1998 $11312,500 $/;.13, 890 $48,380 $1,974,770 $627, :=:91 $111698,800 
1999 $11312,500 $628,010 $54,367 $11994.877 $57:31 721;. $121277,527 
2000 $1,312,500 $642,454 $60,491 $2,015,445 $533,479 $12,811,007 
2001 '$1, 312,500 $657,231 $66.757 $2,036,488 $4·~ 1 , 8:3:3 $13,302,841 
2002 $11312.500 $672.347 $73,166 $2.0581013 $453,496 $131756.337 
2003 $1,312,500 $6:37.811 $79,723 $2,080,034 $41:3,201 $14~ 174, s:;:9 
2004 $1,312,500 $703.681 $86.431 $2,102.562 $385.703 $14.560.242 
2005 $1,3121500 $719,814 $93,293 $2,1251607 $:355, 771;. $141916.01~' 
2006 $113121500 $7361:370 - $100,312 $2,149,182 $328.213 $15,244,2:3:3 

UNIFORM ANNUAL EQUIVALENT $1,713,384 9.60% DISCOUNT RATE, 21 YEARS> 



PRO~ECT/PROGRAM COSTS 

INITIAL MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT IMPUTED 
CONSTRUCTION AND COSTS INSURANCE 

YEAR COSTS REPAIR COSTS 
(01) (02) <03) (04) 

-------------- -------------- -------------- ----------·----
19:36 $(1 $0 .so $0 
19:::7 $10.247.400 $168,380 S2.330 $6.526 
1988 $6.8.31.600 $294.194 S4.811 Sll ,226 
1·~s·~ ' $0 $307.140 $4,945 St1.540 
1990 $•) $319.333 $5,064 $11.817 
1991 $0 $3:31 '610 $5, 181 $12.08•;, 
1~192 $0 $:344' 2:::2 $5,300 $12. 2:67" 
t·n3 $0 $357.363 $5,422 $12.6'51 
1994 $(1 $:370.777 $5.546 $12.942 
19'~5 $0 '5:384.795 $5,674 $13.240 
1996 •o $:399.171 $5.804 $13.544 
1997 $0 $414.006 $406.191 $13,:356 
1998 $(1 $429.311 $6,075 $14.175 
t·;.·n $0 $44'5. 102 $6,214 $14.501 
20(1(1 $0 $461.392 S6.357 S14.834 
2001 $0 $478.196 $6,503 $15.175 
2002 $0 $495.528 s6.c·53 $15,524 
200.3 so $513.405 $6,806 $15.8:31 
2004 $0 $5:31.843 $6,9t·3 $16.247 
200'5 $1) $550.856 $7,123 $16.620 
2006 f(l $570.463 $7,287 $17.003 

PAGE 001 

RE:3IDUAL 
VALUE 

((:5) 

$(1 
'50 
$0 
$0 
$0 
S•) •o so 
so 
$0 
$0 
$(1 
so 
$0 
$0 
$(1 
$1) 
$0 
$0 
Sl) 

-$19.963.120 

SERVICES 

(06) 

ADMIN 
COSTS 

(07) 

PRO,JEC. T I PROGRAM COSTS 

TOTAL 
ANNUAL 

OUTLAYS 

DISCOUNTED 
PRESENT 

VALUE 

,, 

PAO:•E 002 

CUMULATIVE 
NET DI:~C: 

P.v. 

-------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
so so so so $(1 

$29.687 $39,844 S10, 494, 170 $9.146.022 $9, 141;.,022 
sst. 062 $6:3,532 '57.261.426 $5,774.::50 $14' ';"120' 272 
$52.492 $70.451 $446.570 $:324.006 t15.244.278 
$5.3. 752 $72.142 $462, 10':i> $31)5,912 s 1 5 • 550 • 1 ·n 
$54.988 $73.801 $477.~.70 $288.516 $15.838.707 
$56.253 $75.499 $493.702 $272. 1):30 $ 16. 1 1 1). 7:3:3 
$57.547 $77.2:35 $510.219 $25t.,553 f>1t .• 3~-7. 341 
$'58.870 $79.012 $527.149 $241 ':348 $16. t.(l•) • 1 •;>(I 

$60.224 $80.829 $544.764 $228,(1~:8 $16.837.229 
$61.609 $:32.688 $562.820 $214.9(:.0 Sl7. 052. 189 
$63.026 $84.590 S981.671 $342.093 $17.394.283 
$64.476 $86.535 $600.574 $190.956 $17 ~5:35. 239 
$65.959 $88.526 $620.:304 $179.954 $17.765.193 
$67.476 $90,562 $(:.40.623 $16'~. 570 $17. 9~~:4' 7 ~·4 
$69.028 s92, c-45 $661.549 $159.771 $18.094.535 
$70.616 $94.775 S68:3,o·n $150.525 $1:3,245.061 
$72.240 $96.955 $7(15.290 $141.802 $18. ~:sc,, 8r~3 
$73.901 s·n. 185 $728.141 $133. 57:?. $18.520.4:36 
$75.601 $101.467 $751' 66':) $125.:311 $18.646~248 
$77 •. 340 "$10.3,300 -st·~· 187.224 -$2, ':il30. 191) $ 15' 716' 05·3 

UNIFORM ANNUAL EOUIVALENT $1,766,416 ( 9.60Z DISCOUNT RATE, 21 YEARS> 



SECTION. 801 BUILD TO LEASE MILITARY HOUSING PROGRAM 
FORT POLK, LOUISIANA 

AN ECONOMIC AND SENSITIVITY 
ANALYSIS OF ALTFRNATIVES FOR 
. PROVIDING FAMILY HOUSING 



' 

Summary of Analysis and OMB/OSD revisions at Tabs A and B 
(Entered by OSD, 9/3/86) 

This analysis was developed in accordance with the ground rules and 
discount rate coordinated with OMB National Security Staff in February 1986, 
and confirmed by OSD memora.ndum of 3 April ·1986. The analysis was the basis 
of a submission to Congress on 2 April 1986 to establish a ceiling price for 
the 801 proposal. Bidders were advised to bid under the ceiling to ensure 
that their proposals would have Net Present Values less than the Military 
Construction Alternative. The results of the bid proposals utilizing the 
3 April ground rules are: 

Net present value of the MILCON.alternative 
Net present value of the 801 alternative 
801 savings versus MILCON (%) 

Ft Polk 
$18,784,727 
$17,235,204 

8% 

During OMB review of three Navy 801 projects in July 1986 one assumption 
of this and all previously OMB approved analyses was ruled incorrect. The 
ruling was made after the government had. solicited proposals and designs from 
contractors and agreed to lease ceilings with Congress. The charige involved 
the assumption of sale of the 801 project after 20 years and resulting capital 
gains tax payable by the 801 developer. Previously this tax.was subtracted 
from the 801 proposal as a gain to the government. The new view is that the 
taxes arising from the sale of the project represent a loss to the government 
amounting to the difference between the tax due at regular income. rates and. 
that due at the favorable capital gains rate. Because of this the assumption 
of sale was dropped lowering the amount of savings for each 801 proposal. 
Tab A of the attached analysis is based on the assumption of no sale of the 
801 project with results as listed below. 

Net present value of the MILCON alternative 
Net present value of the 801 alternative 
801 savings versus MILCON (%) 

Ft· Polk 
$18,784,727 
$18,240,490 

3% 

Under the revised ground rules above, the 801 proposal. is less appealing 
than under the rules of 3 April. However, the new tax legislation changes the 
picture significantly and, as .outlined below, renders the 801 alternative 
substantially more attractive than MILCON. 

The basic analysis and the revision at Tab A include the effect of the 
existing tax preference for accelerated depreciation. Under the present tax 
laws for off-base projects the developer may use an accelerated depreciation 
schedule. The cost of this tax preference has been charged to the 801 
alternative in this analysis and is included in both 801 net present value 
figures above. The approved Conference version of the Tax Reform Act includes 
no provision for accelerated deprecia~ion. Under Tax reform the developer 
will not be able to claim accelerated depreciation which significantly lowers 
the cost of this 801 proposal to the government. The effect of tax reform on 
the cost to the government of this 801 proposal and, in accordance with latest 
OMB guidance, assuming no sale of the 801 project, is summarized in Tab B of 
the attached analysis and in the table below: 

Net present value of the MILCON alternative 
Net present value of the 801 alternative 
801 savings versus.MILCON (%) 

Ft Polk 
$18,784,727 
$15,737,961 

16% 
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The obJective o£ this study ~s to determine i£ a proposed 
m1l1taiy leas~ housing program 1s a cost e£fect1ve means.of prov1ding 
adequate hous1ng for 300 m1litary personnel at Fort Polk, Louisiana 
when compared to m~litary construction. 

Section 801 o£ the Military Construction Authorization Act of 
1986 author1zed the Secretary of each Military Department to enter 
into long term lease agreements for up to 600 units. Fort Polk, LA 
lS one o£ the locat1ona selected £or this program. I£ approved by 

Congress, these housing facilities would be available for beneficial 
occupancy in FY 88. 

MaJor provisions set forth in this program are as follows: 

* Occupjnts· would forfeit Bas1c Allowances for Quarters 
<BAC> and Var~able Houa1ng Allowances <VHA> in return £or· 
assigned quarters. 

* The Government would pay all rent, utilities and 
admin~strat1ve coats. 

* The program cannot be applied to existing housing. 

* The new hous1ng units are required to be constructed in 
conformance with DOD specifications. 

* Upon termination o£ the lease agreement, the Government 
would have the r1ght to acqu1re all right, t1tle, and 
1nterest in the leased housing facilities. 

* The leas~ng agreement cannot exceed 20 years. 

* A validated deficit in m1litar~ housing must exist in the 
general area. 

* Use of military controlled- housing must have exceeded 97 
percent occupancy £or 18 conaecut1ve months preceding an 
agreement. 

* Priority shall be given to military families. 

* The new housing units will be built on privately owned 
land. 

1. The structure l1£e £or MCA construction lS assumed to be 40 
years. 
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2. New housing would be constructed on private land under the 
801 program. 

3. In order to facilitate the estimate of implied residual value 
<MCA Construction>, it is assumed that a demand fo~ the housing 
fac~lities will exist beyond the analysis period <FY 06>. 

4. A scheduled beneficial occupancy date <BOD> will be set to 
occur upon complet~on and acceptance o£ the housing proJect by the 
Government ~n FY 88. 

5. The 801 Program assumed 18 year accelerated deprec~ation with 
preferential tax treatment. 

6. That the owner/developer of the 801 Housing will retain 
ownership of the proJect for. the 20 year lease term and then sell the 
proJect to a non-Government buyer. The sale is assumed to be 
completed at the end of the last £~seal year of ~he analysis period. 

D. M..~J;.JJQ.9 .. Q.J.._9.9 . .Y.. 

1.. A current dollar analysis was performed, and· pre.sent value· 
calculations utilized a discount rate of 9.6 percent <per OMB and OSD 
guidel~nes>. 

2. All costs are estimated in FY 86 prices <current dollars>. 

3. Expense elements which would be the same for either 
alternative are considered wash costs. and are not included in the 
comparat~ve cost analysis. 

4. The length of the analysis period is 21 years <FY 86 through 
FY 06). 

Two potential housing alternat~ves for Fort Polk, LA are analyzed 
here~n: 

1. Construct~on of 300·new fam~ly housing units over a 1.5 year 
per~od £rom FY 87 to FY 88, with scheduled BOD of April 1988. 

2. 801 Build-to-Lease Program. The Army would enter into a 
long-term agreement to lease 300 rental units to be constructed by a 
private developer with scheduled BOD of mid FY 88. Specific 
prov~sions of the agreement were previously described in paragraph B 
above. The rental units would be located on private land. 

NET PRESENT VALUE UNIFORM ANNUAL COST 

801 $17,235.204 52,038.852 

MCA $18.784.727 Sl,937.161 
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These analyses· reveal that· the least costly viable alternative to 
meet Fort Polk's housing n~eds would be throug~ the Section 801 
Build-to-Lease Program. The advantages and disadvantages o£ each 
alternative are summarized in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

COMPARISON OF HOUSING ALTERNATIVES 

Net Present Value 
In~tial Government outlay 
Recurring O&M costs 
Adds to available houa1ng 
assets 

Insures hous1ng services 
obtainable £or 20 years 

Availability o£ housing 
services a£ter 20 years 

Time required to implement 
alternative 

disadvantage 
disadvantage 
approx equal 

equal 

equal 

advantage 

approx equal 

advantage 
advantage 
approx equal 

equal 

equal 

disadvantage 

approx equal 

This economic analysis requires that certain assumptions and 
JUdgements be appl~ed to the development o£ the var1oua expense 
elements. Sens1t1v1ty testa were performed to determine what changes 
would be requ1red in each cost element to produce a different ranking 
of the hous~ng alternat~ves. I£ slight changes 1n an estlmated cost 
item would alter the rank~ng o£ alternat1ves, the analys1a 1a sa1d to 
be "sens1t1.ve .. t.o that variable. The results o£ this analysis are 
shown later in Tables 4 and 5, and are described in paragraph II.D.2. 

H. N.9..rt .. !f\ .. 9.n .. ~.t.~!;.Y ....... F. .. ?.9 .. t..Q .. ~.§-

Using the results o£ this analysis as the only· selection criteria 
suggests that the lease alternatlye is the beat choice. The 801 
Leas1ng Program and the MCA alternatives are equlvalent and 
comparable ln that each would eat1s£y the obJeCt1vee o£ provlding 
adequate housing services. 

It 1s felt that the requ1rement to provide needed Government 
hous1ng services £or enllsted personnel at Fort Polk, LA can best be 
acccmpl1ahed through the 801 Bu1ld-to-Lease Program. As 1ndicated 1n 
paragraph II.B •• there are·1nsu££1c1ent. ex1at1ng community ·assets to 
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.Per~it individual service members to readily acquire needed housing 
in the local area. Without any increases in available community 
assets. greater demand for off-post housing would most certainly have 
varying undesirable community impacts. The 801 Lease Program is the 
least costly feasible alternative and would best serve the Army 
housing requirements at Fort Drum. 

Fort Polk is home for the 5th Infantry Division and other support 
and tenant units. These units have been tasked to maintain a combat 
ready posture in support of national defense obJectives. 

The main cantonment area for Fort Polk is situated eight miles 
southeast of Leesville, LA, twenty miles north of DeRidder, LA, and 
three miles east of U.S. Highway 171. The current population of 
nearby Leesville exceeds 20.000 with a parish <Vernon> population of 
58,220. DeRidder's population approximates 15,000 with its parish 
populat~on <Beauregard> l~sted at 32,500. An area map which displays 
the locat~ons o£ these communities with respect to Fort Polk is 
presented· ~n Figure 1. 

Provisions set forth ~n the Build-To-Lease Program specify that 
an agreement may be entered 1nto only when validated military housing 

·deficits ~xist. Application o£ this requirement substantiates the 
need for addit~onal iamily hous~ng facilities in the Fort P9lk area. 

Pertinent housing statistics on Fort Polk contained in DO Form 
13,77, 1378 and 1379, dated 30 May 1986, are listed ~n Appendix C. 
Summary information extracted £rom these £arms ~s presented in Table 
·z. 

Table 2 

Hous~ng Requirements 
(l-.3 through 0-1 and E-9 ... through E-4 <El.igible) 

Item 
....... _ ... ___ , __ .......... ___ _ 
Effective requirement 
Military Housing 
0££-Post hous~ng 
Su1··pl ua/ de£~ c~ t. 

~~-4: .. ~ .. t. .. ~..l} 9 .. ---~~.~~.1; ~
A .. g.9._Q.ffi.Q§ n _.;_~fl .. 

Company Grade Enlisted Grade 

892 
<210) 
~ ... 4...Z..~_L 
210 

6,336 
<3,096) 
.L~ ........ ~.~.?. .. t. 
1, 84.3 

SOURCE: DO Forms 1377. 1378, and 1379 dated 30 May 1986. 
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7,228 
(3,306) 
.L~_ . .r...§..§.~_L 
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1. Figure 2 depicts proJect summary data. 

2. A year-by-year display o£ the calculation results £or the two 
alternatives ~a shown in Table 3 <ProJect/Program Costa). For each 
alternative, the table shows, in current 1986 dollars, the following 
items on an annual bas1s. over the 21-year analysis per1od. 

a. The estimated amount £or each expense element. 

b. The total o£ all expense elements (""TOTAL ANNUAL 
OUTLAYS .. >. 

c. The present v-alue o£ all expense elements <""NET 
PRESENT VALUE .. >. 

d. The present value o£ all expense elements through 
indicated year <''CUMULATIVE NET PRESENT VALUE'"). 

e. The cumulat~ve present value o£ costs through given 
year less present value o£ residual £or given year 
("CUMULATIVE NET DISCOUNTED p. v. II). 

g. The annualized cost <equi.valent uni£orm annual amount 
£or the 21-year period o£ analysis). 

Figure 3 (Comparison Plot> graphically depicts 1n cumulative net 
present worth values o£ outlays £or the two alternat1ve throughout 
the period o£ analysis. 
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FIGURE 2 

PROJECT SUMMARY DATA 

LOCATION 
NUMBER OF UNITS 
STARTING FY 
DISCOUNT RATE 
INFLATION RATE 

LAND COST 
CONSTRUCTION COST 
M&R COST 

EQUIPMENT 
SERVICE 
REPLACEMENT 

IMPUTED INSURANCE 
REAL ESTATE TAX RATE 
RESIDUAL VALUE 

DETERIORATION FACTOR 
INFLATION 

LAND APPRECIATION FACTOR 

SHELTER RENT 
MAINTENANCE RENT 
PROPOSED BUILDING COST 
?.EAL ESTATE TAX RATE 
REAL ESTATE TAX INCREASE 
DEVELOPERS TAX BRACKET 
CAPITAL GAINS TAX RATE 

FORT POLK LA 
300 
1986 
9.6% 
OMB/OSD FEB 86 

S326p700 
S19,302,000 
S879/UNIT <1st YEAR> 
Sl,S04/UNIT <20th YEAR> 

SlS/UNIT/YR 
Sl,026 <lOth Yr> 
S35/UNIT 
.08413 x 10% ASSESSED VALUE 

.72197 
1.6566 
1.38756 

51,485.684 
S389.988 
51'/,300.000 
.08413 X 10% ASSESSED VALUE 
80% 
46% 
28% 

.RESULTS 

MCA NPV = $l8p784p727 

801 NPV = Sl7p235p204 
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TADLE i 
·~;· 

PRO~ECT/PROGRAM COSTS PRO~ECT/PROGRAM COSTS 

SHELTER MAINTENANCE ACCELERATED PAYABLE FEDERAL TOTAL DISCOUNTED CIJMIJLAT I VE 
RENT RENT DEPRECIATION .R.E. TAX TAX REV ANNUAL "PRESENT NET DISC 

YEAR SCHEDULE INCREASE GAIN OUTLAYS VALUE P.V. 
( 01) (02) (03) (04) (05) 

-------------- -------------- ----~--------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --------------1986 so so so $0 $0 $0 $0 'iO 
1987 $742,842 $202.013 $0 $0 $0 $944.855 $823,473 $823,473 
19E:3 $1,435.684 $416.956 $665.919 $0 $0 $2,568.559 $2,042.505 $2.365,979 
1989 $1,485.684 $428.631 $577.130.· $0 $0 $2,491.445 $1,807.650 $4.673.629 
1990 $1,435.684 $438.918 $488.341 $3.073 $0 $2,416.016 $1,599,382 $6,273.012 
1"991 $1,485.634 $449.013 $399.551 $6.144 $0 ·$2,340.392 $1,413.613 $7,686.625 
1992 $1,485.684 $459,340 $310.762 $9.216 $0 $2,265.002 $1.243.245 $8,934.871 
1993 $1,485.684 $469.90~ $310.762 $12.398 $0 $2.278.749 $1,145.822 $10.080.694 
1994 $1,485.684 $480.713 $221.973 $15.689 $0 $2,204.059 $1.011.191 $11 • 091 • 836 
1995 $1,4:35.684 $491.769 $221.973 $19.090 $0 $2,213.516 $928.672 $12,020.558 
1996 $1,485.684 $503.080 $221.973 $22.490 $0 $2,233.227 $352.947 $12,873.505 
1997 $1,4:35.6:34 $514.651 $221.973 $26.001 $0 $2.248.309 $783.492 $13. e.56. 997 
19'~3 $1,485.684 $526.488 $221.973 $29.511 $0 $2,263.656 $719,744 $14.376.742 
19~:j9 $1,485.634 $538.~97 $221.973 $33.241 $0 $2.279,495 $661.296 $15,038.039 
2000 $1,485.684 $550.98~ $133.184 $36.971 $0 $2,206.824 $584.137 $15.622.176 
2001 $1,485,684 $563.658 $133.184 $40.811 $0 $2.223.337 $536.959 $16.159.136 
2002 $1,485.6E:4 . $576.622 $133.1$4 $44.651 $0 $2,240.141 $493.629 $16.652.765 
2003 $1,485,684 $589.894 $133.184 $48.710 $0 $2,257,462 $453.€:74 $17,106,640 
2004 $1,485,684 $603.451 $133.184 $52.769 $0 $2,275.083 $417.352 $17.523.993 
2005 '51.485.684 $617.331 $133.194 $56.938 $0 S.2.293,137 $383.·817 $17.907.810 
2006 $1,485.684 $631.529 so $61.217 -·6.582.728 -$4,404.297 -$672.605 $17.235.204 

·j 
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'l'liliLL .5 

PRO~ECT/PROGRAM COSTS PRO~ECT/PROGRAM COSTS 

INITIAL IMPLICIT MA 1 NTENANCE' EQUIPMENT IMPUTED RESIDUAL IMPUTED ADMIN TOTAL DISCOUNTED CUMULATIVE 
CONSTRUCTION LAND AND COSTS INSURANCE VALUE PROPERTY ANNUAL PRE:3ENT NET DISC 

YEAR COSTS VALUE REPAIR TAX OUTLAYS VALUE P.V. 
( 01) (02> (03) (04) (05) (0'6) (07) ( 0:3) 

-------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --~----------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --------------1986. so S326.700 $0 ·SO so $0 $0 $0 S32b,700 $312,064 $312.064 
19:37 S9,651.000 so $136.596 $2.330 S5,438 $0 $88,740 $33.203 $9 t 917' :::11 S8~643.270 $8,955.334 
1'7'~:8 S9.651.000 so $293,161 $4.811 $11.226 $0 $189,021 S68,532 S10.217.753 sa~ 12s. 105 $17.080.440 
1'7':39 $0 $0 $312.910 $4.945 S11,540 so $194.314 $70.451 S594.162 $431.090 $17.511.530 
19'3>0 iO so $332.237 $5.064 $11.817 $0 $198.977 $72.142 $620.240 $410,593 S17,922.124 
1991 $0 $0 $351.622 $5.181 $12.089 $0 S203.554 $73.801 $646.249 S3·~o,:::39 $18.312.463 
1~192 so $0 $372.077 $5.300 $12.367 $0 $208,236. $75. 4·~·~ $673.480 $371' 155 $18.683,619 
1993 $0 so $393.286 $5.422 $12.651 $0 $213.025 $77.235 $701.622 $352.796 $19.036.415 
1994 so $0 $414.90~ $5.546 $12.942 $0 $217.925 $79.012 $730.332 $335.066 $19.371.482 
1995 $0 $0 $437.688 $5.674 $13.240 $0 $222.937 $80.829 $760.370 $318.291 $19.689.773 
1';196 $0 $0 $461.300 $5.804 $13.544 $0 $228,065 $82.68:3 $791.403 $302.264 S19.992.038 i 

19'.':J7 $1) so $485.766 S42~u521 $13.856 $0 S233.310 $84.590 $1.244.045 $433.525 $20.425.563 
19-?S $0 so $510.709 $6.075 $14.175 $C) $23:3,676 $36.5:35 $856.172 $272.225 S20.697,789 
19'~9 $1) so $536.956 $6,214 $14.501 $0 $244.166 $88.526 S890.365 $253.300 $20.956.090 
201)0 so $0 $563,717 $6.357 $14. 8~:4 $0 $249,782 S90.562 S92S.254 $244,910 '$21.201.001 
2001 $0 so $592,292 $6.503 $15.175 $0 $255.527 $92.645 $'~62, 144 $232. 3~.8 $21.433.369 
2C>02 $0 $0 $620.996 so. 6.53 $15.524 $0 $261.404 $94.775. $999,355 $220.214 $21.653.584 
::oo3 $0 so $651.161 $6.806 $15.881 $0 $267.416 $96.955 $1,038.222 $208.740 $21.862~324 
2C>04 so $0 $682.385 $6,963 $16.247 $0 $273,567 $99. 18~ $1,078,348 $197,817 $22.060.141 
21)05 $1) $C) $714.226 $7.123 $16.620 $0 $279.859 $101.467 $1.119.297 $187.343 $22.247.485 
2(;(>6 $0 so $747.521 $7,287 $17.003 -S23.836.448 $286.295 $103.800 -$22.674.539 --s3.462.757 $18.784.727 

·I 
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Sensitivity analyses were conducted pr~marily to determine the 
extent to which the study findings would be affected by altering the 
input data. Since vary~ng levels o£ certainty and confidence apply 
to the assumptions, changes were made-in each of the k~y.assumptions 
to determine their sensitivity. on the ranking of alternatives. 

Comparison of the two alternatives revealed that the least costly 
option would be the 801 Build-to-Lease Program. A number· of 
sens~tivity tests were perfo!med for the two options. As a result, 
three var~ables were identified to be somewhat sensitive to cost 
changes. 

Comparison o£ the alternatives revealed that new construction 
would become the least cost alternative i£: 

* the construction cost was reduced by 9.67% from 
519,302,000 to 517.435,497. 

* the Shelter Rent was increased by 13.28% from 51,485,684 
to 51,682,983. 

* the Maintenance Rent was increased by 40.63% from S389,988 
to 5548,440. 

* the maintenance and repair was reduced by 46.09% from 
5326,400 to 5175,962. 

* the Real Estate Tax was increased by 62.50% from S3,073 to 
S4,994. 

The result of.these analyses are submitted in Table 3 

TABLE 4 

CHANGES IN COST ELEMENTS TO RANK 
MCA CONSTRUCTION AS LEAST COSTLY 

-----··-------
G.Q.§j;__g.J.:~.m.~ n_!:._~------------··------····-----------~-~-g_y_~K~_g. ___ ~_Q.§..!}~_§_ 

Construction Cost 
Maintenance and Repair 
R.E. Tax Rate 
Shelter Rent 
Ma~ntenance .Rate 

<Percent) 

-9.67 
-46.09 
62.50 
1.3.28 
40.63 

Table 5 summarizes the calculation results for cumulat~ve net 
discounted present value for each of the 21 years o£ the per~od of 
analysis. 
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TABLE 5 

y 0 F c .A l c u L A T I 0 N R E .-. u L ·=· 

·=· ·-· c 0 u N T E D F' R E ·=· ·-· E N T v A L u E 

TRADITIONAL ARMY FA1 .. 1ILY HOUSING 01 ILCON) ~IRS 

R M 

FYl. 9::::6 

$·:~: 12 1 0/.:.4 
$0 

$1 7 ' 511 ' 5 :~: (i 
·$·4' /::..7:~: 1 62'::1 

FY1992 

$ 18 ' 6:::::3 , 6 1'~ 
$8 7 9:34' :::71 

$19, 6::::·~, 77:3 
$ 1 2 , 0 2 0 , 55:3 

FY1':.'98 

$20,697, 7E:9 
$14, :·:.:7/:.., 742 

FY2001 

·FY2004 

·$227 060, 1L1-1 
$17' 52:3' 99:3 

$:::, ·::-155, :~::::4 
$:::2:3, 4 7:~: 

$17,922,124 
$(:. 7 27:3 ' 0 12 

$19, 0:3(:., 415 
$10,080, 6'::14 

$19,992,03:::: 
$12,:37:3,505 

FY1999 

$20,956,090 
$15' 0:::::3' 0:39 

FY2002 

$16,652,765 

FY:2005 

"$22,247,4::::5 
-~ 1 7 , 9 0 7 , ::: 1 0 

A N N U A L E Q U I V A L E N T S ** 

$2, 111, :320 
·$1 '9:37, 161 
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801 

FY19BB 

$2' ::::65 7 '?179 

FY1991 

$1 :::, :~: 12, 4(:.:~: 
$7,686,(:.25 

FY1994 

$19,:371,482 
$ 11 ' 091 7 ::::::c. 

FY1997 

$20,4257563 
$1 :3' (:.5(:., 997 

FY2000 

$2172017001 
$15,(:.22,17/:.. 

FY200:3 

•$17, 106,640 

FY2006 

$1:::' 7:::4 7 727 
·$1 7' 2:35, 204 
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Investigations were made to determine the expense elements wh~ch 
should be addressed ~n the two alternatives ~nvest~gated. The 
development o£ expense est~mates ~s detailed in Appendix A o£·th~s 
report. Calculat~ons were per£ormed to estimate the· present value o£ 
the stream o£ future expenditures requ~red £or the ~mplementation o£ 
each alternative. Computer outputs were then generated which display 
the proJected cost per year with estimated in£lationary e££ects 
<current 1986 dollar analysis>, present value per year, cumulat~ve 
present value per year, and cumulative present value net o£ residual 
(terminal, or salvage value) for each year. Cost elements considered 
are shown at Table 5. 

TABLE 6 
SUMMARY OF COST ELEMENTS 

Construction Cost 
Payment o£ Allowances (BAQ, VHA) 
Ma~ntenance and Repair 
Equipment 
Imputed Insurance 
801 Lease·Cost (SR, MR> 
Real Est~te Tax Increase <80%> 
Ut~l~t~es 

Land Value 
Administration 
Res~dual Value 
Accelerated Deprec~at~on Advantage 
Imputed Real Estate Tax 

X 
w 
X 
X 
X 

w 
X 
X 
X 

X 

X-Calculated and used in th.e analysis 

2 • A.§ .. § -~--~ .. P...!;..b.9..n~-

X 
X 

_f.N 

X 

W-Considered a wash 

a. A discount rate of 9.6 percent is applied <per OMB and 
OSD gu~delines) to determine the present value o£ current dollar 
expenditures. 

b. Discount calculations for expense elements were performed 
using mid-year convent~on. 
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· c. Price level changes due to in£lation are included in this 
analysis. OMB/OSD in£lat~on rate guidelines are util~zed .on all 
appl~cable cost ~te~s. In~t~al 1nput cost element ·variables are 
based on var~ous pr1ce levels. All cost elements are adJusted to 
reflect FY 86 price levels using the ~nflat~on rate gu~delines 
presented ~n Appe?dix B of th1s report. 

d. The most probable structure life £or the MCA construction 
alternat1ve ~a est~mated at 40 years for the purpose of calculating a 
res~dual valu~ at the end of the period of analys~s~ This· residual 
value is computed using the building decay-obsolescence schedule 
conta1ned in Appendix B, OMB circular A-104. 

e. Res1dual value is considered in the analysis <See 
Appendix A.). 

f. Expense elements which would be the same <ie: utilities 
costs) are considered "wash" coats and are not included 1n the 
comparative cost analys~s. 

g. The ~ength of the analysis period is 21 years <FY 86 
·through FY 06>. 

h. New housing would be constructed on land prov1ded by the 
proposers. 

1. The 801 Program assumes 18-year accelerated deprec~ation 
with preferential tax ireatment. 

J· A·market value/demand for the housing·-facilities was 
assumed to ex~st beyond analysis per~od <2006> to est~mate 1mpl1ed 
value. 

k. A scheduled BOD set to occur upon complet~on and 
acceptance of the entire proJect by the Government 1n FY 88. 

l. That the. owner/developer of the 801 Housing will retain 
ownership o£ the proJect for the 20 year lease term and then sell the 
proJect to a non-Government buyer. The sale 1~ assumed to be 
completed at the end of the last fiscal year o£ the analys1s per1od. 
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APPENDIX A 

DETAILED COST ELEMENT BUILD-UP 

This section of the report describes the procedures £ollowed in 
the der1vation o£ cost items ~ncluded ~n these econom~c analyses. 
The resultant figures were used in calculating present value cost 
estimates for the various alternatives investigated. 

A schedule o£ the maJor cost elements for each of the 
~lternatives was previously shown in year-by-year detail in Table 3. 
The schedule reflects FY 86 price levels and spans the 21-year period 
of analysis <FY 06>. 

MCA-construction costs were based on estimates developed by the 
Army Family Housing Management Division, U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, using the Tri-Service Cost Model <Table A-1>. Under this 
alternative, it was assumed that new housing uriits would be built on 
post. 

f._b.§i.c a .LY.~~ .. ;t.. 
87 
88 

A .. ~Jt .. ~ .. ~J:._g..9_§.~ 
9,651,000 
9,651,000 

The cost is ~aken from the actual preferred proposal for this 
proJect. Units accepted by the Government will be leased for a 20 
year rental term • 

. Shelter rent was calculated as follow·s: 

SHELTER RENT 

START UP 

YEAR # OF UNITS MONTHS S/MONTH COST 

1987 300 6 $412.69 $742,842.00 

TOTAL FOR 1987 = $742,842.00 

FYs 88 to,06 = $1,485,684.00 
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C. 1::-and_~qE-~.-.< Im.J?J.lt~..st_V~J:.ue of___§_ov.~.~I:t-~Et,nt .E_rope~j;._y_> _.t1..QA_ 
G.9_I]_§~ r tt9.-~ i_Q.!l 

The proposed build to lease alternative involves the o£ 
o££-post land prov~ded by the proposer. Land costs under this 
alternative are included in the estimated monthly costs contained ~n 
the selected proposal <see Appendix A, paragraph III. B.). 

Hous~ng facilities constructed under the MCA Program are 
normally s~ted on Government-owned lands. As such, no actual cash 
outlays occur to the Government to obta~n the needed lands, however, 
there ~a an ~mpl~c~t value for the~r use. Fac~l~tat~ng equal 
comparison between the two housing alternatives required that an 
1mpl~ed land value be assumed under the MCA alternat~ve. 

If excessed, it is estimated that installation lands would 
sell £or about s4,500 per acre. This figure multiplied by 72.6 acres 
( numbe1·· o£ acres o£ land pr·opoaed ~n the 801 op·t~on) y ~elda a land 
cost of S326.700 in FY 87. This expense element would not be subJ~ct 
to inflationary effects. 

Utility expenses for both alternatives will be equal and are 
cons~dered wash costs. 

Estimates £or maintenance and repair <M&R> costs on the MCA 
alternat~ve were based on the assumption that these costs would be 
s1milar to the current installation expenses on un~ts o£ comparable 
s1ze and age. Further adJustments in these costs were made to 
reflect ant1c1pated h1gher maintenance costs due to 1ncreased 
phys1cal deter1orat1on 1n £uture years. H~storical M&R data 
(1982-1984> were obtained for units 1n the family housing inventory 
at Fort Polk. Exam~nat~on o£ this data revealed that average 
maintenance costs lncreased w1th structural age. 

The £urn1shed FY 83 average costs of 5978/un~t <for units 0 
to 13 years old> and 51,535 <£or un1ts 14 to 33 year~ old> 1n£lated 
to current <FY 86) dollars ind1cate S1,i02 and $1.730 respectively. 
Linear regress1on y~elds the £ollow1ng £ormula: Y = 862 + 36.94 X 
<CONUS wide average). These costa are assumed to apply ~o Lhe med~an 
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~9es o£ 6.5 and 23.5 years for the two classes of units. Applying 
the Fort Polk area cost £actor o£ .94, a linear model can be 
developed: Y = 810 + 36.94 X. 

_________ .J1A IN T E~A N C ~J N_D REPAIR..----·-·--··-······---·-·-
FY $/UNIT # UNITS TOTAL 

1986 0 150 5 0 
1987 5 879 300 5131,850. 
1988 5 ·914 300 5274,200 
1989 5 949 300 5284,700 
1990 5 984 300 5295,200 
1991 $1,018 300 5305,400 
1992 51,053 300 S315,900 
1993 51,088 300 5326,400 
1994 51,122 300 5336,600 
1995 51,157 300 $341,"100 
1996 S1,192 300 5357,600 
1997 51,227 300 $368,100 
1998 51,261 300 5378,300 
1999 $1,296 300 5388,806 
2000 51,330 300 5399,000 
2001 51,366 300 $409,800 
2002 51,400 300 5420,000 
2003 51,435 300 5430,500 
2004 $1,470 300 5441,000 
2005 51,504 300 $451,200 

--··-·-·--£.9 06 ---·--~ 1...!. .. 5~~·-·---~oo._·----S?~_§J:._._ . .§ 1 § ___ _ 

At £~rst glance, this approach would appear to yield costs 
~hich are too h~gh in the ~nitial years of proJect life. Th~s ~s 

expla~ned by noting that the BP 1920 cost account £rom wh1c~theae 
costs are obtained ·includes a reserve for replacing un1ts lost by 
£1re, flood and other hazards. Thus, this M&R cost ~ncludes an 
expense that a pr1vate developer would pay as a part o£ his insurance 
cost. It should be noted that th1s cost does not ~nclude the cost o£ 
deferred maintenance or rehabilitat1on and 1s, therefore, considered 
more reliable than ~nstallat~on average costa wh1ch o£ten ~nclude 
these items. 

This cost category ~s cons1dered subJect to both real growth 
(caused by ag1ng o£ the un1ts>, and ~n£lat~onary growth. Costs .have 
been proJected accord~ngly. In addit1on, ~hese costs are assumed to 
beg1n at delivery of the units. 
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This cost. element is also taken direct! y from the preferred 
.proposal for this proJect and ~s ~ntended to 1nclude the developer's 
cost to maintain and repair the proJect. This rent is to be 
1ncreased or decreased at the beg1nn~ng o£ the second and subsequent 
years o£ the iease based on the increase or decrease o£ the Housing, 
Shelter, Maintenance and Repair Index for the preced~ng twelve months 
of the "Economl.c Indicators .. prepared·for the Joint Economl.c 
Comm~ttee o£ the Congress by the Counc~l o£ Economl.c Advisors. For 
the purpose of the economl.c analysis it is assumed that the OMB/OSD 
1n£lat~on J.ndexes suppl~ed w~ll equate to changes ~n the "Econom~c 
Ind1catora" £or the analys1s perl.od. The rental costs were 
calculated as follows: 

------------~M~A~I=N~TENANC~~R=E~N~T~----
STARTUP 

YEAR 
1987 

# OF UNITS 
150 

MONTHS S/MONTH 
6 $108.33 

TOTAL. FOR 1987: 

COST 
S194,994 

•194,994 

1989 300 12 $108.33 $389,988 
--·-·-------·-------EY.If._§_§._1;.5L.,Q.§...;.~ . ...!.j.§~~ . .-

Under this alternative, new refrigerators, ranges, and ovens 
would be 1nstalled ~n the new housing un~ts. Since appliances vary 
1n s~ze and capac1ty, average al.ze requ~rements were establ~shed 
baaed on the ant~cipated grade dl.strl.but~on. Further, l.t would be 
expected that these appliances would requ~re perl.od~c repal.r w1th 
eventual replacement once over the life of the proJect. Period~c 

serv1ce calls were programmed such that every two dwelling un~ts 
rece1ved one call per year at a cost o£ S30.00 per call •. A schedule 
o£ the annual expend1tures £or equipment is present below: 

FISCAL ITEM NUMBER OF ANNUAL ANNUAL 
YEAR UNITS COST/UNIT EXPENDITURESi : ... :;_-· .. ·······-·····-··--·-···-···--:---.. ~---·-··--·------·-- ········:·-·-····· .. ··-··--·-·-··--~·-···-···--···-·: ··:.:::z-·=r-····--···· .. ····· ........ 0 . .... OOZ .............. .. 
~b In1t1al Issue u $ o.uu · 
87 Service Calls 75 30.00 2,250.00 
88-98 Service Calls 150 30.00 4,500.00 
98 Replacement 300 1,077.36 323,206.00 
~.~ .. ::Q.!5 .. ·······---···--$..~X . .Y.J~:.~.§' ...... Q~.1.J:.~.---·----..... J .. ~ . .9 ....... - ... -.. ·-·· .. ·-·······----·-·······$·Q_~ __ Q..Q ........ _ ........ -......... - .... ±, __ §_Q.9 .. ~ . .9..9. .......... . 

1 Does not reflect proJected annual inflationary price 1ncreases. 
2 SubJect equ1pment included in initial construction costs. 
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Estimates o£ the Federal Capital Gains Tax Revenue under the 
Section 801 Alternative are based on the assumption that the 
developer/contractor of the Section 801 housing will retain·ownersh~p 
o£ the proJect for the 20 year lease term and then sell the proJect 
to a non-Government buyer. Revenues received from the sale would be 
taxed as capital gains and would reduce the Section 801 costs by 
generating tax revenue. 

The value of structure.is 9enerally assumed to decline over 
t~me, reflecting 1ts use and physical deter1oration. However, the 
value o£ land is assumed to increase with time. Therefore, the 
market values of the 1mprovements <buildings> and the lan~ are 
computed using the improvement decay and obsolence rate o£ -1.7% per 
year after 1n£lation, cited in Appendix B of OMB Circular A-104 
revised, 1 June 1986. 

Capital gain is figured based on the value o£ the property 
received less the owner's basis for the property. Under assumed ACRS 
tax depreciation the owner would be able to lease, eo the only 
remain~ng basis is the original land-cost. The capital gains tax 
rate ~s assumed to· be 28%. This coat was calculated as follows: 

-··-----·--.. ·-··--·--·- . FEDERAL TAX REVENUE 
IMPROVEMENTS 

FY.87 COST S19,302,000 
X INFLATION 

TO 2006 
2006 COST 
BLDG. OBSL. 
IMPV. RESID. 

1.6566 
$31,975,693 

. 72197 
523,085,485 

PROPERTY VALUE {2006) 
ORIGINAL LAND COST 
TAXABLE CAPITAL GAIN 
X TAX RATE 
FEDERAL TAX REVENUE 

FY 87 COST 
X INFLATION 

TO 2006 
2006 COST 
SITE APPRC • 
SITE RESID. 

LAND 
S326,700 

1. 6566' 
S541,211 

1.38756 
5750,963 

$23,836,448 
$326,700 

S23,509,748 
.:La 

$6" 582,729. 

No cos~s are ~ncluded in this category as these units are 
assumed to be delivered on the same schedule as the 801 alternac1ve. 
The allowances paid to families awa1ting delivery o£ the un~ts w1ll, 
therefore, be the same ~n each alternat1ve and are cons1dered "wash" 
costs. 
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.J. 801 L~ .. ~.§~. 

The Request for. Pr:·oposals on each prOJ_ect spec~fies that the 
Government w~ll pay 80% o£ any increase ln total gener~l real estate 
taxes over those levied ~n the second lease year. Since the present 
schedule calls £or the un~ta to be del~vered ~n FY 88~ FY 89 ~s 
considered the second year o£ the lease and consequently the base 
year for any ~ncrease ~n real estate taxes. 

T§l.~----~- t..:t .~Y. 

Vernon Parish 
Leesv~lle Schools 
Law Enforcement 

I; .. f.%..~ .. 9.~.A:.Y.~ .. J .. §l.~----R~ ~-~·-·-S .. .m. !.11.§2.._1.: .. 

19.05 
47.66 
17~.1.:?. 
84.1.3 = 0.08413/dollar valuat1on 

1 The above rates were applied based on 10 percent of the 
est1mated ia~r market value. 

SOURCE: Preliminary Econom~c Analysis~ Fort Polk, Louisiana, 
W~leon StoeltJe Martin, Inc.~ June 1984. 

516,300,000 X 10% X 0.08413 = 5137,132 
<Est. Constr Cost) {Assessed Valuat~on> {Mill Rate) <Est. Tax Cost) 

The above costs were ~ndexed to the first full year following BOD 
{fY 88) for the purpose o£ calculat~ng increases in the applicable 
re~l estate taxes due and payable ~n FY 90. 
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----·--·-····--··---··-----·----·-REAL ESTATE TAX 
Cost/Un~t <85) 
X Units 
Prop Value 
X 85 Tax Rate 

= 85 Tax 
X In£1. to 89 
= Base Yr Tax 

FY 
85 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

2000 
01 
02 

INFLATION 
FACTOR 
1.000 
1.181 
1.209 
1.237 
1,265 
1.294 
1.324 
1.355 
1.386 
1.418 
1.450 
1.484 
1.518 
1.553 
1.588 

54,333 
300 

16,300,000 
0.08413 

137,132 
1.181 

161,952 

TOTAL LOCAL 
TAXES DUE 

137,132 
161,952 
165,793 
169,632 
173,472 
177,449 
181,563 
185,814 
190,065 
194,453 
198,841 
203,504 
208 ,·166 
212,966 
217,766 

<Rates based on 10% Assessed 
Valuation> 

INCREASE 
FROM FY 89 

3,841 
7,680 

11,520 
15,497 
19,611 
23,862 
28,113 
32,501 
36,889 
41,552 
46,214 
51,014 
55,814 

TAXES DUE 
<.8 OF TOTAL) 

3,073 
6,144 
9,216 

12,398 
15,689 
19,090 
22,490 
26,001 
29,511 
33,241 
36,971 
40,811 
44,651 

03 1.625 222,840 60,888 48,710 
04 1.662 227,913 65,961 52,769 
05 1.700 233,124 71,172 56,938 

······----~~.§.. ______ _1_!!.2~.--··-···---- 2 :~t~ .. .L±? 3 _ .. __ . __ 7.~-L§ .. 2 ~------- ~1..L.~ .. tz. ___ , ___ _ 

K • I..tJ§ .. Y. .. :r . .§ .. D. 9. .. ~ ...... Q9..§.~ .. S?.. _: .. _ ......... M_g.~ .. -G.9 .. D.5?.!:. .. ~ .. ~ .. g .. t: .. ~.9..IJ.. 

The insurance cost element includes the ~mputed cost o£ 
l~ability ~nsurance only. Structure replacement ~s covered under the 
Maintenance and Repa~r cost element as noted. Costa ~ncluded 1n th1s 
element repre~ent local1zed commerc1al l1ab1l1t~ rates. The 
est~mated rate was S35.00/dwell1ng.unit/year 1n FY 86. 
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Costs were calculated as follows: 

·-··-··--·--·-····-····-········'·····-·-····-·······-···-·-·····--······-····-··--··-·-1~ s VJ~.a-~ c ~;: _ _g_g_~.:r _____ ........ ········-···--·········-·-·······-···-·-···--·-········-······-·-·-······· 
···-··-----f._Y. ______________ t/: ...... u N.J.:. I. $._ ___________ ?l.JJ.NJ .. T..L . .Y_R ________ ... f:!. ____ Y._F;: .A 8..$ ..................... ·······--···-········ ....... ·-···-······-········-·-· 

87 150 S35 1 $5,250 
88-06 300 $35 1 $~0.500 

Operation expenses ~ncluded ~n the 801 Program prov1ded for the 
serv1ces of an on-site manager, lnspector, and ma~ntenance techn1cian 
to 1nsure that the dwelling units are operated and ma1ntained 1n 
accordance w1th the terms of the lease. Such expenses are implicitly 
bu1lt into the developer's proposal costs. Since 1nstallation 
housing management services currently exist, under the MCA option, 
the Government would only have to expand these serv1ces. It is 
est1mated that two additional employees will be requ1red for this 
purpose. This cost would include salary and overhead coats £or these 
personnel and was estimated to be S64,100 per year. 
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This residual.value ~lement represents the value wh~ch the 
Government will reta~n ~n ~he property ~t owns outr~ght at the end oi 
the twenty-one year analys~s·per~od. Th~s value was computed by use 
of the Building Decay-Obsolescence and Site Apprec~at~on factors 
promulgated· ~n Appendix B of OMS Circular A-104 rev~sed, dated 1 June 
l~eb. Construction cost and s~te cost are treated separately ~n 
order to apply d~££erent factors to e~ch. Both were ~nflated based 
on OMB/OSD indices to FY 2006 dollars prio~ to applicat~on of these 
factors. The residual value was computed as.follows: 

··-.. ·-·-.. ---··---.. ·-·-----·-.. - .. -·-.. ·---·Jig~_iP_V_~LY_A.'=-JJ-g_ ___________ .. ________________ ..... --.--............ -...... -

N. 

IMPROVEMENTS 
FY 87 COST 519,302,000 
X INFLATION 

TO 2006 
2006 COST 
BLDG. OBSL. 
IMPV. RESID. 

1.6566 
$31,975,693 

.72197 
S23,085,485 

LAND 
FY 87 COST s326,700 
X INFLATION 

TO 2006 
2006 COST 
SITE APPRC. 
SITE RESID. 

1.6566 
5541,211 

1.38756 
$750,963 

·------~E~jJ2Jl. A~ v ~L u E S23 I 836 I 44.§ ________ . 

It is assumed that this Section 801 housing proJect will be 
deprec~ated us~ng the Accelerated Cost Recovery System <ACRS> as 
structured 1n present tax law. Th~s ~s cons~dered pre£erent1al tax 
treatment. OMB Circular A-104 rev1aed, dated 1 June 1986, requ1res 
that tax preference be treated as a cost to the Government to the 
exten~ that ~t differs irom "normal" income tax treatment. As in the 
Cap~tal Ga~ns Tax element, the developer~s depreciat1on has been 
based on 100% oi the MCA construct~on cost. For the purpose of this 
analys~s. this d~££e~ence was calculated by subtracting the annual 
cieprec.1a t.lon available under the .. normal" 40 year straight line 
d~prec1ation from that ava1lable under ACRS. The· difference was the~ 
mult~plied by the highest marg1nal corporate tax ~ate o£ 46%. The 
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result is considered a cost to the Government £or that yea·r. Based 
on this method these costs were calculated as £allows: 

Estimated 
Accelerated Straight-Line Advanced Tax Loss 

Fl. seal Depreciatl.on Depreciatl.on Percent Depr·ec i at l. on 1:.0 the 

... X..~ .. ~ .. :r. ... - ·-·-~£.l:l~9 .. ~ . .!.g_,_ --·-·~-~-0.~ .. 9.bL.f: .. ~---···- P..~.f..f.~-~~ .. Q.£.~. O. .. tf._f_~.~ .. ~.D .. £.~.1 .......... §.9...Y. .. ~ ... t..? 
86 
.97 
88 .10 ~025 .075 1,447,650 665,919 
89 .09 .025 .065 1,254,630 577,130 
'30 .08 .025 .055 1,061,610 488,341 
91 .07 . 025 .045 . 868. 5'30 .399, 551 
92 .06 .025 .035 675,570 310,762 
•33 .06 .025 .035 675.570 310,762 
94 .05 .025 .025 482,550 221,973 
95 .05 .025 .025 482,550 221,973 
96 .05 .025 .025 482,550 221,97.3 
97 .OS .025 .025 482,550 221,973 
'38· .OS .025 .025 482,550 221,973 
'39 .OS .025 .025 482,550 221,97.3 

2000 .04 .025 .015 289,530 133,184 
01 .04 .025 .015 289,530 133,184 
02 '. 04 .025 .015 289,630 13.3,184 
03 .04 .025 .015 289,530 133,184 
04 .04 .025 .015 289,530 133,184 
05 .04 .025 .015 289,530 133,184 
06 .00 .025 0 0 0 

lrnitial construct~on costs multiplied by percent difference. 

2rax loss calculated by multiplying advanced deprecl.ation 
di££erence by 46% tax rate <OMB Gul.danceJ. 
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This cost is the imputed cost to the Government of the services 
and overhead involved w~th the construction of additional residential 
areas on-post. Fam~ly hous~ng requires addit~onal operat~ng funds to 
cover secur~ty, recreat~on, tra££ic control, landscaping, and other 
public expenses. While- the direct cost o£ utilities and other services 
<garbage collection, entomological, custodial, etc.,>.are considered in a 
separate cost account, these indirect costs are measured-by calculating 
the local Real Estate Tax the Government would have to pay, ~£ th~s 
on-post proJect were under the JUrisdiction of the local taxing 
authorities, ~n accordance with .OMS Circular A-104. 

Tax estimates were then developed as follows: 

·--·-·-··----·--·--·---·--I::..::tf_PUTED PROPJ;~TY TAX 

519., 302,00 
-=._;2l.QJ:t ____ _ 

S18,295,515. 

$18,295,515 X 10% X 0.08413 = 
<ASSESSED VALUATION> <MILL RATE) 

RATES BASED ON 
87 
.88-06 

10% FAIR MARKET VALUE 
5171,314 
5176,796 
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TABLE A-1 

FY 1986 TRI-SERVICE FAMILY HOUSING COST MODEL· 

SERVICE Army LOCATION _ _..F-..t.;... _P .... o-.1k;_;,j,~L..-ou..;..;.i-.s_.i.._ana~-------

BASELINE: 
( 300 ) (1,013) ( 46 ) 
(No. Units) (ANSF )•($/NSF) 

PROJECT FACTORS: 

- $13,979,400 
• S' Line Cost 

( .94) ( ,, .98 ) ( 1 ) • ~-'!-·_92~~
(ACF ) (Project Size) (Unit Size) • Project Factor 

HOUSING COST: 
( 13,979,400 ) ( .92 ) 
(5' Line Cost) (Project Factor) 

• $12,861,000 
Ill! Adjusted S '· Line Cost 

( 2,500 ) ( .• 94 ) ( 300 ) ~ $ 705,000 
(Solar Unit Cost) ( ACF )(Units) • Total Project Solar Cost 

( 12,861,000 )+(705,000) - $13,566,000 
(Adjusted 5' Line Cost)+(Solar) • Housing Cost 

SUPPORTING COST: 
Site preparation 
Roads and paving 
Utilities 
Recreation 
.Landscaping 

(30% of Adj 5' Line Cost) 

Special Construction 

SUMMARY: 
(13,566,000)+(3,858,300) 
( Housing Cost)+(Support Cost) 

- $3,858,300 
• Support Cost 

- $17,424,300 
• Subtotal 

(17,424,300 )( 1.05 )(1.055) - $19,301,768 Say: $19,302,000 · 
(Round) ( Subtotal )(Contingency)(SIOH) • yroject Cost 

(19,302,000 )/( 300 )(1,013 )( .94 
(Project Cost)/(No. Units)( ANSF )( ACF 

) - $ 67.6 
) • Proj cost/sq ft/ACF 

ANSF - Average net sq~re feet/unit. 
ACP - Area Cost Factor 
PROJECT SIZE - (No. Units) 

1-49 
50-99 

100-199 
200-499 
500+ 

units • 1.05 
units - 1.02 
units • 1.00 
units • 0.98 
units • 0.95 

'UNIT SIZE - (Net Square Feet) 

950-1050 - 1.00 
1051-1150 • 0.99 
1151-1250 - 0.98 
1251-1350. 0.97 
1351+ • 0.96 



APPENDIX B 

I. Inflation. When appropr~ate, adJustments were made to place all the 
cost data at current dollar FY 86 pr~ce levels. As spec~f~ed by DOD 
Comptroller v~a letter, ~ated 19 February 1986, based on .. OMB gu~dance o£ 
27 December 1985, the ~n£lat~on rate guidel~nes shown ~n Table B-1 were 
appl~ed to adJust the cost elements to re£l~ct FY 86 and all £uture price 
levels. 

Source: 

TABLE B-1 

INFLATION RATE GUIDELINES 

1986-87 
1987-88 
1988-89 
1989-90 
1990-2008 

J .. n.i 1~ t J C?..%1._.~ ~.!-~. 
<percent) 

3.6 
3.2 
2.8 
2.4 
2.3 

OSD Comptroller letter, dated 19 February 1986. 

II. Residual Factors. Calculations of a res~dual value of a particular 
item can somet~mes be a critical element in an economic analys~s. In the 
case o£ a structur~. the res~dual value would be ~ts net disposal value at 
the end a£ the proJect l~fe. ine rea~dual value of a structure 1a 

generally thought.to decl~ne over t~me, re£lect~ng ~ta use, consumpt~on, 
and/or phys~cal deterlorat~on. 

ror purposes of th~s econom~c analys1s, Building Decay Obsolescence 
Factors were used to calculate res~dual value £or·the new construct~on 
alternat1ve. Res~dual factors applicable to th~s method are listed 1n 
Table 8-2. In1t~al construct1on cost was assumed to approximate new 
market val~e. Mult1ply~ng th~s amount by a selected res1dual factor 
y~elds the estimated res~dual value <1n FY 86 prices> £or the selected 
year. 
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P·eriod of 
f'_l)_~_!.Y.~.± .. ~---

1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12. 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
-19 
20 
21 
22 

TABLE B-2 

RESIDUAL FACTORS 

Building Decay
Qp_~.Q.A~~_g_t;o_~-~~-E.~.g_t.9..~~.~-

0"98300 
0.96629 
0.94986 
0.93371 
0.91784 
0.90224 
0.88690 
0.87182 
0.85700 
0.84243 
0.82811 
0.8140.3 
0.80019 
0.78659 
0.77322 
0.76007 
0.74715 
0.73445 
0.72197 
0.70969 
0.69782 
0.68616 

Site Appreciation 
-·--·--·----E~ .. ~ .. ~ .. Q~.~------·--·-

1.01500 
1.03023 
1.04568 
1.06136 
1.07728 
1.09344 
1.10984 
1.12649 
1 • 14-.3.:39 
1.16054 
1.17795 
1.19562 
1.21355 
1.23176 
1.25023 
1.26899 
1.28802 
1.30734 
1.32695 
1.34686 
1 •. 36706 
1.38756 

*Factors presented implicitly assume end-of-year building 
decay-obsolescence and site appreciation changes. 

Source: OMB A-104. 
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DO Form 1378 (continued) 
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APPE·NDIX C 
DO Fonn· 1379 

~-----------------------------·------------------~,------~~~~~~----------~ "&,.OifT (;QII TlfO~ l1'1t80&. 
H.&.IRA ilVE ON F J..Wit. T ~OUSlHC 

••u•o·~• ahaioa of the Sth Int~utry Olviaioa ud Fort Polk. 1a to act~1a and uiatain 
coabac ready ~ature ia suppor~ ot aacioaal defease objectives and to s~pport contiagea
cy plana as directed by hiah•r headquarters. To command, operate aad maiataia the 
resources of Fort Polk and to accoapliah all aasigaed missions aad co provide support to 
asstsned, attached, or teaaac unitl or accivlties, as required. 

For~ Polk is located ia the tisatchie National 7orest area, approximately eiaht ailes 
S! of Leesville, LA; lO atles aortb ot DeRidder, LA; aad tbree aile• east of US R1ghvay 
171. The population ot Leesville nov exceeda 20,000, vith a parish (couacy) populatioa 
ot ,4,134. DeRidder's papul~tion approxiaates 1,,000 vith a parish (co~nty) populatioa 
ot 30,304. L£rger comauaities· are Alesaadria, '3 ailes to the eaat aad Lake Charlea, 70 
aile• to the south. 
l :~ .......... ,~ •• .,., 

Local ecoaoay adequate houaias reaaiaa ta shor~ supply. Asaets that are available to 
ailitary taailies coaaisc primarily of older, rental ~aits in lesa thaa suitable 
coad1tioa due to poor state of u1ateaaace, antiquated components, aad ~acceptable 
en.troa .. acal factors; rental ~obile ho••• located, tor the scat pare:, ia par~ that are 
environmentally wmacceptable due to lack of tire aad police procectioa; poor sanitary 
sevas• syste••: poor water supply syste.-; ~npaved streets; aad aeneral l~ck at ovner 
~aiacanance and concern; hoaes !or sale ia the ~~ea, which are in the $45,000 - $85,000 
price ranee, are ac ~resent ia !air supply, but are beyond the aeana at those below 
field arade rank due eo caah required tor down parm-ac aad/or assumption, aad hiah 
aonchly aorcaac• par=eucs. 

On-,o•c loa1 ranse assets consist ot 3073 ~nita. Of the 3073 units, 270S are NCO 
~~artera; 301 ceo quarters (74 at the 301 are temporarily reallocated fro~ NCO units); 
60 reo quarters; five sco quarters, and two co quarters. Th•r• ~re 398 t~ailer spaces 
on pose !or privately--owned trailers. 

t. 4111~•••-:•r•o .. o• ••o,.os&o •o"''"~ 
t!!or:s ~1 the tnst~llacioa co iaceresc local realtors aad builders ia construccias 
housina under low rts~ ROD aorcgase prosra=s have beea ~nsuccesaful. Tho•• vith 
ltavescaeac capital have scaced the1 prater ocher _,re profitable invescaseacs than renc~l 

t
~eal esc:a:e. Conaequencly, oaly 48 rental units are under conacructioa ia the area. 

oase landlords are ~rchaaias &nd reasodeliag old government ~rracks· buildings to be 
eaced as aparc::eats :o lover srade SCOs. There are 12 apartments at this type nov 

1 
ader coaacructioa/renovatioa. ~e actual eur~enc deficit of family ~ousi~l units for 

elisibla faailies is ll2J. Ot :his number, ll2J are oa the cur~ent housins waicins 
l11sc:s. !he long :1n1• deficit, ~ased on 100% strengc~ aa reflected ia AStP is 3600 for 
fot~l ·2111cary and !444 !oC' di1ible ;»ersonnel. The ·lnly ·apparent ~••a• !oC' satisfying 

1
the !&&Uly houaing deticit &e Fore l'olk. is -,,. on-pose: U.litary construction. t..and is 
~wai:abla, approved and identified ia installation =aster i'l~as. Oeticit ~ousing at 
jthh insc:allat1on !~pacts on quality of Ute et!oru for ul1t.1r7 families and is a 
Feter=tnins factor ln reenlisr:=eat of ~ny best qualified soldiers. 7he L:pacc extends I'" :Lili:ary read1nus 10d .ay have a direct. !>ear1ns on national security. 

( 

~--- ·r.:: .... -.-.. -o-T•_? __ -,~:-.-.. -.. -.. -s-.--.-.. -.----r-,~-.-.. (U/Z...,.--.-~-(/.---~-~-~-~--:1------·..-o-·-~c-------
•·.··t·•··:vEvA J. CALHOUN / 4u d/L 

: ••. ,.. (J;? # , 
___ IC, :tousins Oivist.on, OER 
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r · ·the fo.llowing revisions were made.· to the economic analysis to 
re.:flect the e:f:fects o£ the pending tax law changes. In this examp·le, 
the Federal Tax Revenue wa~ deleted :from the 801 alternative. The 
results are displayed on the :following pages. 

LOCATION 
NUMBER OF UNITS 
STARTING FY 
DISCOUNT RATE 
INFLATION RATE 

LAND COST 
CONSTRUCTION COST 
M&R COST 

EQUIPMENT 
SERVICE 
REPLACEMENT 

IMPUTED INSURANCE 
REAL ESTATE TAX RATE 
RESIDUAL VALUE 
. DETERIORATION FACTOR 

INFLATION 
LAND APPRECIATION FACTOR 

SHELTER RENT 
MAINTENANCE RENT 
PROPOSED BUILDING COST 
REAL ESTATE TAX RATE 
REAL ESTATE TAX INCREASE 
D~VELOPERS TAX BRACKET 
CAPITAL GAINS TAX RATE 

MCA Construction 
801 Lease 

$18 .. 787.,727 
S18,240,490 

FORT POLK LA 
300' 
1986 

·9.6" 
OMB/OSD FEB 86 

$326,700 
519,302,000 
S879/UNIT <1st YEAR> 
Sl,504/UNIT <20th YEAR> 

S15/UNIT/YR 
S1,026 (10th Yr> 
S35/UNIT 
.035 x ASSESSED VALUE 

.72197 
1.6566 
1.38756 

S1,485,684 
$389,988 
S1~,300,000 
.035 X ASSESSED VALUE 
80" 
46% 
'28" 

$2.,111 .. 320 
S2,050 .• 151 

MCA construction would become the least cost alternative if: 

*the construction coat waa reduced by 3.42% from Sl9.,302,000 to 
$18.,641.,872. 

*the Shelter rent was increased by 4.69% from Sl,485,684 to 
:S1,555,363 

*the Maintenance rent waa increased by 14.45% £rom 5389,988 to 
$446,.341. 

*the maintenance and repair waa reduced by 16.41% £rom 5326,.400 to 
5272,838. 

*the real est~te tax was increased by 21.88" £rom S3,073 to 
$3,745. 



PRO~ECT/PROGRAM COSTS 

SHELTER MAINTENANCE ACCELERATED PAYABLE TOTAL DISCOUNTED CUMULATIVE 

RENT RENT DEPRECIATION R.E. TAX ANNUAL PRESENT NET DISC 

YEAR SCHEDULE INCREASE OUTLAYs· VALUE P.V. 

( 01) (02) (03) (04) 

-------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
1986 $0 $0 $0 ·so $0 $() $0 

1987 $742.842 $202.013 $0 $0 $944.855 $823.473 $823.473 

19~:3 $1.485.684 $416.956 $663.919 $0 $2,568.559 $2.042.505 $2,865.979 

19:39 $1,485.684 $428.631 $:577.130 . $0 $2,491.445 $1t 807' 650 $4.673.629 

1 ~l';,o $1,485.684 $438.918 $488.341 $3,073 $2,416.016 ~1.599.332 $6,273.012 

1991 $1,485.634 $449.013 $399.5~1 $6,144 $2.340.392 $1.413.613 $7,686.625 

1992 $1,485.684 $459,340 $310.762 $91216 $2,265.002 $1.243.245 $8,934.871 

1993 $1,485.684 $469,905 $310.762 $12.398 $2,·278. 749 $1.145.822 $10.080.694 

1994 $1.485.684 5480.713 $221.973 $15.689 $2.204.059 $1,011.191 $11.091.886 

1995 $1,485,634 $491.769 $221,973 $19,090 $2,213.516 $928.672 $12.020.558 

1996 $1,485.684 '5503,080 $221.973 $22.490 $2.233.227 $852.947 $12.873.505 

1997 $1,485.684 5514,651 $221.973 $26.001 $2,248.309 5783.492 $13.656,997 

1998 $1,485.684 $526.488 5221.973 $29.511 $2.263.656 $719.744 . $14.376.742 

1999 $1 ' 4:35' 684 $538.597 $221.973 $33.241 $2,279.495 $661.296 $15.038.039 

2000 $1, 485, 6E:4 $550.985 $133.184 $36.971 $2.206.824 $584.137 $15.622.176 

2001 $1,4:3s.6e4 $563.658 $133.184 $40.811 $2.223.337 $536.959 $16.159.136 

2002 $1, 4:::5,684 $576.622 $133.184 $44.651 $2,240.141 $493.629 $16.652.765 

2003 $1 • 4:3~. 684 $589.884 $133.184 $49.710 $2,257.462 $453.874 $17.106.640 

20(14 $1 '4~:5, 684 $603.451 $133.194 $52.769 $2.275.088 $417,352 $17.523.993 

2·.)05 $1 t 4:35,6:34 $617,331 $133.184 $56.938 $2,293.137 $383.817 $17.907.810 

:2006 $1 t 4~:5. 684 '5631.529 $0 $61.217 $2,178.430 $332.680 $18.240.490 

·.; 

'; 



PRO~ECT/PROGRAM COSTS PRO~ECT/PROGRAM COSTS 

INITIAL IMPLICIT MAINTENANCE. EQUIPMENT IMPUTED RESIDUAL IMPUTED ADMIN TOTAL DISCOUNTED CUMULATIVE 
CONSTRUCTION LAND AND COSTS INSURANCE VALUE PROPERTY ANNUAL PRESENT NET DISC 

YEAR CO::>TS VALUE REPAIR TAX OUTLAYS VALUE P.V. 
<01> (02> (03) (04) (05) <06> (07) (03) 

-------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
1986 $0 $326.700 $0 .so $0 $0 $0 $() $326.700 $312.064 $312.064 
19:37 $9,651.001) $0 $136.596 $2,330 $5,438 $0 $88.740 $33.203 $9,917, ~=11 $8,643.270 $8,955,334 
19::-.:s: $996519000 $0 $293.161 $4,811 $11.226 $0 $189.021 $68.532 $10.217.753 $8, 125. 105 $17.080.440 
19:::9 $0 $0 $312.910 $4,945 $119 540 $0 $1949314 $70.451 $594.162 $431,(190 $17.511.530 
l ~/':.l(l $0 $0 $332.237 $5.064' $11.817 $0 $198,977 $72.142 $620.240 $410.593 $17,922.124 
1991 so $0 $351.622 $5, 181 $12.089 $0 $2039554 $73.801" $646.249 $390, :;:39 $189312.463 
1992 so $0 $372.077 $5.300 $12.367 $0 $208.236 $75. 4'~9 $673.480 $371.155 $18.683.619 
1993 so so $393.286 $5.422 $12.651 $0 $213.025 $77.235 $701.622 $352.796 $19,036.415 
1994 $0 $0 $414.903 $5.546 $12.942 $0 $217.925 $79,012 $730.332 $335,066 $19.371.482 
1995 $1) $0 $437,688 $5.674 $13.240 $0 $222.937 $80.829 $7609370 $318.291 $19.689.773 
1~196 $0 $0 $461,300 $5,804 $13.544 $0 $228.065 $82.68:3 $791 '403. $302.264 $19,992,033 
1997 $1) $0 $485,766 $42·6.521 $13.856 $0 $233.310 $84.590 '$1.244.045 $433,525 $20.425.563 
1998 $0 $0 S510,709 S6e075 $14.175 $0 $2:3:3,676 $86.535 $856.172 $272.225 $20.697,789 
1999 $0 $0 $536.956 $6.214 $14.501 $0 $244.166 $88.526 $890.365 $258.300 $20,956.09 
2(1()0 $0 $0 $563,717 $6,357 $14.834 $0 $249,782 $90.562 $925.254 $244,910 $21 '201 '001 
2001 $0 $0 $592,292 $6,503 $15.175 $0 $255.527 $92.645 ··~62. 144 $232, 3t·8 $21 '433. 3691 
2002 $0 $0 $620,996 $6,653 $15.524 so $261.404 $94.775 $999,355 $220,214 $21.653.584 
:oo:;: $1) $1) $651.161 $6,806 $15.881 $() $267,416 $96,955 $1.038.222 $208.740 $21.862.324 
2004 $0 $0 $682,385 $6,963 $16.247 $1) $273.567 $99.185 $1,078.348 $197.817 $22,060.141 
2005 $<) $C) $714.226 $7,123 $16.620 $0 $279,859 $101.467 $1.119,297 $187,343 $22.247.465 
2(;(16 $() !50 $747.521 $7.287 $17.003 -$23.836,448 $286.295 $103,;000 -$22.674.539 -$3,462.757 $18.784.727 

lj' )". ' J. • • t ~·t/ 
/ i 

~ 

\, 
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The following revisions were made to the economic analysis to 
~~fleet the effects of the pending tax law changes. In this 
e~am~le, the Federal Tax Re~enue and Accelerated Depreciation were 
deleted from the 801 Alternat~ve. The results are displayed on the 
following pages. 

LOCATION FORT POLK LA 
NUMBER OF UNITS 
STARTING FY 
DISCOUNT RATE 
INFLATION RATE 

·300 
1986 
9.6% 
OMB/OSD FEB 86 

~CA DATA. 

LAND COST 
CONSTRUCTION COST 
M&R COST 

EQUIPMENT 
SERVICE 
REPLACEMENT 

IMPUTED INSURANCE 
REAL ESTATE TAX RATE 
RESIDUAL VALUE 

DETERIORATION FACTOR 
INFLATION 

LAND APPRECIATION FACTOR 

SHELTER RENT 
MAINTENANCE RENT 
PROPOSED BUILDING COST 
REAL ESTATE TAX RATE 
REAL ESTATE TAX INCREASE 
DEVELOPERS TAX BRACKET 
CAPITAL GAINS TAX RATE 

MCA Construction 
801 Lease 

$18,787,727 
515·, 737,961 

$326,700 
$19,302,000 
S879/UNIT <1st YEAR> 
Sl,504/UNIT ~20th YEAR> 

SlS/UNIT/YR 
S1,026 <.lOth Yr) 
$.35/UNIT 
.08413 x 10~ ASSESSED VALUE 

.72197 
1.6566 
1 •. 38'766 

$1,485,684 
S389,988 
Slq, 300,000 
.035 X ASSESSED VALUE 
80% 
46% 
28% 

S2,11l,320 
51,768,877 

MCA construction would become the least cost alternative if: 

*the construction cost was reduced by 18.95% from S19,302,000 
t.O $15,644,271. 

*the Shelter rent was ~ncreased by 25.98% from Sl,485,684 to 
Sl,87l,665. 

*the Maintenance rent was ~ncreaaed by 79.69~ ±rom 5389,988 to 
5700,769. 

*the maintenance and repair was reduced by 90.63% £rom 
S326,400 to S30,584. 



.. ... _ 

PROJECT/PROGRAM COSTS 

SHELTER MAINTENANCE PAYABLE TOTAL DISCOUNTED CUMULATIVE 
.; 

RENT RENT R.E. TAX ANNUAL PRESENT NET DISC 
YEAR INCREASE OUTLAYS VALUE P.V. 

(01) ((12) (03) 
-------------- -------------- -------------- ---- ·--------- -------------- --------------

1-;-,:=:6 $(1 $0 $0 .$(: $(1 $c) 

19:37 $742,842 $202.013 $0 ·t-944,:355 $:32:3' 4 7::: $823,47:::.: 
1';'18:3 $1,485,634 $416.956 $0 $1,902.640 ·~1, 512. '"!70 $2' 336' 44:::: 
198'7 $1, 4:::5,634 $423.631 $0 $1,914.315 $1 ' ::::?,:3' ') 1 7 $3,725,361 
1990 $1 ' 485' 6:::4 $438.918 $3,073 $1,927.675 $1,276.104 $5, (11)1 • 46(:. 
1991 $1,485.684 $449.01:3 $6, 144 $1,940,841 $1' 172,2:31 $6, 173,74:3 
1992 $1,485.684 $459.340 $9,Z16 $1,954.240 $1,076.984 $7' 250' 73:· 
1'?'?3 $1 '4:35. 684 $46'~, 905 $12, 3·~:3 $1.967.987 $989,562 $8.240.295 
19';'4 $1.485. 6~:4 $480.713 $15.689 $1 , 9::.:2' 0:36 $•;•09' 353 $9, 149' 64'~ 
1';:-r?5 $1,485.684 $491,769 $19,090 $1,996.54:3 $8:::5,754 $9' 985' 4(1:3 
1996 $1,4:35.684 $503.080 $22.490 $2,011.254 $76~:. 16:3 $10,75:3.571 
19'?7 $1 • 4:::5' 684 $514.651 $26,001 $2,026.336 $706' 13:3 $11' 459. 71C> 
1·;,-;1:3 $1' 4~:5, 684 $526.488 $2·;;,511 $2.041.683 $649.167 $12, 10:3' 37"/ 
1'7''99 $1.485.684 $538,597 $33.241 $2,057.522 $59/.:.,900 $12.705.778 
2000 $1 • 4:35' 6:::4 $550,985 $36. ·~71 $2,(173,640 $548.:383 $13.2~4.662 

2001 $1,485.684 $563,658 $40,811 $2,090.153 $51)4,794 $13' 759' 45(:. 
20(12 $1,485.684 $576.622 $44.651 $2,106.957 $464.281 $14,223.7::::::. 
200:3 $1.485.684 $589,:334 $43,710 $2,124.278 '$4.27,097 $14.650.835 
2004 $1 •. 435.6:34 $603,45~ $52.769 $2.141.904 $392,920 $15.043. 75(:. 
2005 $1,485.684 $617.331 $56,9:38 $2.159.953 $361.525 $15.405.281 
2006 $1' 4:::5, ~.:34 $6~!1 .529 $61.217 $2.178 .. 430 $332.6:30 $15.737. 91.:.1 

!· 



PRO~ECT/PROGRAM COSTS 
PRO~ECT/PROGRAM COSTS \ 

INITIAL IMPLICIT MAINTENANCE' EQUIPMENT IMPUTED RESIDUAL IMPUTED ADMIN TOTAL DISCOUNTED CUMULATIVE 

CONSTRUCTION LAND AND COSTS INSURANCE VALUE PROPERTY ANNUAL PRESENT NET"'DISC 

YEAR C0:3TS VALUE REPAIR TAX OUTLAVS VALUE P.V. 

<01) (02) (03) (04) (05) (06) (07) (08) 

-------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
1';,86 $0 $326.700 so .so $0 $0 $0 $0 $326.700 $312.064 $312.064 

19:::7 $9,651.01)1) $0 $136.596 $2,330 $5.438 $0 $88.740 $33.203 $9.917.311 $8.64:3' 270 $8.955.334 

1'7'::::::3 S9,651.0(l0 $0 $293.161 $4,811 $11,226 $0 $139.021 $68.532 $10.217.753 $3. 125. 105 $1 7·. 081), 440 

1·~:::-;> $0 $0 $312.910 $4.945 $11.540 $0 $194.314 $70.451 $594.162 $4:31, (190 $ 1 7 , 511 , s:::o 

1990 $0 $1) $332.237 $5.064 $11.817 $0 $198.977 $72.142 $620.240 $410.593 $17.922.124 

1991 $0 $(1 $351.622 $5.181 $12.039 $0 $203.554 $73.801 $646.249 $390.::::39 $18.312.463 

1';'192 $0 $0 $372.077 $5.300 $12.367 $0 $208.236 $75. 4·~·;, $673.480 $371.155 $18.633.619 

1993 $0 $0 $393.286 $5,422 $12.651 $0 $213.025 $77.235 $701. t:·22 $352.796 $19.036.415 

1994 $0 $0 $414.905 $5.546 $12.942 $0 $217.925 $79.012 $730.332 $335.066 $19.371.482 

19'~5 $c) ~0 $437.688 $5,674 $13.240 $() $222.937 $80.829 $760.370 $318.291 $19.689.773 

1';'196 $(1 $0 $461,300 $5,804 $13.544 $0 $228.065 $82.688 $791.403 $302.264 $19.992.038 

19'77 $(1 ~0 $435.766 $426.521 $13.856 $0 $233.310 $84.590 $1.244.045 $433.525 $20.425.563 

19'?.1:3. $1) $0 $510.709 $6.075 $14.175 $0 $2:):3, 676 $86.5:35 $856.172 $272.225 $20.697.789 

199'?.1 $!) $0 $536.956 $6,214 $14.501 $(1 $244.166 $88.526 $:390.365 $258. 300" $20.956.(190 

2000 $0 $0 $563.717 $6.357 $14.834 $0 $249.782 $90.562 $925.254 $244.910 $21.201.001 

2001 $0 ~0 $592.292 $6,503 $15.175 $0 $255.527 $92.645 $'~62. 144 $232.368 $21.433.369 

2002 $0 $0 $620.996 $6.653 $15.524 $0 $261.404 $94.775 $999.355 $220.214 $21.653.584 

:oo:;: so so $651.161 $6.806 $15.881 $0 $267.416 $96.955 $1.038.222 $208.740 $21.862.324 

2(1(14 $0 $0 $682.385 $6.963 $16.247 $0 $273.567 $99,185 $1.078.348 $197.317 $22.060.141 

201)'5 $(1 $1) $714.226 $7' 123 $16.620 $0 $279.859 $101.467 $1.119.297 $187.343 $22.247.485 

2(i(16 $(1 $0 $747.521 S7,287 $17.003 -$23.836.448 $286.295 $103.800 -$22.674.539 -$3.462.757 $18.784.727 
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l. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A. The Decision Objective 

The objective of this study was to determin~ if a proposed military 
lease housing program wou~d be the most economical means of providing 
adequate housing for 300 company and enlisted grade military personnel at 
Fort Polk, Louisiana. 

B. Background 

Section 801 of the Military Construction Authorization Act of 1984 

authorized the conduct of several pilot studies to dete~fne the cost 
effectiveness of a lease program to obtain additional housing facilities. 
Fort Polk was one of the locations selected by FORSCOM to test this pilot 
program. If approved by Congress, these housing facilities ~uld be 

available for beneficial occupancy in FY 87. 

Major provisions set forth in this program are as follows: · 

o Occupants would forfeit Basic Allowances for Quarters (BAQ) and 
Variable Housing Allowances (VHA) in return for assigned 
Quarters. 

o The Government would pay all rent, utilities, and admini,strative 
costs. 

o The program cannot be applied to existing housing. 

o The new housin9 units may be required to be constructed to DOD 
specifications. 

o Upon .tennf nation of the ·lease agreement, the Government would have 
· .. the· right to acqufre.all right,. tftle,.·and interest· fn .the· 

lea~ed h6using facilfti•s. 

o The leasing arrangement may not exceed 20 years. 

o A validated deficit in m111ta~ housing must exist in the general 
area. 



:4. The length of the analysis period is 22·-years (FY 86 through 
FY 2007). 

E. Alternative Courses-of Action 

Two potential housing alternatives were analyzed herein. They were: 

1. Construction of new family housing through the MCA program. The 
300 units would be built over a 2-year period from FY 86 through FY 87, 
with scheduled BOD of October 1987. 

2. 801 Build to Lease Progra.. The A~ would enter into a long-
term agreement to lease 300 rental units to be constructed by a private 
developer·w1th scheduled BOD of April 1987. Specific provisions of the 
agreement were previously described in paragraph B above. The rental units · 
would be located on off-post lands provided by the proposer. 

F. Economic Analysis Results 

These analyses revealed that the· least costly, viable alternative to 
meet Fort Polk Is housing needs would be through the Section 801 Build to 

Lease Program. The present worth costs and uniform annual equivalent 
values for the alternatives investigated are· shown below. 

. Alternative 

New Construction 
801 Build to Lease Progra. 

Present 
Worth 
Cost 

$24,288 
19,127 

Ulii fonn Annua 1 
Equ1valertt 

Cost 1/ 
(fn $1,000's) 

$3,177 
2,502 

1/ Based on a ~2-year period of analysis (FY 86-FY 2007) and 12 percent 
- discount rate. 

Graphs of the results of the.se analyses are presented on the f~l 1 owing 
page. The advantages and disadvantages of each alternative can be sum
marized as follows. 
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Element 

High initial Government outlay 
Recurring O&M costs 
Adds to available housing assets . 
Insures housing services obtafnable 

for 20 years 
Availability of housing services 

after 20 years 
Time required to implement alternative 

G. Sensitivity Analysis Results 

Alternatives 
MCA construction I Build to Lease 

disadvantage 
approx equal 

equal 

equal 

advantage 
disadvantage 

advantage 
approx equa 1 

equal 

equal 

disadvantage 
slight advantage 

This economic analysis required certain ass~tions and judgment to be 
~pplied to the development of the.various expense elements. Sensitivity 
tests were performed to dete~fne what changes would be required in each 
cost element to produce a different ranking of the housing alternatives. 
If slight changes fn an estimated cost ita..would alter the ra~king of 

· alternatives, the analysis fs said to be asensftivea to that variable. 

. . 

T.hese analyses showed that for HCA constru!=tion to become the leas't 
costly option, new construction costs would have to be reduced by 29.8 per
cent. Al ternatfv.ely, the 801 Bufl d to Lease Program Costs waul d have to 

increase by 38.3 percent to alter the outcome. More details on the results 
of these sensitivity tests are presented in table II-4. 

H. Nonmonetary Factors 

Usfng the results of this analysis as the only selection criterion 
suggest·s that the least costly alternative fs the best choice. The 801 
Leas1ng Progra. and the MCA Construction alternatives are equivalent and 
comparable in that each would satisfy the objectives of providing adequate 
housing services • 

I. Recommended Course of Action 

It is felt that the requirement to provide needed Government housing 
services for company and enlisted grade personnel can best be accom
plished through the 801 Bui1d to Lease Program. As indicated earlier, 



.I I. DETAILED SUMMARY 

A. Background 

Fort Polk is home post for the 5th Infantry Division and other sup
port and tenant units.-· These units have been tasked to maintain a com
bat ready posture in support of national defense objectives. 

The main cantonment area for Fort Polk is situated eight miles 
southeast of Leesville, LA, twenty miles north of DeRidder, LA, and three 
miles east of u.s. Highway 171. The current population of nearby 
Leesville exceeds 20,000 with a parish (Vernon) population of 58,220. 
DeRidder's population approximates 15,000 with its parish population 
(Beauregard) listed at 32,500. An area map which displays the locations 
of these communities with respect to Fort Polk is presented in figure 
II-1. 

B. Housing Requirement 

Pertinent housing statistics on Fort Polk contained in DD Fo~ 1377, 

1378, and 1379, dated 6 April 1984, are listed in appendix c. ·summary. 
information extracted from these forms is presented in table II-1. 

TABLE II-1 

HOUSING REQU IREt1ENTS 
0-3 through 0-1 and E-9 through· E-4 (Eligible) 

Exist1nq Assets 
Accompanied 

Company Grade Enlisted Grade . To~al 

Effective requirement 
M11fta~ housing 
Off-post housing 
su.,.l us/def1c1.t . 

958 
(166) 
(453) 
. 339 

4,865 
(2,129) 

(605) 
2,131 

. SOURCE:· DO Forms· 1377, 1378 ~ and 1379, dated 6 Apri 1 1984. 

5,823 
(2,295) 
(1,058) 
. 2,_4~0 . 

Provisions set forth fn the Build to Lease Program, specify that an 
agreement may be entered into only when validated military housing def1-
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cits exist. ·Application of this requirement substantiated the need for 
additional family housing facilities in the Fort Polk area •. 

c. Calculations for Each Alternative 

1. A year-·by-year d1 sp,.ay of the ca 1 cul ati on results for the two 
alternatives fs shown fn table II-2. For·each alternative, the table 
shows, fn current 1986 dollars, the following items on an annual basis 
over the 22-year analysis period. 

a. The estimated' amount for each expense element. 

b. The total of all expense elements ("TOTAL ANNUAL OUTLAYSM). 

c. The pre~ent value of all_.expense elements (''DISCOUNTED. 
PRESENT VALUE"). 

d. The present value of all expense elements through indicated 
year ,.("CUMULATIVE DISCOUNTED PRESENT VALUE"). 

f. The cumulative present value of costs--through given year 
less present value of residual .for given year ("CUMULATIVE 
NET O.ISCOUNTED p. v. II). 

g. The ·annualized cost (equivalent uniform annual amount for 
the 22-year period of analysis). 

The displays following table II-2 grap~ically depict cost. data for 
the two alternatives throughout the period of analysis. Figure II-2 
shows net cumulative present worth values of outlays. Figure II-3 shows 
total annual outlays in current 1986 dollars. 

o. Sensitivity Analysis 

l. · Introduc-tion~· Sens·i.tivity analyses were conducted primarily. to 

determine the extent to which the study findings would be affected by 
altering the input data. Since varying levels of certainty and con
fidence apply to the input assu~tfons, changes were made fn each of the 
key assumptions to determine their sensitivity on the ranking of alter
natives. 
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TABLE 11-2 (c~n~inued) 

P R 0 -1 f: C T I P R 0 G • A M c 0 s ' s ;~AGE 001 

CONSTRUCTION lltPACT AID LIMO ACQUISIT MAINTENANC!: I [8UIPMENJ ALlOUANC[S 81 lftPUTEO INSUR IDRINISTRATIO 
•R fiCA "CA "CA MCA RCA RCA .. c. IICA 

(IJ II COli , ... (951 COli Cl91 fl21 Cllt 
~--·-~·-·-----

--~ ...... ,..., ... ._ .... ._ -~--._. ................. ___ ._._._....._ ..... _ .. _ 
~------ ...... ·----- -·------~~ ... 

,.._ .............. ._ .......... ...,_ _____ .....,_, ... ._ _ ,, lll,,Js,aoo . ., 1326tl00 . ., so 11t260t400 10 10 
tJ 1Jt!a52e000 10 IC! so 10 11t313t336 . 10 10 

•• 10 ll44t826 10 lll6t0l6 •• 10 111tl18 169,463 
iCJ 10 1357,585 10 IJ89.950 15t056 10 111tl99 ll2t03. 
•0 10 ll69t74l . IIJ ••oa,oaa 15t228 10 112.200 ., ••• ll 
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·2 10 13CJ5ell] 10 t436t510 15t!91 10 .. , ..... 119~634 
•S 10 1408tl54 10 145lel45 15tlli 10 llle488 112.341 
4 ... 1422t651 so 1471,901 l~lttll .. ,. lile946 11Sel41 
5 II 1437,021 10 1494t 156 16tll0 10 . 114t420 lllt036 
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1 10 1461,244 10 1521t3l0 16,,01 10 115t4ll 194tl2. 
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9 10 1499,551 10 1518,211 . ,.,, .. •• 116t414 1100t63!. 
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llt ~·· •• ~·1···· 1104t.055 
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.-::2• Sensitivity Test Results. Comparison of the two alternatives 
revealed that. the least costly option would be the 801 Build to Lease 
Prograa. A number of sensitivity tests were performed for the two· op
tions. As a result, two variables .ere identified to be somewhat sen
sitive to cost changes: . MCA construction costs and MCA residual value. 

CQ~par1son of the alternatives revealed that new construction would 
becon.·least cost alternative if MCA construction costs were decreased 
about 29.8 percent. Ex .. 1nation of other cost elements fn regard to 

their sensitivity revealed that a 212.5 and 367.5 percent increase, 
respeCtively, fn the residual value and the accelerated depreciation 
advantage for the new construction alternative would be necessary to 

alter the outcome of this report. The remaining cost elements are con
sidered insensitive sfnce they would have to decrease more than 100 per-· 
cent or increase more than 500 percent to change the relative ranking of 
the two alternatives. The results of these analyses are· summarized fn 

. table II-3. 

TABLE II-3 

CHANGES IN COST ELEMENTS TO RANK 
NEW CONSTRUCTION AS LEAST COSTLY 

Cost Eiements Required changes 
(percent) 

MCA Construction Cost 
801 Lease Cost 
MCA Residual Value· 
Accelerated Depreciation Advantage 

E. Summarr of Alternatives 

-29.8 
38.3 

212.5 
367.5 

The costs for· two. housing al ternatfves· W.re analyzed _1 n thf s . study:: 
·New Constriaction,· and Build ·to Lease Program. The cost element cate.
gori.es included 1n calculating the net present values of each of the 
alternatives are summarized fn table II-4. 



2. Methodology/Assumptions. 

a. A discount rate of 12 percent was applied to determine pre-
sent vatue of current dollar expenditures. 

b. Discount calculations for expense elements were performed 
using the mid-year convention. 

c. Price level changes due to inflation were· included in this 
analysis. OMB/OSD inflation rate guidelines were utilized on all applicable 
cost items. Initial input cost element variables were based on various 
price levels. All cost elements were adjusted to reflect FY· 86 price 
levels using the inflation rate guidelines presented in appendix B of 
this report. These· guidelines are f~om Department of Army, Program 
Budget Comnrt ttee, and are based on OMB econani c assUIIq)ti ons and pr1 c1 ng 
guidance (DACS-PBC Memorandum 85-1 dated 4 Janua~ 1985). 

d. The most probable structure life for the new construction 
alternative was taken to be 40 years for the purpose of calculating a 
residual value at the. end of the. ~eriod of analys)s. This residual 
value·was computed using the building decay-obsolescence schedule con
tained in OMB circular A-104, attachment B~ 

e. Residual values and resulting Federal tax. flows were considered 
1n the analysis. (See appendix A.) 

f. Expense elements which would.be th~ same were considered 
wash costs and were not included fn the comparative cost analysis. 

g. The length ·of the analysis period is 22 years (FY 86-thr-eugh 
FY 2007). 

· h. New hous1 ng would· be constructed on 1 and provided by the 
. proposer. . 

f. The 801 Program assumed sale of residential units at· the end 
of the 20-year 1 ease agreement to a non-Go·vernment entity. 

II-14 
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TABLE II-4 

SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES 

Alternatives 
Cost Elements MCA Construction Build to Lease 

Construction Costs 
Payment of Allowances (BAQ,VHA) 
Services 
Maintenance and Repair 
Equipment 
I~uted Insurance 
801 Lease Costs 
Real Estate Tax Increases·· (801) 
Federal Tax Gain 
Utilities 
Land Acquisition 
Adm1 ni strati on 
Residual Value 
Impact Aid-Dependent Children 
Accelerated Depreciation Advantage 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

Table II-5 summarizes the calculation results for cumulative net 
· discounted present value for each· of the 22 years of the period of ana

lysis. 

F. Methodology and Assumptions 

1. General. Investigations were made to determine the expense 
elements which should be addressed fn the two alternatives investigated. 
The development of expense element estimates is detailed in appendix A 

·of this report. Calculations were· perfo~d to estimate the present 
value of the stream of future expenditures required for the implemen
tation of each alternative. Computer outputs were then generated which 
display the projected costs per year with est~mated 1n~ationary· eff~ts 
(current 1986 dollar analysis);· present value per· year, cumulative pre
sent value per year, and cumulative p·resent value net of residual 

· ~_(_te_nninal,. or ·salvage ~aru,.). for each year·. . · · ... 



APPENDIX A 

DETAILED COST ELEMENT BUILD-UP 

I. Introduction. This section of the. report describes the procedures 
. followed in the· deriva.tion of cost items included in these economic ana
lyses·. The resultant figures were used in ca 1 cul ati ng present va 1 ue 
cost estimates for the various alternatives investigated. 

II. Cost Element Items. A schedule of the major cost elements for each 
of the alternatives was pre~iously shown in year-by-year detail in table 
II-2. The schedule reflects FY 86 price levels and spans the 22-year 
period of analysis (FY 1986 through FY 2007). 

·-

III. Cost Element Details 

A. Construction Cost: MCA (Variable 1) 

New construction costs were based on estimates developed by Fort 
· Worth District, u·.s. Army Corps of Engineers, using the Tr1-Service Cost 

Model. Under this alternative, ft was ·assumed that 300 new 2- and 
3-bedroom housing units would·be built off-post. Table·A-1 SURIIIarizes 
the cost estimate for the MCA alternative. 

. ~ . '. 



Fiscal Year 

86 
87 

60 

40 

B. 801 Build to Lease Program (Variable 2) 

Annua 1 Cost. 

$11,478,000 
s 7,652,000 

Th1 s progr•, which was author1 zed under the M11i tary Construc_ti on 
Authorization Act of 1984, .as designed to test whether family housing 
caul d be provided more econa~~ically than by conventional means. The pro- -
posed units would be constructed to meet the space requireMents .for accom-
panied company and enlisted grade oersonnel. Under thi_s plan, 300 dwelling 
units ~uld be constructed, operated, and maintained by a private contrac
tor. The units would be built on off-post lands provided by the proposer. 
The· 1 eas1 ng agreement between the Goverrinent and the. contractor may not ... _ ,. .. 
exceed 20 years •. Under this program, the individual service person would 
forfeit his/her BAQ and VHA and be issigned to the housing unit. 

Annual lease costs of $2,006,400 .. reapplied which reflect the actual 
bid price contained fn the selected proposal. This annual amount was held 
constant throughout the lease period given that it fs not subject to infla
tionary adjustments. Estimated annual lease expenditures over the analysi·s 
period are as follows. 

Number Period of Monthly 
Ff seal of Operation Rental !! : Annual 

Year Units (Months) Cost/Unit : . Expend1 tures Y 
86-
87 300 6 $557.32 $1,003,150 
88-2007 300. 12 557.32 2';006 '41)0 

1/ Weighted average monthly rentar rate based on project composition stated fn 
- selected proposal. . 

·21. Annual expenditures inch~de the--operation of 30_0· ~11 fng units· for· · 
-· 6 ·months in FY.87. 

• I 



.. E. Utilities: MCA Construction and 801 Lease (Wash) 

·utility expenses for both alternatives w111 be equ~l and ·are considered 
wash costs. 

F. Maintenance and Repair: MCA Construction (Variab-le 5) 

Esti111tes for IIIIi ntenance and repair- ( MIR l costs on the MCA ·a 1 teM1at1 ve 
were based on the assumption that these costs would be silrtlar to the 
current installation expenses on units of ca.parable size and age. Further 
adjustments fn these costs were- 1111de to reflect anticipated higher main
tenance costs due to increased physical deterioration in future years. 
Historical MIR data ( 1982-1984) we.-e obtained for uni~s 1n the fufly 
housing inventory at Fort Polk. Exa.1nation of this data-revealed that 
average maintenance costs increased with structure age. Var.ying levels of 
estimated annual MIR costs were projected based upon a simple regression 
analysis of the general fonw: 

• 7.12571x-13,009.44569 

where y • the projected M&R costs/DU/year 

x • projected time-period (fiscal year) 

r • 0.884 (correlation coefficient) 

Using this trendlfne, MIR costs· .are adjusted every fourth year during the 
analysis beginning fn FY 90 to reflect the expected increased costs. 
Resultant annual MIR expenditures are as follows. 



once over the life of the project. Periodic service calls were programmed 
suc_h that every two dwelling units received one call per year at a cost of 
$30.00 per call. The estimated average annual cost for equipment under the 
MCA option is as follows. 

Item Cost/Unit 

Refrigerator 
Range/Oven 

Total 

$ 380.95 
575.00 

$ 955.95 (FY 83) 

Add: 

Adjustment Factor x1.156 
$1,105.08 (FY 86) 

The cost of 150 service calls (300 DU's/2) per year. 
150 service calls x $30/call • $4,500 (FY86) 

A schedule of the annual expenditures for equipment 1s presented below.-

Fiscal : : Number of : Annual . Annual . 
Year : Item . Units . Cost/Unit . Exeendi tures y . . . 

88 - · Ini t1 al issue 300 $ 0.00 2/ ·s 0 2/ 
89-97 Service calls 150 30.00 - 4,500 --
98 Replacement 300 1,105.08 331,500 
99-2007 Service calls 150 30.00 4,500 

1/ Does not reflect projected annual inftationa~ price increases. 
]1 Subject equipment included in initial construction costs. 

I. Federal Tax Revenue: 801 (Variable 8) 

Estimates of the Federal tax revenue received under .the 801 alter
native were derived based upon the following assumptions. 

o Developer w111 sell all dwelling units (real property) constructed 
under ~e 801 Program to party(s) other than the Government upon 

. comoletion of the 20-year lease tem and pay Federal tax due •. 

o . Revenue·s ~received would be tax-~d as capftal gai.ns. and would ·~educe 
801 Program costs by generating tax revenue. 

o Assumed capital gains rate of 20 percent. 
:. J . .)·J 



allowances would be paid under the 801 Pro~ram based on the 18-month 
construction period as set forth 1n the subject RFP. Scheduled annual 
expenditures are as follows: 

Number Period of . . .. . 
Fi seal . ·of . Operation . Monthly . Annual . . . . 
Year . Units . (Months) . Cost/Unit : Expenditures y. . . . 

MCA Alternative 

86,87 300 12 $350.10 $1,260,400 
88-2007 

Section 801 

86 300 12 $350.10 $1,260,400 
87 300 6 350.10 630,200 
88-2007 

1J Does not reflect anticipated inflationa~ price increases. 

K. Real Estate Taxes: 801 Build to Lease (Variable 10) 

The RFP specifies that the-Government will pay 80 percent of all 
increases in general real estate taxes levied after the second year ·of 

.. 

operation. General real estate taxes are those which are assigned on 
an ad valorem basis against all taxable real property in--the taxing 
authority's jurisdiction. Tax rates for this cost element were assigned 
based upon the geographical location (i.e., taxing authority's jurisdic
tion) of the proposed housing units •. Effective tax ra_tes and methodologies 
shown below were applied to the 801 Build to Lease construction cost esti_
mate for the purpose of calculating the applicable· real estate tax expenses. 
to be paid by the Government. 



Ff seal lnfl at ion 
Year Facto,-

84 1.000 
89 1.201 
90 1.242 
91 1.285 
92 1.328 
93 1.373 
94 1.420 
95 1.468 
96 1.518 
97 1.569" 
98 1.623 
99 1.678 

2000 1.736 
01 1.795 
02 1.856 
03 1 •. 919 

. 04 1.984 
05 2.051 
06 2.121 
07 2.193 

Total Local 
Taxes Due 

$137,132 
164,696 
170,318 
176,"215 
182,111 
188,282 
194,727 
201,310 
208,166 
215,160 
222,565 
230,107 
238,061 
246,152 
254,517 
263,156 
272,070 
281,258 
290,857 
300,730 

Increment 
of Increase 
From FY 89 

$ 5,622 
11,519 
17,415 
23,586 
30,031 
36,614 
43,470 
50,464 
57,869 
65,411 
73,365 
81,456 
89,821 
98,460 

107,374 
116,562 
126,161 
136,034 

Incremental Taxes 
Payable by Federal 

Government 
(80S of Total) 

$ 4,498 
9,215 

13,932 
18,869 
24,025 
29,291 
34,776 
40,371 
46,295 
52,329 
58,692 
65,165 
71,857 
78,768 
85,899 
93,250 

"100,929 
108,827 

L. Imputed Insurance: MCA Construction (Variable 12) 

Insurance costs related to the MCA alternative reflect only those fees . 
necessary to cover- the liability claims. Property damage due to other 
types of casualties was excluded since the cost of repairs and/or replace
ment is handled under- required maintenance and repair and thus is reflected 
in the annual M&R budget accounts. C~sts included in this elemen~ reore
sent localized· commercial 11ab111ty rates. The rate applied for the MCA 
alternative was $35.00/dwellfng unit/year. Annual expenditures for this 
cost element are as follows. 

. Number Period of . 
Fi seal of .·Operation . . .Annual . . Annual . . .. 
·Yea·r·. Units (Months.) ··cost/Unit ·: Ex~endi tures y -
86,87 -88-2007 300 12 SJS.OO $10,500 

lf Does not reflect anticipated inflationary price increases. 

.. 
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2007). Under the MCA option, residUal value of the structures was con
sidered a reduction in the cost of this alternative to the Government. 
Thi's est1uted residual value was computed and inserted during the final 
year of the analysis (FY 2007). The procedure used to derive this value 
is shown bel ow. 

($19,130,000) X 
(Estimated 

(~~0514) X (0.71) • $27,862,700 (FY 2007) 
(Compound In- (Building 

MCA Cost) Inf1at1on Factor!/) Decay FactorY) Residual Value· 

1/ See footnote 2, item I. 
"'ll See footnote 3, item I. 

0. Services: MCA Construction (Variable 15) 

Cost elements 1n the services account include refuse collect1on/dfs
posa1, entomological, and custodial services. Estimates of prior year ser
vice expenses (1982-1984) were obtained from AMS housing management 
accounts furnished by the Budget Office at Fort Polk. An estimate of 
annual cost breakdown of each of these service items is listed below. 

Item 

Refuse collection/disposal 
Entomology services 
Custodial 

Annual Costl/ Annual Cost/Unit 

$147,619.42 $ 51.38 
113,609.41 39.54 

9,682.38 3.37 
Total $ 94.29 (FY 84) 
Adjustment Factor xl.lOS 

s104.19 (FY 86) 

!f Annual cost to service 2,873 units. 

The above cost/unit was then applied to.the following schedule to 

derive the annual expenditures for services. Under th~ 801 alternative, 
-· the cost to provide custodial and· entomological services is included in the 

shelter rent fee. 



INFLAtiON AND RESIDUAL FACTORS 

I. Inf1 ation. Where appropriate, adjustments were made to place all the 
cost data at current dollar FY 86 price levels •. Inflation rate guidelines 
shown in table B-1 were applied to adjust the cost elements to ref1ect·FY . 
86 and all future price levels. 

Fiscal Year 

1986-87 
1987-88 
1988-89 
1989-2007 

TABLE 8-1 

INFLATION RATE GUIDELINES 

Inflation Rate 
(percent) 

4.2 
4.0 
3.7 
3.4 

SOURCE: Department of Army, Program Budget 
Comnnttee, based on OMB economic assumptions and 
pricing guidance (OACS-PBC Memorandum 83-146 dated 
4 April 1983). Same escalation rate applies for 
all cost element items. 

II. Residual Factors. Calculation of a residual value of a particular 
item can sometimes be a critical element in an economic analysis. In the 
case of a structure, the residual value would be its net·dfsposal value at 
the end of the project 1 ife. The residual value of a .structure is 

·generally thought to declin~ over time-, reflecting its use, consumption, 
and/or physical deterioration. 

For purposes of this economic analysis, Building Decay Obsolescence 
Factors were used to calculate residual value for the new construction 
alter~ative. Residual factors applic~ble .to .this 111ethod are .listed· .in .. : 
t-able B-2~ Initial construction cost was assumed ·to. approximate new market·· 

.. value. r·1ultiplying this amount by a selected residual factor yields the 
estimated residual value (in FY 86 prices) for the selected·year. 

.... 
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APPENDIX C 
DO Fonn 1379 

N4IIATIVI QN ,AJ'ILY MOUSING t 
••n•OIIt'1aa aiaaioa of the Sth tllf.Ut&'f D1•taioa uul Port Polk 18 co accaia and u1aca1a 

co.bat r .. dJ poacare ta auppo~ of aatioaal defaue objectt• .. aDd co aapport conctaaaa
cy ,J.au u tireccad ~ lliaher heac&q~cara. To· =-lUI, operata ud •tacaia the 
raao.arcaa of rort Polk aad to acco-.U.all aU uataaact lliaaiou ucl co pronda '""on co 
aaa1aaad, attached, or taaaat uaita or acti•tttaa, aa raqutrad~ 
;. :.K•Y•O• • 
rort Potk 1a locatad 1a the l1aatch1a lacioaal roraac area, approxiaatelr ataht ailaa 
Sl of LaeanUe, LA; zo ailaa •nil of Ddiddar, LA; au ellrH Idle• aaac of us IU.ahvay 
111. T!la populatioa of Lnnilla aaw axc•d• 20,000, vith a pariah (cauaty) popW.atioa 
of 54,134. D.atdder'a populatioa approx18ataa 15,000 vitb a pariah (couaty) populacioa 
of 30,304. t.araar c....U.tiea ara Alauadria, Sl all• to the uat .ud Like Cbarlaa, 70 
.tlaa to the ·aouth. 
J. :~ • ., .. ,,.. tu•-o-Y 
Local ecoa_, aclaquce ltouataa r.U.u 1a abort aupply. Maeta that are aYailable to 
allttary fa1d.ltaa coutac prtunly of oldar, raatal watca ia laaa thaa auitabla 
coadittoa· due to poor atata of .. tataaaace, anttquacad co.,oneaca, aDd unaccaptabla 
aa.troa.aatal faccora; raacal .abile ho .. a locacad, for the .aac pare, 1a parka that ara 
aaYiroa.eacally uaaccaptabla due·to lack of fire aDd police p~cacttoa; poor aaatcarr 
...... •r•c• .. : poor watar aupply ayac ... ; unpawed acraata; aad a•••ral lack of ovnar 
~iacaaaaca au coacana; ha.aa for sale ill ella uaa, which ara 111 the $45,000 - Sl5,000 
prtca ran••• are at praaeat ia.fatr aupply, but ara beyond the .. au of thoaa belGV 
f1ald arada raak due to caab required for dova pa,..ac aad/or &lauaptioa, aad hiah 
~nchly .arca•a• pa,..Dca • 

•. •011111110 011 •• ,. 

!Oa-poat loa1 raap .uaet1 cout1t of 3073 watca. Of ella 3073 \&Aita, 2705 ara MCO 
quartara; 301 ceo quartara (74 of tba 301 are ta.,ararily raallocated fro• NCO unita); 
60 reo quarters; ft•• sco quarcara, aDd two co qua~tara. Th•~· ara 391 trailer lpacaa 
oa poac for prtvatelr-ovned·tratlera. 

'· "~~•~•••c•••o .. otr .. o•osco .. oua••• 
~ftorta by the iaatallacioa co imt•~••t local raaltors aad build•~• 1m conatructiaa 
lhou•tas Wlder low riak ll1J1) .ana•a• proaraa ha•• ben· ullaucc•••ful •. Tho•• vith 
iavaaCD&at capital ha•• acacad they prefar other .ora profitable iaveac .. ata chall raacal 
real •scaca. Couequaacly, oaly 41 reacal ullita are W~du coaacrucctoa ta the area. 
S..a lalldlordl are purchaataa aDd ra.odaliaa old ao•ara.aac ba~racka butldillll to be 
reacad aa aparcm.ata to lower arad• MCOa. Thera ara 12 apare.entl of thia type aov 
~adar conat~ctton/raaovattoa. The actual currellt deficit of family houataa uaitl fo~ 
~11aible falliltea 1a ll23. Of thil auabar, 1.123 •~• oa the cunaac houaina vait1na 
litta. The lana raaaa dafictt, baaed ·OG 100% acrenath &I raflactad ia ASIP 1a 3600 for 
~o~al ai11cary aad 2444 for elili~l• peraoaael. The oaly apparant aeaaa for I&Cilfytna 
tha f..S.ly houatac deficit at Fo~t Polk 1a by on-poat ailitary coaacructioll. Land la 
~•ailabla, approY&d aad idallttfiad ill 1aatallacioa ma~ter plalla. Daficit houaina ~c 
chta lnacallacioa tapaccs on quality of life affortl lor ailitary faailies and t. a 
~atarminina factor ill raanliatmanc of sally.beat qual1fiad aoldlera. Tha impact e~canda 
to .tl1tary raadin••• aacl uy ha•• a cfi~ecc. baarin_g oft national sacurity. 
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. JAMiE L. WHITTEN. MISSISSIPPf. CHAIRMAN 
EDWAl':D P BOLAND. MASSACHUSETTS 
WILLIAM H. NATCH~II. KENTUCKY,t 

- NEAL SMITI-!. IOWA' •. 
• JOSEPH P AODA8BO. NEW YORK 

SIDNEY R. YATES. ILLINOIS 
DAVID R. OSEY. WISCONSIN· 
EDWARD R. ROYBAL CALIFORNIA 
LOUIS STOKES. OHIO 
TOM BEVILL ALABAMA 
BILL CHAPPELL. JR .. FLORIDA 
BILL ALEXANDER. ARKANSAS 
JOHN P. MURTHA. PENNSYLVANIA 
BOB TRAXLER. MICHIGAN 
JOSEPH D. EARLY. MASSACj,iUSETTS 
CHARLES WILSON. TEXAS 
LINDY (MRS. HALEI BOGGS. LOUISIANA 
NORMAN D. DIC.!C:S. WASHINGTON 
MATTHEW F. McHUGH. NEW YORK 
WILLIAM LEHMAN. FLORIDA 

ctongrtss of tht tinittd £'tatt.s 
\louse of 1Rtprtsmtatiuts 

~ommitttt on appropriations 
9ashington, 'il<t 20515 

MARTIN OLAV SABO. MINNESOTA 
JULIAN C. DIXON. CALIFORNIA 
VIC FAZIO. CALIFORNIA 
W.G. (BII.U HEFNER. NORTH CAROU.NA 
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Mr. Douglas Farbrother 

December 1 7, 

Principal Director (Installations) 
Room 3E772 
The· Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-8000 

Dear Mr. Farbrother: 

1 985 

MINORITY MtMBERS 

SILVIO 0. CONTE. MASSACHUSETTS 
JOSEPH M. McDADE. PENNSYLVANIA 
JOHN T MYERS. INDIANA 
ClARENCE E. MILLER. OHIO 

. LAWRENCE COUGHLIN. PENNSYLVANIA 
C.W. BILL YOUNG. FLORIDA 
JACK F. KEMP. NEW YORK 
RALPH REGULA. OHIO 
GEORGE M. O'BRIEN. ILLINOIS 
VIRGINIA SMITH. NEBRASKA 
ELDON RUDD. ARIZONA 
CARL D. PURSELL MICHIGAN 
MICKEY EDWARDS. OKLAHOMA 
BOB LIVINGSTON. LOUISIANA 
BILL GREEN. NEW YORK 
TOM LOEFFLER. TEXAS 
JERRY lEWIS, CALIFORNIA 
JOHN EDWARD PORTER. IlliNOIS 
HAROLD ROGERS, KENTUCKY 
JOE SKEEN. NEW MEXICO 
FRANK R. WOLF. VIRGINIA 
IILL LOWERY, CALIFORNIA 

CLERK AND STAFF DIRECTOR 
FREDERICK G. MOHRMAN 

TELEPHONE: 
1202) 225-2771 

On December 4, 1985, the Committee informed the Department 
that they had elected to defer the request for build to lease 
family housing at Fort Wainwright, Alaska under the Section 801 
program (P.L. 98-115). The Army's options were to renegotiate or 
rebid this contract. 

The Committee.understands that a best and final offer has 
been received from each contractor and a selection has once again 
been made. The Committee also understands that the selection 
still remains with the same successful bidder and that the lease 
cost for 20 years has been reduced to $158,094,253 whi'ch is about 
a 5 percent reduction from the original proposal. For this 
reason the Committee has no objection to the signing of a lease 
at this reduced price for housing at Fort Wainwright, Alaska. 

Sincerely, 

Bi 11 He.fner, Chairman 
Appropriations Subcommittee on 
Military Construction 
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Mr. Douglas Farbrother 

December 17, 

Principal Director (Installations) 
Room 3E772 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-8000 

Dear Mr. Farbrother: 
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MINORITY MtMBERS 

SILVIO 0. CONTE. MASSACHUSETTS 
JOSEPH M. McDADE. PENNSYLVANIA 
JOHN T. MYERS. INDIANA 
ClARENCE E. MILLER. OHIO 
LAWRENCE COUGHUN. PENNSYLVANIA 
C.W. BILL YOUNG. FLORIDA 
JACK F. KEMP; NEW YORK 
RALPH REGULA. OHIO 
GEORGE M. O'BRIEN. ILLINOIS 
VIRGINIA SMITH. NEBRASKA 
ELDON RUDD. ARIZONA 
CARL D. PURSELL MICHIGAN 
MICKEY EDWARDS. OKLAHOMA 
808 LIVINGSTON. LOUISIANA 
BILL GREEN. NEW YORK 
TOM LOEFFLER. TEXAS 
JERRY LEWIS. CALIFORNIA 
JOHN EDWARD PORTER. IWNOIS 
HAROLD ROGERS. KENTUCKY 
JOE SKEEN. NEW MEXICO 
FRANK R. WOLF, VIRGINIA· 
BILL LOWERY. CALIFORNIA 

CLERK AND STAFF DIRECTOR 
FREDERICK G. MOHRMAN · 

TELEPHONE: 
1202)22&-2771 

On December 4, 1985, the Committee informed the Department 
that they had elected to defer the. request for build to lease 
family housing at Fort Wainwright, Alaska under the Section 801 
program (P.L. 98-115). The Army's options were to renegotiate or 
rebid this contract. 

The Committee.understands that a best and final offer has 
been received from each contractor and a selection has once again 
been made. The Committee also understands that the selection 
still remains with the same successful bidder and that the lease 
cost for 20 years has been reduced to $158,094~253 which is about 
a 5 percent reduction from the original proposal. For ·this 
reason the Committee has no objection to the signing of a lease 
at this reduced price for housing at Fort· Wainwright, Alaska. 

Sincerely, 

£fppl~.f~ 
Bill Hefner, Chairman 
Appropriations Subcommittee on 
Military Construction 
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FORT WAINWRIGHT,:ALASKA 
liD. FAMILY HOuSING . 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

July, 1985 

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A. The Decision Objecti.ve 

The objective of this study is to determine if a proposed Section 801 
military housing lease would be a more economical means of providing 400 
family housing units at Fort Wainwright, near Fairbanks, Alaska, as compared 
to traditional Army constructed and operated family housing units. 

B. Background 

Section 801 of the Military Construction Authorization Act of 1984 and 
amendments thereto authorized several pilot programs to determine the cost 
effectiveness of a lease program to obtain additional housing facilities. If 
approved by Congress, leased housing facilities would be available for 
beneficial occupancy in_ April 1987. · 

Major provisions set forth in this program a~e as fol~ows: 

o Occupants would forfeit Basic Allowances for Quarters (BAQ) and 
Variable Housing Allowances (VHA) tn return for assigned quarters. 

o The Government would pay all rent, utilities, and administrative costs. 

o The program cannQt be applied to existing housing. 

o The program would be implemented through competitive contracting 
procedures. 

o The-new housing units are required to be constructed at least to 
minimum DOD specification. . 

o The new housing units may be built on pr~vate or Government-owned land. 

o The lease term •lY not exceed 20 years. The developer has 10 additional 
years of outlease rights before being required to remove all improvements on 
Government property. -

o A validated deficit in military housing must exist 1n the general area. 

o Priority shall be given to military families. 

o. A contract may not be entered into for the lease of housing facilities 
under this program until: ·. 

(a) The Secretary of De.fense submits to the appropriate c0111t1ittees of 
Congress, in writing, an economic analysis· (based upon accepted life cycle 
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costing procedures) which demonstrates that the. proposed contract is cost · i 
effective when compared with alternative means of furnishing the same housing 
facilities. 

(b) A period of 21 calendar days has expired following the date on 
which the economic analysis 1s received by those committees. 

C. · Major Assumptions 

1. That the Army will have a continuing need for housing at Fort 
Wainwright for at least 20 years (the term of the 801 lease). 

·" . 

2. That the rent to satisfy the lease will be appropr.iated for that 
purpose by Congress on an annual basis. 

3 •. That the owner/developer of the 801 Housing will retain ownership of 
the project for the. full 32-year outlease period and then remove completely 
all improvements. 

4. That maintenance and repair costs in the Army Family Housing (AFH) 
alternative will experience both real and. inflationary increase based on the 
age of the units, while the 801 housing maintenance rent will experience on·ly 
an inflationary increase based on its tie to the index of Economic Indicators. 

5. That the construction contract for the AFH would be awarded on 
_30 September 1985 and would require all units to be delivered by 1 April 1987. 

6. That an agreement to lease 1n the 801 Build to Lease (BTL) program· 
would be signed on 30 September 1985 with all the units delivered by 1 April 
1987, f.e., the same schedule for both alternatives. 

7. That construction w111 take 18 months. 

8. That the SOl lease alternative will be depreciated over a 30-year 
straight line for tax purposes. 

9. That·fncreases in real estate taxes ~ayable in the 801 alternative by 
the Government w111 not be .considered part of the maintenance rent for the·. 
purpose of applying the Economic Indicator· index at the start of the following 
year. 

. 10. That fnflatfon would be applied to future maintenance and repair 
categories at rates specified by OMB/OSD. 

11. That the discount inter•st rate used throughout the 21 years of 
project life, to give future expenditures for each alternative an equivalent 
1985 value - wfll be 12 percent. 

· 12. That the same parcel of Government-owned land on Fort Wainwright 
would be used for construction of the selected alternative. 

13. That a 60 percent outllY of capital is made in FY 86 followed by a 
40 percent outlay in FY 87 to compensate for retainage and possible early 
acceptance of completed units prior to 1 April 1987. 
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D. Alternatives Considered 

Two alternatives for providing the needed housing were considered. They 
were: 

1. Army Family. Housing (AFH) Alternative - This alternative involves 
construction of new family housing through_ the MCA program. The required units 
would be constructed over an 18-month period (FY86 and FY87), and operated and 
maintained by the Government for at least a period equal to the term of the 801 
lease. These units would be built on Government-owned land on Fort Wainwright. 

2. 801 Build to Lease (BTL) Alternative - This alternative involves the 
leasing of f~ily housing units for 20 years by the Army. These units would be 
leased from a private developer, who would construct them to at least the DOD. 
minimum specification. These-units would be constructed on Fort Wainwright. 
The land outlease would run for 30 ye•rs beyond the end of construction. 

E. Methodology 

Investigations were made to determine the expense elements which would 
apply to the two alternatives investigated. The-development of expense 
element estimates is detailed 1n Appendix A of this report. Computations were 
performed to estimate the present value of the stream of future expenditures 
required for the implementation of each alternative. Computer outputs were· 
generated which display the project costs per year with estimated inflationary 
effects (current dollar analysis), present cost per year, and cumulative 
present cost .Per year. The total net cumulative costs were then compared to 

~ identify· the least costly alternative. The result~ were then tested for the 
effects created by changes in cost elements. This •sensitivity analysis• 
helped identify the importance of each variable tn the final result. 

F. Economic Analysis Results 

Below are the results of the Economic Analysis for the 400 family housing 
units. 

Alternative 

AFH On-post Construction 
801 Lease 

Present Worth 
Net Cost* 

$64,458.170 
$56,169,071 

Average 
Annual Equivalent 

$8,523,954 
$7,427,807 

*Based on a 21-year period of analysis (1986-2006) and a 12 percent discount 
rate. 

The analysis of costs indicates the use of the 801 BTL program to be the 
least costly and most economically feasible means of meeting an urgent need 
for AMmy military pers~nnel family quarters at Fort Wainwright. 

G. Sensitivity Analysis Results 
. 

Eight variables were tested for the impact created on the overall results · 
of· the analysis by changes in each variable. None of these variables proved 
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very sensitive. Changes in construction co~ts .of AFH construction, and 
maintenance rent for 801 BTL and repair costs to AFH housing were the most 
sensitive, but even these ttems required substantial change before affecting 
the overall analysis. A detailed discussion of sensitivity is contained in 
paragraph II· D-2. 

H. Nonmonetary Factors 

Bacause both alternatives are the same size, are sited at the same 
location, and are scheduled~tdenttcally, nonmonetary factors are no~ an issue. 

I. Recommended Action 

Because economic analysis indicates that the 801 BTL Program is the least 
costly means, it is recommended.that the A~ be authorized to enter into · 
Section 801 leases for 400 units of f~11y housing on Fort Wainwright. 

·. 
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Appendix A 
Detailed Cost Element Summary 

I. Introduction 

This appendix covers the derivation of cost items included in the 
~receding economic analyses. It also presents the rationale used 1n the 
1nclus1on or non1nclus1on of the cost elements in each alternative. It shows 
how each cost element was developed and explains the •wash• cost items. 

II. AFH Alternat1ve Costs 

A. Construction Cost 

\ 

New construction costs were based on estimates developed by the Norfolk 
District, u.s. ~ Corps of Engineers using the Tri-Service Family Housing 
Cost Model. For-each project, 1t was assumed that the appropriate number of 
housing·units would be built on post. The Average Net Square Foot (ANSF) per 

• unit was calculated based on information obtained from the Request for 
Proposals for the project. The number of units was multiplied by this ANSF 
and then by a $46 per square foot cost figure based on •untt Costs, DOD 
Fac111t1es• dated August 1984. A project factor was developed by multiplying 
an Area Cost Factor by a Project Size Factor by a Untt Si·ze Factor. Project 
Size and Unit Size Factors are given by the model. The Area Cost Factor used 
was obtained from the •Material and labor Cost Indexes• from OSD dated 
September 1983. The project cost was then multiplied by this ·Project Factor 
to obtain a Housing Untt Cost. Support costs were assumed to be 30 percent of 
the Housing Unit ·Cost in accordance with OCE experience and exist~ng site 
conditions. The support cost was then added to the Housing Unit Cost. The 
resulting cost was then multiplied by standard 5 percent contingency and 5.5 
percent supervision/administration factors to obtain a final project cost. 
Detailed computations of these costs for each project are shown at the 
beginning of the appropriate project appendix. 

Construction costs have been time-phased based.on reasonable expectation~ 
of unit delivery and contract payment. In thfs caset the cost analysis for· 
each project assumes delivery at midyear (April 1987J wfth a 60/40 split 
construction payment schedule fn FY 86 and 87, respectively. No inflation was 
applied to thts cost, as 1t would be a contract price set at the time of award. 

The proposed 400-unit project 1s expected to have the mix of floor space 
below. This shows derivation of average square feet used per unit: 

Mfnf1111m Maxi lUI 
Bedrooms I Units Space Space Average Total 

3 304 1140 1350 1245 378,480 
4 68 1285 1450 1368 93,024 
5 28 1460 1550 1505 42.140 

100 513,644 - Divided by . 400 
1284.11 
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Table A-1 
400 unit Project 

FY 1985 TRI-SERVICE FAMILY AbUSING COST MODEL 

SERVICE: ~ 

BASELINE: 

PROJECT FACTORS: 

HOUSING UNIT COST: 

SUPPORTING COST: 

Sli4MARY: 

Location: Ft. Wainwright, AK 

( 400 ) 1284.11 ( $46.). $ 23,627,624 
(No. Units) ( ANSF) ($/NSF) • 5' Line Cost 

(2 .03) 
( ACF) 

( .98 ) 
(Project Size) 

( • 97 ) . • 1. 93 . 
tUnit Size) • Project Factor 

( $23,625,600) . ( 1.93 ) • $45,601,314 
(5 1 Line Cost) (Project Factor) • Housing Unit Cost 

($ -0- ) ( ·) ( ) • $ N/A (passive) 
(S~lar Cost) (ACF) (Unit). • Total Project Solar Cost 

($45~601,314) + (. - ) I ( 400 ) • $114,000 
( Unit Cost ) + (Solar) I (No. Untts) • Average Unit Cost 

·site Preparation 
Roads and-Paving Assume Standard 
Utilities 
Recreation 30S 
Landscaping 

· Special Construction 

( ) ( ) ( ) • $13,680,394 
(Totals) (ACF) (No. Units) • Support Cost 

($45,601,314) + ( .. .) + ( $13,680,394). $59,281,708 
( Unit Cost ) + (Solar Cost) + (Support Cost) • Subtotal 

($59,281,703) ( 1.05 ) (1.055) • $65,669,311 
( Subtotal ) (Contingency) (S10H ) • Project Total _ 

Project Cost • S6S.ZOQ.OOQ (rounded) 
. . .. 

ANSF - Average Net Sijuare Feet I Unit 
ACR - Area Cost Factor 

PROJECT SIZE·· (No. Units) 
1 - 49 Units • 1.05 

50 - 99 Units • 1.02 
100 - 199 Untts • 1.00 
200 - 499 Untts • 0.98 
500 + Units • 0.95 

UNIT SIZE - (Net Square Feetl 
95o - 105o • .·oo 

1051 - 1150 • 0.99 
1151 - 1250 • 0.98 
1251 - 1350 • 0~97 
1351 + • 0~96 
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.... 

For new construction of th.e 400 units the average floor space used 1n 
all calculations 1s 1284.11 square feet. This number 1s -entered 1n·to the 
FY 1985 Tr1-Serv1ce Family Housing Cost Model shown in Table A-1. 

B. Land Cost 

A land cost is considere4 a •wash• cost because the same parcel of 
government land is to be used for development of either alternative. 

C. Maintenance and Repair Costs 

Basic figures representing long term historic costs were supplied by 
the Housing Resources Branch of the ~ Housing D1v1s1on of the Office of the 
Assistant Chief of Engineers. . . 

. . 

The furnished FY83 average (non-foreign source.housing) costs of 
$978/unit CONUS-wide average (for units 0 to 13 years old) and $1,535. (for 
units 14 to 33 years old) inflated. to current (FY86) dollars indicate $1,099 
and $1,725 respectively. Applying the Fort Wainwright Area cost factor of 
2.03 makes these costs $2,230 and $3,502. If these costs are assumed to apply 
to the median ages of 6.5 and 23.5 years for the two classes of units, a 
linear model·can be developed. Using linear regression yields the following 
cost per unit based on the formula Y • 1,743 + 74 X; where (X) is each year 
and (Y) is total cost. . 

Table A-2 
Maintenance and Repair Costs 

!!!!: Per Unit Project !!.!!: Per Unit· Project 

1986 -o- -o- 1996" 2,489 995,609 
87 $.1,817 . $ 363,400 l! 97 2,565 1,026,000 
88 1,891 756,400 98 2,639 1,055~600 
89 1,967 786,800 1999 2,713 1,085,200 
90 2,042 816,800 2000 .2,787" 1,114,800 
91 2,112 844,800 01 2,863 1,145,200 
92 2,190 876,000 02 2,938 1,175,200 
93 2,266 906,400 03 3.012 1,204,800 
94 2.340 936,000 04 3,086 1,234,400 
95 2,414 965,600 OS 3,160 1.2&4·,000 

06 $3,236 $1,294,400 

11 Represents 1/2 year 1n first year of occupancy. 

Project costs were obtained by multiplying the appropriate number of 
units by the above costs. This is OMB/OSD accepted methodology. 

At first glance, this approach would appear to yield costs which are 
too high 1n the initial years of project life. Thfs 1s explained by noting 
that the BP 1920 cost account from which these costs are obtained includes a 
reserve for replacing units lost by fire, flood and other hazards. Thus, this 
M&R cost includes an expense that a private developer would pay as a part of 
his insurance· cost. It should be noted that this cost does not include the 

·cost of deferred maintenance-or rehabilitation and ts, therefore, considered 
more !"e11able than installation average costs which often include these items. 
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This cost category is.- considered subject to both real growth (caused 
by aging of the units), and inflationary growth. Cos·ts have been· projected 
accordingly. In addition, these costs are assumed to begin at delivery of the 

· units. 

D. Equis-nt Costs 

This cost categor1 includes the cost of service and replacement of 
appliances in the family housin·g units. Replacement costs were based on an 
estimated 10-year life of the appliances and estimated costs. Also assumed 
were &SA catalog purchase and delivery costs to Fairbanks. Service costs were 
calculated for intermediate years including parts and labor to repair · 
appliances. Only refrigerator and range costs are· in this item, as the 
remaining appliances are included in maintenance and repair costs as installed 
equipment. 

Replacement costs were calculated as· follows: 

Refrigerator 
Range 
Total FY84 Cost 
Inflated to FYB6 

$380 
575 

$955 
1.0826 
$1,033.88 
Say $1,035/unit 

400 units ·x $1,035 • $414,000 replacement cost at year 10. 

It was assumed that $20 per unit per year was on appropriate local 
cost of repair for use tn the computer, based upon Alaska labor costs. The 

•annual costs were CJlculated as follows: 

400 units I $20/unit/year • $8,000/year 

These costs were time-phased based on unit delivery in FYB7i half a year•s 
charge was applied tn 1987 with a full charge every other year except in 1997 
when equipment is to be fully replaced. . 

E. Imputed Insurance Costs 

The insurance cost element includes the imputed cost of liability 
·insurince only. Structure replacement ts covered under the Maintenan.ce and 
_Repair cost element as noted. Estimates of these costs are based on estimates 
from commercial insurance sources·near Fort Wainwright. Using a $500,000 
limit, these sources estimate the cost of liability insurance at $45 per 
unit. Thts figure was applied to all of theuntts and was time-phased in 
accordance with the delivery of units specified under the construction cost 
element. This cost .element was considered subject to inflationary growth only. 

Costs were calculated as follows: 

1986 - Units under construction • $0 
1987 - 400 units t $45/year X ·.s year • $ 9,000 
1988 thru 2006 - 400 units I $45/y~ar • $18,000 



F. Service Cost 

Costs in this element include refuse collection/disposal, 
entomological (pest control) servfees, snow removal and custodial services in 
public and common areas. These services are included 1n the 801 Lease 
alternative as either real estate taxes paid by the developer or Maintenance 
rent. 

The Fort Wainwright Family Housing Office prov1ded.fY84 costs for 
these services. These costs were estimated to be $286,000 1n FY84 dollars 
based on historical data furnished. Escalation to current (FY 86) dollars 
suggests a cost of $310,825. 

6. Residual Value 

This residual value element represents the value which the Government 
will retain in the property tt owns outright at the end of the 19.5-year lease 
period. This value was computed by use of the· Building Decay - Obsoles.cence 
and Site Appreciation factors promulgated fn Appendix 8 of OMB Circular A-104 
dated 14 June 1972. Construction costs and site costs are treated separately 
1n order to apply different factors to each. Both were tnflated based on 
OMB/OSD indices to FY2006 dollars prior to application of these factors: 

400 Unit Project 

FY86 Construction Cost S 65,669,311 
X Inflation factor to FY2006 2.019 

equals FY2006 cost $132,585,712 
X Building Obsolescence Factor .70969 

equals Residual Value of Improvements $ 94,095,945 

H. School Impact Aid 

An additional cost element was added to the AFH alternative to 
represent a previously unaddressed cost item. An impact aid cost was 
calculated to represent the costs associated wfth school age children to the 
local area educational system ... Based on· Ann,y demographics. it was assumed 
that there were 1.9 ch11~ren per household and that 46 percent would be school 

· age, resulting 1n .874 school age children per dnit on the average. 

Additional costs of $320/year/student ($111,872 total) are provided for 
students living 1n Government quarters. This was costed against the AFH option 

. and not against the 801 option, because property taxes will be paid under the 
801 program. The cost was der1ved from discussions with local school 
officials. Half·• ~ar•s aid ts programmed for 1987 based on delivery of the 
units by Aprtl. 

I. Administrative Costs 

The Family Housing Office (FHO) provided the 1984 administrative costs 
for the existing 1,421 units on Fort Wainwright. This cost of $416,800 was 
inflated to 1986 dollars. To thfs was added the estimated effective salary 
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(including estimated overheads, benefits, and COLA) of two GS-7 level persons 
expected to supplement the administrative staff after completion of the 
units. The cost applied ts as ,follows: 

Prorated cost 
·Labor Cost 

$416,800 t 1,421 X 400 X 1.0868 • 1127,510 
$ 17,824 X 2.43 X 2· x· 1.042 • 90,262 

Rounded Sum • $217,775 

III. 801 Lease Alternative 

A. Shelter·Rent 

This cost ts taken directly from the selected proposal for each 
project. It will rematn fixed for the 19.5-year teMm, but the developer is 
expected to deliver all 400 units by· 1 April 1987. Because 1 April is midway 
through the fiscal year, half a year's rent is paid .the first fiscal year, 
FY 87. . :_ 

Shelter rent for the 400 unit project was calculated as follows: 

1987- 400 units for 6 months X $1,486(month/unit · • $3,567,000 

1988 thru 2007·- 400 units for 12 month X $1.486/month/unit • $ 7,134.R80 

B •. Maintenance Rent 

This cost element fs taken directly from the selected proposal for each 
project and 1s intended to include the developer's cost to maintain and repair 
the project. This rent fs to be increased or decreased at the beginning of 
each year after the first year of the lease by the increase or decrease of the 
Housing, Shelter, Maintenance and Repair Index for the preceding 12 months of 
the •Economic Indicators• prepared for the Joint Economic Committee of the 
Congress by the Council of Economic Advisors. For the purpose-of the economic 
analysis tt is assumed that the OMB/OSD inflation indexes supplied (Table A-3) 
wtll equate to changes tn the •Economic Indicators• for the analysis period. 

As fn the Shelter Rent element, half a year's rent fs charged the 
. ftrst year, followed by 19 years of full rental p~nts • . 

1987 - 400 untts for 6 months X $209/month/untt • $ 5Q2,460 

1988 thru 2007- 400 untts for 12 months X $209/month/untt·• $1,004,920 

Table A-3 
Annual Rates of Inflation Stipulated by OMB/OSD 

From 
Fiscal Year 

1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 

To· 
Ffscal Year 

1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 

Beyond 
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Increase 
By (Percent) 

4.0 
4.4 
4.2 
4.0 
3.7 
3.4 



c. Increase in Real Estate Taxes 

·The Request for Proposals on each project specifies that the
Government will PlY 80 percent of any increase in total general real estate 
taxes over those levied 1n the ·second lease year. Since the present schedule 
calls for final delivery of units and signing of the lease on 1 April 1987 
(FY 87), FY88 1s considered the second· year of the lease and consequently the 
base year for any increase in real estate taxes, as shown on Table ·A-4. 

The developer's expected commercial appraisal per unit is estimated at 
$156,335. The total 1986 value is estimated at $55,819,600. Using a total 
11ill rate of 9 (2 borough, 7 city), the 1988 bill 1s expected to be $609,98·1. 
This is the $62,542,200 times 9 mills and escalated 4.2 percent in 1987 and 
4.0 percent in 1988 as stipulated by (148/0SO.. · 

Table A-4 
BUILD TO LEASE FAMILY HOUSING 

TAX BILL SCHEDULE ll 
Government 

Pro~ect Fiscal Tax Year Increase Bi11·80S 

1 1986 0 0 0 
2 87 0 0 0 
3 88 609,981 0 0 
4 89 632,550 22,569 $18,055 
5 90 654,057 21,506 17,205 
6 91 676,294 22,237 17,790 
7 . 92 699,288 22,994 18,395 
8 93 723,064 23,775 19,021 
9 94 747,649 24,584 19,667 
10 95 773,069 25,420 20,336 

·11 96- 799,353 26,284 21,027 
12 97 826,531 27,178 21,742· 
13 98 854,633. 28,102 22,482 
14 99 883,691 29,057 23,246 
15 2000 913,736 30,045 24,036 
16 01 944,803 31,067 24,854 
17 02 976,926 32,123 25,699 
18 03 1,010,142 33,215 26,572 

"19 04 1,044,487 34,344 27,476 
-20 OS 1,079,999 35,512 28,410 
21 06 1,116,719 36,719 29,376 

ll Escalated according to rates of Table A-3. 

o. Revenue Derived from Out1ease 

This category is an alternative cost category covering loss of use of 
the land by the government for the last 10 years of the program. The terms of 
the contract grant the developer a 30-year land lease after completion of the 
units. For the first 19-1/2 years the A~ has contracted for the lease of 
the buildings. For the remaining 10 years the contractor is required to pay 
the~overnment outlease rental for use of the land •. This creates an increase 

A-7 



in revenue for the Federal Government. Fair market rental rates were 
estimated for the years.2007 to 2016 and are expected to··have a present value 
in the year 2006 of $985,936. This value was given a negative cost to the 

·Government·in year 2006 and was subjected to present value calculations as 
were other cost kinds. This assumes the 20-year lease option is not exercised. 

IV. Wash Costs 

These are cost kinds which were considered but not used in the numerical 
economic analysis because they are virtually identical in both alternatives. 

o LAND - both the BTL and AFH ilternatives would be constructed on the 
same tract of land. 

o UTILITIES - units constructed for both alternatives are assumed to 
have identical efficiencies and rate structures. 

o.RENT ALLOWANCES- the delivery schedules are assumed to be the same; 
therefore~ no allowance is expected during construction. 

o FIRE AND POLICE - not included in either alternative because the 
Army will provide both to either the BTL or AFH alternative. 

A-8 
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101.'SC2::t'Jl .. 
arq. 

&.AWl OF _. CONG.-Ist lESS.. On.. II 

DJ&Cftft DAft loa fto.JD:r AVIIIO&IZAtiONI · 

- Sa:. 101. ,&J. t II. Dr. IV, aM V tl thil Act abaJ1 &lb_tlrect • 
October 1.1113. . 

11TLS W-GUARD AND RESERVE FORCES FACIImES 

AUftiOIUIA!ION fO& PACI&mll 

Sac. TO!. ftere an aathorilecl to .. appropriallcl for 6aJ ~an 
'-ljnnlq aftar Stpt.tmbtr 10, 1183, lOr &he COitl. ol ~iattioa, 
arChit.tcturalud u_lillftriu •me.. ud coutnactioa tl facilities 
lor the Guard and Reslrw Forcea. ad lor contn,utiou therefor, 
oncler chapter 113 of title 10 UDit.eCl S&at.tl Code GDdudiac the COlt 
Of acquiaitiOD of luul for thOR· facilities), the followiftl IUDOUilCI:_ 

Ul For the Department of the ArmJ-
CAl for die Arm7 Natioul. Oiaanl of d. UDit.td State. 

16GJ26.000; ud • . 
(8) lor the ArmJRelerft,l5&.100,000. . . 

(I) For the Dt~rtment ot che NaVJ, for che Naftlml XariDe. 
Co~ Rlllrwe.128.2.&S.OOO. . 

(3) For the Department of the Air Fo~ . 
W lor the Air Natioul Guanl ot the UDit.l S&at.es., 

1108.620,000; ud 
• Cl) lor &be Air Force a..rw,$11.200,000. 

MODJnC.\!1011 or GVAU A.'fD USDft IIINO& CDNft&UC110N 
AVIBOIIft 

lac. T02. E!recdft oa October 1. lls:t IICtion ·1233alaXll ot title. 
10, UD!tecl Scat. Code, II amencltcl·br ltrikiq ou& '1200,000'' ucl 
luenina ia lin &benol "$100,000'~. . . 

tm.E WI-GENERAL PROV1SIONS 
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Oct~ II .II LIT AR\" COSSTRL'CTIOS AL'THORJZATION 

• 
Mfoliated contractin& ~tdures. Such I contract IMJ pro\idt for 
&he contrKtor ol &he houaina facilities to operate aad awnlaia IUCh 
llouainrlac:ilitill •\Anna· the &arm or the leUe~ .. 

.,3, Each contract Uftcltr this subsection lhaJI_ nqain that hou• 
inc_ uniu constru~ pursuant to. tht contract lhaJJ bt constrvct.ed 
lo Department ol Defeftll s~ficationa. · 

"(4) A contract under tl!ilaubiKtiC?n ma7 ~for lftJ peri~ not In 
ISc:esa Of 20 Jl8rl (tscluclinl tht penocl required for conatnact.ioD o( 
the houainc facilities). 

"(Sl A contract under thisauhsection alaall '-I'O¥iclt that. ~ the 
termination or the lease period, tht Uni&td Scat.es lhall have the 
rilht or lint.re(usal &o acquire all riaht. title. and ifttenst to the 
housinllacilities constru~ anclltutcl under the contracL . 

.,6> contract may not be entertd iftt.o for the lease or housin' 
facilities under this subtection until- . 

. ~) tht SeertL&r)' of Defense tubmlu to the appro&:!d 
commiti.MI or Conlftll, In •Titinl. an .eeonomic anaiJSil 
apon accep'" lilt qclt cos~ pioctctures) which demonstrates 
that tht proposecl contract is collell'tetive when com~ncl willa 
alternative means or rumishinl the aamt housinc fadlities; and 

•(8> a ,eriocl of 21 calendar cla)·a· hu aspired foU~ the 
•ate on which the economic &nalJSia ia nceiYICI· ~ thOR com· 
mittees. · 

"(;)This aul>Mction may bt lmpltmudecl ODlJl»J a pDot procram. 
ID carTfinl out such. piJot '-I'OI':am-

~) the Se<retar)' or tach miJit.ai'J .Stpartmnt IDIJ DOt enter 
ID&o more than two contracts under this aubMetion; uacl· 

-ul) an,- auch cont:oact m&)' Dot be for more lhu 100 family 
housiq uftita. . 

"(8) A contract may DOt be en tend la&o u.Str this IUhsectioft after 
Cbober 1, 11&5. ". 

IGUTA&Y BOVIDIG a&MT~ OVAaAJI!'IZ ftOGIAIII 

SIC~ 102. (a) The Secreta~ or • IDWWJ 4e~rtmtDt. ucler 1lfti. 
form rtC"lationa prucribed b)' the Stcret.ary of Dtreue, aa)' enter 
lftiO aft qreement to UIUrt the om&paftCJ of rtDiaJMeasiDIIO be 
COftiU'Untd b7 a private developer • · bJ. a St.aca or local ~inc 
autJaorit7 • privata land, on land OWDii It)' a State w Jocal. 
pvtmmtnt. or on land owntcl by tilt UDit.td Stacas.ll &he hous~ il 
to be loca&ecl on or aear a aew milita17 iftlt.allation • u aistiDc 
1Dili&af7 lutallatioi diat"lw a aJaonin ol ~ ... --'&be 
nquirementa ol elicl"blt membtn · tl&M Armed Forees «with • 
wilhout accompanyinc cltpenclenta). AA ~meDt udtr this IIC· 
tiOil lhall IDclucle a pnMaioa that 1M ibliptioa tl &he Uaiwd 
ltatet to make ~~tnta under the ap'MmtDt ia UJ &cal JUI' il 
aubject to dae awaiJabUitr olappro~tiona lor &hat JNI'POII· 

CtiJ AD acnement under IUbMctiOD fa)-
(1) IDa)' DOt UIUrt tht OCC'Up&ftCJ II more thaD. IT plrctDt of 

lh• urdu COftltrurttd under t.ht :F"ment; 
C2J ahallest.ablilh initial nnta ftWI that art DOt IDOn than 

ntas lor comparable rental dwellinc anita ill tht Mmt ltneral 
market area and may include an tsealation clause for operation 
aftd maintenance coat~ which lhalJ (if' inc:ludtciJ be tll'telin for 
&ht term or arrMmtnt; 

t311DI)' not apply \0 tsistiq houliq: 

17 STAT. 783 
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P.L tS·IIJ 

lcoeomic 
ua!rtw. 
IUbmat\11 10 ..,...,...,or.al •-=-•r ..... 

10 l.."SC :121 ..... 

LAWS OF lith COSC.- laa. SESS. . Oct. II 

(.&) th:all nquin that the housinc units lw construdM &o 
Department of Derense 1peciricationa; 

(5l may not be for a term in eacesa or 151'~1'1; 
Cl» may Dot nnewed; 
f'i) lftlf Dot Ul\lrt more thM lA amount "uitaJtnt to the 

shelter nnt or the housinc uniu, determifttcl Oft the basil or 
amortwna initial construction eo~&a;, . 

(8) may oraly M enttrecl illto to the extent that &here ia a 
YaJidatec! deficit 1ft miUtafl tamDJ_housinr: 

(9) ma)' oniJ l»e entar.a into II tsistinc mDi&af7..contro1Jtd 
hou.sin1 at all installations in the commutinl aru (eacept for a 
fttW ii".S~lJation or·an inst&JJation ror WNCh thtrt is PfO)tCted I 
li~ifiCUlt increase ·in the number Of (amiJies clut lo an InCrease 
in the Dumber of authorized penonnel) has taceecltc! 11 percent 
ue. lor a period or Dot lesa t~Wa·ta conMCUtive mcmthl immedi· 
ately preCecliftc the elate on which the .,reement II tDtered 
lllto. escludinc UDita temporaril)' blactiva&icl ror major npair or 
Improve menta; 

(1 O> shall provide for prioritJ or oeeupane;y for mDitarr 
lamiliH; ancl 

(11) shall include a clause nnc!erinc the arreement ~auD and· 
woid U', Ill the opinion or the Secretal'7 or die milital')' dtpart• 
ment concerned, the owner or the housinc ra.Da lo maintaiD •. 
•tiafadof11tvel or operation and mainttft&ftct. ) 

(c) An qrHmtDt uder substction (a) shall be macle throurh the 
ue or publicly aclvertilec!. competitivtl)' bid or competiuvel1 aecoti-
ated proctdura . 

(d) AD acreemezat 1D&J aot '- ntered lllto ucler .u.ectioa Cal 
an:U-

Ql the SemtarJ or Dettftle submits to the ap~te com
mitten ol Conf!lll. lD. ftitinc. an economic ual71ia (based 
apoD aceeptacl W'e C7Cit COIUfta procedures) which clemoutratn. 
&!\at the proposed acreemtnt il COil effective whta compand 

· with al~rnativt meau ol IUJ'Dis~l the same. bouaiftc lacili· 
ties:ud 

C2J a period ol21 caleDur da71 hu espind followiDI t!at.ute. 
OD which the tCODomie· &Da171ia il nceivecl b7thole c:om.miu... 

(e) Tht Secrel.aiJ concemtd IDA)' require that uputft arili.Dc 
acler u llftemeat atered 1Dto under aubsectioD (a) be clecided. iD 
accordance with the JI'OCICiures proviclecllor b71ht CoDuan Dil
puta Act of 1918 (41 U.S.C.IOl at ~~q.). 

(f) nus IIClion .. , ... lmpltiDtDfecl ODI)' ., • pilot prorram. Ill 
CUf1inl out such pUo& p~-

. (1) &he Secrt&uJ oltada 1Dllita17 departmeDt .. , aot IDler 
IDeo more tlwa two llf"IDtDII uder this MCtioa; Ucl 

C2) &he s.cm.u,. of a milit.&l7 cle~rtmenl .. , Dot ater mlo 
ncb an ~·meDt for mon thaD 300 l'amil7 IWMaain& ui&a at 
onelocatlcio. 

(I) All ~tement IUJ aot M ID&em iAt.o Wlcltr this ltdioD after 
September 30, 1185. 

rAMU..Y .OWIMC CO:flft1:CTU OVDIIAI 

SIC. 103. (a). ftt SecrtW7 or DtftnM lh&Jl tftl\lft th•t any 
contract entered inco ror tht conttnaction or militai'J fami17 housinr 
ror the Department of .Dttenae in a rorei,n eountf11hal1 require the 

97 STAT. 7!J 
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II. DETAILED SUMMARY 

A. Problem Statement 

The United States Army.created two new Light Infantry Divisions 1n 1984. 
One rapid deployment unit, the 6th Division, 1s to be stationed at Fort 
Wainwright to share in the defense of Alaska and·of the Northwestern American 
Continent. The complement of 2,600 soldiers is to be stationed by 1988. 
PeMmanent facilities need to be bu·tlt to accommodate peMmanent, reserve, 
dependent, and civilian support personnel. Housing is one. required element. ,. 

The objective of this study is to recommend ~he most cost effective means 
of providing 400 units of family housing for officers ind enlisted personnel 
at Fort Wainwright, Alaska. . 

Authority to conduct this study was delegated by United States Public Law 
98-115 Section 801 dated 11 October 1984 as contained in 97 Statute 782 and. 
783. 

B. Location and Description 

Fort Wainwright is located (figure 1) adjacent to the city of Fairbanks in 
Interior Alaska. Fairbanks is Alaska's second largest ci.ty with a population 
of 27,000 (up from 18,000 in 1970). The Fairbanks North Star Borough (FNSB) 
covers 7,361·square miles and has a total population of 65,000. Average 
residency is 12 years and average age is 37. 

Located on t~e Alaska InteMmountain Plateau, the FNSB fs bounded by the 
Brooks Range to the north and the Alaska Range to the south. The-dominant 
feature of the FNSB 1s the Tanana River, a tributary of the Yukon River. 
Nearly all of Fairbanks lies tn the Chena and Tanana River flood plains. 

The climate of. the FNSB is considered semi-arid because precipitation 
amounts to .only 12 inches a ,ear. About 7.5 inches falls as rain; the· rest 1s 
sleet and snow. Snow covers the· ground from mid-October through mid-Apri.l and· 
averages 30 inches in depth. Spring, early summer and fall are-relatively 
dry. Mean monthly wfnd velocities range from 3 to 7.5 mph. Temperature 
extremes range from -600F to 900F •. July averages 700F and -January 
averages -110F. Fairbanks experiences about 5,500 degree d~s below 

·freezing each year. The sun shines nearly 23 hours a day on June 21 due-to 
proximity to the Arctic Circle. 

Fort Wainwright is the home of·part of the 172d Brigade. Currently 1t 
stations 2,825 troops and employs 550 c1v11tans. The troop complement is 
expected to rise to 5,925. The present size of the installation 1s 917,000 
acres (1,432 square miles). 

The selection of Fort Wainwright as the home of the Army's new 6th· Light 
Infantry Dtvtsion will mean sudden and radical changes tn the nature of th;s 
installation. Approximately 3,100 military and 300 civilian personnel will be 
added to Fort Wainwright's existing resident work force. 
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These personnel will be accompanied by. about 3,200 dependents. This 
exp·ans1on will require construction of extensive· on-post facilities at an 
estimated cost of about $400 million over a 5-year p~riod. 

. . 

B. Housing Requirement - The 1984 pertinent housing statistics at Fort 
Wainwright are contained in Appendix B; DO (Housing Survey) form 1378 dated 
21 January 1985. These are summarized in table II-1. Provisions of the 801 
Leasing Program specify that an agreement -.y be entered into only when a 
validated military housing deficit exists. 

No significant housing def1c1t currently exists at Fort Wainwright. 
However, with a change tn miJsion and assignment of the LID, a bona fide 
deficit will exist. New housing must be constructed. 

~ 

Item 

Effective Requirement 1985· 
• Programming· Limit 1985 (90S) 

Effective Requirement 1988 
Military Housing 
Off-post Housing 
Surplus/(deficit) 1985 
Deficit 1988 

C. Assumptions 

Table II-1 
Housing Requirements 

Housing 
Officers 

636 
572. 
748 
242 
189 

(141) 
(223) 

Enlisted 

2,520 
2,268 
2,808 
1,177 
. 691 
(400) 
(688) 

1. ·That the Army will have a continuing need for housing at Fort 
Wainwright for at least 20 years (the term Qf the. lease). 

2. That the rent to satisfy the lease will be appropriated for that 
purpose by Congress on an annual basts. 

3. That inflation indices stipulated by the Office of Management and 
Budget through the Office of the. Secretary of Defense (OMB/OSD indices) 
represent an accurate-projection of inflation·through the 21-year project life. 

4. That the owner/developer of the 801 Housing will retain ownership of 
the project for the full 32-year outlease period and then completely .remove 

· all improvements. ·- · 

5. That new construction will take 18 months to complete, and have a 
40 year life for the AFH option; the 801 BTL a 30-year life because all 
improvements are to be removed at the end of the out. least period. 

6. That installed appliances have a 10-year ltfe and require servicing at 
the rate of one call per two units per year. 

7. That maintenance and repair costs ·in the ~ Family Housing (AFH) 
alternative will experience both real and inflationary increases based on the 
age of the units, while the 801 lease alternative will experience only an 
inflationary increase based on its tie to the index of Economic Indicators. 

I • 
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8. That the construction contract for the Government construction (AFH) 
alternative would be awarded on 30 September 1985, and would require delivery 
of all of the un1ts·by 1 April 1987. 

9. That an agreement to lease tn the 801 Build to Lease (BTL) Program 
would be signed on 30 September 1985 and require-all the units to be delivered 
by 1 April 1987. 

10. That the 801 lease alternative will be depreciated over ·a 30-year 
straight line for tax purposes. · 

11. That· increases 1n real estate taxes payable tn the 801 BTL alternative 
by·the Government will not be considered as part of the maintenance rent for 
the purpose of applying the Economic ·Indicator index at the start of the 
following year. · 

. 12. That the same parcel of Government-owned land on Fort Wainwright 
would be used for construction of the selected alternative. 

13. That a 60 percent outlay of capital is made in FY 86 followed by a 
40 percent outlay tn FY 87 to compensate for retatnage and possible early 
acceptance of completed units prior to 1 April 1987. 

D. General Cost Element SUIIIIIary 

1. Costs considered: 

Table 11~2 shows costs considered fn the analysts. 

Table II-2 
Summary of Elements· of Cost for Housing 

Cost Element AFH Alternative 801 

A. Construction Cost X 
B. Land Cost . ., 
c. Maintenance and Repair X 
D. Real Estate Tax 
E. Services X 

. F. Management X 
6. Equipment X 
H. Imputed Insurance X 
I. Housing Allowance w 
J. Residual Value X 
K. Rent -L. Government Income Tax Gain or Loss 
_M. Utilities w 
N. Federal School Impact Aid X 
o. Fire and Police .. 
X • Cost included 
0 •.Cost. calculated, but only used to estimate other costs. 
W • •wash• - equal fn both alternatives 
- • Cost Not applicable 
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2·. Cost. Element Details 

Details on the developmen.t of costs considered and their reason for 
inclusion or noninclus1on are shown in Appendix A • 

. E. Methodology 

.. 

The two alternatives were compared on the basis of net discounted present 
cost. In order to do this, all costs involved in· each alternative were 
identified. Those considerep approximately equivalent under each alternative 
were eliminated from consideration as •wash• costs. The remaining costs were 
converted to a t~~al net present cost on the basis of current dollars (inflated 
at the OMB/OSD rates) and discounted at a rate of 12 percent. Use of this 
discount rate was directed by OCE and is based on an approximate 4 percent 
inflation and 8 percent cost of money. 

A residual value, which represents·the remaining value of the construction 
to the Government at the end of the analysis period, was then calculated by 
use of Building Decay - Obsolescence and Site Appreci.ation Factors contained 
in OMB Circular A-104. This residual value was then deducted from the costs 
of the final year of the analysis period yielding a negative cost for that. 
year. The discounting process then arrived at a net present value estimate. 

The 801 lease alternative does not provide for any residual value to the 
Government or the developer. The contract requires the removal of all 
improvements, and .thus no capital improvements were assumed. 

These two estimates of net present cost were then compared to ascertain the 
least costly alternative. In addition, key variables were tested to find the 
amount of change required to affect the outcome of the analysis. This 
~sensitivity analysis• indicates the importance of each variable in the outcome 
of the analysis. If reasonable changes in an estimated cost item would alter 
the ranking of the alternatives, the analysis is said to be •sensitive• to 
that variable. 

r 

This analysis covers a 21 -year period (1-1/2 year construction and 19-1/2 
year lease), as partial rent or construction costs will be charged in the year 
preceding final delivery of all units. Costs and/or benefits to the Government 
for the last 10 years of the outlea~e were.considered in the evaluation. 

·F. Summary of Results 

1. Economic Analysis Results 

These economic analyses were conducted using the Develop Econpack program 
on OCE's 1391 Processor System. This program allows the user to specify a 
discount rate, an inflation index, and values to be used in developing the 
analysis. The detailed results of this computer analysis are contained in 
Appendix C. Shown therein are: 1) a detailed MCA construction cost buildup 
for the project, 2) a chart showing a year-by-year comparison of the net 
cumulative discounted present cost to that year, 3) year-by·ye.ar tables of the 
costs of each alternative showing the.annual cost in each area; the total 
annual cost, the discounted annual cost, and the cumulative net discounted 
cost; and 4J a graph showing the comparative cost for each alternative over 
the 21-year analysis period. Results are as follows: 
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Alternative 

AFH On-post Construction 
801 Build to Lease 

Present Worth 
Net Cost• 

164,458,170 
$56,169,071 

Average 
Annual Equivalent 

18_,523, 954 
7,427,807-

*Based on a 21-year period of analysis (1986-2006) and a 12 percent discount · 
rate. . 

The analysis of costs indicates the use of the 801 Build to Lease program 
to be ~he more economically feasible means of meeting an urgent need for Army 
11ilttary personnel family quarters tn Fort Wainwright. 

2. Senstttvity·Analysis Results · 

The purpose of a sensitivity analysts ts to test key variables in the 
analysts for the effect that a change tn the variable would have on the final 
results of the whole analysts. Those variables in which a small change 

- results in a reversal of alternative ranktngs are determined to be •sensitive.• 
The more sensitive the vartable, the more important it is that the information 
on which that cost is based be accurate and reliable. A sensitive variable 
which ts based on assumptions and conjecture greatly weakens the overall 
reliability of the analysts. . ·. 

In the case of thts analysis, 8 variables were tested for sensitivity. · 
Those variables requtrtng a change of more than lOO.percent plus or minus were 
considered insensitive. The.results of this sensitivity analysts are 
presented in Table. II-3. 

Table II-3 
Changes tn Cost Elements to Rank 
AFH Construction as Least Costly 

Cost Element· 400 Units 

1) 

~J 
.:~ 
6) 
·8) 
9) 

Construction Cost 
Maintenance Cost 
Services 
Equipment Cost 
Insurance Cost 
Residual Value 
Real Estate Tax Increase 
Government Tax Revenue 

-14.061 
+94.531 
tnsenstttve 
tnsenstttve 
tnsenstttve 
insensitive 
1nsens1t1ve 
insensitive 

·This analysts is considered to demonstrate a relatively low overall 
sensitivity for the economic analyses conducted. The two. items demonstrating 
the sensitivity (construction costs· and BTL-Maintenance Rent) are based on a 
large body of factual data, bids, and experience. Other elements (e.g., real 
estate taxes and Government tax revenue) which required considerable 
assumption and interpretation are shown to be insensitive. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In August· 1985, the Navy .issuad a Request for Proposals 
(RFP) for tha build-to-leasa of 300 Family Housi_nq Units on 
gove~nment-ownQ6 land at the Naval Weapons Station (NWS) Earle, 
Colts Neck, NJ. Nine proposals ware recaived, but. only two of 
the nina were rQsponaiva. Aftar further evaluation, the proposal 
from Dick F1sche~ De~alopmant Co. 13 was ranked the. biqhest and 
the offer was accepted in August 1986. Tha lease ceilinq·at that 
time was $755 per unit, par month. 

. . 
Since award, thera have been delays which have prevented tha 

start of construction. Since cost levels have risen 
substantially since August 1986, Dick ·~ische·r Development Co. #3 
can not deliver the 300 units at the o~iqinally negotiated 
price. ~he Navy has neqotiated a new offe~ with. Dick Fischer 
Davelopment Co. #3 $885 per unit, per month. 

This new offer has been evaluated 1n an economic analysis 
which compares two alternatives: (1) ter.minate the contract and. 
solicit new proposals. (2) accept the new offer from Dick Fischer 
Development Co. #3. The economic analysis shows that alternative 
(2) has a lower Net Present Value ($31,315,711) than alternative 

· (1) .($32,047,301). Accordinqly, alternative (2), accept the new 
()ffer f~om Dick Fischer Development Co. #3, is recommended as the 
appropriate course of action. 
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A. OVERVIEW AND BACKGROUND 

Section 801 of the Military Construction Authorizat~on Act of 
1984 authorized a leasing program to obtain additional housing 
facilities. The Naval Weapons Station, Earle New Jarsey, was ona of the 

.loeations ·aelaatecl to test this prog:-am. ·The RFP of August, 1985 for 
the build-to-lease o~ 300 Family Housinq units, ·resulted in (9) 
proposals only (2) or which were ~eaponsive. · After going ~hrough the 
for.ma1 evaluat~on process ~rom the two proposers, the Dick.riacher · 
Development Co. was selected as the most economically advantageous 
alternative when compared with the Military Construction alternative. 
This was supported by Northern Division Naval Facilities Engineering 
Command' s approved economic ana·lysis of May, 1986. This study· updates 
the old analysis and recommends the ·most economical course of action 
based on current costs and the current· oso approved methodology for 
li£e cycle cos~ analysis. 

B. ALTERNATIVE COURSES OF ACTION 

This economic· analysis provides a revised comparison of the 
two potential housinq alternatives which ara explained below: 

1. Military Construction (MILCON). Construction us~ng funds 
appropriated for military· construction of 300 new enliste~ family 
housinq units.. 'l'his alternative assumes funds w~uld. be appropriated as 
part of the FY-89 Military Construction Program and the axisting 801 
contract would be term~nated. 

2.. 801 Build-to-Lease Proqram. 'l'he Navy would modify and 
continue the present lonq tar.m aqreement to lease 300 rental housinq 
units to be constructed by a private developer with. delivery in FY-89. 
Tha un·its will be located at NWS Earle, New Jersey on land presently 
owned by the Navy. 

C. ME'l'HOCOltOG'X AND ASSUMPTIONS 

This analysis presents the results o~ revising the·pravious1y 
approved economic analysis (same subjact) of May 1986, prepared by the 
Northern Division Naval Facilities Engineerinq Command as submitted to 
the appropriate congressional subcommittees in Auqust, 1986. 
In this report, all previous cost factors were reviewed and corrected 
as appropriate ~o meet the current methodology acceptable to the Office 
of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) and the Office of the Management and 
Budget (OMB) . Results of the l4fe cycle cost analysis. of the military 
construction alternative was utilizea to ·establish a lease ceilinq 
boundary condition as a threshold which the contractors bid must not· 
exceed for the lease alternative to be se1acted. This lease ceiling or 
"cap" approach insures that the lease can only be selected when the 
alternative has a lesser Net Present Value (NPV) than the MILCON 
alternative. 
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The analysis includes the following assumptions: 

1. 'l'he Navy's presently owned land would. be used with either 
alternative 

2. A current dol1ar analysis was performed and present value 
calculations utilizing a discount rate o~ 9.35 perc~nt (p$r OMB and 
OSD quidelines). 

3. All costs are estimated in rY-1989 current dollars. 
FuturG cost increases dua to inflation are included in the.analysis 
similar to the rY-86 previously approved report, utilizing NAVCOMPT 
NOTE 7111 Of 20 Apz:il 1988. .. 

4. 'J:he length of the analysis period is 21 yaars, FY-89 
through I'Y-2009. 

D. DERIVATIONS OF COST ELEMEN~S 

All eost elements from the previous~y approved analysis were 
revised and esealated as appropriate to reflect rY-89 base year 
dollars. Fiqure 1 shows the cost elements and their revised estimates. 
Detailed derivations of these costs are in Appendix A, FY-89 Detailed 

··cost Bui.l.d. Op . 

FIGURE 1 
COST ELEMENT VARIANCES FY-86 ANALYSIS vs CURREN~ ANALYS%S 

CATEGORY !'Y-86 
~00 
1987 

Number o~· uni~s 
Startinq Date . 
Discount Rate 
VBA/BAQ 

.9.601$ 
$530 

MILCON OA'l'A 
Land Cost 
Construction Cost 
Termination Cost 
.t Spent First Year 
Annual Operatinq Cost/Unit 
Annual Maintenance Cost/Unit 
Annual Insurance Cost/Unit 
Maintenance Real increase Rate 
Real Estate Tax Rate 
Building ·Deterioration Rate 
Lana Appreciation aate 

I'Y-86 
0 
$22,187,000 
0 
100i 
$235 
$1410 
$35. 
.08% 
1.00% 
1.7% 
1.510 

-2-

Ctml\EN'l' 
300 
1989 
9.35% 
$545 

CURRENT 
0 
$23,541,347 
$3,175,000 
100% 
$490 
$1508 
$83 
.oat 
1.00% 
1.7, 
1.5% 

VARIANCE 
0 
2 years· 
.25% 
$15 

VARIANCE 
0 
$1,354,347 
$3,175,000 
0 
$255 
$98 
$48 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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E. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS RESULTS 

Tha results of the revised calculations are shown at Appendix 
·B. The economic analysis shows that alternative (2) ~aa a·lower Net 

PresAnt Valua ($31,315,711) than alternative (1) ($32,047,301). 
Accordinqly, alternative (2), accept the new offer from Dick Fische~ 
Development Co. #3, is.rAcommended as tha appropriate c:ourse of action. 
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APPENDIX A ... · .-,., .... ·- · -

·FY-89 DETAILED COS~ BUILD UP 

I. Introduction: This section describes the procedure that were 
followed in the 4erivation of cost itams for this eoonomie analysis • 

.. 

II. Cost Element Items: The majo~ cost· elements for each of the 
alternatives, reflect rYB9 goet levels. and.apana the 21 year paricd fo~ 
the analysis (1989-2009) ~ 

.• 
III. cost Zlament Details 

A. 1)iscount Rate: MCON ' 801. 

·Per OMB circular A•l04, the discount· •ata ia equal to the intarest 
rate on naw issues o~ u.s. Traasur~ securities wi~ maturities equa1 to 
the ter.m of the proposed lease, plus 1/8 th. o~ ~percentage point 
(which represents the charges for agency· borrowing- financed throuqh·tha 
l'ederal l'inancinq Bank. At. the time of this analysis, the rate was. 
9. 225 plus .12! Which equaled 9. 35'. · •· 

a. Inflation Rate: MCON ' 801 

~he analysia is parfo~ed usinq inf1atioD :a~es aa praseribed by··· 
QMB. ~he rates used in the analysis are from the NAVCOMPNOTE 7111 of 
··~pr'il, 1989. A listing of tha rates are provided b.elow. 

Fiscal Year 

1989-1990 
1991-1992 
1993-1994 
1995-1996 
1997•2009 

c. Militarl' ConstructioA Navy: MC:OH 

%nflat.ion· Rate 

3.5 
3.1 
2.6 

-2.4 
2.3 

New construction costs were based on est~ates usinq the 
Tri-Service Cost model. The MCON cost development is presented in 
l'igure -A-1. Unit construction of $48/SF is basad on OSD direction • 
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D. Allowances: MCON & 801: 
._._.., ... : ....... .:.:'' 

~ :-' . . . . ,._ ~ ... : . ~ .. 

: ~~::~ .... ~:. .. :. ~ ~ ~·~:. ~ 

A monthly housinq allowance for an ac:eompanied.:· z-s a2:e used t:o 
identify the coats associated with the MC~N_alterDative durinq 
construction. The housing- allow•nce is comprised.. of.-~ VHA and BAQ 
segment that when aclded •C!uala $545.- 00_ par month~. · -·...:--:->_: ... · 

···.'-. ": : . ··" .. ~ ' ~ ·_·:_:·-~-:~-;. :·: .. ;,·_ . ·.·:· . 

" - . ~ ::: . : -~ . .-.::.·~----~:· .. :..·:.~ .. ~~: E. Maintenance and Repair: MCON .__ -~·: .~!-~~: :~~ .. 
Maintenance costs are· basef! on the an•l.ye.ia ~rom 1986 of $1410 ~.00 

·par year pa&- \11\it. The $1410 co~t.s are then. eaca·lat.at!. uain; O&M 
· escalation rates· ~cz;. an annual cost o.f $1508 pe~ unit. per yaa:. · 

I' . Equipment : MCON : 

Onder thia alternative, new refriqerators·, ·nnqes and.. ovens would 
be installed in_the new housinq units. T.he periodic ~•placement and 
repair cost schedule is programmed under.the.MCON alternative. The 
costs for the equipment are J:)ased ~n the 1986- analysis ·-and escalatad to 
1989 dollars. 

. ·.· .: ...... • 

G. Imputed Insurance: MCON 
.. 

Pe~ OMB A-104 revised, Imputed Insurance (.Dd ~puted land and 
real estate taxes) are costs that are incurred by the lessor and 
included in the analysis because 1:hey ara subsaquent·ly charged to the 
Federal Government as part of the rental Z'ate •. · · · -:. · · · ; 

. . ~ .. 

Insurance costs related to the construction a1~e:nativa 
reflect only those fees necessary to cova2: 11abi1ity claims. (Property 
damage dua t:o other types of casualties is exc1udecl ainca the cost. of 
repairs and/or replacement is handled under re~ired:maintenance and 
repair and thus is reflected in the annual.M&a budg~t accounts.) ·costs 
included in thia element represent localized. commercial liability 
rates. 'l'ha rata of $83 per year paz: __ unit is based ~il a wo~kup 
developed rram an analysis. for recent 801. HousiDq at Staten Island Hew 
York, approved by OSD and the conq.ress • This study, per:foz:med by the 
Logistics Manaqament Institute, utilized data ~roa the Institute· fo~ 
Real Estate Management for·the Staten Island a:aa whiCh is lass than. an 
hour from Ea~le Haw Jersey and comparable in insurance cost. %nauranca 
cost is applied to a11 of the units, time phased in accordance in 
_accordance with the delivery of units specified unde: the construction 
cost alamant. 

B. Land Acquisition: MCON 

Housing ~acilities constructed under the Family Bousinq 
Construction Program are normally sited on Government-owned land. 
Facilities provided under the 801 Program· will also ba constructed on 
Government land·. As such, no actual cash outlays wil1 occur to obtain 
the needed laDd. 
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· I.. Oper~tiona 

. ~be ope~•tions costs are based on the 1986 analyeie 
· metbodology galling fo~ an increase of two additiona1. civi1 servica 
employees tor tha housing staff and entomologica1 ana·atreet c1ean1nq 
aervicee ~o~ tha additiona~ housinq area. Pe~aonnel costa ~ef1eot Navy 
Induat~ial Sun4 (NIF) rates charged at marla. • Use of this rate results 
in a pe~aonnel coat of $109048. Costs for entomolo9ical and st:eet 
cleaning ae.vices we~a updated based on actual. unit coats· for rY 87 to 
a total of $37835. The ~eault of this analysis. yields aa·annual ooat 
pe~ unit per yea~· .. of $4go. 

3. Residual Va1ue: MCON 
To ~acilitate equa1 comparison of the housing alternatives, an 

~plied residual value was applied to the construot~on alternative. 
The. residual value of. a structure is its net disposal. value at the end 
o~ tha.project li~e, and is qenera11y thought to decline over t~e, 
ref~ecting its use, co~sumption, and/or physical deterioration. 

Onder the MCON oFtion, residual value of the p:oject e~a1s 
the sum of the residual value of the structures and land and is 
c:onsiderecl a reduction in the c·ost or this alternative t.o the 
GOvernDent. This estimated residual value was compute4 using a 1.,, 
de;radation rata amortize~ on a· straight line basis. tor the term o~ the 
lease. T.ha procedure used to darive th~s value is shown below. 

(Bstimatecl 
construction 
Structures 
Costa) 

- -

~ · (Compound 
X In~lation ractor) 

(OMB Building Residual 
X Decay racto~) m Value o! 

(Estimated (COmpounded (OMB Land 
Land Value) X Inflation Factor) X Appreciation ractor)=Residual Land 
Value 

It. Termination Costa 

$900,000 ~ayments to Tinton ral1s Schools District ~or educational 
support to Navy achoo~ children necessitated ~y lata delivery of 
Section 801 family housin9. Authorize~ by H.a. 4264. 

$275,000 aeaolicitation costs to be incu:red by the Navy in the 
event of termination of_the current contract. Essentially the enti:a 
p~ocurement process would have to be repeated ~rom updatin9 of the 
solicitation documents th~ough detai1ed evaluation of proposals 
received. Xtems include administrative and professiona1 labor in the 
real estate, houainq, planning, engineering, and environmental areas. 
Hard. copy .costs such as printing of solicitation documents, 
advertisement in periodicals, and mailinq ~o inta~ested proposers are 
included. Est~ata is based upon experience to date with Navy Section 
801 solic:Ltations including- the recant offez:inq for Staten Xsl.and. ~. 
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Planning 
·-Architect/Engineer 

· ·-·-·owners Representation 
Attorney's fees 
Tnsttee's :faaa 
~itle insuranca/recordinq· 
Appraisal·. 

$495,000 
375,000. 
380,000 
250;000 
100,.000 ·:·: ·. :.~~--.. · 

20,.000 
5,,000 . -~· 

In the event or ter,mination, it 1s anticipated the developer would 
claim at least all or the above cost# togethetw.ith.coeta eubaeC~Uent t.o 
April 1988, and additional costs assoc·~atad· with tha ac~ual. taJ:mination 
including leczal f'eea f'or sett~ement. ··'lhara:tore, tha claim against the 
Navy would be in the range of $2,000,000 or moJ:a. 

M. Lease Pay.menta: 801 
• 

This program, which was authorized under the Mili~a:y 
Construction Authorization Aot of 1984, was dasivned to teat.whether 
family housing could be provided mora economicall~ than by conventional 
means. The proposed units woul4 be constructed to- meat the space 
requirements for accompanied enlisted personnel. .under this plan, 300 

·awellinq units would be constructed operated, and. maintained by .a 
private contractor. ~he units would be bui1t on prope~ty provided by 
the Government· with the leasing agreement batwaen the Governme~t and 
the contractor not to exceed 20 years. Under this program, the 
individual service parson would f'or~eit: hi.s/ha~ BAQ and VBJ\ and be 
assigned to tha housing unit. Annual laaae. costs ratlect the 
Degotiatecl ·amount o~ $900/unit/yeaz:. 

H. Ot111~iee: MCON and 801 

Utility expenses for·both alternatives w~11.be e~al and a~a 
considered wash coats. 

o·. Impact Aid: MCON and. 801 

As either alternat~ve would ba located on the same site, 
impact aiel expenses will be equal ancl are conaid.ered wash costa. 
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